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Pace Standardized Courses

In September, in many of the largest Metropolitan Associations—

Twenty-third Street, Brooklyn, Newark, Washington, Baltimore,

Buffalo, Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, Milwaukee, Los

Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle, Portland, Denver, Grand Rapids,

Dayton—mqite* than 100 class groups will begin or renew their

program of*4evelopment by means of study in the Pace Standardized

Courses in-A^countancy and Business Administration.

In the various professional schools conducted under the auspices of these Asso

ciations, 3,000 aggressive and ambitious young business men are regularly in at

tendance. Secretaries, Treasurers, Managers, Comptrollers, Credit Men, Book

keepers, Traffic Clerks, Bank Clerks—men from every business vocation improve

their capacity by scientific training, and move forward into positions of greater

responsibility and trust. The aggressive young business men thus served, who

will direct the business world of tomorrow, are an association asset of tremen

dous potential significance.

The program of education offered is standardized as to text, teaching procedures,

and as to tranrfers from one school to another. A student may begin in Los

Angeles and complete in New York, and, in fact, he may begin in the Philip

pines by Extension and complete in the United States in any Resident school,

or he may begin in a Resident school and transfer to Extension.

The Courses, which have been so successful in the various Metropolitan Associa

tions, have been sought by many other institutions, and are now the basic text

used in several degree-giving institutions, including one of the largest State

universities. The program is broad and includes:

The Pace organization has long felt the need of a standardized English course,

which would make available English in definite and usable form. The result has

been accomplished in the Pace Standardized Course in English, prepared by

Horatio N. Drury, B.A., who has taught English in the following institutions:

National City Bank; New York Life Insurance Company; Metro

politan Life Insurance Company; West Side Y. M. C. A., New York;

Bedford Y. M. C. A., Brooklyn, N. Y.; Stuyvesant High School, New

York; Cortland Normal School, Cortland, N. Y.; Pennsylvania Mili

tary College, Chester, Pennsylvania.

These various courses are available for Young Men's Christian Associa

tions and other educational institutions.

Bulletins and various publicity folders, with details of the terms, will be

supplied upon application.

1. Fundamentals of Accountancy;

2. Shorter Course in Accountancy;

3. Business Administration Course;

4. Professional C. P. A. Course;

5. Cost Accounting;

6. Law for Business Men.

PACE STANDARDIZED COURSE IN ENGLISH

 

Pace Standardized Courses in Accountancy, Business Administration

and English, in Residence and by Extension

30 CHURCH STREET, NEW YORK
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[TO ANY SCHOOLSUPERINTENDENT, 1

JM.CA SECRETARY

^PHYSICAL DIRECTOR*

This book is filled from cover to cover

with practical information on planning

gymnasiums.

It presents the most up-to-date ideas

based on many years' experience in out

fitting gymnasiums for Schools, Colleges,

Y. M. C. A.'s, Clubs, etc.

It covers every phase in the construc

tion, equipment and administration of

the Department of Physical Training.

Besides the gymnasium proper, it thor

oughly treats such subjects as

Swimming Pool

Locker Rooms

Locker Systems

Directors' Offices

Heat and Light

Special Exercise Rooms

Auxiliary Gymnasium

Examination Rooms

Running Tracks

Ventilation atid Sanitation

Water Heating and Filtration

It makes a valuable reference and it's

free for the asking.

 

FRED MEDART MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Gymnasium Outfitters—Steel Lockers

ST. LOUIS, MO.
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The Present Opportunity

By George A. Warburton, Toronto

THE blow struck by the greatest war of hu

man history was staggering. Modern busi

ness halted in a night. Liquid assets worth

billions of dollars were suddenly solidified as

water is frozen by zero weather—the blast of

war had congealed them. Brave men, most of

them young, began to march towards battle

fields. Since then the tumult and the shouting

have been much alive. Strong souls saw the

fabric of modern civilization crushed by the

g. a. warburton rough hand of war and stood aghast. Shall

men's faith die, too? When they turn in the dumb uncertainty of

these days to religion will they find a grave and a corpse, or a mighty,

regnant Savior?

Men need God as they never did, for "change and decay" is every

where. We have the chance of a thousand ages to interpret the

message of our Master to those who struggle with one another

and with their own fears, burdens, sorrows. Let us not be found

wanting in the crucial hour, but show how the stability of the un

changing One, the self sacrifice of Him who died on a cross, the

sympathy of the Friend who wept over the sorrows of others, have

entered into our souls !

The door-way to the inner heart of mankind is wide open to our

Master's feet. May we who represent Him be not found wanting in

the clearness of our Christian message. Then shall our King be the

true victor.
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With the Men of the Canadian Contingent

By W. H. Wiggs, President Quebec Association

WHEN on the fourth of August war

was declared between England and

Germany every part of the em

pire instantly responded to the call to

arms, Canada taking a prominent part by

gathering 33,000 troops together from Brit

ish Columbia on the west to Nova Scotia on

the east, one man walking five hundred

miles from the Yukon to join a regiment,

and his father coming up from Sydney,

Cape Breton, to offer his services as chaplain

to the same regiment, the two extremest

points almost four thousand miles apart,

thus joining in unison for King and Coun

try.

Valcartier Camp, some eighteen miles

from the city of Quebec, among the Lauren-

tian hills, was chosen as the assembling

ground for this vast host.

CANADA'S ASSO.

TENTS

Postofflce (In center).
Gospel tent (at left).
"Dry" Canteen (at
right). Every day 20,000
letterheads distributed
and $500 worth of stamps
are sold. Buying a
stamp oi* asking for sta
tionery often leads to a
warm heart-to-heart talk

man of the National Council the new "Mil

itia Field Service Department" sprung into

being. A prominent location was granted

by the military authorities on the main

highway and tents were erected on the

spot.

The Association was thus ready to meet

the advancing host of men as they poured

daily in by thousands from every point of

the compass. An urgent call sent for volun-
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Of all agencies to thus respond so readily

to its country's call none more quickly than

the National Council of the Young Men's

Christian Association. That same night a

letter written by Field Secretary F. S.

Shepard was posted to me as the nearest

member of the council residing in the city

of Quebec, inviting co-operation and advice.

A conference with Local Secretary White-

man, a Boer war veteran, together with

William W. Lee, in charge of the immigra

tion work at Quebec, was called and on the

arrival of Lieut.-Col. Langton, vice-chair-

THE "DRY" CAN

TEEN

Sales $1,000 per day.

Gospel meetings and
moving pictures have
an average attend
ance each night of
over 1,500

teer leaders brought secretaries, physical

directors and clergymen from every denom

ination from Winnipeg to Nova Scotia till

a staff of thirty were ready. It was not

an infrequent sight to see a clergyman with

his sleeves rolled up unloading a carload of

fruit or sawing lumber to make a table or

bench. T. F. Best, another Boer war vet

eran, who had done yeoman Association

service in that campaign, was put in charge,

assisted by H. A. Pearson, in charge of the

commissariat; A. W. Forgie, of the religious

work, ably assisted by A. Pequegnat, Fred

J. Smith, of the athletics; Wm. W. Lee

as postmaster-general, and H. Whiteman

as purchasing agent and financial manager.

Carloads of fruit, of ginger ale, of bis

cuits and hundreds of gallons of ice cream

disappeared daily, notwithstanding the

great number of other dry canteens being

opened on the grounds through permission

obtained from the authorities. At first

some attempt was made by these to charge

2



 

CITIZEN SOLDIERS POURING INTO CAMP AT VALCARTIER

exorbitant prices, and "Tommy Atkins," in

his innocence, was asked three times the

usual price. The opening of the dry can--,

teen soon put a stop to this. X

The post office with writing tables and

benches was soon filled to overflowing; as

fast as the tables were placed they were

filled with men writing letters. Free sta

tionery (letter heads and envelopes with

the Association imprint thereon) was pro

vided, and soon 157,000 letter heads and

112,000 envelopes were used up at the rate

of 15,000 letter heads and 7,500 envelopes

per day. Postage stamps, over $600 worth

per day (usually at the rush hours from

5:30 to 9:30 p. m.) were sold, and this

amount is increasing day by day.

Pocket Testaments were sold to those who

in their hurry away from home had forgot

ten them. Newspapers generously sent in

by their publishers and reading matter col

lected in Quebec were given away by the

thousand nightly. Another and perhaps the

most important feature of Mr. Lee's work

was the filling of personal orders from men

and officers debarred by military orders

from visiting the city. The great variety

of commissions given included the repairing

of watches (from 75 to 125 per day), buy

ing tooth brushes and tooth paste, medical

prescriptions, athletic goods, money orders

and even the procuring of marriage licenses.

Another important feature was the looking

up of boys whose mothers wrote in some

cases most pathetic letters for only or way

ward boys away in camp. This gave the

closest personal touch to these men which

was made good use of.

A large marquee was also erected and

devoted to entertainments, and moving pic

tures, interspersed with patriotic views of

King George, Lord Kitchener, and others.

Camp fire meetings on the field, attended by

groups of 200 to 300 to the larger gather

ings around the "movies" of 5,000 to 6,000

hearers were held nightly, and the Gospel

story told in song and verse.

Through the kindness of friends in To

ronto, a large edition of a specially gotten

up "Song Book" containing a select num

ber of well-known and old favorite hymns,

martial and patriotic songs and appropri

ate verses of Scripture under the heading

"Messages from the King of Kings," will be

distributed to the men as they embark on

their transports for across seas.

The ladies of the cities in Canada con

tributed to the comfort of the "Soldier

Boys" by furnishing them with woolen

sleeping caps (the nights in camp being

very cold and even frosty), woolen socks

and comforters, handkerchiefs and house

wives' needle, pin, thread and button cases.

The Association distributed the parcels.

Plans are now under way by which it is

hoped that at least four secretaries will be

attached to the first contingent going to the

seat of war and no doubt the mothers and

fathers of many a boy on the field will be

glad to know that the Association will be

there to lend a helping hand or if necessary

to take a loving message to some one left

behind, never more to be seen.

A huge edition (25,000) of a specially

gotten up edition of the New Testament

will also be presented to the men from the

Canadian Branch of the British and For

eign Bible Society through the agency of

the Association.

Patriotic funds for the relief of distress

and the support of the wives and children

left at home or of the widows and orphans

have been started in all the large centers,

and it is a great honor to the Association

to know that Geo. A. Warburton, general

secretary, Toronto, has been appointed gen

eral organizer for all Canada.



British Associations in Army Service

OVER NIGHT the entire force of the

Young Men's Christian Association

of Great Britain was requisitioned

for service in the mobilization camps. The

experience of recent years in the Terri

torial Camps has made the Associations so

indispensable to a camp outfit, that after the

war was declared it is said that nearly every

officer of the army had demanded that the

Association should supply a tent and take

up its work with their detachments, Earl

Kitchener offered every possible aid.

It is not surprising that within a week

more than $35,000 was pledged of the $100,-

000 required. A hundred secretaries with

territorial camp experience were quickly in

the service and over half the British secre

taries volunteered. Working with them are

more than 2,000 members and students. A

group of them from Oxford are working

night and day in the service of the soldiers.

The national headquarters at 13 Russell

Square fairly throbbed with life in respond

ing to the calls which came persistently and

incessantly by letter and telegraph for out

fits. Within a few days work was going on

in 357 mobilization camps in England, Ire

land and Scotland, wherever soldiers were

assembled for the two to three months' drill

and training before going to the front.

One great marquee is called the arch

bishop's tent. It was purchased and

equipped entirely at the expense of the

Archbishop of Canterbury and given to the

Association to conduct. In all the tents the

chaplains work with ready freedom and fel

lowship with the secretaries.

From 5.30 in the morning to 9 at night

the tents are crowded with men eager for

the facilities provided there for writing let

ters home—for the Association becomes the

camp postmaster. Light drinks are sold

and hot tea and coffee. Buns and biscuits

are sold for a penny each. It is said that

the soldiers now drink 75 per cent, of min

eral waters and 15 per cent, of beer, while

a few years ago when the canteens had full

sway, the proportion was reversed. Thou

sands of dollars have been sent home

through the Association "postmasters"

which had usually been squandered in drink

and gambling. All through the camps there

has been fostered a sentiment for temper

ance, which has been reckoned on as the

factor in making for the sobriety and effi

ciency of Tommy Atkins, so that drunken

brawls and court-martials became excep

tional rather than continual in the Terri

torial Camps. It will be the same in these

army mobilization camps.

The way the commanding officers appre

ciate the Association's service is well told

by Ian Hamilton, G.C.B.D.S.O., the general

officer commanding the central force, who

wrote on August 21st:

YOU AND YOUR ASSOCIATION SEEM TO ME

TO BE TRULY HITTING THE NAIL ON THE HEAD

AND WORKING FOR THE GOOD OF OUR SOLDIER

LADS ONE AND ALL. I HAVE WATCHED THE

YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION PRO

CEDURE AT MANY CAMPS AND HAVE FOUND

IT EXACTLY ADAPTED TO THE WANTS OF LARGE

NUMBERS OF YOUNG MEN TAKEN TEMPORARILY

AWAY FROM THEIR HOMES AND NORMAL AS

SOCIATIONS.

Every evening a "sing-song" was held.

This is a happy, hearty, direct service with

plenty of Gospel singing, straight talks by

an officer or chaplain or layman who had

something to say and could make his points

quick and drive them hard. It did not seem

incongruous to intersperse the song, now

especially popular, "It's a Long, Long Way

to Tipperary," with such as "Onward,

Christian Soldiers." All were sung with a

ringing vim. And when it came time to

close all were asked to join in prayer, and

every man sprang to his feet, took off his

hat reverently, and at the close added a

hearty and fervent "Amen." Then, of

course, like all good Englishmen, they had

to sing "God Save the King." And as they

were leaving the tent a recruit leaped upon

the table with the shout, "What's the mat

ter with the Y. M. C. A.?" and the cheers

turned to yells of approval and "tigers."

One of the remembered instances of serv-

JtoA >/

fact- /fc/^w. A * *^

Written by Lord Robert* In the Soldier's Testa

ment, being distributed by the thousands
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ONE OF THE 357 SOLDIERS' ASSOCIATION CENTERS—A CARRIAGE FACTORY FOR
THE "KING'S OWN," JOHN SUMMER OF THE EMIGRATION DEPARTMENT IN CHARGE

ice the day George Forbes was with the

men in camp was to shape up a letter for a

soldier empowering his wife to draw his

monthly allowance. This is an act many a

soldier has taken who dare not trust him

self with his monthly pay, knowing it would

go for drink or gambling. One man's. en

tire time was taken in making out money

orders.

London Central Building has been turned

into a recruiting office and barracks. At

times over 2,000 soldiers were billeted in the

building; and no man could get into the

building without giving an account of him

self to the double sentry at the door. And

the members are glad to have the building

utilized. John Virgo, the general secre

tary, wrote Sept. 4th: "I saw one thousand

soldiers off between two and four this morn

ing and personally shook hands with most

of them. You can guess I'm pretty tired

to-day." That's the spirit and service and

opportunity that the Association secretaries

are showing. The Association's Boy Scouts

are enlisted as despatch runners.

The Associations are the centers of the

organizations formed among many of the

women for mending, and knitting stockings,

and any service the women can render to

the soldiers. The citizens have loaned their

victrolas, pianos, offered their services as

entertainers and speakers through the As

sociations. In fact the government has

called the organizations to its aid and they

appear to be well proving its right hand of

social Christian service.

At Bisley an excellent site was secured

for the Association marquee by the Bishop

of London. The chaplain-general has writ

ten: "I cannot thank the Y. M. C. A. enough

for what they have done and are doing."

A senior chaplain writes: "No institution

has been more useful to the men. The cour

tesy and kindliness you have evinced to

wards us chaplains has helped us most ma

terially."

E. M. Sautter, secretary of the World's

Committee, has gone to France to conduct,

if possible, Association work among the

French mobilization camps, and Christian

Phildius is in Switzerland seeking to be of

service to the Swiss troops. The regular

service of the World's Committee is thor

oughly demoralized, but the secretaries find

that great opportunities would open with

the men in the armies if financial support

can be secured.

The Paris Association Building has been

turned into a Red Cross Station under

direction of Count Romtab. The Young

Men's Christian Association work is being

conducted in the rear of a hotel next door.

Some months ago the India National

Council received a telegram from the Gov

ernment at Bengal to organize recreation

for over 2,000 British troops concentrated

for manoeuvers at Dacca. During every one

of the thirty nights the Association lectures

and entertainments were attended by an

average of 1,700 men. Lieut. Gen. Sir Rob

ert Scallon, in command, wrote:

"The Association came as an unknown quan
tity to practically every officer and man In camp,
and was at first regarded with suspicion. But
In forty-eight hours It had so "taken on" that
I feel certain that every officer would welcome a
branch should one be formed in the station to
which he is afterwards sent. There was no
serious crime—practically no crime of any sort
during the concentration. This excellent result
was, I am sure, due to the very great assistance
of the Association to help men keep straight."
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Can a Boy Work His Way Through College ?

Pres. Thomas of Middlebury College Says That He Can if He Will

Certainly he can—if he is the right sort of boy. Hundreds have done it, and

are doing it now, and among them are many of our strongest and most useful men,

our most influential and promising students. One instance may be clearer than a

thousand in general, and any doubter should read the recent life of S. S. McClure,

who worked his way through Knox College.. I am personally interested in that,

because McClure's great teacher, Albert Hurd, in turn worked his way through

Middlebury College years ago. It used to be almost an unheard-of thing for any

student of Middlebury not to provide at least a large share of his own expenses.

We have still boys a-plenty who care for themselves, in large part if not entirely,

while going through college. . . . And yet every year some fail in the attempt.

Some have no business ability and could not make a dollar if they were turned

loose in the United States mint. Others have not health sufficient for the strain.

Others are too slow as students, and if they take time for work, drop behind in

their classes. It is a sifting process. Yet I am sure there are thousands of boys in

our country who ought to go to college, who have the qualities which would enable

them to succeed by their own efforts, who do not know what they could do if they

would only try. Why, a freshman came into my office last September with only $15,

and told me that his father's church paid only $6oo, and that there were several

other children. Before night that boy had a chance to earn his room and board

and I expect him back this September to start his Sophomore year. . . . There

is no question as to honor or social standing. A college man gains rather than

loses by doing something for himself. Our men's colleges are the most democratic

communities in America, and the largest, wealthiest and most famous institutions

are as well off in this sound American virtue as any others. . . . Every uni

versity and college, from Harvard down, has some officer whose duty it is to answer

inquiries from students who wish to help themselves, and to assist them after their

admission. Every institution is glad to welcome ambitious students of good high

school record, whatever their financial standing. Write to the president and your

letter will find the proper officer, and you will be met in a cordial and sympathetic

spint' Prepare for College Now!

Why Go to College ?

By William J. Hulchins, Oberlin

YOU WANT to make your life count.

That means that you want to dis

cover your life job, and the best way

to do it. What is your job? The aver

age high-school boy reads the ads in the

press, finally lands a job, in some store,

shop, office, which thereafter becomes his

prison house. Has he found his job? The

chances are against him. The collegian

has the chance to investigate many fields

of endeavor, many varieties of human

need. He can find out just where, with

his limitations, his aptitudes, he can count

for most. He can find out his job.

The college too helps you to discover the

best way to do your life job. What have

other men thought and wrought in your

line? How have they tackled your prob

lem? How does your job relate itself to

the age-long work of humanity and the

world-purpose of God? The French gov

ernment proposes to issue to each soldier a

newspaper, describing the movements of

the army, that the private may realize his

relation to the great conflict. History, lit

erature, political science, philosophy, each

helps a man to find out where he is in the

scheme of things, helps him to answer the

imperious questions which he must put to

himself as he presses on in life's great task.

The college, too, helps you to think. It

has been well said: "The college doesn't

make a fool, it develops him." The college

doesn't make a thinker. It does develop

him. There is no business or profession

in the world today, whose leaders are not

longing for the man who can think; think

straight, and think through, the problems

presented by the day's work.

More than this: the college introduces

you to the friendship of men in the faculty

and in the student body, who become your

comrades in your life-job. My own class

was not exceptional; but in that class of

'92 at Yale, there were men like Horace

Tracy Pitkin, known as the martyr of

Paoting-fu, Frank Keller, one of the heroes

of the China Inland Mission, Harry Luce,

now of the Central Shantung University,

Bishop Huntington of China, and Sherwood

Eddy, of the corresponding class at Sheff,

was with us. There were Lee McClung,

who became treasurer of the United States,

Harry Graves, now head of the Forestry

Department. There were men who have

since been among the most efficient teach

ers in the old University. There were men

(Continued on page 7)
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What the Emblem Had to Say to Him 

By L. C. Haworth, Buffalo

(With apologies to Mr. Lane, Secretary of the Interior.)

 

THIS morning as I passed the Young

Men's Christian Association building

the Emblem carved in the corner stone gave

me a cordial salutation. From its resting

place in the massive wall I thought I heard

it say, "Good morning, Mr. Maker of the

Young Men's Christian Association."

"I beg your pardon, sir," I said, "You are

mistaken, I am not the President of this or

ganization, I am merely a humble member

—one of six thousand."

"I greet you again, Mr. Maker of the

Young Men's Christian Association," re

plied the appealing voice from the wall; "I

know you very well, you are the man who

worked in the swelter of yesterday fixing

up the camp for the men and boys."

"No, I am not," I was forced to confess.

"Well, perhaps you are the one who con

ducted that class in English for foreigners

last winter."

"No, wrong again," I said.

"Well, any way you directed a young man

to a clean rooming house or showed a

stranger through the building, or found

work for a needy man, or taught a new

member to swim. No matter which of these

beneficent individuals you are, I give you

greetings, Mr. Maker of the Young Men's

Christian Association."

I was about to pass on feeling that I

was being mocked when the Emblem seemed

to stop me again with these words:

"You know that a few years ago one man

spoke the word which made possible the

paying off of a debt of $275,000 which was

hanging over the Association of Buffalo,

but that act looms no larger in the sight of

the Master Builder than the struggle of the

boy who is endeavoring to hold his member

ship ticket against almost overwhelming

odds."

As this unusual messenger continued I

thought I saw a new light.

"Recently a valiant group of men labored

for days to provide $30,000 for the purpose

of carrying on this work during the coming

year. These men are making the Young

Men's Christian Association. But an

eighteen-year-old boy, the main support in a

family of twelve, who, after his day's labor,

came to a Bible Class and brought with him

a friend, he too is making the Young Men's

Christian Association."

"But," I said impatiently, "These men are

only common members like myself."

Then came a great shout from the Em

blem on the wall, "Let me tell you who I

am. The work that the members do is the

making of the real association. I am not

the Young Men's Christian Association.

I am but the Emblem. I am what you

make me, nothing more. I am your belief

in the organization, your dream of what it

may become. I have a changing life, a life

of moods and passions, of heart breaks and

tired muscles. Sometimes I am strong

with pride when my members do a self-sac

rificing piece of service. Sometimes I

droop, for fear that many of my members

are here not for what they can give in loy

alty to a great cause, but for what they can

soak up in privileges paid for by others.

"I am opportunity and service, struggle,

and hardship. I am the day's work of the

weakest man and the largest dream of the

most daring. I am religion and education.

I am a health factory, a counselor, a club, a

hotel. I am the reality of the last half cen

tury and the necessity of the years to come.

I am the inspiration to men who do because

they know why. I am the result of an idea

and the seasoned purpose of resolution

formed in the minds of far-sighted men. I

am no more than what you believe me to be,

but I am all you believe I can be.

"I swing into your field of vision as an

institution with a great history. My in

spiration has been Jesus of Nazareth. My

platform has been service. My tools have

been men, average men.

"So, Mr. Maker, as you pass me this

morning, think of your responsibility in

shaping my future and your privilege in

using me as a Builder of Character. You

are the unit of power in the Young Men's

Christian Association."

Why Go to College

(Continued from page 6)

who have become eminent in business and

the professions. "The fellows you meet

there" are men who through all the long

days of life's "great job" are with you,

helping you to do your work up to the

top notch.

Our question should rather read: Why

not go to college? The path of the non-

college man grows harder with the increas

ing demands of our complex life. The path

to college is fai easier than it used to be.

Many a man after paying his tuition has

counted as his assets less than fifteen dol

lars, but he has stayed through the four

years of college and graduated to become

a master-workman at his job.
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" The Fine Art of Living "

Life Talk No. Three by Allen A. Stockdale

THE AGE in which we live is so highly

organized and so full of complex sit

uations that it seems like mockery to

talk about "the fine art of living." The

overstrained, nervous tension under which

most men live and do their work makes it

seem impossible to consider the art of hap

piness and joy.

Do you realize the speed at which we

Americans are going? When our fore

fathers went West it took them twenty-four

days to go 500 miles. They cut their way

through the forests, they forced their way

through the swamps, they travelled in

wagons and ox carts, they slowly worked

their way and after twenty-four days ar

rived 500 miles west. In our day we go

exactly the same distance in just twelve

hours; quick at figures, you get the ratio

of one to forty-eight. One of our days is

equal to forty-eight of our forefathers; one

of our weeks is equal to forty-eight of

theirs; one of our months is equal to forty-

eight of that day in the number of things

that are crammed, jammed, stuffed into an

ordinary month. One of our years is equal

to forty-eight of theirs, in the number of

things we think, feel, see and try to do; so

that the girls who are sweet sixteen are

sweet alright, but according to the ratio

they are as old as Methuselah. Under such

conditions it is no wonder that men wear

out and break down before their time.

When the great business men of this coun

try break down and go to Europe for their

health the doctors diagnose it Americanitis

—which simply means the rush and hurry,

pull and haul, wear and tear of American

life.

How in the midst of these conditions

which we all know so well are we to find

any time for the cultivation of the "Fine

art of living?" Only by the will, strong,

persistent and masterful, may we hope to

get anywhere in this day of rush and work.

The Young Men's Christian Association

worker must strengthen his will and make

time for the things which contribute to the

fine art of living. It is my purpose to be

very concrete and set before you five things

which seem to me essential in the "Fine art

of living."

First: Take Time to Court Your Wife.

The young man who is not yet married will

find time to court. He does not need this

exhortation. It is the married man in the

Association's ranks who is alienated from

wife, family and home by the ever-increas

ing demands and duties of the growing in

stitution for which he carries the responsi

bility, who needs this admonition. He is a

better Association worker who takes time

to court his wife. He keeps his own soul

reinforced by the sweet influence of domes

tic love. He sets a better example to the

young men who are influenced by his life.

He makes marriage a thing to be desired

and an ideal worth while. He gives his

wife the attention she needs and deserves.

It is a part of the fine art of living. Once

a week a sign ought to hang on the door

of the office which reads: "Don't bother me,

I am courting my wife."

The wail of loneliness which goes up

from the homes of Association workers

would be hushed and the lives of many men

made happier because of the sweet spirit of

devotion. The public has no right to ask all

of a man's time and strength. No board of

directors has a right to make it impossible

for a man to do his family good by giving

his own best thoughts and efforts to them

regularly and without compunction of con

science. We become absorbed, we think

only of the work, we are ill at ease when

away from the office; we have not mastered

the fine art of stopping.

Come, busy man, make time for the wife,

who is still your sweetheart. Carry a rose

to her once more, but better still take to her

your own free, untrammeled personality.

Admire her beauty and sweetness and court

her with all the devotion of a lover. You

have not the time, and no day will ever pro

vide it—you must take it.

The Second Thing Essential Is to Churn

with Your Children. A little time spent

with the thought and feeling of child life

renews the spirit of man. Children are

free from the heavy responsibilities of life

and able to radiate a glad and joyous spirit.

Their active imaginations construct fairy

like worlds in which they live and play. He

who takes time to chum with the children

need never fear becoming blue nor old in

spirit.

I have been called to homes when the

blinds were drawn and the sad hour of

death had come to a family and I have met

parents who have realized after the child

had gone that the opportunity for the sweet

est chumship God ever gave to man and

woman had passed away forever.

The program of the week should include

a time given to the children. The man of

the busy world needs it as much as the chil

8
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dren. A boy needs to know his father not

only as provider of home and clothes, school

and food, but as chum and intimate com

panion. If you would truly escape from the

wear of the work, the cynicism, doubt and

discouragement of life, lock up your desk

and slip away to where the children greet

you with open arms and include you in their

Play-

Leave some things undone, some prob

lems untouched, some causes unchampioned

if need be, but leave not your children un-

chummed nor your own spirit uninspired

by their glad free life. The old German

had it right when he wrote:

"I some-dimes tlnk I vill go vikl—

He kicks up such a noise,

And vish I'se miles and miles avay

From all dos noisy boys.

But ven at night, he's tucked in bed,

So quiet as a mouse ;

I pray the Lord take anyting,

But leave dat Jacob Strauss."

Come, plan for a play time with the chil

dren, take the tonic which the little mis-

sioners of sunshine can give.

The Third Thing Essential to the "Fine

Art of Living" is to Ignore the Croaker.

Every hard worker in the kingdom of right

must be bothered and tested by the man

who finds fault and croaks. It is impossi

ble to please everybody. All true workers

know this, but often the one who finds fault

gets an undue amount of attention. It is

easy to allow the pull back of one man to

overshadow the loyal support of twenty

others.

Criticism is good for a man if he does not

allow it to sting too deeply and affect his

spirit more than it should. Keep your mind

set on the loyal helpers who work and lift

instead of the carping fault finder who al

ways plays in the minor key. "The pes

simist is one who ftetcherizes his bitter

pUls." He does not swallow them as a sane

man should, but eats them and insists upon

describing the taste to every mortal who

will endure listening. Every good work

has such a spirit in it somewhere. It is a

part of the fine art of living to ignore such

a one and not allow his ill nature to take

the power and glory from the days of good

work. Joe Lincoln has given us the true

picture of the croaker and the best way to

overcome his influence:

THE CROAKER

Once, by the edge of a pleasant pool,

Under the bank where it was dark and cool,

Where the bushes over the water hung,

And the grasses nod and the rushes swung,

Just where the brook flowed out of the bog,

There lived a gouty and mean old frog.

Who'd sit all day in the mud and soak,

And just do nothing but croak and croak.

Till a blackbird whistled, "I say, you know—

What's the matter down there below?

Are you in pain, sorrow or what?"

And the frog answered, "Mine is a gruesome lot—

Nothing but dirt and mud and slime

For me to look at the live-long time."

"'Tis a dismal world," he sadly spoke,

And voiced his woes with a mournful croak.

"But you're looking down," the blackbird said,

"Look at the blossoms overhead,

Look at the beautiful summer skies,

Look at the bees and butterflies,

Look up, old fellow, why bless my soul,

You're looking down into a muskrat's hole."

But still with gurgling sob and choke.

The frog continued to croak, and croak. '

But a wise old turtle—who boarded near—

Said to the blackbird, "Friend, see here,

Don't waste your tears on him, for he

Is miserable 'cause he wants to be—

He is one of the kind that won't be glad,

And it makes him happy to think he's sad ;

I'll tell you something—and it's no Joke—

Don't waste your pity on those who croak.."

The Fourth Essential of the Fine Art

of Living is Eliminate Worry. The root

meaning of the ordinary word worry is

"strangulation." Death by worry is death

by strangulation. Worry has no other mis

sion in the world than to kill. Worry is not

forethought, that careful looking ahead

which prepares for fine action. Worry is

that wearing anxiety which uses up the

strength thinking about the future diffi

culty which should be used in doing the

duties of the day. Worry tries to commit

the philosophically impossible. It is a sane

principle of philosophy, "that you cannot

say what you would do under other cir

cumstances." But that is the thing one

tries when he worries. He looks ahead and

imagines himself in the hard trials of the

days to come and magnifies the difficulties

of a future day above the opportunities of

the present. You remember when you were

learning to ride a bicycle. You saw that

stone in the road ahead, you were nervous

and unsteady, you wanted to steer around

it, but you fastened your eyes upon it, and

went wabbling toward and hit it every time,

simply because you looked at it and thought

about it and went straight to it. So it is

with our worries—many things happen be

cause we make them happen by our per

petual thought.

Worry seems sacred to some. If you try

to cheer them up they are terribly hurt be

cause in your cheery attitude you do not

seem to appreciate how serious their diffi

culty is. Many men claim they are work

ing to death when the truth is they worry

to death. They make themselves miserable

and all around them unhappy by their

worry. There is a great deal of difference

between worry and work. It is better to do
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something wrong than to do nothing and

worry about it. Eliminate worry and you

will improve your health, increase your effi

ciency, radiate cheer and gladness, enthuse

your co-workers. When tempted to worry

take the following poem, by Sam Walter

Foss—it is a sure cure.

HE WORRIED ABOUT IT.

The sun's heat will give out In ten million years

more,—

And he worried about it.

It will sure give out then, if it doesn't before—
•And he worried about it.

It will surely give out, so the scientists said

In all scientiflcal books he had read,

And the whole boundless universe then will be

dead—

And he worried about it.

And some day the earth will fall into the sun—

And he worried about it.

Just as sure and as straight as if shot from a

gun—

And he worried about it.

"When strong gravitation unbuckles her straps,

Just picture," he said, "what a fearful collapse !

It will come in a few million ages perhaps"—

And he worried about It.

And the earth will become much too small for

the race—

And he worried about it.

When we'll pay thirty dollars an Inch for pure

space—

And he worried about it.

The earth will be crowded so much, without

doubt,

There won't be room for one's tongue to stick

out.

Nor room for one's thoughts to wander about—

And he worried about it.

And the Gulf Stream will curve, and New Eng

land grow torrlder—

And he worried about it.

Than was ever the climate of southermost

Florida—

And he worried about It.

Our ice crop will be knocked Into small smither

eens,

And crocodiles block up our mowing machines.

And we'll lose our fine crop of potatoes and

beans—

And he worried about it.

And in less than ten thousand years, there's no

doubt—

And he worried about It.

Our supply of lumber and coal will give out.

And he worried about it.

Just then the ice-age will return cold and raw.

Frozen men will stand stiff with arms out

stretched in awe,

As if vainly beseeching a general thaw—

And he worried about it.

His wife took in washing—half a dollar a day—

He didn't worry about it—

His daughter sewed shirts the rude grocer to

pay-

He didn't worry about It.

While his wife beat her tireless rub-a-dub-dub.

On the washboard drum of her old wooden tub.

He sat by the stove, and he Just let her rub—

He didn't worry about it.

The Fifth Essential is "See the Funny

Side of Things." The world is so complex

that complications are sure to come. They

may be taken so seriously that they become

tragic or they may be redeemed by the sense

of humor. I have often thought that the

sense of humor was being crushed out of

American business life. Not many years

ago a friend went into a large department

store in Boston and gave my name as refer

ence in opening an account. The firm sent

me the usual letter of inquiry, but the

stenographer had made a strange mistake,

instead of giving me the name of the per

son, my own name had been written in the

blank space. The letter read:

"Rev. Allen A. Stockdale,

Union Church,

Boston, Mass.

"My Dear Sir:

"Will you kindly give us the character and

financial standing of Rev. Allen A. Stockdale,

who desires to open an account with this firm."

The letter was asking for my own char

acter and financial standing. I saw a mis

take had been made and thought I would

have some fun with the office and also get

the name of the real person that I might

give the proper reference. So I wrote un

derneath the letter:

I've written many recommends of every type

and kind

Vouching for the stableness of body, soul and

mind,

But ne'er before has come to me from any desk

or shelf

A straight request In confidence to recommend

myself.

But here It Is upon my desk with date the 7th of

May—

So I reply that I'm alright, my credit is O.K.

Then I signed the letter and sent it back.

In about seven days I received another for

mal letter, which read:

"Rev. Allen A. Stockdale,

Boston, Mass.

"Dear Madam:

"Your letter is quite satisfactory and we have

placed your name upon our books.

(Signed) " ."

It was indeed a sad revelation of a big

office devoid of the sense of humor.

If we fail to see the funny side we often

become harsh and inhuman. Association

workers especially must relate themselves

to many other workers. The sense of

humor is often the very essence of the

grace of God, and when finely cultivated it

is the deep secret of the fine art of living.

The concluding "Life Talk," "The Luxury

of Struggle" will appear in the next issue.
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Must I Exercise?

By G. M. Martin, Chicago

HERE is no use dodging the fact.

City life is

playing hob

with that health

and vitality of

tissue required

to resist the on

slaught of dis

ease and the rack

of the city. For

the health re

quired for endur

ance, the power

to use one's abil

ity to the limit,

for that strength

required as a fac

tor of safety in meeting the emer

gencies of life, the noticeable symp

toms are usually irritability, grouchiness,

nervousness, indigestion, headache, loggi-

ness, etc., but above all the inability to be

buoyantly energetic during the entire day,

week, month, year. Most men are using

the vital capital accumulated through gen

erations of hand labor. Feeling pretty

good largely as a result of heredity, there

is consternation when checks upon this

bank of vitality are returned with the aw

ful words, "No Funds." It is then too late

to accumulate a big amount of vitality.

The limit is just to live on in a deteriorating

and much patched machine. A new set of

habits must be formed (the earlier the bet

ter) to accompany new living conditions.

The Measure of a Man's Life

Eliminating accidents, the length and

efficiency of human life depends upon the

condition of its cells. Cell-tone depends

upon use; muscle-tone, so closely allied to

health on account of its great bulk, there

fore depends upon use; to secure muscle-

tone it is necessary to use frequently all the

large superficial muscles as of forearm,

upper-arm, shoulder, neck, leg, thigh, trunk ;

but one might use the muscles of the fore

arm indefinitely and not develop vigor of

the vital organs because that exercise is so

localized that it does not demand the use

of the heart, lungs and other vital organs.

To develop vitality it is necessary, in addi

tion to using all of the muscles of the body,

to use them (particularly the large groups

between the waist and the knee) vigorously

enough to increase the action of heart,

lungs and other vital organs. Exercising

to the point of free perspiration is usually

the best guide as to whether this result has

been accomplished. In order to still fur

ther help the work of the abdominal organs

the element of pressure should be added by

sideward and forward bending.

Develop Lung Power with the Legs

Strange as it may seem, to develop lung

power leave the muscles around the chest

alone and use those from the waist to knee,

for large muscle put on the chest before

capacity has been reached limits lung size

though the girth may be large. Girth of

muscle does not measure lung capacity.

Breathe with your legs. In other words,

very brisk walking, running, jumping, hill-

climbing, basket ball, volley ball, hand ball,

swimming, are among the very best of ex

ercises for developing health of lungs and

other vital organs.

Muscle was given man to be used so that

he might keep well. With changed living

conditions, it is now necessary to purposely

plan for muscular activity, but exercise

plays many times the part in life we once

thought it did. Exercise must be interest

ing. The joy of action, of accomplishment,

the learning of new movements, doing the

different, the unusual, striving against

others, takes the mind away from business

and worries, turns away the vacant stare,

centers thought on the action and thus se

cures better results. Take part in a vari

ety of calisthenic or gymnastic drills, use

the punching bag, rowing machine, jump,

vault, swim, etc., always with others, and

take part in games. Mental adaptability

bears a direct relationship to variety and

extent of muscular co-ordination, thus the

necessity of a great variety of interesting

exercises as hand ball, volley ball, indoor

baseball, medicine ball, calisthenics, gym

nastics, athletics, swimming, wrestling, etc.
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—they make for adaptability of mental

action. It is worth while.

Companionship in Exercise

Solitary exercising may be good, even

well planned, but 95 per cent, of men will

not keep it up, and its total efficiency is

low at best; except as preliminary prepara

tion for group work, there is little value in

working alone. Men need wholesome physi

cal activity, partly or wholly recreative

which will take the mind from business.

Some place where they will forget them

selves and play and work vigorously. The

best physical training and health building

is social. Therefore, take exercise with

groups or in classes or participate in games.

Exercise to be of the greatest help should

be so interesting that a man does not realize

he is exercising. The exercise should be

incidental. The play should be the appeal.

The recreation should be so wholesome and

genuine that it is relaxing, nerve resting,

worry quieting, keen, invigorating, recrea

tive, and without realizing it one secures

that use of muscle, that play of vital or

gans, that free perspiration, that good feel

ing, that healthy tire, that are so necessary

and valuable. Participation in groups at

interesting activities under an enthusiastic

director or participation in games will ac

complish desirable results.

Good Mixer

A great asset for any man is to be a

good mixer. He cannot use his ability to

advantage if he is not. There is nothing

so good to develop this as partaking in

some interesting exercise with others. The

give and take, the co-operation required in

indoor baseball, volley ball, basket ball,

hand ball and many other activities develop

good mixers.

Another asset needed is executive ability

or leadership. There is no other way so

well known to secure experiences fundamen

tal to leadership as participation in whole

some play.

What—When—Where

The man, young or old, weak or strong,

with little time or plenty of time, whose

work does not demand exercise, vigorous

and frequent to the point of free perspira

tion, of activities, interesting and of a so

ciable or game nature to secure relaxation

and recreation with others, and of a variety

of movements demanding keenness, initia

tive, developing mental adaptability and

leadership, must plan for it. The busy man

looks for the man or the organization with

the method to do that which his time allows

and condition demands.

Put on your desk pad, "Gone to the

Y. M. C. A. to play. Be back at

refreshed, recreated."

Christian Baseball Players

By Christian F. Reisner, New York

BASEBALL illustrates the profitable

ness of godliness. He endures best

who observes God's laws. The effi

cient players are almost uniformly Chris

tian men. Christy Mathewson is the peer

of any player who has ever been on the dia

mond. He absolutely controls himself. He

has never been put off of the field by an

umpire. His temper does not flare out into

anger. He compels it to empower his plays.

As a result, he has "control," which is the

biggest asset to the pitcher. He never

"goes to pieces." He freely told the writer

that his Christian faith and training helped

make this possible. He has a delightful

home life. Recently in addressing a group

of boys he told them that "control" was

worth more than "curves" in pitching. He

then added: "Self-control is the best asset

for life's game." Mr. Mathewson was

trained in a Baptist college and is an

earnest member of the Presbyterian Church.

He stipulates in his contract that he will not

play on Sunday.

When the Players' Organization desired

a man to protect their interests, they se

lected unanimously "Dave" Fultz, a one

time noted player, and now a practising

attorney. Mr. Fultz a few months ago

spoke at the baseball service at Grace Meth

odist Church in New York. At that time

he gave a direct gospel appeal, urging the

players and others to become open disciples

of Jesus. He constantly speaks at Associa

tion and other religious services.

The Federal League was largely made

possible by the willingness of Joe Tinker to

lead organized baseball. Mr. Tinker was

born in Kansas, and had a Methodist

mother, and himself told the writer that he

was indebted to that training and had never

grown out of the habit of praying. R. B.

Ward and his brother, George S. Ward, the

makers of Tip Top bread, first gave this

league standing by their financial support.

Both of these men are earnest and conse

crated Christians. One has four sons and

the other three, and all of the young men

are members of the Methodist Church, as

are the daughters and their husbands. Mr.

Ward, even though his competitors sell

bread on Sunday, absolutely forbids the

sale of a single loaf from his factories on

that day. Only one of his large bakeries is
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a "union1' shop. He does not oppose the

union primarily, but when a union exists it

is stipulated that the men have the privi

lege of bringing beer into the bakery. Mr.

Ward permits that under no circumstances.

He now employs a Methodist preacher as

social service secretary. This preacher

mingles among the employees and serves

them not only with financial direction, but

spiritual comfort. When Mr. Ward entered

the Federal League he did so with the stip

ulation that his team was never to play on

Sunday. As the season advanced and

towns like Chicago and Indianapolis grew

interested, there was a strong demand for

Sunday baseball. Mr. Ward was told that

if he would allow his team to play one Sun

day they would give him $3,000. He looked

at the pleading committee for a moment

and then answered, "You don't seem to un

derstand. It is not a matter of money.

It'8 a matter of principle. I must be true

to my convictions, and they would not allow

me to let my team play on Sunday." And

so he stood solid and has demonstrated that

a team could be idle on the worship day.

Christian men have been much in evi

dence this season in pulling tail-end teams

up to the front. The two St. Louis ball

clubs were the joke of the country. Mr.

Hedges, the owner of the American League

team, found an untried manager in the per

son of Branch Rickey. He was formerly

athletic director at Allegheny College. In

his contract he stipulated that he would not

go near the team on Sunday while it played.

Some writers ridiculed him for this trait.

Nevertheless, he took a poor team and with

out any added players of note put so much

"ginger" and ambition into them that to the

surprise of everybody they climbed towards

the top and have recently been in either

second or third place constantly. And Mr.

Rickey finds that his religion both gives

him courage and enables him to control his

temper as well as devise winning methods.

The National League team in St. Louis

was owned by a woman. Because of a dis

agreement Roger Bresnahan was dis

charged by her. She then went into the

team and took one of the players, Miller

Huggins, and made him manager. There

was dissension and jealousy among them.

Last year Mr. Huggins was able to do little

with them. During the winter a trade was

made in which it was thought the St. Louis

team had been cheated. But Mr. Huggins

went to work with spirit, energy and de

termination. As a result, without any

noted players he has brought in such sys

tem and spirit that this team also is now

regularly in either second or third place.

Miller Huggins is another churchman,

trained in the Methodist Church in Cin

cinnati, where he is a member.

The Cincinnati team has been the butt of

the ridicule of all baseball writers. No

manager could do anything with them, and

if he did he was soon in a clash with the

owners. A new manager was tried every

year. Hank O'Day was able to pull them

up for a time, but suddenly they collapsed

and tobogganed back again. After Joe

Tinker was discharged it was difficult to

find anyone who would undertake the man

agement. Charles Herzog had been a bril

liant third baseman with the Giants, but

last year was kept on the "bench." He

offered himself supposedly as a sacrifice in

accepting the position. He took a discour

aged group of players, with no man on the

team who had distinguished himself. He

made no claim but put himself enthusias

tically and determinedly at work. As a re

sult, he has brought the team up until for

a time at least it threatened to push the

Giants out of first place. Though he lost

in mid-season two of his best players, he

did not give up to discouragement, but kept

up the fighting spirit. He is a bundle of

enthusiasm and by word and action puts

animation into every play. All his men are

a-quiver with interest and on tiptoe with

activity. Charlie Herzog is proud of the

fact that he is a member of the Methodist

Church and told the writer recently that a

religious training and atmosphere had

helped bring him to fullest fruitage. He is

today the most promising young manager

in the game and is certain to be an in

creasing success.

Al Demaree, so valuable as a pitcher with

the Giants, has a Methodist wife and dur

ing the winter attends church regularly

with her. Ray Collins, the Boston pitcher,

is also a clean-handed and consistent church

member and active force in the Vermont

Young Men's Christian Associations.

Fletcher, the brilliant shortstop of the

Giants, was also raised in the church and

sticks to it. "Tris" Speaker is the highest

priced baseball player in the world, and he

is earning his money. He does not lag at

any moment; is hitting, fielding and run

ning. He early joined the church.

It is a good thing for the young men to

know that baseball players find the master

ship of Jesus to be advantageous in the

building of efficiency traits. Among forty

interviewed the writer found that every one

of them had a Christian training and that

three-fourths of them were members of the

church.



"The Chief Cause of Nerves"

By Geo. W. Braden, Phy$. Dir., Phila.

4 4"1T7"HAT do you consider the chief

\\ cause of nerves?" was the ques

tion a prosperous manufacturer

asked me. I replied without hesitation:

"Lack of faith in God." The man who

trusts God and takes him at his word is not

letting his emotions run away with him.

Emotional dissipation, not hard mental or

physical work, is the thing that puts a

man's nerves "to the bad."

While returning from the Employed Of

ficers' Conference at Lake Geneva, last

June, I had the good fortune of traveling

from Chicago with our genial friend, Dr.

Barker, who was President Taft's health

adviser during most of his four years at

the White House. Following lunch and dur

ing a most delightful talk with the doctor,

I found that he had had a nervous break

down some years past. I was surprised to

hear this, for while I could see that the

doctor was of nervous temperament, his

carriage, his facial expressions, voice and

gestures all spoke of one who had never

known anything but perfect nervous stabil

ity. I asked the doctor to what he at

tributed his present nerve control. "Braden,"

said he, "I am learning the joy of implicit

faith in God and the acceptance of his

promises in the 'out working' of my life.

I have found the difference between a purely

intellectual acceptance of God as revealed

in Jesus Christ our Lord and Savior, and

that faith which causes me to know that if

I study to 'fit into his plan' for my life I

need have no fear for the outcome. I have

found the poise that came with Isaiah's

prescription, 'Thou wilt keep him in perfect

peace whose mind is stayed on thee.' "

This is the message I will give to scores

of men in the examination room during the

coming months. Men who have been torn

by useless fears, anxiety as to the morrow,

the conflict for the trivial in life, the gnaw

ing sorrow of unforgiven sins. In the storm

an 1 stress of modern life we again hear

the Master's words of rebuke: "Oh, ye of

little faith." Then we see him as he placed

a little child in the midst of the disciples,

and said: "Whosoever shall not receive

the Kingdom of God as a little child, shall

in no wise enter therein."

May God help us to renew our child-like

faith and confidence. My little sunny-haired

and blue-eyed four-year-old goes to bed and

has restful sleep in the sweet confidence

that her daddy will care for her. Why

should I not have the same confidence that

God will care for me? After nearly seven-

 

BASKETBALL AT DAYTON

The game that makes a business man forget his
cares and puts tang and zest Into Jaded grinds

teen years as a physical director I fully

believe that what I have tried to say is

absolutely true: "Lack of faith in God is

the chief cause of nerves."

Faith in God carried Abraham Lincoln

through the trying days of the Civil War.

Faith in God made Martin Luther as firm

as a rock in the tide of ecclesiastical storm.

Faith in God gave David Livingston joy

and victory in the heart of South Africa.

Faith in God lifted John B. Gough out of

the gutter and made him a tower of

strength to men heavy and worn with the

sin of drink.

Faith in God will help our Christian Pres

ident to lead this nation to do its duty in

rendering a great service to the nations

now in the agony of war.

Faith in God will help you and me to lead

"an overcoming life day by day."

There is a message in these lines:

When gathering clouds around I view

And days are dark and friends are few,

On Him I lean, who not in vain.

Experienced every human pain ;

He sees my wants, allays my fears

And counts and treasures up my tears.

If ought should tempt my soul to stray

From heavenly wisdom's narrow way,

To fly the good I would pursue.

Or do the sin I would not do,—

Still He, who felt temptation's power

Shall guard me in that dangerous hour.

Oh, ye of little faith!
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"No Bull-con or Hot* Air, but Straight Goods!"

By Dr. Chas. E. Barker

THESE words came hot from the lips

of a wiry, eager man, whose face,

dress and manners were those of

the Western frontier mining and business

man.

A half hour before, on the observation

platform of a Pullman en route from Kan

sas City to Chicago, I had been talking to

a friend on his way to India. I had told

him that I had found out during the past

few years that happiness was not dependent

on externals, such as place, rank or wealth,

but that any one who would comply with

certain conditions every day—conditions

that were simple and within the reach of

all—could be genuinely happy; that chief

among these rules was that one should

adopt and maintain a childlike attitude of

confidence in God as one's own Father.

Later on we went back to our seats in the

train and I was in the depths of an inter

esting book when I felt a firm hand on

my shoulder and looked up to find a young

man standing there, who said: "Busy? If

not, I want to talk with you."

Assuring him that I would be delighted,

he sat down. This, in brief, was what he

said:

"I grew up in a home of wealth and cul

ture back in New York; was educated for

a mining engineer, and then came out to

this big Western country to make a for

tune, and so far as that is concerned I

guess I've made good. I've fought a lot

of battles, of one kind or another, and I've

usually managed to come out on top. (I

learned that he had known what it was to

look into the muzzle of a gun, and scars

he bore showed that he had felt cold lead

and steel.) But I've lived at a rather fast

pace, and whatever little faith in God I

ever had as a boy, I lost years ago. But

for years I've been growing more and more

restless and discontented with life. I

overheard you say, a while ago, that you

had found the way to live a happy life. At

once I was interested, and drew my chair

closer, so I could hear what your scheme

was.

"Now, tell me," and here he took hold of

thf lapel of my coat and looked me square

in the eyes, "I don't want any 'bull-con' or

'hot air,' but just the 'straight goods,' does

that program of yours work?"

And so I went fully over the ground

again, telling bits of my own experience and

others—and never have I seen a man so

interested in any story.

He would thank me, leave me for a while,

then coming back he would say: "Now, let's

talk some more about that program. You

see, you've got me going."

He was much interested about a young

man, graduate of an Eastern university, an

all-round athlete, whose father was one

of the prominent men of his State. He had

come to see me after a talk I had given on

the subject, "The Glory of Self-Mastery."

This young man had said, "I've got to

have help. For years I have been playing

a losing moral game; no one else knows

of my sin, but it has defeated me so often

that I have simply lost all respect for my

self."

That night he was persuaded to begin the

fight afresh and to let God direct the

battle.

Here I pulled out of my pocket a letter

I had just received from him, and in it were

these words:

"I am not through the fight yet, but so far

God has given me the victory, and the joy

of a white life is mine for the first time

in years."

As I finished reading this to my friend,

he said: "That's great stuff. But I'm

afraid that dope won't work with me, for

you see I don't know whether there is a

God, and if there is, I can't believe that He

cares about us as individuals."

In answer to this I replied that if he

really wanted to find God he could, for

Christ had made clear the great spiritual

law: "If any man is willing to do God's

will, he shall know," etc. In other words,

it was up to him to follow God the best he

knew how; it was up to God (I felt he

would understand that way of putting it)

to reveal Himself to him.

For some time he sat there by my side

without saying a word, but finally he

reached out his hand, took hold of mine,

and said: "It's a go, and I'll test this thing

out to the limit," and from the look in his

eyes and tone of his voice I felt sure he

would.

All this occurred last May, and during

the next month I received several letters

telling me of his struggles, and though the

full light hadn't come as yet, the joy of

the battle was becoming more and more

evident.

Six weeks later I met him at a hotel in

New York, and ther« was joy written all

over his face, as he said, "I've prospected

many a mining claim, but this is the best

pay-ore I ever struck. Now it's up to me

to put some other fellow on the trail."
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The Trend of Association Physical Work

By.Gto. J. Fisher, M.D.

THE GENERAL emphasis is upon in

tensive development rather than ex

tension, though there is no diminu

tion in the latter. The aim is to make the

department yield its largest possible re

sults, in the number of individuals min

istered to, in the type of service rendered,

in the spiritual results attained. There is

a serious desire abroad that the service

shall prove highly efficient.

Three events have greatly influenced the

trend of the physical work during the past

year.

1—The report of a Commission on the

Physical Directorship which established

standards of character, qualifications and

training for the professional leadership of

the department.

2—The Classification of Physical Direc

tors according to experience, successful

leadership and education. This is proving

a strong stimulus to the personal culture

and development of the physical director

ship.

3—The Adoption and Standardization of

Principles and Methods of Administration

through a special conference of leaders by

which the highest standards ever reached

have been attained.

These three outstanding events provide

the objectives, the standards, the measuring

rods, the impelling motives for a work of

unusual power and efficiency. The follow

ing constitute some aspects of the emphasis

for the present season:

1—The Efficient Training of all Present

and known Prospective Physical Directors.

During the summer fully 400 men attended

the summer schools. These, together with

the men in the Training Colleges, amount to

600, a number equal to 6-7 of the total num

ber in the physical directorship.

2—The Unanimous Decision by the

Physical Directors to Emphasize the Su

preme Objective of the Young Men's Chris

tian Association—namely, that of present

ing to every man and boy in the physical

department the claims upon his life of Jesus

Christ as Saviour and Lord. The decision

to interview each member upon this subject

during the year has been generally made.

3—The Religions Emphasis is further in

dicated by the following Slogan for the

Season:

(a) Every physical director a Bible

student (counsel that the majority

enter teacher training classes.)

(b) Every physical director a Bible

teacher.

(c) Every physical director a Bible

class promoter.

(d) Every physical director a discov

erer of men.

OUTSTANDING COOPERATIVE EFFORTS

IN DEFINITE LINES OF ACTIVITY?

1—National Athletic Contests. To con

sist of six events and held at the same in

terval for which trophies will be provided.

2—Standard Leaders' Corps Organization

with four years' course of study and official

uniforms and emblems.

3—Swimming Campaigns and Life Sav

ing Corps. Every member a swimmer and

every Association a life saving club.

4—The Establishment of a Health Bureau

through which Associations will be supplied

with health literature, health education

methods, lectures, slides and films on health,

health exhibits. Health education will be

prosecuted with vigor and extensively.

The Following will Characterize the Ap

plication of the Physical Work to the In

dividual.

1—Health to be the goal rather than

muscle.

2—A day's order consisting of exercise

and recreation based upon the latest physi

ologic research and related to individual's

age and occupational needs.

3—In athletics participation by the many

rather than the few. Informal sports

rather than highly specialized activities.

4—In organized games character value to

be the main objective.

FIVE MAXIMS OF THE DEPARTMENT

1—Health is fundamental to the full de

velopment of the individual.

2—The complete development of Christian

character and sturdy manhood depends

upon proper and adequate physical expres

sion.

3—The providing of healthful recreation

affords a means for overcoming the subtle

and vicious tendencies of modern life pro

duced by idle drifting and superficial

interests.

4—Physical training is a deterrent to the

breaking down of the moral and religious

standards of men produced by lowered

efficiency in vital stamina, the result of

fatigue and faulty living habits.

5—Hygiene is the religion of the body,

and its rules should accompany and be part

of the religion of the soul.
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Athletics Have Gripped the Philippines

Introduced and promoted by the Association under the direction of

Elmer S. Brown athletics have become a dominating factor and one

of the most valued Americanizing Influences In the Islands. Mr.

Brown has co-operated with the Government and Board of Education

In Instructing the teachers of the schools to lead In games and

athletics so well that Dr. Mable of the Outlook has said: "Through

out the East the Y. M. C. A. has become a dispenser of light and

health. Everywhere It Is leader In

wholesome progress and everywhere It

finds access, especially to students,

through Its wise use of athletics with

sane direction of the play Impulse In

young men."

Athletics have so grown under Mr.

Brown that the meets are notable events

and the Far-East Olypmlad has taken

form

WU TING FANG,

President of the Far-Eastern Ath

letic Association, writes Bishop

Brent: "Athletics If commenced on

the proper lines will mean much to

the Far-East. It will be a great

help If the evils of athletic com

mercialism are never known here.

We hope to build up In China such

useful organizations In schools and

colleges that for all time the high

est standard will be the most

acceptable"

 

BISHOP BRENT,

President of the Filipino Amateur Ath

letic Federation, declared: "Clean sport

Is the most deadly enemy that cock-

fighting has yet had to meet. It will

probably administer its deathblow. Play

spirit, wholesomely exercised, helps to

make a serious man more sane In the

fulfilment of his responsibilities and

healthy In his outlook. I play as one

who enjoys as much as a boy any game

that I can play or even play at. The

development of the play spirit along

healthy lines Is beginning to attract the

attention that It merits. Inasmuch as

It forms the major part of a child's life,

It Is an Important and Integral factor

In Its education"

 

THE PICTURES SHOW

Samson Shot Putter (upper)

Callsthenlc Drill with 500

school children, Far - East

Olympiad (second)

Start 440-yard Dash In the

Inter - Scholastic Champion

ship (third)

Business men playing Volley

ball against Filipino Govern

ment Clerks (lower)

 



PRAY FOR PEACE

in Europe and Throughout the World.

®N THIS TIME of devastating war between leading Christian

| nations, there rests upon our North American Associations an

imperative obligation to give heartfelt international response

to President Wilson's call to

PRAYER FOR PEACE

Ours is an international Christian brotherhood and we are part of a

World Federation. Already among our fellow workers, even on this

continent, thousands of men from Canada have gone to the front, while

dwelling among us in our homes, Churches and Associations, are other

thousands from every one of the many nations engaged, or likely to be

engaged in this desolating war. There are multitudes of fellow citizens

and fellow workers among us to each of whom his Mother Country

across the seas is dear and to whom the devastation and miseries of this

war are a source of grief and sorrow unspeakable.

Eagerly and devoutly, therefore, as a Christian brotherhood of fellow

workers, let us in our homes and Churches and Associations unite

fervently in prayer to the God of Peace that in His unerring wisdom He

will Cause this manifestation of the wrath of man to praise Him, "over

ruling the counsel of men, showing them a way where they can see

none," and "restoring once more that concord among men and nations

without which there can be neither happiness nor true friendship, nor

any wholesome fruit of toil or thought in the world." Seeking from the

God of Love and Holiness the forgiveness of our sins, and grace to do

His Will in the love and service of our fellow men, let us submit ourselves

with a new consecration to the rule and sway of the Prince of Peace.

In thankful obedience, therefore, to this call from the President of the

United States, every Association is urgently requested by special effort

and services to arrange for faithful observance of Sunday, October fourth,

as a day of prayer for the speedy return to the nations now at war of

the blessings of an enduring peace, in order that there may be hastened

the coming of the Kingdom of God and the doing of His Will on earth as

it is in Heaven.

On behalf of the International Committee,

ALFRED E. MARLING, Chairman,

RICHARD C. MORSE, General Secretary.
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From the Viewpoint of Association Men

The Present Our men w^0 are m a P°~

Opportunity sition to feel and know

the currents of life about

them and reflect the sentiments of great

bodies of men say that they have never

before felt or known such a response to the

note of real religion as at the present time.

Mr. Warburton's word on the opening page

is the reflection of his intimate touch with

the men of Canada, where war has sobered

and bound men together in a new sense of

brotherhood. With brothers and shop mates

going out perhaps to death has come a

sense of the realities. Men are turning to

God with concern and hope, and seek the

church where a gospel of grace is present

ed. This is not a time for discussing gen

eral questions or social conditions in our

meetings, but of giving men a gospel that

is satisfying and adequate. We are more

concerned about the breakdown of Chris

tianity in our own Associations than in the

breakdown of civilization and Christianity

in Europe. This is our opportunity.

Press it.

The Outlook
No man knows what is

before the country for the

coming year, but we are certain that con

ditions prevail which call for the utmost

watchfulness, economy and conservation.

This is certainly not a time to plunge into

debt, nor to plan advance into new terri

tory. Neither is it a time to sacrifice or

cripple established undertakings. Some

lines of business are seriously disturbed;

others are not. On following pages will be

found reports received by telegram and

mail, reflecting as closely as possible the

Association outlook. The note of warning

is well expressed by Robert Lewis, who

writes: "This is not a time to be discour

aged. It is a time for intrenchment and

very careful handling of all business. Those

who launch new enterprises of magnitude

will invite trouble, if not disaster." A word

from the Coast shows that the Associations

are meeting the depression bravely, re

trenching, but redoubling their efforts.

More dependence may well be placed on the

membership both for service and contribu

tions. Not a few Associations report a

strong increase. Detroit on September 1st

enrolled its largest membership, 6800 names

—the largest in the world at a single cen

tre. Still it wisely holds off its building

campaign. Budgets are cut from five to

twenty per cent. The banker-treasurer of

New York State Committee suggests, "It's

a time to sit tight and hold hard." But let

us drive our work with courage and energy

and sense, and promote work which will

show direct results, utilizing the Associa

tion plant and volunteer service to the

limit.

A War on War A war on war is gaining

daily reinforcements as

the appalling horror of the slaughter pen

of Europe staggers the mind and sickens

the heart. Christendom is saying that

there must be no more war. But this war

will go on until war, armament, militarism,

and conquest for annexation is ground to

powder. The grim work will go on until

war gets its death blow. We believe it.

Christian America is called to join in the

war on war, remembering "the weapons of

our warfare are not carnal but mighty

through God to the pulling down of strong

holds." The President has called us on

October 4th to appeal by prayer for peace.

May the Christian armies be mobilized on

that day and fulfill through prayer the

hope of our President that "God will show

a way where men can see none, and restore

once more that concord among men with

out which there can be neither happiness

nor true friendship, nor any wholesome

fruit of toil or thought in the world."

Canada's The appeal of need in Can-

Quick Response ada brought » <Ju»ck re

sponse with characteristic

generosity. When the call came for troops

men thronged to the colors, and a force of

secretaries were at Valcartier with their

tents and help to meet them on their ar

rival. Toronto quickly raised a patriotic

fund, now nearly a million, to relieve dis

tress in the families of its soldiers and give

assistance to the unemployed. The money

was secured in a quick campaign where not

only the Association's plan but its per

sonnel did it. President Wood headed the

committee, and Mr. Warburton did his work

so well as secretary that he has been re

quested to act as organizing secretary of

the campaigns in other cities. In Hamilton

and London nearly $400,000 more was

quickly secured. Other secretaries are with

the soldiers at Valcartier. Over half our

British brothers are engaged with the sol

diers of their country at 357 points. With

them are a great body of volunteer helpers,

including students of Oxford and other

universities. In the meanwhile the secre

taries of other countries, notably in Swit
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zerland and France, are equally willing and

eager to serve their young men in the army

camps. And the men at home are engaging

to keep the local work efficient.

Strike Now The iron is hot upon every

Association anvil. Strike.

This is the season every department opens.

The call has gone out into every factory,

shop, office and store and home to young men

to improve their minds, to conserve their

strength and to prepare for advancement.

The note struck at the opening of the meet

ings or Bible classes should be of courage

and attack. Every teacher in educational

or gymnasium classes and each committee

should sound the ringing call for service.

This will determine the character of the

work done this year. Let no man falter, but

strike out bold and strong, and clear and

sure in faith and with well-thought plan

to meet well understood need. Success is

neither for the timid man nor the plunger.

Vacation Is No man can store up

Over But enough strength in a

' month's vacation to last

him through the year any more than he

can eat enough in a week to last him for

a month. C. R. H. Jackson well writes:

"A coat of tan and three inches increase in

waist girth is no proof of the vacation's

value. Nothing will take the place of daily

exercise, a daily bath, and sensible living

to keep a man fit." A business man who

would not take time to heed these plain

rules and take time to exercise, later took

time to go to a health resort in Europe.

He sought a physician of world note and

paid him a big sum for his advice, which

was to do exactly what the physical direc

tor had told him he needed—daily exercise

—three years before. He followed that ad

vice and is well.

Cripples, The door is being shut

Drunkards with a slam against the

Weaklings physically incompetent.

Need Not Apply Th,eret is tcnauritty for *he

unfortunate but none for

the man who is unfitted for a full day's

work for ten steady years by dissipation.

The compensation act is forcing employers

to protect themselves by engaging only

physically sound and temperate men. It is

not for them to take chances on men who

have taken no care of themselves. They

take no risks with muddled brains. The

success of the prohibition movement is

largely economical. The lines are being

drawn with a tightening force that will

squeeze the intemperate eater or drinker or

liver out of positions. To-day the physical

director is called on to keep men well.

Health is a man's capital and insurance

against the day of want. The war disturb

ance is to throw many a man out of work—

the physically unfit will go first and be the

last to get a new position.

Thrift October is suggested as a

month of thrift by the

American Society of Thrift. This is the

harvest month in the year and the storing of

the old-fashioned cellar with fruit and vege

tables. Little does the city man who lives

from hand to mouth from the corner grocery

know of the sense of security that comes

from a well-stocked cellar and barn. Thrift

seems meanness to him and the man is a

"close-fist" who saves. He who markets and

bargains is sneered at. Most young men,

except mechanics, are living beyond their

means and in debt. It is the time just now

with the uncertainties of business, prices

soaring and war and suffering in Europe, to

conserve every resource. The Thrift So

ciety suggests going on a cash basis, buying

fruits and vegetables to put in store and

can. Study waste and prevent it in every

way. Economy is in the air. War on the

high cost of living and extravagance.

Thrift is more than saving. It is wisdom.

Waste is wanton and wicked.

The Appeal of The chief salesman of a

200,000 Com- force of thirty men (a

mercial Men fec*;ion of, V>? ™re> with

leaders of his commercial

travelers' organization is yammering at

the doors of the Association. He writes:

"Picture our men coming in after a hard

day's work in the summer time, day after

day, week after week, out three or four

months at a time, stopping often in the

small cities where the hotel lobby becomes

as cheerless as a jail. As to recreation, can

you imagine the joy of sitting in a cheerless

room to read or of going out to the moving-

picture shows which the average traveling

man now fairly loaths the sight of?"

Everything palls on him. He wants friend

ship even more than the baths, billiards and

recreation; in fact, wants just what the

Association has to give. He will not take it

as charity. He asks: "Why not issue a na

tional travelling man's ticket? I am sure

many of our large business houses would

pay an equitable fee for the membership of

each man who sells for them who would

make application." He rightly says that the

Association can help these men and they

can help the Association. He urges that

tickets be issued by the International Com

mittee to be sold by any Association, and

returns be adjusted and made each Asso
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elation according to the privileges used and

reported at the end of the year, when an

equitable distribution could be made of the

fees. This man is thoroughly acquainted

with the Associations, for he has done busi

ness with them intimately, small and large,

for four years. He rightly urges that the

dormitories be not included to the men with

this privilege. This proposition is worthy

of serious consideration, for surely the As

sociation is in a position to be of service to

these men—many of them young, every one

of them away from home; and to whom,

whether twenty, forty, or sixty, friendship

is necessary to nourishing the best of life.

In the passing of James E. Sullivan the

athletic world has lost a leader and cham

pion who has done his work with hold,

strong force. He stood for clean athletics

and honor in competition, in a way that

professionals, as well as amateurs, felt the

influence of his masterly grip and dominant

will. The schools and playgrounds have

been led and helped to a large and worthy

plan by him. For years Mr. Sullivan's

work has been known throughout the As

sociation with respect and appreciation.

Note the World's Work of last month

and its two leading articles, in which the

Association's work is well treated, and the

Continent with its story by Marc Good-

now on the Country Associations' help to

the boy by corn raising. A recent Sunday

magazine supplement which has a circula

tion of over a million prints a railroad

story. Paper after paper, including some

of the most important in the country, are

carrying illustrated articles and incidents

of Association service—the best kind of

"write-up." This takes a man with time

and news sense. It is being especially well

done in New York and Detroit and may be

done anywhere with the right man set

apart for the doing of it.

Open Sundays. This is man's day off. It

is getting to be too much of a holiday and

all summer it has been a roistering, rowdy

debauch at the seashore. To hold a man

safe and true from the diversions and de

baucheries of this day is worth the stiffest

program and the presence of the finest men

and "something doing" from nine o'clock

Sunday morning till ten o'clock Sunday

night, excepting church hours. Organized

church parties, early morning fellowship,

Bible classes, ending the day with a social

family song and prayers which have the

ring of home and pathos and personal ap

peal. Fill the day full with healthy happi

ness, and fellowship that rings true to the

The Year Book Showing

Decided Gains in Membership, Equipment, Service and At-

tendence at Meetings and Bible Classes

There are 2,575 Associations, a gain of

154, mostly in County auxiliaries. The

membership is 625,598, in 2,068 Associations

reporting, a gain of 27,741. The active

membership is 280,762, with 88,256 serving

on committees ; here is an important gain of

6,727. The 788 buildings are valued at

$74i379>533t which with other real estate en

dowments, building funds paid, etc., swells

this total to $99,639,917, on which there is a

debt of $11,340,893 (the proportion main

tained for twenty years). The property in

crease is $6,932,280. There are building

funds pledged of $8,240,701, a marked in

crease, while the current expenses at home

and abroad were $14,162,083, the larger pro

portion coming from the membership.

There are 4,103 employed officers, a gain of

250. The Bible class enrollment of 138,505

shows a splendid increase of 24,028. There

was a total attendance of 7,141,251 at the

87,735 meetings for men and boys held.

More than half the membership take physi

cal work in the 707 gymnasiums and on 307

athletic fields. The Leaders' Corps en

rolled 10,130, a gain of 400, while 34,108

were taught to swim and 19,579 were in 343

Summer Camps. There were 98,493 mem

bers in industrial occupations, and 233 rail

road departments have 87,000 members.

There were 84,577 students in educational

classes. The Army, Navy, Colored, For

eign, Country and Boys' departments show

substantial gains and are extending in

creased and appreciated service. The 700

student Associations have a membership of

70,000, the Boys' Department 131,347, of

whom 28,798 are working boys. Professed

conversions increased 5,694.

heart and reflects the spirit of home. To

close the building on Sunday or a holiday

is a crime against hundreds of men who

need fellowship more than food.

See that every man entering college this

fall from your town is introduced to the

college Association secretary and finds his

place immediately among Christian men.

Earl Kitchener in ten sentences gave the

British soldiers a code of honor and rules

of behavior spoken like a man of seasoned

sense, well worth passing on by all young

men. Among them were :

You are sure to meet with a welcome and to
be trusted. Your conduct must Justify that wel
come and that trust.

Your duty cannot be done unless your health
is sound ; so keep constantly on your guard
against any excesses.

In this new experience you may find tempta
tion both In wine and women. You must en
tirely resist both temptations, and, while treat
ing all women with perfect courtesy, you should

avoid any intimacy.
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What is the Outlook?

Representative replies from a large correspondence

showing the need of a conservative financial man

agement and a courageous program of work

Considerable anxiety is being felt by the

Associations in this section regarding the

outcome of the next six months. Business

conditions are by no means normal. Large

industries have or are contemplating clos

ing down, and a great many men are either

out of employment now or anticipate being

thrown out of employment soon. Many

of the Associations have wisely begun to

retrench to meet this condition. It remains

to be seen just what effect it will have on

those Associations in the midst of building

erection. Up to the present time they have

not felt the effect. Our committee will not

recommend the promotion of any new en

terprise until more settled conditions come.

Our efforts will be put into the preserva

tion of work already started. Here's hoping

that the period of reaction and of doubt

as to the probable outcome in business will

not be long. K. A. Shumaker.

Illinois State Committee.

We have been struck hard. We have

visited forty factories at the noon hour

during August. These same factories em

ployed 8,500 men last year at this time.

This year they are employing 2,300 men,

and the majority are working on part time.

Our membership receipts from new busi

ness fell off June-August nearly $800. We

are tightening the belt, however, and ex

pect to exercise the strictest economy in

expenditures, and at the same time push

out into the city for the men who are still

at work. The situation means that gen

eralship of the highest order must be ex

ercised and yet with supreme faith there

will be no let-up in our activities in the in

terest of young men.

A. H. Godakd.

Indianapolis.

It is almost too early to tell of the out

look, but I think it "looks good." The the

atre meetings will possibly be clipped down

a little in view of big expense involved, but

we shall run eight or ten anyway. Enroll

ment in Bible classes already indicates big

classes. The business outlook is of course

the most uncertain. Some of our best men

are suffering severely, and yet there is a

fine spirit. One man who is generally dis

posed to cry "hard times" at the slightest

provocation met me a few days ago and

said: "Well! We are going to keep up

courage. Business is not suffering much

yet, and we must not curtail at the Y. M.

C. A." I think we shall have a good year

in all departments, but it will mean close

sailing financially.

W. H. Morriss.

Baltimore.

Money is very hard to get from the

banks. It is a little early yet to tell hoiv

our membership will be effected, but the

fact that the N. C. R. has for some time

past been restricted to two days' work per

week for its producing force and three

days for its office force is indicative. Over

80 per cent, of its output has been formerly

marketed in the countries now at war.

Some other plants are shut down entirely,

but we hope not for any long time. Some

concerns have depended on foreign markets

for bearings and other parts, and have been

greatly hampered. We rather expect a

harder year than the flood imposed, but are

going ahead with full steam in every de

partment, hoping for the best.

H. D. Dickson.

Dayton. O.

To my mind things never looked better

to do a real effective piece of work than

shows up to-day. There are not as many

men coming to Bradford as formerly, but

they are really susceptible to better things.

They are more serious-minded and just a

little discouraged. We are going to do

some things this year that shall count for

time and eternity.

H. N. Conley.

Bradford, O.

The outbreak of this terrible war is, of

course, affecting Canada greatly. First, of

course, has been the raising of our volun

teer army, which now amounts to over

thirty thousand troops. Many of our best

young business men have gone to the front.

Ordinary activities are, of course, dis

turbed. We are getting our work under

way for the Fall, but it is too early yet to

say what the precise effect will be. Busi

ness firms have been reducing their staffs

steadily and are now beginning to cut sal

aries. There will be a great deal of un

employment this year with consequent dis

tress and suffering. We are concerned

about our financial support and have been

reducing our budgets to the lowest limit.

There is a dark side, but we shall press our

activities with the greatest heartiness and

redouble our efforts. This ought to be a

time to draw men's hearts back to God.

C. K. Calhoun.

Montreal.

If it were not for the war we have things

in shape for the best year's work we have

ever had in the Carolinas, and are still

hoping that business conditions will be ad

justed so that the war will not interfere

seriously with our work. The cotton sit

uation is the most serious and the most

difficidt problem to handle. Many sugges

tions have been made for the handling of

the crop and keeping the price up to at

least the cost of production, but nothing

has been very generally agreed upon up to

the present time.

G. C. Huntington.

Carolinas.
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Conservative expansion plans; efficient

intensive development; rigid economies in

the expenditure of money, time and energy

with persistent emphasis upon the personal

rather than the material factors, should

characterize the policy of Associations dur

ing the coming year. The special secre

tarial emphasis this year should be to get

men rather than dollars into Christian serv

ice through Association channels. With this

policy and emphasis, the outlook for the

year is good.

Philadelphia, Pa. Walter M. Wood.

Association constituents are meeting the

financial depression bravely. Boards and

secretaries are redoubling their efforts and

retrenching when necessary—yet two new

Associations are opened this month. Mem

bership has suffered but special state-wide

fall campaigns are prepared to make a tre

mendous effort to replenish our funds. Per

sonal service is the keynote of the religious

work program. College enrollment increases.

3. E. Sprunger,

bt telegraph. State Secretary, California.

There is no diminution in interest, and no

loss of members. Receipts have been up to

par and the educational work is a little

ahead of last year. Attendance at religious

meetings and physical department larger.

Business men are complaining that business

is dull, and contributors are reluctant to re

new gifts. Budget much reduced and sub

scription account calls for forty per cent

less, but foreign work budget will be main

tained. William Knowles Cooper.

Washington, D. C.

Tell the Associations to keep an "even

keel." This country is all right—and just

ahead of it is the greatest era of prosperity

in its history. Do not make the mistake

of curtailing too much because of the pres

ent depression; it is by no means so serious

as previous depressions at the time of real

financial panics. Let us "tighten our

belts," hunt again for places to economize

without serious curtailing of activities and

do our best to keep the North American

work in shape to plunge into its greatest

era of prosperity—1915-1925.

Indiana. E. E. Stacy.

There is no question that the war will

hurt our building fund collections and

finances generally. Our largest plant—

the Eastman Kodak Company—has only

been working two-thirds time. A great

many of the other plants are also working

on part time.. As far as the work is con

cerned, I believe this is going to be the

greatest Winter that we have ever had in

reaching men for the Christian life. There

is already a lack of interest in certain types

of amusement. Young men are reading

and thinking and are more ready to talk

about serious things than I have ever

known them. This is going to increase as

the season advances, and if we will prop

erly organize our forces and give them a

vision of their opportunity, I believ 'his

will be the greatest year for vital things

that we have ever had.

Rochester. Herbert P. Lansdale.

Haven't seen a blue Association man in

the South. Money is tight owing to re

stricted market for cotton. Associations are

going forward with caution but with strong

faith as to results, expecting large member

ship gains and better work in all depart

ments. Several debt campaigns are in un

interrupted course of preparation.

B. G. Alexander,

by telegraph Southern District Ex. Secy.

In territory tributary to the great grain

belt while some financial campaigns are

being held in abeyance, there is little re

trenchment in the work of Associations, and

in notable cases a considerable expansion of

activities as compared with last year.

Grand Forks is projecting a campaign for

an addition for a boys' department and

dormitories. George D. McDill.

by telegraph Western District Ex. Secy.

Financial outlook before Canadian As

sociations not encouraging, but not by any

means despairing. Look for some falling

off in membership. Business conditions

have cut off some sources of support but-

other helpers are appearing. Military work

brings encouraging response from new

sources. Large patriotic funds are being

raised throughout country beginning with

Toronto's pledge of a million. There are

indications that reserves are coming up.

C. W. Bishop.

by telegraph Canadian Nat. Secy.

Quiet business conditions are bringing

out in a wonderful way the courageous,

sterling self-sacrificing qualities of the men

in charge of Association work in the Pa

cific Northwest. British Columbia organi

zations are the hardest hit. All Associations

are giving close attention to current

finances. On the whole prospects seem to

be improving. There are many encourag

ing factors. All regular activities are

opening strong in most Associations.

Portland, Oregon. H. W. Stone.

BY TELEGRAPH

We have not become panic stricken in

Michigan as yet. It seems that by being

conservative in our expenditures, careful

and persistent in our collections and closely

watching for new sources of revenue in the

way of subscriptions from men or concerns

that are profiting by the war and higher

prices we ought to weather the storm with

out crippling our work. Thus far I have

heard of no retrenchments that are un

healthy or threaten any stoppage of our

work at any point. Detroit will probably

postpone its big campaign, but is planning

a larger current work than ever.

Detroit, Michigan. L. E. BUELL.
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It's Due the Public

By Marc N. Goodnow

ONE OF THE most important functions

of the Young Men's Christian Associa

tion is its duty to the public. It can never

cease to be an institutional part of the com

munity, though there are instances where it

has failed to measure up to the full oppor

tunity for effectiveness in that same commu

nity. Just what this obligation of the As

sociation is to the general public is often

misinterpreted both by the public and by

Association officials, with the result that

neither have any clear idea of what the re

lationship is, what it means, or what its ful

filment or actual working out might accom

plish for the good of all.

The Association is, first of all, just as

much under obligation to carry the message

of faith, hope, love and of Jesus Christ out

into the unorganized field as it is to perform

the work designed for it under its own roof.

It is a. public institution, a public trust—not

a quasi-public nor a semi-public institution.

So long as the Association goes to the pub

lic and makes its appeal to the public for

funds to support it, just so long will it re

main a public institution with a very definite

obligation and duty toward that public from

which it derives its sustenance.

Its very phrasing, the use of the word

Christian, makes it a public institution with

a definite public purpose, though, perhaps,

privately managed. Christians no longer

say: "Come to us." Rather do they go

among the people with the message—the

propaganda. The enormous success of the

Association shop meeting is a strong evi

dence of this need and an argument for its

continuation on even a larger, more inten

sive scale.

It is the democracy of the Association's

kind of Christianity that wins adherents

and supporters. No other Association ac

tivity strikes the responsive chord of the

public as this outreaching into its midst and

ministering to "its" people—for the public

does feel a proprietary interest in its men

and boys, especially if they are industrial

employees.

A striking illustration of this truth was

presented at a recent state convention, a

feature of which was a series of noon-day

shop meetings. At a knitting mill a meet

ing had been scheduled, but when the Asso

ciation secretary arrived there no prepara

tion had been made for bringing the men

together. In fact, the manager of the social

welfare club, where many of the employees

ate, declared that repeated efforts on the

part of public speakers had failed to induce

the men to remain inside the building for

any kind of a noon meeting. An announce

ment by the secretary to the men in the din

ing hall failed even to detain more than

three or four men. Immediately after

lunch they scattered to the four winds—

some to their work, others for a smoke in the

lee of a building and still others to the

bowling alley and pool tables in the base

ment below.

Reluctant to give up without at least some

kind of an effort, the secretary-speaker fol

lowed the men to the basement, where the

roar of rolling balls and falling pins, the

confusion of shouts and jests over the pool

tables, and the thick tobacco smoke served

to make the prospects for a meeting ex

tremely dreary. No one was interested in

a meeting; no one, in fact, knew what an

Association noon-day meeting was.

But the secretary located a side room

that could be shut off from the din of the

bowling alleys, and the men and boys were

invited to bring in chairs and hear the

speaker. Inside the bare room were two

groups of fellows—one composed of young

men, another of boys from 12 to 16 years of

age—playing poker and seven-up. Asked

if a talk to the men who were then coming

inside purely through curiosity would dis

turb their card-playing, the boys replied in

the spirit of bravado, "Certainly not; go

ahead."

And it didn't disturb them, either. They

went right on playing while the secretary

stood in a corner of the poorly lighted room

and delivered one of his powerful talks on

the power and love of Jesus Christ to an

audience of more than fifty men and boys. It

was rather an incongruous sight to witness

the gospel of Jesus Christ being driven home

like sledgehammer blows right in the midst

of tobacco smoke, card playing and the total

indifference and disregard of ignorant boys

whose outlook is forever cramped.

But as a direct result of such democracy

as this, the meeting proved to be the best

influence the Association could have spread

among the industrial workers of the city.

The spectacle of a religious enthusiast

preaching in the midst of of such surround

ings was talked about for days afterward.

Men and boys employed there joined in a

resolves to boost for the "Y" when a move

ment should be inaugurated for a building,

which, happily, is not far distant. The in

stitution had met them on their own ground

—something the churches had not found

easy to do there—and, as a consequence, it

had a new meaning for them.

In return for the enormous investment

which the community makes in Association

buildings, the Association owes the commu

nity its very best efforts in extending its

influence and the scope of its peculiar and

effective type of work. No Association

should ever be afraid of doing: something

outside of its membership. If it is, it may

lose completely and forever that wonderful

opportunity to convince a skeptical public

that it really is a Christian organization,

with a charity so broad that pettiness has

no place therein. It is much better for

Christian men to intermingle with men who

make no such professions than it is to hud

dle together as if the common herd were a

thing apart—better for the Christian men
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themselves and bet

ter for those who

will some day be-

c o m e Christians.

The snobs of Chris

tianity are the

worst influence in

the world to-day,

for they give a

false idea to the

multitudes who are

merely seeking an

excuse or an argu

ment or weapon to

use against the

Christian religion.

No Association

has paid off its ob

ligation to the pub

lic merely by pro

viding facilities for

or administering to

the needs and de

mands of its mem

bership. Conceiv

ably there are

times and condi

tions when this is

the least of an As

sociation's numer

ous debts. The

largesse of the pub

lic is apt to foster in men and Associations

alike the spirit of wanting all they can get

without giving in return.

Men whose lives have not been lived

within the influence of the church, but who

are always relied upon to contribute to an

Association campaign of any nature, like

to see a constant demonstration of the prac

ticality, the actual workability of religion.

They dislike high-sounding phrases —

"service," "leadership," "fellowship"—un

less they can see that the "service" really

serves, the "leadership" leads and the "fel

lowship" brings men together more closely

in the bond of human and Christian broth

erhood. The Association and the church

have simply got to make a case for them

selves before they can expect to be given

a hearing. The practical business man's

only idea of efficiency is gained from the

results that can be seen or shown. No

man likes to put his money into a so-called

"investment" unless he knows that it is a

"going" concern and actually making

good.

"Investment in manhood," "manhood fac

tory" and the like sound well enough in

story or song, but unless there is a divi

dend forthcoming in the way of real ac

complishment the enterprise does not in

spire much confidence. Your contributor

has a sneaking suspicion that he is being

"bled."

The Association is under obligation to

show results to every man, woman and

child who contribute to its support—and,

speaking in strict justice, it is under an
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obligation of service to every resident of the

community, whether a contributor or not.

The entire community is, of necessity, a

fabric whose threads are closely inter

woven; its constituent parts have individ

ually or collectively contributed to the sup

port of its business interests and its public

institutions. Every constituent part of the

community, practically speaking, has

been a factor in the business man's abil

ity to support the Association's unique

work.

Consequently, when the Association car

ries its message of cheer, hope and useful

ness to the least of a community's resi

dents, it is turning back into the flood of

life the energized capital that started with

the man whom it reaches by its democracy.

When, under such conditions, a business

man asks: "What are you doing? Show

me the results," the Association can, with

out tremor or quibble, reply:

"We are making more efficient, more con

tented and more enlightened the very man

and the very man's family who have made

possible your contribution. We are using

your money in a way that you yourself

could not possibly use it, to raise the ideals,

the hope, the standard of living of the men,

women and children who patronize your

business. They, in their turn, make a bet

ter business possible for you; they are bet

ter citizens for the contact; they are more

likely—in better mood, if you please—to

co-operate with you in improving every con

dition under which we live. The profit is

mutual.
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Fellowship in the Gymnasium

By Harvey I. Allen, Dayton, Ohio

ONE DAY last summer I met one of our

old members on the street. He is a

corporation lawyer in New York now and

carried himself with a quiet dignity be

fitting his position. He stopped to shake

hands and I at once inquired whether or

not he had been over to our new building.

"No, but I am coming over to see you," he

said. "I have just been down to the old

building and back in the old gym." (It is

a moving picture theatre now.) "There was

a big lump came up in my throat as I

stood there dreaming over again the great

times we used to have in that gym. I guess

the janitor thought I was crazy—he wanted

to know what I wanted." Only the men

who have experienced this social atmos

phere in an old home, an old building, or

the old town, can appreciate what this

meant.

It is therefore very important that the

physical director plan definitely to create

this spirit of fellowship in the new build

ing as soon as possible and it has taken

four years for Dayton to bring about a

semblance of the old feeling that links men

to the very walls and rooms of the place.

Fellowship in the gymnasium is such an

important element in its successful admin

istration that it is of almost equal impor

tance with the planning and conduct of the

actual physical activities themselves.

Every new building needs to be broken in

properly before the men feel at home, and

it is not uncommon to find old members

from dingy and outgrown buildings wish

ing they were back in the old place, the

very walls of which seem to be saturated

with a social spirit and which for awhile

at least seems lacking in the new.

A new building is an institution, an old

building is a self-perpetuating Association.

Some of the schemes we have used to

hasten this day are as follows:

When a man joins we always try to as

sign him a locker within speaking distance

of a friend. This forms little groups of

men already acquainted and helps promote

fellowship. The men in each locker alley

name the alley, and the name painted on

a card is displayed at the entrance.

The open bathrooms also promote socia

bility as this is where the men laugh and

oke over the games that just preceded on

the floor.

Our leaders welcome new men by mak

ing the first approach, introducing them

selves and volunteering information and

help. On the floor they are on the lookout

for "wallflowers" before and after class

and are trained to suggest exercises, and

these of course must be within the ability

of the new men else more harm than good

would be done.

Of course, all sorts of social events must

be arranged, such as gym. banquets, busi-

The Outlook has this to say on the way

athletics are going in South America: In

Brazil, Argentina, Chile, and even in Para

guay, one of the things which strikes the

traveler most forcibly is the ardent and

energetic way the youth of each of these

countries is taking up sport in all its

branches. It is gratifying to know that no

organization has been more prominent in

this beneficent work than the Young Men's

Christian Association, and North Ameri

cans may justly be proud of the work their

countrymen are doing, mainly in conjunc

tion with the International Committee, in

helping to build up the physical as well as

the moral qualities of our neighbors in

the southern part of this continent.

ness men's gridiron banquets, club suppers,

home evenings, mixed parties with Y. W.

C. A. gymnasium girls, picnics, stunt

nights, monthly outings and suppers during

the summer, visiting sick, newly weds'

kitchen showers, etc. The secret of suc

cess may all be summed up in one sentence

—"Let the men do it all themselves." I

have accepted this as an axiom for many

years, but it has only been recently that I

have had the nerve to put it into actual

practice. And it does take nerve.

To suggest a good thing, have a commit

tee appointed to carry it out and then keep

hands off and even see it fail utterly rather

than jerk the lines out of the committee's

hands at the last moment in order to "save

the day," takes courage. But when com

mittees once learn their lesson, they cease

to fail and their success is much better for

them and for the Association than was the

director's.

Coach individuals on the committee by

suggestion, but better, have another im

portant engagement when most of these

committees meet, especially if seasoned As

sociation men are present. A director can

always wield a quiet censorship on their

doings without their being aware of it by

a few careful questions and suggestions to

a member or two of the committee before

hand.

Most of our largest social events are

planned and carried on in this manner, and

I and my assistants buy tickets from the

member of the committee first soliciting

us, frequently not knowing what the pro

gram or arrangements are until we witness

them at the affair.

Do you think this is dangerous? Not if

you know your committeemen and are sure

of their Association ideals.

It takes nerve for a physical director to

keep out of the spot light in the center of

the stage, but the proper place for the man

ager of big social affairs is back in the

wings.

If we are going to create fellowship in

the Physical Department we must train

men to do it themselves.
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Health Hit

The Tiger Skin Physical Director

By A. B. Wegener

Yes, sir, this is his picture

or something nearly like it

and might be of many others,

entitled "Our new physical direc

tor." Noble specimen he with

the Greekesque bootees, tiger

skin jock, and plastered all over

with swellings that look like a

bad case of boils. Too bad to

put such a specimen in a gym

nasium when he ought to be in

a glass case in a museum.

Yet to look at the original was

to see a fine specimen of Slav

surmounted by an attractive face,

the promise of what might be,

with the proper bringing up.

How about the secretary and

board that captured and dis

played him as a horrible ex

ample? Are there still Associa

tion men who think that sort of

thing is commendable, who still

class physical directors with

showmen, pugs and professional

athletes? Must some still be told

that the modern physical direc

tor is not for display, but is a

normal man with ability and

training in his particular line,

but one who does not court the limelight,

a man with more head and heart than

muscle, a man who can organize, and

promote, who manages men, a real live

wire Christian business man with large

capacity for friendship and influence in

the highest things.

A word to our fellow physical directors

abroad as well as at home, when you get

a photograph taken dressed like a civilized

 

■'Here

our new
in the ju
stalled to
tiger ski
anatom
learnetd in

gentlemen, is the latest picture of

physical director recently captured
ngles of Borneo, who has been in-
show you how you, too, may grow
t and carbuncles all over your
by means of his private system

the wifds," etc., etc.

citizen and when you advertise do it

through those you have helped. "Let an

other praise thee," and see to it that he

does not do you the injustice of showing

your figure in place of your friendship,

your muscle in place of your manhood.

Take off the tiger clout tights, spangles,

and "make-up" and show yourself a capa

ble, but modest, normal man, an executive,

a real friend and an earnest Christian.

 

START OF THE ANNUAL MARATHON RACE AT LONDON, ONT.

by a newspaper which aski the Association to conduct It, as "the only agency In the

city capable of properly handling such an event"
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Physical Department Notes

Dr Barker is now rapidly filling up his

dates for the winter under the direction

of Dr. Fisher, and in many instances he

is going back to the

cities for the second

season. Dr. Barker's

plan the past year has

been to spend a week

with each Association

that books him. Sun

day afternoon he usu

ally starts with a

meeting for men, and

the address is inspira

tional, the subject

being the importance

and value of self-mas

tery. A union meet

ing is usually held in

some church in the

evening, h i s subject

being "The Finest of

the Fine Arts, or How

to Be Always Happy." During the rest of

the week he addresses three classes of peo

ple: First, the fathers and mothers (sepa

rate meetings) in regard to their responsi

bility in teaching their children the essential

points in the matter of sex hyu'ene, and

the way this should be taught. Second,

a meeting for the young men of the city,

at which he gives a plain talk to men con

cerning the things which every man ought

to know. Third, a series of meetings are

held, the subject being "Health," and at

these Dr. Barker's aim is to show the value

of exercise, recreation and a rational, mod

erate diet, and how, through a better knowl

edge of these things, we can keep in splen

did health. By such a program a goodly

number of the community can be reached

along the line of these vitally important

subjects. The weekly attendance at these

meetings the past year has been all the

way from 2,500 to 6,900. Practically all

the secretaries of Associations where Dr.

Barker has been have written Dr. Fisher

voluntarily of the success o fthe meetings

and of the great service to the Association

and city they have been.

EVERY little while men come in the Buf

falo building and tell of never dreamed

of help given them. A man just recovered

from a hard case of pneumonia said: "As

I was convalescing the physician said, 'Al

bert, have you been in the habit of getting

into the gymnasium?' I said that I went

to the Association regularly. 'Well,' re

marked the doctor, 'after I had done all I

could and the nurse gave you her very best

attention, it was only your excellent physi

cal condition that pulled you through.' "

Another man with catarrh of the stomach

sent to the gymnasium by his physician, who

said that he needed exercise more than

medicine, was cured of his trouble and is

now able to put in his best in his business.

It seems mighty good to him after being

crippled for years with a weak stomach.

One of the most striking examples of

Association influence came the other day.

A man of thirty told me that he could not

measure the value of the experience he had

had with us. Not alone the sound body he

was enjoying but the moral and spiritual

help he received. The kind of help a boy

should receive from contact with his father

or at home but did not get. He added that

he thoroughly believed that in business he

was helped by the discipline of "having to

toe the mark" that he got as a member, and

the Association alone of all organizations

gave him an idea of his duty to his fellow-

man. J. Y. C.

In hot Arizona the new outdoor stadium,

two tennis courts, three handball courts, in

door baseball diamond, and a volley ball

court, with a top-notch regulation swim

ming pool with water sports, etc., have

made the Association the humming center.

The Brockton Association will go into its

new quarters in October. The athletic field

in the rear provides tennis, volley ball, etc.,

and several tournaments have been success

fully pulled off.

What could better tell the grace and

genius of a man than to have said of him

as it was of the late Elmer Grenn, one time

assistant physical at Dayton and later as

recreation director, that "probably he knew

more children than any other person in Day

ton," and that "no one had their interest

more at heart than he"?

At Columbus special exercises and classes

are furnished for men of senior years (55

and over) who needed especially directed

work and might be neglected or neglecting

themselves.

Two members of the Atlantic City Asso

ciation made the overland trip to San Fran

cisco in 73 days' riding. They reported that

the Associations along the way were exceed

ingly cordial.

A Leaders' Institute of ten days was con

ducted at a quiet beach by the Pasadena

Association. Intensive study of Physical

work and Bible study filled the mornings,

recreation and camp-fires the afternoons

and evenings. Quiet, devotional Sundays.

The topics were selected to fit the needs and

ability of the leaders and to erive them a

concrete idea of the fundamentals of physi

cal work. The course was arranged and

conducted by the director. The leaders

financed the institute themselves. This is

the first local institute of its kind arranged

wholly for and given over to training lead

ers.

Lynchburg's big Island Park had an at

tendance of 50,000, an increase of 16,000

over last year. The island is not only used

by the working men and women, but by

every class of citizens. It is a boon to the

town and a factor in its social life.



 

THE WORKING BOYS' DAY IN THE POOL THE TENT VILLAGE

Cohen was a salesman. He was one of

the older sons of a large Hebrew family.

They lived as many such families do, parents

of which were born and lived most of their

lives in Russia. They occupied but a few

rooms in a large tenement where they of ne

cessity slept several in the same bed. The

family wash basin was their only bathing

facility. Cohen in his travels came in touch

with an active Association member who in

troduced him to the physical department. He

became an enthusiastic handball player and

before long entered heartily into all the ac

tivities of the Association. Some months

after the secretary discovered that Cohen was

living by himself in a respectable rooming

house. He said that since he had learned

the value of healthful exercise and bathing

it was impossible for him to sleep in a room

with three or four others with the windows

shut.

Kilbane was an applicant for the police

force, but found that he could not pass the

physical examination required by the board.

He was advised to take a course in physical

training in an Association gymnasium. At

the end he was a very different looking man

and passed with high credit. He remarked

to the director that he spent his spare time

now in the gymnasium rather than on the

street corner, and that instead of having a

large "beer belly" he now had a bank ac

count. Pat was but one of a class of forty

men who had that year prepared themselves

for the police and firemen's examinations in

the Association gymnasium.

A topic of discussion for days in the Winni

peg Railway Shop was "The Price He Paid,"

by Ella Wheeler Wilcox, distributed at the

close of a shop talk and pinned up near the

workmen's benches. This poem has been

printed and circulated by thousands with

startling moral effect.

Health Exhibit, Bed

ford Branch, Brook

lyn. A thing bound to

be of Increasing serv

ice. Betides the ex

hibit of everything

which could be

brought together that

had a bearing on

health, sanitation and

right living, talks were

given, beginning on

Sunday and continu

ing through the week,

on health and related

subjects to all depart

ments and classes

■J
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THE NASHVILLE GRAMMAR SCHOOL ATHLETIC LEAGUE MEET

The League regulates school athletics, aids development, and provides a loyal school spirit

Care of the Showers

IN a recent number of your publication I

read with exceeding interest a little

article entitled "A Square Deal for the

Alleys." My interest was excited in this

article because it differed in character from

the general contents of your publication.

I find that you are continually printing arti

cles which cannot but help to build up the

spirit and the welfare of Association build

ings.

I should like to say a few words for the

shower bath. This is one of the acknowl

edged necessities of every modern building,

and in its perfection manufacturers have

given a great deal of thought, but like every

other article, it does require a little atten

tion. This attention it is pretty likely to

receive during the first brief period of oper

ation, because the plumber who puts it in

has an interest in it, but the shower bath

soon becomes merely a part of the better

equipment which may not receive particular

attention until something goes wrong.

It is precisely in relation to this fixture

that I would like to point out the following:

The greatest enemy to the shower bath, as

to all similar appliances, is the grit and

sediment which accumulates in the pipes.

This has the effect of cutting the valve and

of clogging the tiny holes of the shower

head. This is particularly likely to occur

during the first period of operation, because

grit and sediment are then inevitably pres

ent in the pipes to a considerable degree.

Some manufacturers recognize this difficulty

and provide strainers which are put in the

inlets of the shower mixing valve. These

are the things that need attention. The

strainer should be cleaned out periodically,

although it will be found that they need

cleaning less often as time goes on. A sup

ply of proper washers for the valves of the

particular showers in service should be kept

on hand so there will be no leakage when

the showers are not in service. Write the

manufacturer of your shower. He can sup

ply you with proper washers.

There should be discipline in the shower

room. Don't let the boys "play horse" with

the plumbing fixtures. Some time ago an

observer in an Association saw a boy hang

ing to a shower fixture, and two other boys

trying to pull him away. Those boys needed

a trapeze, not a shower bath.

In many cases I have known of "engi

neers" undertaking to repair shower mix

ing valves of showers, altering and filing in

terior parts, without thoroughly understand

ing the mechanism of the valves. This is

about the worst thing that could happen

to the showers. Don't alter the working

parts of the valve—consult the manufac

turer.

Assure yourself that you have an ample

supply of both hot and cold water for all the

showers when they are all in service at the

same time.

The hot water in a Y. M. C. A. is usually

of a very high temperature. It is generally

heated by steam from the boiler room. Ex

cess temperature of hot water is pretty hard

on the washers of any fixture in connec

tion with the plumbing and especially the

showers, as these fixtures are used much

more constantly than any other plumbing

fixtures in the building, where hot water

is used in connection with the fixtures. It

is money well invested to use heavy cast

brass shower heads, which will withstand

the water pressure. The faces of sheet

brass shower heads will blow off if the

needle holes become stopped with sediment.

It is the very small things that cause the

trouble, and I think I hardly need say that

nothing is more annoying to the users of

a club of Association building than to find

that the showers are not working.

Harry L. Speakman.
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Ph™°7T»EViDE.0_Unider directlonKof SAKCHI, INDIA-"The whole tone of our
Physical Department a relay race run by staff is improved" is the testimony of the

fifty members (Uruguayans) carried mes- general manager of the Tata Iron Works,
sage from the Mayor to the President Re- commenting on the results of the Association

public at summer home ten miles out and recently established
brought back reply. Minister of War ac- DTn „ T.™T* . . . ,companied the runners in motor car and tl.J5uo J*™**0-3 ?pite of hard
kept official time, taking tea with the secre- V™ and-dl?«ulties brought by war, August

tanes afterwards nnish of membership campaign,
Dri,IV„ _ * _ . nearly 400 new men added. The great
PEKING—Professor Robertson is preced- Brazilian daily papers assisted in the peace

SSnSST0^ E*ddy m eve^ whe"; propaganda led by the Association in which

evangelistic meetings are being; held, with the well known picture "Papa, are you go
»w,.Iemarkibly .1P°PuU' .scientific lectures ing now to kiU some other little girl's father?'

which are happily combmed and blended
with Christian addresses. In one of the
cities where ten years ago not a missionary
was admitted, he spoke to 10,000 leading

residents in four days.

CALCUTTA—Maharajah of Kossimbazar
loaned large pool in private gardens for
"Learn-to-Swim Campaign" led by Dr.
Segard under direction Boys' Department.
26 honorary secretaries-in-training spent
two weeks in training school under direc
tion of Mr. Sircar, travelling secretary for

Bengal.

TOKYO—500 Chinese students constitute
membership Chinese Student Association.
Educational class receipts four times larger
than estimated budget. Two dormitories
are crowded. Students joining Church at

rate of 10 a month.

MANILA—Four young Filipinos selected
for character, intelligence, ability, promise
of leadership, constitute first group in train
ing for physical directorship. Physical di
rector Brown, secretary Far Eastern Ath
letic Association, is in Siam arranging for
Sirticipation of Siam in next Far Eastern

ames in Shanghai in October.

was reproduced.

HANKOW—The largest student confer
ence in China's record had 210 student dele
gates, 37 leaders, including 60 non-Chris
tians, 53 from Government schools. Eigh
teen of them decided for the Christian life.
A leading delegate was the only Christian
from the military academy with 1,200 stud
ents. On the last Sunday of the confer
ence ten teams numbering from four to
ten men conducted evangelistic meetings
in the mission chapels of the two citie?,
two results being a number of decisiors
for the Christian life and a great enthusiasm
for evangelistic work on the part of delegate?.

MADRAS—Five religions represented ,
and nine vernaculars spoken by 56 men
in main dormitory; 21 men in another
dormitory are as truly a cosmopolitan crowd.
Association is unique in ability to draw
these different men together. Four Bible
groups are attended by practically all of
the residents. Unable to supply the demand

for rooms.

HANGCHOW—Upon invitation of au
thorities Association conducts weekly'preach-
ing service in the provincial model prison;
30 Hangchow men representing government
and mission schools are attending theWUCHANG—Bishop Roots, chairman and mission _

Yangtse Student Conference, declared that student conferences. Association representa-
leaders of its eighteen groups were as strong tives present at celebration of freeing prov-

and experienced Chinese as can be found ince from opium
in China. They met 247 delegates, 53 from
government schools, one-fourth non-Chris
tian. The strong, balanced program included
Christian study, volley ball, indoor baseball,
and outdoor athletics. "Stunt Night" with
all its fun was a distinct boost. Cheeis,
songs and stories helped to keep things
happily mixed and never made prayer at
any time impossible or incongruous. Twelve
men volunteered for the ministry and there

were sixteen "decisions."

MEXICO—Attendance in the gymnasium
last month was 25 per cent higher than the
highest work since the Association was
organized. Never such deep interest in

Bible classes.

SAN FRANCISCO—111 Chinese students
from Tsing Hua College, Peking, entered
Golden Gate Sept. 7, for study in American
institutions. All but ten were young men
and 71 were ready for collegiate and post
graduate work. They were welcomed in
this city, Chicago and New York by repre
sentatives of Associations; expressed de

SHANGHAI—1,187 men were registered
in the educational classes during year ;
94 out of 106 Bible class students wen
certificates. Boys' Department completed
survey of 213 boys' schools. First record
ever made. Zia sailed for year and a half
study in Cleveland to prepare himself for
boys' work secretaryship. An hour-a-day
school for working boys has grown steadily.

Enrolls seventy boys.
NAGASAKI—The moving picture ma

chine presented by Mr. Mills of Montclair
was introduced to the city with 900 of Asso
ciation's best friends out to the first enter

tainment.
BUENOS AIRES—The Student Associa

tion Welcome Reception attended by 400
university men was first event of the kind
on the continent. Inspected list of board
ing houses and other services were greatly
appreciated by new men from all sections

of the country.
MADRAS—The Association School of

Commerce started fifteen years ago, is the
with the brotherly spirit found every- °ld<:st .of «P k*?d in tne W« and since the
Jm beginning has been one of the leading tech-

t»t?ittkt/^ AAA nical institutions. It is the only school
PEKING—$6,000 to support a school receiving a Government grant and is visited

for 100 young men has been given to the yearly by the Inspector of Schools of the

Association by Mr. Tao. Department of Public Inspection.
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FOR ROCHESTER'S MEN

All the study and experience

of the architectural firm of

Jackson, Rosencranz & Water-

bury Co. has been put into this

$385,000 building, now going up

at Rochester on a commanding

site. It will contain two gym

nasiums, swimming pool, 25 by

75, and gallery, all with over

head light, 212 dormitory

rooms, roof garden and every

usual feature. The auditorium

is more for banquets than for

use as a lecture hall. All

offices are centered. Provision

is made to have moving pic

tures and stereopticon In men's

and boys' lobby. Work Is now

being pushed

Still Building Buildings

HP HE OUTLOOK on the building cam-

paigns this fall is by no means as bad

as was thought a month ago. In some manu

facturing cities which had depended chiefly

on exports and imports these may be de

layed, but in many cities, especially in the

West where the crops are overwhelming and

the prices the highest of years the situ

ations are much better. Business seems to

be rearranging itself. We have not been

able to hear of any building work being

stopped. The building funds now in hand

and pledged amount to two millions more

than last year ($8,240,701) and we are sure

that as soon as business readjusts itself

many campaigns will be swung through

with force to success.

Among the new buildings opened this

month are Brockton, Mass.; Oil City, Pa.;

Warren, Pa.; Spartanburg, S. C.J Amster

dam, N. Y., and Atlanta, Ga.

Contracts have been let for the erection

of buildings at Laurel, Miss., plans adopted

for a three-story and basement building 100

feet square at Webb City, Mo., a four-story

building at Waynesboro, Pa., 120 by 80.

The building at La Grande, Ore., is nearing

completion. Flint, Mich., will finish its

building next month.

Evening cornerstone-laying exercises and

addresses by the mayor and leading busi

ness men brought out a large audience at

Appleton, Wis. A stereopticon exhibit was

the feature.

Children scattered sweet-pea blossoms

over the ground at Bozeman, Mont., before

it was broken for the Association building

on Sept. 2d. Happy portent, and as fitting

as the prayer and addresses following. The

mayor and the pastors of the several

churches each turned a sod. The repre

sentatives of the various organizations con

tributing then took the shovel. These in

cluded the Commercial Club, high school,

public schools, fraternal organizations,

Housekeepers' Club, and many schoolboys.

 

A $2,000,000 fund for Brooklyn Associa

tions.—Announcement was made September

23d of a pledge of $300,000 from Mr. Rocke

feller (half cash) on a $2,000,000 fund. Al

ready over $1,000,000 is in hand. An estate

names this Association as a residuary

legatee for an amount.

The Titusville building fund of $90,000

shows $88,087 paid in. The building opens

with a membership of 307 with a goal of

500 set for January.

Brockton opens its new building next

month after a week of inspection, a week

of registration and then a week of activities.

Bellewood, Pa., is a railroad town of

2,000. In May the frame Association build

ing burned. The railroad company, which

had been backing it for its men, hesitated

to contribute until the town showed its in

terest. They started for $6,500 and pledged

$7,902. Now the railroad company may

make a larger gift. Nearly every one in

town is working on short time and making

small wages.

The Chamber of Commerce at Tahle-

quah, Okla., is deeding to the Oklahoma

State committee forty acres of land border

ing on the Illinois River, covered with a

heavy growth of timber, to be used as a per

manent State boys' camp. Here they will

erect a dining and social pavilion, 40 by 70

feet, install a gas engine for bringing water

200 feet from the springs and other bene

fits.

The last finishing touches are being put

on the Providence building, which is to be

opened October 4th. Mr. Taft is a special

guest on the sixth. Already 97% per cent,

of the building fund has been collected.

This will be pulled down to 1 per cent.

At Kaulton, Ala., is the newest Associa

tion among lumbermen. A beautiful build

ing, well adapted to the needs of the men

at the sawmill and their families, has been

erected by the Kaul Lumber Company, and

extension work will be carried on also for

the men in the woods.
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■RIDGEFIELD,' PROBABLY A

ALBANY'S

$50,000 ATH

LETIC FIELD

AND CLUB

HOUSE

GIVEN THE

ASSOCIATION

BY THE OLD

STOCK

HOLDERS OF

THE CLUB

BOYS' BUILD

ING WILL BE

BUILT HERE

WITH DORMI

TORIES FOR

MEN. IT IS IN

THE BEST

SUBURBAN

SECTION

 

Of the 11,023 contributors to the Cincin

nati building 4,904 have paid in full and

3,466 in part. Two men are giving their

full time to collections. Cash receipts to

date $119,436, with all but one contributor

of $10,000 or over to be heard from.

"Where shall he go?" This is the appeal

ing letter which was printed and commented

upon editorially in a Hoboken (N. J.)

paper. The editor suggested, it is said, "It's

the same with young men who want a

place of meeting and social intercourse and

cannot find a suitable place in all the town."

"Can you tell us through your paper where we
can get a place to use as a club house? We
have tried many real estate agents, but the
places they have are all down town. The rea
son we want a club Is because we don't like
to go to tho theatre every night, and If you
stand on the corner the police chase you. And
now that the cold weather is coming we would
like to get a place at a reasonable rent, to spend
the evenings. We are all working boys and all
from good families."

Yfcmjrtfiu Rather SlcthhYM .C.A.

Opened o&Kr-rT Closed.?

■JSP*

 

A CARTOON THAT HAS MADE BUSINESS MEN TAKE NOTICE

This fairly represents the growing

nd., reflected the spirit there, and $2 .
of debt. The building was actually closed at Fostorla until the money was raised, which was

No Debt' spirit. This cartoon used at Crawfordsvllle,
1,000 was raised to open the building free of every dollar

done quickly. The same has Just been done at Butler, Pa., and will be done at Warren
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Pushing the Membership

THE Portland, Ore., Asso

ciation is always look- '

ing to strike in line with the

popular interest. At the last

Rose Festival (which is a

frreat event each year in the

life of the city of Portland)

the slogan adopted was

"June Time

Rose Time

Good Time

Portland!"

The Association at once

adapted this to read:

"June Time

Rose Time

Good Time

Portland"

SPECIAL FESTIVAL

MEMBERSHIP TO OCT. 1

$4.00

At a recent meeting of the Ad Club, at

roll call the Membership Secretary, A. J.

Robinson made a hit with the following:

"A. J. Robinson, City Ticket Agent for

the largest ship in Portland—Beautiful

Sailing—Fine Voyage—Delightful Company

■—carrying the finest cargo—most selected

passenger list—4000 Men and Boys now

Sailing.

Y. M. C. A. MEMBERSHIP

We put the ship in Membership

the sail in Salesmanship

the real in Religion

Give me your noon hour three days a

week and I will make a new man of you

physically, mentally, morally.

75 Ad Club members now booked.

 

GOING AFTER THEM

Clever Cut (reduced) of the Portland Association, which
appeared as "Editorial" In the magazine of the Ad. Club. It
conveys the Idea with no shadow of doubt that men are sought

for membership

Illinois Associations are convinced their

State-wide membership campaigns are good.

Sept. 29-Oct. 3 and Oct. 13-17. Nearly every

Association in the State is in the cam

paign. These are not primarily to secure

money or for numbers of men, but for the

good that can be done by them and the

service they can render. Each Association

is expected to have all the campaign plan-3

well laid to tie up each man to the work,

to get men to know each other, to under

stand the movement and the principles and

expose them to the spirit of its service.

San Francisco men will attempt to get

500 members in ten days and reach the

5,000 mark before the Exposition. Already

the list exceeds 4,000.

One thousand men have lined up on teams

in Pittsburgh expecting to get 5,000 new

members this fall. Pierce and Hockenbury,

in setting up the plans, determined that

they were not only going to get the man's

name and money but make the man an

Association man eager with its spirit and

message. And therefore with every blank

subscription is a form for Association

Men. The well-informed committees can

tell why they want fifty cents more for it.

A campaign worked well in Natal, South

Africa, gaining 478 members in six days,

who paid $1,400 in cash. It was run on the

automobile plan. Men of large manufac

turing plants were taken in en masse. At

i Johannesburg 509 members were added.

When a boy gets his first job he gets the

least pay. For that reason Des Moines sug

gests this rate: Six or seven dollars for

ernployed boys from 16 to 18; ten dollars a

year from 18 to 20, and fifteen dollars as

the men's fee for the same privileges.

Twenty-third Street, New York, and others

make a similar arrangement. There should

be more.

In Melbourne, Australia, where Lyman

Pierce started the good work, membership

has been raised in eighteen months from

701 to 1,255. This includes a sixty-minute

burst at the anniversary held in the town

hall, when 63 men were secured in 60 min

utes, making a new Australian record of

over a member a minute.

A group of members from an Eastern

Association took a 1,500-mile auto trip and

arranged their itinerary so that all the stops

were made at Associations. But at one they

reported a large and flourishing family had

previous claims on the bed which they did

not dispute after looking them over. They

reported courteous treatment and consid

eration in practically every Association they

visited.

The membership group is still getting re

ports from traveling men and tourists who

state that it is not necessary to belong to

get the privileges as many Associations are

glad to house them for the fee of a night's

lodging. In most States this practice would

make an Association subject to a State tax

for running a rooming house.



At Aurora, III., In

trie canoe race on

the river which

runs direct through

the city were 45

entries. The events

were watched by

2,000 p e o p I e—a

well-handled sum

mer feature which

held the Interest of

the boys for weeks

 

A Twelve Monthly Committee Plan

By A. L. Mould, Sewickley, Pa.

THIS PLAN of securing members has

been very helpful to us. For years

we had a membership committee composed

of about ten members. The results were

not satisfactory and we decided to make a

change. We selected twelve groups of

twelve men each. Each group is headed

by a sub-chairman. A group was to make

an effort to secure new members one month

out of the year; another month, six months

after the period they made an effort to se

cure new members they would be asked to

invite men to the Association and show them

the equipment, introduce them to the men

about the building or have them take part

in some of the privileges. They would not

request the man to get into the Association

membership at this time, but their sole pur

pose was to make the stranger feel at home

in the Association. We think the plan a

good one for it puts the men to work. In

the small committee the men go after the

same men time and time again. In the large

committee more men are bound to be

touched. The period is short and therefore

the service more sure and enjoyable.

How to make or have members retain

their memberships year after year was

given considerable thought, and the follow

ing plan was decided upon. If a man would

unite with the Association on or about

September 1st, a card would be made out

and placed in the membership file. Every

three months during the year the Septembei

cards would be drawn on December 1st

March 1st, and June 1st, and a list made

of those who were not making use of the As

sociation privileges or visiting the Associa

tion. A letter would be mailed to such

members telling them that they are missed

and urging them to come around and make

use of the Association. We have found

that the letters have been appreciated, and

many men respond to the invitation to make

use of the privileges. Going over the mem

bership list is always a good thing. As you

turn card after card you think about the

men and just how the Association is touch

ing them. If a man joins the Association

and for some reason does not make use of

the privileges, he will be certain that he is

not forgotten if he receives a letter every

three months, and it puts him in a mood

which is better when he receives notice of

his membership expiration.

What Next for the New Member

"We don't interest members enough after

getting them in," says B. B. Farnsworth.

"We should look him up more thoroughly

and learn his past connection with church,

club, social functions, entertainments, min

strels, etc. Can he play, sing, recite, teach

a Bible class, or do other altruistic service?

When he joins give him a receipt for his

money and have duplicates go to depart

ments where interest is shown. Get two

references and name of former pastor as

well as the present one. Inquire of them

about your man. The application tells much

and helps in following up and finding fur

ther information.

Make dates and meet man and in a gen

eral way talk and learn likes and dislikes.

Show him the values of certain things to do.

This all comes before he gets a membership

ticket.

Introduce your new man around. Use

your information if a business house wants

a man. Later send a personal letter of

welcome and open up opportunities for

service. Let the man know that he is join

ing something worth while and tie him up

to it. The information on card should tell

you whether that man can teach a Bible

class in a church or the Association, sing,

recite or do other stunts.

Not many men are turned down at

Twenty-third street, but no professional

sports, gamblers, saloon-keepers, bartenders

or professional athletes can join. Tell them

the Association is for uplift and those en

gaged in pulling down have nothing in com

mon with the Association.

New members' meetings every month are

given with the entertainment arranged by

the previous month's members. Dormitory

men have dinner every month and floor com

mittee get busy ahead of time and call. A

letter welcoming the man to dormitory fam

ily also comes to the new tenant.
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" The Joy of the Game

in the Country"

By Dr. John Brown, Jr.

From Maine to California come the echoes

of the merry voices and laughter of hun

dreds of young and old folks in the rural

sections who have found new life and

abounding vitality in simple play activities.

Co-operation with the Country Church in

pioneering the new program of recreation

is illustrated in the Morris County (N. J.)

union Sunday School picnic, attended by

over 1,500 people from twenty Sunday

Schools, some of whom traveled fifteen

miles. In the afternoon program new and

interesting games were introduced which

will become factors in the lives of the boys

and young people. This program brought

parents, teachers and pastors of the

churches and Sunday Schools together in a

social way which will make future co-opera

tion easier.

The way this larger life for the boy under

Christian leadership is gripping the best

men of our counties and reaching every part

of the country is shown by a relay race

in Ionia County, Michigan, held in two sec

tions, covering distances of 32 miles and 38

miles; 125 boys took part, each running a

half mile. A message from President Ken

nedy, of Lyons, was relayed to the Mayor

of Portland. President Petty, of Lake

Odessa, sent the following greetings:

"In behalf of the citizens of Lake Odessa and
the Y. M. C. A., I extend to you greetings, and
to the citizens of your community we commend
our youthful runners. We also hope at some
future period to be able to return the hospitality

which we know will be heartily given our boys. '

A fine interchange of expression of good

will. All but three of the towns of the

county were in the event. Bankers, manu

facturers, dentists, doctors, merchants,

farmers and everybody took a day off, acted

as officials, or loaned automobiles to carry

runners. At Portland, where the race fin

ished, a reception was given in the Chau

tauqua tent, with musical program and car

toon lecture. Who shall undertake to say

whether this event proved to be of more sig

nificance to some of the boys than it did to

some of these men?

During the past summer thousands of

boys have participated in th? Outdoor Ath

letic Test for Boys as promoted by the

Department. The secretary of O'Brien

County, Iowa, writes that in one school

where there were 62 boys eligible to par

ticipate, every one took part, and in another

town of 73 boys eligible all but one partici

pated.

That these tests are meaning more than

improved athletic ability is evidenced by the

statement of the high school principal in one

of the towns in Rockingham County, New

Hampshire. Before the introduction of ath

letics into the community there was but one

boy in a Bible class and the moral condi

tions in the school were bad. Because of

the way in which the Christian leadership

of the community was related to the new

athletic program of the high school fellows,

the moral problem in the school was very

largely solved and at the close of the ath

letic season eleven boys were in Bible study.

Two years ago Camden County, New Jer

sey, experimented with the three and four-

day boys' camp conducted over the week

end. This past summer they have been con

ducting similar short term camps, holding

them in the middle of the week. They re

port in favor of the mid-week camp. The

week-end camp does not give sufficient time

to prepare for Sunday, and taking other

things into consideration, even from the

standpoint of religious results, the mid-week

camp is recommended.

In a number of county camps every boy

is being thoroughly examined by a compe

tent physician, and boys that are in any way

defective or below par are counseled in ref

erence to receiving the attention which they

require. This could easily be made a worth

while feature of every boys' camp.

Playground ball—or as it may be better

understood by some, outdoor baseball played

with a soft ball—is becoming increasingly

36
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popular wherever it is introduced in rural

communities. Volley ball, however, takes

first place in the ranks of those games

which can be enthusiastically taken hold of

by young and old of both sexes. In many

small towns and open country sections one

can find the carefully laid out volley ball

court. Several communities have recently

had their courts lighted so that they can be

used in the early hours of the evening.

Such places are quickly becoming centers of

real community recreation and sociability.

The Association Boy

The Honor Record at 23d Street Camp

makes as much of character standing, in

cluding reverence at services, courtesy,

trustworthiness, etc., as of athletic and so

cial stunts. Send for it. It made for im

provement in camp and might as well at

home.

Brooklyn employed boys in their camp on

closing Sunday, listened to forceful ad

dresses with a plan and program behind

them on "Efficient Living," "A Boy's Code

of Honor," "What a Boy's Religion Should

Mean for Himself and Others"—which

meant a big vision and revision of life for

the 46 working boys.

Twenty states now employ special boys'

work secretaries: Carolina, Mississippi,

Missouri, Nebraska, Oklahoma, Texas, and

Tennessee lately having taken on new men.

There was a little boys' department in

Waterbury, Conn., 26 years ago. One of the

members was a sturdy, chubby, wide-awake

baseball fiend of twelve, a born leader, who

raised Cain on the street and did in the build

ing until leadership was thrust upon him. He

became president of the branch, captain of

the baseball team, a "necessary factor" in the

boys' meetings (so he thought and was made

to think.) He carried himself steady through

the high school. In Kansas later, and now

in a great city in Massachusetts he has been

a factor in church and Association, is chair

man of the boys' committee, is on the build

ing committee, has been city treasurer, and

occupies a big position in the civic, Christian

and social leadership of the city. He now

says : "I owe all I am to-day to the influence

of the Waterbury Association twenty years

ago." It is quite possible that his name never

counted in the report of the "conversions" in

the Waterbury Year Book, but the man has

made a record which has counted for twenty-

six years.

To study the boy life of the town a group

of Oklahoma City business men determined

at a dinner conference. That will prob

ably mean more than getting the work be

fore all the churches the day before as it

will shape a constructive program with men

behind it big enough to put the thing

through. A program adopted is: "Every

boy in public school and every boy in Sun

day school."

This is from a letter received from a

Dallas camp boy who left town shortly after

our return from camp. This boy is a Jew

and the letters referred to, "R. J. C," stand

for "Remember Jesus Christ."

I am getting in with nice company here.
Don't fool with bad fellows. Remember your
advice at camp. Remember when you talked
on "Temptation?" Well, I am still thinking of it.
Believe me, every word you said that day is
written in my head, and any time I start think
ing of something bad that other boys ask me to
Join I quickly think of your words. That is one
thing that done me more good on the camp.
Some boys are trying to get me to play pool. I
made up my mind not to play unless I heard

from you. Is it all right to play?
Can you imagine that I have stopped three

messenger boys from smoking? Don't think this
is bragging or anything like that. I was work
ing one day when one of them, a smart little
boy about fourteen years old, whom any one
could trust to do right, had a cigarette in his
mouth, so I called him over to my table where
I was working and told him about what you
told me, and he hasn't ever touched a smoke
yet, and he is telling other boys not to smoke.
So you see I am making very good use of what
you got Into my brain. I don't know how you
done it, but It is still there, and whenever I get
a chance I will help all the boys here to try to

Slit smoking. Don't forget "R J. C." I often

ink of those words.

Cadet camps have been noted for moral

uncleanness. But Omaha High School

Association boys determined that theirs

should be clean. They had caught the

spirit of cleanness of life from that strong

series of state conventions. So a few went

in for "No smut, no swearing, no smoking."

There were 352 high school boys in the

cadet regiment in this military camp.

Thirty-two of the 35 officers of the regi

ment signed this triple clean declaration

not only to be clean but each to use his in

fluence for others, and were factors in se

curing the declaration of 193 boys more be

fore the camp opened. Before the cadet

had been in camp three hours each signer

 

CRAWFORDSV1LLE ASSOCIATION DIRECTED 1,000 SCHOOL CHILDREN IN THIS "FEST"
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was presented with his original signed card

in an envelope on which was written:

Keep this Card as a Souvenir of

THE CLEANEST CAMP EVER CONDUCTED BY THE

OMAHA HIGH SCHOOL CADET REGIMENT.

Besides these cards other cards 6x9

were supplied for the tents. They bore:

Kindly Nix on

SMUT

SWEARING

SMOKE

in this tent.

Only six boys were seen smoking on the

train, and smut and swearing was nearly

unknown. Now the boys are enlisted to

carry out the "motto" suggestion of a camp

speaker taken from a garbage can sign:

"Keep Omaha Clean."

IN THE WHEEL

ING. WEST VA.,

CAMP

Getting the Start
for the day In the
camp by the lake
with Bible study and
devotion, friendly
talks and the honor
system. In camps like
this 20.000 boys were
with Association
leaders In the past
summer and have
felt determining In
fluences

This Is the kind of
Picture which would
enlarge well for the
Boys' Rooms

Why Not Duplicate These Records ?

—Reno County High School Association,

Kansas, has 169 members "out of 139

students" (49 are drawn from the town

boys). Attendance at weekly meetings is

75. Each member pays a dollar, has no

privilege but service, and Bible study.

—A canvass in Allegheny high school

brought every student in the class to face

the question of whether or not a Christian.

The result was all but one pledged to the

Christian life.

—Gambling was prevalent in a Pennsyl

vania school. The right ideas and the right

boys and the right leadership blotted it out.

—Denver's Inner-Circle Groups have this

to show for their efforts: every member of

one of its big high school clubs is a Chris

tian, and 188 are enrolled in Bible study.

—Of 67 boys at Fort William, Ont, high

school 48 are in Bible study groups, with

the idea of practically applying teaching

to life.

—Sixty high school basketball teams

from as many high schools of the state

were the guests of the University of Ne

braska basketball tournament in which the

Association men were dominant. At the

supper tendered by the high school club

Christian ideals and plans for the promo

tion of Christian cleanliness were urged

with a punch.

—Many a high school banquet has ended

in a riot of frenzy and filth. Association

leadership has brought together 700 high

school boys, including officials, at West

Side Branch, N. Y., from two schools here

tofore split by bitter rivalry. There was

good will, and good fellowship without

goody-goody talk.

—Visiting football teams were made the

welcome guests of their rivals at Boston,

with the local high school club as hosts, and

the secretary steering and out of sight.

—Forward steps were taken by 154 high

school boys at Minneapolis.

" Cy " Warman's Last Poem

The author of the song "Sweet Marie,"

railroad man, story-writer and poet, died

recently at the age of fifty-nine. His last

poem was read by him at the West Branch

Association, Philadelphia, a few weeks be

fore he "went around the curve":

Oft, when I feel my engine swirl,
As o'er strange rails we fare.

I strain my eye around the curve
For what awaits us there.

When swift and free she carries me
Through yards unknown at night,

I look along the line to see
If all the lamps are white.

The blue light marks the crippled car,
The green light signals "Slow,"

The red light is a danger light,

The white light, "Let her go."

Again the green fields we roam.
And when the" night is fair

I look up in the starry dome

And wonder what's up there.

For who can speak of those who dwell

Behind the curving sky?
No man has ever lived to tell
Just what it means to die.

Swift toward life's terminal I trend,
The run seems short tonight ;

God only knows what's at the end—
I hope the lightB are white!
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Railroad Men

Hon. Chauncey M. Depew, counsellor for

more than two score years for the New

York Central Railroad, gave this remark

able tribute to the Association on the occa

sion of leaving the old New York Central's

building for the larger and new home: "If

a volume could be written of characters here

formed, of characters here rescued, of op

portunities here availed of, of ambitions

here aroused, of careers here opened and of

happiness which has come to thousands in

their own lives and that of their families,

it would be one of the most helpful and in

structive works in any library in the world."

All railroad Associations have been asked

by Dr. Munn to observe the day especially

set aside by President Wilson for prayer

for peace, October 4, by holding* appro

priate services at any convenient hour, day

or night. "Firm in the faith that our God

hears and answers our prayers," Dr. Munn

wrote to the railroad secretaries, "let us

on October 4 offer our united petition for

the speedy coming of world-wide peace and

let us remember with special tenderness

our brother railroad men of the warring

nations who are one with us in a common

calling."

An illustrated Sunday supplement cir

culating in fifteen cities in connection with

Sunday papers recently carried a strikingly

illustrated story of the railroad depart

ment. On checking up it was found that

this had a circulation of 1,300,000. That's

the way to spread publicity.

The railroad department is standing the

strain of war and tight times without a

shadow of faltering. No department is

known to have been closed or appropriation

cut off, while new have been added.

That field meet on Labor Day at Tyrone,

Pa., brought out a thousand men to a base

ball game and a big list of contestants

from the Eastern Association.

In Pocatello, Idaho, where men are

scarce who take a stand for Christian

things the Association has met a serious

loss in the death of its president, D.

Worth Clark, the leading attorney of the

state and the railroad. While crowded

with cares he found time to make trips for

the work, give attention to its detail and

co-operate constantly in making the Asso

ciation the biggest thing in the city.

With the opening of the new Grand Cen

tral Terminal Association building, the New

York Railroad Branch has entered upon

an era of greater usefulness. Membership

has increased by leaps and bounds, even

during the dull summer months, the addi

tions during June, July and August being

• 292. The influence of the new equipment

is shown by the increase in number of

beds used for August, from 2,819 to 4,691.

Attendance has increased 30 per cent.

The railroad work in India directed by

F. C. Freeman, is showing results. The

general manager of the department at

Sakchi says that "The whole tone of our

staff is improved. At Jamalpur Bible

classes and religious meetings have lifted

the lives of many men to a higher plane of

living.

A life-boat presented to Philadelphia P.

R. R. department by President Patton of

the N. Y. P. & N. R. R. is a valued addi

tion to its fleet of boats at Ocean City

Camp.

F. M. M. Richardson, formerly educa

tional secretary, sailed for Panama Sept. 9,

to take charge of the work on the canal

zone. His headquarters will be at Balboa.

Mr. Moore is now giving attention to edu

cational work.

Dave Hill is an evangelist with a record

of perhaps a thousand converts a year. He

puts all of his 250 pounds, six foot two of

stuff into his talks. Fourteen years ago

he was working in the Hocking Valley

shops as a car stoker, and was reached

through the noon shop meeting and inter

ested in Bible study by the Association.

From personal worker he came to be a

preacher, and is now an evangelist of force.

That stands to the credit of the Associa

tion.

It is not well known that an increasing

number of City Associations are vigorously

extending work among groups of railroad

men, steam -and electric. Hartford con

ducted last year a series of shop meetings

in the railroad shops. One man, who was

a confirmed Church hater and would not

even let his wife and daughter attend

church, was converted, and with his wife

and daughter joined the church.

At Chattanooga, Tenn., two weekly rail

way shop meetings are the best the Asso

ciation has for attendance and spiritual re

sults. The men in the shop do the preach

ing if no one else appears. The families

come and join in the service at another rail

way shop and the spirit is fine. A weekly

shop meeting for street railway employees

is also held. Both City and Railroad Asso

ciations are now at the beginning of what

promises to be a far reaching work among

this hitherto somewhat neglected class of

men. Largely attended shop meetings, con

ducted for four or five years in the Minne

apolis Street Railway Stations by the City

Association, led the company to establish a

Department of Social Service, headed by

the former religious work secretary of the

Association. A plan of cooperation is being

worked out whereby the company assumes

all the business responsibility and furnishes

the equipment, while the Association con

ducts the educational, physical and religious

part of the social activities. Certain fees

are paid by the men and the company as

sumes the deficit. Operations are now being

carried on in three special buildings pro

vided by the company, and a fourth will be

ready this fall.
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Straggling Back to Their Feet

Men Interested by West Side New York's Auto Meetings

on the Great White Way

The booze hit this man hard. He was a

clever newspaper reporter, held a number

of important positions in the West, made

big money, and spent it all for drink. His

wife left him and he went rapidly down hill.

Several years ago he went to Panama with

Roosevelt and did some reporting there. In

the years past he was active in Association

work and had a large class of men in Sun

day School. At one of our automobile meet

ings he made himself known and asked for

a personal talk. He has been on the water

wagon and reporting at our building al

most every day for four weeks. He is giv

ing God a chance in his life, has now se

cured a position, and we hope is on the way

to better things.

John F. McCarthy, alias John Otto Dan-

drell, alias West Philadelphia Johnny, has

also been in to see us. He stopped at several

He wanted advice as to what he had best

do under the circumstances. Several sug

gestions were made, and he went away

more at rest in his mind.

A Philadelphia man, twenty-three years

old, brought up in a good Christian home,

formerly active in Christian Endeavor

work, and a leader in his church, told this

story: "I got going the pace of the town

with a crowd of other fellows. My wife left

me. It was my own fault. I came to New

York City, tried to find work, but have been

unsuccessful. Passing up Broadway I

stopped at one of your automobile meet

ings and heard the message. It brought

back very vividly the better days of my life.

I want to make a new start now and get

right with God." After a talk and prayer

with him he gave every evidence of honesty

of purpose. He was introduced to a nearby

church, work has been secured for him, and

he is now on the way to better things, and

soon expects to return to Philadelphia and

try for a reconciliation with his wife.

BROOKLYN C E N-

TRAL'S SATURDAY

NIGHT AUTOMO

BILE MEETINGS;

REV. WM. ALLEN

IS THE SPEAKER,

WHO GRIPS THE

CROWD AS HE

DOES IN SHOP

MEETINGS AND

DID IN AUSTRALIA

The church club men
In the party are
alert to Interview the
men who express In
terest and new pur

poses. One night
eleven such men
were met at t h e
close of the meeting.

 

of our street meetings and later on sent a

letter asking for a private talk. McCarthy

has taken part in more than a hundred rob

beries of banks and safes. He is thirty

years of age and has spent most of the time

since he was fourteen with a gang of crooks.

Much of the time he has been in prison and

was released last January by the order of

the governor. He is a fine looking fellow

about six feet tall, and looks more like a

successful salesman than a cracksman. He

is now writing a series of articles for the

magazine section of the New York World.

He has asked us for our moral backing,

says he is determined to make good, and

wants us to stand by him in his new life.

He was short and thick-set, with black

hair, and with rather a dissipated looking

face, showing signs of trouble and worry,

and as he came into our office it looked as

though he really needed help. He said he

was an actor, and that through the instru

mentality of another man in the same pro

fession his wife had been untrue to

My Conscience

James Whitcomb Riley, in The Century

Sometimes my Conscience says, says he,
"Don't you know me?"
And I, says I, skeered through and through
"Of course I do.
You air a nice chap ever' way.
I'm here to sayl
You make me cry -you make me pray.
And all them good things thataway—
That is, at night. Where do you stay
Durin' the day?"

And then my Conscience says onc't more,
"You know me—shore?"
"Oh, yeSg" says I, a-trimblin' faint'
"You're jest a saint I
Your ways is all so holy-right.
I love you better ever' night.
You come around—'tel plum daylight,
When you air out o' sightl"

And then my Conscience sort o' grits
His teeth, and spits
On his two hands and grabs, of course,
Some old remorse,
And beats me with the big butt-end

O' that thing—'tel my closest friend
'Ud hardly know me. "Now," says he,
"Be keerful as you'd orto be
And alius think o' mel"



 

ONE OF THE ASSOCIATION TENTS AT VERA CRUZ, MEXICO

A Barrack Sidelight

A SPANISH LAD who had spent his boy

hood days in the historic city of Mar

seilles, France, bade farewell to his mother a

few years ago and crossed the seas with high

hopes and stout heart, to seek his fortune and

a new home on America's favored soil, where

it is possible for every man to have an equal

chance for happiness and success.

With a crowd of immigrants he was dumped

into the great human hopper at Ellis Island,

where the stream of coming prospective citi

zens passes through the sluice of watchful

government officials. In a short time he found

himself on the rushing streets of New York,

where everyone seems busy whether they are

or not, amid conditions altogether different

from his home-land, and the people talked in

a language that he didn't understand. Being

without the means of making friends, he soon

struck the seamy side of life and felt the

bitter pang of the neglected, who are tossed

like a chip among the flotsam and jetsam of

our large cities.

Fortunately, after a brief period of battling

among the down and outs that groan and die

in the depths, he learned enough of the Eng

lish language to make himself understood;

and going around with open eyes and listen

ing ears as most foreigners do, his attention

was attracted to the Army with its prospects

for educational development. It looked to

him like a field great enough for his ambitious

efforts. He very quickly found one of Uncle

Sam's recruiting offices and in a few minutes

the oath of allegiance was taken and he was

enrolled in the Coast Artillery Corps.

After a few weeks rubbing down at Fort

Slocum, he was transferred to one of the

forts that defends the rocky coast of Maine.

In the company he was assigned to he found

a little group of nice fellows, who were quiet

ly and somewhat secretly, living a Christian

life, but there were many who openly scoffed

at all good things and tried to make it hot for

the men who were endeavoring to live straight

and abstain from vice. Soon our young friend

found himself slipping away from his ideals

and losing ground, mentally as well as moral

ly, and using his own words, he said :

"I sought a place where good, clean sport
•could be found and where I would come in con

tact with good people. At the extreme end of
the post, amid the trees, facing the ocean, 1
found it. It is an old wooden building used by
the Y. M. C. A. and Post Library, the rendez
vous of noble and generous hearted fellows. As
I entered I saw a gentleman in a small office,
sitting at a desk writing and, being rather
backward, I started in by quietly looking around.
My roving eye soon struck a little sign and I

read: 'Drop into the office, the secretary is glad
:o see you at any time.' The little handshaker on
the wall filled my heart with courage, for my
broken speech made me very bashful. I knocked
on the door and a kindly voice said, 'Come in.'
I was greeted with a cordial 'How do you do?
Glad to see you!' It was the secretary, and his
pleasant wholesome reception made me feel that
I had met a real helpful friend. I was Invited to
come to the rooms at any time, and my heart
was filled with Joy. Ever since that day the

Y. M. C. A. has blessed and enriched my life
and given me the best friends I have In the
world."

It brought a great joy to the heart of the

secretary when this young soldier came up to

his side one day and in his frank, open way,

although spoken in the broken speech of the

alien, told him that he had given allegiance to

Jesus Christ and had resolved to serve Him

all the rest of his days.

This is a simple illustration of the thorough

work being done for a class of men who need

the sincere friendly spirit of it, and the ideals

of the Association.

Thos. Thorbuhn.

Fort McKinley, Me.

The Phoenix Association conducted an

Association tent at Fort Huachuca from

August 5-17, 1914, where the 12th U. S.

Regular Infantry and the 1st Arizona Na

tional Guard conducted joint maneuvers.

There were seven hundred soldiers in camp.

The Association tent had the usual equip

ment and was used to the limit of its ca

pacity. The officers have expressed the

desire to have a larger and better equipment.
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Educational

THE increase in results of the, past year

educationally are encouraging. The

lectures and practical talks increased 20

per cent., up to 13,414; educational clubs,

16 per cent., up to 25,405 members for re

search, discussion and uplift; the paid

teachers and leaders, 10 per cent., up to 2,-

858 men; the different students—men and

boys—16 per cent., up to 84,577 different

persons in class work; the students in As

sociation day schools, 16 per cent., up to 8,-

213 boys and men; the number of mature

business men in special advanced courses,

18 per cent., up to 11,980 men, more than

half of whom are already college and uni

versity graduates; the total expenses, aside

from rent, light and heat increased 9.7 per

cent., up to $1,086,763; while the tuition

fees of students increased 9.9 per cent., up

to $785,274. A significent and encouraging

fact is the steady growth of Christian char

acter building influences as seen in the 1,-

628 chapel assemblies among students for

religious emphasis, attended by 65,120 men;

the 238 Bible classes in the educational de

partments taught by teachers and educa

tional secretaries and attended by 2,607 edu

cational men; and the 157 conversions re

ported, together with 860 interviews as to

their religious life and service. September

issue of Educational Notes, a 72-page, fully

illustrated book, gives the annual report of

the educational department. Price, 30

cents. It is in large demand.

First Aid.—With the war agitation in

mind there will be even greater attention

given to First Aid. A number of Associa

tions are now conducting courses in connec

tion with the employees of each of one or

more large manufacturing plants or cor

porations. The Holyoke Association con

ducted an extensive course in one of the

city clubs. First Aid and health talks are

increasingly promoted by secretaries and

the physical, the boys' and the educational

departments and with miners, etc. There

are three distinct courses in First Aid pro

moted by the Associations with the joint

official sanction of the American Red Cross:

I. Boys' First Aid, limited to those under

sixteen years of age. II. Elementary

course, limited to those sixteen years of age

and over. III. Advanced course limited to

those who hold a certificate in Course II.

Half or more of the time should be used

in practice work under an active physician,

or experienced physical director. Examina

tions may be taken at any time on twenty

days' notice at 50 cents per person, with a

minimum of five question papers ordered.

Foi all such tests in Courses I. and II., if

given Friday, Dec. 18, the rate will be 25

cents per person, with a minimum of four

question papers ordered. Complete circular

on request to the Educational Department.

One of the largest and best "First Aid

Meets" ever conducted by the Association

was that of nine competing teams among

the mining Associations at Somerset

County, Pa., held last June by the State

Committee of Pennsylvania.

Christian Character Motive in Educatioo.

—There is a growing emphasis on making

educational methods and policies function

for character building. Within recent

months, and after many other methods had

failed to bring desired beneficial results

among a large number of university stu

dents, the president of one of our greatest

American universities said: "Our students

need that great motive power for righteous,

temperate living and thinking which alone

can come from a vital religious faith and

experience." Educational surveys suggest

the same need. The apparent failure of

many supposedly best schools to develop

sturdy moral character has revealed the ab

sence of the vital motive which has leavened

life for best and highest results. Social

workers have also proven the need of such

a motive. They discover that the present

moral conditions among boys and men in

many schools are often appalling and ren

der vice and crime inevitable. Vice commis

sioners find a network of organizations

started with mere amusement and ending

with degradation. While we need reforms,

warnings, prosecution, and substitution of

good features for evil ones, yet there is a

strong and growing conviction that these

features and policies of cocial service, good

as they are, do not go deep enough to give

the permanent motive and emphasis found

in "Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with

all thy heart and thy neighbor as thyself,"

which motive alone leads to practices that

effectively and permanently clean up lives

and conditions.

The German schools were good, but there

was not enough of the motive or emphasis

on the functioning of Christian character

to develop a successful antidote for mili

tarism, or we would not have had the exten

sive European War of 1914. There is a

vast difference between real and only nom

inal Christianity when it comes to building

character for right living, thinking and act

ing—either in the schools or in the Asso

ciation. Commercialism is rapidly sweeping

some of us from our moorings. In educa

tional affairs this mercenary spirit becomes

more insidious and deadly than we realize.

Our ambitious young men, as well as many

Associations, passionately desire popularity,

prosperity and "abundance of things." All

our wonderful industry is producing things,

yet we must know that "a man's life con-

sisteth not in the abundance of things."

Faith, hope, love, justice, truth are all

greater than mere membership in the Asso

ciation, or than large classes with high tui

tion fees. Our business as Association lead

ers is to help all to emphasize the develop

ment of that motive power which will im

pel men to altruism and Christian charac

ter rather than to selfishness and things.
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China is also looking for just this motive.

Yuan Shi Kai, the president of China,

speaking with John R. Mott on the Chris

tian message, said : "Confucius has told men

the truth, but your Gospel message tells men

of a power that will enable them to obey

the truth." The development of this Chris-

tion motive can only result from the growth

of the patient effort of earnest, faithful

Christian educational leaders. It is a Chris

tian educational endeavor in all the glorious

vital meaning of right education.

Lyman Abbot said: "The task of the

19th Century was to make education free

and universal. It is ours to make it moral

and religious." The Association stands for

that kind of Christian influence in its educa

tional training. With the rapid changes

of the present, former moral standards

often seem to be breaking down. The moral

vigor of many young men seems to be de

creasing. With all our advance in public

education, and even with all the encouraging

growth in Bible study, many leaders feel

that most young men are discouragingly

flabby in their character and morals.

To help meet this needed emphasis of mo

tive— (a) an increasing study of the con

ditions, needs and desires of men in rela

tion to character building is being given by

the Association and the church to discover

just what definite things can be done, and

when, where and how. (b) Christian mold

ing influences are being adapted to meet

needs of different kinds of men and boys.

A larger number and variety of Bible study

courses are used annually, and double the

number of 10 years ago are pursuing them,

(c) Colleges and universities are putting in

courses in the English Bible, sociology, phil

anthropy and missions. Would that every

Association educational department in addi

tion to Bible study could add adapted

courses in each of the above growing sub

jects, the same as they offer courses in short

hand or plumbing, and that all of these

courses could be handled by earnest Chris

tian teachers, (d) At least one publishing

house, aside from Association Press, has

complete sets of text-books in religion for

use in educational institutions. (e) The

North Dakota plan of promoting Bible study

under official sanction, examination and

credit by the State Board of Education is a

type of what many other States may soon do

as an encouraging factor in the development

of Christian character.

A toastmasters' club is a new combination

of a social and educational group of 75

members at Rock Island, which will try out

in an oratorical contest next year for a dia

mond medal offered by L. S. McCabe.

Los Angeles men have been studying will

power. It led one student to cut out smoking,

helped another "to pull myself out of a hole

and fill a bigger job," made another "wake up

to my possibilities," and an employer says that

a twenty-one-year-old student became one of

the leading salesmen in his store in the West.

The Dormitory

Confirmed and satisfied bachelors will

soon have no permanent abiding place in

Association dormitories. City after city is

saying "Move on." The Milwaukee, Wis.,

Association has lately served notice that

the maximum term of residence in its

buildings will be two years and all who have

been in the rooms for a longer time must

vacate January 1, 1915. Dormitories are

not for money but a place of safety for

young men in the character and habit form

ing and receptive time of life. In Cleve

land's great central building 1,768 young

men occupied the 250 bedrooms in the year.

The average was less than two months; the

average age 22.3 years and over 45 per

cent earned but $50 a month or less.

Firing a man out of a dormitory or firing

him with a new purpose to overcome drink

are two things. The secretary of a western

Massachusetts town learned that a man

rooming in the dormitory was drinking,

and three whiskey bottles were found in his

room. That evening when he came in a

long and frank talk ensued and the man

saw plainly that he could not remain there

and drink. Months after he reported that

he had not taken a drink since that con

versation, and today he is holding a respon

sible position, teaches a Sunday school class

of boys, and a class of English for coming

Americans. He has become fired with a

new purpose. Another man of 45 who had

been out of work was seen to enter a

saloon. He was called in to be called down

as he expected. A straight, manly talk

squared his life and his record.

"Won't you step up-stairs and see my

boys' rooms," said a lady to a State Secre

tary recently. "Certainly, how many boys

have you?" "About thirty," said she.

He writes: "As we pased through room

after room, each showing its touch of this

Christian woman's care in adapting it to

the individual likings of its occupant, she

told of her solicitude for their health and

sympathetic use of the needle and other

ministrations of love for the boys away

from home.

"You ought to see the letters I get from

them when they are away," she continued.

"They call me mother, and sometimes their

own mother writes me. One of my boys

brought that handsome bouquet to me this

noon. They are always doing something

for me." No wonder, we thought, a fel

low who would not respond to her kindness

would not have much manhood in him.

"I wish I had another floor on top of this

one so that I could have them both full of

boys 19 to 21 years old. That is the age

I like to get hold of them." We said we

wished so too, and then thought what an

opportunity for some men to make an in

vestment of approximately $15,000. that
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What to Do in October

H. J. Hill, Johnstown, Pa.

Redeem now at any cost a handful of the
numerous "promls»s" you made in August and
September. Your Directors and Committee
men thought you a little free In some of the
things you proposed. You reared a lofty plat
form; you nailed your standard high; but they
decided to follow you—and now they expect

you to make good.
Begin early to liquidate.
Establish the habit in October; and keep it up

right through November, December, January,
February, and March to midnight of April 30th,
when the gong sounds on the fiscal year.
Remember that while Wanamaker, Marshall

Field, and others, spend thousands to pr nt
their promises, they expend millions and them
selves besides to "cash In" every pledge ex

actly as made.
Take your "Fall Prospectus" and your

adopted "Plans and Policies" for a platform
and work from them. They made bully reading;
now realize them. Don't drift even on the crest

of a big season's business.
Stand to your task with a solid front. This

Is the time to discover and to correct mistakes

In the ranks of your organization.
Tactfully retire the Indifferent or "too-busy"

Committeeman. One Inexperienced, wllllng-to-
work, and wllllng-to-learn member Is worth
dozens of promising names selected from the
old guard. Freshen your ranks by addition;

also by subtraction.
See what you can do this month to Introduce

the new member toanASSOCIATIO N—
a live, warm-hearted, purposeful organization
in which he has a vital part; rather than a per
sonally-patented, mechanically-perfect, privi
lege-purveying Institution—the latter not nearly

so useful nor half so attractive.
Do your part In the Million Member Move

ment.
But remember that more important than get

ting a million members Is knowing Intimately,

and serving efficiently 999,999.
This month be much on the floor, especially

at night. Nix on the beh nd - closed - doors- i n -

executive-session-business. Twenty-one days is
enough for a hen In the hatching process. After
that if she doesn't consciously lead her brood In
the scratching—good nightll
Make an earnest effort to know your mem

bers and make It possible for them to know
you. Keep your ear to the ground; and also
keep your Committeemen's attention directed
that way. The other day a laboring man handed
his chairman a lolt that cancelled reams of

printed matter based on a well-intentioned, but
erroneous and undemocratic practice. Watch
that so-called Business Men's Club with the
extra dues and the "extra long lockers, prlv;

dressing room, Brusselis carpets, etc., etc. I"
It may and It may not have a place In the
Young Men's Christian Association.
Promote now the kind of sociability that does

not have to have Its back braced with a grape-
juice punch. Hasten the day when it will take
more than a Hires Munlmaker to hold the

essence of our social Intercourse.
Work the new member—begin to use him as

soon as he comes in. Tie him up to somethlnq.
Start him where his interest lies; widen his
horizon, intensify his purposes, and fill full his

life. You can't do It alone.
Treat your associates on the employed staff

as partners—fellow laborers In the Kingdom.
Support them In their leadership of Commit
tees. Be loyal to them even in errors. What
you think may be shortcomings on their part

may be only shortsightedness on your part.
Push the Physical Department—not through

a series of motions at so much per—but through
a program of educative, recreative and body
building work which will leave its mark for
good on the whole community. Go In strong for
Health, Hygiene, and Sex lectures. Use a
lantern; also Dr. Barker. Make your "Gym" a
health conserving, wealth promoting center.

Pledge your boys' work director to a personal
Interview with every boy—as he comes. That Is

 
WEI HWEN-TSANG.

A Student at St.

John's University,

Sh.irghai, China.

He represented
China In the First Far

Eastern Olympic
games. He won the
high Jump, and also
holds the China record
in that event, 5 ft. 6%
in. He Is to graduate
from St. John's this
year, and Is a clean
Christian lad with an
abundance of push
about him. He It •
first-class athlete, and
Is said to be the most
consistent trainer
among the Chinese
athletes at the Shang
hai school. After his
graduation he Intends
to continue his studies
In America, as his am

bitions are high, and
he Is full of confidence.
He Is a sample of the
modern young Chinese
who has had a good
education, and along
with It first-class phys

ical training.

the logical and almost the only time he can do it
effectively.

Strike now for the Interest of the older boy

in the High School and the shops. Make not
fish of one and fowl of the other. They mix—
expert advice to the contrary notwithstanding.

Enlist now capable, tactful, Christian business
men to Interview your senior membership, man
by man.

Counsel with your pastors and Sunday School
workers on how the Association may serve defi
nitely the male Bible Classes of their church
without robbing them of their entity the moment
they enter your door.
Organize Bible training classes for teachers

of men and boys. Arrange the burial garments
of the Departmental Officer who gives your re
ligious work a wide berth or an Indifferent sup
port.
Push evangelistic meetings In shop, theatre,

and building. Avoid denominational peculiari
ties. Take seriously to heart that statement of
Goodman's in the last Issue: "An organization
may actually retrograde while making statistical
advances." Labor for the Kingdom—not for the
Year Book.
Press for additional enrolments In the edu

cational classes and clubs. Don't be satisfied
with what comes. The I. C. S. built Its enorm
ous business on another principle.
And remember this: Garden Farming, Poul

try Management, Personal and Home Economics,
Savings, and Insurance are subjects for abso
lutely every "Y" on the continent to handle.
Provide them In attractive lecture-clubs—not In
an enormous hall, but In a comfortable room
where the speaker can get close to his man.
More Important than teaching the worker

how to Increase his Income Is to show him how
to use the one he has.
Calm yourself the more pressure Intensifies.

Take time for your personal devotional life.
"They who wait upon the Lord shall renew their
strength."
Pray that you be delivered from the danger

of being a mere executive when what God needs
In vour Job Is a Christian leader with executive
ability.
Be a white man to your wife and family this

month, the same as others. Only a limited hap
piness can qrow out of association with an ani

mated meal ticket. Be a husband and father. If
you are privileged such to be, and finally
Be grateful that God has Intrusted you with so

much that Is dear to Him.



A Man's Call To Service

A message from W. C. Pearce, associate general secretary of the International Sunday .School

Association. Leader of the great Adult Bible Class Movement.

A MAN'S CALL to service is his strongest appeal. Any man appreciates social

courtesies and will quickly respond to an invitation to a social gathering. But

he would quickly leave the most delightful occasion if a call for help came

from a sick child or from any man or woman who was in need. It is always easy to

keep the army filled with men when the country's honor or its homes need defense.

In times when there is no such need the records of desertions are

much more numerous. The manhood of America has always and

will always respond to a high call to service. ... A man's

call to service is his highest compliment. When a member of the

family is very ill a messenger is quickly dispatched to the best

physician within reach. This is only one illustration of the fact

that the more difficult the service to which we are called, the

greater compliment has been paid the man who is called. . . .

A man's call to service is always found near his own door. Some

men are always looking for it at a distance. The poor and needy,

the discouraged, the unsaved, the bruised, the tempted and the

out-at-heart folk are to be found in every community. The man

who is looking for service in a large field will find it quickest

through the call for service that comes to his own door. In this

brief message it is impossible to outline the many avenues of

service which today are open to every man almost everywhere.

. . . A man's call to service is his severest test and truest measure. If he accepts

it as a call from God and is faithful to the trust up to the limit of his ability, he has

a right to expect results here and eventually commendation and promotion from the

King of Kings and Lord of Lords. It tests not so much his brilliancy or greatness,

but rather his fidelity and devotion.

 

My Church and I

James A Whitmore

THE YEAR BOOK gives figures of great

interest in every phase of religious

work. The professed conversions as well as

those joining the church show a splendid

increase. In 1913 17,399 men and boys con

fessed Christ while in 1914 21,093 made

this decision. In 1913 5,132 men and boys

united with the church while in 1914 7,031

gave evidence of their desire to be connected

with the church forces. The plans of every

Association should give large place to

evangelistic results in Bible classes, meet

ings and community extension, calling men

and boys to Christ that their lives may be

made anew and the chance for clean, whole

some living coupled with a chance to serve

at the call of Christ. Then the plan of every

Association should have a well thought out

method of bringing all of these men and

boys into a loyal, abiding and vital relation

to the church.

The North Presbyterian Church in At

lanta, Ga., has many attractive features in

its work. Among them during the summer

sessions of the Sunday School a novel plan

was carried on to attract and sustain the

interest of the boys and girls. A trip from

Atlanta to Palestine was arranged with a

stop over for each Sunday. A ticket similar

to a trans-continental railroad ticket with a

division for each week was used. Each

student signed his ticket and they were col

lected by the teachers.

A Slogan for Church Men—Here is a

phrase so direct and spirit filled that it com

municates a vital message the instant it is

spoken. It is so framed as to linger in the

mind and chide the conscience and call our

church men to attention. Every man at

work! It is trite and time worn except

when live men looking to a solution of the

modern problems of manhood speak it with

the burning conviction that it alone holds

the key to that solution. Every man at

work! It means new life and growth in the

waste places of the church and progress

through new units of power widely dis

tributed and effectively connected to tasks

waiting to be done. Every man at work!

It binds upon men no iron clad rule of do

ing, no uniform way of serving, nor does

it halt men until some leader calls or the

whole regiment moves. Every man at work!

It bids men take hold for God where ca

pacity suggests and fitness finds place.

There is something so unanimous in its im

plication, so inclusive and definite in its call

that the phrase must have been born of

prayer and dedicated for use by the Spirit

of God among the men of the church here

and now. In an acute situation of the or

ganized life of our church men the answer

of every need is, EVERY MAN AT WORK!

—Dr. W. C. Covert, in Men at Work.

Inter-Church Training Camp of the Sun

day Schools in Kansas City was a great

success and should mean much to the work

of the year. 170 men and boys were enrolled

for the five days. R. L. Flynn, boys' secre

tary is president of the Boys' Workers
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Council and to his energy and leadership

much of the success is due. He writes,—

"The Camp during the last three years has

rendered a large contribution in the way of

leadership in the Sunday Schools, and the

churches look upon it as one of the most

valuable things in boys' work that we have

in the city. The camp is limited to boys

from fifteen to twenty years of age."

A Junior Brotherhood in Providence has

fifty young men who were attracted to the

Sunday School through athletics. Of this

number about six were church members.

Last April thirty-five had joined the church

and are regular contributors to the support

of the church. This group and their needs

practically commanded the church board to

campaign for a Community House costing

$12,000. As chairman of that campaign,

R. C. Cubbon, physical director of the As

sociation, had "the time of his life." No

experience of Ward's could equal his.

Ha! Ha! Best of all, it has created a

community interest in the church.

Man-to-Man Meetings is the title of the

Adelaide, Australia, winter course (July 5

to Sept. 27), opened by that rare-spirited

Association veteran, Rev. W. G. Marsh. The

way the business is put in the twenty-page

illustrative booklet in a pulling way is

worth a five-cent stamp to see. It has a

man's swing to it that is attractive to men

who detest sissyness.

A Fire Engine Company's Captain in Du-

luth thanks the Association for two and a

half years' services, which, he says, "are

bearing good and lasting fruit." The super

intendent of a street railway company who

attends the meetings Thursday mornings

reports "good effect." The captain of a

hook and ladder company says that a ma

jority of the members attend those meet

ings and hopes they'll continue. The presi

dent of a lumber company speaks of "whole

some influence in making better men and

thus better workmen." Another speaks

of the moral uplift among those who never

have gone to church. The Lake Carriers'

 

[Billy Sunday!

bible club

I WILKtS BARRl.PA.

THE GARAGE

CLASS, WILKES-

BARRE. PA.

Converts of Billy

Sunday's Meetings,

formerly Gambling

on Cards. Men

who met for Card

Playing with

'Something to Make

It Interesting," now

meet for Study In

the Garage and do

Evangelistic and

Church Work. Sim

ilar classes meet In

the Hose House

and Private Houses

Over 300 Pastors within a radius of 100

miles of Dallas have been sent introduc

tion cards to use with young men coming

to the city. It is the Association's place to

help their young men, safeguard them in

temptation, introduce them to church, etc.

They offer them a 30-day privilege of mem

bership. Much of the Dallas program re

flects the message and spirit of the March

Country Boy Number of Association Men.

The Hartford Association has a record

for putting men in the church. In their

policy for 1914 and 1915 the aim of the

Association's religious work is stated as

follows— "In co-operation with the church

ultimately to win every man and boy in

Hartford for Christ, for membership in His

Church and for active continuous service in

His Kingdom; avoiding conflict of activities

as much as possible." This objective will be

brought about by a well planned, well

manned program of religious work for the

entire Association.

Commissioner tells of the "enjoyment and

inspiration brought to sailors." The case is

thus well made for extension work from

nine points in Duluth's annual report.

The Brotherhoods of Johnstown assembled

to the number of eight hundred at eleven

o'clock Sunday morning in the gymnasium

at the opening of the building for straight

talks on a man's part and place in mastering

the men's lives of the city. Denominations

that had never before been together were

represented on the platform and by delega

tions.

With the Reformatory behind him and life

with its struggle ahead, a young man

sought to help others while he himself was

studying in the drawing class. He offered

to teach Italian railroad "hands" English.

When he went home lately, the first time

for seven years, he said: "The thing that

helped me most was teaching these Italians.

It pulled out the very best there was in

me."



Men and

the Bible

F. S. Goodman

Whether the social Ideals of our age work themselves Into
fact or not there Is no doubt— by the God we believe In, by
the conscience He has set in us, by the life and death of
Jesus Christ, His Son—that a perfect righteousness Is the
ultimate future of human experience. Here or across the
grave there is being prepared for us the Kingdom of God.
* * * The Kingdom of God Is certain, and we are Im
mortal: but none of us is going to meet it for the first time.
The Kingdom has already come. In Jesus Christ we have
understood It, we have owned Its obligation, we have felt

Its full Influence.—Dr. George Adam Smith.

THE publication in 1905 of the late

Edwin F. See's book, The Teaching

of Bible Classes, marked the beginning of

a new era in the history of religious educa

tion in the Young Men's Christian Associa

tion. Educational and Sunday-school lead

ers began to realize that the Associations

were doing original work and were trying

experiments of real significance in the re

ligious education of boys and men. The

book was put through hurriedly in the last

year of Mr. See's life. But it made a place

for itself which no other book has since

taken, and has gone through several edi

tions. The publication by the Association

Press of a revised edition is therefore an

event of more than ordinary interest. Mr.

W. D. Murray, the author of several Bible

Courses, a Bible class teacher for more than

twenty-five years, an Association layman of

wide influence, has gone through the book

with great care, changing the arrangement

of some of the subjects, adding to the al

ready fine bibliography and in other ways

bringing the book to date. He has done his

work well and has put the Associations of

America, and the leaders of boys' and men's

Bible classes under deep obligation.

IN the light of two facts—the distressing

need of trained leaders for boys' Bible

classes in Sunday-schools, the Association's

unique position in the community as an

inter-church agency for religious work for

boys and men, what valid reason can any

Association secretary give for not promoting

one or more teacher training classes for

men? One finds it difficult to explain to

church men why less than 200 Associations

reported such classes last year. We have

the text books, we have the class rooms, we

have the opportunity, we possess the pro

moting ability. We lack the leaders—yes,

of course we do. What of it? Two dozen

years ago we lacked leaders to grasp our

opportunity in physical education. We

found or made them, and the Association

has a position of world-wide influence in

physical education. No, that is not the

fundamental reason. It lies farther back.

We lack deep, gripping, inspiring, control

ling convictions as to the need of religious

education and the Association's obligation

and privilege to promote it. Association

secretaries usually accomplish what they are

convinced must be done or they leave the

movement. It is a narrow vision, and shal

low convictions which keeps many a secre

tary below the reasonable level of religious

efficiency. Why not signalize the year 1914-

15 by a genuine and worthy advance in the

number and effectiveness of teacher training

classes for boys and men?

IN America in 1914, as in Galilee centuries

ago, the common people hear Jesus

gladly. Any man who will prove his right

to be Jesus' messenger by showing the

spirit of Jesus in practical ways will get a

hearing from industrial workers. Jesus

knew poverty. He had a heart for the dis

tressed because he had felt what it meant

to be poor. As has been well said, "With

uncontrolled power to possess all, He owned

nothing. He had no place to be born in but

another man's stable; no closet to pray in

but the wilderness; no place to die but the

cross of an enemy, and no grave but one

lent by a friend." Not methods, not text

books, but intelligent sympathy and love lie

at the base of all really effective extension

work.

THERE are cynics and scoffers who point

to the great war as evidence of the

collapse of Christianity. So-called Christian

nations are flying at each other's throats

with the brutality of the worst of pagans.

Civilization and science have simply in

creased the horrors of war by making them

more destructive of life. Some Christians

are distressed and their faith has suffered

an eclipse. But let both groups of pessi

mists stop a moment and answer a few

simple questions. Why are men so uni

versally disgusted with force as an instru

ment of civilization ? Why are the common

people in all lands restless and crying out

against ills which have been patiently en

dured for hundreds of generations? Why

is peace so longed for and war so repug

nant? One answer is sufficient. Steadily

and surely the Prince of Peace is gaining

ground. His name and his teachings, his

principles and his spirit will be exalted

above all the names of victorious command

ers in the great war. Jesus' way, the way

of fairness of the strong to the weak, of

kindness and compassion for the distressed

in all lands and among all classes, will be

more universally accepted when the blood of

war stops flowing. The Bible will become a

new book to many a soldier, as he experi

ences its messages amidst the sufferings of

battlefield and hospital. The Bible will

press its peaceful way through all battle

lines; out of the smoke and fire, carnage
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and waste, its white light will point the

way to lasting peace and worth-while pros

perity. "And thou shalt hear a voice be

hind thee saying, this is the way, walk ye

in it." No, the great war does not reveal

the collapse of Christianity, but the col

lapse of its horrible caricature—Christian

civilization with Christ left out, and the

elemental principles for which He lived and

died laid aside as impracticable in national

progress. Not Christ, but some of His

erratic, obsessed, misguided followers in

high places have blundered. Their blunders

will reveal His glory.

WHAT is the most serious hindrance to

the acceptance of Christ by thinking

young men? We often think that intel

lectual difficulties are the greatest obstacles.

But wide observation and experience does

not warrant this conclusion. Some years

ago Dr. David Smith, who for nearly a de

cade has edited a column in the British

Weekly, primarily to answer troubled corre

spondents, called attention to a significant

fact. Very few of his correspondents in all

parts of the world were troubled with in

tellectual difficulties. The prevailing need

is far deeper. "Mere intellect is a thin-

blooded thing. Love is the key which un

locks the secret places of life. Jesus reaches

the intellect through the affections." A

well-known Glasgow minister, writing of a

time of blessing which came to his congre

gation, says that in speaking to scores of

young men during the special meetings he

did not find a single case of intellectual

difficulty. In every case the real question

was a moral one. Dr. Smith quoted the late

journalist and essayist, R. H. Hutton, as

saying "As a rule the most depressing and

disheartening of all religious literature is

apologetic literature. If I wished to doubt

the possibility of a revelation I should take

a course of reading in defense of it." Per

haps he was extreme. Nevertheless the

Bible has its own ways of convincing men

of its truth. Like the Spirit within the

Bible, symbolized by the wind, "it bloweth

where it listeth, and thou hearest the sound

thereof," but canst not discern its method

of approach to the deep places of person

ality. Give the Bible a chance to speak for

itself.

^ CORES of earnest Christian men are per-

^ plexed over the question which modern

methods of historical and literary study of

the Scriptures have raised. What does

Higher Criticism really mean ? What is the

effect of criticism on evangelical religion?

What do evangelical, critical specialists be

lieve regarding the Bible? Busy laymen

have little time to study the many phases

of the subject as they are set forth in en

cyclopedias and the elaborate and volumi

nous books of experts. Many laymen will

welcome detailed information and answers

to their questions from the standpoint of a

critic who is also a recognized leader in a

great evangelical church. "The Bible; Its

Origin, Significance and Abiding Worth,"

by Prof. A. S. Peake, D.D., of the University

of Manchester, published by G. H. Doran Co.,

answers the purpose suggested. Without

endorsing its critical position we commend

the book for its frank and fair treatment

of old views, with which Professor Peake

disagrees, and for the clearness with which

critical views are presented. Association

leaders at least cannot afford to ignore the

questions raised among thinking men both

in and out of college, even though they are

not ready to accept the critical theories of

the origin of the documents which comprise

our Bible. Whatever the cause or causes,

as Dr. Peake well says, "The Bible has

irretrievably lost the place once accorded to

it by the consent of Christendom." He

speaks with deep feeling regarding the

prevalent ignorance of. the Scriptures among

educated men. This ignorance of Scripture

and of the meaning of much that the mod

ern pulpit is saying about the Bible puts

the average hearer in a fog. The air will

not be cleared by ignoring or criticising the

critics. Busy men who hold the traditional

views regarding the origin of many of the

books in the Bible will be able to hold such

views more intelligently and earnestly if

they understand what evangelical critics

are saying, and really believe.

"Being Human" Is Good

Business

A BIG eleven football player at college

after graduation became interested in

the Industrial Service Movement. In con

sidering the human side of his engineering

job he was faced with his responsibility

toward his foreign employees. Though he

was general superintendent of the works,

he was not too big a man to teach his for

eigners English five nights a week in his

own office. He writes: "The satisfaction

and pleasure I get is sufficient to make me

feel selfish, and then, too, I know it is an

asset for the men, and my employer receives

better service. I can say honestly that this

friendly basis with my men helps rather

than hurts discipline. I cannot see

the wisdom of unwillingness to stand

shoulder to shoulder with any man,

foreigner or otherwise. I am trying to

lead my men by example. The work I am

doing is but a beginning of what we hope

to do. Some one must make a little sacri

fice, and why turn it over to 'George'? One

has nothing to fear on the familiarity score

if he will be frank and fair with the men

and keep constantly in mind that they are

men, and what is good for you is good for

them. I have known men advocating the

aloof attitude, who did it because they were

down deep in their hearts 'yellow,' and it is

the hardest thing in the world to fool the

fellows who work under you—much harder,

in fact, than to deceive your superiors."
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CHRIST ANNOINTED FOR BURIAL

Lesson October 4. Mark 14: 1-11.

Thurs. 1. Vs. 1 and 2. After two days
was the feast of the passover, and of un
leavened bread: and the chief priests and
the scribes sought how they might take

him by craft, and put him to death. But
they said, Not on the feast day, lest
there be an uproar of the people. Read

the lesson.

MAKING ITSELF FELT. The persecutors

were keen for the killing of Christ, but caution
suggested to them the necessity of craft. They
felt that public opinion surrounded Christ like
a formidable fortress. They must smite secretly
and the sacred Passover season, commemorating
Israel's departure from Egypt, was a bad time
for attack. Glorious concession from the lips
of a bunch of criminals—that they were held in
check by the popularity of Christ. They judged
that any offensive move would cause an uproar

among the masses and they feared the results.
The friends of Christ would not stand for an
open assault. Thank God for that wholesome
fear which checks corruption. Would there
might be more of It. When Is Christianity

going to be strong enough, aggressive enough,
popular enough, powerful enough to make all

opposition say WE FEAR THE PEOPLE? A
bold front, men, and corruption will run to

cover.

Pray: For Sherwood Eddy's work of evangelism in

Hangchow and Soochow, beginning today.

Frl. 2. Vs. 3. And being In Bethany In
the house of Simon the leper, as he sat at
meat, there came a woman having an ala
baster box of ointment of spikenard very
precious, and she brake the box, and
poured it on his head. Read Phil. 2: 12-18.

THE OUTPOURING OF A FULL HEART.
The world has been filled with the aroma of this

act. Jesus was reclining upon a couch at the
table when Mary, the sister of Martha and
Lazarus, came in, and breaking the seal of an
alabaster box of fragrant ointment, poured it
upon the head and feet of her Lord: then wiped
his feet with her hair. The value in money of
this loving extravagance was equal to a year's
wage of a working man. Then came the ANVIL
CHORUS, led by Judas, condemning an "unprac

tical woman" for doing a useless thing. They
were critical of her expression not because of
their superior wisdom In the matter of the most
acceptable way to worship Christ—they were
critical because they were inferior to Mary in
consecration. Heaven has a different way of

estimating that which we call WASTE.

Pray: For the great army of unemployed, that
irork may be found for them before winter comes on.

Sat. 3. Vs. 6. And Jesus said, Let her
alone; why trouble ye her? She hath
wrought a good work on me. Read Mark

8: 31-38.

CHAMPIONED BY CHRIST. Christ comes to
the defense of Mary with the declaration of
divine approval. These calculating critics could
not have reached her heights of adoration with
an aeroplane. Such an act of devotion was he-
vond their comprehension. Selfishness can never
understand how millions can be poured Into the
missionary box when It could buy so much bread
and meat. It looks like a reckless waste of

cash. My experience in religious work has been
that the last to lift the finger for the needy at
home are the first to knock the waste upon tht>

heathen. When we get right down to the bottom
of the Judas juggling it was a question between
the MONEY BOX and the ALABASTER BOX,
and the money box won. Judas—the poor man's
friend—sold Jesus to death for fifteen dollars.
I suspect all who underestimate sentiment.

Pray: For grace to meet the conditions of the
promise, "If ye abide in me and my words abide in
you, ye shall ask what ye will and it shall be done
unto you.'* John 15:7.

Sun. 4. Vs. 6. She hath wrought a good
work on me. Read Eph, 3: 14-21.

HER PROTECTION. Why did Christ defend
that which seemed a useless waste? Because of
the impulse which prompted it. She must do
something for him, to relieve her burdened
heart. She did not serve at the table, so what
could she do to show her devotion; she had
to do something, so she Just gave the reins to
her heart and ran for her precious treasure
and poured its contents on her Savior; and
Christ Justified her action. Useless—granted;
extravagant—all right; but it was her way; let

her alone. Christ seems to say, let your hearts
have their way; do not crush out all fragrance
by conventionality Be yourselves. Neither
imitate nor envy others. Whether you meet a
smile or a sneer, if your heart prompts you to
break your alabaster box for him—break it, he
will understand and appreciate.

Pray: That this National Day of Prayer for Peace
may bring a speedy answer.

LESSON OCT. 11

See below.

Mon. 5. Vs. 6. She hath wrought a good
work on me. Read Eph. 3: 1-13.

MERE SENTIMENT: I ran across a wish,
which I copy for you. It comes In well here.
We undervalue the heart impulses and too often
strangle sentiment.

"I wish, sometimes, that this generation of
Christian people, amid Its multifarious schemes
of systematic benevolence, would interfere for a
moment and let itself go in some Individual ex
pression. I am afraid sometimes that these or
ganized motives—which are legitimate and
necessary, are pushing the higher ones into the
background, and that the river has got so manv

ponds to fill, and so many canals to trickle
through, and so many plantations to Irrigate and
make verdant, that there is danger of Its falling
low at Its fountain and running shallow in its
course."

Just let the heart go in a holy, happv Im
pulse, sometime, and see what it will do. I
warrant the air will be full of the aroma of the

act.

Pray: That Association employed officers may realise
their need of spiritual infilling, in order thai they
may give out to others.

Tues. 6. Vs. 8. She hath done what she
could: She Is come aforehand to annolnt
my body to the burying. Read Matt. 25-
31 -46.

LARGE CREDIT. It was kind and gracious of
Christ to read that much meaning into Mary's
act. I do not think she had such a thought In
her mind—she was Just pouring out her heart
with her oil, that was all. But when Jesus
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Christ accepts a service of love he puts a
richer meaning into it than we ever dreamed of.
Our little gets worked up into his glorious whole
and when he transforms it it seems to play
quite an important part. We never know what
great issues will suddenly burst from small
deeds. You just take care of your end—THK
MOTIVE—and Jesus will take care of his end—
THE ISSUE. We will all be astonished when
Revelation day comes. We thought we were
simply explaining a lesson—we were setting on
fire a flaming evangel. We will be saying,
"Lord, when saw we thee hungry and fed
thee "?

Pray: For the Red Cross and its beneficent work in
all lands.

Wed. 7. Vs. 7. For ye have the poor with
you always, and whensoever ye will ye may
do them good; but me ye have not always.
2 Tim. 4: 1-8.

PROFIT TO THE POOR: Of course the out
standing teaching is, if you are going to do any
thing good for any one do it while they are alive
to appreciate it. Hut since these disciples are
so interested in the poor I want to say that this
"waste" of oil was the most practical and profit
able thing that ever happened for them. They
have gotten millions of money out of Mary's oil
box. It if had been sold the proceeds would have
filled a few stomachs for a few days and that
would have been the end of it. As it is the frag
rance of this whole-souled, sentimental service
has been an Inspiration which has stirred the
heart of the Church of the Living God and
caused it to pour a stream of gold into the laps
of the poor. I can take that broken alabaster
box and tell Its story in any congregation and at
this distant date raise more than was "wasted."
Oh, no, the poor never lose anything on account
of what Is done for Christ. Beautiful churches
are condemned by the calculating as a waste.
The money should go to feed hungry mouths
So? Let me look at the stubs in your check book
marked "For care of the poor."

Pray: For volunteer teachers of English to foreign
ers, that they may use every opportunity to preach the
gospel with power to those whose confidence they
have won.

THE LAST SUPPER.

Lesson October 11. Mark 14: 12-25.

Thurs. 8. Vs. 12. And the first day of
unleavened bread, when they killed the
passover, his disciples said unto him,
Where wilt thou that we go and prepare
that thou mayest eat the passover. Read
the lesson.

WISE PRECAUTION: Divide this lesson into
sections as follows: Vs. 12-17, the secret prep
aration for the passover. Vs. 18-21, the dra
matic announcement of the betrayal. Vs. 18-26,
the institution of the Lord's Supper. They were
at Bethany and the disciple's wanted to know
the place of preparation for the Passover. Jesus
does not tell them; instead he carefully conceals
the place. Sending two out on the obscured
mission, he later leads the ten to the place
where he knew he would find them. Why this
unusual secrecy? He knew Judas, the traitor,
was listening with all his ears, and he did not
want him to have any advance knowledge which
would have led to a premature arrest. Before
pushing out into the storm which was about to
break he wanted this uninterrupted meal with
his friends for his own sake and to strengthen
them. He did it because he wanted to Institute
this Sacramental Supper and bring it in immedi
ate connection with the Paschal sacrifice. So
he attended to the details himself and carried

them through to success.

Pray: For help to lead well-balanced, finely poised

lives—to avoid the extremes, fads, eccentricities and
all other peculiarities that make us seem odd or queer
or erratic to others.

Frl. 9. Vs. 13. And he sendeth forth
two of his disciples, and salth unto them.
Go ye Into the city and there shall meet
vou a man bearing a pitcher of water; fol
low him. Read John 2: 1-10.

MEAGER INSTRUCTIONS: The disciples

asked "WHERE?" They were told to follow a
man with a water pitcher. This is incomplete—
but it is ENOUGH to start out with. Their in
structions carried them but half way; well, they
will get the other half when they get that far.
Many a time our guidance takes us as far as
the turn in the road; go ahead, you will get th~
balance when you round the bend. Your anxiety
to see what is around the corner is spoiling your
trust. As rapidly as you DO—you shall KNu
Do you want God to diagram every step to the
celestial city? What next? What did you do
last? If you have no light on today's path prob
ably you got off the track somewhere yester
day. Better look it over and see if you did the
last thing RIGHT. There is no divine order in
our going.

Pray: For Directors, that they may assume responsi
bility, and for Secretaries, that they may allow Direct

ors to direct.

Sat. 10. Vs. 14. And wheresoever he shall
go In, say ye to the good man of the house,
The Master salth, Where Is the guest
chamber, where I shall eat the passover

with my disciples? Read Ex. 12: 21-28.

THE UNKNOWN PILOT: That unknown
pilot with the pitcher interest's one. He was a
part and parcel of Christ's great plan. The
other disciples did not know him—Christ did
He has many quiet servants tucked away here
and there. I wonder if that water carrier, going
about his routine business, ever envied the
TWELVE and wished he had a place among
them—longing for service. Just be patient,
brother, when shining Apostles are rendering
conspicuous service. Your turn will come pres
ently. Be ready when called for. He will make
a sudden demand upon you and you will be
richly recognized and rewarded. Think of this
man's distinction; it was In his house where
Jesus Instituted the SACRAMENTAL SUPPE'I.

Just keep carrying your pitcher to the well;
Christ's eye Is on you: he knows where to find
you. Presently the master will come and call

for thee.

Pray: For the secretary who is working faithfully
under trying limitations, and is discouraged because
of same other man's spectacular success.

Sun. 11. Vs. 19. And they beqan to be
sorrowful, and to say unto him one by one,

Is It I? Read 1 Cor. 11: 23-29.

LOCATING THE TRAITOR: When Jesus said
one present was a traitor, Immediately there be
gan a heart searching. I am glad they were
honest enough to look inside first before casting
suspicious glances around the table at the other
fellow. A shudder passed through each soul as
It faced the tragic thought—am I capable of such
a crime? Ask the aue'stlon of your own heart—
in all humility—could I descend to such denths?
Knowing as we do. the treachery of the heart
and the subtlety of sin. we are compelled to
cry out, But for the grace of God I, too, could
betray htm. Our very strength lies In a deep
self distrust. Better far to pray. "Hold thou me
up and I shall be safe." than like the blatant
boaster, "Although all shall be offended yet will

not I." Then fall, as Peter did. to make good.

Pray: For the secretaries and members of Foreign
Mission Boards who are carrying heavy responsibilities

these days.

Mon. 12. Vs. 19. Is It 1? Read Ps. 51.

KEEP CLOSE: The roots of such evil are In
all of us; never forget it for a minute. Common
motives are so seductive. Who does not love

money? Look out. or your honor may be In the
market place before you know it. Who Is free
from anger? Have a care—My best friend lost
his hend once and took a shot at me I strucW

his arm lust In time to turn the bullet to t*-
celling. He nearly lost his mind at the though'
of what he had done—or tried to do. A
murderer's heart pressed the trlgeer. Christians
should above all be conscious of the need or
keeping close to Christ. The example of "shin
ing lights" going out In darkness makes me want
to creen close. The best swimmers are fre
quently drowned. Lord save ME or I perish.
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Pray: . For freshmen in college that they may tie up
to the Association and other good influences in their
institutions.

Tues. 13. V*. 22. And as they did eat,
Jesus took bread and blessed and brake It,
and gave to them, and said. Take, eat:
this Is my body. Read John 6: 41-51.

THE SUPPER: There are three accounts of
this MEMORIAL SUPPER. Mark's is the most
condensed. "Jesus here puts aside God's ap
pointed venerable feast to set in its stead the
remembrance of Himself. His act was either arro
gance or the calm assurance of the significant
'power of his death'." The world would have
met the claim of any other teacher with ridicule.
Why does It not treat Christ so? The world ac
cepts the sacrificial death of the Son of Ood as
its only salvation. There is no other answer.
At the Lord's table we feel that we are at the
FAMILY FESTIVAL and HE is not only the
bread upon which we feed, but the head of the
family, our host and our only hope of heaven.
So we perpetuate the memory of our risen Lord
—the Lamb slain before the foundations of th*
world and the Lamb In the midst of the Throne.

Pray: That greater co-ordination may be secured
in Association work, so that the several departments

may work together as one great organization, inspired
by the spirit of Christ,

IN THE GARDEN OF GETHSEMANE

Lesson October 18. Mark 14: 32-42.

Wed. 14. Vs. 32. And they came to a
place which was named Gethsemane.
Read the lesson.

CLOSE CONNECTION. Tou must follow his
footsteps closely now and not lose a detail of
the closing days. Systematize and carry the
whole crisis clearly in mind. While they were
still in the upper room, where the Lord's Supper
had been instituted, the farewell discourses,
recorded John 14-16, were delivered. There was
also uttered the marvelous prayer, John 17.
The Passover was closed with the singing of a
hymn—most likely Ps. 116-118. Then Jesus and
the eleven—we know where Judas was—passed
out of the room, leaving Jerusalem for the quiet
retirement of Gethsemane. Judas had left the
room some time before—he was off closing up
the bargain for the betrayal. Hang the pic
tures side by side. Look and learn.

Pray: For a great blessing upon the National Con
vention of the Brotherhood of St. Andrew, which
opens in Atlanta today.

Thurs. 15. Vs. 32. And he salth to his
disciples, Sit up here while I shall pray.
Read Luke 22: 39-46.

NOT TOO CLOSE. Whatever you do, do not
try with irreverent fingers to pick this picture
to pieces. Devotion Is more becoming than dis
section: adoration Is better than speculation.
Jesus wants to be alone in his prayer. Let us
keep at a distance and let our observation be
reverent. His soul Is troubled now—He wants
to talk to his Father. Our business will be to
get help from his habit. His refuge must be
ours. As the shadows thickened and sorrow
pressed his soul he looked up into his Father's
face and found his needed strength. The clouds
about him were black, but there was a break
Just above his head. However, the tempest-
tossed ship might roll under the lashed billows
—the needle always pointed to the nolo. Do
you know the strength of THE SECRET OF
HTS PRESENCE?

Pray: For the World's Committee, whose resources,
nei'er large, will be further depleted by the war, that
friends may be raised up to sustain their work.

Frl. 18. Vs. 35.—And he went forward a
little, and fell on the ground, and prayed
that If It were possible the hour might
pass from him. Read Is. 53.

WHY HE SHRANK. The disciples had never
seen their Master so moved. Rarely does Scrip
ture record Christ as speaking of his own emo
tions. Here they do, and we plainly see the
bare, bleeding heart. "I am surrounded by

sorrow." This seems In strange contrast to
the triumphant utterance they had just heard,
"Be of good cheer—I have overcome the world."
Was this merely the recoil of the flesh from
facing death? Then he lacked the heroism evi
denced by a hundred martyrs who walked to the
scaffold with a smile. Far deeper, he was
pressed to the ground by the weight of the sin
of the world which had been rolled upon him.
Nothing short of ATONEMENT can explain
Gethsemane's agony. Look—the Lord hath laid
on him the iniquity of us all. Look—look—look
at that bowed form, and believe and live.

Pray: For Directors of Associations, that they may
support the efforts of secretaries who are trying to
reach industrial workers.

Sat. 17. Vs. 36. Nevertheless not what I
will, but what thou wilt. Read Mat. 26:
36-46.

HE DRANK TO THE DREGS. Though heart
broken with the burden, he clasped the bitter
cup and drank. The Father's hand held it to
his lips and his steadfast purpose never fal
tered. It was a bitter potion ; in the cup there
was the mingled treachery, and desertion, and
mocklngs, and rejection, and crucifixion, and
the seeming triumph of sin. But whatever the
contents of the cup he never lost the sense of
SONSHIP. There was unbroken the knowledge
of his Father's love—there was the uncompro
mising submission to the Father's will. Con
sciousness of the sin of the world and con
sciousness of his being the Savior of the world
are marvellously blended. I cannot understand
it—I can only accept it. I know that after the
prayer he was stilled and made ready for the
sacrifice. I know he bore my sin in his own
body on the tree.

Pray: That we may keep ourselves so friendly,
sympathetic and radiant, that men will feel the irre
sistible pull of our personalities, and come to us with
their troubles, seeking help.

Sun. 18. Vs. 36. Nevertheless, not what
I will, but what thou wilt. Read Heb.

12: 1-13.

SUBMISSION. Our apostacy from God gen
erally begins Just here. We come into perfect
peace by the way of Gethsemane. Do you
remember blind Milton's message?

"If by prayer
Incessant I could hope to change the will
Of him who all things can, I would not cease
To weary him with my assiduous cries;
But prayer against his absolute decree
No more avails than breath against the wind
Blown stifling back on him that breathes It

forth;

Therefore to his great bidding I submit."

Pray: That in churches and Associations, greater
emphasis may be put upon individual work with indi
viduals rather than upon mass efforts.

LESSON OCTOBER 25

See below.

Mon. 19. Vs. 37. And he cometh and
findeth them sleeping, and salth unto
Peter, Simon, sleepest thou? Couldst thou
not watch one hour? Read John 17: 1-13.

ALONE. The most tragic hour of the dis
ciples' lives was drawing near—they dozed.
The hour was big with world destiny; the order
for the Savior's arrest had been issued. He
knew it, and he posted these three friends,
Peter, James. John, as pickets to watch through
the foliage for the approaching enemy. Thev
failed him. Then, too, Jesus felt the need of
human companionship In this crushing hour;
he stretched out hands—he touched nothing
Not a man in all the world to watch with the
world's Savior. The presence of an uncompre
hending child is a relief to the heart pressure.

There is balm in the mere nearness of a brother
who tries to understand. When the worst comes
there is not much that we can do, but the
knowledge that some heart Is vibrating with
our own Is exquisite comfort. He was suffer
ing and supplicating—they went to sleep. He
was ALONE, companionless in a world he was
dying to win.
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Pray: That Physical and Educational Directors may
be more alive to the leading of men to Jesus Christ,
while at the same time giving them better bodies in

which to live and better minds with which to work.

Tues. 20. Vs. 38. Watch and pray, lest
ye enter Into temptation. The spirit truly
Is ready, but the flesh Is weak. Read

Phil. 4.

WATCH THE FLESH. This caution was
necessary for all; It had a special point for
Peter. It was squarely up to Peter to keep
awake at all costs—he had been so boastful
about what he would do in a crisis. "I will
lay down my life for thy sake." He meant it
with all his manhood, but when his spirit wanted

to stay awake his flesh wanted to go to sleep.
And his flesh won the fight. Do you know It is
possible to expend so much force in uttering
big words that we fizzle out on the firing line.
We have shot our ammunition in the air. I do
not place too much value on emotion, however
genuine. Six months ago a friend buried his

wife. His sorrow draped the heavens. NEVER
was there such a woman as he lost. Today 1
got the notice of his second marriage. When
emotion crystallizes Into conduct it is beautiful.
When it goes to sleep in the face of a conflict

it is a bubble.

Pray: For the Fuhkien Province-wide Evangelistic
Campaign opening today. Remember the Chinese lead
ers, the missionaries, and the evangelists—Sherwood

Eddy and C. H. Robertson.

Wed. 21. Vs. 38. Watch and pray, lest
ye enter Into temptation. Read 2 Tim. 3.

TOO SMALL, TO MATTER. As a general
proposition it is easier to plan and perform
something sizable than something small. On
behalf of Peter I say If he had been called on
by the Savior to make good his boast and die

for his friend, he would have done it. He did
whip out his sword and strike blows In Christ's
defense until he was made to put up the sword.
The point Is he was willing to die for him, but
not to keep awake for him. I have scores of
men I could count on in a crisis who keep their
bed and sleep during the Sunday morning serv
ice. If a mob jumped on me they would take
off their coats and get right in the thick of the
fight. If I suffered they would supply every
need; but I wonder where they are prayer meet
ing night? Can you keep persistently at your
post? That counts. It is easier to die for him
than to watch for him.

Pray: That in the present excitement, American
Christians may be "swift to heart slow to speak, slow

to wrath.*'

Thura. 22. Va. 40. And when He returned
he found them asleep again. Read Jude.

OTHERS ON THE JOB. I was just thinking
what was going on In the camp of the devil
while these drowsy companions of Christ slept.
Just as long as it was possible to strike a blow
do you suppose they went to bed? Satan never
sleeps; Iniquity is always alert. The vigilance
of Christ's enemies Is an everlasting rebuke to
the sloth of his friends. Judas, at the head of
the hostile band. Is pressing forward into the
garden of Gethsemane, which Is guarded by
sentinels asleep. This has too often been
the picture of the church. The Christians In
a community asleep—ward heelers wide awake.
The devil working day and night shifts, while
Christ's disciples seem to think sixty minutes'
dress parade once a week is enough to put one
on the pension list for eternity. AWAKE!
The failure of the sentinel means the destruc

tion of the camp!

Pray: That Association employees from the janitor
to the general secretary, may be so filled with the spirit
of Christ, that they will always have a ktnd word
and a smile for all who come to the building.

Frl. 23. Vs. 42. Rise up, let us go; lo

he that betrayeth me Is at hand. Read

Phil. 3: 12-21.

THE NEXT THING. When Jesus found them
sleeping the second time he left them without a
word and went back to prayer. All the while
the enemy is drawing nearer the garden. Pres

ently the lights are seen flashing through the
foliage. His captors have come. Then Jesus
stirs the sluggards and tells them their oppor
tunity for guardianship and companionship has
passed. The hour of the arrest has arrived;

they have missed their chance. Since that op
portunity was gone—RISE AND FACE THE
NEXT ONSET. They could not save him, but
they could do the next best thing and in a
manly way go with him and share his fate.
What had been done could not be undone, but
they could make the best of what was left.
The one thing we can do is to ask Christ to for
give the apostacy of tha past. RISE, face the
future, and by the grace of God, make 1t better.

Pray: That boys beset with temptations on every
side, may have strength to keep themselves pure.

JESUS AND JUDAS

Lesson October 25. Matt. 26: 47-50; 27: 3-10.

Sat. 24. Vs. 3. Then Judaa which had

betrayed him, when he saw that he waa
condemned, repented himself, and brought
again the thirty plecea of ailver to the
chief priests and elders, saying, I have
sinned In that I have betrayed the Inno
cent blood. Read the lesson.

DESPAIR. I have no intention of dwelling
upon the unutterable remorse of the traitor.
So deep was the darkness that fell upon his
soul that madness and suicide took possession
of him. I think he joined the band about Jesus
in the hopes of taking part in a political revo
lution and ultimately occupying a distinguished
place—possibly chancellor of the exchequer. I
think, as purse bearer, the passionate love of
money grew with him until the demon domi
nated him, until his appalling perfidy was the
logical outcome of such a lust. I think the
little trickling stream which first stole through
the dam grew to such magnitude that it swept
away the flood-gates. I think covetousness car
ried him on until Christ himself represented so
much cash. 1 think yea, I know—that any
sin is suicidal in the end if not checked. There
are only two terminals to life, the Cross of
Christ or self-destruction. Choose ye.

Pray: "For those who despitefully use you and

persecute you, that ye may be the children of your
Father who is in Heaven." Matt. 5 :44-45.

Sun. 25. Rom. 1: 16. I am not ashamed
of the gospel of Christ. Rom. 1: 1-16.

BY CONTRAST. I shall bring out the sui
cidal shame of Judas and his betrayal by set
ting it side by side with the unblushing boldness
of the Apostle Paul standing by Christ at all
costs. Paul had In his mind the imperial splen
dor of the Roman empire and his gospel seemed
insignificant in comparison. Paul knew the
royalty of the Roman court and the unpopu
larity of his gospel of crucifixion. There is a
natural reluctance in championing an unpopular
cause and standing sponsor for a man con
demned as a criminal. Still he stood four square.
I say to you men, if the cause of Jesus Christ
ever triumphs in this world we must have men
in the open who are, with unblushing boldness,
uncompromisingly on the side of Christ. I do
not like the dastardly cowards who In this
present world-war are concealing their colors
under the enemy's uniform. Lord Nelson re
fused to cover his uniform with a cloak. Let
them shout.

Pray: That there may be developed among secre
taries a greater consciousness of the fact that they are
primarily religious workers and as such need to keep

close to God and His Word, the sources of power.

Mon. 26. Rom. 1:6. It la the power of
Qod. Read Pa. 46.

BACKED BY GOD. With all the seeming
weakness of the unresisting Christ there Is
back of his gospel the personal power of the
Lord God of Hosts making it work. God is de
termining the destinies of nations. Above all
passions and prejudices of man sits the Eternal
God. ordering the outcome of the conflicts.
What do men's schemes and dreams of ambi
tion and avarice amount to when God vetoes
them? No matter how secure and sure the
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scheme appears to be, no matter how much gold
there seems to be at the other end—If God Is
against it the end is the gallows. Napoleon,
the last aspirant but one to a universal empire
founded on force, was not defeated at Moscow
by the Russians. They had retired from the
field, burning their buildings. Then God took
the field and by the light infantry of the snow
and the heavy artillery of the blasts scattered
the victorious army like withered leaves. The
retreat to the Baltic could be traced by the
dead. When you go over your resources, write
"GOD" first, then get behind him with your
feebleness, and you are more than conqueror.
Pray: For the superintendents and workers in rescue

missions, that they may combine love and wisdom in
their dealing with the outcast and fallen,

Tues. 27. Rom. 1: 16. I am not ashamed
of the gospel of Christ. Read 1 Jno. 1.
NOVELTY CHASERS. There are among us

today those who feel disgraced if everything
they possess is not of the 1915 model. The feel
ing extends to their families and their faith. It
is distressing to And them running after the
upstart religions of yesterday bringing their be
liefs "up to date." Abraham is archaic. That
upon which my faith is founded is the ROCK
OF AGES, not the shifting sands of untried
theory. Some modern speculations are beauti
ful—so is a rainbow, but 1 would not try to
construct a home on its seven-hued arch. Saul
was not ashamed of its antiquity. His religion
was old as God. All other religions are too
recent to be reliable. I want a faith which
commenced with creation and will endure the
final consummation of all things. Judas took
a chance on another system—and suicided.
Never mind the "modern," just keep to your
belief in your Master. "Heaven and earth shall
pass away—my word shall not pass away." The
author of my religion is God; it does not em
barrass me to quote the Most High.

Pray: For men in the secretaryship who are suffer
ing disappointment and trial, that they may "endure
as seeing him who is invisible."

Wed. 28. Rom. 1: 16. I m not ashamed
of the gospel of Christ. Read Jno. 3: 16.
TRANSFORMING TRUTHS. I do not have

to hang my head over the doctrines which I
hold. They will yet win the world. The in
carnation shows me. God taking flesh and
coming to save man. The atonement is the
only truth by which the righteousness of God
can be maintained if man is to be made one
with the Father. Regeneration shows me
how I can be made a new creature in Christ
Jesus. Immortality tells me if a man die
he shall live again. Its terms of "whosoever
will may come" gives me boldness to offer
Christ to all classes without partiality. The
student bending over his books, and the hod
carrier with his load of bricks, the cultured
capitalist and the crucified thief have an equally
free access by faith to his saving grace. Judas
changed masters—he also changed worlds.

Pray: For the widows and orphans bereft by the

war in Europe.

FOREIGN DELE
GATES, LAKE
GENEVA CON-
FERENCE

Over 131 at Geneva
and 170 at others
from 14 non-Chris
tian nations. Four
Chinese and one
Japanese student
persistently de
manded baptism,
looking forward to
church member,
ship. The Impres
sive ceremony was
performed before a
selected group in
the upper room by
two Methodist
bishops and a
Presbyter-
lan clergyman and
given certificates to
the church of their
choice

Thurs. 29. Rom. 116. I am not ashamed
of the gospel of Christ. Read 1, Jno. 3.

FAMILY CONNECTIONS. I am not ashamed
of the family into which faith in Christ Intro
duces me. I am proud of natural lineage, and
the deeds of my revolutionary sires stir me. I
do not pretend to take no stock In my coat of
arms. But I declare to you I hold them as
insignificant compared with the fact that I
belong to God's aristocracy. There is a lineage
worth while. That glorious galaxy of martyrs
and world compellers are the most royal men
who ever graced God's footstool, of whom the
world was not worthy. Read your family tree
in the eleventh chapter of Hebrews—what a
heritage. Sons of God, you are standing in
the line of royal procession. Kings are handing
down into your keeping traditions and truths
which shall conquer this old world. Judas sold
his sacred share and became an outcast. He
trimmed with "best people"—they turned out
to be the basest. Prize your birthright—go to
the stake for It.

Pray: That the High School Student Christian
Movement may be the means of winning great num

bers of older boys to a life of Christian service.

Frl. 30. Rom. 1: 16. I am not ashamed
of the gospel of Christ. Read Rev. 22.

ITS ACHIEVEMENTS. When I see the gos
pel at work It makes my heart glow. I see
cannibals come under its power and take their
seats at the Communion Table full of perfect
peace and trust. I have seen the tiger within
a man tamed, and the beast become a babe in
Christ Jesus. I have seen a stream of prodigals
coming home to their Father's arms and their
Father's feast. I have seen a world dotted with
hospitals and homes for the friendless, all open
ing their sheltering arms in the name of him
who looked with compassion on the multitude
and healed them. You never know what the
gospel can do until you see It at work. Judas
thought the force too feeble to make a conquest.

How little he knew of the might of Omnipo
tence. Tighten your grip on God and glory the
more in gospel achievements.

Pray: That with the material advance in Association
work in the form of buildings and other equipment, we
may not lose sight of the primary purpose of winning
men one by one to Jesus Christ.

Sat. 31. Rom. 1: 16. I am not ashamed
of the gospel of Christ. Read Heb. 11.

WHO ARE THESE?
"Count me o'er earth's chosen heroes—they

were souls that stood alone
While the men they agonized for hurled the

contumelious stone,
Stood serene, and down the future saw the

golden beam incline
To the side of perfect justice, mastered by

their faith divine,
By one man's plain truth to manhood and to

God's supreme design."

Pray: That the Gospel Team Movement may in
crease numerically and in spiritual power.
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Current News and Comment

The Pith of Association News in Paragraphs

News should reach New York by Oct. 12 for the November issue.

News Is Scarce: It Is in the

process of making. September

was a month of beginnings. This

response might come from five

hundred points. "These surely

are strenuous days. We are just

now in the process of adjusting

our plans, which had all been

made for the coming year to

meet the present emergency. A

number of our men are In camp

assisting in the work for the Ca

nadian troops." In city after city

every available secretary is out

at noon and night speaking in

shops or schools wherever groups

of men can be gathered together

to hear the appeal of the Asso

ciation to come up higher and

prepare for larger position and

service.

For 3,000 Strong is the fall

rallying cry at Dayton as It

swings out with optimism, cour

age and conviction that it has a

big part to play In the lives of

men of the city. This Is better

than a spineless, crawling, beg

garly "Will you help?" apology

for failure expected. Just now

every Association needs to put

Into everything it speaks or

writes a buoyant air of hope and

helpfulness. The town can be

put into a flat flunk where the

Association and a few men talk

in doleful despair of difficulties

and impossible-to-do-anythtng

times.

"This Is all we have," wrote

the widow of James P. Rowden,

late assistant secretary at Denl-

son, Tex., receiving the Secre

taries' Insurance Alliance benefit

of $4,400. Many a secretary is

criminally neglecting this re

markable provision. And, strange

to say, most of the deaths have

been of the younger and sup

posedly long-life-expectant men.

Open air Services in Bowling

Green, Ohio, Sunday evenings in

August, when churches were

usually closed, were held in the

park with a big platform for the

large union choir, comfortable

seats and good lighting for the

audience. Out-of-town speakers

gave addresses. Stereoptlcon lec

tures were given there In the

week. The whole thing was

done right and so was big in

results.

Motion Pictures every day is

New Haven's plan: double pro

gram every evening, limited to

men and boys Sunday afternoons

with silver collection and ten-

minute direct address by a stir

ring speaker.

Chapman and Alexander hold

evangelistic meetings in London

Central, October 5-9, leaders

believing that the present mo

ment offers the most unparalleled

opportunity for evangelistic

effort.

St. Louis has moved its metro

politan office from Central's

building downtown to 1873 Rail

way Exchange Building In the

heart of the business district.

The State office also.

Testament and Psalms in good

type and handsome, flexible bind

ing have been placed in every

room in the Albany building by

the County Bible Society. One

man who had not read the Blblo

for years read the Testament

through and reported: "It's good

reading, and will be followed by

more—and better living."

A Business Sense.—An ex-

secretary who has handled busi

ness and dealt with secretaries

for five years thinks it would be

a valuable thing for a young man

looking to the secretaryship to

spend at least one year in the

office of a business concern, that

he may get a keen sense of busi

ness responsibility. He would

there earn the necessity of get

ting money before contracting

bills and to keenly appreciate the

value of a contract and every

financial obligation.

Incomes Normal and better at

Chicago, in both the member

ship and the finances, Is the re

port. The work will not be

curtailed this Fall in its mission

to men, which is most needed at

this time of readjustment and

uncertainty.

The Movies will be used largely

to teach the foreign workmen at

Detroit under a volunteer teach

ing staff of fifty. Fully one

thousand men will be studying

September 30, and five thousand

ultimately in the Ford plants.

George F. Tlbbltts, with his

staff, has found that financial

conditions In Porto Rico, largely

caused by a readjustment of the

tariff, make it Impossible to con

tinue work in the Islands, so all

have resigned. His future plans

are indeterminate. Mr. Tlbbltts

made his record at Cincinnati

and as State secretary for

West Virginia, Maryland, Dela

ware and District of Columbia.

He began work In a humble

position with McBurney In

Twenty-third Street, where his

remarkable personal Influence

among men greatly impressed

the life of Sherwood Eddy. The

splendid Association building work

at San Juan, Porto Rico, stands

as a monument to the work in the

islands. It has nearly six hun

dred members. From It the As

sociation will undoubtedly extend.

Frank Tlbbitts, secretary at San

Juan, has been obliged to resign

and return to the States on ac

count of the severe illness of Mrs.

Tlbbltts and, with Cameron

Beck, will re-enter Association

service.

Wilbur F. Crafts will submit

to a union conference at the

West Twenty-third Street Asso

ciation October 1 a line of daily

Bible readings of unique value,

containing the consecutive story

of the Bible with poetry from the

prophet poets, which will be cap

able of vast service for school

and family reading.

The Index for volume XXXIX

of Association Men, completed

with the September issue, may

be had for three two-cent

stamps, provided sufficient de

mand is shown within ten days.

Lake Geneva's Force is a fel

lowship in which every men par

ticipates. This was strikingly

shown at a memorial service for

Mrs. G. Quincy Dunlop, wife of

the superintendent, and Mrs. Eliza

Hotton, mother of J. S. Hotton.

who had superintended the

cuisine. These two noble women

were held in the highest esteem

for their character, their service

and the spirit they have shown

all guests year after year at

popular Geneva.

Henry A. Cozzens, general

secretary at Newark, N. J.,

rounds out on November 1 thirty

years In that Association's em

ploy. He was one of three em

ployees with Yatman as secre

tary; to-day there are forty-

four. Then there were 500 mem

bers; now 3,000, with 730 in Bible

classes and 690 in educational;

property worth $440,000; a budget

of $66,000. He Is one of the men

who stuck by his one Job. His

policy is stated: "We pay our

bills, we have team work, and

we do religious work."

A Secretarial Training Class of

twelve live-wire men of Mel

bourne, Australia, meets Satur

day morning at 8 o'clock and

ASSOCIATION MEN Is the basis

of their interesting discussion.

Erie has placed a large map

of Europe in the lobby upon

which the progress of the armies

Is marked day by day by means

of cMored pins. This map at

tract* hundreds to the building,

as it Is the only map of the kind

in the city. In addition, the

educational secretary Is planning

weekly talks on various phases

of the European situation.
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A Religious Work Conference

for all the Dayton men interested

was held In Sinclair Park Sun

day afternoon. September 20, and

gave a good start on a well-lined

service intelligently conceived,

set up and started.

Cashing Checks for $22,179.81

was the record made in one day

by the Association in Arrowrock,

Idaho, construction camp. Back

of the figures loom big things

this meant for men who had

previously squandered their all in

drink monthly. It meant provi

sion for old age, money saved for

"back home" visits, a new re

spect for self and resolutions for

a right and sober life.

Through the Battle Lines

nearly every one of the delegates

to the Boys' Conference at Ox

ford slipped their way. Cotton,

Hinckley, Cross, Flood and

Baker found themselves in Ger

many when war was declared.

It took them six to nine days to

work their way down through

Switzerland and up through

France to England, where they

took boat, some coming steerage.

They had experiences that they

will gladly look back upon but

never wish to duplicate. In

Geneva the secretaries of the

World's Committee proved the

world's brotherhood spirit. As It

Is. no one is harmed, but they've

all been mighty well stirred up.

The Poles fought shy of the

Association at South Bend,

though keen for language study.

A small store room opened in

their community of 16,000 got

some of the independent ones.

The priest, eager for education

for his people, sought to open

evening classes In Polish. Men

knew they wanted it in English

They could not find teachers, so

the Association offered to supply

them. The first evening 100 were

present, then 175 enrolled. Now

the gap is bridged and the roles

are reached.

During the Past Year Buffalo

conducted classes in English for

foreigners, with an enrollment of

ov»r 400 men engaged in 50 dif

ferent occupations and repre

senting 30 different nationalities.

Year Book Figures may not

space this report, but it counted.

In Kankakee a member of the

training class incensed his father

so it led to a general family

quarrel and the boy's leaving

home. Feeling like an outcast,

he came to the Association and

was taken to the secretary's

home. He continued high school.

Several personal interviews

brought about a reconciliation,

and the father Is now ready to

pay his son's way through col

lege.

No Let-up all Summer at

Richmond, Va. The gymnasium

classes were big, average dally

attendance 500; dormitories full,

membership high, full shop meet

ings; life problem clubs studying

read problems of men, such as

family relationships, choosing a

wife, making a home—in which

religion is not forgotten.

The Carolinas opened the fall

with the conference of employed

officers at Charlotte for two

days, the physical directors at

Columbia for three, and the state

student conference at Elon Col

lege in North Carolina and Wof-

ford College in South Carolina.

The author of that striking

sketch which we published

anonymously, "Get Home —

Score," we have Just been able

to locate. He is a big business

man in Pennsylvania, but we

cannot use his name. However,

ASSOCIATION MEN will seek to

secure straight talks to men by

this man, who can write direct

ly and understanding^ to men.

Detroit has a "Hoof It" Club,

which in its tramps about the

city is getting acquainted with

all the public and industrial in

stitutions. Every Saturday a

tour of inspection is made. Good

name; good plan. No slackening

in the efforts of the Association's

service to members and the com

munity will be noted at Detroit.

The Dizzy Swirl of all the

opening features of Fall made

Erie men question if a subscrip

tion campaign for ASSOCIATION

MEN was timely in September.

The result was BIG—over one-

fourth of the total membership

enrolled. 320 were for two years

and a bundle of fifty provided for

desk sales and cultivated use.

Then, too, each membership

blank will have subscription form

attached, the man at the desk to

present It with the purpose of

getting the man's money with his

name. Write and ask Sinclair if

it is not worth while.

The Industrial Exhibit with

some one hundred framed charts,

sketches and photographs, and

interpretations, has been draw

ing the attention of great crowds

at the Pittsburgh Exposition,

promoted by the Chamber of

Commerce. From there it will

go to Erie, where a continuous

exhibition is held for the winter

with different phases of the As

sociation and welfare, temper

ance and health, Bible study, As

sociation literature, history and

various features. These exhib

its are drawing hundreds of men

to the building and giving the

members a vastly broader con

ception of the service and appli

cations of the Association.

ARE YOU

UP A STUtlP

FINANCIALLY?

ENROLL IN THE

YMCA NIGHT SCHOOL

 

INCREASE

YOUR URNINt POUC P

"VE TEACH WHILE OTHERS SLEEP"

ASK TOR PMtllCBUMS ATTHt SESK

THE BULLETIN BOARDS AT

INDIANAPOLIS ATTRACT

ATTENTION TO THE

CLEVER WORK OF

ROY D. HUDSON

Ishpeming's $2,000 camp was

recently burned out, Mr. Wise

and family having a narrow escape.

When battleships were at Bar

Harbor the Association turned

its building over to the men of

the fleet. The six bowling alleys,

natatorium and billiards were in

constant use by the 700 men.

With Thermometer at 104 to

110, Phoenix, Arizona, steadily

held its men's meetings, serving

lemonade and making the build

ing with its outdoor stadium the

most popular place in the city.

The Directors considered the

baths a means of grace and

opened them every Sunday from

8 to 11 and 2 to 6. Union vesper

services were attended by 7,000

people.

Last May the Pensacola, Fla.,

secretary wrote a personal note

to each of the men in the dormi

tory, advising that the next day

would be Mother's Day and sug

gested that they do that which

they knew would please her most

If she were with them person

ally, and enclosing with the let

ter a white carnation. Last

month a young Jewish physician

who has been living in the

dormitory left to attend a post

graduate course at Columbia. He

called as he left and stated that

among his most valued treasures

was a letter written to him on

mother's day and a pressed car

nation. His mother died some

years ago and the pathos in his

voice Indicated that the heart

strings had been touched, not for

a moment, but for years.

The wife of a Western secre

tary was talking with a volun

teer worker who happened to be

visiting the house. "Do you read

ASSOCIATION MEN?" she aaked.

"Not regularly," he replied. "I

have never yet picked up a num

ber which was not well worth

reading," was her rejoinder.

"There is so much of life in It.

The Bible Study pages are worth

their weight In gold."
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With the Management

The best news we have this month is that all
over the country secretaries are really getting
Into the game to bring the circulation of ASSO
CIATION MEN to the 100,000 mark. Now Is the
time for men to realize that we are not asking
the Brotherhood to push a commercial proposi
tion, but only to give their membership an ap-
portunlty to get the magazine which rightly
belongs to them. We are promoting your paper.

During the month we met In conference with
the secretaries of Ohio and of West Virginia,
District of Columbia, Delaware and Maryland.
At both Conferences large blocks of time were
given to the discussion of ASSOCIATION MEN
and methods of getting It into the hands of the
membership. At the Ohio Conference, after
nearly two hours of discussion, It was decided

to use both the "Every Member a Subscriber"
plan and the Optional Method, and the follow
ing resolution was unanimously adopted:

RESOLVED: That we heartily endorse ASSO
CIATION MEN and that this year we shall
recommend to our Boards of Directors a definite
plan for placing ASSOCIATION MEN In the
hands of every Board Member and Committee
man, and as far as possible into the hands of
every member of the association.

At Terra Alta a similar resolution was passed
and a Committee composed of W. H. Morrlss
and W. H. Baxley were appointed to carry
through plans to bring about desired results.

We wish to record our deep appreciation of
the cooperation given by state secretaries Llchty
and Van Scoten in making it possible for ASSO
CIATION MEN to be represented at the Con
ferences.

Another city has secured its proportion
of the 100,000 circulation. Erie went into a
two days' campaign and secured 400 subscrip
tions. They did this as they believed that their
fall work could have no better backing than an
Increased circulation of ASSOCIATION MEN In
their city. They have also adopted the "Op
tional Method" of securing new subscriptions,

and hereafter every new member and renewal
when making out his application will be solicited

to subscribe for the magazine.
It was gratifying to listen to the testimony of

experienced Secretaries as to the value of AS
SOCIATION MEN. Geo. D. McDIII told of call
ing on a leading business man In Toledo and
noting a copy of ASSOCIATED MEN on his
desk. The man said, "ASSOCIATION MEN Is
the one magazine that never leaves my desk
until completely read."
Word from Melbourne, Australia, shows that

the magazine Is appreciated there. Secretary

R. O. Clark wr'tes:
"I need hardly say that 'ASSOCIATION MEN'

is the young men's magazine with the live fel
lows of this Association. I have a Secretarial
Training Class of twelve Mlve-wlre' young fel
lows every Saturday mornlna at 8 a. m. for 45
minutes. ASSOCIATION MEN Is the basis of
many of our most Interesting discussions."

A student Secretary In writing to renew his
subscription says: "It Is the best religious work

paper I know."'
A min'ster of a large church writes "1 have

been trying for some time to find the right kind
of paper for the young men of my church and

now (have found It In ASSOCIATION MEN."
He backs his statement by sending In a list of

subscribers.
Such tributes to the value of the paper are

coming In all the time. In face of this we are
sure that all our men will qet Into the game and
see that their directors, committee men and
members are given an opportunity of subscrlb-
Ina to the oaoer at an early date.
BUNDLE ORDERS: Manv Associations order a

number of cop'es monthlv to sell over the
counter to members and visitors at the build
ing. From reports received we find that they
sell and are not left as dead stock.
For "cultivation purposes" the magazine

stands out unique. A number of Associations
use large Quantities In this way. Send us your

orders early.

ADVERTISING: S. Wirt Wiley, of Minne
apolis, writes: "ASSOCIATION MEN Is to be
congratulated in the high grade of advertising It
carries. I seldom fall to look through the adver
tising pages of every Issue. From them- I get
some very good suggestions, and I find that we
are patronizing your advertisers."

An advertiser writes: "If we can get the sec
retary to adopt our proposition and satisfy him,
we would have the llvllest lot of boosters and
salesmen that it is possible to secure. A good
example Is the. .*..*..*. .Corporation where there
are 563 of our products now In use. This ac
count we owe directly to the general secretary
of the Young Men's Christian Association."
The advertising policy of ASSOCIATION MEN

Is to be of real service to the Brotherhood In
finding good material and equipment for their
needs. Help us to help you, by giving considera
tion to the firms advertised. -
We welcome to our advertising pages the fol

lowing firms:
American Enameled Brick & Tile Company.

New York City, Plunge Baths.
George W. Bond Co., Chicago, 111. Bulletin

Boards and Bondopticon.
Englander Companies, Brooklyn, New York.

Divans.
Erie City Iron Works, Erie, Pa. Boilers.
A. C. Derr Co., Evanston, 111. Moving Picture

Machines.
Grant Pulley & Hardware Co., New York City.

Wood Rolling Partitions.
Metal Arts Co., Inc., Rochester, New York.

Medal, Club and Class Pins.
Pace & Pace, New York City. Educational

Con rsps
A. G. Spalding & Bro., New York City. Sport

ing Goods.
Thos. Nelson & Son, New York City. Bibles.
Oil City Boiler Works, Oil City, Pa. Boilers.
We regret to announce the following are no

longer advertising with us:
Stlckley Brothers Company. Grand Rapids.

Mich. Furniture.
A. H. Reimer Shoe Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Wood Sole Bathing Slippers.
Fromlte Laboratories, Pittsburgh, Pa. Liquirl

Soap.

SUBSCRIPTION CAMPAIGN DATES.

October 12th Buffalo. N. Y.
October 13th-21st Iowa (?)

October 22nd
October 23rd-24th Buffalo. N. Y.
October 26th-27th Lancaster, Pa.
October 28th -29th Norrlstown, Pa.

October 31st-Nov. 2nd Camden. N. J.
November 3rd-4th Pawtucket, R. I.

November 5th-6th New York
November 7th St. Louis, Mo. (?)

November 8th-14th Kansas
November 15th -22nd Muskoaee
November 23rd-27th Milwaukee, Wis.

November 28th-30th
December 1st-3rd Minneapolis, Minn.

December 5th-15th Alabama
December 16th-17th Ashevllle, N. C. (?)

F. A. WILSON-LAWRENSON.

THE GREAT WAR

Dr. John R. Mott

Suggests the reading of these books to understand

the background and significance of the great war:

The Hapsburg Monarchy. H. W. Steed . $2.50

The Day of the Saxon. Homer Lea . . . 1 .AO

France of Today. Barrett Wendell . . . 1.50

Germany and the Next War. F. Bernhardt 3.00

Pan Germanism. Roland G. Usher . . . 1.75

Russia and Reform. Pares 3.00

The Bal k ans, A Laboratory of History . Sloane 1 .50

Balkan Wars. J. G. Schurman .... 1.00

ASSOCIATION PRESS
124 East 28th Street New York
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—the Fundamental Course

The Pace Organization, in planning programs of education for many of

the largest business organizations of the country, has found that

the fundamental educational need of employed men is for

English—definite, usable, available. In business organizations, just

as in the educational departments of the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciations, the educational program should rest upon a comprehensive

and practical course in English.

To meet this demand, THE PACE STANDARDIZED COURSE IN ENGLISH has

been prepared by Horatio N. Drury, B.A., of the Pace staff. The course consists

of 34 lessons, each covering in a correlated manner and with the sentence as the

pivotal unit of study, Grammar, Sentence Structure, Paragraph Structure,

Word Usage, Miscellaneous Errors, Punctuation, and Letter Writing. Each

lesson is followed by specially prepared questions and expression tests, in ac

cordance with the Standardized procedures which have been devised for obtain

ing the best pedagogic results with mature students.

The Course is the same, except for improvements and amplifications, as the

course formerly given by Mr. Drury in the National City Bank, the New York

Life Insurance Company, the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, the West

Side Young Men's Christian Association and the Bedford Young Men's Chris

tian Association, all of New York City, and in his academic teaching in the Stuy-

vesant High School of New York City, the Cortland, New York, Normal School,

and in the Pennsylvania Military College. The Course, in its present form, is

being given in a number of organizations and Associations, including Twenty-

third Street Young Men's Christian Association, Bedford Young Men's Chris

tian Association, Cleveland Young Men's Christian Association, and Detroit

Young Men's Christian Association.

Part I of the Course, with approximately 450 pages of text, with quizzers, and

with Mr. Drury's special teaching procedures, is available for use in schools

at a net cost of $3.40 per student. Part II, with a similar amount of text

material, quizzers, and teaching procedures, is available at the same price—

$3.40. To individuals the retail price of text for both parts, approximately

900 pages of text, including all quizzers, is $8.50. These texts may be bought

by any one upon remittance. Extension Instruction through the mails is

available when desired.

The English texts may be used by Young Men's Christian Associations

with no other formality or understanding than the purchase of the

text and quizzers, in accordance with the prices given above.

We shall be glad to supply the booklet "What Leading Business Men

and Educators Say," and the 48-page English Syllabus, upon applica

tion. Information will also be cheerfully furnished in regard to courses

in Accountancy for C. P. A. degree, Law for Business Men, Account

ing, Business Administration, etc.

PRICE OF TEXTS AND. COURSES

 

Pace Standardized Courses in Accountancy, Business Administration

and English, in Residence and by Extension

30 CHURCH STREET, NEW YORK

PACE & PACE
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The United States Lite

Insurance Company

277 Broadway New York City

Was organized and commenced business in 1850

JOHN P. MUNN, M.D., President

Its policies contain the standard provisions prescribed by the

various State Legislatures and have liberal CASH, LOAN and

SURRENDER VALUES.

The plans adopted by the Company are unsurpassed in clearness

and fairness; and the LOW PREMIUM RATES effect a great

and continuous SAVING to its policy holders.

NO ESTIMATES—nothing left to chance or change.

EVERYTHING GUARANTEED IN PLAIN FIGURES.

NON-PARTICIPATING INSURANCE

The Best Insurance lor Business Men !

Agents will find our policies most satisfactory to their patrons, easily placed

and sure to renew. We offer desirable contracts to active men.

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers.
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New Victor for the Y. M. C. A.

An improved type of the special

Victor XXV, embodying important

new features suggested through its

use throughout the country.

The turntable is higher, as in the

Victrola types, making it more accessible

and easier to put on and take off the

record.

The lid has a patent hinge and can be

quickly removed and hung on the back of

the instrument, so the horn can be swung

in any direction.

The shelf is hinged and can be raised,

making room for the horn under the in

strument when not in use, safe and secure

from danger.

The Victor is now in actual daily

use in the schools of more than

1 800 cities—and it is just as impor

tant a factor in Y. M. C. A. work.

With this improved Victor meeting

the requirements of Y. M. C. A. and

school use better than ever before,

it will be rapidly adopted by hun

dreds of Y. M. C. A.s and schools

everywhere.

Why not see

about a Victor

for your Y. M.

C. A. right

now?

Any Victor

dealer will glad

ly send the special Victor XXV to

your Y. M. C. A. for a thorough

trial—or write to us and we will

arrange it for you.

Educational Department
With horn plneed under "
Instrument safe and so- \/» , rv* 11 • m a 1 •
rare from danger, and VlCtOr 1 alKlslK Machine t-O.
with cabinet locked to
protect from dust and
promiscuous use by irre-
sjKtnsIble people.

 

 

 

k

i

special qui

to Y. M. C. A. and schools only

Victor XXV—Type
Closed

is master's voici

Camden, N. J.

18 Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers.



 

The Pulse of the Association Movement

THE following representative reports secured by telegram and letter from a wide

area show the Association at the opening of its season of 1914-15 to be confront

ing its greatest opportunity and responsibility. A serious earnestness is bring

ing men to the Association for education and training, moral and spiritual rein

forcement, in great numbers. While Associations have cut off every expense that did

not produce results, they have concentrated their forces with redoubled energy on

those lines which serve men most.

Western Association} quickly realized and promptly

met the need for adjustment in program and work, to the

changed conditions brought about by the European war.

Hundreds and thousands of men out of employment

are needing the help and counsel of Association leaders

as never before. Some are taking advantage of enforced

idleness to secure better vocational training. We have an

opportunity now to win and help men such as has not

existed in years. As a rule Association activities seem

to be more vigorous this fall than ever, notwithstanding

a general reduction in budgets. The wise Association

leader will surely recognize in present conditions an un

equalled opportunity to lead men to recognize Coifs hand

not only in the affairs of Nations, but in the lives of indi

viduals as well, and will seek as never before to lead men

to depend upon Him.

The Northwest. C. S. BILHEIMER.

The financial situation in our Associations is not as

bad as it might be. Several places are suffering from a bad

case of fright. Three prospective building campaigns

set up for this fall were called off in a week- I am con

vinced that in our towns the greatest need is not more

money, but more religion; been bearing down on this in

the Board meetings. Some men responded admirably.

Where a Board has been discussing with long faces the

financial problem I told them I thought their difficulty

was more spiritual than financial and after discussion a

minute went on the records to authorize an obligation and

then added the following suggestive sentence: "and that as

individual members of the Board we pledge ourselves to

co-operate with the Lord in getting the money." And at

another an increased appropriation was made for religious

work-

Mi»smir i State Committee. U. H. BANKS.

The outlook '* encouraging. We have cut expenses

to the quick and every man on the staff is trying to do two

men's work- We have not cut our program, but are run

ning a full line of activities. Gymnasium and educational

classes filling up well. More men are seeking personal

interviews. There seems to be a deeper religious spirit

and the social atmosphere about the building is better than

ever.

Winnipeg. Man. T. D. PATTEN.

Religious work of Seattle Association never so strong as

this season. Most other activities show slight gain over

year ago. Membership and employment slightly off.

Finances tight and tightening. Unless finances improve

will likely affect activities later. Have so far abandoned

no plans under way, but we are undertaking nothing new.

Are sailing under reduced canvas. Think uSis fairly re

flects general situation throughout Pacific Northwest.

Seattle. Wash. ARN. S. ALLEN.

Last month was the best September in our history.

Membership is larger and more interested. Subscriptions

for last nine months exceeded any precious twelve months.

The foreign and local budgets will not be reduced. Ex

pect to close December, as we have every year in the new

building, with a clean balance sheet. The new Colored

Department building will be dedicated in November free

of debt. Have curtailed some plans for extension and

added no new secretaries, but feel we are facing the biggest

opportunity the Association ever had for a constructive

season's work. Business is not normal, but thus far we

have not been as seriously affected by the unusual condi

tions as some cities, because of bumper crops throughout

this region.
ICnaa. City. Mo. C. S. BISHOP
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We have entered upon a year of unprecedented oppor

tunity. Larger numbers of men and boys are being served

by the Association than ever before and the confidence of

business men is sustained. The outlook is exceedingly

promising. A sane program will be generously supported

by our community.

Detroit. A. G. STUDER.

Things are looking good here. Had a great meeting

Sunday addressed by Governor Hodges. No let up In

gospel team work- One team had 38 conversions In a

neighboring city last Sunday. Gymnasium classes have

started off with larger attendance than we had at any time,

last year. Splendid interest in all Association activities.

No doubt but that Kansas' great wheat crop will help make

this a good year for us.

Wichita. Kan. CLIFFORD L. PIERCE.

In this section finances are becoming a serious matter

with us on account of the conditions of the cotton, lumber,

oil, rice, real estate and trade. Retrenchment In every way

Is the policy adopted by our Association. The outlook

for our activities was never belter. The opportunity for

fruitful religious work appears better than for years. We

expect to carry on an aggressive fight in Houston In the

face of existing conditions.

Hou.ton. Teaas. W. C. PAIGE.

The Association faced the situation early In the fiscal

year, eliminated every expense consistent with good business

judgment, and pounded every source of receipt just as hard

as we knew how. Educational work is ahead of last year,

memberships are a trifle larger, physical work fully up to

normal. Subscription response is very gratifying with all.

Directors and secretaries are very optimistic over the out

look.

Denver. Colo. IRA E. LUTE

Strict economy enables us to close financial year better

than last. Activities more promising than ever. Men

carrying heavy business burdens with optimistic heroism,

confident that conditions will continue to improve. Common

perils have united men and produce more favorable condi

tions for aggressive service, man with man.

Fort William. Ont GEO. H. WILLIAMSON.

Our Day School opened with an increase of 20 per cent

over the opening day of last year. Night School opened

with an increase of 22 per cent. The physical department

is showing a decided Increase. Men In all lines of business

predict the best seaon they have known. Many will look

toward Florida for a winter resort. The Association is

feeling seriously financial stress but feel sure It will prove

a blessing In disguise, driving us to seek aid from the right

Source. A decided Increase in interest of boys' depart

ment .

Jacksonville. Fla. W. A. LLOYD.

Business conditions in Omaha are very hopeful. We

are fortunate in being situated in the heart of the grain and

stock kit. The farmers of Nebraska and Iowa have more

grain than they have had for several years, and the price,

of course. Is good. Merchants report about a normal

business. The receipts of the Association since May 1st

are much in excess of the same period last year.

Omaha. Neb. E F. DENISON.

Work surpasses anything in our history. Membership

Sept. 30 was 7.097. Receipts for three days were $6,015,

$11,044 and $5,857, respectively, and have been averaging
nearly $2,000 a day since September first.m Work all

departments Is receiving the benefit of this membership

activity. The throngs of young men coming Into our

front door between seven and eight o'clock and the activi

ties In our lobby are a most interesting sight.

Boston. G. W. MEHAFFEY.

Outlook here is good, notwithstanding many factories are

on short time. We were able to add 313 new members in

one week- Planning bigger and belter things than ever

before in the hope that clouds may drift over. Feel need

for financial economy, but also see there is an apparent

deeper interest in spiritual things, and we are aiming to

take advantage of this feeling. It takes a calamity to drive

some people to serious .bought, and perhaps the present

one will be no exception to this rule.

Erie. R. B. SINCLAIR,

/ believe the lime Is on us as Association men to press,

as never before, the claims of Christ on men shackled by

sin and who have no anchorage or abiding peace in this

hour of world disturbance. Last Sunday in a small com

munity thirty men made open declaration of faith as I

presented the gospel. Is this not indicative that men are

In a responsive altitude to the claims of Christ? We

must cut to the bone financially to meet absolutely necessary

expenses. We shall need to discover new sources of in

come. Only heroic effort and earnest prayer can hold our

stale work on an even keel.

Texas State Committee. L. A. COULTER.

Business conditions in California not normal. San

Francisco and San Diego Expositions unquestionably

helpful. Recent financial situation augmented by terrible

war unsettled business conditions greatly. This gives the

Young Men's Christian Association an opportunity to

show her real red blood. Never was the Association

needed by men as today. Present conditions cannot help

but be valuable to whole Association effort. Many valuable

lessons will we learn trying to overcome present problems

which will help to build much stronger foundation for great

work Just ahead of us. Outlook In Los Angeles Is as fav

orable as could be under circumstances.

Los Angeles. Cal. D. E LUTHER.

Four records were broken In September; largest cash re

ceipts since new building opened for membership, educa

tional, dormitory and employment departments. Reason:

extra endeavor because we faced quiet business condition.

Subscriptions very slow. A portion of the load must be

shifted to the backs of privilege-users. One cent per day

per member added to membership fees of city Associations

reporting in year book ulould produce $1,609,000, and solve

maintenance problem. San Francisco, as usual, is opti

mistic. The great Exposition is more than 90 per cent

complete. It will open on time .February 20th.

San Francisco. Cal. RALPH C. GOODWIN.

Nashville membership largest in the history of Asso

ciation. Two thousand and ten. Membership receipts

every day of October, 1914, ahead of October, 1913. Asso

ciation apartments full, 300 men In the building. Our

burden and problem building debt and $56,000 unpaid

subscriptions. Making every possible economy and re

sponding to every call possible.

Nashville. Tenn. S. W. McGILL.
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[JLaj/ night and the night before we opened our building

to employed men and it was simply wonderful how the manu

facturers, presidents of concerns and general managers

headed their delegations and when called upon to speak a
word during the evening all vouched for the Association

to their men and, of course, incidentally committed them

selves. On the " Kingan" night We were simply amazed

at the possibilities stretching out before us:— Thirty na

tionalities, and the company bringing along its own music

and a large share of its own program. We invited the men

from twenty-four factories and we had an attendance of

2$% men from these concerns.

Indianapolis. Ind. A. H. GODARO.

Contrary lo our expectations enrollment in the various

classes is larger than ever before and there is no falling of

in income. Pleased with prospect of an increased work "■

face of present-day conditions. Hating been conservative

in the past few years we are in a much stronger position

today than we otherwise would hate been.

Charlotte. N. C. DAVID L. PROBERT.

The work in Milwaukee never looked more hopeful in

the inclination men hate lo talk about serious problems.

Daily I am in contact with suck men, and the outlook far

the year is very promising to my mind, in spite of draw

backs caused by the war. We are pushing the intensive

work "*>" strongly than ever, and beliete this is the oppor

tune time for us.

Milwaukee Wia. C. B. WILLIS.

Lynchburg starts off lo break all records. Already 425

in Bible study, and 400 in gymnasium. Shop Meetings

unusually well attended; will hold 12 weekly. Never

hate young men been so willing and ready to line up for

activities. The building completed eight years ago inade

quate; must have separate building for the large number of

boys in the membership. Total attendance at building and

Island for year 219,940, this would make an average for

every man, woman and child, including the colored, contact

with the Association seven times each, during the pasl year.

Lynchburg. Va. H. C. SNEAD.

Recent reports from all sections of the South indicate

the usual dullness in business and laying off of men com

mon to other sections, plus the superlative problem of

cMon, fertilizers, lumber and natal stores. But there is

not a single known instance of cold feet or a yellow streak

ii Association circles. It is largely a matter of adjust

ment. Association sails have been reefed to weather the

fi'ancial storm, which will be severest in current expense,

dehl raising, or new building subscription areas. Fall

work, never opened so hopefully. Men will have more time

f>r the selfish activities, and memberships in general

s'~ould show no net loss. They will hate more time and

inclination for service. This generation never before ex

perienced an hour in which men and boys were thinking

more seriously of life and its meaning. The religious

wtrk department has a harvest in sight. Anywhere in this

fatored land where Boards of Managers, committeemen

aid employed officers have judgment, backbone, jar-

s ighlcdncss and go-to-itiveness, the Association is going to

experience its best year. Any organization ought to be

a Me to succeed in fair weather. If ours Is made up of

Christ-led-men and is needed in sunshiny days, it is needed

more sorely than ever now. This Is no time for the weak-

hearted. Difficulties only add zest to the man and the

Association with real virility. Much of our trouble is

psychological. Men have a right to be cheered and nerved

because we carry sunshine about.

S. C. R. H. KING.

The Twin Cities are suffering to some extent from the

general uncertainty that exists In business circles. The

Northwest has had a good crop and prices are good. On

the whole it will probably not be a bad business season.

Our Association is playing safe in the matter of expendi

tures, but Is planning considerable expansion In lis ac

tivities. Enrollments in all departments have been con

siderably larger than usual.

Minneapolis Minn. S. WIRT WILEY.

That we are in the midst of "war, that mad game the

world so loves lo play," has been doubly apparent to all,

and many of our board and other members hate taken an

active part in conducting a Patriotic Fund Campaign,

and while we have cut our force and cut down our own

budget over $5,000. and the opening of our season's work

has been delayed, yet we are now well launched for 1914-15

with a strong organization and spirit of learn Work- The

necessary call for additional volunteer service hat met with

cordial response and we can see In It all an earnest of heal

thy growth In all departments, including finances and spir

itual work-

Ottawa. Ontario. I. E. MUNGER.

Michigan Associations are planning to vigorously

push the religious work this season. Men are willing to

give time and sacrifice for constructive character building

in their communities. They say, "We are willing, but

we need to be shown how." Our city and county secretaries

are promoting training classes and conferences to show

them how. It looks now as though the members of these

classes and conferences and the men enrolled In them will

be fully doubled this year. Every secretary in Michigan

is on the keen edge, looking for potential leaders and seek

ing to make every department contribute to their training.

Michigan State Committee. L. E BUELL.

Notwithstanding the fact that we are in a period of re

organization there is a more optimistic feeling with regard

to the work '" St. Louis than at any time during the pasl

several years. While no advances in material equipment

are being planned for at present, there is the recognition

that this is the time to lake advantage of the sobering effects

in the minds of young men here resulting from the struggle

on the other side of the water. We are planning therefore

to press our religious work with the greatest of Vigor, and

already reports indicate large advance in this direction.

Through classes in English and Citizenship 225 foreigners

desiring citizenship papers have applied to the Association

for aid In preparing for their second examination papers

in the last month. While every economy is being practiced

we are going forward with all lines of regular work

anticipation of a successful and prosperous year.

St. Louis. Mo. PHIL. BEVIS.

Subscription revenue and membership revenue equals

any previous September. Enrollments in day and evening

schools highest on record. Volume of Association activities

larger than heretofore. Occupancy of dormitories, with

accommodations for 1.660, above normal, and general

outlook hopeful for entire Association. Entire employed

staff, numbering 117, is retained intact. Employed officers

and volunteer committee force and members co-operating

in plan to meet subscription budget from within the mem

bership, with no appeal to the general public, also assuming

more than the usual share for general Association agencies

both home and foreign. Large promotion plans for new

equipment temporarily arrested, awaiting more settled

business conditions. Business outlook general improving.

Chicago. L. WILBUR MESSER.

(Continued on page 82.)
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With Soldiers of Many Nations

CANADA'S first contingent is now in

England, and with the men sailed a vol

unteer group of seasoned Canadian

secretaries, who are ready to stay with

their troops to the end. Photographs of

these men, excepting W. W. Lee, appear be

low. The second contingent is now in camp

at Valcar'tier (see above) and with them

other volunteer secretaries eager for service.

This big tent faced by the long line of

troopers is but a sample of scores in Eng

land conducted by the Associations. And it

is learned that the German Associations are

active in their "soldier homes," and many

of the secretaries in the ranks are co

operating with the chaplains. World Secre

tary Sautter is seeking to render service to

the soldiers of France and his associate,

Schleppi, is directing work in twenty Swiss

camps. The South Africa and Australia

Association men were quick to seize their

opportunity with the first mobilization of

the troops.

W. E. Bristol, who recently returned from

Europe after being for six weeks in touch

with Association leaders all the way from

Geneva up to London, reports that Lieut.-

Col. Fermaud, veteran world's secretary, is

in charge of his regiment on the Swiss

border. World Secretary Phildius remains

in charge of the Geneva office holding the

Association movement together and promot

ing to the extent of his ability service in

the armies. His son, as one of the 200,000

European members in the ranks, appeals

for help to conduct work among the men

 

CANADIAN OVERSEAS REPRESENTATIVES

A. Pequcgnat, A. W. Forgie, O. D. Irwin, T. F. Best. H. Whiteman. H. A. Pearson, Chas. Graham
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of the armies. It was his pathetic letter,

together with others coming from Associa

tion leaders of the World's Student Move

ment in all nations, which greatly appealed

to Dr. Mott, who is now in Holland.

The Paris Association building has been

turned into a hospital and is under the

direct charge of Count de Pourtales with

a corps of nurses under his direction, while

the Association is conducting work in near

by rooms with the wife of the secretary in

charge, her husband being at the front. The

president of the World's Committee, Dr.

Paul Des Gouttes, is working in the Swiss

army with the rank and uniform of a pri

vate directing the news bureau with his

uncle, the founder of the Red Cross.

BRITAIN ASSOCIATION'S VAST ACTIVITIES

In England the Association's National

Council has been called to a great service

from the day the war began. It is conduct

ing work in 397 points in the great camps.

The marquees were filled constantly by the

4,000 men in a camp during their rest and

recreation hours, from 5 a. m. to "taps."

We understand that the Bishops of York

and Canterbury and London have provided

tents and put them under Association

charge. In the smaller camps at mobiliza

tion points the Association is conducting

work sometimes in a carriage shop or cow

shed, railway station, or any available place

which can be fitted up for the soldiers. Over

$100,000 was quickly supplied for this work.

Over 2,000 volunteer laymen, many of whom

are Oxford and Cambridge students, have

volunteered for the service. Never before

was the Association in England confronted

with such opportunity, given so large sup

port and so greatly appreciated. The London

Central building has been requistioned for

a recruiting point and is filled with soldiers.

Virgo is in his element, and from two to

four one morning shook hands with a thou

sand soldiers, giving them cheer and cour

age as they started for the front.

THE AUSTRALIAN ASSOCIATION ALERT

The Australian Associations are doing a

"great piece of work" among the 10,000

volunteers in the concentration camps.

With the 1,700 soldiers on the show grounds

at Christchurch, New Zealand, a building

holding over a thousand was packed every

night. Here coffee and biscuits, furnished

by the government, are served. No liquor

is allowed in camp, and men are discharged

if found intoxicated on leave. A Boer War

sergeant, comparing the present camp with

one in the former war, said : "No disorderly

conduct now. Men are sober and there is no

profanity—due largely to the Association's

influence." The shops were stripped of

every available Testament, which were

eagerly taken by the men, who realize that

they are on serious business and are sym

pathetic to spiritual things. It was found

that 21 per cent, of the Christchurch regi

ment were members of the Association—a

percentage which the national secretary de

clared will hold good throughout the Domin

ion. Five members of the Christchurch,

New Zealand, Association have volunteered

to go with the troopships to act as secre

taries without salary.

IN THE CANADIAN CAMP

The story of the Association's service to

the men at Valcartier which was completely

reported in the October issue has surely

won the confidence and approval of of

ficers and men. "See here," said a sol

dier, "I have been watching this Y. M.

C. A. outfit for nine days to see if I

could discover where the graft was, and

now I really believe there isn't any,"

expresses the appreciation of hundreds who

are at first hesitant, then appreciative.

Another called to say good-bye at the "dry

canteen" and said, "Well, good-bye, you Y.
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NO WORD FROM HOME

M. C. A. fellows! You've done a great job

in this camp for us soldiers and we all ap

preciate it." And Colonel Williams, com

manding, said: "You are doing a grand

piece of work down there, and I want to

thank you for it."

Along with the entertainment of men, the

hundreds of thousands of pounds of writing

material furnished, athletics directed, socia

bility promoted and the moving picture

shows, often attended by 1,000 to 5,000

men, has come the greatest religious oppor

tunity Canadian Associations have known.

Mr. Copeland writes: "Men at the camp are

coming into the Christian life literally by

hundreds. One day last week two men

were baptized at their own request. Not

only do the men attend the meetings in

large numbers, but they seek personal inter

views. Last Sunday there were twelve

meetings attended by 8,000 men held in dif

ferent places in the camp, which is three

by seven miles in extent.

A straight religious talk at the moving-

picture screen at one of the entertainments

was listened to by 4,000 and 5,000 men

without a thought of its being "crowded

upon them," and overflow meetings are held

around the fires outside. At the close of a

song service a Roman Catholic fellow said:

"That's the best service I've been at for a

long while. You men are trying to do us

good. And you don't seem to bother whether

we are Protestant or Catholic, but just try

to help us." On the transport a Belgian

priest when he learned that there was an

Association representative on board sought

him out and volunteered co-operation in the

work to be done for the men.

On the staff were seventy-eight men. In

the camp were 35,000 soldiers. The attend

ance one day at the Association tents was

7,000. The attendance at eighteen religious

meetings on a Sunday exceeded 11,000, with

over 300 men professing conversion. One

week seventy-four baseball and seventy-six

football games were directed, while 3,380

took part in athletics.

The Canadian National Council is taking

care of the undertaking at a cost of $2,000

a month, going forward with confidence

that the money will be forthcoming. And

it is coming from sources unexpected—in

small sums from mothers who appreciate

what has been done for their boys, from

Sunday schools and young people's societies

whose members have gone out.

WITH UNITED STATES TROOPS AND SAILORS

Secretary of War Garrison in discussing

further work of the Association in the army

with Mr. Tichenor, recounted his recent

conversation with a judge just returned

from circuit in the Philippines. "The

judge was impressed," said Secretary Gar

rison, "by the great contrast between two

camps visited and the morale of the soldiers.

He spoke in the highest terms of the bear

ing, the set-up and the content of the

soldiers in the Philippines and then of the

discontent and drinking of the men of the

other camp. The judge after a careful in

vestigation found the reason for the con

trast. It was entirely due to the fact that

the Association had been with the soldiers

since they went to the Philippines, but its

work had not been introduced into the sec

ond camp." The Secretary of War con

cluded his conversation by an earnest re

quest, with promise of every co-operation,

for a work to be established among these

troops.

In the great camp at the Presidio, where

there are now thousands of soldiers, the an

nual event looked forward to is the athletic

meet of all the posts. On October 6 this

brought out 325 contestants, who broke five

records before an audience of 3,000- specta

tors, and seventy-five ranking officers and

noncoms were the officials of the meet.

It was a gala day. Four bands were out.

The next great event will be a basket ball

tournament.

On the return of the Asiatic fleet from

Cheefoo to Shanghai the sailors cheered

Secretary Swartz, who had preceded them

and reopened the shore headquarters an

hour before their coming. Captain Welles

of the Newport Training Station, when he

found the branch work there was lagging

on account of finances, arranged a great

naval carnival, which provided for new

work in the station as auxiliary to the big

building in Newport. It is reported as one

of the greatest athletic events that has

ever taken place in the city.



Nov. 8-14 is theWeekof PrayerforYoung Men

Why Should a Man Pray?

By Prof. W. H. MARQUESS, D.D.

THE call of the President for a Day of

Prayer to God for Peace in Europe

has raised this question afresh in many

minds. It may quiet some doubts and give

a steadier faith to some minds if we state

some of the reasons why a man should

pray.

Because the deepest and most powerful

instincts of the human soul move men to

prayer. Striking their roots far below all

reasoning processes and all reasoned con

clusions are the primal and ineradicable be

liefs in God and immortality. The same

deep-rooted tendency that makes men cling

to the belief in God moves them to voice

their dependence on God by crying to Him

in prayer. In times of prosperity, men light

ly forget Him and their need of Him. But

in the tremendous crises of life, in the pres

ence of terrific temptation or sorrow or

danger, there bursts forth the spontaneous

cry of need and appeal—the soul's recogni

tion of God in prayer.

Because the God who implanted this in

stinct in man's nature has given in His

word a distinct warrant for the act of

prayer. He has commanded it as a duty,

has made it a high privilege, has sanctioned

it with great promises of approval and

answer. This very fact is sufficient to hush

a thousand doubting questions. If He who

made man and controls the universe assures

us that prayer will count in our lives and

help in the solution of our problems and

bring His resources to our aid, we may

bank upon that assurance. Our inability to

see how it is done should not and can not

deter reasonable men from trusting God.

Because the one Perfect Life was a life

of Prayer. The wisest, strongest, purest

man that ever trod the earth believed in

prayer and practiced prayer. The example

of Jesus is a fact before which all doubts

about the reasonableness and use of prayer
• should stand dumb with reverence and be

content to trust. What is philosophic cavil

about the power of prayer worth in the

presence of a character and experience like

that of the Son of Man who conquered temp

tation and lived a holy life and gained per

fect peace in a life of sorrow and sacrifice?

Because struggling men who have hon

estly tried the use of prayer have found that

it stood the test and met their need. It has

brought an inward strength and courage

and peace of soul. But this is only its re

flex influence, its reaction within their own

spirits. They have found it to bring an out

ward result, a real response from God. This

is its direct action. Instances might be

given in great numbers, where men have

been to the throne of God in fervent prayer

and got the answer to their appeal. To

tell us that prayer does not win is to tell us

that the sun does not shine upon our path

when we step into its circle of light. "Ask,

and ye shall receive."

The Instinct, Common to Man

By G. A. WARBURTON, Toronto

PRAYER is as normal as conversation

in the home. How dreary it would

be if we had no family talk, no re

sponse of child to parent or answer of

parent to child. Even so the world of any

man who does not pray is silent to the

voice of the best—he is like a deaf-mute.

Prayer is as natural as an infant's cry;

it is an instinct rather than a habit. The

pity of it is that any one should smother

the impulse to call upon God. The heart

of God is reached quickest by our confession

of dire distress. "God be merciful to me"

is music in our Father's ear. "Lord save

or I perish" brings immediate help from

Christ.

Prayer is spiritual exercise. The world

is too much with us. Our complacency has

had a rude shock by war. The visible is

swept away. Big cities lie in smoke and

dust. Man is more than the things which

his genius has created. His thoughts, feel'

ings, ideals, produced them and, right or

wrong, destroy them. War is a conflict

of ideas—armies, navies, siege guns, and

the rest only give a visibility to the things

that are not seen. Behind all human his

tory is God. "He is least seen when all

the powers of ill are most abroad." Then

as never men must cultivate and practise

the presence of God. He is the answer to

the enigma; a thousand ages are a watch

in the night to Him. When our burdens

are the heaviest we must be able to realize

God or we shall sink with despair. Prayer,

not formal merely, but vital, will help us.

God will grow more and more real as we

pray without ceasing.

God waits to bless the world in answer

to our intercession. Let us pray for the

coming of His Kingdom even now when the

sun is in eclipse and the world looks dark.

"At evening time there shall be light."
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"We Have Missed the Greatest Object

in Life"

By F. A. GARRISON, Oklahoma

YESTERDAY morning I happened to

call upon the manager of a large

wholesale company, who drew from

his files a copy of the enclosed letter, the

story of which is told in his words:

"My superior in business, with office- in

, is a very close friend of mine and

we have been intimately related in business

and social affairs for some years. This

man higher up draws a salary of $900 per

month. I have attempted at various times

to present the Christian life to this man,

and he has always been able to sidetrack

the proposition in some way. I finally de

termined to write to him and this letter

is the result. Upon receipt of this letter

he was so greatly affected by it that he

took it to , a millionaire lumberman

of the Central West, who was so impressed

by the letter that he secured the consent

of both parties to its circulation, and is

having several thousand copies printed."

The letter carries with it the spirit of the

man. While a great many talk about per

sonal work this man practices rather than

preaches, and represents a type that we

may well hope may be multiplied among us:

"My dear Mr.

"My mind is turning toward you to-day,

as it does so often since our friendship

began. I do not know whether it is the

war that is mowing men down across the

sea, or what, but I was thinking how much

a life like yours is worth. Of course, you

know what it has been worth to me—both

socially and in a business way—but I mean

something more than that. What is it

worth to a community or a city?

"You know a man to have reached your

position must have had some great quality

—some great ability—to draw the admira

tion and respect of his fellow men; and it

immediately follows that he will be able to

control his fellowmen. That is true in

your case, and the same love and respect

you have engendered in my heart must have

existed in many others.

"Now, I have learned a great many things

from you and have profited by them; have

been led to imitate you in many things,

for you are so loyal to your home and

your beautiful family; so generous and kind

and sympathetic in your natural disposi

tion and a man of superb morals and great

ideals.

"As I look you over from my own point

of view I do not know how I would attempt

to make you over. You remember one time

a young man came to the Savior who was

gifted, rich and talented; had all the things

I have mentioned, and asked the Savior

what he must do to become one of his dis

ciples. Jesus said to him, 'One thing thou

lackest.' You know after all—one who is

not openly for Christ—to my way of rea

soning—still lacks that one thing.

"I do wish you might take an active part

in the church. You observe the Sabbath

and many Christian ordinances better than

many men in Christian work. I know from

the splendid Christian parentage which

lies behind you that God must often com

mune with you in your heart, but it is

necessary for us to give outward expres

sion of our feelings in order to become

of value to the world.

"I wish you would throw your great in

fluence on the side of the church, which is

by far the noblest and most enduring in

stitution the world has ever known. A

man's life is multiplied and his principles

perpetuated from day to day. You always

had influence in everything to which you

belonged, and I know how much you would

have if you would actively associate your

life with the church. Not only that, but

your family and your children's children

would follow your interest. As it is, your

life is slipping away, as mine is, and if

we haven't done anything more than merely

to amuse our families and spend our income

to make them temporarily happy, we have

missed the greatest object of life.

"After all to-day, the society which loves

to come to our doors (so long as they are

carpeted) isn't worth while. There is

something better than this. The ointment

which Mary poured on Jesus' head still fills

the world with its perfume, and the widow's

mite has built more churches than all the

gifts of millionaires.

"Let us dedicate our lives to Him. I

cannot be still about this matter, for I love

you so much ; let that love be my excuse for

my importunities. You may rest assured

that so long as I live and you are not active

in the Church I will not cease to hope, de

sire and to pray that you may lend the

influence of your great life to the Church.

"Sincerely your friend,
ii »

GO
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Adventures in Faith

By a Man Named "HELP"

"/ beheld in my Dream that a man came

to him, whose name was 'HELP.' "

—Pilgrim's Progress.

IV. My Friend the Atheist

I KNEW the main outlines of his story

but not the mainspring of his life,

by which the story could be in

terpreted. He had been brought up an

atheist and continued such through his uni

versity course. After graduate work in

Germany he became a brilliant scientist and

a popular and rapidly rising professor in

one of the greatest of our great American

universities. His future in his chosen pro

fession was assured when suddenly, to the

consternation and against the earnest pro

test of leading educators, and many of his

closest friends, he resigned his position and

entered Christian work. A few months

afterwards I spent a Sunday in his home

and at my request he told me the story of

his life, which I will endeavor to give as

nearly as possible in his own words.

"Born in a home where emphasis was

placed on good morals rather than religion,

I grew up ignorant of the Church, God, and

Jesus Christ. My life was self centered,

self satisfied; my religion one in which

nature was everything and man the master

of his destiny. I entered the university to

prepare for a money-making career. Science

attracted me, the desire to know the why

of things spurred me on. The thought of

God or the challenge of Christ never

entered my realm of being, as I was never

confronted by them.

On graduating, I specialized in bacteri

ology, burying myself in my work and ap

parently making good as a result of my in

tense concentration. After three years'

service I was urged to go to Europe for

further training in my line. I did so. Be

fore leaving, she, who is now my wife, gave

me a Bible with the following note: "May

this book give you the companionship which

I know you will need." I accepted the gift

rather cynically and amusedly and packed

it in my trunk. On board ship, time hung

heavy. I got out the Bible in the secrecy

of my cabin, opened it to Genesis and be

gan reading in spirit of curiosity to know

what this Book really was. It proved un

usually dry reading to me and I soon gave

it up in disgust, wondering how people

could become so enthused over such a dry

and, to me, exaggerated fantastical Book.

After a strenuous trip of inspection

through Holland I arrived in Halle, Ger

many, where I was to do my graduate

study, on a Saturday, very tired and an un

usually discouraged stranger in a strange

town. On Sunday the longing for com

panionship was unbearable and 1 wandered

about the streets of the city aimlessly and

came across a sign which I interpreted as

the notice of a Y. M. C. A. meeting. I

was surprised, for I did not know then that

the Young Men's Christian Association was

international in scope. With my surprise

came a feeling of hope. I thought at once of

the Association at my own university and

also of the fact that the Association was

supposed to furnish friends, and of all things

in the world that was what I wanted. I

made note of the location and the hour,

wandered back to the hotel, waited for din

ner and then went back to the Association

at the time of the afternoon meeting. A

man who was able to speak English entered

into conversation with me and I realized

I had found the companionship which I

needed so much. He was, as I judged, a

thrifty young business man, apparently

prosperous, and full of life and energy that

soon dispelled my fit of the blues.

We spent the afternoon together, had

supper at the Association, and upon his in

vitation I remained for the evening service.

The intense religious spirit manifested was

distasteful to me and made me uncomfort

able, but I tolerated all for the sake of the

companion who had crossed my path.

Our friendship grew as the days went by

and I realized that his religious zeal was

having a marked effect upon me in spite of

myself. Matters came to a climax the night

he took me to his room. Instead of a suite

of well furnished rooms I entered an old

tenement house, followed him up some

rickety stairs and entered a room sparcely

and shabbily furnished, a room so small

we had to sit on the bed as there was no

room for chairs. I contrasted the spirit of

buoyancy and hope of my friend and his

quarters. How could he be so happy and

contented. I knew he gave heavily to the

Association. Now I realized he was sacri

ficing his personal comfort to do so. I was

thus brought face to face with a vital re

ligion. When, as was his custom, he opened

his Bible and read the story of Nicodemus

in John III, I thought I had the secret of

his life. I was interested; my former apathy

and antagonism were gone, I asked him the

interpretation of the passage. He gave his

version, but that did not satisfy me. I

made a mental note of the passage, and

when he left me that night I took out my

Bible and after some difficulty located and

read it by myself, and, as I read, the sig

nificance of it became clear to me.

I deliberated long, and with the con
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sideration came a desire to secure that

which my friend seemed to possess and which

I knew I lacked. He had a joy in life; I

a joy only in selfish achievement. I real

ized at this time that the life of my friend

had unconsciously gripped me and I re

solved to tell him frankly that I was not a

Christian as he thought me to be. The

next day I broke the news to him; it was

news, for he frankly told me he had re

garded me as a Christian. He could not

explain why I, as an American, and not a

Christian, had taken the pains to look up

the Young Men's Christian Association in

Germany. As a result of our discussion I

consented to take instruction under a min

ister who directed me in preparation for

baptism. These were wonderful days of

revelation. Under the sympathetic guid

ance of the minister I gained my first knowl

edge of the life of Christ, man's relation

ship to God and the remarkable power of

the Christian life. The morning of my

baptism a light, a spirit, an indefinable

something entered my being. There came

over me a spirit of submission, of surrender

and a desire to see God, and I realized for

the first time that GOD IS.

Fortunately for me the wisdom of my

friends put me to active work at once. Those

first few weeks were wonderful, strange

and full of revelation. I shall never forget

the first time I was called upon to offer

prayer in an open meeting. It seemed

minutes before words came to my lips;

when they did come, it was an English

prayer and not in German, as I should have

liked. Perhaps my severest struggle with

my pride occurred when I was asked to

distribute tracts at the railway station Sun

day mornings. I, an American professor,

so to degrade myself! Had I been asked to

do so two weeks previous I would have

resented and laughed to scorn the party

making the request. Now, however, I con

sented, marvelling at the remarkable change

that had come over me.

Under the influence of these wise coun

selors and sympathetic friends, I became

more and more active in the work of the

Association, taking part in practically all

of the activities. I thus spent four months

of intensive work for others. This, coupled

with an earnest study of the Bible and a

conscientious prayer life did much to fill me

with an enthusiasm which it was difficult

to hold in check. When my work in the

university was finished, needless to say, it

was hard to leave, for never had I had such

friends as these earnest and sincere men

whose friendship was founded in the fellow

ship of Christ.

On my return to my work in America,

many problems confronted me. While I had

never participated in the "cussing," etc., at

my fraternity, I had always tolerated it.

Now it was impossible to do even the latter,

and after a prayerful consideration of the

matter I left the house, telling a few of

the boys my reason for leaving. This stand

for principle was instrumental in making it

posible to secure nine decisions for the

Christian life among these fraternity boys

a year later. I united with the Church,

became active in its work and also took an

active part in the Association.

In my profession I prospered. I soon

secured the rank of professor, turning out

some excellent research work, attracted

many post-graduates to my courses and to

all indications was on "easy street" so far

as my career was concerned. However, it

was difficult to maintain the vital interest

in both my scientific profession and the

Christian work I was doing. Gradually

the emphasis on Christian activity became

paramount. My temptations to neglect my

professional work became overwhelmingly

severe. Participation in an evangelistic

campaign about this time gave me added

interest and enthusiasm in Christian work.

The question finally came up relative to my

entering Christian work in an active way.

No one knows the severe struggle which I

went through. The heart-breaking opposi

tion from my people, coupled with the fear

least I should fail to make good and with

the idea of the sacrifice I would have to

make in giving up my scientific professional

career, caused many sleepless nights. Final

ly I yielded to what seemed to me the defi

nite leading of God. I sacrificed my scien

tific career and professional prospects in

spite of parental objection and the advice

of many of my colleagues, and entered

Christian work. I was warned as to pos

sible failure and I had many secret fore

bodings, but now I thank God I had courage

enough to follow his leading. The things

that seemed to me tremendous sacrifices

now appear most trivial in contrast to the

life and work which have been opened up

to me.

Five years ago I would have laughed in

ridicule at any suggestion of Christian

activity on my part. I went to Germany

to complete my scientific training. / got

religion. I went to prepare myself for a

better career as a scientist. I got the

preparation which has led me into Christian

work. I went ridiculing and despising

Christianity. I returned a Christian. How

wonderful and mysterious are the ways of

God.
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On the Circuit

with the

Lumberjack

What a Visitor Saw

Jim, His "Portable Association

and a Lumber Camp

 

To "Live by the side of the road

"And be a friend to man"

is the chosen vocation of the Y. M. C. A.

secretary in the logging camp. Mostly he

finds his days Ailed with simple, common

place service for the men, such service as

binds them to him as with "hooks of steel,"

and makes it perfectly natural for them to

open their hearts to him when they feel the

deeper mental and spiritual needs of their

natures.

One Saturday night last winter "Jim"

Lansbury met me not far from the camp

of the Potlatch Lumber Company, where

the "Y. M. C. A. Car" happened to be

stopping on its regular rounds. We rode

on the switch engine as it dropped

"empties" at the various camps where they

would be needed the next work day, and

when it came to a final stop we swung off

and started to tramp through the dark and

the snow to the quarters of a certain don

key engineer of another camp. Jerry Cam

eron, v:e will call him, because that isn't

his name, lived in one of those snug, port

able houses that can be moved almost as

easilly as a turtle carries his shell. Put it

on skids and away it goes with all the

household goods.

On inquiry we were told that Cameron

was alone; that his wife was visiting a

married daughter in a mid-western state

and that he was in doors reading the Bible.

lie opened the door in response to our

knock, though he had already put out his

light and retired. Sure enough, we saw,

as soon as he lighted up, there lay the open

Bible as he had left it. After he had

braced up the fire we three talked long into

the night of the meanings the Book he had

been reading had for the hungering human

soul.

Jim has a good many heart-to-heart ex

periences with the men in the camps. He

is always sympathetic, bluff, comprehend

ing, frank and friendly to these rough and

ready men. Some of them know their

weaknesses and struggle against them only

to fail—sometimes; but one failure doesn't

militate against ultimate success. A cook

in one of the camps took him aside one day.

He had ambitions. He wanted to make his

stake and go to a distant state where an

old employer and a better position were

waiting for him, but—between him and

this desired goal lay the saloon with its

seductive lights and good fellowship and

the haunting call of siren voices. He must

have help. He knew that. He feared his

own weakness. Wouldn't Jim write out a

prayer for him to use? Jim responded

heartily. He would. He did. More than

that, he put these hopes and struggles in

the golden sheaf of his own daily prayers

and interested some praying friends be

sides.
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Then, with the weakness born of years of

yielding pitted against his newly-made re

solve, his spiritual nature not yet with

muscles and thews hardened against temp

tation, or a faith developed by patient years

of discipline and testing, the man braved

the dangers of the city with his money ac

cumulation of months in his pocket. Prey

ing eyes, feigning friendliness, sought him

out; the lure of the city streets was too

much for him and one day a sad-eyed cook

bearing the marks and scars of the battle

upon him came to the Y. M. C. A. car and

to Jim. But he is trying again. The won

der is not that he failed at first; the won

der is that he is still trying, and who

gladder than Secretary Jim when he con

quers? It is a great thing to live literally

"by the side of the road and be a friend to

such men" as this man is.

"Meet mother in the skies," sang the

melodious, untrained voices of the loggers

one night in the car prayer meeting. The

words went home to the heart of a young

Swede. He stayed after the others had

gone, he told the secretary how he had left

home and a mother who loved him and

prayed for him and gave him a Bible when

he went away from her out into the big

world—the big world where memory of the

mother-love and prayers had been dulled

and the Bible left in the bottom of a trunk,

forgotten in the rush of the new life and

the wanderlust of youth. But now, in the

little wayside car, the old memories re

vived; resolutions for a better, more pur

poseful life stirred in his heart, and to Jim

he promised to get back into the life his

mother would have him live.

The cosmopolitan nature of a logging

camp is illustrated by the men mentioned

above. None of the three was American;

no two were of the same nationality. But

let no one imagine that the men who make

up the working force of a logging camp

are brainless or unskilled. There is not a

department of activity in this industry of

many phases that does not call for steady

nerves, clear head and well directed action,

and being the men they are, the Y. M.

C. A. car is hailed with delight when it

trundles into camp and takes its place on

a siding for a week's stay. That game

of billiards to test the relative skill of two

friends will be played; the latest record

bought in anticipation of the phonograph

that forms part of the equipment of the

car will be eagerly tried; letters owed

since the last time the car was in camp will

be written ; readers will get "posted up" on

the news with the papers and new maga

zines. Then it's solid comfort to lie back

on those comfortable benches that run

'round the car, and smoke and watch the

happy activities of the other fellows, ap

propriating with such evident satisfaction

the many facilities offered by the car for

pleasure or personal improvement. Be

sides, there's always a bandage to be had

of Secretary Jim for a bruised finger or

cure for chilblains, not to say a listening

ear for vital confidences and a friendly

voice to give counsel.

Surely the religion that is a part of life

is the vital religion. Pre-eminently is this

the religion of the Young Men's Christian

Association in the logging camp.

Jim's Letter to His Friend John

Here is a week's work that I have just

got through with: Took a Number Two

shovel and scrapped forest fire good and

hard, on two separate occasions. Herrick,

timekeeper, a Mormon, had a hurry-up call

to Spokane, and I did his job for two days.

A man got killed and I helped the under

taker embalm him and incidentally made

myself good and sick. Sent telegrams back

East trying to find relatives; went to Fern-

wood; visited the camps and mill and held

two services, which of course meant a lot

of hiking. At one camp here I had the best

meeting I ever held in any camp. The next

night I was talking to a bunch of Swedes

and it was a hard, grinding proposition.

When I got through I didn't know whether

my effort had been worth while; may be it

wasn't; anyway, I believe it was a good

thing, as it caused every step I made back

to town that night to be made to the tune of

an earnest prayer to God that I might be

right on the job giving the message of sal

vation in the way He would have me give

it. I understand that the boss is a gruff,

sarcastic kind of a genius. They don't

make 'em gruff enough to gainsay the fact

that God can make a successful, clean life

out of a drunken lumber-jack that may have

been a failure; and so, Mr. Foreman, you

might as well be decent, as you can't bluff

me. Wouldn't it be a great thing to get a

bunch of these real rough-necks converted?

A few weeks ago I spoke in the church

at Deary and as I drove down I took one

of the real old-timers with me. On the way

we got quite confidential, and here is what

he sprung on me: "Jim, I like to hear you

talk, and maybe you won't believe it, but

for the last three months I have been say

ing a little prayer when I rolled in at

night." This fellow was the most degraded,

stomach-turning, hopeless-looking drunkard

I ever saw. He would stay miserably

drunk for six weeks at a time and often I

would sidestep in order to avoid meeting

him. I don't think in the last seven months

he has been full more than once, and then,

to everybody's astonishment, he was on the

job the next day, an unheard-of piece of

business for him to pull off.

(Continued on page S9)



The Luxury of Struggle

Life Talk No. 4 by A. A. STOCKDALE

AT the very outset someone objects,

claiming that there is no such thing

as Luxury of Struggle.

It seems clear that there are luxuries of

wealth, position, talent and fortunate cir

cumstances, but no luxury of struggle. If

such is the case, then the great majority

of God's children never have nor never can

know luxury in this world. Fortunately for

the sons of earth there is such a thing as

the luxury of struggle. The soul which

results from cheerful struggle is the great

est luxury in all the world. Such a soul

finds real meaning and true joy in life.

Such a soul is able to live with himself. A

great deal of the unhappiness of men and

women comes from the difficulty they find

in living with themselves. The deep and

abiding peace in the soul of the man who

has met the struggle of life cheerfully is

the real secret of his fellowship and friend

ship with men and the strength of his own

spirit when compelled to be alone in the

unseen and unapplauded duties of life.

How often have I gone up a dark stair

way to some small and humble room of a

"shut-in" with the thought that I was to

take sunshine and happiness to some un

fortunate person; but as often I have come

away from that brave and triumphant soul

realizing that I was the person receiving

inspiration and courage from one whose

soul had won the victory over pain and

adversity, and through struggle was rich

and wonderful.

The luxury of struggle has a fascinating

illustration in the case of Byron Palmer,

that brilliant young preacher who by ill

ness was compelled to give up all his hopes

and plans. With only the dreary program

of an invalid before him, his soul set out

to discover the joy of spiritual mastery.

The record of his victory may be found in

his book entitled "God's White Throne,"

dictated little by little through pain and

suffering. The first chapter, as we might

well suppose, deals with "The Dark Hemi

sphere," but the last chapter tells of "The

Supremacy of Love." In his battle with

adversity he found the deep soul joy, he

discovered the "luxury of struggle."

The supreme wisdom of God is shown in

the fact that He created the world with

infinite possibilities, but left it unfinished

that the satisfying joy of completing what

, God had started might be known by the

sons of God on earth. He left the trees

uncut, the fields unploughed, cities unbuilt

and countries undiscovered. He left the

electricity in the clouds, the paper in the

pulp, the oil in Trenton rock, the coal in the

bowels of the earth, the gold in out of the

way places, diamonds uncut, music unwrit

ten, pictures unpainted, literature uncre

ated; in brief, He left the world unfinished

that in the struggle of the centuries men

might know themselves the sons of God and

be content in the consciousness of great and

useful achievement. As it is with the

physical world, so it is with the spiritual

kingdom. The souls of men are called "to

work out their own salvation with fear and

trembling." If ever religion loses the sense

of struggle it will lose its appeal to men.

But it is the struggle against difficulties

that makes Association work interesting.

The true sport spirit must enter into re

ligious activity. A game of ball becomes

most interesting when there are men on

second and third with only one out. Then

the whole situation is alive with interest.

To complain against such a combination of

difficulties is to take one out of the true

spirit of the game.

You think you have the hardest place in

all the country to fill, you see men opposed

to your plans, you are aware of grave diffi

culties confronting your work, you see some

department failing to meet its opportunity,

you want to change, get out, run away, sur

render—quit. You get desperate, blue, cast

down, you become soft and sobby, you tell

everybody your hardships, you excuse your

self, you become useless. You have lost the

luxury of struggle. Under such hard con

ditions it is time to pitch the game. Make

that aggravating batter strike out, or pop

a fly. Put all you've got on the ball and

pitch, that's your job—pitch! Religion

needs this spirit. Many a church never gets

anywhere because the minister describes the

batters instead of pitching the game.

The greatest fun in the world is to beat

out the combination of circumstances which

seems to prophesy downfall. In the true

luxury of struggle Association men must

pitch the game. Pitch against the hide

bound spirit of the town that would rather

have the young men go to the bad than

spend some money and energy on a construc

tive program to save them. Pitch against

the saloon and the red light district, pitch

against the idle loafing on the corners, pitch

against the tightfisted president or director

who believes his only mission on the board

is to point out where a cent can be saved.
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Pitch against the blind eyes, deaf ears and

dead souls of the community. Come now,

the game is on. It is up to you to pitch.

There are hundreds and thousands of

boys and young men going to the dogs in

small towns and even cities because many

church officials are so economical they would

rather have the musty smell of leaking gas

and closed up vestries to offer the Lord, than

take the risk of a bumped wall and some

scratched furniture. This is more true of

church work than of Association work in

general, but the same spirit may also enter

the Association and you must learn to pitch

against it Put your slow ball in the grip

and make them hop over the plate to ouch

batters.

You might offer what I call my uncon

ventional prayer:

When I sense the narrow vision of a Ruler of the
Church,

And I hear a final dictum from a scrutinizing
search,

When the most effective methods are betumbled

In a lurch—
Then, O Lord, I pray Thee, keep me free from

wrath.

When a piece of wood or metal that's so easy to
destroy,

Gets enough of bumps and Jostle to disturb the
saints-in-joy,

And they put more price on plaster than the

saving of a boy—
Then, O Lord. I pray Thee, keep me free from

wrath.

When the world of sin Is brighter than the

blazing light of day,
When the path of Hell is lighted like a sunlit

cheery way,
While the Church Is closed and darker than a

cloudy, rainy day—
Then, O Lord, I pray Thee, keep me free from

wrath.

Singing, believing, struggling is a com

bination you cannot beat. It must be the

combination of the three to be successful.

Some men struggle but without singing and

believing at the same time. The mistake is

not in being dogmatic but in being bull-

dogmatic.

All true heroes are strugglers. The

world's greatest literature has been born in

times of struggle. When ease and luxury

comes to a people then the prophets cease

seeing and the singers have no song. Be

cause the keenest and fiercest struggle of

today is in the social realm we are not sur

prised to find that the literature of today

is social too. Great books, great plays,

great movements of struggle are social

through and through.

The real praise of the world is for the

cheerful, persistent struggler. Harvey

knew the circulation of the blood for seven

years before he dare state it and when he

did, he was called "an addlepated quack."

The missionaries stayed in Madagascar for

ten years before they had a convert, but

they manifested their ability by the fact

that they remained true to the task

Stevenson spent fifteen years perfecting the

steam engine. Gibbon spent twenty years

writing the "Rise and Fall of the Roman

Empire." Bancroft spent twenty-six years

writing the "History of the United States."

Noah Webster spent thirty-six years with

words-words-words, but the result was a

dictionary. Cyrus W. Field tried again and

again and again to lay the transatlantic ca

ble, but each time he was disappointed. The

cable snapped, he was forced to return, or

ganize again, enthuse more men with his

vision, get more money for the undertaking,

equip and start again on the treacherous

ocean. But at last after struggle, persis

tent and patient, he succeeded, and the

mystical current caught up the messages of

commerce and diplomacy and reigned su

preme until another struggler called out to

the world, "Give me a chance to use the

unseen waves of the air and I will enable

you to speak from shore to shore and from

ship to ship," and Marconi stood in the

midst of men a rewarded servant of God—

a master who knew the luxury of struggle.

Do not pity Edison when he forgets to eat

and sleep, for he finds more joy in applying

his newly discovered idea than most men do

in early bedtime and regular meals. So it

must be in the great work of religion. We

forget the price we pay in the joy of our

discoveries. Lost in the love of the kingdom

we have not time to grumble. The struggle

is so glorious that the weariness and hard

work are in part forgotten in the exalted

thought and sublime feelings of the ani

mated soul. God has placed in the universal

human breast the love of struggle. But for

this, the world would be impossible. The

literary triumph of the chariot race in "Ben

Hur" is due to the universal love of struggle.

The chariot race is the most vivid descrip

tion of struggle ever attempted by the pen

of man. All readers are in the great amphi

theatre feeling the partisan spirit, enthused

with the matchless race, watching, hoping,

seeing, cheering, swaying, till the trium

phant Ben Hur crushes the Roman and wins

the glory of the hour. Thus, too, do we

struggle in our work, not in such physical

demonstrations, not with such materialistic

ends in view, but with minds aglow with the

visions of the kingdom, hearts on fire with

the passionate love of God, hands full of

plans for a score of needs. Ready to meet

the stubborn oppositions of visionless men.

Ready to woo and win the elements of power

in the community, irresistible, indomitable,

victorious servants of the living God, under .

the indescribable potencies of the luxury of

Struggle.



After "Billy" Sunday Left

By GRIFFIN W. BULL, D.D.

In the heat of the great "Billy" Sunday

evangelistic campaign in Scranton six

months ago Dr. Bull wrote the paragraph

below. The blunt question was asked him

last week: "How are the converts holding

out?" His reply was the paragraph which

supplements the other and suggests the

work which is being done and will be du

plicated in Denver.—Editor.

MR. SUNDAY has the only theme in the

world which is of universal interest,

namely, religion. Every other subject is sec

tional in its appeal, but there never has

been, there never will be a man devoid of

religious impulse, from the judge on the

bench to the bushman in the jungle.

He preaches Christ, and there is no mag

net like the Master, no load-stone like the

love of God for a lost world.

He preaches only to a certain class, that

is, sinners. Mr. Sunday may have other

sermons, but he is evidently saving them for

the Seraphs; at present he is preaching to

the.^erowds in sight. It is a waste of ammu

nition to preach to absentees. If he were

addressing angels I take it that his sermons

would be full of adoration and admiration;

since he is talking to sinners—he skins

them.

His presentation of the truth is adapted

to the twentieth century—some of it to the

twenty-first. There is nothing sacred about

a vocabulary; the slang of today will be

the classic of tomorrow. Sesquipedalian

diction never saved a drowning man.

Mr. Sunday conducts religion with re

joicing, and instinctively we feel that this

is right. My personal experience has been

that religion expressed by a sour-face had

back of it either a disordered liver or a

disgraceful liver. Sadness is the outcome

of sin, not of salvation. "Rejoice in the

Lord." The preaching is positive ; Mr. Sun

day is uncompromisingly true to the truth.

I am convinced that the absorbing passion

of the evangelist's soul is to see men saved,

and every art and argument within the

range of his rare ability is drawn upon to

that end. "This one thing I do."

Given a perfect machinery, a master of

men, a world compelling message, and let

this combination be honored by the Holy

Spirit, and you will have what we have wit

nessed at the tabernacle, the hungry multi

tude being fed and souls being born into

the Kingdom of God.

What of the backsliders afterwards? I

believe those who have made an earnest

start will keep on climbing; those at the

bottom have nowhere to fall from.

HOW are the Billy Sunday converts

holding out? They are not only hold

ing out, but they are Reaching Out After

the trying vacation time and after six

months of testing time I find that there is

more enthusiasm in the work now than when

the campaign was at its height. I wish you

could have been present in my church yes

terday morning. Our Men's Bible Class

numbers 590 men. There were actually

present in the class yesterday morning about

400 men. The spirit of service is absolutely

irrepressible. I am serving a changed

church. On the last Sunday of this month

1000 men will go down to Philadelphia to

bear testimony and hold inspirational meet

ings in the pulpits of Philadelphia, in behalf

of their coming campaign. The trouble was

not to secure 1,000 men, but to keep 2,000

other men from going down. I have been

fairly swamped with applications for a

chance to go to Philadelphia and tell the

story of the Scranton campaign. The truth

of the business is we are embarrassed to

handle the riches which have been dropped

into our lap. From one end of the county

to the other appeals are coming to address

great gatherings of men. The men flock

together and then begin to clamor for lead

ers. The charm about the situation is the

deliberate commonsense way in which the

men undertake their work. The man in this

neighborhood who refuses to go along for a

Bible Class proposition is a mighty lonesome

fellow.

Descent Into Hell

When stirred by strong ambition's cruel goad.

By lust of power, or vengeance's hateful sting.

Men, high in rank with millions at their sway.

Plunge nations into war's fierce hell oj misery.

Forgetting Christ who spoke of peace and love—

Deliver, God, thy children from their might.

Such hell was never made for us by Thee

To try our souls or make us saviors to all men;

It comes from hearts o'erpowered by hate and lust.

And carries all the ills of life in its foul train;

It leads us backwards to a lower plane—

Not to "calm peace and never-ending gain."

Forgive us. Lord, if we e'en make excuse

For so forgetting what thy Son did teach;

And speedily deliver us, 0 God,

From hell which we ourselves do make.

Nor let us dash thy little ones adown

And call it part of the great plan ditine.

HunUtitte. Ah. £. K. MOODY
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Jerusalem—An Association Opportunity

By A. H. WHITFORD, Buffalo

JERUSALEM—The Holy City. Holy

because of its glorious past, unholy to

day because dominated by "the un

speakable Turk." Christian sentiment cen

ters in Jerusalem. Thousands of lives and

millions of dollars have been invested in be

half of the churches, monasteries, convents,

schools and hospitals of the city. Much of

the investment has been without practical

purpose or profit. Probably in no city of

the world has the Christian church made so

great an investment with so little practical

result as in Jerusalem.

Certainly little impression has been made

on the life of the people in meeting their

spiritual and social needs. A Greek Ortho

dox business man told me, when on a visit

there a year ago in answer to my enquiry

as to the lack of progress of the Christian

church in Jerusalem and the reason for the

evident "abomination of desolation"

throughout Palestine, that in his judgment

the "curse of God" was on the land. He

also stated that unity and co-operation are

sadly lacking in the life of Jerusalem.

Notwithstanding all the squalor, dirt and

disease, Jerusalem is and always will be

the "City of the Great King." His return

to His own may be delayed but in God's

own time Jesus will again be the central

figure and controlling factor in the life

of Jerusalem.

Regardless of present day conditions, a

Christian man moves about Jerusalem with

great satisfaction, as he is inspired with

the thought that Jesus lived and died in

this city. Traditional sites depress, but

there is enough that is authentic to satis

fy. It is a high privilege to visit the tem

ple site, move about the city hallowed by

sacred memory; walk through the Valley of

Jehosaphat, over the Brook Cedron, up the

Mount of Olives, around to Bethany, over

to Bethlehem and down the Jericho road.

You know you are moving over the same

ground and see the same skyline familiar

to Jesus.

Better days are near at hand for Jerusa

lem. Rabbi Wise of New York has led in

a movement that makes possible the send

ing of a commission of three representative

Jews to Jerusalem in the fall to make a

social survey if the city. The report of the

commission will result in better regulating

the system of alms-giving by the Jews of

the world to their brethren living in Jerusa

lem. The report will also result in improv

ing the sanitary and industrial conditions

of the city. One of the possible results of

the European war will be the wresting of

Palestine from Turkey and the establish

ment of the land as a neutral country un

der the protectorate of the Christian na

tions of the world. The control of this land

 

MR. WHITFORD IN THE GARDEN OF GETH-

SEMANE

by the Mohammedans has been continued

because of the inability of the Christian

countries of Europe to get together.

The Young Men's Christian Association

of Jerusalem has done an excellent work

and secured the confidence of the commun

ity. A few rented rooms on an upper

floor located near the Jaffa Gate have at

tracted a membership of a hundred and

fifty men representing the Christian, Jew

ish and Mohammedan sections of the city.

This inadequate equipment is practically

the only social center that all men feel free

to frequent. Jerusalem is a religious city

with little provision for the social inclina

tions of her reople. A first-class Associa

tion building would be without competition

and would be filled with men; beginning

with the opening day. A Mohammedan

dragoman, an Association member, assured

me that over one hundred Mohammedan

young men would join the Association if

provided with a new building.

Mr. Donnithorne, the general secretary

of the Jerusalem Association, is an efficient

man, actively engaged in making the most

of a limited equipment. He patiently

waits for the funds that must be provided
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by Europe and America in order to make

possible a building that will be a credit to

the brotherhood. As a matter of sentiment

as well as for practical reasons, the Asso

ciations of the world should unite in pro

viding a building for Jerusalem. It is sur

prising that the cordon of modern Associa

tion buildings that belt the globe does not

include three of the great religious centers

—Rome, Cairo and Jerusalem. Each pre

sents a challenge to the men of the Chris

tian churches as represented by the Young

Men's Christian Association.

The British Council is responsible for

Jerusalem. They recognize its need and

propose to raise at least $40,000 for the

erection of a building. Double the amount

could be used to advantage. Our English

brethren would welcome the co-operation of

Associations of all countries. Not less than

$75,000 should be invested in an Associa

tion building that will provide for the

future of Jerusalem. The European war

makes possible a rare opportunity for the

American Associations to strengthen the

brotherhood spirit of the organization. The

United States as the one great neutral

country should be ready to furnish the

initiative that will be welcomed to assist in

binding together the Christian men of

Europe.

The most dramatic and inspiring moment

in the World's Conference at Edinboro last

year was when the largest delegation pres

ent, the nearly two hundred German dele

gates, arose in a body and offered a resolu

tion in behalf of peace and arbitration

which was unanimously adopted with

great enthusiasm. In spite of the bitter

ness of the strife between nations as cruelly

exhibited today, it is well to remember that

political and commercial influences are re

sponsible and that while all Christian men

are loyal to their country when its honor

is involved, yet in Great Britain, Germany

and France there is a great body of men

bound together by the ties of Christian fel

lowship.

When peace is declared, could there be a

more fitting memorial of peace, in the name

of Him who came to insure "peace and

good will toward men," than a building

erected in Jerusalem for the Young Men's

Christian Association. A building made

possible largely by the gifts of the Chris

tian men of Great Britain, Germany,

France and America.

The most remarkable recorded prayer of

Jesus was uttered the night before His

crucifixion. It contained the expression re

ferred to in John 17:21, the reference in

the center of the official world's emblem of

the Young Men's Christian Association, a

 

A MONUMENT TO PEACE

Peace Sunday will live in the minds of 20
Genesee Branch Buffalo men, who spent that
day in prayer in old Fort Erie on the border of
two nations which had lived together in peace
for 102 years. In the group were men of most
of the nations at war.

prayer yet to be answered, "that all may be

one."

The needs of Jerusalem present to As

sociation men a great opportunity to dem

onstrate the unity of the movement and the

adaptability of the organization for co-op

eration, thus putting into action the two

fundamental principles of the Paris Basis

adopted by the World's Conference in

1855. All this can be done by providing

in the "City of the Great King" an Associ

ation building as a common center for

Unity and Co-operation.

Why I Am Interested in Boys

FIRST—It is my duty to be interested.

SECOND—/ feel an individual responsibility in as

sisting boys to steer clear of temptation.

THIRD—/ want to see more men and fewer criminals.

FOURTH—/ want to see more Young Men's Christian

Association buildings and fewer jails and work, houses.

FIFTH— The future of hundreds of boys in our city is

determined each year.

SIXTH— The boy is not responsible. His life depends

entirely on his associations and environment.

SEVENTH—/ want to build men rather than criminals

for the future.

EIGHTH—In fife years millions of today's boys will

shape the destinies of our State and Nation.

NINTH—/ want my own city to be the best city in the

country in which to line. By united effort, determination,

self-sacrifice and eternal vigilance, this can be accomplished

by making MEN out of our BOYS.

ISAAC KI\SEY,

Chairman TatcJo'i Campalen Camrnltttt
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His Wife's Lucky Night

By a Railroad Association Secretary

This is one of a series of well told tales

of Association service appearing in the New

York Christian Advocate. A model "Human

Interest" sketch in which W. W. A. is past

master. Such "material" is to be found in

any live Association.—Ed.

DILLY HAMILTON, railroad conductor,

gave a little sigh as he dropped into

the visitor's chair alongside my desk. I

could see the struggle of mixed emotions be

fore he even attempted to speak.

"Well, Boss," said he, "it's been a long

road, but it's come at last. The doctor says

the old arm ain't comin' back, so I've re

ported to the superintendent, and he's put

me on the pension list. Tough luck, in a

way, and yet I don't know as I'm sorry. A

fellow that's been at it forty years, straight,

maybe has earned a rest. I have been well

treated, there ain't a black mark against

my record, and while I hate to think I am

gettin' old, I don't know as I've got any

right to complain.

"I have come in to say 'good-by,' Boss,

and to tell you that this place is responsible

for where I be today. If I had never come

here, chances are a thousand to one I would

never have joined the church. Great night

that was for me!"—his chin trembled a

little—"and now that I am what you might

call an old pensioner nothin' gives me more

comfort than to talk about the time I started

to live right.

"Mebbe I never told you"—he had a

hundred times—"but, whether I have or not,

it will do me good to tell it just once again.

My wife—and say, boy, there ain't a better

woman livin'—she'd been lined up with the

'workers,' I guess it is you call 'em, and

she hadn't had a darned bit of luck. Well,

that night at the supper table she felt pretty

bad. The others had been a gettin' 'em right

and left, but somehow she couldn't seem to

hook a fish.

" 'Billy,' says she, 'I guess I ain't no good

of a worker. I done my best last night, but

'twas the same old story. I couldn't get one.

Mrs. Bemis, she got two, Gene Foster got

two, Mrs. Hopkins got one, and there I was

workin' right along side of 'em, but nobody

come my way. I guess the Lord can't use

me. I'm too poor a talker.'

"Well, sir, I had been thinkin' of it for a

good long time. All them meetin's that I

had been to in our building had kep' me

stirred up, but o' course you remember I

hadn't done nothin' about it. But, when

the woman she said that, I says to myself,

'She'll have luck tonight, and don't you for-

git it! She'll land a bigger one than she's

got any idea of at that!"

"Well, over to the church I goes—late,

mind you—and plants myself right in her

part of the house, and when Mr. Elliott

called for 'em to come forward, and mamma

she comes up the aisle, lookin' this way and

that for converts, I just gets up and takes

her by the arm, quiet-like, and says: 'Here

I be, mother, take me up front!'

"Well, mebbe that woman didn't cry! But

it wasn't because she was sorry. She was

that happy she didn't know what to do, and

bein' a woman, the first thing she thought

of was to cry.

"Our home hain't been the same place

since. It makes a big difference in a feller's

life whether he is doin' right or doin' wrong,

and it makes just as big a difference to his

wife and family. And this old pensioner's

tickled to death to know that when he starts

home tonight to sit around with mother, and

p'raps stave off the undertaker for a few

years, he's got that night to look back to.

It makes me catch my breath when I think

that was 'most fifteen years ago. Time

certainly does fly!"

There is many a stubborn man, far from

the Father's house, who could make his wife

supremely happy if he would take Billy

Hamilton's way of "bringin' her a little

good luck."

Three Accidents

on Monday to

Two on Other Days

What the Zurich Building Trades Learned

1900-1906

Av. Accidents Monday
 

Av. Accidents Other Days
 

15.7".;

DRINK UNSTUDKS NERVES

IMPiJRS JUDfiHENT

PROMOTING "SOBER FIRST" AT CLEVELAND



From the Viewpoint of Association Men

With High

Courage and

Firm Faith

The pulse of the Associa

tion movement shows a

strength and vigor in its

beat that astonishes even

its most optimstic leaders. The telegraphic

reports printed on the first three pages car

ry confidence and promise conquest. Under

neath them all is a note of caution. There

has been no crest-of-the-wave plunging.

The superfluous man or measure has been

cut off. The fad and fanciful have with them

walked the plank. A bread-and-butter sense

of things worth doing has prevailed in the

season's program. Young men who see that

the unqualified and untrained and the dissi

pated and indfferent man is laid off first

are pressing for preparation for life work

with serious study. The physical work to

keep fit and the moral helps to maintan

character take on a new estimate of com

mercial value. War has sobered men, but

it is more than fear or sentiment that has

made the Bible class, prayer, and the relig

ious service show increased attendance and

given the man with a vital message atten

tive hearings. The shadow of adversity

brings the steadiest prosperity to the soul

of man. The Association that has anything

of value to offer a man to prepare him to

meet actual needs and measure up to op

portunities is full of business. This last-

moment telegram from Mr. Pierce of Pitts

burgh carries the message that is character

istic of high courage and faith for the doing

of real things. He wires in line with the

messages quoted on the first pages : "We en

ter the year with high courage, increased

membership (4,265 added), great popular

favor. We launch the annual canvass for cur

rent support the first week in November,

the beginning of the fiscal year. We need

$55,000 for a year. We are curtailing wise

ly and cutting deep, but the ominous situa

tion does not daunt us. Expect desperate

difficulties but are preparing to meet them."

Knowing the minds and needs of men and

what we have to offer, now is surely the

time to strike with courage, force and with

firm faith.

n , . Admiral Phillips's wordsDon t Lneer, ... r . ,

M D at the moment of the vic-
men- fray tory of Santiaf,0 Bay af_

ter the grim work of that day, "Don't cheer,

men, the poor fellows are dying!" come

with intense meaning as we stand aghast

at the barbaric slaughter of young men in

Europe. After the intoxication of the con

flict comes the gravedigger, and want and

woe follow. Wrongs may be righted, per

haps, but righted wrongly by war. A new

abhorrence of war comes as we stand in the

shadow of the bloody massacre of a million

youths in their prime and promise. Let us

not glory in war nor even sing again a

hymn that parodies war, nor flaunt with

braggadocio the red rag of bloodshed, but

glory in the triumphs of peace and under

standing and confidence in each other. Sus-

picon, jealousy, fear and greed plunged

war-prepared Europe into carnage. War

was inevitable under such conditions. It

was boilng in the blood. It has upset good

men on all sides so that they plead their

cause just and righteous and call on God

(not on Christ) to give them power to kill

and maim and destroy and devastate. We

turn to prayer knowing no other appeal in

the distress of this world madness, and

commend to the thought of every man who

has a heart in him the themes of prayer for

warring men and nations, announced on

pages 103 and 104, for the coming Week of

Prayer, November 8-14. Don't cheer, men,

the poor fellows are dying! And they are

our brothers; and their mothers, their chil

dren are of our suffering family. God help

the mad world in its mad whirl.

The Week of Blank atheism stands be-

_ . fore the man or the work,
rrayeris the foundation o£ whose

November 8-14 life is not built unon an

abiding faith in God which finds its ex

pression in prayer. In the eagerness for

the material the mystical has faded; the

business administration throttles expres

sion of faith. By our sides are thousands

of young men who are unwilling atheists

in reference to prayer. It is the tragedy

of life that they have lost their sense of

access to the Almighty by prayer, and dead,

dull doubt remains. The childhood faith has

faded into nothingness and empty and hun

gry for God they do not know how or

where to find Him. Men to-day are in dan

ger of stifling their instincts. The heart is

a truer guide than the head—and that does

not mean either that we are to be fools.

The greatest men in the affairs of men to

day are—as were the great Lincoln and

Gladstone—praying men. But men turn

away from that which is a mere pretense

and playing with words and dead ideas.

Let us make this week the most real thing

of all the real things of our work. We have

no clew to the mystery of life unless it be

in God. We have no satisfaction of the

greatest demands of life unless they come

from God. That great general secretary,
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G. K. Shurtleff, wrote us sixteen years ago:

"Most secretaries would like, I think, to

bury the Week of Prayer, but they 'don't

dast.' " And he adds: "Yes, I have views

about it. Briefly stated they are:

1. As usually conducted a failure. Because:
a The topic, or themes do not appeal to men

of the present generation.
b Secretaries arrange for these meetings as a

duty, not as an opportunity or privilege.

c Everybody knows this, whether they ac
knowledge it or not, consequently—the plans
and preparations are perfunctory and the
work conducted with the consciousness of ul

timate failure.

The Fellowship 0ne of the most important

Idea Gains questions before the Asso-

ciation is still the problem

of securing qualified men of personality,

courage and character to direct its organ

ization. For twelve years the equivalent

of a $200,000 building has been added

in North America every twelve days.

This growth has created a greater measure

of secretarial positions and calls for 216

new men each year. At the end of four

years on the fellowship plan over a hun

dred college and university graduates are at

work in selected Associations or promoted

to positions of leadership on the home or

foreign field. These were "investigated

men"—men tried out in service as well as

educated, who had been tried and found

efficient in their Association service with

men for three or four years in the uni

versity. They had been found to be organ

izers who could organize, inspiring leaders

who could enlist. Bible teachers who could

make character, leaders who could bring

their followers into union and compel them

to produce results. Two men of Cleveland's

force have been working on this plan and

have gone out into world service. Chicago

is taking fourteen fellowship men on. A

leading secretary writes: ."You did a great

service to us and to the Association move

ment when you secured for us."

And the man wrote: "All the problems of

the Association seem to find me there."

Another man wrote: "We are all agreed

that for a man of my make-up who wanted

to size up Association work and really get

more than just his feet wet, there is noth

ing that could equal the fellowship." There

the man was tried out, coached, corrected,

developed. Another writes truly: "A man

just out of college needs a lot of guidance

in his personal life and work." Here he

gets it with responsibility and work com

bined with theory, and a month for three

years in summer school. This is turning

out men who are bound to be constructive

forces in the organization—more important

indeed than a $200,000 building, added each

twelve days.

Rousing Men % n0 means the least

for Education work of that working

boys club of the Los

Angeles Association was to start ten of the

forty boys back towards school again. The

same echo of a good service comes from the

employment man of Detroit, who showed a

boy who said, "I never had a chance," just

where his chance was in the night school

to prepare to be a chemist, his cherished

ambition. And here is another one from

the South who was the support of his

mother and sister and earning but $30 a

month, who, through the spur of an Asso

ciation, was helped by training to earn

$100 and to work his way through univer

sity and law school. This makes our stir

ring work with 80,000 men and boys in

evening classes worth while and gives new

significance to these college boy send-off

banquets to arouse ambition, steady the

purpose and create Christian ideals, not

only for the boys going out to school but

their friends to catch the eagerness of

their lives.

Why Look Good may come out of

Further ? s'-ress that is put upon

a secretarial force to-day.

While many men are being laid off and

others are being called upon to do two men's

work it is well to recall the fact that this

is an Association of volunteers in fact and

theory. There is an army of able Christian

men waiting enlistment and training and

direction. The best secretary is he who re

produces himself. The best evangelizing

is that which enlists men to a life of planned

and prepared service. Forces sufficient to

transform a city are right at our call.

Money is to be found to back the men who

have ability and devotion enough to beget

confidence. It is the plan of the American

secretaries in the East to make themselves

quickly unnecessary by training native

forces. It took years to find and prepare

Mr. Sircar, the Bengalee secretary. But

Mr. Lawrenson reports that it was he who

secured the largest gift of the year (7,500

rupees) for a new building at Midnapore

and five acres of land from the Government

with the grant added of 10,000 rupees, and

again the gift from a missionary society

of a small building for extension work.

Two of the greatest membership campaigns

in India during the year were the work

of a Ceylonese and an Indian. It is the

same in America. Every building, mem

bership campaign, or big piece of work, has

developed such surprises of men least

thought of, who made the greatest record

when put to the test. "Overworked" sec

retaries will find help within their reach.
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" Get Thee Out " "Strange how provincial

we men are who never

went farther away from our New England

homes than the Hudson River," was the re

mark of a man who had been twenty years

a secretary in Yankeeland and went into the

South four years ago, where some of his

friends and neighbors thought he was "bury

ing himself." In that period he has seen

the city nearly double in size, and a great

number of young men just away from home

get the first touch of city life interpreted

through Christian friendliness at the As

sociation's hands. He was able to get twice

as many men out to the men's meetings for

fifty-two Sundays a year, keep up athletics

and gymnastics all summer, and to see a

building opened, filled and performing this

service promised a community. This Yan

kee found, too, a welcome from the sunny

Southern people, and as for meeting the

needs of men he has found opportunities

double that of his former field. Of course

there are fields and fields. This was his

own particular experience. He certainly did

not "bury himself." Many an Eastern man

has had the same experience in the West.

There he has found universities, colleges,

schools and churches which astounded him;

and more culture than he knew at home.

And what shall we say of the summer train

ing institutions at Black Mountain, Estes

Park, Couchiching and the Pacific Slope,

which would resent disparagement by Silver

Bay or Lake Geneva ? Though they are not

big as yet, they are potential. We are

writing this not to disparage old New Eng

land, but to let a man know that things are

happening outside of his own little town,

and that there are opportunities beyond

the prescribed precincts of the venerated

East. Several of New England's greatest

secretaries are Western men who have

found their big life work in the East. This

man was past fifty, and he thanks God for

the big opportunities that came to him

along with some generous knocks and hard

jobs. He found a keen enjoyment in a

new people and the chance to make life

more worth living for many a young fellow

who was blundering on his way. And here's

a word from a man who went from Ohio

into "arid Arizona." He writes: "I miss

the fellowship I had with the local, state

and international secretaries.- During my

nine months here I have seen only two

other secretaries. They came here for two

days and we had a glorious time. * » •

We've had a hard fight, but opposition Is

melting away and we expect to come

through it gloriously. The town is full of

young men and that makes life full of op

portunity." It was a good thing all around

to "stir up the nest" and thrust these men

out. They found the world full of oppor

tunity unlimited by locality.

The onward sweep of sen-

Tht Set of the Tide timent against the liquor

Against Liquor business is carrying ter

ror to the liquor interests.

The latest victory is Virginia, whose saloons

will be put out of business in two years.

And vodka drinking in Russia is nationally

forbidden ; and alcohol in the German army,

and even beer in the United States navy.

It has become an economical proposition in

the factory and on the railroad—it becomes

a choice of the men between drink and

work. The Chicago Tribune and Leslie's

and the best of the magazines do not carry

liquor advertising. It is regrettable that

papers of such standing as the New York

Times, Sun and Globe still accept it. The

South Bend Association has passed a resolu

tion cutting off the subscription of every

magazine carrying liquor advertising and

is inviting and urging other Associations

to take a similar stand. All can afford to

do it.

What About Unquestionably the most

the State questioned piece of Asso-

Convention I ciation machinery to-day

is the State Convention.

It requires a prophet to show the way out.

Just now it looks as if Ohio had struck

the nearest to the mark of late. Two full

days were given to discussion, the value of

which depended upon the chairman who

grasped the situation and the subject, con

trolled the floor and shaped the ends. The

convention must be constructive. The pon

derous paper, the scientific sophomoric

highbrow, show of ahead-of-the-times wis

dom, the Chautauqua lecturer, the powerless

man with a patented plan, and theoretical

reformers are a weariness on a program.

If ever we needed men of sense and pur

pose who would discuss the actual problem

of doing things out of their experience,

failures and successes, we need them now.

There is a wide gulf fixed between the domi

nant men of the Board of Directors and the

usual delegate of the State Conventions.

The man of force does not think of going,

he is generally too busy doing things. Nor

does the city man in the twenties attend.

It does not interest him. Big things are

done with older boys and college students.

But that is not a convention, although the

influence of these gatherings of boys is

such as to transform schools and towns,

revive churches and save homes. Conven

tions need more of the spirit of these boys'

conferences.



Out of the Life of Men

ONE of the greatest preachers to men

America knows, now in Chicago, meas

ures his greatness in the pulpit not so much

by his great intellect or eloquence but

by his straightforwardness as a man

with a message to men because he un

derstands men. Every word he utters is

aimed to meet the moral need of a strug

gling man. He is called a spiritual man and

is a fine golf player, is popular in the clubs,

robust, big-bodied as well as big-hearted.

The secret of his power may be shown from

the fact that he said a little while ago that

he did not know how to sympathize with a

man in his struggle in the breaking of a

habit, especially of drink or drugs, which

had no temptation for him. But a good ci

gar he "found a joy in getting back of." So

he quit smoking just to have something to

fight. And "it was a fight" that tested the

stuff that was in him, especially as he was

not quite certain in his mind that it was a

sin. He found a struggle in it enough to

give him an understanding sympathy with

the man who was fighting the kind of fight

one goes up against when he tackles the

drink or the drug habit. No wonder that

manhas his church full of men and preaches

to them of deliverance.

UT> ED"—short for "Red Indian"—was

tv the handy name this half-blood went

by in a fort in New York harbor. He was a

husky, black-haired, fighting athlete who

got drunk every payday and oftener if he

had the money or provocation. He seemed

the last man who would listen to a word

from a zealous, pious evangelistic secretary

who was doing "special work" at the branch.

But the man, or "something" got hold of

him, and this plains-bred Indian soldier en

tered upon the religious life as if he meant

business. That was ten years ago. A re

cent letter shows the kind of business he

has been doing since then. He became a

pastor in an Eastern city, spoke every pos

sible night at a street meeting, had some

eighty conversions in his church, which they

were compelled to enlarge to accommodate

the growing congregation and Sunday-

school. Two young men are in school pre

paring for the ministry, and others looking

toward mission fields. Now the man is in

the Northwest, but en route he preached as

he went, and "had the joy of seeing five of

my family make a start for God—including

my precious mother, who, you know, was a

Catholic. My father was soundly convert

ed and two sisters. The Holy Spirit won

derfully fell on all the places where we

stopped, and people were saved." That is

strange language for a big, husky, barroom

boozer. He adds in this letter to Sanford:

"Just lately we have been having a most

blessed revival. The work is spontaneous.

There is scarcely any preaching going on

at the week-night meetings, but last night

nine came forward." And adds further: "I

was never more satisfied to do the will of

God with all my being and power than now.

It may be my next move will be to some

where in the foreign field. I would rather

live near to the heart of Christ and burn

with a quenchless passion for souls than

have all else and sacrifice this life in hav

ing it."

ONE OF TOLEDO'S successful business

men lately epitomized the story of his

life, which might be duplicated a thousand

times over. "I came to the city a stranger

and picked up with the wrong crowd, but

the address I heard in a Y. M. C. A. meeting

led me to choose to spend my leisure time in

the Association rooms. I afterwards got

a little wild, but the influence stayed with

me, and it later checked my career." The

head of a department store took a personal

interest in a couple who when they came

to make their purchases were frequently in

toxicated. He brought the man over to an

Association meeting. There new purposes

were awakened. Both he and his wife gave

up liquor, and a happy home was created.

The straightforward remarks of a promi

nent business man at an Association meet

ing turned the life currents of a man hold

ing a position of great trust in the city and

led him to quit for good some things which

had ruined him once and would have done

so again. Now he exerts a strong Christian

influence on the men under him. A new

friend awakened the ambition of a for

eigner who couldn't speak English and was

about to lose his job through bad company

and the saloon. Then came study, blue

print reading, and advanced pay, foreman,

inventor, and now a successful business

man. Frequent calls of a member on a man

who was down and out with drink brought

him to a Sunday service, then to union with

the Church, reunion with his family; and

eighteen months of saving made the first

payment on a home. Another joined to be

trained as a prizefighter, got in contact with

men of different ideas and turned to a more

sensible life, a farm and a home. These are

the little stories of great events, which

brought money to clear off Toledo's hamper

ing debt.
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IT was in my teen age when

eight days alone in the city I

happened into a Bible class in Aus

tralia on Sunday afternoon" is the

beginning of an account of himself

by a dominant secretary in that

country which might be dupli

cated a thousand times over, as it

was with that Japanese member

of Parliament who met McBurney

thirty years ago after church one

Sunday afternoon. But our Aus

tralian secretary writes: "After

class I was walking up the street

when an Association member asked

me the question, 'Are you a Chris

tian?" Again this question which

brought a man like Roland into the

Christian life did its work. That

was the beginning of a life of

service which has increased in its

volume for sixteen years, sent men

to foreign fields, and vastly helped

the city of Brisbane.

AN indignant correspondent

writing in reference to Chi

cago's rule for admitting "only

young men of good moral charac

ter" to the dormitories asks if the

people of Chicago are paying liber

ally to furnish elegent resorts for

its young men of "good moral char

acter, while the larger class of its

wayward and poor young men have

no place to welcome them but the

brothels and saloons." This seems

like a very fair challenge, but we

who know that soiled linen is not

the only garb of a solid character

are aware that our dormitories are

harboring as much of the world,

the flesh and the devil as they can

be assimilated without indigestion.

How Bill Bucked the Line

Bill Jones had been the shining star upon his College Team;
His tackling was ferocious and his bucking was a dream ;
When Husky William tucked the ball beneath his brawny arm
They had a special man to ring the ambulance alarm.

Bill hit the line and ran the ends like some mad bull amuck;
The other line would shiver when they saw him start to buck;
And when a rival tackier tried to block his dashing pace
The first thought was a train of cars had waltzed across his face.

Bill had the speed—Bill had the weight—the nerve to never yield;
From goal to goal he whizzed along while fragments strewed the field;
And there had been a standing bet which no one tried to call—
That he could gain his distance through a ten-foot granite wall.

When he wound up his college course each student's heart was sore ;
They wept to think that Husky Bill would buck the line no more;
Not so with William—in his dreams he saw the Field of Fame
Where he would buck to Glory in the swirl of Life's big game.

(Third Quarter)

Sweet are the dreams of campus life—the world which lies beyond
Gleams ever on our inmost gaze with visions fair and fond;
We see our fondest hopes achieved and on with striving soul
We buck the line and run the ends until we reach the goal.

So, with his sheepskin tucked beneath his brawny arm one day
Bill put on steam and dashed into the thickest of the fray;
With eyes ablaze he sprinted where the laureled highway led—
When Bill woke up his scalp hung loose and knots adorned his head.

He tried to run the ends of life—when lo—with vicious toss
A bill collector tackled him and threw him for a loss ;
And when he switched his course again and crashed into the line
The massive guard named Failure did a two-step on his spine.

Bill tried to punt out of the rut—but ere he turned the trick
Grim-tackle Competition tumbled through and blocked the kick;
And when he tackled at success in one long vicious bound
The full back, Disappointment, steered his features in the ground.

(Last Quarter)

But one day when across the field of fame the goal seemed dim
The wise old coach, Experience, came up and said to him:
"Qld boy," spoke he, "the main point now before you win your bout
Is keep on bucking failure till youVe worn the lobster out.

"Cut out this work around the ends—go in there, low and hard—
Just put your eye upon the goal and start there, yard by yard;
And more than all—when you are thrown—or tumbled with a crack—
Don't he there whining—hustle up—and keep on coming back.

"Keep coming back for all they've got and take it with a grin
When Disappointment trips you up or failure barks your shin;
Keep coming back—and if at last you lose the Game of Right
Let those who whipped know at least they, too, have had to fight.

"You'll find the bread line hard to buck and Fame's goal far away
But hit the line and hit it hard across each rushing play ;
For when the one great Scorer comes to write against y<
He marks—not that you won or lost—but how you played the game."

—Author Unknown.

DAN CRAWFORD came out of the tall

grass of Africa after twenty-three

years to command the attention of the

Christian world with his messages and ap

peals for the black man. Thousands of As

sociation men have heard him. He did not

speak for an organization merely, but for

men. These apt quotations from his talks

show how well he saw through life as it was

—a suggestion for us men who have to do

with men. We need understanding more

of the undercurrents of men's lives than of

systems, reports, machinery, and things. We

are becoming too much men of a movement

rather than masterly movers of men.

GOD is the president of the Anti-Snob

Society.

you can see a million miles through a

hole in the wall.

there is no high hill without a valley

beside it.

you can count the apples on a tree but

you can't count the number of trees in one

apple.

the snob is the man who on the ladder of

life, kisses the feet of the man ahead and

kicks the head of the man behind.

the soul of improvement is the improve

ment of the soul.

YOU can't have an omelet without break

ing eggs.

what does it profit a man if he gain the

whole world and lose his smile?

what good is a mirror to a blind man?
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RECREATION

GROUNDS WILSON

AVE. DEPT.,

CHICAGO.

These grounds,
added largely
through the ef
forts of the mem
bers give this
residence district
department a fine
field 165 by 175.
It provides volley,
hand ball, and
tennis courts
(4), indoor ball-
ground, cinder
track and out
door gymnasium.
The cost was
$23,000. Such
grounds are need

ed.

Pittsburgh has additional cause of being

proud of "Good Old Honus" Wagner. This

baseball man refused $1,000 for allowing a

firm to use his picture on cigarette boxes.

The manager was surprised and he said:

"I thought all you ball players were money

crazy." Wagner answered with heat: "I

am not crazy for any money that means

encouraging any boy to smoke cigarettes.

If my name and picture on a card or box

would have that effect I wouldn't sign up

no matter how high you go with your offer."

All the reports of Association influences

which could be crowded into a Sunday

service would not go so far to make the

people of Kennebunk, Maine, believe in the

influence of the Association on a group of

boys, as the action of the catcher of the

baseball nine who had forgotten himself

into swearing. He stopped the game,

turned to the grandstand and apologized.

The games here had not been fit for ladies

to attend. Now the whole town attends to

witness clean ball played by clean-mouthed,

clean-playing youngsters who are growing

up clean and Christian.

A 24-page prospectus printed on cheap

paper to mail at one cent, designed for men

who most need the Association at Portland,

Ore. Some call these "cheap men"—the

rank and file, "15-cent-lunch-crowd," of

whom there are the most and from whom

come men of stuff made strong in struggle,

who have a sense of need of study and

fitting for life. This prospectus is a thing

not too good for the average man, of which

class are the most of us in any city. Stone

called it the "Y" and used a rough line-

sketch on each page to swiftly tell the

story. To say as Baltimore did in its pros

pectus, that it had 885 men and boys in

Bible classes last year is more than a boast

—it's an attraction. Men come because

they want to see what other men came for.

It loses nothing by hinting that "the basis

of character is the life and teachings of

Christ," and that the classes have the best

teachers, offer good fellowship and high

grade work. This prospectus is sixteen

pages, in two colors, on plain paper, and

brains were used in the choise of words in

crisp statement, which a man will swiftly

read rather than prolix detail.

The Christmas program for dormitory

men at Norfolk, Va., includes a "Christmas

breakfast," and even grown and gray men

are joyful in the visit of Santa Claus. The

Sunday afternoon Christmas service is the

thing of the city.

The Association Pulse

(Continued from page 61.)

Men are still pulling off everything they can in financial

lines. It is evidently to be some lime before confidence

is restored. But we are not nearly so bad off as our people

have imagined. We are expecting to raise enough to cover

our debt besides year's budget. In most cities will ha e a

'oint campaign for this and Blue Ridge are going forward

trusting in God, and meeting with encouragement.

C&rolinaa. G. C. HUNTINGTON.

Actual work, of every department improved and net

results surpass any similar season. Men seem more

serious than usual and are far more open to suggestion and

help. Membership (counted daily) stands at 6,233.

Educational Department enrollment for year 3,150. Social

work attendance 14.941 since May against 10,468 last

year. Employment found in nine months for 1,613 against

1,415 last year. Dormitories full. Religious work Aaj

exceeded all records. In four months 513 events attended by

61,901 against 465 meetings, etc., attended by 37,626 last

year. We are compelled to believe that this will be a most

satisfactory winter for the best sort of Association work-

We realize it will be hard lo secure funds and thai realiza

tion will compel us to use greater care in the spending of

money, but that will tend toward increased efficiency.

West Side. New York. WALTER F. DIACK.



A Study of City Associations of 1,500 Mem

bers by Year Book Figures

By WALDO HEINRICHS

One of a Group of Four "Fellowship Men," Honolulu, H. I.

Herein is suggestion for a serious study

of the facts and figures presented in the

Association Year Book. It may be adapted

to every Association according to size and

conditions of its field and work.

THE old saying that "Comparisons are

odious" does not apply to the City

Association secretary who has the best in

terests of his work at heart, for it is by

comparison with the work that other men

are carrying on in other fields that he finds

some of the most constructive criticisms of

his own work. Upon the appearance of the

1913 Association Year Book, with its

wealth of data, the secretary of the Hono

lulu Association decided that he would like

to see how the work carried on in this

field would compare with that of other As

sociations of a like-sized membership. So

as a thesis for the secretarial training class

the above study was assigned to the author.

The first step taken was to choose some

twenty-four statistics that seemed to best

represent each of the seventeen Associa

tions of this group (i.e., the Associations of

1,500 members) . A table was arranged

so that a preliminary average of each item

recorded might be struck. These items

were, in general, classified in four main

groups, namely—general, physical, educa

tional and religious, and the preliminary

calculations were made. It was then found

that the statistics varied so greatly in a

number of cases that it would be manifestly

unfair to include them all in the sums that

went to make up the averages, if a stand

ard of excellence were to be reached.

Therefore we found out from each Associa

tion what the cause was for those statistics

that seemed to be extraordinary when com

pared with the averages first attained.

Certain economic conditions might prevail

that would make conditions responsible for

many of the cases where items seemed ex

traordinarily large or small.

No method of grading the Associations

is possible except that of rating them on

the basis of the number of people in the

city for each 100 members. This method

was adopted in spite of its manifest irreg

ularities due to the inclusion in the popula

tion figures of a very varied population of

foreigners, colored people, as in Savannah,

Mobile and Dallas, and Japanese as in

Honolulu. This method may not be as un

fair as it may seem at first glance, as

evidently this population goes, in a more

or less degree, to produce the economic

conditions which make the work of those

Associations possible in those communities,

though this element of the population is not

included in the membership.

The Typical Association of 1,500 Mem

bers.—Taking the result of the totals and

studies, it may be stated that the typical

Association of 1,500 members will be rated

as follows in its various statistics:

Population.—It will be found in cities of about
95,000 population or about 100 members to every

6200 people.
Current Expenses would be about $32,080, or

about $2,090 per 100 members.
On Committees.—It would have about 210 men,

or H per cent of its membership.
Dally Attendance at Rooms.—About 675 men,

or 44 per cent, of the membership would be

served daily at the Association's home.
Positions Secured.—There would be an em

ployment agency securing about 75 positions per
annum (not necessarily for the members only).
Dormitory Capacity.—Ninety-four men or 6

per cent, of the membership would make the

Association's dormitory their home.
Employed Officers.—There would be an em

ployed force of nine executive officers on full
time, or about 0.59 for every 100 members.

Boy's Department Members.—There would be
368 boys in the Association, or 24 per cent, ol

the total membership.
Using Physical Department.—About 948, or 62

per cent, of the entire membership should be
having the use of one or another of the physical

department privileges.
Enrolled In Gymnasium Classes.—Five hun

dred and thirty-eight, or 35 per cent., of the

membership.
Athletic Teams and Members Thereof.—The

Physical Department would be promoting its
activities through 39 regularly organized athletic

teams (2.5 for every 100 members), enrolling 273
men, or 18 out of every 100.
Educational Lectures and Talks.—In the edu

cational work there would be offered every year
27 lectures and talks, nearly 2 for every 100

members.
Educational Club Members.—There would be

6.3 per cent, of the membership in educational

clubs, or 97 in all.
Enrolled in Educational Classes.—Two hundred

and ninety-four (19.4 per cent.) members would
take advantage of the Association's educational

classes and from them there would accrue:
Educational Receipts.—$2,420, or $157 from

each 100 members in the Association.
Educational Expenditures.—For the work of

the educational department there would be ex
pended annually the sum of $3,025, or $197 for

every 100.
Religious Work.—The religious work of the

Association can hardly be fairly ludged from the
few representative statistics chosen, but an idea
of the work In Bible Study can be made on a
fairly representative basis.

Bible Study.—In the men's department 14.2
per cent., or 165 men, and 44.5 per cent of the
boys, or 157, would be In regularly conducted
Bible Classes. Thus, there will be a total of
20 per cent, of the entire membership enrolled.
Joined the Church.—The reports of the Asso

ciations under the column heading "Joined the
Church" are too insufficient to arrive at even
a fair average or mode, and even those Associa
tions where a fair figure is shown for the men,
a poor one occurs in the boys' column, or the
converse. This condition, whether due to a lack
of reports being made or to a weakness In the
promotion of this, the primary aim. of the As
sociation, one may not state specifically. It Is
most evident where the weakness of the work
of the Associations of our size is. In every other
statistic the work of the Associations seems
fairly well developed In average as well as In
the mode, hut here Is the point that needs the
most attention.
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From the Mindsj)f Many^Men

Selling Ability

Here is the philosophy of the Employ

ment Department of the Portland Associa

tion. One of its points is to keep every man

working hard in trying to sell his ability

and if he cannot find something for himself,

to find something for the other men in the

Department.

The following is given to each man these

trying days as he starts out to "sell his

ability."

PROLOGUE

1. You possess ability that has a com

mercial value.

2. You are not a beggar nor a mendicant

nor a yellow dog, looking for a handout;

you are a salesman seeking a customer.

3. If any man hires you and pays you

money, it will be because you possess some

thing he wants, and he wants it because it

will make money for him.

4. The job before you is to find the man.

He may not be aware that he wants you, be

cause he does not know what you have for

sale. It is your business to enlighten him.

If you can make money for him, you ought

to be able to tell him how.

5. Walk into his office as bold as a lion,

for you are going to confer a favor on him,

by making money for him, if he'll let you.

6. Get on his side of the fence the first

dash out of the box. Don't tell him your

troubles, or what you need; he is not in

terested in that. Tell him what you can do

for him; that interests him.

7. Take the first job you can get and use

it as bait to catch a better one; work al

ways attracts more work.

FORMULA NO. 1.

For man in immediate need, who will take

any work he can get.

"Have you a hard, dirty job that no one

else wants? I'm the man for the job.

When do I come to work. Am honest, not

afraid of work, experienced in

and can do anything you want done. If

you need me before I call again, call me

at "

Start on a given street and go into every

business place on that street where you

think you could make a dollar for the pro

prietor, and give him the above formula

straight from the shoulder.

FORMULA NO. 2.

Method for man seeking specific employ

ment.

1. Size up your greatest commercial

value.

2. List the firms that could utilize it to

best advantage.

3. Formulate a selling talk that can be

delivered in three minutes, commit it to

memory and deliver it with sufficient force

to at least make a dent in the employer's

memory, so that if he does not need you

today, he will remember you when he needs

a man tomorrow.

4. Start in at 8.30 A. M., work until noon ;

at 1 p. M. and work until 5 P. M.

Either formula absolutely guaranteed to

produce the desired results.

An Equitable Membership Fee

THE North American Associations are

face to face with the very important

problem of maintenance. It is true that

many Associations housed in splendid build

ings each year pile up large deficits. There

must be a day of reckoning in the not far

distant future. In these days of business

depression, the subscription lists are not

growing larger. For the most part Asso

ciation buildings are producing through the

dormitory and other revenue features as

much as can be expected. If the subscrip

tion list cannot be depended upon to supply

the needed funds, and if the commercial

features cannot be expanded, the Associa

tion is at last up to the place when a most

careful study must be made of the fees col

lected from its membership. In this con

nection, the Year Book just received gives

some valuable information.

Here is a fact which should startle the

Association brotherhood—There are only

nine Associations reported in the Year Book

which receive more than $30,000 in mem

bership fees. Here they are:

West Side, New York $54,448.00

Chicago Central 48,755.00

Cleveland Central 45,020.00

Detroit 48,895.00

San Francisco 39,246.00

23rd Street, New York 35,576.00

Los Angeles 35,063.00

Bedford Branch, Brooklyn. . . 34,470.00

Winnipeg 32,757.00

The average amount received per member

in the above named Associations is $8.77 or

73 cents per month, or 2% cents per day.

The two Associations on this list receiving

the highest amounts are Cleveland, $11.08

per member, and San Francisco, $10.53 per

member. The two Associations on the list

collecting the smallest amount per member

are Detroit, $7.43, and Los Angeles, $5.80.

_ In addition to the above named Associa

tions, there are nine others which report

more than 3,000 members, making a total

of 18 thus reporting. This is the list of the

amounts received from membership fees:

Seattle $23,511.00

Portland 23,753.00

Brooklyn Central 23,994.00

Buffalo 26,993.00

Indianapolis 18,871.00

Toronto Central 26,337.00

Montreal 16,952.00

Philadelphia Central 9,546.00

Kansas City 14,539.00
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The two last named Associations are

excluded from our computation, due to the

method of collecting fees used by these

Associations.

The seven Associations named in this list

collect an average of $6.36 per member or

53 cents per month, or 1 2-3 cents per day.

We find for instance Seattle and Portland

at war with each other (as usual), with

Portland collecting $5.49 per member and

Seattle $5.48 per member—Indianapolis re

ceiving $5.17, and Montreal $5.12.

We raise the question—is this good finan

ciering? The San Francisco Association

has an investment of $800,000 in its build

ing; at 5 per cent, this would net $40,000

?er year. Its current expense is $129,382.

t is fair to say therefore, that $169,382

represents the yearly investment for the

membership of this Association. This is

equal to $45.31 per member.

The donors of the building have con

tributed by the gift of the building $10.76

of this amount. The average amount paid

per member $10.53; this leaves $24.02 to be

earned or donated for each membership.

In each year since the building was opened,

there has been a substantial deficit over

and above all moneys received. This is the

history of many Associations. Every large

Association building on the Pacific Coast is

being conducted with an annual deficit.

The nine Associations named in our first

list occupy buildings, including land worth

$6,835,469; 5 per cent, of this amount

would yield annually $341,783. The total

budgets of these Associations amount to

$1,384,876. This means that this group of

Associations invest each year $40.98 for

each member. It is true that the buildings

earn a portion of this amount, to which each

member is entitled.

In view of these facts, we believe that

the membership must pay a larger propor

tion of the expense of maintenance. If so,

might it not be well to consider a graded

scale of membership fees:

The man of 21 years of age might well

pay more than the man of 18, just as at

Dresent the man of 18 pays more than the

boy of 12 or 14. The man of 25 years of aee

with more or less of a fixed income, might

well pay more than the man of 21. At any

rate, we submit that a larger proportion of

the deficit should be chargeable to the

membership.

Ralph C. Goodwin.
C_„ 17 f

Our Obligation of Co-operation

THERE is hardly any one thing so much

needed today among the Secretaries as

a clear and vivid sense of obligation to our

fellow worker, that we have a distinct duty

in co-ordinating the various departments

into one large unity.

We are all ready to agree that individ

ualism is to be avoided, that harsh lines of

classification must not be drawn, that we

should whenever possible work shoulder to

 

THE WAY FORT MONROE ASSOCIATION MADE

ITS OWN ELECTRICITY IN AN EMERGENCY

shoulder with the secretaries of any and

every department for the transformation

of ourselves, and for the Christian spirit

that must be manifested in the work.

But while this is all true, vet we come

short of our real mission in the work and

detect and individualize our brother, and

fail to acknowledge our own discrepancies.

To this we are but a link with a special

piece of work to do and with the power to

accomplish that which nobody else can do.

Nothing but John 17: 21, faith in each

other, can give such power and a vision of

that sort. It was George Williams' kind of

faith which created the Association in its

primitive days. It was no doubt a haz

ardous task to plant the truth of closer

and unselfish fellowship in his early fol

lowers that stayed by him. So the obliga

tion of one to the other must not be damp

ened by misunderstanding.

We have a distinct mission to each other,

a battle within and for, our own selves, a

propagation of spiritual help, a religion

which is first and last the direct work of

Christ upon our souls. We must work in

conjunction and love and trust and help

each other with that spirit of sympathetic

ministry to each other's needs as well as

those about us that are weak and unshep-

herded. Here is where we are "handi

capped" in the spiritual race. After each

defeat the athlete analyses his condition

and accordingly asks himself: Why was I

not at my best? What was wrong in my

training? Why did I loose my stride?

So each Christian may become aware of his

lack of full spiritual life and power, and

find why he lags behind in this great relay

race. _ We need a more real spirit of co

operation and unity among our co-workers.

The fight is on; let's pull together!

Fort Worth, Ttx. GEO. W. SaAM.
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OMAHA'S FLOAT IN

THE GREAT AK-SAR-

BEN FESTIVAL

This 42-foot float won
popular applause in
the Fraternal Parade.
The Association's gen
eral service is shown
with the cornerstone
confession at right,
"Jesus Christ Himself
being the chief cor

ner."

Compelling Advertising

By CHARLES G. TITUS, Sacramento, Cal.

ADVERTISING is giving information in

such a manner as to awaken desires.

Since desire is the parent of the will, and

will governs the action, of how great im

portance is it then to properly arouse the

desire of men and boys to become Associa

tion members. The publicity director of

one of our great enterpries, defines adver

tising as "the art of acquainting the public

with the name, nature and uses of a salable

commodity"—in other words, it may be

"the art of creating a new want."

There are two kinds of advertising. One

brings notoriety ; the other practical results.

The Association is in need of practical re

sults. Mr. Stone says in his "Red-headed

pug-nosed book" that if you have not

enough members or all the money you want,

it is the fault of the secretary and the way

he advertises. Privileges must constantly

be made known. If we have the only swim

ming pool and gymnasium in the city, we

can well afford to keep repeatedly present

ing the fact to the public. The question is

not, do the young men want what the As

sociation has, but whether they OUGHT to

have what the Association has to offer.

The mediums of GENERAL advertising

are: Magazines, Newspapers, Street cars,

Bill boards, Window cards, Catalogues,

Electric signs, Well-lighted building.

Newspapers are of value less than twen

ty-four hours, therefore must have different

copy than magazines. One time advertis

ing in most publications and places is

money thrown away. Street car advertis

ing is of more value for some special oc

casion or feature than for regular use.

Bill boards and window cards are seen by

many who never read a magazine or news

paper. With pictures on them they may be

expensive, but are frequently worth while.

A well lighted building with an electric

sign of some magnitude is one of the best

and most effectual means of advertising.

The mediums of SPECIFIC Advertising

are: (a) Telephone artist, Hot Water,

Good meals, Competent counter man, Help

ful service, Courteous treatment, Clean

building; (b) Letters, Cards, Booklets, Blot

ters, Circulars, Catalogues, Local Associa

tion periodical.

Those first mentioned tend to make a

pleased member. Some consider this the

best advertisement possible. A pleased

member must talk favorably of the As

sociation in order to be classed as an ad

vertising medium. In some respects Spe

cific advertising is superior to general, but

both have their places. In specific advertis

ing a personal element enters whether by

contact, signed letter, or good printing sent

through the mail. It is more used for de

partmental publicity. Letters are among

the best means especially when good copy

is prepared and properly followed up. The

follow-up system is good, but don't let it

become a nagging system. The fourth let

ter is the limit on any one theme.

The Association has membership and

privileges to sell. It needs salesmen as well

as advertising. The salesman follows the

advertisement. The percentage of sales

effected by an advertisement alone must

needs be very small. Look at the National

Cash Register Co., or the International

Correspondence School. See how they ad

vertise; see how their salesmen are organ

ized; both work together. Success is

achieved for each concern.

Copy must be varied as are the mediums

of advertising. Copy must make the reader

believe we are publishing the article for

him; not for us. "Copy is the very soul of

advertising." The Ladies Home Journal is

the only publication that I have ever seen

which admits it is printed for its adver

tisers. An advertisement must "butt in,"

draw attention have catchy sentences. The

test of good copy, according to an authority

is "The power to attract attention, interest

and convince."

How to secure this copy is the chief prob

lem; it demands a man, capable of writing

crisp copy, on the Association business, and

at the same time able to set up his stuff

in logical and sensible order. Avoid scare-

heads, freaks and impossible pictures, which

are an insult to most men's common sense.

An apt illustration is most helpful when it

can be secured. This is the age in which

one man does one thing.

Advertising is a guarantee of quality and

the agent of economy. Advertise the Asso
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ciation, hide the individual ; magnify the in

stitution. "Advertise is the language of

business." The value of advertising depends

upon the man in charge, medium employed,

copy prepared, degree to which it is fol

lowed up.

Shall I Smoke?

By H. E. DODGE, Fall River

YES! I know that fully 75 per cent, of

men smoke. Yes! I know that the

number of men and boys who smoke cigar-

ets is also on the increase. Yes! I also

know that the number of men who are being

warned by their physician to "let up" on

their smoking or "cut it out" entirely, is

also increasing.

Science has now proven beyond dispute

that "nicotine" is a poison. Hence, who

ever smokes is constantly taking poison into

his system in larger or smaller quantities,

according to the amount of smoking, and

the kind of smoking (pipes, cigars or cig-

arets) he does.

Consider some of the known effects of

smoking:

Physical: Practically every man or boy

has a violent attack of nausea when he be

gins smoking. Nature cries out, but the

smoker is deaf to her pleadings and over

comes her. When he has tobacco heart,

then he cries out, but the wreckage has

been done. No athletic trainer will permit

his men to smoke while in training in or

der that each man may be at his physical

best for all games and contests. If it is

weakening to smoke while in training for

athletic games, why lower the standard for

"the game of life?"

Dr. Seaver's experiments at Yale Uni

versity extending over a long period of

years showed that the non-smoker had

greater development in height, weight and

lung capacity than the student who smoked.

The New York Medical Journal enumer

ates among other things that smoking: "In

creases the heart's action, causing palpita

tion, pain and other abnormal sensations,

eyesight becomes poor, tongue becomes

coated, delicate food flavors not appreciated,

dyspepsia, diseases of the mouth and

throat, nasal catarrh, and often a craving

for other stimulants including liquor is ex

perienced." The London Lancet says: "The

combination of the products that enter into

the making of cigarets, develops a new

ingredient, viz.: 'furfuroul' said to be fifty

times as poisonous as alcohol."

Mental: The observations of 600 boys for

six years by a superintendent of schools in

Michigan was: "Boys who do not smoke

average from two to ten per cent, higher in

scholarship than the boys who do smoke."

Dr. Seaver's experience at Yale demon

strated that the non-smoking students

showed greater mental development than

the students who smoked. The non

smoking students in Yale number about
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one-fourth of the total enrollment, yet this

25 per cent, of non-smokers secured a far

greater proportionate number of the

scholarships than did the students who

smoked. In the last fifty years there has

not been a single graduate of Harvard

University that has stood at the head of

his class who Jias been a smoker.

Thomas A. Edison will not employ a man

or boy who smokes cigarets, because, as

Mr. Edison states, "I want the best brain

power in every department of this factory;

cigarets weaken brain power."

Connie Mack of the Philadelphia Ath

letics says: "There is little cigaret smok

ing among our boys, as we do everything

to discourage their use. Players have had

to be let out years before their time, as

the poison of cigarets getting into their

systems unnerved and weakened them so

they were utterly unfit for the duty they

had to perform."

Morals: Cigarets weaken the moral

sense in boys, making it hard for them to

distinguish between right and wrong. Does

tobacco in other forms dull the moral sense

in men and boys? Surely no one would pre

tend that the use of tobacco in any form

was a developer of the moral sense of right

and wrong.

Yes, I know that some Association em

ployees do smoke, and put up all sorts of

arguments to justify themselves in it. How

ever, all will agree that the boys' division

secretary, his assistants and the boys' physi

cal director should not smoke. As far as

we know no smokers are found among the

boys' division employees. How it does wilt

a boys' division or any other non-smoking

employee after he has been talking to an

individual boy or man, or group of men or

boys to be told, "Why Mr. (naming

the employee) smokes." Yes, sir, my

brother, if you as an Association employee

smoke on or off duty, in your room or at the

club, you are not doing your best to help

hold up the hands of the boys' division, nor

the other non-smoking employees in their

fight for the making of Christian character

in boys and men.

Finally: Can any one imagine for a mo

ment that Jesus Christ would be a smoker

if He was on earth today? We are en

joined to walk as He walked.
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The Building Record

The promise of Providence's great build

ing campaign, laid on well-founded plans

four years ago, was worked out to schedule

and a little better. At its dedication last

month were the mayor, the governor, ex-

President Taft as speakers. The completed

building nobly designed and fully paid for

proved that the plan worked. The sum of

$350,000 was raised in ten days when men

said it could not be done, and 98 per cent,

of it has been paid. The balance is made

up by interest on the collections. Ex-Presi

dent Taft came with these men of affairs

to crown the achievement. He said: "I am

sure every man's heart is stirred every time

he hears of the success of such a movement

as this. I join with President Faunce in

wishing that this building, constructed on

the strongest foundation, may be a boon to

Providence just as other such buildings

have been. God speed the Young Men's

Christian Association."

"This building will reach the maximum

of usefulness," was said at the opening of

the Spartanburg, S. C, building, "not so

much because of the building and its com

plete equipment, but because of the united

effort of the entire community. It is the

co-operating heart of the church as well as

a downtown home for men and a clearing

house for all boys' work in the city."

Fond du Lac, Wis., raised $20,371 to re

move its mortgage and notes and put the

work squarely on its feet financially. It

was a hard fight pulled through by M. C.

Williams on October 5th.

The Associated Charities in Racine

wanted to raise $30,000 for their building

and work September 14, 1914. A director

of the Association was its manager, and

others took part in the campaign. Though

a bank closed its doors on September 17, it

was carried through to the finish. Leading

men declaring that the success of the Asso

ciation campaigns and its plans made this

possible. Men had learned now to do things

in a united way, and a new spirit of un

selfishness developed, which will become an

altruistic asset for the future of the town.

The California Hawaiian Sugar Refining

Company's vision for their Industrial Asso

ciation work at Crockett, Cal., grows. They

have planned now, instead of enlarging

their old building, to remove that building

and give it to the women for a women's

clubhouse and build an entirely new Asso

ciation building, costing about $25,000.

Ground has been broken for new buildings

at Freeport, 111.; Yonkers, N. Y., and

Waynesboro, Pa.

Wenatchee, Washington, opened its fine

new building, which cost $65,000, with 360

members, which will soon be increased to

500.

A blaze in the new building at Warren,

Pa., damaged the property some $5,000, the

loss coming largely upon the contractors.

More than 1,000 people were present at

the laying of the cornerstone of Youngs-

town's $350,000 building. When President

Denison laid the stone the band fittingly

started up "How Firm a Foundation."

The Illinois state committee is revolting

from paying $600 a year interest charge

and is about to raise its floating debt of

$10,000 carried for many years.

Monmouth and Jacksonville, 111., are the

only two cities in the state with active As

sociations without new buildings. Mon

mouth is preparing to strike for one.

The Colored Men's building at Kansas

City will be dedicated next month free of

debt.

Brooklyn will not now have a public cam

paign for the balance of its $2,000,000 fund,

of which $1,026,800 is now at hand. It will

persistently crowd its "still hunt" for large

subscriptions until the time is propitious

for the final drive.

Within a year Connecticut expects to

dedicate new buildings at Winsted, New

London and Greenwich, and the great new

addition at Hartford within a few months.

tnrniif.ic.il.

STRANGE AS IT MAY APPEAR

lOUTH HAILED FROM PEORIA.

HOPED TO GET ASSISTANCE

Disappointed Downslate Lad Went

Away However With Fine Im

pression of Rockford Streets,

That Rockford needs a T. M. C.
A. waa clearly shown thla week by
the arrival in thtl city of a young

man. who was striking out In the
world to make his own way. The fact
that this city does not maintain an

Institution where young men can seek

assistance and advice, undoubtedly,
has been the causo of many men

not coming here to seek their for
tunes. While not all, who have stay

ed away from Rockford, because it

had no T. M. C. A. would not have
been a credit to the city, yet it's
only natural to expect that at least

a portion of them would.
Because Rockford has no V. M. C.

A. lost it another prospective citi
zen this

This newspaper

"clipping" tells

the story that

has been dupli

cated scores of

times. A busi

ness man In con

sultation with

an R. G. Dun

Co. manager in

reference to

locating I n a

mid-Western

town had prac

tically decided

to select It for

h I s business

center until an

Inquiry revealed

the fact that

there was no

Association

there. He "could

not afford to

bring his boys

up In a town

without a Y. M.

C. A." It la

common for em

ployees to refuse

to go to a manu

facturing center

without an As

sociation
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The John S. Hill memorial building at

Augusta, which was erected on a $25,000

lot with a $25,000 endowment provided by

citizens, was dedicated last month. It is on

the finest civic square, the city providing

walks and light and treating it as its "pride"

and a fitting monument to the late governor.

The $50,000 promised was increased to $74,-

200.

In the opening of the Providence building

14 special nights were observed for Em

ployed boys, Technical High School stu

dents, Classical High School students, Eng

lish High School students, Hope, East Provi

dence and Cranston High Grammar Schools,

Baseball Night, Reception to Providence

"Grays" (Men), Capt. Jack Crawford

(boys). The second week's program pro

vided for Old Members' Day, Policemen's

Day, Firemen's Day, Trolleymen's Day,

Ladies' Day, closing with the dedication

services.

Southern Associations are making the at

tempt with all confidence to raise $100,000

for the Blue Ridge Summer School. Forty-

seven of the leaders got together last month

and after two days' thoughtful considera

tion decided that this was the time, and they

were the men to carry it through. The

physical directors and boys' secretaries will

undertake to raise $8,000 to build and equip

a gymnasium building. In the institutes

the school has come to take so vital a place

in the Christian Association life of the

South that the imperative need at the

present time is felt. The world's student

leaders are expected here next summer and

the employed officers' conference in 1917.

Chester, Pa., has received a bequest of

$20,000 from the estate of Robert H. Crozer.

At Brantford the Association offered its

services for the conduct of a local patriotic

fund securing $83,000. The Mayor and

president of the Board of Trade showed

their appreciation by active participation

(for the first time) in a membership cam

paign put on by the Association a week

later when 860 members were enrolled.

A pledge of $5,000 was made $10,000 and

paid in cash by a Nashville man to the Chi

cago Association college because of the gen

eral present difficulty in collection—so

unique an act that we mention and com

mend it.

Quick work at Freeport, 111. On April

7th of this year the city voted itself free

of 52 saloons. Fourteen days afterward

2,800 citizens pledged $110,000 for an As

sociation building to take their place. A lot

was bought May 1st, plans approved Aug.

17th, contract let Sept. 24th, ground broken

the next day, foundations begun Oct. 12th,

and enough money is in hand to furnish and

equip, and allow $13,500 for a reserve fund.

Boulder begins a $23,000 debt campaign

in November.

On October 15th the Atlanta, Ga., As

sociation opened its great new twin build

ing, which gives equal space to the boys as

to men. On the opening week the boys had

five nights to the men's one. This shows

the new estimate on the value the Associa

tion is placing on the boy.

Jim's Letter

(Continued from page 70)

I forgot to mention another little item

that I pulled off in the above strenuous

week: Last Sunday I was going to camp

on the logging train and I saw two men

with a brand new, heavy, suspicious-look

ing suit case; so I promptly bummed them

for a drink, to which they told me to wait

until they got by Camp Eight and they

would give me a little shot. I promptly

stopped the train and told them to unload,

which they speedily did; and as I was a

little suspicious of them I unloaded as well.

They beat it to the woods and I beat it

to a neighboring farm, got a horse and rode

to town as hard as I could, to get Jones'

(the sheriff) OK on my actions, as I had

no business pulling oft the stunts I had

already done. He said, "Sure," and offered

to send a policeman out with me to arrest.

I told him I wasn't in the arresting busi

ness, but if he would give me permission

to keep that booze out of camp I would be

sure and do so.

He OK'd this and on my horse I started

back. On an old disused road I found them

tacking for camp. I rode right by and then

wheeling my horse dismounted and told

them to beat it back to town as fast as

they could make it. To this request, I re

ceived a very cordial invitation to go plum

to hell; but as God Almighty has seen fit

to save me I am headed the other way, and

told them so. One of them told me that I

had better not monkey with his partner as

he was a bad man and would probably hit

me over the head with a quart bottle which

he had in his hand. Things began to look

really desperate, so I picked up a beautiful

hardwood club that was lying there, and be

gan to make a detour of the enemy with

the intention of soaking one of them on the

bean so hard that he would think his poor

dome was busticated, and then take a fight

ing chance with the other fellow. Just as

this dramatic and tragic engagement was

about to take place, I espied a man coming

down the track on a speeder and so in the

hope that it might prove to be reinforce

ments I delayed the attack. It was a good

thing I did, as the new arrival proved to be

our old and tried friend Dave Brown. I

explained the situation and so he gave them

the choice of smashing their zooze or letting

us smash it for them. Fortunately they

chose the former course, as the latter

might have proved a painful process for

them, and we had the great pleasure of see

ing four quarts of alleged good booze get

smashed, accompanied with all kinds of

threats and opinions of me in general. Fine,

eh?

That's all for this time, except best

wishes and looking for a line from you and

for Tom. JlM.
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Rolling Up the Roll

Within a few years Pittsburgh has added

building after building for its branches,

until there are eleven in the city well dis

tributed and equipped for business to min

ister to the needs of this city. So it

tackled the membership campaign to add

4,000 to its already 8,000 members, and to

do it in six days. Hockenbury and Pierce

set the campaign up with a force of over

a thousand men on the "Automobile Plan."

At the end of five days the list stood at

2,100. Then the men figuratively "took off

their coats and hustled." They got 2,100

more in the next day, ending with 4,265

on the roll with cash payments to bind the

pledge. The Pitcairne Railroad made the

best preparation, and had 899 to its credit;

East Liberty, 692; Lawrenceville, 637; Cen

tral, 501; North Side Boys' Branch, 414;

Hill Top, 367; 43d Street Railroad, 301;

South Side, 240; Colored Men, 204; North

Side Railroad, 9. Last year the record was

2,608, and the branches which did well

then doubled their returns. The Colored

Department gained 83 and this year 204.

The Pittsburghers are convinced that the

campaign is a satisfactory thing. It

stirred the town, gained the tremendous ap

proval and active cooperation of the pa

pers with editorials and columns of matter,

of the pastors, Sunday schools, employers

of corporations. It brought a real revival

of interest to each organization and in a

zest in doing things which put grace as

well as ginger in every department. It

developed a determination in directors and

committees that understanding study be

made of each man to see how the Associa

tion could help him and he could help other

men. At every rally and meeting it was

hammered into leaders and workers that

they would be held responsible for the men

they brought in for the honoring of every

promise and pledge and that every man

brought in was to feel that he must stand

for the character and spirit of the Chris-

tion organization. Men who had been

wavering for weeks and months and even

years about joining the Association, will

find that taking ur» a course in Association

classes and enrolling with Christian men

will help them in their moral conflict, and

help in their lives in "deciding things."

Chester, Pa., a suburban town of 40,000

people with 20,000 white Protestant popu

lation, found its building was not used to

the full capacity and there were many

more men who were not getting the life-

fulfilling benefits of its membership. It

had 600 members, and with Hockenbury's

help dared to tackle the six-day campaign

there for 1,000 more. On the end of the

fifth day there were 462—and it looked

blue. Then the 200 campaigners went out

after the balance, to "sign men they had

been assigned to." In the day the list

stood at 1,060; with every man making a

 

MOTOR MEMBERSHIP CAMPAIGN, DURBAN, SO.

AFRICA, 478 IN 6 DAYS

cash payment or making his note for thirty

days, the full amount to be paid at least

in ninety days. A month before the cam

paign a social- membership secretary had

been engaged, whose business was to iden

tify every last man in some activity and to

see that he got every privilege that was

pledged to him, and first of all, that as

surance especially that friendship and fel

lowship was assured. He works chiefly

with the leaders who brought the men in,

and the leaders understand that they are

committed by honor to see that the Associa

tion "delivers the goods."

Mr. Hockenbury is to give all his time to

such campaigns. The next is at Greens

boro, N. C.

Down in Texas, which has experienced

great financial stress on account of the

failure of certain crops, such as cotton, a

business man who was in a position to

know the condition of things said that he

doubted if it were possible to secure a hun

dred men in Waco with as much as three

dollars in ready money—the amount of the

first membership payment. There in three

days 251 members enrolled, who paid

$1,244 in cash. At the close of the cam

paign the vice-president of one of the big

banks said: "There's nothing else in the

city that could put over a campaign like

this without the use of a rifle or a shot

gun." The secretary writes: "I am quot

ing these things to show that no circum

stances should discourage an Association

which has anything distinctive or valuable

to offer young men and the energy and

courage to drive through an undertaking."

Here is another campaign carried

through in the face of the "poor outlook"

for the year. It enlisted 115 members in a

membership campaign called an "accommo

dation endurance race," from Akron, Ohio,

to San Francisco and return, covering 5,000

miles, the goal being 500 members. This

distance lent much interest to the "race."

The mark was overrun by 220. This gave

720 members secured in four days, with

payments of $2,478 and as much more pay

able before December 1. It brought a won
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derful inspiration for a larger service to

a large number of men, besides the edu

cational and social privileges. The night

school for foreigners is attended by 320,

mostly eastern and southern Europe na

tionalities, who will learn to speak Eng

lish instead of hanging around saloons.

And with the learning of English there

comes learning of the Christian heart,

which will prepare the way for the Chris

tian message.

The "Army" versus the "Navy" with the

membership divided nearly equally under

red and blue colors in twelve teams of ten

men each, there was brought in 627 mem

bers at Springfield, Ohio (the army 284

and the navy 343). In this, some of the

best and biggest men in the city took a

hand. The victors were served by the van

quished at a banquet followed by a big

jubilee with a brass band in the gymnasium.

Brooklyn registers 11,169 members in its

several branches, a gain of 767 over the

same date a year ago. New York City

totals 18,534 in its 14 branches, the larg

est yet recorded, a net gain of 495—and

the tide is setting in with a flood.

"With a good organization nothing but

success can be the outcome." That is the

conviction of Waller, of Akron, Ohio. Here

men and boys were combined in teams of

ten and the boys often excelled the men,

and were dignified by their association. In

some of the large factories actually hun

dreds of men were secured, proving the in

dustrial man is the most reachable, if the

Association shows that it wants him and

provides for him. On the last night every

man and boy was on the jump. Reports

were handed in sealed. Every team, cap

tains and workers, would be glad to enter

another campaign.

Twenty-third Street branch, New York,

has in its membership 192 subjects of

Britain, 109 Germans, 30 Russians, 18

French, 14 Japanese, and 12 Austrians, and

4 Belgians.

Pittsfield led with 1,410 members in a

four-cornered contest. Worcester was sec

ond with 1,404.

Membership receipts are ten per cent,

larger at Springfield than last year and

more men are using the privileges. No

campaign.

It surely impressed Eau Claire, Wis.,

business men well to see this front-page

newspaper column head, "Memberships Are

Averaging 100 a Day" in its undertaking

to bring its benefits and appeal to every

last available man or boy in the town.

A spirited membership contest at Stamps,

Arkansas, added 217 new members and

brought all the forces of the community to

gether in a helpful way. This was one of

the first Associations in the country to be

supported by lumber interests.

It looks as if Detroit would hold the lead

in membership. It reports 6,840, 830 of

 

THE "BOOSTERS OF DETROIT

whom are in the boys' division, 1,750 in the

physical department. A hammering is be

ing kept up along every line to compel

every possible man to line up for improve

ment of mind, body and character.

As we go to press twelve cities in In

diana are driving a membership campaign

for a cup trophy. Handicaps are given ac

cording to population of field and size of

budget. (Later: Evansville led with 508.)

Hamilton (Ohio) shopmen secured nearly

800 of the 1,121 new members brought in

at the opening of the building. Among them

were many foreigners drawn to the edu

cational classes. Every department was

ready and manned to assimilate the re

cruits.

Philadelphia Central undertakes to in

crease its membership from 4,900 to 6,000

in two weeks.

Chicago Central members paid $14,000

in fees and incidentals in September, an

average of $530 for each working day.

Membership is 6,126—highest ever by 1,126.

No campaign.

A moving picture film of the San Diego

Association in its various departments, en

titled "From Youth to Manhood," was a

feature in its membership campaign en

rolling 350 new men. It was shown in the

leading theaters for an entire week com

plimentary. Over 100 trucks carried the

campaign sign. Advertisers and newspa

pers gave it big space. San Bernardino

added 133 members in a few days, San

Francisco 434 in September, and Los

Angeles is in the midst of a "rustle" be

tween the teams called the Braves and

Athletics.

■■ho***'* T M^eC '■•

THANKSGIVING BANQUET ANNOUNCEMENT,

AT ERIE
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Physical Department Briefs

Teach Another to Swim.—The Associa

tion is not satisfied with teaching 200,000

boys to swim in five years by its campaigns.

Here is proposed a steady campaign, to en

list volunteers of the 350,000 men and boys

using our gymnasiums and 400 swimming

pools to undertake to teach at last one per

son to swim within twelve months. The

minimum result should be at least 50,000.

Here is a suggested agreement to print on

cards to be filled and filed with the director

and reported with the name of those taught

within three months.

I hereby agree to do my utmost to teach at
least one person to swim within the next twelve
months.

(Signed)
Reported taught :

Let the Association now set the date for

the event at the end of the season, when

the honor roll is made up and the prizes

given. Start with a start-off meeting worth

while.

Prize-Saving Medallions.—It has not been

enough for us to have taught many boys to

swim and to save life in the water and to

offer fobs to those who qualified by passing

the test of life-savers. Now it is to offer

gold, silver and bronze medallions to those

who actually save life in the water; gold to

those who have made a heroic rescue at

great risk, silver to those who make dif

ficult rescues, and bronze for the simple

rescues. The rewards will be supplied the

rescuers through the Association, by our

International Life-Saving Department.

 

a leader's corps which led

Three of these 8 leaders have become physi
cal directors. Their training has been more
than to lead classes or to build pyramids—to
study the theory, practice, and purpose of the
Association
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Baltimore's first nat. red cross life

saving corps

He Did Not Know How.—Of course this

young lady had no hesitation in trusting

her life, one beautiful afternoon, with a

young man who was a strong swimmer and

athlete. They had been out before. The

canoe was safe. They were fearless. When

they landed at a strange dock with a stiff

head wind blowing both reached for the

landing platform at once and the canoe

glided out from under them. The swim

mer seized his friend but the tide

had swept the canoe away. Struggle

and strain as he would to reach a

nlace of safety the swift current bore

him out—he did not know how to

handle himself with his burden, and the

poor girl's strength failed in the buffeting

waves and her hold slipped from his should

ers. She was gone before he could again

grasp her. In every pool men should be

taught to rescue under severe strain in

waves and against the current. It is not

a fair risk for a man to take a young woman

canoeing with him if he has not prepared

himself thoroughly to meet emergencies

sure to arise, even with the most skilled

paddlers and the strongest swimmers.

The no-smoking rule enforced in all of

Chicago's departments as a hygienic

necessity only caused a dozen or so men of

the yearly 1,600 to leave rooms. Their

place was quickly taken by non-smokers.

The Association holds that it is not healthy

or wholesome to sleep in air tainted by

tobacco smoke. The opposition was mostly

editorial.
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Dr. Barker gripped Albany in his week of

meetings. Davison writes: "I am only

sorry for the fact that I did not know more

about him so that I could have advertised

him stronger. Many men and women sought

him for counsel and wrote him for advice.

The best physicians asked for the exercises

he commended. Many business men turned

to the gymnasium to care for their bodies

and keep them fit for a decent man to live

in. Smith of Maine writes after a year,

saying: "No man in recent years has

brought a more timely and helpful message

to the men of our state. It is lasting in its

effect, and today many men are giving seri

ous heed to Dr. Barker's instructions. His

message had a real spiritual significance."

Although that reservoir swimming pool

at Redlands was a three-and-a-half-mile

round trip from the building, it was used

by 2,820 boys and men in four weeks.

The New Emphasis in Athletics

This emphasis is well described by two

events which recently occurred—one at

Lake Geneva, the other at Silver Bay. At

the former place a "Health Tournament"

was held in connection

with the student confer- -

ence which had for its

purpose the maintenance

of the personal efficiency

of each student attending.

The plan included instruc

tion in hygiene sufficient

to protect and to aid the

individual during the con

ference and also provided

a wide variety of athletic

sports for participation of

all. If a student missed a

meal or was absent from

a session of the confer

ence he received a de

merit.

The big spectacular

event was the "Team Ath

letic Meet" in which 630

of the 830 men in camp

participated. State dele

gation teams of ten men

each took part. There were 190 men in the

relay race, 140 in the shot put, about 150

in the two standing broad jumps, about

150 in the hop-step-and-jump. This meet

was handled by six officials. Teams

were composed of ten men each and the

field events were run on the "shuttle"

method. The "stars," the "mediocres" and

the "dubs" competed on the same team, each

feeling that he had an important part to

play. Best of all every one had a royal

good social time. Practically every team

was composed of delegates from several col

leges, but in this contest college rivalry was

forgotten and all fought for their state

teams. It was a great sight to see so many

men in an athletic contest, and we have

never seen so much enthusiasm at any of

the great college meets. Many of the men

had never taken part in an athletic con

test before. No prizes were offered.

The college presidents and professors

present were enthusiastic over the plan, for

it demonstrated to them a method by which

large numbers of students, no matter of

what ability, could be induced to take part

in wholesome and sane athletic competition

with the emphasis upon the development of

personal efficiency rather than upon the

winning of watches, gold or silver medals.

The great value of the meet was that it

placed athletic competition on a truly play

basis. Many of the delegates determined

to introduce the scheme into their colleges

this fall.

The Silver Bay program was arranged so

that every student in the summer school

should have an opportunity for wholesome

recreation. The sports consisted of: Ten

nis, for which no tournaments were planned

as the seven courts were constantly used

to capacity, with a waiting list. Baseball—

Two leagues were formed, classes A and B,

to equalize the ability of the players. Each

institute entered a team. Indoor baseball

(Played outdoors) —A great tournament,

1914 Lake Geneva Students Conference

HEALTH TOURNAMENT
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consisting of a team of ten men from each

school, was played in one evening after sup

per. It was an interesting sight to see six

teams playing at one time, composed of ten

men each. Volley ball—The same plan as

was used for indoor ball was used for vol

ley ball. All-round Mass Pentathlon Ath

letic Meet—This was the banner occasion.

Six teams of fifteen men each participated

in the following events: Standing broad

jump, 50 yards dash, running high jump,

relay race (each man running 110 yards)

and a tug of war. A wide variety of talent

was involved. Each man's effort counted

for his team no matter how little he accom

plished. The results were most satisfac

tory.
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The Association Boy

The Year Book shows that Los Angeles,

Cal., has the largest membership for a

single Association department for boys,

with 1,377 enrolled; Seattle has 1,043; Bos

ton, 1,020; Indianapolis, 967, and Bedford

Branch, Brooklyn, 901. And there are a

score or more in the 700 or 800 class. In

these departments are more older boys be

tween 15 and 18. The glory of the report

is that they show an increased number of

employed boys; in Boston one-third, and in

Bedford, one-half. Many of these are at

tending the department or the city night

schools and seriously preparing for voca

tions and professions, in which character,

as well as training, is becoming the first

demand. The Bible class supplements the

employment secretaries' and schoolmasters'

work to make this emphatic to the boy.

While the cigaret, especially, has become not

only abhorrent, but almost unknown among

the members on account of its physical

deterioration. The boys have learned from

the frequent talks on hygiene in the physical

department its deteriorating influence, as

well as in meetings.

The Leaders' Corps at Twenty-third

Street are required to pass on these sub

jects: First, "First Aid"; second, "Life

Saving and Resuscitation"; third, "Methods

of Scoring Athletics and Games"; fourth,

"Methods of Refereeing"; fifth, "Discipline

—Leadership, Loyalty and Progression in

Work"; sixth, "Religious Instruction";

seventh, "Practical Floor Work," including

(a) "How to Stand, for Workers"; (b) "The

Proper Way of Placing Mats, etc."; (c)

"Quickness in Getting Apparatus in Posi

tion"; (d) "Rope Splicing."

This demerit system is effective in main

taining strict order in gymnasium and room

Discredit means dismissal for two weeks

A few get it: Tardiness in leaving pool

after last whistle, 2 points; pushing any

person into pool, 10 points; diving off ledge

on spectators' side of pool, 5 points; disorder

in locker room, 3 points; profane language,

5 points; unbecoming conduct, 3 points;

loafing in locker room, including dodging

calisthenics, 5 points; disorder in game

room, 2 points. On receiving 20 counts the

offending person is suspended from all Asso

ciation privileges for 2 weeks.

The Austin Board of Education placed the

school gymnasium at the disposal of Chi

cago's physical director for class work and

opened the school to the community secre

tary, finding the influence so marked on the

boys' lives.

At Chicago 632 boys took part in 44 over

night and week-end camps.

Dubois Central has increased the ranks

of the boys' secretaries by employing a full-

time secretary. New quarters with brand

new_ equipment is being installed, in

cluding a first-rate wireless outfit. A great

year in Bible study is looked forward to.

Community boys' work is well begun at

Detroit, centering at Mack Avenue play

grounds. Three secretaries have been study

ing the section, together with public school

and Sunday school boy teachers and leaders.

Older boys are trained to teach and super

vise games. Lectures are given in school

rooms on travel, education and health. This

will be a clearing house of boys' life prob

lems, and, working with the police, the re

sult will be to keep boys out of jail as well

as out of mischief.

A banquet marked the beginning of Bible

study by 300 boys at Muncie, Ind., where

the study was taken up with a view to its

practical help to efficiency and completeness

of life.

In the older boys' conference of northern

California 38 of the 332 delegates made de

cisions for the Christian life and 214 signed

"forward step" cards. In the county camps

85 of the 360 boys made decisions for the

Christian life.

At Oakland, Cal., 156 high school boys en

rolled in Bible study the opening night, and

Long Beach lined up 200 men and boys in

the first week of its Fall work.

Sixty out of a hundred boys enrolled in

a boys' garden contest in Wichita, Kan., had

something to show for their work at the end

of the season.
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"why they would not help"

From Newburgh's "Buzzer," the popular "poster

paper."
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In 26 States and Canada 48 boys' confer

ences were attended by 17,166, mostly older

boys at the most impression-receiving age.

The clean atmosphere of camp and the

animosity against filth and profanity made

these things unendurable, to which many a

Detroit schoolboy had been but apathetic.

It's not the rules of camp or building, but

the rule of a loved man dominating the life

of the boys' building, which turns the mind

of a boy against filth.

Allen Stockdale has found himself

flooded with invitations to speak since the

secretaries' conference. While he allows

nothing to interfere with his church work

at Toledo, he will be able to speak at the

Central New York boys' conference at

Buffalo.

A Canadian National Advisory Committee

for co-operation in boys' work has been

formed with representatives from the vari

ous churches, including the Anglican, and

from the National Council of the Associa

tion. This organization will have charge of

the numerous conferences on boys' work

held each fall and winter and deal with the

standard efficiency tests. Mr. Statten was

the man behind this new step.

Atlanta's Admission Plan

THE ATLANTA "twin" building opened

last month. Two features in connection

with the boys' building are unique, the plan

of admitting members, and payment of

membership fee.

Only fifty boys will be admitted at the

opening in each of three school boy and

two employed boy sections ; thirty days later

twenty-five from the waiting list will be ad

mitted in each group, two boys of the ori

ginal group being assigned to each incoming

boy to see that he is properly assimilated

and not "initiated;" other groups will be

admitted at intervals of fifteen days, with

the same method.

This plan makes possible individual at

tention, prevents congestion, confusion and

dissatisfaction and increases efficiency; it

gives a fine opportunity for a service appeal

which should cause the members to quickly

catch the spirit of real membership in the

Association.

The necessity of partial payment obliga

tion has been obviated by a short term and

long term membership. Two fifths of the

annual fee is charged for two months, at

the end of which time the membership is

discontinued or renewed for a period of ten

months upon payment of an amount equal

to three-fifths of the annual fee.

This plan allows a boy to gracefully get

out of a proposition if he finds the Associa

tion to be different from what he thought

it was, and really preserves him for future

membership; it avoids having a boy assume

obligation for the annual fee to be paid in

payments, preventing unpleasant conditions

 

GO-TO-CHURCH SUNDAY

The Boy Scouts had a big hand In Go-to-
Church Sunday at Paterson last month.

should he desire to cancel his obligation; it

compels the Association to give particular

attention to the member during his first two

months, so that he may desire to continue.

It is believed the combinations of these

two plans will result in a larger number

of new members during the first twenty-

four months and an increased percentage

of renewals, with a corresponding increase

in receipts from membership.

These plans were adopted after corre

spondence with many Association workers,

and they have the endorsement of twenty-

six of the leading boys' secretaries of the

country.

This statement is made in bold black faced

type at the top of the membership applica

tion blank.

I hereby make application for membership

in the Association with a desire to become

actively connected with a Christian organi

zation, and to stand for Christian principles

—fair play, honor, clean speech, clean sports,

clean actions, and the development of the

body, mind and spirit; to help other fel

lows lead better lives; to throw the weight

of my influence, whether it be an ounce or a

ton, on the side of right against wrong. (If

you do not mean all this cross out what you

do not mean.)

An added feature will be the complete

equipment for boys engaged in the street

trades; these boys will be put on a regular

Association membership basis and program

of work. A. T. Benson, who has done such

a good job at Toledo for the past three

years, is "Boys' Club Secretary" and will

have the responsibility of developing this

phase of the work.
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Railroad Men

The twenty-fifth aniversary of the service

of John F. Moore, senior secretary of the

railroad department was the occasion for

a dinner given him by Dr. John P. Munn,

chairman of the committee. In a Friend

ship book of letters and felicitations pre

sented him were many by leading railway

officials. Among them were the president

of the New York

Central road.

President Hustis

of the Boston and

Maine wrote:

"To have known

and to have had

your friendship

during these

twenty-five years

is to have made

me your debtor."

President Stevens

of the C. & O.,

Pres. Canniff of

the Nickel Plate,

W. S. Stone of

the Brotherhood, and officers of other roads

and men in humble life and fellow secre

taries, who have felt the touch of his life,

were heartily appreciative in their letters.

Dr. Munn wrote:

Yes, my dear Mr. Moore, twenty-five years Is

quite a stretch of time, but to an old traveler

on the Journey of Life, such as I am, it does

not seem long when the time has been spent so

wisely. It is delightful to me, and satisfactory,

too, to look back upon all our experiences dur

ing the years we have been together, you and

the other splendid men doing the work and I

looking on occasionally. May I express my

grateful appreciation of all that has been accom

plished and suggest that you make it twenty-

five more and better If that be possible

Some Canadian Associations have enjoyed

a variety of outdoor sports during the past

season which, in range, probably exceeds

the average in the states. Reports from

Kenora and Chapleau, in Western Ontario,

indicate that aside from such customary

summer pleasures as fishing and motor-

boating, the men were intensely interested

in such additional sports as bowling on the

green, Association football, lacrosse, base

ball, and tennis. Chapleau has a large and

enthusiastic rifle club.

Helpful service is being rendered by the

colored department at Bluefield, W. Va.,

which, because of its strategic location, is

able to reach, aside from the colored resi

dents of the town, the employes on three

divisions of the Norfolk and Western Rail

way, and of the Pocohontas coal fields.

Under the direction of a new secretary, the

membership more than doubled during the

past summer.

The Samuel Warr Railroad Men's Bible

class, at Scranton, has started a relief fund

which will be sent to one of the great nurs

ing organizations for use in the work now

being carried on in Europe.

Departments are more and more teach

ing foreign railroad men English.

Schreiber, Ontario, has recently taught fif

teen men to read, write and talk the un

familiar language of their adopted country.

In Chicago, an effort is being made to teach

safety and English at the same time.

The cooperation which the railroad asso

ciation can give in the training of appren

tices is exemplified by recent developments

at Decatur, where a comfortable room has

been provided in the Association building

and nearly forty apprentices enrolled in

classes. The heads of four of the federated

brotherhoods at work in the railroad shops

of that city constitute the committee on

Association apprentice work, and the master

mechanic of tne railroad company is cor

dially cooperating with them.

So successful were the spring and sum

mer athletic sports arranged for Pennsyl

vania Railroad Association men that the

committee in charge of the athletic work on

that system has recommended that contests,

both in- and out-of-doors, be continued

throughout the fall and winter.

"The Manhood of the Master" is proving

a popular Bible study course for railroad

men.

Closer touch with railroad Association

work in the Orient has been brought about

by C. V. Hibbard, of Dalny, Manchuria, who

is devoting some of his time, while in this

country, to speaking before railroad men.

Some of the Associations have interested

themselves to the extent of undertaking to

provide equipment needed for the Associa

tion which ministers to the railroad em

ployes at Dalny.

Grand Central New York has reached

1,900 in membership—a gain of nearly a

hundred a month.

Put in Ridgeway's Way

Let no man put a stumbling block in his

brother's way (v. 13). I had a friend who

was a great smoker. He suddenly quit.

"Seth," said I, "what made you quit so

quick?" He merely pointed to some passing

boys smoking cigarets. "That's all," he

said. Most smokers don't care. He did.

Some fine men have liquors on their tables.

And their boy Jack, with the New Onyx-

Mahogany teaching, becomes the graduate sot

from their own sideboard. It used to make

them smile when poor Jack was a handsome

lad and folks said, "a chip off the old block."

But now, alas ! it is a chip off the old stum-

blingblock. Even if Grandfather Farquharson

had his port and sherry, you listen to me and

cut all such stuff out in these days. Big men

won't use it in these days of chemical labo

ratories and lunatic asylums and alcoholic

knowledge (Ezek. 18:2-4).—From "The Busy

Man's Corner" S. S. Times.
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Educational

Association Continuation Schools.—Con

tinuation schools for varied vocational

training hold a unique and growing place.

While the public schools, colleges and uni

versities continue their service with pro

fessional educators; and while the purely

trade and apprentice schools conducted by

manufacturers and corporations continue

with their trade and industrial teachers de

veloping skill and mechanical intelligence,

the 390 Association schools with their 3300

Christian teachers with both professional

and trade experience—the schoolmasters of

commerce, industry and daily life work—

place emphasis not only on vocational train

ing but also on character building. This

latter emphasis distinguishes Association

service, and character is fundamental to

the best service and far more valuable than

mere mechanical skill.

With these Association schools business

men and manufacturers of all kinds co-op

erate in making possible the appropriate

training of their boys and men day or night,

under Association auspices, either in plant

or factory or in the Association, or in both.

This kind of educational affiliation between

business, commerce and industry, and the

Association plus the definite Christian char

acter-building facilities results in a kind of

efficient manhood that all desire, and that

many high schools, seeing the Association

product, are beginning to seek.

The nature, variety and product of this

work is a surprise to all. Its 120 different

courses, over 80,000 students ranging from

14 to 56 years of age, its day schools of

apprentices on company time, its system of

lectures, talks and clubs for inspiration and

instruction—together make the growingly

appreciated and largest single system of

schools directly under Christian auspices in

the world.

This educational service to employed men

is no longer considered a mere stop-gap in

the present breach between public school

preparation and the demands of the voca

tion.- It helps to make good the existing

deficient public school training, and meets a

real need in helping to relate men and boys

to more successful daily service. 20,000

of these employed men and boys are

being taught to read, speak and do busi

ness in the English language; 11,000 others

are training for entrance to college and

university; 40,000 others earning from $10

to $20 per week are securing their train

ing for to-day's increasing demands; 20,-

000 others are mature business men and

college graduates in the Association spe

cial schools studying advertising, sales

manship, real estate, exporting, business

management, poultry raising, etc. Some of

these special schools just mentioned had

their birth in the Association; as the first

Auto School was born in the Boston Asso

ciation in 1900, the first Poultry School in

Portland, Oregon, 1905, etc.

With the best of intentions several manu

facturers have organized schools of their

own among their apprentices or employees,

and with the best of teachers and all privi

leges free, but only to see such schools

dwindle and finally die because of the seem

ingly inevitable feeling of paternalism.

Yet such schools when conducted by the

employees themselves, and largely inde

pendent of the employers, though fostered

and encouraged by them—as is the case

under Association auspices—are successful.

"There will be more square feet in factories

when square heads are eliminated," is

coming to be true in two ways. First,

more space, effort and money for the proper

educational training in various plants will

be given by employers when they realize

that such work can be best done by the

employees themselves; second, more normal

efficient character and manhood building

can be done under Association auspices in

which the employees have a large and vital

part than is possible in corporation schools

aimed at developing merely skill and me

chanical intelligence.

Character is an ever-growing and in

creasingly needed product. The Associa

tion to-day in its schools is taking some of

the "raw product" as it leaves the public

schools and by special adapted training is

better fitting it for life work and service.

Experience shows that the best results are

seen in Associations that entirely control

all phases of their work rather than farm

out any courses to outside private school

agencies on the percentage basis.

Welfare Service—A Despotism?—Like

many other beneficial corporations, the C.

F. & I. Company in Colorado for years pro

vided hospitals, educational privileges,

model homes, and so on, for the uplift of

its employees. Yet this company was re

cently plunged into war with many of the

very people it was trying to help. One

reason is that human nature in America

dislikes to be told what to read, where to

go, or what to do during its leisure time

even though it might do these very same

desirable things of its own accord. They

want to be entirely their own judges how

their mental, physical, social and religious

desires should be advised, limited or satis

fied. The fundamental desire for inde

pendence is steadily increasing. It is one

of the growing earmarks of pure democ

racy. It is this very idea which is the germ

of the present European revolution.

Often the best of industrial welfare work

under company promotion and control does

not materially benefit the men, and cert-

tainly in the long run does not improve re

lations between employees and employers.

It is regarded as unworkable paternalism.

The welfare work which is promoted and

largely controlled by the employees them

selves, and especially with a primary Chris-

tion motive, as in the Young Men's Chris

tian Association, is found to be beneficial.
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AT BEDFORD BRANCH, BROOKLYN

REVIEW. Take a steady look ahead. Make
careful, God-directed, courageous plans to capi
talize present world-conditions so that the Asso
ciation may meet men's needs as It can, as
never before In our history. Present economic
conditions will drive men to us; disturbed
psychological conditions give us the opportunity
to contribute a sane, balanced, optimistic out
look, and, above all, the awfulness of the pres
ent world conflict is compelling, and will con
tinue to do so long after It Is over, men are to
look for a surer foundation of living than ma
terial structures.. They have failed; they are
but temporary, and the only eternal certainty
is founded in our God and His comprehensive
conception of Righteousness. Plan and begin
this month some real effort to set before our
membership the Rock which Is sure as repre
sented by Our Father and His Son the Saviour,
Teacher and Lord of Life.

FINANCES. As Association men we need the
lesson of economy. It's hard to learn; It's Irri
tating and perplexing, but It will hinder, not
help, to "chew our bitter pills." Carefulness In
expenditure and unusual energy and inventive
ness on Income features is absolutely necessary,
but we must remember that to get a response
In membership returns requires that we have
something to offer which Involved expenditure,
and also that the strongest appeal for contribu
tions which we have Is an active work in the
community which is producing results and needs
to be financially supported. We need large
faith now In the ability of the Association to
recreate men; in the attitude of the contributor
toward our work, as evidenced by its record;
and In God, who Inspires our effort and gives
the high motive which Inaugurated and main
tains the business in which we are engaged.

 

In such cases the members feel no loss of

independence. They gain that desired hu

man sympathy and brotherhood not possible

in the former kind. Permanent peace and

prosperity is hard to build on the basis of

paternalism. This is why we see so many

failures in apprentice and corporation

schools, and why we also see successes

when these same schools are under other

auspices than those of the company, as in

the Young Men's Christian Association. In

the latter case the company shows its in

terest and support, but not to the extent to

create paternalism.

What to Do This Month

By H. BALLANTYNE, Canada

Don't fall to observe the Week of Prayer.
It's not easy to get as big a response as you
would like. Try a plan which contemplates the
enlistment of only as many men as can be seen
personally and with whom time can be taken to
Interest definitely. BUT DO SOMETHING. The
reaction on men who participate as a group in
this most solacing exercise will put life into
our work. All our organization and planning is
Impotent without this electric and vitalizing
force. Thousands of men know not where to
turn for relief in these days: It's our duty and
privilege to show them the Great Father, Who
delights to hear the cry of His children. It's
possible to get men started in the habits of
prayer now. Let's not defeat ourselves by a
failure to take advantage of the opportunity.

CHECK UP. In the months of September and
October a large number of new members have
Joined our Associations. Are they getting what
they came for, or something different and bet
ter? Do they feel that they are part of a social
brotherhood, or are they still skirmishing around
the social rooms, Gymnasium classes, Educa
tional classes, craving for the kind of fellow
ship that will take them In? Lifelong sup
porters are gained; the real needs of men noted
and met; volunteer workers won;' the Christ
appeal made more successfully, to a larger de
gree In the first month or two of membership
than in the other ten combined. Do you want
to know the secret of continuous membership
and eliminate the financial and nervous worry
of lapses? It's delivering the goods to the new
member In the first couple of months. Don't
try to do it all yourself; get the other men on

the employed staff to see the point; tie up the
Gymnasium leaders. Membership Committee,
Social Committee and ail others, but don't fall
on It. KNOW that you are making good.

REVIEW. You had a great program prepared
for this Winter.. It looked fine on paper. It
ought to be working in the lives of men and
boys by this time. Go carefully over It with
every employed man and In turn with every
departmental and other responsible committee.
Bolster up the weak points, and don't conclude
now because some of the plans do not seem to
be carrying through that they won't work.
It's the spurt In the last ten yards of the race
that carries the man to the front; It's the extra
effort when such seemed useless or Impossible
that marks the difference between success or
failure, and this Is the time to make the effort.
Some of the plans may need to be toned down
and, perhaps, eliminated altogether as Imprac

tical, Impossible or not calculated to meet needs
at the present time. Don't be afraid to do It:
we must not be slaves to a mere plan unless
It's vital. Quality, not quantity. Is what we
are after. To do some things thoroughly Is
Infinitely better than to do many things with
only average success. We ought to know better
to-day from the experience of the past two
months and from observation where to
strengthen our organization so that this win
ter's race may be run with far-sightedness and
the use of all the resources at our disposal.

AS CLEVELAND CENTRAL TOLD ITS STORY IN

POPULAR FORM
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My Church and I

The Week of Prayer in Asheville, N. C,

continued for 180 days. It was no pretense

of formal meetings. In November, 1913,

the boys got together and got a real sense

of alarm and concern in their own souls

for other boys at school and in employ.

The meetings began with 18 and went up

to 52. They made a list of every boy in the

Association and boys' classes in the Sunday

schools, and checked them up whether a

member of the church or not. They fol

lowed their prayers with personal inter

views. It has transformed the whole de

partment. One who was a troublemaker

of the worst kind now is building up a big

boys' class in the Sunday school, has con

nected with the Church, is a member of the

governing board and teaching a Bible class

for probation boys, and has won promotion

in the bank. He is a winner, and the idol

of the athletes. It's the smooth-faced boys

more than the gray-haired men who are

testing prayer to the limit in this Associa

tion. Prayer has done more for this de

partment than any one of the ten successful

things on the program.

Last Winter the Pottsville Association

held six meetings on Sunday nights in the

best moving picture theater, the use of

which was given. No church notices were

given. Men were reached primarily through

street invitations. The streets are thronged

on Sunday night with men from outlying

mining settlements. Attendance ranged

from 300 to 700 men. Pastors backed the en

terprise. At a preachers' discussion on reach

ing the foreigner, one of the pastors stated

that he had been called in as a "pinch

hitter" at one of these meetings and de

clared he had never seen so many foreigners

in a Protestant service. These meetings

will be held again.

Montclair carried through the summer

months a Sunday night union service, with

an average attendance of 300. This brought

the four leading churches together in a

closer fellowship and resulted in a regular

monthly meeting of the ministerial bodies

of the towns, including lay representatives

of the Church. So well was this done that

the Association will be asked to continue

the effort next year. This is further evi

dence that the greatest influence toward

Christian union is working together.

"Charles R. Drum surely made good with

the men and boys of Erie! He helped to

get us nearer to the older boy and his reli

gious life than any other man we ever had,"

writes Eldredge of Erie. And then Drum

is an evangelist of the highest order with

no clap-trap but the strongest appeal to

men to come out into the open for Christ

and the Church. Drum's coming has

strengthened our religious work for boys,

built up our Bible classes, helpfully reached

 

ROCKAWAY POINT BUNGALOW CHURCH BUILT

BY EASTERN DISTRICT, BROOKLYN, MEMBERS

Two Summers ago Association members spend
ing their week-ends at Rockaway Point, near
New York, keenly realized the need of positive
religious influences in this sea-side recreation-
seeking community. For this $900 bungalow
they have already raised J700. Services and
Sunday school held here for 17 weeks had a
decided influence and led at least one man into
Christian service.

shop men and made new openings, brought

the largest proportion of young men into

our Sunday afternoon meetings we ever

have had, and has reached and awakened

our Church Men's Bible classes and our

Inter-Church Federation. Our Associations

ought to use Drum more and more. He is

a great and useful all around man to open

new fields and strengthen old work.

A Church Home is being supplied scores

of students in Boston and other cities

through the "temporary membership" plan

originating with the Central Congregational

Church, Boston. By this men keep up

church connection in the city without sever

ing ties with the home church. In this

Central Church there is a Sunday afternoon

service at 4.30, and the "boys" come in the

evening, arrange in small circles for socia

bility with one of two good mixers in each

circle, then have refreshments and an ad

dress, usually evangelistic, fellowship of

hymns and fraternity until 9.30. This is

helping to hold men. And here is the

"Covenant" used in the reception of men

introduced into temporary membership—a

covenant well worth frequent self measure

ment by.

A COVENANT FOR THE RECEPTION OF STUDENTS

TO TEMPORARY MEMBERSHIP IN CENTRAL

CHURCH

With the members of this Church and by

God's strength I do make this covenant:

That I believe in Jesus Christ and His

Teaching; that I will try to make His will

my own and to do each day what I think He

would have me do; that I will study His

words and strive so to walk that my life

may not be controlled by the desires and

passions of the flesh, but by the Spirit of

love and truth; that so long as I remain in

Boston I will be true to this covenant and

to the fellowship of this Church.



A Clearing House for Community Christianity

The Young Men's Christian Association has brought to the church oj modern times a broadening and brotherly

spirit, which has made it a clearing house for community Christianity for that line of Christian effort in which people

of all beliefs unite. It is the center of interdenominational team work, and this team work has been found of vital import

in our age, of which combination and coalition of forces in all lines of endeavor has been a leading characteristic. In

the laymen's movement the Christian business talent has been brought into co-operation with the spiritual and ecclesi

astical lines of effort with gratifying results on all sides. The business man and the industrial leaders have experi

enced a deepening of their spiritual life, while more system has been injected into the counsels and projects of Christianity.

The Young Men's Christian Association has been singularly mindful to render unto Caesar the things that are Caesar's,

as well as to render unto God the things that are God's. It has taught that every secular calling became sacred when en

tered upon in the spirit of service to both God and man and had made a splendid type of patriotic citizenship, which

is the spirit and purpose of the Association, both in private and in public life.

JOSEPHUS DANIELS at the Openlnt oj the Hamilton. 0.. BuiUlnf.

Seattle's Sunday Club started out with a

swing, with more ginger and more men

back of it than ever. On its committees are

150 men, including some of the brightest

lights in the business circle. Their aim is to

maintain an average of 500 men at the men's

mass meetings using as attractions star

course speakers. Its "Friendship Sup

per" completely fills the cafeteria Sunday.

The day's program includes six principal

events lasting from 2 until 7 p. m., with a

social sing after church srevice. Sunday

70 men go to church in a body, occupying

special reserved seats. A new feature is

the Association Brotherhood meeting Tues

day night with a banquet which is followed

in the auditorium by a good address. The

first meeting was a great success.

This is the way the state secretary of

Oklahoma makes his case in proving that

the Associlation is in fact serving the

Church. His "dividends" show that more

than 1,000 substantial men in the state en

tered Christian service as a direct result of

the State Committee's work for one year

and that more than 300 men and 300 boys

had made a decision for the Christian life.

The following story is one of many such

received at our Michigan state office. A

senior in High School who became secretary

of the High School Group attended the state

boys' conference. Returning home, he suc

ceeded in getting nearly all of his family to

join the Church with him. He was used last

year in deputation work, his first year, in

the State University, and is now a member

of the University Cabinet this fall and ex

pects to give his life to religious work.

Special Noon Day Service

Every Day Except

SundayMassMeet

SUNDAY, NOV. 9th: Association Dt

MONDAY, NOV. 10th: The Power o

TUESDAY, NOV. 11th: The Power

iY, NOV. 12th: That All l

Spaal

^THURSDAY, NOV. 13th: The Power of

F

IDAY, NOV. 14th: The Power of G

Spem'

TURDAY, NOV. 15th: The Power oi

A SYRACUSE WEEK-OF-PBAYER SUGGESTION

(From a section of a big poster.)

The meeting each noon was given over to the
societies whose badges are shown.

 

 

AUTOMOBILE

STBEET MEET

ING, NEWARK,

N. J., ADDRESSED

BY AN ITALIAN

PASTOR

These meetings
resulted in con-
versions, an
Italian Sunday
school of 200,
and a church of
50, which Is now;
building.
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Men and

the Bible

F. S. GOODMAN

To be mighty in the Scriptures Is to know the spirit as well as

the letter, to comprehend and to walk by the scripture behind

the Scriptures. It Is to have the Word of Christ dwelling richly

In the soul. For those who have this experience the Immeasur

able depths of wisdom are opened. More light and more truth

are ever breaking, and ever to break from the Holy Word.—Sir

W. R. Nlcoll.

IN THESE days of national and interna

tional changes, with widely cherished

ideals of progress going to smash, one needs

to be deliberate and judicial in his thinking

if he would avoid wrong conclusions. Among

the results of the great war it does not

need a prophet to forecast a victory for

Liberty—Liberty to live, to think, to wor

ship and to work. But by whose agency has

liberty come to her present place in the af

fections of men and the laws of nations?

Leckey, the great historian, once said "Lib

erty came to Europe in a little boat with a

man whose name was Paul"—not by guns

and powder, by battleships and airships is

liberty won, but by the steady advance of

the principles of Him who said "Ye shall

know the truth and the truth shall make

you free."

THE WRITER had occasion recently to

look into a famous modern encyclopedia

at the word "War." He found more than a.

dozen pages of fine type devoted to a defini

tion of war, besides more than a score of

other articles on different phases of war

and its instruments, in addition to many

articles on the great wars of history. Prob

ably all were necessary to a fair under

standing of the subject. But contrast with

this extended and elaborate use of words

the unique phenomenon of the brevity of

the words of Jesus which are recorded in

the four Gospels, in the light of their pro

found influence on the thinking and con

duct of men. A writer in the Biblical

World some time ago called attention to the

fact that "Tatian's Harmony" which com

bined all of the four Gospels would take one-

half of the space required for eight of Jon

athan Edwards' sermons as they appear in

his published works. "Jonathan Edwards

uttered more words in three Sundays than

we have in the four Gospels."

WHY do some Association leaders make

so small a spiritual impact on their

communities when their views of truth seem

"sound," their ideals of work high and prac

ticable, and their personalities so attractive?

One of the preachers at Blue Ridge last

summer repeated an old Chinese legend

which may suggest an answer. A company

of Chinese statesmen were anxious to put

through a progressive movement but had no

one with capacity to lead it. In their search

they came to an old man sitting by a foun

tain. They talked to him about their plan

and found him both intelligent and sym

pathetic. They went aside and conferred

and decided to offer him the leadership of

the movement. He sighed deeply and said,

"You have not looked carefully, I am flesh

and blood down to my hips. Prom there

down I am stone. I can think beautiful

thoughts but am powerless to execute them."

THE Chinese legend carries several sug

gestions. For example: To have con

victions of duty which do not control con

duct and feelings and lead to action means

a steady decline in the power of those con

victions. To believe in and talk about

Bible study, without a growing enthusiasm

for it and an ever deeping personal experi

ence in it leads to waning spiritual energy.

To talk about prayer without an advancing

delight in, and increased personal victories

through prayer means a decay of faith in

the efficacy of prayer. The salvation of

one's faith lies in its exercise. The retain

ing of one's belief in the power of the Scrip

tures rests on our increasing use of the

Scriptures. To believe that personal evan

gelism is the most powerful agency for win

ning men into the fellowship of the friends

of Christ will be possible only to those who,

as God gives them opportunity, seek to put

this belief into practice. Convictions which

lie dormant become hopelessly atrophied if

not petrified. "If ye know these things

happy are ye if ye do them."

AMONG the new honor rolls which ap

pear in the 1914 edition of "The An

nual Survey of Religious Work" is one

which contains the names of the 91 boys and

men, out of the total of 2,098 passing the

International Bible Study Examinations,

who were marked 100 per cent. Of this

number there were several who passed in

two and even three subjects in the same

week. And still there are some people who

have doubts about the feasibility of getting

boys to really study the Bible to the point

of mastering its great historic facts and

principles.

FEW supporters of the American Asso

ciations are aware of the invaluable con

tribution which the Summer Schools are

making to the increased usefulness of the

Associations and to the finer spiritual effi

ciency of the employed officers. The season

just closed was unquestionably the best

educationally and spiritually in the history

of the summer schools. The Annual Sur

vey devotes a special chapter to this sub

ject, with a fine collection of pictures of

the various schools.
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The International Sunday School Lesson Test and daily readings
from the New Testament furnish the basis of the comments

Carry this page in
your Testament

A Message each Day for the EverydayMan

TU Q 4U U A 11/ Every Day of the Year Read the Bible and the Day's

1 tie Brotherhood Way : Message, prav> and Do Something for Somebody

By GRIFFIN W. BULL, D.D., Leader for the other man

With Daily Prayer Topics by

Geo. T. Coxhead.

FOR YOURSELF

A Daily Bracing—
A PUn to Work by-
Prayer—Brotherhood.

A Brother's Interest—
A Word—A Prayei—
A Timely Hand—An Uplift.

THE ARREST AND TRIAL OF JESUS

Lesson, November 1. Matt. 26: 47-68.
Sun. 1. Vs. 59. Now the chief priests and
elders, and all the council, sought false
witness against Jesus, to put him to
death. Read the lesson.

SEEKING LIARS. Jesus Christ came to seek
and to save the lost, in painful contrast, those
who should have been the first to cooperate with
Him are seeking liars to convict Him. The law
required two witnesses to convict a man (Num.
35: 30; Deut. 17: 6). What a tribute to the
Christ that they had a hard time to get two
emissaries of hell sunk so low as to be willing
to swear away his life. They could have packed
the court with the multitude ready to testify to
His kindnesses and tender ministries. But the
court was not looking for the truth, they wanted

testimony to justify the killing. The very bot
tom of baseness seems to have been reached
when the church pays two men to perjure them
selves In order to pave the way to the cruci
fixion of Christ. This is the outcome of initial
opposition to the Son of - God. When a man
starts on an opposition to Christ there Is no
depot of criminality to which he will not de
scend. Watch the first step—there Is no telling

what the devil is going to do before he is done.

Pray: That a clear Gospel note may be sounded in
every Association meeting todayt to the end that
young men may be won to Christian life and service.

SOWING AND REAPING

Lesson, November 8. Gal. 6: 1-10.
Mon. 2. Vs. 1. Brethren, If a man be over
taken In a fault, ye which are spiritual,
restore such an one In the spirit of meek
ness; considering thyself lest thou also
be tempted. Read the lesson.

OVERTAKING THE OVERTAKEN. This
letter is a treatise on Christian liberty. The
people had trailed off after some misleading
teachers. Paul is putting them back on the
right track. A man never gets out of the danger
zone in this world. I care not how fast he
runs nor how high he climbs nor how well forti

fied he Is—he faces the possibility of a fall with
each sunrise, and if he stays out much nights,
the probability of a fall with each sunset.
Whenever a Saint feels that he has distanced
the Devil and that he can sit down and take
things easy for a while, just remember that
Satan is some sprinter—and move up closer to
Christ. I have seen the boldest Christian back
down. I have seen the most consecrated caught
off guard. I have seen the most steadfast slip.
Personally when I thought I had a lead of a
hundred miles and no Devil in sight—I found
him at my side. "Brethren, I count not myself
to have apprehended—I press forward." "Hold

thou me up and I shall be safe."

Pray: For the Conference of Northwest Physical
Directors beginning today, that advanced policies may

be adopted.

Tues. 3. Vs. 1. Restore such an one In the
spirit of meekness: considering thyself,
lest thou also be tempted. Read 2 Cor.
5: 14-15.

Tear out and carry page in your Testament.

THE HEART OF A BROTHER. This busi
ness of rescue work Is one of the most delightful
and difficult tasks entrusted to us by Christ.
In this verse he has given us a drillng in FIRST
AID WORK. If it comes out in the right spirit
—right results will follow. Learn by heart how
heaven helps. (1) RESTORE HIM, don't rub It
in and tell him how ashamed he should be over
his slip. Get his feet under him and stiffen up
his backbone until he can stand. Don't coddle
him and purr over him. Rouse the better, big
ger man in him and bring him back to the
battle line where he can fight for his faith.
(2) IN MEEKNESS, the spirit of approach
should be that of the Master, If you would win
confidence. No superior air of holier-than-thou
harshness; the man is hurt. Do not drive him
or he will despair. Just have sense enough—
nay, memory enough—to know how the fellow
feels. You have been there yourself, and It is
likely will be again before you get Inside the
gates of peace. Go, overtake the overtaken and
say to him, like a man, "Brother, I know all
about it, come back." Rescuers should be good

swimmers.

Pray: For the Evangelistic Campaigns to be con
ducted this month in Hongkong, Canton, and Shang
hai, and for the sway oi the Holy Spirit in them.

Wed. 4. Vs. 3. For If a man thlnketh
himself to be something, when he Is noth
ing, he deceiveth himself. Read Rom.

3: 10-12.

GET A LINE ON YOURSELF. Before you
pat yourself on the back—better prove yourself.
One of the greatest hindrances to helpfulness
comes from colossal conceit. Let Satan dis
cover that a man stands pretty well with him
self and he will wreck humility, and holiness will
soon follow. I know one fellow who has a word
of advice for all the unfortunates he meets. He
really loves to do personal work. But the man
is powerless. Why? Because he Is a Pharisaic
prig who insists that he has not sinned for about
seven years. He is in the way down here—he
ought to be in heaven. He is not in our class.
This false estimate of self comes from a lack of
knowledge, or from a measurement of self by
some poor human specimen. It is a bar to all
self-Improvement—why labor to Improve the
perfect? Such a man lives in a fool's paradise,
walled about with solid concrete. He is over
bearing and unsympathetic. When a man fools
others. I can understand it; but why he should
hand himself a gold brick. I can not understand.

Pray: That the "New Americans"^ being educated
through the Association into the highest ideals of
American citizenship, may also be directed into the

Christian life.

Thurs. 5. Vs. 6. Let him that Is taught
In the word communicate unto him that

teacheth In all good things. Read Rom.
1: 14-17.

TEACH WHAT YOU KNOW. Some com
mentators say this means that it is up to men
who have been taught the truth to richly pay

their teachers. Maybe it does mean that. Any
man who will sit under the ministry of the word
and Just soak up all the good he can and sneak
out without his bearing his part of the support
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is—well, he Is just too small for space In these
paragraphs. But I've Just got to say this about
that gang, anyhow, there are a number of re
ligious rounders—church members—who will at
tend with regularity every Sabbath afternoon
the meetings held by the Young Men's Christian
Association. The Association spends hundreds
of dollars bringing speakers to the city, depend
ing largely upon the response of the recipients
of these messages to meet the expense. When
the appeal comes, plate is passed, the old regu
lars sing, "I'm so glad salvation is free"—but
they balk at the basket. It's a shame for the
well fed to stand Sunday after Sunday in the
spiritual bread line waiting for a hand out. They
ought to be teaching others—there are scores
starving for what they already know. If you
really can't speak—SUPPORT. Still, I believe
every man's experience helps another fellow

when told.

Pray: For Christian parents whose sons and
daughters are yielding to the allurements of the
world, that they may be given tact, love and patience

to win them to the Master.

Frl. 6. Va. 7. Be not deceived: God Is not
mocked: For whatsoever a man soweth,
that shall he also reap. Read 1 Kings
20: 13-21.

THE CROP. Some fellows seem surprised
when they face the fruit of their sowing. If I
plant cabbages I am not fool enough to look
for violets. If you sow a sin, Just as certain as
there is a God in heaven you will reap suffering.
The crop may be a little slow in coming up. but
it 1b on the way. I was Just running my eye over

the extensive saloon crop. THE DEATH TOLL
From 600 B. C. down to the Russo-Japanese

War 700,000 were killed in battle, 2,100,000
wounded. Alcohol is killing more Americans
every year than battle killed in 3,300 years. Make

it world wide and alcohol kills each year 3,500,-
000. It Is ten times more destructive than all
the wars combined. THE ECONOMIC LOSS
per annum is $16,500,000,000. Sow saloons—reap
the BUMPER CROP of bums, some in rags, some
in dress suits. This is the harvest—this is the
harvest. This is only one of the deeds of sin.
Would you feel the force of sin—face the har

vest.

Pray: For the local, Dominion, and foreign inter
ests of the Associations in Canada, which are harder
pressed than usual because of the extraordinary de

mands made upon Canada by the war.

Sat. 7. Vs. 9. And let us not be weary
In well doing; for In due season we shall
reap. If we faint not. Read 1 The*.

4: 13-18.

HANG ON. This morning I have been with
two different types of Bible class men. Each
man has struck a snag in the midst of his un
selfish service. The one who had the really hard
knock smiled and said: "Here's where I stick."
The other fellow said. "Here's where I lay
down—no more for mine." Sure we do get tired,

and some folks make us more tired. Of course
there is friction, there is friction to all motion.
A bump-on-a-log is never bothered. Certainly
we will meet the Ingratitude of those whom we
have befriended; and we will have ice water
poured over honest efforts. Then too our stock
of service is exhausted by the multitudinous
demands made upon it. It also looks to me
like there Is so much to be done that the possi
bilities of overtaking it are small. Then physi
cal fatigue comes in, and we are dead tired any
how, and guess we had better drop out. Oh no,
do not drop out—WEAR OUT. Sharpen your
old scythe, with a smile. Think of the harvest
ahead—and of the blessed fact that Christ did

not quit.

Pray: For National Committees as they undertake
work for soldiers in the present great European crisis.

Sun. 8. Vs. 9. And let us not be weary
In well doing: for In due season we shall
reap. If we faint not. Read Heb. 10: 36-37.

WHICH IS TOUR CLASS?

THE MAN WHO STICKS

"The man who sticks has this lesson learned

Success doesn't come by chance—It's earned
By pounding away; for good hard knocks
Will make stepping stones of stumbing blocks."

THE MAN WHO QUITS

"For the man who quits lets his chances slip.
Just because he's too lazy to keep his grip.
The man who sticks goes ahead with a shout
While the man who quits Joins the DOWN AND
OUT."

WEEK OF PHAYEE FOB YOUNG MEN, NOV. 8-14.

MY OWN ATTITUDE.—In the light of the pres
ent opportunities and in the illumination of the Holy
Spirit, let me honestly consider wherein I may help
to fully and fearlessly bring the message of evangel
ism to the multitudes of men sobered and approach
able in the shadow of the great war. ■

JESUS AND PETER

Lesson November 15. Mark 14: 53, 54, 66-72.
Mon. 9. Vs. 53. And they led Jesus away
to the high priest. Read the lesson.

PATHETIC PROCESSION. The night was
full of heart searching and history making.
Jesus and the disciples had partaken of the
newly instituted Lord's Supper; he had en
dured the agony of the garden; now he is
arrested as a common criminal and is being led
from the mountain across the Kedron for his
trials, ecclesiastical and civil. His CHURCH
TRIAL was threefold; before Annas, informally
before the Sanhedrin, then before the Sanhe-
drin in its legally constituted capacity. His
CIVIC TRIAL was threefold; before Pilate, be
fore Herod, back again before Pilate. The Jew
ish court could decide that he deserved death
but with Rome rested the power to put it into
effect. The procession headed for the house of
Annas, father-in-law of the high priest Caiaphas.

He was a crooked politician of the church and
his Influence would help. In their eagerness
they held an illegal midnight session and
reached a conclusion, which was confirmed after
sunrise. From the UPPER ROOM to the
COURT ROOM—what a Journey. He walked
that way for you and me. The Infidelity of his
friends was more crushing than the condemna
tion of the court.

Pray: For International Justice and Good-Will.
That the World's Committee through its representa
tives throughout the world may exert a mighty influ
ence towards restoring the sense of brotherhood
among those now separated and opposing one another
on the field of battle.

Tuei. 10. Vs. 53. And with him were
assembled all the chief priests and the
elders and the scribes. Read Matt.

26: 69-75.

THE FLOOR PLAN. Since our interest is
going to center about Peter's three denials, you
had better get a clear plan of the building, and
the order of the fall. The Oriental house is
commonly built on the sides of a quadrangular
court. There is a passage-way through, closed

at the street end by a big gate having a small
wicket gate for persons to enter. This wicket
gate was kept by a servant. Jesus was prob
ably standing in an audience room In the rear
of the building—opening into the paved court.
THE FIRST DENIAL was at the wicket gate
when Peter was let through. It is. probable that
the damsel at the gate followed Peter across
the court to the fire, chaffing him as he walked.
THE SECOND DENIAL The group of lackeys
about the Are Joined in the general charges, and
as Peter walked about the court to avoid them
they followed, baiting and bantering him.
THE THIRD DENIAL was when a kinsman of
Malchua. whose ear Peter cut off, recognized
him. So he was made the object of three at
tacks during the night. The crowd was tan
talizing him and enjoyed it. Poor fellow,
exasperated, heckled by a lot of brutal servants.
He was driven to desperation; it was more than
flesh and blood could stand, and he fell. Just
try to put yourself in his place—coming from
Gethsemane to the grilling, and ask yourself

would you have made a better stand?

Pray: For those who are fighting, including our
200,000 fellow members bearing arms in the Euro

pean conflict.
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Wed. 11. Vs. 54. And Peter followed him
afar off. John 1: 35-42.'

CAPTURE THE RINGLEADER. Instead of
cal fatigue comes in, and e are dead tired any-
prominence in the cause of Jesus Christ being a
protection against assault, it constitutes one of
the chief perils. Doing things worth while puts
you right into the danger zone. When Satan
finds a shining example, that example can count
on one thing for sure—a fight to the finish. He
does not waste ammunition on a nobody. It
never occurred to Satan to Are a heavy siege
gun at a sparrow. He picks front rank men;
his tastes are—get the leader at all costs, it will
be easier to demoralize the rank and file. Con
gratulate yourself if you are under fire, there
must be some force to you. The most furious
attack the Devil ever made was upon Jesus
Christ himself. Those who stand nearest him
in devotion and influence come in for his next

attention. "If we suffer with him we shall also
reign with him."

Pray: For all affected by the war that the young
men of out cities in personal distress and misfortune,
thrown out of^ work as a result of the war, may find

f riends in their time of need and may especially come
to know the Friend "that sticketh closer than a
brother."

Thurs. 12. Vs. 54. And Peter followed
him afar off. Read John 13: 31-38.

WHAT IS YOUR FORT? What is your
strong point? Watch that. A fool has sense
enough to be on guard against the feeble point.

Where he breaks down is when he is so cock
sure of himself. The thing on which you pride
yourself in your peril. Peter's characteristic was
his outspoken honesty—he fell right there, and
denied his discipleship. Abraham was faithful

and the father of the faithful—but he fell down
on his fort and distrusted God, in a tight place
down in Egypt. Job was the pattern of pa
tience—but when he broke loose there was some
cyclone. Moses was the model of meekness—
an attack of anger swept him off his feet and
he slew his man: then again he smote the rock
under the smallest provocation in his life.

Eternal watchfulness is the secret of safety.
Paul had common and sanctified sense when he
said, "When I am weak then am I strong."

What is the best thing you do—keep your eye
on that lest it turn out to be the basest thing

you do.

Pray: For Christians everywhere that they may
realize their responsibility for promoting the spir
itual welfare ana social betterment of the men who
zvork in the industries, on railroads, in the Army and
Savy, and in rural districts.

Frl. 13. Vs. 54. And Peter followed him
afar off, even Into the palace of the high
priest; and he sat with the servants and
warmed himself at the fire. Read John

13: 1-11.

THE DANGER OF DISTANCE. Before con
demning the man completely, Just place to his
credit the fact that he followed. With the ex
ception of John, that is more than the balance
of the Eleven did. The others had forsaken
him altogether. So If his fall was great, his
loyalty was greater than the runners. Peter
started all right, and if he had not lingered by
the fire with those lackeys, the story would
have read all right straight through. If he had
gone right up and placed himself squarely by
the side of his Master, the very nearness to the
Son of God would have put iron in his blood
and stiffened his backbone, and all hell could
not have moved him. But what chance had he
among that Christless gang? Evil associates
sap strength. You cannot keep your faith warm
by a STRANGE FIRE.

Prav: For Christian work throughout the world,
including work among the men of the colored and
Indian races and those of alien birth seeking to make
a home in America.

Sat. 14. V». 66. And as Peter was be

neath In the palace, there cometh one of
the maid* of the high priest. Read Luke

22: 54-63.

AN INVITING ATTITUDE. The figure of
Peter standing in the court by the open fire,
while his Lord was being tried, was an invita
tion to attack. It looked like a fine opening, it
was an evidence of weakening. A bold decision

for Jesus Christ is a man's best defense against
attack; vacillation invites it. Let men under
stand at the outset you'll fight, and the battle
is half won. Sometimes in warfare a handful
of men putting up a bold front have won a vic
tory over overwhelming odds. A crowd of col
lege boys were gathered in a student's room
one night. Bed time came, and according to
custom, the student dropped down on his knees
for his evening prayer. The fellows thought they
would have some fun and started in shying
shoes at him. The student kept on praying.
Finally one said: "Let up on him boys—he's
game." Had the student played the coward and
tried to compromise by saying, "I'll pray under
cover," his prayer would never have gotten from
under the bedclothes and his influence would
have been paralyzed. Stand up close to Christ;
if you go down you are in good company.

Pray: For the young men of all nations and those
of our fellowship who have left home and country to
work among them.

Sun. 15. Vs. 67-68. And when she saw
Peter warming himself, she looked upon
him and said, And thou also wast with
Jesus of Nazareth. But he denied, say
ing, I know not, neither understand I what

thou sayest. Read Matt. 16: 13-20.

TOO SURE OF HIMSELF. This is the man
who had Just vowed that he would be the last
man in the world to forsake Jesus. He was In
earnest and dead sure of it. But we do not
know what we will do until the pinch comes.
The best swimmers are frequently drowned.
The most skillful automobile drivers have the
steering gear go back on them In a close place.
The hero on parade hunts a stump when the
shells are bursting. Winstanty built the Eddy-
stone lighthouse. It looked rather frail, but he
was so confident of Its strength that he asked
to stay in it during the most violent hurricane
that ever lashed the seas. He had his wish. In
November, 1703, a terrific storm broke upon the
lighthouse. Winstanty was in it. When the

morning dawned there were but two twisted
bolts left to show where the lighthouse had
stood. "Let him that thinketh he standeth take
heed lest he fall."

Pray: For the young men in non-Christian lands
and those of our fellowship who have left home and
country to work among them,

Mon. 16. Vs. 70. And a little after
they that stood by said again to Peter,
Surely thou art one of these for thou art
a Galilean and thy speech agreeth thereto.
Read Ps. 51.

RESULT OF RASHNESS. Not only did
Peter's speech single him out, but he was
spotted by one of the company as the one who
did that rash sword work in the garden. Our
past performances play an important part in our
present situation, either weakening or strength
ening It. A man was on the platform making a
stirring plea; somebody said. "Isn't that the fel
low I saw coming out of a saloon"—sure—

"then he had Just as well save his chatter."
When Peter did that sword work he committed
an assault which made him liable to arrest,
and he knew it. Thinking of that blunder made
him lie to save his skin. Every bit of mean

ness we do is a mortgage on the future. After
getting in a bad fix the impulse is to lie to get
out of it. Some fool thing now may lead us to
do a false thing later. A safe future Is safe
guarded by a sane present.

Pray: That all extraneous^ issues may be sub
ordinated in all the Associations today to the su
preme purpose of winning young men to Jesus Christ
and thus conserving the results of the Week of
Prayer.

Tues. 17. Vs. 71. But he began to curse
and swear, saying, I know not this man
of whom ye speak. Read Ps. 119. Sec
tion 1.
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PROFANITY. Now poor Peter has gone the
limit. First evasion, then falsehood, then a
black lie supported by blackguard lips. Each
sin makes an opening for the next. The bare
denial that Peter did not know Christ did not
convince them. When he opened his mouth in
profanity it was so unlike a disciple of Christ
that they seem to take him at his word. Curs
ing is enough to convince any man that the
foul of mouth is not a follower of Christ. It
needs no argument to convince a man that there
is no connection between a sewer and a conserv
atory. I can understand how in a fit of passion
one could commit murder. I can understand
the pinch of poverty or temptation which would
make a man a thief. I can understand how an
inflamed animal would commit rape or adultery.
But there is no excuse or palliation under
heaven for the dirty mouth of profanity. The
user of curse words Is a curse. Out of the
heart a man speaketh.

Pray: That the forty Association Day Schools with
their 9,000 students may prove the Christian character-
building schools.

Wed. 18. Vs. 72. And Peter called to
mind the words that Jesus said unto him
* * • and when he thought thereon he

wept. Read Ps. 103.

TAKEN BACK. Great as the sin of Peter
was, the loving forgiveness of the Savior was
greater. The crowning sin would have been for
him to have distrusted that Jesus would restore
him. Come back—whatever you have done—do
not despair. If you have been impure, dishon
est, profane—come tell Him all about It. Pour
out your soul In penitential tears at His feet,
and you will hear Him say, "Thy sins are for
given thee." Once an early martyr, under
stress of suffering signed a statement denying
and denouncing his Lord. Afterwards he real
ized his mistake and professed his faith. They
sentenced him to be burned. When the flames
began to crackle he held out the hand that had
held the pen—into the flames—until it was
burned to a crisp. In order to show how he
despised his former weakness. Peter repented
—he never repeated the perfidy. I know that
a man can start back from anywhere this side
of hell.

Pray: That the Standardisation Conferences on the
Physical Work being promoted in each state may prove
instrumental in greatly raising standards and realising
the Association's supreme spiritual objectives.

JESUS AND PILATE

Lesson November 22. Matt. 27: 11-26.
Thurs. 19. Vs. 11. And Jesus stood be
fore the governor. Read the lesson.

THE NEXT STEP. After the farcical pro
ceedings before the ecclesiastical court, they
hurried Jesus before Pilate. The church could
declare that he was worthy of death but they
could not kill him. They must take him before
the Roman tribunal for that. Before the San-
hedrln he was charged with blasphemy; before
the civil court the charge was treason. They
tried to get him on a threefold count—stirring
up sedition, opposing tax paying to Caesar, and
representing himself to be King. Pilate knew
they were lying, the evidence was all against
them; and had it not been that his own political
standing was threatened he would have released
Jesus. When the Jews cried to Pilate, "Re
lease him, and you are not Caesar's friend,"
they touched the sore spot, and the self-seeking
time server shrank from standing firmly by his
conviction. It is a sad thing, men, when one's
lips are sealed against speaking the truth on
account of a selfish Interest. If a man has to he
unjust to hold his job, he is serving Satan. The
hands of a trimmer are always tied. Pilate was
reluctant, but whenever good impulses are con
nected with bad principles—the bad principles

prevail.

Pray: For John R. Mott, that he may have divine
protection and wisdom during his difficult mission to

Europe.

Frl. 20. Va. 11. And Jesus stood before
the governor. Read Luke 23: 13-25.

A CHARACTER ANALYSIS. Beecher has
given us the best analysis of the Judge who sat
upon the case of Jesus. 1 pass it on to you.

"Pilate is one of those courtly gentlemen, a
polished, tasteful expert who is not warped by
convictions in over measure; who looks upon all
moral questions as a gambler looks upon cards,
which he shuttles and plays according to the
exigencies of the game—and one just as easy
as another. Pilate is one who believes in letting
things have their own way. Never sacrifice
yourself, nor get in the way of a movement. Do
the best thing. Be not like the fool who stands
in his own light. Maintain a good appearance—
that is profitable. Study the interest of number
one all through. And whatever comes, see that
you come out uppermost. Do not be gross,
brutal, fanatical—that is not profitable. Do not
use your conscience too much."

This is the Pilate of all times, and I am
afraid some of the characters come pretty close
home.

Pray: That the Student Movements of Europe, the
majority of whose leaders and members have entered
the Army, and for the few on whom the work de
volves.

Sat. 21. Vs. 11. And the governor asked
him, saying, Art thou the King of the
Jews? And Jesus said unto him, Thou
sayest. Read Ps. 100.

APPEARANCES AGAINST HIM. This seemed
an entirely unnecessary question to put to a
friendless prisoner, abandoned and alone. To
all appearances there was not a shadow of sov
ereignty to sustan such a claim. A king with
out a sceptre or subject. It struck Pilate as
absurd. It always strikes the world Just so.
Looking at Christianity at any epoch in the
world's history, a smile is raised when it is
claimed to be a world-compelling power. Yet

Jesus boldly said—in spite of the seeming lack
of anything to back it—YES, I AM KING. Day
by day the claim is being made good. The con
quest is on; the triumphant King of Kings is
marching across the centuries. Every step of
His progress is as bitterly contested as when
the Jews led Him bound before Pilate. This
Imperial Potentate of heaven and earth pro
gresses. Nothing can stop His irresistible ad
vance. The subjects now are numbered bv
millions and His Kingdom is coextensive with
creation. I can understand Pilate's doubt as he
looked upon a deserted man. I cannot under
stand the doubt of a twentieth century man
who looks upon the Monarch of millions—and
still questions, "Art thou the Christ?" The
logic of facts forces me to exclaim, "My Lord
and my God."

Pray: For the American soldiers returning from
Mexico, after long periods of hardship and monotony.

Sun. 22. Vs. 12. And when He was ac
cused of the chief priests and elders, He
answered nothing. Read Is. 58.

ROTTEN REGULARITY. The Jewish leaders
made their accusation outside the Judgment
hall. To have gone inside would have been cere
monial defilement. They could plot and per
jure to murder the Son of God in cold blood,
but were too religious to violate a convention.
I have known a gambler who would not miss
"saying grace" for the world. I say to you,
brethren, there is a subtle danger in substituting

a ritual for heart religion. Making regularity
at church cover a course of crooked conduct.
I have in mind a scallawag who would miss his
supper before he would miss a mid-week prayer
meeting. He is a regular thief and a robber of
orphans and widows. I know intimately a de
fender of the faith who fought vigorously in
our church courts to keep doctrines pure. At
the same time he was traveling about the coun
try with another man's wife. He made his con
tention for "sound form" a substitute for per
sonal purity. The most dangerous divorce in
the world is that when morality is separated
from systematic theology. When religion is
reduced to routine It will kill Christianity.

Pray: For the Indiana Convention convened at
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Lafayette, that every feature of today's program may

be used of God to the winning of men.

Lesson, November 29. See below.

Mon. 23. Vs. 12. And when He was ac
cused of the chief priests and elders, he
answered nothing. Read Is. S3.

ELOQUENT SILENCE. When we contrast
the vehement clamor of the accusers with the
calm dignity and matchless majesty of the
Accused—I know they are lying. The silences
of Jesus are as striking as His speeches. Chris
tianity has glorified the silent endurance of
wrong and made it a compelling power in sway
ing the minds of men. Innocence can afford to
be silent. The very air of confidence carries
conviction. Then, too, God Is on its side with
the guarantee that time will vindicate. Silence
takes away all possibility of contention—you
can't keep up a one-sided quarrel. It keeps
down rage and excitement. It forces the ln-
Jurer to question his own conduct. It robs the
malicious of the pleasure of seeing you in a
frantic fit—it is no fun to see your masterful
self-control. It starts heart searchlngs. We
have all been misrepresented and lied about—
would you come out on top—keep your tongue.
Christ answered nothing.

Pray: For the thousands of Commercial Travelers,
deprived of home comforts and restraints and beset
with numberless temptations, that they may find in
the Associations "a home away from home."

Tues. 24. Vs. 17. Therefore when they
were gathered together Pilate said unto
them, Whom will ye that I release unto
you, Barabbas or Jesus, which Is called

Christ? Read Jno. 19: 1-16.

TAKE TOUR CHOICE. The offering was be
tween the murderous ringleader of a fanatical
band of outlaws and the Savior of the world.
He made such a proposition for the double pur
pose, protecting a man he believed to be in
nocent and shifting the responsibility to their
own shoulders. His is the decision which every
man must face. The question put them is the
same which is pressed home today. No man has
ever escaped the issue. I care not how you

shade things into one another until there seems
little difference In the matter of choice. There
are but two leaders in the spiritual world to
day—Jesus Christ and the devil. Select! If God
be God, follow Him; if Baal, follow him. What
do you deliberately choose to be? Come, now,
strip yourself of your occasional good spells
and your back-slidings; in your heart of hearts,
what would you be if you could? That Is what
you are. If you can say, "Lord, thou knowest
all things, thou knowest I love Thee," God will
know on which side to place you, with all your
Infirmities. He answers the clamor of the Inner

voice.

Pray: For Association Secretaries in foreign lands,
suffering hardship because of the war, that their needs
may be supplied and their faith strengthened.

Wed. 25. Vs. 22. Pilate said unto them,
What shall I do then with Jesus, which Is
called the Christ? Read Rev. 3: 14-21.

BACK TO THE MAIN ISSUE. The most im
portant question which man has ever been called
to face Is what disposition he will make of
Christ. The question Is unavoidable, and its
answer sends a man to heaven or hell. To re
fuse to answer is to answer with the rabble. I
present to you, Christ, the fulfillment of every

prophecy, from the promise In Eden that the
"seed of the woman should bruise the serpent's
head" to His place at God's right hand. I recall
to your mind his ministry of mercy and his
miracles of Omnipotence. I gather from the
lips of his enemies their forced testimonies.
Judas said: "I have betrayed Innocent blood."
Pilate's wife: "This just person." The Roman
centurion. "Truly this man was the Son of God.
Pilate: "I find no fault In him." These are not
allies, but enemies. I pass in review the mighty

host In heaven and on earth who have been re
deemed by His power. I call your own con

science before the bar and press the question—
What will you do with Jesus? There is no shuf
fling here; we must crucify Him or confess Him.
I have more regard for open murderers than for
a milksop.

Pray: That the new Bible Study Course "Student
Standards of Action" may open the way to greater co
operation with the Churches in University Centers.

Thurs. 26. Vs. 24. He took water and
washed his hands before the multitude,
saying, I am innocent of the blood of this
Just person. See ye to it. Read Deut.
21: 6.

HAND WASHING AND HEART WASHING.
That is a very picturesque performance—Pilate,
going through a ritualistic bath to wash off your
baseness. Soap and water have no effect upon
the soul stain. Swinging incense and burning
candles and repeating rituals and attending
churches and scattering charities have no
cleansing power. These things are the outward
expression of a cleansed heart. If a man could
roll off upon the shoulders of his partners in
crime his portion of the responsibility—as easily
as a man washes his hands in a bowl of water—

the throne of Eternal Justice would be as un
stable as a reed in the wind. The guilt of sin
must be washed out—not whitewashed. A rose
water bowl cannot be substituted for a regener
ated heart. "Create in me a clean heart, O
God."

Pray: That the increasing definite efforts in the
Educational Department to develop the Christ life,
may be steadily emphasized.

Frl. 27. Vs. 25. Then answered all the

people, and said, His blood be on us and
on our children. Read Ps. 109.

TAKEN AT THEIR WORD. An unconscious
prayer, made in their blind passion—God an
swered it literally. In their frenzy the people
said, "Let us shoulder the responsibility. Se
quel—Some thirty years later, on that very spot,
judgment was pronounced against Jerusalem's
leaders: and among the thirty-six hundred vic
tims of the governor's fury not a few were
scourged and sacrificed right over against the
pretorium. In the destruction of Jerusalem by
the Romans in A. D. 70 vast numbers perished—
their prayers were being answered. Pilate's ef
fort to hold his job failed. He was recalled from

Judea, banished to Gaul, and later took his own
life. We cannot tell how far our words go and
what they really do in this world. Great mean
ings are attached when we address God. What
if one's mad profanity should be immediately
answered by a thunderbolt. I ring out the warn
ing to all the reckless—Take care; God will take
you at your word.

Pray: That American Christians may be genuinely
thankful that this nation has escaped the horrors of
war.

CHRIST CRUCIFIED

Lesson, November 29. Mark 15: 21-41.

Sat. 28. Vs. 27. And with Him they cruci
fy two thieves; the one on His right hand
and the other on His left. And the Scrip
tures were fulfilled, which say. And he
was numbered with the transgressors.
Read the lesson.

NO OTHER WAY. If anything could add
to His ignominy it was the society In which He
suffered. Over the center cross which bears the
suffering Savior we write (Rom. 3: 25), "Whom
God hath set forth to be a propitiation through
faith in the blood, to declare his righteousness
for the remission of sins that are past, through
the forbearance of God." Over the right-hand
cross, on which hangs the penitent thief, we
write (Gal. 2: 20), "I am crucified with Christ;
nevertheless I live; yet not I, but Christ liveth
in me, and the life which I now live in the
flesh I live by the faith of the Son of God,
who loved me, and gave Himself for me." Over
the left-hand cross, on which hangs the blas
phemer to the last breath, we write (2 Thes. 1:
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MANY NATIONS IN AKRON'S CLASSES

In this group of 53 are Servians, Slavs, Mag
yars, Italians, Germans, a Spaniard, Roumanian,
Bohemian, Frenchman, and Greek.

Pray: For the State Conference of Older Boys
which opens at Cameron today, that potential in
fluences may be exerted upon these future leaders.

Sun. 29. Vs. 29. And they that passed by
railed at him, wagging their heads. Read
Luke 23 : 26-43.

HELL'S IDEA OF WIT. Do not be shocked
—this is but sin's idea of SPORT. It is only the
logical outcome of any life which starts in by
shutting Christ out. See the Ingenuity of cruel
ty, as It desturbs His dying hours. This shows
what hell can do at Its best. They stripped
HIM—who said. "If thine enemy take thy coat,
let him have thy cloak also." They pushed

the crown of thorns upon the head of HIM who
said: "My kingdom is not of this world." They

put a reed scepter In the hands of HIM who
stretched out His arms and cried, "Come unto

me. all ye that labor and are heavy laden, anM
I will give you rest." They spat in the face
of Him down whose cheek there flowed the
tears as He said: "O Jerusalem—how often
would I have gathered thee—-" Thev drove
spikes through the hands of HIM who held the

door open until the prodigal got home. They
killed HIM who came to seek and to save them.
And they made merriment over it as they mur
dered Him. Still men think lightly of sin.

Pray: That in Association meetings today there may
be no mincing of the fact of sin and its awful conse
quences, and that the only way of deliverance may
be clearly pointed out.

Mon. 30. Vs. 31. Likewise also the chief
priests, mocking, said among themselves
with the scribes, He saved others, Himself

He cannot save. Read Luke 23: 44-56.

THE SUBTLETY OF SIN. Every noble sen
timent is in revolt against this outrage to our
suffering Lord. Yet It la possible for us to make

one of that crowd of mockers without realizing

it. When we pass by and bend the knee with
out bowing the heart, we thrust a reed sceptre
in His hand. When we put our will above His
command and yet call Him King—we crown
Him with thorns. When we substitute our
righteousness for His cleansing we put upon
Him the purple robe of pretense. When we
vacantly and vapidly go through a service we
merely wag the head and say, "Hail, King of
the Jews." When we rely for our salvation
upon anything short of the sacrificial death we
crucify the Lord afresh. "Keep thy heart with
all diligence, for out of it are the issues of life."

Pray: That in Governments, education, evangelism,
commerce, industry, social and economic _ conditions,
the Kingdom of God may come and His will be done.

The Colored Department

Mr. Hunton has been really enjoying the

beautiful weather at Saranac Lake with its

bracing air. His nature study has greatly

helped him. He is making a splendid fight

for health with the chance the doctor says

is his. Drop him a line of good cheer that

does not require an answer. Tell him how

well things are going from the beginnings

he has had a hand in and tell him what you

think of him.

Parents and boys, pastors and people, in

Brunswick County, Va., mourn the death

of C. B. Randall, the first county secretary

for colored men. All the little "Bankers

Club" followed the body to the grave, and

they asked, "Will this mean the end of our

work?" For that little group of boys had

been getting a new look and hold on life

through the soul of Randall. Substantial

men of the county had been equally braced

by his Bible class. Farmers had felt an

uplift through his knowledge of scientific

agriculture. And many a home had learned

the first rules of sanitation and the laws of

right and righteous living because he lived

among them.

The student department is lining up its

work to enlist every college man in the 143

college Associations in training classes, and

social service, as he enters college, as well

as to follow up every man who has gone

out to see that he puts into practice every

principle he obtained of social and spiritual

service to Church and humanity in his col

lege days.

Thomas B. Neeley, the first colored sec

retary, is now on the field in Panama. He

takes charge of the new work backed by the

Government in Laboca, that new town for

colored men at the Isthmus. He will have

every equipment for an up-to-date Associa

tion ana every chance to work with these

men away from home. Mr. Neeley is a

graduate of Tuskeegee, was trained as a

blacksmith by his father, and learned busi

ness as a clerk in a store, and then rounded

out his cultural course at Howard Uni

versity. He took a "postgraduate course"

as janitor and night man in the Washing

ton building, and in fellowship with the

secretary learned all he had to give. Later

he completed three well-rounded years as

secretary at Columbus, Ga.
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Current News and Comment

Pith and Point of Association News in Paragraphs

Netcs should reach New York by Nov. 16 for the December issue.

President Wilson makes an ex

ception to his standing rule and

speaks at the seventieth anni

versary of the Association Move

ment to be observed October 24th

at Pittsburgh as an international

event in connection with its six

tieth anniversary.

To Find Out Men's Needs and

meet them there, has been true

of the New York secretaries who

met and consulted some 40,000

men and boys in Greater New

York last year, looking forward

to their educational improve

ment. Of these, 8,862 were

students in twelve departments,

over 10 per cent, of the North

American enroling rit. Business

depression and the dropping of

the unprepared man has stimu

lated men to study and works

to a larger enrollment this year,

so Mr. Wertheim reports.

"The Difference between five

dollars a day and one dollar and

a half was Just what the night

school course taken a few years

ago in the Spray, N. C, Asso

ciation made with me," a mill-

ir.an said. This is a good adver

tising point of the "cash talks"

kind.

Why a Cotton Mill superin

tendent served as a captain of a

membership campaign team that

brought in thirty members was

shown when he said that he

found his "hands" who had been

members a year were better

workmen through the Associa

tion's influence, although some

came from the very worst famil

ies.

Friends Everywhere, of every

body and to everybody is the

policy that wins. A foreigner was

impressed by the friendly attitude

of every policeman in Oakland

to the Association when he in

quired on the street about it.

They knew the Association.

Every reception and meeting of

special classes ought to make

friends by the hundreds. When

Houston gave a reception to the

sixty "Chronicle" newsboys, with

a swim, a movie show and a

photograph of themselves to be

printed In their paper the next

day. they made friends and ad

vocates for life—Faithful is a

friend. When the time of "the

great decision" comes the re

spect and confidence in the

Christian organization thus se

cured In youth will gain for the

appeal a favorable attention.

The January Review may still

be hart and is as timely to-day as

in January for financial canvasses.

This issue with the 30,000 extra

copies was reported exhausted in

the early Spring, but 2,000 copies

have been turned up in the

printer's storage room and so are

available at five cents per copy.

The April Join-the-Church issue,

an at-any-time timely edition,

may be had. There are 600

copies left of the 5,000 extra edi
tion run.

The Index—There will be no

index for Association Men for

the volume Including the Septem

ber issue—demand not sufficient.

On Peace Sunday, when Chris

tians gathered at the request of

President Wilson to pray that

wars might cease and Justice

reign, seven members of the

Harlem Branch, New York, of

the seven countries at war

voiced their petitions for peace.

E. K. Smith's sudden death re

moves one of the bright younger

men who was making his record

in short-term campaigns. He had

been secretary at Rockland, Me.,

Rahway, Wlnsted and Melrose.

He leaves a widow and three chil

dren with only a small life in

surance annuity to stand between

them and want.

E. M. Willis is now on his feet

again attacking a Job which

utilizes all his ability and ex

perience with "Association Men."

He has become business manager

of the "World Outlook," the new

monthly magazine of the Board

of Foreign Missions of the Metho

dist Church, of which S. Earl

Taylor is editor-in-chief. It will

be a unique publication. Mr.

Mott says: "It will fill a new and

unoccupied field in religious

journalism, for which there is a

large place." Mr. Willis's ad

dress is 150 Fifth Avenue. He Is
sure every Association will wish

to have this handsomely illus

trated publication on its reading

room table. Send him $1.50.

"We Help Men to See" is the

title of a pictorial, 20-page postal

s'ze prospectus West Side, New

York, issues. The front page

-'hows its application of service

to the 3150 different men It

served last year educationally.

The last page was a detachable

postal card requesting informa

tion as to any one of the fifty-

one classes offered. The best

brains of the advertising expert

were "picked" In making It. The

department found that most of

the men had come to it through

the recommendation of members

and the Interests of friends

rather than general advertising

which It had used freely, and

although the Association has a

clever newspaper man on its staff

and is probably the best adver

tised Association In the country.

College Nights and banquets for

members going away to college in

Eau Claire, Wis., are made fac

tors annually in inspiring young

fellows to keep in school or pre

pare for college.

Store Window Advertising Is

becoming an art. At Nashville

one man is studying this prob

lem and securing attention -com

manding photographs and com

manding attention of an interpre

tative local interest. Enlarged

duplicates are made and dis

played with local "story" In

show windows and used in the

daily press.

The Chicago Training School

Enrolment is greater than ever.

The formal breaking-ground of

the new building occurred last

month. The cost will be $400,000,

of which {316,872 is signed up,

and $22,755 additional accepted.

The number of students and

guests at Lake Geneva was 5,400,

1.315 more than last year, In

cluding the employed officers'

conference.

Indiana's Convention at LaFay-

ette will emphasize the depart

ment and group conferences,

Bible hours and business men's

dinners and a Sunday field day.

Pastors who have been secre

taries are putting Association

methods into vogue in their work.

It was by the campaign plan that

Hieb secured a new church

opened in Colorado. The pastor

Is after men in the little village

of Londonderry, Vt., by Associa

tion methods. Bishop Leete and

Earl Taylor are putting the busi

ness principles that gripped them

and they grasped in Association

service. Into their big work. It's

good to see that the same meth

ods work wherever applied, and

that every experience In the sec

retaryship counts in the pasto

rate.

The White Elephant Restaurant,

Cambridge, has been turned to a

profit, handled by a competent

woman who gives a commission

on gross receipts. The member

ship is ahead of last year, the

dormitory full. The hall will be

rented for movies under supervis

ion, and every Sunday night after

church the "sing" will keep on

"finding men where they live."

For a Checklng-up Conference

31 Detroit secretaries went to

Klngsville, where they could spend

hours without distraction, gaining

a grasp of the opportunities and

responsibilities ahead for the sea

son.
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The Salary of a high school boys'

secretary for Minnesota has been

underwritten for three years by

four men. Duluth and St. Paul,

Minn., have felt the Impulse of

new religious Bible study work

from the conferences of Goodman

and Whltmore.

Deputation College Bands won

1,450 young men to Christian de

cisions in the middle West alone

last year, while 1,200 were won In

the colleges themselves. Bands

are now being formed and trained

to Increase this service.

Emigration Work In European

ports is now very small, but men

are still busy at Ellis Island, while

European and English secretaries

are mostly with the troops.

F. S. Brockman arrived from

China October 14th to help lift the

foreign financial loads.

No International Dinner this

year — times and business too

much disturbed.

The Within- Reach ness shop and

factory mei. of every Association

which has a "message" to deliver,

is seen In the figures from Bir

mingham's shop and factory meet

ings and Bible classes with an at

tendance of 47,731. Chattanooga

reached 38,173 with their year-af

ter-year service, with the Gospel

which went to the roots and led

into the breadth of life. And it

will everywhere. Birmingham's

season in every department of the

building is opening with equal

promise.

Dr. Barbour at Bowling Green,

Ky., touched nearly every group

and source of Influence in the

town, speaking to 1,750 citizens,

boys and pastors, addressing the

college, high schools, business col

lege, normal school, two churches,

and directors and the men of a

factory, where a meeting was de

manded. Not the least of his

work was with the directors and

teachers of the men's classes,

who were given a new view of re

ligious opportunity.

Pontlac Reformatory has more

than half Its 600 boys enrolled In

membership In an Association.

Here one of the severest punish

ments to a boy is to deprive him

of his Association card.

The "Billy" Sunday meetings

In Denver are thoroughly grip

ping the city, although he feels

that the enthusiasm Is not up to

the East. Mr. Bilheimer thinks

that he "is a wonder" and that

great good will come to the work

in Denver and throughout the

state and that there are good

prospects of Colorado's going dry.

A Buffalo Man of "Big Busi

ness" who is carrying the kind of

a load which would make a young

fellow dizzy, gives this account

of his dally habit. He writes:

"My first pleasure instead of a

duty, is the perusal of Dr. Bull's

Daily Notes. This paves the way

for a better dally performance of

business duties." ,

Fail Campaigns have been held

for four years by the Kansas City

Association. The theme was "Es

tablishing the Kingdom of God in

Kansas City." The democracy of

the gathering was noteworthy.

The testimonies of janitors, clerks,

aldermen, board of trade men,

lawyers, merchants and bankers

were among those who pledged

themselves to endeavor to make

Christ dominant In the city. Sim

ilar conferences at St. Joseph and

Hannibal. They went for a day

to a country church, where the

men would be away from tele

phone and telegraph. The chair

man of Missouri says the Hanni

bal meeting was the best he was

ever in.

Washington State Committee,

In spite of hard times, is pushing

its boys" conferences and high

school boys' clubs with effect.

The new 165,000 building was

opened at Wenatchee with 360

members, while religious work in

the city centers is being organ

ized with increased purpose and

effect.

Captain Jack Crawford made

his usual "great hit" with the

boys at Providence. At Crest

line he spoke to 1,200, and at

Nashua, N. H., five times to great

audiences.

In "Sleeping Buddha's" Temple

in the western hills of China, near

Peking, students' conference was

held with 217 men, with Eddy

and Chang Po Ling making a

deep spiritual impression on the

non-Christian students attending.

A Pilgrimage to Plymouth in

the 60-foot yawl of the president

of Qulncy Association made a

Saturday and Sunday conference

on religious work and a plat

form meeting in the evening, a

thing to be remembered by a

group of members.

Collins of Canon City has again

been obliged to step aside and

rest on account of his old trouble.

The Buy- n- Bale Idea took hold

of the Red Bank. N. J., men.

They raised $50 in 25-cent shares,

the amount to go to the use of the

Woman's Auxiliary when the cot

ton is sold. The men felt that

they were taking a part In the

relief of the country and at the

same time helping the Associa

tion. Done at suggestion of

Memphis.

A Young Hebrew who felt the

humiliation of his race and its

handicap, appreciates the Chris

tianity of the Associations at

Ked Bank, N. J.; Greensboro, N.

C, and Washington. The first

gave him a chance to practise

stenography on the tlme-for-ex-

perlence basis. In the second he

studied as he worked for a Civil

Service commission. In the third

the secretary and associates

spent time to start him right in

Washington. Put that over

against the non-courtesy talks oc

casionally coming to us.

A Measure of Pre-eminence, of

which an Association may well

be proud. "He ranked your As

sociation first of all visited be

cause of your cordiality."

The Heart of Baltimore's Great

Bible Class Work has been its

Tuesday night "supper." This

opened for the season October

6th with 276 men, of whom 206

signed up in eight classes before

leaving. The genius of this fel

lowship has been that great men

were In the lead, with great

hearts, and great ability to teach

and Impress men's lives.

With over 400 ttendlng Its

men's meetings, Norfolk Is well

Into Its great season's program,

using local evangelistic minis

ters for speakers, with once a

month some big speaker from

Washington for advertisement.

The business men's Bible class

has 90 men, the teachers' train

ing class 25, the personal work

ers' class 20, with six other

classes. Christmas day service

Is the big meeting of the year.

Arizona and Montana Men at

Tucson will thrash out the pro

gram and policy for lnter-state

work unless the copper slump

forbids.

Two Day Setting-up Confer

ences have been held by the sev

eral Chicago departments, when

searching statements were faced

of present work, needs, and op

portunities, in the morning by

employed officers and later with

members and committeemen.

George Warburton is constantly

having a hand In doing big things

for Canada's patriotic funds. He

led a campaign In Ottawa for

$350,000 and in three days re

ceived $375,000. The Toronto fund

now exceeds a million.

Denver was 85% self-support

ing on a budget of $84,000. It

had 4,067 men and boys on Its

books in the year, and served

15,102.

Policemen's Guns are handec

In at the office while men of the

Department enjoy the privileges

at Jackson, Tenn.

The Nashville Building Is head

quarters for International secre

taries Alexander, Weatherford

Trawlck and Legate.

No Shops In Syracuse hat

First-Aid Instruction until tlx

Association began to teach th.

subject ten years ago to group:

of three or four selected from dlf

ferent factories. Some shop

now employ a man to give hi:

whole time to First Aid work am

looking after the health of th,

employees.
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The Jackson, Mich., program

provides for the use of every foot

of building space 100% this sea

son. The entire force spent a day

in the woods away from the tele

phone, and the program for each

department was considered in de

tail, at night the board of di

rectors and members of all com

mittees came out In automobiles,

the secretaries prepared a sup

per of roast steak, corn, etc. ; after

supper, around the camp fire, the

head of each department gave a

twenty minutes' outline of his pro

gram. The plan ranched, gripped

and enthused, the leading busi

ness and professional men of the

city, every one of whom is lined

up for service.

ASILOMAR, CAL., THE

PLACE OF EMPLOYED

OFFICERS' CONFER

ENCE MAY 19-23,

1915.

THE EXPOSITION WILL

ASSURE LOW RATES

have developed a happy foreign

work support for the benefit of

the many Associations which are

not enjoying their foreign work

budget or have not yet taken on

one.

Twenty-five Volunteers for

teaching foreigners English quick

ly rallied to the call in Chicago

Central after an appeal—while the

firms increase pledges.

The Faculty of the University

of Southern California raised

$300, the students $335, the uni

versity $500, making a college As

sociation budget of $1,600.

B. B. Wilcox, formerly state

secretary of California, is to be

come acting secretary at Pasa

dena for an indefinite period. He

sire to have a clean, safe com

munity to live in; the business

man because of his desire for

faithful, intelligent and efficient

helpers; the Christian because of

the achievements of the Associa

tion in uplifting men and making

them worthy to assume the name

of Him whom we acknowledge as

our Master."

Quick Work.—Arrived with an

introduction for Brockton at 2:15

p. m. At 4:30 the St. Paul Asso

ciation had helped him to find

the right boarding place and a

 

 

Copenhagen, Denmark, Asso

ciation is backing John Rosmus-

sen, one of its former members,

as secretary of the railroad Asso

ciation at Mukden in Manchuria.

He is one of the several men sup

ported by the Copenhagen Asso

ciation, in which the missionary

interest is keen.

The Foreign Department has

just issued two pamphlets which

should be of great help to Asso

ciations interested in the foreign

work. Membership Support for a

Foreign Post—how one Associa

tion gains and holds it." This Is

a story of the interesting experi

ence of the West Side Branch,

New York, In getting nearly a

thousand of their members back

of the foreign work. The other

pamphlet, "Financing a Foreign

Post," by Arthur Rugh, puts in

concise form the experience of the

Associations In the country which

comes back to the secretaryship

strong and well again.

Camden men remember these

telling sentences from the address

of Alfred E. Marling, chairman

of the International Committee,

when in their city: "The Asso

ciation is not antagonistic to the

church in any way. It is In

reality an arm of the church, It is

founded on the same principles

and Is simply the church working

out in the form of social service.

Its great primary purpose Is to

form the body, make it a sound,

clean and powerful agent in ex

pressing the life within, to in

form the mind and make It an

intelligent and commanding force,

to transform the soul and make it

a vital moral Influence In molding

and lifting the lives of all men.

Every man of decency is morally

bound to give the Association his

support on the grounds of his de-

The Committee re
cently decided to go
forward with the Con
ference.

Send dues to E. F.
Denison, Omaha, Chm.
Program Committee,
or R. P. Kaighn, 124 E.
28th St., N. Y., Chm.

Exec. Com.

job. On that evening he was in

troduced to the president of the

Young Men's Club of the First

Baptist Church, and that meant

his immediate location there, and

his tying up with the right asso

ciates.

A 16-Year-Old Boy blew In at

St. Joseph, Mo., and wanted as

sistance. His story was that he

had run away from a boy's school

In Iowa, was up against it, was

sorry and wanted to go back, but

the walking was not good. The

secretary became convinced of his

sincerity, got his uncle on the

long-distance telephone, who had

been looking for the boy for a

week. He confirmed the boy's

story, asked the Association to

take care of the boy, buy him a

ticket, put him on the train and

send him the bill. This is the

third case here of returning boys

to their school or their parents.
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Conscience Money came pour

ing into the street railway com

pany of an Eastern city in sums

of ten cents to two dollars after

an address by evangelist J. Wil

bur Chapman on "Restitution."

One woman left one dollar in her

will "to pay for carfares I have

evaded"—probably too timid to

venture to restore the amount in

cash. Well might there be more

addresses on common honesty.

A Commercial Man suggests

that there be placards in all rail

road stations pointing strangers

to the Association. Then he tells

how the buildings have been a

home to him, instead of the cheap

hotels and the poolrooms which

are the only thing open to a

traveling man in the smaller

towns, and every place Is satu

rated with gambling and drink,

profanity and scurrility. He

writes that it was four months

before he knew there was such

a thing as a Y. M. C. A. when

he first began to travel, then of

the "oasis" It became in his life,

and, although he was a man big

enough to grow whiskers, he had

not passed the "hunger for

friendship" period, nor has any

man if he has a man's heart in

him. He tells of drumming his

trade for two years, yet never

having an invitation to a home

from customer or church.

The Metropolitan Plan is one

too centralized for Toronto. It

has provided that the chairman of

each branch or president of the

affiliated Associations must be

elected as one of the representa

tives on the Board of that Branch.

It is working out a scheme that

will be democratic and at the

same time preserve unity In city-

wide leadership.

A Young Man, 18, rooming In

a certain building, had to be dis

ciplined for failure to pay his rent

promptly, and in doing so the

fact was unearthed that he was

stealing from his employer. The

net result of the Interview was

the boy made a clean breast of

It with his employer and retains

his position on probation. The

boy and foreman will probably

unite with the church In May.

The Secretary adds: "Two other

boys, one graduating In June

next, the other In his Junior year

In high school, were caught

going through the pockets of

some of our men in the locker

room, and when caught, the men

from whom they stole wanted the

cases pushed to the limit, which

meant reform school for both

boys. Instead, it was my privi

lege to lead one of them to ac

cept Christ, and he will Join the

church Easter Sunday. The other,

a Jewish boy, will probably pay

more attention to his Jewish re

ligion than ever before. Both of

the boys have been paroled to

me. All this has been done

without publicity and the boys

are looking upon me as their big

brother and a real friend, which

I am trying to demonstrate."
"The Morgue" is the highly un

complimentary but fairly descrip

tive name men in one town give

the Association. It is run by a

secretary who, it was said, had

not been to a convention for

twenty years, is self-confident,

self-sufficient and suicidally lim

ited. There Is always a reason

for a nickname. Another Is

known as "The Spot." The third

is lovingly designated by railroad

men as "The Hangout"; the

fourth as "My Joint"; others as

"Home," the "Y. M.," every one

of which speaks loud with rough

affection.

The man who had adopted two

boys, when approached on their

going to the Adrian, Mich., camp,

started off on a tirade against the

Association, calling it a gambling

hole, a place where no boy should

be, etc. After he had used up all

his breath, the secretary told him

that he usually liked to have an

opportunity to say something be

fore getting Jumped on, and then

did a little jumping himself. De

siring to find out where the trouble

lay, he rode his wheel out a mile

to see the wife. When she heard

the man at the door was the Asso

ciation secretary sne started to

close the door in his face. When he

told her that he came not to talk

membership, but about her boys,

she asked him in. She spent over

an hour talking of her desires for

her two adopted boys, and when

she found the secretary was the

same man her boys had told her

so much about in connection with

their Sunday School and Christian

Endeavor work, she decided the

Association must be all right.

That night she and her husband

talked it over. The next day he

stopped the secretary on the

street and told him that the two

boys could go to camp. In con

clusion he added: "A few years

ago the Association had a bad

bunch in the dormitory and it got

a bad name. But thirteen years

ago I was a drunkard and I have

no more right to judge the Asso

ciation by what it was than you

would have to call me a drunkard

now, Just because of what I used

te be." There is now a standing

invitation at that home for the

secretary and a warm welcome

for the sake of the two boys."

A Business of J120.000.64 was

done by Omaha Association with

in a year, 150,000 of which was

from the cafeteria, membership

fees $19,970, subscriptions $6,147,

and dormitories $19,943.

The War has affected the

French Branch of New York. In

August 49 of her members left for

the front, some for France, some

for Switzerland and Belgium. In

September 10 more men left and

5 in October, a total of 64. Peace

Sunday was observed, when 200

listened to speeches by eloquent

and distinguished speakers. A

collection for the families of the

French and Belgium reservists

netted over $200. In order to help

the Branch financially the Ladies'

Auxiliary Committee will hold on

December 4-5 a large Kermess

and Ladies' Fair. This festival

will be something unique.

Look Out for a man calling

himself Archie Mann from Bloom -

ington, wanted at Sedalla for

forgery.

An Institute of religious work

at Waco, Tex., led a strong

physician to take the shop meet

ing, young men to Bible study,

and a well-planned work.

Foreign Secretaries at Shanghai

subscribed $1,200 to the foreign

budget.

The Canadian National Council

has sent W. W. Lee to England

as its seventh representative with

the Canadian troops. The Coun

cil Is continuing their effort with

the second contingent of 20,000

men now being enrolled and ex

pects to send on other men with

them when they go overseas.

"He Owns the Town" Is often

said of Groner of Syracuse. He Is

the friend of everybody, from the

president of the University and

the president of the biggest cor

poration to the apprentice In the

machine shops and the school

boys. He has "managed" any

number of financial campaigns for

hospitals, commercial or other en

terprises. He drives an automo

bile. It was given him by one of

these societies for whom he had

led a campaign, and he makes

good use of it In "hustling" to

shop meetings, noonday sports

and other enterprises. The man

was working as a molder near Al

bany years ago. His education

came in the daily school of life—

and Christian culture by personal

contact with the best, by rubbing

up with great men of great af

fairs and great minds, till think

ing and doing great things has be

come a habit. The other day he

was called to meet with the di

rectors In a town which was stag

gered by the proposition of rais

ing $3,500 for local finances. He

called It "a small Job" and asked:

"Why don't you tack $5,000 more

on top of that and send a man as

your Association representative to

China? Then you will have an

Association that works 24 hours

a day." Mr. Groner had learned

to talk dividends with men who

receive big dividends. He said:

"The Association Is a dividend-

paying proposition from a busi

ness point of view. It is saving

young men from being a county

charge In Jail. There It cost more

to support them than it does the

Association."
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THE BOOK PAGE

THE CAP AND GOWN. By C. R. Brown. Pil
grim Press. 233 pages. $1.00 net.

At this season of the year institutions of learn
ing are again beginning their work, and the stu
dent world is again the center of consideration
for those who know its strategic importance for
the days which now are and for those which
are to come. Literature relative to student
life is abundant. It is hard to select from the
riches of material bearing upon the interests of
students. We venture to believe that for Asso
ciation men and for many beyond our ranks
there is no better book with which they may
become acquainted for the understanding of
student problems than that which is here men
tioned. Dr. Brown has lived much with stu
dents. At the time of his Oakland pastorate
his was a welcome figure in the schools and
colleges of the Pacific Coast, as well as in many
other parts of the country. Now that he has
taken up his abode in the East his constituency
has steadily grown. This book is addressed to
that "joyous and confident company" which
throngs the scholastic halls. The titles of the
chapters are significant. For example: "The
First Inning," "The Religion of a College
Man," "Moral Ventures," "The Use of the In
complete," "Fighting the Stars." It would be
difficult to say which one of these chapters
has impressed me most. Like all of Dr.* Brown's
writing, the volume is filled with epigrammatic
and striking expressions. For example: "Uni
versity life is not a personally conducted tour,
with the trains and hotels, the points of in
terest and suggestions as to clothing, all print
ed in the schedule. It is a case of going abroad
upon the continent of learning, relying upon
your own letter of credit to draw supplies from
the banks of opportunity open to you, with the
necessity upon you of learning to speak the
language and order your trip for yourself in a
way to gain the utmost possible good." "Men
cannot make perpetual chimneys of themselves
in order to furnish such a volume of smoke,
or become perpetual Jokers, without imperiling
certain other interests much more Important
than smoke or Jokes." "Each student needs
the church even more than the church needs
him. The habit of Sunday study is a mistake,
physically, mentally and morally." "May your
choice of vocation be so wise and right that
you will be content to have it dominate all
minor matters in your life." "All honor to
those men who are ready to face defeat, if
need be, that they may stand clearly for un
flinching integrity, for genuine consideration
for the highest interests involved in Industry,
and for all those sacred ideals which ought to
shine in the secular sky every day in the week
as well as through the stained windows on the
first day." "There is no shuffling nor chance
in the moral world. Impulses lead to choices;
choices readily become habits; habits harden
speedily into character, and character deter
mines destiny. Two and two make four all the
way up. all the way down, and all the way
in." And so it goes from beginning to end,
sane, wholesome, searching, practical, a book
which every lover of students ought to know,
and which every student with brains enough to
think and with moral sense enough to appre
ciate ought to read, and read again.

FROM ALIEN TO CITIZEN. By Edward A.
Stelner. Revell. Cloth. 332 pages. $1.50 net.

This is the most recent book of our friend
Dr. Steiner. Of course you know his other
books: "The Broken Wall," "Against the Cur
rent," "The Immigrant Tide—Its Ebb and
Flow," "On the Trail of the Immigrant." "The
Mediator," "Tolstoy, the Man and His Mes
sage." If you do not know these books, you
might well read them first; and yet It would
be a pity not to read this one as soon as you
can, for of all Dr. Steiner's books this is per
haps the most intimate, for it is the story of
his life in America. It la fascinating indeed
to see the boy in the far land of his birth,
and to read how it was that he came to this
land of ours, which now rejoices that It Is a

land of his. We are led in vivid phrase and
fascinating narrative through his experiences
in New York City, in Pittsburgh, in Chicago,
through the harvest fields and the mine, to the
school days, the churches which he served as
pastor, and the college in which he still directs
the thought and the life of those who are so
privileged as to be his pupils. All the way
through it is Dr. Steiner and no one else who
ever could have written these chapters. There
is pathos, wit, stern condemnation, vivid ap
preciation—all given to us in his inimitable way.
I think, if I were to select one chapter of the
book which seems to me even more significantly
meaningful than the rest, it might be that
which the author calls "A Turning Point."
There is no need to express the hope that this
volume will be widely read, for it is sure to be.

It needs no hope of ours, nor any special help,
either. Most of us doubtless have it already,
and the rest of us are going to get it at the
first opportunity.

THE TEACHING OF BIBLE CLASSES (PRIN
CIPLES AND METHODS). By Edwin F. See;
revised by W. D. Murray. Association Press.

$0.75 net.

Ever since the first edition of Mr. See's
book was published in 1905 by the International
Committee it has taken its place as one of the
most useful books in existence for the training
of teachers of Bible classes. Mr. See himself
was a trained and accomplished teacher. His

book evidently met a real need, and it has
found very wide use. It is so familiar to our
brotherhood that it is hardly necessary to speak
of the parts into which it naturally falls,
namely, "The Teacher," "The Student," "The
Lesson," and a "Final Survey," in which the
author speaks of the teacher's relation to the
individual student, the teacher's mistakes, and
of Jesus as a teacher. In the years which have
passed since the appearance of the book new
material has been made available, and Mr.
Murray, to whom we owe so much, has done
an extremely useful piece of work in his re
vision. As anyone knows who knows him, Mr.
Murray is himself a master of Sunday-school
teaching, and he brings to Mr. See's book the
skill of a constructive critic who knows that of
which he speaks. Many suggestive quotations
have been added at the close of each chapter,
and I have noted that many of these add real
teaching value to that which appeared in the
earlier edition. Also at the close of each chap
ter are "Assignments for the Next Lesson,"
which also contribute to the teaching value of
the book. Mr. Murray has made a change in
the arrangement of the contents, both in the
addition of new material and also in doing
away with the old division into parts. My
judgment is that this is to the advantage of
the book. As an example of new material,
the whole division on "The Lesson Study and
Teaching" is new, and we would be sorry to
lose it from the book; likewise, the divisions
on "Adaptation" and "Method." Among chap
ters which have been changed to a consider
able degree is that which concludes Mr. Mur
ray's revision, "Jesus the Ideal Teacher." I
think we shall agree that this chapter is a
good illustration of the careful and constructive
work which has been done by the reviser.

Some of us have been accustomed to say
that Mr. See's book is the most valuable text
book for teaching the Bible class teacher how
to teach. We shall be even more emphatic in
the recommendation of this fine piece of work
by which one who already has rendered great
service to our Association life has added to
the debt in which he holds us. Hundreds of
local Associations ought to be the meeting
places and promoters of teacher training
classes. May the appearance of this revised
version of a most useful book give new im
pulse to the formation and conduct of such

classes.
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The present great European War may last only a few months or it may go on

for years.

In any event it means a fresh start for all of the countries involved, possibly a

radical alteration of the map, certainly a total reorganization, the effects of which

will be world-wide.

What are the causes which led up to the War? To trace some of them, we must go back several centuries,

almost to the time when Europe was first peopled.

What arc likely to be the effects f Wars as disastrous and widespread have occurred before and from them

we may be able to judge.

THE STANDARD HISTORY OF THE WORLD

is the most reliable guide you can possibly have. It covers the various peoples of the World from the dawn
of history to the present day—their lives and customs in peace and war, the various happenings which have
shaped the course of both continents. All those things which every man ought to know in order to consider

himself even moderately well educated on the subject.

Written by men of the highest authority, it is broad minded and cosmopolitan. It covers each subject thor

oughly and contains a greater mass of information than any other History.

Low in price. Entertaining in style. Full of real live interest from the first page to the Inst. The teny

volumes contain as much reading matter as is found in forty-eight books of ordinary size.

RIGHT DOWN TO DATE

With every set we will send a supplementary volume dealing with the causes immediately
leading to the War.

It gives full accounts of all the combatants to gether with much interesting matter relat
ing to the personality, etc., of the leading individuals responsible for the conflict.

A CLEAR-CUT DEFINITE OFFER

Let us send you the whole set of ten splendidly bound volumes for

free examination at your leisure, in your own home. This we will

do entirely without expense to you. We feel sure that you

will then be glad to send us the small initial payment of $1.00

and to complete the subsequent monthly installments of

$2.00 until the price of $33.50 for the half leather bind

ing or $24.50 for the cloth edition has been paid.

THE UNIVERSITY SOCIETY

44-60 East 23rd Street, New York

. H
The

University
Sociely,

44 E. 23d St.
New York.

 

Please send me for
free inspection, the

Standard History of the
World, in 10 volumes, with

Supplement. If I keep the
books I will send you $1.00 as

first payment within 10 days. If
not I will advise you and hold

them to your order.

'qj&f Name

/
Address

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers. ID
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With the Management

WESTERN REPRESENTATIVE: Glad to be
able to announce the appointment of a Western
representative for ASSOCIATION MEN. Ray
E. Wilcox, the new representative, Is a graduate
of Iowa Wesleyan College. During his college
career he was president of the Association,
president of Beta Theta PI Fraternity, editor of

the college paper and president of the Quill Club.
After leaving college he became assistant city
editor on the Des Moines "Register and Leader"

and then advertising manager for the Williams
Piano & Organ Company, Chicago. He comes
to us highly recommended. We bespeak for him
the cordial support of the brotherhood In the
West in his effort to promote the circulation and
advertising. His headquarters will be Room 1421,
19 South La Salle Street, Chicago, Illinois.

RESULTS ARE COMING! An Increase of
nearly 4500 subscriptions in four and one-half

months has been made. This is good, but It
will be necessary to hit a harder pace In order to
really secure a circulation worthy of YOUR
magazine. WHAT PROPORTION OF THE IN
CREASE HAS COME FROM YOUR ASSOCIA
TION? THIS IS A PERSONAL QUESTION.

WILL YOU ANSWER IT?
An important business man of Prince Edwards

Island In renewing his subscription writes: "It Is
certainly one of the publications that should
have a place on every young man's desk. Dr.
Bull's Bible notes are worth their weight In
gold."

O. C. Cotton, Bozeman, Montana, writes: "I
want to congratulate you on the splendid maga
zine you are putting out."

State Secretary Jackson, of Tennessee, writes:
"An Intelligent Association Membership Is one
of our great needs. ASSOCIATION MEN, If

read, will do a wonderful work In this particu
lar."
We welcome yet another Association to the

ranks of those who are adopting the Every-
Member-a-Subscriber plan, thus making the
magazine a senior membership privilege. Palnes-

vllle, Ohio, has voted for this. This Is largely
due to the loyal and enthusiastic work of Mr.
Lichty, who is presenting this plan to the com
mittees in his territory.

It was a pleasure to meet with the secretaries
of Maine at their "Get-Together" Conference.
Time was given to the discussion of ASSOCIA
TION MEN. Student, railroad, city, Industrial
and boy's work secretaries, as well as physical
directors, were unanimous In their testimony as
to the value of the magazine In developing In
terest and supporters as well as In "Assoclatlon-
izlng" the membership.

DEVELOPING READERS: If a man has a big
Job and he is really trying to do that Job, he
will not have time to read magazines when In
office. MORAL. If you want a magazine read do
not send It to the business address. Send It to his
home: there It will be read by him and by others.
If he Is fortunate enough to be married, It will be
read by his family and you get their Interest as
well. If he Is a bachelor It will probably be read
by his chums and their Interest will be secured.
Use your bulletins to announce leading articles
In the current Issue. Articles of peculiar Inter
est to your field, to the state and country, should

be used In this way. TRY THIS AND SEE

RESULTS.

Is YOUR magazine In the reading room of your

Association? Is It listed with the other maga
zines In your prospectus? Investigate before
you answer! If not, why not? A beautiful pros
pectus is before us. Page 23 tells the story of
the reading room; 55 papers and magazines are
listed there. Among them 14 are of a religious
character. Most denominations have their trade
magazine listed In this page, but even though
we have examined It several times we yet have
failed to find the Association's OWN paper. We
hope this is not representative of many Associa
tions.

MY FELLOW SECRETARY, are YOU a sub
scriber to YOUR paper? This question Is not

whether you get the paper, because we know
you do, but do you subscribe to It? Why not
quit taking It out of those ordered by the Asso
ciation? Subscribe for It, have it sent to your
home, and then keep It on file for reference and
study.
JOHNSTOWN, PA., believes In THEIR paper.

The Board of Directors believes In It because it
has resulted in the development of many of
their body. They have Just voted to take a
hundred copies monthly for cultivation In addi
tion to bringing the matter before every mem
ber for his personal subscription.
ADVERTISING: We are constantly receiving

advertising "leads" from secretaries and many
produce good results. We appreciate this help
and ask for an Increased continuance of It. If
you are using anything good that Is not adver
tised, tell us about It. If you need anything
that Is advertised give our advertisers a chance
to figure on your needs. It is advertisements
that enables you to get your magazine at the

low price you do.
W. H. Dletz, Chicago, Bulletin Board.
Horace Partridge Co., Boston, Athletic Goods.

Geo. L. Shuman Co., Chicago, Publishers of

"Modern Eloquence."
Standard Paint & Lead Works, Cleveland, O.

Paints and Enamels.
Taylor-Holden Co., Springfield, Mass. Pub

lishers of Text Books.
Tropical Paint & Oil Co., Cleveland, O. Wash

able Enamels.
Whltlock Coll Pipe Co., Hartford, Conn. Hot

Water Heater.
Fleming H. Revell Co., New York City. Pub

lishers.
Oxford University Press American Branch,

New York. Scofleld Reference Bible.
University Society. New York City. Books.
Wallace and Tiernan, New York City. Swim

ming Pool Dlsinfector.
F. A. WILSON-LAWRENSON.

A NEW MEDAL

UNIFORM DESIGN

PANELS FOR 16 EVENTS

$1.00 Gold Filled

1.75 Solid Gold

$4.00

8.00

Bronze . . .

Silver . . .

SETS

A set of

bronze, I sil-

v e r and I

gold filled

will be fur

nished for

$6.00. I n

sets of

bronze, sil

ver and solid

gold, $10.00

per set.

STYLE O
Bowling Panel

Circular on request

ASSOCIATION PRESS

124 EAST 28th STREET NEW YORK
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As the World's Largest Manufacturers of

ASSEMBLY SEATING

we here illustrate an original design of one of the

many popular models shown in our Booklet Q I. Many

designs of stationary seating in rich upholstering and

high-grade veneers are also shown in the above book.

Send floor sketch for

Free Seating Plan

American Seating Company

14 E. JACKSON BLVD. CHICAGO

New York Boston Philadelphia

 

GAMES

HEADQUARTERS

We thip promptly at lowest prices,

complete equipment, supplies or re

pair*, for every game used.

"CUE-ROQUE" TABLES

BILLIARD TABLES

SHUFFLE BOARDS

CHECKER TABLES

BANQUET TABLES

DRAWING TABLES

PING PONG TABLES

BOWLING SUPPLIES

CHECKERS AND CHESS

GAME BOARDS

Ask for our new catalog.

The "Improved" Shuffle Board Co.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

TEN-YEAR GUARANTEED

Inner Braced furniture

Never Has A Loose Joint

Catalogue ExplainsInvisibly

S#r/'ReinhrrrdAsA

Modern Building

0< )ir Hilfhnilo OTon

THEINNERBRACED

FURNITURE CO.

Elkhart. Indiana

lib! \%

 

WHY? BECAUSE !

 

(hud lowci;

Y. M. C. A.TOWELS

Sixe, quality, price—all considered—it's

service that tells and our—

"Eldston" Bath Towel, size 21^x43 in. U a

big "hit" with Y. M. C. A.'s at $3.00 a doz.

HuckHandTowels, size 17x32, for $1.50 a doz.

To avoid misundorltandinf, in ordering, itatt itsrlo and price of towel dtlirod.

We supply Y. M C. A needs in Table Linen. Nap

kins. Bed Spreads, Blankets and Sheets

Write for samples and prices

THE ELDER & JOHNSTON CO.

DAYTON, OHIO Addraaa Daa>t

 

M (Bath ToweJ)

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers. 115
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Secretarial Register

GBNSBAL SECRETARIES

Armour, C. U.. to Quebec, Que.
Beethani, Thomas, Peuna. HR. Br., Pittsburgh, Pa.. >e».
Blyth, J. A., to Danville. Pa.
Boswell. F. W., Saginaw. Mich., res.
Clark, C. A., Concord, N. H„ to Tyrone, Pa. (KR).
Clark, W. A., Eskdalc, W. Va., to Big Springs. Tex.(RR).
Cunningham, C. F. W., to Fort Slocum, N. Y.
Ebersole, C. D.. to No. End Dept.. Evanston, 111.
Farrar, A. !>.. MUford, Mass., res.
Haradon, C. C, to Carthage, 111.
Holllngworth, M. P., Tuscaloosa. Ala., res.
Ltllle, F. W., Sharpsburg, Pa., res.
McFarland, J. F., to Penna. R.R. Br., Pittsburgh.
McNlcol. D. W., Soutbbrldge, to Portsmouth, N. H.
Muffler, J- I-. Mansfield, O., to New Castle, Pa.
Neely, T. B., Columbus. Ga., to LaBoca, C. Z. (Col.).
Parker, C. A., Portsmouth, N. H., res.
Phllley, H. A., Fort Wayne, (RR) res.
Pierce. A. L., Corbln, to Eskdale. W. Va. (RR).
Pryke, A. E.. Brandon, Man., res.
Iticbardson. F. M. If., to Canal Zone.
Roberta. Edward, Wilmington, N. C. to Sydney, N. S.
Shuey, T. G., Pittsburgh, to Sharpsburg, Pa.
Skeen. J. W., to Chadron, Neb. (RR).
Slayton, J. G„ Parkersburg, W. Va., to Rldgway, Pa.
Stratton, R. O.. Montpeller. to Clifton Springs, N. Y.
Thompson, J. R., to St. Panl, Minn.

FHYBICAL DIRECTORS

Ash, G. L., to West Br., Baltimore, Md.
Benning, L. H., to No. End Dept.. Evanston, 111.
Beuhlcr. F. G., Rldgway. to Lebanon, Pa.
Capwell. H. V., to Red Bank, N. J.
Cook, Albert, to Kewanee, 111.
Cronan, W. II., to Mlddleboro, Mass.
Daubcrt. C. E.. Springfield. 111., to Ft. Dodge.
Frltl, E. J., to Lakewood, N. J.
Guthrie, R. B., to Port Jervls, N. Y. (RR).
Harding, A. M., to Revelstoke. B. C. (RR).
Ireland, E. T., to Atchison. Kan.
Jobaon, W. R.. M.D., to Raleigh, N. C.
Johnstone, John. Calumet. Mich., res.
Marshall. G. H.. Salt Lake City, to Eugene, Ore.
Peck, G. A., Renovo, Pa. (RR). res.
Powers, C. R.. Belleville, to Kingston, Ont.
Khlncs, H. B„ Kingston. Ont.. res.
Shannon. G. L., Mlddleboro. to White Plains.
Umbenhower. L. R.. Scottdale. Pa., res.
Wolsmann, C. S., Qulncy, 111., to Stockton, Cal.
Zetgler, II. W., Frederick, to Susquehanna (RR).

BOYS' WOBK

Blnnchard, A. II., Qulncy, Mass.. res.
Itonrdman, R. R.. Aurora, to Phoenix, Ariz.
Chamberlln. A. V., Westflold. to Berlin. N. H.
Flagle, C. D., to Greenshnrg, Pa.
Gault. H. D., Steubenvllle, O., to Flint, Mich.
Hughes, W. L., to Trenton, N. J.
Humphrey, C. IT., New Haven. Ct., to Qulncy, Mass.
Mnthls, P. J., to Knoxville. Tenn.
Miller, L. C. T.. to Martlnsburg, W. Va.
Itichardson. H. II., to LawreneevlUe Br.. Pittsburgh.
Roberts, E. C„ Lellibrldge. Altn., to Helena.
Sheldon, C. T.. to Colorado Springs, Colo.
Slawter. J. R.. Wllllamsport. to McKeesport. Pa.
Wilson, J. H.. to Pittsburgh, Pa. (community).

STATE AND I NTElt N ATlONAL SECRETARIES

Day. W. II.. Pasadena, to Arte. N. Mex.
Hanchett. D. S.. to R. R. Dept.. N. Y. City.
Jones, S. S., Sioux Indians, Hautee. Neb., res.
Moran. H. A., China, to Student Dept.
Best. T. F.. Hamilton. Ont.. to Military Field. Que.
Wilcox, R. E.. West. Rep. Association Men. Chicago, 111.

countt secretary

Harris, H. G., M.D.. to Orange County, N. Y.

DEPARTMENT SECRETARY

Todnem, Lnwrence, Portland, to Tncoma (rellg.).

STATE AND INTERSTATE CONVENTIONS

Arlz.-N. Mcx.-W. Tex., Tucson. Arls., Nov 20 22.
Indiana. LnFnyette. Nov. 20-22.
Alabama, Birmingham, Nov. 27-29.
Carollnas, Winston -Salem. Jan. 20-81.
Colorado. Boulder. Feb. B-8.
Oklahoma. Tnlsn. Feh. 4-7.
Minnesota. . Feb. 11 14.
Iowa, Marsballtown. Feb. 19-21.
Missouri, Carthage. Feb. 18-21.
Montana. Helena, Mar. 18-21.

BOYS' CONFERENCES

Michigan, Ann Arbor, Nov. 27-29.
Missouri, Cameron, Nov. 27-29.
Texas (Older Boys). Honaton, Nov. 27-29.

Swimming Pool

Purification by

CHLORINATOR

A Germ Killer

A Life Saver

Operation Cost

But lc per Day

Water thoroughly

sterilized.

No odor or muss

about the premises.

Adapted for use in

any kind of a pool.

Absolutely prevents

disease and infection.

A great economy in

saving of water and

also in saving of coal

for heating of cold

water.

Installation can be

made in an hour.

Space required, 4"x

I2"X48".

Secretary of Water-

bury (Conn.) Y. M.

C. A., where our ap

paratus is installed,

says, "It's a dandy."

For further infor

mation and reports of

bacteriological tests

where the C h 1 o r i n

Disinfcctor is being

used, address

 

Wallace & Tiernan Co., Inc.

Experts on Swimming Pool Sanitation

136 Liberty Street New York
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You can test a modern community by the degree of its

interest in its Young Men's Christian Association. You

can test whether it knows what road it wants to travel

or not; you can test whether it is deeply interested in

the spiritual and essential prosperity of its rising genera

tion. I do not know of any test that can be more conclu

sively put to a community than that.

Woodrow Wnxos at Pittsburgh, Oct. 24, 1914



ENGLISH

—the Fundamental Course

The Pace Organization, in planning programs of education for many of

the largest business organizations of the country, has found that

the fundamental educational need of employed men is for

English—definite, usable, available. In business organizations, just

as in the educational departments of the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciations, the educational program should rest upon a comprehensive

and practical course in English.

To meet this demand, THE PACE STANDARDIZED COURSE IN ENGLISH has

been prepared by Horatio N. Drury, B.A., of the Pace staff. The course consists

of 34 lessons, each covering in a correlated manner and with the sentence as the

pivotal unit of study, Grammar, Sentence Structure, Paragraph Structure,

Word Usage, Miscellaneous Errors, Punctuation, and Letter Writing. Each

lesson is followed by specially prepared questions and expression tests, in ac

cordance with the Standardized procedures which have been devised for obtain

ing the best pedagogic results with mature students.

The Course is the same, except for improvements and amplifications, as the

course formerly given by Mr. Drury in the National City Bank, the New York

Life Insurance Company, the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, the West

Side Young Men's Christian Association and the Bedford Young Men's Chris

tian Association, all of New York City, and in his academic teaching in the Stuy-

vesant High School of New York City, the Cortland, New York, Normal School,

and in the Pennsylvania Military College. The Course, in its present form, is

being given in a number of organizations and Associations, including Twenty-

third Street Young Men's Christian Association, Bedford Young Men's Chris

tian Association, Cleveland Young Men's Christian Association, and Detroit

Young Men's Christian Association.

Part I of the Course, with approximately 450 pages of text, with quizzers, and

with Mr. Drury's special teaching procedures, is available for use in schools

at a net cost of $3.40 per student. Part II, with a similar amount of text

material, quizzers, and teaching procedures, is available at the same price—

$3.40. To individuals the retail price of text for both parts, approximately

900 pages of text, including all quizzers, is $8.50. These texts may be bought

by any one upon remittance. Extension Instruction through the mails is

available when desired.

The English texts may be used by Young Men's Christian Associations

with no other formality or understanding than the purchase of the

text and quizzers, in accordance with the prices given above.

We shall be glad to supply the booklet "What Leading Business Men

and Educators Say," and the 48-page English Syllabus, upon applica

tion. Information will also be cheerfully furnished in regard to courses

in Accountancy for C. P. A. degree, Law for Business Men, Account

ing, Business Administration, etc.

PRICE OF TEXTS AND COURSES

 

Pace Standardized Courses in Accountancy, Business Administration

and English, in Residence and by Extension

30 CHURCH STREET, NEW YORK

PACE & PACE
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Pallas Lincrusta

The Perfection of solid relief

Wall and Ceiling Decorations

Greatest Collection ever shown in this market. Finest Engravings,

most up-to-date Colors. Unsurpassed Pliability and Texture.

WOOD, BURLAP, MOIRE AND TILE EFFECTS

UNEQUALLED FOR HALLS, LIBRARIES, ASSEMBLY ROOMS, OFFICES,

WASHROOMS AND KITCHENS OF Y. M. C. A. BUILDINGS

INDESTRUCTIBLE AND SANITARY

SPECIFY "PALLAS" LINCRUSTA

LINCRUSTA WORKS "PALLAS," INC.

121-123 Ea»t Twenty-fourth Street

NEAR FOURTH AVENUE

New York City

Cor. Wabash Ave. and Randolph St.

ATLAS BUILDING

Chicago, III.
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Victor XXV — Type A
$67.50 special quotation
to Y. M. C. A. and

schools only

The horn can be removed
■Dd placed tinder the in
strument safe and secure
from r i' j. i- aod the cab

inet can be locked to pro
tect It from dust aiid
prom I scuotiH une by 1 rre-
spouslble people.

"Get Acquainted"
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Put Your Shoulder Under the Load and Lift

Pres. Wilson's Interpretation and Appreciation of the Young

Men's Christian Association's Service and Opportunities

An address given before a great audience of 4,500 business and professional men assembled in
Exposition Hall, Pittsburgh, Pa., Saturday, Oct. 2ith at 11.30 a.m., to celebrate the 60th an
niversary of that Association's founding, and the 70th of the organization of the movement.

I FEEL almost as

if I were a tru

ant being away

from Washington

today, but I thought

that perhaps if I

were absent the

Congress would

have more leisure

to adjourn. I do

not ordinarily open

my office at Wash

ington on Saturday.

Being a school-mas

ter, I am accustomed

to a Saturday holi

day and I thought

that I could not bet

ter spend a holiday

than by showing at

least something of

the true direction of my affections; for by

long association with the men who have

worked for this organization, I can say that

it has enlisted my deep affection. I am

interested in it for various reasons.

First of all, because it is an asso

ciation of young men. I have had a good

deal to do with young men in my time, and I

have formed an impression of them which

I believe to be contrary to the general im

pression. They are generally thought to be

arch-radicals. As a matter of fact, they

are the most conservative people I have ever

dealt with. Go to a college community and

try to change the least custom of that little

" Hast thou not known—hast thou not
heard, that the Everlasting God, the Lord,
the Creator of the ends of the earth,
fainteth not, neither is weary ; there is
no searching of His understanding ; He
giveth power to the faint and increaseth
strength to them that have no might.
Even the youth shall faint and weary,
and young men shall utterly fail, but they
that wait on the Lord shall renew their
strength ; they shall mount up with wings
as eagles ; they shall run and not be
weary ; they shall walk and not faint.'
There is the source of our strength ; that
is our hope and our joy. We rejoice that
the leader of this nation is a man that
has this strength, this secret source of
strength ; and he shows by his presence
here today his sympathy with every such
organization as this, with every such ef
fort as this, to benefit our fellows and to
give honor to our God. It gives me the
greatest pleasure to introduce to you as
the speaker on this occasion the President
of the United States."—Introduction by
Hon. H. Kirke Porter.

world and find how

the conservatives

will rush at you.

Moreover, young

men are embar

rassed by having in

herited their father's

opinions. I have

often said that the

use of the university

is to make young

gentlemen as unlike

their fathers as pos

sible. I do not say

that with the least

disrespect for the

fathers, but every

man who is old

enough to have a

son in college is old

enough to have be

come very seriously immersed in some par

ticular business and is almost certain to

have caught the point of view of that par

ticular business. And it is very useful to

his son to be taken out of that narrow

circle, conducted to some high place where

he may see the general map of the world

and of the interests of mankind, and there

shown how big the world is and how much

of it his father may happen to have forgot

ten. It would be worth while for men,

middle aged and old, to detach themselves

more frequently from the things that com

mand their daily attention and to think of

the sleeping tides of humanity.
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Therefore 1 am interested in this Associa

tion because it is intended to bring young

men together, before any crust has formed

over them, before they have been hardened

to any particular occupation, before they

have caught an inveterate point of view,

when they have the searchlight that they

can swing and see what it reveals of all

the circumstances of the hidden world, and

I am more interested in it because it is an

association of young men who are

Christians.

I wonder if we attach sufficient import

ance to Christianity as a mere instrumental

ity in the life of mankind. For one I am

not fond of thinking of Christianity as a

means of saving individual souls. I have

always been very impatient of processes and

institutions, which said that their purpose

was to put every man in the way of de

veloping his character. My advice is, don't

think about your character. If you will

think about what you ought to do for other

people, your character will take care of

itself. Character is a by-product and any

man who devotes himself to its cultivation

in his own case will become a selfish prig.

The only way your powers can become

great is by exerting them outside the circle

of your own narrow, special, selfish inter

ests. And that is the lesson of Christianity.

Christ came into the world to save others,

not to save himself. And no man is a true

Christian who does not think constantly of

how he can lift his brother, how he can as

sist his friend, how he can enlighten man

kind, how he can make virtue the rule of

conduct in the circle in which he lives.

An association merely of young men

might be an association that had its energies

directed in every direction, but an associa

tion of Christian young men is an associa

tion meant to put its shoulders under the

world and lift it. So that other men should

feel that they have comrades in bearing the

weight and heat of the day; that other men

may know that there are those who cared

for them, who would go into places of

difficulty and danger to rescue them; who

regard themselves as their brothers' keep

ers. And then I am glad that it is an

association, every word of its title means

an element of strength. Young men are

Btrong; Christian young men are the strong

est kind of young men; and when they as

sociate themselves together, they have the

incomparable strength of organization.

The Young Men's Christian Association

for a long time excited, perhaps it is not

too much to say, the hostility of the or

ganized churches of the Christian world,

because the movement looked as if it were

so non-sectarian, as if it were so outside the

ecclesiastical field, that perhaps it was an

effort to draw young men away from the

churches, and substitute this organization

for the great bodies of Christian people

who join themselves in the Christian de

nominations. But after a while it appeared

that it was a great instrumentality that be

longed to all the churches; that it was a

common instrument for sending the light of

Christianity out into the world in its most

practical form, drawing young men who

were strangers into places where they could

have companionship that stimulated them

and suggestions that kept them straight,

and occupations that amused them without

vicious practice and then by surrounding

themselves with an atmosphere of purity

and of simplicity of life, catch something of

a glimpse of the great ideal which Christ

lifted when he was elevated upon the cross.

I remember hearing a very wise man say

once, a man grown old in the service of a

great church, that he had never taught his

son religion dogmatically at any time, that

he and the boy's mother had agreed that if

the atmosphere of that home did not make

a Christian of the boy, nothing that they

could say would make a Christian of him.

They knew that Christianity was catching

and if they did not have it it would not be

communicated. If they did have it, it would

penetrate while the boy slept almost, while

he was unconscious of the sweet influences

that were about him, while he reckoned

nothing of instruction, but merely breathed

into his lungs the wholesome air of a

Christian home.

That is the principle of the Young Men's

Christian Association, to make a place

where the atmosphere makes great ideals

contagious. That is the reason that I said,

though I had forgotten that I said it, what

is quoted on the outer page of the program

—that

you can test a modern commun

ity by the degree of its interest in

its Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation. YOU CAN TEST WHETHER IT

KNOWS WHAT ROAD IT WANTS TO

TRAVEL OR NOT; YOU CAN TEST

WHETHER IT IS DEEPLY INTERESTED IN

THE SPIRITUAL AND ESSENTIAL PROS

PERITY OF ITS RISING GENERATION. I

DO NOT KNOW OF ANY TEST THAT CAN

BE MORE CONCLUSIVELY PUT TO A COM

MUNITY THAN THAT.

Now, I want to suggest to the young men
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of this Association that it is the duty of

young men not only to combine for the

things that are good, but to combine in a

militant spirit. There is a fine passage in

one of Milton's prose writings, which I am

sorry to say I cannot quote, but the mean

ing of which I can give you, and it is worth

hearing. He says that he has no patience

with a cloistered virtue, that does not go

out and seek its adversary. Ah, how tired

I am of the men who are merely on the de

fensive; who hedge themselves in; who per

haps enlarge the hedge enough to include

their little family circle and ward off all

the evil influences of the world from that

loved and hallowed group. How tired I am

of men whose virtue is selfish, because it

is merely self-protective, and how much I

wish that men by the hundred thousand

might volunteer to go out and seek the ad

versary and subdue him.

I have had the fortune to take part in

affairs of a considerable variety, and I have

tried to hate as few persons as possible. But

there is an exquisite combination of con

tempt and hate that I have for a particular

kind of person, and that is the moral coward.

I wish we could give all our cowards a per

petual vacation; let them go off and sit on

the side lines and see us play the game, and

put them off the field, if they interfere with

the game. They do nothing but harm, and

they do it by that most subtle and fatal

thing of all, that by taking the momentum

and the spirit and the forward dash out of

things. And a man who is virtuous and a

coward has no marketable virtue about him.

The virtue, I repeat, which is merely self-

defensive, is not serviceable, even, I sus

pect, to himself; for how a man can swal

low and not taste bad when he is a coward,

and thinking only of himself, I cannot im

agine. So that I say, be militant, be an

organization that is going to do things. I

you can find older men who will give yo

countenance and acceptable leadership, fol

low them. But if you cannot, organiz

separately and dispense with them. Ther

are only two sorts of men worth associat

ing with when something is to be done

these are young men and men who neve

grow old.

Now, if you find men who have grow

old, about whom the crust has hardenec

whose hinges are stiff, whose minds alway

have their eye over the shoulder, thinkin

of things as they were done, don't hav

anything to do with them. It would not b

Christian to exclude them from your 01

ganization, but merely use them to pad th

roll. If you can find older men who wi

lead you acceptably, and keep you in cour

tenance, I am bound as an older man to ac

vise you to follow them. But suit yourselve

Do not follow people that stand still. Jus

remind them that this is not a statict

proposition; it is a movement, and if the

can't get a move on them, they are nc

serviceable.

Life, gentlemen—the life of society, th

life of the world—has constantly to be fe

from the bottom. It has to be fed b

those great sources of strength which ar

constantly rising in new generations. Re

blood has to be pumped into it, new fibre ha

to be supplied. That is the reason I hav

always said that I believed in popular inst:

tutions. If you can guess beforehand whoi

your rulers are going to be, you can gues

with very great certainty that most o

them will not be fit to rule. The beauty c

popular institutions is that you do not kno'

where the man is going to come from; an

you do not care, so he is the right man. Yo

don't know whether he will come from th

avenue or from the alley; you do not kno
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whether he will come from the city or from

the farm; you do not know whether you will

ever have heard that name before or not,

and therefore you do not limit at any point

your supply of new strength. You do not

say it has got to come through the blood

of a particular family, or through the

processes of a particular training, or by

anything except the native impulse and

genius of the man himself. Therefore, the

humblest hovel may produce you your

greatest man. A very humble hovel did pro

duce you one of your greatest men.

And so that is the process of life, this

constant surging up of the new strength, of

unnamed, unrecognized, uncatalogued men,

who are just getting into the running, who

are just coming up from the masses of the

unrecognized multitude. You do not know

when you will see upon the level masses of

the crowd some great stature lifted head

and shoulders above the rest, shouldering its

way, not violently but gently to the front,

and saying: "Here am I; follow me." And

his voice will be your voice, his thought will

be your thought, and you will follow him as

if you were following the best things in

yourselves.

Whenever I think of an association of

Christian young men, I wonder that it has

not already turned the world upside down.

I wonder not that it has done so much, for

it has done a great deal, but that it has

done so little; and I can only conjecture

that it does not realize its own strength, I

can only imagine that it has not yet got its

pace. I wish I could believe, and I do be

lieve, that at seventy it is just reaching its

majority, and that from this time out a

dream greater even than that George Will

iams ever dreamed will be realized in the

great accumulating momentum of Christian

men throughout the world. This is an age in

which the principles of men who utter pub

lic opinion dominate the world. It makes

no difference what is done for the time

being. After the struggle is over the jury

will sit, and nobody can corrupt that jury.

At one time I tried to write history. I

didn't know enough to write it, but I knew

from experience how hard it was to find an

historian out, and I trusted I would not be

found out. I used to have this comfort

able thought as I saw men struggling in the

public arena ; I used to think to myself, this

is all very well and very interesting. You

probably assess yourself in such and such

a way. Those who are your partisans assess

you thus and so; those who are your op

ponents urge a different verdict. But it does

not make very much difference, because,

after you are dead and gone, some quiet his

torian will sit in a secluded room and tell

mankind for the rest of time just what to

think about you; and his verdict, not the

verdict of your partisans and not the

verdict of your opponents, will be the verdict

of posterity. I say that I used to say that to

myself. It very largely was not so. And

yet it is true in this sense: If the historian

really speaks the judgment of the succeed

ing generation, then he really speaks the

judgment also of the generations that suc

ceed it, and his assessment, made without

the passion of the times, made without

partisan feeling in the matter—in other cir

cumstances, when the air is cool—is the

judgment of mankind upon your actions.

Now, is it not very important that we who

shall constitute a portion of the jury should

get our best judgments to work and base

them upon Christian forbearance and

Christian principles, upon the idea that it

is impossible by sophistication to establish

that a thing that is wrong, is right? And

yet, while we are going to judge with the ab

solute standard of righteousness, we are

going to judge with Christian feeling, being

men of a like sort ourselves, suffering the

same temptations, having the same weak

nesses, knowing the same passions, and

while we do not condemn, we are going to

seek, to say, and to live the truth. What

I am hoping for is that these seventy years

have just been a running start, and that

now there will be a great rush of Christian

principles upon the strongholds of evil and

of wrong in the world.

Those strongholds are not as strong as

they look. Almost every vicious man is

afraid of society, and if you once open the

door where he is he will run. All you have

to do is to fight, not with cannon, but with

light. May I illustrate it in this way ? The

government of the United States has just

succeeded in concluding a large number of

treaties with the leading nations of the

world. The sum and substance of which is

this: That whenever any trouble arises, the

light shall shine on it for a year before any

thing is done. And my prediction is that if

the light has shone on it for a year it will

not be necessary to do anything; that after

we know what happened, then we will know

who has right and who has wrong. I believe

light is the greatest sanitary influence in

the world. That, I suppose, is scientific

commonplace, because if you want to make

a place wholesome, the best instrument you

can use is the sun; to let his rays in, let

him search out all the miasms that may lurk

there. So with moral light. It is the most
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wholesome and rectifying, as well as the

most revealing thing in the world—provided

it be genuine moral light, not the light of

mere inquisitiveness, not the light of the

man who likes to turn up ugly things; not

the light of the man who disturbs what is

corrupt for the mere sake of the sensation

that he creates by disturbing, but the moral

light, the light of the man who discloses it

in order that all the sweet influences of the

world may go in and make it better. That,

in my judgment, is what the Young Men's

Christian Association can do. It can point

out to its members the things that are

wrong. It can guide the feet of those who

are going astray; and when its members

have realized the power of the Christian

principle, then they will not be men if they

do not unite to see that the rest of the world

experiences the same emancipation and

reaches the same happiness of release.

I believe in the Young Men's Christian

Association, because I believe in the

progress of moral ideas in the world, and

I don't know that I am sure of anything

else. When you are after something and

have formulated it and have done the very

best thinking you know how to do, you

have got to be sure for the time being, that

that is the thing to do; but you are a fool

if in the back of your head you do not know

that it is possible you are mistaken. All

that you can claim is that that is the thing

as you see it now: and that you cannot

stand still: that you must push forward the

things that are right. It may turn out that

you made mistakes, but what you do know

is your direction, and you are sure you are

moving in that way.

I was once a college reformer, until dis

couraged, and I remember a classmate of

mine saying: "Why, man, can't you let any

thing alone?" I said: "I let everything

alone that you can show me is not itself

moving in the wrong direction, but I am not

going to let those things alone that I see are

going down hill," and I borrowed this illus

tration from an ingenious writer. He says:

"If you have a post that is painted white,

and want to keep it white, you cannot let it

alone; and if anybody says to you: 'Why

don't you let that post alone?' you will say,

'Because I want it to stay white, and there

fore I have got to paint it at least every

second year.' " There isn't anything in this

world that will not change if you absolutely

let it alone, and therefore you have con

stantly to be attending to it to see that it is

being taken care of in the right way, and

that, if it is part of the motive force of

the world, it is moving in the right direc*

tion. That means that eternal vigilance is

the price not only of liberty, but of a great

many other things. It is the price of every

thing that is good, it is the price of one's

own soul, it is the price of the souls of the

people you love; and when it comes down to

the final reckoning you have a standard

that is immutable. What shall a man give

in exchange for his own soul? Will he sell

that? Will he consent to see another man

sell his soul? Will he consent to see the

conditions of his community such that men's

souls are debauched and trodden under foot

in the mire? What shall he give in ex

change for his own soul or any other man's

soul? And since the world, the world of

affairs, the world of society is nothing less

and nothing more than all of us put to

gether, it is a great enterprise for the sal

vation of the soul, in this world as well as in

the next. There is a text in Scripture that

has always interested me very profoundly.

It says, "Godliness is profitable in this life

as well as in the life that is to come." And

if you do not start it in this life, it will not

reach the life that is to come. Your meas

urements, your directions, your momentum

will have to be established before you reach

the next world. This world is intended

as the place in which we shall show that

we know how to grow in the stature of man

liness and of righteousness.

I have come here to-day to bid Godspeed

to the grand work of the Young Men's

Christian Association. I love to think of

the gathering force of such things as this

in the generations to come. If a man had

to measure the accomplishments of society,

the progress of reform, the speed of the

world's betterment, by the few little things

that happened in his own life, by the trifling

things that he can contribute to accom

plish, he would indeed feel that the cost

was much greater than the result. But no

man can look at the past of the history of

this world, without seeing a vision of the

future of the history of this world; and

when you think of the accumulated moral

forces that have made one age better than

another age in the progress of mankind,

then you can open your eyes to the vision.

You can see that age by age, though with

a blind struggle in the dust of the road,

though often mistaking the path and losing

its way in the mire, mankind is yet—some

times with bloody hands and battered knees

—nevertheless struggling step after step uo

the slow stages to the day when he shall

live in the full light which shines upon the

uplands, where all the light that illumines

mankind shines direct from the face of God.



The Trail a Boy Travels
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 Y FRIEND and I had

been raised in the

same town. We knew

each other as boys

know boys. He came

of a fine family, and

his training was

everything one could

wish. But he grew

wild without appar-

ent reason. His

friends were alarmed. They talked with

him without effect, and he went his own way

-which seemed to us to be down hill with the

hill greased to the bottom. But suddenly he

stopped and came back. He finished his

education and went into business. I entered

the professions and we saw nothing of each

other for many a day, but I knew of his

achievements. He climbed higher and

higher in business enterprise until at forty

he was among those at the top, and when

the Government began its investigations it

found no stain on his name or in his affairs.

I had not seen him for many years, until

one morning as the train sped across the

plains of Colorado I met him in the aisle of

a Pullman. He had changed little. He had

grown stouter, perhaps, and gray hair

showed at the temples. He was going to

look over a branch line in which his com

pany had an interest and asked me to go

with him. For a week we were together,

watching the grading crews, the mule skin

ners, the steam shovels and track layers;

or we explored the country, examining the

land and water, estimating their productive

value for settlers who were to feed the road

with freight and passengers in the years

to come; or we took a car and followed the

staked survey for a hundred miles, and

when we were hungry we ate of the plain

but delicious fare of roast and potatoes

and gravy and canned tomatoes and corn,

with prunes or dried peaches for dessert.

We drank coffee as black as tar, and almost

as thick. At night we slept at the camps,

in box cars, or on the open range with a

lariat rope circled around us to ward off

the snakes. Sometimes we would lie for

hours watching the stars, which hung so

low that we could almost touch them with

our fingers, and the "man in the moon"

swooped down and smiled at us in his

friendly way, as he does sometimes on the

Copyright. 1914. hy Hervey S. McCowan.

plains and the deserts. At other times we

talked of old days and old scenes and old

friends at home. It was on our last night

out that he told me this story. The ex

periences of manhood had been swept away,

and all the years forgotten. We talked as

we had talked when boys with life before

us. It grew late. The moon was low in the

west and we were about to go to sleep, when

he turned to me and said: "Mac, there is

one phase of my life that I have never told,

but I would like to tell you, because you

lecture and write, and if the occasion should

come when you can, I should be glad to

have you use it for the good it may do, but

I wish you would not use my name.

The Story

E LAY STILL, think

ing, for many min

utes, and then he

said : You remember

when I was a boy I

got started wrong.

As I look back upon

those days I am

frightened cold. I

don't understand

_ them. Some perverse

spirit within me rebelled against advice, or

good influence, or warning. I wanted free

dom to do as I pleased, to go where I pleased

and to choose the friends I pleased. Re

straint angered me, criticism from good peo

ple aroused my bitterest resentment, and I

turned my face from everything wholesome

and started on the road to destruction.

At first I was in the frame of mind

where "I would try anything once," and

having tried it once would try it again if it

pleased me. I didn't understand the mood

then and I don't now. No one understands

a boy at that period from fourteen to

eighteen. He doesn't understand himself.

Yet it is the most crucial period of our

lives.

We have no anchor.

We have no moorings.

We have no standard of judgment.

We have no established character.

Novelties appeal.

Temptations tempt.

Crimes call.

Sins seduce.
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Appetites hunger.

Thirsts crave.

Passions boil.

All in a caldron together they seethe in

the boy who is not man enough yet to see

where they lead or what they will do to

his life. And worst of all at that period

there are mysteries of physical change

within him which make him secret in his

thoughts and acts. The new things he

learns he wants to learn alone or with his

boon companions, and then who are his

companions? This is the great question of

the boys' world.

The Cigaret

 
CAN remember as if

it were yesterday, the

first cigaret. I had

watched older boys

with the nourish and

pride of the beginner

roll a cigaret, place

it between their lips,

take a match and

scratch it on their

pants and light up.

It appeared like an achievement to be en

vied, but in my career I had not got quite

to it until one night my chum and I were

going to town and he pulled a sack of to

bacco and package of paper from his pocket

and winked at me. We didn't go into town.

We turned into his father's barn. With a

good deal of trouble we rolled two cigarets,

lighted them, and began to smoke. It was

not pleasant and only vanity made us con

tinue. When our cigarets were half con

sumed, someone near the house either saw

the light or smelled the smoke, and started

for the barn. We heard steps, threw our

cigarets away, ran out of the barn, down

the alley, and went to town. We had hardly

got to the main street when the fire bell

rang. We followed the engine and found the

barn in flames. They saved the carriage

horse, but everything else was destroyed.

That frightened us and I think prevented

my smoking cigarets, and to this day I never

see one, or smell the odor, that I do not •

think of the night we burned up a thousand

dollars' worth of property for my friend's

father. Afterwards the old man lost all he

had and died. The boy got wild and the

widow was very poor. When I began to

prosper I sent her the money, with interest.

She never knew where it came from, but

with it she started a little bakery and made

a living and more. I have told you this to

show how boys do things in secret. It is

strange that at that age we do those things

we dare not boast of among good people.

 

The Lie

HE druggist to

someone about Geor

buying cigaret 1

b a c c o at his stoi

George's ' f a t h <

learned of it and qu«

tioned George, r"

denied it. His fath

came to mine and tc

him we were togeth

that night. My fath

caueu me lnio nis office after school, a

talked to me. I acknowledged that we we

together, but lied to him about smokir

He believed me because I had always be

truthful. It had been my one redeemi:

trait; up to that time I would tell the trul

no matter what calamity might follow.

I had a fine father. He had lived in t

community a long time and had lived

clean that he had won a reputation f

probity and honor. I had often heard hi

say: "No man is lost until he becomes

liar." Remorse over my other deeds h;

not bothered me much, but this lie lay i

my conscience. I went to George and begg

him to tell his father all about it and let r

tell mine, but he refused. He was afra

of the punishment. He swore me to silen<

and my father never knew. I would ha

told him in later years, but that I feared

would pay the loss, and I wanted to do

myself. But when I had left home a;

was in business, one day I received a wi

that my father was very sick. I took t

first train. I wanted to see him while

was still conscious and confess to him abo

that lie. But I was too late. He nev

kneW- The Oath

] HEN a boy has be

raised right he dc

not do wrong nai

rally. It is an eff<

for him at first. Son

thing restrains hi

and when with e

companions he dodj!

and avoids actual e

until some occasi

draws him in. I ]

member how I felt about swearing. 1

though with companions who used profani

it shocked me when I heard it and I tri

to avoid its use, though I heard it on eve

hand. But when the occasion came t

vocabulary had become so familiar to i

from my associates that I swore like

pirate robbed of his gold.

The boys of my age used to box son-

times after school in the rear of a liver
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barn. It was great sport, fine exercise and

was good for us, but there was a "bully"

around the barn who used to make us put

on the gloves with him. He was much

taller and heavier than we, and had long

arms and could reach us before we could

get near him. All of us had been beaten

up by him. We had discussed him and what

we would do with him, a good many times,

but had not quite come to a conclusion,

when the explosion came. We had met at

the barn on a Tuesday afternoon, and were

pulling off our coats when the bully showed

up. "Hello there, Bud," he said to me.

"I've got just ten minutes to put a black

eye on you."

'"I'm not going to box with you," I said.

"You are not my size."

"You will never be a man till you lick a

man ; put on the gloves," he said.

"I'll box anyone of my weight or size," I

came back at him, "but I'm not going to

take a black eye just to please a bully."

"A bully, is it?" he said, and grabbed me.

He got his hands into my hair and threw

me on the barn floor. I jumped up and

swore at him as naturally as if I'd been

swearing all of my life. The whole vocabu

lary of profanity came to me as if I had

been trained to it. The bully ran at me

again. I dodged, and snatched up a stone

and warned him not to touch me. He

didn't stop and I threw the rock straight

into the pit of his stomach. He turned snow

white and doubled up. Someone sent for a

doctor and we boys faded away. I was not

sure I had not killed him, but that was not

what frightened me. It was the memory

of my profanity which terrified me. All

night I could not sleep. I expected God to

strike the house with lightning and destroy

us all. I prayed "without ceasing" that

night, if I never did again, and was aston

ished to find the sun shining on a live family

on the morning of another day. For a few

days the doctor feared the bully might die.

Somehow his condition did not terrify me,

but it was a long time before I could think

of that profanity without feeling cold with

fear.

The Game

NE wrong leads to

another so easily that

a boy soon has a bou

quet of evil deeds to

his credit, and condi

tions smooth the way

for him. That was

true with me. My

mother was called to

I see a sick sister, and

J while she was gone I

neighbor boys. Their father and mother had

gone to a lodge banquet. We were left to

our own devices for amusement. The boys

suggested a game of cards. I knew the

cards, but not much about the game. They

showed me and I won several times. They

suggested that we put up a little money to

make the game interesting. I hesitated at

first. I didn't have much money, but my

father had insisted on my carrying some

always, so that I might learn to take care

of money without spending it, and as a pre

caution against being without money in an

emergency, but I never carried much.

Finally I consented and we bet small

amounts. At first I won and I got the

gambler's fever. Then I lost; then won

again. Then I began to lose and continued

to lose until my money was gone. The boys

hurrahed me and laughed at me, and yet it

did not occur to me that they had "framed

it all up" to clean my pockets.

I wanted to win that money back. My

father, like a prudent man, had a habit of

calling for an accounting occasionally. He

was not unreasonably strict, but in a gen

eral way knew how much I was spending

and what I spent it for.

One of the boys offered to lend me a dol

lar to play with. I took it and we began

over. It was the old story. They soon had

that dollar, too, and I was in debt. I had

never owed a dollar before. My father had

warned me against debts of every kind.

The Song and Story

 

'"■^s invited to spend an evening with some

HE boys became

hilarious over their

winnings and the suc

cessful trap they had

laid for me. I became

reckless over my loss.

We sang songs and

told stories. At first

they were such songs

as we might have

sung in a school

crowd. Then they became tainted and

vulgar.

Stories followed. They, too, were all right

at first; then they became coarse and

coarser until they were nauseous, and when

I went home that night I felt stained and

soiled and filthy.

These thoughts within began to paint a

different boy without. They changed the

frankness of my eye, they marred my face,

they spoiled my manners and temper, they

were leaving marks which the comb and

soap could not efface. Our most accurate

portrait painter in the world is our develop

ing character within us. It never flatters,

it never lies—it paints us as we are.
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The Thief

UT the end was not

yet. I didn't know

how to get the money

to pay the gambling

debt. Soon the boy

from whom I had bor

rowed asked me for

it. I told him I would

have it within a few

days. I didn't get it.

He asked me again.

Some of his friends said a boy who would

not pay a "debt of honor" like that was a

crook. I promptly knocked him down. The

boy from whom I borrowed threatened that,

if I did not get it for him that week, he

would go to father and tell him that I owed

him a dollar for a gambling debt.

The next temptation came like bread to a

hungry man. I left the boys on the street

and went to my father's office. Father was

out, but on his desk were four dollars and a

note from the gentleman who had left them,

saying he was leaving three dollars to "ap

ply on account." There was the money.

The one dollar I needed, and not a person

could know of it. I picked up the dollar and

put it in my pocket, then I took it out and

looked at it. A hot flush passed through

my whole body, and I said: "Well, Frank,

you are a thief—just a common thief." I

went over to the desk and laid the money

back with its mates.

Father came in later and I drew his at

tention to the mistake. He looked at me

with a pleased smile and said: "So it is; I

shall mail it back." On my way home that

night I had a mixed feeling of fear and

pleasure.

There were some carpenters building a

house on our street. I watched them and

finally inquired if they could use a boy after

school hours. They asked if I could lath.

"Well," I replied, "I can learn."

"We need some help in lathing," they said.

I watched the lather a while and then

picked up a lathing hatchet and laid a few

laths slowly. Soon I learned to carry the

nails in my mouth, and turn them with my

tongue so that they would come with the

right end to my fingers. I learned with

a tap and a drive to send the nail in to the

head, and with one stroke to trim a lath as

if it had been shaved with a chisel, and to

remember to break joints every eighth lath.

Well, by the end of the week I had paid

my debt and had change in my pocket. That

experience sobered me a little, but not

enough to make me break with my asso

ciates and start over.

 

The Drink

HE next year the

boys in the high

school had a football

team. I belonged to

it. We played all the

schools of our size in

our part of the state

and hadn't lost a

game. We were in

vited to play the city

team. W e trained

hard. We dieted and kept better hours at

night. We were in prime condition, and

expected to win that game. We had had

new banners made and a new song of tri

umph written to be sung on the way home.

We never had a doubt. But they beat us.

I never shall forget the humiliation of

that defeat and of what followed. When

we went to the gymnasium to dress after

the game we were bruised and sore in body

and our pride was wounded to the core.

The captain and quarterback threw their

arms around each other and cried like chil

dren. I think the rest of us did the same,

and as misfortune would have it our train

for home was three hours late, so that in

stead of returning at eight o'clock we did

not return until eleven. The boys of the

team we had played wanted to entertain

us. After supper we sat in the lobby of the

hotel and discussed the important plays.

Then some one suggested a game of cards

upstairs. We went up and played for an

hour, when one of our boys came in. He

had been drinking. He was a boy who had

never touched liquor before. He produced

a bottle and passed it around. Most of the

boys at first let it go by without drinking.

But those who had taken some seemed to

forget their troubles and became funny and

begged us to drink and forget. Some of

the boys refused, but I didn't, and soon my

wounded pride over the defeat was drowned

in reckless happiness.

About ten o'clock one of the city boys

suggested that "we take in the town," but

as we were about to go out, our teacher,

who had come with us, but who had been

invited to a friend's house, returned. He

understood the situation at once. He took

us in hand and prevented a worse disgrace

from falling upon us.

That was the first drink, but it was not

the last for some of us, and our imagina

tions had been aroused for other things.

That winter, to me, as I look back upon

it, has been a nightmare for twenty-five

years. We danced down the line of reckless

delight, doing those things which certain

men did, striving to be men but not gen
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tlemen. We broke our parents' hearts, by

the dance we led, and some of us danced

over the line and never came back. My own

salvation from a life of shame was a mir

acle and in it I find the only reason for tell

ing you this story.

The Strange Woman

 
ROM the day of our

football defeat we

boys had thought of

the invitation to "take

in the town." The lost

game was forgotten

after a while, but that

invitation was not

forgotten. A t first

.we spoke of it when

I several were together.

Then George and I talked of it, and planned

to go, but always I had a feeling, which

grew stronger as I dwelt upon it, that if I

should go I wanted to go alone. Circum

stances often adjust themselves to lend

convenience to evil deeds. They did for me.

My mother had been called again to see

her sick sister. She wrote father when she

expected to return and he planned to meet

her in the city. Some business demanded

his presence at home, and he asked me if I

could go in his stead. He wrote out instruc

tions and told me carefully what to do, and

said while waiting for the train I might

go to the theater.

That seemed the opportunity I had been

waiting for. My imagination was excited

and it became more so as the train ap

proached the city. Fortunately it was yet

light when we arrived. I started for a

cafe to get supper when I met Tom Hol

land, one of the city football boys. He had

been one who had not drunk anything the

night of the game. He was a fine, straight,

clean-cut boy with a strong face and clear

eye. He recognized me at once and seemed

glad to see me. He asked what I was doing

in the city. I told him.

"Oh, that's jolly," he said. "You have

lots of time and can go with me. There is

to be a 'Father and Son' dinner at the

Y. M. C. A. We shall be just in time."

I tried to avoid it, and told him that I

was going to the theater.

"You will have plenty of time after din

ner," he exclaimed. "You won't have to

stay for the speaking, but the funniest man

in town is to be there, and the United

States prosecuting attorney and the most

brilliant preacher we have. It would be

too bad to miss them, but if you think you

can't stay you can leave after refreshments.

It's a new thing and has stirred up the

 

town. We have planned to have four hun

dred men and boys. Come on. It's an event,

and you will see the biggest people in the

city."

His enthusiasm was contagious, and he

had thrown a veil over my evil imagina

tion. He hailed a car and within a few

minutes we were in the cloakroom of the

Association building, where we left our

overcoats and hats. So the Strange Woman

had to wait.

The Miracle

OM'S father was

waiting for us, and

we went in to the

banquet hall. We had

splendid seats, and

while we waited we

had time to watch the

crowd. It was a

scene I have never

forgotten. Fathers

and sons side by side.

At first the significance of it did not appear

to me, then I noticed a distinguished looking

man, and when I looked at his son I saw

that all the features of the father were in

the boy and what the father was the boy

ought to become. I pointed it out to Tom

and asked who the gentleman was. He was

the editor of a prominent daily paper. I had

heard of him all my life as one of the most

influential men in the state.

We began to compare other fathers and

sons, and we saw in many the same strik

ing resemblance. It was a remarkable as

semblage. I had never seen so many

strong, clean men together, and I wished

that my father were there with me. Then

I remembered how many times people had

told me that I was the picture of him. A

warm glow filled my heart as I thought of

him, and I said, "There is not a finer man

in this hall, nor in this city, nor in the

state either, than my own father," and for

the first time I began to see him as he was.

The chairman called us to order. Some

one offered prayer, and we began our sup

per. It was not a royal banquet. It was a

simple evening meal, such as we might have

had at home. Men and boys joked and

laughed, and ate and enjoyed it. The men

seemed more boyish than the boys them

selves, which was a surprise to the boys.

We were hardly through when the chair

man announced a quartette of Daughters

and Sisters who would sing to the fathers

and brothers. The girls came dressed in

gingham with hair hanging in two braids,

pulled over their shoulders. This had been

a surprise of the program committee. They
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sang home songs and were called back over

and over. One of them was Tom's sister,

whom I came to know later.

The funny man spoke and convulsed us

with mirth, though I do not remember much

of his address. The address I do remem

ber was that of the prosecuting attorney.

His subject was "My Boys in the Peniten

tiary; or, How Men Become Criminals."

He did not tell us anything about the

method of the Government in catching and

convicting criminals. He told us the stories

of men who had been convicted and what

they had confessed to him, either before

or after conviction.

The beginning of each career was much

like the others. They began first on the

street at night with evil associates, then

cigarets, profanity, drinking, gambling,

lying and immoral women. As he told

story after story of men whose lives and

opportunities had been lost behind prison

bars it seemed to me that he was talking

to me. All the wild things I had done and

thought were what the criminals had done

and thought at the beginning of their

careers of crime. I was scared cold and

I saw the path I had been traveling, as I

had never seen it before.

When the speaker had finished there was

no applause. Wc were too deeply stirred for

expression. Many eyes were wet and what

followed opened the flood gates. The chair

man announced that a chorus of Wives and

Mothers would sing to the Husbands and

Sons. They came in, dressed in long

sleeved calico kitchen aprons over their

gowns and sang, "Throw Out the Life

Line"; that was enough to melt us. Then

someone called for "Where Is My Wander

ing Boy To-night." That broke us up. I

believe there was not a dry eye in the house

and many sobbed outright. The singers

themselves broke down and left the room.

That was the climax. After we had re

covered a little a young minister spoke

on the subject, "The Footprints of the

Father." He was a wonderful speaker,

but I remember most distinctly the story

he told, which was afterwards used by Sam

Jones.

A certain man had said that he could

live without God—that he was sufficient

unto himself, and would live and do as he

pleased within the law of the land. He fol

lowed his declaration in practice. He

smoked what he pleased and as much as he

pleased; he drank beer, then whiskey, then

alcohol ; he swore often ; he gambled much ;

he scoffed at God and religion, and there

were stories of wild orgies in the city when

he shipped his fat stock there, yet with

it all he seemed to prosper in business.

One winter day a drifting storm blew.

He came in late and found the snow

banked along the path from the house to

the barn. He went in and put on dry

clothes and started to the barn to feed.

When halfway he heard someone behind

him, and looking back he saw his little boy

taking great strides, trying to step in the

tracks of his father.

"Better run back, sonny. The snow is

too deep for you," he said.

The child replied: "I can do it all right,

papa, because I am stepping in your tracks,

and if I step in your tracks every time I'll

go just where you do, won't I? And when

I am a big man I can step as far as you

can and we will go everywhere together,

and when you go to Chicago I can go with

you, can't I? When I am a man I want to

do just what my papa does."

When they were back in the house and

the child was in bed he told his wife about

it, and he said to her: "Annie, I've been an

old fool. I'm not big enough to live with

out a God and I need one mighty bad.

From now on if you and He will help me

I am going to walk so straight that Billy

can follow my steps with pride and I am

going to begin now." They knelt right there

at the old lounge and talked it over with

the Almighty.

We were dismissed and went down stairs.

I still had three hours before my mother's

train would arrive—time enough to "take

in the town," but that part of the town had

no longer any attraction. The Strange

Woman had become a beast of the jungle

to me.

Tom took me through that wonderful

building and showed me the gymnasium and

reading room and games, and the night

class department, where working men came

to get an education which they could not

get by daylight. It was a revelation. Then

we saw a group of men and boys in one end

of the reception hall. We went over and

listened. Nearly every man had a funny

story, and not one of them tainted. They

were sweet and wholesome and the fun

niest stories I had ever heard. This was

a new experience also. Whenever I had

heard stories before among the set I trained

with someone would bring in something

vulgar. About eleven o'clock the men be

gan to go home. One of them stopped us

and said: "Boys, isn't it fine that we can

meet in a place like this and be sure that

no one will introduce a story that will

make us ashamed that we heard it. It is

an insult to a man's intelligence when any

one offers to entertain him with the most

nauseous vulgarity of his evil mind."
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The Home

T was still a long time

before my mother's

train would come.

Tom's father invited

me to go home with

them. I went gladly,

for it seemed to me

there was no other

place in the city that

I could go.

When we arrived at

the house, Olive, Tom's sister, met us at the

door. His mother welcomed me, too. We

sang and played games, until Mrs. Holland

went to the kitchen and cooked molasses for

taffy. We pulled it and twisted it and laid

it out in the cold. Then broke it and ate it,

and somehow I was always close to Olive,

who was sweeter than a flower, even then.

When the time came for me to meet my

mother's train, Tom said: "Come on, Olive,

let us go with him. We know the city and

they don't." Olive looked at her mother,

who smiled and gave her consent. When

we were ready to leave Mr. and Mrs. Hol

land shook hands, then bade me good-bye,

and invited me to come again. Mr. Hol

land held my hand a long while and looked

straight into my eye and said: "Frank,

I'm glad you could be with us at the Y.

M. C. A. to-night. I wish your father

could have been there, too. I have known of

him for a good many years, and there is

not a man in this state who has a cleaner

reputation than your father. Tell him to

come to see us when he is in the city. You

have a father to be proud of, and I hope

you will grow to be such a man as will

make him proud of you."

He looked at me searchingly, still hold

ing my hand, then continued: "Son, when

you come to this city, or any other, go to

the Y. M. C. A. to find your pleasure. It

will help your reputation, make a better

boy of you, keep you out of temptation, and

you will meet friends there you will want

to cultivate all your life. It is the only

institution I know of which has been or

ganized for the comfort and benefit of

young men. It is maintained by voluntary

subscriptions at an expense of many mil

lions of dollars. Its purposes and motives

are all good. No man has ever been in

jured by the influences of a Young Men's

Christian Association. I wish we had a

picture of the young men and their fathers

who were drawn to the Y. M. C. A. to

night, and then another of the young men

and old men who were drawn to other re

sorts of the city. There are many places

that are not harmful, but there would be

 

scenes which would make you shudder and

would break many a father's and mother's

heart."

We ran out to catch the car, and when

my mother stepped off of the train I in

troduced her to my new friends. They put

us into a carriage for the other depot where

we were to take our train for home, and

we bade them good night.

My Mother

SHALL never forget

the ride across the

city and the hour's

ride from the city to

our town. When she

stepped off of the

train mother's face

had been troubled, but

when we were alone

and I told her of the

_ whole evening she was

happier than I had seen her for many

months. She took .my hand in hers and

pulled it into her muff and we sat that way

until our station was called. Father and

my sister met us and we went home together

a happy quartet.

That night I did not sleep. I lay awake

thinking of my old habits, and for the

first time I saw where they were leading

me. Then I saw again the scene at the

Fathers' and Sons' Banquet—the Young

Men's Christian Association had a new

meaning. It seemed to be a haven and

harbor for young men, and the thought of

it and the influence filled my heart with-

tenderness.

Then I remembered the Holland home

and family, and I said: "They are fine

people. Yes, they are fine people, but they

are no better than my own people. Mr.

Holland is no better man than my father.

Mrs. Holland is no finer woman than my

mother. They hope for no more from Tom

than my parents have hoped for from me.

I have as good a chance to make a man

as Tom has, and I am going to take that

chance from to-night.

Right there I heard the door open softly.

My mother came in. She thought I was

sleeping. She knelt by my bed to pray

for me. I reached over and put my hand

on her hair and said: "Mother, your pray

ers for me are all answered."

She threw her arms over my shoulder

and buried her face in the pillow beside

mine and cried from pure joy as if her

heart would break. "Oh, Frank," she

sobbed, "the Lord has been kind to me to

night, and now whenever He wants to take

me from you I shall die happy." She had
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been breaking fast from worry over me.

But from that time she grew stronger and

happier, and prettier, and now she is the

sweetest old lady in the land.

The Young Men's Christian Association

HAT was the begin

ning of new things

for me. I thought we

ought to have an As

sociation in our town,

and talked to my

father about it. He

interested other men

and we organized. At

first it was not popu

lar, but it slowly grew

in favor and it has prospered and has be

come the strongest single influence to hold

men together.

It has been the home for clean exercise.

It has fostered clean bodies.

It has provided clean games.

It has taught clean language.

It has developed clean minds.

It has encouraged clean sports.

It has demoralized the business of the

gambling house.

It has been the strongest force against

saloons.

It was warned boys against the wiles of

the Strange Woman.

It has been the cleanest public place in

our town.

It has kept boys off the streets at night.

And if it had done no more than that, it

must have won the prayers and gratitude

of every good man and woman, for the

street at night is the school of every evil

under the heavens.

A boy can sow more wild oats in one

night than he can reap in a lifetime, and

his children continue to harvest the crop

to the third and fourth generation.

Other Towns

HAT the Association

did for us it has done

for other towns wher

ever it has been fos

tered and supported,

and the young man

trained in one Asso

ciation hunts up an

other if he travels or

moves, and when a

boy goes to the col

lege or the university he finds it one of the

best departments in the institution.

At college it has saved boys' scholarship.

It has saved their manners.

It has saved their morals.

It has saved their manhood.

Every parent who sends a boy to college

ought to see that he joins the Young Men's

 

Christian Association. It will steady him

through his whole course and make him

stronger when he comes out for having

known the Association men.

After my experience at home I could not

have gotten along without an Association

in college. Tom Holland and I went to

gether and roomed together for four years.

Every afternoon we spent the hours from

four to six around the Association build

ing, in the library, reading room, gym

nasium or swimming pool. They kept us

in fine condition.

What it did for us it will do for others.

Now I am interested in the welfare of many

men in our shops and mines, and roads,

and more and more as I have studied them

I have found that Y. M. C. A. boys are

more faithful, more loyal, more steadfast

than those who have grown up without the

Association influence. We now have many

Associations for railroad and shop men. If

it would not pay in morals it would pay

in money.

I have told you many things which I

have told no one else but Tom. Can't you

get the great importance and power of the

Young Men's Christian Association before

the people so that every boy may be led

into it for a full blessing to his own life

and comfort to his parents?

Can you see what it means to me? It

saved me from myself at an age when I did

not know my danger, and what I have told

you is not unique. There are thousands of

men who could point to the same lifeboat

which saved them and tell a similar story

if you could induce them to talk.

The Girl

Y association with

Tom at college drew

our families close to

gether. During our

vacation we had Tom

out home and he had

me in the city, and I

came to know Olive

well. She grew up

and put on the airs of

a young lady, en

veloped in the atmosphere of contradictions

and mysteries. She became prettier every

day, and sweeter, too. She was much sought

for and many men would have given any

price to win her. She taunted me by treating

me as a brother, and sometimes called me

"brother Frank." While in college I wor

ried lest I should lose her. She scolded me if

I did not write, but her answers were always

late. When she seemed farthest from me

I was comforted by the memory of the girl

in the gingham dress, the brown curls hang-

 



Fathers and Sons

\HHY did the mayors of 105 American cities issue civic proclamations for

* * last New Year's to the fathers and sons? Why did the editors of ninety

of the greatest journals in Canada and the United States deal with this question

editorially? Why did newspapers (great numbers of them) in 125 cities carry

long telegrams and local news? We know of at least 244 different cities which

actually co-operated in making the Father and Son Movement effective.

Was it because of the inalienable right of a boy to his father; not simply to

clothing and schooling and feeding at the expense of the father, but a right to

the father's time, to the father's companionship; a right to have the father

a part of his life and to be himself a part of his father's life? Small boys

usually have this privilege, but boys in their teens are not understood.

Why did our appeal take hold as it did? Why did the mayor of Denver, for

example, call a great civic meeting and preside at a banquet himself to consider

this matter? Why in mining towns in the West and cotton villages in the South?

Why among the negroes, the Chinese, the Japanese did they banquet and consider

and consort and plan? Because the appeal was everlastingly right. Because it

was primal. Because we had been ignoring it. Because we had become too busy

to father our boys when they reached their teens.

We are going to build up no organization. We shall create no new society.

We shall spend no money in a national campaign.

The responsibility for carrying this ideal forward rests now upon secretaries

of boys' branches, upon scout masters, boys' Sunday school teachers, ministers

who understand boys, juvenile judges, high school teachers, and upon fathers

who have bred them.

Shall this holy sentiment become an over-mastering one? Shall companion

ship be intimate and faithful and continuous? That is the challenge which is

now committed to every boys' worker.

Only three States in the Union ignored the Father and Son Movement last

year. This year none will.

Cleveland. Robert E. Lewis, Convener.

ing down her back—the girl with the

haunting eyes—whose laughter was pure

music.

She broke my heart a hundred times, but

mended it again, yet she evaded me, until

one night we stood under the walnut tree

by the fountain in her father's yard. I had

given up and held out my hand and said:

"Good-bye, Olive! I am not coming again.

I have tried for ten years to win you, but

I have failed." She stepped up very close

to me and put one arm around my neck.

"You dear old Mr. Blind man, she whispered

in my ear. I have loved you every minute

since we pulled candy together in my

mother's kitchen."

That was twenty years ago. Our lives

have been filled with sunshine and shadows.

We have a boy and a girl to gladden our

house, but there is a long shadow from a

little headstone in the cemetery where a

baby girl lies.

But my life has been blessed, because one

night the Young Men's Christian Associa

tion caught me off the street and changed

my path forever. It opened to me my busi

ness career. It led me to Olive and the

happy home she has blessed. It brought me

to the Church. It taught me religion and

through them I have found God and Jesus

Christ whom He has sent. To this day

when I look back to that night and the

"parting of the ways," I shiver with fear

as I wonder what would have been my

destiny if I had not caught the Life Line

for boys, which has pulled so many ashore.

And this is my message to the boy:

To find God.

To pray often.

To know the truth.

To live clean.

To learn honor.

To love his father.

To adore his mother.

To make a clean record each day from

breakfast to bedtime, so that the mother

who loves him may kneel by his bed each

night and read the page with a glad joy

and thank the good Lord for the man child

she carried under her heart and gave to the

world. And when temptations come, to stop

and fix her image in his mind and repeat

BREAK NOT THY MOTHER'S HEART.
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Seven Thousand Chinese Christian Inquirers

By FLETCHER S. BROCKMAN

Cablegram from Shanghai—Seven cities, seven thousand inquirers, average attend

ance 3,000, President and officials co-operating. Official Wen, the Commissioner
of Foreign Affairs of the Che Kiang Province at Hangchow, was baptized. The
evangelistic campaign has not been affected by the war. Opportunities are double
those of last year.—W. E. Taylor, G. S. Rddt.

THIS CABLE is the latest word concern

ing Sherwood Eddy's campaign which

began the middle of September and is to

cover fourteen of the great cities of China.

Tientsin was the first city visited. On the

first day 2,000 students crowded into the

meeting in the guild hall and hundreds were

turned away. In addition to the daily meet

ings for students a meeting of 1,500 school

boys from twenty institutions and another

for the merchants and gentry numbering

1,800 were held.

Over one thousand inquirers were en

rolled in Tientsin, each of whom promised to

join Bible classes. In Peking there was a

total attendance at the meetings of 14,000,

with 2,000 inquirers. The meetings were held

in a specially constructed pavilion seating

4,000 built at the suggestion of the Min

istry of the Interior on a site furnished by

the Government in Peking. It is the first

time in history that Christian meetings

have been allowed within this sacred pre

cinct. The pavilion was placed next to the

sacred altar where the Emperor annually

worshipped the spirits of the land.

The response of the officials and leaders

of China was most notable in Peking, which

is probably the most conservative center of

the nation. Mr. Eddy tells of one meeting

held for inquirers in which were present

one former governor, two generals, a pri

vate secretary to the president, the director

of a Chinese national bank and other promi

nent officials, and a merchant who has given

this year $15,000 to Christian work. Mr.

Eddy's interpreter was the son of a former

governor of Chekiang Province and the

grandson of Marquis Tsen, China's greatest

statesman of modern times.

In all of the cities in which Mr. Eddy is

conducting evangelistic meetings Christian

workers from neighboring cities are coming

to study his methods and to carry the evan

gelistic fire back to their homes. In Foo-

chow over 1,000 workers were planning to

assemble for training conference conducted

by Mr. Eddy. For the past year prepara

tions have been made throughout the

Fukien Province for the conduct of a

province-wide evangelistic campaign. So

great is the interest in these meetings that

100 daily newspapers throughout the coun

try are supplying their readers with ac

counts of them.

 

J  
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The movement is almost nation-wide in

extent and is among the class which most

influences thought. Dr. Taylor has been

giving the past year to conserving the re

sults of the Mott and Eddy meetings of last

year and preparing for the present cam

paign. In every city Bible class leaders

have been trained and are ready to follow

up the results of these meetings. Nothing

is- to be left to chance. The churches are

united in this enterprise and putting it con

servatively one feels that this campaign

marks the beginning of a new era in the

Christian Church in China. It promises to

be a national revival, greater in extent,

deeper, and in every way more wonderful

than the great Korean revival. . . : ,

This campaign would be impossible if the

Young Men's Christian Association had not

already been established.

"The Spiritual

Ally of a

Nation's Forces

It is a striking fact that whHe the very

civilization of Europe is threatened and we

are daily appalled with the deepening hor

ror of the carnage of human life on a Con

tinent, Asia is in the midst of one of the

great religious revivals of history. The re

lationship of the Young Men's Christian

Association to this revival must be faced by

the Association Brotherhood of North

America. No dismay at the war in Europe,

no stringency of financial affairs and no ab

sorption with other interests should inter

fere with our alertness to the present op

portunity. The secretarial force of China

is strained to the breaking point with the

claims of this unprecedented harvest. Such

achievements can only be interpreted as

God's demand for reinforcements at the

front.

An appreciation of the British
Association's great work with
the troops in mobilisation camps.

 

 

<<rT\HE outbreak of the war gave the

J- Young Men's Christian Associations

of Great Britain the first great opportunity

of its existence," writes a national leader

of one of England's most alert religious

magazines. "Its work on behalf of all sec

tions of the army has revealed it in the

light of a national asset in the hour of the

Empire's danger. Never again can it drift

back into its comparative obscurity. It

heard the call to a new crusade, it saw the

vision of a new day, and its response has

stamped it with a glory far surpassing any

thing ever dreamt of even by its most dar

ing optimists."

"I stood under the stars on Salisbury

Plain, ghostly figures passed us in the

darkness; a sense of loneliness, of desola-

THE CAIRO-EGYPT ASSOCIATION

TENTS

—From Snapshots

To troops mobilized at Heli-
opolis Secretary Jessop of Cairo
was quick to furnish them tents
and service. He may be seen
giving away "The Last Word
from Kitchener" and Pocket

Testaments with Lord Roberts'
introductory word. The tents
are crowded daily.

tion, seemed to hang over the place, and it

was only relieved when we turned to the

marquee of the Y. M. C. A., full of soldiers,

well lighted and admirably equipped for the

convenience and the comfort of the men

under arms. In that haven from the cold

ness and the blackness of the night the best

influences are at work, and the men on

whose behalf the work is done realize that

there are those who care for their bodies

and their soule. I wondered what the men

would do if no such place existed, and I

found myself trying to imagine the same

thing on Friday last, when I visited another

part of the country, and saw the same com

forting and healing forces in operation.

Without the ministry of the Y. M. C. A. the

[Continued on page 134)
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Reno Hutchinson—Typical Christian College Man

Seventh in a Series of Studies of the Association Secretaryship

By C. K. OBER

International Secretary for Recruiting Men for a Life-Work in the Young Men's Christian Association

RENO HUTCHINSON, dying under getic and irresistible evidence of Chris-

thirty, was potentially a great secre- tianity. According to one of his most inti-

tary and deserves a place among the mate undergraduate friends, "he was not a

pathfinders of the city Association secre- great personal worker, in the sense of doing

taryship. While not having time to make

a conspicuous record of achievement in his

chosen work, he made the offering of a great

life, which was his greatest contribution.

It was prophetic also of the growing num

ber of college men of the first rank now

dedicating their lives, through the city

Young Men's Christian Association, to the

redemption of the cities.

It was not stranpe that a strong and all-

round man like Reno Hutchinson should be

attracted to a vigorous and many-sided

work like that of the city Association. The

breadth of its program, the variety and

magnitude of its problems, the seeming au

dacity of its enterprises, combined with the

sanity of its methods, appealed to the best

that was in him, and offered full scope for

all of his great capacities for service.

.„ Reno Hutchinson's father, who was a

man of strong character and initiative,

after founding the city of Hutchinson, Kan

sas, moved to California, where Reno en

tered the State University and made a

splendid record in scholarship, athletics, so

cial life and in Christian life and leader

ship.

In Scholarship, he took high rank, mak

ing Phi Beta Kappa easily, notwithstanding

his activity in athletics and his prominence

in the social and religious life of the uni

versity.

In Athletics, he made the 'varsity foot

ball team in his freshman year and was oikj

of the best ends the university had ever

known. After graduation he was elected

and served one year as graduate manager

of athletics, with all the student enterprises

under his supervision. In this position, he

demonstrated wise leadership and fine man

agerial ability, paying off an accumulated

$5,000 debt, and putting the athletic stand

ards of the university on a higher and

cleaner basis.

In Social Life, he was one of the most

popular and best known men in the history

of the university. His popularity was based

on character and unselfishness rather than

a magnetic personality, for he interested

himself intensely and genuinely in other

men and was universally appreciated as

every man's friend.

As a Christian, he was a living apolo-

 

much speaking to men about the Christian

life, but no man could know him long with

out becoming conscious that his life was

controlled and guided by a great spiritual

force."

He was the means of leading a number

of his fraternity brothers into the Christian

life, and of setting a high standard in the

moral life of their chapter.

As an undergraduate Association leader,

he was first president and then general sec

retary of the University Association, giv

ing half of his time to this work during the

last three years of his university course,

which was extended a year on account of

this work. Under his splendid leadership,

the Association grew into a powerful fac

tor in the religious and social life of the

university, and became one of the strongest

student Associations at that time in Amer

ica.

The Call of the City Young Men's

Christian Association came to him natu

rally and powerfully, when in the year after

graduation, as manager of athletics, he vis

ited Portland, Oregon, with the university

track team, There he saw the work ot the
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Portland Association and talked with Gen

eral Secretary Stone about the life work

opportunity that he, as a Christian college

graduate, had found in the city Associa

tion secretaryship. The work, the man and

the opportunity made a deep impression on

him, and when a definite proposition was

made to come to the Portland Association

as director of religious work Hutchinson

accepted, and in this position gave five years

of remarkably efficient and fruitful service.

In this work, Hutchinson made a deep mark

in the lives of hundreds of young men, illus

trating and interpreting in his own life the

power and program of the gospel, to which

he invited their obedience and service.

According to one of these young men, who

knew him intimately from his arrival in

Portland, "He was an inspiration to stead

fastness of character, thoroughness in Bible

study, unconscious leadership in service and

devotion and, above all, in true friendship.

He came so close to us common fellows and

was so much one of us that we forgot his

greatness. He was always the same, never

discouraged, always hopeful and aggressive

in the line of service before him, no matter

how great the difficulties."

During the five years of his departmental

leadership in the Portland Association

many calls came to Hutchinson from

greater cities and with larger salaries, and

one to a work of national importance, but

he persistently declined them all. He felt

that he had not fully satisfied the reason. for

his going to Portland, and, with the convic

tion that he was where he was by the will

of God, "none of these things moved him."

At length, "one clear call" came to him,

to the position of general secretary of the

city Association of Spokane, Washington,

"the capital of the Inland Empire" of the

Northwest. He had rounded out a five

years' service in the religious work of the

Portland Association and laid enduring

foundations, on which some other man

might build, and he was ready for the place

of greatest need, which to him meant the

place of greatest opportunity.

Then came one of those "strange provi

dences" of the kingdom of God, which are

at the same time a challenge to faith and

an "intimation of immortality." Reno

Hutchinson began his new work in Spokane

on August 1, 1906, and on the night of Oc

tober 15 he was shot dead by a footpad, on

the very threshold of his lifework.

But he had done a finished work and was

ready for the promotion. His magnificent

life and great, though modest, efficiency

have set a high standard of the secretary

ship and will yet light the torch of many a

ready-to-be-discouraged secretary and point

the way for many a splendid fellow in the

choice of his lifework.

Thank God for Reno Hutchinson!

I have seen his spirit shining in the faces

of at least a score of college men in the past

four years, who had caught the vision and

were eager to follow where he had blazed

the trail. And it leads to a great outlook, a

satisfying opportunity, and a goodly fellow

ship.

"The Ally of a Nation's Forces"

(Continued from page 132)

troops would undoubtedly lose in efficiency.

"One other picture. Around a fire in the

open air half a dozen men are gathered.

They have been in the trenches all night,

and they are still shivering with the cold.

 

ONE OF THE 150 "HUTS" GOING FOR WINTER

ASSOCIATION CAMP CENTERS

'There is a box of coals at the Y. M. C. A.

tent,' says the secretary, as we stand for a

moment beside the blazing logs; 'go along

there and help yourselves.' "

"Wherever the troops are camped there

the Association pitched tents. Next to the

trenches in one place, the canvas house

stands in what was a farmyard only a few

months ago; in other cases barns have been

transformed into comfortable resorts, for

reading and writing and religious services;

we visited a building that housed horses

until the war began, and another one that

was a byre one day and an Association club

the next. In some of these orderlies are

helping with a radiant enthusiasm; in all of

them the troops are delighted with the pro

vision made for them."

From the national office it is learned that

the demand upon the Association is con

stantly increasing and that financial sup

port is coming with splendid generosity—

more than $250,000 being pledged. The

Roman Catholics have asked the Council

to provide special tents for their men, es

pecially in Ireland, and requests came late

ly from the Jews for permission to let their

men hold services in the Association tents.

It was of course gladly granted.



From the Viewpoint of Association Men

The President's That was direct man-to-

Pittsburgh ™? fr.TnnPreSlden+t

... Wilson to 4,500 men at
Aaaress the Pittsburgh . interna

tional anniversary day. There were repre

sentatives from Canada, the South, and

from the Eastern and Western coasts. The

occasion was more than a sixtieth anniver

sary of the founding of the Pittsburgh

Association and the recognition of the

seventieth year of the organization. We

have never looked into faces of an Asso

ciation audience of so high a personnel and

ability gathered at mid-day as this audi

ence of 4,500 men foremost in business and

professional life. Without a single note be

fore him or attempt at oratory, but with

perfect command of his subject and of his

audience, the President spoke straight to

men out of his experience and conviction

of the things which had to do with a man's

life as well as the life of the organization.

It is a message which will command the

attention of Association men the world over.

The President's masterly interpretation has

a forward rather than a backward look.

We will think with him as we read it, of

the work yet to be done. It was not so

much an appeal to history as a call to

make history, and a call to put our shoulders

under the world's load and lift, to attack

and take the vigorous offensive against the

forces of evil which are destructive to the

character and efficiency of men. It is an

appeal to a man of virile virtue, a call to

a man "over whom the crust has not yet

formed" to fight "not with cannon but with

light," to offer his soul in exchange for an

other man's soul.

The Way a If ever a truer map of

Boy Travels the stumbling pathway of

an average boy has been

drawn than that which

Hervey S. McCowan has lined in this issue,

we do not know it. It is a "Pilgrim's Prog

ress" of the present day, with all the

sloughs, vanity fairs, Giants Defiant and

devils to cope with; and flesh and blood

Christians by his side with their scrolls to

guide him safely to the path that leads

through the wicket gate to the Celestial

City. And it is a true picture of the course

of hundreds of boys who each year are

"rescued." From many a "father and son"

banquet have gone such influences that set

a boy right when the whole bent of his life

was wrong. Probably never has the story

of the Association's influence on a boy been

more graphically and fairly given. ASSOCI

ATION Men is privileged to bring this to the

surface. We are sure that it will find pub

licity by the hundred thousand as an inter

pretation of the Association's influence with

youth. It is to be issued by Mr. Hervey S.

McCowan, Dallas, Texas, in the form of a

brochure and may be had at twenty-five

cents. We are sure that Mr. McCowan will

bo forced to issue it in cheaper form by the

thousand.

A Dwight L.

Moody

Sunday

It is fifteen years this

month since the death of

Dwight L. Moody, and

every year the contri

bution which this remarkable man made to

the cause of evangelical Christianity

looms larger and better. His life and

work was made the theme of the entire fifty-

six pages of the November 12th issue of the

Congregationalist. It was a splendid issue,

well worth careful reading by every Associ

ation man. Mr. Moody's birthday occurs on

the 5th of February, and, arising in part

from the interesting treatment of his life in

the Congregationalist, and because of the

close and important relation which he bore

to Association work, has come the sugges

tion that the first Sunday in February might

well be observed by the Associations as

DWIGHT L. MOODY SUNDAY. Through

out the entire world, in almost every city

may be found men in all walks of life—from

the humblest to the highest—whose lives

have been inspired and transformed by the

service he rendered. These men could be

brought together at the men's meetings and

every one of them, growing out of his con

tact with Mr. Moody would have a message

for the young men of to-day. Our organi

zation owes an unmeasured debt to this man,

who said of it: "I believe in the Young

Men's Christian Association with all my

heart. It has under God done more in de

veloping me for Christian work than any

other agency." The Association can speak

with equal heartiness of Mr. Moody's influ

ence in stirring and shaping its work, in

giving to it a spiritual message as well as

in securing buildings and furnishing to it

capable and consecrated leaders. Associa

tion Men is in hearty sympathy with the

suggestion to make Sunday, February 7th

next, DWIGHT L. MOODY DAY. We be

lieve it can be made one of the most inspir

ing days of the year in all of our Associa

tions. Our February issue, which will be

mailed about January 20, will give much

space to the story of his life and work.
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Begin the New When the call went out

Year with Your last December from Cleve-

Boy land signed by Mayor

Baker, nearly two hundred

other mayors joined him in calling on

fathers and sons by proclamation, to begin

the new year as comrades in a new or in

creased confidence and fellowship. That

call struck a popular note. It was respond

ed to not only by the mayors but by hun

dreds of pastors. Fathers and sons came

together in meetings and Father and Son

Banquets arranged by Associations, which

gave them a new attitude of mind toward

each other and a new understanding and

love, one for the other.

Overdoing and There is no easy way to

Underdoing the do a great thing and no

Interview Method patented process to pro

duce righteousness and

lead to a religious life. Because the "In

terview Method," which is being demon

strated so well at Cleveland, Kansas City

and elsewhere, found the right path and

through it many men were set right, Asso

ciations were led to jump into it without

preparation. There have been too many

superficial copyists. Men who are doing

this successfully have back of them ten to

thirty years' ripeness and skill in dealing

with the real problems of men. Judges and

men of large affairs and deep life have truly

found in its work, as they have spent a full

evening, by special appointment, with a

young man and his serious problems, as

great a satisfaction to themselves and their

lives as has the young man. This is a spe

cial work for prepared men. Read Mr.

Goodman's discussion of it on page 158.

But let there be no diminution of the old-

time personal effort and influence, man with

man, wherein Christian testimony, friend

ship and personal interest has been and

always will be of value in "persuading men

to become Christians."

Tuning for "An Association building

Concert Work is like a piece of machin

ery which takes time to

set up and further time to

tune up" was well said by William Sloane

at a building dedication, and added: "Then

only does its real work begin." Have

you read Kipling's story, "The Ship That

Found Itself"? It's a clever analysis

well applied to society, family or Associa

tion. It's the working together idea where

the strain, friction and bearing strength

is adjusted, in which there is need for

oil as well as steam, of guiding as well as

spurring and adjusting. In an Associa

tion of men it is "God who tempers the body

together" and shows and leads in Paul's

"excellent way" through a man of charac

ter, genius and grace, who can keep his

team at work and the machinery, organiza

tion and officers in tune. He must keep a

varied lot of men at work, actuated and

achieving under one Master and mastering

motive. This tuning is never achieved by

rules or rulers. It is the spirit that domi

nates the organization, springs from the

hearts of its leaders, emanates from the

personality of its members, and is fused

into the organization.

Why a Board The secretary who won-

Is Indifferent ders why he cannot obtain

strong men on his board

of directors or committee

may find in this description of a meeting

the reason why. Reports were presented

about what the secretaries did, and de

partment secretaries had their reports to

make. Not a director was called on to

report anything he had done, and there

was nothing he was asked to do except to

give a rubber stamp approval of what the

secretary had done or wanted to do, pro

vided he could raise the money himself

to do it. And herein is an indication of

the failure of men to attend some of our

men's meetings Sunday afternoon with any

sense of responsibility. In many places it

has become no more to them than attending

a theater as far as their active participation

is concerned. The Young Men's Christian

Association is a laymen's organization; the

secretary's business is to organize and di

rect laymen. He is to conduct a clearing

house for volunteer service. Is there any

reason why men should not be giving as

much time to unpaid promotion of Christian

work as to politics, and to places on gov

erning boards where they carry the load?

One man of "big business," who had found

the joy of his life in meeting men in per

sonal interviews night after night, said to a

secretary: "You men have been robbing

us of the joy of doing this personal work,

you have robbed us of our rights and priv

ileges of discipleship." This was in line

with the discovery made by that great state

secretary, George A. Hall, when a young

preacher. He was urging the duty of Chris

tian service, of "coming up to the help of

the Lord," when a business man said to him,

after his fervid urgings, "Don't bang us

for failure to work, lead us to it." That

"men only needed to be shown" was his

great discovery as a minister. And Mr. Hall

said later: "I have found that the evan

gelistic meetings which brought the largest

results were those in which I called on men

to serve. Like Peter, they enlisted for life.



A Day Which Might Be Duplicated in Many Centers

AVERY SIGNIFICANT all day meeting of International secretaries was held last

month in Garden City, N. Y., at the opening of what we call the working year.

. . . The meeting was significant because of the concentration of thought, prayer

and deliberation by all upon what is our immediate responsibility and objective in

relation to the religious work—personal and official—as individuals and as a brother

hood. . . . The outlook over the whole field, so far as it was granted to us, yielded

a unanimous testimony to the existence among our fellow workers of a serious, uni

versal and unprecedented concern. Is it a concern related at all to the world-war

and to the continent-wide and world-wide losses and problems it occasions? Yes.

Is it a concern relating to the financial welfare of our work and workers? Yes.. .But

far beyond this there seemed to all of us to exist a deeper solicitude widely prevailing

—with a seriousness and prayerfulness full of promise—a religious concern, longing

and resolve to bring to every man and boy in our membership—and beyond our mem

bership so far as we could—the kind of help, spiritual and moral, which his individual

life requires. It is a concern with this peculiarity in it, that it will be satisfied only by

individual effort for the individual man. The public meeting and the Bible class group

are not ignored. They are fostered as invaluable. But primary emphasis is being

placed on seeking men, one by one, with wisdom, tact, persistence and prayerfulness.

Concert of prayer, counsel and work is being widely concentrated in our Associations

upon this line of endeavor. . . . Emphasis on this responsibility of each Association

for the life of every member is not new. But it seems now to be taking on a new form

in dealing not only with a man's spiritual welfare in the narrower sense, but also extend

ing to a wide variety need of every man, including his friendship and his program in

life. . . . This emphasis prevailing so widely among their fellow workers through

out the brotherhood seemed also to have become an integral part of the intimate

program of these International secretaries. They craved it for all their associates.

As they deliberated and sought God's guidance and blessing, there came upon them

—divinely sent—that unity in petition and endeavor in response to which the promise

of our Lord's presence and His prevailing intercession is granted. ... It was a

day of gratitude and thanksgiving—a day of confession and humiliation—a day of

communion and resolve—a day, the memory of which carries in it hope and courage

and prayerful endeavor.—Richard C. Morse.

"If We Neglect The department heads of

So Great the International Com-

Salvation" mittee closed their desks

and left their "duties"

for a day last month to seriously consider

what was their highest duty. "Were they,

first of all, evangelists?" "Had they as spe

cialists relegated evangelizing to the relig

ious department leaders?" "Could they

stand together for a spiritual advance?" As

they had felt the pulse of the movement they

knew that "the time was ripe for reaping."

Every man knew it as he knew his own

heart, and all knew that the call to all was

to work as one for the one thing: that each

man must be an evangelist in his own way

and his own department: that his associates

should and must feel and work with the con

viction and enthusiasm of their souls, that

the first of first things to him was to lead

men to know that God was personal, and

sin was personal, and the Savior was

personal to every man. They faced the fact

that they were engaged in more than prop

agating an institution—they were propa

gating a faith, and that the greatest busi

ness was that of assisting men and boys one

by one to solve their personal life problem,

which was at the base a religious problem.

And they knew that the saving of society

began first in the saving of the man; that

the institutional problem was first of all an

individual problem. And they resolved that

it was every man's first business to become

a specialist in dealing with men in serious

interviews with all-of-life-broad content.

What Cleveland and other Associations had

pioneered in their interview systems, or

Christian character clinics, was a discovery

that should open avenues of approach to the

inner counsels of thousands of perplexed

and defeated men. They knew that the prob

lems of the Association would be solved by

solving the problems of the man ; knowing

tides and temptations of the present day in

men's lives they would be able to fairly

shape the organization's service, study,

teaching and influence to meet the men's

need. There were but fourteen men present

at this meeting. They faced the problem

as it appertained to themselves. The reso

lutions were personal resolutions. The pro

gram laid out was personal; it was positive,

constructive and reconstructive of their own

lives. We note it thus fully because it might

interest others. It is certain that each will

come in contact with 1,000 to 100,000 young

men in the course of his season's work, and

his clear-cut message, sharply-defined meth

od, and soul-sprung motive may, and we

hope will, make an impression on the move

ment.
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Out of the Life of Men

THE INHERITANCE of a fortune was

no misfortune to this man. Along with

it came the inheritance of a good name,

a character well set, and a determination

for a life of service to the world. When he

graduated from college, where he had been

an active leader of the Association and

worked in its ranks, he entered business

and looked around for his place of self-in

vestment. He weighed well the claims of

various agencies for public service, and

made his decision. "Big Business" was al

luring; he had the head for it and gained

success, but feared to become so immersed in

it that it would strangle his best self. He

might have gone into society or sport, but

he eluded that—and he's no recluse, but at

home with the golf stick, the tennis racquet,

or in the saddle. He looked all his life with

its resources, opportunities and responsibili

ties in the face and chose his course. The

enterprises in which he is engaged employ

thousands of men and make 45 per cent, of

the firebrick of the country. He kept his

grip on many interests but while in the early

thirties determined that business should

not have more than half his time, and that

the Young Men's Christian Association

should have the bigger share. He entered

the Association as a member, and today he

i.= its president. With him he has brought

in a group of young college men of families

wealthy in character as well as cash. Mr.

Harbison's sympathy, optimism, courage,

and Scotch-Irish pluck and push has been

wrought into the warp and woof of that As

sociation to make it one of the greatest As

sociations of the day. But it was difficult

to locate him or the secretary, L. L. Pierce,

at the great meeting addressed by the

President last month, as both men have a

way of submerging themselves and avoiding

parade and publicity. His grip on things

was shown in the campaign which followed,

in which $50,206 was raised by 200 men for

current expenses-—in what we are cringing

over as "hard times." The standing of the

Association was shown by that greatest

week's membership canvass record yet made,

in which 4,261 members were rounded up

in the thirteen branches. Mr. Harbison's

responsibility does not end with Pittsburgh;

his interests are with every man in his vast

employ as well as his church, in which he is

an elder. He is a member of the State Com

mittee and takes a big part in the home and

foreign work of the International Commit

tee. And with it all let it be said that Mrs.

Harbison, equally of wealth and culture, is

a full partner in the enterprises which fill

their lives to the full. And one more word.

He is honored for his life as fully as for his

work and his gifts. A friend who has

known him in the home, in business, in

travel and camp, declares that he has never

seen the first evidence of a coarse or yellow

streak in the man. While he is still under

forty, Pittsburgh's noble "Old Guard" as •

well as the rising "young guard" follow him

as their leader. May there be more of his

kind.

THIRTY YEARS ago there was a little

Association near Troy. It was mostly

composed of straightforward, sturdy young

Englishmen working in the rolling mill,

who took their work with that splendid

seriousness which made it a real success in

affecting the lives of men. One of them

who was a "heater" on the great furnace

conducted a Bible class informally "between

heats." This soon became known as the

"Bible furnace" and the leader has been for

twenty years the successful secretary of

the great railroad Association at Topeka,

Kansas, the friend of every man from the

humblest roustabout to the superintendent.

The latter when death visited Prout's home

was the most considerate, sympathetic

friend of all the hosts of men in the city.

Out of that group of members came an

other railroad secretary of sturdy strength,

a superintendent of a Sunday school, a Sal

vation Army captain and other leaders.

This is one of the first shop Bible classes

we have record of. Last year there were

33,000 meetings or classes, with attendance

aggregating 1,415,000.

THE ruddy-faced, clean-cut, well-

groomed, gray-haired, vigorous com

mercial man who sat opposite me on the

Pullman diner the other days told me a

chapter in his life which would be unbe

lievable if we did not well know the aber

rations of folly and as well those miracles

of transformation which have been the glory

of the Gospel. No man who knew now of

his big business which covers the globe

would imagine that perhaps fifteen years

ago such a man could have been caught by

the spell of race-course gambling and

capped by a "bat." It was true. A vaca

tion day found him on the race course

among the crowd. He got a straight tip

from "Lucky" Baldwin, a friend of early

days, which filled his pocket with money.

He was intoxicated first with success and

then champagne. When he came to him

l 38
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self at midnight he was under the glare of

the lights of "The Great White Way." He

"came to himself," and like the prodigal,

went back to his Father's house. He wears

a Gideon button, and told us that he had

every Sunday but three already pledged for

Association addresses for the next year.

This man ran away from an unhappy home

when but seven and a half years old. He

earned a living as a newsboy and then as

a news-butcher on a train, knocking about

with all sorts of men. ■ He knows the sig

nificance of Christ's word "Watch," and is

one of the strongest advocates of our "Daily

Notes," making their reading the first

order of the day.

 

G,

ENERAL secre-

' taries get their

full credit for the

^^^^^^k success as well as the

<^^| Associa

tions, but there are

an army of men who

have wrought their

life into the move

ment. Their success

l has given it success,

^fl and they have stood

^^vv ^ | by it through terms

of years of unrecog

nized toil. Men won

dered at the interest

W. S. Bartlett, the

late president of the

Los Angeles Associa

tion, took in that

work of which he was

treasurer for ten

years—during which

the Association grew

and attained a prop

erty of over a million dollars, including the

Central building, the athletic field, and sev

eral branch properties, besides handling the

current expenses, which last year were

$196,000. At the time of his death, Octo

ber 10th, he was its president. His last

check drawn was for membership in the

Association, his last talk was with Mr.

Luther discussing the membership cam

paign and its progress. His interest dates

back to early teens. When twenty-one

years old he helped organize the South

Bend Association and was one of its offi

cers. Even today men speak of his work

there in the early sixties. One of his en

terprises was a great lecture course which

included Barnum, Gough and Horace

Greeley. The venerable J. M. Studebaker

and President Crockett, of the South Bend

Tribune, still recall the influence of Mr.

Bartlett when a young man in the early

days in South Bend. He was one of those

men of faith who stood by the Association

and helped fight its way through darkest

days—and no man knows the blackness of

the shadow of black days more than a treas

urer. Here is where it takes a man of faith

and confidence in the movement to stand

the strain and grind. He was a man who

stood square. W. E. McVay, a banker and

treasurer of the Association, and in

timately associated with Mr. Bartlett for

sixteen years as vice-president of the sec

ond largest bank of the city, of which Mr.

Bartlett was chairman of the board of direc

tors, says: "I never knew of a single busi

ness transaction of his, public or private,

that was not transacted on the highest plane

of Christian ethics. The man took his

place in the church as an elder, and in city

and throughout the state as a laboring

leader, although all the time fighting the

heart trouble which at last took him off. It

is men like Mr. Bartlett that make an As

sociation.

A SENSE of the terrible toll of war is

beginning to appall America as fam

ilies, friends, brotherhoods receive the

shock of death in the ranks. With keenest

regret we record the death in action of the

eldest son of Lord Kinnaird, chairman of

the English National Council. The son of

the late Quinton Hogg, founder and presi

dent of the London Polytechnic Institute, a

life-time friend and co-worker of Lord Kin

naird, was also killed.

TWELVE YEARS AGO a young man

reached Los Angeles, Cal., and imme

diately joined the Association and enrolled

in classes in commercial law and business

practice. Somewhat later he was for two

years a regular attendant at the debating

club. For two years he was instructor in

the night school. Later he became a mem

ber of the Educational Committee. To

day he is an officer of the Central Branch.

He has equipped himself for the practice of

law and has now an annual income of

$6,000. He is chairman of the board of

benevolences of his church, and treasurer in

a philanthropic institution handling $200,-

000 a year. The above facts were secured

one afternoon when this gentleman went

out with a secretary to solicit subscriptions

for the support of Associations in Shang

hai. Referring to his relation to the Asso

ciation, he said: "I am under lasting obliga

tion to the Young Men's Christian Associa

tion in very definite ways. It has been used

very materially to keep me straight."
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Observations

THE conversions of a "bootlegger" and a

wayward boy as a result of jail meetings

at Big Springs, Texas, were reported last

year as an item of news. We asked the

secretary, "What of it? What did the con

versions convert the man and the boy into?"

That brought the report that both were in

new relations, squaring up their debts and

squaring up their lives to a new purpose.

Here is a third report which shows the con

version was to good purpose. The boot

legger secured a farm since his release,

raised good crops and is making a good

citizen. He has done everything he could

to square up the wrongs of his past life.

Whenever he comes to town he hurries

through his business and returns straight

to his home. The town and country people

have the fullest confidence in him, and he

with his wife holds a respected place in the

Methodist Church. The boy is still in the

reform school and learning a trade. The

sheriff said: "The Association did a good

piece of work that day when these two con

versions were recorded." Without waiting

for heaven to show the result, earth looks

better for it.

(i T TOLD YOU SO" is the re-echoed, re-

J- iterated word that is not a taunt,

which we wish to write across the face of

these facts, which are the over-and-over-

again-proof of what the supervisory officers

have urged on every building committee

which despised experience, judgment and

warnings. This is one of the "awful cases,"

and is printed without name of the place,

for yet another warning, which may never

be heeded. A building expert has been

lately called in to hold an inquest on the

wreck of a building enterprise. Here is the

summary of his eleven-page report. He

found a well-built, well-designed building

completed four years ago—a continual dis

appointment through financial starvation.

Its reading room had only tattered back-

number literature, school boys romped in

the dressing rooms and gymnasium, and but

five of the 22 dormitories were in use. The

building was a loafing point for a few

younger members verging on rowdyism.

Membership was but 234 and paid $1,635 a

year. He found that of the $39,345 pledged

for the Association but $31,012 was col

lected. The balance was in the hands of a

lawyer for collection and made ill feeling.

The first mortgage was $23,300; notes, debts

and interest due made the grand total of

debt $46,565. Part of the building fund,

$12,770, had been used for old debts, and

campaign for current expenses. Repairs

cost $15,000. Of course, the community was

critical, even more than the board altogether

deserved. The condition was bad, very bad.

Still the expert saw a way out. It was first

to do an aggressive work with a competent

secretary and physical director, for which

$3,000 a year in subscriptions would be

needed. It is remarkable how the public

forgives and forgets when right work is

done under right leadership. The trouble

had been that the board had scorned the

state committee and its advice, and employed

an ex-preacher for secretary who knew

nothing of handling the Association work

properly.

IT seemed a cold-blooded proposition to

execute a contract with each of the fifty

and more employed officers of the Nash

ville Association, but it has furnished

a clear-cut understanding not only of the

business part of the agreement, which is

well worth while, but an understanding of

the mutual relations and service demanded.

It is not so much to be insisted upon, but

a clear interpretation of the man's connec

tion with the Association, his interest in

every department, his membership in the

Association and church, his responsibility

and relation to every other man in the

force. It stipulates that he should pay for

privileges as any other man and not re

ceive reduced rates either for room, laundry

or meals, or personal profit. The under

standing is clear regarding hours, duties,

study, personal debts, group-loyalty, attend

ing conventions and vacations. Above all

these suggestions are given for the personal

life of the man to make him an efficient

and harmonious part of the organization In

which his enthusiasm and esprit de corps

are as vital factors as cash payments.

THE swagger of the meaty, physical direc

tor is passing. Less frequently do we

see his picture in Sandow dress on the sport

ing pages. Even with the athletic groups

in which he appears he is in business dress.

As a man and manager, as a leader with

brains as well as brawn, he stands among

men as a leader, not as a physical prodigy,

in the business of building manhood.

CITY-BORN men are by no means all

weaklings. Several railroad presidents,

including J. H. Hustis and Howard

Elliott, were born in New York City, made

good with as much ginger and force as

Roosevelt. It's just as well now to give the

city-born man a belief in his possibilities

even if he was not born on the farm, which

he certainly enjoys as men now live and

exercise and nourish themselves in the cities.
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BEFORE AND AFTER

Here is photographic evidence or
a good "piece of work" done under
the lead of Ira D. Shaw, an Asso
ciation secretary detached to pro
mote the welfare of the employees
of the Harbison-Walker Refrac
tories Company. The company fur
nished paint and paper for use in
35 houses and tenants did the work.

The Company have in contem
plation the erection of three
buildings at three of their plants.
These will be conducted as Young
Men's Christian Associations in

each case, and will be the cen
ters of community service such as
is now generally promoted for
boys and children bv the Associa
tion.

STATE of Maine men are proverbially

careful investors, not to say "close" or

"nigh." Ten years ago it was something

of a staggering thing to raise $2,000 for

state work—about all it was worth accord

ing to history. Then some men got a vision

through an international man who was not

visionary. They backed him with cash.

Next year they were ready to put more

into it. Now they are putting $15,000 a

year into the work with something like

hilarity, and a bank president says "divi

dends are satisfactory"—and he is called

a pretty good figurer down in Maine. Ten

years ago one man was employed on the

state force, now seven, and they give a

good deal of attention to matters which

don't count in the Year Book, but count

tremendously in the boy's character in rural

communities. The gift of $1,000 lately

makes the endowment $11,500.

 

SIR ANDREW FRASER and a group of

staunch Scotchmen recently made this

Bumming up in a report on Bible study,

which well states the purpose of the Bible

class as a factor in the Association, with

these words: "An Association's value and

work will be determined by its attitude to

the Bible. The primary aims of the Asso

ciation are: (1) To win young men wholly

for Jesus Christ, and to train them to

realize their responsibility in advancing the

Kingdom of God amongst young men. (2)

To assist in working out the Divine plan

:oncerning the human race. The character-

moulding and man-making work of the As

sociation will be the ultimate test of suc

cess. To this, social and recreative agencies

contribute, but the chief factor must be the

religious element, and in this the Bible and

its study must predominate." That is a

statement to think over.

LONG LIVE FRANCE

DEATH TO ALCOHOL

This cry of the soldiers in
France is being echoed the
world around. Liquor is cut
out of three big armies, and
vodka in all of Russia. As
sociations are lining up
against liquor. Here Is a
flashlight photograph of the
Phoenix, Ariz., Association
Stadium at a Flying Squad
ron meeting addressed by Ira
Landrith and Gov. Hanly
Stone, of Portland, Ore., in
the fight for twenty years,
saw Portland vote out liquor,
the only large sea*port city
that ever voted dry. Our
men worked to free Ohio of
the saloon. Cleveland Asso
ciation was in touch with
17,000 voters speaking seven
languages with "dry" litera
ture.
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The Set of the Tide

Who's to Blame for Tuberculosis?

IT seems that the very prevalence oi'

tuberculosis breeds contempt and indif

ference among men generally. If three

cases of smallpox were to break out simul

taneously in an average city of fifty thou

sand, there would be an immediate hue and

cry and the entire population would be

alarmed over the possibility of infection.

Nobody pays any attention, on the other

hand, to the presence of fifty, seventy-five

or a hundred cases of tuberculosis, which

constantly menace the young life of the

community. If a few people begin an active

campaign against this disease they are fre

quently ridiculed as "uplifters" or fanatics

or in some other term of contempt. The

men of the community do not take the

active part in the anti-tuberculosis cam

paign that they should.

There are at the present time one million

cases, at the very lowest estimate, of

tuberculosis in the United States. This

means, if one can apply any averages at all

to this large army of infecting agents, that

the potential harm which this one million

cases may bring to the country, may be

estimated when you multiply that number

by five. Out of the one million no less than

250,000 are young boys and girls, infected

in nine cases out of ten by the carelessness

and indifference of their fathers, mothers,

or older brothers and sisters.

Who is responsible for this wide-spread

plague? Surely not alone the consumptives

themselves! The real responsibility rests

upon the community, and the men who read

these pages are the backbone of the com

munity. Figure it out any way you will,

the real responsibility for the spread and

also for the prevention of tuberculosis rests

on the male voting contingent in every com

munity.

When it is taken into consideration, on

the other hand, that any community may

purchase for good dollars and cents rela

tive immunity from tuberculosis, and may

stamp out the plague from its borders, the

responsibility is all the more telling. The

men who allow inefficient health officers to

run their community, who let bad housing

and unsanitary working conditions prevail,

who allow impure milk to be peddled, pois

oning the babies of their cities, who say

nothing when the city council or county

board votes down hospital or nursing pro

vision because it will raise the tax rate

forsooth, these men are the ones who are

to blame for the high death rate.

The National Association for the Study

and Prevention of Tuberculosis wishes to

align all the men of the country in a fight

against this disease. During the week of

November 29th an educational campaign

under the name of "Tuberculosis Day" will

be held all over the United States. Why not

have a lecture on this subject before your

Association, and why not bring the respon

sibility of the men in your organization

home to them in a forceful manner during

this national celebration? Literature and

suggestions may be secured from your own

local anti-tuberculosis association or from

the headquarters of the National Associa

tion, 105 East Twenty-second Street, New

York City. Geo. J. Fisher.

Sober First

THE Secretary of the Broadway Branch,

Cleveland, noted that the men at the

noon shift of the American Steel and

Wire Co.'s great plant thronged the

neighboring saloons. A discussion with

the general superintendent and the assist

ant superintendent followed. They put it

up to the secretary to see what could be

done, if anything.

The result of the discussion was that the

officers of the company arranged with a

milkman to bring his wagon loaded with

pint bottles. The gates are open for him

a little before the noon shift and he drives

in, not with beer kegs, but with good, fresh

milk. He drives from one end of the plant

to another among the various buildings,

and the men buy fresh milk from him in

stead of crowding the saloons and drinking

beer. When he comes back on his trail he

gathers up his bottles. The general super

intendent says beer drinking has been cut

down 90 per cent, at the noon shift.

This company has posted throughout its

plant the "Sober First" posters covered

with diagrams showing the effects of alco

hol. It is well understood that under the

Workingmen's Compensation Act the com

pany is responsible for certain liability in

case of accident and in the discussions with

the men it is apparent that the company

would be justified in giving preference to

the employment of sober men. This is now

being generally discussed through the plant.

Last week the men employed in the com

pany were anxious to wear dry buttons.

The secretary of the Broadway Branch

loaded his pockets with "dry" buttons, but

there were not enough to go around.

On one occasion seven men who acknowl

edged they were drinking men came to the

Association to talk over the pros and cons.

Every man was a drinking man and every
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man was a working man. At the end of

the discussion the men went away saying

they would vote on the dry side. They also

asked that "dry" speakers from the Asso

ciation headquarters speak in the neighbor

hood where the saloon influence was strong

over them and their friends. On the next

night this meeting was held with an attend

ance of six or eight hundred men in front

of the saloon from which the night before

they had been driven away and where these

men were being degraded by the liquor

habit. Robert E. Lewis.

"It's Our Association and Our Job"

rp HE study of the Association by the

J- commission headed up by Stone brought

to the attention of the employed officer the

need of giving more thought to the busi

ness administration. And then came the

war, and following the news of the war the

fact that business men began to realize that

the war on the other side was going to have

a depressing effect on business here. I

have been struck by the number of our

members that have spoken about the As

sociation finances and the prospect for the

coming year. They feel that they have a

part in it and for that reason are inter

ested in its well being. It is a good sign

when the members begin to realize that the

Association is theirs and that the conduct

ing of the work is given thought by them.

Sewickley committeemen meet once a

month for a dinner. At the November

meeting 103 men were present. After din

ner they got together as committees and

planned the work for the winter. The way

they went at their work was enough to

drive the blues away from any man. They

have made up their minds to this, that if

this is to be a hard winter, they are going

to trust more, work harder and keep at it,

and for that reason we do not doubt the

outcome.

Here is what has been brought to our at

tention within the past few weeks: that

we have a man in the membership that has

not been attending church for 15 years;

that we have a ten-year-old boy in the

membership that comes from a home where

the father has left him just at that period

when a father is needed so much; that we

have two boys about the building each day

that come from a home that cannot be

called a home much longer if the father

keeps on drinking. We have just men

tioned three things, but they are of such

a nature that it makes a man feel like pull

ing off his coat and working a little harder.

A. L. Mould.
Sewickley, Pa.

Real Christmas Spirit in Milwaukee's

Dormitory Men

A CHRISTMAS tree, trimmed and light

ed, in the lobby several days before

Christmas. A Christmas breakfast for

roomers at 9 o'clock on Christmas morning,

followed by distribution of presents sent by

friends of the men who room here. Then

a distribution of presents to 100 children

sent over here from the Rescue Mission.

Their names were secured several weeks

in advance, and posted, so that our roomers

could see them, each man to select one or

two names, and expend not to exceed 50

cents on each one, in his own way, in pres

ents for the child he chose. The result was

most gratifying, both to the men who con

tributed and to the children themselves,

and the distribution of presents at 10:30

on Christmas morning to the 100 children

was one of the happiest events many of the

young men who room here ever enjoyed.

One of the men, a railroad engineer, said

he never enjoyed a Christmas so much in

his life.

We shall repeat the affair this year, with

an added number of names, probably, as

some of the roomers have already asked to

be counted in. C. B. Willis.

Milwaukee.

The Big Thing in a Small Town

THE town of Clinton, Wis., has a

unique Association experience. For over

twenty years the Association has been or

ganized and has been doing a very effective

work. The Annual Banquet, always an im

portant event, was of unusual interest be

cause the Association opened its new build

ing, a $5,000 property, free from debt. This

is in a town of about 1,000 population.

For the twenty years of its activity

there has been one man who has given large

thought and much of his time to hold the

work together. He has been very success

ful in his effort to unite all the people of

the place in their effort for young men and

boys.

At the banquet there were present 250

men and boys, and the gathering would

give credit to any Association in a larger

citv. What is being done at Clinton is an

evidence of what the people can do when

they have the right leadership and when

they unite for the sake of the uplift of the

young men and boys of their town. The

people of Clinton have not only done a

large work for their own young men, but

they have in a large way made the county

work in Wisconsin possible, as the county

work emanated very largely from the Clin

ton Association.

F. E. Anderson.

Wisconsin.
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Educational

A Printers' Devil

Club.—For several

years Houston has

conducted classes

for the printer ap

prentice boys. This

year it conducts

three classes, each

for boys of a sep

arate branch of the

trade. In connection

with this work is an

organization among

the older printer

bovs, known as the

Printers' Devil Club.

The club and the

classes not only in

crease the efficiency

of the boys in their

trade, but develop

character. Three of

the most valuable

members of the

Boys' Cabinet, the

highest honor in the

Department, came

from the printer-ap

prentice group. Sev

eral others of the

leaders and commit

tee workers are also

printer boys.

Omaha Association has the free use, with

janitor and light, of six of the South Omaha

Public Schools for teaching foreigners to

read and speak English. It is about to put

in a night school, teaching other classes of

students, in the South Omaha High School

building.

The Educational Objective of Chicago

Central is: "To furnish men and boys vo

cational education supplementary to pres

ent employment or preparatory to entrance

upon particular vocations; to provide oppor

tunities for intellectual self-improvement

and culture; to prepare for intelligent citi

zenship and helpful service in all the rela

tions of life; inspired with the Christian

motive, leading to the development of effi

cient Christian character."

 

HONOLULU ADVERTISERS

The Motor School of Detroit was in ses

sion through the summer as well as winter.

Evening classes are conducted three times a

week in addition to the day work. Thirty-

five plants and twelve auto manufacturing

companies have cooperated in furnishing

part of the equipment, library, instruction

to users of the various standard machines,

etc.

Business Men, Engineers and others com

mend the Association because it develops

both the ethical and economical in men and

boys. Association educational effort is a di

rect aid in securing greater honesty as well

as efficiency in one's daily duties, thus pro

viding a helpful foundation for economic as

well as nobler citizenship. Some one has

said that only as we bring the economic

progress and Christian progress together

will the world move forward. It is difficult

to improve the world permanently except as

we build Christian character. The teaching

of arithmetic, drawing or language, unless

supplemented with a training in nobler man

hood, virile character and efficient citizen

ship, misses the kinds of results the Associ

ation seeks.

The School for Janitors and Building

Managers of Chicago meets a need. It is

similar to such schools recently held in

Brooklyn, Boston, Portland and elsewhere.

The course includes the following topics:

The janitor's relation to the Association;

heating, lighting and ventilation; standard

and efficient equipment; sweeping, dusting,

scrubbing and window-washing; sanitation

in relation to baths, toilets, cuspidors; fire

and safety, importance of drills; the proper

care of furniture; making the Association

building homelike.

The Life Problem Club, composed of

seventy-five of Cincinnati's active members,

have vigorously begun their sixth vear in

their own club room. They eat supper to

gether once a week and then, under the

leadership of one of the directors, discuss

such topics as "The Church—a Social Cen

ter"; "As a Man Thinketh"; "The Fruits

of War," and "Care of the Human Ma

chine." This club also acts in lieu of a

social secretary, doing reception duty, visit

ing the sick, etc.

SAN FRANCISCO'S

FOREIGN TRADE

SCHOOL OPENING

This unique ex-
ports exhibit
marked the opening
session of this
school of 100 men.
Subjects taught:
Export Principles,
Foreign Trade
Laws, Applied
Mathematics, Sales-
advertising, foreign
languages, and Ac-
counting. The
Chamber of Com
merce co-operates.
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Men of the Army and Navy

The Boston Navy Branch will have as

their guests Hon. Franklin D. Roosevelt,

assistant secretary of the navy, and Mr.

William Sloane, chairman of the army and

navy department, at a parlor conference

December 9. Mr. Roosevelt will speak the

following day at the commandant's house,

New York navy yard, at a meeting of the

Women's Auxiliary of the International

Committee.

With the new building at Fortress Mon

roe about completed, a fine educational pro

gram has been worked out; 72 men are lined

up for different studies taught by an able

faculty.

The Association Annex at the Newport

training station was opened with formal ex

ercises on October 20. Captain Welles, in

replying to thanks for his generous co

operation in turning over the building, and

for numerous other courtesies extended to

the Association, stated that he was doing

it from a selfish motive. He said he be

lieved that the men would be all the better

because the Association was on the island,

and that he was there to turn out good

sailors.

The Canadian Associations are inaugu

rating excellent work for the soldiers of the

second contingent at various divisional

points. At Toronto, where the soldiers are

being recruited at Exhibition Grounds, T.

F. Best is in charge, A. Perry Park at

London, and A. E. Pryke at Kingston, J. M.

McKendrick is in charge at Winnipeg, J. G.

Yates at Victoria. Work is also being in

augurated at Calgary, Quebec, and Halifax.

In the absence of a chaplain on the sta

tion, the religious work department of the

Norfolk Navy Branch reports 16 services

and lectures outside the building and 4 in,

one military funeral, one wedding and five

athletic meets. Upon request, the local

Council of Jewish Women furnished several

Jewish prayer books, in Hebrew and Eng

lish, to be given to the Hebrew men who

often ask for such books. Request was also

made by the ladies that the captain of the

training station grant special liberty on

Jewish holidays in order to give the men a

chance to go to the synagogue. By doing

this, the confidence of many Jewish boys

has been won, who would otherwise shun

the Bible classes.

The little room used as Association head

quarters at Fort McDowell is wholly inade

quate to the needs. Besides the regular

company 3,200 men passed through the fort

during September, 650 of these being cas

uals for discharge, just returning from the

Philippines, and 2,600 recruits awaiting

transportation to the Islands.

Material from the old Gorgona Hotel on

the Canal Zone is being used by officers and

men at Las Cascadas for the construction

of a large recreation hall which they desire

the Association to take over for the con

duct of its all-around work by a competent

secretary. They further agree to guaran

tee a portion of an Association budget.

During the past three weeks, two "Cam

paigns for Christian Character" have been

conducted among the apprentice seamen at

the Newport and Norfolk training stations

and 29 services held, attended by over 4,200

men and over 100 decided for the Christian

life.

A SERVICE IN THE

MILITARY PRISON

FT. WM. MC KIN-

LEY, PHILIPPINE

ISLANDS

A scene which
might be duplicated
weekly at the enter
tainment furnish. -I I

the military prison
ers. There are hun
dreds of men in the
group, most of
whom are confined
for breach of mili
tary discipline. The
secretaries who con
duct the moving
picture entertain
ments conduct the
meetings and Bible
classes, and it
might be questioned
which Is the more
popular — the song
service or the mov
ing pictures. Sol
diers' Bibles are
freely furnished
and daily used.
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Building Briefs

Citizens of Albuquerque, N. M., deter

mined that an Association was urgently and

immediately needed in their city, and fin

ished November 17th a campaign for $75,000

with the full amount pledged. This is a

fine showing for a community of 16,000

people, of which forty per cent are Mexi

cans. The unusually large number of

transients in the city make an Association

here particularly desirable.

The Blue Ridge Campaign is steadily

winning out. Charlotte raises $2,000 in a

short contest. Tampa, Montgomery and

Mobile are each putting $1,000 in the budget

in two annual payments. Jacksonville un

derwrote $2,000. Richmond College is

raising $250. Others are making up their

minds to it and getting back of it with real

enthusiasm.

The sale of the Salt Lake City building

to the city opens the way for a more suit

able and better located building in the near

future. The Association will have an equity

from the sale which will serve as a nucleus

for the new building fund.

Fort Dodge, la., is building a $20,000

annex to its building erected at a cost of

$60,000 three years ago. This will enlarge

the boys' quarters and add 26 dormitories.

A camp site of 29 acres costing $6,000

has been secured by the Iowa state com

mittee on Lake Okoboji.

An Industrial Department with good

equipment has been opened at Ottumwa,

la., for the employees of the John Morrell

Packing Co. This was made possible by

the interest and generosity of Thos. D.

Foster, the head of the firm. The work

with a general secretary in charge is con

ducted as a branch of the City Association.

Worcester will have its new $125,000

gymnasium ready for occupancy February

1st. It is the first building on its acre-and-

a-half estate. The 40 by 80 fish pond will

become a summer swimming and winter

skating and curling place. In the field will

be two tennis courts and a thirteen lap to

the mile oval. The old pine trees will stand

to shade the spot for Sunday afternoon

services, open-air concerts and motion pic

ture shows.

The new Bowery Branch, New York,

$600,000 building, on which work will soon

begin, will cover seven city lots and be

seven stories high. It will provide 150 beds

in its open dormitory and 150 more in pri

vate rooms, with an open air hall on the roof

for summer use, hand-ball courts, and gen

erous bathinfr facilities, a good restaurant

for its 5-cent meals and facilities for its

social employment, and practical and help

ful service. Last year this branch provided

for 3,077 men, whose average stay was

seven days. It found work for 1,290. This

work was nearest to McBurney's heart, and

the building will be his most fitting memo

rial.

A Patriotic Fund of $1,490,494 was raised

in five days in Montreal on the Associa

tion's campaign plan, in which Messrs.

Birks, Ross and Budge were active leaders,

William M. Birks being chairman. The

team headed by J. W. McConnell, a mem

ber of the board, secured $227,000. This

sum was in addition to a gift of $500,000

by a young man named previously.

With the initial subscription of $5,000

from Gov. Nelson E. Cobb, Rockland, Me.,

men are determined to carry a campaign

through for a new building.

Hampton, Va., Association has disposed

of its old building and a ham-stringing debt

at the same time, and will give its atten

tion to work for boys on the community-

equipment plan. A budget of $18,000 has

been pledged for two years.

By the will of Mrs. Annie S. Kenney,

Portland, Me., receives $5,000.

Webster City, la., received $5,000 by the

will of Mrs. Ella M. Estes as a nucleus of

an Association fund.

Work has recently been commenced on

the Association buildings at Staunton, Va.,

New Britain, Pa., Hattiesburg, Miss., and

Great Falls, Mont.

Cornerstones have recently been laid for

the Associations at Tulsa, Okla., and Roa

noke, Va. The Governor of Montana laid

the stone at Bozeman last week.

Winona, Minn., is to spend $25,000 in en

larging Its building erected seven years ago.

Springfield, 111., has raised $15,000 for

improvements, furnishings, etc.

Danville, 111., will raise $25,000 to com

plete and furnish its $140,000 building with

out debt.

Flint, Mich., dedicated its $110,000 build

ing in December; Grand Rapids, will Janu

ary 1; Muskopee, Okla., January 15. Rion,

S. C, rock quarry men's $3,000 building will

open soon and Alton, 111., and Helena, Mont.,

within a month.

A $30,000 building is being erected at

Munising, Mich., by William J. Mather, to

which the Association will be given a long

lease.

A fire at Narberth, Pa., caused $2,500

damage to the bowling alleys and gymna

sium.

At the dedication of Brockton's great

new building Richard C. Morse, noting the

provision for the boys' work, said: "Less

than fifty years ago when the first real As

sociation building was erected at 23d St.,

New York, not a foot of space was devoted

to the boy. Now the boy has equal place

and space with the men. Of the $70,000,000

invested in North America's buildings more

than four-sevenths were contributed in the

last ten years." A. H. Whitford, of Buf

falo, who began his work at a conference

at Brockton 2 Syears ago, was a speaker

on this occasion.
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When Canandaigua, N. Y., set out to raise

$12,500 to wipe out the wearing debt on

the halting work things started slow, and

there was real resistance from directors,

pastors and business men. The Ball broth

ers, of Muncie, Ind., who at one time

worked in a dry goods store at $4 a week,

gave $2,500. The tide turned when a young

business leader put in his lift with these

words: "I believe in the Y. M. C. A. in

so far as it fills a boy's mind so full of

character-building thoughts that there is

no space for evil to gain a foothold." And

he added: "Years ago I was a college stu

dent delegate to Northfield, and heard the

greatest address that ever gripped my life

from John R. Mott. I could never get away

from it. I'm in this thing to the finish."

W. T. Perkins considers this one of his

toughest debt pulls.

 

HAVANA'S NEW BUILDING NOW GOING UP IN

THE HEART OF CUBA'S CAPITAL

The Hopkins County building at Madison-

ville, Ky., has been reopened after about a

year and a half's cessation of activities, and

in the face of a very discouraging situation.

Money for a year's work has been raised, a

membership campaign put on, and the com

munity in general is more cordial to the

work. The outlook for the work in the

"oldest county field in the United States" is

again encouraging.

The editor of the Poughkeepsie Enter

prise writes: "All in all, the Y. M. C. A.

is a vital institution in this city, whose

place is taken by no club or other organi

zation. Every man of clean habits will find

this a good place in which to be."

" 'Down and out', I was helped over a

hard place by the Pittsburgh Association,"

wrote a man in Washington, when he noted

its anniversary report. "I landed in Pitts

burgh destitute. 1 could neither find work

nor shelter nor food nor friends. Secretary

Weed received me as a man, gave me a hot

steaming meal, gave me a lodging and

telegraphed my home for money. 'Ye

have done it unto me.' "

An additional gift of $10,000 from Mrs.

Elizabeth Voorhees enables Perth Amboy

to complete and furnish its building, which

opens on Thanksgiving Day.

John Deere & Company, of Moline, 111.,

and the Westinghouse Electric Company,

of Pittsburgh, have asked for a study and

report on the possibility of establishing As

sociation work for their men.

Wenatchee, Wash., opened a fine Asso

ciation building in October, costing $65,000;

debt, $15,000. Within three weeks of the

opening the Association had over 500 mem

bers.

The Tucson building, costing $100,000,

opened Nov. 17. Mr. W. J. Bryan, Jr., son

of the Secretary of State, is chairman of

the committee in charge.

Cincinnati's condemned building a"t

Seventh and Walnut is more than ever the

rendezvous of young men. Only two floors

are open for general occupancy, the upper

two having been closed up. But a fine spirit

of loyalty pervades the membership and a

willingness to make the most of the cramped

quarters until the new equipment is ready.

Many of the able young business men who

helped to secure the $500,000 for the new

building are identifying themselves with the

activities of the Association in a way that

brings great promise for the future.

Dr. J. E. Moorland has been assisting

Secretary Dunbar in an effort to secure

$3,000 from the colored people of Cincin

nati to complete their share of the new

building fund. The colored branch will be

known as the Ninth St. Branch. Specifica

tions are now being drawn up for this new

structure.

Breaking ground for the new $400,000

Association Training School building in

Hyde Park, Chicago, October 16th was a

notable occasion. Mr. Wm. P. Sidley said:

"The time has gone by when any Associa

tion can be conducted merely on enthusiasm,

intelligence or even on consecration. To

represent the needs and to adequately per

form the services which the Associations

have assumed toward the men and boys of

this generation we must have men of train

ing. We rejoice that all of these Associa

tions throughout the length and breadth of

this land and throughout the world are to

have back of them the splendid institution

which is to be built upon these premises."

Of the $400,000, one-half is expected from

Chicago, the balance is being raised by

"team work" headed by a committee led by

Lyman L. Pierce. This apportionment all

the way from Pittsburgh to Duluth, led

many Associations to vote the sum because

they believed in professional training, and

because they had had experience with un

trained and unqualified men, and as an in

surance for continued efficiency, they felt

they were justified in making liberal appro

priations.
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The Association Boy

rp HE HIGH SCHOOL work in Pittsburgh

_L has grown from an inner circle of five

three years ago to the enrolment of 150 in

clubs (40% male students) in the Allegheny

High School. Now it's the popular thing

to stand strongly for Christianlike ideals,

and the graduating class of last year had

but one boy not definitely committed to the

Christian life. This work has spread to

five other schools enrolling 300 students in

Bible study weekly. This is being dupli

cated in the grammar school. The boys

said if they had known the things that they

have learned in these Bible classes while

grammar school boys, their lives would

have been far more worth while. A high

school boy proceeded to reproduce the club

and what it had done for him. This has

brought in an atmosphere of clean speech,

clean sport and clean living in four gram

mar schools. It has led to the appointment

of a special secretary. Pennsylvania's

first community boys' work was begun in

Homewood, where $8,000 was raised last

June and J. H. Wilson installed as secretary.

This will be duplicated at Wilkinsburg, an

other large Pittsburgh community. Five

years ago, when Mr. Pierce came to the

city, there was but one boys' department;

now there are six, and four with buildings,

and a community boys' work with 2,000 boy

members.

"Unless we can give the high school

fellow a vision of service that will chal

lenge every bit of his potential Christian

manhood, it will be useless to attempt any

great or worth-while things either with

him or for him," writes R. S. Flower, of

Omaha. "After he gets the vision and

starts to work the secret of keeping him at

work lies in the motto adopted by the lead

ers of the High School Student Christian

Movement, 'Prayer and Service.' Our high

school leaders make it a rule not to under

take any task that isn't important enough

to pray about and never to pray for a thing

that they cannot or will not work for. On

this basis they have made a very definite

impression on the life of the school and

have accomplished things that have baffled

school and Association authorities for

years. They have been working along

three lines: First, personal dealing with

their friends to have them accept Christ

and to arouse them to their opportunities

and responsibilities as Christians. Fully

two score of our fellows are now in places

of definite Christian Service, such as Inner

Circles, Teaching of Boys' Bible and Sunday

School classes, leaders in Church, Young

Peoples' Societies and leaders in College

Christian Association Work. One is pre

paring for the mission field and another

for the ministry. Second, they are trying

to make Bible Study and religious meetings

a potential influence in the lives of fellows

at school. Our first year of High School

Bible Study reached over 100 mature fel

lows and straightforward religious mes

sages touched the lives of 175. Third, their

study of school problems has led them to

carry out a campaign against smoking,

swearing and smut, particularly with refer

ence to the annual encampment of the High

School regiment. Over 200 out of the 350

cadets lined up in this campaign, and the

fellows themselves, who are in the best

position to know, think that smut was prac

tically eliminated from the camp, profanity

seldom heard and cigaret smoking reduced

sixty per cent. Seventy-five mature upper

classmen are now definitely committed to

a declaration of purpose calling for clean

living, clean speech and clean athletics as

a personal and school ideal."

If this boy could

learn to swim and

dive, certainly

every boy can. He

is George Dalton,

of Hannibal, Mo.

Some years ago he

lost his arms by accident. He

had pluck and wanted to do

what other boys did. This

spring he came to the Associ

ation to see if he could learn

to swim. He had been a

swimmer before the accident

and had to learn all over

again. Now he swims on

breast and back, dives, and by

the "tired swimmer carry" can

tow a boy larger than himself.

He feels so nappy over this

that he is quite willing that

his picture should be used to

encourage other boys to learn

to swim. Mr. Allison has

| taught legless, armless and

paralyzed boys to swim.

Melrose, Mass., had 192 boys enrolled in

Bible classes last year, 116 took the inter

national exams, and 65 won certificates. A

number joined the church at Easter. This

was the result of a Base Ball Bible Class

Organization in a town where only 15 to

20 boys had been enrolled in Bible class

after much persuasion. This season will

have 200 boys enrolled, and more united

with the churches.

Wilfred S. Taylor, of the Edmonton, Alta.,

boys' department, in a garden competition

raised on a small plot 62 bushels of

potatoes. 250 heads of lettuce, 118 heads of

cabbage, 168 bunches of radishes, besides

bushels of turnips, beets, onions, etc. It

cost $12 for ploughing and seeds, and the

"crop," which was valued at $99.55, was

distributed among the poor people. Gov

ernor Bulyea, of Alberta, honorary presi

dent of the Edmonton Association, presided

at the opening boys' banquet of 200 and

paid a high tribute to the boys' secretary

as probation officer of the Juvenile Court

and the leader in boys' activities.
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THE THANKSGIV

ING OF ATLANTIC

CITY BOYS

In four days the
boys themselves
raised $62.42 In
cash and secured a
quantity of food.
Then they packed
65 baskets and de
livered them on
Thanksgiving Day
to families recom
mended by the
Organized Chari
ties, and thus fed
206 needy persons.

 

A cross country run will be conducted

Thanksgiving forenoon, followed by a patri

otic and religious service for boys, in a

public hall, attended by local municipal of

ficials and business men by the Community

Departments, Chicago. Weekly stereopti-

con lectures with moving pictures outdoors

in several of the public playgrounds of the

city were attended by from 1,200 to 1,600

people. Each of our departments has made

a definite policy of 40 interviews with boys

per month regarding their Christian life,

their relation to the church and vocational

guidance.

A cup for the highest increase in effi

ciency has been offered by Treasurer Sproul

of New Jersey, to be awarded to Asbury

Park and to Morristown (2nd) for showing

the greatest percentage in increase in re

sults and influence, more than enrolment.

A leading Camden boy athlete returning

home from the boys' conference at Morris-

town got a bunch of his fellows together,

confessed to having lowered the standard

of clean speech, living and athletics, and

led 39 others to join him in a stand for the

better things. Another delegate who had

been at outs with a schoolmate went to him

like a man, confessed his faults and made up.

Tobacco is not used anywhere in the

Spray, N. C, Industrial building, and

though the great majority of the men

smoke, they seldom ever break the rule and

smoke in the building. Moreover, the boys

themselves ruled it out of the baseball field

among the players.

The Y. M. C. A.

fly James M. Fidler and Cyras E. Cooley — Two Fifteen

Year Old Memphis Boys

The Y. M. C. A., the be»t thing to-day,

Is certainly In very great shape;
In all of her paces and all of her races
She's always the first at the tape.

For tennis and ball, for swimming and all,

She's never yet met her match;
For good summer camps, and week-end tramps,
She's sure got the key to the latch.

The pool Is lust fine, the best In It* line;

It beats all the others a mile;
And after the gym, you can take a cool swim,
And you'll always leave with a smile.

In gym and the track, she's surely a crack,
With records that no one can beat;

In the first she's a bear, In the second she's there
With gymnasts and trackmen fleet.

And no one can say, with truth, any day,
That the "Y" Is behind any other;

If you have any doubt, lust come and find out,
And I will not explain any further.

 

VOLLEY BALL FOR BILL AND HIS MATES AT LAWRENCEVILLE, PITTSBURGH, MILL

"No one appreciates more than I do what you've done for Bill," wrote a grandmother. And a

widow said: "I do not worry any more about my boys since they go to the Association." A super

intendent: "As a result of the noon-day meetings three of my men have Joined the church." A

foreman: "Swearing has been cut down fifty per cent." Another: "Instead of gambling and trill

ing, men get together and sing hymns and talk decently." A pastor adds: "The attendance of

men in my church Increased ' 100 per cent., and twenty have joined It." The captain of the

police department wrote: "We are having less trouble with the boys."
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Physical Department

"You may come over and get my member

ship," said the head of a large manufactur

ing concern to the secretary of the Potts-

town Association after reading "My Busi

ness Partner 'Gym'," a copy of which had

been enclosed in a letter addressed to him

the day before. "This is the first piece of

literature I have ever read that has made

me feel that I cannot afford not to exer

cise."

One Cincinnati company paid a surgeon

well to conduct a class in First Aid which

was organized and supervised by the As

sociation. Another company has fitted up

a well equipped hospital room and requested

the Association to secure the same surgeon,

and two classes, composed of their fore

men, have been organized. The state recog

nizes this work by certificate.

Professional boxers are finding things

becoming uncomfortable for them, especi

ally boxers who had given the "atmosphere"

to a gymnasium in an Eastern state. They

are finding a chill to it, as their member

ship renewals are forbidden. The gymna

sium had become here a boxers' resort.

The "pugs" felt that they owned the place

and took the center of the arena, and that

it was a favor for them to be seen about

the place. The time has passed when any

"runner" or professional sport of any sort

is wanted in the Association to "repre

sent it."

Here was a handsome word given by

San Francisco to the San Jose men who

defeated them: "We give you credit—San

Jose runners—for the sportsmanlike man

ner in which you conducted yourselves in

the race. And we wish to thank you espe

cially for the royal manner in which you

received us and treated us after the race

was over."

A valuable feature at a Boston water

carnival was a demonstration of a method

of removing one's clothes while in the water

—a thing every member should practice

occasionally to provide for that possible

emergency.

The Narragansett Machine Company has

issued a very valuable Chest Weight Man

ual illustrated with 79 figures with exer

cises outlined. This excellent book or chart

will be sent free to any gymnasium or

Association doing gymnastic work.

Enthusiastic reports have come from Dr.

Barker's work and talks in every city, but

this letter from J. C. Smith, of Maine,

gives the estimate of the influence the year

after. "We predict that it will not be long

before he is booked a year ahead. No man

in recent years has brought a more timely

and helpful message along this particular

line to the men of our state. The im

pression made upon them was not of a

temporary nature, but lasting in its effects,

and today many men are giving serious

heed to his instruction. His message had

a real spiritual significance. Men who

were prejudiced against his coming now un

qualifiedly endorse him and his program."

St. Paul has a "preachers' " gymnasium

class, meeting on Monday morning at 9:30.

Aside from the good effects on the ministers

themselves, they get a larger view of the

physical department work. The members

say it is a splendid "Blue Monday" eradi-

cator. The most enthusiastic group in the

Boys' Division of St. Paul is the Employed

Boys' Group. With the largest class on

the gymnasium floor, a splendid bunch in

Night School, and two good Bible classes,

they are boosters through and through.

Herzog, of the Cincinnati "Reds," wrote:

"The Y. M. C. A. laid the foundation of my

life; I was a member constantly from the

time I was nine years old. My boy will be

when old enough."

It has been learned that a young man,

a passenger on the ill-fated Empress of Ire

land, was able to keep himself afloat for

an hour in the water until rescued—he had

learned to swim in the swimming classes

only two months before.

Plan for a circus later in the season.

Make it a big one. Enlist the leaders of

the town. Make it clean and clever. In

Racine last year half the membership par

ticipated in a circus which brought out

3,000 people to two performances. But the

social feature was of so great value to the

membership that it would have been well

worth while without the great attendance.

Pageants are all very good, but the unani

mous opinion taken man by man of fifteen

International leaders at Silver Bay last

summer, was that a circus was far better;

it gave a vent to the pent-up spirits of the

men, and provided good fun without the

solemn strain of serious work which the

men had a-plenty.

One of Dalton's methods of creating in

terest in the bowling activities is to issue

diplomas and mock degrees for efficiency,

as follows: B.B. (Bachelor of Bowlology),

500 candle pin record in five strings j M.B.

(Master of Bowlology), 1,000 candle pin rec

ord in ten strings; D.B. (Doctor of Bowlol

ogy), three 500 records. Ten five-men teams

are in the regular bowling under the names

of poultry classifications offering individual

cup for single highest roller and medals for

each man on winning team. In the Mill

League are teams representing each mill

with a championship shield to be awarded

and hung up in the winning mill. For a

long time it was found difficult to start a

special business men's gymnasium class

under the term "class," but this year a

series of volley ball games, married vs.

single men, with a forfeit supper in the

building at the end of the series, solved the

difficulty and now it is a problem to play

all the men interested at one time.
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ROAD RACE FINISH

AT DAYTON, OHIO

The only event
o n Thanksgiving
Day which attracts
large general in
terest. It is open
to all the men of
the county, run by
the Association,
backed and paid for
by a newspaper
and pictured by the
movies. Each of
the first ten men
received a medal
or a ribbon, and 7
were members

 

An Indoor Sunday-School Baseball

League with eight teams at St. Joseph, Mo.,

is playing four games a week. An athletic

club has been organized among boys inter

ested in aquatic sports. Every employee—

engineer, janitor, check-room man, swim

ming pool attendant, etc.—took supper to

gether and discussed how the entire depart

ment could be made more efficient.

Filter the water for the swimming pool.

Deaths which are all to frequent from heart

failure, if not by drowning, are too common

in pools where the water is not transpar

ent.

The full advantage of a big man in town

is seized by places like Melbourne, Aus

tralia. It secured the world's champion

swimmer to lead the swimming club to an

unbounded success.

Men with no work and a cold winter

staring them in the face, with little or no

money in their pockets, filled the rooms at

Kenora, Canada, and the air, with bitter

complaints. Things looked desperate as

the secretary was talking with them. The

telephone rang. It was the superintendent's

office asking if any men wanted work.

Thirteen jumped to dig ditches at $1.50 per

day. They owed the Association board but

were told to go ahead and do their best

and send the money when they had it.

Every one did, many sending their whole

checks and asking the Association to take

care of the balance for them.

WALTER E. BAKER, of Burlington,

came into the Association when a

young boy, a leading fellow in Association

and then in high

school, where he

was a leader in

study, athletics, and

religious work; was

on base ball team

• of school, the cap

tain of its basket

ball team, a leader

in track work. In

one State interscho-

lastic track meet he

won five first medals

and a special one

nfor breaking the

State record in pole

vaulting. He entered

Syracuse, now a

senior there, leader

of freshmen-sopho

more class rush, as

sistant to physical

director, on basket

ball team, vice-president of fraternity,

president of junior class, president college

chorus, awarded Carnegie medal and $2,000

for his education for saving two girls from

drowning. He had charge of Syracuse dep

utation teams out in Catskills, gives much

time to Settlement work in Syracuse and

is preparing for the ministry.

 

BOWLING NIGHT,

PITTSFIELD, MASS.

There are 134 men

and boys In the va

rious leagues here

—Church League.

Dry-Goods Men's

League, General

Electric League.

High School Boys',

Grammar School

Boys' leagues.

This battery of al

leys, to be seen

from the streets, Is

a feature of note.
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Railroad Men

The "business men" of a Maryland town

are "after the scalp" of a secretary. They

were of the whisky business type, and were

backing an agricultural show in which the

sideshow was a filthy exhibit of naked de

pravity. The grand jury revoked the

license from the evidence gathered and pre

sented by the secretary. The "business

men" lost $4,000, and acquired a bit of

hatred which found its expression in their

demand on the railroad that the secretary

be transferred or they would withdraw their

patronage. The secretary is still there.

Twenty-five boys, picked up from the

street, form a Bible class at New Durham,

N, J. They meet Mondays at 3 o'clock,

under a leader who can interest every boy.

Over forty men have read "The Lure of

the Iron Trail," which is making a deep im

pression on their lives.

The volley and basket ball outfits on

every school ground secured by the Asso

ciation have made a' hit in the railroad

community of Bellefontaine, Ohio. By

showing election returns in a public square

the Association held a thousand people.

A handsome Bible and rocking chair and

nice words were handed J. C. Starkey, of

Mattoon, 111., on his 25th anniversary as

secretary on the day the fall conference of

secretaries met there.

The chief operating officers of the sys

tems and the men of all railroads center

ing in Richmond lunch together every

Thursday noon, and then spend thirty min

utes in a Gospel Bible class that gets to

the roots of life and searches for sin. The

chief operating officer is chairman, a young

clerk is secretary, a snappy preacher is

leader. And its influence is going up and

down the railroad in uniform on every line

going out of the town.

"There is a certain secretary who is a

big man," said a traveling man who knows

what he knows. "You wouldn't know he

was on the job by any noise or exhibition

of himself, but there's a steady growing,

going work which shows a membership that

has increased year by year, and which rail

roads depression has not affected. The

spirit of the place is Christian; the talk of

the men is clean ; the Bible classes are

many, and there's never a service without

a meaningful message back of it, or a meet

ing with a man in which there is not seareh-

ing sympathy shown ox which does not enter

into a man's greatest needs with determi

nation to meet them.

Friendly rivalry between Etowah and New

Decatur, Ala., made every available man in

both towns know that he is "wanted" by

the Y. M. C. A. In seven days the result

was: Etowah, 212; New Decatur, 118. At

membership dinners following the men were

shown how much they were thought of.

The yardmaster at Hoboken is president

of the Bible class. He is one of the "re

sults" of Billy Sunday's Scranton meeting.

A class in the Lackawanna freight yards

is teaching a lot of Italians English while

they empty their dinner pails. A bowling

league of ten teams is scheduled till March

22, each team bowling one night a week.

Washington has sixty men in its bowling,,

thirty in its basketball club and the big

gest membership in seven years (871), be

sides caring for the members of sixteem

other Associations. Not a Sunday meeting

has been missed for three years.

Meetings and Bible study clubs are nearly-

double last year in Pocatello, and the men:

are in a more receptive mood.

Rigid economy and hard work put Chil

dress, Texas, through the year with $290)

balance in the treasury and all debts paid-—

the first time in five years.

Better than the "testimonial" of a rail

road president is the advocacy of the Colum

bus work which was the story of a Swede-

who twenty-one years ago was a drunkem

blacksmith, but became a Christian through

a message in the shop meetings. He is now

a Christian, a good citizen, with a position,,

and a home that tells the truth of the effect ,

of the "Association influence."

Roanoke, Va., will spend $2,000 fon addi

tions, and the men will pay for it them

selves.

A father who had indulged his boy until'

he had spoiled him charged the Association'
with having made him a loafer, "but the •

pressure brought on the boy in the men's

meeting was so great that it led him to a

Christian life and purpose, and shaped him i

for a new character."

With no money in sight and cotton at six:

cents, a gumshoe campaign at New Decatur

brought in $900 for current expenses. This:

was fairly dug up out of the jeans of men:.

Reinhardt had a hand in the "persuasion."'

A little money which, did the biggest work

of any appropriation in a railroad town

was tW payment far 15 subscriptions to

s^nd Association Men to every pastor and

committee head. The results: Instead of

opposing the Association through misund-

derstanding, pastors came to a new view

of its service, a new grip of its spiritual

message, found a new harmony among

themselves, resulting in a ministers' meet

ing, and became a help to the Association

in taking their part in its meetings ajtdt

advocacy which gave the Association! a ,

great thrust forward. Frequent and, ex

tended quotations were made by pastors ;

from the columns and the daily notes in

their services. And the committee- chair

men got so ashamed of their own> showing

as they read of the world's accomplishment

that they got busy.
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A common national call has brought

groups of Canadian railroad men together

in gun elubs. This has done much to weld

the men together, a railroad official reports.

Professor Gilmore, now in his eighty-first

year, travels several miles each week for

the privilege of meeting forty to sixty rail

road men in Rochester's Bible class, to

whom he gives the plain old gospel in a

fresh, attractive manner.

Bible classes among country boys study

ing telegraphy in an Association organized

in a Bible class by an alert secretary. The

class goes to church in a body with the In

structor.

President Stevens of the C. & O. has in

vited Dr. Munn and secretaries to join him

in a tour over the line.

President Hustis of the B. & M., who

grew up in the New York Railroad Associa

tion, joining as a mere boy, was the guest

of honor at a luncheon of secretaries in Bos

ton. The man who gave him a cordial

greeting years ago built well for the future.

The Chicago Training College has put on

a course for railroad secretaries.

A Scranton man who was spending over

$5.00 in drink seven months ago, but who

"hit the trail" at "Billy" Sunday's meet

ings, raised $2,600 for his church. He

rarely misses a Bible class.

Things to Do in December

S. WIRT WILEY, Minneapolis.

Inspect every organized activity, and bring up
to standard. If you have not definite standards
as to method, enrollments, etc., determine them
now. This Is the last month before the Inter
ruption of the Christmas holidays. It Is the
month for Intense activity.

Start up new extension activities, if you can
secure the men and the resources. The work
inside the building and the extension work car
ried forward from last year should all be suffi
ciently well In hand to make some such expan
sion possible.

Clean up your Foreign Work subscription can
vass before the 15th. It will be very hard to
raise money after that date and every Associa
tion must do Its share this year.

Check up your budget. The season Is now
far enough advanced to determine whether or
not you are going to realize your expectations.
If readjustments must be made, arrange to put
them Into effect January 1st, the date when
people are accustomed to announcement of
changes, and when there Is a natural break In
the season's work.

Study some one or two parts of your work
with a view to introducing "efficiency methods."
An Association cannot be "efficiencylzed" all at
once. It must be done a little at a time. But
It is time to begin. Start with the Janitor
service, the general office, the record and ac
counting system, the restaurant, or some other
place where you can see early results.

Plan early to make the most of the Holidays.
Most Associations can pull off a celebration on
New Years Day that will be a big boost for the
rest of the season. The lull between Christmas
and New Years affords an opportunity to clean
up accumulated desk work, but It is more Im
portant that every general secretary and de
partment head, at least, should get a few days
away from his work, that he may be at his best
again for the most productive part of the year.
xvlz. January to May. " ' »• ,

Country Youth

The contribution which the boys and girls

of the country and villages make to the

moral stamina of the national civilization

can hardly be estimated. In one county the

secretary listed the names of 125 boys and

girls who had gone from their homes to at

tend some educational institution. The list

was sent to the 16 or 18 educational insti

tutions that they could become readily ac

quainted, and be known as folk from

O'Brien County. These folk from O'Brien

County are making an effort to maintain a

sterling Christian character, and the high

ideals of their homes, in college life.

The iron in the blood of the country lad

does not fail him, even when he perhaps

unwisely migrates from his father's farm

to the village, to take up some commercial

line. A leader of an Association group in

one of the Iowa counties, employed as a

clerk, learning that his employer had been

guilty of giving liquor to a young man of

his acquaintance, faced him with it, and told

him wnat he thought of that kind of busi

ness. A by-stander did not know whether

the employer would fight or faint. Nothing

else was to be expected but that the young

man would be hunting a new job. However,

the next morning the employer thanked him

for what he said and gave him a $5.00 a

month raise in salary.

Too often intimations are made that life

in the country does not have the social, in

tellectual and spiritual zest the city folk

enjoy. This is discounted by 30 boys of the

high school group of Hunterdon County,

New Jersey. They hiked three miles to

spend an evening with a member of the

county committee and his telescope. That

evening the boys saw the moon, Jupiter and

his satellites, and Saturn and his rings, etc.

In perfectly natural way at the close the

leader led into a magnificent statement of

the tremendous power of God in the wonders

of the heavens, which brought conviction. So

vitally were they affected that a contest is

actually on now for the best written ac

count of the evening.

Rural homes are becoming more related

to the Association work in the country.

Mothers and fathers, sisters and brothers

are vieing to make the evening when the

group is to meet at their home most at

tractive. At Rock Prairie, Wis., a group

of 19 members met from home to home last

winter, and proved a revival of the whole

section. So keenly interested were the folk

that mothers asked to be the hostesses. A

program laid out included not only practical

Bible study, but talks by prominent farmers

on agricultural implements, gas engines,

farm business methods, and social features

and recreation at home. The Association

inaugurated improvement for the country

church and. paid, $50 from their own treas

ury 'toward it.
t. ' ....... . V .
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Membership for

Effective acroaa-the-
atreet advertisement
at Evanaville, Ind.

THE member-

8 h i p contest

is an annual

event in Indiana,

and is becoming

so in other states.

This year Evans-

ville, with its

new building,

made the biggest

membership gain

of 508. Crawfordsville was second. Indian

apolis was third. Some small Associations

did little, but on the whole the result was

excellent. Now the new men at Eyans-

ville and elsewhere are bringing in other

new men. One regretted that he had not

discovered years ago what an Association

membership meant. Others were finding

in it sufficient opportunity for the expres

sion of their social life, that it is proving

to them a positive factor along preventive

lines. The men who made Evansville, Ind.,

campaign membership the state winner took

a hand in the Y. W. C. A. campaign, rais

ing $5,560 in three days.

The fifteen Illinois city Associations in

the state-wide campaign brought in 1,841

new members and 1,738 renewals, with re

ceipts of $21,135 in five days. The basis of

counting was the percentage of increase over

the past five years' average. This put

Aurora in the lead with 70.3 per cent.

Pontiac was second with 67.9, Monmouth

with 49.4 and then Naperville, Rock Island

and Sterling. Decatur won in the railroad

group with 214 new members and 99 re

newals in ten days. The state proposes to

continue this campaign and believes it will

put Illinois where it should be in the mil

lion member proportion. And, incidentally,

in this time of financial uncertainty this

saved the day and gave a larger confidence

in the local Associations on the part of

business men.

The biggest thing in Greensboro, N. C,

since the building campaign was one for

membership handled by Hockenbury, sign

ing up 389. Now the chairmen and cap

tains of each division are making it their

business to see that every new member

gets the privileges and enters upon the ac

tivities. A new hand-ball court was added

and alleys and pool table put in first-class

shape.

A card headed, "A Pass on the Road to

Wellville" is used at Nashville to introduce

business men. And another, with "The Go-

to-See-It Movement" heading the pass,

gives a trial of the privileges, including the

baths, to young men. The membership is

now much over 2,000, and the receipts big

ger.

Secretary of the Navy Daniels, and his

four sons, renewed memberships during the

campaign at Raleigh, N. C., in which 456

members were added in four days in an

effort to get 300. Then Mr. Hockenbury

turned towards Nashville and Hartford.

The question is sometimes asked, "Does

it pay the business men to hold member

ship in the Association?" In this incident

it did: A representative of a large South

ern industry called upon a local lumber

merchant, and after transacting the ordi

nary business of the morning, he, with the

physical director, was asked by the mer

chant to lunch. After the luncheon

the merchant suggested that the party

of three visit the Association building,

his interest in the Association being com

paratively recent, having joined the busi

ness men's gymnasium class two weeks be

fore. The physical director led the way

through the building and on making a tour

of the physical section the merchant proud

ly stated that he was greatly profiting by

and enjoying the work. A week later the

merchant received a telegram from the

president of a Southern industry, asking

him to pay him a visit. Later he said, "I

have learned from my representative just

where you spend your spare time and the

character of men with whom you associate

in your home town, and in consequence I

have asked you to visit me, as we desire

to do business with men of your type."

The result was a $300,000 business trans

action.

The leading moving picture house of San

Diego, Cal., made a special reel of moving

pictures showing the activities of the Asso

ciation (at its own expense), and featured

it 28 times during a camnaign week, when

408 new members were added. The papers

gave ten square feet of advertising space

and reading notices. The trucks of the

great express, oil and other business con

cerns carried posters. Cautious men had

prophesied failure, for times had been hard

for a year. The next week a health and

happiness campaign and boys' conference
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followed. There are 150 boys in 17 boys'

Bible classes, and things are humming.

A mail order campaign was handled at

Oakland with a line of clever follqw-up let

ters. The exhibit was run in >a central

vacant store, including postal card pictures

from "your home town building—pick it

out." The workers' luncheon in the middle

of the day helped carry the thing through

to a big finish.

Simply because men were working short

hours and feeling the pinch, New Britain,

Conn., urged the need of economy, using

leisure to profit, etc., for advertisement, and

other ways, so it made 10 per cent gain in

membership.

Five nights at Northhampton, Mass.,

was the building thrown open to industrial

men from various mills, shops and factories

to compete in indoor sports, to swim and to

"own the place for the night." One night

90 out of a possible 295 came; on another

175 out of a possible 275 marched up with

a brass band through the rain. Over 46

per cent of the English-speaking employees

came. The rivalry was keen. Gentlemanly

conduct prevailed. The shop managements

and the men were equally cordial. They

set up the games before the event is be

coming a real membership leader.

"I'll get you yet," said a boy to a friend.

He was working for membership. When

the boy saw the swimming poof he said,

"This is what gets me." It did.

"It is worth more than six cents a day

to know that our employees spend their

leisure time at the Association," said the

representative of a corporation which paid

$1,000 a year for fees for membership and

educational classes for its men. He added:

"After an evening in the gymnasium or a

swim in the pool, or an hour in the class

room, and a good night's sleep, men return

to work for us in the best of condition."

Goodwin, of San Francisco, believed that

the psychological moment for a membership

campaign is at the crisis of a business de

pression, and proved it by results. Men

were more easily persuaded that a mem

bership costing less than six cents a day

provided a cheaper and better place than a

high-priced theater or club life; and then,

too, men are considering more seriously the

need of training and character to hold their

jobs.

Tucson, Arizona, has just conducted a

most successful membership campaign. The

Association, only a few weeks old, and with

out an employed force, organized five teams

under the direction of Inter-State Secretary

Day and went out for 300 members, includ

ing ten at $100 and fifteen at $50. They

were disappointed in the number secured, as

the count snowed a total of 501 members,

including ten $100 members and twenty-

three $50 members. This has so stirred

the city that they have now set their stakes

at 700 members.
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THIS IS THE WAY EEIE ADVERTISED IN ITS

CAMPAIGN "JOIN NOW"

Houston again won in the annual Texas

inter-city membership contest held in Octo

ber. It was a handicap contest in which the

smaller Association had an equal chance

with the larger one. Fort Worth was

second and Galveston third.

A roll of 1,082 members was secured

since the opening of the building a few

months ago at Johnstown, N. Y. Now it

is proposed to make it 2,000, with the com

ing of the state convention in February.

More than 3,400 members entered Cleve

land Association within a year, totaling

7,320. The income was two and a half times

that of a year ago, or $291,825, with a credit

balance of $797.57 and all bills paid. Ninety

Bible classes enrolled 1,617 men. The

1,786 men occupying the 252 bedrooms in

the year averaged over three months each,

only 21 "jumped their rent." Forty-five

per cent earned less than $50 a month.

"Guest Day" in St. Paul meant that 1,000

men came to the building and 250 non-mem

bers used the gymnasium floor and the

pool, and listened to the orchestra in the

lobby. Popcorn and apples were served,

and it all meant new members. An informal

stag social stunt is run in the lobby every

other week, from 85 to 100 men present.

All sorts of stunts of skill get the fellows.

The next will be put on by the dormitory

men.

It's a Jolly Bunch that Goes Hiking

IFF

'•<&/&• i~x:
ft.

By W. H. Duff, Cleveland.
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My Church and I

By JAMES A. WHITMORE

i i rpHE BOYS' CLUBS in our High

JL School are one of the greatest in

fluences for good in the school," said the

head of the English department to a trav

eller. "Boys need confident understanding

and alert leadership." These words from

one of the best teachers of older boys I have

ever met seems to sum up the desires,

plans and purposes of the school, Associa

tion and Church in Rochester, N. Y.

This condition has been brought about

by three things. First, the entire city is

keenly alert along social lines, striving to

make conditions as nearly right as possible,

giving every child, boy and girl, the best

social influences. Second, the churches in

Rochester have through a long period of

years given much thought and money to the

work of the Sunday School. Notable in this

group is the Brick Church, where under the

leadership of Herbert W. Gates the Sun

day School has taken over the religious

training of the boys and girls on Sunday,

and through the week looks after every

phase of life. The large men's classes in

the churches are turning their attention to

the leadership of the boy.

This led the Association in its canvass to

propose a plan which would place small

buildings in needy parts of the city to help

the churches in caring for their boys, and

the great success of the campaign in part

can be accounted for by the desire on the

part of the churches to be fair to its boys.

Of course, this is in prospect, but already

the boys' department is bringing this plan

into life in the old building.

Experience seems to bring this verdict

that a State Boys' Conference gives boys a

vision, and belief in religion and the church

better .than anything else, so the Associa

tion promotes each year a large representa

tive group of older boys and leaders for the

State conference. Last year 116 boys and

leaders from 26 churches attended. This

year it expects to take 200 delegates from

40 churches to Buffalo.

Thus by conferences, planning, organiza

tions for local churches, assisting in the

training of leaders, and in making the As

sociation the workshop of the boys as well

as the leaders of Rochester, the Association

has a serious purpose of making the older

boys useful Christians in the life of the

church.

A School for Church Workers is a unique

course of educational training by the San

Francisco Association, especially for all

kinds of church officials and leaders whether

in the Sunday schools, young people's so

cieties, or the churches themselves. A

church federation committee works in con

junction with the Association officers in the

promotion of this school. There are five

special courses: I.Young People's Work;

II. Leadership of Boys; III. Church

Finances; IV. Church Publicity; V. Social

Reforms. Buffalo two years ago began a

course in Church Finances. Thus to an in

creasing degree the educational department

is directly cooperating with and strengthen

ing the work of the Christian church.

The Little Country-side Church responds

to the impact of a rejuvenated spirit and life

which comes even from a small group of

boys and young men organized for Chris

tian service. The whole community feels

the impact of their heartening spirit. This

has been demonstrated by the Highland

Rural Association in O'Brien County, la.,

in operation less than a year, but has a

virile membership of 35 boys and young

men. During the last winter it met regu

larly in the church of the community which

did not at all provide the facilities for social

and recreative features, which the group

naturally demanded. The pastor, keenly in

terested, caught the spirit, and a movement

was soon inaugurated to build an addition

to the church, which has just been com

pleted. Of the $1,200 necessary, $575 was

actually provided by the boys. This is only

one of the many ways in which these coun

try lads have made themselves felt in their

community.

The Elizabeth, N. J., Association is the

silent factor behind a Teacher Training

Course promoted by the Sunday School

Superintendent's Union enrolling 228 and

representing 28 schools. It is remarkable

how eager everyone is for the Bible study

program. The Association is renting our

moving picture equipment, including opera

tor, films and everything, to the various

Sunday Schools. The operator sets the

equipment up and takes it away and the

school or church has nothing to do, except

let him know what kind of films they want.

Two of the largest Sunday Schools have

contracted with the Association to furnish

their Sunday School Christmas Entertain

ments.

A Teachers' Training Class for men and

women was the direct outcome of a two-

day Bible study rally held at Pottstown, Pa.

Practically every church is represented in

the enrollment of seventy. Dr. Phillip How

ard of the Sunday School Times is the in

structor. Tickets selling for $1.00 and

good for the course of twelve lessons pay

all expenses. A political symposium with

all State tickets represented by prominent

out of town speakers was held under the

auspices of the Pottstown Association a few

days before election and attended by many

church young men. The speakers confined

themselves to the policy and platform of

their respective parties. There was no mud

slinging and nothing unpleasant occurred to

mar the occasion. It was the first time in

eighteen years that the parties were brought

together in this way.
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From a Common Loafer to a Sunday

School officer is a long jump. But that's

what was made of a young man by a Cana

dian community Association.

"You Ministers as religious specialists,

we consider most efficient to conduct re

ligious work," was the statement made the

Ardmore ministers by the secretary, and

they are responding splendidly. One has

charge of the Sunday meeting in the the

ater, another the shop meetings, another the

Bible classes. They attend the Sunday

meetings and bring their men with them.

It's not less a laymen's work and these men

recognize it as such, but this plan is

binding the Church and Association to

gether in this suburban city to Philadelphia.

In the Normal Training School for Re

ligious Workers in Camden, N. J., there are

244 Christian workers. The whole com

munity is cooperating. The men's Bible

classes and the Sunday meetings show great

advance. More boys than ever are taking

forward steps throughout the high school

Bible classes, while the whole sentiment of

leadership in the school has changed for the

better, showed in one way—boys are

"boosting instead of talking." Through

civic organizations and the Church and in

dustrial league, the gymnasium and bowl

ing alleys, etc., new groups of men are be

ing reached.

The Globe Soap Company, Cincinnati,

lengthened its men's noon hour fifteen

minutes one day a week to allow them to

attend the Association shop meeting. A

meeting for girls is conducted by the Y. W.

C. A. simultaneously. In a class of thirty

Roumanians near the town ot St. Bernard,

Cincinnati, a middle aged man was seen

reading the Bible. He explained it was "a

gut book" and said that the entire class
■would be glad to have religious instruction

and that they would enjoy especially the

singing of good hymns. Secretary Ed

wards spoke to a class in Social Psychology

at the University of Cincinnati and invited

the students to visit one of the classes in

English for Foreigners. The professor

urged the men to volunteers as teachers.

Five men accepted and all volunteered. A

college graduate employed in one of the in

dustries of the Mill Creek Valley has been

led to "find himself" as a Christian. He is

now teaching a class in English for For

eigners, leading a squad in athletics, has

been elected president of a shop basket ball

league, contributed substantially to the new

building fund, and represents his constitu

ency on the Association Council. Seven

months ago he was merely "a good fellow."

They Said a Small Town Association

Failed years ago, when the panic closed its

doors, but it had quickened two boys. One

is a way-up pastor, the other a big busi

ness man. The latter visited his son in

another state and found him living in an

Association dormitory, and while he was

sick there and under its kindly ministering,

he realized what the old Association had

done in his town for him and could do.

When home, a boy called on him with an

appeal with tears for a little gymnasium

and social room at the church, saying, "I

have been, to the trustees for this, but they

wont listen to me because I am a kid."

Quickly he said, "My boy, we will do better

than that. We will have an Association

building where all the boys of all the

churches or no churches can come." And

they will.

Two Gangs of Boys who have been di

rected in play by Chicago North Side Com

munity Departments have been placed in

two Sunday schools. These boys did not

previously attend Sunday school, but now

each group forms a class by itself taught

by an Association leader. A Sunday

School League involving twelve Sunday

schools has just been organized, in which

athletics count only one-half toward the

cup, while Sunday school attendance and

written Bible Study examination each count

one fourth toward the championship. The

1298 boys who had a particularly good

record either in Sunday school attendance

or public school work, were the guests of

the Chicago Federal League Base Ball Club

at a game the last week of the season. 



Men and

the Bible

F. S. GOODMAN

The Kingdom of God Including Its perfect social order was to

be established by the power of God, when the harvest was ripe

—when the mass had been leavened; and to the only human

activity capable of hastening the coming of that social Ideal con

sisted In sowing the seed, In leavening the mass—-I.e. consisted

In that very work of personal Influence upon Individuals which

constituted Christ's sole active program.—Prof. A. G. Hogg.

DOES Any Association man doubt the

iact of a widespread revival of religion

in the Associations of North America ? Let

him open his eyes to easily found facts. Let

his mind have a few unhurried moments to

meditate on these facts. Let him allow his

heart to be warmed and thrilled by their

logic. Let him pray with the fresh intelli

gence and soul-moving qualities which the--

facts contain, and he will himself become a

part of this revival.

What Are Some of the facts which war

rant the assurance which the writer has ex

pressed? The statistics of religious work

for the year ending May first are profoundly

significant. But the dissatisfaction with re

ligious conditions, even at their best, which

one discovers in all parts of the country,

and the eagerness for new light on prob

lems of religious efficiency, are more nota

ble. There is an openness to constructive

criticism and a responsiveness to appeals for

more intense Christian living which are in

spiring. The intensive note which found ex

pression at Lake Geneva last June, and

which is seen in the earnest search for new

ways to make the Association more efficient

religiously, are full of promise. The appeal

of the "Interview Method" is an illustration.

What Is the "Interview Method," which

has had its finest demonstration in Cleve

land? It is not the same as "Personal Work,"

so-called. It is not taking a religious census

of the membership, though this is an impor

tant factor. It does not mean indiscriminate

buttonholing of our members on religious

questions. It might perhaps be defined as a

systematic effort to discover the moral and

spiritual needs of individual young men by

means of carefully planned, unhurried,

friendly conversations by wisely selected

men, in which intimate relations are estab

lished which make possible the meeting of

the needs disclosed.

Like Every Religious method, especially

in its earlier stages, this splendid plan of

personal approach is in danger of misuse

and abuse. What are some of the dangers

which menace its usefulness?

Superficiality. Associations hear of the

phrase "Interview Method" and proceed

hurriedly to put their conception of it into

operation. Interviews are carelessly set up,

poorly carried on by the wrong men and in

adequately followed up. The interviewer

has no well-thought-out objective and no

clear-cut message which lies behind his con

versation. The lines of least resistance are

followed. The same man has too many in

terviews and hence does his work poorly.

Unwise Publicity is a real danger. This

type of work is not subject to promotion of

the usual Association type. Publicity of the

wrong kind, with the wrong emphasis, and

at the wrong time may do great harm and

defeat the purpose of the method. Publicity

has nowhere less of a place than here. Con

secration, inspiration, devotion to a high

ideal of Christian living and service are far

more essential than skillful promotion.

Perhaps the Greatest danger is that the

method will become secretarialized — one

more task added to the big load which most

employed officers are carrying. Secretaries

and physical directors will continue, and in

crease their personal effort with individual

young men, but the "Interview Method," at

its best is only possible where capable, sen

sible, sympathetic and devoted laymen are

enlisted and guided into established person

al relations with young men.

What Are Some of its merits? It is a

frank recognition of the Association's re

sponsibility to discover and try to meet the

definite religious needs of its members. We

have been covering up by extension meet

ings, our failures adequately to find out and

meet the needs of those young men who put

themselves within our influence. We have

tried to do this by groups and mass gather

ings and have largely failed.

The Method Treats our members as dis

tinct personalities with varying needs, ca

pacities, problems and dangers, and which

require varying methods of helpful ap

proach. It provides the only means of se

curing the reliable first-hand informatior.

which is essential to the best kind of help.

It permits the establishing of intimate per

sonal relations and confidences. These fre

quently open the way to the finest service

It often enables us to meet young men in an

unconventional way, sometimes in their own

rooms, or in their customary environment,

with a resulting frankness of conversation.

But One of the best features is what is

happening to the laymen who are enlisted

in the "Interviewing." Here their own re

ligious experience has a compelling way of

expressing itself without distasteful public

ity. Many strong men hesitate to speak of

their deeper experiences in a meeting, but

face to face with a young man with acknowl

edged spiritual needs they give utterance to
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their deepest emotions and find how much

they have in common with the young men

with whom they are dealing. Men have

grown by leaps and bounds as they have

tried to help young men in this way.

The Message of the interview will be as

varied as the needs of men, but it will in

clude at least in substance (1) a worth

while ideal for a young man's life. (2) the

reasonableness, the sufficiency, the universal

and unchanging value of the glad tidings of

Christ in making the living of a worth-while

life a possibility and a reality. In a single

word Jesus Christ, the Redeemer, Lord and

constant Companion of a young man—the

source of supply for every moral and spirit

ual need, and a refuge for every emergency.

Multitudes of men are conscious of spiritual

distress. They are accessible to us. We

have the message and the methods. Can

our Lord depend on us to carry the energiz

ing, vitalizing, joy-bringing message to

these men?

Prof. Peabody Says: "There is difference

between seeing a fact and seeing into a

fact." One wonders how many of our active

members, committeemen, managers and em

ployed officers see below the surface of the

facts suggested and of other kindred facts

on the national and world horizon, and dis

cern the silent working of the Spirit of God

as He is seeking to lead men to give Jesus

His true place, universal sovereignty? "He

must reign till he has put all enemies under

his feet." This is more than a promise; it is

a historical fact in process of steadily in

creasing realization. Why not hasten its

glorious consummation by yielding ourselves

in simple, passionate abandon to the sway

of the all-conquering Spirit of Christ?

The End and Aim of Teaching

By Samuel Warr

THE CHIEF AIM of the Word of God is

to reveal Him who saves from sin. For

this purpose God gave His revelation to

men. It was for this that prophets wit

nessed, suffered and died. It brought the

Son of God from heaven and sent Him to

the cross, and it has constrained thousands

of disciples to go to the ends of the earth to

tell the story of the Christ who came to seek

and save the lost.

If salvation is the chief purpose of the

Word, it certainly should be of the students

of the Word. Many other excellent things

may be done by our classes. Social activ

ities contribute, athletics meet a need and

are valuable, a large membership brings en-

thusiam and increased popularity, and

many other phases of Bible class work have

their place and are helpful, but the end of

all these efforts should be that men should

know Christ as their Saviour and King.

Hence the slogan of every Men's Bible Class

ought to be "Every Man in the Class for

Christ and the Church."

How to accomplish it is an important

question—first the teacher in his work

should have this purpose clearly in mind.

The preparation and the handling of the

study should bring out the vital truths of

the Word. Not history merely should be

considered. The chief interest and enthusi

asm should not center around geography or

genealogy, customs or costumes, although

these are valuable and throw light upon

truth. But let us see to it as teachers that

the Christ is exalted and the great spiritual

truths emphasized.

We must know not only the Word and

teach it, but we must know our men. We

should know the spiritual standing of every

man in the class. This should be some

thing for the class to discover. Give this

task to the personal workers' committee—

or some other similar body of workers.

Give prayer prominence. Have a prayer

list. This work is to be accomplished by

the power of God working through men,

hence the need of prayer. If the Scranton

prayer lists during the recent revival could

be compared with the list of "trail hitters"

it would be one of the grandest proofs that

God answers prayer. One woman reports

that everyone on her prayer list was saved.

Personal work is needed. From the day

when Jesus conversed with the woman at

the well until now, God has seen fit to save

untold numbers through the simple method

of personal work. Jesus gave us the ex

ample. He never despised an audience of

one. He started His Kingdom that now cir

cles the earth by inviting two men to "come

and see." He gave truths in His personal

interviews with Nicodemus and the Samari

tan woman that have since made the world

rejoice. His twelve disciples were not con

verted in great gatherings, but were added

one by one by the Master of men. We can

not do better than follow where He has

so plainly led.

There must be tactful work if we would

win men, and there are nearly as many

methods as there are types of men. A sug

gestion, an invitation, a warning, an ap

peal, or an interview, or a godly deed may

be the means. The work may result in im

mediate fruitage, or it may bring results

only after years of prayer and waiting, but

whatever is needed let the worker be sym

pathetic and willing, sincere and earnest,

seekine to be led by the Snirit, and God will

be honored and the Men's Bible Classes will

become soul-saving agencies for Christ, the

Saviour of men.

Secretary Chang of the Chinese Students'

Association makes this definition of what

is an efficient Association leader, which is

well for us American men to think of

twice and then twice more: "The Associa

tion produces growth in Christian charac

ter through encouragement of Bible study,

secret prayer, and religious conferences."

These conferences may be of two men who

together "spake often one to the other."
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CHRIST RISEN FROM THE DEAD

Lesson Dec. 6. Mark 16:1-8. Matt. 28:11-16.

Tues. 1. Vs. 1. And when the sabbath
was past, Mary Magdalene, and Mary the
mother of Jesus, and Salome had brought

. sweet spices, that they might come and

anoint Him. Read Mark 16:1-8.

SOME HAPPENINGS: When Christ gave up
his life the temple veil was rent from top to
bottom, the earth trembled in earthquake shock
—as if shuddering in horror at the ghastly deed,
many graves were opened and the dead arose
and entered the city. We are not told whether
these resurrected ones went on up to heaven
or continued to live in the earth. Jewish laws
did not allow bodies to remain on the cross
over Sabbath, so the executioners were directed
to break their legs and pierce their sides to
hasten death. When they came to Jesus they
found he was already dead, so they ran the
spear into His side—from it there gushed blood
and water. Joseph of Arimathea had begged

Pilate for permission to bury Jesus. Permission
granted, he and Nicodemus prepared the body
for burial and placed it in a new rock-hewn
tomb in Joseph's garden. The good women who
lingered about the scene determined to properly
embalm the body after the Sabbath was past.
The enemies of Jesus, wanting to make sure
against his rising from the dead, as he had
declared he would, persuaded Pilate to seal
the tomb and set a strong Roman guard before
it. But why all this trouble about a dead man?
Ah, their inner consciousness told them they
had arrayed themselves against the Christ—
the son of the living God. Neither rocks nor
Roman soldiers could prevent the resurrection,
and up from the tomb he came, confirming all
prophecy—making certain all glorious promises.

Pray: That believers may seek a closer fellowship
with Christ by reading His life in the Gospels, by
meditation, prayer, and the constant performance of
Christlike acts of service.

Wed. 2. Vs. 3. And they said among
themselves, Who shall roll us away the
stone from the door of the sepulcher?

Read Matt. 28:11-15.

BORROWING TROUBLE. I can see the pale
faces of those agitated women, out there in
the gray dawning of the morning. They are
holding whispered conversation about a diffi
culty ahead. They were facing a great stone
which shut them from the Christ—they were
facing a difficulty, in imagination, which they
would never have to face in fact. Thus we are
constantly walking with troubling steps In the
shadows of great forebodings of things which
have no existence outside of our own foolish,
distrustful hearts. They expected to find an
immovable stone—they faced a radiant angel.
They expected to find a corpse—they found a
risen King. They expected to embalm the
dead—they saw the Lord of Life. God delights
to fill our lives with glad surprises of His grace

and power, to do abundantly beyond our best
belief. Be bold enough to believe it. What are
stones to Him who piled the mountain ranges?
What are graves to the Author of Life? The
most distressing things which have ever hap
pened to me are those which never came to pass.

"And when they looked they saw that the stone
was rolled away."

Pray: That parents, particularly fathers, may more
fully realise their responsibilities to their boys.

Thurs. 3. Vs. 2. And very early In the
morning the first day of the week, they
came unto the sepulcher at the rising of
the sun. Read John 20:1-18.

GOD BLESS THE WOMEN. We must not
pass on, men, without a pause to pay our tribute
to the uncompromising loyalty of the women to
our Lord. Woman does owe much to Christian
ity, and it is equally true that the progress of
Christianity owes much to women. During the
whole of Christ's career they ministered to Him.
They followed him with fidelity to the cross and
lingered about the lifeless body until It was
buried. Then they brought spices to properly
embalm Him, and when the Sabbath was past
they were the first to reach His sepulcher. The
glad knowledge of the resurrection came first
to them. They were the first to publish it.
They were "apostles to the apostles," who were
to pass on the news to the ends of the earth.
Tl'ere was no break in this loyalty from His birth
to His ascension—and there has been none since.

Men deserted him; there is no record of a
woman's disloyalty. Men slapped His face and
spat upon Him; we read nowhere of a woman
offering Him an insult. Men slew him; no
woman had a part in the shameful tragedy.
God only knows how heavily His church has
rested upon her shoulders. The most Christ
like thing in the world is the unselfish loyalty
of the women who love Him. and noble men
stand forever ready to pay tribute to woman's
devotion to her Lord.

Pray: That Association officers in their financial
policies for educational service, may be spared from
the subtle, deadening influence of commercialism.

Frl. 4. Vs. 5. And entering Into the
sepulcher, they saw a young man sitting

on the right side, clothed In a long white
garment, and they were affrighted. Read
Luke 21:1-12.

A VISITOR FROM THE OTHER WORLD.
What particular business had this angel with
the Resurrection? Where was his connection
with Christ? It brought no assurance of im
mortality to Him—He did not need it. He was
there as an evidence that Jesus Christ is Lord
of angels as well as Lord of men—His dominion
is over ALL. The eyes of those on the other
side of the grave and the eyes of those on this
side of the grave meet at the same spot—the
empty tomb. The other side wonders why He
should have lain there; this side, that He should
have risen. Then, too, the presence of the other
world visitor, together with his inquiry and con
solation, plainly tells us that angels have a
loving Interest In those who seek Jesus. "Be

not affrighted." The upper air is full of our
friends—if we are HIS FRIENDS. From the
lips of an Angelic Ambassador came the first
majestic announcement. "He is Risen." The
Angel knew. This truth opens wide the door
to the easy belief in everything that Jesus ever
said and did. The Resurrection not only makes
It reasonable, but CERTAIN.

lfiO
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Pray: For the stability of the Associations on the
foreign field, greatly exposed to the present financial
stringency, in some cases in imminent danger of hav

ing to close.

Sat. S. Vs. 6. Behold the place where

they laid him. Read John 20:19-31.

LOOK FOR YOURSELF. If you want as
surance for your trembling hearts—come, look in
—the grave Is empty! The skeptical world has
tried for centuries to account for that missing

body. They realize that the empty tomb must
be accounted for—no denial of emptiness has
ever been made. This must be explained. The
attempts sound to me like the babble of Baba.
They faced a fact, otherwise nothing would have
been more simple than to walk to the tomb and
pointing in, say: "There lies your dead Lord."
They would have done this—only He was not
there. If His enemies had possessed the body
they would have produced it. His disciples did
not have the body. What did they want with
It? If they deserted their living Lord they
would scarcely run the greater risk of having In
their possession His dead body. No advantage
could come to them through hiding a stolen dead
man. Nor would they have attempted to build

a Kingdom of Truth and die for It If they* knew
they were simply a lot of lying body snatchers.
The truth of the business Is that they them
selves discredited the resurrection until over
whelmed by the evidence. You cannot deny the
Resurrection and save the character of the
church which witnesses to it. Do you doubt that
He is risen?—come, look In the tomb and answer
that one burning question, "WHERE IS HE?"
Look up for your answer.

_ Pray : For men elected to office in the recent elec-
tionsf that they may realize that "public office is a
public trust/'

Sun. 6, Vs. 6. Behold the place where
they laid him. Read 1 Cor. 15:12-28.

LOOK AND LEARN. From the empty tomb
I learn the desperation of the Devil. The thing
must be fixed up somehow, so the guards are
paid and prompted to lie. The Disciples stole
the body while we slept. So? How can sleep
ing men testify as to what went on—they were
asleep; how did they know? So? Then why
were not the disciples arrested on this charge.
If it were true—we read nothing of this. They
were desperate because an open sepulcher meant
also an open hell—He had told of both. One was
as real as the other. Then I learn as I look at
that grave, His mighty sacrifice for the sin of
the world has been accepted by God, and that
He is well pleased. I further learn from my
look Into the empty tomb, PROPHECY fulfilled.
All who sleep in "God's acre" shall arise. I
know that He shall be the PATTERN for the
resurrected body. This corruptible shall put on
incorruptlon and we shall be like Him. As well
try to discredit the rising of the sun as the ris
ing of the Savior. Those who follow a risen Lord
should lead a risen life. "If ye then be risen
with Christ—seek those things which are above."

Pray: For Sherwood Eddy and his associates in
the evangelistic campaign to be conducted in Japan

and Korea throughout this month.

Mon. 7. Vs. 7. But go your way, tell His
disciples and Peter. Read Luke 24:13-35.
AND PETER. Ah, that painful division—

"disciples—and Peter." Poor old outsider, the
words came to him like a cup of cold water to
a parched mouth. After the Lord's death I guess
Peter thought it was all over, and his last
bitter memory was that of having been a con
temptible coward in the crisis; the last look,
as their eyes met, was one of disappointment
and reproach. Think of having parted in this
way—it will haunt him through life. Jesus
knew what Peter was going through with, and
the first man He thought of and called by name
was the perjurer who felt Hmsclf forever an
outcast. "Tell the disciples—I'ut whoever else
you tell BE SURE TO TELL PETER." His

first thought was to beckon the wanderer hack

to his old place. Thank God for this message
of a love stronger than death and stronger than
our distressing disgrace. How grateful for a
Christ who never loses His grip on us on either
side the grave. His is a love that beareth all
things—hopeth all things. Special sin got a
special delivery message. Oh, the sweep of such
love, reaching the poor old fellow off In a corner
with drooping head. I don't know how you fee!
about it; but there Is to me the music of heaven
in this message, "GO TELL PETER."

Pray: For the National Congress as it assembles
today, that it may subordinate alt selfish ends and seek
the highest good of the whole people.

Tues. 8. With what bodies do they come?

1 Cor. 15.35.

A RESURRECTION SONG; Here are some
lines along our study. I wrote them for my con
gregation. 1 pass them to you, for you are a
part of my flock.
Like the eagle that soars from shell to sun,

or
In dress like the flowers in sky loom spun.

Like enameled fields from blankets of snow,

or
The dew drop changed to seven-hued bow.

Like the worm floating out in Itesurrection dress,

or
The rising mists under the sun's caress.

No figure of earth has answered the "HOW."
Paul says, "Like Him"—are you satisfied now?

Pray: For Directors of Associations, that their
personal lives may be above eriticism.

THE GREAT COMMISSION

Lesson Dec. 13. Matt. 28: 16-20; Luke 24: 36-49.

Wed. 9. Vs. 16. Then the eleven disciples
went away into Galilee, Into a mountain

where Jesus had appointed them. Read
the lesson.

WHO SAW HIM? Had only one enthusiast
reported that he had seen the Risen Lord we
might have suggested "hallucination," but the
record is that there were ELEVEN different
appearances. Let me arrange them for you.
1. To Mary Magdalene (Mark 16: 9; Jno. 20:
11-18). 2. To the women returning fruni the
sepulcher (Matt. 28: 9-10). 3. To Peter alone
(Luke 24; 34; 1 Cor. 15:5). 4. To the two dis-
ciplen on the way to Emmaus (Luke 24: 13-35;
Mark 16: 12-13). 5. To all the apostles, when
Thomas was absent (Jno. 20: 19-25; Luke 24:

36-49). 6. To the eleven apostles (Jno. 20:
26-29). 7. To the seven disciples at the sea of
Galilee (Jno. 21: 1-13). 8. To the eleven disciples
on a Galilean mountain (Matt. 28:16-18). 9. To
about five hundred at once, in Galilee (1 Cor.

15: 6). 10. To James only (1 Cor. 15: 7). 11.
To all the apostles at his ascension (Luke 24:
50-51). To claim that ail these men were poor
deluded fools all the time, and that the church
of the Living God rests upon what a lot of brain-
bewildered incompetents thought they saw. Is
to ask intelligence to abdicate its throne in fa
vor of idiocy. Yea, and he hath appeared unto
you.

Pray . That Association members and workers may
study and practice "the fine art of living." See Oct.

No.

Thurs. 10. Vs. 17. And when they saw
Him they worshipped Him; but some

doubted. Read Jno. 20: 26-29.

A DANGEROUS ADMISSION. What clearer
evidence could there be that this record Is the
reliable revelation of God? With the trans
parency of a sunbeam, which has nothing to

conceal, it frankly states—"But some doubted."
Had this story been written by dishonest men,
who were trying to make out a claim, the
above statement would never have been al
lowed to stand. When they came to that they
would have said. "Suppress It, It is a damaging
admission." But those men, with the candor of
a child, just went right ahead and told the truth
—that is never dangerous nor damaging to any
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cause. Crooks couceul; candid men reveal the
Facta and let them speak for themselves. Free
dom from all questionings we shall never have.
These doubts are challenges and invitations to
honest investigation, and by this process we ar
rive at reality. Some shallow souls give iarge
room to skepticism and play with doubts, de
vouring all literature which reflects on revela
tion. They think this is being ■•liberal-minded"

—"broad-minded" men. If a corresponding
welcome were given to God's Word, and if it
were rend as eagerly, I would Join in calling
them men of breadth. But an ignorance of In
spiration coupled with a familiarity with in
fidelity classes the doubter as a "half-baked
cake," burned on the bottom—the balance
dough. I think the reason "some doubted" was
because they did not come close enough to
Christ to be certain. Would you dispel your
doubts—just draw a bit nearer, and watch

them disappear.

Pray continuously that peace may speedily be re

stored between the warring nations of Europe.

Frl. 11. Vs. 18. And Jesus came and spake
unto them, saying, All power Is given unto
Me In heaven and In earth. Read Luke

24: 36-49.

OMNIPOTENCE. This is the plain declaration

of Jesus Christ of His dominion universal. He
has authority over heavenly beings to com
mand them, and over heavenly blessings to dis
tribute them. In earth He has authority over all

nature to make it illustrate and serve Him,
over all nations and individuals to make them
day laborers in His Kingdom building. This Is
not an empty honor claimed by Christ; the facts
are written all over the face of earth and
heaven, warriors change a nation's boundaries;
statesmen make and change a nation's laws;
scientists interpret nature's secret workings; the

Son of God changes the course of civilization and
operates upon the universal heart. Trace all

civilization back to its source—it springs from
the teaching of Jesus Christ. Little by little the
kingdoms of this world are coming under the
dominion of his all-comprehending Kingdom.
The mightiest force in the world today is that
exerted by the Risen Lord. To compare all
"world conquerors," both before and after His
ascension, with HIM, is but the impertinence

of ignorance.

Pray: For Associations in many colleges preparing
for evangelistic campaigns to be held later in the

year, that thorough preparation may be made.

Sat. 12. Vs. Go ye therefore and teach
all nations, baptizing them In the name of
the Father, and of the Son, and of the

Holy Ghost. Read Eph. 4: 1-16.

MARCHING ORDERS. Go! This is the sharp
military command of the head of the army. It
carries with it the declaration of the Trinity, of

the unity of the Godhead, of the Deity of Christ.
Who but the Son of God dare insert his own
name between that of the Father—and the Holy
Ghost. Friends, we overlook the right of Jesus
Christ to use the Imperative. The Duke of Well
ington was asked if he thought India could be
won for Christ. The Duke replied, "What do I

think?—What are your marching orders—that Is
the only question." The first claim for service
under His standard is not the misery of the
world: nor does it come from the blessing the

Gospel brings: these two motives are powerful;
but before all else, GO—because He said it.
Vou may or may not feel the impulse of other
reasons for the world-wide work. But I say to
you, if you fall to respond to Christ's command,
you are a rebel, and none of His. What business
have you standing around debating about mis
sions? Jesus Christ never asked your opinion-
He commands your obedience. Missionary enter
prise is not a part of the Gospel, it is the
Gospel. The disobedient have no claim to dis-
clpleship. Fall In. with vour purse and pray

ers. Our objective is THE EXDS OF THE
EARTH. He wills—T work; creed enough.

Pray: That we may "follow after the things which

make for peace and things wherewith we may edify

ene another."—Rom. 14:19.

Sun. 13.
Ex. 4.

Vs. 19. Go ye therefore. Read

GO! Clearly Jesus taught that Christianity
was to be aggressive. It was not to content
itself with "holding the fort," nor to dig Itself
into the trenches, prepare for- a long siege, and
send out bulletins, "No Important change has
taken place along our entire front." Our Com
mander in Chief wants some important change
to take place. "We are holding our own," is
not enough. We cannot barely hold our own,
there is no such thing. We are either advanc
ing, capturing armies and ammunition, or we
are being shelled to death. We are not to wait
for the world to come to Christ, we must take

the initiative and go after the world. My hat
is off to Victor Berger and his fellow Socialists
in Milwaukee for their enterprise, at any rate
The reason of their conspicuous success lies in
the pushing of their faith: 300 men got up at
five o'clock every Sunday morning and left
Socialistic literature, translated into many lan
guages, on the city door steps. The propa
ganda worked. Let me see you get 300 men,
who claim to follow Christ, to make the rounds
of 5 o'clock next Sunday morning, in the inter
ests of the Kingdom. A big bunch of you prob
ably never crawl out of bed until about 10, and
then come straggling into church—to finish your
nap. In the language of Billy Sunday, "HIT

THE TRAIL." GO!!

Pray: That older Christians may improve their
opportunities for influencing young people by example,
precept, and personal work, to become followers of

Christ.

Lesson December 20. See Below.

Mon. 14. Vs. 20. Teaching them to ob
serve all things whatsoever I have com
manded you. Read 2 Tim. 2: 14-26.

FIRST LEARN—THEN TEACH. The King
dom of heaven rests on truth, and It makes
headway and heartway as its facts and privi

leges are made known. It does not dread the
light—it brings the light. Evangelistic appeal
which does not rest on sensible Instruction and is
not followed up by scriptural study will go up in
smoke. First, study to show thyself approved
of God, then you are talking sense as well as
sentiment. The world will turn from false teach

ers when you can show them the better way.
Thousands leave Hindu philosophy because
taught that philosophy cannot pardon sin. The
Greek mind found many things, but Paul showed
them a Savior. Agnosticism walls, "I don't
know." Christ's disciples say, "I do, and will
teach you." Epicureanism taught that pleasure
was the standard of right. The poor debauched
prodigal came to himself and knew the stand
ard was a lie. There Is truth enough In the
gospel to turn all thought into one channel—
CHRISTIANITY. Learn of me—Teach all na

tions.

Pray: For the World's Committee that needed
financial help may be provided in order tc use the

opportunities for work among soldiers.

Tues. 15. Vs. 20. Lo I am with you
alway, even unto the end of the world.

AMEN. Read 2 Tim. 1:15.

THE SINEWS OF WAR. Jesus knew what

he had given these men to do. He knew just
the size of the task. "Make disciples of all
nations." Why not ask them to create a few
worlds and suspend them in the sky, it would
have been just as easy—without him. So he
follows up ttie command with the promise, I'll
be with you all the time and everywhere you
go. You Just furnish feet and faith and I'll
do the rest. I will never desert you. Does
it occur to you that this promise Is good
for NOW? Our temptation is to think that
those old days with the disciples were full of
Christ, and in the glorious millenlum they will
be full again, hut the present Is pretty empty.
The heavens touch the earth behind us, and
again away In front of us. but Immediately
overhead they seem a long way off. Wrong—
there was never a time in the past when the
world was so full of Jesus Christ as It Is right
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now. Kemember, however, that Omnipotent
and Omnipresent companionship is conditioned
upon obedience to command. If you would
experience the closeness of Christ it will not
be by cultivation of emotion, nor by saturating
the mind with pious literature. Both of these
are good in their p.aces. His closeness comes
while we tramp the dusty highways of duty.
Go, and he goes with you—stay, and you stay
alone. The men who caught this truth tackled
the impossible—and did It.

Pray: That secretaries and committees responsible

for the foreign work budgets in their Associations
may so lead along lines of effort and sacrifice as to
secure the budgets in spite of ait difficulties.

Wed. 16. Vs. 19. And, behold, I send the
promise of my Father upon you: but
tarry ye In the city of Jerusalem until
ye be endued with power from on high.
Read Acts 1:8.

THE1U COMING POWER. Whatever be the
lesson scheduled we shall not leave this subject
of the Holy Spirit's power without some better
understanding of it. You are as pulseless as a
corpse unless clothed upon with this power,
as far as Christian work Is concerned. Was It
to be political power? To some extent, yes.
The gospel as a moral force must make Itself
felt on political Issues. But political power Is
too clumsy an instrument to wield in world
winning. Was it intellectual power? Again,
to some extent, yes. The truth is the greatest
enlightener to the Intellect the world has.
Scripture fertilizes thought. But intellectual-
ism Is too circumscribed and cold to connect
ALL, CLASSES. The unlettered must have the
gospel message. Was it power to work
miracles? In a limited sense, yes. But wit
nessing miracles never changed a sinful heart.
"Neither will they be persuaded if one rose
from the dead." It was HIS OWN SPIRITUAL
PRESENCE working in them and through
them. His eye kindling In their look of com
passion. His hand touching with tenderness
as their own was outstretched. His heart
beating in loving sympathy as theirs went out
to the multitude. His tone in their every
utterance. So that they could say: "It is no
longer I that live but Christ liveth In me."
This Is to be endued with power from on high.

Pray: For the ten thousand members of the En
listed Men's Bible and Prayer League in the Army

and Navy.

Thurs. 17. Vs. 49. Tarry In Jerusalem.

Read Acts 1 :5.

WHY WAIT? What was the sense of wait
ing? Are they not already equipped? They
are not. Why? Had they not been with him
in his ministry? Had they not seen his mighty
miracles? Had they not heard his matchless
sermons? Had they not witnessed his passion,
his crucifixion, his burial, his resurrection?
Why not start out at once and tell what they
kr«w? Not yet; be patient: do not rush in
..iid spoil God's plan. They had not yet the
most Important equipment—the coming of the
Holy 8plrlt. When He came he took that little
handful of Incompetents and turned the world
upside down. Don't try to get along without
that. If you do, It will he but the false start
of a flat failure. Jesus Christ himself did not
start his work until the Spirit came upon him
in full power. At his baptism the Holy Ghost
came upon him. "Jesus, full of the Holy
Spirit, returned from the Jordan and was led of
the Spirit In the wilderness." There he de
feated the Devil. Later, in his home town he
said: "The Spirit of the Lord Is upon me be
cause he hath anointed me to preach." Would
you work with power—wait upon the Lord.

Pray: For the work of the Associations^ in Indian
Schools, and for the students who are being trained
for leadership among their people when they return

to the reservations.

Frl. 18. Vs. 48. And ye are witnesses of

these things. Read 2 Cor. 4.

TOWER PUT TO USE. What are you going

to do with this power when you get It? Go on
the witness stand and tell what you know. Do
you realize that Jesus Christ is still on trial in
this world? He Is the subject of universal con
troversy. On one side are ranged ah the hosts
of hell. They have been challenged to testify, to
produce one redeemed life. They fail. Now
Jesus turns to us and says: Please take the
stand and tell what God hath done for thy soul.
Ye are my witnesses. Can we sit with sealed
lips and disappoint him? You see he is count

ing on us to go to the uttermost parts of the
earth for him. He left no buildings, no writ
ings, no memorials—he left Just us, and said,
I leave it all to you; I am depending upon you.
That blessed confidence should, long ago, have
compelled all Christians to finish this world-
sweeping campaign. Under its iinpu.se those
early disciples went until they dropped in their
tracks. There are some religious bodies that
will not admit a man to membership unless he
will publicly witness to vital power of the gos
pel in his own experience. Most churches
would have to revise their rolls if this were
universally required. Why not—?

Pray: That t the social work of the Associations
during the holiday season may be of such a character
as to contribute to the supreme purpose of the organi

sation.

Sat. 19. Vs. 49. I send the promise of
my Father upon you. Read 1 Cor. 12:27-51.

WHAT FORM WILL IT TAKE? When
this power comes to me personally how will It
be expressed? I have no idea. God knows
you through and through and understands Just
how you can be most effective. Leave that to
him. "The Spirit dlvideth to each severally as
lie will." The task before you is different from
the one before me, and maybe your work will
be to show the world how to bear burdens,
without breaking down under them. Yours,
how to make a fortune a benediction to man
kind. Yours, perhaps the gift of prayer, or
song, or speech, or consolation. There are di
versities of lacks, so there are diversities of
gifts. "The same Spirit." Big-hearted Barna
bas was the son of Consolation. Peter was
built on different lines, and If you wanted a
rousing meeting—send for Peter. Paul was
a natural church builder, theologian, letter
writer, organizer. Apollos was a silver-
tongued orator. Stephen—fine business head,
chairman of Board of Deacons. Just get on
your own Job, put all your energy In it—and
envy no man. If you are In your own place
there Isn't a living man who could fill It like
you do. Be consecrated—and content.

Pray: For "those who go down to the sea in ships,
that do business in great waters," who are exposed
to unusual dangers at this time.

Sun. 20. Vs. 49. Until ye be endued. Read
1 Cor. 15: 1-2.

POWER AND PERSEVERANCE. After
once experiencing the Spirit's power upon you.

keep the open heart. Do not think there's
nothing else to do. Rubinstein said, "If I
omit one day's practice, I know it the next
day, the critics know It the day after, the pub
lic knows it the day after that." Paul said,

"I labored more abundantly than they all."
He succeeds best who takes the most prayerful
pains In his work. Neglect your prayers and
Bible reading and religious meetings. You will
know It the next day, your friends the day
after; after that everybody is on.

"The heights by great men gained and kept.

Were not attained by sudden flight.
But they, while their companions slept,
Were tolling upward In the night."

Eternal vigilance is the price of power.

Pray: That those who preach the Gospel lodax.
may Preach "not with wisdom of words, lest the Cross
of Christ be made of none effect."—1 Cor. 1:17.

Mon. 21. Vs. 49. Endued with power
from on high. Read Acts 2:1-4.

THE SHOT AND THE SPARK. Perhaps
this Illustration will better fix the workings of
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the Spirit. Here is the army before the forts
of Antwerp. The command comes to take
the fort. How? Here is a cannon ball
weighing hundreds of pounds; but that is
a harmless thing; see how I handle it. Now
let a number of men hurl it at the fort,—
it falls as harmless as a feather. Ah, but
put it in the cannon. The cannon—no pow
er there. I stick my head in its Iron mouth
and take it out unhurt. Yes, but you nave left
out the powder; that is the secret. Powder?
Why I have picked up hands full of it at Ft.
Monroe, and it was harmless. Let me show
you how. Place the shell in the cannon, pack
the powder behind the ball. Now for ONE
SPARK OF FIRE. Crash! In the twinkling
of an eye there is a lightning flash, there is
the rushing of a thunderbolt smiting the forti
fications as if It had fallen from heaven. So
with our religious machinery—it Is not worth
more than so much scrap iron without the bap

tism of FIRE.

Pray: That the representatives of the North
American Associations in all farts of the uorld may
be used to strengthen the faith of those troubled by

the warfare among Christian nations.

THE ASCENSION.

Lesson Dec. 20. Luke 24:50-53. Acts 1:1-11.

Tues. 22. Vs. 50. And he led them out
until they were over against Bethany.

Read Luke 24 : 50-53. ,

THE PARTING POINT. He led them until
and then he left them. He stayed with

them until it was best for them that he should
leave them. It was for their own good that he
went when he did. There must be a place
where leaning upon a visible leading must end

in order to make possible that walk by faith,
rather than by sight. The time comes in the
life of the tot when the mother's steadying
hand must be withdrawn and the child must
go it "ALL ALONEY." The time comes in
school life when a diploma is placed in your
hands and the college says—now think for
yourself. The time comes in the life of a lad
when father says: "I have taken care of you
so far—now make good, play the role of a
man." This does not mean abandonment, it
means the larger life. Find your legs and learn
to stand on them; use your head and think
through it; show your enterprise and make a
living. So Jesus said: "It is expedient for you
that I go away." The ascended Teacher watches

with loving interest while this descending
Spirit develops their untried powers. The sense
of the companionship of Christ is never lost,
and you and I know just what He expects us
to do. Friends, you are on high ground when
you step out on faith. If you have only strength
to wabble from chair to chair, keep on—you

will walk with firm step soon.

Pray: For college deputation bands going out dur
ing the holidays, that they may be used in winning

many young men to Christ.

Wed. 23. Vs. 50. And He led them out

until— Read Ps. 23.

STILL IN THE LEAD: We must make it
plain that this departure was not desertion.
The leadership of Jesus is just as clear to-day
as If we saw His person before us upon the
pavement. "The steps of a good man are or
dered by the Lord." Sometimes by an lrreslst-
able pressure in a certain direction. "And the

Lord spake unto me with a strong HAND."
There is a grasp upon the arm you cannot
shake off. Sometimes by love's language of the
glances of the eye. "I will guide thee with
mine eye." This is an inward suggestion as
gentle as the face of a sunbeam. I have seen
a mother, In a room full of company, give a
look at one of her children—not a word was
spoken, yet the child would stop in the middle
of some statement—or, perhaps, get up and
leave the room. This kind of leadership Implies
Intimate fellowship. There are some experi
ences too delicate for clumsy words. "They
looked unto him and were lightened." Of course
mules and horses have to be driven with bit

and bridle, as the psalmist says, but a wok is
enough for a lover. Jesus looked on Peter—it
broke his heart. "Look unto Him all ye ends
of the earth."

Pray: That the spirit of Him who "came not to
be ministered unto but to minister" may characterise
the Christmas season.

Thurs. 24. Vs. 50. And he led them out
until— Read Num. 22: 22-26.

THE GUIDANCE OF THE STONE WALL.
There is a leading by hinderance. Did you
never come up against a stone wall—that was
simply Christ saying STOP—THE OTHER
WAY. Balaam had an angel standing squarely
across his path. Paul wrote: "I wanted to
come to you but was Spirit stopped." Never
fret; this is as much a part of. God's plan
as an open path.

"A streamlet started singing seaward—ho!
But found across the path its fancy planned
A stone which stopped it with the stern com
mand,

'Thus far and never farther shalt thou go.'
Then, where the tiny stream was wont to now,

A shining lake appeared with silver strand.
Refreshing flower-strewn fields on either
hand—

Reflecting starry skies and sunset glow."

If stopped, keep sweet until started again.

Pray: That we may have wisdom to "mark them
which cause divisions and offences contrary to the
doctrine which we have learned, and avoid them."
—Rom. 16.17.

Frl. 25.
Luke 2:

Good will toward men.
13-21.

Read

MY CHRISTMAS GREETING TO YOU.
GOD BLESS YOU, MEN. I shall compose you
a Christmas sentiment. Here it is:

If I could fill your days with sunshine,
And make every moment bright,

If I could crowd the year with blessings,
'Twould be my soul's delight.

But God sets limits to all the powers of man;
Just believe—I would if I could—and know HE

wills and CAN.

Pray: That Christmas joy wiav fill all hearts, and
that Christinas cheer may be generously provided for
those in poverty.

Sat. 26. Vs. 50. And He led them out
until— Read Ex. 13: 20-22.

SOME PLAIN STEPS IN A PLAIN PATH.
I linger on this business of following your un
seen Leader, for therein lies your peace, prog
ress, power. BE YOURSELF. Jesus Christ
has a plan for you entirely different from that
of any other man. A simple, unaffected life Is
one of the most forceful, original things in
this world. We are running to PATTERNS in
our clothes, conversations and Christianity.
Self-expression is being crushed out of us by
the "customary." God has never required us
to measure ourselves by the performances of
others. When God made you he made some
body different from every other somebody in
the universe. There never was another man
Just like you, and there never will be. The
tiling which God will lead you to do will be a
bit different from everything anybody else has
ever done. You are to be a new creature in
Christ Jesus, not a very poor carbon copy of
another character. To try to imitate any other
individual is to be a flat failure—worse, an
Impostor. Little Billy Sundays are fizzles. The
genuine Billy Sunday, God-led, is a giant. Da
vid had too much sense to put on another's
armor—but he could do things with a sling.

Pray: For the Associations and employed officers
on the Canal Zone, in Porto Rico, the Philippines and

other isolated fields.

Sun. 27. Vs. 50. And He led them out
until— Read Gen. 24 : 27.

SATISFIED WITH SHORT VTEWS. If
.lesus Christ is going to be your life's guide,
let it go at that. Put out your foot—even If
you can't see where it is coming down next.
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It will land solidly all right. Christ is not go
ing to spread before you the whole chart of
your career. There is no contract for a foot
ahead. "Follow me," Is all He said—that is
:safe enough. I know from His character He
•could not lead me Into anything wrong. I

lknow from His ambition for me that He plans

'bigger and better things for me than I could
ipossibly plan for myself. "It doth not yet ap

pear what we shall be—but we shall be like
Him." I know from my experiences of the
past, in trials, temptations, successes, life's in
tricacies, every time I followed Him I came off
more than conqueror. I know that if I keep
going in His direction I will come out where
He dwells. "I go to prepare a place for you."
The great question with me Is not what will

I get—but where am I going? and that depends
upon who I am following.

Pray: That on this last Sunday of the year, the
Gospel may appeal to unconverted young men with
unusual and saving power.

Hon. 28. Vs. 50. And He led them out

until— Read John 14: 13-18.

SPIRIT SHOWN. I know the illumining
Spirit makes plain the path. "If any man lack
wisdom let him ask of God." How many of
life's failures would have been avoided, how
many spoiled plans would have succeeded If
we had not blindly blundered in our self-di
rected courses. Men are trying to do one thing
when they are fitted for another. Parents try
ing to force their children Into positions of
prominence when they ought to be steering a
mule across a corn field, or smothering the
'pulsing ambition of a young prince. In too
many cases we have played the fool with our
future, when the Guiding Spirit was ready to
show us to our highest success. I am con
vinced, if any man will open his heart to
heaven's influence he will settle Into his proper
place Just as truly as the needle settles to the
pole. "But I have sense enough to direct my
own movements"—I dare you to face the pros
pect just the other side of the cemetery.

Pray: That European Christians may remember
Ike exhortation, "if thine enemy hungert feed him: if
he thirst, give him drink, for in so doing thou shall
hemp coals of fire on his head." Rom. 12:20.

Tues. 29. Vs. 51. And it came to pass
while he blessed them, he parted from
them. Read John 14 : 27-28.

A BROKEN BENEDICTION. On this verse
alone I could establish the truth of these wit
nesses and the inspiration of the Scriptures.
What genius, among the sons of men, could
have—unaided by the Spirit—written a proper
conclusion to the life of Christ. Given His
glorious birth-story, with the heralding angels,
the subsequent life with its triumphant res
urrection—now would you make it appropri
ately close? The climax must be in keeping
with the commencement. What a travesty the
world's best brain would make of It. Who
would dare attempt the task? Yet these un
lettered men take up the pen and tell the end
without lowering the dignity of God. They
made the earthly career close consistently be
cause they set down the facts. Christ went out
of sight with an unfinished benediction upon
His lips. "Like the song of an ascending bird
singing itself out of sight." The incomplete
farewell Indicates the certainty of His com
ing hack. You have heard one-half of the
sentence now—the other half you shall hear
presently. "Even so come, Lord Jesus."

Pray: That the International Committee and all
Association organisations closing their fiscal year at
the end of this month may be enabled to do so with

out a deficit.

Wed. 30. Vs. 11. Ye men of Galilee, why
stand ye gazing Into heaven? Read Acts

1: 1-11.

SKY GAZING. Jesus had gone out of sight
into heaven and these disciples stood rooted
to the spot gazing at the sky. Just as we stand
Kazlng at an empty chair. Two angels stood
by and asked them WHY THE GAZE? There
was no rebuke In the question. Just a callinp
of them back from enervating reverie to life's

stern realities. Just to make them remem
ber their ascended Lord's last words about the
work they had In hand to do. Perhaps the
angels are puzzled over our way of doing
things. They asked the women at the tomb,
"Why seek ye the living among the dead—
He is not here. He Is risen." Somehow they
seem to think we should know better. I know
that we dare not look down too long, or we
shall be too depressed. I know that we dare
not look UP too long, for in the ecstacy of ex
pectation the whole sphere of common service
will be neglected. Life is made up of ordi
nary duties which our Risen Lord wants well
done. Too much ecstacy means evaporation of
energy.

Pray: For the t prisoners^ interned in European
War Camps, that in their distress they may turn to
the Lord.

Thurs. 31. Vs. 11. This Jesus which was
received up from you Into heaven, shall
so come In like manner as ye beheld Him
going Into heaven. Read 1 Thes. 4: 13-18.

HE IS COMING BACK. The return of Jesus
is as certain as His birth. When? In His
own good time—just be ready. Some more
crazy folks have been breaking out in predic
tions because of the present world war. Poor
little calendar Christians. Listen to this story.
It may help: A couple of children used to
meet their father every evening at the six
o'clock train. They would put on clean frocks and
off they would rush; back they would all come
together. One day the father said: "Children,
I will not be back at six today, nor tomorrow.
I don't know when I am coming back." The
children accepted the statement, went on with
their play, but met every six o'clock train for
the week. Saturday night father appeared—
what a glad home-coming he had. Then the
children said: Father, we didn't know Just
when you were coming back, so we've KEPT
CLEAN ALL THE WEEK. Get it—Just keep
clean until He comes back. He asks nothing

more.

Pray: That the closing hours of the old year may
be characterized by serious reflection rather than by

jrirolity and dissipation.

A Texas Mother's Letter

This would be amusing if it were not so pitifully
pathetic in its ignorance, prejudice and assurance of
a hard and narrow life for her boy until he breaks

away.

Young mens Christian Association
I received a card this morning of your Invi

tation to one of your memberships for my Boy
and say I have no fellowship with part of your
proceedings you sent my Boy a Book of your
Instructions some time Back fo your game

tables pool Halls (swimming pool) foot and Bass
Ball and such things now I have stopped my
Boy from playing Balls and such things as for
your Bible studys we have Bibles at horn he
can study if I want him to have any amusemlnt
I will send him where they dont mix up the
things of the world with the worship of God 1

don't understand that such things as foot and
Bass Ball, game tables pool Halls to be any
part of the worship of God I am trying to raise
and teach my Boy different when he gits older
If he partakes of such things he cant say I
lncouraged it or sent him where others did
your indoor Bass Ball reminds me of the song
that is very true.

You can hide your crimes from people And all
those Deavless men. But God can see you the
darkest night And remember all your sins the
Bible says speaking to Christians that ye are as
a city that sits on a hill that cannot be hid and
If such thing as that is of God let It be out
Where It can be seen not like your Indoor Bass
Ball from looking through your Book I dont see
but one thing you have left out that is the wine
table after you would get through with a child
of mine I would feel like he would only Be a

fit subject to go out among the gamblers and
alt doun at their tables now please dont Bother
me or my child with any more such Induce
ments.
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THE BOOK PAGE

Students and the World-wide Expansion of
Christianity.—Report Seventh International
Convention Student Volunteer Movement.

$1.85 net.

This really great volume Is the successor of
the six reportf which have preceded it, each
of which has found a useful place In the liter
ature of the kingdom. If I mistake not, this is
the largest and most complete volume of this
series. It contains the addresses given before
the great Kansas City Convention. The group
ing of the addresses makes it something more
than a disjointed report of the proceedings.
There are sections, for example, on "Africa,"
"China," "India and Southeastern Asia,"
"Japan and Korea," "Latin America," "The
Turkish Empire, Persia, and Arabia." One of
the most complete divisions of the book is that
on "Chinese Students and China's Religious
Awakening," the addresses under that theme
covering more than sixty pages, and including
addresses, among others, by the Hon. H. B. F.
Macfarland, Professor Ernest D. Burton, the
Hon. William Jennings Bryan, Dr: John R.
Mott, Mr. Sherwood Eddy, and a number of
Chinese. Sections of the book, full of Inspir
ing and Instructive material, are those upon
"Laymen and Missions' and "Calls to Service."
The Convention sermons were by Dr. Robert
P. Horton and Dr. Robert E. Speer. Other
notable addresses were by Dean Shailer
Mathews and Hon. J. A. Macdonald. I have
Indicated only a suggestion of the riches which
are spread before the reader, for great speak
ers, with a great message, were heard in every
session. It has been well said: "Taken as a
whole, the volume is much more than a cyclo
pedia of missions brought down to date—the
amount of Information packed into its pages
will Justify the use of that term. It is a
series of interesting discussions of the most
vital questions before Christians of the pres
ent day." No one who has used the former
volumes, such as the one reporting the conven
tion at Rochester four years ago, can fail
to recognize how much may come Into the
life of him who reads, from those pages of
light and truth. An examination of the pres

ent volume indicates that all which was true
of those which have preceded it is true of
this, and still more. To thousands who could
not attend this convention this significant
volume will bring something of the atmosphere
and the substance of such a gathering as the
world has seldom seen. It should be In the
library of every Christian worker who wants
to be abreast of the best missionary literature

of the day.

I want to mention four recent publications
which bear the imprint of Association Press,
and I am glad that we have the privilege of
sending out literature exemplified by such pub

lications.

Services of Worship for Boys. Arranged by
H. W. Gibson. Association Press. $0.45

net.

Mr. Gibson, state secretary for boys in
Massachusetts, gives in this very useful
volume suggestions as to outlines of services
on various themes. such as "Courage,"
"Friendship." "Obedience," "Purity," "The

Hills." "The Sea,' 'Easter," "Christmas,'
"Mother's Day" and the like; also helpful and

beautiful examples of prayer, together with
135 hymns specially selected with reference
to boys' use. The book Is bound to find wide

acceptance.

Christian Teaching on Social and Ethical
Questions Confronting Older Boys and

Young Men. By C. C. Robinson. Associa
tion Press. Cloth. $0.50 net.

This is a course of economic and social studies
by one of the International secretaries. Boys'

Work Department. It has an introduction by
Walter Rauschenbusch. and he does not give
his approval to a mediocre book. The title

and the treatment of the various studies are
thoroughly well conceived and suggestively
worked out. Mr. Robinson has done a useful
piece of work. In the midst of the ever increas
ing quantity of literature upon social and eco
nomic questions. It Is refreshing to find a
volume so concise, so well articulated, and so

sane. These studies are doubtless going to be
used in hundreds of groups In the very near

future.

How to Hold a Job. By H. L. Piner. Associ

ation Press. $0.10 net.

Here is a big little book, dedicated to the
average boy who wants to do something, and
to do something more than average. Just
glance at some of the division heads: "Loyalty
and Sustained Interest," "How Some Boys Fail
to Secure Positions," "Debt. Borrowing, Social

Demands, Bank Account," "The Rake-off.
Cigarettes and Beer," "Getting Jobs That Do
Not Exist," "Why Boys Are Discharged." If
this little publication can be put into the hands
of any boy who has the capacity to be "worth
his salt," It will bring forth fruit thirty, and

sixty, and an hundred fold.

Student Standards of Action. By Harrison S.
Elliott and Ethel Cutler. Association Press.

$0.60 net.

I quote a comment upon the book by Pro
fessor Henry B. Wright, of Yale:
"This text-book, the first in a series of

Voluntary Study Courses planned for college

students, is Intended to serve as an introduction
to student life. If it is representative of the
books which are to follow, it unquestionably
marks the beginning of an epoch of great

promise in the study of the Bible in American
colleges. The book Is the result of an ex
haustive study of the moral and religious
problems of Occidental students made by those

most directly concerned with the religious side
of higher education, including twenty-nino
communions of the Christian Church, the lay
agencies of the church, the college faculty and
the student body. It has been tested for a

year in the Freshman class of a large university
with truly remarkable results In the transform
ing of lives and in the reshaping of college tra
ditions. It embodies the results of recent
studies in pedagogy in the presentation of its
subject matter, and of careful Scripture exegesis

in its practical applications. In the words of
its editors. 'It begins with the problem, and

then seeks the Bible principles which alone
will solve the problem.' The directness and
reasonableness of this appeal will not be lost on
college men and women. The message is one
for which they have been waiting.

"Professor George Burton Adams assigns as
an important reason for the rapid advance of
Christianity In the first three centuries, the
fact that it attacked squarely the characteristic
sins of the age. and not only taught, but demon
strated, that the inner character. If not right,
might be transformed by the grace of God. The
present text embodies more nearly than any
which has yet been written for American stu
dents this apostolic spirit and method. We
predict for the studies a great field of useful
ness and look forward with eager anticipation
for the next volume in this significant series."

THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS as it ap

pears in the first five pages of this issue

will be reprinted by Association Press in a

16-page pamphlet, envelope size, and mav

be had at $10 per 1.000, $6 per 500, or $1.50

per 100. This makes available for practical

use what is probably one of the strongest

interpretations of the Association's service

and opportunity.
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Current News and Comment

Pith and Point of Association News in Paragraphs

No News Notes will be printed in the January issue.

After Ralalng $50,208 in the first

week of Pittsburgh's fiscal year

last month In all its branches,

Pierce writes: "Timidity and lack

of good hard work is the biggest

danger this year rather than un

willingness on the part of the

public to respond. No American

city has been harder hit by war

conditions than Pittsburgh, yet

we have never known our people

to respond with more readiness.

My own opinion is that if men

will take off their coats and are

willing to pay the price In care

ful planning and in hard work

we will get what Is necessary and

will not have to quit the job. We

are not out of the woods yet, but

we are still fighting."

Pittsburgh Placed in the hands

of each of the 4,500 men attend

ing the great meeting addressed

by the President a four-page

summary of the world-wide Asso

ciation's work, Including facts

about Pittsburgh. Among them

were that it had thirteen branches,

10,588 members, 735 serving on

committees, 110 gymnasium lead

ers, 242 athletic teams with 810

men on them, 921 students in ed

ucational classes, 474 on religious

work committees, and 2,143 men

and hoys In Bible classes. It

held 888 meetings for men and

boys, with nearly a thousand con

verts, of whom 252 have Joined

churches. The attendance was

143.666 at the meetings and 206,-

730 at summer industrial com

munity centers. Its expenses

were $167,988. And then, of

course, it had Its list of urgent

needs which Included $55,000 an

nually, $500,000 for partial endow

ment. $45,000 to complete three

buildings, $15,000 for swimming

pool and improvements In a Boys'

Branch, besides $75,000 for a Col

ored building.

For Four Solid Weeks Puehler

of Montana will meet a class

each successive night in different

Associations In the state to dis

cuss and teach personal evange

lism. This will mean hard travel

because of the long distances of

the West. At Billings a large

class of county teachers are fol

lowing See's course.

A Big Thanksgiving Celebra

tion, In which the Y. W. C. A.

joins hands, is planned again at

Minneapolis for the twentieth

year. These big parties often

draw together 600 or 700 young

men and women. A big program

will be largely provided by the

young men and women themselves

on New Year's day and evening.

It Is not unusual to have 50 to

100 different persons taking part

in providing the entertainment of

the evening.

The Year Book is being serious

ly studied by secretarial groups,

some to know their standing for

the pride of the thing, others to

find their weak spots to brace up.

When Duluth found Itself ninth

in religious meetings held and

forty-seventh in attendance It

started serious inquiry right away

to know why and remedy It.

A Lost Boy.—Locate If you can

Alden Barnard, who left Ridge-

wood, N. J., a year ago. He Is

5 feet 6, dark brown eyes, heavy

curly hair, ruddy complexion,

pimples perhaps. His father was

once physical director at Albany.

Notify Secretary, Ridgewood, N. J.

The Bachelor of Ugliness Elec

tion at Houston was a big

ger success than ever: over 600

present. This Is called "one of

the best social affairs of the

year." It Is in reality a popular

ity contest with three dormitory

and one outside man as candi

dates. The winner receives a

big leather medal and the honor

of being considered the homeliest

man in the membership for one

year.

The Big Meeting at Indianap

olis opened Nov. 6th with 350

men In the concrete organiza

tions, making It effective.

Corresponding Members In On
tario and Quebec secured $1,000

for work for and with the Can

adian soldiers.

Report Blanks of the Kentucky

Miners' Associations provide not

only for detailed statement of fig

ures, but a space for reports

headed "Out of the Lives of

Men." Such stories as these make

the reports look as If they had to

do with human beings as well as

statistics. Here are two para

graphs:

"A former motorman was a man

with a bad history who had served

time in prison for murder. A
personal conference led him to
give up whiskey and go to church.
He works regularly and is sober,
and spends some time at the As

sociation."

"Mike , a man who has a
bad record for drinking and shoot
ing up things, is acting quite de
cent for the past two pay days.
After a personal conference he ex
pressed the desire to live better
and be more orderly. He spends a
great deal of his extra lime in

the Association rooms, and is at
tending the evening school."

On the Great White Way, West

Side, New York's automobile

meetings have led great numbers

of men to sign "advice and coun

sel" cards, which have led to In

terviews resulting frequently In

definite decisions for the Chris

tian life, a readjustment of habits

and all of life.

Thanksgiving for men away

from home at Edmonton, Alberta

—and it's a long way from any

where there—brought men of a

dozen nationalities together last

month. The man who got the

lustiest cheer was a German, who

said: "I am from Germany, but

I am now a Canadian." A score

of university students are vol

unteer instructors in teaching

foreigners. Two advanced classes

are led by the registrar of the

University, another by a senior

professor.

A Layman and a Minister, each

speaking twelve to fifteen min

utes, with a half hour of vocal

and Instrumental music—makes

the meeting go at Amsterdam

and breaks the stiffness of a sin

gle long address. Seventy high

school, 60 Junior and 25 employed

boys, and 55 seniors are in Bible

study.

"Fellowship" emphasized along

all lines at East Liberty Branch,

Pittsburgh, Is bringing "wonder

ful results," for men want friend

ship more than things.

Book Reviews In Minneapolis

staff conference was so success

ful and meant so much to the

staff last year that it Is follow

ing It out again. Among the

books being reviewed are: "The

Enlarging Conception of God," by

Youtz; "Psychology and Industrial

Efficiency," by Munsterberg;

"Primer of Scientific Manage

ment," by GUbreth; "Psychic

Treatment of Nervous Diseases,"

by Dubois; "Nerves In Order," by

Schofleld: "Ethics and Modern

Thought," by Eucken; "New

Basis of Civilization," by Patten;

"One Thousand Homeless Men,"

by Mrs. Solenberger; "Twentieth

Century Socialism," by Kelley:

"The Latent Energies of Life," by

Brown; "Education of the Will,"

by Payot; "Psychology of Charac

ter," by Levy; "Growth and Edu

cation," by Tyler. These reviews

are carefully prepared in writing

and then discussed. The plan is

commended to any Associations

that want to keep their secre

taries alive and thinking.

Look Out for a man called

Edw. R. McCowan, with a mem

bership card from Clearfield, Pa.,

which was stolen. Take It up.

Clarence Sinclair, a boy of 18.

was a thief at Detroit. W. E. Hed-

rlck Is wanted at Marlon, lnd.,

for cashing worthless checks.

Ralph L. Lushbaugh Is wanted

at Marion, lnd., and Pontlac, 111.,

for cashing worthless checks.

Thos. C. Hullam, of Reading, Pa.,

la a board bill beat, and C. R.

Demar, Newark, O., Is a fraud.
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"This Way Out" faced the peo

ple of Honolulu at every turn, and

was flashed out by the big elec

tric sign on the building. This

was the interpretive word of

the Association printing, the press,

and talks on "the way out" of

WltidSalley Jobs; a bracer for

'the man who "gets up tired" and

■Is run down physically; for the

'man 'who is losing out in tempta-

'tioR'3 from drink, filth and pro-

•fahity; for the lonesome man and

•the fellow on the street who sees

"nothing ahead. It was the theme

in men's meetings and Bible

classes and well interpreted the

Association's work in every de

partment.

More Than 5,000 Presents for

the orphans of Kurope were se

cured by the Utica Association.

The request was for 1,000. The

membership Is larger, and so Is

the attendance at the Bible

classes and the shop meetings,

which are opened with increased

interest.

In Two Days $5,000 was raised

at Fort Smith, Ark., for com

munity work.

The Lyceum Course at Phoenix,

Ariz., was sold out with 625 sea

son tickets. It includes, besides

ipopular features, six lecturers

:from the University at Tucson.

At the opening reception 1,000

•guests were met.

The Point was Well made in a

*KaW*ias paper at the opening of

'tW* fall work that "Kansas Y. M.

A.'s open to 250,000." Then

enumerated the facts that 3,000

men would begin that month sys

tematic gymnasium work, and

7,000 night school, 2,843 in col

lege and academy Associations,

etc. It made an impressive story

of State enterprise.

Tuskaloosa, Ala., will resumo

its work after a campaign which

provided for funds and repairs.

The town responded in fine spirit,

although the directors talked dis-

couraglngly of closing If money

enough was not sent Into them.

As a Social Center the Raleigh

building is proving up. Over 35

■outside organizations meet there.

This promotes a harmony and

Understanding and prevents much

overlapping.

This Is the Way things come

back home by a roundabout way.

At the convention of insurance

men a speaker quoted with great

effect, 'My Guide"—the life pur

pose of Thomas Van Alstyne. a

Cornell graduate who was killed

in the course of his duty. This

was taken down In shorthand

and reprinted in Muskogee, Okla.,

and circulated with effect among

business men. and used as the

theme of an address before the

Rotary Club. Now comes the

suggestion that it be printed in

Association Men. It was first

printed in its columns several

years ago, and undoubtedly the

quotation was from that.

The Advisory Council of IS

leading men of Cincinnati, Includ

ing such men as J. N. Gamble

and Charles B. Taft, are more

than figureheads, meeting regu

larly with the board In December

and May. The changing of the

fiscal year from October 31st to

April 30th is a right move.

Send Stamps when writing for

printed matter. It's worth send

ing a two-cent stamp for the

secretarial contract S. W. McGill,

Nashville, has Issued.

"Hard Timet" cry at Red Bank

was a "far cry." Men who gave

$5 in the 1912 campaign gave $10,

those who gave $10 made it $25,

and one $5 giver made it $50 with

the understanding it was to be

annual. And some added, "If

you make a start for a new build

ing I'll make It $100 a year Instead

of $25 now." The leader of the

campaign, while not a Christian,

said his deepest impression and

reason for pushing for this money

was his occasional attendance at

the high school boys' Bible class,

in which 25 had enrolled in a noon

class, which worked a decided

change in the high school boy

life. "That was worth raising

money for." he said.

"Trail Blazing Is some Job,"

writes a secretary who is opening

a new building in a town where

they have not had Association

work for fifteen years. It means

much to shape the sentiment of

four hundred new men, especially

when they want to smoke in the

lobby and bowling alleys; but it's

pushing meetings and Bible

classes helps to put the right

spirit in control.

H. A. Cozzens of Newark said

there would be no celebration of

the completion of his thirty years

of service as secretary of one As

sociation. Yet the Newark Call

did a little celebrating on Its own

account, and had a full-page

story of that thirty years and

what it has meant to Newark—

of course, with the veteran's pic

ture. And then his associates in

veigled him Into a noon lunch

November 14th and handed him a

book of "testimonials." Mr. Coz

zens, like Sinclair and McBurney.

"stuck to his Job and plugged."

It really surprised him to hear

the good words said about him,

and when asked what was the

reason for his success for thirty

years, during which the Associ

ation gained a building worth

$250,000 with land purchased, and

more in hand toward the second,

he said: "We pay our bills, we

have team work, we do religious

work." Many men are in the min

istry, such as Dr. Charles L.

Mead, Dr. Frederick E. Taylor,

and In the secretaryship, as R. B.

Sinclair and E. O. Andrews, in

whose life shaping Cozzens had

a share, the best testimony Is

that his son expects to take up

Association work and his daugh

ter is secretary of the Y. W. C.

A. in Jersey City. He has no

thought of quitting now or soon.

The Association Motion Picture

"Clearing House," H. E. Dodge.

Fall River, Mass., secretary, will

send a copy of their lists to any

Association for a two-cent stamp.

The "Clearing House" asks any

Association sending for these lists

to enclose a list of the pictures

that have been shown in their

Association during October and

November and Invites all Asso

ciations that have motion picture

reels showing any form of Asso

ciation activities to send Mr.

Dodge the name of the picture,

feet in reel and terms of use.

The Employed Officers' Confer

ence program was shaped up at

a meeting in Detroit Oct. 6. Most

of the men chosen have accepted

their places on the program and

the work of the commissions has

started in most instances.

George Warburton has been ap

pointed a member of the Social

Service Commission by the City

Council. This commission has

charge of all the relief and char

itable work of the city. He is

also a member of the Vice Com

mission. And incidentally he has

had a hand in raising over

$2,000,000 of the patriotic funds.

Ten years ago money-raising was

a foreign thing to him.

Overheard in the sixth floor

washroom of the Boston Associa

tion as two men were shaving;

"This is a great institution."

"You bet." "Good as a hotel."

"Better, you can amuse yourself

downstairs at games, clubs,

classes and societies." "Takes

the place of home." "Yes, but

not always." (Evidently engaged)

"Acts as a go-between from one

home to another." "That's it, it

helps him to forget for awhile,

though it doesn't take the place

of home." "And helps one to for

get in the right way." "Yes.

that's the main thing." The

razors were put away by this

time and then the men left the

room.

Wilmington, Del., put its case

before its contributors in an

eight-page leaflet which com

manded attention by graphic sur

vey showing increases of 1 per

cent, to 197 per cent. This will

show how It was done:

Men and Boys Visited

Building Increase

1910 71,175

1914.... 147,825 107%

Number of Members

1910 665

1914 1,117 97%

Attendance Men's Meetings

1910.... 1,184

1914.... 2.556 115%

Attendance Bible Classes

1910 1.214

1914.... 2,681 120%
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Your Entertainment Problem Solved by

New Ideas for Entertaining

The biggest and greatest collection of new ideas yet published.

Compiled and edited by E. P. Frenz, for many years editor of

Hints, the only magazine devoted exclusively to entertaining.

You need this book for your Y. M. C. A., your home, your

church, society or school. You will never want for ideas to enter

tain your friends at short notice, in a most pleasing manner, if you

have a copy on hand. No apparatus or expense required in carry

ing out these tried and tested entertainment hints. You need only

this book and your effort to plan the grandest entertainments,

games, parties and socials.

This handsome cloth bound book is a popular i2mo. size printed on tine book paper

from new plates, and is handsomely bound in cloth. It offers practical suggestions for enter

taining at Christmas, New Year's, Valentine's Day, Washington's Birthday, The Fourth of

July, Hallowe'en, Thanksgiving, and all the various holidays of the year when some special

preparation is necessary. Who has not racked their brains until they were nearly worn

out, trying to think of new ways of entertaining? For the benefit of those hospitably in

clined, we are offering a book which will solve this problem and be the means of giving

much pleasure. All the articles have been prepared by writers of acknowledged reputation,

and only really good things enter into the compilation. Under the chapter headed "Miscel

laneous Entertainments," a long list of suggestions is given which can be adapted to any

occasion. The table of contents embraces the following:—

Airship, Tour in an; Aluminum Shower; Animal Party; April Fool Entertainment; Brownie
Party; Benefit, Tea and Museum; Books and their authors; Bazaar Decorations and Diversions;
Birthday Party, Little Girls; Black Cat Party; Bride, Entertainment for; Brides Maides'
Luncheon; Bridal Showers, Two Novel; Birthday Party for All; Culinary Courtship Coddam;
Captain Kldd's Treasure Chest; Clock Charade; Calendar Party; Country Fair; Candle Party;
Candy Making as a Winter Pastime; Church Entertainment; Church Fair, New Ideas for a;
Chantecler Party; Christmas Tree, Animated; Christmas Eve Frolic; Cherry Tree Party: Chinese
New Year's Party; Dinner of Luncheon for Daughters of the American Revolution; Doll Ba
zaars; Department Store; Easter Coming Out Party- Erin Party; Easter Party; Easter Day
Booth; Flag Party; Fair Booths, Novel; Friendship Party; Feast of the Moon Party; Fortune
Telling with Dominoes; Fourth of July Entertainment; Fortune Party; Fortune Telling by
Cards; Fourth of July Party, Jolly; Gypsy Party; Geographical Evening; Gourd Party; Get
Together Party; Grabbag, New Ideas for a; Green Tea; Heroine Contest; Hallowe'en, With
the Witches of; Hallowe'en Frolic for Children; Hallowe'en, Three Littleville Ghosts; Hallowe'en
Party; Indian Encampment; Indoor Fishing Party; Ides of March; Japanese Social; Japanese
Reception; Left Handed Party; Lemon Social; Longfellow Evening; Literary Courtship; Left
Hand Social; Literary Contest; Memorial Day Entertainment; Mother Goose Party; Musical
Guessing Contest; Measuring Party; Military Euchre; Mrs. Wlggs Cabbage Patch Social; Mys
tery Table for Fair; Nature Party; Newstand, At the; Old Folks Concerte, Ye; Orange Tea Gar
den; Old Maid Auction; Patriotic Favors & Decorations; Presidential Party; Parcel Post and
Free Delivery Social; Penny Social; Pin Social; Progressive Heart Party; Rag Bag Social; Soda

Fountain; St. Patrick's Day Party; St. Patrick's Day; Substitute Christmas Tree; Shamrock-
Luncheon; Shakespeare, Evening with; St. Patrick's Day, New Ideas for; Shadow Entertain
ment- Seven Cent Social; State Social; Twenty, Game of; Thimble Party; Twelfth Night Revel;
Thanksgiving Day Decorations; Twelfth Night Party: Twelfth Night Entertainment; Valentine
Day Entertainment; Valentine Party; Valentine, St., Frolics; Valentine Sociable; Valentine
Masque and Other Parties for Little Folks; Valentine Lunch: Valentine's Entertainment; Valen
tine Party; Valentine's Fair; Village Post Office; Washington Evening; Washington's Birthday
Party Washington's Birthday Dinner; With Cap and Bells; Winter Picnic, Indoor: World's
Fair Miniature- Wooden Anniversary; What Is My Thought Like: Whist Party. Evening May
Day: Washington Birthday Party; Washington Birthday Party; Washington Birthday Party;

Washington Birthday Party; Zoology, Game of.

Send us $1.00 and this useful book is yours. Absolutely indispensable to every Social Secre

tary. It will keep your "stunts" teeming with interest.

ENTERTAINMENT PUBLISHING CO.

1193 Broadway New York
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The Prime Minister of Ontario

Joined the President of Toronto

Association in a call for prayer

signed by fifty leading men of

the city p.edging themselves to

meet each Wednesday at 12

o'clock for a three-quarters of

an hour meeting In the Canadian

Pacific building "for mutual help

and blessing.'* Prayer to a good

many men in Canada now is a

more respected thing than busi

ness shrewdness.

Bishop Waterhouse opened the

Week of Prayer at Asheville with

every seat in the hall filled. The

week was made the greatest

thing on the program for years.

A new Basketball - Bible - Class

League is composed of four

teams of working boys. The boys

are keen in the prayer meetings.

Five Mornings' Prayer Meet

ings, from 7.55 to 8.15, at Eliza

beth, N. J., had an attendance

of believing men. The Gospel is

getting an unusual hearing here,

and men are more eager to talk

about things religious. "The lack

with us here is not doing more

of it."

Gypsy Smith, Jr., opened the

Week of Prayer meetings at Ard-

more, Pa., continuing through the

week.

Week of Prayer at Houston

trought the committeemen of all

departments together one noon

for lunch and special prayer. The

chairman of the religious work

committee presided and made a

strong presentation of the re

ligious work and opportunity in

the Association.

Four Weeks' Series of evan

gelistic noon meetings In the

Montgomery shops on the first

week showed a 50 per cent,

increase and remarkable spiritual

stirring among the men. Monday

noons are being used to get the

speakers and leaders together for

prayer and consultation to push

the campaign.

Fred B. Smith opened the men's

meeting at East Liberty Branch.

Pittsburgh, speaking to 1.000 men.

followed by McConkey and Dr.

Kahnieser. At the weekly stu

dent assembly brief telling ad

dresses on the religious life are

features. The new teaching fac

ulty and the student council

work with it. Every Saturday

night there is a "Lobby Stunt."

and weekly fifty dormitory men

meet for dinner, followed by a

strong talk of a religious charac

ter. These are factors In In

fluencing the 500 new members.

A Gospel Team of eight busi

ness men is doing great service

in small towns and country

churches around Fairfield, Iowa-

Eugene Palmer, a Billy Sunday

convert, and formerly member

ship secretary in Ottumwa, re

cruited the team and has been

the insplrer of its activities.

Hundreds of conversions have re

sulted.

The Goal Michigan Set five

years ago to increase the work

fourfold was shown to be fully

met at its October convention.

It has secured $48,137 endow

ment.

"I Am Finding that the Associa

tions that have a strong religious

motive are the ones that are

weathering the storm in the best

shape. In one or two of our As

sociations, where it is entirely

lacking, we are having a struggle

to keep things going."

War Conditions are seriously

affecting the finances of many

Canadian Associations, but the

great majority of the boards of

directors are meeting the situ

ation in a self-sacrificing and

courageous spirit, and expect to

win out. An encouraging feature

is the increase of interest in

spiritual matters among young

men and their openness to ap

proach through personal touch.

Some Associations report de

creased membership, but more

men and boys using the buildings

and equipment.

Washington has settled down

to a steady winter siege to se

cure $50,000 to clean up the ag

gregated debt. Friends are mak

ing generous and splendid sacri

fices to help. Membership is

holding steady, with a slight de

crease in the physical department

and an increase in the educa

tional.

A "Welcome Home" dinner

brought out leading men of San

Diego to give a testimonial ban

quet to George W. Marston. He

gave them a view of worldwide

Association work which led him

"to take off my coat and go to

work again for the T. M. C. A."

The signatures of the guests ap

peared in a five-column news

paper cut the next morning.

Mr. Taft and A. E. Marling

will be guests of honor and speak

ers at Brooklyn anniversary din

ner, February 4th.

"To Join Hands for a one-day

campaign to raise $1,000 by sub

scription for the state work" was

:i resolution of Tampa, Florida,

men following a business men's

dinner, in which state advance

and service was talked of. Jack

sonville has raised $1,800, Au

gusta $1,200.

Hon. W. J. Bryan was the

principal speaker at a recent

membership dinner In Omaha, to

which he "dropped In," as he

always feels free to do, especially

in his home state of Nebraska.

Seattle's Annual Volunteers'

Conference has been so valuable

that it is expected that It will

hereafter cover ten days and In

clude a hundred men.

Directors and Secretaries, and

their wives, met together for sup

per at the opening of the season

to hear a full statement of the

all-round program, which brought

a better Interest at Elizabeth,

N. J., and will mean intelligent

sympathy to the family.

The Original By-Laws and Con

stitution of the Pittsburgh Asso

ciation, printed in 1854, turned

up from Ohio at the anniversary

meeting—a prized and precious

locument which, with the five of

the seven surviving members

present at the great meeting, was

received with honor.

Dr. Cadman was greeted by 800

men at the opening of his series

of services at Bedford Branch.

Brooklyn. His fifteen minutes

answering questions fairly boils

with interest.

Mexican Refugees by the dozen

have been helped by the Beau

mont Association to find Jobs,

and then find themselves as new

Americans. Besides teaching 360

boys to swim, the secretary writes

from a carpenter's bench in the

dismantled building, "The con

tractor failed. The whole secre

tarial force worked on the Job.

along with the carpenters to fin

ish the building. The entire

force of workmen line up dally

at noon for Bible study. A man

who gave $25 for the foreign

work got so interested through it

that he has since given $50 for

the church's foreign work, and

then gave himself with his coin

to the church."

Savannah's Employed Force is

"getting down to brass tacks" in

work and study. One morning

each week is given to a special

study of some topic. They have

considered "Membership Promo

tion," "What the Physical De

partment Should Stand For,"

"How May We Best Serve All the

Boys of Our Community," "Our

Obligation to Men in the Dormi

tory." "What I Learned at Blue

Ridge," "The Personal Life of the

Employed Officers."

In Dealing With Men with

doubts, feeling for a foothold for

their faith, men are using with

helpfulness the experiences from

"Adventures in Faith"—"Help."

A secretary, writing from the

West, said: "'My Friend the

Atheist' had a vivid Interest to

me. It ought to be of use to men

in the brotherhood who are either

passing through the same experi

ence or dealing with men of that

mental attitude." This series of

Adventures will soon appear In

book form from Association Press.

The Washington Directors re

ceive a check-up sheet each year

showing their annual attendance

at meetings. This not only stimu

lated Interest, but secured the

resignation of one. Such a

scheme will serve a great pur

pose on a few boards.
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The American

Standard Bible

Edited by the American Revision Committee

This is the same old Bible that we

have always used, but it gives the.

exact meaning of the inspired writers,

in the language of to-day instead of in

the language used three hundred years

a m ago. It has been tried and

tested now for twelve years by

all the Colleges, Theological

Seminaries and Bible Training

Schools in the United States,

and has become with them as

with the Editors of all Sun

day-school periodicals, the au

thorized standard version of

the Bible.

For many years it had been

felt that a revision of the

Bible was necessary, and as

early as the year 1856, an ef

fort was made in the British

Parliament to have a Royal

Commission appointed to make

such a revision. This effort

failed, but in 1870, the Convo

cation of Canterbury appointed

a Commission of eminent Bib

lical scholars as an English

Revision Committee, and this

Committee requested the leading Biblical

scholars from all denominations in the

United States to co-operate with them as

the American Revision Committee.

This American Revision Committee de

voted thirty years to the work and at the

end of that period produced what is now

recognized as the best version of the Scrip

tures ever published in the English lan

guage—THE AMERICAN STANDARD

BIBLE.

The American Revision Committee had

access to the oldest and most authentic

manuscripts, the most important of which

were undiscovered when the King James

Bible was published in 1611 ; they also had

the benefit of the latest revisions made by

England, Germany, France. Holland, Nor

way, Sweden and Denmark, as well as the

great advance made in textual criticism,

Biblical geography and archaeology during

the last fifty years.

The American Standard Bible is made in over
200 styles, at prices from 35 cents up, and can be
obtained of all booksellers. Send at once for inter
esting and instructive booklet, "The Wonderful
Story of How the Bible Came Down Through the
Ages."

THOMAS NELSON & SONS

Publishers for the American Committee

381 N Fourth Avenue New York

 

Get Service, Gentlemen,

as well as Comfort

and Correct Design

A furniture expert is

always at your com

mand and a postal

puts you in touch with

a "live" department,

anxious to "go MORE

than half-way" in

pleasing you.

Jamestown Lounge Company

Comfortable Upholstery for the Y. M. C. A.

JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK, U. S. A.

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers. 11
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With the

Management

This picture
shows ASSOCIA
TION MEN ex
hibit at Buffalo
Central during

their special effort
In October. Here

600 individual sub
scriptions were
added to their list,
which represents
nearly A vo per

cent increase over
last year, as was

the ease in 1913. L.
IP* Shumway was
the o r g a n I z I ng
genius, ably sup
ported by members of the Secretarial staff.

Bedford Branch, Brooklyn, comes next In the
role of honor. Under the leadership of Mr.

Hammond, nearly 409 two year subscriptions
were secured. We can always count on Bed
ford Branch taking up their place, and making

good on the question of ASSOCIATION MEN
when the appointed time comes round.
Camden, N. J., employed force, under the

leadership of Mr. Hedrlck, secured 300 sub
scriptions In about two days. They have set
aside a date In November each year as "AS

SOCIATION MEN DAY."
Norristown, Pa., a small Association with a

membership of some 200, under the leadership
of Mr. Curtis, has started out for a steady sub
scription list of 300 readers of ASSOCIATION
MEN. Already 75 subscriptions have been sent
In. Here is an example of emulation. Write
and ask any of the above Associations if the
effort was worth while.

If every Association would set aside a definite
period on their schedule for the promotion of
ASSOCIATION MEN, we would begin to get on
s sure basis. This would reduce the special
plea which Is now found necessary. Why not
(Nit It on your calendar the same as you do the
Physical department classes?

A number of Associations are conducting spe
cial subscription efforts without Insisting on a
representative of ASSOCIATION MEN being
present. This Is helping us materially In re

ducing traveling expenses, and still increases
the circulation.

State-wide efforts for Kansas and Indiana are
shaping up. State Secretaries Manley and
Stacy are co-operating to the limit of their
power.
Nearly five thousand subscriptions expire with

the December Issue. Lists have been sent to all
secretaries showing expirations In their re
spective cities, with request for help In getting
them renewed. If you will give attention to
this list AS SOON AS YOU GET IT, results
will be sure. In order to progress we MUST
get a NET Increase of 2.000 during the month
of December. WILL YOU HELP?

The followlnq Associations have qualified for
a place on the ASSOCIATION MEN role of
honor by securing at least the fourth of Its se
nior membership, or Its equivalent from other
sources as subscribers to THEIR magazine:

Arizona, Phoenix; Kansas, Leavenworth; New
Hampshire, Concord; New York, Rome; Indiana,
Evansville, Lafayette, Richmond, Vlncennes;
Maine, Rockland, Rockport; Illinois, Belvldere,
Clinton; Minnesota. Minneapolis; Pennsylvania,
Butler, Erie. Johnstown, Mauch Chunk, Norris
town; Texas, Fort Worth, Galveston, San An
tonio, Waco, Big Springs; Missouri. Joplln.

President Wilson's speech In full Is printed In
this Issue. Associations desiring extra copies
should write Immediately as only a limited
number Is available.
Have you ordered your extra copies of the

January Review number? We shall print ac
cording to orders received. Order by December
10th at the latest.
A new folder describing ASSOCIATION MEN

has Just been prepared. We wish to place these
where they will get the best results for us. Let
ii* know now many you can use to advantage.

INTERESTING COMMENTS

From a secretary who took over an Associa
tion that had almost closed Its doors: "If the
men of this city had seen ASSOCIATION MEN
more often. It would not now be necessary to
educate them In modern work."
The President of a corporation with branches

In five of the large cities of this country: "The
reading of Dr. Bull's daily notes paves the way
for a better dally performance of business
duties." A Baltimore business man In renewing
his subscription writes: "I consider the value
received from this expenditure far beyond the
cost. THE NOTES ON THE SUNDAY SCHOOL
ARE THE BEST OF ANY I SEE. Practical,
snappy, up-to-date." MR. SECRETARY, ARE
THERE NOT BUSINESS MEN AND SUNDAY
SCHOOL TEACHERS IN YOUR CITY WHO
OUGHT TO HAVE THE MAGAZINE? DO
A PIECE OF REAL SERVICE AND SEE THAT
IT IS BROUGHT TO THEIR ATTENTION.
We believe that Mr. Larnce has made a clear

case and hope that many Associations will profit
by the example he has shown.

From an Australian Secretary: "ASSOCIA.
TION MEN is a good tonic every month. We
are using at our staff meeting each morning,
'The Message each Day for the Everyday Man'
and find It most helpful. It Is our hope that we
shall get many more of our members to sub
scribe to the Journal."

From a Railroad Secretary: "I believe It Is
money well spent to have these copies sent to
those who have contributed to the support of

the work."
From a Scotland subscriber: "I don't know

how some of us would' get on without 'A.M.,'
which, as Its Initials Indicate, Is always up
early."
We regret to have to announce that Mr. R. E.

Willcox has withdrawn his acceptance of the
position of western representative.
WE WELCOME TO OUR ADVERTISING

PAGES THE FOLLOWING FIRMS:
Abollsher Chemical Co.. Buffalo, N. Y.,

Cleaning Products; Apsley Rubber Co., Hudson,

Mass., Gymnasium Shoes: Theo. Audel &. Co.,
New York City, Books on Electricity; Atlas Edu
cational Film Co., Chicago, Illinois; Portable
Moving Picture Projector; Grand Rapids Book
case & Chair Co., Hastings, Mich., "Lifetime
Furniture;" Masury-Young Co., Boston, Mass..
Metal Liquid Soap Server; Geo. B. Robbins
Disinfecting Co., Boston, Mass., Disinfectants:
Spring Handle Co., Abingdon, III., Floor
Brushes; Entertainment Publishing Co., New
York City; W. A. Wilde Co.. Boston. Mass.
WE REGRET THAT THE FOLLOWING

FIRMS ARE NO LONGER WITH US:
The Dictaphone, New York City; W. H. Dletz.

Chicago, III., Bulletin Board; Arthur Johnson &
Co., Newark, N. J., Athletic Goods; Oxford Uni
versity Press, American Branch, New York
City, Scofleld Reference Bibles; Perfect Safetv
Window Guard, New York City; Geo. L. Shuman
Co., Chicago, III., Publishers of "Modern Elo
quence;" Taylor- Holden Co., Springfield. Mass.,
Publishers of Text Books; University Society,
New York City, Books.

F. A. WILSON-LAWRENSON,
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National

Social Service

Journal

Civics

Charity

Industry

THE SURVEY is a weekly illustrated chronicle of the news of social service work.

It covers the story of the immigrant at Ellis Island and in the sweated trade, child labor,

strikes, industrial accidents and disease, educational reform, organized efforts to cure

and prevent disease and constructive philanthropy.

The Department of Church and Community reports new departures in church work

and special attention is given to developments that have a social service aspect. It is of

value to every leader who is interested in new ways by which religious bodies may serve

their communities. The wide-awake country parish and the institutional city church

are equally represented.

THE SURVEY has been a pioneer in the development of boys' clubs, settlements,

recreation centres in the public schools, playgrounds, vocational guidance and continuation

schools. It brings to the study of all such problems the sympathy, the understanding

and the experience of the civic leaders of the country. It is full of optimism. It mixes

vision and good sense.

THE SURVEY is a fighter for the correction of injustice in life and labor. It believes

in light, airy, sanitary homes and work shops and it insists that it is the duty of society

to provide them. All problems are seen from the viewpoint of "the other half" but the

discussion and the remedies proposed take into consideration the rights of the employer

and the extent of his obligations. THE SURVEY articles are recognized as fair, accurate

and unprejudiced.

The price of THE SURVEY is $3 per year, or we will send to any reader of

Association Men a six months' trial subscription for $ I .

105 East 22d St. SURVEY ASSOCIATES, Inc. New York, N Y.

Re-Filtration Systems for Natatoriums

Y. M. C. A. TYPE

 

Installations in Leading Y. M. C. A.'s and Colleges Throughout the

United States and Canada.

WRITE FOR LIST OF SATISFIED SECRETARIES

NORWOOD ENGINEERING CO., FLORENCE, MASS.

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers. 173
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SECRETARIAL REGISTER

QE.NBEAL 8BCRETAB1E8

Beckett, W. H. j., to Washington, D. C. (Col.)
Black, David, Wlnsted, Ct.. to Beverly, Mass.
Clurk. R. J., Wenatchee, to La Grande, Ore. (RK).
Cramer, J. L., Spokane, to Wenatchee, Wash.
Dietrich, V. E., to Oskaloosa, la.
Fisher, (J. W., Stratford, to Wellaud, Ont.
Glenn, J. R., Decatur. 111., to Ennlii, Tex. iRR).
Hayes, A. R., Rensselaer, to Elmlrn, N. Y. (RR).
HeartwdL C. H., to Hastings, Neb.
Henness, 11. V., Oskaloosa, la., to Mansfield, O.
Irons, A. G., Macon, Ga., res.
Johnson, L. E., Washington, D. C, res. (Col.).
Long, A. C, Mt. Carinel. to RensBeiaer, N. V. (RR).
Morris, G. A., Marlon. Ind., res.
Norvell, B. M.. Waycross, to Macon, Ga.
Pryke, A. E., Brandon, Man., res.
Skeen, J. W., to Chadron, Neb. (RR).
Smith, A. B., Beverly, Mass., to Marion. Ind.
Thorburn, Thomas, to Pts. Jay and Wadsworth, N. Y.
Welta, W. P., Elmira, N. Y., res. (RR).
Wilcox. B. It., to Pasadena, Cal.
Wilson. F. J., to Kingston, Ont.

PHYSICAL DIRECTORS

Ambler, R. A., Corslcana, Tex., to Calumet. Mloh.
Barlow. H. E., to Greensboro, N. C.
Curry, B. C, to Punxsutawney, Pa.
Davis, E. L., Peoria, 111., to Oskaloosa. Ia.
Donnelly, Arthur. Bayonne, to Rldgewood, N. J.
Gregory, Herbert, Rldgewood. N. J., res.
Griffith, W. B.j North Br.. Philadelphia, res.
Hitch, H. T., Knoxville, Tenn.. to Butler, Pa.
McMackln, Howard, to Scottdale, Pa.
Myers, A. W., Port Huron, Mich., res.
Owen. H. R., to Port Huron, Mich.
Peckham, O. P.. Rutler, Pa., res.
Pew, S. C, Jr., Waco, Texas, to Perth AmlKiy, N. J.

boys' work

Clark. W. E., Denver, Colo., to Mollne. 111.
Knebel, H. J., Pasadena. Cal., res.
Rauhauser, C. E., Passaic, to Albany, N, Y.
Severlnghaus, W. C to Ithaca, N. Y.
Wakellng, C. R., Brandon, Man., to Perth Amhoy, N. J.

STATE SECRETARY

Godfrey, B. W to Mississippi.

COUNTY SECRETARIES

Artman. Clarence, to Dodge Co., Wis.
Casler, D. I., to Lorain Co., Ia.
Glasener, F. R.. to Pocahontas Co.. Ia.
Hnngerford, Herbert, Walworth Co., Wis., res.
McDonald, Murl, Pocahontas Co., Ia., res.
Tormohlen, H. F., Union Co., O., to Walworth Co., Wis.

STATE AND INTERSTATE CONVENTIONS

Oregon and Idaho, Newberg, Ore., Jan. 8-10.
Wasbington. Bremerton, Jan. 15-17.
Caroltnas, Winston-Salem. Jan. 29-31.
Colorado, Boulder, Feb. 5-8.
Minnesota, Mankato. Feb. 11-14.
Oklahoma, Tnlsa, Feb. 11-14.
Montana, Helena. Mar. 18-21.
Missouri. Carthage. Feb. 18-21.
Iowa. Marshalltown, Feb. 19-21.
Pennsylvania. Johnstown. Feb.
Texas. College Station, Feb. 19-21.

EMPLOYED OFFICERS' CONFERENCE .

Asllomar. Cal., May 19-28.

THE OLDEST MANUFACTURERS OF

DISINFECTANTS IN THE WORLD

Disinfectants for AH Places

and Conditions

If you want the best that years of experience

has produced, order your next Disinfectants,

Liquid Soap, etc., from

The Geo. B. Robblns Disinfectant Co.

60 Long Wharf Boston, Man.

We manufacture and guarantee all goods sold by us.

Oldest Athletic Good* House in America

IT'S YOUR PRIVILEGE

ANDTOYOURADVANTAGE

TO BUY DIRECT FROM

THE MANUFACTURER

We've made "Quality" Athletic

Goods Since 1847

 

Before outfitting for Basket Ball or Gym, write

us for Y. M. C. A. wholesale price list—you'll be

pleased, as are hundreds of Y. M. C. A.'s, with

our service, quality and prices.

THE HORACE PARTRIDGE CO.

GENERAL OFFICES

75 HAWLEY ST. BOSTON, MASS.

Your building will be the better for using the famous

QUEEN CITY CLEANING PRODUCTS

Queen City Cleaner and Cleanser

Queen City Building Detergent

Queen City Dish Washing Compound

Queen City Laundry Soda

for general cleaning

for marble floors and tile

for dishes

for washing

357 Seventh Street

Prices and information on request

ABOLISHER CHEMICAL COMPANY

Buffalo, N. Y.
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Install Special Courses

The Pace Organization calls your attention to its Special Resident School

Courses which are available for installation in Educational Depart

ments and in Schools—February is a favorable time. The building

of a full program of professional education for Business and for

Accountancy is possible by installing these courses, one at a time.

Notable among the Special Courses

are the following:

LAW FOR BUSINESS MEN: A course which presents the Law as a science,

but without an extended discussion of the Criminal Law and Procedure with

which the business man is but little concerned.

ACCOUNTING : A course which presents Accounting as a science, from the

constructive, operative, and analytical viewpoints, but without the Law.

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION : A course in Applied Economics, Accounting,

Organization, and Law, designed to train men and women in the Science of

Business.

CORPORATION ACCOUNTING : A 17-weeks' course which includes the open

ing and closing of corporation books, the treatment of dividends, reserves,

sinking funds, amortization, syndicates, and related subjects.

COST ACCOUNTING : A 12-weeks' course in Costs, for students with a knowl

edge of Bookkeeping.

FUNDAMENTALS OF ACCOUNTANCY: A 17-weeks' course in Applied

Economics, Fundamentals of Accounting (including Double Entry Bookkeeping),

the Principles of the Law, and the Law of Contracts.

PACE STANDARDIZED COURSE IN ENGLISH, PART I: A 17-weeks'

course, correlating in a practical way the subjects of Grammar, Sentence

Structure, Word Usage, Punctuation, and Letter and Report Writing.

PACE STANDARDIZED COURSE IN ENGLISH, PART II: A 17-weeks'

course, succeeding Part I, correlating the subjects of Grammar, Sentence

Structure, Word Usage, Paragraph Structure, and Letter and Report Writing.

PROFESSIONAL C. P. A. COURSE: This is the well-known professional course

preparing for C. P. A. examinations.

Details will be cheerfully furnished in regard to any of the above courses.

The bulletins and the publicity documents are unique—several of the

latter are used in the public schools as models of English. "Your

Personal Overtime" has been reprinted by Associations and by busi

ness organizations all over the world—it is unequalled as a medium to

arouse educational interest.

PACE & PACE

Pace Standardized Courses in Accountancy, Business Administration,

and English, in Residence and by Extension

30 CHURCH STREET, NEW YORK
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For Every Man in Every Land

AN OUTLOOK AND REVIEW OF THE YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION AND ITS VARIED

AND EXTENDING SERVICE TO ALL SORTS AND CONDITIONS OF MEN AND BOYS

Whenever I think of this Association of Christian young men, I wonder that it has

not already turned the world upside down. I wonder not that it has done so much,

for it has done a great deal, but that it has done so little; and I can only conjecture

that it does not realize its own strength, I can only imagine that it has not yet got

its pace. I wish I could believe, and I do believe, that at seventy it is just reaching

its majority, and that from this time out a dream greater even than that George

Williams ever dreamed will be realized in the great accumulating momentum of

Christian men throughout the world. What I am hoping for is that these seventy

years have just been a running start, and that now there will be a great rush of

Christian principles upon the strongholds of evil and of wrong in the world.

—President Wilson at Pittsburgh.

ARUNNING START from the 70-year

majority line is all the Association

ventures to claim in its Every Man

in Every Land outlook and review. It has

perhaps gained its class, got well into train

ing, settled down to its stride, and fixed its

eyes on the goal. The track is open, and

it is world-wide. The prize is EVERY

MAN. There is enough shown in these

pages to prove the Association's adaptation

to meet the needs of all sorts of men, in all

conditions of life and in all kinds of places.

What worked so well with that little

group of drapers' clerks in London seventy

years ago has become inclusive. West Side

department, New York, for instance, has

in its 6,250 members men of two hundred

occupations, of 20 countries, who have come

to New York from 181 cities. At that cos

mopolite Indianapolis meeting of 2,200 men

pictured on page 178 were men of 102 occu

pations and sixteen nationalities. In the

Bible study projection at Detroit (page 182)

is another view of city-embracing purpose.

Philadelphia's charted field (page 181) sug

gests the strategy of conquest. And on

page after page of this issue are shown

performances of the past which give ear

nest of the future. The Association's race

is ahead of it.

In its Every Man Program the Associa

tion has to deal with "men in a world of

men," with boisterous youths in their teens,

independent and indifferent to all but that

which directly appeals to them; with sol

dier and civilian, mechanic and Indian; with

men in foreign ports and manufacturing

centres. Perhaps its greatest asset is its

directorate, aggregating thousands of busi

ness and professional men of Christian

character and affairs who have a sense of

things. To these men Mr. Taft referred re

cently in speaking of his reasons for inter

est in the Association, as he had closely ob-
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served its work, at a banquet of 300 busi

ness men of Brooklyn, when he said: "The

Association unites idealism with common-

sense and optimism with common-sense. It

takes society as it is. You know that no

man is perfect and that every man is sub

ject to temptation. You are dealing with

men of human nature, spirit and soul, all

capable of development. You find men as

they are and help men to be what they

ought to be."

In Every Land—India or China, South

America or Africa—from literati to coolie,

from government official to clerk, the Asso

ciation finds so firm a foothold that Chi

cago's veteran and discerning secretary, re

turning from a world tour, declared: "The

Young Men's Christian Association, with its

recognized needs, definite objective, scien

tific processes in the conduct of its activi

ties, experienced employees and volunteer

leadership, adequate equipment and mar

velous adaptability, may be set down in any

community, among any class of men, in any

land, and make good." And Chu Jui, gov

ernor of Chekiang, who had come into con

tact with the Association while a student at

Tokyo, although not yet a Christian, sent

this word with his gift of $1,000 to Hang-

Chow Association: "I understand the Asso

ciation to be an organization for the promo

tion of religion and the spread of morality

and the salvation of men from a sea of sin.

Such an organization will contribute much

to the welfare of society. I give with pleas

ure."

The Gospel that "finds" every man, who

soever, whatsoever and wheresoever he is,

—for which the Association stands—proves

out. The departments for physical, educa

tional and practical training are as essen

tially religious as the Bible class. Religion

has to do with all the man and every issue.

This idea is brought respectfully and per

sistently to members, one by one, in per

sonal interviews by appointment, and he

realizes his need of religion for a successful

life. This is especially true in Kansas City,

Detroit and Cleveland. In the latter, 337 of

its 554 dormitory men were in Bible classes,

as were also 53 per cent of its students, 424

of its gymnasium men, 238 of its applicants

for employment, besides a vast outreaching

work to groups of men to work for and with.

The call on every man to membership,

personally and persistently presented to

every last man, is a call to self-mastery,

self-realization and to engagement in serv

ice in a spirit of religious faith that is meas

ured by discipleship. Of the membership

of 625,598 in the 2,068 Associations, one in

nine bears special responsibility, 10,130 are

on the leaders' corps, others teach foreign

ers, thousands lead Bible classes, and in

campaigns for building funds and member

ship an army of men engage. Men come to

think more of what they can give than what

they can buy in the Association. A recent

membership call to service and betterment at

Hartford, Conn., sent out over two hundred

of its men with the personal appeal and

added 1,380 to its roll in one week. Boston

and Detroit now number over 7,000 mem

bers and a growing group are in the 6,000

class. Associations are not satisfied or jus

tified reaching a few, and the country can

not be content with the gain of but 27,741

last year.

The real needs of every man and boy are

studied—whether of body or brain, soul or

society, for bed or bread. Meeting men's

wants either of friendliness or a bed, of

training for business or rest after a long

railroad run, led men to want what they did

not know they wanted, and to be Christian

men—which they had not dreamed of. That

has been proved in isolated railroad division

points, in mining camps, in schools, and in

army camps. Utility is shot through and

through every Association enterprise, and

ideality and religion go with it. Railroad

companies, superintendents of construction,

manufacturers, the Government at the Ca

nal Zone found that they could not keep

men "on the job" without providing an As

sociation equipment and secretary for them.

A way found to any new group of men is

acclaimed with a shout of joy and triumph.

It was so with railroad men, and now there

are nearly 90,000 enrolled; with college

men, now 50,000; with Negroes, with In

dians, industrial groups in mines, construc

tion and lumber camps and cotton mills. It

was so with soldiers and sailors. And now

aliens of forty-three tongues are learning

to know the language and heart of Christian

America. A big, broad and beaten way is

found to the great groups of boys in the

country and to 600,000 high-school boys;

by community service, without special

buildings or equipment, neglected thousands

of youth of all sorts are influenced, reforma

tory boys and convict camps are reached.

And all this has cost money, labor and

sacrifice. The equipment record of $8,000,-

000 a year has been met; more has been

paid by the membership—$12,752,294 last

year—and $1,409,789 for the International,

State and Foreign promotion and supervi

sion was well spent.

This is but "a running start." What is

written here is to show what can be done

and what may be done with the will, the

courage and the men and the money to do it.



To Every Man His Work

By JAMES M. SPEERS, Chairman Laymen's Missionary Movement

THE PROGRAM AND POLICY THAT HAS MADE THE ASSOCIATION EFFECTIVE AS A LAYMAN'S ORGANIZATION

 

ERVICE is the great

watchword of the As-

^^^^^^k \J sociation Brother-

A n hood. It was founded

F rm ^° serve > service by

A men for men: for the

building of Christian

manhood and the

Kingdom of God.

Nearly 90,000 of the

625,598 members of

our North American

Associations this year

are giving them

selves to large service voluntarily in con

nection with various committees, each

man in the particular place for which his

tastes or abilities best fit him—boys' work,

social work, physical work, educational

work or religious work, besides the vast

incidental service or campaigns for mem

bership and buildings engaging hundreds of

men and boys in a city-wide effort.

'The Young Men's Christian Association

seeks to unite those young men who, re

garding Jesus Christ as their God and Sav

iour according to the Holy Scriptures, desire

to be his disciples in their doctrine and in

their life and to associate their efforts for

the extension of his kingdom among young

men," so runs its charter. Or as C. K. Ober

so well expresses it, "Its object is the pro

motion of healthful companionship; the

making of Christian character; the develop

ing of all round efficiency, and the enlist

ment in service for their fellows of young

men and boys."

Tens of thousands of men, virile, intel

ligent, capable, business men, physicians,

lawyers, mechanics, have been led into such

service and fitted for service through con

tact with the Association.

It sets a man to work also to do the

thing he can do the best for the sake of the

larger efficiency and success which comes

from every unit in an organization working

together rythmically, each doing his own

part.

At the opening of the Perth Amboy As

sociation a New York business man made

this comment: "This Association is not new

to me. When I was a boy of eighteen and

came to Pittsburgh as a stranger I was

induced (to my life-long satisfaction) to

join a branch of that organization. It then

had no secretary but we as young men were

forced to do the work. It brought me into

contact with young men of fine character,

of large purposes. It engrossed our spare

time, kindled our ambitions to be of service

to the Christian cause. Many of that group

are now men of wealth and character and

in the lead of all good things.

For myself I am glad to testify that

whatever little ability I have acquired as a

Christian worker has been developed largely

through my contact with the Association.

The Association follows the man through

his college course, holding up before him

high ideals and stimulating him there to

work for his fellows. Many of the new

leaders in China and Japan to-day are men

who came under the influence of the Asso

ciation and were developed and stimulated

to high ideals of service for their country

thereby.

Perhaps I can speak better about the

college than any other form of the Associa

tion work. Three of my sons have grad

uated recently from Princeton and two oth

ers are there at present. The Philadelphian

Society, the Y. M. C. A. of Princeton, is

a live work among the students, as I can

heartily testify. To the great Freshman

body, numbering often about four hundred,

it goes with its invitation at every opening

of college. To each of my sons the society

has made a special appeal and has been able

to set them to work in some specific way.

To one of my boys, a quiet, dreamy fellow,

came the invitation to do boy scout work

among the farm lads in the vicinity, which

was the starting of that boy into a new

life. The society made over that lad of mine

into an earnest wide-awake worker. It was

through the society that our son is now in a

mission college in India. He had far differ

ent plans for himself.

And this is the testimony of thousands

of men who are leaders in Christian work

throughout our land to-day. We are build

ing Christian manhood to-day as never be

fore by beginning with the boys. One of

the most profitable lines of service which

the Association is rendering is that among

the High School boys of the country.

Large groups of these boys have been led

into service for their fellows, through Bible

Classes, through campaigns for cleanness of

speech, clean life and athletics.

The Associations have become more and

more a rallying and unifying force in the

religious life of many of our communities

and a place where men naturally get to

gether to make plans for community serv

ice.
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The Gospel That "Finds" Every Man

WHOSOEVER, WHERESOEVER, WHATSOEVER* A MAN IS

By ROBERT E. SPEER

 

HAT is it to "find" a

man? The word has

a dozen different

meanings.

"Find" means to

locate or discover

something lost or

sought for. The Gos

pel came thus to find

men. Men had lost

themselves. They did

not know where they

were or what they

were. They thought

they were rich when they were poor. They

thought they had what they didn't have and

didn't have what they had. But the real

manhood which is the character of God was

buried or lost, gone clean astray and out

of recall. The gospel was its discovery. It

found it again in man for man. "Simon

you are looking for the grip of an iron

manhood and don't know where it is. Here

it is. I came to find it in you." This was

our Lord's message. It is his message. The

gospel discovers a man to himself in God's

possibilities for him. And doing this it

discovers him to himself in his own strayed

and wasted ability. It shows him where he

is in the sweep of life and the movement

of time. It finds him.

"Find" means to expose or detect. "To

find" many men means "to find them out."

Christ did this and does it. The smug sin

ners who brought him the woman taken in

sin but who did not bring him the man,

meant to show her up. The deadly result

was that he found them and they found

that they were found. One reason why

many men do not like to associate with our

Lord today is that he is too exposing. As

always he lays too bare the inner heart to

itself and to the world. And the humble

hearted and sincere rejoice in this. "Here

is one," they say "who understands me. He

knows that I love him and what I want to

do. The other men have the stage and get

the pay. And thank, God, the stage and the

pay are not of any consequence and I

should be made miserable by them. I have

my work and my Lord knows me. He has

found me out and I am glad."

"Find" means to set in order, to compose,

to arrange, to heave out the disorder and to

quell the strife. It is a good old meaning

of the word. The gospel does this sort of

finding. It is not scented water, or lace

garments, or a vote of confidence. It i3 ex

plosion and re-creation, the utter upheaving

of personality and a change which is, not by

metaphor alone, but by moral fact, a new

birth. It may happen slowly and uncon

sciously or it may come all in one mighty

outburst but one way or another way the

gospel finds men as power of a new life.

"Find" means to reach home to, to get

under the heart, to touch the living places.

How wonderfully Christ did this when he

was here. The common people heard him

gladly. He taught them as one having au

thority. The words that he spoke went in

like life. The gospel that men need today

and that Christ would have us preach must

do the same. Let those who think this can

only be done by slang or sensation stand

to their own Master. He will judge them

and if the fruits are there judgment is not

for us. And yet judgment will be sure on

us if we speak no words of Christ home to

men ourselves, as, thank God, we may speak

them as straight and sober and grave and

true as those the Saviour spoke. He found

men with the noblest and purest speech and

so, too, may we.

And "find" means to equip, supply, pro

vide for, maintain. The gospel that does

this is our need. "Naked, poor, despised,

forsaken"—that is what we are when we

really see ourselves. And yet not one of

these things. For Christ found us and then

found us in, gave us, got for us a robe and

riches and fellowship beyond all speech,

worth all the diamonds and gold which men

have found, and found themselves in, in

Africa and in all the finds they have ever

made. And against all that life brings of

temptation, and test and tasks Christ finds

us, fits us out, makes us masters.

A gospel that is "finds" like these, finds

men everywhere that men want to be found.

Whenever they don't this gospel unfinds

them—savor of life unto life to those who

answer "yes"; death unto death to those

who answer "no."

THE annual survey of religious work tells a

story which gives gratitude and good cour

age. It shows a greater responsibility felt

by the Association to the whole membership—In

Its dormitories, gymnasiums and classrooms.

The "Interview Method" Is becoming a potential

force. The work Is extensive as well as Intensive

In shop and theater meetings and other out

reach. An aggregate attendance at meetings of

7,033,062 Is recorded, of which 1,843,187 was In

shops and factories. Over 7,330 united with the

church, and $321,067 was spent for religious work.

All this Is more than 100 per cent Increase In

ten years. The evangelistic note is struck

fairer and stronger.
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The Call to Every Man to " Come Up Higher

By Lieut.-Governor WALLACE of California, Director Los Angeles Association

WHAT THE CALL TO MEMBERSHIP IN A CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION MAT MEAN TO UPLIFT AND UP
BUILD "EVERT LAST MAN" IN THE COMMUNITY THROUOH THE FRIENDLY PERSONAL, PRESS, AND

PULPIT COMPULSION TO JOIN IT AND IN ITS WORK

 

|EN LOOK at the re-

igion of Jesus Christ

today very differently

from what they did.

Then the prevailing

thought seemed to be

that it was mostly

meant to get men

safely through this

world, not for what

one might be or do

here, but that at the

end of things he

might get to a life

hereafter. Today, men of the right type

are still thoughtful of the life to come, but

they are recognizing that the life here is

worth much, largely because it fits men to

help fit other men for living now.

Life in this world is large. Jesus Christ

didn't die for the sake of heaven. He died

for the sake of earth, and this old world

calls on men everywhere to do the best

thinking, make their best effort, study, to

investigate, plan, work, wait, pray, believe,

and live to make living better in the world

of today, the same world in which Jesus

Christ lived, and for whose people he died.

Jesus taught that Christian men were

salt, and that the salt was meant to be a

savor. He taught that Christian men would

be a light to the world, and that this light

was meant to be not simply a candle to

guide the footsteps of those who were listed

as the church's membership, only, but that

the light was to lighten the world. This

figure of light as used by Jesus carried in

it the idea of ignition for all that is contig

uous, and an illumination of the adjacent.

The controlling appeal of the Christian

religion is to young manhood. Youth has

its prose but it hasn't lost its poetry. Youth

engages in today's struggle, but glories in

tomorrow's outlook. The normal young

man has fight in him; he is willing to bat

tle; he hopes for conquests; and the best

that is in him he offers for the cause that

has in it the biggest appeal.

Young men are coming to recognize that

Christianity and Campaign are allied; that

the spirit of Christ and the spirit of con

quest harmonize; that religion and service

go hand in hand. But the campaign, the

conquest, and the service must be for others.

The Young Men's Christian Association

stands for "faith" and "work," but it calls

for live faith and able bodied work. It

says, "Come, we would have you know

Jesus Christ." It says also, "Brush up your

intellect, develop your social nature and

make that body of yours a high class phys

ical machine." The Association says

"train," but it also says "do, do today in

today's humdrum of business, but do bet

ter tomorrow, and let the doing always be

cheerful."

A man's training and his doing may be

material. His job, wages, salary or his

home, but in it all his new relation is the

Christ's conception of life, broadening and

tinting common things and preparing for

truer human sympathy and greater help

fulness in the future. Catching the spirit

of the Young Men's Christian Association.

Becoming a part of it, it will meet known

needs and develop unthought-of ones, and

will stimulate a man to mold a better self,

to see a richer life and gladly to serve.

MEN AND BOY CAMPAIGNERS OF KANSAS CITY WHO COMBED THE CITY FOR MEMBERS.
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Philadelphia opened four
new buildings in 1914. cost
ing 1930,000. making its
equipment worth J2.500.000
Budget $381,000. Member
ship is 13,214 (increase of 2

years 6.975)

FOR ALL THE MEN OF ALL THE CITY

An example of Association outreach and foresight. Each unit Is being firmly established to
become the radiating center of Association service through numerous sub-units
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DETROirSFAR-REACHINGBIBLESTUDYSERVICEINITSBUILDING,FACTORIES,SCHOOLS,ANDGROUPSOFMEN

ItissystematicallyreachingitsMembersbyPersonalInterviews.EverySecretaryandmanyMembersaresucheffectiveWorkersthataleadingPastor

declares:"TheAssociationistheLoyalandValuedCo-WorkerofEveryChurchandSundaySchool-intheCity"



That No Man Fail of the Grace of God

AN INTERPRETATION OP THE BIBLE STUDY OBJECTIVE

By DEAN SHAILER MATTHEWS, University of Chicago '

THE REAL VALUE of Bible study can

not be shown by statistics. It is, of

course, desirable to have large classes,

but better than large classes is serious

study. The reports of the Young Men's

Christian Association for the past year

show that its system of Bible study is both

extensive and intensive. The key note of

the year has been "No man shall fail with

the grace of God." Such a motto means not

only many students but prayerful study.

To get a man to study the Bible is to bring

him to God. Bible study, if properly

handled, is both educational and evangel

istic.

The statistics of the Association as re

gards Bible study are inspiring. Exclusive

of the Student Associations, which are doing

wonderfully fine work, the number of men

and boys—notice the "boys"—enrolled

during 1914 in Bible classes was 101,796.

This is almost exactly three times as many

as were studying ten years ago. To be ex

act, in 1904 the enrollment was 34,666. Five

years later, in 1909, it was 62,779. Even

an elementary knowledge of arithmetic will

show that the proportion of gain holds it

self remarkably steady.

Not only has Bible study thus grown

numerically, but there has been also a gain

in extension classes in shops, fire houses,

offices, public schools, railway yards, and

scores of other like places. Foreigners are

being taught to read and study the Bible

in their own tongue; night workers have

classes at night; unemployed men have

classes in the morning before they go out

to look for jobs. The total attendance at

these various classes was more than ten

times the actual enrollment. Again, to be

exact, it was 1,375,941, as compared with

865,896 five years ago. Obviously, this en

rollment is not merely" on paper.

To speak of quality of Bible study is to

come face to face with that tyrannical

word "efficiency." Among the many virtues

of the Association work, this certainly is not

lacking. Efficient Bible study means above

all things efficient leadership, bigger men

better trained. The teacher training classes

in the Association buildings in 1914 num

bered nearly two hundred, with 3,344 stu

dents. Institutes and conferences were con

ducted in 107 cities, enrolling 21,046 men,

as compared with 8,281 for the previous

year. There were 1,325 Biblical lectures in

168 cities with an attendance of nearly

90,000. Better text books are steadily com

ing from the laboratory of Association ex

perience—fully a score last year. Courses

of study are being prepared for employed

boys, school boys, business men, railroad

men, soldiers, sailors, and mechanics.

Adaptation is more than ever a guiding

principle.

Nevertheless, there is one fundamental

characteristic which is increasingly kept in

view. Most men have little time for the

deep things of religious thinking. They are

loaded with cares; they are subject to

terrific temptations; they want help to live

decent lives. They chiefly need the evangel

of Christ. Hence, evangelism pervades and

marks Association classes. It is cheering

to know that shop classes and shop meet

ings had an attendance of 1,843,187, as com

pared with less than 900,000 five years ago.

"The grace of God, bringing salvation to

every man," is more distinctly a mark of

Association Bible study than in any pre

vious year.

Is there any test of efficiency in Bible

study? There certainly is. You can test

such efficiency by its effect on individual

lives and you can also test it by its results

in church activity. Under God the Associa

tion has been able to help churches and

communities as never before. Sometimes it

does this by creating needs which the

churches must fill. Sometimes it does this

by filling needs which the churches have

created. The past year has seen both of

these tests made. The need of leaders of

boys' classes, the appeals for helpers in

many-sided social service, the claims of

young men in foreign lands on the benevo

lence of American young men, are being

recognized and responded to. A new sense

of responsibility to discover by carefully

planned, wisely conducted, unhurried, per

sonal interviews, the individual needs of

young men, and then patiently and sym

pathetically to try to meet these needs, this

is the most significant fact of the present

day program of religious education of the

city Associations of North America.

"Christ, whom we proclaim, warning every

man and teaching every man .... that

we may bring every man into His presence

full grown"—this Christ is being presented

to individual young men in a greater variety

of ways, with greater intelligence, sym

pathy, persistence, and effectiveness than

ever before in Association history.
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Every Man Physically Fit and Morally Efficient

By IRVING FISHER, Ph.D.

THE SERVICE, IDEALS AND PLAN OF THE PHYSICAL DEPARTMENT

 

HE day when religion

meant ill - health —

when the consump

tive, the anemic, the

highly strung ner

vous wreck were held

up as spiritual types

—is past. There was

a time not many gen

erations ago when

sickliness was consid-

e r e d necessary to

saintliness. But we

no longer look upon

the flesh as in itself evil. The world is

coming to feel more and more strongly the

duty of health. We believe now that a man

to secure the greatest spiritual develop

ment for himself, and consequent power to

confer spiritual possessions on others, must

seek first the greatest physical development

of which he is capable. With a sick body,

it is most difficult to secure a healthy, nor

mal, mental and spiritual development.

On every side to-day we see a growing

recognition of this fact in schools, manu

facturing concerns and social organiza

tions. In this work the Young Men's Chris

tian Association has been in the van. It

was the first great religious organization

to adopt as its aim the three-fold develop

ment of man. It has been the leader in the

idea that real Christian manhood must have

an all-round development—a development

of the body, as well as of the mind and

spirit. For the steady working out and

daily application of this principle it can

not receive too much credit.

Moreover, the Association is at present

covering to a greater degree than any other

one large organization of which I have any

knowledge, the much neglected field of in

dividual hygiene. As a country, we have

devoted ourselves in a praiseworthy man

ner to public hygiene and to the preven

tion of infectious diseases, but have, ex

cept in very small spots, neglected the great

possibilities of individual hygiene. With its

alteration of physical and mental work,

with its emphasis on exercise in its 707

gymnasiums, 307 athletic fields and 400

swimming pools, with its influence toward

out-of-door life in its 4,645 summer camps,

and with its well-conducted lunch-rooms

the Young Men's Christian Association has

made a big start in this generally unex

plored field. I hope to see further growth

in this direction. It will pay most richly

in increased physical efficiency and there

fore the possibility of truer, cleaner man

hood.

Furthermore, the Young Men's Christian

Association has escaped the error which

has characterized the physical work of

many of our universities and colleges. It

has held up the ideal of physical develop

ment for every man and has not allowed

itself to be carried away by the glory of

producing a single great team. It is a re

markable record to show 330,000 individual

men attending regular classes in the gym

nasiums of the Young Men's Christian

Association during the past year and 357,-

000 men and boys led in physical exercise

in groups of various kinds outside.

The Association aims to give its mem

bers not only an all-round development but

an all-year-round development. Much in

jury is probably attendant upon the sud

den ceasing of exercise after the summer

season is over, which happens with so

many men. Its indoor gymnasiums make

it possible for a man to avoid this injury.

The Association has long followed the

practice of physical and partial medical

examination of all members entering its

gymnasium classes. This is in line with

the latest development in health and hy

giene work in the country. The idea of

frequent medical and physical examination

is now being adopted and pushed by the

health leaders of the country. Personally,

1 believe it to be the most important single

measure in the direction of national well-

being since our boards of health learned to

fight the infectious diseases. Examination

for the detection of disease and physical

weaknesses of policyholders by insurance

companies, of employees by business con

cerns, of members by clubs is now becom

ing a matter of business which many or

ganizations find to be a paying proposition.

The physical department of the Young

Men's Christian Association is in line with

the agencies in this country who are most

advanced in their ideas and practice, look

ing to the physical fitness of our citizens.

It is in line with advanced thought and

practice and has in some cases led that

thought. What is of still more significance,

like the sower who went forth to sow, it

has planted good seed in good ground

throughout the length and breadth of the

land ; that is to say, it has started a great

educational movement. The harvest should

be a stronger, better American manhood.
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The Men of the Village, Town and Country

By HENRY WALLACE, Editor of Wallace's Farmer

THE OUTREACH OF THE COUNTY DEPARTMENT INTO 800 COMMUNITIES

 

" OR MORE than a

generation I have been

in a position to ob

serve the country life

development of North

America and I have

witnessed decided

changes. As editor of

;i farm paper it has

been my policy to

stand always for a

Iw e 1 1 balanced rural

civilization, not only

for the sake of the

open country itself, but for the largest de

velopment of our national life. I have ob

served the growth and development of the

Young Men's Christian Association in the

cities and rejoice because of its extension

to the rural districts.

The life in the country reveals to a boy

or young man those implanted instincts that

show God's method of caring for the spar

row. His very occupation develops in him

the sterling qualities of industry, temper

ance, economy, frugality, without which

professed religion is a vain thing. His suc

cess in his business is measured by his ac

tual obedience to the laws of God in nature

in connection with his actual obedience to

the moral laws.

An ideal rural civilization will provide for

the expression of the religious convictions,

emotions and spiritual life of the country

people. A civilization without religion falls

short even of barbarism.

We glory in the fact that large sums of

money are spent annually in improving

economic conditions in the country commu

nities. Good roads, increased crop production,

more scientific farming and breeding are

among the agencies that are helping to

make country conditions better, but if we

are to have an ideal rural civilization, there

must be a distinctive improvement in social

and spiritual conditions as well as in eco

nomic conditions. The Young Men's Chris

tian Association differs from other agencies

that are at work for rural betterment in

that it is not attempting to save men's

souls apart from their bodies. It is not at

tempting to help men by appealing to their

intellects only. By including the body, mind

and spirit with training for his occupation,

you may save the whole man into a faith in

a Christ who gave the perfect example.

The country church is to be congratulated

that its ally, the Young Men's Christian

Association in rural districts, is now operat

ing in twenty-four states and provinces, in

ninety organized counties and touches

vitally more than 25,000 young men and

boys in more than 800 local communities.

It is a significant fact also that at the

present time in the colleges and universities

upwards of 7000 young men are studying

systematically country life opportunities

for service in the home, the church and the

school. Already more than one hundred

young men are enlisted in the secretaryship

of the Rural Association and are giving

their entire time to the work of enlisting,

training and developing volunteer leaders

who in turn are directing the activities,

socially, physically, mentally and spiritually

of thousands of country boys.

This service in and of itself is of tremen

dous value, but its largest contribution to

the new rural awakening lies in its sugges-

tiveness to the possibility of a readjustment

of country institutions, the home, the church

and school. A readjustment is inevitable

and there will be some severe jolts while it

is being made but the only way it can be

made is by the development of a rural civi

lization that will be satisfying to those who

in the future must feed and clothe the world.

 

THE PRIZE WINNER
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THE STAY-AT-HOMES OUTDOOR CHANCE AT DAYTON

Sinclair Park of 37 Acres, five miles from the City Center. Note the living tents, boating,
swimming: and recreation features. An Athletic Park 2 miles out is also owned by the Associa

tion and a Farm Camp of 23 acres at Fort Ancient has been recently added for the boys
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For the Good of the Enlisted Man

By LINDLEY M. GARRISON, Secretary of War, U. S. A.

WELCOME the op

portunity to say a

few things that show

my appreciation and

gratification at the

work done by the

Young Men's Chris

tian Association in

connection with the

Army. I regret that

the great pressure on

me and my lack of

time at present pre

vent me from doing

what I should like to do, which is, to go into

the matter at greater length, describe the

good effects of the work in greater detail,

and show more conclusively the great ben

efits which flow from it. I shall have, how

ever, for the reasons above stated, to con

tent myself with a few brief references.

In the course of a casual conversation

with a distinguished jurist of New York

City the other day, he referred to a marked

difference observable in the conduct of our

troops at Hawaii and of those in Manila at

a time when the men were off duty at each

place. He said that those at Hawaii did not

conduct themselves in anything like as pre

sentable manner as those in Manila. He

wondered why. He made an investigation,

both on the way out and on the way back,

and reached the conclusion that it was be

cause the Young Men's Christian Associa

tion had extended its activities to a very

great extent in Manila, and had not been

able to do so in Hawaii.

I, of course, do not need to repeat state

ments I have already made concerning the

high value that I place upon the work of

the Association among the soldiers. I am

very desirous that the Association should

get busy, not only in Hawaii but also on the

Panama Canal Zone, with its recreation

halls and other work of that character, so

that the men may have the benefits that al

ways follow such service. Anything that I

can consistently do to help in this connec

tion, I will do.

I have been astonished, in making my

study of the enlisted personnel, to discover

how large a part the Association has played

in bringing about the spirit of contentment

and greatly improved moral standards. I

find that its activities include something for

every man in every arm of the service. Its

program of helpfulness renders it so indis

pensable to those of the Marine Corps

whom it has touched that I understand the

"Expeditionary Secretary" is regarded by

officers and men as a part of the organiza

tion. It shares so fully in the experiences

of these men that a secretary, risking a

shot from a sniper's rifle, went to meet with

members of a Bible class on watch at a

lonely outpost outside of Vera Cruz, armed

with a Colt automatic and a Testament. Its

adaptability to all conditions enabled it to

carry on its work effectively from a box-car

headquarters which was shifted from place

to place as the troops were moved about the

city.

For twenty months groups of its faithful

Army secretaries with their equipment have

stood as a bulwark between the men mobil

ized at Texas City amid the monotony and

temptations inevitable in such service.

When General Funston's brigade was or

dered to Mexico, at the invitation of officers

and men, a secretary fully equipped to carry

on the fight for character and manhood ac

companied them on the transport. In a

foreign land, under abnormal conditions, the

old lessons of right living were set forth by

example and precept. Many a man was led

to keep in touch with home, even though the

letters were written beneath a battered,

flapping tent furnished with desks saved

from the wrecked Naval Academy.

But the Association goes further. I am

glad to observe that its service has gone to

the lonely posts in Alaska, the Philippine

Islands and to the men at sea. In its alert

ness to provide entertainment and diversion

for the men in isolated places, its energy

and adaptability have impressed me. When

there was no electric current for the motion

picture entertainment, a secretary connected

up the rear wheels of his automobile with

a dynamo and thus supplied the need. An

other equally resourceful secretary secured

the use of a railway dynamo car at Pekin,

China, for a similar purpose. Nor would

we fail to mention the serving of steaming

kettles of hot coffee conveyed at midnight

in a commandeered automobile to hungry,

tired men under fire at Shanghai.

I am very desirous of the further exten

sion of this important work to all enlisted

men.

The Army and Navy Department* recorded

last year 3,595,415 men In attendance at Army

Posts, Naval Stations and In camps, of whom

129,161 attended Gospel meetings. 24,868 were In

Bible classes, 43,256 used the gymnasiums, 1,866

learned to swim, 195,936 attended entertainments.

1,006,793 games played, 18,286 In attendance In
educational classes, 395,152 letter* written, 37,-

630 book* drawn from libraries, and $129,481.01

deposited for safe keeping.
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SCENES IN ARMY AND NAVY ASSOCIATION SERVICE

(1) Off with the Transport. (2) In Vermont's Militia Camp. (3) Visitors Banquet in Brool
favy Branch. (4) Movies in Camp at Vera Crux. (5) Regulars and Students at State Ca

(6) A Meeting at Fort McKlnley
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That No Freshman Fails to Feel the Call

By Provost EDGAR SMITH, LL.D., Univ. of Pa.

THE POPULAR COMPULSION OF 50,000 MEN IN 800 COLLEGES

 

O student escapes the

influence of the Chris

tian Association in

American institutions

of higher learning;

even before starting

for college the school

boy is invited to en

list in the activities

of the Association.

The prospective

freshman receives the

hand-book and cordial

letters of welcome

from the Association. The new student is

assisted in finding a satisfactory place to

live; if he desires to earn part of his ex

pense money, the Association's employment

bureau offers its services. At receptions

for new students, Association men intro

duce him to friends among upper-classmen

and professors, and through this new com

panionship he is naturally influenced to be

come a member of the Association and to

participate in its activities.

Students who are inclined to drift into

cheating, gambling or immorality are re

strained by this organization, which is

uniting the best men of every institution in

a determined effort to banish all forms of

evil from undergraduate life. The per

plexed and skeptical student is won to a

national, vital faith in God. Thousands of

engineering students, in danger of over

looking the human side of industry, are

kept close to the struggles and aspirations

of humanity through enlistment in the

Association's program of teaching English

to foreigners, friendly visitation and other

forms of service. The Association is mak

ing a special effort to relate students to the

church of their choice, by putting them in

touch with ministers, enrolling them in

Bible schools and urging church going.

"What shall I do with my life?" is a big

question for which many thousands of

students are finding a satisfying answer

through the influence of vocational ad

dresses, Association summer conferences,

books and pamphlets and life work clubs.

The self-centered undergraduate is becom

ing conscious of his responsibility to a great

world of need and opportunity; in the Asso

ciation he hears the message of Christian

missionaries and other world travelers;

mission study gives him knowledge of con

ditions in other nations. Two thousand

North American students volunteered for

foreign mission service last year, and $95,-

552 were contributed during the year by

college men to Christian work abroad.

Special committees are responsible for

holding receptions for foreign students in

our best homes; men from Asia and Latin

America are enrolled in Bible study; they

are received as guests at nine summer con

ferences—such as Northfield and Lake

Geneva—and many are thus won to ac

ceptance of Christianity.

The Association ministers to the under

graduate from his freshman through his

senior days and follows him after gradua

tion to promptly relate him to some form

of service through which he can make some

return to society for the privilege of a col

lege education.

Hebrew, Catholic and Protestant, men of

Asia and men of the West, sons of the

wealthy and the poor are united in this

world-wide Association for the Kingdom of

God.

 

EVERY ONE OF THE STUDENT BODY IN SHEN

ANDOAH COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE IS A MEMBER

OF THE ASSOCIATION AND IN THE BD3LE

STUDY CLASSES—A RECORD DUPLICATED AT

WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY AND A FEW COLLEGES
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The Strength of a Nation is the Character of Its Men

An Estimate of Values by Premier W. H. HEARST of Canada

THE abundance of our fields and forests, our great railways and waterways,

and the other sources and evidences of wealth, cannot alone make our country

great. Our true greatness is in the character of our boys and young men,

and what that character shall be will depend to a great extent upon how we

develop their social, physical, intellectual and moral natures. Boys must have

some outlet for their physical and other natural energies. They must have some

entertainment, and be given opportunities to develop their intellect in order that

the best that is in them may be brought out. Upon the development of the char

acter of its boys will depend the permanent strength of any community. I know

of no organization that is doing so much to assist in this proper development as

the Young Men's Christian Association.

 

WITH MEN OF THE CANADIAN CONTINGENT IN MOBILIZATION CAMPS

"The greatest opportunity of service that has come to the men of many nations."
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The Every Man-Every Land Project in 19 Countries

By JOHN R. MOTT, General Secretary Foreign Department

 
MONG the men of

these great cities, for

eign in everything but

capacity for friend

ship, the Associations

have not only moved,

they have progressed;

not merely gone for

ward, but have ad

vanced farthest in

those directions where

character is most de-

c i d e d 1 y influenced.

The outstanding event

of 1914 is not increased equipment, for the

war has stopped much of that; nor increased

staff, but a truly pentecostal outpouring of

the grace of God. Great as was the evan

gelistic campaign in the cities of Southern

and Eastern Asia in 1912-13, this year has

even been wonderful. The Church in China

has unitedly undertaken to bring the gos

pel to the government students and official

classes and the Association has as before

been chosen to organize the forces with

Sherwood Eddy as the chief speaker. In

fourteen cities there have been on the aver

age a thousand enquirers, from classes

hitherto almost impervious to Christian

teaching—the officials, the gentry and the

students in government schools. If these

throngs are shepherded with the same zeal

and efficiency as in the last campaign there

will be an ingathering to the church that

can be compared only with the greatest re

vivals of history. Significant has been the

attitude of the highest officials. In Peking

the meeting tent was erected in the For

bidden City itself, near the altar where the

emperor worshipped, and the ministries of

war and the interior aided in the project.

In Wuchang the governor provided the

Heroes' Temple. A whole province was

touched by revival fires starting from Foo-

chow. Bible classes are organized for en

quirers in numbers that will tax the leaders

to the utmost; in Tientsin alone are 118

classes.

Work for boys has made noteworthy

progress. In Calcutta the government has

continued its grant-in-aid as proof of its

appreciation. Shanghai boys have made a

survey of the city showing that 11,259 boys

work in 4,000 shops of eighty-eight different

kinds. And the new boys' building will soon

be ready for helping them. Boy Scouts have

been started in Japan largely through the

Osaka Associations. Boys' camps have been

held for the first time in China, Speaking

generally, educational work

for foreign boys is easier

than teaching them to play.

The war has cut sorely

into the building program.

All new operations were

stopped in midsummer, but

new buildings have been

completed in Seoul, Tient

sin, two in Manila, several

of the small ones in India,

and one in Constantinople.

Educational work is par

ticularly popular in China

and Korea. Shanghai As

sociation is the largest

educational institution in

China, having 1134 paying

students, running with

classrooms full all day and

part of the night. Seoul

has an industrial building

where Koreans are taught

machine work, carpentry,

photography, printing and

shoemaking, some of which

can be learned only there

in all Korea.

In India, the national

physical director has pio

neered playgrounds and es-

t a b 1 i s h e d gymnasiums

under government. In the

Philippines, the Association

has been largely respon

sible for the impetus to

sport that enables America

to "rule with a baseball bat." China

has this year witnessed the national sports

meet in the erstwhile sacred precincts of the

Temple of Heaven itself. The Mayor of

Tokyo has called the Association into coun

sel on a physical program for city youth.

The Associations have felt the war. In

Constantinople, however, the rooms*- are

filled and memberships are being paid better

than ever. Cairo is devoting its ministry to

soldiers. The Indian Associations have had

some secretaries called to the colors and

others helping soldiers. Financial condi

tions in South America are bringing severe

hardships to Associations there; they keep

going with greatest difficulty. The Conti

nental Conference in June was held just in

time to bring a sense of unity in Associa

tion brotherhood. But Mexico has raised

nearly all of the budget of $25,000 gold; in

the midst of warring factions it has gone

on with friends in all camps.

Tokyo
Yokohama

Kyoto
Osaka

Kobe
Nagasaki
Seoul
Kirin
Mukden
Tientsin

Peking
Paotingfu
Hankow
Wuchang

Nanking
Shanghai
Tsinanfu
Hangchow
Foochow
Hongkong

Canton
Yunnanfu
Chengtu
Manila
Rangoon

Colombo
Kandy
Calcutta
Madras
Bangalore

Allahabad
Hyderabad
Luck now

Lahore
Karachi
Poona
.Tubbulpore
Cairo
Constanti

nople
Havana
San Juan
Mexico City
Monterey

Recife
Rio de
Janeiro

Sao Paulo
T'orto Allegre
Buenos Aires
Montevideo
Valparaiso
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THOUSANDS LEAVING EDDY'S MEETING IN CHINAS' "FORBIDDEN CITY"

President Wilson on the Association's Foreign Service

THE chief contribution which the Young Men's Christian Association has made

to the life of this nation is to show it where to begin and what to do. Is it of

no significance that the work of this Association is in a sense more vital in

foreign countries—I mean in foreign countries not yet touched by our civilization

—than it is even among ourselves? Is the extraordinary story which the men

now come back from China tell us of no great significance, that a great nation,

just waking from several centuries of sleep, has come to see that if it will put its

young men under the vitalizing processes ottered by the Young Men's Christian

Association it may come in a single generation from impotence to power, from a

place in which it is despised into a place in which it will be regnant and respected?

Is it of no consequence that the foreigner looking upon this great Association has

seen that in this lies the vitality of the nation, that here are the real roots of

education, the real sources of inspiration, the real origins of self-sacrifice and of

self-elevation, and that the world, for its leadership, is to look to this new instru

mentality which has been seeking to make alive the whole generations of men?

 

f
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Every Man of the Mill in It and Better for It

By JOHN J. EAGAN, President American Cast Iron Pipe Co.

 

HE $45,000 invested

the Y. M. C. A.

pays better than the

same amount of

money invested in any

other building in our

plant," so J. R. Mc-

Wane, vice-president

and executive head of

the American Cast

Iron Pipe Company,

Birmingham, Ala.,

said during a meeting

of the foremen, su

perintendents and officials of the company.

Superintendent Bowers speaks up: "Since

it was started, more than a year ago, there

has been a change for the better among

all our men. Drinking then was a custom.

Now the moral tone of the place has moved

all that out. There is also a higher ideal

among the men with reference to their re

sponsibility. The men now seem to feel for

the next shift and show thought for those

who follow by cleaning up after their work."

"The stronger relationship that is brought

about between the men because of the As

sociation," Electrician Wilson said, "has

fostered the spirit, 'That we are our broth

ers' keepers' " Mr. Wilson went on to illus

trate: "A young man in our employ became

associated with some questionable charac

ters on a holiday and was seen by one of his

fellow-workers while under the influence of

liquor. This fellow-member of the Asso

ciation waited until his return to the plant,

and after a confidential talk with him, se

cured the promise that he would cut that

out." The promise has been kept and the

young fellow saved from drink and dis

charge.

A one-time heavy drinker employed at

the plant, upon hearing of an attempt to

establish a saloon in the vicinity of the

plant, said: "We do not want that thing out

here and we will not put up with it. I

have two boys; and things are quiet out

here on Sunday and peaceful at night. It

is a good place to live, and we are not

going to have any saloon out here if a pe

tition with the names of all our men signed

to it will stop it."

Since the establishment of the Association

there has been an increase of tonnage per

man employed of 13 per cent.; while the

average lost time from accidents has de

creased almost 50 per cent. Since its erec

tion the company has discontinued carrying

outside casualty insurance, believing it to

be a better and more satisfactory policy to

carry this insurance from its own reserves.

The better feeling between employer and

employee is being manifested in the han

dling of such accidents as occur.

Until this Association work was inaug

urated, a workman might come to the plant

day after day for years and never meet

personally the head officials of the company.

His relationship in the plant would be con

fined to his machine, his foreman and the

men working in the same section. Now, at

the annual banquet and at the various so

cial gatherings, he has the opportunity and

is expected to meet personally every official,

while the social gatherings bring to his

wife and children the same opportunity.

Even more valuable to the officials, superin

tendents and foremen are such opportuni

ties. They get the knowledge of the char

acter of the men employed by them that

comes from meeting them, with their fami

lies, at a social gathering. No large gath

ering at the Association occurs but that all

of these officers are present.

On December 1st the anniversary of its

organization, seated around the long tables

that filled to the limit of its capacity the

large assembly hall, were gathered prac

tically every one of the white workmen.

To meet them were all of the officials and a

majority of the directors, (some of these

latter coming a long distance to be present)

a representative of the International Com

mittee, the secretary and five directors from

the Birmingham Central Association.

Among the short talks that followed a

splendid banquet, five of the best were made

by men daily and actively employed at man

ual labor in the plant. Next month the an

niversary of the Colored Department will

be celebrated, and the same splendid at

tendance and enthusiasm is sure.

Statistics would show that during the

twelve months, 35,000 took advantage of

the baths, 150,000 were served in the res

taurant, that other thousands attended the

moving picture shows (using safety films),

slides and lectures on the prevention of ac

cidents and for the teaching of moral les

sons, such as the evil of drink, etc., but no

statistics will ever show how the organiza

tion has promoted the growth of the spirit

of Christ in the hearts of employer and em

ployee alike.

The money invested in the Association is

the best money ever invested by the Amer

ican Cast Iron Pipe Company, and any of

its officers or men will tell you so.
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That Every Ford Employee May Speak English

By JOHN R. LEE of the Ford Organization, Originator of Its Sociological Dept.

A WHOLESALE EXAMPLE OF WHAT THE ASSOCIATION IS DOING TO TEACH ENGLISH, PROMOTE SAFETY,
AND CHRISTIAN CITIZENSHIP, 28,889 MEN TAUGHT LAST YEAR BY 1,936 VOLUNTEER TEACHERS

rpHE name Ford has come to stand for the

-1- highest ideals of efficiency in modern in

dustry. Just how this efficiency is acquired

by the thousands of American and foreign-

born workmen in the plant is very often of

more interest than the fact, now coming to

be an ordinary one, that 30,000 machines

are produced in a single month. But this

enormous production of automobiles never

was so dependent upon the human factor in

industry as it is today, when there are so

many outside influences and agencies seek

ing to rob men of their efficiency.

With the co-operation of the Detroit As

sociation, however, the Ford plant has been

able to make a very definite contribution

to the efficiency and the lives of a thousand

or more men of foreign extraction whose

daily work requires, both for reasons of

safety and productivity, that they have

a reasonable knowledge of the English

language. Without this knowledge our

foreign-born workmen are mere machines,

devoid of the uplifting spark that makes

for higher ideals, better manhood and

greater efficiency. With it, however, their

efficiency is increased at least ten per cent.,

perhaps more in many instances.

Now 1,175 men are learning English in

rooms provided for them under the Ford

roof. Under the direction of the Detroit

Association 53 classes have been organized,

meeting twice each week.

The teaching staff has been secured en

tirely from the Ford plant on the volunteer

basis—the man who teaches a class of

foreigners does so on his own time because

he wants to be of service to the foreigner.

There is something in this spirit of un

selfish service that appeals to foreign and

native mind alike; and there immediately

springs up a new bond between employer

and employee, all of which adds to the

efficiency of the worker, to say nothing of

its effect upon the tone or atmosphere of

the plant.

Ignorance of the English language has

taken a vast toll of life and limb in hazard

ous industrial occupations; foreign-born

men have been unable to understand orders

given in English, with the result that

thousands of them have been maimed and

killed. In the instruction of the men at

the Ford plant it is possible to cut down the

percentage of accidents markedly.

Many foreign-born workmen took advan

tage formerly of the opportunity offered

them by the public schools to learn the Eng

lish language, but the system in use there

was so inadequate and so little adapted to

their adult needs that the men gave up the

effort. In the use of the Peter Roberts

method of instruction, however, this diffi

culty has been overcome and the men learn

rapidly and easily.

As a feature of the general welfare work

in which the Ford company is engaged, in

struction in English cannot be rated as sec

ondary. It is proving, in fact, to be of as

much importance as the sociological work,

for until men have been improved mentally

through their interest in learning the lan

guage they are hardly ready to undergo any

great change in their social or living condi

tions, and that is one of the prime purposes

of the Ford plan.

The Ford company has provided instruc

tion in rooms where the men are not sub

jected to public gaze and where they can

attend class just as they come from work.
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"No Man Is Alien Unto Me"

By Dr. FRED C. HOWE, Commissioner, Ellis Island

A VIEW OK THE WORK AMONG FOREIQN-SPEAKINO MEN

 

^^^^

HE thought that "No

Man is Alien unto

Me" is a motto in per

fect accord with

American policy and

practice. American

democracy has been

a safe haven to mil

lions of foreign-born

men. The promise of

American life has

lured them to the

new world, where

they enjoy a more

abundant life than in the old.

Most of our immigrants came from agri

cultural communities. They are little used

to the world and its ways. To protect them

against imposition and fraud, is a duty and

a privilege. This the agents of the Young

Men's Christian Association are doing at

ports of embarkation and landing. Every

man rightly advised and kindly guided by

them has a favorable impression of Amer

ica. He enters our democracy in a better

frame of mind. He is more likely to re

spond to our ideals and be impressed with

the American atmosphere.

The majority of immigrants, who come to

America, are not familiar with democratic

institutions. It is not their fault. They

come to us with good-will and ambition ;

but lack knowledge and appliances to learn.

An institution such as the Young Men's

Christian Association supplies this need.

It provides the appliances in the form of

classes and lectures, and imparts the

knowledge the immigrant most needs. In

doing this it not only serves the alien, but

the country, by helping him to a due appre

ciation of the country and its opportunities.

Too often have the immigrants been left

to anti-social influence. Too long are they

left in isolation. The results of such a

policy are visible in many urban communi

ties. We cannot afford to have in this

democracy segregated groups wholly im

pervious to the American atmosphere. It is

to the foreigner's, as well as our own good,

to have these broken up by the quickening

power of fundamental democratic ideals.

This is becoming more and more apparent

to leaders of thought in every community

where foreigners settle, and the work done

by the Association in trying out plans,

methods, tools, etc., is a service which all

patriots appreciate.

The Government of the United States is

interested in the immigrant. It has laid

down laws which govern his admission ; it

maintains a suzerainty over him for some

years after he is admitted. It also guards

carefully the interests of its people. The

Young Men's Christian Association renders

invaluable service in safeguarding Ameri

can citizenship and in helping aliens to

comprehend the motives of government reg

ulations. Every time a branch of this or

ganization interprets the meaning of an

ordinance, a statute, or an American in

stitution to the foreigner, the duties of the

executive becomes easier and greater har

mony obtains in the body politic. We need

more such agencies, so that the light of

American ideas and ideals may permeate

every group of foreign-born men, and that

every alien may know what America stands

for.

 

ALIENS TAKING THE OATH OF CITIZENSHIP AT PITTSBURGH.

The outstanding service to foreign born men during the past year has heen the preparing of
them for competent American citizenship. In view of the probable increased Immigration after
the European war it Is of national importance to Americanize the aliens now in our midst.
Oyer fi.OflO have recently heen so prepared.
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A Day and Night Service for Railroad Men

By W. A. PATTON, Assistant to the President, Pennsylvania Railroad Company

THE RAILROAD DEPARTMENT IS SERVING RAILROAD MEN AT 250 DIVISION POINTS. A MEMBERSHIP
OF NEARLY 90,000 ONLY SUGOESTS THE NUMBER OF MEN REACHED, FOR THOUSANDS AND TENS OF

THOUSANDS AVAIL THEMSELVES OF THE ASSOCIATION'S PRIVILEGES

 

ESULTS are what

count with railroad

companies or railroad

men, and the results

of the work of the

Railroad Department

are satisfying. For a

quarter of a century

I have been closely

identified with its

work as a member of

the Railroad Depart

ment of the Interna

tional Committee and

as a member and chairman for sixteen years

of the Pennsylvania Railroad Department in

Philadelphia, and therefore I know that of

its vast and beneficial day and night work

for the fully 2,000,000 men employed in the

railroad service.

Despite unusually difficult business condi

tions, substantial progress was made in

1914. The many buildings opened or as

sured last year would do credit to a time

of business prosperity and optimism, and

prove that the Railroad Department has be

come a recognized and valuable factor in

the operation of modern railway systems.

Former president W. C. Brown, of the New

York Central Lines, once well said that

every argument that could be made in fa

vor of such institutions in days of pros

perity became intensified in hours of busi

ness depression, when many men were with

out employment or working short hours and

therefore peculiarly susceptible to evil in

fluences and the far-reaching and insistent

appeal of questionable or evil resorts.

In its internal development the depart

ment has made even greater progress ; there

were 380 Bible classes as against 325 the

previous year, with an enrollment of 10,801

as against 6,376 two years ago. In the

Association's increasing effort to stimulate

the religious life of railroad men through

meetings in shops an equally impressive

gain is shown. The attendance during 1914

totaled 421,981, while that during 1913 was

352,877, and—best of all—2,887 men pro

fessed conversion to the Christian faith, an

increase of 1,368. Nearly a thousand men

were led to membership in the Christian

church, another increase of more than 50

per cent. In educational work a substantial

advance was made, with 3,387 students in

classes, a gain of nearly 1,000, and 2,681

practical talks were given, as compared

with 2,047 the year previous.

Less than a half century ago this move

ment was regarded as a doubtful experi

ment by railroad managements and looked

upon with suspicion or indifference by the

rank and file. Today railroad officials and

employes of all ranks realize something of

its real work and gladly share in its organi

zation, cost of operation, and larger pro

gram.

The Railroad Association with its grow

ing list of fine buildings, its enlarging num

ber of capable and devoted secretaries, and

its challenging Christian ideals has come to

stay. It is needed in the railroad world as

never before, and on its broad platform offi

cers and men come to understand each other

better; from its practical work springs mu

tual confidence and pride in a common un

dertaking.

Today there are about 250 Railroad Asso

ciations in North America, but we look for

ward hopefully to the no distant day when

the number shall be at least five hundred.

?} nf * f*

SHOP MEETING, COFFEYVILLE, KANSAS
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A Fair Chance for Every Man

By E. L. SHUEY, International Educational Committee

WHAT TUB EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENT DOES TO

TO STUDY IN 122 DIFFERENT SUBJKC

V

HY DO 60 large man

ufacturing and con

struction companies in

one city unite with

the Technical Depart

ment of the City Uni

versity in a co-opera

tive arrangement for

teaching young men

mechanics and me-

Ichanical engineering?

l^^^k Why are employers

^11 liscussing more than

»^»^»^»^»»-3^s»»lssssss1 ;ver In-fore the prob

lem of vocational schools, either under

their own direction or conducted by other

organizations with their encouragement?

Why are leaders in all departments of busi

ness life insisting upon special training and

education in salesmanship, accounting, of

fice management, etc., rather than being

satisfied, as in the old days, with graduates

from the school of experience?

Is it not because they realize that econo

my of production, efficiency of service and

rapidity of development in these days of

highly organized society require for practi

cally every place in life the most careful

training under expert instruction? This

being true it would seem that the great

host of young men from country, village

and city who seek employment without com

pleting their studies and without sufficient

preparation are at a great disadvantage, if

they have not the means to pay for the

instruction needed or the time to take ad

vantage of special schools.

For years the Young Men's Christian

Association has realized that when the

young employee lacks in education in the

fundamentals or is deficient in the technical

HELP 85,000 MEN AND BOYS OF 200 OCCUPATIONS
TS TO OBTAIN A FAIR CHANCE IN LIFE

knowledge of his work, both he and his

employer are losers, and his prospect of

advancement and of permanent business

independence is greatly lessened if not

altogether withheld.

Do young men care for these opportuni

ties? The facts are very suggestive:

Over 85,000 young men and boys are enrolled

In the classes which 410 Associations offer.

Some of these "young men" are from 40 to 60

years old (10,000 of them) seeking to overcome

the handicap of the lack of training and to push

back the day of dependence; the boys are 12 to

18 (about 17,000), working to replace the early

loss of public school privileges; 60,000 are 18 to

40—ambitious, determined to be in line for pro

motion In the world's business and professions.

If there is an- honorable vocation in

manufacturing, office, commerce or agri

culture not represented among these men,

it is not known; and if there is a calling

for which there is no training, it is because

there is no demand for it, as one of the ex

cellences of the Association educational

work is that it quickly meets every right

demand of every community. In many in

dustrial centers employers and employees

have found the Association the best organi

zation for meeting this need of special

training and give it their full support.

The object of Association educational

work is to develop Christian character

through the educational facilities offered.

Increased emphasis is being placed on all

kinds of facilities as Bible Study, personal

work, yoke-fellow bands, interviews, etc.,

through earnest Christian leaders and

teachers. This will serve to develop a

Christian atmosphere permeating all poli

cies and privileges and prove a large factor

in giving every one "a fair chance."

 

 



The Man by Man Rise of a Race of Men

Hon. HENRY B. F. MACFARLAND, Washington, D. C.

THE COLORED MEN'S DEPARTMENT WITH 150 CITY AND 8TUDENT ASSOCIATIONS IS RENDER1NO A
NATIONAL SERVICE TO COLORED MEN AND BOYS THROUGH ITS INCREASING EQUIPMENT IN BUILDINQS

AND PAID AND VOLUNTEER WORKERS, EDUCATED AND TRAINED IN INSTITUTES

 

any recorded. The

| HO said "the age of

| miracles is past"?

Not the colored

Young Men's Chris-

t i a n Associations.

The Hebrew and the

negro working to

gether through the

Association for col

ored men and boys,

and really for the en

tire ten millions of

the race—this is as

I much a miracle as

money and the men,

the buildings and equipment, the exten

sion of Bible study and other activities of

the Associations in the colored colleges and

schools, all these things have been added in

royal response to earnest prayer. "More

than they can ask or even imagine," is a

fair translation of a promise lightly re

garded. In this case there was fulfilment

in abounding measure. A full account of

it would overflow the pages of this maga

zine. Consider the increasing success of

the Chesapeake Summer School, near An

napolis, Maryland, that with Dr. J. E.

Moorland as dean and other experts in the

faculty, draws secretaries from all over

the country. Or the negro Christian

student convention at Atlanta last spring,

which Dr. John R. Mott, who presided, said

was one of the most significant conventions

in the religious history of America, where

gathered five hundred delegates from 88

schools and colleges, 24 college presidents

and 175 religious and educational leaders,

white and colored, studying the negro

student's responsibility at home and abroad

and also what Christians can do to bring

about better co-operation between the

races.

By the time the Washington project was

well under way, Julius Rosenwald had

made his remarkable offer to give $25,000 to

match $75,000, to any Association that

would erect a $100,000 building for col

ored men. Beginning with his own city of

Chicago, eleven cities have claimed Mr.

Rosenwald's gift, including Washington,

Atlanta, Indianapolis, Philadelphia, Los

Angeles, Kansas City, Baltimore, Cincin

nati, New York, and Nashville; and the

Washington, Chicago, Indianapolis, Phila

delphia and Kansas City buildings have

been completed and are in use. The Negro

met the challenge of the Hebrew with

courage and generosity. Booker T. Wash

ington states that "not less than $411,500

has been subscribed by the colored people

of the eleven cities," and in addition $53,-

513.33 has been raised by colored people

for Associations in similar places, making

a total up to October 1st of $465,013.33.

Considering the circumstances is there a

better return anywhere? In Cincinnati a

colored woman, Mrs. D. K. Merchant, gave

the largest gift, $1,200. Eleven gifts of

$1,000 each have been made. As always, the

costliest gifts were those of the poor. As

Booker T. Washington says, "It must be re

membered that this is the first time in the

history of the world that the negro race

has had an opportunity of handling and

contributing to so large an enterprise." It

meant larger views and greater gifts and

better co-operation than ever before be

tween whites and blacks. Nothing ever

helped more to make for friendly relations.

The rising tide lifts all the boats upon

it. All parts of the colored Association

movement have shared in the new progress.

Great corporations employing negro work

men—like the Newport News Ship Build

ing Company, which has already started

work, with its four thousand negro em

ployees—see the advantage of such Asso

ciations. The Buxton, la., and Benham, Ky.,

Associations have shown what can be done

in a colored mining community. The Nor

folk & Western Railroad has set up at

Bluefield, W. Va., the first colored railroad

Association, and the first county Associa

tion has been started in Brunswick County,

Va., linked by its support to the Pennsyl

vania State College Association.

Many of the future leaders of the col

ored race will, of course, come from the

schools and colleges. There are now nearly

7,000 members in the 110 colored student

Associations. Tuskegee, Hampton Insti

tute and Howard University employ sal

aried secretaries. Near King's Mountain,

N. C, where Presbyterian elders won a

famous battle for liberty in the Revolu

tionary War, the colored students' confer

ence meets every summer for the training

of volunteer leaders. Best of all, in city,

in industrial, and in student Associations,

have appeared practically as soon as they

were needed, strong and devoted men for

paid and unpaid leadership of the Associa

tion.
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Go Out and Disciple All Men Beginning At —

By W. C. COLEMAN, Business Man and Wichita, Kan., Leader

4. VOLUNTEER LAYMEN'S EVANGELISTIC MOVEMENT CONDUCTED BY THB MEN OF WICHITA, KAN.,
IS MAKING ITS INFLUENCE- COUNT FOR A RADIUS OF 100 MILES

 

[CHITA Gospel

Teams initial suc-

cesses of less than

three years ago, re

vealed the power of

simple lay testimony.

Scores of men from

avery walk in life

awakened, moved by

the impelling force

of a new vision. Just

to be good never sat

isfies the normal

I Christian man. He

needs to be good for something, and so the

Gospel Team fits into the religious need of

men. It gives opportunity for sincere, re

ligious expression without which there can

be no life. With no organizing propaganda,

Gospel Team Work has now assumed the

proportions of a mighty movement. More

than 5,000 men are engaged in this work

and not less than 12,000 conversions are

already recorded.

The Gospel Team Work has put into cir

culation a lot of Christian men that had

been like the lost coin. With these Jesus

Christ had never been able to buy a thing

for his coming Kingdom. Now they hear

his voice, "Ye are My Witnesses" and "Go."

They become the spiritual life of the church.

They increase the pastor's efficiency and go

out with him into the byways and bring in

the men.

The Gospel Team Work often becomes

one of the activities of the organized Men's

Bible Class or the Brotherhood. It appeals

to men as a worthwhile job. These men

commence at "Jerusalem." Two by two

they visit the men of the church and com

munity. They get them into the class or

the brotherhood but never lose sight of the

main objective—open, public confession.

The Gospel Teams have affected mightily

the entire community life of many a town

and city. Henry J. Allen, Editor of the

Wichita Beacon, leading Kansas daily, gives

this testimony:

The Gospel Team movement in Wichita has

been the most vital innovation in the religious

life of the community. The effect of two or

three hundred business men, who have trained

their hearts and minds to give public testimony

for Jesus Christ, has been tremendous, not only

upon the organized church life of the community

but upon the community in all its branches. It

has led men of all activities to give more seri

ous consideration to the challenge of a Christian

life than any other religious activity that has

ever been introduced in Wichita. Men who,

through years of indifference, have been scien

tifically trained to Ignore the obligations of

Christian service have been brought to realize

the vitality of Christ's teachings. Its effect upon

religious men has been vital. It has brought

thousands of men to accept Christ and it has

established in the entire community a new

standard of Christian service for men—a new

definition of Christian brotherhood—a deeper

sense of Christian obligation and a fuller prac

tice of Christian brotherhood.
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The Red Man's Chance to Be a Man

By A. A. HYDE, a Friend and Advisor of the Indian Work

A SERVICE THE INDIAN ASSOCIATIONS ARB RENDERING NORTH AMERICAN INDIANS

PI

H E Plains country,

the home of the North

American Indian, has

been my home for a

full genera t i o n. I

have witnessed the

rise of the West. I

have felt its priva

tions and shared its

struggle. I have seen

it pass out of the wild

and woolly period. Its

homes, its schools, its

churches, its govern

ment, its people, are now unsurpassed. The

red men have been my neighbors. I have

known them in the days of Indian fighting;

I have witnessed the struggle of the Indian

for his place in civilization, and have known

him in his battles for character. I have

watched his sons come from the tepee to the

government schools. The missionaries and

the educators have been my friends. Indian

secretaries have been in my home. I have

met these young men in the conferences and

heard their testimonies in meetings.

It may be true that some of these sons of

the plains who have returned from the

schools have gone back to the blanket, but

others have returned to aid their fellows to

fight their way to their feet in Christian

faith. They have returned to their tribes

by scores and as educated men lead in the

farming as well as trade, Christian and

social life, of their tribes.

The greatest enemies of the Indian have

been those of the white man—whiskey and

wantonness. Christian leadership will do

for him just what it does for the whites, and

is doing it.

No Christian work which I know engages

more of my sympathy than this. The 1,164

members of the fifteen Indian student Asso

ciations are making Christian leaders. Of

these young men fifty trained students are

on the Gospel evangelistic teams and have

conducted revivals of power in co-operation

with the missionaries during their vacation

trips. These men are specially trained in

their school Associations for this work.

The Indian is religious; the members are

evangelists. The principle that Christ

adopted when he chose his twelve disciples

and trained them for three years in the

fundamentals of life and living has charac

terized the Indian groups on the plains and

has sent them forth as "Good News Com

mittees", as they call themselves. Six new

tribes have been reached in the year.

The question that is raised when the

Indian is discussed: "Do the Indians make

steadfast Christians?" is satisfactorily

answered as we know the red men who have

one by one found their place as men through

the Christian' faith and Association train

ing. This has been thoroughly proved to my

satisfaction. The men who formed the first

Indian Association, the "Koska Okodaki-

ciye," are steadfast in their work of discip-

ling their fellows.

And the field is not small. Besides the

137,000 Indians in Canada, the 330,000 in

the United States, the 57,000 in Alaska,

there are a million in Mexico and ten

millions in South America. These tribes

can be most effectively reached through

educated Indians enlisted and trained for

Christian leadership.
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Resultshavebeen

seenintheIm provementof

communities,th«

conversionof
toughstreet

gangs,cleaning
upofathletics andcorrecting

andstimulating
lifeingeneral.

Theboys"went
hometohelppeo ple,"becamelife-

savers,visitedthe sick,caredforthe aged,and"carried

upthecoalat

night."

Already6are trainingforthe ministry,18are
secretariesand14

intraining.Hun
dredshavebeen

sentbackto

schooltocomplete

theireducation
andpreparefor

college.

Fivethousand
olderboysfrom

231townsand
collegestudents

wereinsucha

conferenceatAnh

Arbor.InDecem

ber.Fully

4,000tookthe
pledgewithMr.

Bryanand1,067

declaredforthe

Christianlife.

 

Atthismeeting

wereboysfrom 130townsand

villagesofMaine.

They<

ChurchBoys'

Clubs,Community

Clubs,High,

GradeandSun

daySchools,and

wentback

"Harnessedfor

Work."

Throughthem
theStateCom mitteereaches

fully9,000Young

MenorOlder

Boys—oneInsli

intheState.

Fromthedele
gatesof4year» 1,188Joinedthe

Church,128teach

boys'Bible

classes,196ushrr

InChurch,146

leadBoys'Clubs.
612areSunday

Schooland

Church

EveryboyIs

"followedup"and "tiedup"withre

ligiousoraltru

isticwork.

Onedelegate nowincollege

givessixnightsa
weektoleading

Boys'ClubsIn

TradeSchoolsand

"Homes."

1,100OLDERBOYSOFTHESTATEOFMAINEATTHEIRANNUALCONFERENCE

ThisconferenceisoneoffortyStateBoys'Conferenceswhichbringtogetherover20,000boysandexertdecided

influenceonthecharacterofgrowingboys,BChool,church,home,andtown.



A Pledge and a Promise for Clean Living by 3,000 Boys

MR. BRYAN'S APPEAL TO OLDER BOYS AND UNIVERSITY STUDENTS OF ANN ARBOR AT THE STATE
OLDER BOYS' CONFERENCE BROUGHT 3,000 OF THE 6,000 TO THEIR FEET TO PLEDGE WITH HIM. THE
NEXT DAY 1,069, INCLUDING 367 UNIVERSITY MEN, DECLARED FOR THE CHRISTIAN LIFE AT THE

EVANGELISTIC MEETING ADDRESSED BY FRED B. SMITH.

 

fa,**

OU young men rep

resent the very age in

which I am most in

terested. It is now

some twenty-six years

since I was president

of the Boys' Branch

of the Association of

Lincoln, Neb., and I

was a member before

I went to Lincoln.

Time is so precious

that I want to spend

it to the best advan

tage, and it cannot be spent to better ad

vantage than talking to men of your age.

We give relatively too little time to the

making of a man and relatively too much

time to the perfection of

things with which man deals.

Every young man's body is

worth more to him than any

fortune. He can squander

it; he can waste it; he can

throw it away. How can I

burn into your minds and

hearts the important duty of

conserving this strength un

less I make you understand

what it costs to raise a boy?

The wealth of this country

is not in the ground—it is

above the ground. The most important

wealth of this country is its manhood and

womanhood.

But no boy ever lived that was worth the

cost of raising him if he was just a body.

The law will not anywhere permit a father

to cut off the arm of his boy and send that

boy out with one arm to compete with the

boys that have two. But a father that de

liberately denies education to his boy is as

cruel.

The young man trained to the limit of

his physical strength, with all the knowl

edge that the schools can give and noth

ing more, has still been trained in vain.

Moral development is the thing of para

mount importance. We measure men not

by the physical or intellectual strength, but

by the moral worth. It is the character

that determines the man. I know of no

foundation on which to build the moral

character except the religious foundation,

and I know of no moral code that does not

rest upon a religious foundation. If I have

anything of character, of moral worth, I

must give the credit of it to a Christian

father and a Christian mother. The founda

tions of character are laid before that age

when reason is supposed to be mature.

Before I was ten years old my mother

stamped upon me a dislike for swearing.

When I went to school I found myself

withdrawing from boys when they began

to swear, and I still withdraw.

I do not remember when I first signed

the pledge. I have been signing the

pledge all my life, and as long as I live I

know that I shall keep on signing the

pledge—that is, if I know that I can get

one human being by signing it, to sign it

with me. I believe in signing the pledge.

It has been a protection to me. When I

went into public life they told me that a

man had to drink in order to be in pol-

THE PLEDGE THAT WILL HAVE 10,000 SIGNATURES OF

MICHIGAN YOUTH TO WHOM IT IS BEING PRESENTED

itics. It is a lie. There is not any position

in this world which a man cannot fill bet

ter when he is sober than a drinking man.

I am now going to make a proposition to

you. I want to sign a pledge with as many of

you as will sign.—[Three thousand pledged.]

Another thing that entered into my life

when I was young that had more influence

than any of the others—I joined the church

when I was 14 years old, and when I went

to college I was glad I had, for it was a

help to me in those days when doubts came.

The first thing that a young man wants

to know is God, and that God stands back

of all things. If a man has not this inner

guardian you cannot put policemen enough

around him to keep him straight, but if he

has this inner desire to live as in God's

sight, you reed no policemen.

I put God first in the building of char

acter, and next to God I give you the Bible

as the word of God.

By the strengthening of the body, by the

training of the mind, and by the developing

of the heart, man can prepare himself to

measure up to God's standard of a man.
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The Boy in the High School Age

IN OUB PRESENT PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM, WHICH CANNOT HAVE RELIGIOUS EDUCATION, THE
ASSOCIATION IS AROUSINO AN ARMY OF SCHOOL LEADERS TO HIGH MORAL CHARACTER AND VITAL
CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP. ALREADY OVER 400 CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS ARE WORKING IN SCHOOLS
WHICH ENROLL OVER 160,000 STUDENTS; 17,496 ARE IN LIFE PROBLEM STUDY GROUPS LED BY STU
DENTS OF STANDING AND YOUNG COLLEGE MEN TRAINED BY THE ASSOCIATION. THESE BOYS ARE
EXERTING SO POSITIVE AND WHOLESOME AN INFLUENCE THAT ONE PRINCIPAL LATELY SAID : "THAT
LITTLE GROUP OF CHRISTIAN LEADERS HAS DONE AS MUCH IN THE PAST TERM FOR THE MORAL TONE
OF THIS SCHOOL AS THE WHOLE FACULTY PUT TOGETHER HAS BEEN ABLE TO DO IN FIVE YEARS."

By Hon. P. P. CLAXTON, Commissioner of Education

 

ERE is a most hope

ful thing in the life of

this country. It is the

remarkable increase

of the number of boys

and girls enrolled in

its public and private

high schools. In 1890

the total number of

high-school students

reported was a little

less than 300,000; in

1900 something more

' than 630,000. It is

now approximately 1,500,000. More than 25

per cent, of all boys and girls in the United

States attaining the high-school age now en

ter the high schools, and about 10 per cent,

finish the four-year course. High-school

buildings and equipment are now superior to

that of colleges of a generation ago. These

buildings are the temples of this democratic

age and country erected to the god of the

golden period of youth.

Thinking people are beginning to see that

the complex problems of our political, civic,

industrial, social, cultural, spiritual democ

racy demand of the great masses more ex

tensive knowledge of facts and principles

than can be given in the elementary school

and a discipline different from that which

can be given children before the years of

early and middle adolescence.

In the pre-adolescent years children are

unable to reason inductively to great funda

mental principles, to formulate them in

words and to reason from them by deduc

tion to intelligent practical applications in

new concrete instances. But the ability to

do this is just what is most needed for the

self-guidance required by democratic life

and institutions.

The kind and degree of education possible

to childhood may be sufficient for citizenship

in a benevolent despotism, in a society of

rigid and unyielding stratification, in a

feudalistic industrial organization in which

the masses are only unthinking "hands,"

and in a spiritual despotism in which free

dom of thought is unknown. But demo

cratic government requires qualities of

manhood. Democratic institutions of what

ever kind demand of all who participate in

them such self-guidance as is

impossible without an under

standing of general principles

and the habit of consecutive ab

stract reasoning and individual

initiative and restraint.

Within this generation we

must find a way to provide high-

school education of the right

type for all. To do this will

prove a worthy task for the

combined efforts of statesmen

and philanthropists and for all

our educational agencies of

whatever kind.

Among these agencies must

be counted the Young Men's

Christian Association, with its

thousands of earnest young men,

its Bible classes and its gym

nasiums. It would be difficult to

estimate the importance of the

work which the Associations are

doing. The flexibility of its pro

gram, the adaptability of its

methods, the enthusiasm, the

spirit of comradeship and the

earnestness of its leaders all

combine to obtain results far be

yond the expectation of those

who have not studied this work

carefully. In its idealism the

Association recognizes the three

fold task of every agency of

education—to prepare for man

hood, for citizenship and for

some useful productive occupa

tion. In their intense practical

spirit they are always ready

and willing to enlist and hold the

interest of students by teaching

them the things they wish to

know next. The contribution to

education and to the life of the

country which the Young Men's

Christian Association is making

by offering these opportunities

to young men and to older boys

for whom the high schools do

not now provide or who are un

able to take advantage of the

opportunities are offered by the

schools.
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Everybody's Boys on City Streets

A Personal View by WM. A. FIELD, Supt. Illinois Steel Co.

THE COMMUNITY WORK PLAN WITH WIDE VARIETY IS FINDING PLACE OF SERVICE THROUGH THE
USE OF EXISTING CHURCH, SCHOOL, OR CIVIC EQUIPMENT FOR SCHOOL-AGE BOYS OF ALL CLAHSEB

COMMUNITY Boys' Work has been a

promotional agency of no small size.

It has brought agencies and individuals

together to work for the well-being of the

whole community. It has stimulated and

quickened the constructive forces of this

community; has found and developed new

workers; has brought the churches much

closer to each other and to the community;

has emphasized the importance of working

to eliminate fundamental causes of wrong

development; has therefore centered atten

tion on getting hold of boys and girls early

and keeping them within wholesome influ

ences; has insisted on making full use of

present equipments before setting up

others; has emphasized the essential cor

relation of our economic, educational, rec

reational, and spiritual interests, and the

necessity of keeping a proper balance be

tween them. Community Boys' Work as

viewed in this district has helped tremen

dously to bring the varied interests to

gether to function as one great whole for

the mutual and united advancement of all.

Inasmuch as the strength of our nation

lies in its youth, anything which tends to

strengthen that youth by directing its force

along right channels, makes for the soli

darity of society, inspires patriotism, and

spreads the gospel of the Brotherhood of

Man. Judging by the results accomplished

through the South Chicago Department of

the Association, Community Boys' Work is

such a force, for the whole community has

been brought closer together.

A business man remarked: "This bring

ing together over 100 representative men

and women as a board of directors to out

line a recreational policy, means that these

same people can and will be brought to

gether on other matters of community-wide

import. Such development spells coopera

tion rn heavy type."

These additional facts are drawn from a

recent report. A "street gang" of eleven

and another of twelve have been brought

into Sunday Schools taught by Association

men.

A Church Promotion Committee of 20

men of 20 churches carried on a training

class for church workers with boys, enroll

ing 76 men. A Sunday School League is

now competing in a three-fold contest in

which athletics, Sunday School attendance

and Bible Study examination each count

one-fourth on championship. Socials and

entertainments are being conducted weekly

for working boys employed in one of the

large plants on the North Side.

Two municipal playground gymnasiums

are given over to the physical directors for

use at off hours for hundreds of school and

working boys. Playground activities were

carried on at 32 different places and on

vacant lots. Stereopticon lectures with

moving pictures were conducted on three

public playgrounds with an attendance

ranging from 300 to 1600 people per night.

Twenty-seven school teams competed in a

base-ball league. The principals of twenty-

six grammar schools on the North Side have

each chosen two older boys, "natural lead

ers" in their schools, for school councils.

Each council of these older boy leaders is

trained by community secretaries to be

come leaders in athletics and represent the

Association in their school, standing for

"Clean Speech, Clean Sport and Clean

Life."

Already varied "Community Work" has been
established In 32 centers. These engaged 1,063
group clubs, organized 24 playgrounds and 27
camps, created a new spirit among boys In
shops, factories, new moral standards In schools,
cleaned up vicious neighborhoods, led hundreds
of boys to continue In school, Induced sanitary,
hygienic and Christian habits of life, broadened
the outlook of boys and saved them by the hun
dreds for Sunday-schools and churches, by its
clubs, and, as an Arkansas mayor said, "has
robbed the jail of half Its boys." The family,
the probation officer and judge, and the church
say Its work Is good and the community has
been Induced to father its boys.
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The Needs of "the Boy Inside "

By W. C. GRAVES, General Superintendent, Illinois State Reformatory

tT IS IMPOSSIBLE to tell all the needs

J. of "the boy inside" the walls of a penal

or reformatory institution. If my reader

could have the experience of a closed cell

door, the clank of the bolt as it is shot in

place by the cellhouse man, and consider

the full depth of misery of being locked in

for a day or a night, he would begin to see

a great many things which could be done to

ease the terrible monotony which comes to

one under such circumstances.

When I began my work about a year ago,

I soon learned that every young man when

admitted into the institution was to a great

extent broken down physically, morally, and

intellectually. I immediately abolished that

system which causes depression so often

found in penal institutions, and opened wide

the field of recreation, granting every in

mate one hour of recreation every day, a

half holiday on Saturday afternoon, one

hour of recreation Sunday morning, and one

hour Sunday afternoon. These young men

were permitted to indulge in the same

games as are enjoyed by the happy, healthy

boy outside. As a result of this system,

scarcely a violation of the playground rules

has occurred. The health of the inmates

has improved so rapidly within the last

ten months that during the entire time

scarcely an inmate has been in the hospital

suffering from chronic or acute diseases.

Constipation and its kindred diseases have

disappeared. The demoralizing habits so

ordinarily practised in institutions of this

kind have vastly decreased.

The spirit of the inmate is that of hope,

and he no longer paces his cell with the

spirit of hatred in his heart.

The Illinois State Reformatory has the

only practical working Young Men's Chris

tian Association organization in the world

within prison walls, that I know of. There

is no limit to our membership. Any boy

with three "good" months can become a

member. The boys hold meetings in the

chapel every Sunday afternoon and are

taught the art of public address and music,

which they take hold of with boundless en

thusiasm. The Sunday School lesson is

also studied in a general way. In fact,

the same kind of a good fellowship meeting

is held inside as is found in Associations

outside.

It was thought possibly the enlarged priv

ileges of the boys inside and particularly the

recreation hour on Sunday morning and af

ternoon after the Young Men's Christian

Association service would seriously reduce

the attendance, but we find the reverse is

the case. There are more requests than

ever for cards. Our meetings are held prac

tically without guards, the only officer pres

ent being the one who calls the boys from

the cellhouse to the chapel. Every boy un

derstands that the continuance of member

ship rests upon himself, and he so values

it that he imposes upon those about him

the good order which is required for the

proper conduct of the meetings.

Letters are frequently received by me

from boys who have gone out, telling how

they have looked up the Association in the

place where they are doing their parole, and

that it is a constant help to them. When a

boy is paroled, I notify the secretary of

the Association in the community where he

goes of the name of the person to whom he

is paroled and ask them to throw around

the boy the safeguards of this great organ

ization. I find the Association is a great

help to me along this line.

 

A YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION IN A REFORMATORY

A meeting which Is giving these young men a sense of fellowship with young men "on the outside"
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One with Us—One of Us

By Dr. JAMES L VANCE, Nashville, Tenn.

THB SPIRIT THAT PUTS MEN BY THE SIDE OF THKIR FELLOW MEN—OP "PUBLICANS AND SIN
NERS" WITHOUT PATRONAGE, WITH COMPASSION, AND THERKFORB WITH POWER TO HELP THEM

 
HEN Isaiah wrote

"He was numbered

with the trans-

lessors," he does not

say "He was num

bered with the saints

n glory." That might

be a satisfac-

tory phrase for the

celestial census taker

to write over against

your name and mine.

But Christ was

"numbered with the

transgressors."

What is the company Christ keeps to

day? The church member of the ultra-

sanctified type might answer, "Christ be

longs to the saints. He is to be found in his

church." The broader and more tolerant

type of Christian might answer that Christ

keeps company with all those who lead good

lives whether inside the Church or out. If

society were to answer the question it would

say that Christ is to be found with the re

spectable classes. Religion stands for de

cency. When a man is converted he cleans

up his life and moves into a better neigh

borhood. Jesus is, therefore, the asset of

the upper classes.

If privilege were to answer it would say

that Christ belong to the upper classes—to

kings and kaisers and parliaments. If some

workingmen were to answer, they would say

that Christ belongs to the capitalists.

But all these conjectures turn out to be

dead wrong. Jesus belongs among trans

gressors. He says so himself. He declares

that his place is with those who are down

and out. He says, "If a man has slipped

and fallen, I am with him. If a woman has

erred and lost her Eden, I am with her. If

a soul has been snared by Satan and is fet

tered by vile and destructive habits, I am

with that soul. If a man has clouded his

honor and lost his standing in society, he

has not lost it with me. This is the com

pany I keep. These are my people."

Christ has made good his claim to this

prophecy. It is no empty phrase with him.

It tells the story of his life. He chooses

Peter. You say, "What a mistake. The

man will deny him with oaths and curses."

He stops at the office of the publican Mat

thew and says, "Follow me." You say,

"What a mistake. Nobody has any confi

dence in Matthew. He will discredit any

enterprise with which he is connected."

Watch the Saviour the day the poor wretch

crossed his path whom society had com

pletely ostracized. From sheer force of

habit he cries, "Let me alone." But Jesus

says, "No, I will not let you alone. I have

been looking for you." Then Christ restores

him to society. Watch him again with

Zaccheus, and again with the poor woman

whom the Pharisees dragged into his pres

ence. He is making good his claim to be

numbered with the transgressors.

If you do not care to go so far back as

Calvary, see how Christ works to-day. See

the transformations wrought by his stately

steppings as told in books like Twice-Born-

Men. Jesus has not changed. He came to

seek and to save that which was lost. He

came not to condemn. Not to ostracize.

Not to save his reputation. He is still at

work with the transgressors. The places

where Christ is most real to-day are the

places where he is most needed. To get rid

of your doubts go look at a soul in the

throes of sin and see it lifted, changed and

thrilled by the saving touch of the Saviour

of men. Then the reality of Christ becomes

a demonstration.

Christ is not represented by people who

are afraid to associate with transgressors.

He is misrepresented by them. He brands

as worthless the piety which insulates itself

from the world's need, which is afraid of

being compromised and contaminated,

which imagines that it honors God by draw

ing its sanctimonious skirts about it and

landing the frown of its disapproval on the

down and outs of the world. These are not

Christians. They are pharisees. If we

want to help people we must identify our

selves with them. A proxy will not do.

Books and tracts will not do. Neither will

an Association program, no matter how ex

tensive or all-inclusive. "Ye are my wit

nesses." We must get into the trouble of

the world, not as a professional, but as a

participant.

Of that remarkable Kansas Gospel Team

work, in which hundreds of men have made

other men's burdens theirs, Mr. C. C.

Pierce says:

The Gospel Team movement has given the
Association a tremendous opportunity. Team
men gather for prayer and conference In our
building Dates are made through our office.
Many men have received a new vision of the
real mission of the Association hecause of Its
part In this great evangelistic effort. It has
been tremendously worth while.
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The Experience of All the Asset of Each

By O. E. BROWN, D.D., Chairman Tennessee State Executive Committee

THE CONTRIBUTION OP THE SEVEN SUMMER INSTITUTES ATTENDED BY 1500 MEN

V

PATHETIC sight!

Our train is speeding

through a great rail

way yard. The at

tention is drawn to a

long line of locomo

tive engines on the

siding. The length of

the line is astonishing

and soon the eye dis

covers that it is a

double line. The mind

begins to sum up the

aggregate of power

represented in this immense group of en

gines. At once the thought comes that these

are behind the age and discarded engines.

A more pathetic sight! Moving through

our world of ever-increasing opportunities

and ever-enlarging tasks, we discover a long

line of men who have been left behind by

the forward sweep of things. These men

were once effective, but they are now too

slow for the new pace that has been set:

they are now too small for the new size of

task which men are asked to handle. The

sight of the discarded engines is pathetic;

the sight of the discarded men is tragic.

The structural material of the engines was

dead and static and so had in it no power

to grow and adjust to the growing demands

of new times, but the structural material

of the men was vital and dynamic and so

capable of growth and adjustment. The

men may have been fitted of God to grow

with the growing demands upon them. We

see the engines on the scrap-heap and

speak of the pathetic necessity. We look

upon the misfit men and wonder if, after

all, we are not beholding a needless waste.

There is no modern movement which has

sought more earnestly than the Association

brotherhood to protect its leaders and em

ployes against this tragic dead-line. It has

sought, with peculiar effectiveness, to make

the experience of all minister to the growth

of each and the experience of each avail

able for the growth of all. It has made this

vital interchange possible especially through

its summer institutes, or, as Mr. Morse has

happily named them, "continuation schools."

These training schools, though they fall in

the vacation season and though they have

a wonderfully refreshing recreational and

social feature, are yet coming to do a work

that builds itself into the most abiding As

sociation efficiency.

These summer training schools are espe

cially well suited to the creation and re

newal of the truest Association ideals. Fail

ure in ideals is deeply fatal. For the new

man in Association service the contact with

the choicest personalities of the brother

hood and the instruction by the selected As

sociation experts must result in ideals of

leadership and standards of achievement

far beyond anything otherwise possible.

The best guarantee of an expanding life

for the Association movement is to be found

in initiating every recruit into the service

with the highest and finest Association

ideals. Of equal importance with this cre

ative power is the function of the summer

school is renewing the ideals of the older

men. The weight of the actual tends might

ily to pull down the ideal. The only way to

maintain a career on the highest levels is

to have seasons of release from the exacting

routine of the actual into the undisturbed

realm of the ideal. When old and new men

get together in the free comradeship and

study of the school, then sanity and buoy

ancy blend for producing a resultant of

highest value.

The Summer Association School is also

exceptionally adapted to the discovery of

the resources available for translating

ideals into actualities. Ideals without dy

namics are little better than mere dreams.

Unalloyed Christian ideals are so high that

they are likely, at the first, to provoke the

protest, "Impossible!" The atmosphere of

these summer schools, I can testify, cannot

be excelled in enabling one to say, "I can do

all things in him that strengthened me."

The Association Summer School is also a

valuable clearing house of scientific man

agement. It brings the men who have done

the work into fellowship with the men who

are entering upon the work. It enables the

new men to start on the level of the best

wisdom in Association experience. It in

spires experienced men with faith in new

methods that have been scientifically tested

out in the Association laboratory. It re

kindles faith in the abiding worth of some

of the old fundamentals in method that

should never be allowed to drop into dis

use. Socialized experience is the formula

for growing in personality. New methods

for renewed life, new life in old methods,

men of growing strength for enlarging

tasks, a clear vision of the good and sure

knowledge of the way thereto, these are the

contributions of the Summer School to the

Association movement.
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Every Man's Life a Concern of God

Every Man's Life a Concern of Man

By Prof. E. L BOSWORTH, D.D., Oberlin

A FAITH THAT FEEDS EVERY ASSOCIATION ENTERPRISE AND SUSTAINS THE "WHOSOEVER" AND THE

"TO THE UTTERMOST" GOSPEL MESSAGE AND CONFIDENCE

gratitude and unselfish action. The words

of Jesus find us when he says: "Are not

five sparrows sold for two pence and not

one of them is forgotten in the sight of

God. Fear not: ye are of more value than

many sparrows."

We can believe

'That all our sorrow, pain and doubt
A great compassion clasps about ;

And law and goodness, love and force
Are wedded fast beyond divorce."

If every man's life is a concern of God

surely it must be a concern of all other

men, though not in the same degree that

it is a concern of God. Man's capacity for

concern is limited and he must not try to

carry burdens that would bring nervous

prostration upon him. He needs only to

keep the depth of his nature open to the

great sources of love and devotion that

are ready to well up in him out of the

life of God. Then "as the Scripture hath

said, 'From within him shall flow rivers

of living water'." He may be certain that

by virtue of quietly being this sort of per

son he will surely, in accordance with the

laws of the spiritual world, be constantly

giving off from himself the best that he

might be concerned to see another man

share. As Dr. Bailey of Denver, says,

"Influence is the effluence of affluence." He

may be sure that God will station him in

the world where such a personality is most

needed. He will carry with him a message

that is incarnating itself in a life. It will

be the kind of life that God is concerned to

make everlasting, a life that is charged

with the faith, hope and love that abide

forever

 

SILVER BAY ON LAKE GEORGE!—ONE OF THE SEVEN SUMMER INSTITUTES

These Institutes, attended by 1448 last year, have become vital factors In the Association move
ment, training- men in technical work and bringing them Into contact with inspirational teachers.

 

T first thought it

seems impossible that

every man's life

should be a concern of

God. When we think

of the vast universe

with its uncounted

solar systems and try

to conceive God as its

all filling inhabitant

he seems too vast a

force to be regarded

as in any sense "per

sonal."

"* * * As this poor earth's pale history

runs,

What is it all but a trouble of ants in the

gleam of a million million of suns."

But, on the other hand, the new science

of atomic astronomy has appeared. The

atom, supposed to be indivisible, turns out

to be made up of integral parts moving in

mathematically calculable orbits. If the

vast force of the universe so operates as to

allow no vagrant disordered atom, surely

it could include in the moral order of the

universe the wonderful being who looks into

the atom and discovers its astronomy. We

feel at liberty to see profound significance

in the clear demand of our moral nature

for a vast God who is concerned about us

and about all men. We feel at liberty at

attach large significance to our surely

deepening sense of living in a vast spiritual

world which presses in upon us for good at

every point, and to the surely expanding life

which we find in ourselves as we respond

to this spiritual world with prayerful
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The Making of Books for the Making of Men

By HARRY E. FOSDICK, D.D., Author "The Manhood of the Master"

SERVICE OF LITERATURE TO ASSOCIATION LIFE.

 

man's hand ; must

few questions in

HEN one considers

how much we do

read, how reading

creeps into all the

nooks and crannies of

our time, how our

ideas are shaped by

our reading; when

one considers the pos

sibilities which lie in

reading to ruin or ex

alt, and how those

possibilities for a few

pennies are at any

he not agree that

applied Christianity

are more important than a man's relation

ship to his books? When Polonious

asked "What do you read, my Lord?"

Hamlet answered "Words, words, words."

Many a man reads no more than that.

The publication department of the As

sociation is an earnest and amazingly

successful endeavor to reach a great clientele

of men and boys with worth-while reading.

It has developed a field of its own, and

among publishing houses has a unique place.

It covers a need which none other meets and

serves a constituency remarkable for its

composition and its size.

Consider its growth. The last five years

have seen a 50 per cent, increase in the vol

ume of its literature. A few years ago the

Association Press offered a limited number

of Bible courses for use in the Associations.

Today the catalogue describes 121 general

religious publications, 109 books on Bible

study and personal evangelism, 53 on boy

life and many more on special phases of

Christian service. A Bible course from the

Press has been known to run up in circula

tion to nearly 40,000 copies in two years—

distributed in many countries—which, in

comparison with the circulation that the

average publishing house can offer, is ex

ceedingly large.

Consider the scope of its influence. For

one thing there are 34,000 college men in

Bible classes, supplied by the Press with the

necessary guidance to make the Bible intel

ligible to their minds and applicable to their

lives. Some of these courses are in use

around the world and at least one of them

has already in India been reprinted in four

different languages. Moreover in this coun

try the Press supplies with suitable courses

in English the 30,000 foreigners who are

in Association classes, and among the 138,-

000 men and boys of the city Bible classes

is opening up the meaning of Christianity

through methods of study which are no

where else procurable and which are ex

pertly fitted to the needs of those who are

served.

Consider the variety of its work. Its

literature on adolescent boyhood has been

widely used among the Bible Schools of the

churches, and books like Dr. Exner's Ra

tional Sex Life for Men havte had an ex

tended circulation. Then there is Corsan's

book, At Home in the Water, from which

each year 35,000 men and boys are taught

to swim. Then there are pamphlets like

My Business Partner, "Gym," of which 100,-

000 have already been distributed, or Ober's,

What is the Young Men's Christian Associ

ation? of equal popularity. From books

like these to the specialized literature of

the Men and Religion Campaign, and from

that to the most carefully prepared courses

of Bible study or to preachments on per

sonal religion of an intimate and practical

character quite unique, the Press serves

with amazing variety the needs of its

clientele.

The peculiar field of usefulness which has

been discovered and developed by the Press

assures an abiding growth. Even though

no great classics ever come from it, many

a man helped by these interpretations of

intelligent and practical religion, will learn

with Charles Lamb "to say grace over his

books."
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"That Men May Pray in Every Place"

By Lieut.-Col. E. W. HALFORD, for Fifty-two Years an Association Leader

 
HE VALUE of such

a review of the year

as is here given lies

in the fact that it is a

record of the fruit

age of service from

thousands of men

whose "life springs

are in God."

The Young Men's

Christian Association

is not chiefly an or

ganizer of activities

and achievements.

Primarily and preeminently it is the pro

moter of a spiritual life as the efficient and

sufficient dynamic by which a nation-wide

and world-wide service is being rendered,

not only to the increasing favor of men, but

with the avowed purpose of bringing glory

to Almighty God through the transforma

tion of human character. The Association

emphasizes that which makes presently and

continuously true the words written long

ago, "The people that do know their God

shall be strong and do exploits."

Fifty-three years ago I came into person

al touch with the Association. Through

many years I have observed its service in

various parts of the world. A director or

officer and member of various state com

mittees in at least ten different states, in

military camps and posts, being permitted

to have some active relation with its work,

this opportunity for first-hand knowledge

may give some tinge of authority to a word

of testimony. The men who have made and

kept the Association what it has been and is

have been those who recognize that its vic

tories are won "not by might, nor by power,

but by my spirit, saith the Lord."

Secretaries and their staffs are kept ef

ficient through meetings for prayer previous

to entering upon their daily routine. Di

rectors and committeemen—local, state, in

ternational, all of them—are held to tasks

of plan and purpose through the influence

and power of prayer, suggesting, stimulat

ing and undergirding all their service.

In the Student Department the greatest

message of the several summer conferences,

having an attendance of twenty-five hun

dred undergraduate college leaders, has

been prayer, Bible study and insistence

upon the call to unselfish, sacrificial living.

The Bible study courses in the Students'

Associations, enrolling last year 33,000

students, are prepared and conducted upon

the plane of Bible study, and the applica

tion of scriptural principles and standards

to the students' life through the devotional

rather than the critical method, and the en

listment of men for observance of the

Morning Watch.

During the past year an hundred boys'

work conferences have been held, attended

by 20,000 older boys and boys' work lead

ers, in all of which the largest place upon

the program, and the dominant influence,

was prayer, Bible study and a life of spir

itual devotion.

In the Army and Navy Department the

enlisted men's Bible and Prayer League has

a membership of more than 10,000 soldiers,

sailors and marines, pledged to daily Bible

reading and prayer. No other feature of

Army and Navy work has proved more val

uable. From isolated outposts in Alaska

and in the Philippine Islands, and in the

Canal Zone, as well as from Army posts in

the states, from naval stations and from

battle ships comes a stream of letters tell

ing of higher ideals of life resulting.

The daily Bible Notes printed in Asso

ciation Men are followed by thousands,

while the Prayer Topics are the themes for

hundreds of morning conferences of secre

taries, are used at many family altars and

largely to direct personal devotion. In a

remote town of Maine the pastor writes

that in his church the weekly meetings fol

low the Notes, ending by all kneeling in

prayer for each member. A gospel team

from this church conducts services in a vil

lage 7 miles distant, while by visiting school

houses and holding religious meetings a

number of related communities have been

perceptibly influenced. Several men from

this church have entered the ministry as a

result of the "Notes." An estray from a

prominent family writes: "They have

brought sunshine and hope into my life for

two years." An educated man in prison

writes, "This daily message was the most

helpful that came to my life during an ex

perience worse than death." A Sunday

school teacher says, "Through these Notes

my boys, without home influence, get in

touch with the noblest and best manhood

of our country." A commercial traveler

writes, "They are the nourishment, inspira

tion and safeguard of my life."

This is the spirit in which all the work of

the Association is concerned and conducted.

Beyond all that can be ascribed to the serv

ice of men, great and noble as that is, the

verdict of the year, and of all the years, re

mains true—"What hath God wrought."
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The Pressing Claims of Three Groups of Men

By S. W. McGILL, Nashville, Tenn.

"ADMONISHING EVERYMAN AND TEACHING EVERYMAN IN ALL WISDOM THAT WE MAY PRESENT EVERY

MAN PERFECT IN CHRIST." COL. 1 ; 28

THE EVERYMAN clause in the plat

form of the Association is found in

the last three words of the historic

Paris statement of 1855, "among young

men." All young men everywhere! The

Association began with a mission to a spe

cial class of young men. It has broadened

its program until its activities include work

for boys, young men and all men. It has

reached out a helping hand to men of many

nationalities and all classes. It deals with

men in cities, towns, villages and country

districts, men in construction and lumber

camps, cotton mill hands, soldiers, sailors,

railroad men, immigrants, Indians, colored

men, etc., etc. We would call attention to

the mission of the Association to three spe

cial classes.

The Prosperous Young Man.—Much

has already been said and more will be said

about the so-called "poor boy." Work for

the poor, the outcast, the besmeared with

the vices of the world, the man in temporary

distress. These are the lines of work which

are often spectacular. They reach the pop

ular mind in the rehearsing. The Associa

tion is doing this work, much of it, but it

has other work to do. Our best work is not

that of helping the fallen but upholding the

upright. First-Aid-to-the-UNINJURED is

a proper program for the Association.

Formation rather than reformation.

Some people talk as if it were a sin to be

prosperous. Success is not a sin. There is

no premium on mediocrity. The fact that

a young man is prosperous and apparently

well-to-do is no reason for the Association

or the church to turn its back upon him.

A young man with money, education and

ability may be sadly in need of the influence

and help of the Association.

A young man said something to a secre

tary about trouble. "Trouble," said the sec

retary, "you don't know what trouble is.

You have everything money can buy."

"Yes," said the young man, "but money

can't buy everything." Then the young

man opened up his heart and told of the

sin in his home and in his life and asked

for counsel and help. There are many

worse things than being poor, and being

rich may be one of them. May God have

mercy on the rich man's son with the handi

cap of an indulgent father and a thought

less mother.

Men of Mature Years.—Most of the ac

tivities of the Association are planned with

a view to meeting the needs of young men.

Sometimes the emphasis is placed on work

for boys to the exclusion of most other

things. Some Associations are becoming

aware of a mission to men of senior years.

The evils of urban life have sapped the

vitality of many men of middle life. Many

men are old long before their time. The

deadline in business is steadily coming

down. This need not be. Business men in

cities and towns are carrying heavy loads

and have big burdens to lift. Those puffy

lids, shortness of breath, increasing weight

and general sluggishness tell a story of

discouragement. These things ought not

to be. The Association is in a position to

make a splendid contribution to the solution

of the problem of the conservation of the

physical well-being and energies of the lead

ing men of the community. And so the

Business Men's Health Club, the Sustain

ing Members' Class, etc., have been estab

lished. The baths, the natatorium, the

games, volley ball and the like. The bring

ing of men together for a frolic just to be

boys again. To kick up their heels and yell

once more. This program is adding years

to the life and life to the years of many

otherwise weary business men.

Street Railway Employees.—The story

of the work of the Railroad Department of

the Association is one of the most thrilling

chapters yet to be written. The largest

neglected wide-open field for Association

work is among street railway employees.

The numbers in the service exceed steam

railroad employees. These men mostly live

a monotonous life—round and round and

round from week's end to year's end. The

same old tiresome treadmill existence. As

to responsibility, they handle many times

more passengers than steam railroads. In

many cities the number of passengers car

ried daily is equal to the total population. In

many cities the street car system handles

more passengers in a week than all the rail

road lines running into the city handle in

a month. As to responsibility, the railroad

engineer has right of way for sixty miles.

He opens the throttle and if anything gets

in the way it gets hurt. The street car

motorman does not have right of way for

sixty feet. He must be everlastingly on

guard for the care of your family and mine.

The street railway branches of the Asso

ciation that have been organized have al-

Contlnued on page 215
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Every Association Must Reach Out

By S. W. WILEY,

ABOUT 1900 there began a very decided

extension movement on the part of

the city Associations, first in the

form of shop meetings, reaching out to nu

merous groups in the community. Some of

this work was doubtless poorly planned,

some of it did. not get anywhere in par

ticular; at the same time it diverted con

siderable attention from the old established

lines of work inside the buildings. Some of

the Associations took a great interest and

assumed leadership in the matter of pro

moting playgrounds, with the result that

fine systems have developed in many of our

cities. Then came a series of national cam

paigns—the Laymen's Missionary Move

ment, the Men and Religion Movement, etc.,

until a reaction set in, and at the Silver

Bay Conference in 1912, especially, there

was a distinct rally to the slogan "Back to

the membership." Doubtless there was a

reason, and unquestionably there have been

good results following. More improvement

in the intensive methods of work in the

membership have been made during the last

three years than had been apparent for

many years before.

It is impossible, however, that the Asso

ciation should confine itself to the members

within its buildings. Only a relatively few

Associations, and those the more timid

ones, have apparently attempted to inter

pret the "Back to the membership" slogan

in a reactionary way. As a natural de

velopment of the extension work there has

come the "community work" idea in

neglected districts of big cities as well as

in the small communities, where a building

is not feasible. This is a distinct advance

over the first extension work idea, as it at

tempts to really affect the life of the whole

community and not simply isolated groups

here and there scattered about the city.

Some Associations might wisely gather up

the extension work being conducted in a cer

tain part of the city, co-ordinate it into an

organized whole, place a special secretary in

charge of it, and with but little change of

activities or enlargement of program, they

would find themselves in possession of a

good rudimentary "community work."

There is on foot a rapidly expanding

wprk for large groups of the population in

co-operation with the industries that employ

them, as is illustrated by work among street

railway men, the companies usually provid

ing the buildings, equipment and money,

the Association providing the methods and

leadership.

Minneapolis, Minn.

The high school work of many Associa

tions is rapidly expanding from a few Bible

classes to a genuine movement of the high

school students for larger and better moral

ideals in the entire school life. Other whole

groups of young men are being reached as

a unit, such as the students of business

colleges and trade schools. The develop

ment of work among immigrant peoples,

effecting in numerous cases whole settle

ments, has been rapidly growing among

the larger city Associations.

At the same time that an intensification

of the methods of work among the young

men and boys coming to our buildings has

been going on, it is apparent therefore that

there has been a rapid evolution of methods

in touching vitally the life of whole dis

tricts of the city, and whole groups of

young men differentiated by some special

educational, industrial or business interest.

No Association is abreast of the times that

is content to confine its efforts to the indi

vidual young men and boys than can be

drawn within its own walls. The modern

Association should have as an ideal to reach

regularly and systematically at their point

of greatest need a number of young men

and boys outside its buildings at least equal

to the number enrolled inside. Some Asso

ciations are already reaching regularly

twice as many young men and boys through

their extension and community work as they

do inside their buildings, and yet without

injury to their inside work.

The next big development should be the

enlistment and training of the men inside

our buildings to carry on the work outside.

This has already been begun, but when we

really discover how to train and utilize the

forces of young men at our command, it

will not be long until we can truthfully say

that the effective Association does reach

EVERY MAN in the community who needs

the Association's influence.

Continued from page 214

ready demonstrated the wisdom of the

undertaking. In at least one city the con

munity owes it $400,000 central Associa

tion building largely to the interest created

through the Street Railway Association.

Hundreds of thousands of men, for the

most part young men, are ergaged in street

railway service. These men are almost out

side the reach or influence of the ordinary

religious agencies. The Association in its

outreach to help EVERYMAN mu?t include

these splendid fellows in Its program.
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The Association's Building Record for 1914

 

GOING UP AT CANTON, O.

BUILDINGS OPENED IN 1914

N. Y. Grind Cent. R. R.) . $475,000

Providence . R 1 42 1 ,000

Atlanta. Ga 343,000

Grand Rapids, Mich 340,000

Phila. West Br 270,000

Reading, Pa 267,000

Phila. Cent, (adm.) 262,000

Sacramento, Cal 250,000

Muncie, Ind 250,000

Evansville, Ind 244,500

Phi'a. North Br 235,000

Johnstown, Pa 225,000

Hamilton, O 225,000

Brockton, Mass 222,000

Butler, Pa 150,000

Oil City, Pa 146,000

Perth Amboy, N. J 122,000

Amsterdam, N. Y 115,600

Flint, Mich 112,000

Spartanburg, S. C 11 1,500

Phia. Colored 109,000

Tucson, Ariz 100,000

Atchison, Kans 100,000

Kansas City (Colored) ... 100,000

Augusta, Me 100,000

Crawfordsville, Ind 91,600

Albany, N. Y. (add.) 90,000

Berlin, N. H 90,000

Corsicana, Tex 81,000

Buildings Opened $7,312,800;

Under Construction $9,337,-

000, and millions more are

pledged or in hand for Equip

ment in America and abroad.

Coatesville, Pa. (add.) 80,000

Scranton, Pa. (add.) 80,000

Warren, Pa 80,000

Fostoria, O 75,000

A. & M. Coll , StarkviUe, Miss. 75,000

A. St M. Co l. College Sta.,Tez. 75,000

Marshalltown, la. (R.R.). . . 75,000

Titusville, Pa 74,000

Scottdale, Pa 60,000

Wenatchee, Wash 68,000

 

BCTLER'B CAMPAIGN CLOCK
BUILDING OPENED FREE OF DEBT

Gloversville, N. Y 67,500

Manila, P. I. (College) 66,000

Dickerson Run, Pa. (R. R.) 60,000

Auburn, Ind 56,550

Millbrook, N. Y 50,000

Tyrone, Pa. (R. R.) 50,000

Jenkins, Ky 45,000

Alton, 111. (add.) 41,000

Birmingham, Ala(indus.) . . 40,000

Kirk Yards, Gary, Ind.

(R. R.) 40,000

Huntsvil e, A' a. (two cotton) 40,000

 

FOR TONKERS, N. T.

Fort Monroe (add. Army). 35,000

Mahwah, N. J. (indus.) . . 35,000

Evanston, 111. (Colored) . . . 28,500

Payette, Id. (burned bldg.

rebuilt) 28,000

Lenox, 111. (R.R.) 20,000

Beaumont, Tex. (add.) 20,000

Silver Grove, Ky. (R.R.) . . 20,000

Whitehall, N. Y. (R. R.) . . . 16,000

Garnerville, N. Y 15,000

Huntsville,Ala.(Dal!asMill) 15,000

Huntsvi'le, A'.a. (Abingdon

Mill) 15,000

Rossville, 111. (R. R.) 15,000

McAlpin, W. Va. (mining) . 10,000

Kaulton, Ala. (lumber) 10,000

Derry, Pa. (R.R.) 8,000

Monroe, Va. (R. R. add.)... 8,000

BeUwood, Pa. (R. R.) 7,900

Ramage, W. Va. mining 6,000

Silver Bay Summer Sch.

(R.R.) 4,000

Rion, S. C. (quarry men) . 3,150

BUILDINGS BEING ERECTED

Brooklyn, "Central" $1,500,000

Rochester, "Central" 580,000

New York Union Br 425,000

New York Bowery Br 410,000

Youngstown, O 350,000

Grand Rapids, Mich 340,000

 



BREAKING GROUND, CHI. ASSOCIATION COLLEGE CORNER STONE LATINO, BOZEMAN, MONT.

Hartford Conn (addition) 390,000

Watertown, N. Y 301,000

Association College, Chicago 300,000

Canton, O 225,000

Yonkers, N.Y 200,000

Greenwich, Conn 200,000

Roanoke, Va 200,000

Worcester, Mass. (gym.) 170,000

Waynesboro, Pa. (with

end.) 168,000

Kansas City, Kans 150,000

New London, Conn 150,000

Santa Barbara, Cal 72,000

Bozeman, Mont 06,000

St. Thomas, Ont. (R. R.) . . 65,000

Winsted. Conn 63,000

West Springfield, Mass.

(R. R.) 62,000

Greensburg, Ind 60,000

Streator, IU 59,000

Hattiesburg, Miss 50,000

Oakland, Cal. (add.) 50,000

La Grande, Ore. R.R. .... 41,000

Astoria, Ore 40,000

Canton, 0 211,000

Springfield, Mass 165,000

Waynesboro, Pa. (part end.) 150,000

New London, Conn 150,000

New York (Col.) 150,000

Yonkers, N. Y 125,000

Phila. Abington Br 120,000

Freeport, 111 110,000

Superior, Wis 110,000

Cincinnati (col.) 105,000

Univ. Mich 80,000

Muskogee, Okla 81,000

 

WORKING BOTB' DAT, ISLAND PARK, LTNCHBURG, VA. DANVILLE, ILL.

Great Falls, Mont

Tulsa, Okla

Pueblo, Colo

Portsmouth, Va

Danville, IU

Appleton, Wis

Galesburg, IU

Helena, Mont

Staunton, Va

Petersburg, Va

Bayonne, N.J

Freeport, IU

Marshalltown, la

Superior, Wis

Racine, Wis

Beloit, Wis

Havana, Cuba

Muskogee, Okla

Laurel, Miss, dumber)

Emporia, Kans

Cortland, N. Y

145,000

142,000

140,000

140,000

130,000

120,000

120,000

115,000

115,000

115,000

115,000

111,000

107,000

107,000

99,000

99,000

85,000

85,000

77,000

75,000

72,000

New Brighton, Pa

Munising, Mich. Indus j . . 30,000

Winona, Minn, (add.) 25,000

Fort Dodge, la. (annex) .... 20,000

Bemis, Tcnn. (cotton) 18,000

Bon Ami, La. (lumber) ... 14,000

Logan, W. Va. (R.R.) 10,000

Scranton (R. R. add.) 10,000

FUNDS PLEDGED FOR BUILDINGS

Cincinnati, O $500,000

Chicago Asso . CoU 325,000

 

la 78,000

Emporia, Kans 75,000

Albuquerque, N. M 75,000

Pueblo, Colo, (add ) 63,000

Van Wert, 0 60,000

BartlesviUe, Okla 55,000

Winsted, Conn 53,000

Streator, IU 50,000

Bridgeton N J 45,000

Paris, Ky. (Co.) 45,000

Stroudsburg, Pa 45,000

Beaver Falls, Pa 40,000

Wilmerding, Pa . (add.) . . 40,000

NashviUe, Tenn. (Col.) 31,000

New Brighton, Pa 30,000

Crockett, Cal 25,000

W. HuntsvUle, Ala. (cotton) 25,000

Charleston, Mo 25,000

Brunswick, N. J 23,000

Corbin, Ky. (R.R.) 12,500

BeUwood, Pa. (R. R.) 7,9-15

 

FOR BELOIT, WIS. REBUILDING AT ALTON WKNATCHEH, WASH.
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SPECIAL FUNDS SECURED IN 1914 

IN USE AT BPARTANRrRn

Moscow, Pa . . .

Rock and. Me .

5,000

5.000

RAILROAD DEPARTMENT BUILD

INGS OPENED

Grand Central Terminal,

N. Y $475,000

Grand Island, Neb. (com

bined city and R.R.) .... 75,000

MarshaMown, la 75,000

Dickerson Run, Pa 60,000

FOR DEBTS, IMPROVEMENTS,

ETC.

Toledo, O $213,000

Binghamton, N. Y 05,000

Lowell, Mass 77,000

Nashville, Term 46,000

Blue Ridge Summer School,

assured, $22,500; actual

ly pledged, $22,500 45,000

Newburyport, Mass 43,300

Kankakee, 111 40,000

White Plains, N. Y 35,000

Tampa, Fla 32,700

Butler, Pa 32,000

Nashville, Tenn. (col.) 31,000

Waycross, Ga. (debt) 25,107

Washington C. H. (debt) 25,000

Americus, Ga. (debt) 25,000

Fond du Lac, Wis 20,371

Springfield , 111 15 ,000

Canandaigua, N. Y 13,500

Orange, N. J 12,600

Ft. Collins, Colo 12,000

Painesville, O 11,600

Springfield, O 11 ,000

Gloversville, N. Y 7,500

 

READING, PA.

Iowa Sta. Comm., 29 acres

at Lake Okoboji 6.00C

Okla. Sta. Comm., 40 acres

on Illinois River, gift of

Tahlequah Chamber of

Commerce 5,00J

Newton, Mass., by Mrs.

Frank A. Day in memory

of husband's long service

as trustee, etc., for a camp 5,000

Grand Rapids, Mich., 35

acres at Barrow Lake .... 5,000

 

COATE8V1I.LE, PA. PITTEFIELD'S LAKE HOUSE AND PARK A CIFT

Tyrone, Pa 50,000

Kirk Yards (Gary), Ind . ... 40,000

20,000

Lenox, III 20,000

Rossville, 111 15,000

8,000

Monroe, Va. (add.) 8,000

7,900

UNDER CONSTRUCTION

4,000

$65,000

West Springfield, Mass . 62,000

Le Grande, Ore 41 "00

Scranton, Pa. (add.) 10,000

Harmon, N. Y 10,000

Boulder, Colo . .

Westfield, N. Y .

4,000

3,500

CAMPS AND PARKS SECURED

Pittsfield, Mass., field from

J. D. Shipton, in appre

ciation of his father's long

Bartlesville, Okla., athletic

field

Ann Arbor, Mich., 8 acres

at Big Silver Lake by

Thos.Birkett 8t Dexter . .

5,000

1,000

Brooklyn Cent., -sea-side

camp for working boys

by Herbert L. Pratt

Chicngo, Wilson Ave. Dept.,

athletic field

Laurel, Miss., lot by East

man, Gardiner & Co

Dayton, O., 86-acre camp .

ENDOWMENT FUNDS SECURED

- Van Wert, 0 $50,000

7,000 50,000

50,000

40,0°°

35,000 Montclair, N.J 40,000

Mich. Sta. Com 30,000

25,000 Bridgeton, N.J 25,000

Augusta, Me 25,000

15,000 20,000

7,300 Saratoga Springs, N. Y. 10,000

 

 

FOR StrRURBAN MORRI8TOWN, N. T. FOR SUPERIOR, WIS.
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Townsites Co. (lot) to Great
 

BUTLER, PA.

Brooklyn, East. Dist. Br . . 5,000

Ohio Sta. Com 5,000

NOTABLE GIFTS IN 1914

John D. Rockefeller to

Brooklyn $300,000

CM. Pratt and brothers to

Brooklyn "Central" 150,000

Nelson Mowrey to Greens-

burg, Ind 100,000

Mrs. M. M. Emery to Cin

cinnati 61 ,000

John D. Rockefeller to

Univ. of Mich (cond.) . . . 60,000

Mrs. McCormick and fam

ily to Staunton, Va 50,000

WATERTOWN, N. T.

D. M. Wertz to Waynes

boro, Pa 50,000

Mrs. W. H. Alms to Cincin

nati, 0 50,000

A friend to Cincinnati, O 50,000

Eastman Gardner Co. to

Laure', Mass 40,000

Mrs. Elizabeth Voorhees to

Perth Amboy, N. J 35,000

H. H. Timken to Canton, O. 35,000

Wm. G. Mather to Munis-

ing, Mich 30,000

 

INDUSTRIAL ASSO.,
PKRTH AMROY. N. J.

Falls, Mont 30,000

J. B. Long to Great Falls,

Mont 25,000

Edward Ford to Toledo, O. 25,000

A friend to Roanoke, Va 25,000

Mr. and Mrs Chas. P. Taft

to Cincinnati, O 25,000

William Hardee to Toledo,

0 25,000

C. L. Huston to Coatesville,

Pa 25,000

H. M. Geiger to Canton, O. 20,000

 

GRAND ISLE, NEB.

A friend to Chicago 20,000

Mrs. W. B. Eastern to

Stroudsburg, Pa 15,000

A. F. Huston to Coatesville,

Pa 15,000

Mrs. George D. Barter to

Canton, O 15,000

R. E. Putney to Albuquer

que 12,000

W. R. Timken to Canton, O. 10,000

Mrs. J. Milton Colton to

Aldington Br., Phila. (for

natatorium) 10,000

 

FOR PETERSBURG, VA.

A friend to Canton, O 10,000

Wm. Cooper Procter to Cin

cinnati, 0 10,000

Miss Maria L. Corliss to

Newburyport, Mass 10,000

Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Meach-

am to Cincinnati, O 10,000

A friend to Cincinnati .... 10,000

James H. Post to Brooklyn. 10,000

John D. Underwood to

Brooklyn 10,000

W. H. and A. H. Danforth

to Charleston, Mo. (in

buildings added) 10,000

 

Mrs. L. F. Judd to Spartan

burg, S. C 10,000

N. B. Gushing to Nyack,

N. Y 5.000

Nelson E. Cobb to Rock

land, Me 5,000

BEQUESTS TO ASSOCIATIONS

Mrs. Morris K. Jesup to

New York $250,000

Elizabeth S. Shippen to

Phila 110,000

Mrs. Morris K. Jesup to In

ternational Committee. . 100,000

John Strandler to Van

Wert, O 100,000

 

FLINT, MICH.

Tbos. Murdock to Chicago

(add . on bequest) 88,438

J. Milton Colton to Abing-

ton Branch Phila. (bldg.

and end.) 65,000

Wm. H. Dunwoody to Min

neapolis Minn 50,00(1
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Kenneth Barnhart to Chi

HP - - X '

J * u. a. 6 4 J i"-

E^BhEtmSE*^

STAUNTON, VA.

C. W. Shoemaker to Bridge-

ton. N. J 30,000

Robert Crozer to Chester,

Pa 20,000

W. P. Sandford to Bedford

Br., Brooklyn (resid.) .... 15,000

Elizabeth S. Shippen to

Phila. Cent 10,000

Mrs. Mary E. Wild to

Montclair, N. J 10,000

Henry Krug to Oil City, Pa. 10,000

W. L. Camp to Kearney,

Neb 10,000

Miss Sarah W. Clark to

Beverly, Mass 10,000

TULSA, OKLA.

Mrs. Hannah W. Abbe to

New Bedford, Mass . 10,000

Otis K. Dimock to New

London, Conn 10,000

Wm. Hall Penfleld to New

York 10,000

Henry Krug to Chester, Pa. 10,000

H. M. Hooker to Chicago 10,000

Miss Lina Somerville to

B'way Br., Cleveland, O. 8,000

Mrs. Lavina Treon to Day

ton, 0 6,000

Mrs. Annie S. Fenney to

Portland, Me 5,000

_ „ _ Tf

 

 

cago

Mrs. Ella M. Estes to Web

ster City, la

J. C. Noyes Estate to Cin

cinnati, O

Mary A. Blair to Interna

tional Committee

James M. Marsh to Lynn,

Mass

F. D. Mollenhauer to East.

Dist. Br., Brooklyn (end.)

Mrs. Frederick Billings to

Windsor Co.,Vt .

 

 

FOR GREENSBURG, 1ND.

GIFT OF NELSON MO%VRET

Henry A. Pevear to Lynn,

Mass. (also part resid.) . . 5,000

James H. Moore to Monon-

gahela, Pa 5,000

Horace W. Wadleigh to

Boston, Mass 5,000

Mrs. Henry Crandall to

Glens Falls, N. Y 5,000

Wardwell G Robinson to

Oswego, N Y. (for

books) J,000

Mrs. D. L. Dimock to Low

ell, Mass 3,000

Mrs. Lois Stewart to Audu

bon, la. (prov.) 3,000

3 -jfpj i

SACRA MBNTO, CAL.

AUBURN, IND.

Mrs. S. R. Barbour to Pat-

erson, N.J

A. C. Buckberry to Mont

clair, N. J

M. M. White Est. to Cin

cinnati, O

Joseph W. Congdon to Pat-

erson, N. J. (end.)

Mrs. Mary K. Taylor to

Pittsfield, Mass '. . ,

W. O. Sturgeon to Kans.

Sta. Com

A. D. Hermance to Wil-

liamsport, Pa

Alfred Butters to Denver,

Colo

AUGUSTA, MK.

Mrs. Clara U. Eads to 111.

Sta. Com

Mrs. Mary McKesson to

Toledo, O

Almire Jaquith to Nashua,

N. H

Thomas W. Lawrence to

New Bedford, Mass

George E. Marsh to Lynn . .

Schuyler B. Jackson to

Newark, N. J

W. O. Fayerweather to Pat-

1, N. J

 

 

APPLKTON, WIS.

James T. Hadley to Oil

City, Pa

E. H. Butler to Buffalo,

N. Y

Mrs. Harriet G. Shahan to

Buffalo, N. Y

James T. Wilson to Balti

more, Md

Leander Burdick to Toledo,

O

Joseph M. Fletcher to Buf

falo, N. Y

Mrs. Sarah A. Foots to

Pittsfield, Mass
 

EVAN8VILLE, IND.
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A SERVICE FOR "THE COMMUNITY" BY DEARBORN STA. RAILROAD DEPT., CHICAGO

The Association's Service in America's Urban Rise

An Interpretation by Hon. CHAUNCEY M. DEPEW

'HE Young Men's Christian Association appeals to the best instincts of human

nature, and especially during the period of growth and formation of character.

Libraries could not describe the momentous results to society and the State which

have come from its work. Its organization and career emphatically confirm what has

so often been demonstrated, that God raises up instrumentalities to meet the require

ments of crises in the affairs of men. About fifty years ago there was stimulated the

rush of the youth of the land from the country to the city which has continued with

increasing volume ever since. The rapid growth of manufacturing enterprises and the

attractiveness of the larger opportunities of community life created industrial centers

everywhere and added to the population of villages and cities. These young men were

beset with perils of every kind. Liquor saloons increased in number and pool rooms

abounded. The appetite for stimulants and gambling, always present, was abnormally

excited. The loneliness of the country boy was his danger and his temptation. The

saloon was a club, always inviting him. The more promising the young man, the

greater his attractions, the larger his capacity for friendship, the more all-embracing

his nature in good will for others, the more he was liable to yield to those who, because

of his popularity, wanted his society. The saloon recognized that in him they had a

lode-star to attract others. The anchorage of youth is the will. The village and the

city, under these conditions, weakened the will and ruined the makings of a man. The

Association offered to these young men counter attractions. It welcomed them to

health, moral, mental and physical. It had its gymnasium and other methods of

healthy exercise, it had its library, its lectures on useful topics, its educational

branches fitting the untrained for careers, it had its games and recreations, it had its

baths, always demonstrating that "Cleanliness is next to godliness." The business

men of the country began to find out that there was in the membership of the Young

Men's Christian Association insurance policies against dissipation, poor service and

peculation.
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The International Sunday School Ltston Text and daily readings
from the New Testament furnish tht basis of tkt comments

Carry this tags in
your Testament

A Message each Day for the EverydayMan

TU O *U U A \U Every Day of the Year Read the Bible and the Day's

Hie arotnernooa Way: Message, Prayt and Do Something for Somebody

By GRIFFIN W. BULL, D.D., Leader FOB THE OTHER manFOR YOURSELF

A Daily Bracing—
A PUn to Work by—
Prayer—Brotherhood.

With Daily Prayer Topics by

Geo. T. Coxhead.

A Brother's Interest—
A Word—A Prayer—
A Timely Hand—An Uplift.

GOD'S PATIENCE WITH ISRAEL,—Lesson

Jan. 3, 1915, Judges 2:7-19.

Frl., 1. Vs. 8. And Joshua, the son of
Nun, the servant of the Lord, died, being
a hundred and ten years old. Read Joshua

24.

GATHER AROUND. The lessons for 1913
comprehended the period from creation to the
conquest of Canaan. Now Joshua is about to
take hlB leave of the people he had led. Tou
had better review the last two chapters of his
life and learn how a great man goes home. He
closes his career with a REMINDER and an
EXHORTATION. He calls to mind how God
had favored them and fought for them. He
spreads before them the rewards of right liv
ing and the penalty of departing from God.
He says you have come into vineyards which
you did not plant; you are occupying cities

which you did not build. Tou have been handed
a rich inheritance—now rise to the occasion
and handle it righteously.
On this NEW YEAR DAY I call you to wit

ness what wonders God hath wrought and set
you squarely in the midst of. Your glorious
country, your flag, your free institutions of
learning, your liberty of religious thought, your
guarantee of uninterrupted pursuit of pleasure
and profit—all gifts of God through your prince
ly sins. You never laid a single foundation
stone In this Temple of Civilization. Nothing
but a degenerate would disgrace this fair heri
tage. On this new day let's brush the dust
from old ideals and get back to first princi
ples. Let's set the feet in right paths—and
travel.

Pray: That hosts of young men may begin the new
year by accepting Jesus Christ as Saviour and Lord
and thus insure its being truly happy.

Sat., 2. Vs. 10. And there arose another
generation after them, which knew not the
Lord, nor yet the works which he had done
for Israel. Read the lesson.

FAILURE OF THE FAMILY TREE. Pres
tige and power are not sufficient to keep a peo
ple straight. This new generation possessed all
the human factors of success. They had had
a glorious triumphal march from Egypt to
Canaan. They were In a fruitful country and
enjoying a genial climate. They had been
trained in the arts of war and peace and were
established in strongholds. Then there is noth
ing lacking to establish their PLACE IN THE

SUN. Just one other element—GOD. The mo
ment God is left out of account the most ad
vanced civilization begins to tumble like a house
of cards. The unalterable condition of perma
nence and progress, whether national or indi
vidual, Is walking according to the laws of
God. It matters not how strongly you fortify,
nor how much wealth you may amass—start
sinning, and It's you for the scrap heap. To
morrow I will make a call on a brilliant son
of an aristocratic family—he Is in Jail. Paper
pedigrees do not guarantee against Jails. God
liness Is the only safeguard. Righteousness

exalteth a nation.

Pray: For the Association work being done in the
eight training camps with the Canadian soldiers who
are preparing to go to Europe.

Sun., 3. Vs. 11. And the children of Israel
did evil in the sight of the Lord, and served
Baalim. Read Hos. 11:1-11.

DOING THE NEXT THING. Israel forgot
God—Israel did evil. Certainly they did, that is
the resistless, remorseless logic of losing out.
If you tell me the first step was "drifted from
God," I'll tell you the next—"did evil." Away
with this rubbish "The Ascent of Man." Just
as soon as a mm lets go his grip on God, it's
back to bestiality for him. When they pros
trated themselves before false gods they lost
their power. They were like Samson shorn of
his locks. The man who lies down before an
idol cannot stand erect. But we have got the
goods, I gueBs we can keep them. Poor fools.
If they had ears keen enough they might hear
the clanking of chains forged for their captiv
ity. When men exchange the living God for
gods of mud or money, sooner or later they will
be plundered and punished. These men of
short memories and ingratitude were SOLD.
So is every man who sins. His first thought
when he comes to himself is, I'VE BEEN
SOLD.

Pray: For Sabbath School Superintendents and

teachers that as they begin the work of another year
they may seek and find Divine wisdom.

Mon.. 4. Vs. 18. And when the Lord raised

them up judges, then the Lord was with the
Judge and delivered them out of the hand
of their enemies, all the days of the Judge.
Read Ex. 15:1-13.

GOD'S RECLAMATION WORK: In 1902
Congress passed the Reclamation Law by which
national funds should be used to reclaim waste
lands. I have traveled through sections of the

West where these Immense works have been
carried out. Nearly half a million acres of arid
lands have been reclaimed. By turning re
freshing streams of water into them the parched
earth now becomes valuable farm and graz
ing lands. Great scheme, that, to make the
worthless dirt produce. But God's great recla
mation scheme Is greater. There are millions
of Immortal souls as barren as Sahara. God
turns the River of the Water of Life through
them and makes his desert of dirt produce
the fruits of righteousness. God has been doing
this through all the ages, trying to redeem and
make beautiful and fruitful the barren places.
You can be a garden or a sand pile, according
to your acceptance or rejection of His streams
of refreshing grace.

Pray: For the Morning Watch Movement, that it
may have a larger growth this year than ever before.

DEBORAH AND BARAK DELIVER ISRAEL

—Lesson Jan. 10. Judges 4:4-23; 5:1-22.

Tues., 5. Judges 4:1. And the children of

Israel again did evil In the sight of the
Lord, when Ehud was dead. Read Judges
4:1-4.

AT IT AGAIN. My. but these obstinate Is
raelites were hard to teach. It seems that thev
will never learn. They hid gotten Into enough
trouble over forsaking God to have made them
everlastingly faithful; but it did not. The King
of Mesopotamia oppressed them eight years
ago. Othnlel liberated them and they had a
good, peaceful time for forty years. Then they
fell again. Eglon, King of Moab, oppressed
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them; then Ehud was raised up to deliver them,
and they enjoyed eighty years of peaceful
prosperity. By this time they have surely
learned that "Godliness is profitable." No—
they slipped again, and Jabin triumphed over
them for twenty years. They cried to God and
God gave them another chance, an'd fought the
battle of this lesson for them, through De
borah and Barak, and once more they have
their liberty. God is long-suffering—he has to
be, with sinful stupidity. Experience is an ex
pensive school, but fools will learn in no other.
1 have just gotten a man out of jail and back
on his job. I am no pessimist, but I guess he
will stick—for several weeks. He has lost seven

situations liandrunning, through love of the
swill. Well, I'll know where to find him when
he falls again. How long, O Lord, how long.

Pray: That the thousands of men who have joined
Bible classes in China during the Eddy meetings may

take the next step and become Christians.

Wed., 6. Vs. 4. And Deborah, a proph
etess, the wife of Lapldoth, she Judged

Israel at that time. Read the lesson.

A WOMAN AT THE HELM. The Ship of
State was guided by the hand of a woman.
No matter what you think about a woman hold
ing office, Deborah did, and did it under God's
direction. A great crisis must be met in the
most effective manner, Joan of Arc was com
mander-in-chief ot the armies of France and

led them to victory. When the time comes,
God's selection steps right to the front, and no
man dare question. The stock of MANHOOD
seemed about run out. God will work with any
instrument he pleases. The progress of His
kingdom is not going to be stopped simply be
cause the "regulars" refuse to work. If you
and I do not do our duty Jesus Christ will
brush us aside and again pick up some unlet
tered, but earnest folks, from street and shore
and go right ahead with the work. If we will
not do it He knows where to put His hands
on those who wiil. However splendid we are
—we are not essential to success. In the spir
itual uplift of this old world God has had to
rely largely on women anyhow. Quit you like

men—be strong.

Prav: For the new educational courses for em
ployed boys introduced this month.

Thurs., 7. Vs. 6. And she sent and called

Barak. Read Heb. 11:32.

NO SMALL MAN. Of course It is easy to
point the finger of scorn at Barak, a military
chieftan who lived right on the border land of
the enemy, and call him a coward for hiding
behind the skirts of a woman and refusing to
fight unless she went along. Remember some
things before you seal his condemnation. He
had a spineless army with which to face a
formidable foe. Trade had been stopped, travel
was unsafe, no justice was administered, an
archy and mi&rule were rampant; there was no
planting, consequently no base of supplies. Who
would feel like fighting with a disorganized and
degenerate mob? Then, too. the General was
subordinate to the Prophetess in national gov
ernment. He wanted to be sure he was march
ing under God's orders. When he found that
out, he went boldly forward at great personal
cost. It takes a man of some size to fight a
battle when he is plainly told in advance the
honors would go to another—and that other a
woman. To sink self and then serve takes
a man of some size. He was man enough to
swallow two of the bitterest pills we are called
upon to take. 1. To acknowledge your limita
tions. 2. To stand aside after a noble struggle
and see another wear the laurels. Self was
swallowed up in God's cause. I like Barak.

Pray: For the isolated workers in lumber, mining
and construction camps.

Frl.i 8. Vs. And I will draw unto thee
to the river Klshon, Slsera, the captain of
Jabln's army, with his chariots and his
multitude, and I will deliver him unto thine
hand. Read 1 Jno. 4:4.

MORAL EFFECT OF WHAT WE SEE. I
think Israel had looked at those IRON CHAR

IOTS of Captain Slsera until they went to the
head; 900 chariots of iron—think of It! The
poor chicken-hearted cowards could hear the
rumble of the iron wheels in their sleep. It
overawed them, and for the period of twenty
years oppressed them. They had Just naturally
gotten into the habit of thinking of themselves
as defeated and done for. This display worked
upon their imagination and paralyzed their
fighting arm. They forgot all about God, who
swamped Pharaoh's chariots in the Red Sea,
and could only see Sisera. This same sort of
cowardice unnerves and unmans Christians to

day. We are confronted with great names of
"LEADING SKEPTICS" and have nervous
prostration. We face a popular but pernicious
practice backed by a purse, and show the white

feather. The liquor interest looms large and
we lose courage. In the name of the Lord of
Hosts, it is time to arise and SMITE SISERA.
Look just long enough to locate him—then let
him have it.

Pray: For the state conventions of Oregon , Idaho,
Washington and the Carolinas to be held this month,
that all the delegates may be endued with wisdom,
power and courage.

Sat., 9. Vs. 8. And Barak said unto her,
If thou wilt go with me, then I will go:
but If thou wilt not go with me then I will
not go. Read Gen. 14:11-24.

TEAM WORK. These two leaderB got to
gether from the two ends of Israel—Deborah
from Mt. Ephralm on the South and Barak
from Kedish on the North. Each could do a
work the other could not touch. They make a
great combination when they pull together.
Deborah could not fight but she could furnish
the fire of inspiration. Barak could not proph
esy, but he certainly had the punch. In this
great struggle of setting the world Godward
there Is room and call for all. Each supple
ments the other. There Is work for the plan
ner and work for the pusher; work for the
thinker and work for the plugger. When you
hook a good head with a good strong hand—
something is going to happen. The man with
the gun must not despise the man with the
spy-glass; he Is going to tell you when and
where to shoot. If you have right good horse
sense you will find the fellow who can do some
thing better than you can do it. and—TIE TO
HIM. Above all. remember we are workers to
gether with God.

Pray: That the financial campaign to secure $100,000
for the Blue Ridge Association may be crowned with
success.

Sun., 10. Vs. 9. And she said, I will surely
go with thee. Read Is. 59:9-21.

SHE WENT ALONG. Whenever a man or a
woman is willing to back good advice with ac
tion, they will do to rely on. Advisors should
be willing to shoulder their share of the re
sponsibility. When they stand from under,
you had better take the hint and do the same.
Deborah advised Barak to fight. Barak said
he was willing if Deborah would come along—
she went. There are many prophets who love
to sit under the palm tree and advise heroic
deeds—but you could not pull them away from
the palm tree with a pair of mules. Their
forte Is, "I advise you." Our religious organi
zations are overrun with critics who call at
tention to Sisera and say, "seek him." but who
never lift a finger in the fight. I Just heard a
man reviewing the blunders of a great general
In the civil war. On reliable authority the critic
was hiding in a cellar during the whole of the
conflict. Good suggestions are fine—if you go
along with them. If you are not wiliing to
practice, don't try to prophesy.

Pray: That universal peace may speedily become a
reality.

Mon., 11. And Deborah went up with him.
Read Ex. 35:15.

THE VALUE OF A PROPHET. We under
estimate the seer: the value of the man of vision
has never been recognized in this world. We
pay more to the man who can balance a pole
on his nose than we do to a prophet. The dog
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trainer gets better money and more applause
than the teacher of children. I say to you
that one man in a community with a great out
look, is worth a million trained—from the neck
down. The great need of all our organizations
is the man who sees things unseen to duil
eyes. You cannot pay him too much. The
scandal of every age has been that It has
starved its seers and crowned its clowns. Why
should not eve.-y servant of Jesus Christ be a
man of glorious vision? Read Joel 2:28, and
answer me—who sets the limitations?

Pray: For deep-sea fishermen, and for the agencies

working in their behalf.

Tues., 12. Judges 5:23. Curse ye, Meroz
• * * : because they came not to the help

of the Lord, to the help of the Lord against
the mighty. Read Jud. 5:23-31.

NOT OVERLOOKED. Deborah was trans
ported by the triumph of Israel and she burst
forth in glorious song. But she is not so car
ried away that she forgets the contemptible
cowards who stayed at home and refused to
fight. It was music—set to judgment. There is
unmeasured praise for loyalty, denunciation for
deserters. Meroz was In the heart of the coun
try and should have struck the first blow.
There is a passionate outburst against those
who look on during the serious struggle but
never expose themselves nor do anything to
help. There are contemptible folks who stay
snugly at home while the fight Is on, then want
to come out and shout and share the spoils
when it is all over. "WE won a great victory."
I know plenty of Merozltes who never stood up
for a good cause in their life. There is going
to be a triumphant burst of music at Christ's
final conquest, but moral distinctions are not
going to be overlooked. All who hazarded their
lives for their Lord will join the hallelujahs.

The men from "Meroz," who consulted their
comfort and convenience, will hear him say

"DEPART." No song can come from the lips
of a shirk. Get busy while the battle Is on.

Pray: For the thousands of men who have "hit the
trail" in "Billy" Sunday's^ meetings during the past
year, that they may "continue in the faith, grounded

and steadfast."

THE CAUL OF Gl DEON—Lesson Jan. 11,

Judges 6:11-40.

Wed., 13. Blessed are they that keep the
testimonies. Ps. 119, Sections 1 and 2.

A LITTLE GREETING TO THE GIDEON
BAND. There is a noble body of men in Amer
ica whose organization bears the name of the
hero of our lessons for the next two weeks.
Many of them belong to this brotherhood of the
daily readings. Thou mighty men of God I
greet you. Never until the heavens are rolled
together as a scroll, will you know how much
your circulation of the Scriptures has helped
turn a mighty host Godward. The Word has
a way of speaking for itself when given a
chande. Many a poor wanderer has been
brought back from the brink of hell by the
Book you placed in the hotel bed rooms. A
published record of your results would be a ver
itable romance of the redeemed. Think of it—
over five thousand copies circulated per month,
and every book carrying with it God's prom
ised blessing. I have been following your trail,
and It has led through homes, hospitals, hotels,
lalls, churches, Sunday schools, and on and on.
I say, God bless your splendid, sacrificial ser
vice. You have taken a great name and are
living up to It In great shape. I praise God for
you, and I pray for you.

Pray: For the Continuation Committee of the Edin
burgh Missionary Conference and for its Chairman.
John R Mott, in the difficult and delicate task imposed
upon them by the war.

Thurs.. 14. Judqes 6:12. And the angel of
the Lord appeared unto him and said unto

him. Read Judges 6:1-11.

PICKING A LEADER. Poor old Israel, after
enjoying forty years more of God's favor, has
fallen from grace again and Is on Its face be
fore false gods. They only seem to climb the

ladder to fall off again. And we duplicate their
doings. Now the Midianites are making life
miserable for them, stealing their grain and
cattle and slaughtering ah who resisted. The
heart is taken out of the people and they are
hiding out In caves. A pretty plight for the
"Princes of God." Heaven does not want its
representatives hiding in holes in the ground.
They cried to God. God answered them by
first sending a prophet to point out the real
trouble. The prophet reproved their backslid
ing and recalled God's benefits. The real cause
of their misery was not Midiuns but their own
meanness. When things begin to look bad
there Is no use in looking around the horizon
for something to blame—Just begin at home un
der your own hat. Count that man a prophet
sent from God who will look you squarely in
the eye and tell you where you are wrong.
When you would remedy matters—strike at the
root.

Pray: For the foreign students who are expected to
come to this country in larger numbers than ever, that
Christian students and college authorities may receive
them as brothers and by their Christian spirit
strengthen the position of America as a power for

peace.

FrU, 15. Vs. 12. And the angel of the Lord
appeared unto him, and said unto him.
Read Luke 5:27-33.

WHY GIDEON? Why did God select Gideon
for the work in hand? There were a multitude
of men better known than Gideon. The reason
for this selection, and for all of God's selections,
is that he has his eye on men who can deliver
the nation—and deliver the goods, all the time.
God's choice is never a blind guess. There was
not much of an opportunity for Gideon te show
the stuff that was in him. Quietly rubbing
out some grain down in a hole is not much
of a stage for a spectacular career. But In
cramped conditions he was doing his level best,
and whenever a man Is doing that he is never
far from heaven. I care not whether he is on
a throne or in a trench. God does not rely upon
the stage carpenter nor spotlights. Watch his
qualities come to the front. He was brave—
physically strong — industrious — faithfully fol
lowing an humble calling—modest about his own
ability—cautious—hospitable, see how he enter
tains the angel—obedient. Just the kind of
man the Lord needed. Results always confirm
God's appointments. If you have a conviction
that God wants you to go in a certain direc
tion, I care not who you are, nor what your
business—you go, if all hell tries to hold you
back.

Pray: That all those who are carrying a message of
comfort and cheer to soldiers and sailors may hare
their faith strengthened by seeing large results.'

Sat., 16. Vs. 12. The Lord Is with thee,
thou mighty man of valor. Read Luke
4:38-40.

ANGELIC TACT. The angel sympathized
with the poor fellow. It was heart-breaking to
see this man of heroic mold trying to hide his
little handful of grain from the thieving tribes.
How did he let him know his sympathy? He
said, 'Toor fellow, I'm sorry for you. The en
emy has well nigh crushed the life out of your
land. You are up against it. and you have my
profoundest sympathy." No. he did not. The
angel was a phi.osopher, not a fool. Consola
tion is not coddling. The best tonic to the trou
bled Is a ROUSING CHALLENGE. To dejected
Gideon he said. "Thou mighty man of valor—
God Is with you." An appeal like that will
make any man pull himself together. Away
with these pussy-footed pests who come purr
ing around when the battle seems against us
and everything going wrong. They are enough
to sap the strength of a Samson. Inspire all
men with the conviction there is something in
them. Arouse the timid to a possibility- of their
powers. Cheer as Christ did when he called,
"Be of good cheer. I have overcome the
world." "Ye are the salt of the earth."

Pray: That Christian workers may remember that
without Christ they can do nothing, but that through
Him, who strengthentth them, they can do all things.
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Sun., 17. Vs. 15. And he said unto him, Oh
my Lord, wherewith shall I lave Israel?
Behold my family Is poor In Manasseh, and
I am the least in my father'* house. Read

Ex. 3:1-10.

IMPOSSIBLE! That Is what Gideon told
God, when commanded to deliver Israel. Mag
nificent modesty—Gideon was as unknown to
himself as he was to his nation. Presently he
will find himself. Just now he is sizing up bis
outfit and the overwhelming opposition and
says frankly "I'm not big enough for the Job."
God's promises and programs are brain bewild
ering. Sarah laughed when told she should
become the mother of a history maker. When
Moses was commissioned to match forces with
Pharaoh he said, "You have the wrong man—I
never could speak." Paul was dumbfounded at
the great work he was doing, and said he was
not fit to be classed with the Apostles. Look
ing at the Babe of Bethlehem cold reason is
forced to conclude that he is hopelessly in the
minority. But there Is an Almighty arithmetic
which rejects all earthly calculations. "I
SEND THEE"—that spells "success" to the
most Insignificant who takes up Christ's com
mission. A man does not have to be socially
great to be spiritually powerful. Gideon said,
"I'm poor." All right, "Bleosed are the poor
in spirit, for theirs Is the Kingdom of Heaven."
I am glad Gideon did not Jump at the Job.
True worth Is always modest. When a man
starts pushing himself to the front, see that he
has a rear seat. A peacock only struts—it is
no good for service. Any old hen is more use

ful.

Pray: That racet haired and antagonism may cease
and that co-operation and service may become con-

troling national ideals.

LESSON FOR JANUARY 24—See below.

Mon., 18. Vs. 25. The Lord said unto him,
take thy father's young bullock, even the
second bullock of seven years old, and throw
down the altar of Baal that thy father hath,
and cut down the grove that Is by It. Read

John 6:17-28.

BEGIN AT THE BEGINNING. Gideon asked
the angel for a sign—the angel satisfied him.
Now Gideon Is put to the test—tear down the
Idol. Every man must sooner or later come
face to face with this supreme test. The thing
which caused Israel's downfall must come
down. It Is a waste of time to talk about con
quering Mldian, with a false god at home. The
church is absolutely Impotent until it clears
out whatever offends God. That man is power
less In pulpit or before his class as long as there
Is an unsanctlfied spot he is unwilling to sur
render. Some private impurity or subtle dis
honesty or hypocritical habit will account for
many failures In the fight. Israel went wrong
about Baal—then tie a rope around Baal and
drag him down. Before putting up a new altar,
pull down the old one. It Is strenuous, and
will cost blood—but there Is no other way.

Gideon got busy.

Pray: For employed officers broken in health by
overwork, that they may soon be restored and enabled

to resume their service.

Tues., 19. Vs. 27. Because he feared his
father's household, and the men of the city,
that he could not do It by day. that he did

It by night. Read Luke 23:50-54.

UNDER COVER OP DARKNESS. Gideon
asked one concession. Let me do this work In
the dark? Now do not call him yellow and
brand him ns a coward. I don't blame him—he
is mighty human. God knows him, and Is not
disappointed. This Is all new to him and his
nerve has to be nursed. It Is hard to be a
giant all at once. Gideon took ten of his men
and went out and did the work after dark—but
he did It. Bye-and-bye he will chase a thous
and. Many a timid soul has begun the battle
for a better life, In bed with the cover over
his head. Listen to that fellow speaking or
praying with composure. I bet he practiced
in secret, and was scared stiff at that. We

condemn men who are dumb In the meetings—
let them alone, they are wrestling with thelr
timidity In the night. You will hear from them
presently. In the open. I have fought out soma
great struggles after the sun went down and
I was alone. When the night gives up her
secrets It will be discovered—by broken idols—
there has been a glorious soul battle in the
dark. Jacob wrestled all night. I have no
charge to make against Gideon—I know how
he felt.

Pray: For social workers toiling for the uplift of
humanity, but often failing to take Christ into partner
ship.

Wed., 20. Vs. 31. If he be a god, let him
plead for himself, because one hath cast

down his altar. Read 1 Kings 18:21-30.

A SMART ANSWER. The men of the city
wanted to kill Gideon for destroying their god.
His father, Joash, put it up to them after this
manner: A god ought to be able to take care of
himself. That answer silenced them, for a
helpless god can never help his worshippers.
Any god you can drag around with an ox could
only be worshipped by an ass. This is the chal
lenge thrown down by the church. If Baal be
god, follow him. Let God defend himself. The
Christian religion is never so humiliated as
when men attempt to DEFEND it. God does
not need to be ministered unto by men's hands,
nor is he dependent upon the trained intellects
of his followers to keep him on his throne. If

the facts do not support the Christian declara
tion, his religion is done for. Our religion will
be strong as It takes this stand. Our God Is
not a matter of logomachy—look abroad at the
great sweep of nature and watch the flow of
the current of civilization. Now look In your
own soul and read the law, "Whatsoever a
man soweth that shall he reap." Now confess,
"The Lord he Is God." The conviction Is ir
resistible. Pacts need no support. False gods
need a pedestal.

Pray: That the call for county committeemen, lead
ers and county secretaries to enter more fully into the
discipleship of Christ, may be approved of God, and
that sharing^ the joy and richness of Christian living
in fellowship with chosen young men and boys, they
may become resistlessly contagious.

Thura., 21. Vs. 31. If he be a god, let him
plead for himself, because one hath cast
down the altar. Read 1 Kings 18:30-41.

HOW MUCH WE HELP. I have heard
scores upon scores of sermons preached to
prove that God really created this world and
that Jesus Christ was In fact his Son. As
specimens of composition they were clever, as
proofs of God—pish. Once a gnat saw the
leaves on the mountain side tremble In the
breeze. The gnat said. The foundations of the
mountain are being shaken—something must
be done. So off he flew and came back with a
straw; bracing It against the opposite side of
the mountain, he said—with a satisfied smile
over his colossal work—"Now I guess that will
hold you for a while." No. beloved, the Eter
nal Throne Is In no danger every time a breeze
passes over the theological statements about

the Eternal. How much do you help to keep
the sun up In the heavens? Aren't you afraid
some skeptic will blow It out some day? Just
present Christ—do not try to prove him. That
la all he asks. He will take care of himself—
and YOU TOO.

Pray: For the seven Association representatives sent
to the front with the first Canadian contingent.

Frl., 22. Vs. 37. Behold I will put a fleece
of wool In the floor; and If the dew be on
the fleece only, and It be dry upon all the
earth bealde, then shall I know that thou
wilt save Israel by mine hand, aa thou hast

said. Read Judg. 6:36-40.

SEEKING ASSURANCE. This is the second
time Gideon has asked a sign from heaven.
Why does he not go on with the work without
so much quibbling? For one thing, he Is dead
In earnest and he wants to be sure he is right.

If God's people had been a little more cautious
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in testing the spirits, there would not have been
such a slump in our church rolls. We have
Just about a few million silly sheep following

fool prophets out into the wilderness now—
People who never verified anything by God's
test. Don't blame Gideon for going cautiously
or even asking a fanciful sign. He lived in the
gray dawn, the day was not advanced. Things
were not so clearly seen. They asked for much
assistance—God accommodated them, and these
leaders lived up to their light. Here you and
I stand in the full blaze of Redemption's merid
ian glory—this side the Cross. The grand life
—the simple life is to need no spectacular
sign but Just "Let this mind be In you which
was in Christ Jesus." An abiding faith is bet

ter than a wet fleece.
Pray: For the hundreds of older boys mho last

month took forward steps in Association conferences,
that they may continue to advance in the Christian

life.

GIDEON AND THE THREE HUNDRED—

Lesson Jan. 24, Judg. 7:1-25.

Sat., 23. Vs. 1. Then Jerubbaal, who It
Gideon, and all the people that were with
him rose up early, and pitched beside the

well of Harod. Read Jud. 7:1-7.
WHAT'S IN A NAME? There is much In a

nick-name if you happen to earn it like Gideon
did. When he pulled down their idol they did
not kill him but they gave him a nick-name
which stuck — "JERUBBAAL," or BAAL
FIGHTER. I guess Gideon wore it more
proudly than the Cross of the Legion of Honor.
If you cannot murder a reformer, make mouths
at him. If you cannot pelt him with bricks, call
him names. If you cannot slaughter—start a
scandal. God turned their hatred to a happy
issue, Just as the term "Christian" was first
applied in contempt and is now worn as proudly
as a King wears his crown. This whole move
ment was a religious one. It began in prayer,
it was followed by repentance, Its one purpose
was to turn the heart of the nation back to
God, and God was present throughout the
whole campaign. The people were prophets
when they dubbed this divinely appointed lead
er Jerubbaal. God Is with you, Idol fighter. Go
to it, Jerrubbaal! Did you ever hit hell so
hard they hated you for it and called you
things. Congratulate yourself—you are doing
things. By the way, the name "BOOZE
FIGHTER" is no small badge of honor. Do
you wear it?

Pray: For Association employment secretaries, that
they may have wisdom, faith, and sympathy in trying
to counsel and help the unusually large number of un
employed men and boys.

Sun., 24. Vs. 2. And the Lord said unto
Gideon, The people that are with thee are
too many for me to give the Mldianltes Into
their hands. Read Luke 14:34-35.
THE SIFTING PROCESS. Gideon made an

emergency call and 32,000 men rallied to his
standard. They had left homes and families
and came forward to face danger and endure
hardships. To outward appearances every man
was alike ready to die for his country. God
commanded, "Thin them out." Make the call

for the frightened ones to fall out of rank.
My, what a slump! 22,000 acknowledged the
streak of yellow. They were massed where
they got a good view of the enemy, and not
even a sense of shame from deserting could
head them off. Ten thousand remained true to
the cause. Again the call comes, make a
deeper test—only the chariot spirits can be
counted on. Out of the 10,000 there were only
300 whose rigid discipline, stern self-denial and
presence of mind stamped them as fit for this
hazardous enterprise. They did fhe work. If
you run men first through a coarse sifter and
eliminate the gross ungodly and openly Impure
—then run the remainder through a finer sifter
and separate the careless and luke-warm and
selfish, and so on, you will have, when you get
through, the little army who Is really doing
the work. It Is not enough to come to the front.
We must STICK—AND SACRIFICE.

Pray .* That all nations may realise that the Christian
religion is the only safe guaranty of liberty and justice.

Mon., 25. Vs. 3. And there returned of the
people twenty and two thousand. Read

Luke 14:16-34.

ABOUT THE USUAL PERCENTAGE. Any
man who has ever launched a campaign has
learned to count on a 33 V4 per cent, from the
showing on the face of things. Jesus told the
story of the sower and only one-quarter of the
seed sown yielded a harvest. Look at any num
ber of men engaged in either secular or relig
ious work that requires persistence, pluck, prin
ciple—only a handful will be in at the finish.
By the time weariness, conflicting interests,
fickleness and faint-heartedness get through
with the crowd—it looks as if struck by a cy
clone. Whatever work you are going to do for
Jesus Christ, Just make up your mind that only
a few are going to stick. This will keep you
from getting sour and Joining the ranks of the
quitters yourself. Just bank on the men of pray
er and earnest faith—the cross-bearing men, the
men who are looking to Christ and despise ease.
These are the men who will fight the real bat
tle and win the real victory. They are only a
handful, but they can beat hell. The balance

of the crowd is only excess baggage.
Pray: For the agencies of relief in American cities,

that they may minuter to the poor with tact and wis

dom and in the spirit of the Master.

Tues., 26. Vs. 7. And the Lord said unto
Gideon, By the three hundred men that
lapped will I save you, and deliver the
Mldianltes Into thine hands. Read 1 Sam.

14:6.
NOT JUST ANT OLD BODY. We say some

times, Anybody will do for God's work. In a
sense—yes; in another, most certainly noL We
compliment God's power at the expense of his
intelligence. The power is of God, and yet the
instruments selected by God have been of rare
excellence. The shepherd lad who sat upon the
throne of Israel was of divine appointment—
but David was every inch a king. The Apostles
were men of humble origin and the work they
wrought upon the world demonstrates the
power of Christ True—but those "simple
men" were made of more than common stuff.
They were diamonds in the rough. Peter,
James, John, Paul—these men were not pyg
mies. If they had not been front-rank men in
Christ's army they would have been his bril
liant antagonists. So with these "three hun
dred" Immortals—the stuff was in them. What
heroism, what iron nerve, to stand and see
31,700 of their comrades quit—yet remain at
their post. Then when the time came for ac
tion, to display a perfect carrying-out of God's
tactics. Be sure of this: If God calls on you
to do anything—you have been honored above
measure. True, he did use Balaam's ass—that
was because he was short of other material.

Pray: For Association leaders in non-Christian

lands, that they may wisely aid in maintaining the
spirit of the Movement in the midst of the clash of
national ideals.

Wed., 27. Vs. 7. And let all the other people
go every man unto his place. Read Judg.
9:41-57.
GIDEON'S GRIT AND GRACE. I think we

do not half appreciate the man. Did you ever
try to put yourself in his place Try It. Called
from insignificance to the position of leading
statesman and soldier of his nation. Raising
an army of 32,000 men and finding himself their
commander-in-chief. Reviewing his host his
breast must have Bwelled with pardonable pride
and hope. Of course, he must have felt some
self-gratification at the success of his plans.
Now, Just as he Is about to save his country,
to establish a great religious reformation and
to acquire Immortal fame—he IS told to dis
miss the army he has gathered, without strik
ing a blow. The men assembled must be scat
tered by his own act. Mark also the RISK OF
FAITH. There, without doubt, was lined up
against him a vast army of 135,000 not an hour's
march away and in full view. His position was
one of peril; to weaken his force by a single
man would be Imprudence. To strip himself of
all soldiers save 300, and march down on the
enemy seemed nothing short of suicidal. He
sets the command of God on one side and the
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great odds against him on the other side—
takes God's side, and WINS. Maybe a smaller
man could have stood this test—but I think not.
Pray: That the little "church of the countryside,"

which has so patiently borne the selfishness and un
gratefulness of men, may not grow weary with the
many present-day so-called "uplift" movements, but
may see through it all the dawn of a new day, of
which she is the real messenger sent from Cod.

Thurs., 28. Vs. 16. And he divided the three
hundred men Into three companies and he
put a trumpet In every man's hand, with
empty pitchers, and lamps within the
pitchers. Read Judg. 7:16-23.
VALUE OF HEAD WORK. There is more

force in a brain ' throb than in all the brute
force combined. Gideon's victory was a tri
umph of intelligence as well as of faith. The
wise disposition of our energies is what gives
weight to them, and wouid to God we could get
the Christians to put one-half the planning they
use in running business and politics into re
ligion (Matt. 10:16). Stupidity and sanctifica-
tion seem to be synonyms in some minds.
Dullness is not piety. Intellectual gifts should
be consecrated to Christ. The diplomat, the
tactician, the organizer, can bring his genius
right into the church. Come on, you Bplendid
men of business success—show us ingenious
means of making things move. Show us how
to economize strength here and how to be more
efficient there. Tell us how we can better
adapt means to ends. You have the skill—
show us. Don't you dare condemn the Church
of the Living God for inefficiency while you
give the strength of your mind to MAMMON.

Pray: For a number of Canadian Associations
ivhose existence is seriously jeopardised by the present
war conditions.

Fri. 29. Vs. 22. And the three hundred
blew the trumpets, and the Lord set every
man's sword against his fellow, even

throughout the host; and the host fled. Read
Prov. 28:1.

THE WEAKNESS OF IGNORANCE. The
enemy would never have been thrown into
that suicidal panic If they had known that
back of the ' torches and trumpets there were
only three hundred men. In the midst of the
alarm they looked to be about a million. Igno
rance and superstition and sin are forever cre
ating imaginary foes. Darkness and ignorance
make men their own worst enemies. Once let
a man feel that the enemy will win and he has
squarely lost the battle. Battles are lost and
won in the soul. Whenever the church fears,
the church fails. Make the most of yourselves.
However few you are, you are all heaven. God
can make a handful of earnest men shake the
gates of hell. They are multiplied into millions
by his presence. Enter the fight with your
eyes turned to the Cross. Be assured that you
face conscience-smitten cowards and that all

sin is self-destruction Fear not, little flock; It
is your Father's good pleasure to give you the
Kingdom.
Pray: For Association secretaries in the field with

the European armies, that they may be kept in health
and safety and render the greatest possible service to
the soldiers.

Sat. 30. Vs. 23. And the men of Israel
gathered themselves together out of Nap-
thall, and out of Asher, and out of all
Manasseh, and pursued after the Mldlanltes.
Read Acts, 4.13-23.

FOLLOWING UP THE FIGHT. The brave
three hundred, who conducted one of the most
marvelous military campaigns In history, never
halted to fill their pockets with the spoils of
war—they followed up their vantage furiously,
to make the victory complete. We stop too
soon. Just as soon as we get the devil on the
run we sit down to congratulate ourselves over
the splendid success we have had In the mean
time. Satan is reforming his shattered lines,
and by the time we have gotten our breath he
is ready to give battle again. We have a glori
ous revival, thousands are swept into the
church, congregations fill the building and
finances are fine. Then we get out a new
manual—Instead of getting a new move on

Presently we suffer an attack under General
Apathy—and succumb.

"Ne'er think the victory won,
Nor once at ease sit down;

The glorious work will not be done
'Till thou attain the crown."

FOLLOW UP—OR FAIL.
Pray: For the increased efficiency of the growing

Bible classes in the Educational Department.

Sun. 31. Vs. 18. • * * say, The sword of

the Lord and of Gideon.

"GOD AND GIDEON." That was one great
battle cry. It looked like a daring proposal for
Gideon to thus link his name with God. Gideon
was right, and the cry comprehended the whole
plan. Israel did not call upon Gideon. Israel
did not have a counsel of war and by some
lucky stroke elect Gideon as their standard-
bearer. Israel called upon God—and God pushed
the nation's deliverer. Midian was to be ">ver-
thrown—leave the arrangement with God. Sal
vation is from on high; deliverance is from the

Lord of Hosts. "When there was no eye to pity
and no arm to save," the people did not ask

God to send his Son. That was God's selection
Jesus Christ is God's own Savior sent—He is
not a creation of earth. He who delivers man
kind comes from the depths of eternity. "O,
Israel, thou has destroyed thyself; but in me
is thine help." Israel accepted God's man

Gideon and was delivered from the power of
Midian. If we accept God's Son we shall be
delivered from the power of sin and death.

Pray: That a clear evangelistic note may be sounded
in all Association meetings today and result in turnina

many from sin unto righteousness.

Secretarial Register

GENERAL SECItflTABIES

Broughton, J. L., Rome, N. Y., res.
Crone, F. C, Lansingburg, to Cortland, N. Y.
Drew, II. B.. Passaic. N. J., res.
Grace, Edward, Boulder, Col., to Tucson. Arut.
Right, J. W.. Charlottesville, to Fairmont. W. Va.
KUlam. Frank, to Westfield. Mass.
Lavers, C. H., Men's Hotel. BiltTalo, N. Y.. res.
Lewis. H. W., to Htllyard, Wnsh. IRR.)
McConnaughey, H. A., to Hill Top Br.. Pittsburgh
Merrill. H. W., Atlantic City. N. J., res.
Unpp, F. W., Fairmont, W. Va.. res.
Richards. S. J.. Decota, W. Va., res.
Sebutte. R. A.. MeAlpln, W. Va., res.
Seott, R. P., Hollldaysburg. Pa., res.
Smith. H. 8.. Springfield Coll., to Lynn. Mass.
Stafford, II. S.. Pittsburgh, to Hollldaysburg, Pa.

PHYSICAL DIBBCTOHS

Daniel. W. E., Baker. Ore., to Helena, Mont.
Maxwell, J. T., Omaha, Neb., res.
Morrison, J. L., to Wayeross. Ga.
Roberts, E. H.. Brockton. Mass., to Tampa. Fla.
Scott, A. J.. Lib. Br.. Pittsburgh, to Balboa. C. Z.
Steepleton, C. A., to Tucson, Aris.
TyBon, J. M., Tampa. Fla., res.

BOYS* WORK

Marts. A. C. Pittsburgh. Pa., res.
Van Auken, H. J.. Montciair, N. J., res.
Van Meter, J. O., Meridian, Miss., res. {comm.)

INTERSTATE SECRETARY

Moorman, C. H., Ala., La. and Mlas., res.

INTERNATIONAL SECRETARIES

MrKnight. W. A.. Montlvideo, Uruguay, res.
Ward. U. L., Buffalo, to Association Men. Chicago.

Convention Calendar

STATE CONVENTIONS

Oregon and Idaho, Newberg, Ore.. Jan. 8-W
Washington, Bremerton, Jan. lri-17.
Carollnas, Winston-Salem, Jan. 20-31.
Colorado. Boulder. Feb. 5-8.
Minnesota, Mankato. Feb. 11-14.
Oklahoma. Tulsa. Feb. 11-H.
Missouri. Carthage, Feb. 18-21.
Iowa. MarshaUtown, Feb. 19-21.
Pennsylvania. Johnstown. Feb. 10-22.
Texas, College Station, Feb. 18-21.
New Jersey. New Brunswick. Feb. 27-28.
Montana. Helena. Mar. 18-21.

EMPLOYED OFnCEBB' CONrERENCE

Aslloroar. Cal., May 19-23.

BOYS' CONFERENCE

Mass. and R. I.. Pawtneket R. I.. Feb. 19-21.
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With the Management

We are glad to announce the appointment

of Mr. Harley L. Ward as western repre

sentative of Association Men, headquar

ters at 19 South La Salle Street, Chicago.

His territory will cover Ohio, Indiana, Illi

nois, Missouri, Wisconsin, Iowa, Kansas,

Michigan, Minnesota and Nebraska. Mr.

Ward is a graduate of Moores Hill College,

Indiana, and has been for two years with

Buffalo Central. Mr. Ward has a big job,

and we bespeak for him the co-operation

of all secretaries in the states in his terri

tory.

RIGHT-OF-WAY WEEK February 7 to

14 is announced for 1915. Please read an

nouncement on page 231 and plan to get

into the game with the secretaries the coun

try over, not only to renew the present

subscriptions but to make a decided

increase. With 8,000 expirations in Feb

ruary, we need to secure approximately

20,000 subscriptions in order to make the

net increase that is necessary to build up

the circulation to the place it belongs.

Results are coming every day. Men are

getting under the job of promoting thevr

magazine, as more men are calling it. Last

month the highest percentage of renewals

during the year was secured, namely, 43

per cent. This is good, but we still hope

to do better. If you have not yet renewed

your subscriptions, or your bundle orders

for 1915, now is a good time.

O. O. Larnce, Big Springs, Texas, writes re
garding employed officers who do nof support
THEIR magazine:

"I am sure that it is not because it is not
an interesting magazine for if an officer of the
Association would tell me that ASSOCIATION
MEN is not alive to its opportunity In provid
ing the things that would interest men, I
would know that he was not alive to his op
portunity.

"Big Springs is a little city of 4,500 population.
We have 132 subscribers to ASSOCIATION
MEN. Each minister, all the Directors and all
the members of the committees are subscribers.

"I think there are several things In ASSOCIA
TION MEN that are alone worth the subscrip
tion price. The general information regarding
Association work. Dr. Bull's notes, the articles
by Robert E. Lewis and the addresses by Dr.
Stockdale, any of these are worth more than
the subscription, and time spent in reading
them. There is also another feature, the relia
bility of the advertisers.

"I would like to do something for my fellow
secretaries to awaken them to appreciate the
greatest medium wef have for educating the
people about the Association, and tying them to
the work. If you will show me a preacher or
a layman that reads ASSOCIATION MEN, I
will show you a man that believes in the As
sociation work, and It Is easier to get his sup
port financially, and any other way for the good
of the Association.

'•Finally, I would say that ALL LIVE EM

PLOYED OFFICERS READ ASSOCIATION
MEN. Who wants to be a dead one?"

We believe that Mr. Larnce has made a

clear case and hope that many Associations

will profit by the example he has shown.

Commendations regarding Association

Men are reaching the office weekly. Minis

ters, business men, secretaries and even

ladies, write their deep appreciation of the

virile messages that are sent forth through

its pages month by month.

A University Professor writes: "Asso

ciation Men grows more and more valu

able." A pastor of a Baptist church

writes: "The whole magazine is on the

job. It is great! It masculinizes a fellow's

manhood. Go to it with the blessing of

God."

A state secretary in facing the proposi

tion of large annual lapses in the member

ship of Association movement in his state,

expresses the belief that if Association

Men were read by the member, the per

centage of lapses would be greatly de

creased.

Through the recommendations and influ

ence of the following secretaries, additional

advertising has been secured for Associa

tion Men: G. C. Hubert, of Hartford;

R. C. Smedley, Rock Island ; A. Mellor, Bur

lington; E. F. Kepner, Indianapolis; H. F.

Anderson, Cleveland; B. W. Gillett, Haver

hill; E. K. Allen, Burlington; A. B. Smith,

Beverly; and H. T. Brown, of Gloucester.

We will be glad to receive similar co-opera

tion from other secretaries. If you have

a good thing in your building that is not

advertised, write us about it immediately,

because if it is good, we want to present it

to the entire brotherhood.

The attention of all secretaries is invited

to the classified index of our advertisers

which is issued on page 2 of this issue.

Here will be found practically everything

that is necessary for the building or the

upkeep of an Association.

Every firm advertised in Association

Men is investigated and is reliable. We

bespeak for our advertisers your most cor

dial co-operation, and this will enable us

to produce the paper at the present low

subscription rate.

We welcome to our advertising pages the

following firms: Aetna Fire Insurance

Co., Hartford; Colgate & Co., Jersey City,

Shaving Creams; Hydraulic Press Brick

Co., New York, bricks; Mosaic Tile Co.,

New York, tiling; Victor Brass Works, New

York, showers.

We regret the following firms are no

longer with us: United States Radiator

Corp., Detroit, Mich.; American Surety Co.,

New York City, bonds; Improved Shuffle

Board Co., Stanton, Mich.; C. D. Gregg Tea

& CofTee Co., New York City.

F. A. Wilson-Lawrenson.
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RIGHT-OF-WAY WEEK

FEBRUARY 7-14, 1915

RESERVE THESE DATES

A Week's Campaign for each Association to secure its pro

portionate share of 100,000 circulation.

HOW TO DO IT: Offer magazine at half price for this

period—50c per year, or, better still, $1.00 for two years.

Present it at all meetings and classes.

See that every Minister, Sunday School Teacher (both

sexes), Directors, Committeemen, Members and Employed

Force get the paper. Every Reading Room, Library,

Barber Shop, Fire Engine House, Street Car Barn, Police

Station, should have a copy sent them.

Get Employed Officers and Members of Committees and

Boards of Directors to secure twenty-five subscriptions each.

Order a number to be sent you monthly for the cultivation

of your constituency.

We will supply sample copies, envelopes and printed matter

to every Association which will get into the game.

8,000 subscriptions expire with the February issue. We

must renew these and make a net gain of 10,000.

Get Into the Game for a Circulation Worthy of Our Mem

bership.

OUR FIELD

630,000 Members.

89,000 Directors and Committeemen.

4,500 Employed Officers.
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ing full details.
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high grade Optical Goods.
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Education for Management

Modern Organization divides work and defines duties,

thereby creating groove positions. If one seek success in a

modern business organization, he must necessarily perform

the duties of such a position.

Advancement to the higher positions depends upon two

things :

1. Detail work of groove positions;

2. Perspective—relation of work to Organization and to
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organization.

The Pace Standardized Courses supplement daily experience
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Economics, Finance, and related subjects. They interpret the

organization and lay the basis for success in the managerial

part of the work. Thousands of men who understand these

modern conditions are securing the advantage of the Pace

training.

The Courses are standardized and given in Resident Schools

and by Extension throughout the entire country. Bulletin

and much valuable information in relation to installation of

Courses will be furnished upon request.

PACE & PACE

Pace Standardized Courses in Accountancy, Business Administration,

and English, in Residence and by Extension

30 CHURCH STREET, NEW YORK
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The Greatness of Dwight L. Moody

By JOHN R. MOTT

IT IS fitting that the Associations of

North America, and if it were possible,

those of the whole world, make Sunday,

February seventh, D. L. Moody Sunday,

and recall the spirit

and service of this .^^■■UMHi^BI

man who was so out- .^fl

standingly great

among the great

men of the world,

and whose influence

shot through and

through the Young

Men's Christian As

sociation movement.

If it be an indica

tion of greatness to

move and stir to the

very center conserv-

a t i v e universities

and vast cities with

religious feeling and

purpose, Mr. Moody

was a great man;

because, under the

influence of the

Holy Spirit, he

moved the greatest

universities and

metropolitan centers

of the Anglo-Saxon

world as they had

never been moved before for Christ. For

many years his audiences ranged from five

to twenty thousand or more.

If to preach the Gospel to more people

than has any other man who ever lived be

a mark of greatness, Moody was great in

deed; for not even Spurgeon, Finney, Wes

ley, or Whitfield ever proclaimed the great

facts about Jesus Christ to such multitudes.

During his life-time he preached the Gospel

to literally tens of millions.

If to be the means of turning millions of

dollars into the channels of religious and

philanthropic enterprise be a great achieve

 

ment, Moody achieved great things; for it

is not difficult for one to count up several

millions of dollars which he was used to

release and set at work for the extension

and building up of

^^^h>^ the Kingdom of

B^. God in the world.

If to raise up and

thrust forth hun

dreds, yes thous

ands, of Christian

workers, who to-day

in all parts of the

world are promot

ing the Kingdom of

Christ, be accounted

a work of greatness,

Moody was great;

for this was one of

the most distinctive

results of his life

and work. He dem

onstrated in his ex

perience on a vast

scale the truth of

his contention that

it is better to set

ten men to work

than do the work of

ten men.

If it be a great

work to help mark

edly to answer the prayer of our Lord "that

they all may be one," Mr. Moody stands

unique in his greatness; for what man has

ever done so much as he, by means of his

great evangelistic campaigns in the cities,

in which he demanded unity as an essential

condition, or in the many conferences over

which he presided, actually to illustrate

. and accomplish real Christian unity?

Others may have preached and written

more upon the subject of Christian unity

than he, but no one has ever accomplished

so much.

If to rule one's own spirit is a far greater

233
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achievement than to sway vast cities and

move the ends of the earth with spiritual

impulses, Mr. Moody was certainly great.

In his home life this was proved.

If Christ's standard of greatness is the

correct one, that "He who would be great

est among you shall be your minister," then

Moody should be ranked among the great;

because his life was filled with incessant

service to his fellow men. For well nigh

forty years he moved up and down the world

among men, "not to be ministered unto,

but to minister." Great as he was in life

he was majestically greater in death, and

great as he was in death I am constrained

to believe that he will be even greater in

the years which are yet to follow. His

works do follow him.

Dwight L. Moody as Many Men Saw Him

Reminiscences, incidents and experiences gathered from many sources

which reveal the character, vigor and service of the man whom Henry Drum-

mond called "the greatest human I ever knew." Undoubtedly the Young

Men's Christian Association owes more to him than to any one other layman.

First Days in Chicago

How He Was Elected President of the Chicago
Association and Secured its First Building. By

Henry W. Adams

T N its early days the storm center, the

J. veritable castle of the Chicago Associa

tion, was the daily noon prayer meeting.

Mr. Moody used to talk and pray, and bring

requests for prayer with tears running

down his cheeks. The man, as much as

his talk and prayers, was a spiritual uplift

to the band of earnest men who gathered.

Well I remember one day when arriving

a little ahead of time, his saying, "Adams,

come upstairs with me a few minutes." He

took me to a little room, where we got on

our knees. Like a child to its father, he

poured out his soul to God. Then I saw

why the man talked and plead with tears.

From 1863 to 1865 I served on the board

of managers. We came direct from our

business offices; we sat around the plain

evening meal and talked over our plans to

save the young men of our fast-growing

city. In those days we somewhat neglected

the social, physical and educational side of

this great problem. We seemed, sometimes,

to forget that the Master largely won His

crowds by dispensing loaves and fishes, and

by mighty acts of helpfulness to the body

as well as the soul.

At the close of Henry W. Fuller's ad

ministration as president some of our board

strongly advocated the election of a business

man who had given much time and energy

to the work, but he answered, "We had been

talking about a building. We need a man

who has the time, the holy purpose and

the faith in God to make this project a suc

cess. I wish to nominate Dwight L. Moody

for president and John V. Farwell for vice-

president." Strange to say, some an

swered, "Many of our church people count

Moody as too radical." However the nomi

nation prevailed. On the day we were

voting them in Moody was on the warpath

securing subscriptions. He called at the

home of a certain man of means and after

laying the matter before him, the gentle

man said, "I will go upstairs for a pen;

I think I will sign for five thousand dollars."

Down went Moody on his knees. "Oh, God,

tell him to make it ten thousand." In a

few minutes the man returned and said,

"Well, Mr. Moody, while I was upstairs

something said to me, 'Make it ten thou

sand, and I have done it.' "

No wonder, with such men of faith and

prayer and action at the fore as Moody

and Farwell, and others of like spirit whom

they gathered around them, that the new

building was dedicated Sept. 29, 1867. Ex

cept, possibly, a small one in Baltimore, this

was the first built for Association purposes.

Dwight L. Moody was a great leader. He

could size up men, and if of right caliber

his enthusiasm, sense, friendliness and hail-

fellow-well-met spirit gathered them around

him and put them into the harness.

Thank God, our Association has not for

gotten its old leader.

Thousands of men now in glory, and thou

sands of other still in the ranks, are what

they are because of the magnificent life of

Dwight L. Moody, who inspired them to

"follow in his train."

We cannot better close than by quoting

the words of our general secretary, L. Wil

bur Messer, in his message for 1912: "There

is always danger of substituting human

inventions for the divine reality. Christian

character can only be built on Christ. Sin

was never more real than it is to-day. Com

mercialized, brazen, outwardly attractive,

sin appeals to the youth of our city. The

solution of sin, the victory over sin, must

be found in the adjustment of the life to the

will of God. The Christ, whose name we

bear, was a Friend of men. Shall we walk



 

D. L. MOODY IN 1857 AND HIS MISSION "STREET AND ALLEY" CLASS OF BOYS

Among this "Gang" were "Red Eye," "Smikes," "Butcher Kilroy," "Jackie Candles," "Rag-
breeches Cadet." "Billy Bucktooth," "Indian," etc. A ticket agent said years after: "When you
see that Mission Bible Class picture, pick out the toughest one there. That's me. I am now an

officer of the church here."

in his footsteps? Shall we go to the dark

and desolate places with our good cheer and

protecting influences? If yes, we shall see

the city, not only big, but the city beautiful,

the city pure, and the city good!"

Moody, City Missionary

An intimate account of some early struggles of
Mr. Moody's, told by the venerable Charles
Morton, one time State Secretary, Illinois

ONE DAY in the autumn of 1865, while

I was in the service of the Chicago

Young Men's Christian Association and a

few weeks after I had begun to live a Chris

tian life, D. L. Moody came to me and said,

"Morton, we wish you would come and live

with us." The unexpected invitation was

more than welcome and I told him that I

would gladly do so if he would permit me

to pay him what I was paying for board.

"Oh," he said, "you can do as you please

about that." Then I thought that Mr.

Moody must be a wealthy man, but I was

never more mistaken.

He had not yet become famous as an

evangelist and he was best known in

Chicago as an earnest city missionary and

the superintendent of a large Mission Sun

day School. A church had been organized

out of the Sunday School and an ordained

minister preached to the morning congre

gation. Mr. Moody was the speaker in the

evening. It was here that Mr. Moody re

ceived his theological training. Every ev

ening for an hour or two we would visit

the hotels, boarding houses and saloons to

ask people to attend the meetings. Some

times more than a hundred men would ac

cept the invitation and there were many

conversions.

Soon after I went to Mr. Moody's home I

learned that he was far from being rich.

For several years he had been without a

salary. Now and then he would accept

invitations to hold meetings in towns out

side of Chicago and would bring home some

sadly needed money, but not always. Early

one morning I opened the front door for

him and he handed out from under his

overcoat a rather cheap looking "gold

headed" cane, remarking, "Morton, they

said, 'God bless you,' and gave me this. We

will hang it up stairs in the closet and the

first of us who gets to be a D. D. shall have

it."

Mr. Moody was not a grave and solemn

man. He had a very generous sense of

humor, and was full of innocent fun. This

was one of the secrets of his wonderful

power. He drew little children to him at

once and it was a hard hearted man who

would refuse Mr. Moody his friendship.
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The Sunday School Teacher who

Won the Country Boy

The story told by D. L. Moody's Sunday School

teacher to Lt.-Col. E. W. Halford of the incident

which led to the conversion of the boy Moody.

T HEARD Edward Kimball tell how he

J- "saved" Mr. Moody. A somewhat bash

ful country lad, Moody came into the Sun

day School where Mr. Kimball taught a

class of boys about Moody's age and size.

The superintendent brought the young

stranger to that class. The teacher handed

Moody a Bible, telling him the book and

chapter, with which he was unfamiliar.

The lad hesitatingly turned the leaves in

vain search, whereat the other boys began

tittering, to Moody's great discomfiture.

Quietly Mr. Kimball handed the embar

rassed boy his own Bible opened to the

proper place, picking up another for him

self, and at the same time gave the smart-

alecky lads a look that instantly stopped

their bad manners. When the session was

over Mr. Kimball walked away with Moody,

fellowshipping him in the most kindly man

ner, never alluding to the irritating occur

rence, but inviting him to return the next

Sunday.

Mr. Kimball watched for the opportunity

for a quiet personal interview in which he

might appeal to young Moody to become a

Christian. At last he made it. The boy

was employed in Holton's shoe store. Mr.

Kimball was afraid the call might embar

rass the boy, and that after he went away

the other clerks would ask who he was and

taunt him with his efforts in trying to make

him a good boy. But he found Moody en

gaged in the back part of the building wrap

ping up shoes. He went up to him at once,

put his hand on his shoulder and made what

afterwards he felt was "a very weak plea

for Christ." Mr. Kimball, in speaking of

the incident, said, "I don't know just what

words I used nor could Mr. Moody tell. I

simply told him of Christ's love for him

and the love Christ wanted in return. That

was all there was of it." And there in the

back of that shoe store in Boston he gave

himself and his life to Christ. From that

moment his whole life was changed. The

merely passive religious life became a flam

ing passion and, as he himself said, "it

seemed to me that I was in love with all

creation. I had not a bitter feeling against

any man and I was ready to take all men to

my heart."

In after life Mr. Moody publicly acknowl

edged that it was this teacher's courtesy

that "saved" him to the influence of the

Sunday School and Church.

The Sunday School Teacher's

Son Won by Moody

An Unrecorded Incident in the Life of Mr.

Moody Told by His Lifelong Friend, D. W.

McWilliams.

TO-DAY as 1 write, December 22, is the

fifteenth anniversary of the corona

tion of Dwight L. Moody, "America's best

loved Evangelist and founder of the great

chain of Christian work at Northfield."

I am asked to recall some incident show

ing how Mr. Moody comes to conclusions in

favor of Jesus Christ. Mr. Moody had such

great speaking power, was so popular, and

in results so effective that on very short

notice he would fill any building where he

was announced to speak. He sent word to

some friends in Lafayette Avenue Pres

byterian Church, Brooklyn, that he would

be in that city a few hours and that he

would hold an evening religious service in

that church. He preached to a large com

pany an impressive sermon, in which he

presented Christ as the soul's great need

and with his characteristic earnestness he

urged his hearers then and there to make

the great decision. In closing he turned

the meeting in that direction.

Leaving the pulpit he went down to the

pews for personal effort He asked a young

man near the pulpit if he was a Christian.

He said: "No." "Do you desire to be a

Christian?" He said that he had such de

sire. After some conversation they knelt

in prayer. Mr. Moody opened his Bible at

Isaiah 53:6 and read it in a low voice so

that the man could follow: "All we like

sheep have gone astray; we have turned

every one to his own way, and the Lord

hath laid on him the iniquity of us all,"

Mr. Moody asked him to pray aloud after

him sentence by sentence: "All we like

sheep have gone astray." "Have you done

that?" said Mr. Moody. "Is that true—have

you gone astray?" The man said "Yes."

"Then pray that," Mr. Moody said, and

the man so prayed. "We have turned every

one to his own way—" "Have you done

that?" said Mr. Moody, and the man said:

"Yes." "Then pray that," said Mr. Moody,

and the man so prayed. "And the Lord

hath laid on him the iniquity of us all,"

read Mr. Moody. "Pray that," said Mr.

Moody. But the man was silent. Mr. Moody

asked him why he did not pray and was

told that he could not say that his sins had

been laid on Jesus. Mr. Moody then repeat

ed the first sentence of the verse and again

asked the man: "Is that true?" "Yes," was

the reply. Mr. Moody then repeated the

second sentence of the verse and said: "18
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that true?" "Yes," was the answer. "Now,

can you not pray the third sentence?" The

man said "No." Mr. Moody said: "You

say that the first sentence is true (he re

peated it) and that the second sentence is

true (he repeated that), how dare you take

a verse of Scripture and cut it up that

way, saying that one part is true and that

another part is not true. If you say that

you have gone astray and turned to your

own way—how dare you say that if you

turn to him your sins were not laid on him?

How can you treat a verse of Scripture

that way?" The young man yielded and re

peated in prayer the entire verse.

Before they parted Mr. Moody asked him

his name. He replied, "Kimball." "Kim-

mall?" said Mr. Moody—"a man named Ed

ward Kimball led me to Christ" The young

man replied "Edward Kimball was my fa

ther."

"With what measure" of service for the

Master, "ye meet it shall be measured to

you again."

"Remember Bennett of York"

When Moody and Sankey landed in England
in 1873 they found the men who invited them
were dead. The letter from the secretary of the
Association at York seemed the turning point in
the evangelists' work which later shook England

and America. The story is told by Frank O.
Armitage, late secretary at York.

THE HISTORY of York is the history of

England. It was center for centuries

of the strife and siege of war, a military

and ecclesiastical center, a city walled and

conservative, above which towers the best

cathedral pile. There was a little, strug

gling Association here in 1872, of which a

Mr. Bennett was honorary secretary. Con

scious of and appalled by the vice of this

military center, hearing of the success of

Moody's work among young men in

America, he ventured to express the hope

that if ever Mr. Moody came to England he

would visit York and speak at the Associa

tion. Little did he realize the significance

of that letter. It reached Moody just as he

was about to sail and was thrust unopened

into an inside pocket and forgotten.

Funds for the passage of Moody and

Sankey across the Atlantic had not arrived.

A check from a friend barely landed them

in England. Imagine their amazement on

reaching Liverpool to find that every one

of the three men who had invited them,

Pennefather and Bainbridge of Newcastle,

and Bewley of Dublin, were dead. Turning

to Sankey Moody said: "God seems to have

closed the doors. We will not open any

ourselves. If he opens the door we will go

in, otherwise we will return to America."

Then he recalled the unopened letter.

Opening, he cried, "The door is ajar, we

will consider the matter as God's hand lead

ing to York. We will go there."

Poor Bennett, when he received word from

Moody that he was ready to begin his mis

sion in York, the shock almost overpowered

him. No reply had come. Now Moody was

actually in England and ready to BEGIN

WORK. He wrote Moody that the religious

life of the city was cold and dead, and at

least a month would be required to make

preparations. "Would Mr. Moody come and

talk over prospects?" Moody with char

acteristic American hustle, wired, "Will be

in York tonight." To York he went.

Fortunate York! When Dwight L.

Moody stepped from the train at 10 o'clock

that night he stepped straight into the

pages of English history. The simple God

fearing farmer-evangelist of Northfield

conducted a second siege of York and lit a

candle that has never since been put out.

The flame of a vast revival was puffed into

being and the Gospel songs of that handful

of brave hearts gathered in the Y. M. C. A.

in this old city were destined to echo and re

echo throughout the land.

Bennett's letter should be preserved in the

great strong room in the guildhall of York,

along with all the cherished documents tell

ing of York's storied past.

True, the early meetings in the old Asso

ciation building were not propitious. True,

there were but a handful of workers. True,

that the majority looked on the "new

fangled Yankee method" with suspicion.

But what mattered these things? Moody

was on his Master's business and he knew

it.

Here Moody formed a friendship with the

Rev. F. B. Meyer, pastor of a Baptist

church, who is now a world power. They

walked and talked and worked together.

They saw visions and dreamed dreams.

Another friend and co-worker later dis

covered, in Scotland, was Henry Drum-

mond.

Hundreds of people were converted in

York. The churches became more sympa

thetic. Conservatism was broken down.

And with that commencement there resulted

the greatest nation-wide revival. Vast

services were held throughout Great

Britain and the entire country was swept

by a revival wave. In London 285 meetings

were held in four months attended by 2,-

530,000 with conversions numbering thous

ands. Through that door Moody and

Sankey entered forever into the warm af

fections of an entire people.
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Tracing to the Source

A View of Mr. Moody's Work by Norman H.

Camp of the Moody Bible Institute

IN every work of grace there has been

a beginning and that beginning has been

born in prayer. Such has been the history

of the Young Men's Christian Association

movement. It had its beginning in a prayer

meeting conducted by George Williams and

his companions in 1844. Twenty years

afterwards, in 1861, another spring was

opened in the heart of D. L. Moody by

means of the noon prayer meetings held in

the rooms of the Chicago Association. Mr.

Moody came into those meetings shortly

after he had decided to give up his business

career and devote all of his time to Chris

tian service, and at a time when the spirit

of prayer was waning. Mr. Moody, how

ever, brought new life and fresh faith into

the gatherings and soon became their leader.

With two others Mr. Moody covenanted to

pray for a building for the Association

work. They secured a charter exempting

the real estate of the Association from tax

ation, and then went to work. The amount

needed was realized, and on September 29,

1867, the first Association building erected

in America was dedicated in Chicago. It.

was known as Farwell Hall, in honor of

John V. Farwell, who had given the land.

This building was destroyed by fire within

four months after its dedication, but im

mediately, and even while the fire was still

burning, Mr. Moody, who was then presi

dent of the Association, together with the

other officials, started a subscription for a

new building, and the people responded lib

erally. This was called "lightning Chris

tianity." It was characteristic of Mr.

Moody.

During his entire life as a Christian

worker, Mr. Moody was an ardent supporter

of the Association work for young men.

It is estimated that much over a million dol

lars were paid into the treasuries of Asso

ciations throughout the country as a result

of his efforts. Next to his interest for

neglected boys and girls, whom he gathered

into the Sunday schools, the young men of

the land were upon his heart. Like the

anxious inquiry of the loving father for his

wayward boy, his life and actions cried out,

"Is the young man safe?" He used to say,

"I believe in the Young Men's Christian

Association with all my heart. Under God

it has done more in developing me for

Christian service than any other agency."

Mr. Moody always believed in aggressive

evangelistic Christianity. He advocated

that Christians should attack the strong

holds of sin, rather than act the defensive.

When he was secretary of the Christian As

sociation and afterwards its president, he

would conduct open-air meetings at the

Court House Square. The steps of the build

ing were his pulpit and the passing throng

made up his audience. He would visit the

prisoners in the county jail and Bridewell,

and talk, read and pray with them. He

would frequently carry provisions to the

homes of the poor and there pray for the

entire family. Just before the noon hour

he would stand at the entrance of the As

sociation rooms and distribute an invitation

to attend the noon prayer meeting. He

emphasized the direct religious feature of

the Association work above every other

branch of effort, "recognizing in the Chris

tian life of the organization the vital force

which could make it most useful in the

truest sense." He recognized the im

portance of a sound body and a trained

mind, but maintained that the privileges of

the Association along these lines should al

ways be secondary to the preaching of the

Gospel and the conversion of sinners. He

was especially desirous that the spiritual

activities of the Associations should be

warm and evangelistic.

In 1886 Mr. Moody opened Mt. Hermon

for summer conferences for college men,

by means of which he kept in touch with the

College Associations. Many of the strong

Association men were upon those programs.

Much time was devoted to Bible expositions.

Mr. Moody was a man of one book. In all

his Association work he emphasized Bible

study and Bible preaching, together with

prayer, Gospel music and personal work.

These principles, to which he faithfully ad

hered, led to the founding of the Moody

Bible Institute of Chicago, for the training

of young men and women for Christian

service.

For over twenty-five years the Institute

which bears his name has labored along the

lines adopted by its founder and has en

joyed the favor of God. Nearly 13,000

students have been enrolled in its day, even

ing and correspondence departments, most

of whom are to-day active in the various

branches of Christian service. Seven hun

dred have labored in foreign lands. Many

are employed as secretaries of Associations.

In a memorial adopted by the Chicago As

sociation after Mr. Moody's death, it is

recited that "it will ever remain a precious

memory of this Association that he began

here this large ministry, and obtained here

the preparation so needful for his subse

quent career. What he did for communities

and for nations in later years he did for

this Association in its earlier days. This

Association has claimed him as its greatest
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champion. For years he was its leading

delegate to Association conventions, where

he stood for the supremacy, even to ex-

clusiveness, of evangelistic work in the As

sociations."

Whose Touch Was Life

It was the privilege of James McConaughy to

come in touch with the life of Mr. Moody; first

as a young Christian, then as a general secie-

tary, and later as instructor at Mt. Hcrmon

School and as a close personal friend.

MY ASSOCIATIONS with D. L. Moody

are chiefly connected with the Hippo

drome meetings in New York City, where,

with my first experiences of city life, I got

a touch of personal work and the evangelis

tic spirit which influenced all my later years,

with the Northfield conferences, where for

many summers I saw him master of the sit

uation in his dealing with college students,

and, most of all, with the last ten years of

his life at Northfield and Mount Hermon,

where I saw him in familiar contact with

his boys and girls. Two or three scenes,

however, in his connection with Associa

tion work, stand out in my memory like mov

ing pictures.

The first of these was at the International

convention in Baltimore in 1879. I had

been going through my first experiences as

a general secretary at Harrisburg, experi

menting with dormitory rooms for young

men, a gymnasium, boys' work, Bible

classes, etc. I can see him yet as, in the

pulpit he burned into the consciences of the

delegates the responsibility for making the

spiritual work supreme, as he pressed home

Paul's motto, "This one thing I do."

A few years later, he was calling one

morning on Robert R. McBurney in the old

Twenty-third Street building in New York,

when the hour came for the morning gather

ing of the employees for prayer. We

gathered in, as it was our rule to do no mat

ter what was going on. When prayer was

to be offered, Mr. McBurney called on Mr.

Moody, and I can yet feel the sympathy

which that prayer breathed for all those

younger men engaged in a service like that

in which Mr. Moody himself had spent a

number of his own early years, and the di

rect simplicity with which he poured out to

God a moving intercession for just such

gifts and help as we needed.

The third scene is on the long elm-bor

dered street at Northfield. We were riding

together in his buggy, talking of the needs

of the young men and boys in tht village,

and the practicability of starting a Young

Men's Christian Association for them. He

favored it, with a pronounced expression

that any such work must be on a positive

evangelical basis. Any thought of locating

it at the lower end of the town, then very

pronouncedly Unitarian, to him invited fail

ure.

To emphasize his point he told me fully

what I have never seen in print—the story

of his early return to the town after he

had first begun Sunday-school and Asso

ciation work in Chicago. He was present as

a visitor at a meeting of Sunday-school

teachers connected with the Unitarian

Church, held in his mother's parlor. The

lesson was the story of Christ and Nicode-

mus, and the whole evening was spent in

discussing whether there was any historical

basis for the incident, or whether it was

purely mythical. This stirred him so deeply

that when he was asked to preach in the

Unitarian Church, he freed his soul by

preaching on the need of regeneration by

faith in the blood of Christ. The minister,

as is not perhaps to be wondered at, spent

several Sundays in trying to answer him.

This led him to resolve never to preach in

that church again, but to endeavor to help

his home town by other methods. When,

therefore, a year or two later he returned

from England after his first evangelistic

campaign there, with a fame that was al

ready spreading over the world, he declined

the invitation to preach in the church, and

arranged for the opening of the old Trini

tarian Church, services in which had been

discontinued. Of the feeling which this

aroused in the town he told me expressively

as we rode up the street, pointing to the

elms, and saying, "For days the very leaves

of the trees seemed to hiss at me as I passed

up and down the street under them." All

who know what grew out of this step—the

establishment of an evangelical center at

Northfield, whose influence has spread

throughout the earth—will realize that his

course in establishing his Christian work

on a definite evangelical basis was the only

sound and wise one.

Yet his big heart made him a good neigh

bor and true friend to all his fellow towns

men, whether Catholic or Protestant, Ortho

dox or Unitarian. Of his personal kindli

ness I recall one illustration: At one of the

earlier Northfield Student Conferences I

was living in a tent with students from New

York. There was a sudden drop in tem

perature one night, and before dawn I re

member hearing the tones of his deep,

friendly voice, as he went from tent to tent

along our line asking the boys if all were

warm enough and supplying extra blankets

to any who were not.
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The Man as I Saw Him

By James Stokes, Senior Trustee of the Inter

national Committee, Association Pioneer

and Friend of Mr. Moody.

THE FIRST extended conversation I re

call with Mr. Moody was coming down on

the day boat after the Convention at Al

bany, in 1866, where I had been engaged

with others in the founding of the Inter

national Committee which had been, I be

lieve, in another form at Philadelphia and

was established thereafter at New York.

Almost when we first met he turned- to

me and said: "Stokes, my heart is drawn

out toward you." In his Yankee homespun

language he expressed the thought of his

life and of all his life's work. That was

the secret of his success, his love for God

and his love for man.

When in California I made preliminary

arrangements through Mr. Cree for Mr.

Moody's great tour of the Western coast

which did so much to settle the evangelistic

standing up to the present time of the As

sociations of that important section. That

was a magnificent tour.

I recall his great evangelistic meetings

at the Madison Square Garden. I used to

play the organ for him there, and attend

the inquirer's meetings. Mr. Moody used

frequently to take his meals at our house

and it was there that he met Henry J.

McCoy and engaged him for San Francisco.

Mr. Moody was positive about matters

which he considered essential. The man

ager, I think, of one of his Chicago schools

had become infected with Dowieism and

would not call in a doctor for his child.

Moody said to me, "I just told him we

would not have anything of that kind going

on. He should call in a doctor, or give up

his place."

His treatment of inquirers whom he

thought were not quite sincere was vigor

ous. He was speaking in a theatre on

Broadway one night and after the meeting

a man slightly under the influence of liquor

came rather brazenly up on the stage to

speak to him. Moody noticed this at once

and immediately said, "I have not time to

speak to you. You are not down low

enough; when you are down low enough

you will cry for mercy," or words to that

effect.

When I first saw Moody he was opposed

to the over-education of religious teachers.

I remember he once told me he was afraid

to be too educated for fear the spirit would

leave him. Alas, Moody's fears were too

true. We have seen that the mind can be

educated at some of our religious schools

to such an extent that it drives out the

simple story of Christ and his salvation.

Alas! that in so few years we should

have to know such a decline in the work in

certain localities among Associations which

he helped, and so few years after he has

passed to his eternal reward.

What Moody Did for Me

A Personal Tribute by Howard A. Kelly, the
Noted Surgeon of Baltimore

HOW many memories the name of

Moody calls up—all happy ones, none

sombre. Dwight L. Moody was a pliant tool

in the hands of the Holy Spirit, and so

was used to engrave on the character of

every one he touched something of the

image of his Master Jesus Christ.

I saw him at the beginning and again

near the end of his career. It is a pleasure

to recall some of those memories, as a

tribute to one who meant so much to me

in my spiritual growth.

It was considered a remarkable thing in

the seventies, about forty years ago, in

Philadelphia where I lived, for any layman

or any minister even to take the Bible and

the decadent spiritual state of the people

so seriously as to want to bring the two

together by holding Bible readings on week

days in private houses. And yet Sarah

Smiley of Mohonk did this, coming out of a

Quaker faith into that of a ritualistic

Episcopalian. I well remember going over

into West Philadelphia with my mother one

week-day afternoon to hear one of her ex

positions on Faith. Somewhat earlier than

this I heard Hannah Whithall Smith give

readings in Philadelphia. About this time

Mr. Rainsford arrived in America and held

week-day Bible readings. This was the re

markable beginning of a remarkable but,

in my opinion, sad career. Many people

were being stirred with a desire for some

thing deeper and truer than religious

formalities.

At this juncture Moody and Sankey came

to Philadelphia, after their Brooklyn meet

ings, and occupied the old freight depot,

now Wanamaker's large store. It held

twelve thousand persons, and was the

vastest crowd I had seen. Sankey with

his "kist o' whistles," and the sweetest

voice, sang "There Were Ninety and Nine"

with great effect, while Moody, just as un

conventionally as "Billy" Sunday, and not

always grammatically, laid down the great

principles of salvation and drove them into

people's hearts with many homely illustra

tions, and won numbers of converts.

Moody did not hesitate in these crowded

meetings to wade through an audience,
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THE THUMB-WORN, MARKED, AND RAGGED BIBLE OF D. L. MOODY

"I think I would rather preach about the Word of God than anything else except the Love
of God; because I believe it is the best thing in this world. We cannot overestimate the impor
tance of a thorough familiarity with the Bible. I try to lose no opportunity of urging people by

every means in my power to the constant study of this wonderful Book."

walking on the backs of the chairs, if it

was necessary, to reach a man anxious

about his salvation.

I was in Baltimore in 1879, when Moody

held his meetings at the Mt. Vernon Metho

dist Church. There I resolved upon a more

definite consecration of my life to the serv

ice of God, and was one of the number

who met Moody after a service in the little

room back of the auditorium, and received

at his hands his little book, "The Way and

the Word." This was the season when P.

P. Bliss, the singer, was killed at Ashta

bula. I recall well a German pastor, who

took an active part, and who was always

so much affected that he could hardly pray

for weeping.

How much many of us owe to those

meetings and to the subsequent larger

ones, and how much we owe to the subse

quent labors of F. B. Meyer and Campbell

Morgan! Only The Day will declare the

results of these ministrations. It was at

this time that more vigorous efforts began

to bo made to get the names of all con

verts, and to distribute them in the churches

for building up later in the knowledge of

the truth.

My next acquaintance with Moody was

in the big Northfield meetings. The object

of these meetings was rather to instruct

Christians than to bring about wholesale

conversions; this was necessitated by the

character of the audiences. I cannot tell

on paper what the Northfield Summer

gatherings did for me and hundreds of

others, in opening up God's Word and

deepening the spiritual life. There hovered

constantly over the encampment a spirit

of prayer, a spirit of reverence for the

Word, and a sweet spirit of Christian fel

lowship. No one thought of asking, "What

is your denomination?" The test was,

"What think ye of Christ?"

The greatest debt I owe to Moody was

the coming into my family of Miss Ka-

trina Gaeng, a young woman evangelist,

trained under him in the Northfield school;

she was sent by him with notable success

to Barrington and to other places needing

spiritual quickening. Miss Gaeng was a

remarkable Bible teacher and did more

than I can put on paper for my older chil

dren, in teaching them to love God's word.

"I Will Spike His Guns"

How Mr. Moody Dealt Hardly with His Own
"Jealousy." An Hitherto Unpublished Inci*

dent told by Fleming H. Revell

PERHAPS the most characteristic inci

dent that I can recall in connection with

my close association with Mr. Moody oc

curred at a time when Mr. Moody was hold

ing a series of great Coliseum meetings in

Chicago. As usual, the meetings were full

of interest, the audiences taxing the capac

ity of the great building. At the same time

Rev. Sam Jones, the well known southern

evangelist, was engaged in a series of meet

ings in Music Hall, Cincinnati. Those who

have heard both evangelists will under

stand the difference in the appeal of the

two men.



An Evangelistic Service in a Barber Shop

PRESIDENT WOODROW WILSON, asked by the editor of The Congregationalist

if the following incident long ago in print was correctly reported, wrote: "This is

not a legend; it is a fact. My admiration and esteem for Mr. Moody has been very deep

indeed." This is the story:

I was in a very plebeian place. I was in a barber's shop, sitting in a chair, when 1

became aware that a personality had entered the room. A man had come quietly in

upon the same errand as myself and sat in the next chair to me. Every word that he

uttered, though it was not in the least didactic, showed a personal and vital interest in

the man who was serving him; and before I got through with what was being done to

me, I was aware that I had attended an evangelistic service, because Mr. Moody was

in the next chair. I purposely lingered in the room after he left and noted the singular

effect his visit had upon the barbers in that shop. They talked in undertones. They

did not know his name, but they knew that something had elevated their thought.

And I felt that I left that place as I should have left a place of worship.

It was often questioned whether Mr.

Moody quite approved of the very humorous

methods of the southern evangelist, al

though I think no one had heard him ex

press himself in definite terms—but I was

rather surprised when one morning Mr.

Moody said to me, "Fleming, I want you

to go to Cincinnati for me. See Jones, ask

him to come to Chicago. Tell him I will

turn over my meetings to him for two

weeks if he will come. Do your best to get

him to consent." With this commission I

went to Cincinnati and met Mr. Jones, who

assured me he had not a day to spare. I re

mained for three days, meeting him con

tinually in the same hotel, spending hours

in his room as well as attending the daily

meetings. At the end of three days I had

obtained his consent to take the time that

had been set aside by him for a much

needed rest. And Mr. Jones did have entire

control of Mr. Moody's audiences for the

two weeks as indicated.

It was not until many months later that

I learned what had prompted the invitation.

It appeared that some who had been urging

upon Mr. Moody the bringing of Mr. Jones

to Chicago, had intimated that the reason

he did not do so was jealousy, and Mr.

Moody at once asked himself if this could

be possible. He had not altogether ap

proved of certain things that had been re

ported to the press, but lest there should

possibly be—even unknown to himself—any

semblance of such an attitude he said "if

the devil is attacking me in this position

I will spike his guns." The result was the

urgent invitation.

Even at this late date I have somewhat

questioned whether this incident should be

given publicity. Certainly it reveals a char

acteristic of Mr. Moody's life indicating con

secration to the one aim dominating his

life, and that without a shade of self-seek

ing. Other characteristics and lessons may

also be read between the lines.

No Side Line Spectators

A push which had physical and spiritual force
back of it and sent Frank W. Pearsall, now
State Secretary of New York, forward into
Christian work and made personal work his life

theme.

AFEW MONTHS after my conversion in

1889 Mr. Moody held a series of revival

meetings in New York in the Church of

the Holy Trinity, which at that time was

located on the corner of 42nd Street and

Madison Avenue, and which because of its

ornamented slate roof the railroad men

used to call "The Church of the Holy Oil

Cloth." Of course, I went to the meetings

as did hundreds of other railroad men and

was greatly attracted and tremendously

impressed by his preaching.

The first time I went he announced a

"meeting for inquirers" and said very for

cibly that he wanted only two classes of

people to attend. First, those who were

seeking salvation and second those who

were willing to work with the inquirers.

This invitation did not include me for while

I had begun the Christian life I was in

experienced and afraid to talk to the in

quirers.

However, I was so fascinated by his

preaching that I went and listened to Mr.

Moody say a few words about the steps the

inquirers would need to take in order to

begin the Christian life. That done, he

announced that every Christian worker in

the room should at once give help to those

who were seeking salvation. All was com

motion at once. The workers left their

seats and moved up and down the aisles of

the Sunday School room, in which the

212
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meeting was held, seeking opportunities to

talk with the anxious ones.

I rose with the rest and stood around

helpless and embarrassed when I saw Mr.

Moody walking toward me. Rather

abruptly he said, "Are you a Christian?"

"Yes," said I. "Then get to work," said

he, still more abruptly, accompanying the

order with a push that had enough physical

force in it to send me several steps nearly

headlong. The shove he gave me headed

me in the direction of a railroad man whom

I happened to know. He was one of the

inquirers.

The interview I had with him was not

conclusive but his wife was a Christian

woman and through her persuasion on one

end of the line up among the Connecticut

hills and my own unskilled cooperation on

the New York end, within a few months the

New Haven trainman began the Christian

life, to which he still remains faithful after

more than twenty-five years.

Mr. Moody's Art

A Study of Mr. Moody's "Way with Men,"

by Geo. A. Warbitrton.

WHEN D. L. Moody first came into

prominence, about 1876, and gospel

songs and Bible readings attracted wide

spread attention, my own connection with

the Association was just beginning. Our

organization had been influenced by Moody

in the type of its evangelistic work, and the

Auburn (N. Y.) Association, of which I

was a member, conducted a big popular song

service on Sunday afternoons in the opera

house. ' I was put up to lead one of them

and was handed an announcement to read

to the effect that "the service next Sunday

will be conducted by Rev. George A. Hall,

the new state secretary, an evangelist sec

ond only to Mr. Moody." When Mr. Hall

came he illustrated the method which Mr.

Moody at that time followed, using his Bag-

ster Bible skillfully and making his address

take the form of a running comment on

different passages of Scripture, abundant

ly illustrated with homely and effective

stories and incidents.

Just about the same time Auburn was

visited by Harry Moorehouse, to whom Mr.

Moody was especially indebted for the orig

inal inspiration which led him to confine

himself to Bible readings as a method of

preaching. Moorehouse was a compara

tively insignificant-looking young Irishman

who dressed in an entirely unconventional

fashion, and whose appearance was In

striking contrast to that of the dignified

theological professors and clergymen who

surrounded him upon the platform when he

was conducting his meetings. Those who

remember Harry Moorehouse will not won

der at the marvellous effect which his sim

ple messages had upon the audiences to

which they were delivered, nor be surprised

that he was able to so influence the life of

Mr. Moody and his method of preaching.

Moorehouse, had a peculiarly penetrating,

spiritual insight, a warm emotional nature,

a vivid imagination, and a style of speech *

which was entirely dominated by scriptural

ideas and language. He was a model of

simple directness in utterance, and when he

preached in Chicago at Mr. Moody's invita

tion for seven successive nights upon the

text, John 3:16, "For God So Loved the

World," he opened to Mr. Moody the great

est source of his own enormous influence

and effectiveness, in the wealth of spiritual

power contained in the Bible itself.

While I never had the opportunity of

working with Mr. Moody during that period

of his life when he gave himself wholly to

evangelistic work, his sermons which were

widely published had a great influence upon

me, and upon all young men who at that

time were preparing for any kind of

Christian work. They were read in shops

and factories and to little groups, and

young men were encouraged to give Bible

readings in school houses and wherever

companies of people could be gathered to

gether for the purpose.

Years afterward I resolved to discover,

if I could, the secret of Mr. Moody's art,

for I recognized that the oratorical effects

which his preaching produced in the awak

ening of the emotions, the quickening of

the imagination, and the strengthening of

the will, were not altogether due to divine

interposition. So I went to a service de

termined not tD be influenced myself by any

thing that Mr. Moody said, but to sit as a

critic and student, studying his method for

my own good, rather than being affected by

the message itself. His text that night was

"The Son of Man Is Come to Seek and to

Save That Which Is Lost." He began by

describing the meeting of Zacchacus and

Bartimaeus on the public highway. The

two men passed each other, when Zacchaeus

stopped and turing round, called out, "Is

that you, Bartimaeus" "Yes." "Well,

what's happened to you?" "Why, I met a

man named Jesus, and he opened my eyes."

"He did? I wish I could see him." "Well,

do you hear that noise—those people shout

ing up there on the Jericho Road? That's

where he is, and if you'll run up there he'll

be passing in a minute or two, and you
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SEMINARY FOR GIRLS AT NORTHFIELD; ACROSS THE RIVER IS MT. HERMON FOR BOYS

These two schools with the Bible Institute at Chicago are "Moody's Monuments," devoted
to the education and training of the youth "who had little chance, or money," to be useful.

could see him all right." I forgot to be a

student. I could see that Jericho highway,

the little man running toward the fig tree

and climbing up into it, as clearly as I ever

saw the figures of human beings going up

and down in front of Trinity Church on

Broadway. Then the sermon went on until

the climax was reached; the invitation was

given at the exact moment that it should

have been given. Moody had learned the

art which Spurgeon tried to teach his stu

dents when he said, "It's all very well to hit

the nail on the head, but don't pound away

until you have split the board." I will try

to imitate Moody.

Where Is the Moody of Today ?

The Daring, the Devotion, the Timely Message
of Moody as Dr. Charles Stelzle Recalls Him

I OWE a personal debt to Dwight L.

Moody. After I had tried to break into

three different theological seminaries—and

failed—and when I almost despaired of be

coming a preacher, the Institute in Chi

cago which bears Moody's name, and which

he founded for such as I, took me in.

It was here that I received a larger vision

of what God could do for and through man,

and the personality of this remarkable man

helped me see it.

Conservative in his theology, he loved

and honored those who disagreed with him.

At great risk he invited to this country

such men as Henry Drummond and George

Adam Smith. When the Catholic Church

in East Northfield was building, Moody

gave them an organ.

"If they are going to have music, they

might better have good music," he said.

And when the Congregational Church in

town, in which Moody was interested, was

being erected, the Catholics returned the

compliment, furnishing the stone to build

the foundation.

Moody's daring is a challenge to the men

of today. He was never afraid of the hard

places. He did not wait for the assurance

of success before he began his campaigns.

His sheer grit was an inspiration.

Moody preached a gospel of hope. He

believed in hell, but he preached the love

of God to save men from hell. His was a

joyful message, though often preached with

tears streaming down his cheeks.

Statesman that Moody was, he saw the

importance of redeeming the cities. Since

his day the problems in the centers of pop

ulation have steadily increased. What

would be Moody's program today with ref

erence to our big social and industrial ques

tions? He would preach the same old gos

pel—no doubt. But would he not have a

more inclusive message? He was ready

with a World's Fair Campaign when it was

required. He started schools and theologi

cal seminaries when others were unequal

to the task. He encouraged many another

enterprise, as occasion demanded.

Each generation has had its peculiar

need, its peculiar message, and its prophet.

Luther proclaimed the doctrine of justifi

cation by faith; Calvin, the sovereignty of

God; Wesley, the free will of man; Finney,

the law of God ; Moody, the love of God.

What is the call of the new day to the

old church? Can anybody doubt that, not

forgetting the old, the time has come for a

great new slogan? What shall it be, and

who shall be its prophet? Where is the

man upon whom the mantle of Moody may

fall?
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What Made Moody Great and

Will Make Any Man Great

Elements of Greatness in the Evangelist Which
Dr. J. Wilbur Chapman Thinks May Be in Others

T KNEW D. L. MOODY when I was a

-L university student. In his forceful, mag

netic way he led me out of doubting castle

into a full assurance of faith. I came un

der his influence at the beginning of my

ministry, and he told me what a minister

must do and be if he expected to walk

worthy of the vocation wherewith he was

called.

I followed him in Scotland in an evan

gelistic campaign. It is true that his meet

ings closed just forty years to the day be

fore ours began, but his converts were our

most s.killed workers, and in Scotland they

talked of Mr. Moody as if he had been with

them yesterday and the lapse of time had

not in any way lessened their affection for

him. Because I have thus known him I feel

it a privilege to say the thing that made

Mr. Moody great as a Christian is within

the reach of every follower of Christ. It is,

of course, true that he had elements of

greatness and strength which not one man

in a multitude could approach, but his faith

in Christ, his love for the Bible, his devo

tion to God, his passion for souls and his

undying zeal I may have, and so may we

all if we are willing to pay the price which

in Mr. Moody's case was absolute and un

conditional surrender to God's will. It is

one thing, however, to attain to heights of

greatness; it is quite another matter to

walk along this level in almost uninter

rupted fellowship for many years, and this

was possible with Mr. Moody because of

his spirit of prayer.

A mutual friend told me that he drove

with him over the hills about Northfield,

when Mr. Moody drew his horse in under

an old elm tree, threw down the lines over

the dashboard of his old-fashioned buggy,

and then said, "Doctor, let us pray for the

cities of America." And he took the great

cities of the United States and held them

before God in such a prayer as my friend

said he had never heard before, and when

he rose from his knees his face was wet

with tears. It was this spirit of prayer

which kept him in such close touch with

God and made it possible for God to trust

him with His power. His unswerving faith

in God's word and God's Son made his mes

sage absolutely irresistible. He had no

negative message to present. He was posi

tive in all his statements. He left no room

for doubt, and his faith was contagious, and

it was because of the way he preached that

 

"come! come!"

multitudes of doubting men and women

came to know and love Mr. Moody's Mas

ter. To this day men speak of his winsome-

ness in preaching. I can still hear his ser

mon on Daniel and plainly see him as he de

scribed the translation of Elijah, and hear

the ring of his voice as he spoke to Zac-

cheus, and feel the pathos and power of

his message when with tears rolling down

his cheeks he would say, "Come, Come."

I was told in Scotland that a mother was

seated on the front seat at one of his

meetings. She had a little two-year-old

child in her arms. This child watched Mr.

Moody closely, and when he was crying out

with outstretched arms, Come, Come, the

child thought he meant it and was speak

ing to her and she stretched out her own

little hands as if she would go to him. Un

der Mr. Moody's preaching it seemed to be

just as natural as that for people to turn

to Christ under the influence of his mes

sage. The Lord needs nothing so much to

day in my humble judgment as the same

sane, sensible, practical, powerful presenta

tion of the claims of Jesus Christ, which

was seen from the first to last in the life

and ministry of D. L. Moody.
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Holding Confidence of People

The Side of Mr. Moody W. E. Lougee Saw When

Raising Money was Praying Business.

~hJO one ever thought of saying "Moody"

i- ^ to his face or elsewhere. There was

something about his personality that won

love and respect, but not familiarity.

Among the events that I recall from a

very close relation to Mr. Moody, I note

the following, which had much to do with

my work in the International Young Men's

Christian Association:

In 1897 Mr. Moody was holding a series

of meetings in Savannah, Ga. I took two

thousand letters for him to sign, asking for

contributions for our International college

work. He finished them in a little over two

days, working late at night to do so. We

had a fine time talking about securing

money for the Association and for the

Northfield movement.

The morning that I was to leave for the

North to visit New England we had our

breakfast together as usual. Mr. Moody

was rather silent, asking questions regard

ing my visit, which was to secure funds for

the International Committee, especially its

college work. He asked about some of the

friends to whom I was to go and made a

few pertinent practical suggestions.

At the close of breakfast, as I was about

to take the train, he said, "Lougee, come

up to my room a moment." Upon entering

the room, without any ceremony, he said,

"Let us pray." Kneeling down beside the

bed very close to me, he began to pray. I

never heard such a prayer. It will remain

with me to my last day as a benediction.

I cannot tell you all he said, but recall this.

I heard him say, "Lougee is going up into

New England to get some money. Won't

you go with him and before him? Give him

tact and good judgment, and open the way

for him. As he calls upon Mr. H help

him to say just the right words to interest

him in the work." Thus he prayed for me

in a way I had never been prayed for be

fore. He named several upon whom I was

to call. Then he took my hand and held it

a moment and said, "You will succeed. God

bless you." If I remember correctly not one

of those whom Mr. Moody named refused to

contribute.

Another help I recall. At the close of the

Carnegie Hall meetings, held in 1897, Mr.

Moody made a special effort to secure a

large attendance of New York's most widely

known and respected citizens. I recall some

of the names of those present: Jesup.

Dodge, Sage, Rockefeller, Talcott, O'Neill,

Schieffiien, Low, Blair, Kennedy, Cannon,

Gould, Van Norden, Dana, McWilliams,

Havemeyer, Thome, Cutting and scores of

others. Mr. Moody, just before the close

of the service, spoke briefly of the meetings

held for four months every Sunday after

noon and evening. He told how helpful they

had been. He added that humanly speaking

the success was due to one man in whom he

had the most complete confidence, and that

was his friend, Mr. Lougee, of the Inter

national Committee of the Young Men's

Christian Association. Then he called me

to the front of the platform and asked me

to make a financial statement. Never had

I faced such an audience. But I did my

best. Mr. Moody said, "I want you all to

give Mr. Lougee a vote of thanks by rising."

This was done with enthusiasm and much

waving of handkerchiefs.

I was completely taken by surprise, and

could only bow and get off the platform as

fast as I could. In the ante-room I said,

"Mr. Moody, you ought not to have done

that. It was too kind of you." "See here,

Lougee, that introduction to that audience

will be worth thousands of dollars to you in

your work for the committee, and you de

serve it." His words came true, as many

will remember to their joy of giving.

One other incident only will I speak of.

Mr. Moody invited me to be his guest at the

graduation of the Northfield girls. I re

member him sitting out on the lawn in a

big chair and I opposite him with thirty or

more of the graduates about us. Then he

would say, "Lougee, take the girls for a

walk up on the hill," or something like that.

On one occasion, after the young ladies

had gone, he said, "Let's drive over to Her-

mon and see the boys." Away we went at

a good pace, for Mr. Moody did not drive

slow horses. After driving about the grounds

and meeting many of the boys at all kinds

of work, we drove down to the old ferry.

While waiting for the passage Mr. Moody

abruptly broke out with, "Lougee, what do

you think of it all?" I replied that I

thought God had honored him above all men

that I ever knew or heard of. He grew

grave and thoughtful. "Yes, yes, that is so.

Just think what he has done for me. Given

me the hearts and confidence of people that

they entrust not only great sums of money

but their sons and daughters to my care.

It's a great responsibility." He was silent

for a time, and then said most earnestly,

"Lougee, I am praying every day that God

will help me to finish my life's work here

below and go home to him without having

made a fool of myself."

We all know that this prayer of Mr.

Moody's was answered.



Personal Impressions Which Remain

From Many Men Whose Lives He Touched

THE greatest impression D. L. Moody

made upon me was on the subject of

Faith. He emphasized this greatly, making

almost everything dependent upon it, but

said that for years he was troubled him

self how to get this faith, until the verse

flashed upon him one day, "Now faith

cometh by hearing, and hearing by the word

of God." From that time forward his faith

grew by the study of the Word, as it will

with all of us. A. A. Hyde.

Wichita, Kan.

THE first time I ever saw Mr. Moody

was in his church here in Chicago, when,

following his sermon, he held a little after

meeting. He had never seen me and so

far as I know did not know who I was,

and yet at the beginning of the meeting

he abruptly turned and pointing his finger

straight at me said, "You lead in prayer."

One thing which I remember most vivid

ly regarding this great leader on his occa

sional visits to Chicago was the tremendous

earnestness of the man. He always held a

great meeting in Farwell Hall, which was

filled to its capacity. In these meetings

he gave no attention to reminiscences, but

with all the power of the man presented the

gospel message and the gospel invitation.

I. E. Brown.

Association College, Chicago.

I MET Mr. Moody at the Detroit Interna

tional Convention in 1868, shortly after

my conversion, and was wonderfully quick

ened by his inspiring life and message. No

one helped me more than he did in my

prayer life, in my love for the Word, and

in opening to me the great value of per

sonal evangelism. It was my privilege to

be with him some part of nearly every year

after up to his demise.

In 1885 we secured him for an eight-day

mission in the Brooklyn Association for

men only, the only time in his life where

he confined himself to men's meetings. We

sent out 32,000 tickets and had an average

attendance of 1,300—the capacity of the

hall—though it rained nearly every night.

There were over 500 hopeful conversions

anil some 300 were secured to church mem

bership. Mr. Moody stood at the door some

nights giving away invitations and would

8ay to passers-by, "Come in and hear

Moody to-night," etc. He was an inspira

tion to all. A reporter said he had received

six invitations on his way down to attend

the meeting.

The following incident illustrates the

tender heart of Moody: At one of the

early Student Conferences at Northfield we

were gathered in a tent, lying on the straw-

strewn ground, listening to Mr. Moody

answering questions. One of the (perhaps

self-confident) students present, in putting

personal questions, riled Moody and he re

torted, "Young man, you will know more

when your mustache grows longer." It

hurt terribly. Moody tried to rectify the

mistake by words but failed. Then with

tears in his eyes he rose, put his arms

on the young man's shoulder and said, "Ex

cuse me, brother, I did not mean to hurt

your feelings."

He was a wonderful general. Every

body obeyed his command, yet he was as

tender-hearted as a child.

California. Th°S. J- WlLKIE.

THE first time I saw Mr. D. L. Moody

was during the Civil War when he

came to my store to obtain an order from

me as the chairman of the Kentucky

Branch of the Christian Commission, which

was instituted by the Young Men's Chris

tian Association, to pass him as a delegate

to the front after one of the severe battles

in Tennessee, to work among the wounded

and sick soldiers as a delegate of that

organization. He impressed me then as a

man of great energy and of a determined

spirit to use in the help of his fellow

men, filled with the spirit of Christ. The

next time that I saw him was in his Sun

day School in Chicago, and there the same

impression was made upon me and

strengthened. The third time was his first

visit to Louisville for the purpose of help

ing the work of the Louisville Association,

which was at that time deep in debt. He

raised the money in one night and started

the association on the up-grade again. The

last time that I saw him was during the

great meetings that he held during the

Winter of 1887-8. While talking with

him then he picked up a book of his ser

mons, and sitting at the table wrote my

name on one of the front pages and below

it, "From his friend, D. L. Moody." He

was certainly the most powerful preacher

that I ever heard and the work that he

established in Chicago and at Northfield

are splendid memorials of him. A man

full of faith in the promises of God's Word.

A man of prayer.

Jas. Edward Hardy.
Louisville, Ky. ■ »

'2-17
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ROUND TOP, NORTHFIELD, THE CONFERENCE PLACE AT SUNSET

Hundreds each year find in the series of conferences at Northfleld inspiration and training

I HAVE a very vivid impression of the

first time I heard D. L. Moody, although

it is 37 years ago. He and Mr. Sankey

were holding a series of meetings in

Montreal. The building was packed and I

was at the back of the top gallery. As he

spoke it seemed to me that he held me by

the coat collar with one hand while he said,

"Young man, I have a message for you, and

I want you to hear it." I have no recollec

tion of his text, but his sermon was "The

Lamb of God who beareth away the sin of

the world." G. F. Stephens.

Winnipeg, Man.

T REMEMBER vividly when I first met

1 Mr. Moody, more than thirty-nine years

ago in Boston, in his great campaign. He

took me by the hand and said, "What are

you going to do with your life, young

man?" and largely through his influence

I devoted my life to the work of the Asso

ciation, and if I have been of any value to

young men in these years of my service I

owe it largely to him.

Moody and Sankey came to San Fran

cisco in the Winter of 1880-1. In the six

months campaign San Francisco was revo

lutionized spiritually and morally. He

brought into the church and interested in

Association work many of its first business

men and we are living to-day in the days

of Moody and Sankey, as we are living in

the days of the early reformers of the

church.

The Association was in debt and presided

over by irresponsible men. Moody insisted

upon every one resigning, including the

janitor, and he reorganized the work, raised

$85,000, paid off the debt, and sent to

Lowell for a general secretary. That was

the beginning of the Association work on

the Pacific Coast. Henry J. McCoy.

San Francisco.

AT a certain period of my life I read

Mr. Moody's published sermons. Those

were the sermons that produced such large

results in the way of conversion, and turn

ing men away from evil and toward accept

ing Jesus Christ as Saviour and Master. It

always seemed to me that this was the best

work Mr. Moody ever did. I know that

many men like myself had our interest in

direct evangelistic work and in the kind of

preaching that produces such results not

only greatly quickened but greatly helped by

that period of Mr. Moody's life. I think it

would be a wholesome influence upon the life

of the ministry to-day.

(Bishop) William F. McDowell.

I WAS with him practically every day for

six months in the St. Louis campaign. To

this day the force of his impression is una

bated. Behind all his work was a marvelous

conviction of the truth and reality of the

Gospel and the urgency of its call. When

on his knees with a hard sinner under con

viction he rarely failed in bringing him to

action on the spot. He had a sense of

humor that rendered him a fascinating com

panion. His relations to his family were

such as to win them to Christ by his consist

ent and devoted life. E. H. Semple.

St. Louis, Mo.

MR. MOODY said one day at Northfleld:

"When I get to heaven, after I have

greeted my Lord I want next to see the four

men who took their paralytic friend up on

the housetop, tore up the roof, and let him

down in the midst before Jesus. For,"

said Moody, "I like the fellows who, if they

can't get a man into the presence of Christ

in the ordinary way will choose an extraor

dinary way. I am ready to indorse any

body's method that will get people into the

presence of Jesus." j_ H_ Fellingham.
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OUTLOOK FROM BOYS' SUMMER CAMP IN THE CATHEDRAL PINES, NORTHFIELD

In the distance are the auditorium, school buildings, and across the river is Mt. Hermon school

T HAD heard D. L. Moody speaking in

-1- Stepney, and his rational, whole-hearted

message made me think that, after all, re

ligion was not a mere matter of sentiment,

but that one might interpret one's view of

the religious life into a plain, common doing

of things for other people. I got strongly

the idea that the man who did not cross

the road when he saw a man on the other

side, in order to try to pick him up, was

not a Christian, even if he did believe in the

Bible, the prayer book and the hymnal.

On the other hand, as an embryo athlete

among a crowd of medical students, I was

no longer obliged to feel ashamed when I

told them I was a Christian, because I could

refer to the manliness of it instead of what

I had always considered it—an occupation

for those who were no good at anything else.

W. T. Grenfel.

CERTAIN things in Mr. Moody's person

ality impressed me very strongly, among

which were his level-headedness, coupled

with his complete consecration and loyalty

to God. The effect upon other men's lives

of even a mere suggestion from him that

they should give themselves to the service

of Christ and his cause was remarkable. As

a natural consequence of this almost every

man you meet who has been prominent of

recent years in effective, aggressive Chris

tian work has been in some way or other

touched by Mr. Moody's personality and in

fluence. And last, but not least, of his

characteristics, was his great humility, es

pecially striking in a man of his vigorous

character and in view of the many thou

sands won through his ministry. I trust

that issue will result in inspiring many more

men to devote themselves to the one cause

which alone is worthy of every man's life

devotion. Chas L. Huston.

MY FIRST impression of Mr. Moody was

years ago when I heard him on Bible

Study, giving to young men suggestions

about methods that would lead them to love

to study the Bible. I tried the plan. It

worked, and I soon found myself doing

more and more of it. His help has followed

me all my life. E. L. Shuey.

Dayton, O.

I AM writing about the inner room of Mr.

Moody's life, as I had the privilege of

seeing it, and without which no young man

need try to do his work. His constant life

of prayer was his success. I have seen him

time and time again go to the source from

whence all help comes. His aim would be

now, doubtless, to urge all young men to go

to the fountain head for all inspiration in

their work. For "ceasing to pray we cease

to fight." This was his power house, and

the Lord blessed him richly. He is prepared

to do the same for every one who will pay

the price. F. H. Andrews.

Plainfleld, N. J.

I HAVE heard Mr. Moody preach a good

many times, and recall with great pleas

ure my acquaintance with him, which was

continued through the years until his death.

I remember his meeting me on the street

one day and saying, "Willis, you came near

going to San Francisco." And when I ex

pressed surprise at any such thing, he said,

"I recommended McCoy and you, and if

McCoy didn't go you would have to." I re

call now what a feeling of relief I had, and

I am sure the San Francisco brethren have

had far greater good fortune than as if I

had been the man instead of McCoy. But

that was Mr. Moody's way; he told folks

what they ought to do, and they did it,

usually, without hesitation. His memory is

blessed. C. B. Willis.
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MR. MOODY'S desire to have men ac

cept Christ as Savior found expres

sion in more than his own direct effort. He

was ever alert to find men able to push

the work of the Kingdom.

Whilst he was generally doing the work

of ten men he was happy in his continual

search for ten men to do ten men's work.

Not content with keeping busy himself,

Mr. Moody wanted everybody else to be

busy for the Master.

In the International Association Conven

tion at Baltimore he conducted a mon

strous men's meeting. In the after service,

to which scores of men remained, he was

placing workers in all parts of the hall,

when suddenly he turned to a man sitting

on the platform and said in his brusque

manner, "What are you doing?" The man

said, "Waiting for orders." Mr. Moody

beckoned him to his side and pointing to

a man on the floor said, "See that man?

Go for him and win him to Christ."

In Charleston, S. C, after a hard day's

work, Mr. Moody was lying on the bed

in his room at the hotel when a committee

of colored preachers was announced. Ask

ing his friends to withdraw, he invited the

committee to his room. After fifteen

minutes the committee retired and his

friends were summoned. Laughing, he

said, "Well, well, those colored folks

brought me a bag of money and said,

'There's lots of silver in it.' They insisted

on my taking it, but I told them to divide

it up among their churches and use it to

push the work among their people."

S. M. Sayford.

I FIRST knew Mr. Moody when he came

to Burlington in October, 1877, for a

month's evangelistic meetings. His name

was then famous throughout the world for

the wonderful work he had done both in

America and Great Britain. The churches

in Burlington were quite alive to the im

portance of these meetings and planned

for them wisely and generously. The whole

section of Northern Vermont and New

York came to Burlington in large numbers.

Numerous conversions were made. The

after effect of the meetings was quite as

notable as the meetings themselves. Mr.

Moody not only stirred up the churches for

earnest, effective work, but other organi

zations, like the Young Men's Christian As

sociation and the various missionary so

cieties were made more effective and zeal

ous. We have had visits from other noted

evangelists who have been very successful

in their work, but Mr. Moody's personality,

his deep sincerity, and the genuineness of

his religious life and work made his visit

of more pronounced and continued effect

than any other that I have ever known.

It is well that he is being remembered at

this time. The realization of what was

done by him and through him should make

all Christian workers more zealous and

earnest in their endeavor.

W. J. Van Patten.

Burlington, Vt.

SEVEN years ago I went to Northfield foT

the first time and visited the grave of

Mr. Moody. The inscription on the modest

headstone was truly significant of his life:

"He that doeth the will of God, abideth for

ever." It may not be our part to preach so

that thousands of men and women shall be

led into the Kingdom, or to found splendid

institutions of learning whose walls will

stand for generations to come as a monu

ment to one's love of God and love to his

fellow men, as Mr. Moody did, but we can so

live that it may be said as truly of us, as

it was of Mr. Moody, that "he that doeth

the will of God, abideth forever." Mr.

Moody's spirit will never be lost to the world.

Wm. E. Sweet.

Denver.

WHEN Mr. Moody was conducting a mis

sion on the North Side, Chicago, I used

to assist in a humble way. In later years

it was my privilege to know him intimately

and to arrange, as was the custom of Asso

ciation secretaries with whom he worked

effectively, for his campaigns in Topeka and

St. Louis. In 1880, when secretary of the

Association in Topeka, I induced the minis

ters to invite him. One of the ministers, a

dignified clergyman of the old school, re

marked that he was sorry that the Opera

House, where it had been planned to hold

the meetings, had been burned down. Mr.

Moody turned, and in stentorian tones said:

"Sorry ! Sorry ! I would to God that every

one of them were burned down!" It almost

took the old doctor's breath away. Mr.

Moody's rugged directness and forceful

moral convictions he was never at pains to

conceal. He made a profound impression

upon me by raising $84,000 at the closing

meeting of his great campaign in Chicago

for the debt on the Chicago Association

building. This was the largest amount I

had ever seen raised up to that time.

Under God, I personally owe more to the

influence of Mr. Moody and his co-laborer,

Mr. Sankey, than I can express, and had it

not been for them I don't believe for a mo

ment that I should ever have given my life

to Christian work, and many other men I

know were influenced by them as I was.

Geo. T. Coxhead.

New York City.
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COLLEGE MEN IN CAMP

lOastern college men first met at Mt. Hermon,
then at Northfleld at Mr. Moody's suggestion, for
ten (lays' summer conferences, which are con
tinued with 500 to 700 delegates. No man more
than Mr. Moody enjoyed the fun of the Kourth

of July "blow-outs"

DWIGHT L. MOODY, the great Christian

leader of the passing generation, pos

sessed many remarkable characteristics

which made him not only an evangelist of

great power, but also an organizer and

leader in many departments of religious

and educational work. While he will be

remembered and revered throughout the

English speaking world as a devout

preacher of the gospel message, he will also

be known as the most conspicuous leader in

the Young Men's Christian Associations of

early days and the founder of the "Moody

Schools."

While Mr. Moody did much to encourage

the study of the Bible and the use of the

Bible at all his services, there developed

an unwarranted display of the Book by

many of his followers. It was a fad which

has now passed to the other extreme, until

the Bible is too seldom seen in the hands

of the average worshipper. Over thirty

years ago I was gratified to obtain the

signature of Mr. Moody on the fly leaf of

my Bagster Bible, and as he wrote his

name and the scripture reference, Isa.

57:15, he remarked, "I sometimes hesitate

to do this because it seems like endorsing

the Bible."

One feature of Mr. Moody's work, un

like that of some evangelists, was never

criticized—his financial methods. In one

locality with which I was familiar, an ar

rangement, not unusual then among evan

gelists, was suggested, namely, that they

should distribute envelopes among the peo

ple and at the last service their contribu

tions should then be handed to Mr. Moody.

When this was suggested, in his quick, im

pulsive way, he said that he had never

allowed such a thing in his life and that

he would not consent to it for a moment;

he did not come before the people for their

money. S. B. Carter.

Boston.

MR. MOODY was a persistent man and

a great leader of men. When meeting

in the trustee's meeting of his schools he

would always look far into the future. He

laid out all the buildings of the schools.

Often we would differ with him, but as

time went on he was in the right. A man

of great conception, his power lay in a

great foresight. If opposed, the trustees

would always give up to him. He never

seemed to care for money for himself, but

it came at a time when needed. He had a

great love for young men. He would do

anything for them, for he could lead them

and did lead them aright for success. At

one time when we were short of money

Mr. Moody said to Mr. Moore, "I do not

know where it is." On the same day a

lady called on him in Northfleld and said,

"I have $10,000 I do not need. I will give

it for your work." He said, "God has come

to our relief." Mr. Moody was the shaping

of many lives. G. H. Shaw.

A Trustee of the Moody Schools.

HUNDREDS of prominent ministers and

laymen came from all over the country

to attend his conferences, and "to sit at

his feet" while he outlined a program of

work. Mr. Moody never seemed to offend;

.he had the easiest way of dealing with men

with whom he differed, and his program

seemed so sane and sensible that even the

great leaders in the church listened and

approved.

He was so essentially a leader that men

seemed to be glad to follow. He ordered

men around, and it was almost amusing to

see how men who were themselves accus

tomed to lead were ready to obey and follow

his directions. A regular series of meetings

was no joke, however, for he was not easily

satisfied. He was one of the best adver

tisers I ever met, and no one appreciated the

newspapers more than he did.

Baltimore. Md. W. H. MORRISS.
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THE EDDY MEETING OVERFLOW AT NANKING HELD BY ROBERTSON

Sherwood Eddy is Just back to America fresh from the greatest evangelistic campaign among
students known in China. In four months he addressed 156,000 (twice that of last year). This
year there were 18,000 inquirers (last year 7,000) signed up for Bible study, prayer, and open-
minded research. Among them were mayors, secretaries of state, college presidents, and Buddhist
priests. Most of these and thousands more are in Bible and convert training classes led by mission

aries and native teachers.

A Master Teacher

His way with students as noted by Wm. D.

Murray, chairman of the Foreign Depart

ment, International Committee

MY ACQUAINTANCE with Mr. Moody

began many years ago at the Northfield

Student Conference. I was always im

pressed by his apt method of teaching. At

one conference at which he presided he kept

on the platform a glass pitcher filled with

dirty water. Every morning he would dash

into this pitcher some clean water, and be

fore the conference closed the pure water

had replaced the impure. The students

understood the truth he thus taught.

On one occasion he was illustrating the

free gift of salvation. In his hand as he

spoke was one of those priceless Bibles

which he had used personally and marked.

To show what a free gift was he held it out

to one of the students and said, "Here's a

Bible I want to give you." The student

smiled and held back, not believing that

Mr. Moody would give away such a valu

able book. "All right," Mr. Moody said,

"if you don't want it, don't take it;" and

he turned to another man and said, "I

want to give you this Bible." This man

looked surprised, but reached up, rather

timidly, and took it. "That's right; it's

your Bible now; take it home and keep it."

No one that was there will ever forget that

salvation is a free gift and must be received

as such.

I was often impressed by his tact. At

five o'clock each afternoon he used to have

a big armchair brought out to Round Top,

near where his grave now is. There he

would sit answering questions, the boys re

clining on the grass at his feet. "How can

I overcome nervousness?" one asked. "Go

over to the bookstore and get a lot of books,

and go up and down this valley selling

them," was his answer. "Were you ever

embarrassed on the platform?" asked an

other. "Yes," he said, "I was preaching on

Sowing and Reaping. Right down in front

was a man half drunk. When I reached

what I thought was the right place, I said,

pointing at this man, 'Well, my man, what

have you been sowing?' He straightened

up and said, 'Cabbages.' " "What did you

do, Mr. Moody?" "I never heard him."

"Again," he said, "When we first began

to use the Gospel Hymns, a man, sitting

right in front of me, caused me a good deal

of annoyance by reading the hymns; he

would turn over a page, read the two

hymns, and then turn another page and

read again. I had to get that book shut."

"What did you do?" "Why, when I came to

a story I wanted to use, I said it was about

a young man, 'Just about the age of this

young man down here reading the hymn

book.' Shut went the book and stayed shut."

Of course it was Mr. Moody's dead-in-

earnest spirit that can never be forgotten;

you thought it was a matter of life or death

with him—there was no middle ground.

After hearing him, for instance, on "Am

I my brother's keeper?" you had to be false

to every good impulse, or else go out and

care for your brother, I had to.
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TORONTO CENTRAL, EXTENDS PRIVILEGES TO ALL SOLDIERS IN UNIFORM

A group of 250 men entering the Central for a shower and swim

Along With the Nations' Fighting Men

With the Canadian Troops

IN thirteen camps all the way from Van

couver to Halifax some 25,000 men are

in training and in each of these camps are

Association men and buildings conducting

a line of work offered as generously as the

men have given their lives to their country.

The rooms are crowded, whether it is a

moving picture show or Gospel service that

is announced. There is a constant white

stream of stationery flowing over the coun

ter; stamps are sold by the square yard,

pies by the wagon load a day, doughnuts by

the barrel and coffee by the tank. Thou

sands of soldiers carry Testaments with

Lord Roberts' dedication. Thousands and

thousands of soldiers carry in their pockets

■ C>^IT IS VULGAR.-p

UNGENTLEM4NIY

_ AND SINFUL.-

"TUB LORD WILL NOT
', MOLD 111 CUJ LTLCJS .-
l\tmat TARBTM 1 1! .'
^ Mil IK VAIN'!

£-..«*oo„,»°V

f;^ KEEP THIS <<V
■'—UNTIL YOU HAVt'l:
."■CONQUERED THE" i

\ « SWEARING i :

k _ H AB I T,_ ../i

*r. < * '

the anti-swearing pledge minted on alumi

num, with the contract that it is to be

passed on when the man has conquered the

habit.

At the big moving picture shows at Val-

cartier, with more than a thousand present

every night, the men do not think it an in-

trysion to inject a religious service of half

an hour with "the invitation" crowded at

the end. At one service 136 men responded.

And hymns, such as "Nearer, My God, to

Thee," do not take second place to "Rule,

Britannia." On one Sunday at Valcartier

18 services were held, touching 11,500 men

in tents or assemblage groups of anywhere

from 25 to 7,000, while the secretaries can

ill every hour of the day with clinic con

ferences on the Christian life. Boozers and

bruisers, and boys on their first enlistment,

in quick succession take up the secretaries'

days and evenings in serious talks about

rectifying the course of their lives. In

the Toronto camp over a hundred men are

banded in Christian Endeavor groups,

trained and eager, with the purpose of win

ning their fellows, bound to break the force

of temptation on their fellows.

Association men directed athletics in

camp so well that one day there were 25

games of football and 23 of baseball going

at once, and in one week over 3,500 athletes

took part in games.

The Toronto contingent with the Associa

tion attachment is centered in three big

buildings, the Transportation building being

used for athletics, in which four games of

indoor baseball each night are directed by

the Association, and two athletic contests.

Then, too, the Association runs the canteen

in the Art building, with refreshments, lit

erature, correspondence, recreations, music

and meetings every night. There is no

apology for religion or sidetracking of it.

The theater in the Dairy building, Toronto,

is filled every night with 1,200 men attend

ing a religious meeting, following moving

pictures and vaudeville. This is a picture

of what is going on in 13 camps at Lon

don, Kingston, Montreal, Quebec, Winnipeg,

Halifax, St. John, Vancouver and other

points.

As Busy in India

CHEERS and "Good Old Y. M. C. A."

greeted the Bombay Association men

when they went out to meet the transports

conveying the Territorials to India to take

the place of the regulars sent to the front.

Some Bombay Association men went out in

a special launch, bearing the Association

banner, to meet the Territorials on their

arrival in India. Two men distributed
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The Camp that

is waiting—

foryour Building

AN APPEAL FOR "BEFORE CHRISTMAS/

€HR|STMAS n all but
here, and there are till!
manyof the camps without
weather-proof structure*

nf any kind to which the men can
turn t'or rest and recreation.

Try to imagine what this means to
the young fellows training in these
sast camps. Think of the relentless
winds which have been blowing
these latter days outside the comfort
of your house. Think of the long
dripping days, alternating with nights

of sudden and bitter frost. Think
of the anxious friends at home,
waiting for the letter which does
not come because the very means
arc lacking w ith which to write it.

iftmly yaur M£mt atald be ratty
fy Carhtwut .' W hat joy would it
not gisc during these coming
Christmas days and the long w inter
evenings w hich lie before us° What
tppy, nevcr-to -be -forgot ten hour

would be
shelter ! Ha

peal i
eht aftet

mth and
light,

the men would come ; tome topras
games, others to write letters home,
to enjoy music, to listen to lectures
and addresses, to read books, papers,
and t, ig ■. ■ 1

And it would be ytmr building
which would become the Institute of
the great camp; the homefrom home,
the centre of recreation, social
cheer and Christian companion
ship amid the hardships of camp
life Has es-er a sum so small earned
so vast a possibilit) ofsocial good ?

£300

pbtCF^ph at i^rjcrmt—t.

Not tens—not hundreds,—but

thousands of our brave troops

eeni^ei *t vet unpriced Ux, (ot
such ■ building. They Jo not
cmfUlt, tfcoe mm who htrt
gt*ca up hpmf and comfort to (met
net only latii hirdibipi like

r.bit trtmj tivaffwL Thc»
an juu ■■May—• litile wiurull!
P«W of the thought of wr,
•M mem lo them—for

building »hiih doc out ud (WMM

The datv ate iwittljr ratting, ^
■ iih ihem m r>ooivtuoiij unique
eicn in the* (rot ind muiinj;
'inset. Pmtubli nnn in our IJc

■e if you act it
i hour oJ your

■s:v
commg. Kw-.jf hindi vill
iiv »nd ni^ht in order (Ku h out
be ready , »jrmrduid fully Itjjhrrd,
b) ClutttnK. Thennse U 'horr,
but ii it jutf enough.

Will you give it to-day?

MulcuJ Hnfqurwn 1J |Mdla%j w r

 

A LONDON FULL PAGE ADVERTISEMENT WHICH HELPED THE ENGLISH

ASSOCIATION SECURE $1,000,000 FROM 600,000 PEOPLE

FOR THEIR CAMP WORK
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In the 600

British Camps

Oxford and

Cambridge men

and theological

students eagerly

seize the new

opportunities of

service presented

by the Associa

tion in the Brit

ish army. That

strange and unde

fined gap between

town and gown

has been bridged.

The entire force

of a theological

seminary led by

the professor ad

journed to work

for ten days in

one camp. In an

other a Lord was

noticed helping to

serve at the re

freshment bar.

Students are

ready to get up in

the small hours

in the morning to

prepare hot coffee

for reveille. The

Association has

not only found

an enlarged field

of service, but the

public has dis

covered that it

has a far broader

service to render

men than it had

dreamed.

guides and booklets to the soldiers on each

ship, then gave lectures on life in India

and warnings, physical and moral. On

three ships each night moving-picture shows

were given. At the close of the evening

the men sang again "For They Are Jolly

Good Fellows," and then with a ring and a

vim which made the docks fairly ring, with

"All Hail the Power of Jesus' Name." The

Indian National Council has arranged for

Association work in centers where the Ter

ritorials are located.

On the departure of the troops for the

front the Bombay building was thrown open

to the men and the gymnasium was turned

into a supper bar, with meals at cost.

Britain's War Office Grants $75,000

So greatly appreciated has been the As

sociation's work in the British mobiliza

tion camps at 600 points that the War

Office has made a grant of $75,000, the first

of the kind it has ever made. Over $1,000,-

000 has come into the National Council in

response to appeals for the soldiers' work.

When the public was asked for 200 "huts"

(portable wooden buildings, 30 x 80 ft. to

30 x 160 ft., costing $1,500 each or more)

250 were quickly pledged. These huts have

been rapidly erected at every point where

soldiers are stationed, and are constantly

filled with men from dawn to taps.



Helping Young Men to Form High Ideals and Friendships

^^^^^^^ LORD JAMES BRYCE, Late British Ambassador
to the United States, Author of "American Com
monwealth," writes as an Observer of the Asso
ciation's Service in America and in British Camps

T can say with pleasure and with truth that wherever

** I A I have had the opportunity of observing the work of

\ the Young Men's Christian Association it has been

'I rendering admirable service. In the great cities of

J South America it has already shown itself a powerful

J force for good, both among the native residents in

A , I tnose cit'es al,d the young men who come there for

^^^fl^^L. Hlw business purposes from Europe and from North

W&f^J America. In the United States and Canada it has been

and is today one of the most active and pervasive

^Hj agencies for helping young men to form high ideals,

as well as for directing them into the paths in which

^^^^^^ they can best serve their fellows in a true Christian

spirit.

Here in England we are now grateful to it for what it has done in coming for

ward to look after those who have come in patriotic ardor from Canada and Aus

tralia and New Zealand to stand by the Mother Country in arms, providing them

in the camps with places of social intercourse and recreation.

With hearty good wishes for its continued and increasing usefulness in this and

every other coming year, I am, JAMES BRYCE.

 

The

youngest in

the ranks,

ward of the

Association,

a boy of 12,

a bugler and

the pet of the

regiment and

Association

WITH TOMMY ATKINS IN THE MOBILI

ZATION CAMPS
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PLEDGED TO DAILY BIBLE READING

y' /CHARLES M. ALEXANDER and George

V> T. B. Davis, the indefatigable promoters

of the Pocket Testament League, in five

days' work among the soldiers on Salisbury

Plains gained the promise of more than

1,500 men who accepted Testaments to carry

the book and make the reading of at least

one chapter a day a rule of their lives. And

more than 400 declared their purpose to

become Christians. Men who used to curse

and swear now are reading and praying. In

tents which were "hell upon earth" every

man has joined the League and now the

crowd has turned to hymn singing and

Bible reading. An officer, in reporting this,

said, "You are doing extraordinary things

here. Men do what they are told." A

sergeant reported from a regiment of

Cornish miners whose men were often car

ried from the canteens drunk that "These

have all joined the League, and are getting

after their fellows with the 'catch my pal'

spirit. Through work like this among the

men, 2,490 have come for personal inter

views or announced Christian decisions.

An Appreciation

Secretary of War Garrison to the Women's
Auxiliary of the International Committee

TT IS NO EXAGGERATION to say that

i- there is no one agency that does more

good, or as much good, for the Service than

the Young Men's Christian Association.

We are all of us accustomed to the re

fining, and controlling, and beneficial in

fluences of the home, and home training;

but our enlisted men have no homes, they

have no given environment, they have no

community to call their own. They have

left their own homes, and they have left

the community, and all they have is what

the Government has to offer in order that

they may be fed, and housed, and clothed,

and trained in a great service; so what

you (the Women's Auxiliary) in a very

real sense supply to these men is the

motherhood, and sisterhood, and friendship

which otherwise they would be entirely

without.

The men of the army are now trained

in lines which require an enormous amount

of effort. They have to be educated, alert,

and concentrate on what they are doing,

and when they are at leisure they desire

those things which any alert-minded men

demand to occupy their leisure. The Gov

ernment, of course, cannot furnish that

sort of thing. That comes only through the

hearts and the efforts of the personal asso

ciation of those whom you furnish for that

purpose.

Army men are no more prone to mis

chief than any other class of men. The

only difference is that they are stationed a

brief time here and there and do not have

the chance to enter into the life of a given

place or community which would naturally

furnish that recreation and amusement

which they require. That Is what you fuiS
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nish either in the buildings, or in the tents

you have put up, through moving picture

shows, or lessons, or athletic sports. "All

work and no play" is not a prescription that

is good for anybody, and if you furnish men

and women with the right sort of recrea

tion, that which acts as a substitute, as far

as possible, for all that is finest and best

in homelife, they won't go stale and retro

grade.

I know that one of the things which bore

in upon me with the greatest intensity

when I took up the unaccustomed duties of

my present office was how to furnish a per

fectly proper and legitimate amusement

and recreation for the men who were to be

my immediate charge, and when men like

Mr. McAlpin, with whom I went to school,

and Mr. Sloane, and Mr. Tichenor came,

offering the services of the Association

which they represented, I can assure you

that a great burden was lifted from my

shoulders and a great load was removed

from my heart.

 

ATHLETIC MEET PRESIDIO

 

PARIS ASSO. BLDG.—A HOSPITAL

In the great hall with 25 beds organ recitals

are a comfort to the wounded. Count Pour-

tales, chairman of the French National Com

mittee, directs the hospital.

American Notes

During the stay of the fleet at Brooklyn,

the Navy Branch pushed every phase of its

activities to the limit. Religious work has

gained a new impulse from the deputation

meetings which have been held in a large

number of the Brooklyn churches. The

Navy Christian Band composed of earnest

Christian sailors was given entire charge

of the mid-week services and several Sun

day night meetings as well in a number of

churches. The experiment proved to be

such a success that at the meeting last

month they reported invitations enough to

keep them busy for the next three months.

These men have also engaged in a piece

of Community Extension work Saturday

afternoons and Sundays to assist in the

work at the Good Will Center located in

the heart of the Italian district.

Gymnastic entertainments and athletic

contests have played a large part in the

social life of the men at the Navy Branches

during the holiday season. Never has there

been a more hearty response from both offi

cers and enlisted men as on these occa

sions. At the Inter-Division contest of the

U. S. S. Wyoming, Capt. Glennon presented

the trophies and expressed the deepest in

terest in the work done for the men.

A remarkable piece of non-equipment

work is being done at Fort McDowell, Cal.

At this post from 1,500 to 3,000 men are

temporarily quartered each month while on

their way to and from the Philippines.

Without an Association building and its at

tractions, the secretary has been able to at

tract an average of 250 men to his Gospel

services and has had a Bible class with an

attendance of 73. The secretary has gen

eral oversight of all athletics on the Island

and was elected by the officers as a member

of their tennis club.



Health Habits That Have Kept Men Young

By GEORGE W. BRADEN, Philadelphia

LET us all join the "100 Year Club." We

may not reach the 100 mark, but the

"health habits" we form will carry us a

great deal further than as though we had

gone "jogging along" in the old careless way.

Why not make superabundant "on-your-

toes," "always-up-and-at-it" health our 1915

hobby ?

Spasmodic efforts at good living are worth

less. My point is illustrated by a story

which Dr. Steiner told at Silver Bay on Lake

George some years ago. He said: "I was

going through a certain state institution for

the insane when my attention was called to

one of the inmates who was riding a hobby

horse. 'That's a fine hobby-horse you have,'

said I. 'It's not a hobby-horse; it's a horse,'

he replied. 'Well,' I said, 'will you tell me

the difference between a hobby-horse and a

horse?' 'Sure,' said he, and his reply came

from a brain that still possessed some good

'horse sense.' 'The difference between a

hobby-horse and a horse is this: you can get

off a horse, but you can't get off a hobby.' "

The best rules for conserving health and

vigor are not found in text-books. They

come from the experiences of men who have

kept in "fighting trim" in spite of adverse

circumstances. Following an address before

a men's club I met a Scotchman who was

hale and hearty at seventy-three. He said

that although he had been somewhat of a

weakling up to nearly thirty years of age,

careful living since that time had kept him

in good health. I am meeting men constant

ly who by simple living and regular exercise

have kept themselves "fit as a fiddle" beyond

the sixty mark. More and more men are

coming to see that by making sound health

their hobby they can greatly extend the

years of successful service and purposeful

living.

Here are some health habits from the lives

of men who have lived well and long:

Study your own needs as to exercise, diet,

sleep, rest and recreation; then "hew to the

line" to meet those needs.

Begin the day by drinking a glass of cold

fresh water; five minutes' exercise for the

big muscles of the legs and trunk, then a

quick graded shower or sponge bath.

Don't let your emotions run away with

you; needless worry, bad temper, supersen-

sitiveness and pessimism play havoc with

the nerves.

Your legs were made to walk on—use

them! Walk to and from your work, up

stairs and down; don't use a machine, car or

elevator when you can "hoof it"; take a hike
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whenever possible; find out where the beau

ty-spots in nature are and go to see them.

The largest muscles in the body are in the

legs—exercise them!

Don't bolt your food—the teeth were made

to chew with, not simply as ornaments.

There are no teeth in the stomach. If your

meal hour is cut short, eat accordingly. A

little food properly digested is better than

a big, juicy steak, French-fried, pie and cof

fee "put away in a hurry."

Don't coax your appetite with stimulants

and condiments. The appetite is nature's

guide as to the amount of food you should

eat. Americans generally eat too much.

You do not whip a sick horse because he re

fuses to work, or fly a red flag in front of a

heifer. Use a little common-sense and give

the stomach a square deal.

Keep your head high; neck hard against

your collar; chest up; breathe freely and

deeply (don't wear a tight belt) ; "look the

world squarely in the face." Good posture

not only makes your clothes hang better but

increases your self-respect, enlarges your

business opportunities and induces good

health.

Get as much sleep as possible before mid

night—get it regularly and the amount you

need; most men need at least eight hours.

If you can't sleep don't lay awake and worry

about it; get up and walk a mile or so and

then go to bed and sleep. Two hours of

sound sleep are better than a night of brok

en, feverish sleep. I knew a man who got

along on five hours' sleep—he was buried

with proper ceremony.

Booze and tobacco put more men "on

the shelf" than lack of exercise, overwork,

loss of sleep and inclement weather.

Take regular, systematic exercise; don't

work at it—play- at it. Learn some good

game, such as hand-ball, soccer, volley-ball,

tennis or golf; join a gymnasium class; re

new your youth; be an enthusiastic member

of the 100 Year Club!
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From the Viewpoint of Association Men

The Man

Who Moved

the World

Thousands of the great

est Christian laymen and

leaders in the Church and

Association movement owe

their conversion and a

yet larger number their inspiration in

Christian work to D. L. Moody's influence.

He was a great man as well as a great

evangelist, the greatest of a century. He

saw the possibilities latent not only in

"lost" men but in unused men and money,

and literally thrust hundreds into Chris

tian service and for religious and philan

thropic enterprises secured millions of dol

lars consecrated by prayer. In his great

meetings which shook North America and

Britain divergent sects and men learned to

understand, believe in and love each other

by working together. He appealed for

Associations and for buildings and to clear

them of debt, notably Philadelphia, San

Francisco, Albany, Louisville, Chicago, St.

Louis, New York and Scranton, and for

other cities he obtained large funds. His

note of spiritual reality appealed strongly

to college men. He brought religion out of

the clouds and made it a present-day and

every-day personal and practical relation

ship and experience. He never spoke to

men, it is said, without tears in his heart,

so great was his compassion. He was pre

eminent as a man of prayer. As a Bible

student he made that book live and rule and

reign in the hearts and lives of men. No

man who heard him could forget the pictures

he painted from its pages. He so related him

self to the work and workers of the Asso

ciation on both sides of the ocean that his

name and influence were a mighty force in

the marvellous growth and usefulness of

the Association during its first half cen

tury. This issue, the suggestion of which

came from the Congregationalist, while it

contains twenty pages interpretative of

the work of this prince of men, but touches

the fringes of his story. Read his sayings

and his sermons. There is life for the

present day in them. Methods may change,

but the heart of man never.

Dwight L. Moody The suggestion has met

Sunday February ™th heartiest favor

Spvpnth that Sunday, February

7th (Mr. Moody's birthday

was February 5th), be observed as Dwight

L. Moody Sunday, and that on this day men

be sought out to speak at Association serv

ices whose lives have been inspired and

transformed through him. In every city,

whether in America or India, England or

China, such men can be found—laymen,

missionaries and ministers. Hardly an As

sociation or mature church man but is in

his debt or felt the message of his heart,

whose Bible study has been shaped by him,

or who was touched by Sankey's song. The

messages of this issue teem with sugges

tion. No man had such a tremendous per

sonal influence on the Association move

ment, spoke to more men, or touched its

life so deeply as he. He came out of it, was

of it, and he wrought for it in nearly every

large city on the two hemispheres where

English is spoken.

Hire-a-Man, Thousands of men and

Do-It-Now ' bovs are suffer'"g from

Pay-It-Now unemployment in mid-win

ter. It is worse now than

usual. Distress would be relieved if per

sons requiring work done would have it

done now—to hire a man even for a day,

and to pay bills promptly. And never have

men been so forced to realize the necessity

of training for something. Associations are

having schools, Bible classes and vocational

lectures for the unemployed. Men are

taught something, not anything, and given

skilled men to direct their choice of voca

tions. Let each man help where he can and

do it immediately.

A New That was a fine piece of

„. . . loyal cooperation of many
financial Associations and a host of

Kecord Association friends which

made it possible for the International Com

mittee at the close of the closing day of the

year on December 31, to have funds in

hand to fully cover every cent of the $354,-

040.02, budget of the home work, with a

balance of a few hundred dollars in hand.

And the Foreign Department was four

days ahead of its best record, although the

books were kept open for a few days to in

clude delayed payments of 1914 subscrip

tions on its budget of $432,876.89—a total

International home and foreign budget of

$786,916.91. All of this did not "just hap

pen." The Committee and its Secretaries

in all departments were vigilant in finan

cial work from the beginning of the year

and the plan followed in securing subscrip

tions and in making collections was to

"leave nothing for next month which can

possibly be done this month." Every de

partment took a share of the load. The

same satisfactory showing was made in

connection with Association Press, Associ

ation Men and the other features of the

25;?
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Committee's work not chargeable to budget

accounts. Perhaps in no year has the

growing efficiency of the Committee in its

business affairs been more evident. It has

been a most excellent record under condi

tions anything but favorable and the Com

mittee heartily appreciates the loyal 'Way

in which its friends stood by.

Guilty as Charged Thomas Mott Osborne, of

T . . the New York Prison Re-
—Ignorant and . _ . .

7 form Commission, so sen-

Indifferent tenced himself to Auburn

prison for a week under

this charge. Men were suffering right near

him and he had not cared. His book,

Within Prison Walls, gives his grinding

experience, and the story of the wonder

ful new spirit permeating Sing Sing with a

live golden-rule Christianity which makes

prisoners practically their own keepers and

work their own reform, grips a man. We

spent a recent Sunday morning in Sing

Sing along with Capt. Jack Crawford, who

moved the men with his temperance story

and touched them by his big heart. We

talked with life prisoners who were mem

bers of the "Golden-rule Brotherhood,"

who had caught the new spirit of the war

den. They believe him "on the level" and

will lay down their lives for him. The old

prison grouch and grudge has been taken

out of their hearts. No case for discipline

has occurred in six weeks, the men discip

lining themselves. Even the toughest gangs

responded to trust and doubled the output

of work. The men are treated as men, not as

"a criminal class." For there is no criminal

type. Mr. Osborne asserts and well makes

the point "No man can reform another;

men must reform themselves." And this

brotherhood, which responds to Association

principles, is bringing hope and confidence

where bitterness and hate and despair

reigned. It is better to rob a prison of its

horrors than to rob men of their manhood;

and to send them out into the ranks of so

ciety with the Christian rather than the

prison stamp. Read Within Prison Walls

and you will no more be ignorant or indif

ferent to the "prison problem"—the man

problem. These men in gray gave Captain

Jack, including the warden, a rousing cheer

when he recited this verse of his writing:

And who are these wayward strayers I find

And sometimes bring back to the fold?

They are called the unsubduable kind,

Like an outlawed colt that Is sold

'Cause he bucked, when they tried to break hla

heart;

But In spite of the spur and quirt

And the brute astride, he fought from the start,

Unbroke at the finish—but hurt.

"Billy" Sunday Vast audiences crowd to

Shakes hear "Billy" Sunday as he

„. .. , , .. drives the truth home with
Philadelphia aU ^ force of his pitch.

ing strength. And he drives at sin as hard

as he ever played to win a game of base

ball. On last Sunday he spoke to over

42,000 in three great meetings, in which

1,289 are reported to have "hit the trail."

Of these 1,127 were men. The pouring rain

made no difference. He certainly appeals

to the manly instincts of men and corrects

and "cleans up" life with a will. Scranton

to-day is a different city for his work a year

ago. A pastor at Wilkes-Barre lately re

ceived 100 members in his church one Sun

day three years after the evangelist had

left. It is certain that his work remains.

Among the most eminent

A Noble Woman in her generation for both

of a Noble Christian activity and

Family Christian beneficence, few

have ranked during her

lifetime with Miss Grace Hoadley Dodge.

Her recent death deprives the Young

Women's Christian Associations and many

other agencies of the Church and the King

dom of a leader greatly beloved and seem

ingly indispensable to the efficiency of much

of the abundant Christlike work with which

she was identified. From her father and

grandfather—both bearing and each adding

honor to the name of William E. Dodge—

she received an inheritance better than gold.

Their wise, loving, broad and industrious

service of the generation to which they be

longed, she reproduced and crowned with a

rare womanly grace and charm. Her life

long devotedness to the welfare of all whom

she could benefit was shown, not only by her

gifts and ministry wisely distributed, but by

her strong and admirable administration of

many of these gifts in the organizations of

which she was counselor, guide and leader.

For her life of service was expended in

many well selected directions. Prominent

among these was the group of working girls'

clubs, which early in her career she organ

ized and led. Of the Teachers' College, now

an integral part of Columbia University,

she was promoter, benefactor and organizer

during the critical period of its history. To

the Young Women's Christian Associations

of the United States, she came at the crit

ical turning-point of their history. Owing

to the charm and strength of her command

ing leadership, she accomplished both a

unity and a union in that sisterhood, the

enduring value of which has proved beyond

estimate. Her timely and munificent gifts

to the entire Young Women's Christian As
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sociation movement were only exceeded by

the force and wisdom with which she ad

ministered as long as she lived the broad

and noble work which she had made pos

sible. With a discerning generosity she

has made provision in her will for the per

petuity of the good work which she did so

much to establish on a sound and lasting

foundation.

The theme for the March

Two Coining issue win De j0IN THE

"Specials" Church, and we hope to

make as good or a better

number than that of last April and to carry

with it a message to men which shall be

compelling; which will make them see that

their place is in the Church and their re

sponsibility to it and opportunities for serv

ice as well as moral safety and spiritual

growth in it—that it shall be a Church ral

lying and recruiting issue, assisting many a

man to make the Christian decision and

Church connection. We ask suggestions.

A Thrift Number is proposed in the near

future. In it can well be interpreted the

Association's service in promoting habits of

thrift resulting not alone from its talks on

saving, but its educational work, in which

men have been stirred to new ambition to

see their possibilities in business under

training and with capital; and the new

grip found in gymnasiums and contact with

men who have the right sense of the use

of money as well as of their bodies, of the

men's meetings and Bible classes, which

have put a new consciousness of right, char

acter, and responsibility on them. We want

suggestions and experiences. Here's one to

set the mind thinking. Thirty years ago a

young man fresh from the country dropped

into the Dayton Association and was in

duced to attend Sinclair's Bible class. He

had thought nothing of the use of money

but for his own pleasures. Sinclair's talk

on a man's sacred responsibility for the use

of his money and of giving at least one-

tenth to Christian service gripped him.

That was the beginning and shaping of his

business life. The young man decided to

practice the teaching. To do it he must be

systematic in his business habits. This

trained him in economy and methods and

taught him to save as well as to give. He

prospered. In 1885 he gave $15 to the

building then being erected. Twenty years

later he was able to give as many thousands

as he gave dollars before—"and it cost less

sacrifice." "I owe my success to the Asso

ciation," he says, "because it taught me the

right way." We can get at the subject

from twenty angles and show what we can

do and what we have done. Let's do it well.

"Let the boys give what

Giving Which costs them their own

Costs Sweat sweat." That's the prin

ciple Foster of Detroit is

working on. He has nearly two hundred

pledges of a day's wages from his boys to

international, city and foreign work "for

the other fellow." Some of the boys are

employed boys and others of wealthy par

ents with allowances, but he is finding jobs

for boys willing to do a day's work and

contribute that "for the extension of Christ's

kingdom among young men." And as *e

write this we have been speaking with the

international colored secretary, who repre

sents the splendid new independent spirit

of his race which asks the privilege of pay

ing its own way. In the building campaign

the gifts of the negroes show the self-sac

rifice of thousands and the growing spirit

of self-help deep-rooted there. On this basis

he believes the colored farmers who are now

rapidly increasing free-holdings can support

their own independent county Association

work. Foreign Associations are becoming

self-supporting and trained to independent

leadership with the Christian and Associa

tion principles implanted. If we can't make

men in our city buildings see and feel this

all the way from the dormitory to the bath

room, we have not gained the vision, mes

sage, and method of Christ. In these times

when men are laying down their lives for

their country with enthusiasm shall we call

on men for no sacrifices?

RIGHT-OF-WAY week is as universally

looked forward to by live Associations

as Christmas. It has become a part in the

standardization of the work whereby each

Association measures up its proper equip

ment. Association Men has become a part

of the Association machine to produce re

sults, to help solve indifference, to broaden

ideas, to secure service and support, to pro

mote character, stimulate Bible study, and

in short, to make the movement move. The

week is February 7-14. The generally ac

cepted measure is a number of subscribers

equal to at least one-fourth the membership.

It is easy to do it if men propose to. Thank

you. We work together.

DR. FISHER proposed to make the reso

lution put on paper at the Lakewood

directors' conference count for personal con

victions and physical department program.

He has just returned from a tour in which

he has met the directors in twenty state

conferences of two days—meetings without

addresses and without papers, where men

discussed to conviction the plans and pur

poses of religious work and determined for
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the physical department to make it a moral

as well as a physical force. It was the best

piece of standardization that has been pro

jected in this department. These men will

see that no man shall come into the member

ship without knowing that the Association

is primarily a Christian and aims first, last,

and always to effect that supreme objective.

Out of the Life of Men

FEW MEN knew that D. L. Moody gave

up an income of $5,000 a year when he

entered Christian work and often slept on

the benches in old Farwell Hall, too poor

to go to a hotel. And he was a shrewd,

keen Yankee who could have made money.

Men who knew him said he was a princely

beggar, but they never said he was a beg

garly giver. When he was charged in Eng

land with making a fortune out of the

royalties of the Gospel Hymn Book he ap

pointed trustees and they devoted the

money to Christian and Association work.

He made the biggest gifts of any to the ■

International Committee for years. Mr.

Sankey erected an Association building in

his home town from his portion. Mr.

Moody was offered a $1,500 check for five

weeks' work in San Francisco and refused

it. When it was forced upon him he gave

$500 of it to the building debt fund at

Oakland the next week. And into the three

great schools he put. his life and all. No

man was more anxious than he "to main

tain his witness" among his neighbors or in

the world. It will be recalled when he

heard one say, "It is yet to be shown what

one man and God can do," he was over

heard to utter the prayer under his breath

with deep feeling, "Oh God, let me be that

man."

TWENTY years ago a smooth-faced

student, with a quiet drawl, Southern

twang and stubby figure, was telling the

stories of "victories" of college men on the

Southern field, on the platform at North-

field. He had been sent out as a Vanderbilt

student on a tour of visitation "to spy out

the country" as a field of service in the col

leges of the South, where the Association

had been weak. The thing had gripped him

and he had gripped the job, and his report

gripped the audience. It looked as if it

had not gripped D. L. Moody, for he was

scribbling on a pad while Brockman talked,

but the moment he had finished Mr. Moody

was on his feet, and said, with that well-

remembered hand upraised : "Let's dedicate

this young man to the work among the col

lege students of the South." Then followed

a prayer that breathed through tears.

After the "Amen" he commanded, "Let the

ushers pass down the aisle on each side with

the baskets. We must have $1,200, which

Mr. Brockman said would put a man in the

field. I will give $100." Just the amount

was raised, and then followed a prayer of

dedication. Brockman had stammered, say

ing "I'm not the man." Moody knew he was

with that rare intuition which chose Sankey

as he first met him at the Indianapolis As

sociation convention, back in '70, which had

recognized Edwin F. See for secretary at

Brooklyn, in 1887, which put his hand on

George A. Hall, a pastor at Washington,

D. C, who became the greatest pioneer state

secretary, which saw the power in Hugh

Beaver and called him to Bible study leader

ship among Mt. Hermon students, and hun

dreds and hundreds who could be great men

of God and did do great things for God. We

do not need to show proofs that Brockman

was "chosen of God," for who has not read

of his work as national secretary in China,

which reads like a romance or a second Acts

of the Apostles? "Following in his train"

for 20 years has been a procession of college

students who caught Brockman's fire, the

transformation of the South-land and all

sections of the world. If Moody acted from

impulse it was God directed.

UNSOPHISTICATED and the first time

away from his German-American home

in a Latin-American city, a boy of 18 fell

into the wrong crowd at a boarding house.

Three nights after his arrival he was shown

the town. And when they took him home

drunk they thought it a great joke. Then

the employer found him a room in the Asso

ciation building. At the Thanksgiving din

ner the physical director gave a man's talk

to young men. He liked it, and talked with

the secretary about life. But his self-reve

lation was when he read in the December

issue The Trail a Boy Travels. And he

came to the secretary to tell him that he

would "cut out cigarettes, swearing, dirty

stories, etc." He will win now.

MANY a blundering boy has been heed

ing the sign-post warnings of The

Trail a Boy Travels, printed in December.

Calls have come for this booklet by the

thousands. Hard-headed business men have

wept over it. Rotary Clubs have listened to

the message. After it was read at a men's

meeting a man said, "That story is the his

tory of my life; only I didn't get pulled off

the street, but went the whole length of the

road and became a murderer. God found

me." It is true to life. It finds a man deep

est. It tells the story truest. The author,

H. S. McCowan, Dallas, Texas, is preparing

an edition of 50,000 which he will supply at

six dollars per hundred. Order largely.
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Finding the American Boy—

Developing the American Man

In this '"piece of work" at Providence which
came under the eye of President Faunce of
Brown University, is shown the plan and policy
and performance of the work of this Association
for boys when yet without a building, that is
passed on to help standardize boys' work and

advance American standards.

1Y examining a speci

men of its fruit we

understand the tree.

To understand what

the Young Men's

Christian Association

of America is doing

for boys, we may well

look at the specimen

achievement in the

City of Providence.

The American boy

is confessedly the

American problem.

Whether he roams

the street with a "gang," or "creeps unwill

ingly to school," or boisterously celebrates

the Fourth of July, he is the puzzle of

parents, the despair of teachers, the great

est asset and the greatest menace of the

modern state. He is shy as a girl, bold as

a lion, and unintelligible to himself. What

does the Association do for such a bundle

of contradictions?

Recently for a whole year our Providence

Association was without a home. The old

building was torn down, the new one not

yet ready. Yet in that transitional home

less year the Association maintained twen

ty-eight boys' clubs at twenty-four different

centers in this city, enrolling in the clubs

1450 boys. And these boys were not left to

themselves. There were thirty-eight men

acting as leaders, and carrying out a pro

gram which included social, physical, educa

tional and religious activities.

Just at the time of life when these boys

naturally drop out of church and Sunday-

school, they were brought back or anchored

through these clubs—most of them meeting

in the churches of the city. Just at the time

when the average boy is rebelling against

institutions and regulations, these 1450 boys

were gathered in clubs, filled with enthu

siastic loyalty and trained for service.

During that homeless year the Association

leaders carried out a series of personal in

terviews with more than 500 boys, advising

them about their life-problems, the meaning

of vocations, the value of ideals.

I shall never forget seeing one church

vestry in * Providence packed to the doors

with boys seated at long dining tables, first

devouring an excellent dinner, and then de

vouring—quite as eagerly—some telling

and thrilling addresses by the pastors of

the city and the secretaries of the Associa

tion. To look at those boys was like look

ing at hundreds of steam engines, standing

on the track with the steam up. No trouble

in getting them to move! The only prob

lem was to get them to move off on the right

rails.

And now the Association has acquired a

new and admirable home. In ten days the

citizens of Providence raised $350,000 for

the new building, which has been fitted with

every latest device for educational and re

ligious efficiency. President Taft was pres

ent at the dedication and the new home was

packed with humanity. Within a few days

9,000 boys visited that building.

Now we have 886 members enrolled. We

have 19 extension clubs, enrolling 870 boys,

107 boys enrolled in a non-members' club,

and 507 boys enrolled for weekly Bible

study. (I understand the enrollment in As

sociation Bible classes for boys throughout

the country now numbers 63,779.)

The best thing about the work is that it

emphasizes personality—the touch of life on

life. Wheels are nothing unless there be a

"spirit in the wheels." Forty boys from

one church came to talk with the executive

staff of the Association—each boy sep

arately—to talk about life-work. Twenty-

seven of them have since joined that church.

At another church thirteen boys joined the

church at a single service. Some of our

Brown University students are leaders in

this work. They are thus avoiding the

selfishness which so often clings to the

higher education, and are taking a labora

tory course in the study of human nature.

In such community service the Young

Men's Christian Association is to-day seek

ing and finding the American boy, and stead

ily developing the American man.

A Pastor's View of It

By Edward Holyokc, D.D., Providence

That was a great year for Providence—

that "homeless" year. It was great for the

workers, in the new demonstration that per

sonality is always of more value than equip

ment. Great for the boys, hundreds of

whom got a new vision of life and manhood

in those eye-to-eye, heart-to-heart talks.

Great for the churches, most of whom have

a larger task and a better chance to make

real men. When it comes to boys the thing

that counts is the personal touch of real

men.
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Seek Peace and Pursue It

A suggestion for Lincoln's and Washington's

Birthdays—by A. M. Chesley.

I FEEL that it's the psychological minute

to put the Peace Punch into our boys'

work. Last Sunday* I taught a group of

fifteen-year-olds, and when we touched on

the war, I found them as full of venom

toward one of the warring nations as a

bunch of rattle snakes. They gaped with

astonishment and disgust when I talked of

these people as our friends. Of course, this

is all very natural and human, just like the

sex instinct and so forth and so on—but

aren't these instincts exactly what our

Christianity is supposed to overcome? The

lads are full of savagery, fight, race-preju

dice, eat 'em alive. Sure, so am I some

times, if not oftener. But if we stand

around and grin when our boys are telling

what they hope will happen to , what

kind of Christian leaders of boys are we?

Its time to get busy and teach "love your

enemies," "forgive seventy times seven,"

"do good to them that despitefully use you"

and put our religion to work.

It's a glorious opportunity—the best one

we've ever had—to teach our nation's boys

to be sorry, downright sorry for poor, silly,

childish thought that places national pat

riotism above world patriotism. And don't

tell me that the Christian way to show our

hatred of military autocracy is to wish we

were big enough to grab a sword and with

one swoop clean 'em up, and show thereby

that we're just what we say they are.

Lincoln's and Washington's birthdays

are coming. Can we do anything better

in every Boys' Division in our fair land

than to put on a program of World Patri

otism on these days? Let's all put in a

good wollop on Loving Everybody—black,

white, yellow, French, Germans, general

secretaries—Everybody. Make a lot of the

sadness of the sin of selfishness, the horror

and misery of the hellish war, and make

a lot more of the good points of the Ger

mans and French and Russians. Let's

make a hero and not a coward out of the

man who stands with his back to the wall

and fearlessly smiles oodles of love into

the eyes of an oncoming enemy and thereby

wins a greater battle than he could ever

have won with his sword or fists.

To be sure I may feel like knocking the

head off anyone who doesn't agree with

my peace program, but it's time for some

of us to take a good big God-sized, world-

sized inlook at our Christianity and make it

do what it ought to, whether we feci like it

or not—and teach these boys to do the same.

A SUGGESTED PROGRAM

Song—Doxology—Prayer.

Solo—"The Star Spangled Banner," with audi
ence In Chorus.

Scripture—(Selection below).
Paper by older boy on "The Awfulness of War."
Song—Russian Hymn—(4 verses).

"God the All-merciful!
Karth hath forsaken

Thy ways of blessedness, slighted thy word;
Bid not thy wrath In Its terrors awaken;
Give to us peace in oar time, O Lord."

Paper by older boy—"The Folly of War."
Song—National Hymn—D. C. Roberts (4 verses).

"God of our fathers, whose almighty hand,
Leads forth in beauty all the starry band
Of shining worlds in splendor through the

skies,
Our grateful songs before thy throne arise."

Paper by older boy—"The United States, Leader

in a World Peace Federation."
Song—"My Country, 'tis of Thee."

Scripture Reading—
If it be possible, as much as in you lieth, be

at peace with all men.—Rom. 12:18.
But flee youthful lusts and follow after right

eousness, faith, love, peace with them that call
on the Lord out of a pure heart.—II Tim. 2:22.

So then let us follow after things which make
for peace, and things whereby we may edify
one another.—Rom. 14:19.
Blessed are the peace makers: for they shall

be called sons of God —Matt. 5:19.
And the fruit of righteousness is sown In

peace for them that make peace.—Jas. 3:18.

For unto us a child is born, unto us a son is
given; and the government shall be upon his
shoulder; and his name shall be called Wonder
ful. Counsellor, Mighty God, Everlasting Father,
Prince of Peace.—Isa. 9:6.

And I will make with them a Covenant of
peace, and will cause evil beasts to cease out
of the land; and they shall dwell securely in
the wilderness and sleep in the wood.—Ezek.
34:25.
But the fruit of the Spirit is love, Joy, peace,

long-suffering, kindness, goodness, faithfulness,
meekness, self-control; against such there is no

law.—Gal. 5:22-3.
Peace I leave with you; my peace I give unto

you; not as the world giveth, give I unto you.
Let not your heart be troubled, neither let it be
fearful.—John 14:27.

He maketh peace in thy borders. He fllleth
thee with the finest of the wheat.—Ps. 14:7-14.
Jehovah, thou wilt ordain peace for us; for

thou hast also wrought all our works for us.—
Isa. 26:12.

I will hear what God Jehovah will speak.
For he will speak peace unto his people, and to
his saints. But let them not turn again to
folly.—Ps. 85:8.
Behold how good and how pleasant it is for

brethren to dwell together in unity.—Ps. 133:1.
For the Kingdom of God is not eating and

drinking, but righteousness and peace and Joy
in the Holy Spirit.—Rom. 14:17.
And he (Christ) came and preached peace to

you that were far off. and peace to them that
were nigh.—Eph. 2:17.

And suddenly there was with the angel a
multitude of the heavenly host praising God
and saying glory to God in the highest and on
earth peace among men in whom he is well
pleased.—Luke 2:13-14.
For ye shall go out with joy and be led forth

with peace; and the mountains and hills shall
break forth into singing: and all the trees of
the field shall clap their hands.—Isa. 55:12.

For the mind of the flesh is death: but the
mind of the Spirit is life and peace.—Rom. 8:6.

There is no peace, salth Jehovah, to the
wicked.—Isa. 48:22.
Great peace have they that love thy law.—Ps.

119:165.
Thou wilt keep him In perfect peace, whose

mind is stayed on thee; because he trusteth in
thee.—Isa. 26:3.
And through him to reconcile all things unto

himself, having made peace through the blood
of his cross; through him I say, whether things
upon the earth or things in the heavens.—Col.
1:20.
When a man's ways please Jehovah he maketh

even his enemies to be at peace with him.—
Prov. 16:7.
Give diligence to keep the unity of the spirit

in the bond of peace.—Ep. 4:3.
Finally, brethren, farewell, be perfected: be

comforted; be of the same mind; live in peace;
and the God of love and peace shall be with you.

—II Cor. 13:11.
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A ROOF GYMNA

SIUM CLASS AT

PHOENIX, ARIZONA

In this high and

dry climate the boy

has an all the year

round chance to ex

ercise in the open

air, and nothing

suits him better

than the roof class

at the Association

building.

Boys' Department Notes

Four men take the salary of the Minne

sota State older boys' secretary for three

years. He will give special attention to

the work among the high schools.

Thirty local county and community con

ferences are being held in New York State,

which are miniatures of the three big meet

ings which brought out 1,645 older boys.

A pledge-signing campaign headed by

W. J. Bryan at Ann Arbor, Mich., is taken

up by his home town Association at

Lincoln, Neb.

Five hundred boys were registered in

Chattanooga's boys' department in a few

weeks by giving a penny each to the boy

registering and also to the boy who brought

him in. The prize winner registered 102

boys. A social stunt was provided at the

close of the campaign and the boys voted

to register 500 more on the same basis.

A boys' meeting in a Memphis moving pic

ture theater Saturday mornings brings out

350. They meet at the building and march

off together. Theater meetings have num

bered 600.

Vacant garden plots for "winter" crops

at Jacksonville, Fla., are assigned boys.

A talk by a scientific man on how to grow

things helps direct planting.

Grand Forks, N. D., Association made a

gift to each member of a copy of "The

Trail a Boy Travels," in pamphlet form.

Their High School Brotherhood is raising

a minimum of $25 from their members for

foreign work in 1915.

The mayor of Newark named Sunday,

Jan. 17th, "boys' day" in that city. It was

observed by churches, Sunday schools, As

sociations, Scouts, schools, big brothers, etc.

A newsboys' club has been begun at

Jaekson, Mich., with the paper interests,

each boy paying six cents weekly and

getting thirty minutes on the gym floor, a

bath and 20-minute swim. There are 60

boys. At the father and sons' banquet

were 650.

Safety-First for Boys

By Eugene C. Foster, Detroit

THE SAFETY-FIRST Society of Greater

Detroit requested me to assume the re

sponsibility for an educational campaign

among the boys of Detroit in the interest of

Safety-First principles. In order to carry

out their request I worked out two plans

which are briefly described in the following

paragraphs.

The first was a Boys' Safety-First Exposi
tion, which was made a part of our Asso
ciation Open House on New Year's Day. This
was a great success. Boys from all over the
city were invited to exhibit models, photo
graphs, drawings or miscellaneous items illus
trating preventable accidents. A sheet of sug
gestions was issued to the number of eight
thousand copies and distributed through the
schools and boy organizations of the city.
Many ingenious models were turned in and
some very creditable drawings. Several boys

secured a model street car from the traction
company and demonstrated preventable acci
dents by the use of dolls and toy automobiles.
Others erected an elaborate toy electric rail
way system and, after coaching by an assigned
representative of the Michigan Central Rail
road, gave demonstrations every few minutes
of preventable accidents along the right-of-way
of railroads. Thousands of people visited the
exposition and it attracted very favorable com
ment. Part of the exhibit has been transferred
to one of the large store windows in the busi
ness section and thousands are viewing It dally.

To reach twenty or twenty-five thousand boys,
the next step Is now in process of being car
ried out. Each of ten boys is made a member
of this society. Each of these gets ten and
each of these ten and so on by the chain sys
tem. To become a member a boy has to do
three things: (1) Learn the pass word, which
is a jingle of a dozen lines of good rhyme con
taining safety-first cautions for boys; (2) bring
a sketch of a dangerous locality or condition
in his neighborhood; (3) secure ten other mem
bers to do the same thing. When a boy starts
he gets a celluloid button, when ten recruits
have come in he exchanges the celluloid button
for a silver one, when one hundred recruits
have come In his silver button Is exchanged for
a gold one. There are some substantial Incen
tives for the gold button members. It is to be
noted, however, that the boy secures only ten

members and these secure others for which he
is credited. A careful system of records credits
every boy with every other boy he gets In along
his line of effort, even to many generations.
The pass word must not be written and must
be taught by each boy to his ten recruits by
word of mouth. The plan is taking nicely.
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The Physical Department

WHAT promises to be the greatest ath

letic event in history is the coming

international hexathlon contest. It will be

held simultaneously in hundreds of cities

and participated in by thousands of ath

letes the second and third weeks of March.

The six events are: running high jump,

fence vault, shot-put, standing broad jump,

and two potato races—events which can be

adapted to small gymnasiums, have plenty

of life and interest and are thorough tests

of strength, stamina and skill as adapted

to the mass of young men. It will be

equitable, for there will be three classes,

A, B, and C, according to the size of the

Associations. Plaque trophies will be given

for each class, and in addition to the na

tional trophies there will be state trophies.

And, too, for the first time in all history

China, Japan, India, the Phillipines, South

America and Mexico will participate.

Nearly 200 teams are entered at basket

ball at Cleveland. This includes the

branches, social settlements, Sunday schools,

and athletic clubs. The major games are

played on the Central's floor and is a big

feature in the sporting pages.

"Let Dr. 'Gym' Fix You Up" is the head

ing of a well put advertisement bringing re

turns at Wheeling, W. Va.

Twenty deaf-mutes from the state insti

tutions form a class at Rome, N. Y.

Even in the Indian Associations men of

a score of tribes meet. One school basket

ball team lately playing at Phoenix was

made up of a Chippewa, Otoe, Arapacho,

Comanche, Pima, Mohave, Cheyenne, Dig

ger, Yuma and Apache tribes.

The suburban town of Summit, N. J., held

a "Go-to-Gym-Monday" soon after the Go-

to-Church-Sunday movement had been suc

cessfully held there. The effort resulted in

securing one night the largest gym class of

men. Many men watched the class work

from the running track. Fifteen new

members were added to the Business Men's

gym class as a result.

Half of the directorate of Brockton, Mass.,

are on the business men's bowling team.

The entire group, with the president, are

regular attendants at the gymnasium.

This means intelligent direction.

It pays to work up bowling and give

them a right objective as well as a boost.

Hungerford helped launch an 18-team

tournament and banquet at Spray, N. C,

then did the same good work at other

towns.

When the Physical Section men took en

tire charge of the Chicago West Side Sunday

afternoon meeting January 10 they showed

that the physical men can be and are re

ligious as well as physical directors. The

roll showed that a large number of members

as well as others were at a Sunday meet

ing for the first time.

 

TORONTO CENTRAL'S CLASSY CIRCUS

Over 300 men and boys took part—attendance
l.lOO two nights. Proceeds applied to local
charities.

About this time prepare for the "Regular

Circus." It will increase the attendance,

enlist more men for exercise, make more

fun and advertising and utilize more men

and interest their friends than any single

feature. And be sure to add spielers,

clowns, tumblers, jugglers and everything

that goes to make life merry to young and

old Americans. Don't forget the brass

band. Don't forget, too, to suppress the

indecencies of young men dressed as

women.

A youngish sort of lawyer in Auburn,

N. Y., whose clients do not exactly wear

the carpet away in front of his desk, re

cently had three clients in the office at once.

He is a regular at the Business Men's gym

class and feels that it gives him the needed

"pep" to swing his cases. With three in

the office at one time it looked as though

something had finally broken for him at

last. But he knows his own capacity.

When five o'clock arrived he took out his

watch and announced to the little group

that in another five minutes he would be

due upon the gymnasium floor just around

the corner and that they would have to

excuse him.

Bedford Branch (Brooklyn) bowlers were

pleased when a man of 66 rolled a straight

score of 300 on its alleys, with an average

of 243 for three games—a new record.
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ALLEN TURNER, ONE

OF DAYTON'S MEM

BERS AND DORMITORY

RESIDENTS, IS THE

ARTIST OP THIS

CLEVER INTERPRETA

TION OF THE JOY

PROM EXERCISE.

Three nights a week the "pets" monopolized

a gymnasium. Teams were trained like race

horses to perform for the pleasure of the

town. This policy is bound to kill straight

physical work. What if the town did want it.

More physically weak men need the training

than the town needs exhibitions of semi-

professional basket ball.

A common fault in the gymnasiums is the

slouchy walking and incorrect and ungainly

positions. On this matter Mr. Beckett of

Washington has this to say:

For one week each class is given instruction

upon the gymnasium floor in the correct
methods of walking and breathing. Two
points are given special emphasis. In walk
ing the common fault is to use a "toe
ing out" stride. This is first demonstrated
and then the correct or straightforward stride

Is shown. In breathing the incorrect method,
of course, is the one of simply breathing
from the chest. Diaphragmatic breathing Is
urged and shown and then practiced until every
member of the class is breathing correctly and
KNOWS the difference between the correct and

the incorrect methods. About one-third of the
total deaths in the United States annually are
caused by diseases of the lungs. Facts such as

these are given and the boys are urged to cor
rect these faults In their friends. In the spring

a city wide campaign is planned for the spread
of Information upon these two common faults.

Regarding form in our apparatus work, neither
the slouchy or German Turner method should be
used to my mind—one is not enough, the other
too far. A medium plan should be followed, ex
pecting the men to approach the apparatus and
leave same in an erect position, paying atten

tion, of course, to position while on the apparatus
and always seeing that those exercises are given

where the position is held for any length of time
that are conducive to a good position of the

shoulders.

Railroad Men

<<ll/rORE than twenty years ago I spent

1.YJ. a fortnight at a conference in

Northfield," said John F. Moore. "There

were hundreds of young men present from

all parts of the country, most of them inex

perienced and poor. To these men Mr.

Moody with his great fame and wide travels

was almost a superman. To be allowed to

look at him or to listen to him, seemed

a privilege great enough for any man

to covet. At the close of my stay

in Northfield I was down to my last penny

and had not enough money left to pay cab

fare from the school grounds to the station,

a mile or more away. My baggage was

heavy, for I had not yet learned the art of

traveling light, and carried with me for a

fortnight more clothing that I would take

now on a journey around the world. The

day was blistering hot when I started

staggering along under the weight of an

over-burdened suit case. I envied those

who were able to pay their fare. I heard

a clatter of a horse and saw Mr. Moody

drive along and stopped with, "Where are

you bound?' I answered, 'To the station.'

'Jump in.' I jumped. It was his way.

Always looking for a chance to give a man

a lift."

"Big Mason" is having the most result-

ful work of his life this fall and winter

with the Associations at Russell, Clifton

Forge, Williamston and Hagarstown. Scores

of real railroad men have been really con

verted and shown the reality of it by lives

so clean that their associates note and

comment on it.

A special three years' course offered by

the Chicago College is bringing in new

recruits to study for the secretaryship.

A group of "Trail Hitters" came up

from Scranton to the Central, New York,

and gave their "experiences," which made

one of the biggest and best meetings yet

held here. It was headed by the district

superintendent, himself a trail hitter.

Diamond rings instead of rum.—"Say

H look here," said a burly Scranton

yardmaster. "I told my wife early in life,

that if she stuck to me she would wear

diamonds," and then with a pause he

reached for his pocket and unwrapping a

package showed to his friend a fine pair of

diamond ear-rings. "These, said he, were

bought with rum money that I have sr.ved

since I 'hit the trail.' "

Tom Keenan is in his eightieth year

and still active. A series of meetings he

held at Pen Argyl, Pa., in a little church

that only holds 400, produced a great

revival that resulted in the conversion of

over 225. He spoke every night in Febru

ary.
There were 333 at the Warr class, Dr.

Bull's church. Scranton. The mayor and

several officials have attended three Sun

days in succession.
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In the World of Labor

Do We Deserve This?—John Hays Ham

mond, the great mining engineer, says:

"The experience of employers of labor where

the Young Men's Christian Association exists,

completely demonstrates the great economic

value of the Association to the local industries.

By the Influence and example of the employees

who are members of the Young Men's Christian

Association, a great stimulus is introduced into

the entire body of employees for tl\e elevation of

those standards of living which are indispensable

factors in industrial success. Its trained secre

taries are a real asset in any industrial com

munity. It is by the great "team-work" that is

everywhere its keynote that it achieves its high

aims. It is surpassed by no other Association

in high ideals combined with practical methods."

 

FOR LUMBERMEN, KAULTON, ALA.

Erected by the company, cost $6,500. Nearly
every employee a member. Work extends to
logging camps. Colored quarters to follow.

there were favorable toward the Y. M. C. A.
in the camp or a club. I asked every one of
them to vote by writing on a paper yes or no.

SCHOOL FOR THE

UNEMPLOYED AT

WILMERDING, PA.

For young men

laid off at Wilmer-

ding. Thirteen of

the fil are working

part time. The

boys form an Aid

Club, forbidding

profanity, smoking,

and allow no ex

cuses for absence.

Six instructors, 3

furnished by the

Westlnghouse Com

pany in charge.

 

9 m m\ m, V
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A Real Association in Camp.—The Hon.

J. D. Young, President of the Pacific Log

ging Congress, made this statement at the

last meeting regarding the Association

work in their lumber camps:

"A year ago we took a secret ballot in the
camp one night as regards whether the boys

 

SMALLEST BUILDING OF THE YEAR

For Quarry Men at Rion, S. C.

Out of seventy-eight, five did not vote. I think
they could not read or write English. Three
voted no, and seventy voted yes. That is about
the sentiment that obtains through the camp
among the employees in favor of the Y. M. C. A.
"The management of this Y. M. C. A. is

through a committee of five of the boys working
in the camp, and it is to them that this secre
tary is responsible for the management of the

work.
"I feel that when I go up among these boys

after the day's work is done and go Into the
club house and greet them, or get up before them
to make a little talk, they are nearer to me and
I get nearer to them than I would if it were not
for the Y. M. C. A. In the camp."

Ministering the Gift.—Here is an echo of

the Christmas season from a field where

the secretary is close to the lives of men:

"Found a man In the snow on Christmas day
who was dead drunk—sobered him up and re
turned him to an anxious wife. Next day he

swore off until 1916."
Motion Picture operator has made a decision

for the Christian life.
Another man has cut booze for good.

Two young men gave up cigarets.
Seven boys took the pledge abstaining from

tobacco and alcohol.
A mother said her best Christmas present

this year was her boy's quitting drink, tobacco

and profanity.
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Connie Hick sajs: To the
PROMOTION

ONLY TO

TOTAL

ABSTAINERS

SAFETY

FIRST

MEANS

NO

ALCOHOL

"ALCOHOL

SLOWS A MAN

DOWN

Thinking Man—

Our Prison Commission
reports. 1912. that

96%

of those imprisoned had

1 DON'T BOTHER

WITH YOUNGSTERS THAT

DRINK"

Intemperate

Habits

New Rule
Carnegie Steel Work*
Pittsburgh, Pa.

POSTERS WHICH ARREST ATTENTION, CORRECT, STRENGTHEN, AND REFORM HABITS

New Methods.—The Industrial Exhibit is

in such demand that it is probable a second

and more complete one will be prepared. It

visualizes the needs, methods and results in

a way that interests Association Directors,

heads of industry and at the same time at

tracts the workers: 100 panels, 22 x 28, are

mounted so as to be set up easily and

quickly. Write to the Industrial Depart

ment, International Committee for particu

lars.

A religious work secretary says "some of

the men in our shop_ meetings said when

asked what subjects interested them most:

Tel us how we can support our families on

$12 a week." Many Association men have

had the same experience. It will interest

them to know that some definite suggestions

on "Thrift" talks and some materials for

use in this connection—including motion

pictures, outlines of talks with snappy fol

low-up literature—also an exhibit which

is being prepared by the cooperation of

the Industrial Department and the Bankers'

Association.

Next to increasing earnings the best serv

ice is to increase the purchasing power of

earnings. Low wages, drink and inefficiency

are not all of the causes of the workers'

trouble. Lack of knowledge as to how to

spend and how to save is another cause.

The Birmingham Street Railway Associa

tion has added a gymnasium to its equip

ment through the generosity of the com

pany and swung in with eight full classes.

Safety-First is taught with moving pictures

interspersed with "popular" films. Acci

dents have decreased fifty per cent since,

and the men take a pride in the record. The

big machine shop was the scene of the

Christmas tree for the families of all the

men. One feature was the use of 3,000 feet

of film from 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. The superin

tendent of the freight department declares

that such work "pays from every point of

the game" in the social interests of the em

ployees.

"Since seeing you fellows at the Y. M.

C. A.," said a man in a Western mining

town, "I don't care to go to the saloon; I

want to save money enough to return to a

town where I can go to church and attend

the Y. M. C. A." A new life had opened

to him. A man who was known as a burglar

came to the secretary and said: "I am tired

of my rough-house kind of a life. I intend

to lead a better life." To show how much

he meant it he is working with the secretary

and to help any way he can.

The dining room in North Branch, Phila

delphia, brings in employees from the Ford

Automobile, Western Electric and Rapid

Transit companies and added many to the

membership, which is now over 2,400.

Four thousand men and boys of foreign

birth taught the English language and prin

ciples of citizenship is a record Chicago is

well proud of.

A lumberman who eighteen months ago

"was not fit to boss a wheelbarrow" now is

in charge of a camp of 45 men and has in

creased the output from fourteen to twenty-

four thousand a week. He had been yoked

up with the Greenville Junction Association.

First he was in its debt, now he has made

good and paid every cent and then some.

He had his liquor problem like hundreds of

others.

In a year's work for foreign employees at

Lawrence, Mass., 821 men of twelve nation

alities were helped in 12 centers. The at

tendance was 498 weekly. Of these 500

learned simple English in 24 classes, 179

were helped with citizenship papers, 201 se

cured employment. This does not begin to

tell of lives changed, conditions improved,

and efficiency increased.

A very prominent Western engineer

stated in a recent lecture that the presence

of a club house run by the Association and

the sanitary features of the construction

camp, increased the efficiency of the men

from 20 to 25 per cent, and that the atten

tion the Association gave the men in camp

doubled the time of service of each man.

When the state and the construction camp

secretary were snowed in in a Montana

town and their presence was known they

were asked to give a service in the school

house. Mr. Puehler sounded the call on his

cornet and a popular air, and as every door

in the village opened a clear call was given

to the meetings. This sign appeared in the

shop window:

COME AND HEAR Two Snow-Bound

Y. M. C. A. Secretaries.
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Buildings Going Up

THE building movement has by

no means stopped. Just at pres

ent there is over $12,000,000 in hand

pledged, or being spent, for new

equipment in ninety cities. And

there is more coming. Governor

Whitman lays the cornerstone on

January 24th of the greatest of

these—Brooklyn Central, which

will cost $1,500,000 and open about

October 1st, free from debt. It

will be thirteen stories high, facing

three streets, 192 by 126 by 111 ft.

It will provide 250,000 square feet

of floor space entirely devoted to

Association purposes. The gym

nasiums (main 185 by 70 ft., aux

iliary 55 by 50) are on the fifth

floor. On the eighth floor the edu

cational department for 1,500 men.

On the four upper floors there will

be 510 rooms for young men. It

will provide for 7,000 members.

The Santa Fe Railroad company has given

a 99-year lease at the cost of $5 a year on

the best site in the city for a new $75,000

building at Albuquerque, N. M. As good as

a gift outright.

James J. Hill, of the Great Northern,

made a Christmas gift of $5,000 to the

Superior building fund.

Several building propositions are on foot

in the central West where but little financial

embarrassment has been felt.

Philadelphia is to have another well

equipped branch at Abington, made possible

by the bequest of J. Milton Colton of

$65,000.

A start on a building fund has been made

at Rockland, Me., by a gift of $5,000 from

the Hon. Nelson B. Cobb. A campaign to

follow later.

The entire plant at Payette, Idaho, has

been entirely remodeled from bottom to

top since the fire which did $8,700 damage.

With funds raised to meet every dollar

of expense Warren, Pa., opened its new

building Jan. 2nd.

C. S. Ward to "keep his hand in" is

handling a campaign for $1,360,000 for

Stevens Institute of Technology, starting

with two pledges of $250,000 and others.

Mr. Ward has not yet been defeated.

The Brooklyn Association has taken title

to three parcels of land adjoining the Pros

pect Park Branch site, expecting to use the

same when the new building for that

Branch is erected.

M. C. Williams is turning his hand to

raising completion funds and debts; over

$27,000 was pledged by 2000 people in six

days at Danville, III., with enthusiasm.

A strategic site on the corner of Elm and

Canal streets in Cincinnati has been secured

for the new Central building at the cost of

$100,000.

Clemson College, S. C, will have a $75,000

building made possible by the gift of $50,000

from Mr. Rockefeller, $15,000 from the

trustees and $10,000 lately raised by the

student body.

A mortgage which had a 12-year grip on

the throat of the Scranton Association was

burned with great rejoicing on New Year's

night, following the New Year's reception

and celebration, when the building was

teeming with people. This was the climax—

five programs run. "This is the most satis

factory fire we ever had," remarked the

president. Three times the building had

been burned or injured by fire. In five years

the debt of $64,000 has been wiped out and

the membership increased from 940 to

2,491; attendance at meetings from 12,442

to 52,477, and current expenses decreased

from $42,600 to $40,000.

The Jamestown, Pa., new building so

impressed a visitor on New Year's Day that

he sent a check for $100.

Connellsville, Pa., has sold its old building

for $38,000 to the Maccabees. The building

will undoubtedly be replaced by another

better suited to the Association's needs.

A contributor of many years to the East

ern District Branch, Brooklyn, in renewing

his annual contribution of $100 sent -with it

two $1,000 5 per cent, interest-bearing bonds

with these words: "Use these to endow my

annual contribution." He was one of that

type of splendid Scotchmen who at 86

wanted to perpetuate the work he had had

a hand in, with his heart back of it, for

years.
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I congratulate you most sincerely on the completion of the building for the

Young Men's Christian Association. I believe you already know how deeply I

am interested in the welfare and progress of the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation throughout the country, and lam particularly glad and proud that the

cities of my own state should so admirably evidence their support of it.

Cordially and most sincerely yours,

WOODROW WILSON.

Mr. Adrian Lyon. Perth Amboy, N. J.

John R. Mott laid the cornerstone of the

Association College building at Chicago

December 22d. Mr. Mott said: "The great

est Association problem is that of the rais

ing of a well-furnished and well-qualified

leadership. Many of our strategic fields are

still unoccupied just for want of leaders.

Where are we going to get these men unless

we strengthen the hands of a training insti

tution like this? To provide a worthy suc

cession of the noble personalities of the past

we must see forthcoming well-furnished

men. America must come to larger respon

sibilities in world service. With its energy

unspent by war, and fresh courage, our best

contribution will be that of men trained in

institutions like this for future leadership

of the Christian forces among young men

of all lands."

The Reading, Pa., building, opened only a

few months, has 1,150 members, the mem-,

bers paying 86 per cent, expenses.

The bequest of $6,716 left to Dayton, O.,

by Mrs. Lavina Treon paid for an 80-acre

farm for a boys' camp. What satisfaction

it would have given Mrs. Treon to see that

camp of boys! This Association has a debt

of $130,700, but also an endowment fund

amounting to nearly $125,000.

Chicago spends $750,000 for current ex

penses in its 26 sections, $600,000 of which

is paid by members. Endowment fund

yields $75,000, and the amount required

from citizens is $75,000.

The Chief of Police, City Council, school

officials, pastors and public men took seats

on the stage at Richmond, Ind.'s big meet

ing for men; attendance, 1,165.

The Great Falls, Mont., new building will

be located within a block of the depots of

two transcontinental lines. It also faces

the city park and is conveniently located on

the loop of all street car lines. Notwith

standing the cessation of practically all

building operations when the war came on,

the subscribers insisted that the Association

go ahead with the building and subscription

payments are normal.

Tucson, Ariz., opened its building with

611 charter members in December.

For community work at Oroville, Cal.,

$3,500 a year for three years has been

pledged.

BEQUESTS TO ASSOCIATIONS.

Miss Grace H. Dodge to New York City.. $25,000

Edward Echols to Staunton, Va 2,000
Mrs. Mary McCampbell to Corpus Christi,

Tex 5,000
Ralph P. Smith to Fort Worth, Tex 5,000

Wibaux, Mont., a town of 800 population,

a one-church town as yet, has put up a

Community Club House at a cost of $7,000,

and also a new church building, nearly com

pleted, at $5,000. They have one heating

plant and the pastor of the church super

vises the club house. It is managed by a

board of directors of five men—three ap

pointed by the Church and two by the town.

The building contains gymnasium, baths,

reading room, farmer's rest room, pastor's

study and conference room and kitchen.

Bowling alleys are to be installed later. It

will be used for meetings for various or

ganizations—Woman's Club, farmers' or

ganizations, farmers' institutes, band prac

tice, school gymnasium, basketball—in fact,

will take the place of the town hall, and all

these will be thrown in contact with the

church next door, and practically all occa

sions are under church supervision. The

venture is being watched with great interest

as to its maintenance and administration,

especially by the new towns. If a success,

it will prove to be an example and solution

of the town problem and tend toward re

ducing the number of over-churched com

munities. The Community Club House de

sires to be affiliated with the Association

and seeks the attention of the State Com

mittee.

 

AS CLEVELAND PUTS THE LEISURE QUESTION
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Membership

Peking, China, sets the mark in member

ship-getting. Twenty teams of ten men

each, making an organized class of 200,

went out for 1,000 members. In two weeks

it got 1,003 and $8,157 in cash, the winning

team bringing in 103 and receipts of $1,456.

Dr. C. C. Wang took the first prize for

bringing in 35 members, while Mr. Shu

Shih Fu, captain of the winning team,

brought in $616. Eighteen secured fifty

members each. The campaign won the gen

eral approval of the people and spread

knowledge of the Association. Thirty-two

leading men in the country joined as sus

taining members at $50 each, including

Admiral Sah, the ex-Premier, and many

other men whose names and approval count

for much. The campaign counted for the

religious standing of the Association. At

one meeting prominent non-Christian men

were asked to speak. Even they talked with

approval of Christianity and gave more

than an exhortation to men to join. There

is no question but that the Association has

root in China.

The seven-day campaign in Hartford

secured 1,380, making the membership

3,237. It is now difficult to put the men on

the big "Gym" floor—the first time our

classes ever really crowded the room at

class time. E. J. Hockenbury managed the

campaign and showed that he knows how to

get the thing done through thirty teams,

ten to a team. He goes to Washington,

D. C, and then to Memphis, Tenn. At

Nashville he rounded up 869. In sixteen

campaigns he has secured 17,938 members.

Brockton added 640 members in one day

and 100 more on another in a "get two"

stunt led by the Membership Hustlers. The

roll is now 1,700.

Johnstown closed its first year in the new

building with 1,310 members secured in

seven months. Now it is going for 1,500.

The swimming pool is lifting the list at

Schenectady. Of all the buildings in the

land that have been readjusted to new needs

Schenectady is unique with ten bowling

alleys and cafe taking the place of the un

profitable stores on the first floor.

A new standard of membership has been

set by Boston, which enrolls 7,302, and

Detroit a close second. A year ago 5,000

was the limit, West Side, New York, lead

ing, which now lifts the standard to 6,000.

The buildings must serve more men. A

million mark in America in five years is

not too small a goal to reach.

In five months Gloversville's (N. Y.) new

Association in its new building has 704

members, 215 in Bible classes, eight teams

in a basketball league, eighty-five men

bowling, and it does not regret that it is

making serious inroads on the social clubs,

one young Catholic remarking: "I tell you

what, I like to be around the Association.

A fellow has to be decent here."

The city of Elizabeth, N. J., pays the $5

fees of seventy of its 150 policemen, a thing

which created widespread interest and news

paper comment and publicity. The new

police commission and board of works were

guests of honor New Year's Day. This

brought out nearly every representative

man in the city.

A little eight-page folder, "To the Man

Who Has Just Joined," is handed to every

man at Evansville, which tells him just

what he wants to know about the organiza

tion and Association principles and prac

tice.

The social and membership committees at

Sault. Ste. Marie combined on these points:

Annual membership campaign.
Monthly "opera house," special or selected

guests, such as factory men, schools, etc.
Monthly letter of news and inspiration to all

members to keep in touch.
Tickets sent by mail with letter outlining

plans and emphasizing Association objective
and offering consultation with (a) doctor re
garding health, (b) business man regarding
prospects, (c) Christian man regarding personal
life, (d) general secretary regarding any prob
lem, and enclosing list of men's classes in
churches.
Use dormitory men in everything possible.

Sunday afternoon social hour around the fire,
discussion of life problems followed by strang
ers' tea and introductions to church pastors.
A small committee in each strategic point,

such as factory, school, etc., on whom we can

call to boost anything.

The "Dutch" and "Irish" kept things

lively scoring for points at West Side,

Cleveland. At the end is a "Dutch Lunch"

or an "Irish Wake." Crackel can tell

about it.

A Suggestion.—"Practically all secre

taries use loose-leaf notebooks. When buy

ing a new book, get one that will take

sheets 3 inches by 5 inches. If thin paper

sheets are used, they easily crumple and

tear, rendering them useless for future

reference. Instead, use regular 3-inch by

5-inch filing cards, suitably punched. They

can then be used for all information that

may be collected during the day "on the

street," and then removed to be filed in card

cabinets under the proper index. If this

plan is followed, no membership man will

ever be obliged to copy addresses of pros

pective members which he has scribbled

on the backs of envelopes, etc. It will not

be necessary to put a rubber band around

several programs covered with disorderly

notes on some important conference, lecture

or interview. When writing a speech, put

the outline on these cards, and at short

notice and in small space you can "load your

gun" with enough speeches to last a week;

a single card will often hold the outline in

detail for brief talks. Instead of keeping a

personal address book, which will in the

course of time become filled and need re-

copying to a larger book, use a card cabinet

and let the pocket memo book receive all

addresses you may desire to transfer to the

box; there will be no limit to the capacity

of your address book."
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DECORATING AND ADVERTISING

On twenty branches Wllkes-Barre showed

privileges and activities.

"Be it further resolved," profoundly and

seriously is resoluted by a board of

directors, "that every citizen give the mem

bership campaign cordial support and re

spond to the Association's financial appeal."

Such resolutions are not worth the paper

they are written on, certainly not printing

in the newspapers. Neither money nor

memberships or subscriptions for Associa

tion Men can be had unless a man goes af

ter it.

Here's a sample of what Cleveland is

doing in the line of publicity which is well

worth while. The point of the thing is that

it has a point, is brief, and the matter is

put up in black-faced type. Its value is

enhanced because the intelligence selected

out of the volume of matter printed from

these cloumns of that which will help the

local community.

IT'S WORTH WHILE

(The following story and others that we are go
ing to run were printed anonymously In "As
sociation Men" and are taken from the actual

experience of a Cleveland Secretary.)
He was a working boy, had a good time and

absorbed right Ideals at the "Y" after quitting

time.
One evening he remarked, "My boss could

afford to make a good big contribution to this

club."
"Why?" he was asked.
He replied, "Well, you see, since I've been

coming here I don't do any more 'Government

Work.7"
Then he explained that Government' Work

meant to steal time from your employer to do

work for yourself.

The Membership Campaign was well

worth the effort for several reasons, writes

E. C. Brownell:

1st.—Because Christchurch has now the

largest membership in the Dominion.

2nd.—The younger members did the

work.

3rd.—New leaders were discovered.

4th.—The Association was well adver

tised.

5th—Misconceptions were corrected.

6th—The training that the workers re

ceived was worth the campaign.

7th.—The educational value cannot be

overestimated.

8th—Because of the approval received of

business men who encouraged workers and

prospects.

9th.—It set a pace for the Dominion.

10th.—Last but not least 306 new mem

bers were added to the list.

Employed Officers at Asilomar

The Committee after Weighing the Question of
Postponing the Conference Decided to a Man to

Go Ahead.

ASTRONG program is shaping up for

the employed officers' conference at Asil

omar, California, May 19-24, and its twelve

distinct groups. One of the platform speak

ers already secured is the vigorous and

eloquent Bishop Hughes, who, it is hoped,

will do the same kind of service that Allan

Stockdale did at Lake Geneva. The religi

ous objective will be the dominant central

theme. It will be discussed on successive

days in various phases in all departments.

The discovery and training of men for

leadership will be another theme. Each

department is shaping up a strong program

to help in the new standardization of its

work. The Stone-Allen efficiency probe

will reach deeper at Asilomar^

The annual survey will be given by Wil

liam Knowles Cooper. This is the first time

the conference has met on the Coast for

28 years, and the Western men are eager

to show how courteous and how hospitable

they can be to the men of the East, and to

present an exhibit of Association work in

the cities of the Coast that will astound

them. These men made certain to invite

the conference at the most beautiful time

of the year—the time of roses and oranges—

and incidentally to take advantage of the

Panama Exposition rates. A special Asso

ciation day has been arranged at the Expo

sition and very special rates and stop-over

privileges at the Grand Canyon, Yellow

stone Park, and points of scenic beauty.

Tickets will be interchangeable on several

railroads. The round trip rate from New

York is now $98. Later announcements will

be made about special cars, trains, etc. For

particulars write M. I. Foss, 1121 Bedford

Ave., Brooklyn, secretary of the Executive

Committee, and send dues to the new treas

urer, J. A. VanDis, Association Building,

Detroit, Mich.
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My Church and I

Instead of Concealing or subordinating

the spiritual service of the Association to

foreigners a Brooklyn secretary speaking

to the Taxpayers' Association in the

Knights of Columbus Hall recounted es

pecially the influence of the talks and per

sonal conversations in the shop meetings

and in classes in English on the character

of the men, and frankly stated that the

objective of this work was to bring the men

into contact with the spirit, teachings and

life of Jesus Christ be he Protestant, Cath

olic or Hebrew. It was' a man's need of

God, not sectarianism, that was taught.

A Church-men's Federation is doing some

good street car advertising in Elizabeth,

N. J., as well as running the Sunday after

noon men's meetings. Their latest card

reads :

Be a Man—Put Your Religion into Practice

Des Moines is engaging thousands in a

daily Bible reading league (4,547) and es

tablishing family altars and private devo

tional reading among all possible people,

following the "Billy" Sunday campaign.

Daily papers publish daily Bible notes on

the editorial pages from material furnished

by the Association. The League exp^cta to

enroll 10,000.

When the Japanese Association Secretary,

of Honolulu, proposed to his members that

they should make an offering to the World's

Committee, in connection with their observ

ance of the Week of Prayer, some of them

felt that they had made so many contribu

tions of late that they could not do anything

more. But one of the members proposed that

they should all walk home from the meeting

and contribute the nickel which they had ex

pected to spend for carfare. This was

agreed to and a draft for $1.75 was sent

on. If such sacrificial giving was practiced

by all our members in America, the treas

uries of our supervisory agencies would

overflow.

A Church Co-operation committee is look

ing for a way to put men of stuff and pur

pose at work in and out of the church.

They believe that religion without expres

sion has not made an impression. One

thing is to form Gospel teams to go out

to three outlying centers on the borders of

the Oranges where there are no religious

services.

No Student Misses a class at San Fran

cisco for lack of funds. There are often

as many as a dozen young men working

as student assistants—an hour of instruc

tion given for an hour of service—or dis

tributing circulars, helping instructors, etc.

One of the law students who was a painter

decorated two of the offices. The son of

a widow, a boarding-house keeper, for sick

ness and lack of funds thought he must

quit. He was given a chance to earn and

learn. Later he went into a Bible class

that was taught by an educational secre

tary in a church, and led to the Christian

life, then he confided to the secretary that

he had decided for the ministry. He se

cured the promise of five men to .join the

church in January, three of whom he had

met in the Association building. His next

purpose is to organize and teach a Bible

class in the life of Christ.

A Friendly Fellowship Tea at Houston

brings together men each Sunday night.

After tea and a ten-minute straight talk

and singing they round up everybody in

the lobby and go to church. The secretaries

are following with profit Johnston's book on

"Personal Work"—and then doing it.

A Men's Bible Club is being organized in

every church in Bloomington, 111., and in six

churches in Pekin, a neighboring town, with

the plan of following Dr. Bull's Daily Notes.

The plan presented to 150 men of Cooksville,

McLean County, covers a small-town work

centering about daily Bible reading. The

men have bought a moving picture machine

and have entertainments in the week, and

the three churches unite in a meeting Sun

day night.

Much is being done to assist the churches

and strengthen the Sabbath School work at

Sale Lake City. One school has increased

its regular attendance 20 per cent, as a re

sult of the assistance rendered by the Asso

ciation. The secretary has been asked to

take a class in methods of teaching for the

County Sabbath School Association.

At a Sunday Meeting forty Elizabeth,

N. J., men pledged themselves to speak to

some man and try to win him to Christ

before February first. These men further

signed cards which have been sent to their

pastors.

Eight Indian Associations in Montana are

doing the realest kind of real Association

work. A pastor and missionary reports all

his accessions to church membership

brought by the Association. This letter,

from A. W. Left-Hand-Thunder, president

of an Indian Association, shows the spirit

and stuff of the men:

"Dear Brother—I was very glad to hear from
you and first of all I am Betting along very
nicely. I am Ok and dandy and happy every
days. And I am on my place and my land 2
miles north of city. I am member at Makaichu
Y. M. C. A. and Makaichu Temperance Society.
President too. The Y. M. C. A. meet every
wendsday night at one of members home and
sure like it. This is a hardest work, always ten
miles to go to Church every time, always I pray
for God so always lead me on the road, and so
I thank God every meals and every time go to
Bed. I read Bible every days.

I asked you you know of when Y. M. C. A.
State Convention where well Mr. Puehler I
shake hand with you with this letter also, your
family. God be with you till we meet again on
this wicked world.

When Fred Smith spoke at Camden to a

packed theater 500 stood for prayer and

100 signed decision cards. A committee of

all the churches and men's class leaders

and pastors stood together to make the

meeting the biggest yet held in the city.



 

Visualizing the Foreign Work.—West

Side and East Side Branches, New York

City; Erie, Reading, Carlisle, Danville,

Willimantic, Bristol, Indianapolis and Day

ton use stereopticon lectures to present the

extension work and make vivid the chal

lenge of the great mission fields. R. W.

Brown says: "We have found it a strong

part of our work of religious education to

handle missions through stereopticon lec

tures. We are able to secure an attendance

two or three times as large by using this

method." Ten stereopticon lectures of un

usual merit, covering all phases of Home

and Foreign Mission Work, are available

from the Missionary Education Movement,

New York, specialists who cooperate with

the Foreign Department of the International

Committee. Their system of depositories

throughout the United States brings these

lectures within the range of Associations

everywhere.

The Dormitory Man

A Russian Hebrew who had lived in Los

Angeles dormitory a year suggested a

systematic canvass of the dormitory men,

fortnightly, to secure the funds, to be dis

pensed by a representative of the dormitory

men, to needy men and to render assistance

needed in social and other ways, as oppor

tunity offers. He came in touch with the

Association as a student three years ago.

Within six weeks he had become a teacher.

Speaking about his plan to get the dormitory

men at work, he said: "I have only one life

to live and am here for iust one thing—to

do all the good I can. That is what I work

for—to help somebody else. I am with the

Association because I believe it gives me the

best opportunity I can find to do good.

When I came to Los Angeles I looked this

building over. I had not seen anything like

it in Europe. Every day I urge some young

man to become identified with the Asso

ciation.

The cosmopolitan character of Harlem

Branch, New York, is shown by the men

who rented dormitories in one month—rep

resentatives of Japan, Germany, Russia,

Brazil, Chili, Cuba and eight American

states.

Twenty lonely men away from home were

the guests of W. G. Coxhead, secretary at

San Juan, Porto Rico, Christmas day in

his home. There is more recruiting done

for life service through such a social day

than through a big address.

Dormitory men in many cities—Sacra

mento, for instance—did fine work at

Christmas time furnishing a present for a

child, relief for a family, fellowship for

men away from home.

The Christmas trees held in the Christ

mas spirit of the dormitory men not only

for their fellows but going out in service

to those in need and producing fel

lowship, were handled in many points, no

tably in Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Phoenix, Ariz.,

and many other points. Gary dormitory

men invited 87 boys (poor) to a Christmas

"blow-out," gave each a present and a ride

in an automobile. Jackson dormitory men

were each a host of two boys, providing

them a tree and presents.
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Men and

the Bible

F. S. GOODMAN

I am one of those who believe that the churches have never been

so rich In scholarship and so competent In criticism. But I am
not sure that any human being has been inspired to attempt
the heights of love and life because he has been thrilled with the
realization of the composite character of the Book of Genesis.
Science Is the one authority left, I know, to which we all do
obeisance, and in the presence of which we take off our shoes
from our feet. But I sometimes Imagine the mere scientist
standing In the presence of the wonder and glory Of Niagara,

with Its flashing, flying waters, and Iridescent waves, and sum
ming It all up in the terse and eloquent formula HtO. I am
all for scientific accuracy and precision, but I confess that the
Bible Is more to me than is summed up In the formulas of
critical analysis.—Charles Silvester Home.

FROM THE DAY of his conversion to his

last illness Mr. Moody was an evangel

ist in the original meaning of that great

word. The passion for declaring the joy

bringing news of Jesus grew stronger, and

the meaning of the Evangel more compre

hensive with every passing year. He "saw

the Gospel," as few men have ever seen it

and it dominated his thinking and moulded

his life purposes. Even the schools he

founded were but the outworking of his

evangelistic passion.

THE LATE C. Silvester Home, the bril

liant English preacher, author, evangel

ist and member of Parliament, whose tragic

death occurred last Spring, within three

days after his lectures at Yale, was very un

like Mr. Moody in training, experience and

theological views. But any one who will read

the masterly book, The Romance of Preach

ing, which contains the eight lectures he

gave at Yale, will see many things which

these two great men had in common. Both

were great Christians—great in faith, in

courage, in loyalty to convictions, in sym

pathy for distressed humans, and in pas

sionate, sacrificial love for Christ. Both

knew the Gospel and knew how to unfold it

to darkened, biased, or obsessed minds. Both

could successfully persuade men to accept

Jesus as Saviour and Lord. Both fairly

revelled in the luxury of preaching. For a

spiritual tonic of a high order we commend

Mr. Home's fascinating book. Its dominant

note is sounded in the chapters entitled, The

Servant of the Spirit, and The Passion of

Evangelism.

TI/TR. HORNE speaks in his opening lec-

IVXture of the disillusioned minister who

discovers that he has lost his message. There

is no other like tragedy. "He must keep

on preaching. His congregation is often

weary, but no one is so heavy of heart as

he is." "What a genius I was," cried Swift,

"when I wrote that book," referring to a

work of his early prime. "Millais, in the

presence of a collection of the pictures rep

resentative of the splendid idealism of his

early youth, burst into tears and rushed out

of the building. A tragedy of the same

sort is the experience of a secretary who

has permitted the cares of administration

steadily to encroach upon his time and

energy, until he awakes some day to find

that he has drifted, his faith eclipsed, his

fellowship with Christ largely a memory,

and his passion for evangelism almost gone.

What Mr. Home says of the preacher is

true of the Association leader. "The one

supreme qualification is a soul of flame."

But the flame must be fed. The soul must

glow with a fresh experience, "new every

morning, fresh every evening." If _ one

would maintain and increase nis spiritual

fervor his religious views must not only be

reasonable and sound but his religious ex

perience must be real, passionate, com

pelling, and absorbing. It must propagate

itself. If the chapter on The Passion of

Evangelism could be read by every secre

tary with intelligent appreciation, and re

sponsiveness, and its pervading note could

grip the American Associations it would

mean a revival beyond what they have ever

seen. Are we ready for such a revival?

Are we praying for it?

TF THE BIBLE could speak and if it had

J.a sense of humor how it would smile at

and rebuke many of the attempts of its

would-be friends to guard and protect it

from the silly attacks of misguided op

ponents. When Ole Bull made his first tour

of the United States, under the auspices of

the New York Herald, his interpretations

of certain musical selections were bitterly

criticised. The elder J. G. Bennett offered to

him the columns of the Herald in which to

answer his critics. "No," he replied, "I will

play my answers back at them." He did

and won America. So the Bible only wants

a fair field, a reasonable chance at the

hearts and wills of men. Sometimes it

wins its own battles after its defenders

have been driver, from the field. Too often

it could cry out in the words of one of the

the prophets "I was wounded in the house

of my friends."

THESE are strenuous days for many a

secretary, "Troubled on every side.'7

One of them writes me as follows: "These

are testing days. Nothing but the grace

of Christ will save the Associations from

disaster. I do not mean financial disaster.

We shall have poverty, of that I am sure.

But I am more concerned about poverty of

the spirit, than I am about poverty of ma

terial things." We see as never before "dis

tress of nations." Dr. Jowett has recently

called attention to the way in which Gen.

Gordon was able to cash in some of the
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great promises with which his daily study

of his pocket Bible had made him familiar.

In 1884 he wrote to his sister at a most dis

tressing time, "I have taken the words 'He

will hide me in his hands.' Good night my

dear sister, I am not moved even a little."

In 1885 near the tragic end he wrote, "This

word has been given me, 'It is nothing to

our God to help with many or with few,'

and I now take my worries more quietly

than before." Happy man is he who is

willing to take the Master's promises at

their face value and march on with confi

dence and courage.

WILL our best American records for

Bible Classes in the Associations be sur

passed by Associations in Asia? It surely

looks that way. For example in Tientsin,

China, there were 645 young men enrolled

in 44 classes, with a weekly attendance of

519 for the year—a number exceeding the

Association's membership. Classes were

held in 18 schools and colleges, 14 of which

were government institutions. The Seoul

Association reports 751 members and 850

enrolled in Bible classes. From these

classes 277 piofessed faith in Christ and

79 united with the church.

STEADILY, but surely, men, the world

around will be driven to admit the logic

of Paul's great word—"The things that are

unseen are eternal," not alone in religion

but in civilization. The materials which the

policy of progress by force uses are crum

bling into worthless dust. The silent forces

of patience, sympathy, courage, faith and

love are winning daily victories. Prof.

Simpson, of Scotland, put it well in his

Cincinnati Convention address: "The funda

mental difference between the religious and

the irreligious man is that one endorses the

realities of the universe—the other en

dorses the things that are fleeting and

temporary." The young men of our day

need nothing so much as the faculty of in

sight to distinguish the real from the un

real. That gift Christ is bestowing on

every man who is willing to enter his

school, and be governed by his spirit.

DR. MULLINS of the Southern Baptist

Theological Seminary has made a classi

fication of ministers which the seminaries

produce. It is witty and suggestive to Asso

ciation secretaries, some of whom might be

similarly classified. They are the zealous,

the lazy, the timid, and the prophetic. The

first is like a man running along a railroad

track trying to get out of the way of the

train. The second runs along by the side

trying to keep up with the train, the third

is asleep in tne pullman and the fourth is

the engineer in the cab running the engine

which pulls the train. Comments are super

fluous.

IN times of turmoil, national and inter

national, such as the present, men have

often turned to the book of Revelation and

have sought to find in it some suggestions

M to the future. What is God's plan in

the world? What is his purpose regarding

the nations in their relation to each other

and the Kingdom of God? What does the

book of Revelation really mean? Does it

deal with political conditions surrounding

the author? Is it a chart of the ages,

or is it wholly future? Few men give the

book very serious attention. It is inter

esting to find a student who is really an en

thusiast about the book. Rev. J. A. Geis-

singer, pastor of the University Methodist

Church of Los Angeles, is such a man. He

has written a most interesting book entitled

"Heart Problems and World Issues," in

which he endeavors to indicate the practical

present value of the last book in the Bible.

While we are not prepared to endorse all

his interpretation, we commend the book to

the attention of Association Bible students.

Results Are What Count

WHAT A CAMPAIGN DID FOR ONE ASSOCIATION

As I look back it seems to me that none

of us anticipated all the benefits that have

come from the Association Men Campaign

conducted in our Association three years

ago. No doubt we all thought that the

Association movement would gain wider

publicity as a world movement in Camden

than it had before. IT DID.

No doubt we all thought it would create

a warmer friendly interest on the part of a

larger Association constituency. IT DID.

Who thought of discovering committee

men? Probably nobody. But we did dis

cover them. One of the largest and most

efficient committees in our Association was

composed largely of men discovered in that

campaign and who through their interest

in the campaign and through reading the

magazine have become very influential fac

tors in the work of a great department.

Who thought of changing a pastor's view

point, not only concerning our local Asso

ciation, but the movement as a whole?

Probably nobody. But ASSOCIATION Men

DID IT. One pastor said to his congre

gation :

"I don't know Just how it came to me or Just
who is responsible for sending it, but for some
months past I have been receiving a magazine
called Association Men. As a hand-book of
thoughtful and productive study, I prize it
highly. But to me it is more than that, for it
has changed my conception of a great world
movement. What I had formerly Interpreted in
terms of local importance I now see in world
perspective, and it has lifted my faith. I urge
you all to take the magazine and support the
institution which It represents."

Do you wonder I believe in Association

Men and believe in promoting its circula

tion among our membership? It helps to

make an intelligent public opinion. It de

velops committeemen, contributors and

members. It concentrates the thought on

the Association and its needs. It draws

together and unifies the great army of As

sociation workers throughout the world. In

brief, it lifts and advances the Movement

among the men of North America.

Camden, New Jersey. B- M- HEDRICK,
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RUTH CHOOSES THE TRUE GOD—Les

son February 7, Kuth 1:6-18

Mon., 1. Then she arose with her daugh
ters-in-law, that she might return from
the country of Moab; for she had heard
In the country of Moan how that Jehovah
had visited his people In giving them

bread. Read the lesson.

STARTING FOR THE BREAD LINE. Some
time back, this Hebrew family. Elimelech and
his wife and their two sons, had left home and
settled in -Moab. The boys married two of the
young women of Moab, Huth and Orpah. Ten
years pass and father and sons find graves in
foreign soil. The lone widow and her daughters-

in-law are enduring bereavement and facing
famine. Naomi hears of plenty among her own
people and her heart longs for home. Every
step of the journey is full of romance and
religion. In ail literature there is no story so
full of sentiment and strength. The good news
of God's bounty starts her feet in that direction.
How this woman shames the hungry horde who
had rather starve than start. There is a land
of plenty, there is a banquet table loaded down
with the best the Lord can provide—why be
heavy hearted and hungry. The world has heard

enough to start an exodus tomorrow—and the
half has never been told. What is the fascin
ation about a famine? What madness to starve
in a foreign land rather than feast with my
Lord. "I will arise and go to my father"—Pov
erty or plenty—it's up to you.

Pray: For the leaders of the forty Association Day
Schools in their special efforts in building Christian

character.

Tues. 2. Vs. 8. And Naomi said unto her
two daughters-in-law, Go, return each of
you to her mother's house. Read Luke

5:27-33.
THE GREAT DIVIDE. This little family-

faced a crisis, they had come to that testing
place—the turn of the road. The orientals did
not say good-bye in the home. Out of cour
tesy they accompanied a part of the way. When
Naomi thought they had gone far enough she
stopped, set frankly before them the hardships
and hopelessness of a future together, and told
them to go back home. She was candid and
concealed nothing. This is just the way Jesus
dealt with disciples. He made a bid for no
man under the guise of a "good time." Only
those who are wiling to face a hardship will
have a feather's weight: only the sincere stick.

Never cheapen your religious program by fair
promises, otherwise you will get grafters, not
men of grit. I know a teacher who built up a
big class by giving lemonade and cookies to the
class. Just as soon as thev struck the bottom
of the bucket—the class STRUCK. There is no
way of sifting a crowd like showing them the
cross; Kingdom builders arc not men who count
on confections. Had Jesus Christ been an ira-
poster he would have tried to work his ideas of
messiahship upon ideas current in his time.
He knew what people wanted and could have
caught the current. The Master showed the

cross ; they turned against it.

Pray: For the foreign secretaries home on furlough,
that they may get needed rest and renewed strength
and inspiration for their work abroad.

Wed., 3. Vs. 14. And they lifted up their
voices and wept again; and Orpah kissed

her mother-in-law; but Ruth clave unto
her. Read Mark 12:28-34.
KISSING AND CLEA\ ING. Orpah kissed her

mother-in-law, that was lovely. Ruth clave to
her mother-in-law, that was loyalty. There are
too many who compromise with a kiss. A num
ber of people think their whole duty done when
they pat you on the back and say kind things. I
get enough hot air to fill a fleet of Zeppelins,
but when I want something done that costs
sacrifice, I find the interest ended with the
inflation. I want some one who will not only
say "go to it"—but who will GO ALONG. I will
forgive a lack of sentiment if I can Just feel
your shoulder. "I never could sav nice things"
—well Just STICK, that is more satisfying. The
eloquence of standing by is more substantial
than speechmaking. Between the loyalty of lips
and the loyalty of legs—give me the legs every
time—they go further. "Why call ye me Lord,
Lord, and do not the things—." Orpah kissed
her, and went home. Ruth did not kiss her—

but she kept on.

Pray: For the many Soldiers and Sailors who have
recently received the Enlisted Men's Bible and Prayer
League Calendars for the new year.

Thura., 4. Vs. 16. And Ruth said, En
treat me not to leave thee. Read Luke
4:18-19.
SOUL ATMOSPHERE. Ruth's conclusion was

reached by virtue of Naomi's conduct. There is
a pressure which we persistently exert upon
others, often unconsciously to ourselves and un
recognized by others. "Gentle as the atmos
phere about us is, it presses with a weight of
fourteen pounds to the square inch. No infant
hand feels its weight, no leaf of aspen or wing
of bird detects this heavy pressure. It presses
equally in all directions. Just so gentle and
powerful is the moral atmosphere of a good
man—it presses upon and shapes his kind. He
who made him endowed him with this forceful
presence. Jesus was the supreme example of
this. His was a force mightier than intellect.
Wherever he moved, a light ne'er seen on land
or sea shone on man. His scepter was neither
cunning of brain nor craft of h:uid. His scepter

was truth, reality his throne. His gift cannot be
bought nor commanded, but his secret charm
may be ours. ACCEPTANCE—OBEDIENCE-
COMPANIONSHIP—these are the keys of power.

Pray: That our Associations may be saved from

the selfishness which sometimes manifests itself in
eagerness to build up the organisation at the expense
of the Kingdom.

Frl., 5. Vs. 16. For whither thou goest
I will go; and whither thau lodgest I will
lodge; thy people shall be my people, and
thy God my God. Read Acts 14:47-49.

THY GOD—MY GOD. Naomi must have been
a good witness for God or Ruth would not have
wanted her God. Had Naomi been less lovable
or less noble Ruth would have had no respect for
her religion. It is squarely up to us to live so
as to make people fall in love with our Lord.
Force your class to say—the Christ who can
produce such a character as that of my teacher,
is the choice for me. Conviction by force of
character is inescapable. The power of your

•J7S
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personality pleads louder than anything your
lips have ever uttered. A winsome character will
win souls, consistency will carry conviction a
longer way than logic. Get all the lesson helps
you can. follow the best methods of teaching
you can And, but you will discover that there
are no tools to be compared with the teacher

who Incorporates the truth in himself. Back
the lesson exposition by being a "Living
Epistle." More people are converted by persua
sive living than by powerful preaching. When
you face your class—see to it that the class faces
a Christian. If your consecrated manhood at
tracts, your message will convince.

Pray: For the State Conventions of Colorado, Iowa,
Minnesota, Missouri, New Jersey, Oklahoma, Penn
sylvania and Texas, that they may adopt statesmen-

like and far-reaching policies.

Sat., 6. Vs. 17. Where thou dlest I will
die, and there will I be burled. Read

Phil. 3:8-21.
A FAR REACHING DECISION. When Ruth

made her great committal there was nothing she

kept back. She determined to share the LOT—
NATIONALITY — RELIGION — GRAVE — of
Naomi. In her loyalty she went the limit. The
confession of her love was full of simple dignity,
sublime beyond all comparison. The carrying
out of her profession left nothing to desire.
Only great souls can reach the climax of such
comprehensive devotion. The most miserable
hangers on in the churches are the "halters."
They start out with a spurt, strike a sacrifice,
stop. They have just enough religion to make
them feel like criminals, there is no Joy note—
only a jangle. I say plainly—Christianity means
going the limit, or being lost. To go only part
the way with Christ is to part company with
Christ. Any stopping place this side of heaven
is hell. He who Is willing to die with Christ

will also reign with him.

Pray: That the shadow of the European War may
make us sober, earnest and prayerful, eliminating
flippancy, but that faith may forbid morbid views.

Sun., 7. Vs. 18. And when she saw that
she was steadfastly minded to go with her
she left off speaking unto her. Read the

balance of Ruth.
CROWNING HER CAREER. The conclusion

of the story shows the winning out of such a
character. Ruth, daughter of a hated race, by
her unselfish devotion to her mother, and the
heroism which no privation could daunt, by the
gentleness and humility of her character won
the love of Boaz—gentleman farmer—overcame
the prejudice, and was accepted and incorpor
ated into the People of Israel. In becoming
the wife of Boaz she found everything Naomi
said she would be deprived of. She became
grandmother of Israel's great King David and
ancestress of his greater Son—Jesus Christ.
She was a homeless wanderer—but she set her
feet in the plain path of duty and devotion, it
led her to the heights. No man ever lost any
thing by loyalty. True piety pays large divi
dends. Sometimes it looks as if we had invested
in clouds—it turns out that we have invested In
crowns. God is not a tribal God—he is the
FATHER OF THE FAITHFUL. The beautiful
story reveals the universal character and cor

onation of real religion.

Pray: That the Church in Christian lands may be

pure and strong.

SAMUEL CALLED TO BE A PROPHET
Lesson February 14, 1 Samuel 3:1-13. 19, 20.
Mon., 8. Vs. 1. And Samuel ministered

urito the Lord before Ell. And the word of
the Lord was precious In those days; there
was no open vision. Read the lesson.
DAY DAWN. The book of Judges closes with

the statement: "Every man did that which was
right In his own eyes." Then there was no
wonder the word of the Lord was rare and
vision had vanished. Just let men consult what
they want to do and do that unchecked and
you have what wrecked Paradise. When men
have no higher standard than self they are
headed for the cesspool. When they took things
in their own hands we have the black record of
Ell's victorious sons. Hereditary priests are

plunging into debauchery, and disgusting men
with religion. Just at this darkest hour there
was sleeping, in the silent sanctuary, a child
who by the call of God should illumine Israel and
Institute a new regime. We are about to meet
one of Israel's greatest prophets, Samuel. Let
us study him closely. He was a child of prom
ise to begin with. Hannah had asked God for
him and when he came, he was consecrated to
God's service. Hannah is a model for mothers—
Ell a warning for fathers. "The white flower
blossomed on the dunghill."

Pray: For the boys in "upper teens'' who are be
ginning to grapple problems affecting their life work.

Tues., 9. Vs. 1. And Samuel ministered
unto the Lord before Ell. Read Ps. 1.
OATS—OR WILD OATS. Samuel is the expo

nent of a life of godly consistency from the
cradle to his coronation. I know all about the
reclamation and subsequent power of Saul, 1

know all about the great party for the returned
prodigal. I also know the shame that struck
through Saul's great soul as the fall of the
slaughtered Christians came up before him. I
know too how the prodigal hung his head as he
thought of harlots and hogs which had been
his companions. Away with this rubbish that
a young man must have his fling—he is flinging
away the priceless Jewel of purity. "A man
must sow his wild oats," so they say. God pity
him when he goes to gather them. I have stood
by many a bedside and seen the sorrowful
harvest gathered. There is a peculiar charm
about starting right and staying right. The life
of a giant. If we were bigger we would be
better. Any spineless microbe can be mean.

Pray: That the Association may give thanks as
never before, for the wonderful victories in our
Foreign Work, notably in the Chinese Evangelistic
Campaign.

Wed., 10. Vs. 2-3. And It came to pass at
that time when Ell was laid down in his
place, and his eyes began to wax dim, that
he could not see. And Samuel was laid
down to sleep. Read Luke 15:11-32.
OTHER PEOPLE'S SONS. Where were Eli's

own sons during this time, when the old man
needed them so sadly? It was their business to
be there tending the temple. They were off
somewhere rioting and leaving the sacred duties
to some one else. It is a sad thing when a father
has to go outside of his own family to find a
spirit more congenial than his own flesh. In a
day old Eli had come to look upon this lad as
more to be counted on than those young rakes
he had raised. That parental laxity which does
not correct a child is In reality a lack of love.
It is not kindness to refuse to restrain a child,
it is a criminality which brings Its own curse.
Eli's easygoing tolerance was responsible for a
revolution which shook Israel to its foundations.
Anarchists are raised in a nursery. Here is a
nation plunged in grief because of parental
neglect. Still, no scallawag need hide behind
his parent's skirts after he is old enough to
know better. Hophni and Phineas sowed the
wind and reaped the whirlwind.

Pray: That the way may be opened to organise an
Association and erect a building at Butte, Montana,
where the need is tremendous.

Thurs., 11. Vs. 4. The Lord called Sam
uel: and he answered, Here am I. Read
Jer. 1:4-12.

GOD TALKS TO MEN. The romantic days
when God talked to men are looked upon as the
privileged past, while we live in the common
place present. If God were done speaking, I
would have done serving. The very basis of our
religion is that of a God of continuous revelation.
Here In this Book Is a whole library which came
from his lips by the way of the Spirit. God
has said things to me through other men.
through religious literature. I have heard his
voice both in the thunders and whispers of
conscience. Most eloquently has he plead with
me through his great picture book of nature.
Providence, as I see it about me Is God speaking
to me. Above the roar of the cannon and crack
of rifle, and cry of wounded and sigh of widow.
I hear God say, "Thou shalt not kill." Above
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the Babel of European nations, each clamoring,
"We are not to blame," I can hear nlm say,
"Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself." The
Lord ceaselessly entreats, the trouble Is our
ears are so dull, or they are so filled with the
din of the streets that we are as stolid as stones.
Never mind about bygone years—pray for open

ears.

Pray: For those whose possessions have been swept
away by the war, those who have been deprived of
the means of livelihood, and those whose hearts and
homes are destitute, that the God of all Grace and
Consolation will comfort and provide for them.

Frl., 12. Vt. 8. And the Lord called
Samuel again the third time. And he
arose and went to Ell, and said. Here am
I, for thou didst call me. And Ell per
ceived that the Lord had called the child.

Read Eph. 4:1-16.
A CALL, TO CHILD STUDY. Teacher, this

brings you face to face with the tremendous
truth that you are to interpret the voice of
God in the soul of the child. The sublimity and

the responsibility of the task is enough to stag
ger the stoutest heart. The most delicate task
in the world is that of interpreting and directing
child life. The parents of Samuel laid the foun
dation, Eli built on it. To give a fair account
to God for your soul stewardship you must know
Go." yourself, you must know the child, you
must know how to lead the child to HIM. Study
your class, watch eagerly for the Spirit's mov-
ings; seize upon It and say, Jesus Christ is
talking to you. Tour own experience with God
should be your best guide In the matter. If
you have never had one, don't presume to point
the way to others. Get an experience—and get
it quick. If the blind lead the blind they both
fall into the ditch. I know of no joy equal to
that of leading another into the presence of
my Master and seeing them get acquainted.

Pray: That in reviewing the life of Lincoln, the

American people may be led to emulate his rugged

virtues.

Sat., 13. Vs. 10. And the Lord came and
stood, and called as at other times, Sam
uel, Samuel. Then Samuel answered,
Speak, for thy servant heareth. Read Ez.

2:1-10.
THE LISTENING EAR. God wonderfully

adapts his revelations as his disciples advance.
Samuel heard before, now there is an unmis
takable vision before his Inward eye. The sim
plicity and trustful transparency of the child's
life saves him from fright at God's appearance.
Perfect love casteth out all fear. The supplica

tion for further light is never Ignored by the
Spirit. The open ear of the servant la the
reason for the open lips of the Lord. It Is mas
querading mockery to ask Jesus Christ what we
are to do next when the past is absolutely lit
tered with things left undone. That prompt
obedience which the child had shown old Ell
was the prophecy of a like obedience which
would be transferred to God. Tell me what to
do. and I will do the best I can. God will always
speak to such souls. It was a long, strange road
Samuel started on—what mattered it, God was
guide, so the going would be all right. At the
end of the wav there is glory and honor.—FOR

WARD MARCH.

Pray: For the wives of Employed Officers who are

often denied a normal home life.

Sun., 14. Vs. 20. And all Israel from Dan
even to Beersheba knew that Samuel was
established to be a prophet of the Lord.

Read Ezk. 33:1-9.
SURRENDERING THE SCEPTRE. When Ell

gave that definite instruction to Samuel he knew
that his own days were numbered. There must
have been a pang in his heart as he discovered
that leadership was to be surrendered to other
hands. It is not an easy matter for an older
man to realize that he is being set aside for a
younger. It was not easy to find that God had
been calling a child rather than the ordained
priest. It is no simple matter to stand aside and
surrender an office we have held for years. To
the everlasting credit of Ell whatever he felt

he conceded it, and In the most magnanimous
manner helped transfer the honor to other
shoulders. He did not try to persuade the child
that he was the victim of deluded dreams and
that he was seeing things at night. However it
hurt—he was honest. Ihere are some men who
act like the devil if some one is appointed to
succeed them as third assistant chimney sweep.
Eli steps down—the way he does it makes him

STEP HIGHER.

Pray: That the evangelisation of the world in this
generation may become the dominating purpose of the

Church,

THE DEATH OF ELI AND HIS SONS

—Lesson Feb. 21, I Sam'l 4:1-1S.
Mon„ 15. Vs. 2. And the Philistines put
themselves In array against Israel: and
when they Joined battle, Israel was smit
ten before the Philistines: and they slew
of the army In the field about four thou

sand men. Read the lesson.
THE HOUR OF RETRIBUTION. The prophe

sied time has come. Israel had sown the wind
and the whirlwind harvest was ripe for the
reapers. God uses the Philistines to inflict the
punishment. Palestine gets its name from these "
immigrant Egyptians. The lesson is a sad

page In Israel's history; it marks national de
feat, the capture of the ark of the Lord, the
death of the renegade religious leaders, the trag
ic end of the pious old weakling—Eli. The In
evitable result of iniquity. God moves slowly
but surely. His word is TEA AND AMEN.
His very patience is the eause of much of our
presumption. A man does wrong, and because
the consequences do not meet him at the next
corner, he chuckles and thinks, "I got away with
it that time." Poor fool, how pale he would turn
if he could see a bit further into the future.
"As a man soweth—that shall he also reap."

Pray: For the movement among older boys in
Canada in which the Associations are co-operating with

Sunday-School agencies.

Tues., 16. Vs. 3. And when the people
of Israel were come unto the camp, the
elders of Israel said, "Wherefore hath the
Lord smitten us today before the Philis
tines. Read I Sam'l 2:12-17.
LOOKING FOR THE TROUBLE. When these

calamities came they were wise to look for the
cause. They had sense enough to know that
things are connected in God's Kingdom. This
happens because we did that. But they did what
poor sinning humanity has always do-, e since
Eden—they looked everywhere but the right
place. We blame everything for our failure
but the right thing. A drunk Just told me the
reason he lost his job was because the foreman
was Jealous of him. Another man was ousted
Just to make a place for a kinsman of the boss—
I happen to know he lost his job from pure cus-
sedness and crookedness. Israel came to the
conclusion they lost the battle because they
didn't have the ark. Had they been honest
they would have said, "It Is because of eur
rotten moral apostacy from God." When you
hunt for the real trouble, start under your hat.

Pray: Thai the Associations which did not co-oper
ate in the Foreign Work last year, may repent of their
telfishness and resolve to do their duty this year.

Wed. 17. Vs. 3. Let us fetch the ark of
the covenant of the Lord out of Shlloh with
us. that when It cometh among us. It may
save us out of the hand of our enemies.
Read I Sam'l 2:27-36.
MAKING A CONVENIENCE OF RELIGION.

The ark was a symbol of the Divine Presence.
They thought God would not let them be beaten
If they had that gold-covered box In their midst.
Get the box—God will do the rest. "That it may
save us"—there you have the expression of con
summate selfishness. We will do without the
symbol Just as long as possible, then when we
get In a tight place we will put In a hurry call
and everything will be O. K. The Inspiration
and glory fades from the most sacred ordinances
when used as a mere convenience. What a
farce to find folks suddenly turning pious In a
panic. A smallpox epidemic or an earthquake
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would pack the churches. God is not to be
mocked by frenzied formalities. The ark of the
Lord will do no good without the Lord of the

ark.

Pray: For the secretaries in the Kocky Mountain
States who are working under most trying conditions,
and who miss the fellowship and privileges enjoyed by

the men in more populous states.

Thurs. 18. Vs. 4. So the people sent to
Snlloh, that they might bring from there
the ark of the covenant of the Lord of
hosts, which dwelleth between the cheru
bim: and the two sons of Ell, Hophnl and
Phlnehas, were there with the ark of the
covenant of God. Read Acts 17:22-34.
THE POWERLESS SYMBOL. What was this

ark? A chest made of wood, 54 inches long,
30 inches broad, 30 inches deep. It was overlaid
with pure gold. On the lid, which was called the
mercy seat, were two golden cherubim, one at
either end, facing each other, and covering the
mercy seat with extended wings. At the mercy
seat, the lid of this box—-God promised to meet
MoBes. Hence God is said to dwell between the
Cherubim. Inside the box were the two tablets
of stone on which God had written the Ten
Commandments. It. might have meant so much
to Israel if they had not lost all it stood for.
Without the spiritual significance, an empty
drygoods box would have done as well in battle.
Superstition is so easy for us to fall into. Relig
ious regularity will never redeem man. You
have a family altar—good, if it glows with a
holy Are. If the fire has gone out you have a
fetich. A Bible on the center table doesn't
convert the marble top. Attending communion
once a quarter or on the first of the month
maybe only—for good luck. There is no good
luck outside of good living. God for sickness—

golf for health, will not work.

Pray: For the soldiers who for two years have been
away from their regular posts and are still encamped

in Texas.

Frl. 19. V*. 5. And when the ark of the
covenant of the Lord came Into camp, all
Israel shouted with a great shout, so that
the earth rang again. Read Ez. 18:10-20.
A CHEAP SUBSTITUTE. When the ark

came back those old hypocrites shouted like
they had done something. Thev felt like a man
who has been to church for the first time In a

quarter of a century and dropped In a dime.
The old scoundrel can fairly feel his wings

sprouting—he is that pleased with himself. Say,
it is easier to shout than to quit sinning. Some
times the cross is put on the church steeple, and
that Is as near as It gets to the shoulders of the
congregation. But as long as It is up there on
the roof, or ornamenting a necklace or a watch-
fob, we can leel safe. We yell, 'Rah, for our
Religious liberty—our church—our Bible—our

Christian Sabbath. Do you think God is going
to take sides for us lust because we have
these things In our midst. Neglect them, and
vou can write "NEHUSHTAN"—a piece of
brass (2 Kings 18:4) over them. God will de
fend the RIGHT If you put a cathedral on every
corner. Shout—but shout at the right place,

I. e., when you know God Is with you.

Pray: For the Boys' Conference of Mass. and R. /.,
convening at Pawtucket today, that a host of boys may
turn to the Lord, and in his strength resolve' to go

forward.

Sat. 20. Vs. 13. All the city cried out.

Read Ez. 18:21-32.
MORE SENTIMENT. I cannot follow the ark

>f the Lord In the hands of the enemy. They
had pluck enough to take It—but were only
too glad to get rid of It. I'm after church folks
now. Listen to the calamity howlers—Alas for
the ark of the Lord. They didn't raise any rum
pus when they lost their religion. "They have
captured the ark—" Well! don't sit there and
sob—start something. Tears never took a

citadel, blubbering never won a battle. "Re
ligion Is at a low ebb in the church": after cry
ing over It some feel that they have had a fight
for lost faith. You have to beat the Devil with
sterner stuff than sobs. We cannot propagate

religion by loud regrets. Get right with God—
then go after the Philistines to a finish. Put
up your handkerchief—you need a howitzer.

Pray: That the stress of harder times may teach us
not only the lesson of patience and faith, but of wise
economy, conservation of time, energy and resources.

Sun. 21. Vs. 18. And he iudged Israel
forty years. Read Ps. 16:1-11.
AN EMPTY EPITAPH. He was a judge for

forty years—that will do—draw the curtain.
What had Eli to show for his term of office?
1 think that little statement at the top of the
reading is a paragraph full of pathos. It is
enough to make any man pause. Forty years;
what did he do with them? He left his nation
under foreign dominion, his people estranged
from God, his two scallawags of unrestrained
sons dying in disgrace, he himself dying of
a broken heart. Forty years in a position of
honor—powerless to wield it for heaven. He
was a good man at heart, but negative good
ness is not enough. It is an indictment against
a man to sav he's HARMLESS—when hell is so
busy. BORN—MA RRIED—DIED is about all
you can say of some you know who have used
up so much atmosphere for a number of years.
Simple, but shameful.

Pray: That all hindrances to the answer to Christ's
prayer for the unity of the Church may be speedily

removed.

Mon. 22. Vs. 18. And he Iudged Israel
forty years. Read Ps. 1.
GEORGE WASHINGTON. Here you have by

contrast this man of faith and force, whose
birthday we celebrate today, and who left such
a broad mark upon history. At all times he
relied on God, and fought on. Friend Potts was
near the camp at Valley Forge and he heard
an earnest voice. Going closer he found It to
come from the Father of our Country, who was
on his knees; his cheeks were wet with tears.
He was praying God for help and guidance.
His strength lay in his supplications and their
answer. Potts went home and told his wife—
"George Washington will succeed, America will
secure her independence—I've heard him pray."
Realize your creed in thought, prove It In ex
perience, illustrate it in character, obey It If
the heavens fall.

Pray: That many men possessed by Washington's
ideals may be raised up to fill high places in the
State and Nation.

SAMUEL, THE VICTORIOUS LEADER

Lesson—Feb. 28. 1 Sam'l 7:3-17.
Tues. 23. Vs. 3. And Samuel spake unto
all the house of Israel. Read the lesson.

STUDY SAMUEL Study this man—saturate
yourself with his spirit—learn the secret of his
success—try to duplicate some of the big things
he did. ' He Is the connecting link between the
judges and the kings. He Is the last of the
judges and the first of the long line of prophets
who checked the golden career of kings. He
was a circuit Judge, with headquarters at Ra
man. He established a theological seminary at
Ramah. He was a great reformer and organizer
of the prophetic order. His keen insight pen
etrated to the roots of their miserable condition,
and as prophet-judge he charged the house of
Israel with having strayed from God. He had

force of will and character to call a halt to their
moral degeneracy, and swing a nation back to
God. His policy was peace. Idolatry was
banished, order restored, and the nation con
solidated. Lost property was restored, national
prosperity and political Independence followed.
He led the people through two revolutions, one
nolitlcal, one religious. He established the
rights of classes and masses. Private property
was safe, and public burdens were borne by a
prosperous neople. His home was the center of

religious Influence, He ruled by virtue of what
he was. His was an administration on which
the Almighty smiled. This is a bare outline
of what one brave, godly man can do. His
shoulders could have never stood the strain had
there not been underneath him the EVERLAST

ING ARMS.
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Pray: For those who by nature of their occupations

arc obliged to labor on Sunday.

Wed. 24. Vs. 3. If ye do return unto the
Lord with all your hearts, then put away
the strange gods and Ashtaroth from
among you, and prepare your hearts unto
the Lord, and serve him only: and he will
deliver you out of the hands of the Phil
istines. Read Ps. 123, 124.
SETTING UP A REVIVAL. The sage and

saint knew what lay back of a genuine revival,
and went at it. The centuries have never im
proved the plan. We can have similar results
any time we get ready—to fulfill the same re
quirements. Any other method simply means a
PROTRACTED MEETING. Try this plan: 1.
Get rid of your false gods. 2. Clean out your
hearts. 3. Pour out the water of penitence.
4. Denv yourself. 5. Confess and renounce your
sins. Then watch the Spirit of God sweep over
a community. Have, no part in any proposed
revival which does not follow this programme.
Penitence—prayer—power. Samuel knew.

Pray: Fur evangelistic campaigns now being con
ducted by Chapman. Heidcrwolf . Sunday, Drum and
many other evangelists, that in them the old Gospel

may demonstrate its saving power.

Thurs. 25. Vs. 5. And Samuel said, Gather
all Israel to Mlzpeh, and I wll pray for you

unto the Lord. Read Ps. 62.

THE ALMIGHTY ALLY. Samuel knew an
other battle spelled another beating unless Is

rael was reinforced. He knew also where to
go for an unconquerable ally—he went straight
to God. The men who have been most suc
cessful in this world's warfare have been the
men who advanced on their knees. Bishop As-
bury used to get up at 4 o'clock to get a good
prayer start- John Welsh, that great Scottish
cyclone, used to pray for eight hours. Barnard
lived In an atmosphere of prayer. A prayerless
people is a powerless people. Not many days
ago I attended a magnificent funeral. Great
lines of hacks, costly casket—flower covered,
rich and artistic music, elaborate and well-read
ritual—there was everything there but LIFE.
It was like the church in which the service was
held. The architecture was perfect, all the ap
pointments elaborate, the officials leading men
of the community, the congregation pre-emi
nently respectable, but as far as influence for
God was concerned—a poor dead thing. Give

me a cattle stable with Christ in it, rather than

a cathedral without him.

Pray: For the Volunteer Worker who is in danger
of being oz'erlooked in these days of specialisation,
that he may increase in number and efficiency.

Frl. 26. Vs. 8. And the children of Israel
said unto Samuel, Cease not to cry unto
the Lord our God for us, that he will save

us out of the hand of the Philistines. Read

Ps. 116.

A FRIEND IN COURT. Israel knew that
Samuel had the ear of Jehovah, and they begged
him—don't quit praying for us. Samuel was not
selfish and he was only too glad to keep it up.
Do you pray for your class—does your class
know it? Teacher, do you know the spiritual
struggles of your scholars? Do you know their
temperaments and peculiar temptations? Do
you know what they are up against? By a sanc
tified imagination can you get under their bur
dens? Just try this unselfish supplication and
watch the blessings begin to flow from the
Merc Seat. Will you Join this league? "I
promise to engage In prayer every Sunday morn
ing, on behalf of the World's Sunday Schools,
and definitely for my own class, school and

church." If you do just SIGN HERE.

NAME

Pray: That Association Mis may not only add
largely to its subscription list as a result of 'R\ght-of-
Way Week " Feb. 7-14. but that its influence for good
may be widely extended through these thousands of

new readers.

Sat. 27. Vs. 12. Then Samuel took a stone
and set It between Mlzpah and Shen, and
called the name of It Ebenezer, saying,
Hitherto hath the Lord helped us. Read

Ps. 70.

A NEW STORY ON THE OLD SPOT. Watch
ing Samuel dedicate that stone to the victory
which God had given, I see the ground looks
familiar, this is the same spot on which they
had suffered defeat before. I like the idea.
Revolutionize those old stamping grounds of sin.
A sanctuary looks good at the place we used
to lose battles. There was a bunch of rough
necks in Scranton before Billy Sunday came.
They had a house, conducted as an annex of
hell. They had a bar, cock fights in the base
ment, cards in the balance of the house. The

whole crowd hit the trail. They went back to
the battle ground and made it look like Louvain
They ripped out the bar and sawed it up into
souvenirs—they rearranged the whole place.
Now it is a kind of headquarters for Pente
costal power. On the window one reads.
"SAVED TO SERVE." Just another way of
doing what Samuel did on the scene of the
old defeat, raising a stone and writing EBEN
EZER—THE LORD HELPED.

Pray: That the New Jersey State Convention meet
ing in New Brunswick may arouse the city to a reali
zation of its. responsibilities for its young men.

Sun. 28. Vs. 15. And Samuel judged Israel
all the days of his life. Read 1 Sam'l
12:13-25.

SUCCESSORS OF SAMUEL. Thinking of this
glorious career I am reminded that God's work
is continuous. The race of Samuel's has played
out. During the reign of Alexander VI, SAVON
AROLA commenced preaching In Florence, In
1495. The city was shaken as if in the grip of
a mighty, moral earthquake. Women threw aside
their Jewelry and became filled with humanity
and modesty. Licentious young roues became

deeply religious. Hymns took the place of sa
lacious songs. Bankers and business men re
stored ill gains. Churches were packed with
praying people. The poor were ministered to.
A marvelous awakening produced by the faith
ful preaching of a man true to his Master—
rebuking sin and pointing the way of salvation.
God will never leave his world without a witness

through whom He can work.

Pray: That the Church in the Mission field may be
filled with the evangelistic spirit.

What to Do This Month

For generations men have not thought as
seriously about religion as they do to-day.

The war, the business depression, the sudden
and terrible disasters which befall men (this

morning's paper tells of an earthquake in which
towns were wiped out and thousands of people
instantly killed) all this has made men think
seriously about the future—about eternity.

At Newark we have a beautiful auditorium,

but for some reason or other the men will not
come to our meetings when they are held in the
Association building, so we hold them where
the men will attend. So we recently tried a
moving picture house with a seating capacity
of a thousand, this we get for a reasonable
rental. Charles R. Drum, the evangelist, has
Just spent a week with us with gratifying re
sults.

So I say. if your methods fall to reach the
men you are after, change your methods, adapt
them to their needs, follow the great principle
that Paul laid down "all things to all men,"
with the hope of saving some.

If the Associations will work along the same
lines the winter of 1915 will go down as one of
the greatest In religious efforts in Association
history.

HENftY A COZZENS.
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Book Briefs

Life of Henry Orummond. By George Adam
Smith. Association Press. Cloth. 534 pages.

J1.00 net.
I do not know why this volume has not been

previously referred to in this Book Page; per
haps because we had an idea that every one who
naturally would read this page had already
become familiar with this really great biog
raphy. But I was talking recently with one
of our secretaries, and one supposedly well in
formed, who did not seem to know that such

a book was in existence.
Everything which comes from the pen of Dr.

George Adam Smith is worth looking at; most
of that which comes from him is worth re
peated reading. In the Life of Henry Drum-
mond he has evidently performed a labor of
love. The .marks of personal affection are con
stantly seen. Dr. Smith has made no effort here
save to bring to us the man Henry Drummona,
and to let his life speak for itself. This It does,
with no uncertain tone. The very beginning of
the first chapter whets the appetite for more!
We see him at school and college, and In his

later preparation for the ministry. The chapter
upon The Great Mission describes the contact
of Henry Drummond with two men, one of
whom especially was to have an influence upon

his life which lasted as long as life itself. "To
quote their bills, one of them preached, and the
other sang, the gospel. The singer was the
younger of the two, thirty-four years of age,
with a strong baritone voice, and he sang sit
ting at an American organ, upon which he ac
companied himself. The one who preached was
about thirty-seven, short, thick-set, with a
heavy jaw and a strong American accent. Their
names were American, with the usual middle
initial—Dwight L. Moody the preacher, and Ira
D Sankey the singer." A part of the tremendous
debt under which Mr. Moody has placed this
continent is the fact that largely through him
it was that America came personally to know
Henry Drummond. In some way Henry Drum
mond was drawn into that great evangelistic
movement in Scotland, where the flame of re
vival caught and spread north, south, east, and
west- Never In after years was he the same
as before ne touched the life of Dwight L.
Moody. And it may be said with equal truth
that never again was Dwight L. Moody the
same as before he touched the life of Henry
Drummond. for Moody came to love Drummond
as his own son.

But we must not go on with our reference to
this remarkable biography of a singularly
sweet and powerful life. We have word pictures
of Drummond as a professor of theology, his
relation to students in Edinburgh and else
where in Great Britain, and in America. His
work among students took him as far as
Australia, and everywhere the power of his per
sonality and his teaching was marked.

A great radiant personality was this. Only
forty-four years of earthly life, but, like his
Master, it was not length of life so much as
quality of life, which counted. Some of us came
into personal contact with him in our own
young manhood. Some of us were students,
who in student conferences and elsewhere were
privileged to see his face and to hear his voice.
Others can only know him through the per
sonal testimony of those who themselves have
come personally into touch with him, or through
the printed page. In the biography of him by
George Adam Smith, one can feel something of
the vital, throbbing life of a map whose influ
ence will never die.

History of the Hebrews. By Dr. Frank Knight
Sanders. Scribners. Cloth. 367 pages. $1.00.
This fine volume is the latest contribution of

its gifted author to the realm of Biblical litera
ture. Tt Is both a readable book for the library
and a text book for the school. Dr. Sanders Is
both a teacher and a master of terse and telling
literary style. Besides these he Is a close and
accurate student and thoroughly Informed in
his chosen specialty of Biblical history and lit
erature. He believes that there is place for

a "compact, comprehensive outline of Biblical
history and literature, simple enough in lta
expression and execution to hold the attention
of the growing mind, and yet complete enough
to meet the reasonable needs of any mind."
Such a work he has produced, and we are all

In his debt for it. He aims at the "teaching
of history from the beginning in terms of re
ligious experience, and the teaching of religion
with a full recognition of its historical de
velopment." He has done the thing which he
aimed to do and done it with skill and power.

After the brief Introductory Studies come the
divisions of the history of the Hebrews, thus:
The Childhood of the Hebrew People; the Ado
lescent or Growing Age of Israel's Development,
the Age of Ripening Maturity, the Age of Mental
and Spiritual Productivity, the Age of Fixed
Convictions. Each part is subdivided clearly

and suggestively. Tbere are questions for the
student or the thoughtful reader upon specifk-
portions of the Scriptures used in the historical
portrayal, and extended lists of questions for
review at the end of each main division. More
than twenty maps and charts are introduced.
A concise outline of Hebrew history and a
bibliography with detaMed Information as to the
use of it in the volume are appended.
Let Dr. Sanders himself close this reference to

his notable work: "The more thoroughly the
Old Testament Is studied, the greater Is the
respect of the student for It . . . Interpreted
historically, In full sympathy with the conditions
which influenced it. it is increasingly to the faith
ful student a revelation of the very heart: of
God and of His gracious purpose to promote the
task of proclaiming His goodnes and love to the
world until all mankind shall bow at His feet."

Annual Survey of Religious Work. By Fred S.
Goodman, compiler and editor. Paper. 92
pages. Association Press. Single copies, 35
cents; in quantities, 25 cents each.
This little book is an annual contribution to

the literature of the Association from the dis
criminating discernment and patient labor of
Mr. Goodman of the Religious Work Department.
It is issued In the name of the Department.,
but the work is his. Year by year he questions
whether he would be justified in omitting it,
and year by year he is answered in the negative.

We could hardly do without it, so long as he
Is willing to continue. The present volume is
most encouraging in its portrayal. It Is divided
into eleven chapters, Introduction, Training
Leaders. Organization-Finances, Bible Study and
Religious Education, Community Extension,
Men's Meetings, Boys' Meetings. General Sum
mary-Spiritual Results, Religious Work In the
Army and Navy. Foreign Extension, Compre
hensive Summary. The statistics, of course,
are gleaned from reports which appear in the
Year Book. The leading statement is this: "The
Associations of North America are making
steady advances, not alone In property, equip
ment, and membership, but in religious effi

ciency." The list of recent publications of As
sociation Press will surprise some by Its length
and contents. The Press Is rendering a service
which we do not always realize. The summary
of benefits to be derived from attendance at
the Summer Schools should help to send some
employed officers thither who have not been
using these advantages, and should stir some
Boards of Directors to make such attendance
possible. The Bible Study Section, with Its
careful tables, tells a revealing story. The
chapter on "Community Extension" indicates
that we are not wholly unmindful of the "man
outside." The "outlook" on page 70 Is hopeful,
but farthest from boastful. The Army and
Navv and the Foreign Work are set forth In

terms which clarify and cheer. All In all. no
man of us can he without the "Survey." In
justice to himself, and many bevond our ranks
would gain a new point of view hv the studv

of it.
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Current News and Comment

Pith and Point of Association News in Paragraphs

News Notes for March Required by Feb. 13.

The honor rolls and the cup com

petition for County Work men

are quickening the enthusiasm of

not a few of the secretaries. Ex

aminations are offered in nearly

thirty Association courses, and

a beautiful engraved certificate

is presented to all passing the

standard tests.

Four Father and Son banquets,

one addressed by Mr. Taft, are

February features at Utlca.

which also provides three indus

trial receptions for shop men and

the observance of Moody, and the

New American Sundays. The

membership is biggest, financial

condition best and the men's

meeting commanded wide atten

tion and a rousing crowd New

Tear's.

C. B. Willis writes: "We have

2,425 members in the Insurance

Alliance to-day. No deaths

among our members since Au

gust. What a healthy lot wa

are! And yet, if two or three

deaths should occur near to

gether, some men would say

(have said to me before now),

"What a lot of assessments we

have."

Two Theater Meetings are go

ing at Birmingham, Ala., and an

other will be soon. Finances are

going hard. Sixty men are study

ing Spanish, some of whom are

prominent lawyers. A new moral

wave has struck the state.

A Whistling Choir Is more than

a novelty. It does good service,

as at Macon, Ga.

Dinners to 1,000 Men were given

by the Bowery Branch, N. T.,

on Christmas day, at the cost of

banker Clarkson.

Robert Weldensall, the veteran,

writes: "I am clearing the decks

as fast as I can for my last

work." He adds, "I am as

anxious to get to It as a young

man to his first work." Although

his eyesight Is growing dim he

says: "The Lord Is very good to

me; the older I get the easier It

Is to trust Him. While many are

troubled about me, my life Is a

very peaceful one. I room In the

Omaha building. (Omaha has

been his home Association)."

Special Temptations attack the

college boys on holidays. So

Lynchburg has for three years

by correspondence ahead worked

up a team of basketball players

to represent each college. They

play every afternoon In the

building. The high school club

Is tying up graduates for Chris

tian service as Bible class teach

ers successfully.

"The Outlook for 1915 is very

much brighter," writes a South

ern secretary, "because it will

require more faith In God and

harder work to meet the financial

need, but we believe men and

boys will be more readily and

deeply reached."

The New Folder on Interna

tional Bible Study Examinations,

which has already gone out, calls

attention to the annual period

when these examinations are

held—April 18th-24th. 1914 made

a new record, the number of

Bible students participating hav

ing been over 4,000. The pros

pects are for a still greater num

ber this year. This well tested
method of stimulating interest in

personal Bible study ought to be

nsed by many more Associations.

Courses for Unemployed are

put on In Brooklyn. They in

clude sign painting, plan reading,

estimating, and motion picture

operating. An expert gives

lectures on money earning oppor

tunities.

President Wilson's Speech, pub

lished in December, so Impressed

a San Raphael college professor

that on his recommendation the

daily paper reprinted It In full,

and It was read to all his stu

dents.

California Men report many

hotels and trains already booked

full for the Exposition. There

are 400 conventions and confer

ences arranged in the period.

An Extra Foreigners' Work

Budget of $3,000 has been raised

yearly for three years at Rome.

N. T. When 85 men started to

get $3,000 they raised $4,000 for

current expenses. Certainly $7,000

raised on a budget of $11,500 in

a town of 22.000 looks as if the

Association was serving men

more than selling privileges.

Lyman L. Pierce in retiring

from the metropolitan secretary

ship at Pittsburgh, after six

years, was tendered a banquet at

the Fort Pitt. The Pittsburgh

Press, speaking editorially, says,

"The Association as a never fail

ing help to young men of the

community has gone forward

with a hopefulness and an en

ergy unequalled in Its previous

career. Branches have Increased

to thirteen, all comfortably

housed. The Association has

broadened Its appeal, and an

nual contributions have Increased

from $18,000, to $55,000." And

adds, "Mr. Pierce has not

done all this, but it has been

done under his big and inspiring

leadership."

To Western Subscribers—If

this issue falls to reach you on

or before February 1st please

notify us by early mail stating

the date and hour of receipt.
By the custom of the postoffice

department Association Men is

sent by freight a large part or

the way west of Buffalo, but the

postoffice expects that not more

than ten days wiU elapse from

mailing to receipt at the most

distant points.

A Training Center for secre

taries of Greater New York is

maintained in which 45 employees

meet one morning each week, an

hour for Bible study under Dr.

Merrill, one hour for technical

discussion by a leader of national

experience, and one hour for con

ference. Each man follows the

prescribed Eastern Summer

School reading course. There

are two terms of ten weeks each.

T. B. Penfleld Is secretary.

Although '"Hard Times" have

been grinding the Associations of

the Northwest, especially in Can

ada, a feeling of depth of Interest

and sympathy from business men

is more noticeable than in pros

perous seasons. The Associations

are putting on larger programs

in the building, and the member

ship has been holding up well.

Here's the Way a secretary
past fifty keeps himself In fine

fettle. He writes the editor ex

cusing a pencil scrawl for he is

about to run Into the country,

where there are several coveys

of quail "nailed down." This

year he has bagged 86 quail and

23 rabbits and now he Is think

ing of trout fishing and wants us

to go along.

It Looked Like just an inci

dental thing for a friend to send

his pastor a copy of Association

Men, but he noted a review In it

of The Manhood of the Master,

and saw in that Just what the

older boys in his congregation

needed, and ordered one for each.

Tt would be a very poor issue if

it did not contain some practical

suggestion for any and all men

engaged in Christian service.

Double-deck Beds are becom

ing the choice, many Associations

refurnishing their rooms In order

to provide space for young men

at a moderate price, and the

young men like it. This has been

done at Atlanta, Ga., and other

points with satisfaction.

The January Review edition of

55,000 has already gone out. A

small extra edition of a few

thousand copies was printed to

meet a February demand sure to

come in from distant points or

"on second thought." If you

want extra copies write quickly

and send check of five dollars a

hundred, expressage collect.
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Florida is flooded with men

out of work. The Associations are

embarrassed in trying to aid

them.
Torpedos, Mines and Sub

marines, discussed by a naval

recruiting officer, made a hit in

Chattanooga.

The State Aquatic meet of In

diana follows that of the em

ployed officers April 16-16.

That "panicky feeling" among

Association leaders is gradually

disappearing, writes a Central

Western secretary. The impres

sion is that the Eastern Associa

tions have suffered more than the

West.
Men of the Flndlay Association

found 75 families in need. Co

operating with the charities the

men visited each home of need

with food and presents—and some

think the men got the best of It.

A. M. Bruner had a big part

In launching meetings in ten

shops in Canton, Ohio, averaging

400 a week. He spoke to 1.800 In

one week at Louisville, with a

chorus of forty assisting.

The War Tax on billiards does

not apply to "clubs and Associa

tions open only to members," ac

cording to the ruling of the New

York office of the Treasury De

partment.
In Industrial Communities, pub

lic schools, county fairs, all sorts

of groups and clubs and organi

zations near the city of Spartan

burg, S. C, are reached with

lectures, moving pictures and

special programs. Evangelism

stressed in the men's meeting

brings constant conversions.

There are five Bible classes. The

membership is reaching toward

800.
The Best Citizens of Dallas

(150) were at a banquet to wel

come W. A. Scott back to Dallas

—a representative of the mayor,

the Chamber of Commerce and

the pastors. Dr. Barbour rounded

out with a talk on Association

Ideals.
"Chlmmie McFadden" is the

name a discredited man has been

working under in the West as a

lecturer and speaker at churches.

Browned of Chrlstchurch, New

Zealand, thanks secretaries for

samples and letters. He wants

more, "but please prepay foreign

postage." He uses a hundred

copies of Association Men for

educational purposes each month.

Eastern Associations have ren

dered great service to Far West

ern Associations by telling of the

going to those sections of live

workers. A case in point is F.

E. Sickles, a former Buffalo direc

tor. He was asked to speak at

the state convention held soon

after his arrival at North

Yakima, and has since rendered

most valuable service for the

local Association. Pacific coast

men appreciate information con

cerning such men.

Arizona, New Mexico, and

Western Texas have formed an

Interstate committee. The presi

dent, Von Kleinsmid, of the Uni

versity of Arizona, is chairman

and W. H. Day interstate secre'

tary.

Dr. Cadman is drawing audi

ences of more than a thousand

every Sunday at Bedford Branch.

Brooklyn.

Fred Goodman takes a peculiar

satisfaction in that his second son

(Livingstone) has become a

secretary at Detroit.

Pasadena has secured over $7,-

000 special gifts to clean up def

icits. Educational classes and

Sunday meetings and social work

fine. Christmas celebration

brought 1,500 people to the Asso

ciation grounds, the municipal

band playing in the evening.

Explanation Needed.—A lawyer

writes in renewing his subscrip

tion: "I could not do without

your splendid magazine. It also

has a quieting influence on my

boy of seventeen"—used as a

slipper, a sedative or absorbent?

"Hire a Man," that is the shib

boleth Cleveland employment de

partment is sounding out to help

unemployed men to jobs—any

kind of a job to be done Now.

The Dally Notes have not lost

their force and favor. Here is a

letter from a New York broker:

"I enjoy the daily comments on

the Bible lessons. I would no

more think of missing my break

fast than I would of missing the

stirring and helpful notes each

morning, and have found them to

be a source of great inspiration

and helpfulness. I marvel at

times at the wealth of truth that

Dr. Bull can get out of what

seems to be a very ordinary pas

sage and I thank God for him and

for the stirring messages that he

is giving to the young manhood

of our country."

The Llvest Thing in Savannah,

Ga., is the Rotary Club, as It is

in many other cities. This body

of boosters gave an entire eve

ning to the Association's program

and service. The secretary saw

that each man had a copy of the

January Review, a copy of Presi

dent Wilson's Pittsburgh speech

and the winter schedules.

All Nations' Night at Derby.

Conn., was a hummer, bringing

together 160 men born under the

British flag. An Italian night

followed, then a Bohemian and

Slavic, with committees of the

members making the program of

music and a play. The season

will close with an American

night. The town is stirred over

it. Over a hundred men of

foreign birth are in classes.

. Sears - Roebuck Department,

Chicago, has proved that it can

run formal class work, special

athletic activities and extension

work side by side. It has doubled

its income on bowling alleys by

organizing two Inter-Department

Leagues and a Church League.

Six big firms have indoor baseball

teams, bringing in a new indus

trial group. An Inter-Church

Basketball League brings In all

important churches. The day

school doubled its roll. The em

ployed staff are teachers and

oiiicers In churches and Sunday

schools. The department Is serv

ing the community and half Its

pledges of $3,500 comes from

firms and individuals not con

nected with the Sears-Roebuck

Company. Nine of the eleven on

the committee are in outside

business.

Street Meetings supplant the

Sunday afternoon service in fine

weather at San Antonio, Texas,

and bring a steady stream of con

verts at the after meeting, fol

lowed by an invitation to the

Association building. A revival

on the street is enjoyed here.

Australia is badly feeling the

financial strain with so much

money going Into the war and

patriotic funds. The Associations

are giving their energy to work

among the troops.

R. A. Waite has accepted the

call to become pastor of the

First Congregational Church at

Lincoln, Neb. The Association

world will miss him, his buoyant

faith and splendid spirit, his

stimulating utterance. His asso

ciates sent him a loving cup and

a message telling how much they

thought of him as "a loyal team

mate, a faithful friend, a warm

hearted disciple of Christ," of his

"splendid and unique work that

they had admired and loved him

for, and In which they had

watched his steady growth and

intelligent grasp of the religious

problems of boys and his ability

to teach and inspire leaders with

high ideals of boys' work and 01

life."

"Men and Boys are literally

swarming southward heedlessly

In the vain hope of finding Jobs

on trees," writes Robert King.

"Much of our time and effort and

considerable money has had to

be spent in all decency In some

extreme cases. It seems a great

pity that there is not a whole

sale warning against this cease

less human tide, because condi

tions in the South, while prob

ably no worse than elsewhere, are

such that even home people are

losing positions and there Is no

surplus employment for stran

gers."
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Fifteen Shops of Muncle, Ind.,

were opened for meetings and

Bible classes through a week's

campaign led by Rruner. At

tendance 3,560 at 51 meetings.

The shops organized with week

ly meetings under permanent

leaders and committees. Re

quests are coming from other

shops. Eight conversions at first

theater meeting.

Little Rock, Ark., increased

resources $1,552.41 and decreased

liabilities 14,756.90 in 1914. The

cost of operation was reduced

Trom $26,461 to $16,229 without

effecting earnings more than

$500. $3,185.66 was paid on ac

count of cost of operation bills

for the last year. Every bill

chargeable to cost of operation

was paid in full, with $409 cash

in hand.

"Billy" Sunday's campaign at

Des Moines opened the way for

a co-operating organization of

from two to five men from each

church uniting with the Associ

ation in its religious work both

in the building and in extension

throughout the city. Already the

results showing are tremendous.

C. F. Nevlus, who broke down

while a secretary in Tacoma and

was turned out into the woods

for two years to recuperate,

writes, "I am feeling like a new

man. Our stay here, seeming

like a banishment at first, has

proven a real blessing. I have

gained not only health, but a

truer perspective of life, and

hope to take up the secretary

ship again in the spring."

Michigan is arranging one-day

religious work conferences witli

the staff of each city Associa

tion and two members of the

state force studying the religious

problems of that locality and

developing a workable policy for

spring and fall..

The Largest Theater in Brant-

ford, Ont., Is overcrowded at the

monthly Sunday night union

meeting at 8.30 after the churches

are closed. Union, good fellow

ship events in the church Bible

classes and young people's socie

ties are features.

Jamestown, N. D., Is one of

the liveliest small Associations

to be found anywhere. In a re

cent meeting of their board, out

of 15 members, 12 present, they

decided to include foreign work in

their program for 1915.

A Sunday Series of men's meet

ings at Kingston, N. Y., is taking

up as a general theme with home

application The Life Problems

of Men. An entertainment is

given every Wednesday night in

the auditorium, mostly 5c. admis

sions. A series of events, basket

ball, and hockey games with local

and out of town teams, factory

men's socials, etc., is held each

Saturday, under the title. Popular

Saturday Night. These three af
fairs each week attract a large

number of people and gives good

publicity and a reputation for be

ing "a live institution."

Charles E. Lyman and George

C. Cameron, who served, the one

twenty, and the other fifteen

years, In the bookkeeping depart

ment of the International Com

mittee, and who are now placed

on the retired list, were presented

a gold watch and a gold-headed

cane respectively, as testimonials

by their associates. These two

men, practically unknown to the

brotherhood, handled accounts of

a million dollars a year with rare

fidelity.

Pasadena has a series of Sunday

meetings. Dr. Coyle gave a series

of five; Dr. Brougher, four, with

an attendance of 400.

Sherwood Eddy brought his in

spiring message to a parlor con

ference with the result that Long

Beach assumed a secretaryship

of $1,200. Pasadena met Its full

quota of $2,400 for last year and

Los Angeles for the same amount.

Moving Picture attendance has

been increased at Dalton, Mass.,

by Issuing a special 50-cent course

ticket admitting twelve after

noons or six evenings. It adopted

the term "Pictorlum" for its

moving picture auditorium (the

gymnasium on two nights a

week), and found that the chang

ing of the term actually Impressed

the public. Local advertising be

tween the reels was a large help

financially.

In One Day's Mall these letters

came to the desk, giving appre

ciation of the magazine with its

"stern-purposed plan, of service

to the Association world." The

National secretary for New Zea

land writes: "Thank you for the

unfailing inspiration of "Associa

tion Men. I take four copies for

my personal use and make each

one a genuine missionary. It

travels until it has neither legs

nor cover." The secretary at San

Juan, Porto Rico, writes: "Taking

over the work here I told the men

on our force that each man would

be expected to read Associa

tion Men before the last Monday

of each month so that in our

morning conference on that day

all would be prepared to discuss

the magazine from the stand

point of that in it which would

seem to be practical for our own

situation. When the Right of
Way wTeek rolls around we will

make up a subscription list."

And the veteran founder of a

great religious weekly (The

Christian at Work) said: "Let

me say also for 'Association

Men,' notwithstanding its spe

cialty as a Y. M. C. A. maga

zine, that I regard it as a general

magazine for Christian workers,

the 'high-water mark.' " Truly

these expressions from the "ends

of the earth" carried with them

a mighty encouragement.

A "Native State Social" brought

together men of many states and

nations to hear songs and stories,

and enjoy the fine fellowship of

their own kind and kin, at Rich

mond, Va. A good thing.

The Peanut Gallery and every

seat in Ford's theater, Baltimore,

was packed to hear Fred Smith

on The Other Man. Fully half

the audience declared their pur

pose to lead a Christian life and

125 signed cards.

The Camera Club, Philadelphia,

desires The Central to form a

League of Association Camera

Clubs for the purpose of stimu

lating new interest in photo

graphic art as well as to encour

age present workers. All Asso

ciations having camera clubs or

ganized will please communicate

with B. B. Wolff. If possible they

would like to establish an annual

exhibition with suitable awards

and revive the lantern slide in

terchange.

A Rancher in the dry land

farming district of Montana, a

long distance from a railroad,

happened to meet the state sec

retary of Montana Associations

and wanted a few minutes' talk

with him. He was eager to tell

him something. It was the story

of his boy who had run away

from home months previous; and

for weeks they were unable to

locate him. Finally a telegram

came from the secretary at Bil

lings saying the boy was in the

Association building. They were

looking out for and had secured

him employment. The next train

brought the father to the boy,

and persuasion turned him home

again. The boy was yet untainted

amidst the temptations of the city.

The "wanderlust" struck a young

Hollander in the "veal" period of

life, and for two years he banged

around, finally coming into a

Canadian Association after fif

teen hundred miles' riding on the

bumpers and in box cars. The

story drawn out of him by a sec

retary who "knew how" showed

that he had not written home for

two years. He was cleaned up,

put on his feet and in a job. That

night he wrote his father. The

next mail brought a draft of fifty

dollars for a ticket home. Ac

counts show he, too, is making

good. Unquestionably every ac

tive Association in North America

can duplicate such stories of serv

ice to such boys from any month's

work.
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A mahogany finish ^

that will not fade

Here is the recipe—a coat of Lowe

Brothers Non-Fading Dark Ma

hogany Oil Stain; then one of
 

7(Wl

Mahogany Glaze

Finish with Lowe Brothers Inside Rub
bing Varnish which can be left in nat
ural gloss or given a rubbed finish.

Used on birch, gum and various woods,
Mahogany Glaze brings out a full rich
color and a beauty resembling old solid

mahogany to a marked degree

A striking effect 1ft suggested in the
picture—white woodwork, light tinted
walls and mahogany doors You can
secure this most satisfactorily with
Lowe Brothers Mellotone for the walls.
Linduro Enamel for the trim and Non-
Fading Dark Mahogany Oil Stain, with
Mahogany Glaze an<* /arnish for doors

Free booklet— *' About Interiors"

Full ofgood decorative Ideas and prac
tical information about Lowe Brothers

[ finishes for every purpose. When you
I write, ask the name of our nearest

\ dealer if you don't know.

The Lowe Brothers Company

477 E. Third St., Dayton, Ohio
Boston, Jersey City, Chicago
Kansas City, Minneapolis
Lowe Brothers, Ltd.,

Toronto, Can.

 

 

Get Service, Gentlemen,

as well as Comfort

and Correct Design

A furniture expert is

always at your com

mand and a postal

puts you in touch with

a "live" department,

anxious to "go MORE

than half-way" in

pleasing you.

Jamestown Lounge Company

Comfortable Upholstery for the Y. M. C. A.

JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK, U. S. A.

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers.
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Hits

The President of the
Buffalo Federation of
Churches says: "Asso
ciation Men is one of
the welcome publica
tions, not only because
it keeps me in touch
with the Y. M. C. A.
affairs, but Is educa
tional and illuminat
ing."

A leading insurance
agent: "I consider As
sociation Men the best
paper of its kind for a
young man who is on
the success road."

The pastor of a live,
strong, downtown
church: "It is a strong,
suggestive, pure, help
ful magazine for young
men, and I cannot com
mend it too highly."

A leading minister of
Indianapolis writes:

"The comments of Dr.
Dull on the Sunday
School lessons in Asso
ciation Men are worth
six times the cost of

the magazine to any
Sunday School man or
minister."

One of the best known
Episcopal rectors in
Western New York
writes: "I look forward
most eagerly each
month to the reception
of Association Men, for
I find in it much that
stimulates my interest
In work among men and

that gives me a greater
vision for the future. It
is also a worthy wit
ness to the instructive
and permanent work
that your Association
is doing for the men
and boys of our own
country and elsewhere."

With the Management

STANDARDIZATION WEEK February

7-14, wherever Associations are found.

WHAT IS THIS? One of our methods to

secure one hundred thousand circulation.

Why 100,000? Because we believe as the

Employed Officers Conference declared, that

this is the smallest number that we ought

to consider as efficiently bringing the mes

sage of service to the local field. What do

we expect during this period? We do not

expect, but hope that every Association will

put through a campaign for 50 to 1000

subscriptions for Association Men at the

following special prices:

Special Rate 50 cents or $1.00 for 2 years.

Canada 70 cents or $1.25 for 2 years.

Foreign Countries $1.00 per year.

This is not something to localize one's

Hits

George H. Williamson,
Fort William, Ont..
writes: "I am de
lighted from time to
time to have some of
our busiest men call
my attention to articles
in Association Men. in
dicating that the men
here are reading It, as
well as subscribing for

it."

The secretary of a
live Mississippi Asso
ciation writes: "I get
more inspiration from
its columns than from
any other source when
it comes to great Ideas."

A well-known secre
tary of a city Associa
tion writes that some
years ago a director
who subscribed to AS-

ffASSOCIATIOM

"it?

I

riEn suBSCRiPTions
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HOW WICHITA MEN SHOWED THEIR RECORDS

A successful practis
ing physician: "In
these days of multi
plicity of magazines and
reading matter, the
business man is
tempted to throw a
large amount Into the
waste paper basket or
else, with a very cur
sory glance, lay it aside
and not look at the
periodical again. I
rarely miss the oppor

tunity of carefully
looking through and
reading Association

Men. The interesting
and concise way In
which it represents the
work for young men
carried on by the As
sociation throughout the
whole world is not only
very instructive, but
one Is able with the
expenditure of a very
short time to get a
comprehensive view of
the great work being
done.

vision. It is a proposition involving a move

ment not only in this country, but in many

others. Many Associations have already

intimated their intention of putting through

during this period the biggest subscription

list yet for the magazine.

WHAT WILL YOU DO? Write in for

campaign material immediately. On this

page read a few of the estimates of the

worth of the paper.

Striking evidence comes to us almost daily

as to the value of the magazine to the min

isters. From the statements made by min

isters of many denominations, it is evident

that every one would be an appreciative

reader of the magazine. Copies of the paper

placed in street car barns, barber shops,

police stations, fire engine houses, have

brought results not only to the local Asso

ciation, but also to the community, and

vitally affected men's lives. From what these

ministers tell us, we are satisfied that every

Sunday School Teacher (both sexes) should

be receiving Association Men.

SOCIATION MEN and
who has been reading it

from cover to cover, is
now the most thorough
ly informed, and there
fore the most valuable
member of his Board.
He gives more time and
thought to the Associa
tion than to his own
business, and is continu
ally subscribing for in
dividuals whom he
wants to Interest.
Through his efforts
other directors read the
magazine and are taking
a broader view of the
Association work. Pre
ceding the largest and
best financial campaign
In the Association's his

tory, five hundred copies
were circulated and
were largely responsible
for its success. One pas
tor says, "It is the llvest
and best paper that
comes to my desk." In
a one -day campaign 1105
subscriptl ons were
signed here.
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The Moody Bible Institute of Chicago

'The West Point of Christian Service"

International

FOUNDED BY D. L. MOODY IN 1886

Undenominational Training Free

D. L. Moody, as a

young man, was an ear

nest Y. M. C. A. worker.

To him a life without

service was worthless.

His motto was: "Do

all the good you can; to

all the people you can; in

all the ways you can ; and

as long as ever you can."

The Institute which he

founded has trained

 

12,147 men and women,

many of whom have be

come prominent Sunday

School and Y. M. C. A.

workers, while thousands

have entered other fields

of service both at home

and abroad.

The Missionary Review

of the world says : "It is

the greatest achievement

of his busy life."

D. L. Moody's broad conception of the world's greatest need, and

the methods of soul-winning which he found so successful, constitute

a part of the training offered by The Moody

Bible Institute.

The Object

of the Institute is to give free training to men

and women in the English Bible, gospel

music, personal evangelism and practical

methods of Christian work.

 

Departments of Instruction
Men's Building

The Educational Department includes Day Classes for resident

students and Evening Classes for citizens of Chicago and vicinity.

Besides this the Correspondence Department offers six strong courses

by mail. The enrollment in the three departments last year was 837,

429 and I 567 respectively.

This total of 2833 men and women represented 27 denominations,

73 occupations and 24 foreign countries. All were fitting

themselves for some definite

work.

Are you looking for a place in

which to prepare for service ?

IF SO. WRITE TO

BW The Moody Bible Institute

Men . Dormitory 153-163 Institute PI., Chicago, 111. Women s Building

 

 

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers.
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SECRETARIAL REGISTER

Appel, W. J., Madison, N. J., res.
Allen, D. L., Darlington, to Ware Shoals, S. C.
Barnes, R. H., Enola, to Sunbury, Pa. (RR)
Bingeman, C. W., Plainfield, to Madison, N. h

Booker, S. S., Indianapolis, to Baltimore, Ma. (Col.)
Eddy, J. W., Bedford Br., Bklvn., to Atlantic City, N.J.
Hepford, S. G., Harrisburg, to Enola, Pa. (RR)
Henry, J. H., Elko, Nev., to St. Paul, Minn. (RR)
Miller, B. C, Martinsburg, W. Va., res.

Owen, H. W., Ware Shoals, S. C., to Kannapolis, K. C.
Parker, H. E., Plainfield, to Passaic, N. J.
Peterson, H. ()., St. Paul, Minn., res. (RR)
Pierce, L.. L., Pittsburgh, Pa., res.
Roberts, Edward, Sydney, N. S., res.

Russell, B. M., Ardmore, Pa., res.
Shearin, A. T., Kannapolis, to Darlington, S. C.
Smith, r. (i., Gatun, Canal Zone, res.
Zentmyer, G. W., LaFayette, to Logansport, Ind. (RR)

PHYSICAL DIRECTORS.

Kearns, W. A., Lincoln, to Omaha, Neb.
Peterson, C. T., Dubuque, la., res.
Sampson, C. A., Beverly, Mass., res.
Walker, C. R., to Huntington, Ind.

BOYS' WORK.

Adler, Sigmund, Ishpeming, Mich., res.
Flood, I. P., Newark.. N. J., res.
Glaentzer, Edwin, to Plainfield, N. J.
Kight, H. O., Atlantic City, N. J., res.
Nichols, M. Batavia to Watertown, N. Y.

INTERNATIONAL SECRETARIES.

Hadlev, R. A., India, res.
Park, A. P., to Calcutta, India.
Waite, R. A., Religious Work Dept., res.

Convention Calendar

STATE CONVENTIONS.

Carolinas, Winston-Salem, Jan. 29-31.
Colorado, Boulder, Feb. 5-8.

Mr. Secretary:—

Experience teaches that plumbing

fixtures bought solely on a com

parison of first costs are apt to be an

expensive investment in the end.

The apparently low price of some

plumbing fixtures is due to infe

rior fittings. The "wear and tear"

with plumbing fixtures falls upon

the brass work. You cannot ex

pect faucets, traps, valves and

other metal parts to stand daily

usage and remain in perfect work

ing order unless they are made

right and of the best material.

MOTT FITTINGS are made in

our own brass shops and are of

the same high standard as the

fixtures themselves.

Minnesota, Mankato, Feb. 11-14.
Oklahoma, Tulsa, Feb. 11-14.
Iowa, Marslialltown, Feb. 19-21.
Pennsylvania, Johnstown, Feb. 19-22.
Texas, C'ollepe Station, Feb. 18-21.
New Jersey, New Brunswick, Feb. 27-28.

Missouri, Carthage, Mar. 19-21.
Montana, Helena, Mar. 25-28.
Washington, Ilremerton, Apr. 2-4.

EMPLOYED OFFICERS' CONFERENCE

Asilomar, Cal., May 19-23.

BOYS' CONFERENCE

Mass. and K. I, Pawtucket, R. I., Feb. 19-21.

Maine, Portland, Me., Mar. 5-7.
Vermont, Chester, Vt., Jan. 22-24.

Wanted — Quick

175 Steel Lockers

Size 12"xl5"x36" with com

bination locks preferred

Y. M. C. A., Auburn, N. Y.

 

Equipped with Mott's Plumbing Fixtures

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS

5th Ave. and 17th St., New Tors.

Itranehcs: Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit.
Minneapolis, Washington. St. Lonla, Denver, San
Francisco, Atlanta, Seattle, Portland (Ore.), Indian
apolla. Pittsburgh, Cleveland. O. ; Kansaa City, Salt
Lake City. CANADA—Mott Co., Ltd.. 134 Blenry
St., Montreal. 107 Union Trust Hide. Winnipeg.
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The Time to Do the Thing Most Worth While—A Call

to a Continent-Wide, Join-the-Church Campaign.

"Put Down My Name, Sir."

Why Every Live Boy Should Be a Member of a Church.

A Life-Decision Conference of 1,434 Older Boys.

Insure—A Friendly Word to Railroad Men.

Go to the Limit.

Finding God in the Gymnasium.

Tom, "Mick," Honor Man.

"Smiles," the Boy from the Mountains.

What D. L. Moody Meant to My Life.

Campaigning for Men, for Money, and the Church.

High Estimates of High Officials.

By the Duke of Connaught, Sir Geo. E. Foster, Sir R. L.

Borden, President Wilson, Secretaries Bryan, Daniels and

Lane.

The Old Church Has Yet Something a Man Needs.

Why Should Some Insiders Get Out and Some Outsiders

Get Into the Church?—Excuses Which Do Not Excuse—

Work and Welcome for Men in a Church of Wealth—One

Hundred Men Get Another Hundred—A Club Which Hit

the Trail—The Business of Bringing Men Into the Church

—Many Association Men L _;ve Followed It—Clinched by

Long-Distance Telephone—Remaking a Country Church—

Churching Dormitory Men—A Church Building Bible

Class—No Step in Life More Important.

Current Association News and Comment.



Your Personal Overtime

Your English

Your Power to Decide

Three Valuable Booklets Free

"Do you call it Advertising?" a Michigan friend asked

after reading the Pace leaflets listed above—publicity docu

ments which the public schools use as models, and which lead

ing business organizations reprint and distribute for the benefit

of their employes.

But the Pace quality is more than publicity deep—it extends to

every line of the unique and original Pace texts, to the efficiency

methods employed in the Pace teaching, and to the work of each

member of the Pace staff who teaches a class, who grades a paper,

or who in any way serves a student.

The quality is evidenced by the fact that leading accountants,

C. P. A. examiners, prominent educators, corporation officials —

educated and experienced men everywhere—unqualifiedly recommend

the Pace Standardized Courses to young men. One firm of account

ants employs 8 graduates on its staff ; another firm employs 6 ; another

firm employs 9; and so on. 149 employes from one company have

been enrolled in these courses since the first of last July.

New Class Groups were formed lasi month in the Associations

of 20 large cities—over 4000 professional students are now enrolled

in Pace Standardized Courses.

These courses are available for installation in Your Asso

ciation—the text material, the methods developed by the teach

ing staff of 150 accountants, lawyers, and business men, the

publicity documents.

Let us send you the exceptional folders listed above

PACE & PACE

Pace Standardized Courses in Accountancy, Business Administration,

and English, in Residence and by Extension

30 CHURCH STREET, NEW YORK
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The Time to Do the Thing Most Worth While

ALFRED E. MARLING, CHAIRMAN OF THE INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE,
CALLS UPON ASSOCIATIONS EVERYWHERE TO MAKE THEIR CHIEF WORK
FROM NOW UNTIL EASTER TO BRING MEN AND BOYS INTO MEMBERSHIP
WITH THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND TO ALLY THEMSELVES WITH ITS WORK

HIS ISSUE of Association Men carries one

dominant note, namely, Join the Church. It is

an earnest call to men and boys to yield their

hearts and lives to lifelong allegiance to our

Lord and His Church.

The International Committee gratefully rec

ognizes that this note is becoming increasingly

insistent throughout the brotherhood.

The Join-the-Church movement, advocated by

Association Men a year ago, gained wide re

sponse. It reflected the heart of the brotherhood

—for the final measure of an Association's effi

ciency has always been indicated by the number

of men and boys brought into the Christian

church.

The present is a peculiarly opportune time to

press the claim of church allegiance. The con

ditions prevailing throughout the world, espe

cially the great war, have made many, who here

tofore have not given serious consideration to

matters of religion, think earnestly of their re

lation to the deeper things of life. Secretaries,

volunteer workers, and Bible teachers who have

been "sowing beside all waters" will find this

an opportune time to bring their sowing to a reaping. We ought not to be satis

fied unless and until a large number of the men and boys whom our Association

leaders are touching are brought into vital relations with Christ and His Church.

The Young Men's Christian Association gladly acknowledges the supreme

importance of the relation of every man to the Christian church, but it is not

sufficient to merely attempt to get men and boys to attend church services.

Something more fundamental than that is required. It is to secure from them

decisions for life which will result in a change of habits, sincere repentance of

heart, and a new ambition for service in the Kingdom of God. Everyone must

recognize the seriousness of such a plan of work, and that it calls for faithful

preparation, earnest prayer, and unselfish devotion.

In these days when men in the old world are giving up home, personal com

fort, and life itself, for a cause which they love, surely it is not too much to ask

self-denial and devotion to the cause of Him whom we call Master and Lord.

The suggestion made by Mr. Goodman in this issue, that the Associations
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should not be satisfied with less than 5,000 men enlisted for the church from

the associate membership by Easter Sunday, is by no means unreasonable, and

surely it is not too much to hope that of the 4,000 Secretaries in North America,

each one may so relate himself to the young men and boys in his community to

at least influence one or two or five or even ten men into church membership.

Surely we will all admit that this work is of such vital importance as to war

rant thorough organization—a carefully prepared campaign such as is undertaken

for building funds, current finances, or for new members.

There has never been a better time for undertaking this real constructive

work for the Kingdom of God than now. May every secretary and every com

mitteeman catch a vision of this unparalleled opportunity, and may he with

energy, faithfulness and self-sacrifice undertake the work with the supreme con

fidence that he may count upon the blessing of God upon every effort which he

puts forth. Let there be no selfish surrender to love of ease or to less important

tasks. Disowning all temptations to postpone this work, let each proceed to do

his best to increase the membership of the visible church of Jesus Christ our

Lord. It is a work which calls for soldierlike qualities, and is well worth every

bit of capacity which is resident in the humblest Christian.

"Loving men is the scriptural rule for knowing God."

"Put Down My Name, Sir!"

By DR. C. C. ALBERTSON, Brooklyn

THE SKY of Europe is overcast with

tragedy. Here and there are rifts in

the cloud through which we see human na

ture in its better moods. The one thing

that redeems the whole wretched spectacle

from hopeless animalism is the fact that

myriads of men are rising to heights of

superb heroism, answering, without reluct

ance, their country's call to arms. In re

sponse to the call for volunteers, rich and

poor have been generous rivals in the

promptness of their response at the recruit

ing office, saying, "Put down my name, Sir."

What is the church ? Never mind what

it is not. We all know the church has not

reached its ultimate phase of development

either in efficiency or spirit. But, whatever

the church lacks, it lacks men more than

any other human asset. And it is the army

of the living God. It has many divisions,

but it is one army, many-named, many-

tongued. Its banner has sometimes been

lowered, but it can not be lost, for it has an

invincible Commander. And it fights. It

has enemies numerous and powerful. It

needs recruits. Every open church door is

a call for recruits. Every church spire,

every church bell, the dawn of every Sunday

morning—and every Sunday's setting sun;

every church notice on bulletin board or in

newspaper, with its "All are invited"; the

sound of every hymn that reaches even

faintly the passerby; every throng that

moves temple-ward; every Young Men's

Christian Association, maintained and offi

cered by church men, and every institution

deriving its inspiration and support from

Christian sources, is a call for recruits.

There are thousands of religious "free

lances" in all our cities,—men without active

church relationship. They may be very

good soldiers of Jesus Christ, but their po

sition is not without its perils. Without es

pecial responsibility, their zeal is likely to

decline. Don't we know what happened to

independent bodies of civilians in Belgium

who undertook to beat back the invading

army? They were not recognized as sol

diers. Only men in uniform, under respon

sible commanders, supposedly acquainted

with laws of warfare, were really useful in

the crisis.

I am not saying a man may not be a

Christian outside of the church. It is cer

tain, the unattached Christian is not likely

to be the best kind of a soldier of the Lord.

Whether or not he needs "the fellowship of

kindred minds," it is certain that his fellow

ship is needed. Where need is, there is duty.

Duty is the soldier's watchword. "On a bat

tleship, it is either duty or mutiny." In

war, it is either, "Put down my name, sir,"

or "I pray thee, have me excused." What

kind of men are we, to toast our toes in

the oven when our comrades are engaged in

battle, to hide from the recruiting officer in

the day of approaching conflict?

A Word to Five Men :

1. To the Man in the Church: Do some

thing to prove yourself not only a good sol

dier of Jesus Christ, but an efficient recruit

ing officer. "Run, speak to that young

man." Life's shadows lengthen. "The half-

spent day leaves less than half remaining."

2. To the Man Born in the Church, but
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yet not of it: Claim your inheritance. Re

trace your steps to the deserted altar of

your childhood, and find again the grace

that hallowed life's best years.

3. To the Man Nearly in the Church,—

the man at the threshold: Why linger in

the outer court? If the church is good, the

best place in it is the best place for you.

4. To the Man Who Was Once in the

Church,—the man with a church letter in

some desk-drawer or trunk-lid or between

the leaves of some neglected Bible—the man

who came to town and thought he would

"look around awhile" before joining any

church: Have you not "looked around" quite

long enough? How long did you "look

around" before you found a permanent

boarding-place ? Get out that church letter

to-day! Let it not be moth-eaten or mil

dewed! Say to some pastor before another

Sunday, "Put down my name, sir!"

5. To the Man Outside of the Church —

the man who imagines he has nothing in

common with organized Christianity: Every

organization is the embodiment of some

ideal. Political parties are embodiments of

political ideals. Armies are the embodi

ment of military ideals. The church is the

embodiment of the ideals of Christ. With

out it, those ideals have no organic em

bodiment. Reckon up the debt you owe

Christ; how shall that debt be paid? The

church, Christ's earthly body, Christ's mili

tant body, wounded and sore beset, needs

your support, your defense. Give it these,

and it in turn will minister to your comfort

and your strength. Without delay, say to

some church, "Put down my name, sir."

Why Every Live Boy Should

Join the Church

By SAMUEL GUY SNOWDEN, Trenton, N. J.

BECAUSE he is imitating Christ. With

out knowing it oftentimes a boy picks

out some man or older boy as a pattern, and

copies him in speech and action. Mere men

trip up often and disappoint the boy, who

soon finds out the sham. Jesus was true to

the back-bone and hated shams. Yet He

joined the church of His day, although it

had many make-believes in it. He made it

his business to attend it every Sabbath, and

even took part in its services. He saw

through the shams and struck right out

from the shoulder against them, but He re

fused to let that keep Him out of the com

pany of God's people.

Because the church is the biggest propo

sition on earth. Boys like to be in big

things. Weaker tasks are for the weaker

sex, the girls. But boys and men are never

happier than when they are doing something

big, hard and seemingly impossible. The

church has always tackled the hardest jobs

ever undertaken by any organization. Some

times she has been slow to undertake it, but

when she gets the vision she pushes it for

ward until it is accomplished. The sledge

hammer blows of the church killed the slave-

demon in this country. The saloon is on the

run. For a hundred years the church has

been giving that hellish business solar-plexus

blows until now it is taking its stand for its

knock-out fight. The church has opened the

dark corners of the earth and has paved the

way for civilization and progress. All the

big things which make this old world fit to

live in have been brought about by the

church. To the active, live boy, the church

offers the best place to do things that count.

Because in the church the boy is thrown

with the best of folks. Boys love to be with

men who are doing something. After any

base-ball game, the fellow who won the

game for his side leaves the field with a big

bunch of boys following him. Some carry

his bat, others his gloves. Every boy who

saw the wonderful play likes to feel that he

is associating with a fellow who has done

something.

The church has in her membership most

of the men and women who have done great

things. Scarcely a well-known name in his

tory but is that of one who belongs to the

church. Of course, all the Bible people who

did anything, Moses, David, Paul, Deborah—

these and many others whose names and

deeds are known everywhere. Great gener

als, great writers, great builders, great

statesmen, and millions whose names are

not so lofty among men, but who did great

things for God, their country and their fel

lows were, and are glad to be counted among

the church people. The boy in the church is

in great company. He gets an inspiration

to do his level best. His energy is given to

doing worth-while things. His life will not

be wasted. He is in too good company to

fall out of the game.

Nowhere else can a boy develop his spirit

ual muscle like he can in the church. "Exer

cise thyself unto godliness" is the great

Apostle Paul's command. Outside of the

church a fellow cannot get that exercise.

The church is our spiritual gymnasium.

Here we learn to make our lives score and

get into training for service. To buck the

line of sin, to follow the ball, to make sacri

fice hits, all these points of life's game are

taught us in the church.

These are only a few "whys" that might

be given to show any real live boy that his

place is in the church of Jesus Christ.
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"Go to the Limit"

By FRED B. SMITH

THIS FAMILIAR expression needs no

explanation in the realms in which it is

used. In the terms of the athlete it means

to run the race to the finish line with all

the speed possible and every muscle driven

to its capacity. In the terms of the student

it means to burn the midnight candle to its

last flicker to make good at the "exams."

In the terms of the commercial man it

means to invest every available asset to win

an honorable reward. No greater contempt

is ever displayed than that which is visited

upon the man who seems to go under his

pace and then eases up at the finish. The

athlete who runs himself out and drops

over the line has plenty of friends though

he comes in second or fourth. The student

who flunks the test of the technical ques

tions but who has done his dead level best,

wins after all, by the higher test of what

education really means. The commercial

man is never bankrupt if he has a record of

unfaltering industry and integrity.

The world ardently hates insipidly done

things and enthusiastically loves whole

hearted heroic endeavor. A man can live

on raw wheat in the kernel but he will die

early eating half baked bread. There is

real relish and nutrition in cold water and

more, we are told, in hot water, but the

stomach turns clear over and kicks itself

into a ferment at a luke-warm proposition.

This philosophy is pretty thoroughly be

lieved and adhered to in every relation of

life except that of morals and religion. In

this respect it is viciously violated 365 days

in the year. A man can hang on in church

membership in such a low state of moral

vitality that the same narrow margin in

athletics would bump him off the team in

a day or in student circles would bust him

out of college at the end of the first sem

ester, or in commerce would bankrupt him

beyond recovery in twelve months.

The crucial problem of modern organized

Christianity is not the open sinners outside

but the half done, insipid, wavering, nau

seating, low-temperatured crowd within.

The corse of the present order is the over

whelming number of morally "ne'er-do-

wells" who by their standards neutralize

many militant visions which if lived up to

would revolutionize the world in a gener

ation. A conservative estimate would sug

gest that 80 per cent, of the energy of the

present organizations is spent in nursing

the cripples within instead of vigorously

attacking the needy without.

It was this peril foreseen by the Bible

writer which led to that doom pronounced

upon the church of Laodicea, and a demand

for all time to be either "hot or cold." Or

of that early Bible general who thought it

best to reduce his army of a host of half

hearted soldiers, to a little band of keen

fighters before he entered the battle. The

reasonable conclusion is that any Christian

organization is stronger with a small num

ber who have gone and are willing to go the

limit, rather than with a big crowd who are

in doubt about their spiritual status.

No well informed person will seriously

question this general statement and there

fore the more important theme is, if pos

sible, to locate the responsibility for the

present tendency, and thus to frame a policy

which will give promise of improvement

rather than to forever go on repeating the

same experiences.

There doubtless is some value in the

teaching and preaching which have for

their direct object the cultivation of the

"deeper spiritual life" but these will ulti

mately fail unless attended by a radical

reform at the entrance door.

"Like begets like" is a firmly fixed law in

the physical world but it is not less oper

ative in the moral. A sure photograph of

the church or Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation of twenty-five years can be seen by

a careful look into the demands which will

be made by the leaders of these organisa

tions in their evangelizing efforts. If they

are of a sort of goody-goody, sickly super

ficial type the result will be converts of that

type. Members of certain Associations

can be known, by those in full knowledge

of the facts, by their reflection of the ideals

of the particular place where they have

been influenced. Some will speak in con

fidence of the transforming power of the

cross of Christ. They seem to know that

conversion is a supernatural work of a Re

deeming Christ whose death had eternal

significance. Others can talk of "ideals,"

"purposes," "higher aspirations after good

ness," but who lack power to go and be.

These are natural results of the doctrines

they have heard expounded. I have grown

utterly weary of hearing men asked to be

good and join the church. No need greater

in this fascinating century of church his

tory than Christian workers, brave enough

in their efforts to win men to the Christian

life, to draw a dead line between Christian

and non-Christian and to make men know

that it does make a difference whether they

accept Christ or not. In other words if there

is to be an increasing number of Christian

converts who will "go to the limit" there

must be a corresponding number of
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Christian leaders who will "go to the limit."

In the medical world there may be some

value in using the "twilight sleep" method

of physical birth, although even that is

mooted, but in the moral and spiritual ex

perience the silent, painless process is an

abomination. Better ten men wholly re

pentant toward sin and God, than ten thou

sand half cured walking around seeing

things upside down.

The hour is filled with wonder at the

phenomenon of Billy Sunday's work. He is

a great preacher, he is a great organizer,

he is a unique personality, he is a non-con

formist linguist, but more than all else he

is a man who dares to "go to the limit"

in his denunciation of every kind of sin

and his demand for a wholesale repentance.

Not every man who "hits the trail" is

guilty of all the sins he preaches against,

indeed most of them are immediately guilty

of only a few of them, but they all know

what that arena in which he stands repre

sents, and when they go down that trail it

is to "go the limit."

Others have swayed great cities for a

few days or weeks during the past twenty

years but none have made such a deep dent

for God and righteousness. Much of the er

ror has been because the messenger only

toyed with some pretty sentiment, played

on a few emotional stories, shed a few well

prepared tears, and properly requested a

few sick folks to get better. It lacked the

"going to the limit" idea.

The days are full of promise but like

wise of danger. Men only morally half

turned around will probably face the wrong

way a few days farther on. Men who come

under the spell of leaders who insist upon a

finished work will stand the strain of a

long time.

AH hail to the fellows who "Go to the

limit."

Why Should Some Insiders Get Out and

Some Outsiders Get Into the Church?

By FRANK L. DINGLEY, Editor Lewlston Journal

OLD institutions embalmed or crystallized

cease to be efficient in ceasing to be

organic. The Scriptures talk of "cumberers

of the ground," thus putting dead churches

under condemnation as spiritual cemeteries.

There was "a sight of truth" in the old

orthodoxy visualizing the underworld and

incineration. Modern undertakers instantly

oxidize the lamented, and sanitary science

pronounces for quick combustion, on the

ground that memorial ashes are better than

immemorial decay.

Christianity is handicapped not only by

the devil in regular togs but by the devil

in religious disguise. Satan in awesome

vestments crucified Jesus. Machinery with

out power is worse than power without ma

chinery. Call Billy Sunday into the witness

box! Heaven is kinder to us than we are to

Heaven. Under natural laws we have Paul's

fine balance in the clearing house of resur

rection. One should pour young blood in

lest old blood dried up dislodge both cor

puscles. There is little salvation in a pink

tea. Defined by Jesus, the Kingdom of God

stands for new wine, but not for cracked

bottles. Never was truth more in exhilarat

ing fermentation than today.

Churches are as unlike as clubs and other

social organizations. The Pharisees and

Sadducees, Anno Domini 32, were long on

religion but short on life. Jesus tried hard

to convert ostensible orthodoxy to the real

thing, but sectarianism formally declared

Him to be a dangerous blasphemer, and

nailed Him to that thesis. There is no more

inspiring sight than a young man, or for

that matter a young woman, dedicated to the

orthodoxy reincarnated in the Risen Lord.

Revivals of religion elicit backsliders

when they are based on capricious emotion

rather than on sound purpose intellectually

and emotionally evolved. He who joins a

church to save himself is surely mislaid and

probably lost in the process. It is important

that a new convert unload his excess bag

gage outside the vestry. The Lord hates

a cheerful quitter only less than he hates a

doleful stayer. His noblest work is a good

loser. No man is strong who is a stranger

at home. No man gets on good terms with

himself while he lives within himself—one

eye on the main chance and the other on

Delilah or Such. The worst outside com

pany, however, a man can keep is the in

side grouch. An old fable tells us of a

crawling beast that starves to death and

is self-effaced by feeding on his insides. He

who joins the church, inspired by a holy

passion for service, stands a good chance

of holding on. Many men are lost in

habitual devotion to services, such as are

done with a minimum of personal effort by

the Japanese prayer mill.

Whatever we preach or practice let us

neither talk nor incarnate pessimism. One

sometimes finds religious meetings emitting

Jeremiads that fertilize insane asylums and
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penitentiaries, as well as Elder Brothers'

houses. A friend tells me that in a large

New York business an expert is paid $10,-

000 a year to pour grumpy stuff on the

folks, calculated to bear the market in the

interests of hard times, for the well being

of those who flourish on salvage. Thus it

happens today that bears, not bulls, are

breaking crockery in the china shop of

human betterment.

The writer of the last book of the New

Testament warns young men against join

ing either of three objectionable types of

churches—doing more mischief by inertia

than the Apocalyptic John could remedy

by ginger, wit, wisdom and unique exercise

of a consecrated imagination. There is

particular danger to a young man getting

spiritual pneumonia by going into an ice

house to thaw out. Live wires like Elijah

and Elisha do prodigies of which those of

tired feeling are incapable. Given the holy

fire within a young man, and the frozen

will be warmed up and fanatics cooled down

to reason.

The church of Laodicea was the worst

of the degenerated in the time of John

Patmos—worst because it was neither hot

nor cold. John's matchless genius could do

wonders, but it could not make lukewarm

water other than nauseating. Ordinary

spiritual pharmacies contain no prescrip

tion effective against insipidity or tepidity.

By all means young man, join a Christian

church. There are no objections to your

joining a heathen organization if you can

Christianize it. Grant that you take some

risk in going into places continuously cold,

on the one hand, and into places sinfully

hot on the other hand—he who wears the

armor of righteousness and has holy fire

inside thereof, has safety insurance under

written in heaven. Please do not forget,

young man, even if one's garments inci

dentally are soiled, that dirt which you

can't brush off will disappear in the celestial

laundry. If you join the church to give

rather than to take, to be servant of all

rather than to be served by all, you have

a life policy paid up.

The Christian church needs you, young

man, or youngish man, so you be not earn

estly dead but dead in earnest. If you are

not up to high C, hire a masseur to pro

mote healthy spiritual circulation beneath

the cuticle. I recently saw a youngster

apparently dead who was resuscitated

through attrition. If one first dies to the

evil of the world, he will live fairly well if

he stays a live wire long in the world. Life

prolonged by artificial respiration isn't

worth the while.

 

THE BIGGEST SMOKE ON RECORD

Cigarette selling is illegal in Iowa. The com

munity Association in Mason City headed the

campaign against illegal selling. Cigarettes were

seized and burned in furnaces by the bushel. The

picture shows Secretary Hibbard in the happy

act of burning $100 worth of cigarettes a minute.

A Pastor's Working Plan

By HERBERT J. WHITE, D. D., Hartford

rpHE ONE plan which has worked best in

-L my pastoral history is as follows:

Bring together a dozen or twenty young

Christian men.

After a discussion of personal work, ask

each to think of at least one who is not a

Christian man or boy in whom he is par

ticularly interested.

Ask each man to write the name of this

one on a slip of paper, giving also his ad

dress and any informing note about him,

and also write his own name thereon.

All kneel down and pray for these who

have been selected, and also for the per

sonal workers.

Pledge by pastor to pray for the entire

list daily.

One month later a meeting of the same

workers with as many of the "prospects"

as are ready.

Encourage the personal worker to con

tinue his helpful fellowship to the man he

has brought out into the light and into

membership in the church. This has worked

well where it has been well worked.
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God in the Gym.

By WM. H. RIOGWAY, Coatesvllle, Pa.

OF course you never did it, yet some folks

have been known to "slam" the athletic

end of the Association. But Tony Biddle

says that Jesus must have been an athlete

or he would never have stood that forty

days' bout with the devil. While as for

Paul, every fellow knows who follows his

talk, he was one of the greatest sport lovers

of his day.

But listen to my story as I run along and

just hit the high places.

Only four years ago,—the year you ma

triculated at Old Siwash, perhaps, or the

year you struck your trade,—there rolled

into the city of Philadelphia on the bumpers

of a box car the sorriest-looking specimen

of humanity that ever slept in a stable or

panhandled on a street. The hobo was both

a drunkard and a doper.

After having been drunk for many days,

the tramp one night shuffled into the

Galilee Mission in the tenderloin with nerves

unstrung from the protracted spree and the

use of dope. The poor wreck of humanity

craved nothing so much just then as a

place where he might lie down and sleep

and forget.

When the singing and the testimonies and

the preaching was over and the exhortation

for the mourner's bench was given, the shiv

ering bum on the back row went forward to

get—not salvation, but a night's lodging in

a good bed. For in these missions the fel

low who strikes the trail generally strikes

a comfortable cot and a breakfast.

But this night God was waiting at the

rail when this ragged wreck of a man came

to kneel and counterfeit the getting of re

ligion. And he who came for a bath and

a bed and a breakfast received the new

birth then and there.

That man was George Long, the founder

of the celebrated In-as-much Mission. The

man who transformed Hell's Half Acre, the

blackest spot in the city's slum. It is too

long a story for here. When you go to

Philadelphia slip down to Tenth and Locust

streets and see for yourself the splendid

$100,000 mission house standing there. As

I write in this awful winter of 1914-15 hun

dreds and hundreds of homeless men are

being fed and housed every day and night—

and also having the gospel preached to them

and led into the Kingdom of the Lord Jesus

Christ.

AFTER Heaven had found George Long

and he had gotten his new bearings

a little bit, a job was found for him helping

the janitor at the new building of the Cen

tral Branch of the Young Men's Christian

Association.

It was here Long found his Jabbok and

fought his old Jacob to a finish.

"Oh the weeks were hard," said Long to

me. "I had never done a stroke of work

since at fourteen, when my long-suffering

father kicked me out of his house and told

me he never wanted to see my miserable

carcass again unless it was laid out on a

board.

"One day the word came to me down in

the sub-cellar where I belonged that I was

wanted right away up in the gymnasium. I

supposed some fellow had gotten a kick or

something and there was a mess to clean up.

"So I grabbed my bucket and mop and

went to the gym, as fast as I could. When

I arrived the boys were all lined up like

soldiers waiting for me."

"One of the class leaders stepped out and

said:

" 'Long, we know all about you. We know

what you were and what you are trying to

make of yourself now. We have been

watching your hard fight on the come back

day by day and our hearts and prayers have

been with you.

" 'But George, we want to show our love

and interest in a more substantial way than

mere words and so we have gone together

and have gotten this watch which we want

you to accept as a token and reminder that

we are your friends.' "

Said Long, "I opened my mouth to speak

but I could not make a sound. I just

reached down and grabbed my bucket and

mop and rushed for the cellar. Here I

threw myself upon the floor and cried and

cried for hour after hour.

"That was the turning point in my life

for God. I arose from the tears upon that

cellar floor the George Long you now

know."

Everybody in Philadelphia and rescue

workers everywhere know the In-as-much

Mission, of which Bishop Rhinelander is the

president and of which George Long is the

superintendent but everybody does not know

that the magic touch which brought this

great work into existence was given by the

boys of the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation gymnasium at the Philadelphia

Central.

A FEW squares west of Hell's Half Acre

lies beautiful and aristocratic Ritten-

house Square. It is in this neighborhood

you live in Philadelphia if you have a

grandfather whose folks came over with

William and you belong.
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Facing Rittenhouse Square is Holy

Trinity church, of which Phillips Brooks

was once rector and where now Dr. Floyd

Tompkins is a great power.

Here in this "swell" neighborhood lives a

scion of the house of Drexel. A young

fellow who has always had all of this

world's goods Good Fortune could possibly

bestow. He is said to be one of the finest

athletes in the land. He is an authority

upon the manly art of self defense and

those who know him say that if he would

but enter the prize ring he would prove the

long looked for "White Hope." In his back

yard he maintains one of the finest gymna

siums in the land and entertains himself and

friends with exhibitions of boxing, etc.

Just about the same time the Lord found

George Long the drunken tramp in the mis

sion in the tenderloin he also found A. J.

Drexel Biddle, the aristocratic sparrer,

athlete and man-about-town in Rittenhouse

Square.

After the Master had touched the heart

of this rich young "ruler" who did not go

away sorrowful, Tony Biddle went to his

pastor and said:

"Dr. Tompkins, I have been a member of

this church ever since I was a kid. But I

am not as much good to this town as that

lamp post out there. If I should die to

morrow the city would lose nothing. Indeed,

it would be better off without me. You

know it, Doctor, as well as I do."

"Say, Doctor, I want to do something de

cent and worth while and be of some use

to my day and generation. What can I do?"

Dr. Tompkins sent him into the Sunday

School and be began with a class of four

men. I wish you might hear him describe

his beginning and his progress. The story

is too long for here.

But listen : On every Sunday afternoon,

for a long while, this same Anthony J.

Drexel Biddle—Tony Biddle for short—

went to George Long's In-as-much Mission

and taught a Bible class made up of the

down-and-outs that were gathered together

there from Hell's Half Acre. Indeed the

converted athlete from Rittenhouse Square

has been a no small factor in the trans

formation of Hell's Half Acre.

Hell's Half Acre and Rittenhouse Square

were parading Sunday afternoons arm in

arm.

No, rather, Jesus Christ was on Locust

street, Philadelphia, with George Long,

tramp, from the Y. M. C. A. gym. on one

arm and Tony Biddle, aristocrat from Holy

Trinity, on the other.

To-day in Hell's Half Acre (hell's no

longer) is the magnificent In-as-much Men's

Hotel taking care of thousands of the

homeless of all creeds and colors and telling

them of Jesus.

And today A. J. Drexel Biddle has in his

Bible classes all up and down the land over

20,000 men.

All this, mark you, in the short time of a

young man's college course and boy's ap

prenticeship.

Yes, God is in the right leg of the triangle

as well as in the other two.

Never "slam" the gym. You can skin the

cat to the glory of God if you want to. Tom

Lawson's Bible class was doing no greater

service for the glory of God at the Central

Branch than was that bunch down in the

gym. when they were lifting up the man

who was to clean up Hell's Half Acre.

Excuses Which Do Not Excuse

By ALLEN A. STOCKDALE, Toledo

COME now, let us think about this

thing!

1. The church of to-day is expressing its

faith in deeds not in creeds.

2. Many of your prejudices were founded

on the experiences of years ago and you

have never taken the pains to find out what

really happens now.

3. The years of your neglect of the church

have formed habits of absence, not reasons

for absence.

4. You demand that the church shall join

the community before you move in. Why

not be consistent and join the church?

5. You want the church to provide a min

ister for a funeral. Why run the risk of

making a funeral for the church by not

joining and keeping it alive?

6. The church is the "Body of Christ."

How can that body be strong and effective

if the parts (of which you are one), are

scattered about and not fitly joined to

gether? What could you ask of a human

body whose legs, arms, bones, muscles and

nerves would never get together into a

united harmonious whole?

7. Many men look like an ostrich with

his head in the sand, trying to hide, when

they try to show why they do not join the

church.

8. If you know what the program of the

church should be, possibly the church has

not that program because you are the one

who possesses it and have never joined the

church.

9. Remember the excuses which kept

your conscience easy on earth will not an

swer before Christ in the Spiritual World.
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MEN'S BIBLE CLASS IN DR. BULL'S CHURCH, SCRANTON, 593 PRESENT. SAMUEL WARS,

Work and Welcome for Men in a Church of Wealth

By DR. GRIFFIN W. BULL. Scranton, Pa.

T AM writing this from the standpoint

-I- of the pastor of one of the most ar

tistic and aristocratic churches in the

country, to show that there are no difficul

ties in point of church location or con

struction or conservatism which cannot be

overcome by men who are in earnest in the

Kingdom of God, if they adopt the right

method and maintain the right motive in

this tremendously big work for men.

There must be a motive big enough to

challenge all the powers of a man. Nothing

short of this will suffice. You can get a

group of men to attend a pink tea—once.

Those who come to a second such sociable

should be transferred to the Ladies' Aid

Society.

In this Bible class of about 700 men the

dominant note is sacrificial service for the

sake of the other fellow and the church.

Anything short of this cheapens manhood

and loses its power to pull. All of the

social and athletic features of this great

organization are mere side issues offering

opportunity for sociability and superfluous

energy. But the main thing which is never

lost sight of is the man, the whole man,

with all his powers devoted to eternal is

sues. Notwithstanding the fact that I am

not the leader of this class, it has gripped

me into the closest contact with men I

could not otherwise have touched, and it

has added wings to my work.

The story of the growth of this class

reads like a romance. A little over a year

ago there were about fifteen men in the

Bible class who had in them all of the ele

ments of earnestness, of Kingdom build

ers. The mark set by the class for growth

was 100 men. In a given period, for a

DEFINITE purpose, this little group of fif

teen began to take an inventory of their

friends who could be influenced to join with

them in the work. The mark set at 100 was

quickly reached. Rejoiced at their success,

they began to reach out for more. Then

there were soon 200, and then 300, and then

500, and now the Bible class numbers

700 men, earnest, energetic, enterprising,

tackling every form of helpful service

with a devotion which is divine.

Where did these men come from? They

were DUG UP. The officers of the Bible

class divided the city into two equal sec

tions, and with the city directory before

them they determined to dig out every man

in Scranton and pry him loose from his

Sunday morning pillow and paper and get

him to church or make him show cause for

not coming. It was a rare sight to witness

Scranton's leading business men going

from house to house with a pressing per

sonal invitation to the men of the house to

come and make one of an organization

which was building manhood on the basis

of the Bible. The quick response was evi

dence enough that men will respond to a

manly appeal.

A Bible class is built just as a big busi

ness is built. This Bible class is DEMO

CRATIC. Looking over the great assembly

you will find side by side the millionaire

and the fellow who works in the mines, the

capitalist and the clerk. There is no differ

ence shown; there is no difference known.

And as men of much means and men of no

means group themselves about the teach

ings of the Master, new relations are estab

lished, and new friendships formed, the

bank balance difference is wiped out and the
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SECRETARY R. R. DEPT., TEACHER. HE HAS ALSO 800 MEN IN ASSOCIATION'S CLASSES

men are big brothers one to another, each

getting an insight into the other's problems

and temptations which would have been

unknown but for this common rallying point

of a man's religion.

In the- class every man feels perfectly

free to express himself on all of the prob

lems that touch life. It is a body of men

DEDICATED to unselfish service. These

men do not assemble from Sabbath to Sab

bath, saturate themselves with Scripture

study, and there stop. If the lesson of the

day means anything it means to them life

in earnest. There is not a department of

the church work which has not felt the

power of this body of men. The morning

congregation feels the effect, the night serv

ice, which is so often to the ministers a

heart-breaking burden, a ministry to paint

and varnish, has been by the earnest back

ing of these men transformed into one of

the most delightful and far-reaching

agencies of the church. A great men's

chorus has been organized, and for thirty

minutes before the sermon every Sabbath

night they conduct a devotional song serv

ice and maintain a spirit of prayer while

the truth is being preached. The congre

gation at night now fills the church. On

Wednesday night at the prayer meeting and

social hour again we find these men to the

front, leading in prayer, offering testimony,

giving their interpretation of the Scripture

message of the night, and offering sugges

tions which would be for the strengthening

of the influence of the church in the com

munity.

Nor does the work end there. Before

our last communion the men of this Bible

class were doing personal work, PERSUAD

ING men to profess their faith in Jesus

Christ, and make him Lord over their

daily lives. There were 51 additions to the

church at the last communion season, most

of these additions directly attributable to

the work of the men of the class. Wherever

I go I constantly run across the result of

the effort of these men in the jails, in the

red-light district, among fellows who have

been fighting a losing battle—in fact,

wherever there is a need it is to these men

constituted a direct call from God to go and

minister to that need. The passion for this

service has seized them and they enter upon

it with an enthusiasm and joy which must

bring gladness to the heart of the Christ,

who was a friend of publicans and sinners.

The members of the class have gone out

into the outlying districts and conducted

evangelistic services, and I can trace no less

than 500 Conversions immediately to the

appeal and the presentation of the truth by

these men. I have never made a request for

service of any description upon any member

of this class and had the request refused.

Too much cannot be said for the INSPI

RATIONAL LEADERSHIP of the teacher

of this class, Samuel Warr, secretary of the

Railroad Association, called by God from

firing an engine in England to firing souls

everywhere. He is a prince of Bible ex

positors and one of the greatest leaders of

men it has ever been my privilege to know

—never diverted by any side issue nor

turned to the consideration of sensational

topics, never agitating social reforms, but

holding the great crowd of men steadily to

the fundamental teachings of the Word of

God. When truths are grasped the appli

cation will work itself out in daily life. I

should like to say to my brother ministers

everywhere that I have found the Young

Men's Christian Association secretaries

everywhere to be a body of trained, true

men, who are eager to connect their lives

with the church life, and count in the con

structive work of the Kingdom. A min
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ister who is thoroughly alive to his oppor

tunity will seize upon these trained men and

turn their talents to account in his church.

They are loyal, capable, consecrated, effi

cient co-workers.

Without making a detracting statement

from the tremendous value of the Billy Sun

day campaign in Scranton, our church had

a body of 126 ORGANIZED MEN who

meant business, before the campaign com

menced, and during its progress, and at its

completion they were ready to go in and

reap the rich results for their own church.

And I have no hesitation in saying that the

religious interest now, a year after the close

of the campaign, is higher than when the

campaign was at its height. That which has

been done in Scranton can be duplicated

anywhere. Try it.

A Hundred Men Get Another

Hundred Men for the Church

By LOUIS F. REED, Brooklyn

TWO years ago last February a layman,

an International Young Men's Christian

Association man, walked into my study one

day and remarked, "What a wonderful thing

it would be if we had one hundred men in

the Flatbush Church at work to secure one

hundred other men for the Kingdom of God

before Easter!"

It seemed a large undertaking. While

the men in the church have always been in

terested in the distinctively spiritual life,

they had never undertaken any such aggres

sive personal work as was suggested. Nev

ertheless, as a result of the suggestion, a

meeting of the men of the congregation was

called to consider matters of interest to the

congregation. About two hundred respond

ed. After plans for enlargement of equip

ment had been put before them, volunteers

were asked for to go out after those one hun

dred men. About sixty-five men responded.

A list of men in our neighborhood was pre

pared, a second meeting of the volunteer

workers was called, and quietly, without

making any public advertisement of the

names, lists were placed in the hands of

groups of volunteers. For six weeks they

worked on those lists, calling in the evening,

writing letters, and following up the men

who were assigned to them. The result was

splendid. At the Easter Communion 105

people were received into the church, of

whom fifty-two were males. Of these many

came from the Sunday-school, but the in

fluence of the men, both direct and indirect,

in persuading the men of the neighborhood

to definitely accept church membership was

very conspicuous.

Mr. Thousands New Subscribers

This Is a sample of Dr. Bull's notes.

Attention is called to more Pithy Daily Mes
sages like those on pages 331 to 339. Form the,
habit of reading these notes based on the Inter
national Sunday School Lesson readings. Carry

these pages in your pocket.

Sat. 13. Vs. 4. Then came the messen
gers to Glbeah of Saul, and told the tidings
In the ears of the people; and all the peo
ple lifted up their voices and wept. Read

Ps. 47.

LET US WEEP. No one appreciates the

tears of sympathy more than I do. But. be

loved, your eyes can be as dry as a bone if you

will just do something to help me in my battle.

Don't stand around sobbing—start something.

Sometimes when the spiritual condition of the

church, or your class, is at low ebb, a friend

or two will gladly come around and cry over It

with you. If the devil of indifference seems to

have gotten Into the church, of course you will

be distressed over it—but dry your eyes and

fight hell with howitzers, not with pocket hand

kerchiefs. If old Nahash thinks he has you on

the run get his range and make a noise like a

siege gun, not a sigh. The people of Gibeah

said, "We are sorry." The man of God grabbed

hfs sword.

Some of the men who volunteered and

who did the work most efficiently were the

most influential men in our congregation.

They approached men in a natural, straight

forward way, which won the confidence of

outsiders. It was not an old-fashioned re

vival, but it was a new-fasihoned effort

which was striking in its effect both on the

church members and on those whom they

won. The plan was carried through in such

a way that it did not violate the self-respect

of any one, with the result that last year the

same plan was repeated and the total acces

sions to the church at Easter were 115. It

is our expectation to place before the men

yearly some such worthy task. There is no

reason on earth why men who profess to be

Christians, members of the Christian

Church, should not present the cause con

vincingly to the men whom they know as

neighbors. The prime mistake that pastors

make is in trying to do all the work in a

church themselves. They do not trust their

laymen sufficiently and do not call upon the

reserves of spiritual power to be found in

the congregation. We pastors labor under

the impression that we are the only vessels

of God that are filled with His Spirit. When

our eyes are opened to the truth, we reap

amazing rewards.

When churches utilize the power that is

in their own congregations, there is less

need for importing outside workers who are

out of sympathy with the methods and spir

it of the Church. The best way to save one's

own congregation is to let that congregation

join in saving the world.
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Tom, " Mick," Honor Man

TT WAS ten to twelve years ago when it

-i- happened, or started to happen. I hesi

tate to speak of a job as done, even in a

decade.

We will call him Tom just to keep from

calling him by his right name, which is Bill

or Jim or Jake, it does not matter. Tom's

home had been broken up by drink and

when the police finished the job they didn't

seem to take Tom into consideration. After

knocking about for some time he found

lodgings with a relative on the edge of

"The Triangle." Now, in these days "The

Triangle" was akin to "Hell's-half-acre"

and adjoined Whiskey Island. It was here

that history was being made and "cops"

travelled in pairs.

Tom's early heroes were the young bullies

who were helping to make this history. He

was attracted to the Association by the

gymnasium and swimming pool. He worked

or went to school as he chose and occasion

ally took a trip to another part of the

country—on these trips he travelled in box

cars and associated with tramps and bums

of older and more mature years. On one

of his prolonged stays at home and during

a spell of steady employment it was pos

sible to interest him in Bible study and

other Association activities. Through

these he became a Christian and joined the

church and went to work at the job. He

not only attended Bible class but taught a

class of his own age. His interpretation of

the Scriptures was modern and his lan

guage would have been the despair of a

teacher of English—he told 'em to "mooch

along if they didn't want to get trun out."

We can't go into all of the details, but he

had good stuff in him and it was through

the Association that he was encouraged to

prepare to go to college. He did so carry

ing ice during the summer to earn money

to go to school in the fall, and it was "no

cinch." The first year in school he lived

very frugally and did his own cooking most

of the time, but this did not keep him from

helping others. On starting back to school

in the fall, his last act in the city was to

drop a letter into the mail to the Associa

tion secretary, enclosing two five dollar bills

and a note saying "Please take this and

give two Micks a year in the Club—I can

spare it—Tom." As a sort of a by-product

he took two other boys to college with him

—one is now a minister and the other an

Association secretary, and he has been

sending others ever since.

He put in six years hard work in college,

taking all hor^rs in the student and athle-

 

ANY ONE OP THESE MIGHT BE "TOM"

A section of a group picture of 400 West Side,
Cleveland, boys who are taking the "bent of
their lives" straight from that Association.

tic life of his school, and on graduation

found a number of places open to him in

cluding Association fields, churches and

civic appointments. Out of all these he

chose the hardest, a job which sent him

to live and work among the city's dirtiest

and most needy children. About this time

he married a splendid Christian girl.

On visiting him in this work an Associa

tion secretary saw him moving among these

children of the slums, and he didn't seem to

be afraid to come in personal contact with

them. Some were so dirty that you'd be

afraid if they touched you they'd stick to

you. The secretary said—"Tom, I've been

wondering if I could come in here and

mingle with these girls and boys as you do,
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most of our boys are fairly clean." He re

plied—"Well, if I couldn't do it I'd quit my

job." This continued for two or three

years, and when the Governor of the State

wanted a man to undertake a big piece of

humanitarian work Tom was picked for the

job. He's doing it and his religion is still

in working order. There is more or less

politics connected with the position and he

has appointments to make, but the word

has been passed around "If you want to get

anything from him don't try to use a pull,

it won't work."

He is bettering the conditions of thou

sands of homes and bringing hope and

cheer in to the lives of his fellow men. And

there are still bigger things ahead.

M. D. C.

Smiles—The Boy from the Mountains

By ALBERT M. CHESLEY, Pennsylvania State Committee

"He First Findeth His Own Brother"

HE STOOD with the others watching

him die—his father. He had sent for

them, five children, and his gaze wandered

lovingly from one to the other, while his

hand clasped that of his little wife—who

was beginning to shed the first tears of her

widowhood.

Earnestly and with a low voice in broken

sentences he pleaded—"Take care of your

mother. Don't be drunkards. Don't bring

disgrace on the family. Be good children.

Good-bye."

Shortly after he slipped away, leaving

the little wife to be father as well as mother

to the growing children.

Life looked at Smiles with other eyes af

ter his father's death. He was but a child

of ten emerging into boyhood. No child

labor law kept him or his brother and sister,

aged twelve and fifteen, from working in

the mill in this Southern mountain town.

The family must live.

For a time—father's last words seemed

lost upon Smiles. He rapidly picked up

the manners and customs of the mill hands

so that at fifteen he cussed cheerfully,

smoked incessantly, carried a man's size

quid in his cheek, spat voluminously and

even drank corn whiskey. The frail little

mother had not the strength to combat his

spirit.

On a St. Patrick's Day he stole a quart

of rye whiskey from a "speak-easy," found

his brother Tom and his chum Hub at the

work bench, and gave them their first drink.

That night he and Hub got drunk.

Smiles achieved a record of looseness in

a town where ideals were deadly low, and

as a result was accused of many vile things

of some of which he was not guilty.

After many months the mother in despair

accepted an offer from her brother in the

city. He would take Smiles, who was now

sixteen, and educate him. Brother Tom had

married. A husband at the age of eighteen!

Chum "Hub," after a drunken row with his

employer had run away to become a chauf

feur, and Smiles was eager for new sen

sations. From the little mountain home to

the great city this lad came—and what did

he find?

As Smiles entered the Association—that

afternoon—he felt half inclined to turn and

"beat it." 'Twas all so strange. But the

painter working on his uncle's house had

assured Smiles that this very Association

was the best place in town for a good time.

Now as he stood on the first step, cheerful,

boyish laughter floated down to him from

the game room above. Smiles was a fun-

loving boy; mounting the stairs he soon

found himself in a merry group of good look

ing boys about his own age. "Say Bill," said

one—"do you remember the day at camp

when Stubby Jones poured a bucket of

water on Slats Wilbur while he was asleep

under the cedar tree?" "No," said Bill,

"was he mad?"

"Not much, Slats just flung out his arms,

began to do the crawl stroke and sputtered

—"Save the women and children first I

can look out for myself."

"Slats was a funny guy," laughed an

other boy. "I never can forget the day

when Pop let him do the tent inspecting.

All the fellows were lined up on dress

parade. Slats had his clothes full of all

sorts of things, worn out socks and so forth,

and he'd pretend to find them in some fel

low's bunk and bring them out of the tent

dumping all sorts of stuff in front. Then

he reported to Pop that all the tents were

punk, except the Grants'. Course he was in

that tent!"

All this sounded like real fun to Smiles,

and as he looked around he saw that the

room was full of boys, and that a young

man was inviting every one to come and

sit down and help sing.

Smiles says now that it all seemed too

good to be true. He had never dreamed of

such a place for boys, or that anyone in all

the world cared so much for boys as did

this man who was talking to them this af

ternoon.

Afterwards when the Association man
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SECRETARY DANIELS AND HIS "FOUR REASONS" (SONS) FOR THE ASSOCIATION

When he became Secretary of the Navy he declared he had 87,000 more good reasons for ad
vocating the Young Men's Christian Association.

talked with him, he acted as though he

thought he was a good boy, one worth hav

ing for a friend. All this was new to

Smiles.

When the next Sunday came, the boy from

the mountains was at the boys' building

before the secretary came with his key and

his friendly greeting, and he was eager to

hear again the man who seemed to believe

in boys. At this meeting the speaker told

a story of a boy who lost his foot in order

to save the life of his friend, and then

asked those present if they were willing

to do something to save some other fellow

from sin. Christ's sacrifice was made very

real, and Smiles thought with horror, hu

miliation and penitence of Tom, Hub, and

his own sinful life. Afterwards, in con

ference and prayer with the Association

man, Smiles on that very afternoon found

Christ. It was very real to him. That

night he sat on a bench in a public park

and thought and thought and thought!

In his own words he says—"When I got

home that night Uncle was waiting for me

and gave me a sharp scolding. I'd always

been used to talking back to the old fellow

and it must have surprised him when I told

him I was sorry for being late. That night

I knelt by my bed and said my prayers, and

after two or three nights the old man com

menced to kneel by his bed. We both slept

in the same room."

In speaking of his life at this period

Smiles says—"I just had to be doing some

thing all the time and I wanted to do some

thing to help people." He commenced to

fight his bad habits and tried in every way

to earn extra money. He succeeded in get

ting together enough to pay his mother's

taxes, and then sent her one dollar each

week. He persuaded Brother Tom to come

to the city, secured work for him and then

deliberately set about to convert him to the

Christian life. One Sunday morning Tom

and Smiles joined the church, side by side.

So zealously did he work after joining a

class in Sunday School that he added ten

boys to the membership in a few weeks.

His cheery smile together with his burning,

personal interest in all his boy friends made

him popular everywhere.

The woman at whose house he boarded

would find the coal hod full when she feared

it would be empty. "Doing things to help"

was Smiles' motto.

When he was twenty years old he begged

his mother to move to the city and she

rather reluctantly consented, but the ven

ture proved a good one. Smiles was quite

ready to play the role of the head of the

house. With a frail mother, an invalid

sister, one good brother and one careless

one, he played a man's game and held the

family together.

And "Hub"? He drove an auto to the

city and looked up Smiles. And Smiles com- ■

menced to try to win the pow confirmed

drinker Hub to Christ. Never does he de

spair. The meetings are intermittent, be

cause Hub is often out of town, but the

little evangelist is still burning to win the

fellow to whom he gave his first drink of

whiskey.



" The Old Church Has Yet Something a Man Needs "

What a Traveling Railroad Secretary Found

T ATTENDED recently an all-day's re-

-L treat of Presbyterian ministers and

elders held in an Ohio city. To the sur

prise of all of us one of the younger minis

ters drew a depressing picture. Quoting

from different magazines he endeavored to

prove that the church was losing ground,

that men were not reckoning with the

church and its ability to help them and this

was all the fault of the clergymen and the

influential members. There was not a hope

ful note in his speech. An air of gloom per

vaded the room. Somewhat to my astonish

ment the moderator of the meeting called

upon me to say a few words. I wanted to

answer the young minister and concluded

to do so by citing some incidents which had

occurred on a trip from which I had just

returned. I related my experiences with

three men, and simply said that somehow

when a man was in trouble and had a real

need and had time to think he found him

self naturally turning to the church for

inspiration, for a message that could not

be supplied by any other source.

Word has just come from Haileyville,

Okla., where we have a new Association on

the Rock Island Lines, that sixteen big rail

roaders left the building the other Sunday

night headed by the secretary and attended

church. Surely there is something vital

within the church that will prompt a group

of sixteen rapid train handling, able bodied,

sin tempted men to seek its counsel and

help and perhaps in some instances offer

their services. For years Pocatello has

given a large place in its Sunday program

to the attendance of church on Sunday

night. There are seldom less than 25 men

in the group and they have had as many as

75. This is, of course, only one phase of

the subject.

But here are the stories of the three men :

WHILE en route to the coast the con

ductor on one of the trains in glancing

over my annual said: "Well, we don't see

you fellows very often. When I railroaded

in the East I used to see a good many Y.

M. C. A. men, but Christians are rather

scarce out in this country. If you don't

mind I am coming back directly to talk to

you." In about half an hour he returned

and he told me of his life in the East—how

he formerly attended church, what it meant

to him ; how careless and indifferent he had

become; how he had drifted away from the

church and had reached the conclusion that

it could not do very much for him in his life

and that it was of no material help in the

solution of the problems that he was called

upon to face and £oive. A few months ago

a great sorrow came into his home in the

loss of a loved one and in the hour of his

bereavement he found himself turning to

the church and as he expressed it, "I now

see what I have been missing for the past

fifteen years. I tell you they can criticise

the old church all they want, but somehow

it has a message for the man who is up

;.gainst it."

A FEW DAYS later while on the coast

I had luncheon with an old friend

whom I knew in my boyhood twenty years

ago. He has prospered and had been mak

ing money, lived high, drifted away from

the church, became indifferent and more or

less selfish. When I saw him he gave every

evidence of a man carrying a heavy load

and in trouble. He told me that he was

facing financial disaster and admitted that

be deserved all that was coming to him. Of

his own volition he expressed regret that he

had drifted away from the church and was

just beginning to appreciate the fact that

the church stood for the things in life that

were worth while, that the church somehow

had a message that could not be supplied

by any other organization. He had about

made up his mind to re-establish his habit

of attending church. It made an impres

sion upon me when this man of the world

in his helplessness saw in the church some

thing that at least represented the great

verities of life.

UPON MY return to the East I stopped

between trains to call on an acquaint

ance who is a railway official. The chief

clerk intimated that he was not receiving

callers and stated that Mr. Blank was pass

ing through a deep sorrow and the news

had reached him only that day. I was all

the more eager to see him and told the

clerk so, whereupon he took in my name. A

few moments later I was with this friend

whom I have known well for several years.

Without telling me about the nature of his

sorrow, he opened up by telling me that

he was doing some serious thinking, and

that this recent experience which had come

to him brought back memories of the days

when as a youth he used to attend church.

How in the course of his railroading he

had drifted away from it and from the life

that it offers to its members. We talked

over what he could do and without any sug

gestion on my part he expressed the con
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viction that he could render a larger service

to his fellow men by pitching in to help the

church meet some of its opportunities. He

confided that he had openly critcised the

church, some of its methods and the hypo

crites within, "but," said he, "I tell you the

old church with all of its frailties and mis

takes somehow has something within it that

every man needs."

A Club which Hit the Trail

By E. B. BUCKALEW, Scranton, Pa.

THE DUNMORE OUTING CLUB of

Scranton was a disreputable resort,

the influence of which was wholly bad. They

had pool tables on which they played

gambling games as well as having on the

side poker games, cock fights and prize

fights. The fights were held in the cellar

where there was a trap door arrangement

in the floor concealing the cock-pit, which, in

case of alarm was quickly closed, hiding

the roosters from sight. When the trap

doors were closed they formed a platform

for the prize fights.

The proprietor, who had worked in the

mines, lived upstairs on the second floor.

He attended the Billy Sunday meetings,

"hit the trail" and then closed the place,

and went back to the mines to earn his

living. This move on his part made such

an impression that it started the members

of the club in the same direction and be

fore long all but two of the sixty-five had

also "hit the trail," as well as the owner of

the property. These converted men, who

had been a roistering "devil-may-care" type

of men, now found their way into the

churches, and before long the former club

quarters were transformed into a mission,

backed by the ministers and dedicated by

Dr. Anderson.

Most of the men present at the meeting

shown in the picture are former members

of the club. After the meeting I shook hands

with two ex-prize fighters who had battled

in the cellar of the club in former days.

One, pointing to his misshapen nose, and

nodding toward his erstwhile antagonist,

said: "This is what he did to me." An

other man, in the testimonies, pointed a

a few feet from where he stood and said:

"Right there is where I have gambled at

many a game of cards." Another said:

"Many is the time I have come to this place

with a rooster under my arm, but thank

God I can be here tonight enjoying this

meeting for my spiritual good." The testi

monies were bright, positive, and gave every

evidence of real religious experience.

Billy Sunday closed his campaign here

April 19, 1914. The photograph of the

meeting at the Mission was taken at the

meeting addressed by Dr. Anderson January

29, 1915. These converts hold out, hold to

gether and work.



The Business of Bringing Men Into the Church

As Many Association Men Have Followed It

Clinched by Long Distance

By ALBERT E. ROBERTS

IT was at the close of a County Conven

tion in Massachusetts, some four years

ago, where forty-five young men took a

stand for the Christian life. Four of these

came from a little nearby town. The leader

suggested to them that the way to grow

in Christian experience was to pray often,

read the Bible daily and immediately tell

some one about the step they had taken.

After consultation, these four young men

went to the telephone office and called up

the pastor of their church over the long

distance phone and asked him to tell the

people of the ohurch in the Sunday evening

service what they had done and to assure

them that they wanted to be helpful to the

community, rather than to hinder it as they

had done in the past.

The pastor was greatly moved and his

announcement in the Sunday evening serv

ice created a profound impression. Men

and women who had become cold and indif

ferent in their religious experience re

sponded to the fresh and vigorous testimony

of these young men, and when they re

turned the following day they met many

friends who congratulated them on the

stand they had taken and wanted to help

them. These young men united with the

church, went to work immediately and, as

the result of working together with older

people, transformed their community.

The other day after the leader of this

meeting had addressed the students of an

eastern college a young man asked, "Do you

remember me?" "No," said the leader.

"Well," said he, "I am one of the fellows

who took a stand for the Christian life in

the meeting you conducted five years ago.

You may remember that a few of us got

the home folks over the long distance phone

and told them that we were coming home

to help the church rather than hinder it."

"Well," he continued, "we did this. We

found the men were willing to work with

us. All of us became leaders of groups of

younger boys. We tried to do everything

we could to help the church, as well as the

Young Men's Christian Association. As a

result, great things were done in that town

and all the fellows 'stuck.' The other three

are still at it, but I am down here prepar

ing myself for a life of Christian work."

What happened in the life of this young

man and his associates and in the town in

which he lives, may happen in any town

where older boys and men work together

for the extension of the Kingdom. In this

town, the home, the school and the church

were all vitally affected and it is safe to

say that corner lots are worth more to-day

there than they were five years ago.

Remaking a Country Church

GLENDALE twenty-five years ago or

more was a well known country com

munity with a church and school as the

center. It was one of the best country cir

cuit appointments in the county. Gradually

interest died, leadership failed, and the

church became a mission Sunday School of

a suburban town four miles away, with

leadership imported once a week. The story

of reviving began three years ago when the

county Association was invited to visit the

Sunday School.

Eighteen months ago a Corn Club of

twenty boys was formed. They insisted in

having the whole Association program later

and so were organized as a Young Men's

Christian Association with a young farmer

as a leader. Some of the members came

two and three miles to the meetings each

week. One young high school fellow was

particularly interested, and as president of

the group pushed the work hard. The first

break was at the time of the State Boys'

Conference which was attended by the

leader and three delegates. At this meeting

he took a stand for Christ, and the day fol

lowing, his brother. The following Sunday

they united with the town church. One boy

brought his father, who had not been to

Sunday School for thirty years. Now he is

a church member.

A few weeks ago when the secretary

visited the group three more quietly decided

for Christ, and a few days later a fourth

while on an educational trip to Philadelphia.

Soon after one of the members won an

other, and later the youngest member be

came a Christian, leaving but one member

not decided. All but two have united with

the Methodist church in town, and they

are just about to come in, the delay being

made on account of Baptist ancestry and

the town church having few rural people.

This is an example of a town church with

a rural minded pastor meeting a very great

need. Men are being assimilated in the

town church without losing their identity

or interest in their rural community. Re

cently the pastor held a series of meetings
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for two weeks when about thirty decisions

were made, most of them coming into the

church.

The Association is given much credit for

bringing these things to pass. Leader

ship is being developed to take care of the

Sunday School, also the week-night prayer

meeting with a farmer in charge, a mem

ber of the old church but for years in

different. Young men influenced to attend

Men's Sunday afternoon meetings in the

town have united with the church and

through them their parents and friends are

coming in.

Glendale is proud to be once more "on

the map."

" Churching " Dormitory Men

By RALPH W. BROWN, West Side, New York

i fTTELLO. old man, what are you doing

Xi-here in this Y. M. C. A. as a secre

tary? My name is Jones, from Massachu

setts. I used to know of you back home in

your church federation work. I have just

landed here in your dormitory." Listen,

now; here's the point: The secretary imme

diately shot for the heart of the matter.

He knew the man as an enthusiastic worker

in his home church. "Say, Jones, I want

to introduce you to the pastor of a nearby

church. He is here now. The church is a

live wire in the community and they need

you for definite work." Connections were

made at once^ The dormitory man met the

pastor, the pastor gripped his opportunity,

and the man is now in the fore-front of

church work, and teaching a large class of

young men. Relationships are happy and

helpful.

it TONES, you have been here two years

tiin our dormitory. Why haven't you

connected up with a local church? You are

active in our work here at the 'Y' and ren

dering good service, but the church needs

you and you need the church." Jones

smiled a knowing smile, and poured

forth his pent-up feelings. "My experi

ences have perhaps been unfortunate, but

they have made me stay out of a local

church. Several times the associate pas

tor of a nearby church has called upon me.

Say, do you know, he's a regular old

woman. He fuddy-duddies around, and

hands out a lot of hot air. I wouldn't join

a church he represents. I've been to sev

eral different churches to look them over.

What do I find? Well, I didn't feel that I

was really wanted. People seemed fairly

cordial, but I want real warmth and friend

ship in the church I join. Costs lots of

money, too, and I'm not a millionaire. Min

ister shook hands with me, but he did it in

a dead-fish fashion." The dormitory secre

tary tried to put this man right in his

thinking, and encouraged further search

for a congenial church. He is landed now,

and a valuable worker. It meant persistent

follow-up and .patient work.

<(TyrR. SECRETARY, your deputation

iV-l- team of young fellows from our dor

mitory is a great thing. I like this idea of

going out every Sunday evening to help lead

a young people's meeting of some church.

It means this to me: I find opportunity is

afforded to meet other young people, par

ticularly the girls of the churches; you

realize a fellow ought to know the right

sort of girls in the city, and I have been in

the dormitory over a year without knowing

a single girl. I also like the idea of get

ting together on Monday evenings in

Smith's room and studying out with the

other fellows the talk for the following

Sunday evening. That's real Bible Study.

Then, too, the idea of attending the social

affairs of the young people's societies and

the men's clubs and Bible classes means a

whole lot to a fellow; and when you took

twenty-five of us the other evening to the

home of one of the members of the Commit

tee of Management, and we met the girls

from a club in his church—say, that's the

life! I notice, too, that the churches are

sitting up and taking notice and are com

mencing to feel that the Association is a

real factor in doing something worth while

to help in the work of the church. Count

me in strong for this work each week."

These are the stories of three men of

"West Side," New York. In the year, 1083

were dealt with in reference to church

membership.

A Church-Building Bible Class

By FRANK YEIGH, Toronto

A BIBLE class that is not a factor in

holding and identifying men with the

church is a class that is missing one of its

biggest bull's eyes.

A Bible Class organization that uses a

church merely as a free-rent rendezvous,

with light and heat thrown in, is not giving

a square deal to the church. The handing

over of one-collection-a-Sunday hardly meets

the situation.

A Bible Class that is worth its title will

italicize church affiliation, church attend

ance, church support in all its policy.

Some Bible Classes need to take a kinder

garten course in the important place the
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church occupies in our modern civilization;

in the crime of weakening its influence by

neglect, by unfair criticism, and in the fact

that it had the Master's commendation

from its inception.

A Bible Class can and should prove its

loyalty to the individual church where it is

accommodated, to the denomination it is

affiliated with, and to the Church of Christ

in its widest world-wide significance.

How?

By serving as a training school for the

work of the church, by turning out a steady

supply of Sunday school teachers and offi

cers, by helping to man auxiliary organiza

tions, by having other men in readiness for

emergency needs.

I have a concrete illustration at hand in

a men's class in a Canadian church, whose

motto of "I serve" is one that is lived up to.

Among the members or ex-members one is a

deacon and superintendent of the Sabbath

School; another, an assistant superinten

dent; two are church auditors; one organist

and choir master of the church, two are in

the Sabbath School library; eleven in the

choir, eight are ushers, one president of the

Young People's Club, three are Sabbath

School teachers, sixteen have enlisted as

Canadian soldiers in the great war, and

forty-one were at a recent communion

service.

The Bible Class can render effective

service by bringing home to its members,

insistently and urgently, the claim of the

church upon them for an adequate propor

tion of their talents and time, and by

strengthening it through personal and

tangible support.

The man who, being Christian in spirit

and belief, stops short of definite identifica

tion with a church is as much an anachron

ism as a soldier who, after enlistment, de

clines to enter the ranks and "do his bit" in

the fighting line.

But men, if they are to be held and identi

fied with the church, need to be guided there

to in a very definite and practical way. The

niche must be found for the man as well

as the man for the niche. The Bible Class

leader has a chance to do his best work here,

with the cooperation of pastor and church.

The former must be eager and alert in

finding the right place of service for the

right men who offers, and the church au

thorities, especially those who have been in

control for long years, need sometimes to

give the younger men a chance.

How some dear old worthies cling to their

churchly positions! I know a church where

the Bible Class teacher has tried for years

No Step in Life More Important

By J. M. STUDEBAKER, Head of Studebaker

Bros.

T HAVE had no striking experience on the

value of joining the church when young.

I did not need it to impress upon my mind

the value of the church as a corrective and

steadying influence on human life. We were

a large family of children, and from my

earliest years our good Dunkard father and

mother taught us to reve:ence the Bible;

to accept the evangelical view of Chris

tianity, and to accotd to the chu:ch the

highest respect as the accredited and lead

ing agency on earth for religious teaching

and correct living. Our entire family were

and have been members of one or another of

the various denominational evangelical

churches, and I entertain an unquestioned

belief that no step in life is more important

to the youth of the land than that of mem

bership in the chuich, and active co-opera

tion in its labois. Doubtless one may be

a sincere and earnest Christian outside the

pale of the church, but association in the

church gives encouragement and stability

to right living, and makes vastly more ef

fective individual effort for the promotion

of righteous living. As you may infer, my

advice to the young is to join the church,

believing that no one in sincerity ever took

this step and had occasion afterward to

regret it.

to have the board of managers include in

their ranks a young business man as repre

senting the younger element, but thus far

he has not succeeded.

As the Bible Class is called upon to give

a front place in its program to the church,

as its bounden duty and high privilege is

to make the class a factor in holding and

identifying its members with the church, so

in equal degree minister and church are

called upon to do their part to welcome the

new men, to make way for them if need be,

and to give them a chance to serve.

It is a case where team work will do the

best work.

If the great adult masculine Bible Class

army of America were, to a man, to get

behind and within the church, why, we

would have a millenium glory-time right

now!
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The "Big Meeting" at

Indianapolis

By A. H. GODARD

AN ANALYSIS of the "Big Meeting"

at Indianapolis throws a great light

upon the enterprise which has been in

continuous operation for nearly eleven

years during the fall, winter and spring

seasons.

At a recent meeting attended by 1739

men, a series of questions were propounded

and these men asked to answer them. 1409

men did so. The following facts were se

cured.

Under the heading of nationalities, 1171

were American born, 134 in Germany, 30 in

Ireland, 24 in England, 11 in France, 9 in

Scotland, 10 in Wales, 6 in Sweden, 5 in

Assyria, 2 in Canada, 2 in Ho'land, t in

Norway, 1 in Porto Rico, 1 in Cuba, 1 in

Japan, 1 in Roumania. 270 were born in

Indianapolis, 686 in Indiana, 372 in other

states, and 916 of the men now living in

Indianapolis were born elsewhere.

Out of the total number only 570 at

tended church regularly; 839 of the total

number attended church occasionally or

rarely. Out of the 1409 who signed cards

only 570 indicated that they made any con

tribution to the church in the way of any

distinctive service.

In answer to the question as to why these

men attended the "Big Meeting" 889 gave

one or more of the following replies: (1)

Assisted and guided in Christian service

through the "Big Meeting." (2) Attended

for general inspiration toward right living

and uplift. That the meeting assisted them

in keeping straight. (3) That it helped

them in their every day walks of life. The

emphasis was placed largely on the state

ment that the general inspiration of the

meeting was the reason of their finding it

of interest. Only 159 gave specifically as

a reason for their attendance the combi

nation of speakers and music. 191 gave

speakers alone, 96 gave music alone, 65

gave as their reason the privilege of form

ing friendships at the meeting.

A total of 102 occupations was repre

sented by the men in attendance.

Upon close analysis it was found that

the meeting was reaching exactly the classes

that ought to be reached in a great city.

We were laboring under the impression that

this was true and had taken several test

votes which seemed to illustrate that this

was true in previous years, but never have

we been so concretely assured of the fact

as in this direct question and answer re

sult.

During the eleven years of the meeting's

history 2771 men have confessed Jesus

Christ as their Saviour and have been re

lated to the church as rapidly as possible.

After a close study of the foregoing facts

and others at our command, the following

conclusions have been reached.

1. That the "Big Meeting" has a distinct mis

sion as a Church agency in this city.

2. That men find most attractive a gospel

mossage, rather than lectures on questions of the

day outside of religious realms.

3. That the meeting is vital to men represent

ing every class of society.

4. That while it cannot be considered as a per

manent institution and never has been thus con

sidered in Indianapolis, still It has preserved its

forcefulness, and beneficial returns have increas

ingly resulted during a course of eleven years ;

the current year being the largest in point of at

tendance of any yet experienced.

5. That the speaker should present Truth

largely by illustration and not by stating a fact

which he proceeds to prove through logical

deductions.

6. That a sense of ownership of the meeting

must be transmitted to the men and that they

must share the burden of fully sustaining the

meeting financially.

7. That the great results of the meeting are

found to be inspirational in connection with

right living.

8. That when the expense of the meeting is

not borne by the first collection, which should

be taken prior to the address, a second collection

is no detriment to the interest of the movement.

9. That th? average cost for speakers should

not be more than $25; that an average of $16

per week is ample as an advertising cost, and

that $">0 should be the maximum paid for the

theatre in order to have the entire expense of

the meeting borne by the men themselves.

10. That the commanding importance of the

"Big Meeting" in the estimation of business men

of the city stimulates general loyalty to the

Association and prepares the way for the regu

lar undertakings of the Association necessary

from time to time along financial and other

lines.

Finally : That no theatre meeting should be

promoted without a personal work organization

of a permanent character to be on duty Sunday

after Sunday, nor should it be undertaken with

out a complete advertising organization which

should extend into numerous shops and factories

and into wholesale and retail districts of the

city.

This organization to be so perfected that the

Association ofllcials should not have the sole duty

of getting out the printed matter. This printed

matter to be secured at the building weekly by

the Committee and distributed as planned.

After these organizations are perfected at the

beginning of the year a theatre meeting may be

run as easily as a small gospel meeting held at

the Association building, providing the speakers

have been booked not later than July for each

succeeding season.



High Estimates of High Officials

WORDS OF CONFIDENCE WHICH BEGET CONFIDENCE CALLED OUT AT THE IN

AUGURATION OF ASSOCIATION CAMPAIGNS AT OTTAWA, ONTARIO, AND WASHING

TON, D. C, BY H. R. H THE DUKE OF CONNAUGHT, SIR GEORGE E. FOSTER, SIR. R

L. BORDEN, PRESIDENT WILSON AND SECRETARIES BRYAN, DANIELS, AND LANE.

As Canada's Royal Governor Observed

Association Work the World Around

IT HAS BEEN my good fortune to have

seen a good deal of the work of the

Young Men's Christian Association. It is

true my experience has been mostly con

nected with the troops. As you know, I

have held a number of commands in the

army, in India, in the Mediterranean, in

Egypt and in different portions of the

United Kingdom, and my experience has

been that excellent work, warm sympathy

and a kindly Christian spirit have always

guided the Association on every occasion in

which I, as a general officer, came in con

tact with it; and the same experience is

true of every other general officer I have

ever come across.

The Association has always done all it

could to make the life of the soldier easier,

pleasanter and saner; it has always given

him good facilities ; it has always set a good

example.

If that has been my experience as a sol

dier, how much greater has been the experi

ence of men in civil life? We have a large

population in Canada, many of whom have

come from different parts of the Old Coun

try, men new to their suroundings, new to

the climate; and the Young Men's Christian

Associations have come forward and ex

tended the right hand of friendship and fel

lowship, have opened their doors to them,

and have done what they could to help them

in every way.

You are non-sectarian ; you hold the

Christian religion above everything, but

you are thoroughly human in the way in

which you deal with those who come into

your fine buildings and who use them with

gratitude.

Throughout Canada and the States there

is no Association that occupies a higher

position in the sympathy and respect of

their fellow-countrymen. I feel that any

appeal to the Capital of our Dominion will

not fall on deaf ears; that they will sym

pathize with your object; they know the

results of its good work.

I wish particularly to say that we ought

never to forget the triangle emblem which,

shows the three-fold object of the Associa

tion, namely: 'Spirit, Mind and Body.'

I am well aware of the many classes that

have been held in every city in Canada by

 

H. R. H. THE DUKE OF CONNAUGHT

the Young Men's Christian Asociation, espe

cially the classes for boys and those who

are beginning their struggles in life; and I

notice with great pleasure that you are do

ing your utmost to train these boys for com

mercial, industrial, and for professional

careers.

Your Association, has done most excellent

work in connection with the immigrants,

giving the newcomers to Canada, informa

tion, advice, and a helping hand generally.

In the Toronto Association alone, this win

ter, 1,500 foreigners are learning to speak

and write English, and are also being made

acquainted with the principles of Canadian

citizenship.

In connection with the war, the Associa

tion has done, and is doing most valuable

work. I know the generous manner in

which you have thrown open the doors of

the Ottawa Association to all those who

wear His Majesty's uniform. Besides that,

you have given them instruction in Collo

quial French, so as to enable the officers and

men to prepare themselves for their cam
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paign in France. Everyone knows what the

Young Men's Christian Association did at

Valcartier. They were of the greatest

help; indeed, I do not know how the men

would have got on with any comfort or

decency if it had not been for your tents

and buildings. In England its workers are

serving at the present moment in 600 sepa

rate camps and barracks; and in France,

with the consent of the French government,

its work is being carried on as near the

front as possible. Seven of your experi

enced workers have been allowed to accom

pany the Canadian Contingent, and have

been recognized as officers of that contin

gent.

I most strongly recommend the Young

Men's Christian Association to the public.

I hope they will support it in the way it de

serves; and I can testify in the strongest

way my appreciation and my recognition of

the splendid spirit in which from its incep

tion, the Association has worked for the

good of all.

Canada's Prime Minister, Sir Robert

L. Borden, Adds Congratulations

THE impressions and habits formed dur

ing the earlier years are of the highest

importance and exercise a most profound

influence upon all the future years of life.

The work of the Association in bringing

youths and young men under sound in

fluences and in providing them with whole

some recreation is most commendable and

should command universal sympathy. I

warmly congratulate the Association on all

that it has accomplished in the past and I

trust that its future success and usefulness

may be even greater.

Sir George E. Foster, Canada's Min

ister of Trade and Commerce, Talks

of Influence at Ottawa's Campaign

THERE is the association between young

men which is so intimate in all its op

erations that it gets hold of young men as

they mingle with each other, and it becomes

a sympathy in the first place, an enthusiasm

afterwards, and after that a continual driv

ing power.

You can pretty nearly always gauge a

cause by the men who are at work for and

in sympathy with it, and proceeding on that

basis the Association is a good institution

here in Ottawa, because if it had not been,

and done its work, it would not have had

a band such as you to drive this strenuous

campaign on these three days.

But I did not need to come here to know

something about the Y. M. C. A. I think

it was forty-two years ago when I had the

honor of being the president of an Associa

tion and a worker with a noble band of

workers in Fredericton, N. B. I could not

undertake to say what I would have turned

out to be if it had not been for the Associa

tion. I do not know that I was wild in my

youthful days. I am quite cognizant of the

fact that my life has been a different life

because of the sympathies which were

drawn out and upon by the work in the As

sociation and by the efficient help that

came to me from that work.

President Wilson Discusses the Tests

Which Measure a Man or Association

I HAVE expressed my interest in the

Young Men's Christian Association on

a great many occasions, but every time I

express it it seems to me the feeling grows

in me that nothing is more valuable to a

city than an association like this. I have

said on another occasion that I can almost

assess the character of a community by the

manner in which it supports or does not

support its Young Men's Christian Associa

tion, because there is such a splendid mix

ture of objects in a Young Men's Christian

Association. The supreme object, of course,

is to exhibit the spirit of Christ and to

show what His example will do in a world

that needs that example so much. Then

flowing out of that naturally there comes

all the delight of association and of com

radeship and of mutual helpfulness.

Men do not often help each other for

their own individual sakes. There has got

to be some motive bigger than the man

himself to make him a good comrade even

and a generous friend. The man who serves

only himself is going to serve within a

very narrow circle, indeed, and will serve

grudgingly only as he sees some material

or obvious advantage. The only thing that

can move a man to great service of any

sort is something bigger than himself.

That is the reason that the Christian mo

tive, the motive of the love of Christ, is

the supreme motive.

These things are delightfully illustrated

in the variety of the purposes and life of

the Young Men's Christian Association.

They are released in the physical energies;

they are released in the social amenities;

they are released in the religious work;

they are released in the work for others

outside of the Association, as, for example,

the work in the slums and for young boys

in the boys' clubs.

The more character a man has to spend

and the less he spends it on himself, the

richer he grows, not only, but the richer
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the community grows. So that this is a

sort of nursery in which the things that

benefit the community most are planted

and nourished.

The social motive is, in the last analysis—

in its highest exhibition—also the Christian

motive. I do not want to moralize, but we

cannot too often realize, gentlemen, how

deep the foundations of life are. By life, I

do not mean the physical life. That is

relatively a matter of indifference; but

the life that is the life, the spiritual

life. For it is the spiritual life, if

you will only admit that word, by which

we judge everybody. We do not judge a

merchant by his written contract. We

judge him by his character; that is the best

guarantee of that contract, and we do not

willingly enter into contractual relations

with him unless we have got the moral bond

that we know exists in his integrity. After

all, your final test is a spiritual test,

whether you want to use that handsome

word or not. You are judging the spirit of

the man, what is behind his eyes, what is

implied in his words, what is illustrated in

his conduct.

I think of a Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation as a place where young men and

men not so young get their assessment and

their standard by which they can assess

other men, and then spread that impres

sion and that standard throughout the com

munity. They get their measure of men

and their measure of themselves, and there

isn't any better clearing house for that

kind of assets than among the younger

men of any community.

The only men that serve the world now

are young men and men who never grow

old, men in whose system the steam goes

strong all the time, and who do not get so

stiff that their whole machinery buckles up.

Those are the men; and I have seen some

men retain that splendid vivacity of char

acter away on into the nineties, and be just

as young at 90 as they were at 19. It does

not always happen, perhaps, it does not

often happen, but a Young Men's Christian

Association is a good place for a man of

any age, provided he has not grown old.

I want to express my thanks to the com

mittee for giving me the pleasure of ex

pressing once more my faith in this great

institution.

Secretary Bryan Approves the Cam

paign Plan—Speaks of "an Idea"

THE fact that this is a campaign make's

it interesting for me. The reports

have made me feel very much at home and

especially those who reported that they had

not been able to do anything to-day but

would next time. For a great many years

we used to meet at the close of each cam

paign and that would be the report. The

amount of enthusiasm shown would mark

the degree of success in the present cam

paign.

I am glad to see this team work, the

Secretary continued. The Young Men's

Christian Association has become an or

ganization. Every day its organization is

being more and more effected, but I do not

know of any feature that has been added in

recent years to a greater advantage than

this feature that n represented tonight in

the organization of rival teams. Now, this

was not so when I first became a member

of this organization. My membership runs

back almost half the life of this organiza

tion, for it i3 not an old organization. It

is not American in its origin. It was born

across the sea. It was transplanted here.

It was an idea, and an idea is one of the

things no one yet has been able to tax.

You can not stop it at a custom house. It

travels from nation to nation. An idea is

the greatest thing one man can give to

another.

Secretary Daniels Believes That

Men Matter More Than Monuments

I PREFER to see the largest Young Men's

Christian Association in the capital of

the United States more than to see more

parks and public buildings, for, after all,

there is nothing like a man. I should like

to see put on the dome of the Capitol a

statement that we are proud of the fine

buildings and monuments, but that we are

proud of the young men who raise the city

higher than its monuments.

Washington is the only city which belongs

to everybody. We are all proud of it,

whether we live in North Carolina or Maine.

You here in Washington are attracting here

the young men of talent from all parts of

the country. Washington owes it to these

young men to give them the best possible

environment. When young men leave home

they frequently forget their religious ties.

It is for the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation to give them a place where they

can meet friends and where they can build

up their moral and spiritual selves.

If anything would make me doubt the

wisdom of Almighty God it is that boys

have the passions of men without the power

of restraint. It is the highest duty of men

to surround boys and men before they have

reached the age of twenty-five with influ

ences that will help to keep them from

temptation. The saddest thing in the world
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is the young man who wastes his power be

fore he knows he is a man.

Men in the old days lived in the country,

isolated as individuals. Today we live in

flats and houses so close together that we

are one great family. No one man can do

anything by himself now, without team

work. In this team work he must be will

ing to sacrifice some of his own ideas.

Secretary Lane of the Interior Believes

the Association Has a New Mission

J HAVE an idea that the Young Men's

Christian Association will live, if it

proves that it is efficient and worth while.

I do not consider it a foregone conclusion

that any association will pull through and

survive unless it makes good. It is up to

you men and boys to establish in the minds

of the public that you are more efficient

because you belong to this association.

The boys of the Young Men's Christian

Association in America have a greater

burden upon them today than ever before

becau e boys on the other side are being

killed as never before. Where are the

Pasteurs and the Darwins of future years

to come from, if not from our shores? The

boys of the United States must be reared

with a realization of their responsibility.

Put into your work all the steam you have,

for when you have accomplished something

you put into the minds of every one that

the United States is doing something for

humanity. You will prove, through institu

tions like the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation that this country can succeed in

proving a democracy, built on the simple

principles of communal sympathy, can suc

ceed. For our democracy is based on the

principle that we can understand what is

in the other man's heart.

 

BOSTON'S OUTDOOR TENNIS COURTS, RUNNING

TRACK, AND ATHLETIC FIELD ADJOINING ITS

BUILDING



What D. L. Moody Meant to My Life

The observance of "D. L. Moody Sunday," Feb. 1th, as suggested in the last issue

of Association Men, was nation wide. Dr. Cadman in speaking at Bedford Branch,

Brooklyn, to 1,000 men paid this tribute to Mr. Moody: "He moved the world, and,

better still, he kept himself unspotted from it. We do honor to ourselves and the

cause we love rather than to this magnificent 'prince of Israel' when we celebrate the

memory of this, one of the noblest and greatest servants of God in any age." His life

and great work was recalled at Washington, with his son, W. R. Moody on the plat

form. An inspiration has come to the movement as the memory and life of service of

this man has been recalled.

IT WAS my privilege to be a member of a

large corps of ushers at Moody's Phila

delphia meetings in 1876 in which, under the

organization of Thomas Cree, we were held

under almost military rules, in numbered

aisles and lettered sections, with very rigid

instructions regarding our actions in cases

of sickness, fire or possible panic. The build

ing seated 10,000 people. The ushers at the

close of the large meetings were expected

to report and take part in the inquiry room.

"Bring your sickles," said Mr. Moody

(meaning Bibles), "into the inquiry room

and be able to give the inquirers God's own

answers out of God's own word!" His in

structions were:

"Study" the word.
"Know" the invitations and the gifts of

Christ.

Use "God's" word in the Inquiry Room.

As I look over some of my old notes, taken

at the times of Mr. Moody's Bible talks on

topical study, such as the

Seven "walks" of Ephesians.
Six things worth "knowing" in 1st John—3rd

Chapter.
Seven "precious" things of Peter.
The gifts of Christ, etc.

it brings me some very precious memories

of talks that have given me a more intelli

gent study and use of the word of God. It

meant to me that the Bible was a very dif

ferent book from what I had ever known it

before. Thomas Elder.

Dayton, O.

THE TWO FEATURES of his life-work

which stand out most prominently in

my recollections are (1) His loving earnest

ness. The love melted away any opposition,

and the earnestness carried the citadel, so

that men who might have resented his

strong personal appeal, were quite dis

armed by the sincerity of his interest in

their welfare. (2) Sanctified common-

sense. In the handling of large public meet

ings, and dealing with human eccentricities,

he had that rare intuition which must be

inborn.

One of the leading Scotch business men

of Montreal said to me: "I would give Mr.

Moody anything he asked because he never

asks for anything unreasonable." No man

could have left so distinct an impression as

he made in the homes and public life after

the lapse of many years unless the power of

God had been working through him.

Montreal. ABNER KlNGMAN.

DWIGHT L. MOODY was the first to im

press upon my boyhood mind the im

portance of careful detailed planning and

thoroughly systematized arrangements in

religious meetings. This same common

sense, the most unusual of all senses,

marked his treatment of the Holy Scrip

tures and his dealing with sincere in

quirers. Hanford Crawford

St. Louis.

MOODY'S statement, "I would rather set

ten men at work than do the work of

ten men even if I could," has stood by

me in my Association work, frequently

checking me up and keeping me from "rob

bing the layman of his right." I am be

ginning to realize, however, that our great

objective in the setting of the ten men to

work must "not be fo get things done but

to develop men." L. E. Buell.

Michigan.

ONE OF THE greatest blessings that

ever came into my life came through

Mr. Moody, who came to the Association

building in Albany when I was a boy and

wrote on the flyleaf of my Bible his name

and "Psalm 84:11"—

"For the Lord God is a sun and shield.
The Lord will give grace and glory : no
good thing will he withhold from them
that walk uprightly."

Another blessing came when he met with

the secretaries and delegates at the conven

tion in Springfield in 1894 at a meeting in

the early morning. He spoke on "Power"

and illustrated the abundant life as an

overflowing life by pouring water into a

tumbler and then kept on pouring until it

spilled over the carpet around the pulpit.

This was his illustrative method of driving

evil out of the life, or having it full of good.

On that visit to Springfield Mr. Moody in

vited the Association men to visit Northfield

that summer. This I did during August of

'94, and while there led my first men into

the Christian life. It was a great occasion

for me. Walter T. Diack

New York, N. T.
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SKATING POND OPENED BY THE COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION AT MASON CITY, IOWA.

This pond secured by Association leadership providing skating for 31,000 skaters in 30

days, has been taken over by the city as a permanent supervised municipal skating rink.

I OWE a great deal to Mr. Moody as he

was the means of the conversion of my

brother and my brother was largely instru

mental in leading me into the Christian life.

In his last great campaign in Kansas City I

had the pleasure of spending an hour with

him and a few friends in his room at the

hotel after one of the evening meetings.

This experience I will never forget. I was

tremendously impressed by his simplicity,

his humaneness, his consecration and earn

estness. L. C. Bradshaw.

Racine, Wis.

T KNEW Mr. Moody and worked with him

J- in Cincinnati and New York, and though

it was years between times I was

amazed that as I walked into the Inquiry

Room in Grand Central Palace he came for

ward, touched me on the shoulder and

steered me to the side of a young man to

be dealt with—so retentive was his memory

for former acquaintances and helpers. It

taught me a lesson.

At Northfield again I saw him leading

the Mt. Hermon group around the gallery on

College Day, proud as a father of a family.

How those boys loved him and how he

worked for them! On Round Top, too, I

was privileged to see this prince sway

hearts and lives for investment in the serv

ice of the King. As a lad of ten I was

taken to hear him and Sankey in the Hart

ford campaign. It made a great impression

on my youthful mind. And then the last

time I heard him preach he said with great

feeling, "Some day you will see in the

papers that Moody is dead. Don't you be

lieve it for I am never going to die. Listen,

'He that believeth in Me shall never die.' "

This last sticks by me.

Saratoga. T. S. THOMAS.

AT THE AGE OF twelve my father took

me to Boston in 1877 to attend the

Moody tabernacle meetings for reasons

doubtless similar to those that caused fath

ers in the time of our Lord, to take their

boys at twelve to Jerusalem. As the temple

service of old impressed the boy on the occa

sion of his first visit, so I was tremendously

impressed by the interest taken by the mul

titude in the message as delivered by the

greatest evangelist of the nineteenth cen

tury.

In 1897 I met Mr. Moody personally while

in attendance at the Northfield Conference

for college men. The privilege of real per

sonal contact was at the early morning

meeting held at sunrise in a glen near

"Round Top," that hill of decision where

hundreds of college men dedicated their

lives to foreign service. Mr. Moody asked

each man in the group on this particular

morning to mention a passage of Scripture

that had proved to be especially helpful. I

called attention to the seven essentials to

fruitful service clearly outlined in I Timo

thy 4:12-16. This was not original with me

but it was new to Mr. Moody. He insisted

on my enumerating for him the seven essen

tials. I was impressed with his eagerness

to discover and appropriate new interpreta

tions of the Word. Contact with Mr. Moody

in several campaigns deepened my conviction

in the authenticiity and power of the Scrip

tures. A. H. Whitford.

Buffalo. N. Y.
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S YENPING, FUKTEN—The Governor, his
main attendant, the Mayor, Superintendent
of Prison, leader of the Anti-Opium Society,
two bankers, eleven government school
teachers, three Buddhist priests, were
among the men signed up for Bible classes.
FOOCHOW—Fifty-one men have joined

the churches during the last two weeks.
Today twenty-eight were baptized in one
church. The total number of inquirers en
rolled in the evangelistic meetings in the
eight cities already visited by teams, is

6,222.
ALLEPPEY, INDIA- Thirty-five men in

the first aid class. Membership increased
from 80 to 430. The Bible class held on the
beach Sunday afternoons has proven popu

lar.
CHENGTU—The Association needed

$50,000 (Mex.) for extension work. Finan
cial depression made $10,000 as a maximum,
a fair estimate of what was possible. The
Governor of the Province accepted the chair
manship of the committee, gave $5,000,
secured: another $5,000 gift, and the cam
paign ended with $77,000 pledged. One
element of success was the co-operation of
a Baptist missionary, who travelled four
days over land in order to co-operate, and
gave a month of his time to the campaign.
FEKING—2,000 Bibles at $1.00 each

were purchased by a Chinese gentleman
to be presented to his official friends after
hearing an address in the Association on
China's need of the Bible.
SHANGHAI—During the month 29 eve

ning classes enroll 578 men. One class of
40 men met four times each week and kept
up an average attendance of 97 per cent.

VALPARAISO, CHILE—The finest gym
nasium in Chile waits to be opened, until
the splendid equipment can be released
from the Customs House, which is not possi
ble with the present financial depression.
A good year is before us if we can secure
this eTuipment.
JAFFNA, CEYLON —Land has been given

by the American Mission for two Associa
tion buildings, one for Jaffna College and
one for the business men of Navaly.

BUENOS AIRES—From 200 to 1,800 in
t.velve years the membership has pxown.
There are six hours every day in which it
:s difficult to find a seat in the social rooms.
Average attendance in swimming pool is
150 a day in winter and 350 in summer.
Seven hundred boy scouts are directed by
the Association. The Argentine Government
las invited the Association to be represented
in its official exhibit at San Francisco Ex

tortion.
HOKCHIANG, FUKIEN—Between 300

and 400 men assigned to Bible classes, in
cluding the magistrate of the city. This city
never heard anything equal to the second
address of C. T. Wang, leader of the evan
gelistic meetings.
HYDERABAD—"Sympathetic hearings

can now be secured which would have been
impossible five years ago. This result, we
believe, is attributable almost entirely to the
presence of the Youn<* Men's Christian Asso
ciation. The Hyderabad Missionary Confer
ence hereby expresses its he3rty apprecia
tion of the work of the Association and prom
ises its co-operation wherever needed."

COMMISSIONER S. T. WEN

HANGCHOW, CHINA—"I have decided
to become a Christian because I wish to be
like Christian men whom I have observed—
a man of pure heart, strong blood, true
patriotism and perfect zeal. My first im
pulse of Christianity was in a Bible class in
the Tientsin Union Church. My next im
pulse grew out of my close relationship
with Barnett, the Association secretary* as
a result of which I came to realize the claim;
of Christ on my own life and became at
heart a believer. I have been much in
fluenced by the Young Men's Christian
Association. To me it is the embodiment
of what is simple, happy and progressive in
religion. The conception of Christianity it
reveals, prepared me to become a Christian
and a Church member." (Signed) S. T.
Wen, Commissioner of Foreign Affairs.
TIENTSIN— Bible Men

Classes Enrolled

Student 71 810
Boys 36 440
Gentry 11 80

118 1,330
KOBE—Fourteen members have been

baptized, but one of them from a Christian

family.
CONSTANTINOPLE—His Beatitude, the

Greek bishop of Pera, graduate of Oxford,
leads a new Bible class. We close the

year with 630 members.
SEOUL -Sixteen Bible classes a week,

enrolling 750 men, are conducted by the
stadent secretary; 272 of the men have be

come Christians.
OSAKA— 1,686 men in educational classes

ranks us with West Side, N. Y., Boston and
Los Angeles. Every new class means a new
Bible class— this is now a fixed principle.
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From the Viewpoint of Association Men

A Call to All The campaign that calls

Men and Boys out and challenges all the

r% k t'le resources of the Associa-

Churcn tion's organization, lead

ership, and spiritual forces is before us.

We swing into it with enthusiasm and con

viction. It is the Association's job that it

has been working at all its days, to bring

men into the Christian life and into

the church. We have constantly evan

gelized; now let us organize an

Easter harvesting campaign to enroll, en

list, and engage every possible man and

boy for church membership for their own

good first, and for the good they can do

working with the recognized body from

which springs spiritual and social well-

being. If we make this a big enough busi

ness for the next five weeks scores of men

of the finest stuff will rally to the doing of

it more eagerly and more earnestly than to

any other campaigns. There can be no

"hurrah" about this movement. It must

be serious in purpose and thorough in plan.

Teachers of men's and boys' Bible and edu

cational classes, leaders of all groups of

men, in gymnasium, high school and

shop, will respond and work with pastors

and church forces to church men. Many

men can do as one international secretary

did who started a campaign in his church

whereby a hundred were brought into mem

bership. Decision Days in the boys' depart

ments have declared scores for the Chris

tian life. Mr. Goodman suggests that we

should not be content without at least 5,000

associate members added to the church in

this Easter season ; and it would not be out

of the range of possibility to make it 10,000

or 20,000, should each Association conse

crate itself to the task.

Choose Ye This is the time to put

This Day urgency and immediate-

ness in our call to men

and boys to positively declare themse'ves

for God and His church. All the influences

and "features" of the Association year head

up now. It is the time to insistently de

mand that those "halting between two opin

ions" declare with irretrievable choice and

decision for God, lest halting becomes a

hopeless habit and indetermination settled.

Mugwumps, Nothingarians, characterless,

Christless, nauseatingly colorless and luke

warm, "I will spew them out of My

mouth." It is time for us to call men to be

saved from supineness and complacent con

tent, moral and social stagnation, as well

as from sin. No Association can content

itself with being properly and precisely

theologically evangelical. To hold its char

ter and the respect of men it must be

urgently evangelistic. Evangelism has more

than advice to give: it has warning, urgent,

immediate, and compelling. It is to make

sin hideous, hateful and abhorrent, and to

present a gospel that is full of grace and

glory and fulfills all that is richest and best

of life. In this Join-the-Church issue con

version is put first—a choice for right that

"goes to the limit," a call to repentance,

restitution, and religion that finds the

depths of a man's soul and reaches out to

all his interests in life. Persuade men, urge

men ; even goad men to reach a decision for

God that is final, absolute, clean and irre

vocable.

No Man Hath "Why stand ye here all

Hired Me the day idle?" was no

more fairly answered by

"No man hath hired me" 1900 years ago

than by the inactive church member of today

or the man whose church letter is "reposing

in the bottom of his trunk" and both him

self and the church poorer for it. But this

man has had too much scolding and too

little "hiring" with the promise of the

"wages that are eternal" offered. He has

heard no rallying call to service in terms

that mean anything to him, although he

may enjoy going to church well enough per

haps. He is a decent fel'ow, but no man

has laid strong hands on him, stirred his

soul, and shaken him loose from his soft

bed, shown him his job, and sent him to the

doing of it with a call in him that wrings

out of his soul a "Woe is me if I preach not

the Gospel." Every church ought to have

a group of discoverers of jobs for unem

ployed Christians (and just now, as well,

for the unemployed workmen). It could

well have every job in charge of a man who

can so kindle enthusiasm and direct a force

that will be glad and proud and eager to

do the thing: they can do, to "fulfill their

ministry." Men need to be shown, selected,

and set apart for service in a church. The

do-nothings can or might be a lifting

power. One denomination shows over 100,-

000 church derelicts, and there are more of

them inactive and unemployed. Chicago

Associations sent the names of 5,000 avail

able men for churches, and West Side, New

York, dealt with 1,083; Detroit, Kansas

City and Cleveland about as many. Hart

ford and other Associations check up their

lists daily for possible and potential church
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workers. And still there are men—thous

ands of them—who have offered for work

in the hope that in the church they might

find the place to invest themselves for the

good of society, have been disappointed and

now say, "There is nothing in it." "No

man hath hired me." It is not their fault

alone. It is we of the church who have not

discovered to them their place and possi

bility.

Where Students Don't let anyone tell you

Get a Moral that students are unre-

Foothold sponsive to the highest

and hardest-driven spiri

tual appeals. The recently conducted evan

gelistic campaigns in universities and col

leges by Mott, Hurrey, Eddy, Brockman,

Porter, Cotton, Rugh, in fact all the student

force, show a response to their message that

is overwhelming. As we write, Eddy is

meeting 1,100 students a night at Yale. At

Penn State College over 700 students signed

their declarations for clean and Christian

lives, and for days 150 workers held 800

interviews daily with students. Men laid

bare their very souls and asked how they

could get help to live a moral life. These

straight addresses had aroused them to

loathe and abhor the things which are rot

ting moral fiber. Numbers of these men

at State College, Toronto, McGill, Queens,

Univ. of North Carolina, Vanderbilt, and

preparatory schools, were leaders in the in

tellectual, social and athletic life. They

wanted help, help that comes from religion,

faith, and prayer, fellowship and Bible

study, and were ready to go to all lengths

to get it. At no time has there been such

general zest for cleanness and response to

the religious appeal as our men are now

finding.

A Great Work The work of the British

in European Associations among their

Army Camps troops is becoming colos

sal and is receiving the

approbation and appreciation of the na

tion. Queen Mary has provided "huts"

(great camp social buildings) bearing her

name for Boulogne and Havre. More than

250 such huts have been given by indi

vidual donors, and $1,200,000 for the work.

Over 500 employees and 2,050 honorary

workers are engaged in the camps; one

hundred have been sent to northern France,

ten to India and seven to Egypt. A former

public house in Dublin does duty as an

Association clubhouse, as does a converted

piggery at another point. Oxford has

formed a committee to secure graduate co

operation—a new thing. This is the new

spirit shown by a young officer, a varsity

man, who said. "I never flunu mud at the

Y. M. C. A., but I have often done it men

tally. But, by Jove, I never will again."

Motor-bus restaurants are sent along the

lines in France. The World's Committee

has a force of four special secretaries at

work in the camps in Austria-Hungary, is

serving prisoners (hundreds of thousands)

and the wounded in hospitals; helping the

Swiss with their 300,000 mobilized men, and

is free to work in the large centers among

the young recruits, of whom there are hun

dreds of thousands in training, having

access to the 50,000 wounded in the fifty

hospitals of Vienna, 35,000 in Budapesth,

20,000 in Prague, etc. The Association

finds its opportunities painfully immense.

Dr. Barbour Happy and useful in his

Becomes Presi- work as an Association

dent of Roches- secretary, Dr. Clarence

ter Theological A- Barbour during the six

Semina.iT years of his service with

the International Commit

tee has resisted and refused call after call

back into the ministry. At last, however,

there has come a call with such irresistible

force as to make it impossible for him to

decline. From the Board of Trustees of

Rochester Theological Seminary, of which

he has long been a member, has come a call

to the presidency—a call having the unani

mous endorsement of the entire faculty,

supported by the urgent requests of lead

ing Baptist clergymen. In his vo- k with

the Associations Dr. Barbour had gripped

men in all walks of life, and his message

brought forth a response which proved that

he was striking true and hard. The

brotherhood regrets severing official rela

tions with him, but all rejoice in his call to

so important a field of service as he enters

April 1st. His six years of service as an

Association secretary have been well worth

while, and we of the Association movement

are indebted to the church for having

loaned him to us and we believe, too, that

this work has further equipped him for

theological leadership. It is significant

that Dr. Barbour's resignation comes just

at a time when the International Committee

is seriously addressing itself to the big

question of the reorganization of its entire

plan of departmental work. A study of

this whole question has been entrusted to

this commission, W. W. Fry (chm.). Dr.

John P. Munn, Edwin L. Shuey, Dr. Frank

K. Sanders, Clyde R. Joy, Noah C. Rogers,

William D. Murray and Dr. Lucien C.

Warner. The question to which this com

mission is addressing itself is one of vital

interest, and it is confidently expected that

it will be found possible to develop a plan

of organization which will make for greater

efficiency and a larger service of usefulness
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to the Associations. Pending the comple

tion of the work of this commission, the In

ternational Committee will hold in abey

ance adjustments in its Religious Work De

partment as well as in all other depart

ments.

To Fanny Whoever writes the songs

Crosby, Blind of a people—religious, na-

Hymn Writer tional, or heart, shapes

the character of a people.

Where is the Christian man who has not

been moved deeply by the spell of the blind

hymn writer who could see further spiritu

ally than any seeing man—Fanny Crosby?

Under the spell of "Rescue the Perishing"

"Pass Me Not, O Gentle Savior," the stolid

resistance against God has broken down

in the hearts of thousands and thousands.

And who may number those whose

hearts have found comfort while the

grave closed over those dear to them,

in the singing of "Safe in the Arms of

Jesus," "And I shall See Him Face to

Face?" The author of these hymns and,

hundreds more, Fanny Crosby, died last

month at ninety-five. While her songs ring

with affluence, she lived in near poverty.

She had no care for money, but a mighty

thought of heavenly "riches." We wonder

if anything better could be done than to

select and sing on, say Sunday, March 14th,

the songs that she wrote, trace

their influence and let sentiment speak.

There's no religion worthy of the name,

without sentiment. There's no Gospel with

out grace, and little salvation without song.

Fanny Crosby's heart was in a rescue and

relief mission in Bridgeport, Conn. A hun

dred thousand dollars would put up a

building worthy of her memory. There are

men who owe all that they are to the sway

of some one of her songs. What an oppor

tunity for a thank-offering.

"Billy" Sunday has been making a tre

mendous impression upon all classes of peo

ple," writes W. M. Wood of Philadelphia.

"There is an evident quickening of the re

ligious life of the entire community. It is

a marvellous piece of work he is doing

here." And he adds, "Let me write about

it when the campaign is over; it's too early

yet to summarize it." Undoubtedly there

will be much press criticism of the great

amounts given him. But here's a letter that

comes from Pittsburgh, and it's interesting:

"After Sunday's campaign at Steubenville

when checks given him were being cashed,

one of $50 came under the eye of the

cashier, who said: 'That woman is a widow,

and we hold a mortgage on her property for

$850. She can't afford that gift.' Sunday

said : 'That's her business.' It sounded cold.

Justice Hughes' Church Ideal

"This Church has achieved the most dif

ficult thing ever sought for by such an or

ganization. Working on a particularly large

scale, as it has, it has achieved one of the

most difficult things in the individual life—

a manifestation of the Christian Spirit. To

have courage without pugnacity; to have

conviction without bigotry; to have charity

without condescension; to have faith with

out credulity; to have love of humanity

without mere sentimentality; to have meek

ness with power and emotion with sanity—

that is Christianity. Tell me that the Amer

ican people do not respond to that sort of

thing? They respond to it in every city in

this country and in every community, in

every race and sort of people, provided you

have not the counterfeit, not the pretense,

but the real thing. And that is what I ad

mire about this church—the closest approach

to the real thing that I have seen in the way

of a church."
Spoken at Calvary Baptist Church, Washington

But her heart was later warmed to find that

a check for $850 was deposited to her credit

by him." A Johnstown friend reports two

similar gifts. And incidentally we learn

of his payment of a $2,700 mortgage on

the house of John Callahan, Sunday's old

friend and mission worker.

Welcome, thousands of new subscribers,

to whom this magazine will go for the first

time. We are of a friendly spirit. Con

tributors write as one of us. We are all

of a world fellowship. We live in the atmo

sphere of brotherhood. Our problems dis

cussed are of our own life and member

ship. No man can write for this paper in

the spirit of cold patronage. No profes

sionalism here. If any of our new readers

think this magazine is all for secretaries,

let him think again. The secretarial mind

is the mind of the Association. He thinks

in its terms. A man who is an Association

man is in fact like him. May our fellow

ship in the coming years be full.

Directors are certainly feeling blue.

Financial support is coming slow and cur

tailment is in the air. But it is a fact that

membership at very many points is on the

increase. Classes are filled with men who

find that they must be trained to secure

and hold positions. The Fall River direc

tors were talking about curtailing the help

and cutting down on the up-keep of the

building. Then they thought again, for

their attention was called to the fact that

they were taking membership fees for 365

days of efficient service in a clean building,

and that it would be neither honest nor

wise to lower the efficiency of the service an

iota.



Insure Now—A Frank Word with Railroad Men

By A. M. SCHOYER, Vice-President Pennsylvania Lines West.

THE RAILROAD MAN is essentially thorough—his apprenticeship and training

make him so—thorough in his preparation—in his actual work and in his final

disposition of bills, or tools, or engine. He is thoroughly equipped mentally to meet

an emergency—alert and watchful to prevent accident and ready with clear judg

ment to meet it when it comes. He is usually provident, saving his surplus earnings

and providing by insurance and fraternal organizations for the future of his

family The railroad man of today is a sober, right-living, right-thinking

citizen. Why should he not take a step farther and also be known as a religious

man? Many, perhaps the majority of railroad men are Christians, but some of these

Christians are not church members. My message to the railroad man is:—Come

out on the side of Christianity and show your colors by joining the church

The church throws around its members the safe-guard of clean association, of sane

interests to occupy the spare time and of suggestions to assist in right living. The

man who provides for every contingency in his calling, should also make the same

careful arrangements for his spare moments To the man who is often

tempted, I recommend church membership as an assistance in resisting the tempter:

to the man who is not prepared to die, I recommend the Christian religion with

its church: to the man who is a Christian but is not a church member, I recom

mend the church of his choice so that he can not only show his colors and help him

self, but can help his fellow man who is not a Christian to become one. A church

membership is a moral insurance policy and pays large dividends.

Railroad Men

WHAT was done last year on the New

York Central lines may be done on

every line and group of departments. Men

on the Central got together with a purpose,

giving one entire day to discussing spiritual

results. They were all ashamed and

humbled. Some had no Bible classes regu

larly. All proposed to get one class for

each hundred members, have at least one

personal interview a day and to give a

monthly report to the state office. . Where

practically no religious work has been done

in previous years because of "peculiar con

ditions," the secretaries were surprised to

find a glad response. The meetings in

creased from 260 to 406 in the year, the at

tendance from 19,046 to 24,046, Bible classes

from 14,518 to 20,930. At one point nearly

100 men joined the church and two of the

most influential members determined for

the Christian life in a secretary's office.

Pocatello, Idaho, is not a church-going

community. It is of the West northwestern.

A church club has been changing things

there. Church parties are made up every

Sunday evening. In it are men who

have not been to church from six months

to fifteen years. One "down at the heels"

thought he wasn't fit to go, but clothes

did not count. The man writing his wife

enclosed a picture of one of the church

club and remarked "that man persuaded me

to go to church," as if it was a big thing

in his life. One pastor now says that his

Sunday night audience is more than 70

per cent. men. Happy, persistent insistence,

systematically gets the invitation before

every man in the building and is making

men having once found the way to church

keep on going.

The county court house was the place of

union meetings at Williamson, W. Va., in

which the Association has a large part. Of

1,001 conversions more than a hundred were

railroad men, including several foremen,

conductors, engineers, firemen and their

families, besides bankers, merchants, law

yers and all classes of men come to a new

life which will make a new Williamson.

Now the Association is busy with Bible

classes and organized service.

One of the best things the West Shore

Department, New Durham, has done to keep

church men interested was to introduce The

Doctor's Story in correspondence Bible study

and get a church committee organized for

the purpose of encouraging Bible study.

A P. & R. R. fireman at Port Richmond

got a new idea of the value of his ticket

when in London last summer with his wife.

He could get neither lodging nor meals.

Hungry and tired, they were tramping the

streets when his wife descried the letters

Y. M. C. A. "Go in and try there, William,"

she said. There was a welcome, and a res

taurant and rest and friends. The result

was his wife's saying, "William, never let

that ticket expire. It's better than a twen

ty dollar bill."

In the form of a summons, invitations

were sent to a meeting in a circuit court

at Pine Bluff, Ark., served by the sheriff

and deputies. This brought out county and

city officials, firemen and police. An invi

tation sent out for another meeting by the

Chamber of Commerce in its rooms, was

signed by the president and officials. The

enterprise of this religious work committee

got results.

320
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The Norfolk & Western Railroad has

made a substantial emergency gift to Ports

mouth, Ohio, an official remarking, "We can

ill afford to do this in these hard times, but

the Association has always been square

with the railroad."

The largest membership in its history is

recorded at Washington (900). At Park

Avenue, N. Y. City, 2,000; Florence, S. C,

700, and at Richmond it is 1,000.

The Coast Line takes Dr. Munn and Mr.

Moore over its system as its guests next

month.

Argentine (Kan.) Association gives a so

cial for all men away from home holiday

nights. "A rifle shooting contest, left-hand

social, with a left-hand fair were recent

features.

The Association Boy

The prize shield for all-round efficiency

increase for Wisconsin was awarded Racine

at the older boys' conference.

That temperance pledge movement started

by Mr. Bryan at the Ann Arbor boys' con

ference in December has brought back to

the state office 567 pledge sheets from 384

towns and cities with over 10,000 signatures.

The book is now being bound, and more

will be added to it. Better than that, the

men are bound together by a compact and

fellowship in purpose and Christian growth

and service. Pledge signing is not the end

but the beginning of their clean life con

tract 1

Every father and son at Elizabeth, N. J.,

banquet signed a large card, which was

framed and hung in the Boys' Division

rooms. The Superintendent of Education

broke two important engagements to at

tend the banquet.

W. C. McCarthy, of Southwest Virginia,

has 30 groups organized with 30 volunteer

leaders, with 450 high school boys enrolled

in Bible study.

The report of the workers' training class

of a dozen boys in Newark was an insignifi

cant item in the report of 1900. Scott,

their leader, never let loose his grip on a

boy who was once in his hands. This is

the account of these boys to date: Two

are physical directors, two are state sec

retaries for boys' work, one is preparing for

the Episcopal ministry, one is a church or

ganist, one a physician, another a traveling

salesman, one an auditor, two are insurance

men, two have died, all were religious men

and a force and power in the church.

Fathers and sons were tremendously

stirred at McKeesport, Pa., by Capt. Jack

Crawford, who, report says, "crowded more

into an hour's time than any public speaker

who has been there in many moons."

At a meeting of business men of Du Bois,

Pa., five of the leaders declared that the

boys in their groups were so influenced that

they are quitting smoking and profanity.

Decision Sunday for all boys at the 'teen

age is urged at Detroit; teachers of boys'

Bible Classes, superintendents and pastors

uniting. Mr. Foster says: "Most boys who

are reached in Christian fellowship are so

reached in the 'teen years. But—more than

the majority of the boys who go through

these years in our Bible Classes are not so

reached. The teachers of Bible Classes of

'teen age boys gathered for conference on

this most important subject, and there

strengthened each other's hands to win very

many boys to the Christian life between now

and Easter."

The Join-the-Church campaign at Wil

mington, N. C, began in November, fifteen

high school boys meeting each morning at

8.15 for a prayer service. That led to a

high school club which meets Friday nights

for Bible study. Later the Crusaders' meet

ing Sunday at 2.30 for prayer, the boys lead

ing. By personal interview they sought to

lead their schoolmates to the Christian life.

This has led fifteen into the church, one

is president of a Bible class, others are

leaders of boys' clubs in a cotton mill dis

trict and a church, and all are at some

special work. The pastors speak of it as

the finest piece of work done by boys in

the city.

Fifty boys in Burlington are checked up

each week on a team record card showing

gymnasium, Bible Class and Sunday School

attendance, daily Bible reading, good books

read, new members gained. It's a good all-

round accounting. Not one of the boys uses

tobacco.

New Jersey Associations will conduct a

"Help the Other Fellow" week, March 14-21,

to line up the membership, to encourage the

other fellows to decide for Christ, for

Church membership, and for clean speech,

etc. Special meetings will be conducted in

the buildings as well as in homes in outly

ing communities. A list of boys both in and

out of the membership will be made, some to

be cared for by members of the Boys' Work

Committee and other interested men, as well

as the older Christian boys. Emphasis will

be placed upon encouraging the boys to do

their work in a natural way. It is hoped

that some business men will be willing to

invite employed boys to their homes for per

sonal interviews, and an effort will be made

to correspond with boys who have left home

for preparatory schools and colleges.

A quartet of Auburn High School boys

gave a window demonstration of physical

work at Skaneateles. Correct walking,

breathing and a calisthenic drill designed to

make a business man feel six instead of

sixty being demonstrated. One acted as

publicity man and gave out Association lit

erature and helped start the crowd toward

the show window. Nearby towns in the vicin

ity will be visited on successive Fridays.
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Physical Department

What a Director Learned

By J. B. MODESITT, M.D., Detroit

ONE REASON young men give for not

joining the church is because it elimi

nates their Sunday amusements, athletic

games and sports. Another is the old time

prejudice which a good many men have

formed in their childhood days against the

church, feeling that its requirements are

unreasonable. Still a few, but they are de

creasing, think the church is for women and

children. Others would like to be in church

society but would not want to be aggres

sively active and for that reason they stay

out. I realize that there is nothing new in

these particular reasons. The sentiment is

growing, however, in favor of the church by

all well thinking young men.

The majority fail to present church let

ters when coming to the city because they

are backward about taking the initiative in

a strange city church. They usually re

spond when they receive a cordial invita

tion. We should see that the young man is

properly introduced. Another reason is be-

 

DON'T TAKE THE OTHER MAN'S DUST

Health Hit by Weg

Ho for the man who is in trim for the race,
who feels the joy of the contest and who is
ready for the emergency, whose heart is strong
and whose nerve is keen I Of course he will

win the race.
A man's greatest capital is bubbling vitality.

Hard knocks will not down him for he will
rebound like a fast served hand ball.
But the weakling, the man who has not time

to look after his capital, is the one who gets
knocks from the \ns\dc as well as the outside.
The liver kicks, the stomach growls, the

muscles ache, the head pounds. What can he
expect f He is like an army surrounded by a
strong enemy.

You believe this, don't yout Then don't again
say that you have no time for physical fun or
you will be advertising that you are knowingly
and purposely making out your bankruptcy
papers.

cause they deliberately wander and get

away from church influence, but these are

the exceptions; most young men coming to

the city want to be at their best and they

are realizing more and more the value of

character and church connection.

One of the most valuable features of our

Bible Study is the fact that it discovers

material for our Leaders' Club. All mem

bers of our club are required to be active

church members. After a man has shown

ability in the gymnasium and an interest in

one of our Department Bible Classes he is

then considered for Leaders' Club. We

have thus discovered some of our most valu

able men. Inspiration from Bible Study

Club has decided three of our young men

to go to college this year. It has furnished

an active committee to help show new mem

bers how to find themselves in our Physical

Department, also taking care of ushering,

doors, etc., at special athletic games. One

of my classes gave $25 for Christmas din

ners for the poor.

Physical Department Chat.

"Let Dr. Gym Fix You Up" was the

heading of a clever, clear, crisp five-inch

advertisement for the physical department

a clever member put up at Wheeling.

Stone, Grilley and 14 members took a

five days' ski trip up to Mt. Hood. The trip

was filmed and shown in a moving picture

house.

The circus at Saginaw ran with unabated

interest four nights, bringing gross receipts

of $1,600. A big time and the advertise

ment was immense.

Dr. Fisher has spent several days with

the student body of the Springfield Train

ing College discussing with them the unique

opportunity the department affords of

presenting the claims of Christ upon men.

One of the finest pieces of newspaper

enterprise was that of The Arizona Repub

lican in a six-page special Association issue,

with crisp letters from big men, illustra

tions, and appeals, which well helped in

rounding out a campaign for 800 members

—fifty per cent, increase. At the "father

and son" banquet the president of the Uni

versity spoke to 175 fathers and sons.

At tabernacle meetings at Coatesville,

half the 225 men of bowling and baseball

leagues of popular Bible classes have "hit

the trail." At four of the tabernacle meet

ings two-thirds of the thousand men at

tending were non-Christians. It is now re

versed.

More than 100 teams were in Cleveland's

tournament Feb. 15—Mar. 15.

Holyoke began the city's First Aid work

with the Chamber of Commerce 210, one

paper company sending thirty representa

tives. Dr. Fisher met 163 men at a business

men's class banquet talking about physical

efficiency in relation to success in life. That

he hit the mark was shown when one man

said: "I could listen to him another hour."
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Men of the Army and Navy

PRIVATE DENNIS of the United State;

Marine Corps was a member of the En

listed Men's Bible and Prayer League and

carried his "Helen Gould Testament" with

him constantly. When the United States

troops occupied Vera Cruz, Dennis, his

Testament tucked in the

breast pocket of his cam

paign shirt, accompanied

a detachment of marines

detailed to dislodge "snip

ers." While searching a

Mexican house he entered

a dark room and was fired

upon point blank by a

Mexican hiding beneath

the bed. The bullet struck

Dennis just over the heart

but was stopped by the

Testament.

But Dennis is not the

only enlisted man who car

ries a Testament as part of his equipment.

Seven thousand men scattered throughout

the various branches of the service are en

rolled as members of the Enlisted Men's

Bible and Prayer League pledging them

selves to daily Bible reading and prayer.

A sergeant in the army for twelve years

lost out on account of drink. The Catholic

Chaplain had given him up as a hopeless

drunkard. Then when his wife left him

he enlisted in the navy. Discouraged and

down, he came under the spell of the annual

"Reeder" meetings held in Norfolk. After

Mr. Reeder had left the man came to the

Secretary and said: "I want to sign the

abstinence pledge for two years.' His wife,

to whom he wrote the news, expressed her

confidence. "I never had any faith in your

promises to do better, but this time I be

lieve you will make good, for you are in

the hands of the Y. M. C. A. and they are

the kind of people that will see you

through." He is getting "through."

"Come to our Bible class in Bungalow

Fourteen," said a secretary who is a

licensed master mariner, "and I will box

the compass for you," to men preparing for

an examination on the compass. The

bungalow was packed. For twenty minutes

the teacher boxed the compass. Then a les

son followed on "What does the Bible say

about sin?" The result was eight decisions

for the Great Pilot. More than twenty

years ago when the secretary left home to

go to sea, his father wrote on the flyleaf

of the Bible which he took with him: "May

this be to you the compass on the sea of

life," little thinking it would furnish sermon

matter.

An assistant paymaster in the United

States Navy started life as a newsboy on

the streets of Buffalo. By dint of hard

labor he put himself through the public

school. Misfortune and death caused him

THE

TESTAMENT

WHICH

SAVED

THE LIFE

OF PRIVATE

DENNIS

 

to enter the Navy, where as an apprentice

seaman at Newport he was discovered by

a secretary who wisely put him to work at

some volunteer service. He got him inter

ested in educational work and thus created

in him a new interest in life and awakened

a new ambition. The despondent man be

came a tireless student and a most efficient

Christian worker. After thorough prepa

ration he took his examination for the po

sition of assistant paymaster. His one am

bition has been to rank high in the service

in order to render Christian help to his

fellows. He is constantly urging men who

come in touch with him to associate them

selves with some religious work.

Of foreign birth and poor parentage,

Walter Weber never saw a Bible until he

was in an inebriate asylum. At his ma

jority he enlisted. In the Army nine years,

he had the reputation of a hard drinker and

a rough character. Twice he had been noti

fied that unless his manner of life changed

he would be bobtailed out of the service,

and he was finally given a physical disa

bility discharge. Almost a physical wreck,

he went up into his squadroom at the Bar

racks at Fort McKinley, Me., and dropping

on his knees tried to pray. He threw away

his hypo. Next morning when he reported

to the medical officer at the hosDital he told

him about his conversion. The surgeon

thought him insane and ordered him into

the detention ward for nine days under

close observation. When the doctor ordered

him released he said that if that was the

effect it had on a man he wished some more

of his patients would get religion. After

release he became an active Christian

worker amoner his comrades and later was

taken on the force as an assistant secretary.

The Work in New York harbor has seen

at least 14 soldiers converted and enter the

ministry or Christian service.
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Campaigning for Men

Why a Campaign?

By PERCY B. WILLIAMS, Toledo

First: I believe campaigns necessary,

especially of the annual character, in the

cities of 200,000 or under, because it is the

only way we will reach a large number of

strange young men who come to our cities.

Concentrated personality does the job very

much better than intermittent printed mat

ter.

Second: I do not believe the campaign

should be for so large a number that ready

absorption is not possible. It should be

large enough to make the enthusiasm and

effort strenuous. We find that our per

centage of renewals for moderate sized

campaigns is very little less than our regu

lar effort.

Third: They develop new volunteer tim

ber and lift the vision of men with refer

ence to the Association.

The dangers are: Too large an objective

for assimilation; wrong motive; money, not

service; and the using of the same material

too frequently for workers.

Washington's 1348 Campaign

By WM. KNOWLES COOPER

THE success of Washington's campaign

enrolling 1,348 members in 6 days was

due very largely to the careful way in which

the workers were selected. Judge Warwick,

a successful executive officer of the Govern

ment and thoroughly interested in and fa

miliar with the Association was chairman.

Our next selection was five sub-chairmen.

We took particular pains to select men of

the optimistic and aggressive temperament.

We then selected the team captains and

with the same qualifications in mind. They

in turn were advised to select such men.

We found the community very responsive

to the appeal, due partly, I think, to the fact

that we had had no similar campaign for

more than five years, and in the five years

we had trained a group of loyal young men

who were eager and anxious to work.

We have nothing but words of praise for

Mr. Hockenbury. We do not fear the conse

quences of this campaign a year from now,

for we have made thorough plans for as

similating the membership.

All membership tickets will be delivered

in person by members of our secretarial

staff. The team captains and division chair

men will be continued throughout the year

as a permanent organization. Every new

member is listed in a book together with the

man who obtained his membership, and

effort will be made to keep the worker and

the new member in personal contact

throughout the year.

The effect of the campaign upon the whole

organization has been wonderful. The last

Board meeting was the most optimistic

meeting that I have ever seen in this Asso

ciation. It resolved to undertake to wipe

out the obligations on the corner property

at 18th and G streets, involving the raising

of about $10,000 by May 1st. One of the

directors, John C. Letts, offered to give

$1,000 toward that amount. So much for

the membership campaign.

Ottawa's $20,000 Campaign

By HON. GERALD H. BROWN

NOTABLE tributes to the work of the

Association, elsewhere referred to

in this issue, were paid bv H. R. H.

the Duke of Connaught, Governor-Gen

eral of Canada; by the Right Hon. Sir

Robert L. Borden, Prime Minister; by

the Hon. Sir George E. Foster, Minister

of Trade and Commerce; in connection with

a four-day campaign in Ottawa, Jan. 25-29,

to raise $20,000. With the most influential

backing of these leaders of public opinion

and the hearty endorsement of the Ottawa

press, and through the exertions of a well-

directed band of volunteer workers, the

amount was fully raised, with a few hun

dred dollars to boot; and the Association

cause at the same time received a heartening

endorsement and impetus which will be felt

far beyond the bounds of the national

capital.

The Ottawa Association was faced with

accumulating financial obligations. Yet

there were many who felt that, with the war

and bad business conditions, no such sum

could be raised. The city had been can

vassed and re-canvassed within three

months on behalf of various war appeals;

$380,000 had been collected in November for

the National Patriotic Fund to care for the

dependents of husbands, fathers and sons

who had enlisted for war service overseas;

$41,000 had been raised for the Red Cross

Society, and thousands more for Belgian re

lief and for the care of the unemployed in

Ottawa.

One hundred and fifty business men, doc

tors, lawyers, bankers and others, including

men of French and Hebrew origin and of

various religious faiths, were lined up for

the necessary canvass to the slogan of "All

together till the job is done." There had

been no previous solicitation of individual

subscriptions, and the whole campaign was

worked out on less than two weeks' notice.

Two thousand contributions were received,

ranging from twenty-five cents to $750;

over two-thirds of the total sum was, how

ever, received in subscriptions of under $100.

A large number of sustaining memberships

were also received at from twenty-five dol

lars per year and upward, and, apart from

enabling the Association to discharge its

debts, the canvass for funds and the splen

did publicity which was given thereto in the

Ottawa press, have together given the com

munity a much fuller comprehension of the

manifold services which the Association is

performing.
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"Every Man at Church"

By HERBERT P. LAN8DALE

WE ARE emphasizing two things:

Church attendance of men and Church

membership of men. There are five objects

which we are asking the men to sign, for

the movement heads up in the Ministerial

Union and I am simply the Chairman of

the Laymen's Committee for putting it into

operation. It is now organized in forty-

four churches. The best part of it is that

it is no new organization but. simply a

movement utilizing what already exists.

The plan of campaign in each individual

church is something like the following:

First: A committee of strong men repre

senting all the men's organizations in the

church.

Second: A survey of the church to find

out what men are now attending these or

ganization:)—such as Bible Classes, etc.

who are not now connected with the church.

Third: A campaign for church attend

ance of men between now and Easter.

Fourth: Getting men to sign these cards,

marking off as many things as they will

agree to do.

THE MAN FOR MAN MOVEMENT

(From Now Until Easter)

1. Every man helping a man who is "up
against it."

2. Every man bringing a man to his own
Church every Sunday.

3. Every man studying the Bible.

4. Every man praying for a man.
5. Every man lining up a man for Christ,

the Church and the Kingdom.

Count on me to work for the propositions
checked.

Signed

Address

Return this Card to the Pastor or to the man
you received it from and keep a copy for yourself

EVERY MAN AT CHURCH EVERY SUNDAY

WHY A MAN SHOULD JOIN THE CHURCH

BECAUSE the task of the Church is a man's Job.
BECAUSE the Church stands for a clean, manly

life.
BECAUSE the Church safeguards the marriage

altar and the home life—and brings
hope and comfort to our dear ones
in time of death

BECAUSE a man would not want to live or
bring up a family where there was no
Church.

BECAUSE within the Church, a man can find

Christian fellowship.
BECAUSE it publicly identifies a man with the

faith and work of Christ.
BECAUSE through the Church, a man can best

Join hands with the organized forces
of Christianity which are engaged in
the great educational task of building
Christian character and citizenship
and establishing the Kingdom of
righteousness, justice and love in hu

man life.

Fifth: Arranging the plans of the church

so that special meetings will be held be

tween now and Easter when the claims of

the Christian life will be presented.

Sixth: Definitely asking men to enter the

Christian life and unite with the church.

The movement is headed up in a com

mittee composed of some of the strongest

business men of Rochester. This Central

Committee is steering the movement. The

churches all over the city are reporting

more men at church than for years past,

and we are now beginning to get reports of

men joining churches.

Cards with the words: "Every Man at

Church Every Sunday" and the word "Ho

bab" in the corner, are in all the street cars,

and will be in the factories, churches, men's

classes and stores.

The only other form of advertising our

special movement is doing is to distribute

buttons with the word "Hobab" on it.

Hobab was either Moses' brother or father-

in-law. We don't know which. Moses

wanted him to go along with him and get

the benefit of being with his crowd, but

Hobab said he had more important busi

ness at home. Then Moses asked him to go

and be eyes for them and Hobab consented.

He was willing to go if he could be of some

use. All the churches in Rochester are

preaching Hobab just now. We want men

for what they can put into the church—not

for what they can get out of it.

Rounding Up Providence Boys

By LESTER H. CLEE

IN rounding up boys into the church our

plan has been, in addition to the Older

Boys' Sunday School Conference, personal

interviews with the entire membership.

We have practically finished the interview

ing of the working boys, with some won

derful experiences.

After interviewing the boy, we write his

pastor telling of the boy's decision. The

week following we either 'phone or call the

pastor to find out what he has done about

the matter. In each church a local con

ference for older boys is held. The boys

work the event up in each church with lead

ing pastors. Then we are bringing into

each church a Campaign Team of three

older boys who speak on service and why

they are interested. This is working out

well and helps to round up fellows into the

church membership. Our biggest task is

to get the minister from the smaller church

to see his opportunity and responsibility.

Of course, there is no trouble with the big

man because he is big. On Easter Sunday

I am sure we are to have a great round up

of all the boys joining the church in our

city.

Last year we had the personal interviews

with hundreds of boys and then had a meet

ing of all the pastors and superintendents

of the Sunday Schools with the boys and

endeavored to have the pastors call on them

and interest them further in church mem

bership. We are endeavoring this year to

give each boy a definite task to win some

other boy to Christian living, or some
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special phase of committee work or follow-

up work of the Association.

In one group of older boys at a Sunday

School conference seventy-one churches

were represented by 256 delegates. This

was probably the biggest thing which we

we have done this year for the setting of

Christian character among the older boys

of the city, outside of the personal inter

view work

A Business Men's Club of 546

By J. F. FERGER

Ai BUSINESS Men's Club is a new and

' far-reaching factor in Chattanooga's

work. It is a combination of a Commercial

Club and a Business Men's Gymnasium

Club. A popular Commercial Club had be

came hopelessly divided over the question of

the sale of liquor and passed out of exist

ence. The business men missed their social

center. Association business men proposed

to 150 men invited to a dinner in the

auditorium, to provide quarters in the build

ing for a department to be known as the

Business Men's Club ,with cafe service,

social and committee room, to which would

be added full Association privileges includ

ing special gymnasium classes, etc., at $25

annually. The proposition caught fire and

twenty teams were organized, and in two

and one half days 546 members were re

ported. The reading room which was on

this floor was moved to the lobby floor where

it is used five times as much as on the mezza

nine. The stage and auditorium were re

modeled into a first class cafe seating 120, a

billiard room with four tables and a serving

pantry. The pastors room was converted

into a ladies dining room, seating thirty.

It had been used on an average of five hours

and the auditorium four hours per week

during the active season. The auditorium

will not be missed.

The Club is managed by the Executive

Committee of the Board. Wives and daugh

ters of members can enter the club without

passing through the men's lobby.

More business men have been in the build

ing during the three weeks this club has

been in action than in four years before.

The touch on the young men cannot be esti

mated, and Christian business men have a

permanent club without liquor. This has al

ready prevented the organization of one

with drinks. High grade seniors will now

have a department to graduate into. It

makes apartments more attractive, and the

revenue feature cannot be overlooked.

Membership Memos

This looks like a record. Kananolis,

N. C, Cotton Mill Association secured 826

new members and renewals in its recent

campign.

A "Make It 1,000" membership campaign

is on at Des Moines.

The call to service and self-realization

was the basis of the "search for members"

at Camden.

Brockton claims second place in Massa

chusetts, with 1,780 members.

The best newspaper artist in Toronto has

cleverly sketched the eight "runners" who

led the divisions in the membership contest,

each taking his place as per standing at

the 440-yard wire. It was clever work.

Toledo lifted its membership to 2,240, add

ing 225 in one week.

Newcastle, Pa., was out for 1,200 mem

bers and got them and some to spare, en

listing a big force of members in the doing

of it.

Mr. Hockenbury is to be congratulated

on that remarkable campaign in Washing

ton in which 1,348 members were secured.

The best result was that the Association

gained a better standing as well as under

standing.

Minneapolis hit upon a good display state

ment, which reads: "Bring him in any

way—that friend of yours. He may not

know that he needs it, but he does. He will

thank you for it some day. They always do.

Every man needs the 'Y.' "

That rousing membership campaign at

Waco, Texas, gave a momentum to the As

sociation that even financial stress has not

arrested. Every month the old records are

bettered. Men roused in the canvass be

came larger factors in their church and

others were induced to enter Christian work.

The gymnasium exhibitions in front of a

leading building on the main street is one of

the best advertisements San Diego uses for

its work.

When the one thousand members were

rounded up in Pekin, China, a new idea was

worked. It was that of a ladder outside the

building on which a wooden man was shown

trying to reach the top notch of one thous

and. It looked hopeless, as the next to the

last day he had only reached rung 585, but

he gained the top.

A glee club of fifty voices at Cumberland

is one of the things that give a lift to the

work and is demanded throughout the coun

try. It sings two nights a week.

The "Booster's Club" at Fall River is

rendering great service in not only secur

ing members, but helping them to be as

similated.

Governor Patterson of Tennessee, in

speaking at the opening of a campaign for

$15,000 at Memphis, started his speech with

a contribution, and well said: "This Asso

ciation all over the world stands for char

acter. It is not so much the money you put

into this Association as it is the impulse you

give to the sentiment of good government

and civic righteousness in Memphis. I

know of no organization outside of the

church of the living God that can create a

more dominant spirit for civic righteous

ness."
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Manhood Factories

THE Chicago Association proposes to

erect a million dollar men's hotel dur

ing the present year on Wabash Avenue

within walking distance of the great term

inal stations. It will have frontage of 146

feet and contain 1,870 rooms, to be rented

at 25 to 30 cents a day. And it is expected

to be self-supporting, to

wholesome stopping place

for strangers coming

into the city to find work.

The guests who have

found their place are ex

pected to make room for

some other young man

unable to pay hotel or

rooming house rates. The

Association found over a

thousand young men liv

ing in undesirable en

vironment because they

could afford nothing bet

ter. A campaign for

$500,000 needed to erect

this hotel is being quietly

projected, with $300,000

already pledged, the bal

ance to be provided from

other funds. A feature

will be a big employment

bureau.

provide a clean,

 

Chicago is to erect at

once the North Side

Boys' Club building, to

cost $200,000, and be

known as the Keep Me

morial Building,. It is

made possible by a $100,-

000 bequest of Mr. Al

bert Keep, late chairman

of the board of directors

of the Chicago and North

Western Railway, with

an equal sum in pifts at

various times of Mrs.

Keep. One hundred thou

sand dollars will be ex

pended in the Activities Building, for the

benefit of neglected boys in the congested

foreign district on North Avenue, Chicago,

and the second $100,000 invested in a dormi

tory annex to house young men who will be

enlisted in service in behalf of these boys.

The income of the latter building will be

come a partial endowment for the work.

A dormitory annex costing $75,000 has

been begun by the West Side Department,

Chicago. This will be the third dormitory

annex for this department, which has a

total of 208 rooms accommodating 318 men,

making a total in six city departments of

1,106 rooms for 1,407 men.

The Chicago and Alton Railroad has pro-

/ided for a $10,000 building and has be

gun its erection at Glenn Yard, outside of

Chicago.

Governor Williams presided at a banquet

inaugurating a new Association undertaking

at Oklahoma City, Okla.

Allentown (Pa.) building has been dam

aged $15,000 by fire and water. This may

mean the launching of a campaign for $135,-

000 to erect an addition, double the gym

nasium, provide a larger swimming pool and

new locker system, boys' quarters and dor

mitories and wipe out the debt. This Asso

ciation already has the

largest membership of

any city of its size.

Union Branch, Bronx,

N. Y., building, to cost

$240,000, is to be pushed

through to rapid comple

tion ; while the Bowery

Branch is to be ready for

use late in the fall.

Citizens of Moscow,

Pa., have contributed

$2,500 to meet the con

ditions of J. E. Love-

land's gift of a building

in his home town.

Du Bois, Pa., had a

vigorous campaign t o

raise $15,000 for the new

boys' department and to

cover current expenses.

Two new cotton mill

Association buildings are

assured; one at Pacolet,

S. C, another at Pied

mont, Ala.

C. W. Williams has

added greatly to his first

gift of $35,000 worth of

land to the Galesburg,

111., Association.

A new branch build

ing of the Philadelphia

Association is about to

be erected at Abington

by the estate of John

Milton Colton, to be

known as Colton Hall.

Detroit was more than successful in rais

ing $20,000 in a five day campaign. Several

pledges of $500 each were received. Its

budget is nearly a quarter of a million dol

lars.

The boys in Sturgis, Mich., took over an

old barn for their work and remodeled it

for a community center. A feature here is

a brass band of 22 pieces.

Cohoes, N. Y., business men are "agitat

ing" a building movement, with the $20,000

Silliman bequest as a foundation.

The remodeled Newburyport building is

now opened, at a cost of $40,000. While its

hall is reduced in size, allowing a full floor

of dormitories, the gymnasium is enlarged

from 40 by 38 to 40 by 56.

New Associations are demanded in sev

eral cities in Pennsylvania and other states.

* qqq q
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CHICAGO'S MEN'S HOTEL
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BEQUESTS TO ASSOCIATIONS

Arthur H. Ballon to Utlca, N. Y $5,000
Charles M. Hall to Niagara Falls. N. Y 10,000
Edmund Q. Morton to Newburgh, scientific
apparatus, etc.

Otis Norman Terry to Lincoln, Neb 1,000
Elizabeth B. White to Buffalo, N. Y 10,000

Bloomsburg, Pa., will enter a campaign

for a $40,000 building soon. Phillipsburg is

also working on a campaign for $30,000

with the town back of it. Several other

Pennsylvania cities are pleading for organi

zations and willing to pay the cost.

Virginia is opening four new buildings

and one addition during 1915, costing ap

proximately $600,000.

A little community center building will

go up in Columbus, N. J., given by Mr. and

Mrs. John I. Bishop. The building will be

21 by 60 feet. The condition named is that

$500 be raised toward furnishing.

The contract for Racine's building has

been let for $112,000—a difference of $50,-

000 in the 19 bidders. Special Architect

McLane is working with a local firm on de

signs. These four large gifts: S. C. John

son, $15,000; W. T. and W. M. Lewis, $15,-

000; Richard Robinson, $10,000; Case

Threshing Machine Co., $10,000.

Watertown, N. Y., opened its new $300,-

000 building, Feb. 8, with addresses by

Warburton, one time secretary, followed

by Dr. W. H. Morgan. The debt of $150,000

is carried by the large rental of stores and

dormitories. The sum of $150,000 was raised

two years ago, besides the bequest of $50,-

000 from E. M. Gates.

Franklin, Pa., has bought a piece of

ground back of the building for a tennis

court and summer athletics, and is talking

of enlarging the building.

Flint, Mich., raises $22,000 March 2-5 in

a combined campaign for furnishings, ex

penses, and $5,000 for the State endowment

fund.

Free water is given Franklin, Pa., Asso

ciation by the city in exchange for an an

nual teaching-every-boy-to-swim effort. In

a few weeks last year 150 were instructed.

Mr. Sibley has closed up his workingmen's

club and turned its equipment over to the

Association, doubling his yearly subscrip

tion. Sixty high school boys were in the

Bible classes. The Scouts have three

classes besides their first aid. The boys'

band of 22 is practising, their time and in

struments consecrated to the service.

Governor Whitman in laying the corner

stone of Brooklyn Central said:

"Representing the State to whose welfare

and to the upbuilding of whose citizens the

Young Men's Christian Association has al

ways contributed, and in the name of the

Christian manhood of our people, which this

organization came into being to conserve, to

upbuild, and to develop, and imploring the

approval and the blessing of the God in

whom the nation trusts, we lay this corner

stone today, confident in the belief and in

the hope that the splendid building here to

rise shall be, through the years that are

to come—as long as time—the home, center,

and source of influence and of inspiration

to cleaner and purer and nobler lives, to

the best and the highest citizenship and

patriotism in the great State in which we

live."

A Memorial Erected by Mother Love

DR. W. P. MERRILL at Brooklyn

CERTAINLY there are many men and

women in America who, keenly as they

have enjoyed the winning and handling of

money, have found an immensely greater

joy in giving it for great ends. The social

value of such gifts as that which assures

the new building whose cornerstone is to be

laid today is simply incalculable. Every

such act of wise liberality reduces friction,

steadies the social structure, shames self-

indulgence and ostentation, and inspires

other acts of a similar kind. Nor is it only

the amount of the gift which is significant

in this case. Splendid as is the gift in it

self, it is given a greater worth through the

sacred touch of motherhood.

This new building of yours will be known

throughout its life as a memorial erected

by mother love. Men will ask about the

name, and the answer will tell them not so

much of a munificent giver as of a loving

mother. Thus will steal into your work and

life in your new environment a little touch

of that which you lack most, that precious

thing men know, the power and permanence

of a mother's love.

It is your high privilege to make of this

new building, planted here in the midst of

the world of men, splendidly equipped and

put in your free control, a religious ex

periment station, a research laboratory,

where with the daring and common sense

that must combine to make a successful ex

plorer or investigator, you can work out

for the church at large this challenging

problem, what religion will fit the man of

today and the world of which he is a part.

You know that the compartment theory of

life is false and fatal, you have already

shown the church that to be thoroughly

saved a man must be right in his four-fold

nature, physical, intellectual, social and

spiritual. You know that each of these

elements is partial and defective without

the others. You will have here a superb

equipment for ministering to, appealing to

and studying the four-fold nature of men

and boys, and for working out the forms

which Christian ideals must take if they

are to prove the needed power to unify and

direct the four-fold life of men and the

world of men. Here is your great function,

your supreme opportunity, to work out

through actual, living experiment the solu

tion of the great problem which confronts

the church of God just now.
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Educational

Advertising and Salesmanship. — The

thousand young business men studying Ad

vertising, and the 2,000 men in Salesman

ship Courses will be glad to know that the

committee is encouraging efforts toward

greater value in the practical efficiency of

such courses, by arranging for the first ex

aminations offered in these subjects. The

Associated Advertising Club of America,

together with several Association officers

and teachers of the subject are interested

in the Associations' work in Advertising;

and several sales managers, teachers and

leaders are interested in salesmanship.

Participation in these tests helps the indi

vidual even more than the Association, and

the course of study and experience shows

that taking part lifts all concerned.

A Most Worthy Step.—The Association

Summer Schools, Training Centers, and

Commission on Professional Training for

the Association Vocation, have united in the

effort to promote required reading on the

part of employed officers. From one to three

books, according to the department, .and the

year of the course, are to be read during

the year as a part of the requirements of

the various Summer Schools. Simple tests

on these books, in order to increase the

character of the reading, are taken in con

nection with the educational examinations

any time during the weeks March 29-April

3, or June 1-5. A new and special certifi

cate is granted and credit for the same is

accepted at the Summer Schools and Train

ing Centers.

So valuable is this work proving to be

that one large Association ordered question

papers for each of its fifteen employed of

ficers to take a special test in main points

early in February. They will take a similar

test in another book in April. The seventy-

two books offered for the tests follow:

First Year—Life of Sir George Williams :
Challenge of the City; Main I'oints; Efficient
Life ; Great Books as Life Teachers ; City of the
Dinner Pall : Adolescent Boyhood : Individual
Work for Individuals; Education of Tomorrow;
Political Economy ; Sociology—Dealey ; The Im
migrant ; Immigration Races in North America ;
Lure of the Iron Trail : Church Work with Boys ;
Challenge of the Country ; Life of John Fred
erick Oberlin ; Bible in the World Today; How
to Study ; Spirit of Youth and the City Streets.

Second Year—Life of Robert McBurney ;
Making Life Worth While; Our World—New
World Life ; Brain and Personality ; Worker and
the State ; Boy Life and Self Government :
Parenthood and Race Culture ; Five Great
Philosophies of Life : Increasing Human Effi
ciency in Business ; Immigration ; New Immigra
tion ; Democracy and Social Ethics ; Economic
History of United States ; Fact of Christ ; Mod
ern Dlscipleship and What It Means ; Valor of
Ignorance ; True George Washington ; American
Rural School ; Country Church and the Rural
Problem : Rural Problems in United States ; Edu
cation in Religion and Morals.

Third Year—Education of the Will ; Christian
izing the Social Order ; What Men Live By ;
Moral and Religious Challenge of Our Times ;
Principles of Scientific Management ; Youth, Its

Education, Regimen and Hygiene ; Psychological

Principles of Education ; Growth and Education ;
My Belief ; History of Socialism ; Problems of
the Present South ; Labor Problems ; Syndical
ism and the I. W. W. ; Races and Immigrants
in America ; Our Slavic Citizen ; Lincoln, Master
of Men ; Unifying Community Interests ; Teens
and the Rural Sunday School ; Constructive
Rural Sociology.

Advanced—Biology of Sex ; Better Rural
Schools ; Education and Ethics ; History of Re
ligion ; Idealism in Education ; Principles of
Rural Economics ; Social Engineer ; Youth and
the Race.

Leaders realize that more of careful

thought, meditation and poise of judgment

are necessary today to meet the increased

perplexing Association problems. This care

ful reading meets that need.

Coffin Nails.—Last month while at a local

Association I saw the front door open, and

a cigarette with something at the end of it,

entered. "With their attendant evils these

coffin nails are sapping the mental and

moral stamina of boys and men and eating

away the very vitals of their physical man

hood."

Educational leaders recognize in them

their deadliest foe. Teachers find it next

to impossible to educate a cigarette smok

ing boy. In Harvard University during the

past five decades, not one tobacco user has

stood at the head of his class, although 83"r

of all Harvard students use tobacco. The

habit is growing faster than the population,

as in 1913 there were 40,000,000 cigarettes

smoked daily at a daily expense of $200,-

000, while in 1912, 34,000,000 were used

daily. It means that 1500 American boys

start smoking daily. Leaders say that the

habit annually sends 100,000 to the saloon

to be willingly ground up into bums and

drunkards to disgrace themselves and turn

their homes into worry and want.

Medical authorities report that cigarettes

greatly increase beer drinking as they cause

dryness of the throat and the fauces.

Police records show that cigarettes lead

more boys to court and jail than all other

habits combined. Of 300 such boys in one

group recently 295 were smokers.

Of the 201 students in a college ,of whom

53% were non-smokers, 36% occasional

smokers and 21% habitual smokers, 31 men

were unable to do their normal work and

either had to leave college or take an added

year for their course. Of these 31, 7 were

non-smokers, 8 occasional smokers, and 16

habitual smokers. While the smokers com

posed only 46% of the student body as a

whole, yet they furnished 77% of all the

dull students. In this college were 41 ath

letes, of whom only 9 were habitual smo

kers, 14 occasional, and 18 non-smokers.
While only 16r'r of all the non-smokers were

athletes, yet they won 43% of all the ath

letic honors.

The Student Council at San Francisco

raised $1,000 for the educational department

deficit, making it self-sustaining excepting

overhead expenses.
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Employed Officers at Asilomar

CALIFORNIA MEN EXTEND HOSPITALITYA STRONG PROGRAM SHAPINO UP

California extends a cordial invitation to

all Association men. We Westerners have

been going East for forty years This,

year let the East meet the West on the

Pacific. George W. Marston,

Chairman California Committee.

The California brotherhood most cordial

ly invites the Secretarial Brotherhood of

America to Asilomar in May, and Associa

tion Day at the Panama Exposition May

25. A genuine Western welcome awaits

you. We need your inspiration. We will

give you our hospitality. We need the

counsel and experience of the older brother

hood. We extend to you the optimism and

enthusiastic hopefulness of the younger

brother. Bring us the vigor and hardihood

of New England winter, and we will give

you the cheer and gladness of California

sunshine. Bring your wives, thrice wel

come are they. J. E. Sprunger,

State Secretary.

The conference meeting place at Asilo

mar is the beautiful summer home and

conference grounds of the Y. W. C. A. It

is on the rugged, bluff coast, interspersed

with sandy swimming beaches, near Pacific

Grove and 125 miles south from San Fran

cisco. Each large tent-house provides for

sixty persons, with two single beds in each

room, shower baths, etc. The rate is $1.50

per day.

The main conference with its subsidiary

meetings runs from May 16-24, and every

hour on the train through to California or

in the Association centers en route, where

stop-overs are arranged, would be as

valuable as any hours of the conference

for the exchange of ideas. The railroad

tickets provide a stop-over at will, with a

selection of routes going and coming. It

will be an education for an Eastern man

to see what the vigorous Western Asso

ciations are doing. More about these stop

overs, dates and places will be announced

later.

The lowest Exposition rates are available.

From Chicago to Asilomar the return rate

will be $62 50. Pullmans $13.00. Tourist

sleepers $7.00 each way.

Many Associations will arrange vacation

periods for their secretaries so that they

may, while in California, stop over at the

Panama Exposition en route and visit some

of the most scenic spots of the West.

Directors attending the Exposition at this

time will be welcome at any of the thirteen

conferences.

Program with all details will soon be

mailed to employed officers. It is the duty

of every employed officer, whether he ex-
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pects to attend or not, to remit his annual

dues to his department treasurer.

Dr. John R. Mott will be the speaker on

Association Day at the Panama-Pacific Ex

position May 25, and he has also been in

vited to speak at the conference May 23.

Each one of the thirteen subsidiary con

ferences has extensive programs. Follow

ing are the themes of the main conference:

The General Program.

May 19—Constituent Organization Meetings.

May 20—Morning and afternoon—Constituent
Organization Meetings.

Evening—Address by Conference Pastor, Ed
win H. Hughes, LL.D., Bishop ; Annual Survey,
Wm. Knowles Cooper.

May 21—Morning—Address by Bishop Hughes.
Theme : The Central Objective of the Association
—To What Degree Is It Being Attained, and
How Can It Be More Fully Realized? (a) In
Respect to Reaching Our Membership for the
Christian Life—G. C. Hubert, Dr. Geo. J. Fisher,
and W. T. Dlack.

Afternoon—Constituent Organization Meetings.
Evening—Theme: (a) The Central Objective

of the Association—To What Degree Is It Being

Attained, and How Can It Be More Fully Real
ized? (b) In Winning for the Christian Life.
(1) The Student World, David R. Porter. (2)
The Industrial World, Irwin Raut. (3) The Ru
ral Field, Howard Hubbel.

May 22—Morning—Address by Conference
Pastor, Bishop Hughes. Uniform Boys' Pol
icy. Business session. Report on Training
Agency Conference, S. Wirt Wiley.

Afternoon—Sightseeing trips.

Evening—Theme : The Central Objective of
the Association—To What Degree Is It Being
Attained, and How Can It Be More Fully Real
ized? (o) In Respect to Enlisting for and Train
ing for Christian Leadership Those Outside the
Secretarial Force, L. E. Buell, R. R. PerklnB.

May 23—Morning—Memorial Service In charge
of C. B. Willis. Church service, with address.

Afternoon—Theme : A Study of the Relation
ship of the Associations of North America to the
Foreign Work—L. W. Messer, E. W. Hearne, R.
E. Lewis, W. S. Hopkins, A. G. Studer, E. T.
Colton.

Evening—Summary : K. A. Shumaker. State
Secretary Illinois; Consecration Service.

Prooram of Constituent Organizations.

Strong programs are being planned by the
Committees of the various constituent organi
zations. One of particular interest Is the con

tinuation of the Commission on Administration,
of which H. W. Stone is chairman. This will be
given before the General Secretaries on Thursday
morning, May 20.
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On the Road to the Church

WEST SIDE, New York, has a church

co-operation committee of various de

nominations. To this committee are referred

all new members who are members of an

out-of-town church or who are not members

but who give a church preference. These

men in turn refer the names to the church

of the given denomination nearest the resi

dence of the new members. A careful

record of all names assigned is kept and

the committeemen are systematically fol

lowed until a report is had on each man.

By this method 1,084 men were referred to

churches during the past year, of whom 69

are known to have joined.

(<TF you want to keep your boys in the

.LSunday school build a wall of men

around them." This saying of Marion Law

rence was visualized in Stockdale's Church,

Toledo, when at a special service the men's

class of 150 members stood shoulder to

shoulder, reaching entirely around the Sun

day school. They had a hand in the

Father and Son banquet, take a lead in the

boys' atheltic club, Christian Endeavor and

benevolences, and thread the activities of

the church.

( i A S one boy goes so go the rest." It

xxwas so in a Virginia country town.

As a county secretary was talking with a

group late Sunday evening after church a

boy said, "I will join the church next Sun

day if you will." He wanted company; the

boy had hardly dared to go alone. His

pastor had talked with him two months

before. "He wanted to, but didn't dast."

Three other boys quickly took the challenge

and said they wanted to, and although it

was 10 P. M., they walked to the pastor's

house at the secretary's su^estion, and

sealed their decision in his study as they

prayed together.

TO bring every Bible class man to a de

cision will be the purpose of teachers of

Association and Sunday School men in

boys' classes in and about Paterson, N. J.

They will bring deputations of their classes

to the Billy Sunday meetings in Paterson,

opening March 12. Men go in large num

bers in deputations. Some of the big Phila

delphia department stores sent a thousand

of their employees and numbers of them "hit

the trail." Men in Germantown, Associa

tion Bible class members, came to decision

in large numbers at Philadelphia.

THE police judge sent for the secretary

of the Baltimore Association to come

down directly. He found there a Jewish

boy about eighteen, who had confessed to

the police officer that he had stolen four

overcoats and a violin. The police officer

said he had no charge against him, but the

boy insisted that he had stolen them, and

would take the officer to the place where the

goods were stored. The officer further

asked him why he told this on himself, and

he said that he had just come from the

Y. M. C. A. meeting at Ford's Theatre, and

the fellow there had "put it up" to him so

that he couldn't keep the things any more

and he had to give himself up.

THE Erie Association has inaugurated a

campaign to enlist 5,000 men in the

Bible classes of the city and county Sun

day schools. The campaign opened on

February 1 at the building with Religious

Work Secretary Eldredge as executive sec

retary. The plan is to have a county goal

of 5,000 and then to have each class in the

county take an individual goal as an ob

jective. Each month there will be rallies

and "get togethers" for inspiration and re

ports of progress, and between these month

ly meetings there will be visitations to the

churches by the members of the central

committee to give information and assist

ance and to form new classes. The whole

campaign is to climax with the State Con

vention of Sunday Schools in Erie in Oc

tober, when there will be a great demon

stration of men's classes and a program of

efficiency adopted.

AT Wichita's big meeting, two weeks ago,

which was addressed by Bishop Hender

son, a young man came forward expressing

his desire to live a Christian life. As I

greeted him as he came forward he made

this statement: "I am not a grand-stander;

I mean business." He expressed his desire

to join the Baptist Church, and Thursday

at the mid-week prayer service was bap

tized. The next Monday morning I re

ceived a telephone call that he had been

taken to Wesley Hospital and was dying.

His heartbroken mother expressed herself

that it was such a comfort to her to know

that her son had made this decision and

had become a member of the church before

his death. C. W. Pierce.

BILLY SUNDAY is moving this staid old

city, Philadelphia, sure enough, and he

reaches the men of brain and brawn. Over

16,000 converts to date, and most of them

are men. On Sunday he gave his "Booze"

sermon to two audiences, which contained

30,000 men, besides women and youth, and

30,000 men pledged him their vote to ban

ish the saloons. I dealt with a man who

was a lawyer with university training plus

a three years' law course at Leland Stan

ford. He made a clear decision for Christ,

and Sunday night a glorious confession of

Christ before the church. The "North

American's" superintendent of circulation

told me that they are mailing about 15,000

copies daily out of the city purely because

of the Billy Sunday meetings; that Des

Moines, where he campaigned, is following

the meetings here by taking several hun

dred copies daily; that a jeweler in Meri-

den, Conn., had alone sent in over $24 of

subscriptions for daily, and that Billy was

certainly "news."—John R. Hague.
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A "GO-TO-CHURCH" MOVEMENT is

being inaugurated at Newburgh. Twen

ty-eight churches are enrolled in the move

ment, representing all the Protestant and

three Catholic churches. Plans are being

made for $1,000 worth of paid advertising,

and the local papers are lending enthusiastic

support. Beginning February 14th, a cam

paign was pushed for attendance at church

for six successive Sundays. The present

outlook is for a most successful piece of

work. The Association is also steadily

crowding a "Join-the-Church" work, besides

working for the "Go-to-Church" campaign.

—E. W. Vose.

AN ENERGETIC YOUNG MAN from a

small town came to Waterloo, Iowa, and

got work as a printer. He was always in for

a good time. Of course, he soon found him

self in a fast set, where he was spending his

evenings drinking and gambling, sometimes

got drunk, was losing his grip and about to

be discharged when he was introduced by

a friend to the Association. Here he found

new friends, who succeeded in getting him

to quit his old ways. He cleaned up, joined

the church, made good in his work, and the

following year entered the Association work

as assistant secretary; then the Methodist

ministry. He has endured testing: lost his

wife; through an accident the sight of one

eye; had discouraging conditions at home,

where his father and brother were profli

gate. But he is standing as a representa

tive man in the Methodist ministry, and had

in a recent revival in a rural community

over sixty converts.

SOME ten years ago our son was a stu

dent in Nashville. His health gave us

concern and we decided that we would have

to take him home, trusting that a year's rest

would enable him to finish his preparation

for the University. At that time a judicious

friend suggested that the Physical Depart

ment of the Association would do all that

was needed. We gave it a trial, and the re

sults were all that we hoped. The boy

finished his school course creditably and in

robust health. Whatever honors have come

to him since, the Entrance Prize to the Uni

versity, the Founder's Medal, the Rhodes

Scholarship, we largely attribute to the good

health due to his Association training and

now that his years of preparation for life's

service are completed we feel that whatever

society may come to bear to him will in

reality be largely due to the timely good

offices of the Asociation.—A Tennessee

Father.

THE BIG RESULT to the churches in

Wilkes-Barre of the recent Sunday Cam

paign could be put in one word, "energized."

As I have often said before in replying

about the campaign in this valley of 200,000

people, Mr. Sunday took the church from

the side of defense across the line and

placed it on the side of offense, and the

forces of evil were put from the aggressive

side to the side of defense. The churches

before Mr. Sunday came lacked faith and

force; but now they have faith, force,

finances and followers. Because of the

force put into the church life there probably

have been nearly as many converts made

in this valley in the two years since the

campaign as there was during the cam

paign, when there were 16,623 converts. A

personal workers' league in the Association

of Wilkes-Barre has conducted meetings

every noon excepting Saturday and Sunday

and a couple of holidays since the Sunday

Campaign and held over 1,000 meetings out

side of the building during the last two

ears, in which several thousand people

ave confessed conversion. The noon meet

ings in the present building are better than

they were a year ago.—F. M. Devendorf.

Casey and Some Other Cases.

<</""ASEY" JONES, a cigaret smoker,

V-'and one of the "gang," decided to

have a swim one Sunday morning in Evans-

ville's new Association pool, although the

building had not been formally opened; so,

breaking one of the basement windows, he

slipped inside, and going around to the

basement door, unlocked it from the inside

and let the rest of the gang in. They

turned on the valve, partly filled the pool,

and had a great time. "Casey" is now one

of the street boy members who attends a

Sunday morning gathering in the boys'

division. In a talk after the meeting with

the boys' work secretary, recently, he de

cided to cut out the smoking and personal

impurity. He accepted Christ, and is now

taking up night school work.

He was full of booze when he came into

the Association. He thought he was in the

police headquarters. He wanted to "give

himself up," so he wouldn't commit suicide

in the Ohio River, the thing that he felt

he must do. He was "taken in," put to bed,

sobered up, taken care of by a doctor until

in his right mind. Counsel and prayer

helped him to "give himself up," indeed.

Three weeks have elapsed. He has worked

and we took care of his money, paid a board

bill of $9 he owed where he stopped before

the Association took him. To-day he paid

for his room in the building and starts back

North to join wife and eight-year-old daugh

ter in another state. We get stung lots of

times, but this man is renewing our faith,

and he seems to have cut out both booze and

chewing tobacco in dead earnest. He's

saved, that's all.

Two tough-looking youths, dirty from box

car travel, asked, "Pard, got a place where

we can wash?" We put an extra pull into

our "Sure, let me show you." Then break

fast followed ; an interview with the em

ployment secretary: his directions followed

resulted in jobs, and later they were pro

vided with a place to sleep. The man they

got work with was seen, and the case ex

plained. Well, it wasn't much, but it was

service.—E. L. MOGGE.

y
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"We Christians have the solid foundation of a historical faith
to build upon and we cannot dispense with our historical narra
tives and doctrinal epistles. What Christ was, what Christ did,
and the meaning of all this, is of a vital Importance to us; but it
Is chiefly Important because It enables us to see what He is
today—a Priest ever living to make Intercession for us, a Deliv
erer who Is even now able to save unto the uttermost all who
come unto God by Him, a present Lord who claims the active

F. S. GOODMAN loyalty of every fresh generation of the men and women for
whom He died In the far-off past."—Dr. W. F. Adeney.

Men and

the Bible

MANY thoughtful and informed leaders

in the churches of North America

believe that one of the fairest and sur

est marks of an efficient minister is his

ability to interest, inspire and direct the

services of men. A church with numbers of

laymen directly identified with its many-

sided forms of service to the community and

to the world—men personally sharing in

the spiritual activities, usually has its

women and girls as well as its boys, well

organized and its services of public worship

well attended. Many churches are little

more than audiences of people who come to

be lifted in worship or entertained by music

and religious oratory. No wide awake

minister questions the importance of at

tracting men and training and using them

in the multifarious work of the church. But

how to win, enlist, organize and lead men—

this is the problem.

Many people are convinced that the

Association has had and is having a prac

tical relation to this big problem. It has

helped men to find themselves as Christians

and in Christian work, and has passed them

back into their church as effective leaders

in work among men and boys. This form

of service ought to be the steadily growing

characteristic of every Young Men's Chris

tian Association. Others believe that many

of the principles and methods discovered

and put into effect in the Associations ought

to be used by the churches themselves. How

can it best be done?

One answer is suggested by the experi

ence of Dr. C. A. Barbour, of our Religious

Work Department, who has resigned to be

come president of Rochester Theological

Seminary April first. Dr. Barbour all

through his ministry was an effective

speaker to men, and his church throbbed

with activities in which men were con

stantly in evidence. He has been from his

college days an intelligent friend of the

Association movement. His call to the

International work in May, 1909, was re

garded as a fitting tribute to his success

ful ministry to men. The intervening years

of his growing usefulness and influence as

an Association secretary have given him

an inside view of our movement. He be

lieves in it more than ever. Is it not signi

ficant that after such a post-graduate

course in the School of Association Exneri-

ence he goes into the great field of minis

terial training? Will he not be more fully

equipped to meet the need suggested in the

opening paragraph? His call is significant

to the student of Association history. He

will leave the ranks of the secretaryship

with the love and confidence of hundreds

of employed officers, and with the deep affec

tion and confident hopes of his associates

in the International Committee. We ven

ture the opinion that he will magnify the

leadership of men in the standard of minis

terial efficiency which he will try to promote.

May we suggest a worthy and timely

slogan to the secretaries and active mem

bers of the North American Associations?

This is a year full of unusual experiences.

Why not crown the year, and all its activi

ties with a period of recruiting of our Asso

ciate members in the army of Christ?

Why not begin at once to give the right of

way to the "Join-the-Church" program

from now to Easter Sunday, April fourth.

The Slogan is this: "Five Thousand Mem

bers Enlisted for Christ in His Church by

Easter Day." Think it over, Brother Secre

taries and members. It recognizes a genu

ine defect in the output of our work. It

means that we will stop apologizing for or

explaining religious statistics and begin at

once a more vigorous effort to win our Asso

ciates to an open confeision of Jesus Christ

as Saviour and Lord. It does not mean

more Mass Meetings in or out of the build

ings. It does not mean organizing new

Bible Classes, or having lectures or classes

on methods of work. It means one simple,

practical and immediate task—to seek well

planned personal interviews with individual

members and with good sense, quiet, prayer

ful, tactful persistence get them to commit

themselves to a life of loving allegiance to

our Sovereign Lord and Leader. It means

acting on our confessed objective in a more

earnest fashion, for a few weeks—the best

weeks in the year. It means throwing our

selves with loyal abandon into the task we

talk about as our supreme aim. It means

making our loyalty to Jesus Christ immedi

ately effective.

There are now on our rolls as Associate

members nearly 400,000 men and boys.

Surely at least one half of these are open

to friendly sympathetic approach on per

sonal religion. The Slogan simply suggests

an earnest endeavor to help our Associates

at the point of their supreme need. Is it too

much to expect that at least one in forty of

them will at once respond to our effort? We

(Continued on page 339)
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The International Sunday School Lesson Text and daily readings
from the New Testament furnish the basis of the comments
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SAUL ANOINTED KING

Lesson March 7. 1 Samuel 9:17-10:1.

Mon. 1. Vs. 17. And when Samuel saw
Saul, Jehovah said unto him. Behold, the
man of whom I spake to thee, this same
shall have authority over my people. Read
the lesson.

A BLOODLESS REVOLUTION. Israel is now
passing through one of the most dangerous and
difficult periods in its whole career. It was noth
ing short of a revolution involving a change in
plan of government. They are passing from a
Theocracy—the government by God through
Judges, to a Monarchy—the government by
liings. To the eternal credit of Samuel, the
statesman, the change was made and the dis
jointed tribes consolidated into the United States
of Israel, and the king anointed, without the
shedding of a drop of blood and without internal
strife. A smaller man at the helm and the
nation would have been run upon the rocks—
wrecked. So confident was the nation in the
character and statesmanship of Samuel thai
iliey left to him the selection of their king, to
outline the terms and limits of the monarchy,
draw up the national constitution, and retain his
rank, and continue to exercise his Judicial func-
lion. An ordinary man would have resisted the
popular demand until it grew in violence and
swept him into a national vortex. Samuel
mastered the situation and saved it—because
Cod mastered him.

Pray: For the special Association work for enlisted
inen at the Panama-Pacific Exposition.

Tues. 2. 1 Sam., 8:4-5. Then all the eld
ers of Israel gathered themselves together,
and came to Samuel unto Bamah, and
said unto him, Behold, thou art old, and
thy sons walk not In thy ways: now make
us a king to Judge us like all the nations.
Read 1 Sam. 8.

THE FACTS AND THE TRUTH. These eld
ers were not representing the mob spirit in their
demand. It was all constitutionally done and
back of them was the combined judgment of the
nation. They stated the facts, but they did not
state the reasons back of the facts. Samuel was
old—that was a fact. His sons were grafting:
scoundrels, with whom they would take no
chances—that was a fact. But the sons could
have been deposed and God could have found a
worthy successor to Samuel. The truth which
was back of the fact was they were tired of
Hod's direct government and wanted a change.
They undervalued the religious privilege of
God's leadership and never lived up to it. They
did not say that, but they meant it. What
liars we are. We hunt up some plausible frag
ment of fact to put a good face on what we
want to do and work it for all it is worth. "I
am going to quit the church because of Its cold
ness and Inconsistencies"—those shortcomings
are facts, but the reason for quitting is to sin
without restraint. God said to Samuel—they are
rejecting me. Drop the mask—what is the real
motive?

Pray: For foremen, who can make or mar the at
mosphere of a shop.

Wed. 3. 1 Sam. 8:9. Now therefore heark
en unto their voice: Howbelt yet protest

solemnly unto them, and show them the

manner of king that shall reign over
them. Read Ex. 32:1-19.

HUMOR THEM. But did not God give His
consent'.' Surely; what else could God uo under
the circumstances? They were determined—
then let them have their way. They had made
up their minds to get rid of the present system.
God is wonderfully patient. He remembers our
frame. Jesus Christ endured the contradiction of
sinners. God allows men to deny His existence,
criticise His government, murmur at His meth
ods, invent their own plans—and find out by
EXPERIENCE what fools they have been. The
fees of fools come high in the school of ex
perience. Turn the boy loose in the barrel of
sugar, presently he will cat down to where it

does not taste sweet. The 1 rodigal had a chance
to try the "far country" to see how he liked it.
It turned out to be not such a fairyland after
all. When reason fails to convince you that a
rock will be hard—go ahead and butt it, then
you will believe it. Some fevers must run their
course. The drunkard must find out that de
lirium tremens is at the bottom of the cup.
Man is the onlv animal which will knowingly uo
himself an injury.

Pray: For the thousands of men in Europe who, be
cause of the war, are very susceptible to the leadings of

God's spirit.

Thurs. 4. 1 Sam. 9:18. Then Saul drew
near to Samuel In the gate, and said, Tell
me, I pray thee, where the seer's house Is.
Read Luke 5:1-12.

GOD IN THE ORDINARY. Saul thought he
was simply trying to track his fathers lost
asses; in reality he was walking straight to a
throne. Marvelous to see this young man drawn
forward by a chain of commonplace events—
to his coronation. God's purposes for us, even
In the most ordinary occurrences, are away be
yond our own purposes. Saul was after lost
mules—God was after a man to take the reins
of government. There is something awful in the
thought that tremendous issues hang on what
we call trifles. We would be bewildered and
staggered If we could see the whole complicated
pattern of life. Thank God it is hidden from us.
Just go ahead and do the next thing the best
you know how, and leave the rest to the
WEAVER. Move out upon the leadings of God—
they come out upon a Kingdom.

Fray: For the many agencies seeking to solve the
problem of unemployment.

Frl. 5. Vs. 19. And Samuel answered Saul
and said, I am the seer; go up before me
unto the high place, for ye shall eat with
me today; and In the morning I will let
thee go, and will tell thee all that Is In
thy heart. Read Luke 5:27-33.

THE OLD PROPHET AND THE NEW
KING. This is rich reading along here. The
delightful delicacy of the great disclosure to
Saul is a gem. The prophet handles the situa
tion with perfect tact. There was no startling
statement, just a leading of his young lordship
step by step. There were half-hints to arouse
curiosity; putting him ahead as a mark of hon
or; inviting him to the sacrificial feast; promis
ing to reveal his questionings; giving to him the
place of honor and portion of honor at the
table. Symbol after symbol pointing to the
transfer of sovereignty. No posing—no peeve.

3a4
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Just cluing a big thing in a big way. The veil
was so thin that Saul could not but see througn
it. 1 can see the Hush of modesty mantling u..
cheeks as the meaning dawned upon him. Say,
men, study the fine art of doing things graci
ously and gracefully. Some men confer a boon
just as they throw a bone to a dog. Then don't
wonder if you get a snarl instead of a smile.
It's all in the way you do it.

Pray: That at the opening session of the State Con
ference of Boys at Portland, Maine, today, there may
be abounding evidence of the presence oj God's spirit.

Sat. 6. Vs. 21. And Saul answered and
said, Am not I a Benjamite, ot the small
est of the tribes of Israel? and my family
the least of all the families of the tribe of
Benjamin? wherefore then speakest thou
to me after this manner? Read Matt.
14:15-22.

TAKING STOCK. With becoming modesty,
Saul thought there must be some mistake about
the selection. He did not Jump at the chance,
and congratulate Samuel lor his good sense.
He just wonuered if he was big enough for tne
Job. He did not decline—he simply stated the
case. There is a subtle temptation right here.
There is a modesty which declines a difficult
duty which simply means "I lack the nerve.''
There is a self-abasement which at bottom is
self-preservation. There is a keeping of our
few loaves and fishes for our own consumption.
There is a backwardness which is lack of uack-
bone. There is a refusal which means you have
run out of sand. 1 love a sense of inadequacy
which looks to God—then goes ahead. Neither
your ancestry nor your resources should cause
you to refuse God's call to service. Whom UoJ
calls He also qualifies. Look neither at your
sires nor at your size—look to God. "I am
small"—I agree with you—Just do the best you
can, don't try to squirm out on account of your
size. Serve, and you will grow. Decline, and
you will shrink.

Pray: For policemen, firemen and others in employ
of municipalities, that they may not yield to the
numerous temptations to graft.

Sun., 7. 10:1. Then Samuel took the vial
of oil, and poured it upon his head, and
kissed him and said, Is It not tnat Jehovah
hath anointed thee to be prince over His
Inheritance? Read Matt. 11:7-14.

EVERY INCH A KING. God makes no mis
take In lucking His men. But Saul did not sus
tain the high standard. But God started him
right. He was endowed by nature with gifts
and graces and good looks. He was tall, broad-
shouldered, big-hearted. He was modest and
manly. When he returned home he had much
to tell about the finding of the asses—nothing
to tell about his anointing as Israel's new
king. Great avenues of opportunity are open
ing up before him—what a chance for a man.
Friend, the heart of Jesus Christ fairly aches
to put His hand upon your head and set you
apart as a PRINCE unto God; to open belore
you a great place in the Kingdom. In God's
name, let me beg you, bow the head for the

anointing.

"If you were born to honor show it now;
If put upon you, make the judgment good
That thought you worthy of it."

Pray: For all home missionary boards and secre

taries. _ |

SAUL GAINS HIS KINGDOM—Lesson

March 14, 1 Samuel 11:1-15.

Mon., 8. Ps. 53:6. Oh that the salvation
of Israel were come out of Zlon. Read

Ps. 53.

THEN WHAT DID HE DO? Saul has been
anointed by Samuel at Ramah. He has been
elected King by a popular vote and so pro
claimed at Mizpah. Then he burns the path to
the royal purple—not Saul. He goes back to
the plow, to take up the plain duties on the
farm and among his friends. He occupied the
strange position of a King without a kingdom.
His fingers did not itch for the reins of gov
ernment in the first place. In every move he

had let God take the lead, he did not want to
start anything until he knew God had sent him.
In other words, he knew how to keep his place.
Many a great character has been snipwrecked
by not only trying to lead the procession out
by trying to lead Providence. We must nisi
learn to pray THY Kingdom come before we
pray MY kingdom come. "In His steps" will
get you there quickly enough.

Pray: That the 120 educational secretaries and as
sistants may increasingly realise their responsibility as
Christian leuders.

Tues., 9. Vs. 1. Then Nahash the Am
monite came up, and encamped against
Jabesn-gliead: and all the men of Jabesh
said unto Nahash, Make a covenant with
us, and we will serve thee.. Read the
lesson.

DRIVING A BARGAIN: This trans-Jordanlc
tribe of Jabesh-guead was cut off from tneir
brethren. They were lonely, depressed, driven
to desperation, and they were driving the best
bargain they could under the circumstances, to
secure a let-up. They saw no other way out
than to ask their enemy to state his terms of
peace. However humiliating, it was better than
this constant harassing. Do not be hard on
such people. Sometimes the loss of health, the
loss ot property, the loss of position, drives us
to do things which would be scorned under bet
ter conditions. Men have been obliged to sub-
in it to humiliating treatment at the hands of
their inferiors, just to keep a roof over their
heads, or provide the bare necessities of life for
ttiose dependent upon them. 1 make a plea
lor the hard-pressed, unable to decline distress
ing terms. Their very position should be a
prayer for protection.

Pray: That the United States may not become in-
rolled in the European war, but that the President
and his advisors may be given all needed wisdom to
guide the ship of state through the troubled waters.

Wed., 10. Vs. 2. And Nahash the Am
monite answered them: On this condition

will I make a covenant with you, that I
may thrust out all your right eyes, and
lay It for a reproach upon all Israel. Read

Ps. 2.

SUCCESSFUL SCOUNDRELS: This devilish
bargain is the revelation of the moral fiber of a
niun who holds the whip over the helpless. No
language Is too severe to condemn the brutal
bargain. Offering relief at the cost of the right
.eye! What is your attitude toward the man
who is in your power, who is dependent upon
your favor for his daily food? I have seen
the red hot irons of sarcasm and sneers and
covert threats thrust into the quivering flesh of
clerks. I have known women in business offices
to suffer satanic suggestions, and choke d.-ick
tears of blinding rage, at the terms of some
nasty Nahash. Sometimes—God pity them—
desperation has driven them to accept the iron.
If there is ever a shaking of that high moral
relation between man—however poor and un-
befriended he is—that moment the vital relation
with God is broken. Whenever terms are or-
fered which are unfair, our prayers are blas
phemies. Just remember, too, that the Devil
accepts no man without BLINDING HIM.

Pray: For the "Billy" Sunday Campaign in Pater-

son, N. J,

Thurs., 11. Vs. 3. And the elders of Ja
besh said unto him, Give us seven days'
respite, that we may send messengers
unto all the coasts of Israel, and then If
there be no man to save us, we will come

out to thee. Read Ps. 3.

WAIT A WEEK: Those old elders of Jabesli,
crowded In a corner, back against the wall, said
—Give us seven days before signing this con
temptible contract. They were smart to spar for

time. They wanted to think hard and work hard
to see If they could not find some way out of
their difficulty without national dishonor. We
will have a chance to see whether or not man's
extremity is God's opportunity. God does not
want to see his men blinded, bound or butchered.
I care not what desperate straits you find your
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self in, before you sacrifice an atom of your
manhood or honor—take time, get your head
clear and your nerve steady. Look around—
look up, there stands a greater than Saul the
Son of God, with outstretched arms, calling,
COME UNTO ME. I will never leave tliee nor
forsake thee. You never have to make a con

tract which will damage your character or lower
your manhood.

Pray: That increased emphasis may be placed upon
securing spiritually-minded men to serve as directors
and committeemen in Associations.

Frl., 12. Vs. 3. If there be no man to
save us, we will come out to thee. Read
Ps. 46.

THE WAY OUT: There was a man whom
God had in hiding who would be the very one
they needed. I count it the greatest honor
Jesus Christ can put upon me to send some
dependent soul to me for succor. Last Thurs
day I was In New York in a quiet hotel. No
one, save my family, knew my whereabouts.
A young man left his home Wednesday night,
in a fit of desperation, and came to New York.
He tried to secure a room in one hotel and
failed. The rooms were all full. He came to the
hotel where I was stopping. Just as he walked
to the clerk'-* desk the telephone operator HAP
PENED to call my name. "Dr. Bull—where is
he?" said the young man. "Room 402" was
the answer. Up stairs he bolted and knocked
on my door. I opened the door; there he stood,
trembling from head to foot, saying, "God sent
me here—God sent me here." I said, "Come in;
what's the matter?" He put his hand in his
pocket and pulled out a revolver, saying, "I was
Just about to get a room—and end it all—I heard

your name called " I took the gun and then
we kneeled by the bed before God. He took the
train back home that night with the peace of
heaven in his heart. Oh, no, neither the bullet
nor blindness are necessary. There is a better

way out. Tire Lord will provide.

Pray: For the faith that "subdued kingdoms, urought
righteousness, obtained promises, waxed mighty in
war, and turned to flight armies of aliens."

Sat., 13. Vs. 4. Then came the messen
gers to Glbeah of Saul, and told the tid
ings In the ears of the people: and all the
people lifted up their voices and wept.

Read Ps. 47.

LET US WEEP: No one appreciates the
tears of sympathy more than I do. But, be
loved, your eyes can be as dry as a bone if you
will Just do something to help me in my battle.
Don't stand around sobbing—start something.
Sometimes when tire spiritual condition of the
church, or your class, is at low ebb, a friend
or two will gladly come around and cry over it
with you. If the devil of indifference seems to
have gotten into the church, of course you will
be distressed over it—but dry your eyes and
fight hell with howitzers, not with pocket hand
kerchiefs. If old Nahash thinks he has you on
the run get his range and make a noise like a
siege gun, not a sigh. The people of Gibeah
said, "We are sorry." The man of God grabbed

his sword.

Pray: For all movements directed to the promotion
of Christian unity.

Sun., 14. Vs. 5. And behold Saul came

after the herd out of the field. Read John

6:1-13.

THE KING IN THE COMMON PLACE: Un
less a man is kingly In the common place, when
put in tire palace his crown will have no more
significance than a tin can. The sceptre is only
his visible symbol of a royal soul. The man
who is doing his plain duty in field or factory
or office is the man best prepared to meet emer
gencies. It is but a step from herding cattle
to handling men. The purple is not so far from
the plow as many seem to think. Gideon was
called from the threshing floor. Cincinnatus was

following the plow when he was offered dicta
torship. Putnam was plowing when the news of
the battle of Lexington reached him. One found
the Presidential chair along the tow-path, an
other stopped splitting; rails to wield the sceptre.

It is a sad day when any man concludes that
his daily duties are beneath his dignity and un
worthy of the best efforts. It is pathetic to see
a man doll up and wait for big things. A
crisis calls for kings, not clowns. Seest thou

a man diligent in business—he shall stand be
fore kings.

Pray: For all home missionaries and their families.

LESSON FOR MARCH 21 BELOW.

The last week being review week, we will
continue this study and see the King come into
his kingdom.

Mon., 15. Vs. 5. And Saul said, What
aileth the people that they weep? And
they told him the tidings of the men of
Jabesh. Read John 5:1-9.

HUNTING HELP: This is the logic of the
loadstone. The people looked to the biggest and
the best man they knew to help them out of
their hole. No greater tribute could have been
paid Saul than coming to him in time of trouble.
When the people shouted at his election "God
save the King," that was a nice compliment;
when they came to him in their extremity as the
man who could save tire day, that was supreme
confidence. Men know where to go for help,
and when they despairingly turn to you, it is
God's own endorsement of your work. When
men are hard pressed are you the first man or
the last man they think of? To cast oneself
upon your resources is the highest possible
tribute which* could be paid you. You are wor
ried to death over fellows wno are making con
stant demands upon you. Don't worry, it's
Christ's seal upon your worth. Rejoice If folks
turn to you and trust you. Never to be thought
of by the needy is the greatest Indictment which
could possibly be brought against you. Society
must lean upon its strong men. Don't stand
from under.

Pray: For longshoremen, roustabouts and others en
gaged in hard manual labor, for whom no one seems
to care.

Tues., 16. Vs. 6. And the Spirit of God
came upon Saul when he heard those tid
ings, and his anger was kindled greatly.

Read Acts 2:1-14.

THE BAPTISM OF FIRE. Saul would have
stayed on the farm and been buried there, a
king without a kingdom, but for this baptism
of fire. But whom God calls He also qualifies.
We must learn to be quiet until God's time
comes. Superb endowments are no substi

tute for the Holy Spirit. Natural ability can
never take the place of anointing from on
high. Jesus Himself waited for the Spirit be
fore beginning His public ministry. At His
baptism the Spirit descended. Then was He led
up of the Spirit into the wilderness to be tempt
ed of the devil. When He preached His first
sermon in His home town He declared: "The
Spirit of the Lord is upon me because He hath
anointed me to preach «••>," The Church

can no more win a soul nor come off conqueror
in the conflict without the Spirit than it can
create a solar system. If we are trying to run
our religious machinery without the Holy
Ghost, it will degenerate into a club, or be
consigned to the scrap heap. It is a poor dead
thing without DIVINE FIRE.

Pray: That we may have grace to "love our enemies,
to do 'good to them that hate us, and to pray for those
who dcspitefully use us and persecute us."

Wed., 17. Vs. 6. And the Spirit of God
came upon Saul when he heard those tid
ings, and his anger was kindled greatly.
Read Acts 2 14-37.

THE EXPRESSION OF THE SPIRIT. I know
the Spirit descended upon the man, because of
what he did. By their fruits ye shall know
them. He went to work like a God-filled man.
He had compassion upon his comrades who
were in distress. That is Spirit like, it sounds
like Jesus as He looked upon the people and
was moved with compassion. To be able to look

upon a brother fighting his life and death bat
tle, and not be stirred to the depths of the
soul out of sympathy, Is to be made of solid
granite. It is to miss the comradeship of
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Christ. Saul burned with indignation, he was
mad clear through when the men recounted the
dishonorable terms of peace offered by the
enemy. Do not think for a minute a Spirit-
filled man cannot get mad. There is no wrath
which equals the wrath of the Lamb. To look
with complacency upon the organized iniquity
of the day, is no evidence of saintliness—It is
clear showing of a big, broad streak of yellow.
Don't talk about the "gentleness of Jesus"
while Nahash is blinding your brothers. Read
of Him in the Temple lashing out the money
changers. I hate to see a suit full of mush
screening itself behind "Blessed meekness."

Pray: For the unconverted in the home circle.

Thurs., 18. Vs. 7. And he took a yoke of
oxen and hewed them In pieces, and sent
them throughout a'l the coasts of Israel by
messengers, saying, Whosoever cometh
not forth after Saul and after Samuel, so
shall It be done unto his oxen. Read
Rev. 2:1-6.

THE ARGUMENT OF ACTION. Saul wasted
no time in speechmaking. Men could under
stand the logic of a slaughtered ox who would
have failed to follow a syllogism. Especially
when coupled with the command "FIGHT OR
FORFEIT" your own property. This emblem
was like the fiery cross sent by the Highland
Clans of Scotland, which Scott sings about in
the Lady of the Lake. Let there be no com
promise in your clean-up campaign. The king
dom of Heaven must not be halted because
some men want to hang back. The Church has
already waited too long for the unwilling. Call
an advance, and in no uncertain tones ring out
the challenge "LINE UP OR LOOK OUT." Any
man is open to suspicion who will not rally to
the standard. The luke-warm invariably lose.
The Sword of the Spirit knows only friend or
foe. When the battle is over there will be
numbered among the "missing" some whose
names were on the church roll, but who got
mixed up with Nahash's men.

Pray: For courage and hope even amid dark and
foreboding events.

Frl., 19. Vs. 7. And the fear of the Lord
fe'l upon the pecple, and they came out
with one content. Read Acts 2:41-47.

UNANIMITY OF ACTION. What a sight for
God and man—everybody lining up for action
behind their leader. What a movie that would
make! They say history repeats itself; I wish
this period would hurry back. Not a straggler,
not a trouble-stirrer. All present, all Spirit
possessed. Fancy a consolidated Christendom
moving as one man, under the leadership of
Jesus Christ and filled with the power of the
Holy Ghost—that means a world conquered ;
why not? Fancy a single church without its
peace disturbers—fancy a single Sunday School
class without the kicker and "occasional comer"
—fancy a single committee without its crank
who will work his way or not at all—fancy—
but I have already strained your imagination
enough. When the fear of the Lord falls—we
will put aside fool divisions, not before. Want
to see "Thy Kingdom come?" GET TO
GETHER.

Pray: That the Missouri Convention may prove a
spiritual uplift not only to the delegates but to the
ctty of Carthage.

Sat., 20. Vs. 10. And It was to on the mor
row, that Saul put the people In three
companies; and they came Into the midst
of the hott In the morning watch, and
slew the Ammonltea until the heat of the

day. Read Actt 4:5-22.

VICTORY. Those who have the baptism of
Are have won the battle before the fight. "I
come to thee in the name of the living God"
Is to win, even if you face a giant and you
have only stone and sling. I think of the little
band of ill-armed, ill-trained Swiss facing the
proudest chivalry of Europe on the fields of
Laupin and Morat, and winning centuries of
freedom. I remember the rising, as one man.
of the peace loving traders of Holland and
driving out the heretofore invincible armies of

Spain. No oppressor, though backed by the
wealth of empire, has ever been able to finally
resist the smallest power in whose heart there
flamed the fear of the Lord and a deathless
devotion to the right. The church in its extrem
ity can swing into operation the battalions of
heaven. A little one shall chase a thousand.
Heaven must wonder and weep over our hesi
tation.

Pray: That the God of peace may win men and
nations to Himself and that the promise of "peace on
earth, good will to men," may speedily be fulfilled.

Sun., 21, Vs. 12. And the people said
unto Samuel, Who Is he that said, Shall
Saul reign over us? Bring the men that
we may put them to death. Read Acta
7:54-60.

KILL THE KICKERS! When Saul was
elected king, there were certain sons of Belial
who despised him and brought him no presents.
They were the leading men of rival tribes and
resented the selection of a man outside their
own circle. It was to Saul's everlasting credit
that he practised self-control at the time.
Sometimes silence is the highest expression of
power. Now that Saul is victor, and has
demonstrated his ability to do things, the peo
ple wanted to hunt up those early detractors
and kill them. Show me the man who said
anything against—a success. I'll knock his
block off—sure. But they were a little late in
getting in with their indignation. Let me get
at the knocker—after the battle Is won. You
are too slow with your zeal, brother; the time
to show your loyalty Is as soon as the anvil
chorus commences. The time to be of most help
is when hands are trying to pull a fellow down
It is easy to rally around a King—It takes cour
age to stand by a climber. A genuine brother
before the battle beats all the boasts and bou
quets after the fight is over.

Pray: That all strangers within our gates may be
adequately cared for by the churches.

Mon., 22. Vs. 13. And Saul said, There
shall not a man be put to death to-day.
Read Prov, 15:1.

SUPERB STRENGTH. Saul towers like a
giant. He has not only conquered the enemy—
he has conquered himself. "Vincit qui se
vincit" Is the motto on my family coat of arms.
"He conquers who conquers himself." Flushed
with victory, he was too big a man to carry in
his heart small slights. No really great man
ever nursed a grouch. Douglas insulted Lin
coln—Lincoln gave him a place of honor at his
Inaugural. Wendell Phillips called Lincoln "the
slave hound of Illinois." Lincoln publicly
thanked Phillips for his work of abolition. Ed
win Stanton in the McCormick Reaper suit
humiliated and deeply grieved Lincoln. Lin
coln forgave and forgot, and made Stanton
Secretary of War. Chase pelted Lincoln with
oratorical stones and tried to wrest the nomina
tion from him in 1864. Lincoln made Chase
Chief Justice of the United States. Chase wrote
a friend, "I cannot understand the man." A
second-rate scrub cannot understand such sen
timents. The manly act of self defense—is
MAGNANIMITY. Would you completely win
your fight—forgive.

Pray: That the stress of war may not male us fear

ful lest the claims of charity abroad affect our financial

constituency,

Tues., 23. Vs. 13. For to-day the Lord
hath wrought salvation In Israel. Read
Ps. 92.

CREDIT WHERE CREDIT IS DUE. "God
did it ." There speaks the great man again.
instead of strutting like a peacock and gorging
himself on public flattery, Saul said the credit
Koes to God. A smaller man would have swal
lowed it all and complimented the Judgment of
the man who had made him king. So long as
he can keep this modest mind his throne is
secure. Just as soon as a man begins to pat
himself upon the back and boast that his own
resourcefulness has made him rich—his wealth
begins to sprout wings, and will soon fly away.
When he begins to brag of his good right arm.
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his sinews commence to wither. When Herod
accepted the worship of the people as if he were
a god—he was ready for the worms. Once al
low anything to come between us and the altar,
vital connection with the source of strength is
cut and we fade and fail. Our dignity lies In
our dependence. Poor conceited fools flutter
for a while, then fall.

Pray: For officials in charge of construction, recla
mation, and lumber camps in the far West, that they
may be influenced to give the Association right-of-way.

Wed., 24. Vs. 14. Then said Samuel to the
people, Come and let us go to Gllgal, and
renew the Kingdom there. Read Ps. 56.

A FITTING CONCLUSION. After the suc
cessful struggle let's go back to Gilgal—the
altar is there. When we have done some great
thing and the glow of it is fresh upon us—
hurry to the prayer place. Saul's career started
there, and he wanted to go back where he be
gan. We should never commence a conflict
until we have been with God—and as soon as
it is over get back to God. Follow the direc
tion and it will keep you from drifting. Having
attained our prize, our first thought should be—
how to present myself to the Giver of every
good gift. I've made my pile—grab it and go
to Europe. All right, go to Europe if you want
—but go to heaven first. You will enjoy your
trip more. When the time for great action and
great honors come, walk to them like a king,
in the fear of the Lord. When all is over, and

the voice of battle is hushed, bend the knee and
thank God you have escaped unhurt and pos
sess the fruits of victory which HIS HANDS
HAVE CONFERRED.

Pray: That the good influences that helped us when
we were boys may not be forgotten now that we have

reached man's estate.

JONATHAN AND HIS ARMOR BEARER.

Lesson March 21. 1 Sam'l 14:1-13.

Thurs., 25. Vs. 1. And It came to pass
upon a day. that Jonathan the son of Saul
said unto the young man that bare the
armor. Come and let us go over to the
Philistines' garrison, that Is on the other

side. But he told not his father. Read
the lesson.

START SOMETHING YOURSELF. I believe
In loyalty to your leader, and Just as long as he
is doing his level best he Is entitled to confi
dence without criticism, whole-hearted devo
tion without dissent. As long as he fills the
place of command. I fall in without question,
and will engage in no enterprise without his
endorsement. But when the case is such as
we have it here, the nation in peril and the
King off under the pomegranate tree—either
ignorant or careless of conditions—it is time
for individual enterprise. Jonathan said nothing
to his father about his intentions. What's the
use? Inactivity will always protest against in
spiration. The do-nothing will only rebuke the
determined. I would be the last in the world
to suggest an uprising against the established
order. But when leaders become loafers; when
commanders become careless; when progress is
paralyzed by inefficiency; when directors are
dummies and do-nothings—then consult Jesus
Christ and start a campaign of your own. The
wheels of the kingdom shall not be blocked by
the worthless. Use your head and go ahead—
God will be with you and the people will follow.

Pray: That Christian workers may overcome irrita
bility and ill-temper and learn to exercise patience and

self-control,

Frl., 26. Vs. 2. And Saul tarried In the
uttermost part of Gibeah under a potne-

nranate tree which Is in Mlgron. Read
Matt. 21:18-23.

A PITIABLE PICTURE. There was a man
selected by God. elected by the people, endowed
above his fellows with gifts and graces, the
idol of the nation, his first battle a spectacular
success, unable to keep a level head and a lowly
place before the Lord. He threw away a
throne. He began by disregarding God; threat-
sning dangers brought out a yellow streak; im

patience made him disobedient in the matter
of sacrifices. Then doubt as to divine trust
worthiness made him despair. All these things
drove him to rely upon self-help alone—and
he drifted further and further from God. HIsj
character was passionate and when unbalanced
liy God, became his undoing. How many ex
amples of this description will it take to drive
men to Christ? My friend, your fine qualities
are the very things which will play the devil
with your future unless sanctified and kept
safe by the power of Jesus Christ. No man is
great enough to go it alone—unless he is going
to the bad. Lean on self and you are lost.
T.ord, save or I sink.

Pray: Par the county and rural work that the repre
sentatives of the 89 organised counties may be home
missionaries for Christ,

Sat., 27. Vs. 3. And Ahlah, the son of
Ahitub, Ichabod's brother, the son of
Phlnehas. the son of Ell, the Lord's priest

In Shlloh, wearing an Ephod. Read 1
Cor. 2.

URIM AND THUMMIM. This verse is too im
portant to overlook. It indicates an ancient
way God had of making known his will. Many

will skip the statement because they do not
know the difference between an Ephod and an
undershirt. The white linen robes of the priest
signified purity and sanctity. They consisted
of a coat and a girdle and a bonnet. There
were several other garments which were pe

culiar to the high priest, especially when he had
to enter the Holy Place on the Day of Atone
ment. He first put on the long robe which
was called the robe of the Ephod. The gar
ment was blue; woven In one piece. At the bot
tom were fringes and bells. Over it was put on
another short coat which was called "Ephod,"
and extended to the waist. It had square holes
over the breast. Into this opening was placed a
wonderful ornament called the "Breastplate of
Judgment." In the front of it were four rows
of precious stones; each row contained three
stones—12 in all. according to the number
of the tribes of Israel.

Pray: That through the Montana State Convention,
now in session, hundreds of the young men of Helena
may be brought to Christ,

Sun., 28. Read 1 Cor. 4.

On these stones were graven the names of
the twelve tribes of Israel—one name on each
stone. Into the Inside of this breastplate the
Lord commanded Moses to put the URIM and
THUMMIM—URIM signifying lights. It was
simply a lamp with twelve lights put inside
the breastplate; each light was directed to one
of the precious stones, making them shine with
unusual brilliance. But all the letters of the
alphabet did not occur in the twelve names
on the breastplate—four were missing. To sup
ply this defect Moses was commanded to make
another stone, with these fnu^ letters on it.
This stone was called "THUMMIM," which
means THE "COMPLETERS." for thev filled
out the missing letters so that revelation could
he complete. They used this combination of
lights and stones as follows. The record says
a tribe was "taken"; that is, the tribe whose
name was on that stone was indicated by that
particular stone being darkened. For a family
of a tribe, the right letter in the tribal stones
and in the Thummim were darkened. So
things were spelled out by the lamps and
stones. When we compare this metbod with
our blessed privilege of going straight to Christ
with our questions—we can never praise Him
enough that we live on this side of the Cross.
"If any man lack wisdom let him ask of
God ."

Pray: That our nation may be truly Christian.

Mon., 29. Vs. 7. And his armor bearer
said unto him, Do all that Is In thine
heart: turn thee; behold I am with thee
according to thy heart. Read Is. 7:1-9.

I'LL STICK. Jonathan was going to under
take one of the most difficult and dangerous
jobs of his life. He plainly pointed out the
peril to his armor bearer. The young man
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said—go as far as you like. I'll stick. That
Is the only kind of co-operation worth a cop
per—the kind that keeps on to the conclusion.
A sympathizer will accompany you to the bot
tom of the cliff, then wave you an enthusiastic

farewell—"Good luck to you, old man." A
friend stays in the fight to the finish. Wnat
kind of class spirit have you? Would you let
your teacher trudge through sleet and slop to
meet you at Sunday School—for your own good
—and then you stay home and hug the radia
tor? Then you have never learned the A, B.
C's of loyalty; you are not even In the kinder
garten of courage. If you appreciate your
leader and the sacrifice he is making, there
would not be a soul missing. Be a sticker—not
a shirker. Reliability is too rare in religious

work.
t Pray: That in the present financial distress, Chris

tian uorkers everywhere may be driven to prayer and
the exercise of faith, rather than to worry or dis

couragement

Tues., 30. Vs. 12. And the man of the
garrison answered Jonathan and his armor
bearer and said. Come up to us and we

will show you a thing. Rtad Matt. 21:42-
46. Matt. 23:11-12.

MISPLACED CONTEMPT. "Come up and
we will show you a thing or two." That sneer
sounded smart, but it was the bluff of pre
sumption. Me was not as smart as he thought.

He saw a thing or two himself before Jonathan
got through with him. Never curl the lip in
contempt at any man—something Is likely to
happen if you do. Pride goeth before destruc
tion, and a haughty spirit before a fall I know
a one-time aristocrat who looked down upon
her servants. She Is now taking in sewing, and
among her patrons is her former maid. When
Bcecher was a young student he got some cash
from home, which made him chesty. He rode
over to Northampton on his horse. At the toll-
gate at Hartley Bridge he tossed a half dollar
In the dust, with the expression, "There., take
out your change." The toll-keeper took out
the change, and laid the nickle and coppers
in the dust at the horse's feet. Beecher climbed
down out of the saddle, his cheeks crimson.
He was man enough to say, as he took off his
hat, "I beg your pardon, my good man, I was
In the wrong." Tou will find that ridicule comes
just in advance of a disgraceful rout.

Pray: That the heads of _ the great industries at
present untouched by Association influence, may be
led to realize their responsibility for the welfare of

their employees.

Wed., 31. Vs. 13. And Jonathan climbed
' up upon his hands and upon his feet, and

his armor bearer after him. Read 2 Thes. 3.

MIND YOUR STEPS. Watching that brave
young man working his way up the side of the
cliff, digging In with fingers and toes, and the
armor bearer coming close behind, counting on
his leader to pick the way, I am reminded of
the responsibility of parents, preachers and
teachers. Go surely—if you slip you will carry
the other fellow down with you. He is putting
his fingers and feet Just where you put yours.
You have it In your power to lead those who
look up to you—to the heights, and to a glori
ous victory. Ask yourself the question—Is It
safe to follow your steps? The superb possi
bility of picking the way for others should Kdd
the keenest joy to our work. Responsible—yes.
but full of rich reward. To go sure-footedly
and conduct a class to Christ Is to enjoy in
advance the Hallelujah Chorus. Climb on—they

are coming.
Pray: That we may be silent when tempted to speak

against others, and that we may be calm in times of

excitement.

An Observation—While sitting In a chair In
a barber shop getting my hair cut I noticed
by looking Into the mirror that two men nicked

up a copy of ASSOCIATION MEN which was
lying on the table and glanced through It. I
could not help but be Impressed as I sat there
with the value of this form of advertising for

Associations generally. Our Association In Its
last campaign secured a number of subscriptions
for barber shoos, fire houses and young men's

clubs and in this way no doubt a great many

men, who otherwise would know nothing of It,
come In touch with the world-wide scope of
Association work. I spoke to the barber about
It and he told me that many men read the
magazine and sometimes would comment upon It.

H. P. JACKSON, Camden.

Men and the Bible

(Continued from page 333)

have over 4,000 employed officers. It means

less than two recruits for Christ and His

Church for each employed officer. "We can

do it if we will." "For the love of Christ

overmasters us, the conclusion at which we

have arrived being this—The One having

died for all, His death was their death, and

that He died for all in order that the living

may no longer live to themselves, but to

Him who died for them and rose again."

Many of the greatest preachers of the

evangel have felt keenly the importance of

personal evangelism by the pastor and by

individual members of the church. Perhaps

the greatest preacher of his denomination

in Europe is Dr. John Clifford. He says

"I value preaching for many things, not

least for this that it sets up a new relation

between the preacher and individual souls

with whom he may have personal dealings

as a physician with his patient, and after

the fashion of Henry Drummond prescribe

for each particular case. I know and am

sure that it is this personal evangelism

that is the most effective instrument for the

furtherance of the Kingdom of God."

In their pastoral letter a little over

a year ago the Protestant Episcopal

House of Bishops stated a universal truth

in such an effective manner that it de

serves attention at this time of unusual

thoughtfulness about religion. "The un

changing need of men is Christ. The

Church, the Bible, and the Sacraments, his

tory, science and philosophy, government,

education and civilization are intended to be

torches to reveal Him to mankind, ties to

bind Him to the race and the race to Him,

and paths wherein He may walk with ac

customed feet among men. He is here wait

ing for new conquests of the human will,

new devotion to His purpose, that He may

lay new treasures at our disposal." Here

we have suggested a strong motive with

which to appeal to our members to enlist

with Christ—that they may enter into the

riches of growth and experience which come

with the surrender of one's life to Him.

Dean Brown of Yale has defined faith as

"The acceptance of a working hypothesis

touching spiritual realities and the readiness

to act upon it." How much faith has a

man in the supernatural power of Jesus

Christ to enable him to seek out interest

and persuade another man to accept and

follow Him? Just as much as he is willing

to act upon. Now is the time to concen

trate all our good impulses, religious im

pressions and holy aspirations into the lens

of a purpose "I will win a man"—like a

sun-glass which by such concentration

starts a fire. Shall it not be "I can do it

and I will?"
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Current News and Comment

Pith and Point of Association News in Paragraphs

News should reach New York by March 15 for the April issue.

Money Is to Be Had. The In

ternational Committee is keep

ing up its record made by closing

the year December 31st with all

expenses paid in full. On Janu

ary 31st every bill on the month's

account was paid in full. The

New York State Committee,

facing a loss of 30 per cent, of

the budget givers through recent

deaths, came out clear and full

on January 31st with all bills

paid. The record of Illinois was

equally favorable. Money is to

be secured for a work worth

while by men who "cultivate"

givers while they work. Another

notable achievement for the

month was the raising of $20,534

by Ottawa, though facing war

conditions.

Tientsin, China, is doing a piece

of work in Bible study which

would stagger any American As

sociation. It has 116 Bible classes

—30 for boys with 440 enrolled,

11 for business men with 84, 75

in higher schools with 755. This

is not nominal, for the attendance

is 73 per cent.

Chicago reports show 14,140

members in 35 departments. In

the year 24,507 men were on Its

rolls. The totals are astounding.

The value of the buildings reaches

$1,489,151; endowment fund, $1,-

859,833, a total property of $3,490,-

495. . The total budget of the year

was $678,484, and income $685,372;

subscriptions received, $79,661;

contributed to extension funds at

home and abroad, $11,192, besides

$66,769 given by Chieagoans.

Enrolled in day and evening

schools were 7,532, employment

found for 3,351; attendance at re

ligious meetings, 88,510; at Bible

classes, 24,815; decisions for a

Christian life, 396,396; directed to

churches, 5,009; employed officers,

117; other employees, 410, and

3.368 served on volunteer commit

tees.

The Undertaking of the Chicago

Association College is going

straight on to a finish. Last

month was noted the cornerstone

laying by Dr. Mott. Later a con

ference of 51 out of 60 Invited

representative Central Western

secretaries came together for two

days to discuss the school's prob

lems and future. One which they

had previously put themselves be

hind most thoroughly was to com

plete the fund of $500,000 ($400,-

000 for the buildings, $100,000 for

a partial endowment). Of this

sum $333,000 is in hand or pledged.

One friend gave $50,000 of this

sum, and several gave $10,000 and

$5,000 each. Lyman L. Pierce la

at work to round out the sum,

and his friends know he will not

wait for better times but will see

it through now.

Over 115 Mexicans attend night

school in Kansas City Association.

They are taught English and hy

giene and civics, and the excel

lence of prayer.

A new Association is opened at

Greeley, Colo., with a member

ship of 275. New Centerville, Pa.,

has organized.

We Put Earn In Learn is San

Francisco's educational depart

ment's claim.

A Big Job for a little town of

960 was the entertainment of the

Vermont convention by Chester,

with 430 older boy delegates. Two

brothers walked 45 miles and back

to attend, one a Christian. The

brother made the decision with 94

others W. E. Bristol, a "Green

Mountain boy." will be backed

$2,000 In his work in Turkey by

the state.

Davenport, la., has been break

ing some useless traditions this

winter. On account of the fact

that 50 per cent of the population

is infidel German and 25 per cent

Irish Roman Catholic, It has been

held impossible to hold success

ful membership campaigns. The

new Boosters' Club procured 125

new members in three days in

January in spite of business con

ditions and made it 165 before

the month was out—total 920.

Another tradition was that peo

ple wouldn't come out to the Sun

day afternoon meetings. Attend

ance was running 8 or 10 per

Sunday. The Board members

were persuaded to spend a little

money on advertising and speak

ers' expenses. Attendance now

averages over 100, and It has

become a young men's crowd In

stead of an old men's audience,

and collections cover expenses.

Another tradition was that It was

so difficult to raise money that

the Association couldn't afford to

increase Janitor service during

the winter months. When figures

were presented of membership

losses caused by dissatisfaction

with Janitor service, the Board

allowed the money necessary for

the extra help. Another tradition

was that if you wanted to stand

well with the German community

you could boost the Turners but

be careful not to boost the Asso

ciation. As a result of Dr.

Barker's meetings leading news

papers gave strong editorial ap

preciation of Dr. Barker's work

and Association all-round service

to the community.

That was a Handsome thing

done Lyman L. Pierce when he

left Pittsburgh. At a banquet at

Port Pitt Hotel, attended by the

capacity limit of 100 representa

tive men, Mr. Pierce listened to

two hours' nice talk about him

self and wa ked out with a gold

watch and $555 in a hogskin purse.

The Morning after the Caro-

llnas convention a prominent busi

ness man and director of the

Winston Salem Association,

dropped In before going to busi

ness to see if a young man in

his employ had signed a card at

Fred Smith's meeting the day be

fore. The young man had done

so, and then the business man

remarked that he was the only

man on his large force that had

not been a Christian, and stated

further that no man had ever

been in the employ of his firm

for as long as two years without

becoming a follower of Christ.

Arthur Rugh touched the hearts

of three big gatherings when he

presented the Foreign Work and

hundreds got a new vision of

what that work means and of

the nobility of the men doing it.

As a business man to business

men, Fred Smith came out with

a new "punch" and addressed a

crowd of men which completely

overflowed the largest theatre in

Ihe city. Hundreds stood through

to the end of his address and

when the appeal for a militant

Christianity was made, men stood

up in whole squads and sections.

Six years' Up -and- Down experi

ence with a restaurant that is

big enough to be a real big thing

in the work and have social pow

er, has given B. C. Wade some

tested ideas that Association sec

retaries who are running restau

rants ought to avail themselves of.

In Omaha six years ago the res

taurant just came out six dollars

ahead. The next year It was $127

behind, and then ran nearly as

much behind each month. He

made such a study of the situs

tion that it took him but a short

time to turn the tide after dis

covering these facts of the man

agement. One was that the res

taurant should be run on a self-

serve plan, and back of that there

must be a grip on the store-room

with a checking system and the

stopping of those leaks out of

which flowed the many dollars

deficit. Now with the system

evolved he is able to serve a good

meal, to hold the price low, give

the best of satisfaction, and find a

margin of profit. Secretaries

would do well to write for his

experiences in detail. Now he is

serving over 200 a day and has

for three years at Duluth, and

the Association at Omaha Is tak

ing care of 700 a day with in

creasing satisfaction and profit.
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A Tar- heel Club brings to

gether the North Carolina men in

the Atlanta Association. It's a

good idea for every state and

group organization to hold and
help ■ the boys from their own

home states.

To Interview 36,895 men and

boys in the year was the task of

Chicago's Employment Depart

ment, and finding jobs for 1,986.

Bigger than a Job was the giving

of personal influence, life stimu

lus, correction, encouragement

and cheer.

Figuring the Expense to its

members, Hoqulam, Washington,

shows each member paid $5.16

on the cost of $20.22 each, the

building $6.42, dormitory $1.57,

community $1.07. But to show

its dominant force in the com

munity to twice that number,

figures are not reachable.

While the Corslcana building

was being finished Secretary

Watts worked with the churches

in making an "inventory" to dis

cover unused talent, list the re

ligious activities in the families,

etc. This provided data for a

united city-wide movement, the

Association taking its intelligent

part.

Mexicans near the A. & M. Col

lege, Texas, are taught English

by students. The entire Associa

tion cabinet handles religious

meetings In the preparatory

academy in Bryan. One man

walks five miles to do deputation

work.

Montpeller, Vt., Boys secured

and have nearly paid for thirty

new steel lockers costing $93 and

a pocket billiard table costing

$235, sixty phonograph discs

costing $60, largely by Saturday

night suppers, athletic and gym

nastic events, the boys doing all

the work.

Little Rock with M. C. Williams'

help has raised $10,500 for current

expenses and some on the debt,

which will be increased to $13,000

later. This clears the Association

of everything but the mortgage.

Things are surely working out

here. Mr Williams is now work

ing on the debt at Huntsville.

College Men in the lead of high

school Bible classes in Elizabeth,

N. J., enrolled 60 and made

classes more interesting to a

youth than dancing school and led

another to cut a popular play to

get the lesson. Four of a young

men's Bible study club of twelve

young fellows between 17 and 21

will Join the church the next

communion.
In a Texas Association a few

years since a sixteen year old boy

without education was induced

by the, secretary to take on night

school'wnork. For months he slept

on a pallet in one of the rooms.

This start awakened ambition;

he entered school, worked his

way through, and is now a prac

tising attorney.

Dayton's Handsome Way of

doing things is mighty well shown

in this first page of its bulletin.

It was a good start for a can-

vass-to-the-last-man finish. And

many others have been equally

hearty in approval, advertise

ment and aggressive campaigns.
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Unemployed Men is Cleveland's

problem (61,000). The Association

there is crowding the appeal for

day's work with effect.

Swedish Night at Brockton

brought out 1,500 visitors. Swed

ish games and songs and gymnas

tics were features. A big adver

tisement.

Pennsylvania claims the largest

membership of any state, with

72,840, and 379 employed officers.

Its religious meetings were at

tended by a million and a half.

14,000 were In Bible classes and

10,000 in educational; 4,500 con

versions were recorded. A gain

of 65 per cent, in property values

is shown In five years, now $10,-

750.000.

All Employment Work for the

unemployed of Mansfield, Ohio,

has been turned over to the As

sociation. The civic and com

mercial interests co-operate. In

January 103 places were filled.

H. S. McCowan, the author of

The Trail a Boy Travels, read it

before 6,000 people at a big taber

nacle erected at Fort Worth.

Every reading in Texas, as well

as elsewhere by others, reveals

the Inherent truth of this secre

tary story of a boy's life and soul

and what Influence counts for at

the right time. It has its pathos.

One man at the close of a read

ing said: "That's the story of my

life, only I went the limit—even

to murder." And hard-headed

business men weep over it. It is

a story, a tract, a sermon, a

warning, an uplift, a demonstra

tion, the best interpretation we

know of the service of the Asso

ciation with boys. Its circula

tion by the thousands will count.

We are glad Mr. McCowan Is pre

paring an edition in cheaper form

at six dollars per hundred.

Financial Prospects — During

this, the hardest of all years, the

slogan at Buffalo is a "no deficit

year." The ten Branches hope to

close books April 30 with all cur

rent year's obligations provided.

Reduction of expenses and in

crease of income are proving tu

be a winning combination. At

the end of nine months, cash in

hand is equal to all current ob

ligations. It will win out. Mem

bership receipts are ahead of last

year.

A Get-There Club at Troy

made up of boys starting for

trade or bus.ness, propose to get

to the top by studying their vo

cations through lectures and de

scriptive talks. It Is made up

largely of apprentices.

"Why should Detroit be inter

ested in its Y. M. C. A. 7" is the

title of a succinct summary of its

activities put up in such a way

that business men will see and

feel the throb of the undertaking

which engages 32 secretaries

directing a volunteer force and

serving with a membership of

6,704 men and boys, with a bud

get of $217,000. Five hundred

men are on active committee

service.

Gospel Teams of the San Diego

Association filled engagements in

eleven churches and missions in

outlying communities within a

few months. This means men

are being trained for "declaring

the Gospel" In a way far su

perior to private study for per

sonal development.

The Best Antidote for "con

servative theology" are the keenly

promoted shop meetings such as

Portland is holding three or four

a week in the big factories; or

those in the Grand Trunk shops

at EastDeering, Me., twice a week.

Louisville, Ky., has 235 men In

its 208 rooms, paying on the aver

age $2.60 a week, many doubling

up as more men are inclined to

do. The men are of 31 occupa

tions, all the way from ministers

to clerks.

"Lobby Sings"—informal song

services and experience meetings

well varied the Sunday afternoon

program at Jackson, Tenn. A

High School Life Problem Club

lunch at noon brings 75 boys to

gether to addresses of best men

of the town.

The Gettlng-Together Idea Is

taking hold of managers of sum

mer training enterprises, and

wisely. Hotton. Weatherford,

Gates, Klser, McNeill met and

discussed the whole range of

their business, from insurance to

soup stock and employees.
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Police Justice Brady was a

speaker at the "Father and Son"

banquet at Albany, but perhaps

the best speech was that of a

father who said: "I knew my

boy came here, but did not know

before what he was doing, and I

do now." The boy was even more

pleased than his father.

A Film is to be had free which

is bound to be interesting. It is

"From Molten Steel to the Auto

mobile," showing the full manu

facture of a motor car—to be had

of the Motion Picture Depart

ment, Maxwell Motor Co., Detroit.

By Actual Count 4,000 men and

women were In Toledo's building

on Shop Night and a thousand

turned away. The Overland em

ployees were the guests, the

management setting up the pro

gram.

The Dally Notes by Dr. Bull

have the heart and center of or

ganized divisions In churches in

and about Bl'oomington, 111. One

church group of men sent in a

club of 38. This club proposes to

lead a union evangelistic cam

paign In the fall. The same plan

is being launched by the church

federation group in Grinnell, la.,

following union revival meetings.

This is the kind of directed daily

study leading up into service of

the Everyday Brotherhood, for

which Association Men has

constantly stood. It needs only a

fair illustration to prove its prac

ticability and bring large spiritual

results.

Parlor Conferences are doing

business in Indiana. At Rich

mond 84 of the best citizens were

brought together at the home of

the president of the American

Heeding Company. Marion is

meeting the best men of the city

in leading homes, one on religious

work, another on educational.

Then Drs. Barbour and Latshaw,

after a tour of six Indiana cities,

spent an evening with the state

religious work committee check

ing up experiences.

A Moving Picture film of Michi

gan state boys' camp and moving

pictures of the conference parade

are well used to advertise the

state camp. Local Associations

are using them to raise money

for their own camps and adver

tise the work.

A Budget of Nearly $1,000 every

working day and an attendance

of 600 daily, at 16 religious meet

ings a day for the year, and 6,214

members is the showing of West

Side. N. Y. It introduced 1,084

men and boys to pastors, dealt

with 888 in reference to their re

ligious life, gave 2,021 physical

examinations, enrolled 3,525 dif

ferent students In educational

classes, had 186 employees and

1.666 committeemen serving. The

aggregate attendance of the year

was 777,981, moneys handled

$288,685, of which only $4,467 was

from subscriptions.

"No Smoking" was the vote of

the Albany directors after can

vassing the subject and getting

experience the country over.

Titusville, Pa., made the same

rule in its new building, finding

the privilege abused. Permission

had been given to smoke in the

reading room; the example was

bad for the younger members.

Indianapolis reports 885,125 boys

and men visiting the building, an

average of 2,500 a day. The

membership Is 5,824; In educa

tional classes were 1,033; taught

to swim, 450; attendance at re

ligious meetings, 46,453; enrolled

in Bible classes, 692. We point

with pride to the special work

with working boys. The Star,

commenting on the report, says:

"The Y. M .C. A. is not a church,

yet it probably is accomplishing

larger and more lasting results

than any church in the city. It

is In contact with thousands of

the young men and boys of the

city and leaving its impress for

all time on their lives. The T.

M. C. A. builds character by ex

erting a wholesome influence and

in a way that appeals to those it

would reach. It is an institution

of which Indianapolis very proper

ly is proud and to which unstint

ing support should be extended."

BITU-MORTAR

Waterproofing and Damp-

proofing Compounds

Used at

Warren, Penna. Y. M. C. A.

Portsmouth, Va. Y. M. C. A.

LOUIS E. JALLADE, Arch.

Write for Booklet.

THE BITU-MORTAR

WATERPROOFING CO., Inc.

Engineers. Contractors & Manufacturers

340 East 27th Street NEW YORK CITY

TROPHY
 

No. G-5S

Illustration Exact Size. Dept. w.

SHIELDS

Special Y. M. C. A.

MEDALS

With or without
emblem, any initial.
For ALL POPULAR
GAMES, as low as

$5.75 PER SET OF
THREE.
Including engraving

to 25 letters on
each, ribbons and
individual boxes.

Win Schridde

358 W. Madison St

CHICAGO

When IN BUFFALO STOP at

The

MEN'S HOTEL

Pearl and Genesee Streets

Rooms for 350 Men

FIREPROOF MODERN

50 cents and 75 cents per Night
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Rolla V. Watt, for IB yearB

president of San Francisco Asso

ciation, was tendered a banquet

and handed a (see following) 20 ft.

thousand-man testimonial by the

oldest member, H. S. Blackwell,

who Joined in 1871. Mr. Watt has

served since 1882 as a director,

and continues.

Five "Father and Son" banquets

at Utica, N. Y., brought together

over a thousand. Robert E. Lewis

brought a forceful message to

them. At one banquet a grand

father was the honored guest, his

son was toastmaster, and his son's

sons were present.

San Francisco Men are conduct

ing a ten session course for

twenty-five boys, 16 to 19 years of

age, of the Oakland Association,

on Choosing an Occupation. They

are ripe for serious study of their

problems. Half employed boys,

'half High School.

To ROLLA VERSOS
WATT, upon the occasion
of hi« retirement from the
Presidency of the San Fran
cisco Young Men's Christian
Association. January 11,
1915.

GREETINGS

For flftcen years you have
raised your prayer s—in
thought, word and art—for
the uplift of men and boys
of San Francisco.

You have lived a life
which younger men could
safely follow.
Your adherence to the

Church has been an inspira
tion ; at the same time you
hare been a leader in the
business world.

Your shouldering of the
Association's financial bur
dens has heartened your
felkiw directors, and caused
them to give and to ask
with greater faith.

You have been the Cap
tain of our Association Ship
during the severest storms
this city and this Associa
tion have ever Been.. You
relinquish the helm to an
other officer at a time when,
please God, we are entering
safer waters.

As an expression of our
deep appreciation for your
service, your life, your
friendship, we the Officers
and Members of the San
Francisco Young Hen's
Christian Association In
scribe our names and the
year of our Joining the As
sociation, upon this memo

rial.

Right of Way Returns were be

ginning to come in as this issue

Rent to press, showing that cam

paigning had been done with

eagerness and effect. Mauch

Chunk sends a list of 78, the larg

est of any city of its size. Cam

den sends 150. Honolulu cables It

nas secured 280 subscribers. Blair

of Phoenix telegraphs: "Phoenix

has now 800 members and 217 sub

scribers to Association Men; every

committeeman and director, 81 in

all, subscribing. We expect some

day to have all our senior mem

bers reading the world's greatest

trade paper—Association Men."

R. C. Goodwin has been obliged

to take a long leave of absence on

account of a serious nervous

breakdown under the terrific

strain of the vastly expanding

Association, which1 now numbers

4,325 members and has the larg

est receipts on the Coast. He had

recently taken the title of general

secretary, Mr. McCoy, with whom

he worked with such splendid

spirit, having taken the title of

senior general secretary Janu

ary 1.

AT-

MEWS CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION

MAKES YOU FIT FOR THE DAYS YORK
 

A SAMPLE SAN ANTONIO BIG BILLBOARD ADVERTISEMENT

A Long-Suggested Change in

the organization of the Eastern

Association School (Silver Bay)

has been effected whereby the

presidency, the principalship, and

the general secretaryship are

merged in one officer—the presi

dent. Mr. F. S. Goodman, a lead

ing factor in the school and for

several years principal, who had

urged another for the place, was

elected against his own convic

tions and contrary to the desires

of his fellow International secre

taries. The brotherhood at large,

however, will approve with en

thusiasm. Mr. Penfield, who has

worked indefatigably for the

school, remains on the board.

This will not change Mr. Good

man's relations with the Inter

national Committee In Its Bible

study work, to which he will still

continue to give the larger part

of his time.

The Funny Man sometimes gets

too funny. That was the way

with an Illinois dormitory resident

—a reporter. He wrote up an

imaginary "Lonely Club" as a

practical Joke on his fellow-lodg

ers. This brought numerous let

ters from sundry unmarried ladies

who didn't think it was much of

a Joke after all.

St. Louis showed a substantial

gain in membership over last

year (3,840), with 5.993 on the

books for the year, with a total

attendance in the buildings of

562,936. A gain of 79% was

shown In gymnastic work, 31% in

educational and 3% In member

ship and attendance for the year.

President Alexander, of Oak

land Association, after a ten years'

term, has retired. He gave $30,000

to the buildings and then added two

more stories costing $50,000. He

now offers to pay the $11,000 debt

when the budget for 1915 Is raised.

He has been the man to meet

many a crisis in Oakland and In

the State. In his farewell he

said: "I want to make an appeal

to the people of Oakland for its

Association. Across the waters

they have been destroying the

young men by the thousands. The

cry comes to us to look well to the

young men of our country. We

should teach them the spirit of

the Christian Association."

News of the Death of David

Walker, for twenty-five years the

much loved secretary of Sydney,

Australia, Association, and pio

neer, has been received. Another

veteran, Rev. W. H. Newett, for a

long time .secretary at Manches

ter, England, has passed away.
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With the Management

STANDARDIZATION WEEK. At the

time of going to press it is impossible

to give any figures for this special effort.

We are glad to be able to announce that over

two hundred associations announced their

intention of taking part. Doubtless there

are many more who are making an effort,

but who have not notified us about it. We

will publish the results in the April issue.

Before lists are sent in be sure and make

a final effort, even if the list is held open to

April 10. We want this year to be a record

one. As an incentive to do ■ more now it

might be mentioned that in the near future

we shall keep strictly to the rule that the

50c. rate will only be available during

Standardization Week, and during special

campaigns. All other subscriptions will be

at the rate of $1 per year. Now go ahead

if you will in the extended time and get a

bumper list.

State secretaries have in remarkably cor

dial manner urged upon every secretary in

their fields the indispensableness of Associ

ation Men as a factor in advancing the lo

cal work, and that subscription campaigns

are not to be looked upon as a favor tc the

publishers but as an essential factor to the

progress of the local Association. From

copies of letters sent out by state secreta

ries these excerpts are taken. They "put

the case" as we never could have done it.

C. W. BISHOP of Canada writes: "We can well give
ourselves to something that is in the highest sense an in
vestment, that will pay a dividend both of interest and
support. I have found numbers of business men who
look forward with keen interest to seeing ASSOCIATION
MEN each month because it visualizes the great work
of our movement in all its broad outreach, in a way that
no other piece of literature can do."

J. E. MANLEY of Kansas writes to his secretaries:
"The Associations have thousands of committeemen and
chairmen, and directors as well, who haven't even a
bowing acquaintance with the outside cover of ASSO
CIATION MEN. Shall it be so in Kansas? Yours and
mine is the answer. We hope to make Urger use of this
excellent professional inspirer and expositor."

MR. LICHTY of Ohio says: "It occurs to me that we
might hold a larger number of members from year to
year if we could deepen their appreciation of the Associa
tion movement as a whole. ASSOCIATION MEN would
help to do this."

The state secretary of Michigan writes: "I find men in
the lead of affairs in this state READ ASSOCIATION
MEN very carefully, and the results are showing in their
interest. It will greatly advance our movement to get
numbers of laymen at work increasing the subscribers."

THE MISSOURI ASSOCIATION MEN COMMITTEE
writes: "Experience shows that where our official organ is
taken and read in numbers the more readily the local
budget is raised and better volunteer service is secured.
Through no other source can information of the work
in our army and navy, of foreign fields, progress of new
buildings, and valuable daily Bible readings be obtained.
It is information that every active and supporting member
should have. The board of directors can well provide
a complimentary copy to each pastor. While every en
deavor should be used to secure on the subscription list
at least every one of the directors, committee chairmen,
and as many subscribers among the members as possible."

J. E. MOORLAND writes to his department men that
"getting the monthly review of the Association activities
of the country means successful work and escaping stag
nation. True, you may want only something that tells
about your department* but that is specialism gone to

 

A MAINE PASTOR'S GOSPEL TEAM

A group of men who read Dr. Bull's Notes

daily and conduct meetings In nearby pastorless

towns.

seed. The specialist who is only interested in his own
work is not capable of a broad constructive demonstra
tion."

MR. CORBIN of the State Committee said to Kentucky
secretaries: "We are constantly going to directors, mem
bers, pastors, and citizens with plans for enlarged activi
ties and special enterprises, and we wonder that they are
so unresponsive at times and have so little enthusiasm .
Part of the failure at least is due to the lack of cultivation,
they are not in touch with the newer things in Association
work. It can be used as perhaps no other one thing
for the education of our membership, if we put the neces
sary time into it of securing subscriptions and calling
attention to the special articles that ought to be read.
Business and professional men of prominence immediately
state to us that no publication comes to them with a
greater message than this organ of our movement. We
are not fair if we do not at least give our members a good
chance to subscribe to the magazine. ASSOCIATION
MEN is in the field to meet the needs of our movement:
There is no trade journal that is more adequately covering
the ground."

California's slogan is 3,786 subscribers, and secretaries
pledged to make up their quota for "our trade journal/'
Mr. Sprunger writes: "A busy business man finds in
ASSOCIATION MEN in convincing language a proof of a
good investment; the member gets the inspiration and
shares the interest of a mighty world-wide brotherhood,
the volunteer worker finds in it a splendid manual of effici
ent service; and for the cultivation of our financial consti
tuency I believe it is the most efficient agency, a man's
giving is in proportion to his interest, and his interest
in proportion to his knowledge and vision."

E. W. HEARNE of Mass. writes: "Some day we may
reach the idea of sending our magazine to every member
as a membership privilege. But now let us get every
director, committeeman, and pastor, and eading mem
bers to take it. A secretary who found his relatives
unsympathetic to his work gained an entire change of
viewpoint through sending the magazine. Another who
is sending it to every pastor hears through his members
of the various churches of frequent comments in pulpit
and prayer meeting. A new and intelligent knowledge
has taken the place of apathy. He has also seen benefit
in supplying the public library, hotels, and barbershops*
We ought to be as alert as the Christian Science people."

We wish to bring to the notice of our

readers, the following firms who are new

advertisers this month:

J. C. Moore Corp., Rochester, N. T. Loose-
leaf sv s torn s
National X-Ray Reflector Co., Chicago, 111.

Lighting systems.
National Printing & Engraving Co., Chicago,

111. Posters, advertisements for campaigns.
Pratt & Lambert, Inc., Buffalo, N. Y. Varnish

makers.
Wm. Schridde, Chicago. 111. Medals, badge*

and trophies.
Rand Company, No. Tonawanda, N. T. Visi

ble index.
Scott Valve Co. Plumbing fixtures.

Improved Shuffle Board Co., Grand Rapids,
Mich. Games, billiard tables. (Renewal.)
Geo. A. Smith, Chicago, 111. Equipment for

Association buildings.
Minneapolis Fuel Saving Co., Minneapolis.

Minn. Fuel saver.
Good Health Publishing Co.. Battle Creek,

Mich. Health books.
Biter-Mortar Waterproofing Co., New York

City. Waterproofing cement.
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HOTEL DARBY, LOS ANGELES, GAL.

This beautiful hotel, so characteristic of this "Land of Sunshine," is furnished

throughout with

ittall Rug's

This year, the California Exposition will attract thousands of visitors to this

wonderful country. Whittall Rugs and Carpets will greet them everywhere' and

will add their note of beauty to the most prominent hotels, clubs and private

homes and will make these attractive surroundings still more beautiful.

Whittall Floor Coverings are used the world over by those who appreciate

rugs and carpets of artistic merit and wonderful durability.

Our booklet "Oriental Art in Whittall Rugs" is a handbook of. fine floor

coverings, and is sent free for the asking.

"Where The Wear Is Hardest Whittall Rugs Wear Longest"

M. J. WMITTAJLIL

Dept. A M

Worcester, Mass.
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Secretarial Register

Tcnn., to Crossett, Ark.
res.

GENERAL SECRETARIES
Carrington, J. J., to Ft. McKlnley, Me. (Army).
Crist, C. W., Lawr. Br. Pittsburg, to Ardmore, Pa.
Duncan. U. S.. to Concord. N. H. (R.R.)
Estos, A. C, Newark, to Plalnfleld, N. J.
Foster, S. N.. Kallspell. Mont., res.
Hill, A. C, to Brandon, Man
Hunnicutt, J. O.. Ducktown,
Kells. C. A.. Mntawata. N. J..
Kester. K. F., Clearfield, Pa., res.
Ludwlg, A. O., Tltusville, Pa., res.
Miller, B. C, Martlnsburg, to Decota. W. Va.
Parker. N. W., St. Lambert. Que., res.
Russell. B. M., Ardmore, Pa., res.
Spcssard, H. E., Greer, to Charlottesville. Va.

PHYSICAL DIRECTORS
Hosle, R. J., to Brandon, Man.
Owen, H. R., Port Huron. Mich., res.
Speck, D. C, to Indiana, Pa.
Warren, Robert, Brandon. Man., res.
West, Fred, Birmingham, Ala., to Canal Zone.
Wlddowson, J. II., Indiana. Pa., res.

BOTB' WOBK
Cooper, C. F.. to Montclalr, N. J.
Miller, L. C. T.. Martlnsburg, W. Va.. res.
Tucker, II. R.. Rock Hill. S. C. res. (comm.).
Williamson, L,. II.. Auburn, N. Y.. res.

Majdole, H. D.
COUNTY SECRETARY

Camden Co., to Somerset Co.. N.

INTER NATIONAL AND STATE SECRETARIES
Barbour, C. A., Religious Work Dept., res.
Hanchett, D. S., Railroad Dept., res
Nitdham. G. E.. Student and Boys' Dept., Oregon re:
Shedd, C. C, Chicago, to New York, Railroad Dept.

Convention Calendar

STATE CONVENTIONS
California (No. Sec), Berkeley, Mar 10-11
Missouri, Carthage, Mar. 19-21.
Montana, Helena, Mar. 25-28.
Washington. Bremerton, Apr. 2-4.
California (No. Sec), I.os Angeles, Apr. 9-11
Wisconsin. Milwaukee, Apr. 15. -

MOORES^

BMPLOTED OFFICERS' CONFERENCE

Asilomar. Cal., May 19-23.

STATE AND PBOV. SBCBETARIES

Asilomor. Cal., May 1G-19.
Association Day, Panama-Pacific Exposition, May 25.

boys' confehbncb

Malm-, Portland, Me., Mar. 5-7.

SUMMER SCHOOLS AND INSTITUTES

Lake Geneva. Wis.. July 1-31.
Blue Ridge, N. 0., July 7-21.
Asilomar, Cal., July 20-Aug. 3.
Lake Couchlehing, Ont., July 27-Aug. 13.
Estes Park, Colo., July 28-Aug. 11.
Sliver Bay, N. Y., July 30-Aug. 28.

Eighty in Bsdford Branch Boys' Department take
ASSOCIATION MEN. Mr. Brasted says: "Without
exception they have expressed themselves as glad they
are receiving it. The articles are making lasting impres
sions on their lives. One especially mentions one on
education. Others have said they like it because it tells
them of other Associations and shows the breadth and
scope of the world-wide movement and links them up
to a big thing. Others who follow the daily Bible readings
say, 'They are helpful to me.' "
HOUSER, of 23d St., says that he is surprised to find

that many of the boys have been reading ASSOCIATION
MEN and the kind of articles they have been reading.
Of course The Trail a Boy Travels gripped them; but he
had not expected them to read the deeper articles such as
Stockdale's. Some say it's been a big inspiration to them
and given them a wider conception of the work: They
especially enjoyed articles telling of the activities of other
Associations. High school boys were interested in such
articles as those by Corsan and Chesley. "I got a new
conception of a number of boys who were reading the
magazine after my own article appeared. I supposed
none would even see it, but found many had read it.
The interesting thing about this is that these boys are in
training for service. Here some of them even expect
to go into Association work. We can do nothing better
than to put the magazine into the hands of all of our older
boys."

 

BINDERS- SHEETS

Are Peculiarly Adapted to all Record - Keeping

Purposes of Young Men's Christian Associations

The MOORE system of record-keeping has many superior fea
tures—Low cost, durability, ease of handling, requiring small
space for installation, and adaptability to expansion—which
make it especially desirable for Young Men's Christian Associa

tions.

It has been approved for use in the offices of the International
Committee by Mr. J. F. McTyier, Business Secretary.

We have supplied loose leaf binders and sheets to associations

at Buffalo. N. Y., Erie. Pa., Jamestown, N. Y., Kingston, N. Y.,
Springfield, Mass., and many others.

We have been designing systems and have been manufacturing
loose leaf binders and sheets over a period of many years. Our
expert accounting department is always glad to help the system

man over his difficulties.

When you contemplate putting in a new system, or improving

your old one, It will be worth while for you to write us.

Our complete line of stock binders and sheets Is fully described
in our free Loose Leaf instruction book. Moore's Modern Meth
ods. Write for a copy. We send it prepaid.

JOHN C. MOORE CORPORATION

Manufacturers of Loose Leaf and Bound Books

Established 1839 892 Stone Street, Rochester, N. Y.



 



Conservation

Thriving young trees—spruce, pines, firs, cedars and other

selected kinds—now clothe many a mountain slope once

bleak and barren. In due time these trees will be turned into

lumber and made to serve humanity—one result of forest

conservation.

Selected subjects of study—Accounting, Applied Economics,

Law, Finance, and Organization—subjects that give a scien

tific understanding of Modern Business—are now occupying

many an ambitious young man's spare hours once wasteful

and unproductive. In due time the knowledge thus gained

and applied will bring to its possessor an increase in use

fulness and an increase in income power—one result of per

sonal overtime conservation.

The Pace Standardized Courses in Accountancy, in Business Adminis

tration and in English are available for installation in Your Asso

ciation. They include several Special Courses, such as Cost Account

ing, Auditing, Corporation Accounting, and Fundamentals of

Accountancy, WHICH MAY BE INSTALLED ONE AT A

TIME, thus building a full program of professional education for

Business and for Accountancy.

Bulletins of Accountancy (CP.A.) Course, Business Administration

Course, English Course and other special courses, as well as copies

of " Your Personal Overtime," " Your Power to Decide," " Your

English " and other publicity documents will be mailed upon request.
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The Value and the Need of Thrift

By JAMES J. HILL, Great Northern Railroad

AMONG the old-fashioned virtues from

which this generation has been drifting

away, and to which it must return, is

thrift. It is a good, compre

hensive word, to which the

light-minded sometimes at

tach a shade of banter or re

proach. But nothing is more

agreeable to any business or

any community than to be

told that it is "thriving." So

lidity, growth, future prom

ise, all are the effects of a

determination to live within

income and to save the sur

plus.

Thrift made New England's

development possible, and

created a national type of

character which has not been

improved upon. Expansion

and the wide distribution of

wealth have put it partly out

of fashion. Nation, state

and city compete in mad ex

penditure. To want any

thing means to go out and

get it. If the money has

to be borrowed, it proves

that our credit is good. In

the fiscal year 1913, the nine

largest cities in the United

States spent $2.62 per cap

ita, or 8.16 per cent, more

than their revenue receipts.

The billion-dollar Congress is

headed for the trillion mark. Our public

life is a lesson in and a stimulus to reckless

and useless extravagance.

To public custom add private modes of

thought. The thrifty young fellow may be

looked at askance by his associates. The

phrase "tight-wad" is heard, not always

spoken below the breath. He sees his equals

participating in all the amusements which

the present day makes the main business of

life. To do as others do will take all or

more than his income. It requires strength

 

of character to save and to store. Never

theless it is just as essential to personal

achievement of any sort as the packing

away of plant food in the

seed is to germination and

growth. This is not merely

because of the potential

value of accumulated capital.

In the majority of instances

it is not the amount of money

which the young man has

put away that counts so

much as the saving habit he

has acquired. Thrift has led

to a mode of living and a

view of life conducive to

success. It is in time trans

lated into character.

No better illustration of

the value of this trait could

be found than the people of

France. It is a country of no

special preeminence in re

sources. It has no advan

tages over its competitors.

But for ages the peasant

man and woman of France

have been thrifty. No mat

ter what their income they

saved something every year.

The exile of Napoleon saw

France ruined financially,

with part of her territory oc

cupied by the foe until the

sums levied upon her should

be paid. In another genera

tion her wealth was coveted by all Europe.

The Franco-Prussian war again stripped her

of everything and left her, with capital,

men and national spirit broken, to pay her

milliard of indemnity and restore her indus

tries. In another generation she was again

the banker nation of the world, holding $15,-

000,000,000 of foreign securities, and having

an annual surplus to invest of from $350,-

000,000 to $500,000,000. It has been her

strength and safeguard in the test of fire and

sword through which she is now passing.

347
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Thrift is not a virtue of to-morrow, but

of to-day. The young man who puts off

until he is earning a larger income or has

satisfied some present want, or for any oth

er reason, the effort to spare and accumu

late, is pretty sure never to begin unless un

der the pressure of misfortune. And it is

really true that only the beginning is diffi

cult. The first fifty or one hundred dollars

are slow to gather, and look unimportant

even after they have been saved. But there

is magic in the fact. The income from in

vestment, however trifling, confers a sense

of power and carries a promise that allures.

More important than all, a habit of saving

has begun to push a sprout through the

crust of indifference and self-indulgence. In

dependence in character asserts itself. Pur

pose strengthens. Possibilities appear.

Thrift is a rare discipline in self-control.

Presently there is a new man and a new

force in the world.

The first advance ever made, morally or

materially, was when man first put by a

bit of food to serve the needs of his to-mor

row. All that we call progress, all that is

left to us of civilization, all the arts and sci

ences, all the leisure and comfort of the

world are maintained upon past saving,

stored in the form of accumulated capital.

Destroy that and we should go back in ex

ternals to the men of prehistoric time. De

stroy the impulse and power to save and

man falls still further toward the level of

the brute. The squirrel, with his store of

nuts, and the honeycomb would mock him.

Thrift ought to be taught as part of the

alphabet of virtue. Unless a young man

has learned it before he is thirty years of

age the chances are that he will remain all

his life among the incompetents, the spend

ers and the wasters. Every man who has

saved a dollar has cut one solid step in the

face of a precipice, where he may momen

tarily stand. Without it he would presently

fall into space and be forgotten. Resting

on it he can cut another foothold, broader

and more secure. And so all heights are

scaled. This is an old prescription for ma

terial, mental and moral advancement; but

it has been the law of the world from the

beginning, and there is no reason to think

that it will ever be superseded or that it

can ever with safety be defied.

There Is No Growth Without Thrift

By HENRY FORD, President Ford Motor Company

THRIFT is one of the cornerstones on

which manhood must be constructed.

In working out our plan to help men

to build lives worth while, of substantial

kind, Thrift is recognized as fundamental.

Unless we can show and teach a man to

understand that it is necessary to save a

part of his daily income, and increase his

savings little by little, and properly care for

the same, we cannot expect any individual

to realize the greatest benefits in life, and

what it means to be amply provided for in

sickness and in health, in youth and in old

age, not only for self but for those depen

dent upon him.

The contented mind, free from fear and

worry, the result of a healthy balanced con

dition of mind, makes for the general good,

and is as necessary to the health of the indi

vidual as light, heat and cleanliness. We

have found in our experience that the man

who takes good care of himself, and his

family, is the most efficient employee, and

efficiency is the thing in the world that is

most universally craved. Efficiency develops

the best in the individual, for the individu

al's best good, and efficiency in a group of

individuals means success in business and in

service to mankind in the world. The great

est function in the human being is service,

and in order to serve it is just as necessary

to have all of the human machinery in good

working order as it is to have the power

machines adjusted and tuned up to run

smoothly, without wear, jar or breakdown.

The little things—the links of the chain—

are in all walks of life the most important.

To get into the habit of making every act,

every movement and every thought a con

structive one makes for a satisfactory home.

Habits that are bad, like neglected machin

ery, make for waste that is useless and

costly. To get into the right way of think

ing, and the right way of doing, means to

equip one's self with a certain power that

will get out of all walks of life the greatest

amount of efficiency, the greatest amount of

good, and the greatest amount of self-satis

faction. I have rubbed elbows with men in

all walks of life ; I have gone through all the

experiences that are common to men in the

struggle for a livelihood, and I know that

to store up good thoughts, strength and a

portion of one's income each day is abso

lutely necessary, so that in times of trouble,

sickness, or so-called "rainy days," there

may be a little surplus on hand to tide one

over to normal conditions again. A bank
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account is not the most essential thing in

order to provide for the health and happi

ness of one's self or dependents, but it is of

the most importance, and it is the duty of

every man to systematically save during the

earlier years of life, so that the latter years

may be blest with the comforts possible

through preparation in youth and young

manhood.

Worry about debts, and a lack of the pur

chasing power for the necessities of life,

always tends to break down the best effort

and the best service that men are able to

render in the battle of life. Every man

should own his own home and develop it and

keep it for himself and his family, the most

prized thing in his life, for out of such en

vironment comes his health, his pleasure and

the rest and comfort that every man should

have, to fit him best for his life's work.

By bringing men to see the opportunities

they have, and what thrift does in the up

building of manhood, the men of the Ford

organization are beginning to appreciate

that the petty annoyances, worry, and untold

trivial difficulties that would rob one of his

best efforts almost totally disappear, and be

cause these things have no place in their

minds they are able to put their entire

thought and energy in their work, to the

great benefit of themselves and their em

ployers.

Since the effort has been made by the

Ford Motor Company to impress upon the

men the opportunities of life, through the

inauguration of the profit sharing plan,

there has been a voluntary increase in the

efficiency of the force of from 15 to 20 per

cent. The bank accounts of the men have

shown an increase in excess of 130 per cent,

since the plan was started. Over 9,000

families have moved from squalid, unsani

tary quarters in to light, healthy, sanitary

homes. Moreover, the example that has

been set by the Ford men is being caught up

by others that have watched their progress

through their own efforts.

It is impossible for any- man, or any com

pany, to stand still and live. Either they go

backward to quick and certain death or for

ward to strong, healthful, constructive

agencies that serve themselves and their fel-

lowmen with great satisfaction. Growth is

one of the grandest achievements of earth,

and the growth to good manhood is one of

the crowning things of the day and age that

we live in. This growth is impossible with

out persistent, consistent thrift of mind and

body.

There has been a great deal of good come

to the world of late through the so-called

"Safety First" movement, and it was born

of Thrift. This is nothing more than a re

minder to people in all walks of life of the

sacredness of human life and limb. It would

be a tremendously good idea to apply the

same kind of thought and work to a "Safety

First" movement, or a "Manhood First"

movement, if you please, in an endeavor to

make men see the wisdom of prizing at all

times the things that make for the comforts

in life, healthful amusements, and always

having a little surplus energy and an experi

ence to share with others, that will be help

ful in making the day in which they live

productive of a brighter experience tomor

row for their fellowman, because of the ex

ample which has been set.

By thrift we do not mean the hoarding of

money, but the intelligent saving and invest

ing of it. This saving and wise investing—

this Thrift—must not be confined to mere

money and other material wealth, but must

be applied to the elements of mind and body

—for in the Thrift to make for growth

there must be a surplus of human power,

and in jus sue hproportion will the income

work for your health and your habits, and

also lay up a portion of it to have, and to

hold, and to use, when some of the unlooked

for contingencies of life arrive.

The great street car systems of the coun

try get their power from central stations,

direct from generators, but they are also

ever storing in batteries a sufficient quan

tity of current so that when the producing

machinery shall be incapacitated for a sea

son there will be something to draw on so

that the wire may at all times be kept alive

and the cars moving.

Get a battery for yourself, in the shape

of a bank account, and see that day by day

something is stored up for the time when

either your producing mechanism may be in

capacitated or be worn beyond repair.

Happy is the man that findeth wisdom,

And the man that getteth understanding.

For the gaining of it is better than the

gaining of silver,

And the profit thereof than fine gold.

She is more precious than rubies:

And none of the things thou canst desire

are to be compared unto her.

Length of days is in her right hand;

In her left hand are riches and honor.

Her ways are ways of pleasantness.

And all her paths are peace.

She is a tree of life to them that lay hold

upon her:

And happy is everyone that retaineth her.

Solomon.
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Saving—As a Habit

By HENRY A. SCHENCK, Pres. Bowery Sav-

ings Bank of 141,543 Depositors

LIKE ALL OTHER habits, it is well to

commence the saving habit when young.

"As the stalk is trained, so will it grow."

Begin to develop this trait at once by going

over the dollars, dimes, or pennies, in the

pocket and say, "How much of this money

can I just as well spare for my first de

posit in the savings bank? Not for the

bank's good, but for my own."

It is easy for young men to contract

almost any habit. Smoking, for instance:

First, corn silk. Next, the real cigaret.

How attractive the advertisements! How

tempting the boxes. "Which do you smoke?

Plain, or cork tipped?" "Pall Malls," or

"Moguls?" Or do you roll your own? Only

ten cents, or possibly twenty, is all they

cost. That isn't much, and, at first, per

haps two or three cigarets a day will an

swer. Then a box a day. Later two boxes.

And so on until the habit is formed. It is

an expensive one, too. Smoking may be all

right, for the fellow that can afford it, but

why not form another habit at the same

time, equally as good if not better? That

is, the saving habit.

Any young man who finds it impossible to

save, but yet is a smoker, might with a little

determination, say to himself, "I don't pro

pose to give up the cigaret habit, but this I

will do. I will try an experiment. That is,

I will save just as much money as I spend

for tobacco. Every time I buy a box of

cigarets, I will put in a special pocket an

equal amount of money as a savings fund."

His saving fund would grow by leaps and

bounds. The first ten cents saved would be

a nest-egg. It would soon be twenty, then

fifty, and then a dollar.

Any young man or young woman, who has

a dollar in pocket, and has no debts, is a

capitalist! Fortunes like those of some of

our richest men commenced in this way, and

what they accomplished others can do

equally as well, if the same amount of

thrift, energy, and determination is shown.

A motorman on a suburban trolley, a man

who had been with the company for many

years, while others had come and gone, ac

quired the saving habit. His pay was small,

but he owned his own home and one or two

other houses as well by small savings and

wise investments. By careful living, and

studying economy and thrift, he was in a

position to take advantage of opportunities

when they came.

The real secret of saving money is in

being systematic. Some people say "Oh! I

can't save any money," and never try. One

reason is, they think they must lay aside

large sums, or none at all, consequently

they never have a surplus. If one's income

is $10.00 a week, a dollar a week would be

a large sum to save. That would be 10 per

cent. Any man with care and study, could

set aside 50 cents a week out of such an

income, and never miss it. At the end of the

month, he would have a nest egg of $2.00.

This sum saved systematically, would at

the end of a year, with interest equal nearly

$25.00.

Therefore it is well, at first, to try and

save only small sums. These one hardly

misses, and when once the habit is formed

it will astonish the saver to see how rapidly

the money accumulates.

Fortunate are the people of this country

in having so many places of safe keeping

for their savings.

Mutual Savings Banks are a boon and a

blessing to the people. They are supervised

carefully by the Banking Departments and

managed solely in the interest of the de

positors. The trustees, are usually success

ful men of influence and of integrity, and

depositors can know that their money in

these institutions is absolutely secure, and

that they will, in addition, receive such

interest on their deposits as is consistent

with safety.

The men who take advantage of these

opportunities become self-respecting and

prosperous. Those who do not, lose courage

and self-respect as well. Such men seldom

reach a position where they can hold their

heads high, walk erect, and have that feel

ing of self-confidence that comes to one who

has a substantial bank account.

"Make all you can, »ave all you can, give all you can."—John Wtsley.
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Safety and Saving by Insurance

By Alba Johnson, President Baldwin Locomotive Works

Illustrations : "Ills money burned holes in his pocket" (left) "A

roof niul fireside in old age" tby courtesy New York Life Ins. Co.)

TO SPEND all one

earns is to place one's

self among the irrespon

sible classes. As soon as

a young man begins to

realize the serious aspect

of life, he comes to ap

preciate the importance

of saving. He may invest his sav

ings in mining stocks and lose it all,

but thereby he learns a lesson in invest

ments. He may invest in substantial se

curities and gradually accumulate capital

which will give him greater power in the

business world, but until experience in

investments is acquired, such savings are

subject to depreciation. If he marries he

will perceive the importance of making pro

vision, in case of his death, for the safety

of his wife and children, by means of in

surance. It is surprising how many young

men feel that they have a secure lease of

life, and that they can provide by thrift, the

protection desired. To call the attention of

such to the uncertainties of investment and

to the superior protection offered by insur

ance is to do them an important service.

The late J. P. Morgan declared that char

acter is the first essential of the borrower.

He is quoted as saying that he would rather

lend a million dollars, without collateral, to

a man with character than to make a loan

against good collateral to one lacking char

acter. There is no better index of prudence

and thrift than the possession of an insur

ance policy as large as the ability of the

insured justifies him in maintaining. Al

though life insurance policies are only

occasionally used as bank collateral up to

their cash surrender value, nevertheless, the

possession of insurance should place the

borrower in a position to receive unusually

favorable consideration when it becomes

necessary, for legitimate purposes, to apply

to the bank for loans. Bank officials are

more and more becoming impressed with

the importance of this factor. It is a whole

some thing for a young man to be under the

necessity for laying aside his savings at

stated intervals. Life insurance offers

unusual advantages in caring for such sav

ings. Its first and most obvious advantage

is that in case of death, there becomes im

mediately payable to the loved ones surviv

ing, a sum much larger than could have

been provided by other means. The savings

are entrusted to the care of institutions

 

whose investments are

restricted by law to the

highest grade of secur

ities, whose officers are

trained experts in se

lecting investments, and

who are able, by means

of large sums constantly

entrusted to them for investment, to secure

much better terms than are offered to the

individual investor.

In the early days of life insurance it was

necessary to die to win. Such is not the

case at present. A life insurance policy is

a security which always possesses a definite

value. It may be used as collateral for

loans through the Insurance Company itself

or, in case of need, it can be surrendered

for its value and the principal realized

immediately. Most investments are desir

able, indeed, if they continue during a long

term of years to pay their, interest without

reduction or default. With life insurance,

however, beginning during the early years

of the policy, there accrues to the holder

his share of the earnings of the Company,

which can be used either to reduce the

premium annually paid, or can be left with

the Company to increase the principal

amount of the policy. Indeed, on policies

of the form now usual in which the pre

miums are limited to a definite number, say

20, after the policy has become full paid,

the earnings therefrom form an income

which does not impair the principal amount

of the insurance.

Many men are employed in businesses

which give them no insight into financial

operations and furnish no experience to

guide them in the investment of their sav

ings. I have known of instances where

men have grown to important positions of

leadership in large concerns, and have re

tired with a competence supposed to be

ample for the remainder of their lives, who

have been reduced to poverty through in

experience as investors. With what satis

faction must such men regard the sums

which have been spent for insurance!

My advice to young men investing in in

surance is to regard it as separate and dis

tinct from any other investment and always

keep it free from encumbrance. Only in

cases of extreme need does the power to

borrow on a policy justify such borrowing.

An insurance policy should be regarded as

a sacred trust fund set aside for others.
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To Sacrifice 6% Security -t cy%

for 12% Risk Is Criminal 1 Li

By HARRY A. WHEELER, Late President
National Chamber of Commerce, Chicago

THRIFT presupposes frugality, economy

of management, and increasing acqui

sition of property; the acid test of thrift

is the last. It is useless to develop the

habit of saving if good judgment and con

servatism are not exercised in investing

what is saved. Sacrifice of security for a

high interest return is criminal, and in

creasingly criminal as savings are small.

A safe investment may produce 6 per cent.

A higher rate is a gamble. Shun the allure

ment of the wildcat operator. Make your

best banker your adviser. He is a quasi-

public servant and will show you a safe in

vestment even for small sums.

Sound Investment Rules

By LUCIEN C. WARNER, President Warner
Chemical Company

MOST FAILURES in life grow out of

the unwillingness of a person to profit

by the experiences of others. My own mis

takes would nearly all have been avoided

by observing a few simple principles, which

I may embody under four short rules. I

am quite certain that I knew these prin

ciples as a theory before I began my busi

ness career, but it was only as I worked

them out in my own experience that they

came to have a real and vital meaning.

Rule I. Never loan a needy friend any

more money than you can afford, to lose.

Your friend probably intends in good

faith to pay back the money, but the chances

are that his schemes will miscarry and he

will not be able to repay you.

Rule II. Never invest in a business with

which you are not familiar without first

having a careful investigation made by dis

interested experts of established skill and

responsibility.

This precaution would save investors from

at least nine-tenths of the bad investments

that are made.

Rule III. Never take stock or invest

money in any new enterprise unless you are

willing to devote to it your own time and

energy.

When solicited for such an investment

you will be told that the management is well

provided for and success is certain, but it is

altogether probable that within two years

you will have to choose between losing

your money or putting your own time into

the business; and even with this labor you

may not escape loss. This rule does not

apply to an established business already

paying a good income, but you will rarely

be solicited to invest in such.

Rule IV. // you are conducting a suc

cessful business do not add to it any other

business, unless so closely related to it that

the one helps the other.

Almost any business is capable of expan

sion. There is only a certain amount of

energy in a man, and it will produce larger

results if restricted to one business than

if divided between two or more.

Teach a Boy to Earn

By JAMES G. CUTLER, Rochester

rpo KNOW how to spend money wisely is

-L a great asset in the life of any man. I

think that this needs emphasis to-day, to

gether with what we have always empha

sized—the saving and investing of money.

I am thoroughly convinced that a great

many young men go adrift because they

have never been trained in the use of money.

The desire to keep up with other young men,

who very often have more money to spend

than they, leads them to live beyond their

means. They contract obligations which

they are not able to meet and then get hope

lessly in debt. Nothing is more demoraliz

ing to a young man than for him to realize

that he is unable to pay his bills. He first

loses his self-respect—then his sense of

moral responsibility—then he determines to

get money at all hazards. Failing in this,

he plunges into a life of dissipation, hop

ing to forget his difficulties.

If you were to ask me how to avoid this,

I would say we should begin to inculcate

habits of thrift and economy in boys while

they are in their teens. Every boy ought

to be taught the value of money. Most of

the business men whom I know owe their

success, in a large measure, to the fact that

they were compelled to earn money early in

life. I would not advise boys being taken

away from school to get this experience, but

every boy, no matter how wealthy his par

ents may be, ought to have the experience

of earning money as early as possible, pre

ferably before leaving school, so that he

may appreciate its true value.

I further believe in the plan of putting a

boy on an allowance, no matter how small

it may be, and then expect him to keep an

account of his expenditures so that he may

get the habit of living within his means.

He ought to have the experience of handling

money and of making his own purchases be

fore he leaves home to go to work or before

going to college. If he is taught these

things at home, they will become the fixed

habits of his life.

 



 

Ten Years Back of the Bread Line

By H. W. Hoot, Secretary Bowery Branch, New York

IN the bread lines which form in New

York and nearly every great city at

midnight are to be found scores of unfor

tunate men brought there by illness, mis

fortune and industrial changes. Untrained

and unpurposed college men are there,

green boys from the country, over-confi

dent, smart boys from other cities, immi

grants from Europe duped of their posses

sions, youths in their teens who went out

to see the world, form perhaps one half of

these men glad for the dole of bread.

But there's a lesson from the other half,

for the man who has not reached the bread

line, but is dangerously near it and may not

know it. In my twelve years' daily contact

with men in distress in the Bowery Branch,

I have come to learn that the reason why so

many men are in the down-and-out class is

the lack of thrift. They have failed to recog

nize the fundamental economic laws of life.

The average young man is not trained

along practical lines. He has not learned

the value of money, been taught a trade, or

made to earn his own money. His educa

tion has been without aim. He has lived

entirely for the present, trusting to luck

for the future. He has struck the wrong

crowd. Thousands of them are young men

of good natural qualities, but untrained, un

taught, unprincipled: life has been a play-

day for them, with no thought for the fu

ture or for old age.

Drink, gambling, licentiousness, which

lessened ability and led to extravagance in

the free and easy way of the crowd, ten

years or five or one year before, have

brought thousands and thousands of men to

the bread line every year. The man is not

found here who has stood by his church

and his family or had been given a proper

sense of the value of a dollar.

But many a man "comes to himself" in

the bread line, and has readjusted his life

in the Bowery Branch and the missions,

where he has seen the teachings of the

Bible, the sound morality of the home, and

the strict principles of business in a new

light. When he got back on his feet and

earned a dollar, it was not to throw it away.

In the "gospel of the second chance" he saw

that thrift had a place. He commenced to

build again, though it was painful, hard,

uphill work with a dissipated past to over

come. And how much a man wishes that

ten years back of the bread line he had

known half as much as he does now of the

need of husbanding his resources and felt

as deeply his need of thrift! Too many of

these men owed their condition to their

fathers' foolishness more than to their own.

Conditions have not changed. Young

men still need to heed the wisdom that the

ages teach, and which Solomon so well put

for the men of his day and of ours:

"Go to the ant, thou sluggard;

Consider her ways, and be wise:

Which having no chief,

Overseer, or ruler,

Provideth her bread in the summer,

And gathereth her food in the harvest.

How long wilt thou sleep, O sluggard?

When wilt thou arise out of thy sleep?

Yet a little sleep, a little slumber,

A little folding of the hands to sleep:

So shall thy poverty come as a robber,

And thy want as an armed man."
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The Lure of the Loan Shark

By WM. H. BALDWIN, Washington, D. C.

This illustration was taken from the account

of the remarkable piece of work done by W.

Woods White and group of Atlanta men In fight

ing the Loan Shark, printed In The American

Magazine February, 191

 

W>:' th? money shailc

IF ANY ONE should propose to lend a

young man receiving a fair salary $35

on condition that at the end of a year he

would return the $35 with $38.85 interest

the proposition would be considered too

ridiculous for discussion; but I know of a

young man in one of the departments here

who borrowed $35 in consideration of

making five monthly payments of $8.95, a

total of $44.75, which is at the rate of 111

per cent, per annum, and amounts to prac

tically the same thing.

This is not a high rate for a loan shark.

The charge is rarely less than 10 per cent,

per month, and the average of 160 actual

loans of which I have knowledge is 145 per

cent, per annum. More than once has $10

been borrowed to be repaid in three monthly

payments of $4.95, which figures 292 per

cent, per annum, and a loan of $15 was

actually repaid by three monthly payments

of $9.15, or 497 per cent, per annum.

If the temptation to dissipation were

plainly presented to a young man in terms

of so much present pleasure in consideration

of so much future poverty, suffering and

disgrace, it would no doubt usually be re

sisted; but the offer comes in such a way

that to ordinary human nature the conse

quences are not fully apparent. So with the

loan shark, the fearful rate of interest is

intentionally concealed in the periodical pay

ments, which are far enough in the future

to seem easy when indeed they are crushing,

as so many have found to their cost, not

only financially, but in the loss of peace of

mind, position, and in some cases even of

life itself.

It was not long ago that a vigorous, in

telligent, well-educated, young married man,

occupying a good position, and earnest in

Christian work, committed suicide. No

reason for the act could be imagined by his

friends; but in settling up his affairs it was

discovered that he had been in the hands of

a loan shark, to whom he had for several

years been paying $30 a month on a loan of

$300. This sounds high, but the rate is

lower than some of those mentioned above.

I am glad to say that this loan shark was

not one of those in this city.

At a hearing before the House District

Committee last April it was estimated that

48,000 small loans per year at extortionate

rates of interest had been made in Washing

ton, amounting to probably $500,000 per

year for loan companies and $500,000 for

pawnbrokers, or at least $1,000,000. The

law of February 4, 1913, made it a criminal

offense to charge more than 1 per cent, per

month for small loans, and required a license

for that; but the loan sharks continued to

do business with practically no hindrance

for a year at the old rates, and afterward,

in all cases in which complaint was not

directly made to the Corporation Counsel,

were allowed to collect the principal and all

usurious interest which they could extort

from the victims on whom they had been

preying for so many years. The number of

loan shark offices has been diminished by

consolidation or otherwise; but many are

still open, and are under no supervision as

to rates charged. Only one company has

taken out a license since the law took effect.

As a rule, an unmarried man has no ex

cuse for borrowing, and by good manage

ment most people under ordinary circum

stances can avoid the necessity of doing so;

but emergencies occur on account of sick

ness, death, loss of employment, or other

demands, when the lack of ready money by

worthy people is a real hardship. Some of
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the large number of loans above referrea

to were no doubt made unnecessarily; but

one of the assistants to the Corporation

Counsel, who took the trouble to inquire as

to the reasons for those in which he had

made settlements, declared that 90 per cent,

of them were due to absolute necessity.

Under such circumstances it is not unwise

to borrow, provided the money can be ob

tained at a reasonable rate. The records of

the Society for Savings here show that in

eight years it made 26,649 loans amounting

to $1,269,778.66 at 2 per cent, per month,

and that the borrowers were helped instead

of being injured is shown by the fact that

the total loss by failure to repay the money

and the interest was $3,967.25, or less than

one-third of 1 per cent., a smaller propor

tion of bad debts than in ordinary banking

business. The cost of making and collect

ing such small loans is so great, however,

that the business cannot be done without

loss at 1 per cent, per month, and the

Society for Savings cannot continue under

the present law. Pawnbrokers were previ

ously allowed by law to charge 3 per cent,

per month, but they also have been driven

out except where the law is being evaded

by nominally doing the business in Virginia.

Needy borrowers are making illegal loans,

or are applying for charitable relief, or

suffering from want of the money.

The rate of 1 per cent, per month in the

present law, instead of the 2 per cent, asked

for by the Citizens' Committee, was fixed by

Congress in spite of the earnest protest of

the committee and of all those interested in

the subject. The bill was approved by

President Taft as "an experiment in legisla

tion." The experiment has failed because

the experience of two years has verified the

statement that it would be impossible to

carry on the business under the law. The

Citizens' Committee earnestly endeavored

during the whole of the last Congress to

have the rate raised to 2 per cent, per

month; but, although since the bill here was

introduced, laws permitting 3 per cent, per

month have been passed both by New York

and New Jersey, after full consideration,

and the House District Committee voted

squarely in favor of making the change to

2 per cent., and of adding a provision pre

venting the evasion of the law by doing busi

ness in Virginia, it was impossible to secure

action, and the situation is unrelieved.

No one should ever borrow from a loan

shark under any circumstances, nor should

any one ever borrow for self-gratification,

luxury, or ornament; but there should be

some provision in every city for needy bor

rowers to secure small loans at what it costs

to make them with a reasonable profit.

Despise Not Small Things

By GEORGE W. PERKINS, late of J. P.

Morgan Company

I KNOW of nothing that is so important

to bring to the attention of our people

and keep hammering home as the necessity

of acquiring habits of thrift. When I look

back at my boyhood days and realize how

important it was to save every penny, how

the pennies and nickels were appreciated

and accumulated, I marvel at the wanton

waste on the part of most of our people at

the present time. Within the last two

weeks this has been driven home to me with

especial force, as I have been looking into

the bread question in this city while serving

on Mayor Mitchel's Food Supply Committee.

In this connection I have been utterly

amazed to find that the people of New York

City refuse to buy bread except on the day

on which it is baked.

Recently, at a time when the unemploy

ment question was acute in New York, when

many people were out of employment, when

soup houses and bread lines were running,

I found by a personal inspection of bake-

shops in this city that every shop had from

twenty-five to one thousand loaves of bread

on hand that were from one to two or three

days old, which they offered to sell at half

price, and which very, very few people

would buy. Every one knows that bread that

is a day old is more wholesome than bread

that is hot from the oven, and that scarcely

a man or a woman of middle life to-day was

brought up on hot bread. We all had bread

that was from one to four days old. The

extravagance of the hot bread habit is but

an example of the lack of thrift of all

classes of our people, because baker's bread

in a city like this is bought by the very

poor and the very rich alike.

One can take almost any article of house

hold or personal expense and find the same

lack of thrift that I pointed out in the

bread habit of New York.

/ went by the field of the sluggard,

And by the vineyard of the man void of

unders tanding ;

And, lo, it was all grown over with thorns.

The face thereof was covered with nettles,

And the stone wall thereof was broken

down.

Then I beheld, and considered well;

I saw, and received instruction;

Yet a little sleep, a little slumber,

A little folding of the hands to sleep;

So shall thy poverty come as a robber,

Arid thy want as an armed man.

Solomon
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The Thrift House of a

One-Time Spendthrift

By WARD W. ADAIR

WE WERE driving along a country high

way in the starlight a dozen year.' ago

on our way home from a day in the open.

We were talking confidentially, as friends

will at such a time, and the topic of con

versation swung around to the problems of

personal finance.

"My policy has always been to spend all

I earned and a little more," said my friend.

"There hasn't been a time since I entered

Association work that I have not had a note

in the bank and I guess the note is bigger

right now than it was originally. I am at a

loss to understand how any man can sup

port a family on the salary that I draw, and

manage any differently."

There was something startling to me in

the matter-of-fact way in which my friend

talked of the subject of debt which may

have accounted for the vehemence of the

reply.

"Your policy is simply suicidal," I an

swered, "and will bring both you and your

family to grief if you keep it up. Unless

you right-about-face and cut your garment

to fit the cloth, I would hate to prophesy

what will become of you."

"That's all right as advice," he replied,

"but the thing can't be done. I tell you that

my family expenses include only the things

that we are obliged to have, and these ex

penses are in excess of my salary. That's

the simple statement of the case. I am, not

getting money enough to meet my ex

penses."

"What do you do in the Association when

your expenses exceed your income?" I coun

tered.

"Why, that is perfectly simple," he re

turned quite glibly, "we get after the bud

get and pare it down."

"Which is precisely what you should do

in the household," I argued. "If you are

exceeding your income, you should immedi

ately draft a budget that would be well

within your revenue; you should pay cash

The picture is not

that of this par

ticular man's house,

but serves as well

to show the kinil of

a house that this

man, who had spent

all he earned and

more, saved for and

secured in twelve

years.

for everything you buy and put the items

down each day in an account book. If you

exceed your daily appropriation at any time

make it up immediately, and be sure to keep

within your budget every month. You know

beforehand just what you have to spend,

and you should spend only that amount,

barring emergencies. By taking a firm and

businesslike stand in the matter, you will

transfer a balance to the right side of the

ledger and your days of prosperity will

begin."

I never dreamed that the conversation

would be taken as seriously as it was, but

my friend was a real man, a good fighter,

and absolutely honest at heart. He was

sick and tired of running behind and his

desire for economy was not maudlin senti

ment, but a matter of grave concern.

To my amazement, he told me a year

or so later that he had put the plan in

operation the very next day. It had pinched

and bored him for a few months, and then

came the transition when he began really

to enjoy it. He had followed a good habit

long enough to make it a part of himself.

This was all twelve years ago, and my

friend has had his share of adverse circum

stances to contend with. His necessary

family expenses have been heavy, and there

have been extra demands at times that

have been been somewhat disheartening.

In spite of it all, he has stuck manfully to

his task, and by the time this article ap

pears in print he will have made the last

payment on a beautiful modern home worth

$9,000.

True, this is not fabulous wealth, but

there is a wide margin of difference between

owning a home, free and clear, and owing

a big note at the bank. Then, too, there is

the even more important difference in char

acter. Instead of coming to the end of the

month defeated and discouraged, that man

writes checks for his household expenses
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with the air of a victor, for he knows there

will be a margin of safety after the bills

are paid.

The financial peril of Association officers

and members is that everybody is trying to

"keep up with Lizzie"—in heart breaking ex

travagancies. Some adventurer in the circle

of acquaintances is setting the pace, and

the others are vainly trying to follow.

Pangs of conscience, family disagreements,

the humiliation of being dunned—these and

a thousand other "slings and arrows of out

rageous fortune" are endured to keep up

a pretense of riches that never existed.

If a few more men in the Association had

the backbone to face about, manfully tackle

and ultimately conquer the problem of liv

ing within their means, they would find a

compensating happiness and strength that

would well repay the effort.

Thrift with Education

By FREDERICK B. PRATT,

President Pratt Institute

CHARLES PRATT in founding the insti

tute which bears his name, aimed to give

the students a training which would make

them self-supporting and independent. A

natural result of this training was also to

make them economical. An experiment was

devised which took the form of a loan and

banking concern, called The Thrift. The

object was to promote habits of thrift; to

encourage people to become prudent and

wise in the use of money and time; to help

place in strong contrast habits of economy

as against those of extravagance; to assist

people to buy or build homes for themselves,

or to accumulate a fund for use in emer

gency or maintenance in old age.

The amount deposited was of little im

portance compared with the regularity of

the deposit. So a premium of 1 per cent,

was offered to those who made the deposit

of a regular amount each month, which was

continued for several years. Since owner

ship of homes is of prime importance to the

stability of the community and the nation, it

was felt that every inducement possible

should be offered to the prospective home

buyer. By this plan a man could purchase

a $4,000 house in twelve years by the pay

ment of $37.16 per month, including cost of

taxes and insurance. Not a few Association

men of Brooklyn and New York are secur

ing homes by this plan. •

The Building and Loan Association sys

tem such as has been promoted in connection

with the Railroad Department in New York

City, is similar. Many men who had noth

ing to show in savings or property after ten

or twenty years of renting, have in a less

LEST GAINING GAIN ON THEE

Be thrifty, but not co: clous: therefore give

Thy need, thine honour, and thy friend his due.

Never was scraper brave man. Get to lice;

Then line, and use it; else it is not true

That thou has gotten. Surely use alone

Mak.es money not a contemptible stone.

Necer exceed thy income. Youth may make

Even with the year; but Age, if it will hit,

Shoots a bow short, and lessens still his stake.

As the day lessens, and his life with it.

Thy children, kindred, friends upon thee call:

Before thy journey fairly part with all.

Yet in thy thrilling still misdoubt some evil.

Lest gaining gain on thee, and make thee dim

To all things else. Wealth is the conjuror's devil.

Whom, when he thinks he hath, the devil hath him.

Gold thou mayest safely touch; but if it slick.

Unto thy hands. It woundeth to the quick..

What skills it, if a bag of stones or gold

About thy neck, do drown thee? Raise thy head;

Take stars for money,—stars not to be told

By any art, yet to be purchased.

None is so wasteful as the scraping dame;

She lose Ih three for one,—her soul, rest, fame.

GEORGE HERBERT (1630).

period secured and paid for their own

homes.

The Thrift plan and methods were per

fected after the study of insurance schemes

devised and operated in many English and

Continental manufacturing concerns. It is

in no sense fraternal, but aims to promote

independence. Men deal with The Thrift

in a business way.

Nearly 9,000 persons have availed them

selves of this method of saving. Certificates

mature each month, and the fact that in

nearly every case the depositor immediately

opens a new account shows that the habit

of systematic saving has grown on him.

Boys whose parents opened small ac

counts for $1.00 or $2.00 a month, when they

became wage earners increased the amount

to $5 or $10, and there have been numerous

cases where the money saved in this way

was the means of starting the lad in a

successful business while he was in his

early twenties. There have been cases of

the parents starting an account for a child

immediately after his birth, and thus ip

small amounts, never missed at the time,

accumulated enough to defray the cost of

his college course when the time came.

The much talked of "First Thousand

Dollars," does not look so large when one

considers that $7 a month invested in the

Instalment Certificates, more than provides

it, and yet in no place in the world does

$1,000—amount to so much—or so little—

as in the City of New York.
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THESE reminders are taken from the new Thrift Exhibit prepared under

the direction of Raymond P. Kaighn for the Industrial Department.

The co-operation of the American Bankers' Association has been se

cured in the preparation of three motion picture films telling the thrift

story, also a personal expense folder for the use of wage earners.

Outlines of a series of six talks on thrift, with stories to illustrate,

have been prepared. All of these aids will be available for use by city and

town Associations featuring thrift in industrial communities.
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THERE is a real thrift spirit abroad. The Railroad Associations have

been among the first to promote it. The rural organization work calls

attention to it constantly. The Boys' Department is the great training

ground and its leaders are alert to the need. The Army and Navy Associa

tions are handling millions of dollars for safety.

Every Department of the Association work has its thrift propaganda.

Not the least of these is the Employment Department. We are beginning to

realize the opening this Department makes into the lives of men right at the

point where the thrift idea can be rooted.
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The True Thrift Motive—

By CHAS. R. TOWSON—

THERE IS A THRIFT that leads to

freedom and there is a thrift that

leads to slavery. His was the true thrift

who said: "Gather up the fragments, let

nothing be lost"; but who also said, "No

world gain can offset soul loss."

Thrift?

There have been very many of those whose

thrift meant getting and holding until the

savings bank became their temple of wor

ship, and the rustle of deeds and interest-

bearing paper the music of their souls.

Farmers and their wives have toiled

early and late, winning from reluctant

fields harvests that yielded a surplus, that

surplus went quickly into more land—field

was joined to field by the constant toil and

thrift of those workers who meanwhile

grew lean of body and leaner of mind. The

children coming of age, resisting home con

ditions, went to the city, returning to those

farms for the last time when the wills were

read, to claim and, if need be, to fight for

their part of the fruit of the thrift of those

lean lived parents.

In the name of thrift, business men have

sacrificed their own and their employes'

finer selves. They have disregarded na

ture's laws and broken the first, the fourth,

and rubbed the edge off of the sixth com

mandment. Some have neglected wives and

not a few have put their banks ahead of

their boys.

Industries have been inherited from fore

bears who left records of success, expressed

in terms of "gave undivided attention to

business," "careful manager," "excellent

credit," "a paying plant," "a large for

tune," etc., and it has taken a generation

to lift, from the spirit of employes and com

munities, the weight imposed by the rigid,

narrow, soul-starving thrift of the found

ers.

On the other hand some heirs have taken

industries that breathed the spirit of

friendliness and good-will, resulting from

long years of personal friendly contact be

tween employer and employes, and sub

stituted a rigid impersonal order in the

name of "efficiency"-—thrift up to date.

"Leaks" were stopped by letting out old

employes. Human hopes were destroyed,

families separated and friendship's ties

broken because "good business" required

the changes. Such progress has made the

world richer in things but poorer in things

human.

How strange that some communities show

economic thrift and social bankruptcy—

that our thriving centers contain most of

our slums.

Thrift!

What is the difference between the thrift

that enslaves and the thrift that frees? It

is the Motive. It is the difference between

working with reference to things or things

human.

The Association is trying to promote

thrift, but from the right motive as well

as by right methods—that one's own and

others' lives may be enlarged.

We want no thrift which breeds the

shrewd—the selfish—the unsocial.

Let us remind young men that to want

to get is human—to want to get in order

to give is divine—provided the getting is

fair.

Teach them to master possessions—not to

become masters of men to get things.

Not simply masters of money, but mas

terful in the use of money.

Show them the blessing of that economic

freedom that makes possible larger social

service. Of being freed from want—in or

der to meet want. Of getting money—in

order by wise giving to transform it into

life.

Remind them that a man can change a

surplus into living seed. An automaton

may give what it gets, a machine can give

out coin, but a man can plant that coin as

living seed in the soil of human need and

get a harvest of transformed life.

Thrift of Saving and Spending

In the realm of industry especially there

is need for thrift. Conditions would be

mightily changed for the better in many in

dustrial communities if the wage earners

and the wage spenders—the wives and

mothers—had been trained to know the

value of dollars, the value of foods, and that

spending a little less or a little more than

the income meant economic independence or

slavery.

But when we urge thrift upon the work

ers let us keep in mind those whose eco

nomic independence could be greater but for

their striving to save their wives from con

stant drudgery and to keep their boys and

girls in school. Let us remember, too, that

the appeal that will win the single man

earning two dollars a day will have differ

ent effect upon the married man who con

fronts the schedule shown on the next page.

Instead of hoping for a saving he must

face a deficit even though he works every

working day in the year—unless his condi

tions can be changed.
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THE PROBLEM OF MANY FAMILY

MEN

Cost of Living— Per Day

Family of five :

Foo.d at seven cents per

meal each $1.05
Kent 50
Fuel and light 15
Clothing five cents a
day each 25

$1.95

365 days at $1.95 per
day $711.75

Income—

3fi!> less 58 Sundays and
holidays 307

Average wage per day. $2.00 614.00

IN DEBT $97.75

Doctor, Medicine, Carfares, Books, Church,

Furniture, Recreation

He feels hopeless. We may not count

him out of our thrift campaign, but we

must find the method to fit his case. This

may be done by helping to increase his

earning capacity by education or by adver

tising him with his employer, or by teach

ing home economics that will enable his wife

to cut a cent or two from the cost of each

meal. Too often the only way open is to let

the wife and children go to work.

Then there are the boys ! Why not a cam

paign for "every boy with a bank account

for a worthy purpose"—not simply for the

sake of saving, but saving that will enlarge

the life. What would it mean to have all

of the boys in our membership take this

first great step in thrift!

But again we must remember those boys

who get wages—some enough to save

largely; others getting as much, but because

of home burdens can scarcely save at all.

Let us preach thrift to both, but to one it

will be the thrift of saving—the other the

thrift of spending and the same motive for

both—a larger life for themselves and

others.

Here is a boy of 16, the oldest of a fam

ily of ten; he makes $8 a week keeping a

news stand 12% hours a day and 5 hours

on Sunday in a cold, damp, underground

passage in a railway station. His father

allows him $1 a week. Here is another boy :

mother dead, father a drunkard. He is un

able to recognize a letter. Our thrift meth

ods with these two boys must be different.

We will help the one to save his body, the

other to save his mind, and both to use

what money they have aright. What a

chance we have to give suggestion and guid

ance and to impart the right motive!

And Some Thrift Methods

International Industrial Secretary

Among the helps being made available for

thrift work are (1) Motion picture films

popularizing thrift. (2) Individual expense

account records for personal distribution—

gratis. Other records more complete for

sale at low cost. (3) A series of outlines

for practical talks at shop meetings. (4)

An exhibit of cartoons like those shown on

pages 124, 125, for use in Association build

ings or shops.

Hie Promoter—But methods will mean

little without enthusiastic and intelligent

use. The secretary holds the key. In a low

wage mill village a worker and his wife,

with three small boys, 12, 9 and 7, have $250

in the bank. The saving began when the

secretary gave the older boy a bank book

with $1 deposit for a tomato club prize.

Not a cent has been withdrawn.

The secretary also is the example. "I

haven't smoked a cigarette in a week," said

a boy of twelve to the secretary, "I want to

be as good a fellow as you are." Here was

the opening for a great thrift talk.

Some secretaries are getting young men

to open bank accounts. Employes' savings

funds are advocated. Others push "Christ

mas" savings funds. Some remind young

men that taking out a life insurance policy

is the beginning of financial wisdom. Build

ing and Loan stock is explained as an in

vestment. Others are putting on courses in

home economics at the building or in the

shops. Cooperative buying is being organ

ized. In many places where there are front

or back yards, garden contests have been

set up that have yielded fresh vegetables,

saved money and made men and boys think

more of their homes.

An Enemy—While we are pushing thrift

methods let us not forget the greatest single

cause of thriftlessness—DRINK. Are we

dealing as directly as we should with this

great CAUSE? We are proud of the Asso

ciation's record as a remedial agency and of

its work in individual character building.

But have we done our best collectively to

prevent the thriftlessness flowing from the

saloon?

Have we anything to offer, for example,

to that great mass of men and boys of for

eign birth and parentage concerning whom

we are told "they cannot and will not get

along without drink?" Employers tell us

this and some are running canteens, think

ing that they are verily doing God's serv

ice—and their stockholders' as well. What

a loss is being sustained because of drink

among these workers. Here is a schedule

of a recent Polish wedding:
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DRINK, $6G.80; Meat, $26.06; Music, $25;
License, $1 ; Marriage Ceremony, $15 ; Flowers,
$4.50; Bride's Clothing, $28.50 ; Groom's Cloth
ing, $20.50; Photographs, $12.50; Police Super

vision, $8 ; Railroad Fare, $8.

When that young man went to work after

his wedding he was not only without money

but he was in debt. What thrift program

has the Association to offer such young

men?

In Industry

Wherever the Association has been en

abled to cooperate in industry, results have

followed that benefited not only individuals

and communities, but proved of direct ad

vantage to the industry.

Insurance Saved—A group of industries

that are paying the salary of an extension

secretary to work among their foreign-born

employes, found recently that the First-aid

and Accident prevention teaching given

these employes by that secretary enabled the

company to secure a reduced rate on their

workmen's compensation insurance, and the

amount they saved was greater than their

contribution to the secretary's budget. An

other mill employing colored labor cut out

all of its outside casualty insurance as a

result of similar service to their workers.

Strike Saved—A secretary in a textile

field says : "We were able to prevent a strike

by bringing about a better understanding."

A manager of a lumber mill said : "We were

threatened with a strike. The secretary

who was teaching our workers English acted

as go-between. The men got their increase

in wages, but did not have to burn the mill

down to get it." The superintendent of a

coal company said: "If that secretary had

been here we would have had no strike," and

the vice-president of a copper mining com

pany said: "During the strike there was

less bitterness because of the Association's

influence."

Waste Saved—One of the great wastes in

industry is due to changing labor. One

company hires 16,000 hands every year to

get 15,000 at work. Another had to hire

96 hands in one year to keep eight jobs

filled. Such waste is being stopped in some

places. See that loomfixer—son of a moon

shiner—he entered the gymnasium two

years ago. He was a cigarette fiend; his

wife chopped the wood; his home was filthy.

Look at him now. Look at his garden; it

is a model. He read twenty-eight good books

this year, is a Bible student, an assistant

Sunday School teacher and a live worker on

committees. Hear him say, "I ain't got

much education, but my children is going to

get all I can give 'em." He got a new vision

and saw what he was wasting, and he re

fused to leave his job in that mill village

last year even when offered more pay else

where. What wonder the mill superin

tendent could say, "This Association helps

me to run my job. I can keep more and

better help."

Community Saved—Environment affects

character, and community character is an

asset or liability to industry. Hear this mill

superintendent: "I lived here when there

was only a tumble down school house and

weather beaten church. There was hardly

a house without broken glass; there was

drunkenness, wild fire religion and dancing

all night. Since we have had good schools,

churches and Christian Associations we have

a model community. I am glad I have a

part in this, and the time is coming

when the mills that do not have these things

and show their employes more consideration

are going to have a hard time to get help."

In another village a bunch of bad boys were

interested in a clean-up campaign. This was

followed with a garden club, then a savings

account was opened; now they are in night

school classes.

And all of these "savings" come from set

ting up right character standards, exalting

the right motive and the use of sound eco

nomic and social methods.

One's thriving may cost another dear.

Others—a community—even a nation may

have to bear the burden of the "success" of

one. But when thrift means filling one's

hands with fruit to sustain himself and oth

ers, getting a foothold so as to lift others,

fashioning a key to open treasure houses of

blessing to others—it is a great objective.

Let us have a thrift campaign that will in

still this motive.

help the: other

FELLOW

Set aside from

your wac/es

^omcthinc for

BENLVOLENCF and

0*"t the pleasure

and satisfaction

of systematic

cJivina ■
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A Friendly Lift to Thrift

What a one-time near Hobo wrote

the Secretary at Des Moines

I FOUND MYSELF just about penniless

four years ago. I had been out of work

for months and had no home or place to go

to like many others who had "fed on father"

when out of work. Like many another

youth, I was always glad to have a good

time and was a pretty good farmer of

"wild oats." When I got out of work I

didn't have the right kind of friends to put

me at some thing that would supply bread.

Finally, I went broke in a strange city;

my credit was no good, but I had to live.

I boarded a freight train for I didn't know

where and saw considerable country. I was

almost willing to give up and be a "hobo,"

but somewhere something gave me hope

that the end would be brighter. Finally, I

dropped off from a blind baggage in Des

Moines and wandered through its streets

until I saw the Y. M. C. A. sign. I looked

at it for a long while. It looked like hope.

When a small boy I had the privilege of be

longing to the "Y" gym, and had remem

bered their kindnesses and wondered if they

would look at me if I went in as an "out

cast."

It was a battle to decide. I determined to

try it anyway. I went in, met a secretary

in the doorway and I noticed him size me

up, again wondering if he was going to

throw me out or let me come in. I stayed

in. I stated my condition about as briefly

as I could. Something like this: "I am a

down-and-outer, can I get any sympathy

here?" The young man took me to the

desk of jolly old Bert Hadley and introduced

me. He gave me a towel and told me to

take a bath. When I came back I had to

introduce myself over again. It was about

three p. m. then. Bert asked me what I

wanted, and I told him a JOB would make

me about the richest man in town. He

helped me to get a little job and before I

got anything to eat that night I earned

sixty cents (the biggest sixty cents ever

coined). With it I got me a twenty-cent

soup-supper and Bert got me a twenty-five

cent bed. In the morning I couldn't stand

too much prosperity and spent the remain

ing fifteen cents for breakfast.

I had new hopes and was optimistic. Bert

got me another little job and I earned forty

cents more. Then I went out and looked

for a job; praised be the Lord! I got one

at the magnificent—to me then—salary of

six dollars a week.

I lived on the first six dollars I received

for two weeks, I paid my room rent out of

it and paid for everything I ate in those two

weeks. When I got my second six dollars I

was too rich and blew myself for a whole

twenty-five cent dinner on Sunday and re

membered it all the rest of the afternoon—

my stomach couldn't stand the sudden extra.

I stayed on this job about six weeks. The

work was feeding a press and I went to the

boss and asked him what the outlook of the

job was. There was none; I quit.

I left and had another job in an hour, in

a railroad stockroom, that payed $1.75 a

day. Not being built on the herculean or

der, this was somewhat hard on me, and I

wasn't very speedy tossing around trucks

and car wheels. I lasted ten weeks there

and saved twenty-two dollars over ex

penses, when I was taken sick and dear old

Bert sent me to the hospital, without any

hesitancy. This laid me up for about four

weeks. When I was able to go to work

again, I got a job as cashier at fifty dollars

a month. Then I decided to go to business

college, so I paid one month's tuition, one

month's room rent, bought my books and

started out with the course with a bank bal

ance of five dollars. When I took another

position I had more money than that.

I now have a position with a corporation

known all over the United States in its line

of business. I have my official title with

this company, my own desk, and my own pri

vate secretary, and I started in as book

keeper. I can do that long coveted trick of

putting my feet up on the desk and telling

some one else what to do instead of being

one of them to be told. But I must confess

that putting my feet on the desk habit is

one not easily acquired, as the privilege of

doing it was not earned that way, and it's

hard to break some habits.

Now you told me to leave out the romance,

but I won't. It was this way. After I was

around the Association for a few weeks,

Bert came to me one Saturday night and

told me to go to Sunday School the next day,

and I told him to go to thunder. Now, I am

a church member and a Sunday school

teacher. Bert didn't go where I said, but I

went where he said. We had some discussion

on it but the jury gave him the verdict.

And I went the next Sunday and the next,

and then some more. Finally, I met the lady

who is now Mrs. Ex-Hobo, and today we

own everything we have, which is enough to

be comfortable, and some swell nest-egg in

the B-a-n-k Bank, for the rainy day when it

comes.

Just a word more. I am glad to give this

experience, and I am proud that I got

through and succeeded, but I am not proud

that I had to do it. I wish I had seen the

better way long before.
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Thirty Years' Tithing

By W. D. CHAMBERLAIN

Whose Giving Kept

Pace with His Getting

Here is an intimate out-of-the-life experi

ence of a business man who was impressed

to give as a matter of principle in a Bible

class of the Dayton Association nearly

thirty years ago. Mr. Chamberlain fur

nished this at the request of his friend E.

L. Shuey, who had overheard him remark

when making a $15,000 pledge for the Day

ton Association building that he "owed much

more than that to the Y. M. C. A. for what

it had done for him." He gave $15 to

a building fund when a young man in 1887,

but declared that it required a greater sac

rifice to save that first $15 than it did the

$15,000. In this personal experience is

shown a system and spirit of giving which

is fully as much a part of wholesome thrift

as the getting and saving of the money.

IT IS NOT easy to know where to begin

to write about tithing. Perhaps my own

experience will be as good as anything.

I was led to begin tithing thirty-two years

ago by David A. Sinclair, secretary of the

Dayton Association. Charles F. Kimmel,

of sainted memory, and William R. Graham

started at the same time. Mr. Kimmel lived

only a few years, but he led a large number

of the members of the church to which he

belonged to become tithers. A pastor of

that church told me, a few years ago, that

he had never before had a church where the

finances were so well cared for; the situation

here was so different from his experience

in other pastorates that he investigated and

found a large number of tithers, which ex

plained it all. Mr. Kimmel, while little

more than a boy, became the first secretary

of the Association at Youngstown, 0. He"

put the same spirit and method into his

work there. In a few years he burned out

his life in service. So great was his impress

upon the people of Youngstown that his

name is even today a household word among

those who knew him.

Mr. Graham is a resident of Dayton, and

told me a few years ago that tithing had

been a great blessing to him. This I know,

that, while he has been only moderately

blessed in this world's goods, he is a spirit

ually minded man and has been greatly

blessed in his homo life, having four sons

and two daughters, all of whom are Chris

tians. Two sons are in Association work.

Mr. Graham is a strong man in his church.

I attribute all of my success in life to the

decision I made in 1883 to put one-tenth of

my income into the Lord's treasury. Of

necessity I had to adopt a system of ac

counting. I learned to be methodical.

Though I traveled eight years, which is

liable to make one careless in his accounts,

it did not jar me off the track.

There were several things that tithing

did for me.

1. It made me systematic.

t. It made me more careful about my

expenditures. I could not take one-tenth

out of my income and be careless about the

other nine-tenths.

8. It made me more intelligent in my

giving. Having this money to distribute,

I must know where it would count for most.

U. It deepened my interest in the work of

the Kingdom. My views of responsibility

were enlarged, and my field became the

world. My neighbor? Yes! but also my

city, my state, my country, my world, all to

be won for Christ.

I want to go back to those first days of

1883, for I have discovered tonight, for the

first time, that they have a bearing on the

present that I had not seen.

My accounts show that on February 17,

1883, I put $6.17, one-tenth of my January

salary, into the Lord's treasury. At the end

of February I added $6.23 from my Febru

ary salary. This made a total of $12.40.

In March, $10 of this amount was sent to

the Baptist Foreign Missionary Society. In

June of that year there was $23.11 in the

treasury. An appeal came to me from

Granville, Ohio, to give toward the new

Baptist meeting house there, that the stu

dents of Denison University might have a

more suitable place of worship. I sent $20

for this. It was my second largest gift.

I hope I will not be misunderstood when

I say that I am now a member of the board

of managers of that foreign missionary

society and a trustee of Denison University.

Both of these positions of trust came to me

unsought. It seems to me that there is a

vital connection between 1883 and 1915,

though I had not seen it until tonight.

Do I believe in tithing? Yes; so much so

that when my only daughter was married,

in 1913, I talked with her about the matter,

and she and her husband agreed that they

ought to become tithers and decided to do so.

I put $100 in bank to start a tithing ac

count for them, and they are having great

joy in administering it. I have never given

them any money, nor will I ever give them

any that will mean so much to them as

that $100, no matter what the amount.

A tither should not be a braggart, for he

is only a sinner saved by grace, and is

simply paying what he owes. Much of his

distribution will be on the quiet; some of it

must be in the open, that he may be known

as God's man and that others may be pro

voked to good works.
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Remaking a Thriftless Indian

Into a Farmer-Christian Leader

A Fifth "Adventure In Faith" told by "Help"

(C. K. Ober)

IT WAS "in the land of the Dakotas."

We were in camp on the shore of a

beautiful lake, with the great open country

stretching westward and upward to the

Rockies.

I was "out after big game," but he had

strayed into camp, and, though only a

drunken Indian, had interested me and chal

lenged my attention. He could speak and

read English and was sober at the time; but

he had been born a pagan, robbed of ambi

tion, initiative and industry by the tribal

system and the care-free life of an Indian

reservation, overcome by the drink habit,

and classified under the general term

"worthless."

If it is true that "the only good Indian is

a dead Indian," he had better been dead,

for he had no hope and few of his friends

had any hope for him.

Whether I sought him out, or he me, I

do not remember, for it was eighteen years

ago; but we sat together under the stars,

when the camp was still, and talked far into

the night. He told me his story and I told

him mine, and I also told him an older story,

of a Friend, who had the secret of character

and manhood, whose friendship knew no

limit or race, habit, or environment; was

undiscourageable, irresistible, and brought

with it a man-saving power. I told him

that I had lived a wild life myself, not from

necessity, as he had, but from choice, not

withstanding my heritage of centuries of

civilization and generations of Christian

ancestry; of the false lights that lured me,

and the despair and death that had con

fronted me.

And then I told him how my Friend had

found me; of the escape, the way out, the

way in, the new life, and the new business

in partnership with my Friend. I told him,

too, that at that very moment my Friend

had no more important business than the

thing that was keeping us awake while the

rest of the camp were sleeping. Then, I in

terpreted the Gospel to him, and tried to

make it plain that, though an Indian, he

"need not err therein."

I told him also about prayer, that wire

less telegraphy of the soul, by which a man

could keep in constant communication with

his Friend, could ask and receive, and never

worry or doubt the outcome of the business

—the business more important and farther

reaching than that of the Hudson Bay Com

pany, with which he was familiar, and I

assured him that this Friend, like the "com

pany," was not too great to do business

with humble people in the vast and distant

spaces.

It was late, but before we parted for the

night we prayed and I commended him to

Him who is able to save and to keep even

"a drunken Indian" to and in the life that

is worth the living and the work that is

worth the doing.

We broke camp next day, and for eighteen

years I had not heard from him, until a few

months ago this report came to me from

the Indian country:

"The change that came in—has been won

derful. Whereas he had been known as the

most debauched, lazy, and altogether worth

less Indian on the reservation, he soon

astonished people by his temperance and in

dustry.

"This Indian is now one of the most suc

cessful farmers in all the Indian country.

Last fall he took $38 in prizes for the best

live stock. He had raised the best bull and

the best calf in all that region. He also

took the prize for the best corn. He has

been raising Galloway cattle, but says that

he is now going to substitute Shorthorns

because his wife cannot make enough butter

from Galloways. He has 43 hogs that are

nearly pure Poland China. Last year he

raised 7,000 bushels of wheat. He planted

and harvested 400 acres of wheat, oats and

barley. He owns 16 large work horses and

has two gang plows which run by four horses

each. He has a 26-foot harrow, which re

quires six horses, and his boys harrow 100

acres in one day. Whereas Indians are apt

to sell their land as soon as they get title to

it, this Indian has been buying land. He

has now bought 240 acres and is renting

120 acres. Two of his children have

graduated from Carlisle and two from

Flandreau. One of his sons is about to

study medicine. The other children are in

dustrious helpers at home.

This Indian is in great demand among

his fellow Indians as a lecturer on general

industry and modern successful agriculture.

He is also a recognized leader and teacher

in man culture, character building, and the

study of the Bible. His own character and

well-known success enable him to speak

with the authority of a man who has some

thing more than theory. He is giving one-

fourth of his time and a large part of his

income to social, industrial and Christian

welfare work among the Indians."

"The Indian Problem?" This Indian

seems to have solved it.

Heredity, habit, environment ? This

man has evidently found something stronger

than the whole combination.

This is good news. It is "the dynamite of

God."
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Thrift With Enlisted Men

Note Cover rage illustration.

THE Brooklyn Navy Branch has en

couraged saving by enlisted men.

When the work was established it was

found that many men, especially those who

had been in the service for some time, on

their return from long cruises would squan

der their savings almost as soon as they

came ashore. They were robbed by saloon

keepers and dive keepers and others whose

sole desire seemed to be to get as much

money as they could from the sailor men.

To prevent this exploitation and encour

age men to save their money, a deposit

system was begun. In thirteen years a

total of $4,014,216 has been handled; this

amount has been received through allot

ment, by mail and by direct deposit. At

the present time there is a balance of

nearly $225,000, upon which interest is

being paid. In 1913, to comply with the

laws, the savings department was

turned over to the Franklin Trust Com

pany, which operates the branch.

A young sailor lad, after having served

an apprenticeship of five years, came into

the building one morning with a salt box

containing over $1,000 in gold and silver

coins. He had been paid off from the

cruiser "New York." This he left for safe

keeping for a while, and later went to Le-

land Stanford University. His savings cov

ered the cost of an engineering course.

A first-class yeoman on one of the crack

battleships had saved more than a thousand

dollars in four years, which he invested in

a business in Brooklyn. Through the dis

honesty of an associate he lost his money

and re-enlisted. He was a fine Christian

fellow and said to me when goinc back, "I

would rather lose my money as I have than

spend it on drink and in such a manner as

to unfit me for a life of usefulness after

leaving the service." He is now a chief

petty officer with an important assignment

and intends to go into business when dis

charged with the money which he is saving.

Another was a fine type of a man, but

addicted to liquor, and never saved. Eight

years ago he took the pledge and started

a bank account; to-day he is one of the most

efficient men in the service, has a fine posi

tion and the snug sum of $1,000.

An Englishman, a machinist mate, first

class, saved several thousand dollars dur

ing twelve years' service which he invested

in a farm on Long Island. He is now a

prosperous farmer.

A one-time newsboy on the streets of

New York, during thirty years' service in

the navy, saved more than $10,000. He is

now retired with a pension of $1,000 a year

and living comfortably. There are at least

four other retired men in the building who

have saved a considerable amount of money.
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PACIFIC EXPOSITION GROUNDS.

A first-class quartermaster and ship's tailor

after sixteen years' naval service, who then

went to his home on a small island off the

coast of Greece with nearly $15,000, writes

that he is looked upon as the wealthiest

man around. He always looked upon the

Association as his banking institution.

Occasional instances of something that is

far better than saving are found, as at Nor

folk Branch. For example: a man is send

ing his brother $35 a month in order that

he may secure a professional education.

Many others are sending generous allot

ments for the support of their parents. A

few are buying real estate and making

their payments through the Association.

The conditions of life in the service do

not make it easier for men to be more

thrifty there than anywhere else. There

is a group which is thrifty, saving money

regularly; and there is a group which ap

parently takes little heed for the future.

Whenever a battleship is in the Brooklyn

Navy Yard, talks on investment by men

who know and are not exploiting sailors, are

given at the building and attended by these

thrifty men of the navy. And many a talk

between-decks on a battleship has saved

men who were sure to be caught by the

clever advertisements of the get-rich-quick

schemes with the smack of gambling which

makes them interesting. One of the "hor

rible examples" which many a speaker has

cited with effect was that of a boatswain's

mate—the man whose pipe called the crew

to quarters after that famous battle at

Santiago when Capt. Jack Philips said:

"Don't cheer, boys, the poor fellows are

dying," and then offered that prayer which

was passed around the world. The boats

wain had retired after thirty years' service

with a nest-egg of $8,000. He was induced

by a 12 per cent, advertisement to invest.

He says: "I got my 12 per cent, all right

—but that's all." Representatives of the

most reliable title and guarantee companies

and banking institutions have given valu

able advice and direction to these men of

the sea how to keep away the land sharks

that prey on the gullible. A constant fight

is maintained to keep wildcat mining

schemes, gold brick, oil and real estate com

panies from the building.



 

One Man's Way Out

AND HOW HE FOUND IT.

I WAS BRED in the country and under

circumstances that forced me to grow to

manhood without an education. My father

was a lumberman and therefore we lived

most of the time in the woods, and far from

a school house. When I was eleven my

father lacked a man in the saw mill and

asked me if I thought I could fire the en

gine. I thought I could, and afterwards I

made such a good hit at it that father never

found time to send me to school. So all the

education I got until 28 years of age was

what little I picked up. I could hardly read

or write and could work in addition but a

very little.

When I was 16 father and I had some

misunderstanding and I started out in the

world. I was only a boy without training.

I got my hands in at saw milling enough

to begin to work by contract. I had begun

to think that I knew all about the business

but I made two or three bad deals and went

down so fiat that I could not dig out.

I decided to get married, not stopping to

think that in case I did not make good I

would not only suffer myself but cause an

other to suffer with me. I ran a saw mill

in the south, when my wife was taken sick

and I had to come back home.

I was up against it. Having made a fail

ure of it in the country, I turned to the city.

I got on the street car as motorman and

very soon found that the car was no place

for me.

When I was waiting for my run a man

asked me to join the Scranton Railroad

Christian Association. I had no thought

then that it would be the means of making

a man of me.

The next year I went to work at the rail

road car shop. I knew nothing about it.

One day at noon I heard the educational

director talk on what the Railroad Associa

tion had done and could do for working

men. I told my wife that night that I was

going to the night school. Of course she

wanted to know what I intended to do. I

said that I didn't know but I intended to

make a start, that was all I knew.

That first night I learned one of the great

lessons of my life and that was how little

I knew. The instructor after talking a few

minutes, thought I could read in the third

reader. When I made the attempt he said

he guessed I would have to try something

easier, but if I would follow his advice, he

could help me make a man of myself. How

much I appreciate what those few words

meant to me.

More than once I was on the point of giv

ing up but I began to get a hold, when I got

a start in arithmetic, I learned that was my

stronghold. After the second year I took

a course in mechanical drawing, which I

mastered in about three years.

About this time my shop foreman

came to me and said: "Joe, we are building

three sample cars and I have had a gang

at them for two weeks and they are about

to give the job up; how would you like to

give them a trial?"

I told him I would try.

He handed me the blue prints and said :

"Now, it is up to you. Do your best."

In less than three weeks I built the cars

which it took the other gang three weeks to

start; and it was all due to my study of

mechanical drawing and the ability to read

blue prints. From that time I did all of

that kind of work and every day I could

see my mind begin to respond to the train

ing that I was receiving at the Association

Night School.

My studies had become a pleasure rather

than a hardship. At this time a reading

club and class in history were organized

during the noon hour. These studies helped

to open a new world to me and I remained

a member of the reading club and the

history class for several years.

Three years ago the company sent me out

to inspect new cars. Later I became fore

man—promoted after examination.

It is no disgrace to my mind to grow to

manhood without an education if circum

stances have been such that it is impossible

to get it, but it is a disgrace to go through

life without an education when you have

an institution like the Association begging

to help you.

367
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Still work has gained steadily in every de
partment. Year ended with all bills paid.

BANGALORE—Have tested nearly 1000
boys by the physical efficiency test. In this
land where sleeping rooms are without
fresh air* unsanitary disposal of sewage,
and wrong conceptions of the care of the body
prevail, this is an exceedingly important
piece of work.

HAVANA—The pick of the island of
Cuba has been secured for the secretary
ship of the Association in Luis Berenguer,
?'aduate of Dickinson College, fervent
hristian, man of much business ability,

loved by all who know him, holding the
respect of the whole community. The offer
that brought him to the Association was
twice as much work with half as much pay.

TIENTSIN—"Formerly I smoked from
thirty to fifty cigarettes aTday, now I take
my dinner at the Association and leave my
cigarets at home, for I know that I should
not smoke there." This young man has
entered a Bible class and is an enthusiastic
member of the professional men's gymnasium
class .

TOKYO—4,600 German prisoners were
given a happy Christmas with a Christmas
tree and other presents for each, sent by
National Committee. Fifty thousand letter
heads bearing a German Christian greeting
were furnished. The railways carried these
gifts free. The hard times have not pre
vented 790 men from continuing their mem
bership in the City Association. Employ
ment Department m three months records
1,500 interviews, 1,160 applications for
work, 528 employers seeking men and 271
men placed in positions. One hundred post
office clerks have entered the day school.

SAN JUAN—A gain of 96 members in
three months is a sign of the Associa
tion's ability to overcome difficulties. Fruit
ful meetings held every Sunday afternoon
for over 500 men in the penitentiary.

SANTIAGO—Determined to organize an
Association in this city of 400,000, the domi
nant influence in a state of 4,500,000. It
needs the Association as much as any similar
city in North America.

MEXICO -"The most agreeable feature
of the Mexican situation is the record of the
Association during the last year." That is
the estimate of one of the bankers of the
city. Firms that were losing money daily
have renewed their subscriptions. Banks
which were in a precarious condition, have
not failed in their usual donation. Over
$24,000 of the $26,000 needed for the year's
running has been secured.

NAGASAKI—A new Bible class of the
City Commercial School had 32 men at
its second meeting, only five of whom had
ever before held a Bible in their hands.

NANKING—"We came to hear the Jesus
doctrine and we are not going to be put off
with any demonstration of flying machines."
This was the declaration of government
students being entertained in [an overflow
meeting, who feared they would not have the
chance to get into the evangelistic meeting.

-An evening class in rail
road traffic work taught by prominent men
of the Shanghai-Nanking Railway, is the
latest addition to the educational course.
The membership contest closed with 946
renewals or new members. Eleven choice
boys in the day school were baptized New

Year's Day.

BUENOS AIRES—The superintendent of
high school education for the Argentine

Republic has become an enthusiastic sup
porter of Association welfare work and given
$300 toward equipment of room for work for
poor boys in a congested section of the city.

CONSTANTINOPLE—Wars and rumors
of wars have not stopped the work. The
Pera Association secured 1J0 new mem
bers without special effort. A new Bible
class of 30 members of the Greek Church
in the Constantinople Association is another
assuring result. The Association at St.
Paul's College, Tarsus, have increased their
membership from 50 to 150 men.

HANGCHOW—The Governor of the
Province has chosen a group of young offi
cers of seven regiments of the army to
receive special, training for athletic work by
Crocker and Hon, which they in turn are to
pass on to men of other regiments.

TOKYO—The celebration of the third
anniversary of the establishing of the Chi
nese Republic included a prayer meeting
attended by nearly 100 Chinese students,
very few of whom were as yet professing
Christians. The meeting was one of the
most impressive of the day.

LUCKNOW—A new dormitory accommo
dating 15 men had 50 applicants. The
leading physicians of the city have co
operated in a series of lectures on health
and sanitation.

FOOCHOW—To battle plainie 180 stud
ents distributed 35,000 handbills dealing
with causes, in homes of the city.

PEKING—Union Medical College Asso
ciation has enlisted 115 of the 120 students
in social service.

KYOTO—Racial prejudice dies out in our
new Cosmopolitan Club which includes
Japanese, Chinese, Koreans, Formosans,
Hindus and Americans.
HAVANA—"Desiring to give you proof of

the high opinion I have conceived for your
Association, I take this opportunity to offer
you the flag of this young republic as a great
honor for me as Mayor of this Capital City."
(Signed) The Mayor. He later gave $500
toward the furnishing fund of the Association
Building.

BUENO AIRES — 800 men a day and,
every department of new building crowded.

Men leaving for Europe, Britishers, German,
French, are being replaced steadily by large
numbers of Argentine youth joining. Uni
versity Association has 311 members.
MONTEVIDEO —New location attracting

increased number of men; 240 new members
makes total 650. Without advertisement
facilities for educational work taxed to
utmost capacity. Gymnasium men pro

jecting Association spirit through leadership
of classes in institution for blind and other
places. Sunday evening conference reaching
men who never attend Church. i
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From the Viewpoint of Association Men

Thrift There is a message and

interpretation of good old

Anglo-Saxon, Christian THRIFT in this

issue. No question but what it is needed.

May it be heeded. Rarely has Association

Men brought together such a "Presidential

Range" group of writers in one issue—men

whose messages command attention and are

packed with sound sense. But the theme is

barely introduced. It is capable of infinite

expansion and application. Thrift is the

interpretative word of the Association.

Thrift follows all its engagements and

measures all its activities. An entire issue

could be filled with the thrift results from

the services of any one strong Association.

It would teem with life interest stories

from the life readjusting effect of its re

ligious services and teaching in shops and

factories; in its educational classes where

thousands of men have studied after work

ing hours receiving training for life's en

gagements; where boys have grown to

manhood shaped and safeguarded by its

principles and sentiments; the butcher,

landlord, or grocer could tell stories of bills

paid, families cared for, and business in

creased from the Association's readjusting

influence in a railroad, lumber or cotton

mill town; men have come to a new sense

of saving and of earning and giving. Full

as this number is, great sections of Asso

ciation service are unreported, such as the

physical, employment, student and rural

departments. Much copy crowds our desk

and is in type for the next issue. And this

may mean, and if we do not mistake, will

mean a "Reprint" from the two issues

which shall become an interpretative cam

paign document on THRIFT.

To their wives most men owe most of

their success, prosperity and efficiency. She

husbands the resources and guards the

leaks. She makes his life; she bears the

real burdens and makes the sacrifices. A

fitting tribute to her place in the thrift

program of a man's life is in type but is

held over till next month.

By-Products of Teach thrift. Organize

Thrift Teaching thrift. Get sense into

men's heads about getting,

spending, and giving dollars and pennies.

This by-product of a railroad Association

buying club measures the kind of result

that should follow any thrift teaching.

Cost of living reduced; 15 began to buy

homes; 11 bought building and loan asso

ciation stock; 22 opened savings bank ac

counts; hundreds buy more wisely, pay as

they go, live within their means and plan

ahead for their living and their lives.

Corn clubs have brought a new thrift

not only to farmer boys, but to communities.

And thrift goes with the Gospel talks in

shops. In one where drunkenness and dis

tress reigned among men, and families

were suffering, workmen are now sober,

and one man who was a spendthrift now

owns two houses and his wife and children

are clothed and educated, happy and Chris

tian.

Teach a boy to sell as well as save. A

business college can teach only accounting.

Real business promotion comes by getting

customers and "delivering the goods."

Thousands of boys are gaining a sense of

business by selling Curtis publications, and

incidentally the boys sell nearly two mil

lion copies weekly. And who can measure

the thrift results of the boys' garden clubs?

t* * v -i Begin to save something
Put the Knife ey(fry week gtudy ho*

in Deep to buy But first get

over the fear of being called a "piker,"

"tightwad," "mean," "parsimonious," "close"

—the epithets which make a man cringe

and play the fool. Put the knife in deep on

fancies and follies which make a man a

glutton and drunkard and spendthrift and

a boy a "candy baby" or soda-swiller.

Men who are "good fellows" at the bar are

worse than barbarians at home. It's the

way a man uses his money that measures

his character and his sense. Teach thrift,

practice it. One secretary who now owns

his own house writes us:

I wish I could give something worth while on

thrift. I could only help by offering myself as a

horrible example. I was never taught to save,

and being naturally a spendthrift passed forty

before I began to stem the tide. I think that the

duty of teaching thrift should be laid upon par

ents. Our Associations ought to teach in some

co-ordinated fashion the thrift that is Included

in the book of Proverbs with the spirit of giving

that is taught in the New Testament. We do

not teach either adequately.

p The pursuit of wealth for
Where from wealth alone is unworthy

Is Loss tne jife devotion of man.

The man who gains money at the cost of

his honor, his manhood, and life's richest

experiences of heart and mind, is most im

provident. Money is good only for what

it will provide. "Covetousness, which is

idolatry," takes its place with that cate

gory of black sins which blast a man's life

and destroy the possibility of his entering

the kingdom of God. Foresight and covet

ousness cannot be compared; economy is
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not of the same order. It is grasping

avarice which reaches out in selfish clamor

for others' possessions and cannot be satis

fied. All it gets but whets the appetite for

more. A consuming idolatry at the shrine

of Mammon or what-not, jealously forbids

. any other worship and cannot know the

spirit of the gospel—a spirit which gives

and finds its delight in giving. The first

commandment says, "Thou shalt have no

other God before Me." The tenth says,

"Thou shalt not covet." Jesus said: "What

shall it profit a man if he gain the whole

world and lose his own soul?"

Foiling the Utter ruin, despair and

Loan Shark suicide follow the 10% a

month, 100% to 200% a

year, usury of the loan shark. In Wash

ington thousands of government clerks

squirm in his toils. One out of six people

of Boston are borrowers. Great numbers

of policemen, railroad men and civil service

workers borrow at these fearful rates.

Woods White, of Atlanta, has been doing

a man's job along with his Atlanta friends

in fighting them and opening a poor man's

bank. Provident Loans and Credit Unions

are helping in these crises of men's lives,

when in sickness and distress they "must

have money." Railroad office men in Phila

delphia beat out the loan shark by deposit

ing a dollar a month with their treasurer,

allowing any member to borrow from the

fund at 1%% interest per month. As the

result the men were helped in emergencies

which come to all, and, at the close of the

first year, each shared a profit of 77 cents

on the dollar.

Fool

Investments

"And he took me high up

into the air and showed

me ten per cent," told the

story of temptation many a business man

has fallen for. And who has not been bit

ten by get-rich-quick schemes or real estate

offers of "inside deals" promising ten,

twenty or fifty per cent by a friend? Even

the Harriman and Gould estates had a

million or more such worthless "stuff" to

charge off. Ministers, professors and sec

retaries are called easy marks by the

schemers. Note Dr. Warner's experience

told on page :!52, and later read the full

chapter on investments in his interesting

autobiography. Honest as most of the ex-

secretaries and ex-preachers have been who

have engaged in selling real estate or stocks

of which they knew little, and who capi

talized on their acquaintance with the

Christian public, fully nine-tenths of them

have left a woeful track of wreckage. The

life savings of poor people have been swept

away. One of them, called the most con

servative and able, who was at one time in

command of a million dollars or more,

writes from near-poverty, "with a great

longing for the old days." And they might

have served men with great usefulness.

McCoy, of San Francisco, who has stood to

his work with men where investment pro

moting and gambling were rampant, looks

back on thirty years and recounts those ex

periences told on page 375. He adds: "I

could fill a volume telling of boys built into

strong men. There's scarcely a business

house in San Francisco to-day where one

will not find a manager or some prominent

man who got his start, or at some time was

identified with the Association. One is now

mayor of a great city." This is the great

compensation of a life's work. Here is one

secretary's rule which, even with possible

injustice to some, we must print:

I have made it a rule for years never to invest
in propositions submitted to me by ex-ministers
or ex-secretaries or other men who have not had
a long and successful experience in financial af
fairs. This has saved me many a dollar. This
is a day of specialization, and I think we should
consult specialists in financial matcers, as well as
in other affairs, if we are contemplating an In

vestment.

A Working- That was a fine piece of

Together evangelistic work done in

Demonstration china which headed up in

in China tne meetm8s conducted by

Sherwood Eddy. The pub

lic on this side of the water knows his

name only as connected with these meetings

attended by 156,000, mostly students, with

18,000 inquirers lined up with open minds

for Bible study, prayer, and Christian re

search pledged to follow wherever it would

lead. Back of those meetings were months

and years work of Christian missionaries,

churches and Associations. These cam

paigns were "set up" to the last detail two

years ago, and backed by purpose and

prayer that set itself to big things. While

the Association had a large part in it, the

results are to lead directly to the church.

Now thousands of these men, mostly educa

tors and students, are in Bible classes in

the churches and missions. That this is no

ephemeral movement is attested by the solid

returns from the campaign of the year be

fore. Of this one of our secretaries reports

that sixty per cent, of the 200 inquirers in

his city were taught by Japanese pastors

and missionaries; another, that of the 545,

chiefly government students, who presented

cards at Eddy's meetings 39 have been bap

tised and 145 joined the church on proba

tion. In another city, out of 190 employed

boys in the Bible classes 21 have been bap

tised and 114 are on probation. In an-
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other 68, influenced by the Association,

joined churches in the past year, and the

dormitory ever since it was opened has led

a man a month into church membership for

30 months, with 65 per cent, of the residents

being non-Christian. At another point there

were 186 inquirers and 115 have joined the

church; in another 175, with 125 professing

conversion and baptised. At one point for

the first time the workers of three missions

were united in a supreme effort. "The

campaign fused us into one and fired both

us and Chinese alike with a new passion."

The head of a college remarked: "By its

bold faith, fine tact, and painstaking care

fulness in preparation, the Association has

shown us how to successfully set up and

carry through a city-wide evangelistic cam

paign." Bishop Root said that the national

convention brought Christians together on

an unequivocal evangelical basis for mem

bership, and, "I discern here a new national

Christian consciousness. This is what is

happening through the work of the Associa

tion in every center. It is of profoundest

significance to the church." A student in an

educational class converted in the school

publicly joined the church and led twelve

members of his family and business asso

ciates into church membership. Of 579 de

cisions in yet another city, 200 joined the

church and 75 more have avowed their

purpose.

THERE is something greater than thrift

with this Illinois secretary. While

weighing an offer to enter a business at a

larger salary, a young man stopped him

on the street saying he wanted to quit

drinking, but whiskey and the old gang

were too much for him. Could he help him?

He needed a friend that would stick to him,

give him something to do, and tell him

what to do, until the drink desire was out.

So each man met temptation by joining

hands for a fight.

ANEW MISSIONARY MAGAZINE

which marks new measures and sets a

new standard which will be the despair of

any religious publication to meet, is the

World Outlook. It's a travel magazine de

luxe, which tells its story as well as the

best popular literary publication, through

its graphically illustrated pages, clear-cut

surveys, and discriminating getting at the

heart of things; a man sees through it a

country, feels the country, and wants to

help the country and the people. It has

broken away from all precedents. It has

nothing of the strained language of mis

sions about it. It is strikingly illustrated

and mightily impressive. It is interesting

to a business man, and, while published by

the Methodists it is by no means limited by

denomination. Its field is all the world and

all the Christian message and it is well

named the World Outlook. Dr. Earl Tay

lor and Mr. Price have made a great be

ginning. Mr. Willis has a good magazine

to sell, and let us hope the time will soon

come when it will get beyond the need of

financial subsidy.

WITH F. B. Smith as chairman purely

as a layman and Roy B. Guild, execu

tive secretary, a department of the Federal

Council of Churches is being organized, espe

cially to promote the working together as

a unit of the churches and other Christian

forces of a city. There is a vast field of

service open to them in which the Associa

tions will be deeply interested.

TJERMANN HELBING, National Sec-

retary for Germany, is dead. He

had retired, but in the call of need and

without a successor to take the lead, gave

himself to the ministry of the German

troops. Exposure in the work among the

German soldiers in Belgium, where several

soldiers' homes were located, induced pneu

monia. He has been a national leader of

force, an evangelist, a singer and writer of

hymns, a strong, stubborn fighter, a big-

hearted friend. He leaves no trained suc

cessor.

The Association movement, and especially

Troy and New York State, has lost a mighty

man in Mr. William F. Gurley of Troy, a

member of the State Committee for thirty

years since the day of his graduation, and

vice-president from the first of the Troy

Association, a man of solid sense, who loved

the Association, who did things, hated

shams and frills, gave while he lived, and

lived his religion to the full.

The good chairman of the Minnesota

State Committee, Dr. A. E. Haynes, has

passed away. Prof. Haynes has been a

member of the Association for 40 years and

was elected chairman of the Committee in

1899. The brotherhood has lost one of

its warmest and most faithful friends.

A quiet man of rare spirit who lived a

life of faith, who reflected a nobility of char

acter, whose presence at a service was a

benediction, whose daily walk a glorious

sermon, was Philo Deming, a member at

Albany, who lately died at the age of 86.

To get the outlook of his life, read the little

article by him in the March Scribner's on

Growing Old. Here's a paragraph from it:

"The outside of the man or the woman

waxes and wanes, but the 'I myself within

me', that something of which we are con

scious, that spark of the infinite flame seems

as ageless as eternity.
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Campaign Messages

When the Association at Norfolk, Va., entered
on its campaign for a thousand members in six
days, requests went to prominent Virginians, in-
cluding ['resident Wilson, Governor Stuart,
President Alderman, of the University, as well as
Secretary Daniels, to send a letter that might be
used to forward the campaign. Following are
some of those received and which were given
wide publicity. The campaign directed by Mr.
Hockenbury resulted in securing 1,543 members.

Nothing More Valuable to a City

From Pre*. WILSON'S Letter to Norfolk

I HAVE expressed my interest in the

Young Men's Christian Association on a

great many occasions, but every time I ex

press it it seems to me that the feeling

grows in me that nothing is more valuable

to a city than an Association like this.

There is such a splendid mixture of ob

jects in a Young Men's Christian Associa

tion. The supreme object, of course, is to

exhibit the spirit of Christ and to show

what His example will do in a world that

needs that example so much. Then, flowing

out of that, naturally there comes all the

delight of association and of comradeship

and of mutual helpfulness. Men do not

often help each other for their own indi

vidual sakes. There has got to be some

motive bigger than the man himself to make

him a good comrade even, and a generous

friend. The man who serves only himself

is going to serve within a very narrow

circle indeed, and will serve grudgingly,

only as he sees some material or obvious

advantage. The only thing that can move

a man to great service of any sort is some

thing bigger than himself. That is the rea

son the Christian motive, the motive of the

love of Christ, is the supreme motive.

All of these things are delightfully illus

trated in the variety of the purposes and

life of the Association. They are released

in the physical energies; they are released

in the social amenities; they are released in

the religious work; they are released in the

work for others outside of the Association.

The more character a man has to spend and

the less he spends it on himself, the richer

he grows not only, but the richer the com

munity grows. This is a sort of nursery in

which the things that benefit the commun

ity most are planted and nourished. The

social motive is, in the last analysis, in its

highest exhibition, also the Christian mo

tive.

The White House, Washington.

Enriching a Young Man's Life

Letter from President ALDERMAN

BECAUSE of its interdenominational

character, the Young Men's Christian

Asociation of any city is a religious clear

ing house for all Christian forces. It unites

all churches for the accomplishment of gen

eral interests; it is a common meeting place

for all agencies as such ; it bears valuable

testimony to the spirit of unity giving a lo

cal habitation and a name; it is a club for

boys and young men under wholesome influ

ences, affording to the youth of every city a

social center; it takes away the reproach of

religion that all play and recreation have

been cast out to be commercialized and cor

rupted ; it makes religion an every day and

practical matter, touching and enriching all

of a young man's life.

University of Virginia.

Fits into Demand of the Times

The Governor's Message

TF THE CITY of Norfolk will add one

1 thousand new members to its Young

Men's Christian Association, it will do a big

thing for its own future. No community

can be great without citizenship based on

the higher things that life holds. For build

ing up such a citizenship, the Young Men's

Christian Association is, and should con

tinue to be, potential in our state and na

tion. No non-sectarian organization more

nearly fits into the demands of the times for

a clean, useful and honorable manhood. I

have seen much of its work in both urban

and rural sections of our state. In the

country the youths are introduced to the As

sociation and learn the spirit of brother

hood which it exemplifies, creating a source

of strength to the city work. Those boys

who go to the cities are brought into touch

with Christian work at a time when their

dangers are most pressing. Many a useful

life has had its beginning in the elevating

influences afforded by the Young Men's

Christian Association.

Kxecutive Mansion.

Multiply Dividends in Young Men

As Secy. DANIELS Urged the Campaign

THE Young Men's Christian Association

to the moral life of a city is like a clear

ing house to its financial interests. It mo

bilizes and unifies the militant forces of

Christianity in the several churches. It af

fords a common meeting ground for young

men who must have companionship. To

moral environment and inspiring compan

ionship, it adds recreation, opportunity for

improvement, and stimulus to religious ac

tivity. Every young man in a community

ought to connect himself with the Associa

tion whether he can enjoy its privileges reg

ularly or not. There is no dead line of

years in measuring activity and usefulness.

The investment in money in the Y. M. C.

A. building at Norfolk has paid large divi

dends in improvement of its young men.

These dividends will be multiplied every

time a new member is added to the Associa

tion. If a thousand new members are added

in this campaign its usefulness will be in

creased a thousand fold. I can imagine no

advertisement of Norfolk that would do it

more good than the success of this move

ment for one thousand new members of the

Association.

Navy Department, Washington.
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A NOON MEETING WHICH REVOLUTIONIZED A HOLLIDAYSBURG, PA., SHOP.

The foreman of this shop of 353 men said: "I never saw anything work such an influence
for the men in bringing about a general reform. Men have quit drinking, are more content,
seriously consider the vital things of life, provide for their families, and have quit gambling

and cursing."

Thrifty Railroad Men

A By-Product of a Buying Club

Cost of Living Reduced; 15 Began to

Buy Homes; 11 Bought Building and

Loan Association Stock; 22 Opened

Savings Bank Accounts; Hundreds Buy

More Wisely, Pay as They Go, Live

Within Their Means and Plan Ahead

THE RAILROAD EMPLOYEES* CON

SUMERS CLUB of 330 members of

the Port Richmond Association works for

the promotion of thrift and practical econ

omy by the co-operative purchasing of

household and domestic necessities. It oper

ates like a building and loan association on

a cash basis. The purchasing agent had ten

years' service on the road in the grocery

lines. Goods are delivered under a con

tract at 4 per cent, per order. Goods are

purchased at jobbers' prices less trade and

cash discounts and sold at cost plus 5 per

cent, for cost of purchase. The club secre

tary is paid 1 per cent, and the purchasing

agent his day's wages for day needed to

buy, plus one-half of 1 per cent. The price

list carries some 200 articles. Savings

average about 25 per cent. A store will be

opened.

Some of the things which have followed

are: Reduction of the cost of living, men

have learned the value of a dollar. Fifteen

men have started to buy homes, eleven have

taken out building and loan association

stock, twenty-two have opened savings fund

accounts, others who own homes have

opened accounts at banks. But one of the

biggest values—men cease to BUY ON

CREDIT where the size of the bill is never

thought of UNTIL THE END OF THE

MONTH. That means living beyond one's

means, buying things that are not actually

needed, and running into debt. Officials

declare that practically 99 per cent, of the

"book plan buying" has been knocked out.

They are buying by paying cash in advance,

saving on the purchase, buying more wisely,

and learning to PLAN AND THINK

AHEAD.

The Oldest Merchant in Town Says

I HAVE BEEN a resident of Shenandoah,

Va.( for over 40 years and in the mer

cantile business for 25 years. The Young

Men's Christian Association has had a

marked influence on the community since it

came in 1907, and especially on the rail

road men whom the Ass ciation serves.

There are more railroad me in the churches

of our town to-day then there was seven

years ago, the town is cleaner, saloons have

been voted out, the Association has recently

had to build an addition and the work is

growing day by day. In my business I

find my bills are easier to collect and that

I lose less money from railroad men jump

ing their bills. And my business has grown

since the railroad Association was organ

ized. The Association at this point is in

position to do and is doing a very effective

piece of work for the railroad men, the

community, and therefore for the Kingdom

of God. W. T. Miller.

Billy Sunday on Thrift and Religion

From an address to 2200 men at the Port

Richmond, Phila., railroad shop meeting

A MAN is a fool to let the devil back him

J\.in on a side track and lock the switch.

The devil will give you hell on earth and

hell when you get through here. He will

play both ends against the middle and then

whipsaw you between. Choose God and

you are sure of peace on earth and eternal

joy hereafter; choose the devil and you get

it in the neck, going and coming; you are

like the engineer caught on the edge of a

grade between two washouts—you can't go

forward or backward. First thing you know

your brakes slip, and whichever way you

slip, you're wrecked. It's up to you fel

lows. Take your choice. Choose God's

schedule and you will click by the stations

on the tick of the watch and go sliding into

the terminal of heaven right on the dot of

the hour.

Who are you working for? Who pays

the better wages? Every man looks for

ward to pay day. It is fool's play to serve
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Satan and get paid with "hell on earth

and hell hereafter." Men are suckers to

hit the booze and they know it. They are

chumps to trifle with pasteboards and peddle

their money to tin-horn sports. Put by a

little money against that dismal rainy day

that hits every fellow that has to work for

a living. Men are fools not to have a little

store in the bank. No man can work at

the same speed all his life.

APITTSTON MAN whose earning capac

ity was $200.00 per month, but who had

gone so low in drink and dissipation that

his family was scattered and two of his

boys were in charitable institutions and

himself a bar-bum sleeping in fire-rooms

and anywhere that his old railroad fellows

would give him a place. Finally he was

sent to the county home to make sure that

he would not be found frozen to death some

night. One of the directors of the poor, an

active Association man, suggested a meet

ing at the home. This man was aroused.

He was found a job at $1.75 and he has

been making a fine record against heavy

odds for months. Some day he will be

reinstated on the railroad, as the officials

say he was one of the best conductors they

had, when he would leave the booze alone.

ONE EVENING a tired and ugly brake-

man came into the Lafayette building.

It was a hot summer evening, when a man

will drink perhaps more heavily than he

might otherwise. He put his over-clothes

and tin dinner pail on the counter without

a word, and shambled down to the wash

room. Coming into the dining room he

sat on the stool, still without a word. The

cook knew what he wanted. Everybody

knew when Dick would make a beeline for

the corner saloon after supper.

The assistant secretary was a musician,

and he planned to win tjiis fellow. When

Dick came in again they met him with a

cordial "Good evening," After his steak

and coffee the secretary sat down at the

piano and began playing the kind of music

Dick liked, and Dick got as far as the front

porch of the saloon. It looked as though

they had lost, when he came back and asked

to hear that piece again. He played from

Old Black Joe to The Last Hope. Others

came around and it was soon past nine

o'clock. Somebody started a game of check

ers—and the evening was ours. This was

kept up. He always asked for music. He

straightened up his life, and next pay-day he

got a new suit of clothes, a new white shirt,

collar and neck-tie. Next month someone in

troduced him to a very pleasant little lady.

Then he began to save. He won the girl.

This was seven years ago. Last year

when the secretary was walking in another

city, this same Dick stopped him, took him

by the hand, and said: "You remember me?"

"Of course!" "Why can't you go down to

the house, the wife would like to see you,

and we would like to have you see the

children. And, by the way, you will be in

terested to know I have that home paid for

and several hundred in the bank. I never

can thank you enough for what you did for

me." W. N. Northcote.

DISCOURAGED, disheartened and al

most broken in spirit he came to me

last November. He was in debt, his family

of six was extravagant; his habits were

exemplary and he was making a noble

fight to succeed. Yet, he was making no

headway. He realized he was getting

"worse off" each month. He was earning

seventy-five dollars a month and his hope

lay in borrowing a hundred dollars from

a "loan shark", paying all his debts off at

once, start all over again and make a

monthly payment on the loan. We sat

together and called all his creditors by

'phone and to his surprise he found he was

in debt $218—more by $118 than he had ex

pected. When he faced the facts he felt

like throwing up his job, saying "It is no

use." We planned together as how we

could meet this emergency. We came to

this agreement—he was to deposit in the

bank, to our account as agent, twenty dol

lars each pay day, which meant forty dol

lars a month. He was to start living on

thirty-five dollars until matters looked

brighter. We called each creditor and as

sumed the indebtedness as long as he made

the deposits, and from that time on he

was to buy for cash. There was a re

adjustment in his home—the family faced

the situation squarely. A more careful ac

count was taken of each expenditure. As

we write we look on the little record book

and find his indebtedness down to $122,

his building and loan payments up to date,

his life happier and more content. We

found the task difficult but we found one

man saved—determined to succeed at all

costs—and each creditor grateful for the

service to them as well as to the man

himself.

Bradford, Ohio. H. M. Conley.

Money in the bank for the first time after

his marriage made a Danville, Va., man

happy as he handed the bank book to his

wife. That beginning resulted in a home.

A boy for the first time away from home

paying his bills but getting flowers and

candy lavishly was getting in debt. A talk

straightened him out and he began a sav

ings account. A blacksmith's helper got a

start at night school which laid the founda

tion of his business.

It was 19 years ago that an Oneonta man

heard Jim Berwick. He was profane, vul

gar, and useless then. That same man be

came chairman of the branch, foreman of

the shop, and is now prosperous in busi

ness. A factory conductor converted at

the same time became a leader and now

owns his home. These are but a few of

those to whom conversion meant conserva

tion.
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Educational Thrift

A San Francisco Measure of Thirty Years.

ONE of the first bankers of San Francisco

and vice-president and general man

ager of one of the largest banks in the

United States, studied Spanish in the Asso

ciation school some years ago. It got him

a position as messenger boy in that bank.

Because he was able to interpret corres

pondence with Mexico, he was promoted for

his efficiency and step by step climbed the

ladder to the head. Another man, who is

now a director in one of the leading Associa

tions of this state secured a position as

boy to clean out the store and cover the

goods at night. He is now general manager

with a salary of $10,000. He appreciates

what the Association meant to him.

In one of California's cities a few months

ago, where Mr. McCoy took part in the dedi

cation of the Association building, a gentle

man, at the close of the exercises, grasped

his hand and asked "Do you remember me?"

He then related the story of coming to San

Francisco 24 years ago, a boy—alone with

absolutely no future. McCoy got him a posi

tion to mark goods in a laundry, but his ed

ucation was so poor that he could not even

keep that job and was discharged. He

came back discouraged. He was urged to

enter the night school and make something

of himself. For four years he studied. To

day he is one of the expert art merchants in

the United States and just recently sold a

wealthy California lady a bill of art goods

amounting to nearly $50,000. He took Mr.

McCoy to his elegant home to lunch. He

said to his wife, "All I am under God today

I owe to the Young Men's Christian Associ

ation and the influence Mr. McCoy had over

my life."

A green country boy came to the San

Francisco office some years ago, got his

foundation for an education in the night

school, studied law and graduated at the

head of his class and today is a superior

judge of the state. He testifies that he owes

what he is to the influence of the Young

Men's Christian Association.

A PORTER working at ten dollars a

Cxweek took a civil service course at

East Side, N. Y., and is now a railway mail

clerk at sixteen dollars, with regular work,

shorter hours, more energy, and on the way

for further personal development. A rest

less high school boy without objective found

something to hold him in the radio-teleg

raphy which changed his life from the aim-

lessness of the street. Stranded with only

a small unidentified foreign check a Euro

pean university man came to the secretary.

He was met in a friendly way, helped in

cashing his check. It gave him a little new

courage. The man never borrowed, nor

begged, but supported himself bv selling

papers, setting up pins in the alleys, and

even stuffing dolls. He was a guest at the

secretary's home and honored among mem

bers for the fight for living and a place that

is now his with honor. Restaurant waiting

was not too menial a job for a Columbia

law student to earn his board and room.

Tutoring gave him two dollars more a week.

But he takes time to teach without charge

a group of foreigners how to become Amer

icans. He will make a record as a Chris

tian and as a man.

AFEW YEARS ago a young man who was

hanging around street corners came into

Troy's evening school. He studied in

tensely, passed regents', entered law school,

taught and worked until he won his place

at the bar. Another had his ambition

aroused, took the mechanical course, and is

now a chief draftsman. Another is an ar

chitect. A third is an instructor in the

Polytechnic. These are samples of the men

every year who are aroused to a new pur

pose and given a chance to fulfill it.

Seven thrift lectures to Johnstown, Pa.,

members and their wives on home economy

did good work. The subjects were: The

Shrinking Dollar, The Vital Dollar, Salting

the Dollar, Life Insurance, Building and

Loan, Home Accounting, Handling the Pay

Envelope. The last dealt with family earn

ings, including the home garden and

poultry.

Lectures and talks on thrift are backed,

in Portland, Ore., by personal talks of the

secretary or director with out-of-town men

boarding in the city, who leave their money

with them, get points about choosing a

boarding place, buying clothing, amuse

ments, etc. One who was a spendthrift,

by careful scrutiny, began to save. He now

owns ten acres of land and has money in the

bank.

Erie, Pa., has had these 15-minute thrift

talks with effect: Thrift, its meaning,

method, and reward; thrift in saving;

thrift in pleasure and recreation; thrift in

health; thrift in buying clothes; thrift in

taking care of the home; thrift in living on

$12 a week; thrift in selecting a home;

thrift in conservation; need of public econ

omy.

THESE Y. M. C. A. motion pictures are

produced by Thomas A. Edison, Inc.,

Orange, N. J. Man In The Making; Open

ing of the Lynchburg Plavground; Y. M.

C. A. Olympic Games at Pittsburgh: The

Roberts' Course in English Illustrated; Dr.

Roberts Teaching English to a Class of

Foreigners (talking picture) ; Silver Bay

Summer School; Lake Geneva Summer

School; Bradford Y. M. C. A. R. R. Associa

tion. These may be obtained through the

usual exchanges. State Association Boys'

CamD of Michigan can be secured through

the Michigan State Committee; the Associa

tion Boys' Camp of New Jersey can be se

cured through the New Jersey State Com

mittee, and the Association Boys' Camp of

Lincoln, Nebraska can be secured through

the Lincoln Association.
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Little Ventures in Thrift

"TWO MEN in our Association were run-

A ning monthly grocery bills. Pay day

was not always regular. It was difficult

to be always on peaceable terms with the

grocer. One of them broke away, searched

for the man who gave the best cash values,

buys only for cash, with a result that now

both are buying for cash, saving 25 per

cent, on groceries and meats, and all other

bills are paid at the end of the month.

Another had a moderate income, but was

traveling with those earning twice as much ;

result, always without funds and always in

debt. Got him to measure his way by his

purse. Result—no anxiety, and happiness.

By watching unused rooms, suggesting to

men the cost of gas and electricity; tracing

back to their source all general bills, buying

only those things necessary—$500 has been

saved this past year. I would like to know

how to get rid of a burden of building debt

which eats up $1400 in interest every year

and has been carried from the beginning.

Unidentified.

MIKE, a character of Brantford, Ont.,

gets his living by odd jobs. In the

summer he is able to get more of these jobs

than in the winter and consequently more

money. The Association has encouraged

him to save this extra amount and deposits

same in the bank for him. In the winter

season when he cannot make ends meet he

checks on this amount through the secre

tary as he cannot read or write. This has

been going on for four years and the suc

cess of the scheme is proven by the fact

that Mike does not have to go hungry, and

will enter his spring saving career with a

balance of $75 on hand.

fTIHE "Thrift Probe" sent out to secre-

taries made many a man dig for ex

periences, with rich results. Hall of Au

rora found this of one man brought to the

educational classes. He had been a heavy

drinker, and but scantily supported his

wife and children. A factory friend

brought him, gave him a membership, got

him to the drawing class. That led to his

becoming a Christian and to success in his

work. Then, too, he thought of a foreman

of a shop who called it a piece of foolish

ness to attempt a noon meeting there; he

said "the men would make trouble." The

meeting there was the best and the largest

of all in town. The same foreman became

a regular attendant. Now he walks to the

Sunday meetings through snow and slush

six miles to attend, to save the carfare for

his family. He is on the Christian route.

And then Hall dug back and recalled this

incident. While calling upon a banker in

southern Colorado for State support, he

said, "Sure I will be very glad to contrib

ute, for it was the night school in the Den

ver Association a few years ago that put

me on my feet and helped me to see the

need of securing an education; also of the

need of saving my money and leading a

clean life. These three things I did, and

because of them I am president of this

bank. If I am of any value to the com

munity, it is because of the Y. M. C. A."

SEVERAL months ago a young man was

induced to join the Reno Association

and take a room in the building. He at

once began attending the business men's

gym class. A few weeks later he reported

to the secretary that the change of room

and habits was saving him $30 a month.

My worst time said he, is between 5 and 7

P.M. With the office closed it is very easy

to step in and have a round of drinks with

some of the fellows before supper, to say

nothing of a possible sore head in addition.

Now the gym takes my time before meals

and the Association rooms after, so you

can see what the investment means to me

in dollars and cents alone, to say nothing

of efficiency and enjoyment—and the grip

of a ruining habit."

TJIOR nineteen years I have kept a record

of my personal expenses and worked

out a system in book form. I have induced

several hundred secretaries, missionaries,

ministers and many others to start per

sonal bookkeeping. Scores of letters stating

that personal financial records make it pos

sible to live within one's income, enables one

to make a systematic saving as well as

make systematic benevolence possible. My

plan has been to make up an advance

budget for personal expenses, and by keep

ing a systematic record of expenses keep

myself within this budget.—C. N. Meserve,

Peterborough, Can.

rnHRIPT AND STEWARDSHIP ARE

-L TWINS. Both demand a "get the

habit" basis. Ice cream sodas, fudge and

"movies" don't make bank cashiers. Asso

ciation executives who don't practice habits

of thrift in personal matters are criminals.

It's logical; it's Christian. The Book tells

who is worse than an infidel. The prover

bial rainy day is a sure thing. Get an

umbrella and do it now. It isn't the amount

of salary, but its use, that marks a man.

Reading the earnings sheet of insurance

tables won't guarantee success, but a prac

tical application through life will "put It

over." Shun your "ground floor opportun

ity" friends—pass not by them but turn

away. Big life insurance taken in youth

broadens the shoulders and deepens the

lungs. Friends, "rare investments" are

good saloon keepers. Six per cent farm

mortgages (net) and well chosen, will carry

you down to the grave in your own auto

mobile, and the country will make great

lamentation over you. "Get and Give" are

worth while. E. W. Peck.

Minnesota.
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T> OSTON'S Savings Bank plan has helped

D a number of men to start an account,

and in some instances, where they have suc

ceeded in saving a fairly good sum. The

Bank knows the Association as Trustee for

the individual, and issues a pass-book as

Trustee. The Association issues a pass

book to the individual, and proper receipts

are given and taken when any money is

paid or received over the counter. A num

ber of foreign young men landing in the city

with considerable sums of money have been

aided by depositing this money in the sav

ings fund and drawing on it as needed.

This prevented them from losing the money

by theft or otherwise, as they are usually in

boarding places where such a disaster

might occur.

TWENTY-SIX opened accounts when the

Men's Hotel Branch of the Buffalo Asso

ciation gave checks to employes as Christ

mas gifts with the suggestion that a part

of the money be deposited in a savings

bank. Over $300 of the $602 received by

the employes was deposited. Twenty-six

out of thirty, opened new accounts. The

Men's Hotel, to encourage thrift, offers to

add an amount to each account equal to the

amount added for interest during a cal

endar year. In this way the depositor re

ceives 8 per cent, on his or her money, 4 per

cent, from the bank and 4 per cent, from

the hotel. This plan works so well, it is

worthy of consideration by Associations

generally, as an offer in the interest of

thrift, that might be extended to all em

ployes on the wage earner basis.—A. H. W.

ABOY of sixteen, emaciated and in rags

from several weeks of tramping, with

out proper nourishment, was brought to

a doctor, who thought him consump

tive. He was closely watched for weeks

and given a home by a good Christian

woman. When he became strong enough

to work, his first position was ten dollars

a month, then twenty, then forty, then on

to about one hundred a month. He became

a Christian, and then confessed that he was

living under an assumed name and asked

forgiveness for deception. He wanted to

unite with the church under his right name

and let his parents know of his change,

then he went to his home and brought a

younger brother back to give him a start

in life. He is thriving.—F. W. Evans,

Mobile.

"One of the best schemes I know of for

thrift has been the establishing of a Sav

ings Club in connection with one of our

banks, whereby persons can deposit weekly

amounts from 2 to 5 cents, but cannot draw

any out until two weeks before Christmas.

Last December over $150,000 was turned

loose in our industrial city just before

Christmas, and I understand this year the

depositors have increased greatly in num-

—McLaughlin, Brockton.

To keep young men from making foolish

investments is the business of Portland's

advisory and employment department. Mr.

Stone says: "In our twentieth century

civilization we will put a man in jail that

physically overpowers a weaker man and

takes his money away from him, but many

times we call him a shrewd and successful

man who, because of years of experience

and unscrupulous cunning gets a young

man to invest or sign some paper through

overpowering craftiness. Hundreds of

young men have been saved from foolish

investments and undertakings by the coun

sel of the advisory and employment depart

ment."

Half the time of a Phoenix secretary is

given to cases like this. First; a boy from

a Southern city who came for health. He

got to drinking and spending freely; he

cashed a bad check, was arrested, in jail a

month, got out on suspended sentence—with

a job, advice, and new ambition, all money

was repaid. The second, from the middle

West, had lost business and position and

come to get a divorce. Sobered up he saw a

new light, got a new purpose, with friends,

exercise and Bible study life took on a new

meaning and manhood and morality fol

lowed. And he's making good and has been

for months.

A Life Problem Club member entered the

office of a Jackson, Miss., class leader (a

prominent railroad official) and handing

over his pipe, tobacco and cigaret papers,

said "Here, I'm just goin' to show you I

am man enough to stop."

A drummer said one night to a Toronto

secretary: "When I come in here for an

evening I have a good time and I go home

feeling good ; if I go down town it would cost

me two or three dollars at least and I might

not be very clear-headed, either, at the end

of the evening."

Dormitory men in the Houston building

recently showed a fine fraternal spirit. The

Y. W. C. A. was engaged in a current ex

pense campaign and the dormitory men

made up a purse of $135 and sent it over as

an expression of their interest. A pastor

gives dormitory men a supper-talk on "The

Social Teachings of Jesus." This has met

with a better response than any religious

appeal.

"The best lesson in thrift I ever received

was from I. E. Brown at the summer train

ing school, the first year I was in Associa

tion work. He gave as a rule: give 10 per

cent, save 10 per cent and live within the

rest. It gave me a rule to follow on a small

salary that has made it easy to do better

both in giving and saving as salary has in

creased. Our Life Problem Club is plan

ning to devote sessions to Investment, specu

lation, and savings, and insurance, each ses

sion to be addressed by a conservative busi

ness man of standing, and giving a chance

to the fellows for discussion."—E. T. Heald,

Davenport, la,
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WHICH? 

Economies

ASTUDY of the use of light, and

friendly conferences with the help made

a saving of $40 at New Haven in one

month and gave better and more light when

and where it was needed. The whole ques

tion of Association employees was carefuly

studied. All employees seemed busy and

were clamoring for more help. Each per

son's work was then studied and the whole

task charted. Reassignment and readjust

ments were then made effecting reduction

in help, improvement of service and better

contentment of workers with an incidental

saving of $175 per month.

The cafeteria at Newcastle was accumu

lating a deficit. A thorough store room

charge system and scientific buying has

turned the deficit into a substantial profit

that is helping out a budget that fell short

on memberships on account of the shutting

down of the mills. Practically every busi

ness and scientific organization eats regu

larly in the banquet hall.

Prism glass economy—by using five dol

lars' worth of prism glass Alton, 111., made

the pool room light and attractive—better

than burning gas.

A young man in the New Castle dormi

tory was contracting extravagant habits

and going with fast young men. After the

secretary had taken the matter up with

him and had shown him his danger, he

changed his habits, settled down to business

and has had his wages increased. His

savings account is growing now.

A secretary thought it necessary to hire

help at home when his wife was sick so

that he could give his whole time to Chris

tian work. He soon had to do it himself,

but found that he had some Christian duties

at home. He now plans to continue his

home work and spend the money which he

saves for household conveniences such as

rolling tray, fireless cooker, set tubs, baby

carriages, washing machines, electric

lights, etc. He and his wife can then do

the work together. It will remove the

drudgery from home life, draw husband,

wife and children closer together. The

change of work sends him back to his office

with a clear brain.

Growing Boys

Because the secretary at Albert Lea,

Minn., accumulated $500 in savings when

a boy he made arrangements with a bank

to establish a branch to give stamps in

exchange for amounts from five cents to

one dollar. When the book contained five

dollars in stamps it was taken down to the

bank and an account started. And it is

made as easy for a boy to save five cents

as to spend it. And he feels that boys are

becoming increasingly spendthrifts. One

boy allowed 50c. weekly he doubled for the

savings bank, whatever money he returned

on Saturday evening.

A vacation savings bank opened at

Christmas at Greenpoint, Brooklyn, is put

ting boys in line for camps and teaching

saving, has a "degree membership" by which

a boy can pay his membership by a savings

account, when two dollars is reached. He

saves three dollars in the next three

months, which pays for the balance of the

year. A similar plan prevails for the night

school, and for the coming state conference.

Kingston, N. Y., is following similar

methods.

A father and son banquet at Rock Island,

111., brought out 208. Only four fathers

out of 102 left without a personal inter

view with Dr. Barker, the speaker. And

city after city are reporting the universal

story of great interest and the new dis

covery.

Over 2,000 saw the physical exhibition of

work done in the public schools, Camp Fire

Girls, Boy Scouts, boy's clubs, and Associa

tions, set up by the Association at Bridge

port Armory.

Boy's Work Day in Vermont brought in

$265 with pledges from four Associations,

which is divided fifty per cent with the local

Associations, thirty to the state, and twenty

to the national boys' work. Already over

thirty boys have joined the church since

the boys' conference in January as a result

of their decisions made there. More are

coming on Easter Sunday. This is but in

dicative of the work throughout the country.

That Boys' Silver Jubilee Conference at

Pawtucket, R. I., beat the record with 669

registered, 775 at the banquet, and 1,100 or

more fellows at the Sunday afternoon meet

ing. Over 257 made definite decisions; over

300 took forward steps. These were older

boys, only 33 from grammar schools. TV

State Boys' Work Day returns are not all

in, but Providence boys gave $912.
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Thrift and Association Efficiency

By A. H. WHITFORD, Buffalo.

'T'HRIFT. and efficiency are twin brothers.

JL They look so near alike that when you

look at one you naturally think of the

other. An efficient man is thrifty. A man

who practises thrift exhibits a degree of

efficiency.

Institutions are like men; efficiency and

thrift in management, go hand in hand.

An efficient Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation is well managed; its work moves

forward according to a plan that is ad

vanced by a policy that begins with convic

tion. Conviction begets a program. The

program efficiently adjusts the Association

to the needs of the young men and boys of

the community.

The growth of an Association from year

to year is the result of standards fixed,

schedules that strengthen operations, goals

that are reached.

Thrift in management is expressed in the

handling of the schedules; standards and

goals in the promotion of activities as well

as in the promotion and control of financial

operations. The Business Committee and

business secretary are the silent efficient

partners of the promoters of religious, edu

cational or physical work. Associations

doing the best work have good business

management. An Association is well man

aged when it lives within a budget that pro

motes a growing work. A well-managed

Association pays its bills promptly, but its

income from members and contributors may

not always be equal to the expenses of a

fiscal year. A budget is often revised ; addi

tions or subtractions are made to meet un

expected demands or experiences.

During the past twelve months, probably

the majority of the Associations were

forced to revise their budgets and readjust

estimates and appropriations. War condi

tions upset many careful estimates that

had been based on experience. Many As

sociations have been able to reduce expenses

so as to have the normal income of the year

equal their expenses. Other Associations, just

as well managed, will borrow money to

carry the work along until the floating in

debtedness can be raised along with a cur

rent year's need. As a rule, a thrifty As

sociation will cut its budget garment ac

cording to the financial cloth on hand.

Up to May 1 last, the Buffalo Association

had incurred a deficit for three successive

years in order to provide for an advancing

work. The liabilities at the beginning of

the present fiscal year were only 7 per cent,

of its assets. If, each year, it had strictly

adhered to a "pay-as-you-go" policy, re

quiring that disbursements should be lim

ited to actual income from fees and dona

tions, it would not be rendering efficient

service today and would not have taken its

place as the leading philanthropy of the

city.

It is up to every Association to pay its

bills promptly and to so conduct its affairs

as not to jeopardize its assets. Thriftless

management will soon run to the end of the

strength of its financial cable. The cable

will break and such an Association will be

a wreck on the rocks that hold and expose

to view the wreckage that serves as a warn

ing to all who are not "diligent in business,

serving the Lord."

Many Associations have found that the

financial cloud of the past year, caused by

continued business depression and war con

ditions, had a silver lining.

There comes a time when an Association

proves its efficiency by insisting on a "no

deficit year," even though it be necessary to

reduce expenses, retire employed officers

and decline to attempt new work.

The Buffalo Association took the position

at the beginning of its fiscal year, last May,

that as it faced the hardest of all years, it

would undertake to conduct the year's work

without a deficit. Expenses were reduced;

five employed officers were retired; special

effort was made to increase income from

members and contributors, with the result

that at the end of ten months, the income

has been equal to the expenses.

Buffalo, with continued co-operation by

volunteer and employed workers expects to

close its fiscal year, April 30, with its com

bined expenses exceeding $250,000, covered

by the income from members and con

tributors. In addition to meeting the ex

penses of the year, $4,000 will have been

paid on the floating indebtedness of May 1,

1914. This satisfactory showing has been

made possible by strict attention to economy.

Savings have been effected in unexpected

ways. After the annual budgets were

adopted, last May, a forecast was made of

the probable monthly income and expenses.

A traveling auditor, visiting eight of the

ten Branches, prepared monthly statements,

showing financial operations as compared

with budget estimates. One result was the

necessity of another reduction as discovered

last September. Lack of knowledge would

not have located the need of further reduc

tion in time to have recovered.

The work has held its own; membership

receipts will be larger than for the preced

ing year. When prosperity returns, Buffalo

will add to its staff of employed officers and

take up new work.

Efficiency in management has produced a

stronger work, at a less expenditure of

money. The executive staff has great faith

and respect for an annual budget, a monthly

budget, monthly goals, comparative state

ments, daily reports, schedule of operations,

friendly contests, and most of all, for a

policy that secures enough subscriptions at

the beginning of the year to insure the fi

nancial success of the year.

The Association that fails to practice

thrift will understand through failure the

warning in Proverbs, "He that despiseth

little things shall perish little by little."
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Putting Money at

Work for Men

These photographs show the

new and out-grown Association

buildings at Roanoke, Va. The

new is a "model" and represents

the latest thought in Association

architecture. The old was a

"model" in its day. The new is

to be ready in June. It will

cost $200,000 or more including

lot and furnishings.

TAMES A. J. BRUNT offers $125,000 to
J Anderson, hid., Association on condition

a7i equal amount is raised; saying: "I want

to help the boys. I made that money myself,

but I didn't make the money for myself; I

always intended to do some good with it.

This city needs a Y. M. C. A."

C. S. Ward is in the midst of a campaign

at Allentown, Pa., for $120,000 for a seven

story addition to its building erected in 1903

and outgrown. A fire in January forced the

campaign. In April Mr. Ward will con

duct a campaign at Dubuque, la.

Huntsville, Ala., asked for $21,000 in its

debt campaign led by M. C. Williams. Over

$23,000 was pledged by 200 subscribers in

seven days. This saves the institution from

embarrassment. Mr. Williams is now tack

ling another debt job at Fort Scott, Kansas.

The Crosset Lumber Company is erecting

handsome club buildings for its men in two

lumbering centers in Arkansas.

The industrial building at Crockett is in

process of construction. The $20,000 build

ing as originally planned has become a

$37,000 proposition.

Senator Bard had assumed the salary of

one of the California secretaries of the

State Work for years, and made arrange

ment in his will for $5,000 endowment to

State Work.

The handsome sum of $79,017.01 was re

ceived by the Ithaca Association at the set

tlement of the Charles T. Chittenden es

tate. This removes a debt of $32,000, leav

ing $45,945.74 for endowment. A handsome

tablet commemorates the bequest. The hall

is called Chittenden Hall and is dedicated

with the words of the founder "To the

uplift movement so successfully inaugurated

by the Y. M. C. A. throughout the United

States."

Grand Rapids opens its new building the

week beginning April 11 with a reunion

in the big gymnasium of campaigners who

made it possible. All the speakers will be

local men.

Alton, 111., opened its new building which

takes the place of that burned (supposedly

by an incendiary). The moving picture

booth built into the building is a feature,

the six billiard tables and bowling alleys

are the best in town. The building is fire

proof.

The Thirteen-Year

Measure ot a Thriv

ing Association

 

A gift of $25,000 from Dr. W. H. Nichols

shows that Brooklyn is steadily pushing its

two million dollar fund.

The first building for a colored Associa

tion in a cotton mill village is assured at

Kannapolis, S. C. Here the white Asso

ciation has a membership of 967 out of a

population of 4,000.

Excellent sites have been purchased for

colored Association buildings at Atlanta

and Nashville. Work will soon be begun on

the Atlanta and Cincinnati buildings.

Two new buildings in Manila, one for

Filipino civilians and the other for Filipino

students, have lately been completed and

dedicated.

A bombardment of the city of Mexico two

years ago was chiefly responsible for a debt

of $42,500, which was lately discharged by

the payment of $10,000 in gold made pos

sible by the gift of a New York friend.

Robert Cluett, president of Troy As

sociation, gives $3,000 of the $6,000 needed

to cover expenses at Troy, provided the bal

ance is raised.

John R. Mott and C. S. Ward will lay the

cornerstone of Rochester's building April 16.

Contracts have recently been let for new

buildings at Beloit, Wis., New London,

Conn., and Clemsfson College.

Plans are being drawn for the New

York Colored Branch, N. Y., to cost about

$175,000.

Moving picture shows and social gather

ings will be held on the roof garden of

Marshalltown's new building. This looks

like a regular feature to be expected in

coming buildings.

An asbestos lined safety fire held at hotel

in Columbus consumed the notes and dis

charged obligations of the Ohio State Com

mittee, which had "eaten the life out of it

for eleven years." A debt of $15,000 was

wiped out, and as much more has been

added to the endowment.
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William H. Taft lays the cornerstone of

Yonkers', N. Y., building April 10th, speaks

to Boston members April 13th, and is the

guest of honor at Camden, N. J., members'

dinner the 29th.

Madisonville, Ky., building was slightly

damaged by lire. The damage is covered

by insurance.

The State Committee of Maine has

recently purchased a camp site of two hun

dred acres on Lake Cobbosseeconte, in

cluding a hotel, farm buildings and two

cottages. It is centrally located, contains

two magnificent groves of hard wood and

pine, with good fishing and swimming, an

island of fifty acres well wooded, and many

other desirable features. The farm prop

erty will be run largely under the direc

tion of the University of Maine experts

who are planning to make a demonstration

of the same, furnish experts on orcharding,

dairying, poultry raising, market garden

ing, etc., without expense.

A library of 600 volumes and other

equipment was given the new Association

at Glen Rock, Pa., by the Reading Room

Club.

John B. Meyers, for years a director of

the New Orleans Association, has given it

a splendid lot next the building for basket

ball and outdoor gymnasium.

Corning, N. Y.'s building has been

ordered sold. Changes in business in town,

an ill-adapted building, and a work that

did not quite go, are responsible for its

abandonment.

The son of a manufacturer worth a mil

lion was going to the devil at a "forty mile

clip" when a $100,000 building campaign

opened up in the city. Because another

group, or team, leader fell down he was

asked to "fill in." His "crowd" secured the

largest number of subscriptions. Several

men, among them a Jewish merchant, have

said it was worth the $100,000 to the city,

and more to the father of the man, for he is

a leader in social uplift and for the general

welfare of the city in societies such as the

anti-tuberculosis, child welfare (milk sta

tion), Y. M. C. A., etc. The son owed every

body in town and had no credit at all; now

he can get money for anything he asks it

for.

A devoted Sacramento director in this

splendid way gave toward securing the new

building. He is a man of quite moderate

means, an orchidist, and when solicited for

a large contribution said, "Why, man, I

live in a little three room cottage with my

wife and children, but I'm interested in

this work. If Sacramento raises $150,000

I'll give $10,000 on top of it^so Hayward

Reed, a loyal young man who was a soldier

in the Spanish-American war, quiet, modest,

unassuming fellow, made the largest contri

bution toward the Association building:.

There was one other contribution of $10,000,

BEQUESTS TO ASSOCIATIONS

Henry Block to Peoria, III $1,000
Emlle C. Bondy to New York 5,001)
Chas. T. Chittenden to Ithaca, N. Y.

(paid) 79,017
Mr*. John Hay to Int. Com. for Railroad

Work 5,000
Mrs. W. G. Hitchcock to White Plains,

N. Y 2,500
Miss Grace H. Dodge to New York City.. 25,000

R. W. Kempshall to Peoria, III 2.0C0
Homer N. Lockwood to New York
(Harlem) 2,000

but by a man worth considerable more in

property.

All the banks of Bozeman, Mont., car

ried the notice that they would receive pay

ments on the Association building—not only

a convenience but a constant reminder. A

serious problem here, as in many campaigns,

has been ' the collection of the smaller

pledges. This demands the direction of an

able secretary.

Turning the first sod for Racine's $175,-

000 building, Judge Belden said: "In new

spirit, closer common interest and realiza

tion of the possibilities for community good

resulting from united action, we have al

ready appreciated some of the benefits aris

ing out of the co-operation which assured

the success of this great project. May that

same loyal spirit ever be fostered by this

people's institution for the common weal.

* * * Here will be the fountain-head of

character and moral strength for this com

munity and through those who go out from

here will righteous influences be felt in

other communities."

The opening of the Havana, Cuba, build

ing was seized by John R. Mott for con

ferences and meetings. He spoke to 2,000

men on purity so effectively that it stung

the comic pap.ers into making this comment

on the course most young men go there,

and which pathetically speaks of the need

of the Association. "Go on, Mr. Mott, that

won't do for Cuba. If you stay here two

weeks you'll be dancing with them like the

rest of us."

A lady who has removed from Texas a

few months since wrote the State secretary

offering to place at interest a $3,850 fund,

the committee to have the use of the in

come during her lifetime, the principal to

be kept intact for a purpose after her death.

And her whole income is not over $50 per

month, after giving practically $20 a month

to the State Committee. Out of this $50

a month which she has reserved for herself

she will probably live on $25 and give the

balance to other lines of Christian work.

The 4,000 regular army soldiers en

camped about Douglas, Ariz., keep that

Association busy. Over 800 of them joined

the Association at a special rate. A thou

sand visit the building daily and use over

500 letterheads. There is something doing

all the time in the rooms, that leads to clean

living.
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THE WAY PHOENIX PAPERS HELP ALONG BY GRAPHIC PUBLICITY

Membership

With every one of the 366 workers lined

up before Mr. Hockenbury arrived at Nor

folk, Va., the campaign for 1,000 new

members swung out with certainty of suc

cess, arousing the entire city. An auto

mobile parade took place almost daily. A

list of 10,000 "prospectives" was divided

among the 30 teams. Newspapers ran full-

page ads. containing messages from Presi

dent Wilson, the governor, and other men

of prominence. Result, 1546 members added.

Seattle for a third time entered into a

membership race with Portland. It had

won twice. This year it scored 920,495

points against Portland's 853,890, although

Seattle had the largest membership. Each

member counted 200 points and each dollar

100. With the 1,202 new members Seattle

secured against Portland's 1,006, Seattle

now has the largest number of boy members

in the world. Needless to say the campaign

stirred the towns and every man was made

to know that he was a wanted man at the

Associations.

Portland, Ore., in its seven day campaign

secured 1085 members and $7,200 in re

ceipts. The slogan was "1000 Members in

14 Hours". The teams were expected to

work two hours each day. The campaign

was led by Mr. E. L. Thompson of the firm

of Hartman & Thompson, bankers, and the

organization consisted of four companies

of eight teams each. An added zest to the

campaign was that simultaneously a similar

campaign was being conducted in Seattle.

Seattle secured the most, 1202 members, but

Portland took in more money.

The state secretary of Washington gave

his time to Seattle's 14 hour campaign for

1,000 new members. John A. Goodell

worked with the Portland team.

Such slogans as "Puncture Portland

Pride" sounded in Seattle, and "Skin Seat

tle Sure" in Portland, look raw in print,

but they are really expressive of a friendly

feeling existing between these two Asso

ciations expressed in Western spirit.

Cleveland, Ohio, started out in a "600

More" campaign with a banquet of 500

workers, who went out with the slogan

"Every Man Get Two". Weist was "yell

leader", putting into practice both his col

lege experience and theories from the "Psy

chology of the Crowd". And Mr. Lewis

said : "We are doubly sure of success when

we have this desire to 'let me at it', for

the job, this habit of victory, and the

knowledge that our purpose is altruistic,

that it means friendship for the other fel

low." They got 683 new men.

"To tie up 500 or more new members is

our stunt," writes F. W. Evans of Mobile.

"We are going after 1,000, but that includes

600 expirations after April first." The

question of "tying up" men is more than

that of getting them into the Association.

Honolulu is organizing a Filipino Branch.

This will make the total membership over

2,000, Central having 1430. A "Committee

of 100", with more than 100 members, got

100 new members in one month, and 23

applications. A strong letter, written by

the chairman of the membership committee,

did the work. There were no meetings.

Some splendid work was done, especially

by strong business men.

Birmingham, Ala., launched a campaign

for a thousand members at a banquet of 300

men with Judge Spencer as the speaker.

Portland, Me., has steadily pushed its

membership up to 1,024, a gain of 300

since October, being rounded up in a two-

day campaign.

E. J. Hockenbury has scheduled cam

paigns in Columbus, Ga., Birmingham, Ala ,

Springfield, Mo., and Denver. He has added

an assistant, E. M. Kester, to co-operate

in setting up campaign organizations. He

believes that the million member mark is

by no means too high to set to be reached

within two years.

Louisville, Ky., records its high water

mark—2,363 members.
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Booz Is the Name of the Balboa, C. Z., Secretary,
and This Is the Way a Cartoonist Used Him.

To add 714 new members to Washington's

colored branch in a campaign was an

achievement which amazed and delighted

everybody by the thoroughgoing way in

which it was done.

The campaign at Topeka, Kans., took the

form of rival trains: Rock Island's Golden

State Limited and Santa Fe's California

Limited. Only the cash was counted and

that was $2,116.

Everybody lifted at Wheeling's annual

membership renewal week. The state and

boys' secretaries took a hand and the News

gave a column editorial lift.

A city-wide campaign on social, vital and

moral topics at Springfield, Ohio, led by Dr.

Shannon of Delaware, reached 8,000 people

in forty-four talks in seven days, including

students, teachers, college men at the men's

meetings, colored men at noon-day shop

meetings.

Talks by the Charlotte, Va., Association

to 157 colored people in its night schools

on the advantage of saving for better

homes, citizenship, honest service, savings,

did good work.

A complimentary soldier's membership

ticket is issued to enlisted men of the Sec

ond Contingent, who are in training in the

various barracks in Montreal. This ticket

admits them to full privileges. To date 452

men have been enrolled on the same footing

as other members. In addition mass work

is done for men who come in squads or de

tachments under the direction of their

officers, using the gymnasium and bathing

privileges. Sunday evenings after church

a well attended Soldiers' Song Service is

held in the lobby.

Notice is given that Mr. William E.

Richards, formerly a member of the United

States Marine Corps, who served the Army

Association for a time in the Philippine

Islands, is in no way connected with the

Y. M. C. A. work at the present time.

Employed Officers at Asilomar

Coast cities and all the West extend their

welcome to the employed officers at their

several conferences at Asilomar, May 19-23.

Groups are now forming to meet at natu

ral centers, which will hold conferences

from the day they leave, travel much by

night, visit Associations by day. The fol

lowing are most hearty in their invitations

to delegates to stop off, be their guests, and

study their equipment and work: Chicago,

St. Louis, Omaha, Denver, Colorado

Springs, Minneapolis, St. Paul, Canon City,

Houston, Phoenix, Ariz.; and to those who

go by the northern route, Spokane, Seattle,

Tacoma, Bellingham, Portland.

Mr. Messer of Chicago is extending the

heartiest hospitality and is desirous of

knowing who may be expected and when.

Denver extends its invitation to secre

taries and their wives to be their guests,

offering a 65-mile automobile trip over the

famous Mountain Park Drive and a dinner

to all. They may arrive in the morning

and leave on the evening train which leaves

about nine.

The president of the Chamber of Com

merce, Phoenix, Ariz., invites men to see

the city, Death Valley and Roosevelt Dam.

The Commercial Club is equally hearty

in Omaha, "Gate City of the West" and

great packing center.

El Paso would take the men over to the

little Mexican city of Juarez.

Los Angeles will observe May 15th as

Association Day, and wants to learn of

every possible man coming there then, who

may be their guest and a speaker.

San Diego invites to southern California

and its own exposition. This may be at

tended without extra charge.

The Chamber of Commerce at Long

Beach offers to take all delegates and their

wives "out to sea" in automobiles. And

Sacramento is almost boisterous in welcome.

Western Association men declare they

have been traveling across the continent 25

years and it is now time the Eastern men

gave them the inspiration of a return visit.

Eastern men are responding.

Many will use their vacation period for

the conference, and boards are extending

time and covering the expense of this edu

cational tour—every day of which from

leaving hour will be a conference and a

study of Association work.

Circulars containing programs and all

details have reached every secretary or

may be had from M. I. Foss, 1121 Bedford

Ave., Brooklyn.

San Francisco is organizing its forces

and facilities to care for Association guests,

secretaries and members. Write R. M.

Sommerville, San Francisco Association.

Dr. James E. Francis of Los Angeles,

formerly of Boston, will be conference pas

tor. Mr. Mott speaks Sunday morning and

evening at the Exposition, Association Day,

May 25, in the great auditorium.
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Men and

the Bible

F. S. GOODMAN

All errors are transient In duration and limited In area. One
addresses Itself to one class of men, another to another. Each
false or exaggerated or partial representation of religious truth
Is congenial to some group with Idiosyncrasies of temperament
or mind. Different tastes like special meats. But the Gospel,
"human nature's dally food," Is the breath of God, that which
everybody can relish and which everybody must have for healthy
life.—Dr. Alex. Maclaren.

EACH YEAR some teacher or secretary

discovers for the first time the intel

lectual and spiritual value of the Inter

national Bible Study Tests. The present

indications point to an increase in 1915 over

the high mark reached in 1914. Tests are

offered in thirty courses in Bible study and

Religious Education. The time, the week

following April 18.

THE ASSOCIATIONS which will make a

distinct advance in the number, variety

and productiveness of their Bible classes

next season, are already making their plans,

selecting their teachers, and setting their

standards. Leaving the forming of the

Bible Study Committee and its grasp of

its distinct tasks until summer or later

means to risk or invite meagre, inadequate

and disappointing results. A certain col

lege student is said to have prayed "Lord,

we thank Thee for our conscious and sub

conscious knowledge of God." While there

may be such a fact as the sub-conscious

knowledge of God, we have no evidence of

sub-conscious efficiency in planning or pro

moting a worthy Bible study program.

Foresight, work, hard thinking, and well

planned activity lie behind genuine prog

ress in religious training.

THERE ARE two quite distinct types of

Christian experience, the static and the

dynamic. Nevertheless when the latter

evolves into the former, it is by a process

so quiet and imperceptible that its possessor

is probably wholly unconscious of it. What

happens then? The Christian man in whom

this change has taken place has already

begun to go backward, though he may con

tinue to conform to the outward practices

and use the customary vocabulary of re

ligion. Static religion means the end of all

further spiritual achievement. One wonders

whether the powerlessness of many religious

workers is not thus accounted for. "Having

done all, stand" is a good slogan under the

strain and stress of defending one's faith

against the assaults of the adversary, but

even this will end in defeat unless one is

steadily assimilating fresh supplies of

divine power-dynamic and is having an ever

expanding and deepening relation with

God through the Scriptures and through

fellowship. Jesus explained the deadness

of a group of religious experts by His unan

swered question "Is not this the cause of

your error, your ignorance alike of the

Scriptures and the power of God?" (Mark

12:24 Weymouth)

THE LAST THOUGHT leads naturally to

the Summer Training Schools, where so

many secretaries, weary in mind and heart,

conscious of a stagnant religious experi

ence, have found the quickenng which they

sorely needed. The testimony to the spiri

tual value of "the continuation" conception

of the summer schools, especially from men

of long experience, is abundant and con

vincing. Some men have struck out on an

almost wholly new career since they had

the courage to go back to school again. As

they sat at the feet of great teachers who

approached old ideas from a different

standpoint, and "brought forth things new"

from rich stores of knowledge, they became

conscious of having "changed their

strength" and experienced a revived new

mental and spiritual life. The Eastern

Association School has announced as its

motto Training, Inspiration, Fellowship

these three—and who knows which of them

is the greatest?

ONE OF THE most familiar, sometimes

abused, and least used of Jesus' greatest

sentences is "By their fruits ye shall know

them." Many a religious controversy, many

a difference as to methods, or right em

phasis would be settled or at least postponed

by asking the simple question "what hap

pens?" Spiritual principles and ideals can

not be tested by mathematical standards.

Science, if she is fair, becomes silent in the

presence of genuine spiritual experience.

Prof. James Denney has put it well: "If

there is nothing against a spiritual truth

but the difficulty of conceiving how it can

be, do not let that mental incapacity weigh

against the evidence of its fruits." For ex

ample, the fruits of intercessory prayer—

perhaps the hardest actually to catalogue

of all spiritual fruits—are they not seen in

the changed lives of the intercessors? In

addition, the latter know of objective fruits

which are too real to doubt and too sacred

to report. Jesus is always saying to His

friends, "Prove me now herewith"; put my

promises to an experimental test, "Oh taste

and see that the Lord is good."

WHATEVER THE CAUSE prayer as

a practical working force in human

affairs has of late come into a new place

in the thought of men. Undoubtedly the war

had made men stop and think about moral

and religious questions. Most men will not

think far without coming face to face with

the inherent weakness of human nature.

Then the instinct for Himself which God
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planted in the human soul has a fresh

chance to assert its claims. Perplexity,

trial and calamity, strain, defeat and dis

appointment—these great facts of experi

ences, like the steady pressure of divine

love urge prayer as a satisfying source of

relief.

AT SUCH A TIME it is well to make a

study of the New Testament teach

ings about prayer. Vagaries, illusions and

foolish fancies grow rapidly in the harrowed

soil of fresh thinking unless good seed is

planted. One of the best helps to such a

study is a recent volume from the pen of

Dr. J. M. Campbell, of California, entitled

The Place of Prayer in the Christian Re

ligion, published by the Methodist Book

Concern. The author's previous books such

as Paul the Mystic and The Heart of the

Gospel have made for him a distinct place

among writers on religious themes. He is

familiar with modern thought, warmly evan

gelical, simple and clear in style. He writes

primarily for plain ordinary people, yet

gifted scholars are happy to read and com

mend his books. We suggest the book as

suitable for a supplemental course in Bible

study for men. It also lends itself well

to personal study, though not designed as

a text book. It is stimulating and timely

reading.

The Book-Page for April

By C. A. BARBOUR

In closing my connection with the Book-Page,

I think it may be of Interest to give a list of

the books which have been reviewed in this

page during the past year. I wonder how

many of them have been read by those to whom

Association Men has come month by month. I

said a year ago that it was not my purpose

to refer exclusively to volumes which were tech

nically Associational in their purpose or con

tents. Rather, I have tried to mention books

which might minister to all-around develop

ment and effectiveness. The list follows:

Things That Matter Most—Jowett.

Charles Darwin and Other Religious Thinkers—

Cadman.

Training the Boy—McKeever.

Brothering the Boy—Raffety.

Religion In Social Action—Taylor.

In the School of Christ—McDowell.

Leviathan—Marks.

Topics and Outlines for Use In Shop Meetings

—Latshaw.

Constructive Suggestions for Character Build

ing—Mott and Eddy.

The Life of Sir George Williams—Williams.

The Character of Jesus—Jefferson.

The Fact of Christ—Simpson.

The Moral and Religious Challenge of Our

Times—King.

The Promised Land—Antln.

Church Publicity—Relsner.

T. Tembarom—Burnett.

The Seeming Unreality of the Spiritual Life—

King.

A Young Man's Jesus—Barton.

The Unrealized Logic of Religion—Fltchett.

Letters of Father and Son—Adam.

Poems of Action—Porter.

Modern Dlscipleshlp—Woods.

Pollyanna—Porter.

The Cap and Gown—Brown.

From Allen to Citizen—Stelner.

The Teaching of Bible Classes—See and Murray.

Students and the World-Wide Expansion of

Christianity—(Report Stu. Vol. M.)

Services of Worship for Boys—Gibson.

Christian Teaching on Social and Ethical Ques

tions Confronting Older Boys and Young Men

—Robinson.

How to Hold a Job—Plner.

Student Standards of Action—Elliott and Cutler.

Life of Henry Drummond—Smith.

History of the Hebrews—Sanders.

Annual Survey of Religious Work—Goodman.

If I were to mention four more books at

this writing, to add to this list, they would be:

The Present World Situation—Mott.

Personal Christianity—McConnell.

The Man of Nazareth—Anderson.

The Psychology of the Christian Soul—Steven.

If this page has been of any measure of serv

ice to our great brotherhood during the past

year, I am very glad.

TWO HONOLULU GROUPS

IN ITS EVERY MAN PLAN

 

Two of the classes Hono

lulu has for firemen, sol-

Japanese, Portu-



The International Sunday School Lesson Text and daily readings
from the New Testament furnish the basis of the comments
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A Message each Day for the EverydayMan

TUn D-„-tl I 7 tj/ Every Day of the Year Read the Bible and the Day's
The Brotherhood Way: Message, Pray, and Do Something for Somebody

By GRIFFIN W. BULL, D.D., Leader FOR THE OTHER manFOR YOURSELF

A Daily Bracing—
A Plan to Work by—
Prayer—Brotherhood.

With Daily Prayer Topics by

Geo. T. Coxhead.

A Brother*! Interest—
A Word—A Prayer—
A Timely Hand—An Uplift.

THE RESURRECTION—EASTER LESSON
Lesson April 4. Matt. 28:1-10.

Thurs. 1. Vs. 1. In the end of the Sab
bath, as it began to dawn toward the first
day of the week, came Mary Magdalene
and the other Mary to see the sepulcher.
Read the lesson.

THE STRENGTH OF VARIATIONS. It Is
the part of wisdom to turn aside from the his
tory of ancient Israel this week, and turn our
minds into the channel with millions of others,
full of Resurrection Joy. While the glorious
rising of the sun, this morning, is not more
certain than the glorious Resurrection of the
Son of God—we have the light and life of both
with us—there are variations in the account.
Read Mark 16:1-8; Luke 24:1-12; John 20:1-10.
These divergencies have disturbed some devout
souls. Why these differences? Because the
writers were honest and reliable. Had they
been liars, trying to make out a case, they
would have held a conference and said, "Now,
men, we must all be sure to tell the same
story," and we would have had four carbon
copies of crooks. Instead, each man told inde
pendently and incompletely Just what he knew
and set down the facts as they struck him—and
they will stand as long as the Throne of God
stands. The Lord is risen! They are one on
the essentials, and our personal experience with
the Risen Lord says "Yea and amen."

Pray: For the new Chairman of the National Board
of Young Women's Christian Associations, Mrs. Robert
B. Speer, and for grace, strength and wisdom for her
arduous duties.

Fri. 2. Vs. 5. And the angel answered
and said unto the women, Fear not ye,
for I know that ye seek Jesus which was
crucified. Read 1 Cor. 15.

THE GOSPEL FROM THE LIPS OF ANGELS.
Angels' appearances had always accompanied
great events. They are a busy band. They
rolled away the stone from the door of the
sepulcher, not to let the Lord out, for He had
already risen, but to let the women in and to
strike with terror the guardian soldiers. I like
their declaration of the gospel of the CRUCI
FIXION. The angels did not shrink from men
tioning Christ's shameful death. It was the
eternal principle of the kingdom. There is a
tendency today to slight the crucifixion, to cover
the cross with flowers of rhetoric until we forget
His death of shame in our stead. If you have
no slain Lamb you have no salvation. "It was
the good pleasure of the Father * • *

through Him to reconcile all things unto Him
self, having made peace through the blood of
His cross * * * whether things upon earth
or things in the heavens." The cross was no in
cident, it was Christ's essential. Cling to it.

Pray: That Good Friday may not only issue in seri
ousness and sober-mindedness but that these temporary
attitudes of men may be capitalised by the church and

Association into holiness, reverence and salvation.

Sat. 3. Vs. 7. And go quickly, and tell
His disciples that He Is risen from the
dead; and behold He goeth before you Into
Galilee; then ye shall see Him; lo, I have
told you. Read Acts 7:51-60.

EASTER TIDINGS. It is not arbitrary nor
accidental that the honor of being the first
Easter Heralds came to these women. It was

a recognition and reward of their aevotion. The
men did not deserve it. The Apostles had not
shown the courage nor the affectionate self-
forgetfulness of these women. John alone stood
by the cross; no apostle, as far as we are told,
had witnessed the burial. These two women, in
that early morning light, were the first to visit
the sepulcher. Theirs was the privilege of see
ing the angel, of first hearing the glad tidings
of the Resurrection, of first preaching this full
glorious gospel to the world, of actually seeing
their risen Lord face to face and taking the
commission from His loving lips—"Them that
honor Me will I honor." The highest privileges
of heaven are reserved for uncalculating fidelity.
Jesus Christ will set the faithful in the very
forefront of the favored ones. The reward of
faith and love is rich beyond all words. The
loyal first see the Lord.

Pray: That Bible Class Teachers may serve "the
sincere milk of the Word" to their classes, and serve

it zvarm.

Sun. 4. Mark 16:7. Tell His disciples
* * • and PETER. Read Mark 16.

A SPECIAL MESSAGE TO A SPECIAL SIN
NER. In Matt. 28:10 Jesus told the women,
"Go tell my brethren." That was gracious, for
they had acted disgracefully unlike brethren.
He had never called them brethren before, it
was an assurance of His love and good will In
spite of their desertion. But Mark goes farther
and tells of the special message to Peter.
Singling out that poor old failure and denier,
knowing how dejected and outside he felt, He
said—'"whoever else you tell, be sure to tell
PETER." Peter would have never Joined the
Galilean group but for that special message.
He would have felt the invitation is for others,
not for me—"I've sinned the limit and can never
look my Lord in the face again." Where sin
abounded, grace much more abounded. The
most pressing call comes to the most persistent
sinner—AND PETER. Back Jesus puts him in
his old place—and he makes good. "I have loved
thee with an everlasting love." Christ's love had
not originated in Peter's fidelity, and It win
not desert him in his infidelity. Repelled, it
lingered; reviled, it blessed; defamed, it en
treated; patient—it won back the old heart and
filled It with peace and Pentecostal power. Our
changes no more change the Christ than the
fluctuating seasons change the sun.

Pray: That those who unite with the Church today
may receive a genuinely warm and hearty right hand

of fellowship from pastors and people.

Lesson April 11, 1 Samuel 16:1-23.
Mon. 5. Vs. 4. And Samuel did that
which the Lord spake, and came to Beth

lehem. Read the lesson.

SELECTING A SUCCESSOR. Saul, as king,
had been disobedient, and a disappointment.
Then Saul musfstand aside. Because one leader
has proven a reprobate. God is not at the end
of His resources, and the administration of the
world's affairs are still in His hands. God has
not resigned—nor has He been routed. Samuel
is commissioned to go anoint another selection.
The people chose the first king. God chooses
this one Himself. God will not be defeated In
advancing His kingdom. If Saul will not do It
there are others. There is the son _qf Jesse,

h, andwho can take the place of the son of Kish,

38G
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God knows just where to put His hand on him.
Just remember that the Governor of the uni
verse will set any inefficient man aside and fill
his place with a finer man, and the first man
will be neither mourned nor missed. Keep right
on with your work, doing it the best you know
how, under your Master's eye, so that He will
not have to be hunting up another man upon
whose head to pour the oil of consecration. It
is far better to win divine approval than be
handed your pay envelope—and dismissed.

Pray: For boys during the idle days of the Easter
-■acation, that they may not waste their lime or fall

into harmful indulgences,

Tues. 6. Vs. 4. And the elders of the

town trembled at his coming and said,
Comest thou peaceably? Read Pi. 139.

COWARDS OF CONSCIENCE. You see.
Samuel's duty as a Judge was to go from town
to town and hold court; he would render judg
ment and punish offenders. So when the elders
of Bethlehem saw him coming they had nervous
prostration before he opened his mouth. I

wonder what devilment they had been up to
that the sight of the Judge gave them such a
Jar. Our most disturbing accusers are always
on the Inside. Thus, conscience doth make
cowards of us all. Honor bright, when the boss
or the Inspector comes around, has the work
been of such a character that we welcome them
without cold feet? When the word comes—"the
superintendent would like to see you in his
private office"—what Is your first thought? Of
course. It is—he is going to advance my salary
on account of efficiency. We never begin to run
rapidly over the past—and arrange an alibi—
Oh, no. I remember when father used to say,
"I want to see you In the sitting room, after
supper," I suddenly lost all interest in my meal,
and memory began to work at about a thousand
miles a minute. They say a drowning man has
everything he ever did pass before him in a
moment. Most of us are overboard. Right liv
ing Is the best preparation for an interview
with God or man.

Pray: That Christians may live each day in the
consciousness that Jesus Christ has risen and is no'v

alive.

Wed. 7. Vs. 5. And he said, Peaceably:
I am come to sacrifice unto the Lord.

Sanctify yourselves, and come with me to
the sacrifice. Read Ps. 124.

GETTING READY FOR SERVICE. I like
this order. Samuel was going to hold a re
ligious service. Their anxiety was unneces
sary. He told them to pjenare themselves for
the religious exercises. They washed their
bodies and their clothes and abstained from any
thing which would disturb devotion. When I
witness the indecent, indecorous and heedless
way In which some people present themselves
at the sanctuary, I feel like crying with Sam
uel: Sanctify yourselves. Sabbath school teach
ers will often presume to stand before their
class of plastic young souls, and open the word
of God, without a moment of previous prayer
and preparation. Rambling aimlessly through
its riches—trifling with things eternal. Church
attendants will come to the sanctuary from
their business office—just went down to look over
the morning mail—or with mind and spirit sat
urated with the colored supplement of some

yellow Journal. This is a disgrace and an In
decency of which we should be ashamed. How
can a man worship when the world has crowded
out God? The mind needs to be washed. How
can an emptv teacher make a class love truths
eternal? SANCTIFY YOURSELVES.

Pray: For the large number of "Billv" Sunday
converts at Philadelphia, that they may find a place in
the church to fulfill their new purpose in the Christian

life and work.

Thurs. 8. Vs. 6. And it came to pass
when they were come, that he looked on
Ellab, and said, Surely the Lord's
anointed I* before him. Read 1 John 4:1-7.

HE LOOKS GOOD TO ME. The people gen
erally were Invited to the sacrifice, but only the
family of Jesse was Invited to the feast which
followed. When Samuel saw Ellab. a mag
nificent looking fellow, he said, Surely this must

be God's selection. No! Not every good looker
is a good liver. The day has gone by for pick
ing kings by their avoirdupois. They had made
a selection after that standard once and had
been stung. Now they are going to be intro
duced to different measurement, and get a man
after God's own heart. Talk about "sizing up
a man"—how do you do it? Do you think you
can stand a man on the scales and weigh him or
back him up against the wall and apply the
tape measure and say—We have here SO MUCH
MAN? It may be that you have only so much
mutton. You get the measure of a man neither
around his calf nor his chest—but around his
CHARACTER.

Pray: For those who have failed in getting em
ployment because lacking in preparation, morals, etc.,
that they may learn the lesson of their failure and re
solve, by God's help, to make good.

Frl. 9. V«. 7. But the Lord said unto
Samuel, Look not on his countenance, or
on the height of his stature, because I
have refused him. Read 3 John 1:9-14.

JUDGING BY BULK. This is a common mis
take and one we should guard against. A
microbe can do more damage than an elephant.
A few of them can combine and wipe out a city.
I love to see an imposing looking man—If the
inside measurements correspond. But I don't
like to see a great big bluff strike a pose, when
he is indebted to the butcher for the very beef
on his bones. Paul was small in inches, yet
he was tall enough to look into the Third
Heaven.
"Pigmies are pigmies still, though perched on

Alps
And pyramids are pyramids in vales.
Each man makes his own stature, builds him

self;
Virtue alone outbuilds the pyramids;
Her monuments shall last when Egypt's fall—
'Tls mortal grandeur makes the mighty man."

—Copyright, 1915—Association Men.

Pray: For the Canal Zone work among all classes
of men, and especially that the needs of our soldiers
mobilized there may be adequately met with secretaries
and equipment.

Sat. 10. Vs. 7. For the Lord seeth not
as man seeth; for man looketh on the
outward appearance, but the Lord look

eth on the heart. Read James 2:1-10.

JUDGING BY CLOTHES. God saw every
thing about Eliab and the rest of the sons, that
Samuel saw—then he saw where Samuel could
not see—THE HEART. I love to see a well-
dressed man. and I think It a man's duty to
dress as well as he can afford; but you can't
judge a man's integrity by his tie, nor the
service he will render, by his spats. Many a
good woman has fallen for a fashion plate, only
to find out she had married a pair of well-
pressed pants—without a man In them. I was
out the other night and saw a man in the latest
and most perfect -fitting dress suit. As a good
looker and a good dresser there was nothing to
be desired. But when you got beneath the
clothes you came to a character which would
have been at home in a garbage can. Every
Prince Albert doesn't cover a prince. You will
find royal good fellows both stylish and shirt
less. The soul of the man lies under the suit.

Pray: That the splendid resolutions adopted at the
standardisation conferences of the physical directors
in 25 States may be prosecuted with thoroughness.

Sun. 11. Vs. 11. And Samuel said unto
Jesse, Are here all thy children? Read

1 Peter 5:1-6.

ANYBODY MISSING? When the summons
went out In the early days for the people to
attend a popular religious service, the children
were a part of the congregation. Their presence
in the church was a matter of course, and if
one was absent the matter was attended to at
once. Run your eyes over the ordinary congre
gation—are all the children present? Not by a
large majority! Where are they? Gone fishing,
or out on a vacant lot training for the Big
League, for all the parents know. The modern
Jesse has to get out a search warrant on Sun
day to find his son. How about your c'ass In
Sunday School—all there? One little fellow Is
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absent; oh, well, that is a small percentage.
You can never tell; better go after him, look
him up, it may be the KING WHO IS MISSING.
It's worth while delaying until we get David in.

Pray: That the unoccupied mission fields of the

world may speedily be occupied.

LESSON APRIL 18. SEE BELOW.
Mon. 12. Vs. 11. And he said, There re-
maineth yet the youngest, and, behold he
keepeth the sheep. And Samuel said unto
Jesse, Send and fetch him: for we will
not sit down until he come hither. Read
Mark 7:24.

THE OVERLOOKED. Here Is "good cheer for
the fellow who has never had a fair chance.
An inspiration to the insignificant. Worth is
always discovered, a little slow sometimes, but
sure. Men for whom God has something to do,
are going to have their chance to do it. Look
at this career and cheer up. Born in obscurity,
kept back by older brothers; sat upon by sup
posedly superiors; pursued by the jealousy of
those who dreaded one as a rival. Misrepresented
by unscrupulous enemies. Yet, surmounting
every obstacle, he cleared his path straight to
the throne. He simply trusted God and tried
his best. Could any man have been more com
pletely swamped by circumstances than David?
Everything was against him; he was the family
pack-horse and shoved in the background. When
honors were being distributed they never
thought of him. Attention had to be called to
him before they remembered he was on the
map. David—? Oh, yes, that's so^Davld!
Let me say to every "Buried Genius," there is
a glorious resurrection ahead. Just go quietly
ahead with your work, all the powers in the
world can't hide your worth.

Pray: That in the lives of each of the 3,490 teachers
of educational subjects, Christ may reign supreme.

Tues. 13. Vs. 12. Now he was ruddy,
and with all of a beautiful countenance,
and goodly to look to. And the Lord said,
Arise, anoint him: for this is he. Read

Ps. 45.

SPEAKING OF LOOKS. Those older sons of
Jesse had nothing on this lad. David was no
shrimp either in size or looks. He had that
rare combination of a fair complexion and au
burn hair. He had a keen penetrating eye en
livened by the fires of slumbering genius and
beaming with a genial warmth. The gaze which
met that of Samuel was level and as clear
as a sunbeam. There was no mud in the bottom
of the eye. He was a fine specimen of a young
athlete, hardened by out-of-door life and kept
tender by looking after helpless dependent
things. Where do you get all this—from the
Hebrew description and from his life as reflected
in his own literature. When the world sends
for you for an interview can you drop your
work and look with steady clean eye into the
eye of the man with the anointing oil? God
never said of any man with shifting gaze—THIS
IS HE—ANOINT HIM.

Pray: That American Associations may be reminded
by Jefferson's birthday of their obligation to practice
democracy in its broadest sense, and thus to accelerate
the growth of the Associations.

Wed. 14. Vs. 13. Then Samuel took the
horn of oil, and anointed him In the midst
of his brethren and the spirit of the Lord
came upon David from that day forward.
Read 2 Peter 1: 12.

SET APART—SPIRIT-FILLED. The anoint
ing took place in the house of Jesse, in the
presence of the family. But little did they know
what had been done. They probably took it for
granted that David was being set apart as a
student for the ministry. Uncrowned kings and
queens are in our households and our poor dull
eyes see nothing but servants. We live with

royalty under the same roof—human beings
upon whom the Almighty God has set the seal
of nobility, and pass it up without notice. Yet
if some nincompoop from a foreign shore, with
a string of gold braid about his neck, were
to condescend to be under our roof we would
strain our snlne kowtowing. God filled David
with the spirit of prudence, the spirit of proph
ecy, the spirit of a PRINCE. All his family

saw was a shepherd—back to the flock, David.

Poor fools.

Pray: For those who are making plans for summer
work in the Associations that they may set up large

and compelling programs.

Thurs. 15. Vs. 13. So Samuel rose up
and -went to Raman. Read Ps. 110.

A GOOD TRAINING SCHOOL. I think Sam
uel whispered to David the significance of the
consecrating oil and told him to wait God's
good time. So patiently David went back to his
school among the sheep. There was no pre-
sumptious forcing of the divine programme.
No attempt to hurry heaven. The course of
training was a good one for the young King.
There was room to grow, and the new thoughts
and new aspirations and new consecration were
dally under God's direction. The task of shep
herd taught him the lesson of responsibility
to another. It was his business to give par
ticular attention to the weak and helpless and
dependent of his flock. Self-sacrifice and ser
vice were the ruling principles of a shepherd's
life. David shone as a great warrior in his
subsequent career but nowhere was he so con
spicuously glorious as when he was acting 'iHE
SHEPHERD KING OF ISRAEL. He felt that
he stood In the same relation to the people of his
kingdom that he stood in relation to his flock
in the fields of Bethlehem. God's nobleman, post
graduate from the school of nature.

Pray: For the men of the lumber camps as tney
come from the woods to the towns and cities where
great temptation awaits theni, that they may have
strength to overcome.

THE SHEPHERD PSALM
Lesson April 18. Psalm 23.

Frl. 16. Vs. 1. The Lord Is my shepherd.
I shall not want. Read the lesson.

A POPULAR PSALM. Some one has said, if
the passages of Scripture had photographic
power to catch the faces that bent above them,
the greatest group would be about this Shepherd
Psalm. Faces of the little children in the Sun
day School, faces of young men and maidens,
people in middle life, millions of the pale faces
of the sick and shut-ins, old people just taking
their last tottering steps with staff and crutch.
All drawing consolation and inspiration from
this common source. In my ministerial career
no passage of Scripture has been so persistently
called for. This psalm was not written by Inex
perienced youth. It came from the pen of a
seasoned veteran who had experienced what
he expressed. He knew. It is the song of a
soul on the way to heaven. There are many
thousands of books the world could spare and
not feel the loss. Take from us this psalm
and we would be robbed of inestimable riches
in literature and religion. Hold it fast in the
heart lest we let it slip. There is in circulation
a godless parody on the psalm. Wherever you
see it raise your voice in protest. It must not
be lost through levity.

Pray: For the men who have recently started the
Christian life at Yale and other universities.

Sat. 17. Vs. 2. He maketh me to lie down
in green pastures: he leadeth me beside the
still waters. Read Jno. 10:1-13.

FEED WHERE HE LEADS. God, our Shep
herd, is supplying food and water and rest and
guidance and protection and restoration and
companionship and courage and HOME. Why
under heaven with such pasturage and protec
tion will a silly sheep stray from such rich
provision and make his way up some back
alley to eat out of a garbage can? Can you
explain It? Yet it is something you can see
any time. Just the other night I saw one
of the sheep belonging to my fold, staggering
out of an alley: he had been- boozing and brows
ing among the ash cans. He had been trying
to slake his thirst with the swill, rather than
with the still waters. Poor silly sheep. Watch
them devour vicious literature and neglect the
words of life. I once saw a fool ox standing
knee-deep in clover trying to get over a fence
and get at pome thistles growing on a rock pile
Oh, the luscious pasturage to which the Lord
leads. What is the fascination of the rubbish
pile anyhow?
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Pray: That the new Army and Navy Association
building on the Panama-Pacific Exposition grounds
and the secretaries in charge, may be used to create
and preserve ideals of manhood among the enlisted
men who will meet with constant temptation at the
Exposition.

Sun. 18. Vs. 3. He leadeth me In the
paths of righteousness for his name's
sake. Read Jno. 10:14-24.

A GOOD GUIDE. Wherever God tells us to
Ko is right—though It may be a bit rough in
the going. Whatever God tells us to do is
right—though It may be a bit difficult in the
doing. He never asks us to go anywhere he has
not been Himself, and He never asks us to do
anything he has not done himself. We do not
mind the way so much If we are absolutely
sure it is right. But the paths of life are so
intersected, there are so many false trails which
lead into the tangled thicket. There are so
many false teachers filling our ears with the
call, "This is the way." We are perplexed—
what are we to do? Cultivate the keen, quick
ear of the oriental sheep who never mistakes
the familiar voice of his shepherd for a fake.
And when he comes to the forks of the road he
looks up to see which way his leader went. That
settles it —his master's step is sign-board enough.
Simple enough—for sheep.

Pray: For all foreign missionaries and their families
that they may have unfailing courage and growing

faith.

Mon. 19. Vs. 4. Yea, though I walk
through the valley of the shadow of death,
I will fear no evil; for thou art with me.
Read Jno. 10:25-38.

ANTIDOTE FOR ALARM. We have the
abominable, atheistic habit of filling the future
full of strange mis-shapen dread. The truth of
the business is we have but little confidence in
Christ. Otherwise we would know more of the
calm certainty of the psalmist. We are appre
hensive, nervous, scared to death most of the
time. Afraid of things—afraid of one another—
afraid of life—afraid of death—afraid of God—
and sometimes even afraid of the Devil. It Is
impossible to estimate the nerve energy we
have burned up, dreading something will happen.
We make ourselves uncomfortable and uncom
panionable and unchristian. What does the
guaranteed guardianship of Jesus Christ amount
to anyhow? With such a pledge we ought to
know nothing but peace—poise—power of soul.
The birds take Him at His word and go singing
and winging their way through the sky. We
doubt—and are in the dumps, and stay close to
the dirt. This calm confidence gives a clear
brain, steady hand, strong heart, and certain
home. God is my shepherd—I'm secure—AS

SERT IT LIKE YOU MEANT IT.

Prov: For A. C. Harte and C. V. Hibbard that they
may be kept in health and in safety and enabled to
render a most helpful service to young men in the
military hospitals and prisons of Europe.

Tues. 20. Vs. 5. Thou anolntest my head
with oil; my cup runneth over. Read 1
Peter 5:1-11.

AT THE CLOSE OF THE DAY. This is one
of the most beautiful pictures In the book. It
Is the close of the day now: the old shepherd
Is standing at the opening of the enclosure Into
the sheep fold. As the sheep go In, he is in
specting them—one by one. He holds a horn
filled with olive oil and some cedar tar. Here
is a sheep with a bruised head or knee, an
accident on the sharp rocks: here is another
with his side torn by the sharp thorns: here Is
another panting and tired out. These bruised
ones are made to stand aside—then the work
with the soothing olive oil and liniment and

big, brimming cup of water begins, and the hurt
ones are healed. This is the kind of shepherd
our Saviour Is. No heart -ache ever escapes his
keen eye. He will take you In His arms and
cure you—unless you run away from Him.

"Oh silly sheep, come near Me,
My sheep should never fear Me.

I am the Shepherd true."

Prav: That a stable and righteous government may
soon be established in Mexico and that lasting peace
may result.

DAVID AND GOLIATH
Lesson April 25. 1 Sam'l 17:1-54.

Wed. 21. Vs. 3. And the Philistines stood
on a mountain on the one aide, and Israel
stood on a mountain on the other side;
and there was a valley between them.

Read 1 Sam. 17:1-11.

THE LINE-UP. The armies of the Philistines
and the armies of Israel are drawn up, facing
each other, on opposite hillsides across the valley
of Elan. Kaeh waiting for the other to make
a move which would give an advantage. Neither
would take the initiative. So the Philistines
offered a challenge to settle the struggle by a
combat between two single champions. The
Philistines selected a heavy-weight giant from
eight to ten feet high. He wore an armor ol
about 150 pounds and carried a spear of about
18 pounds weight. Before him there went a
shield-bearer to protect him. Israel took stock
of their adversary and their piety is in a panic.
They have no match for the monster in their
camp—and they never thought of looking any
where else. No wonder they lost their nerve—
they had another Lord. If your hope is confined
to some human heavy-weight—you are already
beaten. And deserve to be.

Pray: That Student Associations may be divinely
guided in electing officers for the ensuing year.

Thurs. 22. Vs. 31. And when the words
were heard which David spake, they re
hearsed them before Saul; and he sent for
him. Read 1 Sam 17:11-32.

DAVID ON THE SCENE. We do not know
how long It was since Samuel had poured the oil
upon David's head, but a number of years have
passed. David has left Saul's Court and has
gone back home among his sheep—and Saul has
forgotten all about David's family. Now the
two armies are in touch and David's three eldest
brethren are enlisted in the Israelitish army.
David has been sent to camp to take them food
from home. He saw Goliath and heard his
mocking defiance of Israel, and his anger burned
and his indignation blazed and he declared
himself ready to take up the challenge and
remove the reproach. The man of God ought
to be the steady, strong character when the
rest of camp are scared to death. David
won the battle on the inside first—that kept him
from catching the cowardice of the cattle. We
must first conquer our godlessness or we will
never conquer our giant. The older brothers
sneered at the presumption—what can the
youngster do—trying to push in, etc. Give him
a chance and see what God can do through
him. Shove no one back. If you will not stand
up yourself—don't sneer.

Pray: For those employers who are running their
plants to prevent unemployment, when they could save
money by closing down.

Frl. 23. Vs. 33. And Saul said to David,
Thou art not able to go against this Philis
tine to fight with him; for thou art but
a youth, and he a man of war from his
youth. Read 1 Sam. 17:32-38.

COURAGE AND CALCULATION. David asks
Saul permission to accept the challenge of Go
liath. David is the embodiment of courage; Saul
the embodiment of calculating prudence. Like
a Babcock calculator Saul figured out "P r o b a-
b 1 1 i t i e s," and showed David how he could
not win. As far as Saul went he was dead
right—only he omitted OMNIPOTENCE—the
factor our poor faith too often overlooks. True,
David was a youth and Goliath was a veteran
fighter. If that is the whole of the equation,
then David had better go back home and let
the bully alone. But David knew he had an
ally named the ALMIGHTY and his faith could
see the finish of the fight. The only reason
we are ever cowards is because we leave Christ
out of our calculations.

Pray: For the hundreds of men who are taking po
sitions in School and College Associations this Spring,
and are assuming for the first time responsibility for
definite Christian service.

Sat. 24. Vs. 37. David said moreover, The
Lord that delivered me out of the paw of
the lion, and out of the paw of the bear,
He will deliver me out of the hand of this
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Philistine. And Saul said unto David, Go,
and the Lord be with thee. Read Phil.
1 :12-22.

PLEADING THE PAST. David draws upon
his personal experience with God in the past
to press his right to fight for him in the present.
The objections of Saul are silenced. The store
house of experience should be your richest re
source. God's help in days that are gone should
be all that is necessary to give you heart for
whatever you have to go through. We get too
little help from history. God is consistent. He
Is the same yesterday, today, forever. Every
man has met his lion and his bear, and the
Lord has delivered him from both. The trouble
is we forget our triumph over yesterday's mon
sters—and tremble over today's MOUSE. Have
a religion of certainty rather than a religion of
spasms. Lion—Bear—Giant, that is the logic of
the Lord.

Pray: That a deeper sense of responsibility to soci
ety may come to the labor unions of the country.

Sun. 25. Vs. 38. And Saul armed David
with his armor, and he put a helmet of
brass upon his head; also he armed him
with a coat of mall. Read 1 Sam. 17:38-42.

THE OTHER MAN'S ARMOR. Billy Sunday
thinks David in Saul's armor looked like a fellow
with a hand-me-down suit on. four sizes too
large. Saul wanted to honor David as well as

secure him by this royal outfit. David would
have worn it, only he found he was unused to it,
it hampered his movements, and he would have
been at a disadvantage in using weapons with
which the adversary was more familiar. Com
mon sense made him take them off and confine
himself to his own weapons. You fight with
your own weapons. Do not try to be someone
else. We look like fools in Saul's outfit. Hun
dreds of preachers are rattling around in Sun
day's armor trying to imitate this unique crea
tion of God. I've seen them rip around the
platform, smash chairs, climb on the pulpit.
Disgusting! If you would be a success be your
self. Wear your own clothes.

Pray: That wisdom may be given to all workers in

mission lands in dealing 7vith National and Inter
national problems.

Hon. 26. Vs. 39. And David said unto
Saul, I cannot go with these; for I have
not proved them. And David put them off
him. Read Eph. 6:10-19.

ARMED PEACE. Away with this foolish
philosophy of a Christian nation bristling all
over with armor like a fretful porcupine as a
"preparation for peace." The weapons are too
clumsy for Christ. Rubbish—nut them off. L's-
ten to this tremendous truth from Ella Wheeler
Wilcox.

"So long as men believe in armed might
Let arms be brandished. Let not peace be
sought

Until the race-heart empties out all
thought

Of blows and blood, as arguments for
Right.

The world has never had enough of war.
Else war were not. Now let the monster
stand

Until he slays himself with his own hand;

Though no man knows what he is fighting
for.

Then in the place where wicked cannon
stood

Let Peace erect her shrine of Brotherhood."

Pray: For the homes in Canada from whence have
gone so many young men to participate in the Euro
pean War, that the prayers of loved ones in these
homes for the safety of sons, brothers and husbands
may be answered.

Tues. 27. Vs. 44. And the Philistine said
to David, Come to me. and I will give thy
flesh unto the fowls of the air. and to the
beasts of the field. Read Ps. 27.

rsRASS AND MODESTY. N' te the contrast
between the two champions. The Giant was
covered with brass all over and it corresponded
with the solid brass of the braggart inside. His
words were full of contempt, self-confidence and
coarseness. Goliath was a walking arsenal—
and an atheist. David saw all—heard all. care
fully sized up the situation—and selected the

spot for Ills shot. He neither lost his head nor
his heart, but modestly counted on the Almighty
being back of his arm. He told the Giant he
represented the God of Israel. True, David did
paint some gruesome pictures of what was going
to happen after that tight (Vs. 45-46), but there
was not a syllable of self in it, it was all "The
Lord's victory." This is one of the most
astounding cases of modesty in all the records
of the world. Knowing that he was about to
become a national hero, declining all honor in
order that the heart of the people may be turned
heavenward. What is man's chief end? To
glorify God and enjoy Him forever. This is the
victory that overcometh the world—even our
faith. When you fight—put God first.

Pray: That Association leaders may express Chris
tian warmth and encouragement to those who have re
cently found new hope in evangelistic meetings, and
college and high school conferences.

Wed. 28. Vs. 49. And David put his hand
In his bag, and drew thence a stone, and
slang it, and smote the Philistine in his
forehead, that the stone sunk into his
forehead; and he fell upon his face to the
earth. Read 2 Tim. 4: 1-8.

THE FINISH. God brings into the field His
own champion after Israel had failed to find one.
Israel thought of Goliath's size—David thought
of God's strength. The Giant, cock-sure of con
quest, throws back his helmet, leaving his fore
head exposed. A fine target—David lets drive—
straight to the mark the stone sped, crushing
into the skull. Down goes the great carcass.
David rushes in to finish the work. Standing
upon the fallen braggart, he hacks off the head
with the giant's own sword. Their champion
fallen—the Philistines flee—ROUTED BY RE
LIGION. It is the outcome of the eternal con
flict between material force and moral force.
There is but one finish to the fight. In the name
of the Almighty God take a steady aim at the
vulnerable spot—and let drive.

Pray: For our ship-board secretary recently placed
on the U. S. S. Delaware, that he mav have wisdom
and strength for his important and difficult task.

Thurs. 29. Vs. 50. So David prevailed over
the Philistine with a sling and with a
stone. Read Ps. 46.

MODERN GIANTS. This was just a sample
struggle. The work of killing Giants has just
begun. David shows us how the thing is done.
He is handing on to us tactics which have been
tested and found to win. There are the Giants
of Intemperance, Lust, Selfishness, Pride, Pro
fanity, Untruth, Envy. Slander—and a host of
others. Thev are brazen, defiant, blatant. They
are formidable, fortified, frightful. But they
will have their vulnerable spots and can be
killed if we go at it right. 2 Cor. 10:4. "For the
weapons of our warfare are not carnal, but
mighty through God, to the pulling down of
strongholds." We accept the challenge in the
name of the Lord of Hosts. If we stick to the
struggle in the spirit of this stalwart stripling
we will see a carcass stretched where once a
Giant challenged. Their heads will be trophies
of truth.

Pray: For the speedy consummation of federation
of religious interests in rural communities.

Frl. 30. Vs. 52. And the men of Israel
and Judah arose and shouted and pursued
the Philistines. Read Ps. 91.

BELATED CONGRATULATIONS. Before
the fight, Israel was skeptical and his own
brothers sneering and sarcastic. After David
has won, a mighty shout goes up and the soldiers
swarm about David like bees about a hive.

FINE, we knew you could do it, all the time
Three cheers for David, pluckiest man in Israel.
All honey now—no sting Then they rush off
after an already beaten army and return out of
breath, saying. "WE WON." It takes more of
the grace of God to accept the congratulations
of a skulker than it docs to stand the insults of
an open enemy. When these cowardly turn
coats come around after the conflict to offer
congratulations. 1 am frank to say, my first Im
pulse Is to feel in my pocket to see if I have
another rock left. Pray for grace to keep sweet
while the old skeptics shout.

Pray: For boys who are tempted in the warm davs
of Spring, to make Sunday a roystcrino holiday.
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Current News and Comment

Pith and Point of Association News in Paragraphs

-Vctcj Xotcs for May

About 4,000 Alleng are to be

naturalized In Philadelphia in

April and May, Including about

700 who are receiving instruction

at Central. An attempt will be

made to impress upon them the

seriousness of this step and to

this end a reception to them and

their families is being planned.

A committee of representative

citizens appointed by Mayor

Blankenburg and including Wal

ter M. Wood waited upon the

President to secure his attend

ance at this reception. He has

accepted and will speak before

this group of possible 16,000 for

eigners in Convention Hall some

time in May. Committees of For

eigners by nationalities are now

working up this event and it

promises to be something of note

for our newly made citizens.

The Results of the Billy Sunday

Campaign in Denver abide. Pow

erful as the personality of the

preacher is, the converts seem to

be won to Jesus Christ and not

to him. Conscientious follow-up

work has been done by the

churches, and Christian men have

felt the responsibility for getting

the converts grounded in the

faith" as rapidly as possible. Up

to this time there have been no

conspicuous lapses. The churches

are increased in membership, in

spiritual interest, and financially.

Best of all, conversions are still

being reported in considerable

numbers from all parts of the

city.—I. E. Lute.

The Mall brought the Honolulu

Association an unsolicited check

for $6,000 to go toward an out

door swimming pool, to be built

In the Association yard. A com

mittee had been working on plans

for such a pool, and this sub

scription came, unexpected and

welcome. The artesian water

runs from 72 to 7314 degrees, Just

as if the Lord had planned on

supplying water for a pool.

The California Associations, in

spite of hard times, are having

successful campaigns for their

year's budgets. Long Beach se

cured $6,600 In four days; Wat-

sonville, $2,500 in three. The

Associations are going at it early

in the year, and in a united effort

are securing their budgets in

quick campaigns. It is gratify

ing the way the men are sacri

ficing. At the opening of the

Long Beach campaign a former

$100 contributor said: "In view

uf my taxes having gone way up

this year and my income way

down, I do not see how I can do

better than to increase my sub-

Rcquircd by April 16.

scrlption to $125 this year." An

other business man of San Fran

cisco said: "I have not made any

money this year but lost consid

erable. However, I have made

some in the past and expect to

make some again in the future,

and the Y. M. C. A must be

supported and I am not gJ ng to

cut down my subscription."

For the 29th Year the Mass. &

R. 1. State Committee paid all

bills in full. A better announce

ment to make than of a debt

raising.

Over 1,000 Industrial Workers

are reached weekly by West

Hrancb, Philadelphia. Of S00 trol

ley men taken to the tabernacle

nearly 100 hit the trail. Trail-

hitters arc making their Influence

felt.

With 75 Bible classes weekly

handled by men "trained to the

Job" and consecrated to the ser

vice. Cleveland is making the

Bible a living book.

Fiddlers' Night will be an an-

annual event in Spartanburg. N.

C, with a contest for prizes for

orchestras, duets, quartets, etc.

And it was happily opened by an

instrumental "prayer" without

words, played by two of the old

tiddlers.

H. E. Parker in leaving Plain-

field for Passaic, N. J., took with

him a full purse presented by a

host of friends at a popular ban

quet tendered him.

"Is Anyone Sick?" is a question

to urgently ask at every meeting

or class, and to post in gym

nasium halls.

The Real Statistics at Hartford

checked up daily, and for which

pressure Is put on, are the re

ligious. In two years 1,008 have

been assigned to ministers and

church workers, 1,644 have been

interviewed in regard to church

relationship and membership, and

474 decisions for the Christian life

recorded.

Solicitors of Phoenix, Ariz.,

made up of six teams, each

headed by an employed officer,

reported 247 subscriptions for

Right of Way Week. Every

Phoenix Director and every Com

mitteemen is now taking Asso

ciation Men. If a Committee

man was absent the committee

men .simply "subscribed" him and

collected the 50 cents on the

theory that no man can render

his best service to our Association

who does not keep himself well

informed on the Association

movement.

Fred B. Smith is on a trip In

which he will address four con

ventions and Associations in

twenty cities, ending up with an

appeal for a new building in ins

lirst tield, Dubuque, la.

An Automobile Show at I'otls-

town, Pa., brought together the

dealers and cleared $400 at the

opening of Its automobile school.

Mercantile Night at Erie

brought out 2,000 people. It was

handled by the Council of Mem

bers. Features were billiards,

pool, checkers and bowling tour

naments in the gymnasium, re

freshment booths, wrestling

(comedy). swimming (clown

work). A 24-page program paid

the bills.

While Asheville's physical di

rector was sick for six weeks

three of the boys' governing board

led all the gymnasium classes. A

real revival marked one of the

five shop meetings in a casket

company. The boys who began to

meet for prayer in the Week of

Prayer still meet. They have

made a list of all Basket Ball

and Bible Class League boys not

church members, and have suc

ceeded in landing many of them

for church on Easter Sunday.

Nearly every player of the high

School, training school and other

basket ball teams are members

and in Bible study.

Gospel Team Work.—Associa

tion men in Dcs Moines and other

Iowa cities are giving large at

tention this winter to Gospel

team work. Both secretaries and

laymen are on the Job and large

results in many communities have

been secured for Sunday schools

and churches. This work will be

continued during the spring and

summer months.

Los Angeles conducted 30 shop

meetings In one month, with an

attendance of 1,415. In the work

outside the building there were 25

conversions. A railroad ma'h said :

"You Y. M. C. A. people never

will know Just how much I thank

you for coming here. Yesterday

my wife and I Joined the Metho

dist Church." A convert at a

noon shop meeting was a "live

wire" young man twenty years

old, who had lived a fast life. He

is now looked upon by his pastor

as one of his most useful conse

crated members.

Bowery Branch, New York, in

the last year dealt with thous

ands of men, gave 25,000 lodg

ings and 315.000 meals, mostly at

five cents (76 per cent, of which

were paid for). The old build

ing is now used to Its utmost

capacity. The new building will

be ready in October, and in It

•100 men can bs taken care of

each day—and properly.
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Home Conferences in various

parts of the state is placing the

Indiana work before hundreds of

new friends. A Lafayette citizen

lately entertained a hundred In

his home—Stacy and his associ

ates did the rest.

Auburn, Ind., is but a small

town, but it gave Dr. Barker the

largest audiences for his sex

talks.

An Industrial Institute of In

diana men in which thrift will be

stressed, meets at Muncie preced

ing the employed officers' confer

ence, April 15-16. Then comes

the state aquatic meet.

The First Death for a long

period to occur among the secre
taries was that of R. J. Martin,
assistant educational director at

Seattle, who has been an invalid

for a long time. Tt is a great

satisfaction that C. B. Willis,

secretary-treasurer of the Insur

ance Alliance, was able to for

ward his widow a check for

$4,954.

A Town Association is proving

up in Naperville, 111. (3.449 pop.,

40% Catholics). A $36,000 build

ing opened five years ago is the

headquarters for the men and

hoys of the town for social and

recreational life. The member

ship of 300 has grown to 430, and

the budget from $5,000 to $6,300.

Men back it because it's proving

up. mothers approve it for what

it does for their boys.

Lectures Still Draw.—Los An

geles has from 250 to 400 out

regularly In its twenty Thursday

night talks on travel, architec

ture, etc.

The Hebrew Association joins

Central in special educational

work in San Francisco. This

means brotherhood and co-oper

ation Instead of duplication. Al

ready 32 men are enrolled In a

"choosing an occupation" class.

Coast Cities now receive Asso

ciation Men within five days of

publication instead of ten. and re

port with enthusiasm. The new

ruling of the postal department

replacing the paper on the fast

mails makes this possible.

Sherwood Eddy spoke at Aurora

to 126 men brought out to a din

ner under the promise that there

would be no solicitation. But the

men broke loose; one offered $100;

three joined him, and the rest

made up $811. The sum of it will

be $1,200.

Thirteen Men of the San

Francisco Association joined one

church in six weeks, largely

through a Bible class. One, a

young man of 23, and another,

with father Protestant and mother

Catholic and he nothing, who

joined the church In February, did

not even know the Old Testament

from the New when he first Joined

the Bible Class from the track

squad.

The "Mayak" (the Lighthouse),

Petrograd, even in these dis

turbed conditions, has a member

ship of 2.019, including 1.045 new

members and 974 renewals in the

year, a very slight reduction from

last year, much more than the

difference (less than 200) being

at the front. Even the financial

condition of the society is good.

The class In First Aid enrolled

110, many standing through a lec

ture lasting two hours with a

ten-minute intermission.

Pastor Russell's Sermons will

no more appear in the Chicago

Tribune and Herald, not so much

on account of their theology, as

on account of his shady businet^

record in connection with the

United States Investment Com

pany, and with his "Miracle

Wheat"—but probably all this

will go to his "credit" as one

"persecuted for righteousness'

sake." Again let us say, Forbid

Zlon's Watchtower a place on the

reading room table.

W. G. Wright, of Ja'kson,

Mich., wants to know of Associ

ations having classes for police

men and obtaining free water

from the city in exchange for

membership for these men, or

for teaching swimming to boys.

Texas Convention was unique

In that it was held in a college

community, five miles from any

town, and the delegates were

domiciled in dormitories and pro

fessors' homes. The banquet was

held in the college dining hall

with the A. & M. student body

and 350 delegates and professors

present. President Bizzell said;

Sunday was the greatest day for

25 years the college had known.

In answer to Whltmore's appeal

111 decisions were made among

students and five members of the

faculty. Dr. Truett, of Dallas,

gave five remarkable addresses.

The State Committee reported

expenses met. Whitmore and

Hunter conducted a two days'

campaign at Southwestern Uni

versity with 48 decisions.

"Like a Breath of Ozone Asso

ciation Men comes to me." So

writes a former secretary, laid

aside for three years. And he

adds; "I refrained from reading

or thinking much along Associa

tion lines until I was really well.

Now I'm back again I find Asso

ciation Men the same old help It

always was. When I read the

January Issue I thought a great

note was struck. Then came the

February number, which showed

a glimpse of tne largest man of

a century. The March Issue led

me to a campaign for the little

church here. We can leave the

criticism of the church to others.

We have been called of Clod and

given the equipment we have to

help God's church redeem this old

world."

In Four Days, Oklahoma City
subscribed $3,000 towards a $10,0O'>

budget for the state work. Two

pledges of $250 and six of $100.

A Lobby Meeting in the form of

a question drawer at Winnipeg,

discusses questions submitted on

Thursday of each week. Then

Principal Baird, of Manitoba

College, answers them. The the

atre meeting has averaged nearly

700.

A Feature Film called "The Re

ward of Thrift," Jackson. Tenn.,

was found to carry a strong

lesson.

Senator Thomas R. Bard, the

California Association trustee who

died last month, wrote the chair

man of the State Convention a

few days before his death: "I de

sire at all time to manifest my

personal interest in the work of

the Association, and my admir

ation of the officers and workers

who are doing much for the cause

of Christianity that the churches

are leaving for It to do. The

tendency toward too rigid sectar

ianism has in a measure been ar

rested by the broad policies and

work of the Association, and I

fear that unless It or some similar

organization shall be sustained,

and the reformed churches arc

brought together, Protestantism

will become decadent."

Indianapolis has recently raised

as much in Its annual current ex

pense canvass as It did a yeai

ago. New Albany went after

$2,000 and raised more. The

fourth annual missionary confer

ence conducted by the Indiana

State Committee and the Stu

dent Volunteer Union of Indiana.

February 19-21, was the best yet.

The annual training conference

of officers of Indiana Student As

sociations will be held at Earlham

Col. Apr. 2-4. and will be followed

immediately by a conference of

faculty representatives from 15 or

20 colleges.

A silk flag was presented the

Auburn, N. Y., Association on

Washington's Birthday by the

auxiliary, ditto GloverBVllle.

West Branch, Baltimore, Com

mittee of Management passed a

resolution appreciating "the tone

and value of our International

magazine". The Secretary writes,

"I found recently that our men

were surprised to find they

had a regular publication; and

they enthusiastically subscribed to

it. I have received words of com

mendation from them frequently.

Three Issues only have shown Its

value in giving to our men the

consciousness of being a part of

a world-wide MAN'S MOVE

MENT. We wish you continued

success and hope to be able to

render better cooperation In get

ting this valuable publication into

the hands of our entire member

ship in the near future."
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HOW HONOLULU GOT 273

SUBSCRIPTIONS. NOTE THE

10 X 14 FT. DISPLAY AND

OFFICE SIGNS.

RIGHT OF WAY WEEK RESULTS

Results to date exceed 7,000, with hundreds
more to follow. This Is the list of Associa
tions sending In 40 subscriptions or over:

Indianapolis, 339; Honolulu, 273; Phoenix,

Ariz., 247; Des Moines, 196; Sacramento, 175;
Fresno, 128; Toledo, 128; Aurora, 108; St. Joseph,
108; West Side Br., New York, 101; Baltimore,

91; Jackson. Mich., 90; Bloomington, III., 88;
Evansvllle, Ind., 88; Richmond, lnd„ 83; La Fay
ette, Ind., 81; Kokomo, Ind., 77; Newton, Mass.,
74; Mauch Chunk, 73; New Haven, Conn., 72; Mo

bile, 70; Hamilton, O., 65; Houston, Tex., 66;
Everett, Wash., 62; Newcastle, Pa., 61; Eugene,
Ore., 59; Perth Amboy, N. J., 59; Keokuk, la.,
58; Vancouver, B. C, 56; Fort Worth, Tex.,
54; East Deerfield, Mass., 52; Mansfield, O.,
50; Joplln, Mo., 50; Blnghamton, 49; South

Bend, 45; Montreal, 43; Miles City, 40; Woon-

socket, 40.

In addition to these a large number of As
sociations have sent In smaller numbers. To

all, we extend our heartiest thanks.

Most interesting have been the stories of how

these efforts have been accomplished. We can
select but one, however, from Waldo H. Heln-
rlchs, who writes of Honolulu's campaign:

"We organized a small campaign and put the
lists In the hands of the secretaries alone. Each
man of the ten was told that he had to come
across with at least 15 so that we could pass
the goal of 150, and all went well. We put up
a thermometer for every man and urged them
to 'warm up.' We had a lot of fun over It
and surprised ourselves. It was by no means
a general campaign. Every man had a list of
about 30 names and those selected men whom
we want to get to really read the magazine,

or at least, as we advertised, 'look at the pic
tures.' We feel that next year we will have
a 'Whooping Old Campaign.'

"We based the entire campaign not on prices;
not on duty to the Honolulu Association; not
on a 'handout,' for we refused a number that
wanted merely to hand over the 50 cents and
not read the magazine, but we ran It purely
on the merits of the magazine."

Fully 70 Associations which intimated their
intention of taking part In Right of Way cam
paigns have not yet been heard from. Please

send lists In Immediately.

At the last meeting of the Committee on
ASSOCIATION MEN, It was decided that the
following subscription rates be adhered to from
April 1st:

United States, under 25 copies, each $1.00
Clubs of 25 to 50 75
Clubs of 50 and more 50

Bundle orders from 10 to 25 75
25 and upwards 50

New York City, Canada and foreign, add,
postage 25

The above special rates may apply to Associ
ations which agree to a continuous effort to
secure subscribers and guarantee a total for
year. Also to Right of Way week and spe

cial campaigns.

We hope that every Association will plan
to secure the lowest rate.

We welcome to our pages the following ad
vertisers:

Warner, Webster & Co., Camden, N. J., Heating Sys

tems, etc.
Gaylord Brothers, Syracuse, N. Y., Magazine Binders.
I.ooming-Manning Filter Distributing Co., Phila

delphia, Pa., Filters.

John C. Winston Company, Philadelphia, Pa., P*ub-
lishers.

L. Daozigcr, New York City, Athletic Supplies, Linens
and Towels.

Old Town Canoe Co., Old Town, Me., Canoes.
Chas. Scribner's Sons, N. Y. C, Books.
Folding Partition Co., N. Y. C, Folding Partitions.
B. N. Morris, Inc^ Veazie, Mich., Canoes.
American Surety Co., New York City, Bonds.
Bible Teachers* Training School, New York City.
Santa Fe Railroad Co., N. Y. City. Conference.
Grant Pulley and Hardware Co., N. Y. City, Rolling

Partitions.

Dodd Mead & Co., N. Y. C, International Year Book.
Crowell Publishing Co., N. Y. C., Camping Club.

Salesmanship Course, Committee E._ S. A.
McCray Refrigerator Co., Kendallville. Ind.

J. A. & W. Bird & Co., Boston, Mass., Ripolin.
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A Gold Watch, capped by a

banquet, was given to J. W. Eddy,

of Bedford Branch, Brooklyn, on

leaving: for Atlantic City.

A Pastor will put such notices

as tlie secretary gives him and

gives a good reason for, in the

church calendar. One such car

ries a hearty note of its "insti

tutional department"—the Asso

ciation.

A Patriotic Jew led a vast cos

mopolitan audience in singing

"America" on Lincoln's Birthday

in San Francisco—of men of fif

teen nationalities and many re

ligions and with a many-land

program of songs and folk dances

all the way from Chinese to

Scotch.

On Gideon Day at Alton, 111., the

speaker was the president of the

Gideons. Bibles were placed in

every dormitory and hotel room in

the city.

"Snow Birds" is the name for

Winter visitors at Jacksonville,

Fla. Men from Atlanta, Toronto,

Washington, Charlotte. Boston.

New York, New Haven, East

Orange, Rockland, Roanoke, Chi

cago, Knoxville and Freeport, sent

the secretaries a letter thanking

them for abounding hospitality

and goodfellowship.

New York Branches closed the

year with a membership in all

of 18,613 (but a debt of $10,000)

and buildings worth nearly a mil

lion going up

Battle Creek, Mich., building is

closing its doors, shying at a

campaign for $12,000. Sometime

it must resume. Richmire retires

and will return to his old home

in western New York, where he

may take some hand in the county

work. He fought a fine fight

against odds.

Over $5,000 was Raised in one

day for the community work at

Salisbury, N. C.

The Worthwhile Thing done in

Johnstown, Pa., was pulled off

when 330 representatives of forty

churches and Bible classes met

for a dinner and discussion of the

Association's program of religious

work. Bill Ridgway of "Hook-'er-

to-the-Bller" elevator fame de

livered the address and local men

put up the discussion on the

Association's program. The re

sult was crystalized in a vote

which makes the Association's

Religious Work Committee the

official clearing house for Infor

mation and for inter-denomina

tional service of the more than

thirty different Protestant

churches operating in the city.

Ministers and laymen alike agreed

that with the local Association's

enormous investment in plant

and equipment there did not ap

pear to be any reasons why the

churches as such should not for-
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EVANS, COOPER, VIRGO
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mally recognize and definitely use

the organization plant and equip

ment in the accomplishment of

inter-church and community

service.

At Iowa Convention :!45 men and

165 older boys sat down at the

opening banquets addressed by

F. B. Smith. At the men's and

boys' meetings 68 men at the

same hour, took the same step in

a meeting addressed by Porter.

Oklahoma Convention was at

tended by more than 400 men,

Student delegates 262 strong. The

pastor said: "This convention was

characterized by a deeper spirit

ual tone and a stronger religious

element than any church assem

bly I have attended." Fifteen

hundred men listened to Jim

Goodheart's life story in the Sun

day afternoon meeting, forty-

seven men making decisions, and

four thousand people packed the

convention hall for the closing

Sunday night services. Dr. Bar

bour gave a masterful presenta

tion of Personal Evangelism. No

project in Oklahoma was ever

given larger publicity, or more

space in the daily papers.

The Reprint of The Trail a

Boy Travels has already reached

an edition of 100,000. It may be

well said that this will continue

to be a stock piece of Associa

tion propaganda. (H. S. Mc-

Cowan, Dallas, Tex., $6 per 100.)

An Unfriendly Pastor received

a copy of the .Toin-the-Church

issue. He preached a sermon on

what he found in its pages and

he gave the magazine credit. He

came and told the secretary the

next day he wanted to thank the

Association for furnishing him

with such inspiring material. A

leading New Haven clergyman

who "didn't want the mazagine,"

but gave fifty cents to the cam

paign, later said at a banquet:

"That one Join-the-Churrh issue

was worth to me ten times the

price. I have a new idea of the

Association."

Men's Mestings in the Lobby at
Xew Castle are being conducted

by the adult Bibles Classes, each

church taking turns. The pro

grams vary with the classes but

the testimony meetings are the

most helpful. The plan works.

Men who would understand the

hardships and possibilities of an

immigrant may well read Dr.

Stelner's intimate story of his own

life, "From Alien to Citizen." It

would make an exceptional study

textbook for a group of men en

gaged in work ror foreigners.

Des Moines churches received

4,500 new members up to Feb

ruary from the Billy Sunday

meetings. The work is going on.

The new Chief of Police at

Washington, Major Pullman, is

one of the quiet-spoken, master

ful members active in the Wash

ington Association. And he is

"not ashamed to own his Lord"'

and will give the city a Christian

administration.

Mott, Eddy and Brockman got a

hearing and help in Chicago Con

ference, which put tlie Associa

tions In the Central West back of

a large group of foreign secretar

ies, with notable attention of the

press. Chicago men and Associa

tions alone now back thirteen

secretaries.

DON'T LET THIS HAPPEN FOR THE SAKE OF

THE CITY'S BOYS
 

vim ion db tour rim. « btkk. n the oft mi mitekp

AN APPEALING NEW ALBANY

(IND.) CARTOON, THE CONTRI

BUTION OF AN 18-YEAR OLD BOY
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BE UP-TO-DATE

IMPROVED SECTIONFOLD PARTITIONS

 

Partition folded, showing c'ear
space.

Are specified for the largest

Y. M. C. A. in the world.

(Now in course of erection.)

Folding Partition Co.

507 FIFTH AVE.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

A child can fold them. Send for

particulars.

 

Showing manner of operating
partitions. Slate Panels.

Preaches Religion

in Homely Phrases

O Mr. Sunday is tremendously in

^^^tfj earnest. His utterances are vivid.

■ ■ His epigrams, like his stories, are

w^^L of the homely, Lincoln sort that

,n I people remember. He barbs truth

■ I and makes it enter and stick.

m ■ He preaches a strong gospel.

■ I which can meet the real need of

J every human heart.

"BILLY" SUNDAY

THE MAN AND HIS MESSAGE

By William T. Ellis, LL D.

AUTHORIZED BY MR. SUNDAY

Tells the story of Mr. Sunday's eventful life, given
a keen nnn lysis of hi - manner nnd methods, and
coiitnlnN tlie heart «f hin meimnKe, ar
ranged by subjects, I ..eluding his vivid utterances.
Ids startling i>|iigrnn>s and his homely. Lincoln -like
II lust ral ions that add to his tremendously earnest
appeals.

Cloth. 496 pp. profusely illustrated. SI. 50
Chtaptr cloth edition. $100

At all bookstores or from the publishers

THE JOHN C.WINSTON CO., Philadelphia
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You have undoubtedly noticed the rapid
growth In popularity of the "Indirect" meth
od ever since we perfected the original

Eye Comfort Lighting

System six years ago because Indirect light
ing Ib "The Best Light for the Eyes'

called it in
as

recent

Wesi Branch,
l, Philadelphia.

"Scientific American"
editorial.

Used In Central Branch,
North Branch Y. M. C. A.'s,
and others.

You can obtain Interesting, authoritative
booklets on modern lighting by writing us,
and when you do so, request the report of the
three year Investigation conducted by Drs.
Ferree and Rand which proved Indirect light
ing to be as beneficial to the eye as daylight.
It Is free to Association Executives.

Competent Engineering Service Free.

National X-Ray Reflector Company

CHICAGO NEW YORK

237 W. Jackson Blvd. 21 W. 46th St.

!

 

TOWELS KS Y. M. C. A.

The largest size—the best quality—the lowest price—This is
the "Towel Combination" that has made Elder's famous with
Y. M. C. A.'s.

"Eldaton" Bath Towels, size 21 Vi x 43 in., give "real"

service, at $3.00 a dozen

Huck Hand Towels are $1.50 a dozen.

(In ordering, be sure to state style and price desired.)

All Y. M. C. A. needs in Table Linen, Napkins, Bed Spreads,
Blankets and Sheets supplied here. Write for samples.

THE ELDER & JOHNSTON CO.
(Bath Towel) Addrasa Dept. M. DAYTON, OHIO

 

 

(Hand Towel)

Please mention ASSOCIATION MKN when writing; to advertisers.
395
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An Employees' Saving Associa

tion is made up of eighteen

Gary, Ind., secretaries, who de

posit fifty cents to $12.50 each

every fortnight. President Kel

ler is trustee.

Tom Farmer In six weeks'

evangelistic work with Rich

mond, Va., Association, spoke to

fully 10,000 men and boys, his

personal Interviews being most

effective.

Dr. Barker's Addresses have

resulted in eight big business and

professional men's gymnasium
classes, while many others who

heard him have started a course

of exercises at home, using his

published card. Among them are

two clergymen. When he was in

Sacramento he spoke to 325 men

at noon on "Coming to Time."

The superintendent thought his

money mighty well spent.

Dr. Studer, of Detroit, was in

vited to a banquet the day he

completed his 25th year in the

Association secretaryship A
bunch of letters from friends the

country over cheered him, the

directors gave him a motor car

and a trip to California, and the

secretaries a gold watch. Studer

is a Canadian, and began work

as a physical director at Pitts

burgh. Detroit now numbers the

largest membership or any Asso

ciation in the world.

Of "Adventures In Faith," by

C. K. Ober ("Help"), published

by Association Press from arti

cles appearing in Association

Men, a secretary writes: "It's like

a fresh breeze from the other

world." A. Nash ordered a hun

dred copies for his interviewers.

Never to Advance Money to

pay for a telegram to friends

saved the Rock Island secretary

many a dollar in fifteen years.

A Convict who wrote to the

Rock Island secretary found em

ployment, a new life, and is sav

ing. Another has made good for

six months. A third, after a

lapse of five years, sent a con

science check to his former em

ployer covering with interest the

cost of cigars smoked at his ex

pense.

This Lonely Small Town Boy

came to Minneapolis building an

niversary week and said with

glee: "I made forty-two friends

in two weeks here at the Y. M.

C. A." And it changed his whole

outlook on life.

A Personal Workers' Club of

125 at Marion, Ind., meets every

Sunday afternoon with 150 men

present "to take orders" and

"take on jobs." A dormitory life

problem club led one man who

had saved $175 for a motorcycle

to turn it toward a college edu

cation. Over 400 members were

added.

Recognition Day was recorded

in the San Francisco Association

March 16th, in view of the inter

est and co-operation that was

given the exhibition.

The Iowa Legislature was ad

dressed by John Mott, who spoke

on the Association work among

the European armies and thc

movement In China, which they

called "the greatest message"

and put it in print.

Without Religion you can't run

an Association. That conviction

led Huntsville, Ala., Association

Into a live effort with the

churches in February in its debt

campaign for $21,000. It came

easy, with $3,125 to spare. Mr.

McCormick gave $10,000. New

blood was added to the director

ate and the Bible study club, in
which young fellows "eat the

Word as a hungry man eats

bread."

The Ministerial Gym class in

a Kentucky city has done more

to bring churches together and \

in co-operation and to put

clergy in touch with all

of men than has been before

known. A minister lately sairt

that he had never before real

ized what a place the

tlon had held in a community to

bring Christian men in

with boys and young men

the church.

A Man Separated from his

wife on account of drink wanted

a room in our Texas building

order that he might have help

breaking up his habit. In four

months he has been led back in;-

his church and Sunday school.

This man was one of the big

business men of the state at one

time. One of the young men in

the dormitory in speaking of him

said: "If we 100-men who room

in this building can not pull him

through this thing we are a

mighty sorry lot."

Once a Vaudeville Singer, now J

a mechanic, a man was "spotted"

by his fine voice at a Wilming

ton, Del., shop meeting and called

on for a solo. He showed how he

could use his voice to influence

men. That led to a church choir

position, church meml

evangelistic service. In this

Wilmington is "throwing a light

on opportunity" by a systematic

effort to discover men and enlist

them in whatever Christian

ice they may have abilities for.

This Dormitory Youth's

in Montpelier were $5 a week

room in the Association building

at $1.60 was a lift to him and a

home: It's a place where he may

help others. Many out of employ

ment use the three dormitory

rooms in tiding over.

Secretarial Register

QBNERAL SECRETARIES

Beckwltta, G. D., to Kingston, N. Y.
Bromley, A. F., Qulney, Mass., res.
Collins, 7,. C, Ft. Wm. McKinley. P. I., res.
Cowan, D. M., Chaploau, Ont„ to Cranbrook. B. C. (RIt.).
Dawson. F. L., Belvldere. 111., res.
Home, H. H.. to Evansville, Ind.
Mandigo. H. M.. Athol, to Lansingbnrg. N. T.
Mogge. E. L.. Evansville, Ind., res.
Rhetta. J. W., to Columbus, Ga. (Col.).
Richardson, E. E.. Pana. to Stroator, III.
Rlchmire. C. A.. Battle Creek. Mich., res.
Safford. J. D., P't Townscnd, to Ft. Wm. McKinley. P. 1.
Scofleld, J. L., Bioomlngton. 111., reR.
Tucker, L. W., Wabash Ave. Dept.. Chicago (Col), res.

rHYSICAL DIRECTORS

Batcbelor. W. C. Wllnierdlug, Pa., res.
Duddy, F. E.. Ford Memorial Br., Boston, res.
Guthrie. R. B.. Port Jerri*. N. Y. (RR.). res.
Heekman, G. B., Carlisle. Pa., to Bogalusa. La.
Melssner, C. H.. Wilmington. Del., to RoaDoke, Va.
Tenney, W. W., Martlnsburg, W. Va., res.

BOYS' WORK
Bailey. C. S.. Manchester, N. H., res.
Brastcd. R. M. v., Bedford Br.. Brooklyn. N. V., res.
Dlemer, J. H., to Bedford Br.. Brooklyn. N. Y.

DEPARTMENT SECRETARIES

Bailey. F. I... 23d St. Br.. New York City (Ed.), res.
Osborne. F. B., Portsmouth. O. (Relig.) (RR.). res.
Starker, F. R., Kingston, to Bedford Br.. Bklyn Itellg.).

INTERNATIONAL BECBETABT
Penfleld, T. B., res.

Convention Calendar

STATE CONVENTIONS
Montana. Helena. Mar. 25-28.
Washington. Bremerton. Apr. 2-4.
California (No. Sec.), Los Angeles, Apr. 9-11.
Wisconsin. Milwaukee, Apr. 15.

EMPLOYED OFFICERS' CONFERENCE
Asllomar, Cal.. May 19-23.
Indiana, Mnncle, Apr. 15-16.

STATE AND .PROV. CONFERENCES.
Asllomar. Cal., May 16-19.
Association Day. Los Angeles. Cal.. May 16.
Association Day. Panama-Pacific Exposition. May 2."..

boys' conference
Ilutler. Pa.. Apr. 1018.

SUMMER SCHOOLS AND INSTITUTES
llollister. Mo. (Railroad), June 3-17.
Blue Ridge. N. C. I Student). July 1-21.
Lake Genera. Wis.. July 1-31.
Bine Ridge. N. C July 7-21.
Arundel. Md. (Colored). July 8-22.
Asllomar. Cal., July 20-Aug. 3.
Lake Couchlching, Ont.. July 27-Aug. 13.
Estcs Park. Colo., July 28-Aug. 11.
Sllrer Bay. N. Y.. July 30-Aug. 28.

STUDENT CONFERENCES

K.stes Park. Colo.. June 11-22.
Seabeck. Wash.. June 11-20. •
Engles Mere. Pa., June 15-24.
Blue Ridge. N. C. June 15-24.
Lnke Geneva. Wis.. June 18-27.
Northfleld. Mass., June 25 to Jnly 4.
Lumsden Beach. Canada. Jnly 9-16.
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IT is easy to understand why leading accountants,

statisticians and efficiency engineers commend the

Young Men's Christian Association for establishing

Accountancy as a part of its educational program in

New York City and several of the larger cities of the

Nation.

It is at once an important ethical and economic

service. It is a direct help in the movement to secure

greater honesty in the administration of business—

greater saving—and thus to lay the basis of economic

and upward progress. For it is only as we bring these

two things together—the economic progress and the

ethical progress—that the world is to move forward.

You cannot move the world except on the foundation

of morals, and it is because of this that accounting in its

vital essentials reaches down to the basis on which

morals rest.

Our whole aim is ethical and economic—to make

the most out of what we have. It is the problem of sav

ing waste, of social control. If you can stop waste in

the ordinary business you can turn it from unprofitable

ness to profitableness. And the work of the accountant,

the philosophy of this school, is to teach you how to

have such an accounting control over business that you

can tell where waste is taking place, where profits are

secured, and how to insure efficiency and economy in

the administration of city, state and national business.

— Dr. Le Grand Powers.

PACE & PACE: New Bulletins are now ready. Details of Pace

Standardized Courses in English, Accountancy, Law, Business Adminis

tration, Cost Accounting, Auditing and Fundamentals of Accountancy as

given in Resident schools, and by Extension (through the mails), fur

nished upon application, 30 Church Street. New York.
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Victor Temple of Music

Palace of Liberal Arts

Panama-Pacific International Exposition, San Francisco, California

Are you going to visit the great Fair this summer?

If so, do not fail to visit the beautiful, classic Victor

Temple and hear the daily concerts of our wonderful

records, in the glass-walled, harmonious, comfortable and

restful Auditorium, acoustically perfect—a delight to the

eye, ear, soul and body.

Some phase of our Educational work will form a part

of every program—Ancient and Medieval Music; Music

History; American Music; Correlation with Literature.

Geography, History, etc.; Opera; Oratorio; School

Room and Playground Work ; Instruments ; Music

Appreciation, etc.

Y. M. C. A. Day, May 25th

Special programs will be tendered the "V.

Secretaries and friends at 10.30

A.M. and 4.30 P.M. Records of

oratorios, gospel hymns and sacred

songs. A special welcome to all

Y. M. C. A. men.

Educational Department

Victor Talking Machine Co.

Camden, N. J.

 

Victor xxv
$67.50 special quotation
to Y. M. C. A. and
schools onljr

The horn can be removed
and placed under the In
strument safe and secure
from danger, and the cab
inet can be locked to pro
tect It from dust and
promiscuous use by Irre
sponsible people.
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The Continent-Wide Summer Schools

Where 1,615 Leaders Gain Instruction and Inspiration

An Association Training Agency rendering Vast Service to the
Movement. Already five valuable properties in central positions of
picturesque mountain and lakeside beauty and invigorating sur
roundings have been secured. Here mountain climbing, athletics

quatics may be combined with professional training under the

  

The Continuation School

By R. C. MORSE, General Secretary Interna

tional Committee

UPON the wooded shores of Lake Geneva

or Lake George or Lake Couchiching or

in the Carolina or Colorado mountains, at

our Summer Schools miles away from the

city and our office desks, we older secretaries

can enjoy opportunities of leisurely fellow

ship with a new generation of leaders. On

a beautiful August afternoon at Silver Bay

I was enjoying such fellowship with a de

partment secretary. We talked plans of

service to the men of his city, which were

made with boldness, and would, I was sure,

be executed with courage. He was at Silver

Bay for his fourth successive August. He

came to his first conference seriously consid

ering whether he should not give up the

secretaryship and return to business and

volunteer Association work. He felt his

educational handicap. That first season

gave him new courage and hope, and he

finished the three years course. Now

he had come for a fourth season. Why?

Because he found there, as both he and his

wife told me, a sort of Continuation School

where he could enjoy every summer in class

room, as well as in fellowship and recre

ation, the vocational and vacational advan

tages he needed. On his fifth year he went

back as a teacher.

About the same time I noted among the

students a freshman from a New England

college. During the four summers of his

college course he gave part of each vaca

tion to work and recreation at Silver Bay,

because of his interest in County Associa

tion work. On his fifth successive sum

mer, a year after graduating, he came as

a county secretary of a New England

state. The county group has had many

undergraduates in it.

Of another undergraduate I heard from

his father, one of my fellow secretaries.

He told me his son was soon to graduate

and wanted to engage in the same voca

tion he was in. He attended the summer

school at Lake Geneva. Now he is to enter

the Chicago college to pursue there the

special course offered to college men.

These are three typical cases out of the

hundreds of students who are attending

some one of the seven summer schools

which the North American Associations

have created. These schools have become

a growing educational force and factor in

the work of our brotherhood. Their steady

growth in quality and dimension of influ

ence is a marked feature of Association

development during this century. The two

397
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oldest, at Lake Geneva and Silver Bay,

lead. The other four are making steady

progress. All are growing, but no one is

yet full grown.

Last year 1,613 students attended these

schools. The great majority were employed

officers in some twelve or more depart

ments. The majority were junior officers.

More veterans attended than in previous

years, yet more are coming, I believe, in

the future. For instruction in the class

room? Yes, for there are contacts there

of value to a man, however expert in his

office as a secretary. But men will come

equally for the rare, compensating fellow

ship to be found and profited by in the give-

and-take intercourse of these summer

meetings.

Such attendance is gradually making of

these summer institutes continuation

schools for the life-long training of Asso

ciation employed officers. By their use we

confess our ambition to increase what

qualification we possess for the calling we

have chosen. We also confess our need,

to the end of life, for more training of the

sort furnished by these schools.

A minority are not yet employed officers.

Some are still undergraduates in college.

They are taking part of their summer re

cess to get an intimate knowledge of the

office and work of our vocation.

Another interesting group is of young

men in business life who are in living con

tact with Association work as volunteers.

Their working contact on active commit

tees is the cause of their coming. The

great majority of our earlier secretarial

leaders have come to us from this class of

men in the business world. Examinations

successfully passed at these schools yield

to the students units of approval recognized

in other summer schools and at the two

Association colleges.

What and whom do these students find

at these summer schools? In some class

rooms they find as teachers secretarial

leaders, expert in the various lines they

teach. But university professors are also

there—professional educationalists. With

the latter I have talked inquiringly con

cerning the students they were finding and

examining; I have deprecated the brevity

of the contact they enjoy with one another.

Then I have talked with the students about

their relations to these professors, and have

discovered in both parties a mutual re

spect and a fellowship which seemed to

show that there was in this contact some

values for each of peculiar and finest qual

ity. Many are the choice values discov

erable at these schools. Some are found in

the class room. But there are equal,

probably higher values realized in the fel

lowship of students and teachers, as they

enjoy opportunities of varied intercourse

outside the class room, in sport, at meals,

in walks, in conferences unnumbered and

unrecorded.

Only some of these values have been

mentioned. There are others. All of them

are still hidden from many who ought to

discover them—but who do not come and

find, because of neglect or oversight. Some

of these guilty ones are among the veteran

secretaries. But we need you and you need

us. Come and welcome. You will give

much if you come. But you will get more

than you give.

Very young and immature as yet are

these summer schools. But they are bright

with promise of growing influence for good.

Many are the values hidden in them; come

and find them, and thus reinforce with an

increasing efficiency all departments and

activities of our Association brotherhood.

Some attempts have been made by the

management of these schools to attract the,

attendance of laymen who are active in the

work and leadership of the Associations.

What is offered in the class room has

hitherto been so professional and technical

as not to hold their continuous attendance,

but they have been most heartily welcomed

to the fellowship of the students and their

instructors. Fuller provision for them

would increase their number and add value

to the influence and mission of the Summer

Schools. Such provision may soon prove

as practicable as it now seems desirable.

A Summer Outing with an Outlook—

Nothing Better for a Man

By Prof. GEORGE L. ROBINSON, Ph.D., Mc-
Cormlck Theological Seminary

AN Association Summer Institute means

more than is usually supposed. It

means that men who attend get not only

inspiration but information, and not only

information and inspiration, but a new

vision of the claims of Jesus Christ on the

life. Fifteen years' practical experience in

teaching in different Summer Institutes

warrants me in saying that the students

manifest the most praiseworthy intelli

gence and purpose to translate what they

receive into service that is best worth

while. How infinitely better, therefore, and

more profitable, is a summer spent in this

manner than in almost any other. The

number of such institutes should be multi

plied. Those already in existence should

be crowded.
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Lake Geneva, Wisconsin

Pioneer Summer Institute

Foothold secured here 32 years ago ex

tended until a large property equipped

with finest detail is worth $149,000. The

camp school has grown to 551 students

studying 60 courses under a corps of

masterful leaders.

The Lake Geneva spirit with its strong fel

lowship, informal social life, its mingling of

ihe older and the younger men, its high ideals

of character and service,

is always ' one of the most r> ~;

telling influences upon the

lives or tne students nere.
College men meet here

June 18-27, after the wo
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In the Heart of the Rockies

Estes Park Conference Place of 375 Acres—Long's

Peak, 7,800 Feet Above the Sea Level—Close to

It Is the National Playground of America

Dr. John Timothy Stone, Dr. Charles L,. Mead and strong
Association leaders in the school sessions July 28 to Aug. 11.
College students meet here June 11 to 22. Missionary, Edu
cation, Women's Associations and Rural pastors have their

special Conference terms here.
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■ Southern Summer School

At Black Mountain, N. C, the

Youngest of the Schools

In the heart of virgin forests 2,700

feet above sea-level with its outlook

on 22 spurs of the Blue Ridge Moun

tains. It is a vigorous school en

rolling 125. The attendance of allied

conferences from all sections of the

South and all walks of life reaches

2,100. The hotel building accommo

dating 430 is in a park of 1,000 acres.

The property is valued at $125,000.
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On Historic Lake George at the

Adirondack Foothills

A wilderness park of 1,700

acres whose August schools of

training were attended by 588

men of ten Departments of As

sociation Service from 15 coun

tries.

A noble setting for a Summer

School. The extensive buildings

and equipment are steadily being

improved. Recreative features

are of the best. Silver Bay has

become known to the ends of the

earth for its unique opportunities

and helpful educational and spir

itual atmosphere.
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THE PROCESSION PILING DOWN ON CLASS DAV, LAKE GENEVA SUMMER SCHOOL

For Men Who Know What They

Want and It's Not Milk for Babes

By PROF. WILLIAM J. HUTCHINS, Oberlln

THE best evidence of one's own belief in

the Association Summer Institute is his

eager and persistent participation in its

work. That the teachers regard the in

struction of their colleagues of value is sug

gested by the fact that in any class you

may see members of the faculty sitting as

students among the students. For my own

part I have seldom been so thrilled by any

college or seminary lectures as by certain

of the lectures given at Silver Bay and

Geneva.

Frequently a college student hardly

knows what he wants. He does indeed

know that he wants a vacation, a diploma,

and a vague, indefinite something known as

culture; but his attitude toward an indi

vidual teacher in the ordinary recitation

hour is oftentimes "Educate me if you

can." The men who come to the Associa

tion Summer Schools know precisely what

they want. They have been in the work.

They see how the suggestions of the class

room solve the very concrete problems of

the home Associations. They care little for

peptonized food or milk for babes. They

like and assimilate strong meat. Their

private preparation for the class hour is

not as thorough as that which is expected

of college students, but a teacher is sure

of an appreciative response to the best ma

terial he has to offer. The curricula of the

several schools are wisely arranged to per

mit specialization and attendance upon

what may be called "university" lectures.

It is hard to imagine a better use to

which an Association man can put a couple

of weeks of vacation time. Throughout the

year he has sometimes felt like a lonely

picket between the lines. At the institute

he knows himself one of a great army, and

in the thought he grows strong. It is a

good thing to shake hands with leaders of

the Association, whose names have been

household words. The impression made

upon the men by the beauty of the natural

surroundings can scarcely be exaggerated.

Founded on an Actual Need

By WALTER DILL SCOTT, Northwestern

University

rTIHE Summer Institute is founded on an

-1- actual need. The men in all forms of so

cial and religious work today require the in

spiration and instruction there provided.

As soon as a man grows stale or out of

touch with modern movements, his efficiency

 

SWIMMING

HOUR AT

HOLLISTER, MO.

Here the Railroad

Conference is held

June 3 - 17. The

camp Is open for

members and
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and the Southwest
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this charming spot

among the Ozark

Mountains on the

White River
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IN THIS PICTURE ARE THE 551 STUDENTS WHO WERE IN THE 60 CLASSES

is reduced. Your programs provide thep

necessary instruction, and the fellowship

there enjoyed provides the inspiration. I

trust the men of the Associations may con

tinue to profit by these opportunities in in

creasing numbers.

A Focal Point of Light

and of Spiritual Energy

By S. C. MITCHELL, Pres. Delaware College

THE strength of the Association Summer

Institute lies in the concentration of

purpose on definite fields of moral activity

and in the intense fellowship of the workers

in attendance. The concentration of pur

pose is secured in two ways: first, by hav

ing only specialists to teach, and, secondly,

by converging the subjects of each student

upon the practical problems in his particu

lar field of work. By reason of this method

a student is enabled to get a luminous, sug

gestive, and inspirational survey of a few

subjects within the briefest time. The in

tense fellowship of the Summer Institute

fuses the sympathies and reinforces the

moral purposes of the whole body of

students. The Summer Institute is there

fore a focal point of light and spiritual

energy. It serves as a nervous system to

"•the complex activities for which the Chris

tian Association stands. It begets like-

mindedness, which conditions all unity of

action for social progress and spiritual

power.

For Broader Influences of Summer

Conferences That Stay by a Man

OZORA S. DAVIS, President Chicago Theological

Seminary

I HAVE had the privilege of watching the

summer conference plan as worked out

by the Young Men's Christian Association.

I had the privilege of being present at the

first Northfield Conference for college

students, and I have the opportunity now

of sharing in the work especially at Lake

Geneva.

I am convinced that one of the strongest

forces acting upon the Christian life of

college students in the middle West is Lake

Geneva, and I know that similar influences

are exerted by other conferences. As I

visit the colleges and universities of the

middle West throughout the year, I hardly

ever have a personal interview with stu

dents concerning their religious experience,

discuss life-work plans or make an appeal

for service in a meeting that I do not run
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across, generally directly, and sometimes

indirectly, the influence of the summer con

ference meeting. The picked men who go

to Lake Geneva are the leaders of the

entire life of their institutions during their

undergraduate days, and are inspired and

directed for the service they render as lay

men in a manner that commends itself to

the principle of right teaching as well as

to the demand of a permanent and reason

able enthusiasm.

The Rise of the Summer Schools

By I. E. BROWN, Chicago

AMONG the remarkable phenomena of

the life and growth of the Association

the inauguration and development of the

Summer School stands out vividly. These

summer courses of training have been in

augurated for all classes; for college stu

dents and for employed officers in every de

partment of Association service. Their

importance is indicated by the following

facts :

The growth of these institutes in num

ber and attendance. At the present time

some seven or eight localities in various

parts of the country are definitely set aside

for these summer assemblies. The in

crease in registered attendance has been

marked. At Lake Geneva the summer of

1914 saw approximately 800 college stu

dents and leaders, while the summer school

sessions brought together 551 students.

Twenty years ago, in 1894, the attendance

was 31, while ten years ago the enrollment

was only 100.

Again the importance of this summer

training as it appeals to the business men

of the Association is indicated by the in

vestment which has been made in per

manent property to accommodate the grow

ing number of students. At Couchiching,

at Silver Bay, at Estes Park, at Black

Mountain, at Arundel-on-the-Bay, at Hollis-

ter, generous provision has been made,

while at Lake Geneva, the oldest, property

has been increased to the amount of

$149,000.

A third element which clearly indicates

the importance of this work is the attitude

of great leaders and teachers. When men

like President King, Professor Rauschen-

busch and Dean C. R. Brown, are willing

to take the time from their busy summers

to give instruction, it means much. At

Lake Geneva we like to recall the fact that

Bishop McDowell has been present at the

student summer school for twenty-one

years successively. At the time of his

twenty-first appearance he began his ad

dress by saying, "Men, I am glad to be back

again at the center of the world." And

then when a laugh greeted his statement,

he added, "But I am in earnest. I am just

back from a seven months' tour of mission

lands during which time I was not in a

single meeting in which one or more did

not greet me with the words, 'I meUyqu at.

Lake Geneva.' "

In a recent number of The Advance,"

Dr. Ozora S. Davis gave an account of a

convocation at Bangor Seminary, in the

course of which he makes the following

remark: "Personally we have felt more

deeply at Bangor than anywhere else, un

less, possibly, at Lake Geneva, the mood

which seems to us that of the presence of

the Holy Spirit."

Another fact which attests to the useful

ness of the summer school work is the at

tendance of mature secretaries—those who

have been years in the work and moreover

have achieved large success. These men feel

that the summer school is a point of con

tact with the best and freshest things in the

Association life.

A fifth witness to the high value of the

summer school work is the fact that suc

cessful men come to the school year after

year. As we meet the incoming tide of

students for the work of the month, we are

usually not disappointed as we look for cer

tain familiar faces. It is of tremendous

interest to an observer to watch the growth

of these men from year to year and to note

the success which has come to them and

which in all fairness may be largely at

tributed to their persistent attendance at

the summer school sessions.

The attitude of many of the students is

well illustrated by a single case. After

graduating from the training school this

man had done ten years of successful work,

but during that time he had not thought

it necessary to attend a summer institute.

Then he came to Lake Geneva, and the vision

which he got there during those few weeks

was indeed a new view of the Association

work as it is today. At first he was dis

couraged and talked of resigning, but the

advice of one of the leaders was that he

continue in the work and never again allow

ten years to go by without the freshening

process of attendance at a summer in

stitute.

There can be no doubt in the mind of

any careful observer that the whole tone

of our Association work is being improved,

that its work is being broadened, that the

level of its ideals is being raised by the

work which is accomplished year by year

with the men who think it worth while to

attend the summer schools.



The Son Thou Gavest Me

By H. S. McCOWAN, Dallas, Author of "The' Trail a Boy Travels"

I AM SITTING in an easy chair in our

handsome country home tonight, my wife

is on the opposite side of the grate. I have

been thinking of the life behind us. We are

not old; we are not young; but we are alone.

Men call me successful, but my life has been

a failure; and I shall tell you why.

As I sit in my easy chair and write these

lines I look down the avenue of time over all

the life I have traveled. I see myself as a

poor boy, proud and ambitious. I looked upon

the leaders of men, and meant to become

one of them. I watched the owners of great

fortunes, and determined to make a fortune

for myself. I heard of men who had become

famous, and I hungered for fame. I dedi

cated my life to success—success as I

knew it.

I went into business as a clerk. I became

a bookkeeper, department manager, then

superintendent; and at twenty-five I was

receiving three thousand dollars per year.

I had not spent much time with women until

I met Mary. I lost my head and heart the

first time I saw her. I was infatuated by

her beauty and charm. Oh! she was sweet

and gracious and winsome. And while I look

back upon the wreck and failure of my life,

I know that my one success was when I

won her; and my heart melts with pity and

love as I look at her gazing into the fire,

thinking. She is always thinking, and I

know what she is thinking about.

Well, we were married, and Mary helped

and encouraged. We prospered, and after

a while we had a boy, and Mary blossomed.

Something came into her life with the boy

which made all the girlish blossoms open.

It was as if God had come to her and had

blessed her and had laid a new glory upon

her.

Well, the boy grew, and our fortune grew.

I had many interests, and was away from

home much of the time. I was too busy to

father the boy. He went to school ; at first

he did well, but he got into bad company,

and in his teens he became wild and wilder.

At first he humiliated us, and then dis

graced us, and Mary began to fade.

WHEN I HAD TIME—

I had always had some religion about me.

It had never been used very much, but

when our boy got beyond advice and per

suasion and punishment, I began to look to

God to save him, but I meant to help.

I planned to go out with our boy and be

his companion,—

When I had time.

I resolved to attend church services regu

larly and take him with me,—

When I had time.

I hoped to interest him in young people's

societies,—

When I had time.

I determined to secure membership in the

Young Men's Christian Association for him

and for myself,—

When I had time.

I promised myself that I would take him

into my confidence and talk to him as every

father should talk to his own son,—

When I had time.

But I was immersed in business.

THE MOTHER WHO MOTHERS—

Mary, though, found the time. She clung

to God and refused to believe that He would

abandon her boy. At first she prayed with

an aching, breaking heart. She would not

leave home. She was always there when

the boy needed her, and when I came in at

night her face showed the struggle. She

would smile at me and try to hide her grief,

but it was there. Then, after a while, her

faith settled into a calm belief that God

would be her friend, and then—well, I don't

know how it happened, but one day our boy

seemed to see that he was breaking his

mother's heart. For a few days he was

restless and anxious; then one night at

three o'clock he came to his mother and

awakened her and led her to his own room,

and said:

"Mother, I have been all wrong; I want

to get right.

I have been wicked; I want to be good.

I have broken your heart with grief; I

want to make you happy forever.

I have made you ashamed of me; I want

to make you proud of me.

Won't you show me how?"

He threw his arms around her neck as he

had done when a child, and cried as if his

heart would break, while his mother cried

from pure joy. It was the happiest day of

her life, and her heart praised God for His

goodness. When his grief had passed she

talked to him of life and love and manhood

and God. She told him how she had prayed

and how God had promised to save her boy,

and when she was through they knelt by

his bed and prayed together.

What a wonderful thing is the heart of a

mother!

What hath God wrought in the mother

who mothers!

After that the boy wae the joy of our

407
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lives and gave promise of achieving great

things.

THE PANIC—

While Mary had saved our boy I had

saved a fortune and had become a banker.

My business grew and grew. My name was

often in the papers, and I dealt with the

kings of trade. My hours at home were

rare. Money was my Master, and Gold was

my God, but I loved Mary,—

When I had time.

The boy grew and went to college and

came to have an idolatrous love for me. He

thought his father the greatest man in the

world. When at home for vacation he

haunted the office. He wanted to be with

me always, and I loved him, too,—

When I had time.

As I had grown older and affairs multi

plied and grave responsibilities came I be

gan to think more of religion. I prayed

oftener and saw the great need of God in

business, and many times I called to Him

and He answered me. He gave me com

mercial wisdom, and I prayed to Him daily

about my business affairs, and in a way I

came to love Him, too,—

When I had time.

Well, the panic came which shook busi

ness and banks to their foundations. Many

old houses went down and dragged proud

names with them, and then I went to God as

I had never gone to Him before.

When the panic was at its worst we re

ceived a wire that our boy was sick and was

being sent home. He developed a strange

mania for me in his sickness. He wanted

his mother by him every minute, but he

wanted me to hold his hand. When he was

restless it soothed him, and he would sink

from the wildest delirium to the most peace

ful slumber while I held his hand in mine.

The doctor said he was in a serious con

dition, but that he hoped to save him if we

could calm him and make him sleep without

opiates. My days and nights were full, for

I stayed at the bank by day and by the bed

by night. I prayed often; I prayed for the

boy; I prayed for the business, but I found

that my mind in prayer would wander from

the bed to the bank. It was natural, was

it not, since for twenty years I had thought

one hundred times of business where I had

thought once of the boy?

The critical period came to the boy the

very day of the most critical condition at

the bank. All night I had kept him calm

by sitting in a chair beside the bed, holding

the slender hand in mine. The doctor came

early. He said the boy was about holding

his own, but must be kept as quiet as pos

sible at any cost. Mary brought my break

fast, and I still sat by the bed. She often

went into her own room, and I knew she

was talking with God. Until ten o'clock I

kept our boy asleep. Then a servant came

in and said the bank wanted me. A feeling

of fear swept over me as I went to the

'phone. They were helpless and begged me

to come at once.

WHERE A MAN'S TREASURE IS—

I felt Mary's hand on my sleeve, and her

eyes looked up into mine and implored me

not to go. Our boy had become restless at

my absence. I put my arm around her and

we went into her room, and I told her the

bank might fail if I did not go; that I

would come back as soon as possible.

I was about to go out when she caught my

hand, and said: "Oh, David, let us pray

for our boy before you go." So we knelt

right there with my arm around her and

prayed to the Good Lord to save our boy.

When we arose her eyes were filled with

tears, and she hid her face on my breast

and wept with great sobs. I comforted her

after a while and started out. She caught

my hand and led me through the sick-room,

and we looked down at our only child. His

delirium was rising again. I picked up his

hand and held it until he fell asleep, then

I went out. At the steps I kissed Mary

goodbye, telling her I would come home as

soon as I could get away.

When I arrived at the bank the officers

were in secret session. I went in and

listened to the reports. We needed nearly

one half million dollars to steady the bank

and restore confidence. It was not in sight

when we adjourned. I went to my own

office and locked the door. I stood by my

chair for a few minutes. The picture of my

life passed before me, and I saw this monu

ment which I had built about to be

destroyed. I fell on my knees and prayed

as I had never prayed, and not once in my

prayer did I think of the boy at home. I

asked God to save this palace of commerce.

"Oh, God"; I cried, "save the bank at any

cost, and I swear to you that I will follow

you all the days of my life."

My secretary knocked at the door. I

arose and opened it, and the fight for the

bank began. The things we did that day

are still talked of among bankers. My

mind had never been so clear, nor my judg

ment so sane.

Every hour Mary sent a message from

the sick-room : "About the same, but rest

less." "Restless, come home when you can."

"Restless, he calls for you."

And so the day wore on. At two thirty

I got hold of a client who could furnish the

money. Five hundred thousand he brought
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me, and the bank was saved. I called the

officers into the directors' room. They for

got the terrors of the day and almost

smothered me with congratulations.

In the midst of this jubliee my secretary

brought me Mary's 'phone message : "Much

weaker. Come as soon as you can."

I got into my coat and had reached the

door, when a boy called me to the 'phone.

It was the doctor. He said in a grave

voice: "I am sorry to give you this mes

sage, but your son is dead."

They took me home after a while. On the

way I remembered the two prayers. In on«

I had prayed God to help my son, then had

risen and left my own boy sick unto death

to make the fight alone; and I knew in my

heart that if I had stayed with him he

would have lived. In the other I had called

on God, then had risen and marshalled all the

resources of the great city to help me. God

answered the prayer for which I worked.

And so Mary and I sit tonight in our

country home. The fire glows in the grate.

She is thinking—always thinking—and I

know the pictures which flit through her

mind.

And I, I look back to the day of doom, and

I think of the two prayers. My heart

bleeds when I remember that God answered

my soul-cry that day.

The snow is falling without. It lies like

a blanket covering hill and vale. It hangs

from the trees like cotton from the open

boll. I can see it banking against the

shrubs and the fence. The wind sighs

softly, but the house is very still. There is

no voice of children ; there will be none of

grandchildren. The past is past; there will

be no future here.

The bank is solid as the mountain.

The grave holds its own.

Why should I complain? Have I not re

ceived that for which I prayed? Do I not

have that for which I labored?

But the house is still—very still. I seem

to be bleeding somewhere within.

And now I could love my boy if I had
him. xI'd find the time. I'd take the time.

For what doth it profit a man if he owns

the whole world and loses his own son? Or

what will a man give in exchange for his

son?

Two Fathers and Their Sons

By EDWARD O. SISSON, Commissioner of Education, Idaho

IN more than twenty-eight years of ex

perience and observation with boys, I

have never seen a boy go wrong who had a

good father. I do not say that no such boy

ever did go wrong; but only that I never

knew of one. I have known boys go wrong

whose fathers were good men, but not good

fathers. A good father must be a pretty

good man, but an excellent man may be a

poor father.

A physician in a large city entered his

two sons, nineteen and seventeen years old,

in a private school. The boys proved to be

inveterate truants, and the principal sent

for the father. The man said with tears

in his eyes: "I am at my wits' ends about

those boys. I have no influence over them.

Yet I have done everything for them; I

have given them money, and I have given

them horses—" And there he stopped,

seemingly unable to think of anything else

he had done for them. And the chief occu

pation of the boys in their truant days had

been playing the races at a nearby track!

Really if you should ask an educational

expert for a scientific method by which to

educate a boy into a race track gambler, it

would be hard to improve on this practical

plan—give him money and horses, and

keep his father busy making more money.

A horse is a fine thing for a boy, and a

modest money allowance is a fine thing for

a boy; but only when along with these goes

a father's active, vigilant, intelligent care.

There are few sadder things in the world

than for a father to be compelled to say "I

have no influence with my boys."

The other father in the story was a rail

road executive, with exacting and arduous

duties and ceaseless responsibilities. He

had several children, the eldest a lad of

about eighteen, a fine upstanding athletic

chap, running over with all kinds of po

tentialities. One day one of his teachers

asked him "Who is your chum this year,

John?" "Why, Mr. ■ , to tell the truth,

my father is my best chum." Further it

came out that the busy father took a day

off from time to time to spend it with his

boys; when he could he took his boys with

him on his trips over the road. He lived

with them, cultivated their acquaintance,

never allowed intimacy to lapse between

himself and them.

He never had to mourn over lost influ

ence; his very wish was enough to sway

their hearts. He guided them without

effort, indeed most of the time without any

one being really aware of it.



Motherhood

By S. PARKES CADMAN, D.D., LL.D.

'A Mother is the holiest thing alive."—Samuel Taylor Coleridge.

MOTHER'S DAY IS SUNDAY, MAY 9

mHE MYSTERY of Motherhood is so holy

J- and adorable that the Roman Catholic

Church, which embraces one-half of Chris

tendom, has long ago elevated it to a fore

most place in her ritual and worship. The

idealization of the Virgin Mary, philosoph

ically considered, is noth

ing more nor less than an

imaginative interpretation

of the deeply implanted

instinct universally felt

toward maternity. Be

cause it was the origin

and fountain of human

life, in all past ages of

the world Motherhood was

regarded as the highest

honor the gods could con

fer upon woman. In the

Old Testament, which

placed its venerable sanc

tion upon this estimate,

her crowning blessing was

that she should be "as a

fruitful vine, by the sides

of her husband's house."

(Psalm 128, 3rd verse.)

In India the bearing of

children was woman's sole

passport to eternal bliss.

In China her irredeemable

shame lay in not being a

mother. The Iliad repre

sents Niobe as elated to

the point of ecstacy by the glory conferred

on her through having twelve children.

Dione, the mother of Aphrodite, wishing to

deter Tydides from further strife with the

Immortals, could find nothing so effectual

as the threat that his wife should be bar

ren. At the birth of a child the daughters

of Zeus, the chief deity, were said to be

present to aid the sufferer with their help

and consolation.

Such are the tributes of history to the

vital importance of our theme. Turning to

the Magna Charta of womanhood, the New

Testament, we read there that when God

sent His Only Begotten Son into the world,

the Holy Child was born of a human mother.

In the thought of St. Matthew and St. Luke

no earthly father was required, but a

mother was essential to the divine Incarna

 

tion. The stable of Bethlehem gathered

into its humbles scenes all the hopes and

desires of past and future eras. The in

dorsement of heaven was there given to

the profoundest thought and highest aspira

tion of our race concerning its own integrity

and continuance.

The tender affection

and ministry of Mary for

her child was selected

from all other possible

means of God's self reve

lation to show mankind

that He is indeed the dear

Father best known in our

domestic bonds and serv

ices. The beautiful les

sons of this supreme event

have scarcely been appre

ciated by many Christian

people. They fail to un

derstand that not on Sinai

nor on Moriah, but in the

manger-bed, the Everlast

ing One showed forth the

glory of His Redeeming

Grace. Truly, the last

shall be first and the first

shall be last. Proud em

perors sind princes have

velied their haughty crests

before the Babe of Bethle

hem, and Mary shone in

His reflected radiance.

She is the queen of all womanhood by

virtue of her precious gift to heaven and

earth.

Is it any wonder that such a creative

power as hers, shared as it is by every

happy mother, should receive the choicest

expressions of homage and attachment? For

the mother is nearest to the Eternal Heart:

she visualizes that Being who is both father

and mother in the unity of their respective

qualities. She 'enables us to apprehend to

some degree the boundless, deathless Love

that will not let us go. And the Holy Scrip

tures occasionally the chosen specific words

(as in the Epistle of James, I, 18th Verse)

to show that there is a maternal life in

God's Being. The same truth is suggested

in Deuteronomy, the thirty-second chapter

and eighteenth verse, where the writer
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speaks of God "who gave His people birth;"

and in Isaiah, sixty-sixth chapter and thir

teenth verse, the prophet assures us that

"as one whom his mother comforteth so will

God comfort us." Out of these grand facts

arise two main considerations. It behooves

women that they should revere the divini

ties of their sex, since the Incarnation itself,

and the safety of a race which has. been

elected to eternal salvation, rest upon their

consecration. They are the anointed priest

esses of the Most High ; they guard the

sacred fires of the innermost shrine. And

if found faithful to this supreme calling,

they will share the intimacy and the renown

of her who meekly bowed herself to the

decree of Heaven. The children born in

vicarious pain link the mother to the eternal

law of sacrifice, and not only ennoble her,

but also those with whom she is associated.

Thus the home rests upon the mother, as

the mountain on its foundations.

Again, if this is true, what affection and

solicitude can be too great to be shown

Women's Pro

vision For Men

At The Front

THE PK1NCESS VICTORIA

MOTOR RESTAURANT

One of the provisions English
women have made for the soldiers
—a motor restaurant that runs up
close to the trenches, supplying
coffee and rolls. Queen Mary and
many women of Britain have pro
vided from their own purses for the
erection of "Huts" as Christian
Association social centers in hun
dreds of camps. In all nearly

$1,500,000 has been raised for the
purpose.

In the picture from left to rrght
ire Mr. Barnard Cowtan, Treas. :
Lady Wimhorne, Lady Dawson,
Lady Egerton ; Viscountess Fal
mouth, Countess of Bessborough.
Mrs. Henry Webley, Mrs. Mackay
Edgar.

toward a mother? Her offspring should

rise up to call her blessed. This mes

sage is written on the fiftieth anniver

sary of Abraham Lincoln's death, when

the land he rescued, and other lands,

pause in the busy hours of commerce and

pleasure, to remember him. Yet he could

never have been ours but for the sweet

patient uncomplaining little woman who

gave him to the nation and wore herself out

in defending his infant years. Such illus

trations could be mutiplied infinitely. They

are familiar enough, and it is our bounden

duty so to fulfil the obligations of parentage

and of childhood that we may preserve un-

defiled and intact the heritage we have re

ceived in stewardship for posterity. Happy

is the home where woman is enthroned by

Motherhood and where the expanding life

of obedient and loyal children expounds day

by day the love and redemption of Him who

was born of woman that He might be the

light to lighten the Gentiles and the glory

of His people Israel.

CONVALESCENT

SOLDIERS,

AUSTRIAN

ASSOCIATION

"SOLDIERS' HOMR"

Conducted by the

World's Committee

in Vienna, and

other European

capitals. In one

month there were

entertained In one

of these Homes, 647

Germans, 14 3

Czechs. 137 Hunga

rians, 164 Slovaks,

besides Poles, Rou

manians, Slovenes,

and Ruthenlans.

and Croatlans.

 



Waste and Salvage in Men

An Estimate of the Work of "Billy" Sunday

By WALTER M. WOOD, General Secretary, Philadelphia

TWO OF the most fundamental convic

tions established in the public mind by

the recent evangelistic campaign of the

Rev. William A. Sunday in Philadelphia,

are—first, that there is an inevitable and

unwarranted waste of men by the sin in

their personal lives and by the destructive

power of unrighteousness, and second, that

this waste can be stopped and enormous hu

man resources turned to good account by

men following Jesus Christ and giving vig

orous battle to the forces of evil.

Mr. Sunday, throughout his campaign of

eleven weeks, portrayed vividly the reality

and hideousness of sin; proclaimed con

stantly the possibility and simplicity of re

demption and insisted strenuously upon a

decision and declaration in favor of Christ

and righteousness.

With practically no emotional appeal but

with remarkably clear logic, graphic illus

trations, convincing sincerity and virile

earnestness, he forced the thousands who

overcrowded his tabernacle constantly and

the many more thousands who could not get

in but read the accounts of his sermons, to

come to a clearer definition than ever be

fore of their opinions as to what is right

and wrong.

Of course, not all agreed with Mr. Sun

day's teachings or methods and, of course,

those whose personal "sore spots," whose

unchristian "business interests" and whose

stilted piety were hard hit, did not like Mr.

Sunday and did what they could to discount

his message and counteract his influence, but

the overwhelming majority of public senti

ment clearly registered itself in favor of

the straight and practical gospel which Mr.

Sunday preached, and in favor of Mr. Sun

day as probably the most potent promoter

of personal and community righteousness

who ever labored in Philadelphia.

The "hitting of the trail" was almost en

tirely without the emotional demonstration

which one is apt to expect in connection

with a revival. The thousands coming to

the front to grasp Mr. Sunday's hand in

pledge of their decision to accept Christ or

to consecrate themselves to Christian serv

ice, bore in their faces more than anything

else the mark of determination and made

one think of a vast company going to take

a train for a journey which they had

clearly mapped out.

It is to be remembered that back of Mr.

Sunday, aside from his strong party of

some twenty assistants working in various

capacities, there labored a great company

of earnest religious workers from the

churches of Philadelphia, headed by a very

strong committee of Christian laymen rep-

 

*

WM. A. SUNDAY

resentative of the best business, profes

sional and religious forces of the city. Hun

dreds of cooperating churches and their

pastors, heads and faculties of colleges and

schools, proprietors and managers of shops

and stores throughout the entire city, sup

plemented the efforts of Mr. Sunday and his

party by opening the way for religious meet

ings and by encouraging vigorous personal

work, looking to the extension of the re

vival's influence among the many thousands

who could not even once gain admission to

the tabernacle.

Many store and factory managers, school

teachers, parents and pastors who at the

beginning had grave doubts about the

wisdom of presenting Christianity as it is

presented by Mr. Sunday in his tabernacle

services, have forsaken a critical attitude

for one of deep appreciation, because of the

great transformation effected in the lives

of individual men and women associated
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with them in the office, factory, store,

school and church.

Mr. Sunday's marvelous adaptability to

different situations, together with his frank

ness of manner and the simplicity of his

message, gave him touch with people of

every class, and gave him commanding in

fluence and inspiring force in every one of

the great variety of events with which he

was identified outside the tabernacle as well

as in it.

Throughout his campaign, Mr. Sunday

fearlessly condemned indifference and in

efficiency in the prosecution of the Lord's

work in churches, sunday-schools and the

various religious associations, but his con

demnation was always of the weaknesses

and not of the church as it should and

might be. He stood squarely for the purify

ing and strengthening of the church as the

working force of God, and he delivered over

to the churches of the city the mighty task

of carrying into full fruition the wealth of

religious interest, spiritual conviction and

religious determination which he so effec

tively aroused.

Notwithstanding the turmoil, misunder

standing and strain incident to a mighty re

vival campaign in a great city, there stead

ily grew a profound conviction that the

spirit of the Living God was moving in the

hearts of the people, and that Mr. Sunday

through the increasing power and fruitage

of his mission thoroughly demonstrated that

his labors were honored by his "Master.

In addition to the great meetings at the

tabernacle, hundreds of services were held

in schools, shops, stores, homes and churches

addressed by members of the Sunday party

and local Christian workers. The demand

for such meetings all over the city was tre

mendous, and the appreciation of them was

manifest both by the attendance and by the

very large number of professed conversions

in connection with these brief but helpful

meetings.

A striking feature in the revival was the

immediate and continued acceptance by

people of every class, of Mr. Sunday as

"Billy," Mrs. Sunday as "Ma" and Mr.

Rodeheaver as "Rode" in a relation of popu

lar friendship and esteem, which has caused

them to be regarded not alone as great

evangelists, but particularly as the inspir

ing friends and helpers of "everybody."

Philadelphia is richer in spiritual con

viction today than it was before Mr. Sun

day came. Christian workers are inspired

to more vigorous effort to bring about per

sonal and community regeneration, and

Christ now has an abiding place in thous

ands of hearts and homes where before the

revival He was a stranger.

Drew His First Check at Thirty

THE RAILROAD Department at Phila

delphia has been checking up results of

the Sunday meetings. Personal contact

with many men in the building leads to the

belief that the influence has been particu

larly noticeable among company employees.

There has been an earnest desire to learn

the truth, to live cleaner lives, to recognize

the brotherhood of man, the responsibility

of each individual to those less fortunate in

moral, mental or financial matters than

themselves. Yet there are many of the

men who are not in accord with Sunday's

methods and who claim he has not had any

influence on them one way or another on

their own lives, but who agree that his

presence has had a remarkable effect on the

lives of men all over the city, and that the

"Brighten the Corner" spirit has replaced

much of the pessimistic.

Operating officials of the company who

made the survey write of a general uplift

of moral tone and less profanity and vul

garity. A yardmaster reports that two-

thirds of his men were regular visitors at

the tabernacle and joined the church, and

from every corner of the large yard may be

heard the whistled refrain of the tabernacle

tunes.

A general foreman speaks of eighteen

men he knows who have hit the trail and

are holding to it; of four men who have

stopped the use of liquor; of three homes

which have been made happy and prosperous

by it. A department clerk tells of men

who hated each other getting on new terms

of fellowship. A station master says that

in his thirty years' experience at Broad

Street Station he has never known any one

single thing to so occupy men's attention—

not even baseball in the height of the season

compares with it.

"I am nearing thirty years of age and

an accountant, but I had never known what

it was to have a dollar of my own except

on pay day—after that—broke. And that

for all these years." A convert wrote Mr.

Sunday, "I have been through sin to the

depths from the top and back again, and

from the time I was seventeen years of age

I had not seen the inside of a church till I

was converted January 12th, at your taber

nacle. As a small expression of love and

appreciation for what you have done for

me by leading me to Christ and making me

a new man I enclose herewith my first

check I've ever been able to make out (which

would be cashed) . I have never before had

a dollar in the bank in my life. It is not

much now. It will be as the years roll on,

if I live."
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Eastern Champions

DR. WU TING FANG, CHINA'S

GRAND OLD MAN, BECOMES

ATHLETIC ADVOCATE AND

LEADER OF THE FAR-EAST

ERN CHAMPIONSHIP GAMES

Athletics under the lead of

Crocker and Brown, Ameri

can Association leaders, are

fairly capturing the Philip

pine! and China.

 

i i T AM convinced that the wonderful

■I- spread of athletics throughout all por

tions of the Philippine Islands and the re

markable development of the Filipino ath

letic spirit presages beyond the shadow of a

doubt the coming of a new generation which

will be stronger in many respects than the

old," wrote Dr. Wu Ting Fang to the

Speaker of the Philippine Assembly. "Phy

sical training and the lessons of grit, cour

age, endurance and fair play acquired by

careful teaching and by contact on the

athletic field cannot fail to make for a

distinctive improvement in the physical de

velopment and the moral stamina of the

boys and girls thus trained. As you know,

my visit here, besides the development of

the trade relations between the Islands and

my country, has been principally in connec

tion with my position as president of the

Far-Eastern Athletic Association, and par

ticularly in the interests of the Far-Eastern

Meet which is to take place in Shanghai

next May.

"However significant the athletic move

ment in these Islands may be to the Filipino

people, of still greater significance to me is

the unquestionable beneficial effect upon my

own people. The Philippines have 9,000,000

people who are being benefited either

directly or indirectly by the physical train-

DR. WU TING FANG PITCH

ING THE FIRST BALL IN

THE UN IVERSITY( JAPAN ) -

UNIVERSITY OF THE PHIL

IPPINES BASEBALL GAME.

BISHOP BRENT, PRESIDENT

OF THE P. A. A. F., STANDS

AT THE LEFT. DR. WU IS

PRESIDENT OF THE FAR

EASTERN ATHLETIC ASS'N.

VOLLEY BALL IN THE P. A.

A. F. ANNUAL CHAMPION

SHIP MEET AT MANILA

ing which they are receiving, whereas China

has 400,000,000 who need the same training

and who will be influenced to an incalculable

degree by_ the example set by their island

neighbors.

"The meet at Shanghai should be the open

ing gun in a great campaign for the physical

development and training of the Chinese

people. The presence of your athletes at

this meet and the records which they make

will have much to do in making or marring

the athletic program already mapped out

and begun in China. I trust that nothing

will be allowed to prevent the sending of

your very best young men to this meet in

order that the example set by them may

be of the greatest possible value to my

people. Coming as it does at a time when

all Europe is embroiled in war, the Far-

Eastern meet will have an added significance

to the world at large. And I am convinced

that your presence at Shanghai would not

only be an additional uplift to the athletic

movement in your own country, but also

give a decided impetus to that of China."

Dr. Wu is now devoting his time to

modern movements in his country, and in

spite of his 73 years takes an unusual in

terest in all things physical. He attended

some section of the great P. A. A. F. or

interscholastic games every day in Manila.
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On the occasion of the baseball game be

tween the University of the Philippines and

the Japanese University Dr. Wu pitched the

first ball, after making a happy little speech

regarding the peaceful international rela

tions existing between the various countries

of the Orient through athletic contests.

The visitors from other countries were

amazed by the variety and extent of the

sports in the Philippines. Particularly were

they struck with the skill and enthusiasm

with which Filipino girls play indoor base

ball—there are 59,000 girl students on regu

larly organized teams playing out of doors.

Mr. Crocker is working on a plan to take

two girl teams to China. At the close of

the games they would go by special train to

the Forbidden City and play in the presence

of President Yuan Shih Kai.

In the P. A. A. F. and the interscholastic

championships more than 1,500 different

athletes competed, and 3,500 children par

ticipated in the program on Playground

Day. The idea "Athletics for Everybody"

has taken deep root in the Philippines.

To the Governor-General of the Philip

pines Dr. Wu wrote: "I hope the govern

ment will do all within its power to send the

finest athletes in numbers sufficient not only

to win the games if possible, but to do that

more important thing—demonstrate through

the best type of your young manhood the

magnificent results of a nation-wide pro

gram of physical training."

Clean Men in Baseball

HTIHE DAY is past when a baseball

J- player of bad character can get on in

the game. Managers in signing up new

players inquire, these days, about their

character as well as about their ability at

the game. Club owners want men whom

they can trust morally and no more will

they sit up nights waiting for their men

to get in," said Catcher Ira Thomas of the

Philadelphia Athletics in his address on

"Big League Base Ball" at Honolulu Asso

ciation.

"Of that famous "Hundred-Thousand

Dollar Infield," which won the pennant for

the Athletics and which critics say to be the

greatest baseball combination in history,

there is not a man that ever knew the taste

of liquor and but one who has ever used

tobacco. Connie Mack himself has never

used either liquor or tobacco. He never

utters a profane word and no one else does

in his presence. Men who are in baseball

as a profession realize the value of a clean

life in helping them to make the most of

that profession. They realize too that the

 

FOUNTAIN OF ENERGY

Symbolic of America's Rise from the Ocean
Heralded to the Old-World Nations, Panama-
Pacific Exposition statue posed by H. H. Barth,
assistant physical director, San Francisco

public demands that only gentlemen repre

sent the clubs of the various cities. Base

ball is a clean sport and winners in the

game must be clean men," concluded Mr.

Thomas.

The touring Ail-American and All-Na

tional Teams played a series of games in

Hawaii and while there, Catcher Thomas

of Philadelphia, Catcher Henry of Wash

ington and Shortstop Chapman of Cleveland

spoke to a large audience at the Association.

Mayor Jester, of Lynchburg, Va., writes

that the Association at Island Park "is

unquestionably one of the greatest assets

of the city. This helps wonderfully in

solving the question of playground for

children, and young and old, rich and poor

enjoy its privileges and pleasures, which

surpass those of any other club in the com

munity." Last year the attendance was

over 200,000.



Methods for Promoting Thrift

'. By R. P. Kalflhn, Industrial Dect.

SPREAD the Gospel of THRIFT. There

has not been in years such a favorable

time to gain a hearing for this long

neglected virtue as right now. A few days

ago we were agitated about CONSERVA

TION, yesterday the word EFFICIENCY

took its place in common vocabulary and

today we are feeling the depressing results

of the European war. This cumulative ef

fect is stirring the live-up-to-your-income

American breadwinner to the immense im

portance of national and personal thrift.

Our Associations throughout the country

are becoming aroused to the significance of

this new interest and here and there are

getting into action or giving a new impulse

to an old form of thrift service. A very

general activity is recommended if our

movement is to have a share in fostering

thrift among young men. Various means to

this end may be employed. The following

may prove suggestive:

I. Practical Talks on Thrift. These may

be given in the Association building or at

shop meetings. It is a theme that is finding

a prominent place in bankers' periodicals, so

local banks and saving and trust companies

may be levied on for speakers. That is not

the only source. Many school teachers,

business men and newspaper writers have

been seriously thinking out or practically

applying thrift theories and have something

to say on the subject that is worth hearing.

Get them an audience. Thrift is too big

a subject to exhaust at one session. Ar

range a series of thrift sessions. For a gen

eral introduction, three talks are recom

mended briefly outlined as follows:

A. What Is Thrift?

1. Thrift Is Industry—It Earns. Not a

spasmodic effort to do a lot but the steady

daily "plugging" that gives full value.

2. Thrift Is Economy—It Manages. Be

it money or time or material it makes it go

as far as possible.

3. Thrift Is Prudence—It Plans. It

looks ahead to prospective needs and or

ganizes resources accordingly.

4. Thrift Is Frugality—It Saves. Does

without when advisable. Utilizes by-prod

ucts. Prevents waste.

Show the place the real thrifty man oc

cupies between the spendthrift and the

"tight-wad."

B. Why Be Thrifty?

1. To provide for old age. After the

age of sixty more than 75 per cent of men

cease to be self-supporting. Do you want

to be independent or dependent?

2. To provide against unforeseen needs.

Money in the bank saves worry.

3. To own your own home. Don't pay

rent all your life. You are a better man

and a better citizen when you own the roof

that shelters you.

4. To educate your children. There will

be heavy demands on the next generation.

Give your boys and girls the best start

possible.

5. To get some enjoyment out of life.

Books, music, entertainments, travel, hob

bies and other enrichments of life cost some

thing. Save for these things and then en

joy them.

6. To have the means to help others.

Do your share in upholding good things.

Be a philanthropist on a small scale if you

cannot in a large way.

C. How to Be Thrifty.

1. Spend less than you earn—a funda

mental rule.

2. Cut out the useless expenditures.

rnmirs or

 

A "THRIFT EXHIBIT" WARNING

Stop the little daily leaks—booze and

tobacco and other useless and harmful

habits.

3. Budget your income. Family book

keeping.

4. Get the habit of regularly depositing

some part of income (10 per cent, if possi

ble) in a savings institution.

5. Let your savings stay saved. Onlj

take out for definitely planned purpose oi

when you make a safe investment.

6. Avoid get -rich-quick schemes. Safety

first.

The further development of the subject

might well include talks on Thrift in

the Home, with suggestions on buying

provisions, clothing, etc., taking care of

your things, the profitable hobbies of gar

dening, bee culture, etc., hints on home

416
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economies. How men have practiced thrift

—a few stories from real life. Use local

examples where possible and do not have

them too exceptional. How savings will work

for you-—what saving a dime a day will do.

How compound interest piles up. Making

your savings pay your wages. Investing

and Speculating—the fallacy in a get-

rich-quick scheme. Making the principal

secure. Thrift through Health—means for

securing and maintaining health. Rewards

of health-making habits. Other phases of

this fruitful subject will lend themselves

as good material for talks. If there is

a chapter of the American Bankers Asso

ciation in your city draw on its mem

bership for speakers. Write to Gurth

Baldwin, educational secretary, Erie, Pa.,

and to W. N. Northcott, R.R. Dept., Chi

cago, regarding their experiments with

thrift shop talks.

r

 

DON'T Bf WITHOUT

AN. UMBRELLA

wlvn thr r&my day

A "THRIFT EXHIBIT" HUNCH

II. Public Lectures on Thrift. The short,

simple, practical talk may be developed into

a full-fledged lecture in the Association audi

torium with prominent men on the platform

and the national aspects of thrift empha

sized. These subjects have been so used:

The People's Money and the City.

Why National and State Banks Are Nec

essary.

What Savings Banks Are For and How

They Are Operated.

The Trust Company Not a "Trust."

What It Is.

How Uncle Sam Helps. (Postal Savings

Bank.)

The Usefulness of the Savings and Loan

Association.

The Insurance Company as an Aid to

Thrift.

The "Ear Marks" of a "Wild Cat"

Scheme.

The Passing of the Loan Shark.

III. Motion Pictures. The subject of

Thrift has not appealed to any extent U>

motion picture producers. The Usurer's

Grip, produced for the Remedial Loan De

partment of the Russell Sage Foundation,

is an excellent reel on the loan shark evil.

It is made by the Edison Company. The

Reward of Thrift, produced for the Savings

Section of the American Bankers Associa

tion, tells how thrift blessed the home of a

skyscraper iron worker. A copy of the lat

ter film is in the possession of the Indus

trial Department, International Committee.

IV. Distribution of Printed Matter.

Various government bulletins on the eco

nomic use of food products and on house

hold administration can be obtained free

from the United States Department of

Agriculture, Washington, D. C. They are

issued as Farmers' Bulletins. The Ways of

Thrift is a monthly publication, edited by

Clyde A. Mann, published by The Ways of

Thrift Company, First National Bank

Building, Chicago, 111., $1.00 a year. It

contains excellent material on the general

subject of How to Get Ahead. Some banks

and trust companies and the larger insur

ance companies publish advertising matter

that contains valuable suggestions on thrift

and that can be gotten for free distribution.

The Savings insurance banks of Massachu

setts issue some valuable circulars and stir

ring cartoons that are just as pertinent in

other states.

V. Newspaper Articles. There is re

leased each week by the American Bankers

Association a well written article on thrift

of about a quarter column length. It is

written by T. D. MacGregor. A local As

sociation can obtain this service without

charge for one of its city newspapers if

it is not already provided. Write American

Bankers Association, 5 Nassau Street, New

York City. You and Your Money is the

title of a similar series prepared by John

M. Oskinson and syndicated through the

Associated Newspapers, Singer Building,

New York City.

VI. Bulletin Board. The Ladies' Home

Journal, as well as other magazines, pub

lish suggestive ideas on thrift from time

to time that could be cut out and put on

a bulletin board at the Association building

and at shops. One Association made an

interesting collection of newspaper articles

referred to above and pasted them on cards

for lobby display. They were read by hun

dreds of young men who might have over

looked them in the papers.

VII. Educational Classes. A course in

thrift would not be inappropriate. Dayton

is giving some thought to this, so is Louis

ville. Certainly the class instruction in any

subject has a bearing on thrift. Scranton

has had profitable discussions on thrift top

ics conducted by workers. There are as

well many profitable hobbies like gardening,

bee culture, floral culture, raising pets,
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THE WORCESTER MEETING THAT CHANGED THE SHOP

At midnight or at the noon lunch hour in 2!> shops of Worcester, Mass., meetings are Iielil
which "give us men something better than profanity and smut to talk about," a night superin
tendent reports. He adds, "There's a higher moral tone to the shift and the men work better."
A wife said, "John used to drink awfully but sudenly he stopped. When I asked him why he
told me that since the Association had held some meetings in his shop he 'had been doing some
thinking.' Our home is happy now." A man who went on monthly sprees displayed a roll of
twenty dollars, saying, "That's what I used to spend for drink. Now it goes to the bank."

manufacture of toys and other forms of

handicraft in which instruction can be

offered and the practicing of which can

supplement the pay envelope.

VIII. Exhibits. The Industrial Depart

ment has prepared a traveling exhibit on

thrift consisting of sixteen framed colored

cartoons and a novel electrically moving

device that illustrated the difference be

tween a thrifty and a thriftless man. It

is much in demand. Do not wait for it.

Make up an exhibit of your own and put it

where its stimulative and instructive state

ment of facts or its convincing pictures can

be seen by young—and older—working men.

IX. Personal and Home Account Rec

ords. The free folder put into circulation

by the Industrial Department, International

Committee, suggests a simple plan for a

non-married worker to budget his pay en

velope and keep tab of his expenditures

between pay days. A similar folder is to

be prepared for married workers. The As

sociation Press is considering issuing neatly

bound pocket or home note books to contain

a year's cash record. They can be sold over

the Association counter at a slight profit

for fifteen cents. The Y. W. C. A. have

had a very general use of a personal book

account to fit in a lady's hand bag. The

Personal and Family Account System, pub

lished by C. N. Meserve, Bellefonte, Pa.,

is in use by a number of Association sec

retaries.

X. Savings Fund. State laws, special

supervision and the general responsibility

to be assumed have deterred many Asso

ciations from serving as depositories for

the savings of members. When the plan is

successful the Association encourages the

depositing of small sums until the account

amounts to five dollars, then a regular ac

count is opened in a Savings Bank. The

depositor continues to deposit at the As

sociation, which in turn is redeposited in

a Savings Bank. Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,

Brooklyn Central, Meriden, Conn., North

Side Community Department of Chicago,

Bridgeport, Conn., Troy, N. Y., are among

Associations reporting experience with sav

ings funds. The facilities of the Associa

tion building on pay days are put at the dis

posal of savings bank representatives, as

best illustrated in the Army and Navy

Department and various Railroad Associa

tions. The cashing of pay checks without

the help of a friendly barkeeper is thus

encouraged.

XI. Cooperative Buying. The Port

Richmond R.R. Association, Philadelphia,

is experimenting in this practical form of

encouraging thrift. Read again Thrifty

Railroad Men, in April ASSOCIATION Men.

XII. Building and Loan Associations.

We do not know of any Association making

use of the plan of the Building and Loan or

ganizations so generally popular in Phila

delphia and other industrial cities. Why

not? It is a tested means of encouraging

thrift. What is in the way of our Associa

tions doing something in this direction ?

XIII. Credit Unions. This is a new

term in this country, although well under

stood abroad, and with the exception of an

example or two in Canada and a few in the

United States, the idea has not taken very

deep root. In a word, it is a cooperative

association to encourage thrift, and pro

vide credit facilities for its members. The

latter is based on character as security. It

is worth looking into and secretaries are

urged to write to the Russell Sage Foun

dation, 130 East 22nd Street, New York,

and get and study the Credit Union Primer

(25c), prepared by Arthur Ham and Leon

ard Robinson. It gives full details.

XIV. Thrift Clubs. Young men may

need the encouragement of numbers in cul

tivating thrift habits. A group can meet

for discussion and experimenting. There

is wholesome reading on the subject that

adds to the interest.



From the Viewpoint of Association Men

Summer Ever at school the Associa-

Schools in tion leader, be he novitiate

Templed or seasoned by decades of

Hills and by service> must be a student to

„ ... maintain the efficiency of his
sparKling Association or his depart-

Waters ment. The summer school

has won its place and brings together year

ly fully half the potential force of the Asso

ciations for a month or week of serious

study balanced with as strenuous sport-

training to lead in sports, training to lead

in fellowship, training to lead by Christian

personality and knit-together brotherhood.

In the templed mountains, among cathe-

draled forests and shimmering shrines of

clearest waters the Association's camps are

placed. What beauty spots of earth! what

nobleness of situation! what purity of sur

roundings! Well was Lake George named

by the early French for the purity of its

waters and surroundings, Lac de la Sacra

ment. And what shall we say of clear

Geneva or sparkling Couchiching, or the

snow and cloud fed mountain streams?

The securing of these schools at pivotal

points with properties now worth half a

million dollars is a vast asset to the move

ment. We picture the situations and place

the schools in their importance to the move

ment in this number. They have proved

their worth and won their place so well

pioneered by Lake Geneva. Test them by

the estimate of the educator: President

Gandier, of Toronto University, writes out

of his observation :

"I can scarcely conceive of more effective

training in so short a period of time. A sum

mer school or any series of summer schools Is

no substitute for continued careful study and a

regular college course: but for men who cannot

have the more prolonged and methodical train

ing which our various colleges offer, for men

who are doing the practical work and need the

stimulus and the sharpening that comes from

listening to specialists and getting the quintes

sence of what others have learned out of long

years of experience, for men who are being

dwarfed and deadened by their local limitations

and need a few weeks in an environment keenly

intellectual and warmly devotional, nothing can

he better than the Association Summer School

iis 1 have known it."

Now

Promote

Thrift

It is easier by far to talk

thrift than to practise it.

But more are practising it

since the last issue, and more

Associations are promoting thrift. That

number made its case, as is proved by the

action of the Illinois Bankers Association,

which is circulating 1,800 copies among all

the bankers of that state. And the Asso

ciations there will join them in promoting

thrift. A banker of Schenectady ordered

100 copies to be sent to every school teach

er. Mr. Kaighn, from whom the sugges

tion of a thrift number came, well writes

in this number on methods of promoting

thrift. And in succeeding issues there will

be more on the same theme. There may be

another thrift issue next year.

Mr. Director, It will be quickly granted

"Is Your that not every Association

Association would be justified in sending

Represented
?,. all its employed officers to

the conference at Asilomar

May 19-23. Neither can many Associations

be justified in sending none. This is no

mere three days discussion of a few topics.

It's a 7,000-mile coast-to-coast day-by-day

conference, object lesson, visitation study,

equipment and methods, exchange of ideas

and inspiration from the string of stop

over cities along the route heading up at

Asilomar and crowned with the Panama-

Pacific Exposition with its broadening views

and masterful panorama of world attain

ment. Every moment of the day and night

from starting point to return it will teem

with value to the local work if your man

is a leader, and be worth many times the

cost. For years the West has been sending

its leaders across this wide continent to the

annual meetings, visiting the Associations

en route, and has called it money well spent.

The wonderful West Coast Associations are

the result. These visits kept the men from

becoming stale—sharpened their wits,

strengthened the bonds of fellowship, broke

them away from provincialism. They felt

their part in the sweep of a national move

ment, they gained ideas which have revo

lutionized, broadened, quickened, and im

proved their Associations. Where there is

no vision the Association perishes. These

men who at home have to deal with men of

all the world and all this wide continent,

need to know the world and the country. And

most, the man who has not felt the touch

of the West needs to be broken from

little provincial bonds and bands. Even

in these hard times it is picayune to be

grudge the hundred dollars or so of cost to

send a man who is a real leader to see the

vast expanse and to come in touch with the

bristling force of the buoyant West. A

leader who is worth his salt is bigger than

a day's work or a year's. All that goes

into his life enlarges and ennobles and ex

pands his vision and his service. This is

written by Hon. James Logan, president of

the United States Envelope Company and

member of the State Committee, who be

Ill'
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lieves in driving his own superintendents

away for a day each month to get ideas

elsewhere so they won't get so deep in

routine that they are not willing to learn

from others. He writes:

"The Panama-Pacific Exposition will be an

opportunity for meeting some of the largest

men in Association work. In the management

of an industry It is a wonderful inspiration for

men to come together for an exchange of

thought, out of which will grow both inspira

tion and aspiration to measure up to the high

est standards of efficiency. No man who is fit

to be a secretary, who has in him the elements

of growth, can attend such meetings and not

come back to his work with a larger vision of

what he ought to be doing and bow to do it."

Something It's of little use to rail and

Better rave against Sunday dese

cration and general deprav

ity. Substitute. Crowd out the coarse with

the Christian. In place of the jeremiads of

despair let's have the hail of help and hope

that lift things. Find the spot for a men's

meeting where the leaves cast their bene-

dictive shade, cool breezes blow, and birds

sing. Find a man for the message whose

heart is tuned with Spring. Let's send young

men to the country school house and to the

prisons, and fire-engine houses by groups

to tell the story of God's grace as they feel

it, not to read the latest explanations that

explain nothing. Hold Bible classes in the

open. It's no use to run baseball games or

excursions or advocate golf or tennis. Have

a summer camp that is Christian near the

town and open all the summer, as Dayton,

Pittsfield and other towns. We must sub

stitute more than suppress.

Mr. McCowan The author of The Trail a

Finds His Boy Travels gives a second

W,,,.^ story for this issue: The

Son Thou Gavest Me, which

some who have read it say is even stronger

than his first story. Mr. Speers notes, "It's

a great story, but AWFUL." It is as re

lentless as the grave, as cruel as hell, as

real as covetousness, murder, the failures

and tragedies of every day life which we

accept as matters to be expected. It

is a story relentlessly real and will carry

its own terrible lessons home to men who

are putting money making before every

thing else. Since the printing of The

Trail a Boy Travels more than 100,000

copies have been sold. Mr. McCowan has

been in demand to read the story before

audiences of men and he has been so over

whelmed by the results—scores of conver

sions that he has severed his connection

with business to take the platform and Sun

day services. The story has been read by

pastors and adapted to musical services, at

one of which seven decisions were reported

and six received into the church within

two weeks.

Body Blows All the world is on the back

for Drink of beer. It is a fight sudden

ly taken out of the hands of

the reformer and the preacher and taken

on by national financiers, the promoters of

public welfare and the efficiency expert.

England's king joins the grape-juice ranks,

and with noblemen of his nation, promises

to abstain from all alcohol, but the sodden

ranks are not so ready to abrogate their

beer. The sweep of vodka from Russia is

proving what theory has claimed and as

serted that national prohibition is possible,

that wealth increases by it, that health and

well-being is advanced. France wiped out

absinthe and will go further. The output

of Russian workmen has increased 30 to

50 per cent. Lloyd-George has said that

"drink is doing England more damage than

all the German submarines put together."

More states are added to the dry list and

prohibition will become a plank in the na

tional platform and railroads, and corpora

tions are crowding drinkers out.

The Commission on its

For the Effi- departmental organization

ciency of Its which the International Corn-

Department mittee has appointed from

Work among its members and of

which Wilfred W. Fry is

chairman, has been in conference and cor

respondence with Association leaders, local,

state and national, in all parts of the field.

The interviews and letters reveal a general

feeling that while its present form of depart

mental organization has enabled the Inter

national Committee to accomplish a large

and useful work, the time has arrived when

in the interests of greater efficiency and

larger service to the local Associations and

to the State Committees, some readjust

ments in departmental organization are de

sirable. From no quarter, however, has

come the suggestion that any line of work

for the Associations to which the Commit

tee is now addressing itself should be aban

doned or prosecuted with less emphasis.

The Commission held a protracted session

in April and will come together again in

June. In the meantime each member is

giving careful consideration to the sugges

tions which have been offered. The quali

fications of the membership of the Commis

sion for its important task are suggested

by the fact that two of them have had long

years of experience as chairmen and three
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are now on State Committees, four have

been president of Associations and five are

at present on Boards of Directors.

The Next Vital issues which require a

International representation of seasoned

Convention Association leaders come be

fore the next international

convention in 1916. Therefore, the selection

of a convention city was a matter of vast

moment. No more central position could be

chosen than Cleveland, for 72 per cent, of

the Association membership is within 24

hours' ride of that city. Cleveland's di

rectors have extended a cordial invitation for

the meeting to be held there in May, 1916.

And the Association enters heartily and en

thusiastically with the Committee into the

big plans which are already shaping and

under way to make this convention exceed

in numbers and interest and moment all such

gatherings heretofore held.

From the outbreak of hos-

The European tilities the World's Com-

Associations mittee has directed all its

r^ forces to the service of

the men of the armies of Europe, in which

were the majority of the members and sec

retaries. Association buildings, as in Brus

sels, Stuttgart, Petrograd and Paris, served

as hospitals for the wounded and members

and secretaries rallied to their ministry.

Much has been done in prisoners' camps,

convalescent homes and in recruiting cen

ters to minister to the comfort and wel

fare of men. The Association buildings

and all the forces in Great Britain have

been placed at the disposal of the military

authorities. In Oxford only men in uni

form may enter the building without a

special card and town and gown have

worked together as never before in Asso

ciation service. The International Commit

tee have been glad to loan the services of

three of their most experienced secretaries

—Messrs. A. C. Harte, C. V. Hibbard and

D. A. Davis—to assist in this the World's

Committee in the emergency.

Never were such opportunities pre

sented for friendly ministry, for the con

duct of services, and the distribution of

Bibles, for which men are tremendously

eager. A force of Canadian secretaries is

with the contingent. The Territorials in

sailing from India carried with them

twelve secretaries, who are still with the

troops. The work conducted by Christian

Phildius of the World's Committee in Aus

tria-Hungary and by Em. Sautter in

France has shown notable results. Many

Association buildings, as at Rheims, have

been destroyed, and the members scattered

or decimated by death. Our hearts go out

to them.

LET no man think that all men who are

carrying big responsibilities and giving

generously to the Association movement

had small part in its service. Cleveland

H. Dodge is known as a trustee of the In

ternational Committee and a generous sup

porter to the Association movement, as

were his father and his grandfather before

him. But "Cleve" Dodge, in 1877, was one

of the founders of the college Association

at Princeton. He was a leader in fact.

When he came back to New York after

graduation he joined heart and soul with

McBurney, and was put on the Bowery

Branch Committee. On the occasion of the

cornerstone laying last month he wrote: "I

put in several years of active work with

this branch. Out of my associations there

grew the work of the Young Men's Insti

tute, which paved the way for the West

Side Branch."

OF COURSE every boy has read the ac

count of the Johnson-Willard fight, and

he has read out of it the inevitable knock

out of dissipation and indulgence and the

victory of the clean liver plus training,

youth, and size. And the war, too, is bring

ing its personal preachments to youth. The

story of that member of the French

Branch, New York, who was almost shot to

pieces by shrapnel and yet lived, attribut

ing his recovery to vitality acquired in

physical training and through clean living,

impressed many.

i <rpHERE are two things I've got

-I- against Billy Sunday: His language

is too rough; I can't help feeling he gets

too much money. I've got that against

him." said a non-church man in whose city

"Billy" conducted meetings a few years

ago. "But I've got a brother thirty years

old. He was the brightest boy of us five

brothers. Up till two years ago he was a

drunken loafer and a disgrace to the family.

Four doses of the Keeley cure did him no

good. Then he heard Sunday just four

times. Ever since he's been as straight as

a string. He hasn't touched a drop, and is

into everything good. He is a power in our

town and a credit to his family. And there

are hundreds of other men neighbors of

mine supporting their families, and who are

thrifty, sober, and a public asset, who be

fore Billy Sunday came to Wilkes-Barre

were every one of them a public nuisance.

So after all I'm for Billy Sunday and his

kind of religion."
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Out of the Life of Men

HERE is a ten-years-after story of a man

who has made good and was making

bad with a swiftness that landed him in the

army. He was a Jew who had inherited

$2,000. He spent it with such swiftness and

effect that he wore a blooming ripe red rum-

blossom nose. He was disgusted with him

self and life and wanted something, he did

not know what. The Bible class promised

him that something. He found it. From

this letter, written ten years after, we find

him taking a night course in a big uni

versity, the trusted manager of a branch

store, and president of a big Bible class of

young men. He could not accept an invita

tion to speak at a Sunday morning service,

because "we have church services and being

a deacon I must be there to serve commun

ion." And few deacons have felt more

surely that the elements must be handled

with holy hands. Then at 7 he must be

present at the Christian Endeavor Society,

of which he is president. "It is very hard

to keep the young people together, so it's

very necessary that I be there to help con

duct the meeting. After this service we

have church services, which last till 9.30 or

10 o'clock, and I must be on hand." And he

adds, "There is pleasure and satisfaction in

being kept busy by such work and I some

times wish that my capacity could be

doubled so that I could tell all the people I

meet how much good I receive by following

Jesus Christ."

WHAT Billy Sunday is doing with his

money is the question that is sneered

and slurred probably more than any one

flung against his name—and he doesn't tell.

In fact Billy is rather independent. Un

doubtedly he is putting some into the bank.

We noted the other day where he had paid

off several mortgages of widows and

struggling men. A. J. Elliott tells that in

the past year he has run across another

cache of Sunday's where he has been "salt

ing away cash." And he says, "As far as I

can gather, Billy Sunday is putting money

into thoroughbreds—men who will make a

record among men." In a conference of

College Association presidents, Elliott had

made a remark about Sunday and he saw

a leader's face light up. A talk brought

the story from the man that he had been

"a common rough-neck" and "didn't give a

hang for religion." "But I hit the trail,

and Sunday kept his eye on me as I worked

in the meetings. Then he persuaded me

to start for college, and by his backing I'm

here, headed for Christian service—and I'll

continue in it." Just now he is fitting in

mighty effectively as president of an Asso

ciation—and he is no mere imitation. And

Elliott says that this man is only typical of

at least twenty-five more that he has

casually found, into whose careers and train

ing Sunday is putting his money. And as

to men who have been converted through

Sunday's meetings Elliott reports "the col

leges of Iowa and the central West are full

of them, and so is the Iowa Legislature."

THE EDITOR of the London, Ont.,

Advertiser gives a half column ap

preciation of a man who had offered himself

to the army in a fine spirit of patriotism.

He had drifted into their office some time

before fresh from prison, where he had

spent most of his days since he was nine

years of age. The editor remarked that

"Thanks to the few good men at the Y. M.

C. A. he was caught before the bitter sense

of being beaten down every time he rose to

his feet overcame him. Now he has a

wholesome mind, faith in God, and in the

creature whom God made in his image."

"Where should he go when he left prison?"

He turned to the old home with new resolves

and hope. Old friends were cool, relatives

told him to keep away. Work was scarce.

An ex-convict said, "You go to the Y. M.

C. A.; ask for the secretary. Tell him

what you want to do. He will give you a

chance. He did for me, and if you mean

business he will for you." He did.

THERE is a Bible training class in an

Indiana city conducted by a secretary

who had said he "could not do personal

work ; it was a 'gift,' " and he had no gift

of that kind. When he said it, that was some

years ago, before a sense of shame came to

him when he saw helpless and hopeless drift

ing men go by. His "religious education"

did not work. Every member of that class

of 32 he has himself won by personal work.

One of them was a boiling, boisterous stu

dent of seventeen, who found his way to God

and a new purpose on his knees. His father

was prominent in business, his mother prom

inent in the whist club, and long since too

busy for prayers and the blessing. The boy

said respectfully, "May we have a blessing

at the table." It stunned the father at first.

Then the boy called for family prayers. He

would lead if his father couldn't. Family

prayers came. Shortly after the mother

heard the boy offer his young sister a dime

to gather up all the cards in the house and

burn them up. She said to herself, "It's my

business, not the girl's, to see that the cards

are burned." A night later his younger

brother, of fourteen, was sniveling as he
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went to bed. The older said, "What's the

matter with you, Bub?" He answered, "I

want to pray." "Well, I'm the man to teach

you." He did. Now that family, father,

son, mother, and the boy, are living a re

constructed home life, and with a wonder

ful power are speaking in church after

church on "A Reconstructed Family." Need

less to say this is only one "result" of that

personal work and training class.

A NASHVILLE business man had his

doubts about the value of the Associa

tion, but he was frank enough and fair

enough to request an interview. He had

seen more notices of athletic events than of

meetings—serious, character-making events

—as the sporting page is always more in

evidence than sermons. He did not know

of that sustained personal relationship the

Association maintained with men; for in

stance, of a young man coming to town to

accept an important position, who had spent

the first night in "celebrating," after rent

ing a room in the Association building. He

had to be helped to bed. Next day he was

told he could not live like he had started

out and stay in the Association building.

He replied: "I know that; that's why I came

here. I want your help." And of course he

got it. And he has made an eight months'

straight-as-a-string record. He was not of

the "poor boy" type, but he was as much in

moral need as any poverty poor fellow.

The gentleman had an impression that the

Association was not doing a reform work

because it did not have mission meetings for

down-and-outs. When he learned that a

young man coming to the building travel-

stained, unshaven, on the verge of delirium

tremens, was given a bath, a shave, a shine,

clothes pressed, new linen supplied, along

with the inspiration of Christian friendship

on personal-equality basis, he got a new

start and is still making good. Then, to the

objection that the Association was becoming

the home of self-satisfied, middle-aged, well-

fixed men, he was impressed to learn that a

"move-up" system was used which put a

strange young man in the place of the one

who had been longest in the building and had

a well-settled position and character. There

are more than 100 young men of meager in

comes in the advancing class. But this

transition has not been attained without

friction with selfish men, who considered

themselves "thrown out." Then, too, the

man was impressed when he learned that

the Association was practically the only

place where young men leaving state prison

or workhouse could get the help he needed

to start a new life—no one but a single sec

retary knowing the story of his previous

life. One such man helped to his feet was a

traveling salesman, recently handed over a

new five-dollar bill with the words: "Put

that in the relief loan fund to do for some

fellow what you did for me." Then the critic

was impressed when he learned that a

youngster with the care of a widowed moth

er and sister at $30 a month was enabled to

earn $100 through the training he received

in the commercial branches, and then saved

enough to go to the university and become a

lawyer. He was delighted to learn that

fool-boys coming from the country home

were sought and helped. One had come in

with a carload of hogs—a modern prodigal

—and been cleaned up, and he needed it, in

side and out. He was sent home to make a

respectable citizen. The man had thought

the price of rooms was too high, but he

found a boy could get a room for $1.50 a

week; he had thought the membership priv

ileges were out of reach—but four cents a

day covered it, and the fee could be paid in

instalments. And, too, he was glad to learn

that the work with the $78,000 budget in the

new building only required $50 more on

$6,500 to be secured by subscription than in

the old quarters and on a budget.

BACK in the sixties when the word con

version was in use and the miracle

was sought and wrought, a crowd of young

men, including Henry Ninde, joined the

Methodist church, started a young men's

meeting at nine o'clock, sought conversions

with all their simple faith and got them.

Mr. Ninde, now past eighty, lately ran

across one of these boys of the sixties who

was the senior member of one of the great

est firms in New York City. That meeting

recalled the turning point of his life fifty

years ago, of which Mr. Ninde writes: "In

the late sixties quite a bunch of young men

joined our church and we started a Sun

day morning young men's meeting at nine

o'clock. Tom was on the road and only at

the meeting occasionally when in the city.

He had been converted but had not joined

the Church. One morning when he was at

the meeting I thought I would find out

where he stood, so gave the tip to the one

who was leading to ask him to pray. He

did, but Tom failed to respond. Later he

said to one of the boys that he thought he

could be a Christian just as wen outside of

the church; but when he couldn't pray in a

meeting when called on he found something

was wrong and needed looking after. He

soon united with the church. At St. Paul's

he was the chairman of their trustee board.
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A Trained Leadership Essential

By GEORGE J. FISHER. M. D.

THE ASSOCIATION has a wonderful

program. It has a wide outreach. It

deals with the whole man and with all his

relationships, home, school, play and church.

It has opened up the field of physical train

ing and the realm of education to the influ

ence of religion. It was an audacious task.

Such methods dare not be superficial, for

harm would result rather than good. The

Association would be inundated unless it

could give direction to these currents. Fur

thermore, even though it entered these fields

it must not lose its spiritual dynamic.

So well did the Association enter physi

cal training that it gave leadership to physi

cal education in America. So well did it

enter the field of education that it proved

an experiment station for the continuation

and public schools of America.

Why this success? Because of a trained

leadership and because the spiritual motive

has never waned.

If the Association had not trained its

physical directors; if the Association had

not insisted upon tested leadership for its

educational work and other forms of serv

ice, it would have failed in its attempt to

capture the whole man for Christ. It would

have muddled the whole business.

The reason the Association has leader

ship in work for boys; the reason that the

movement has power with young men is be

cause its employed officers have been trained

in the fundamental sciences and principles

underlying service to men and in relating

them to the Kingdom of God.

Association work is a philosophy, a

science, a method. Association work, be

cause of its wide range of activities, has

become tremendously complex, though its

aim is simple and unclouded. The modern,

efficient worker in Association service must

be trained so that he can recognize the char

acter values in all Association work, and

not only recognize them, but make the work

yield those values in the lives of men and

boys. Physical work is more than simply

teaching physical activities. Educational

work is more than teaching educational

subjects.

The secret of the Association's success

has been its thoroughness and its sound

ness, touching every aspect of service it has

attempted in behalf of men and boys. The

secret of this thoroughness is revealed in

its emphasis upon the training of its lead

ers, its employed force.

The Young Men's Christian Association

has raised up its colleges for professional

training. These stand out as unique in the

field of religious education. They represent

an original type of religious institution just

as the local Associations stand out as orig

inal forms of religious work for men.

The Associations have raised up summer

schools, seven of them known as standard

summer schools with thorough courses of

study in fundamental branches. Streams

of young men go up to these schools for

inspiration, vision and knowledge—fully

1,600 each summer. Scores of mature

workers attend to brush up on methods, to

sit at the feet of great teachers who inter

pret new fields of service for men and boys

in the light of social and economic prog

ress and in the light of scientific advance

and of changing religious emphasis. These

summer schools are in a measure displac

ing the shorter term conferences and con

ventions, which were largely inspirational

and, of course, relatively superficial.

Local training centers are rapidly multi

plying and hundreds more are in these

training classes studying the great princi

ples of the movement and at the same time

putting them in practice in the local com

munities. College trained men are being

drafted into Association centers for experi

ence in Association service as apprentices

and students of the Association's work

through what is named the Fellowship Plan.

Thus the Association, through experi

mentation and experience, is working out a

comprehensive plan for recruiting and

training men for the Association calling.

Now, the great need is to co-ordinate these

several plans of training so that they shall

not conflict but merge into a great systema

tized plan of vocational training.

To this end the Employed Officers' Con

ference has created a Conference on Pro

fessional Training made up of representa

tives from each of the Association's train

ing agencies and its departments of recruit

ing. This conference has been working effi

ciently for several years and has already

accomplished much in unifying and raising

the standards of training. It is now ad

dressing itself to the great task of welding

together these courses of study, of defining

the function of each training agency, of

planning a system of unit courses and

credits for same, so that work taken in

either will be credited by all. The college

courses will likewise be adjusted so that

short term studies may be taken up at any

time in the year and the work done ac

credited. Here again the Association is

showing its genius to meet a great need

in raising up training agencies to give in

telligence and initiative and vitality to its

leadership, so as to make the Association

continue to be a progressive and vital re

ligious force. By means also of the trained

men it is thrusting into other lines of work,

social, educational and religious, it is giv

ing vitality and strength and leadership to

other related movements.

Many letters showing the personal value of the
Summer School to employed officers are held
over for the June issue.—Ed.
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Physical

International Hexathlon Contest

ONE HUNDRED and one Associations

participated in what was recognized to

be a most unique event. Six events were

selected and the Associations divided into

three classes—A, B and C—according to the

size of the membership. Each Association

competed in its own gymnasium. The San

Francisco, Cal., Association won the trophy

in class A ; the Rochester, N. Y., Association

in class B, and the El Paso, Texas, Associa

tion in class C. Three thousand five hun

dred athletes took part. Three new na

tional records were made. T. Haskins,

Chicago Central, made the highest record

for all six events; A. M. Bohnert, of San

Francisco, was second; H. Standbury, of

Louisville, Ky., third. The foreign Associa

tions are still to be heard from. East Side,

New York made an excellent record for an

Association of its size, making third place

in class B, also third in the same class for

the State and eighth for the whole country.

Inasmuch as the announcements were not

clear regarding the manner of conducting

the contests with reference to whether they

were held on one night or over several

nights, uniformity was not observed in this

respect, and as East Side held its contests

on one night it makes their record all the

more significant.

The man who can turn a phrase which

will interpret a movement or a business,

or visualize a volume idea in a two line

phrase, is rare. We would like to get im

mediately prospectus suggestions of well-

turned phrases which will put the case of

the educational or the physical department

as does this advertisement:

The man that is

"Always Tired-Out"

will soon be worn-out

Welzmiller of West Side, N. Y., has had

the happy sense which brings popular re

sponse. Lately he showed that too many

men in New York at forty exhibit symp

toms of the senile breakdown of seventy.

He advised men to let up on the strain, to

play, to eat less and sleep more—in fact to

be a boy to avoid dying before his time.

His widely circulated "findings" called out

discriminating editorials all the way from

the New York Tribune, Times, World, to

Pittsburgh, Oklahoma, Tennessee, etc.,

papers.

The Parable of a Fargo Man which

was printed in Physical Education in De

cember is about the best "three stick" piece

of matter which goes straight to a business

man to show him his need of exercise; It

ought to be printed in every bulletin and

prospectus.

 

Reports of circuses by the score are com

ing to the desk—rip-roaring, rollicking

good times, engaging hundreds of men and

boys, providing innocent fun and giving ex

hibits of clever work. The circus^ is one of

the best advertisements the Association can

put on, incidentally keeping up the interest

in the Spring when interest nags, and en

abling the department to close the winter's

work in a whirl of glory—a dazzling, death-

defying, dizzy delirium of joy. The circus

may not carry as much dignity as a move

ment in graveyard, but it's human and bully.

Denver is raising $3,000 for its camp,

Chief Ouray, in the Rocky Mountains.

Book Dr. Barker for next year. He has

been making good with a rush. Fagg writes

of his work at San Diego: "His spirituality

is contagious. There is an atmosphere

about him that makes men and boys im

plicitly trust him. His private conferences

with young men were eagerly sought and

resulted in great good, while hundreds af

men joined the Association for physical

training."

The American Social Hygiene Associa

tion announces that the Metropolitan Life

Insurance Company offers a prize of $1,000

for the best pamphlet on social hygiene suit

able for the youth of America from 12 to

16 years of age and written so that it will

be adapted for circulation among the insur

ance company's industrial policyholders. It

may be written with reference to an indi

rect approach through the parent or with

reference to placing it in the hands of boys

direct, or it may be written for girls. The

manuscript should not exceed 3,500 words.

There were no alleys in the Marion (In

diana) building, but four next door were

taken on and a door broken through. This

has brought in new men and has cut out

swearing, smoking and a suspicion of booze

that lingered over the old alleys.
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Campaigning for Cash

ALLENTOWN, Pa., promptly came up to

the mark of $120,000 in six davs with

the personal coaching of C. S. Ward. This

is one of the first large building campaigns

since the war began. It gives confidence to

believe that others may be successfully con

ducted. In the last hours of the round-up

Judge Trexler asked one man for $100 and

was told to "make it $1,000." It was but ten

weeks from the time fire destroyed part of

the building until the citizens provided for

doubling its capacity.

Brookville, Pa., a small city carried

through a campaign for $40,000 directed by

the State Committee, starting with one

$10,000 gift. There was no daily paper

printed in the city and so a "special" was

issued.

Shickshinny in the coal fields of Penn

sylvania has raised $1,700 to equip an Asso

ciation for miners.

Cumberland, Md., has bought an ideal

site 101 by 172 ft. for a modern building.

The sale of the old building which is on a

very valuable site should provide for the

erection.

Eastern District Branch, Brooklyn,

needed $10,000. It went out and got it and

$200 more; $5,000 had been gathered from

regular subscribers. Then fifty men went

out after $5,000 more and combing the

field, discovered new friends and new pos

sibilities of service in themselves, enrolled

150 new subscribers, "talked Association"

into the systems of hundreds more—result,

every bill paid and a balance in the treasury

for the thirteenth year. Budget $53,000;

membership 1,449.

Albuquerque's new building will be within

100 feet of the station platform where all

trains stop for thirty minutes. Mr. Day

writes: "Tell every Association man pass

ing through en route to Asilomar, to watch

out for it."

James A. Brunt who made a gift of

$125,000 for a building at Anderson, Ind.,

announced last month, died April 3d at the

age of 83 years. Only a few weeks ago he

put securities for the full amount offered in

the hands of trustees for the Association.

A site for the San Bernardino, Cal., Asso

ciation worth $10,000 was given by the

parents of Paul Martin, a high school boy,

to perpetuate the uplifting influence of his

life on the lives of the youth of the city. -

Fort Scott, Kans., has shaken itself free

from an $18,500 debt with $1,200 to spare

and everybody is happy after the 6 day ef

fort. And then M. C. Williams, the leader,

turned to Newton, Kans., fo another job of

the same kind.

 

 

SECRETARIAL RESIDENCE, MAUCH CHUNK

T.he.?',ILot Mrs- M- p- Cummings. The house
V,st„„?7:000 and is l,art of an endowment of
fho.non left by Mrs Ciimminp

GRAND RAPIDS' NEW BUILDING

This noble structure was dedicated last month.
It provides 9-1,000 sq. ft. of floor space—9,500 in
the gynmasium. The dormitories accommodate
210 young men. Cost $250,000; lot $65,000, fur
nishings, $30,000.

The King bequest of $42,000 will soon be

available for a new building at Ottawa, 111.

Buildings were opened last month at:

Grand Rapids, Mich.; Rossville, III. (RR.),

and Astoria, Ore. Buildings open this

month at Cortland, N. Y., Portsmouth, Va.,

and Galesburg and Freeport, 111., in the

fall, making six buildings opened in one

year in Illinois. Cornerstones were laid at

Yonkers, N. Y. ; Bowery Branch, N. Y.,

April 10; Rochester, N. Y.; Waynesboro,

Pa., and Paris, Ky.

When Congressman Fess gave the address

at the ground-breaking of Cincinnati's new

building April 11 the first sod was turned

by Mrs. Merchant who gave $1,200 to the

fund.

A three-day campaign for two years' ex

penses relieved the Association at Belviderc,

111. The state committee directed it.

San Antonio, Texas, is spending $20,000

in putting on an addition 45 by 50 ft., eight

stories high, adding 51 single rooms, din

ing room, etc.

Of the $14,901 pledged at Akron, Ohio,

$8,000 was given by 14 business men, none

of whose names are printed. There were

533 contributors. This turns the tide at

Akron and produces a group of eager loyal

men capable of great constructive service.
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DR. WU TING FANG, although 75 years

of age, with the enthusiasm of a young

man took part in the opening of Manila's

two new buildings—for the Filipino busi

ness and college men—attended by 15,000

people. These two buildings, with the

gymnasiums, dormitories, etc., are monu

ments to the distinguished citizens, Luis

R. Yangco, Sr., and Pedro P. Roxas,

whose families gave $10,000 each. Dr.

Motoda, for 17 years on the Japanese Na

tional Committee, brought greetings, as did

J. H. Crocker oi~ Shanghai. Dr. Wu's un

equivocal witness u> the truth and power of

Christianity and unqualified endorsement

of the Association as one of Christianity's

mightiest forces, was most impressive. The

opening of the week was filled with meet

ings of a distinct Christian character, with

social events, and with the National Carni

val games. The American, Filipino,

Japanese, and Chinese chambers of com

merce and clubs, the Governor-General's

Palace, and schools and churches, were

scenes of receptions and banquets. Dr. Wu

and Mr. Wang advocated the early erection

of a Chinese branch for the large Chinese

community at a luncheon of distinguished

Chinese business men. Men high in Filipino

affairs, courts, and commissions had a part

in the ceremonies, and Bishop Brent joined

with Dr. Wu and Dr. Motoda in a cablegram

to Mrs. McCormick, on the occasion of her

eightieth birthday, who gave $25,000 for the

new buildings: "East and West united

greet you, and appreciate your interest in

Filipino youth."

Muskogee, Okla., is raising $15,000 to

make up for unpaid pledges. The presi

dent of the board remarked : "We are all

sore, the building will remain locked until

the money is paid to open it debt free."

The first Industrial Association for New

Mexico has just organized in the famous

hard coal mining camp of Madrid. This

camp is fifty miles north of Albuquerque,

and four miles from the main line of the

Santa Fe Railway. This gives the new big

State one City, one Railroad, one Student,

and one Industrial Association, with some

good prospects for further development.

Mr. Day is flooded with correspondence

from mining camps and small towns

throughout Arizona and New Mexico, where

they think they ought to have Associations.

Canton, Ohio, will add two stoi ies for

dormitory purposes at a cost of $23,000.

That will make the building nine stories,

and the cost $242,000.

A site for the Northwest Branch build

ing, Rochester, has just been secured—an

entire city block and large enough for a

big clubhouse, tennis court, and athletic

field.

Astoria, Ore., has opened a model build

ing for this fishing and lumber city of 12,-

000. The debt is $8,000, and $6,300 is

pledged. A coffee house is to be opened

for the loggers and longshoremen. Bitter

opposition was offered here by the saloon

and Catholic elements.

This Association and other institutions

of its kind have "blazed the way" for the

city administration to undertake social

work, according to George McAneny, Presi

dent of the Board of Aldermen of New

York, who laid the corner-stone of the

Bowery Branch. Mr. McAneny said: "If

we had been willing thirty or forty years

ago to spend as many million dollars as we

are now for preventing the ills you under

take to allay, we would be spending mil

lions less today. You have demonstrated

to us the uses to which we may apply many

of our institutions. There is no institution

in this city that better typifies the spirit of

Christ than your institution, which has in

corporated His name."

The great number of evangelistic cam

paigns, notably those held by Sunday and

Stough and Biederwolf have resulted in a

great many calls for Associations in Penn

sylvania coming to the State Committee,

which has been busy guiding the under

takings. It has been advising those not

situated to provide a building, to work

on the community plan or to organize

groups of young men in the local churches.
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Membership for a Million

MR. HOCKENBURY has helped Birm

ingham to set a new record for the

South, enrolling 1,680 new members in six

days, through an organization well per

fected before his arrival. This numbered

the best men in the city, including the

president of the Chamber of Commerce, the

chairman of the City Commission, the

sheriff, the chief of police, congressmen,

the chairman of the Board of Education,

principal of the High School, vice-presi

dent International Rotary Club, judges,

attorneys, two city editors and scores of

men worth much to their fellow men. This

makes the membership 2,800. Dozens of

automobiles were in the parade. Business

houses threw their doors open to solicitors

on company time. Interest was intense;

the city is jubilant. The citizens declare

that nothing has so stirred Birmingham

for years. Every man realizes his re

sponsibility to help the Association fulfill

promises and the expectations of each man.

The only opposing note came from a

Catholic priest who urged his men to stand

aloof, though without avail.

The editor of the Birmingham Ledger

said: "The Ledger believes this campaign

will accomplish its purpose in full. It ap

peals to the higher impulses and better

ideals of the community. The splendid

work of the Association for years stands

out as a public benediction. Its achieve

ments in the moral, physical, and intel

lectual advantages provided, are felt in

every field of worthy endeavor. With a

splendidly equipped plant it is prepared to

enlarge its work and influence by the

bringing in of new members to come under

its guiding force."

EVERYBODY who knew—and most

everybody who thought he knew—said

that it was impossible to add 500 members

to the Colored Branch at Washington. And

the first day of a campaign proved it so, the

next affirmed it, and the third day of the

six-day campaign showed the croakers were

right. The first day's record was 20, the

second's 30, and the third's 50. At the end

of the sixth day the record was 714 new

members, every one of whom had paid cash

—at least two or three dollars, and many

five dollars. "But the best thing about it,"

Mr. Van Scoten says (he led in the affair),

"was that every colored man in Washington

learned about his Association, that he was

wanted, what its privileges were, what

possibilities came to a man from its train

ing, its spirit, and its service." The key

note of the campaign which was sounded

strongly in the Sunday meetings was:

"What we want is men—men who will

measure up to the manhood mark and set

ideals for the colored man's success in mak

ing his mark in Christian and social serv

ice." Prof. W. H. Harkness, financial agent

of the A. M. E. Church, was chairman, and

the leading physicians, business men, bank

ers, editors and pastors threw themselves

into this campaign as in no other, which

helped the standing of the Association.

These same men are working out plans for

the identification of the men in the organi

zation and its service. It will be remem

bered that but two months before, Wash

ington Central secured 1,349 members in

a movement which has put that Association

in a place of regard and confidence such as

it has never had before. As well as dis

covering for service scores of able men, it

revealed unknown abilities in four division

chairmen, who have added to the "hew

blood." The Board, with all the new forces

lined up, are now leading in the campaign

for $10,000, which "stuck" before.

At Columbus Mr. Hockenbury undertook

to help the Association secure 400 mem

bers, and lined up 537 in five days; and at

Springfield, Mo., led in a hard fought bat

tle, securing 689 members. It now enrolls

1,438. A telegram from Mr. Helde says:

"Everyone enthusiastic and happy. Local

conditions make results remarkable."

A well set up effort was put through at

Mobile and enrolled 1,028 members. At

the close everybody was tired, but jubilant.

The editor of the Mobile Register has

this to say: "While this is a contest for

members, it is a contest for better citizen

ship. It is an effort to bring the working

machinery of the Association to bear upon

more boys and to enlarge its usefulness in

training young men for its more responsi

ble life. We hear much said about the

evil influence of the saloon: but how little

is thought and said about the boy and why

he falls under the influence! To hear some

persons talk, it would be thought to be a

simple case of devil's work, innate deprav

ity. More than half the time, however, the

boy is seeking companionship and needed

amusement. We would shut him out of the

saloon; and that is right. But we ought

at the same moment provide for him a sub

stitute, and something better. That some

thing better is the Young Men's Christian

Association. Regarded aright, it is a great

refuge and school, and at the same time an

entertainment. Can any man who is a

father resist the appeal to help such an

institution reach out and bring in the

boys?"

When J. W. Kight landed in Fairmont,

W. Va., he found things worse off than

nothing; 300 members and a load of a debt

which fairly flattened the board. Kight

came with a new plan, purposes and prom

ises of service to the city. He made men

believe that Association service was pos

sible. And in less than 21 days after his

arrival 1,000 members were enrolled and

$8,000 was in the bank. Then he turned

his attention to organized service. Things
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THE WAY

WILMINGTON,

DELAWARE,

ADVERTISES

The vacant lot
next the Wil
mington build
ing is thus
utilized with
striking designs
which are
changed at least
six times a
year. It is on
one of the prin
cipal thorough
fares of the city
where the de
signs are seen
by thousands
who pass it dally

were boiling. The board now, with new

courage, meets every week, and with en

thusiasm in place of despair. That is bet

ter than drawing diagrams, making "care

ful studies," and taking months to "sense

the situation." This has given new courage

to all of West Virginia, and it was pitiably

needed.

A Southern inter-city contest lined up

Charleston, Columbia, Winston-Salem,

Greenville, Charlotte, Savannah, Sumter,

Wilmington, Jacksonville, Tampa, Spartan

burg, and Augusta. It excited lively inter

est throughout the entire South. Every

body talked membership. Thousands of

new friends were enlisted in the work. The

final standing of the cities was: Charles

ton, 10,270; Columbia, 7,841; Savannah,

6,855; Jacksonville, 6,432; Charlotte, 5,545;

Augusta 4,431; Wilmington, 2,706; Spar

tanburg, 2,290.

Baltimore will strike for 1,500 members

the last week of September. This is in line

with the splendid spirit of dissatisfaction

that we are reaching but half enough men.

Our plants are not sufficiently used. The

machinery we have can produce twice the

output at a very small increase of expense

and effort. The same equipment gauged at

Fairmont for 300 can as easily handle the

1,300—and elsewhere.

The best membership "booster" for Albu

querque is a Mexican boy who lost one leg

but is yet the best ball player. He both

catches and plays first base. He asks no

man to run for him—he gets around on his

peg leg.

Buffalo Central's annual membership

campaign was the most successful at

tempted. The campaign took the form of

an automobile endurance race from New

York to Buffalo. The contesting teams

represented different makes of automobiles.

Ten teams were entered and 100 workers

participated. The slogan was 300 members

in three days, and 372 memberships actually

secured.

Sustained relations with men is a part

of the vocational work at Los Angeles. A

| I
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salesman fretting at his ten dollars a week

was held to his job and urged to take a

course in salesmanship and stand by his

firm. Now he is a manager at a big sal

ary. A leader by his Bible class helped a

bookkeeper to keep steady, tone up, and

grow. That led to a course in accountancy.

Educational

APRIL 1, Book Tests were taken by 136

secretaries, or three times as many as a

year ago. More than ever these officers ap

preciate the value of the simple test in not

only leading to their more effective reading,

but also to the advantage of taking such

tests before hot weather or at the Summer

Schools. Many employed officers are plan

ning to take such tests June 1-5, order for

which should reach Educational Dept., be

fore May 24. Such tests greatly aid sys

tematic reading, stimulate thought and in

crease efficiency.

In the April educational examinations,

2,100 men and boys took part. They

will learn of the results early in May.

Many others will take part in the June

tests.

It is encouraging to note that in spite of

the difficulties of the past year, a few Asso

ciations are able to report an increase over

a year ago. The new course "Choosing a

Vocation" is being used in several Cali

fornia Associations.

Many Associations include practical talks,

clubs and class work in their spring terms

which are now in session both day and

evening. This month the leading Associa

tions are: (a) Issuing their printed matter

for the boys' summer schools. Some of

these schools will be held in the building,

some at camp, and others in both places,

(b) They are holding conferences to review

the work of the past year and mature plans

for the coming season, (c) Several are

planning for Association day schools begin

ning next September, (d) The majority

realize more than ever their increasing op

portunity and responsibility for making

each educational privilege function relig

iously.
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The Association Boy

THIS IS the story of one of the "deci

sions" of the Escanaba, Mich., boys'

conference of a year ago. A boy declared

he was going to lead "a different life." He

had always been clean and honorable; he

had always been "good," though he was

struggling alone at 16, with father and

mother dead, and living over a saloon. The

boys saw soon what "different" meant. He

led one after another to quit stealing, smok

ing, swearing, telling smutty stories, and

many to a Christian life. The principal of

the school said he had done more to uplift

the boys in the town than any other person

in it. His forward step made a difference.

Back from Blue Ridge came two Virginia

High School boys. September brought an

immediate test. What attitude should these

two school leaders take toward the custom

of cribbing which had become entrenched

and even universally popular in the school?

Blue Ridge messages and the conference in

spiration, (so the fellows say) decided the

matter. They called a meeting of the boys

of the school, took a clean cut stand against

dishonesty, and lined up the crowd. The

girls who had been equally guilty, were

challenged and they too, measured up. Two

boys + Blue Ridge = A clean school. What

became of the two fellows? That's another

story, but briefly, both are in college leading

in athletics and association work and one

enters the Episcopal ministry on gradua

tion.

A Wichita business man, father of a boy

who entered the Garden Contest, says:

"Money couldn't repay my boy or myself

for the lessons in thriftiness he learned re

sulting from his entering the boys' garden-

contest. He has started a substantial little

bank account as a result. This same boy

won a bicycle as a prize and has earned con

siderable money going errands for the

neighbors. A large number of the boys

earned money by selling their products.

Dri Davis was lately in Texas. And he

held that the "most heartening thing he

saw" was the meeting of boys of the "Sun

day Club" he addressed at Houston. But

the best part of it was that a group of a

dozen selected boys at this meeting went out

Sunday night and conducted a church serv

ice with such power that there were fifteen

conversions. This is not unusual, for the

older boys conduct such meetings every

Sunday night in the city and sur

rounding towns and often obtain from

five to twenty conversions.- Out of this

meeting there goes a steady stream of

boys to college headed for the ministry and

the secretaryship or to take a place as clean-

cut Christian business men. In seven meet

ings held there have been 142 professed ac

ceptances of Christ, mostly older boys and

young men. More invitations are being re

ceived than can be accepted by the boys.

One country pastor gathered up six unsaved

older boys, took them ten miles in an auto

to one of the meetings, and every one of the

boys accepted Christ. This work has been

of tremendous value to the boys who have

taken part in the meetings.

One of the 19-year-old Los Angeles boys

who attended the camp at Catalfna last

year was obliged to leave camp bgfore the

other fellows came back. Following are ex

tracts from a letter which he wrote"'to the

fellows after he returned home:

"Well, fellows, I told my folks of the decision
I made and the talk I made before you at the
camp Are, and believe me, I am proud of myself,
for it made them so happy, and beside that, 1
meant what I said. • • • Boys, I hope it affects

you as it did me, and I know it will some of you.
• • • When you have such leaders as you have,

and Christian fellows at that, I don't see how you
can help turning into the right way after hear
ing what they have to say. • • • I hadn't

any more than hit the city than my old tempta
tions began to pop up everywhere. I didn't
know I had so many, but with God helping me I
am going to overcome all of them • • •

Boys, it is just as Mr. A said, you can't do it
by yourself, for you need the help of Jesus
Christ."

The Maine Boys' Conference in Portland

had 1,089 registered delegates chosen from

four times that number. Forward steps

were taken as follows: 341 accepted Jesus

Christ, 113 unite with the church, 55 teach

a Bible class, 169 carefully consider Chris

tian service as a life work, 263 do personal

work, 378 read the Bible and pray daily, 179

give up some habit.

For clever, clean fun the Amateur Min

strel Show of 23d St., New York, has made

a record for seven years that was undimmed

by its last performance. Too many minstrel

shows are either idiotic or filthy. Inci

dentally the boys net from $70 to $100 a

year from their shows. One of their pur

chases from this hundred is an electric self-

playing piano.

A. W. Forgie, boys' work secretary, To

ronto, is now Capt. Forgie and on the firing

line with Ottawa's soldiers.

A. N. Cotton, who has been seriously ill

for six weeks with rheumatism, is still a

sick man, but on the mend.

The Governor of Montana was the in

vited guest of an orphan boy at Helena's

Father and Son banquet, attended by 418.

All of the members of the winning basket

ball team in the annual High School State

Tournament were there. Only men were

admitted as guests of the boys and many

clamored for admittance. The chief speaker

was Bishop Faber.

A Mother and Son banquet at Elyria.

Ohio, brought out 200 guests. The fathers

were the waiters. Father and Son banquet

reports come so thick and were universal.

The good story told by Mr. Sisson on an

other page was first repeated at the ban

quet at Boise, Idaho.
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HEBREW BOYS' BIBLE CLASS, DES MOINES

The boys study "Men Who Dare" and are
taught by the secretary every Saturday morning.
There is a great interest among these 25 mem
bers. An interested visitor one morning was the
Rabbi.

The Pennsylvania State Committee is

spending $1,000 on improvements at its

boys' camp at Inglenook.

In a clean speech campaign among the

4,500 boys in DeWitt Clinton High School,

New York, 1,211 signed cards for clean

speech and against profanity. Porter

worked with West Side men in doing it

A boys' banking system in co-operation

with the school banking system and having

elective officers among the boys, is planned

at Dalton. Bowling alley boys are en

couraged to save by use of a punched ticket

which is held until cashed.

The boys' department at New Castle, Pa.,

was given a splendid printing press by the

men's Bible class and now the boys print all

the office cards, blanks, announcements, etc.

A printer in the dormitory directs the work.

A Long Beach, Cal., newsboy member not

only had $200 in the savings bank, but

earned and paid $100 for furniture and for

insurance for his family. The Association

is shaping his life.

Every boy but one of the 22 older boys

in a town of Tulare County, Cal., is in a

Bible class.

A Join-the-Church Sunday was promoted

by the State boys' work committee of Cali

fornia.

Boston has a rule whereby the charging

of slight amounts for privileges on the pool

tables teach the boys the economy of time.

No boy becomes a spend-thrift of time

through playing pool in this Boys' Division.

The younger boys are charged eight cents

an hour for the table. The older boys

twenty cents an hour. Those playing on

any one table divide this charge between

them and each boy pays his portion when he

comes to the desk, rather than one boy

making the settlement. This discourages

the playing for the game; and so does this

sign:

"To play a good game of billiards is evidence of
a certain Kind of culture,

To play too good a game of billiards is evidence

of a wasted youth." —Herbert Spencer.

What to Do for May

MAY is a month in which boy life starts out on another
tack. In this month when the fine spring days
blossom out in all their freshness, and the trees

and grass and shrubs respond with a change of life, the
boys' department game room, the library, the club rooms,
yes I and even our gymnasium begin to lose their great
attractiveness, at least to the majority of boys, for the
crack of the bat over on the ball field, the river bank and
the general newness and rebirth of almost everything

draws the boys to outdoor life.

But May is one of the greatest months in the year for
the boys' work secretary. The change from indoor to
our. door life and its concomitant decrease in regular
attendance in the department, does not mean that the
secretary should allow the boys to withdraw from Asso
ciation companionship and Association influence. If
he is wise he will grasp the situation and plan his pro
gram to include a great deal of outdoor activity. He will
follow or lead the boy as he goes with other boys on an
outing, to the baseball field, the swimming hole, or wbere-
ever he goes in the early spring, and here comes a great
opportunity for getting closer into the boy's individual
life, for he will enjoy seeing the secretary with his coat
off, his sleeves rolled up, swinging the bat, trying to hit
one of his curves, or he will enjoy it even better to have
the secretary "right in the swim," taking a "belly-flopper"
as he tries to imitate the boys* fancy dive. Through this
greater chance for companionship he may have a larger
part in the boy hie of the community, for as he uses his
influence for clean speech, clean sports, and clean habits,
on the ball grounds, or wherever he is mixing with boys
outside, he will be meeting and rubbing up against boys
of the community not members of his boys' department.

In May, then, the secretary is not only adapting his
activities to the Spring boy-life, but he must be making
out his policy for the whole summer. Perhaps the most
important feature of the summer work of most Associa
tions is the camp. The camp to be successful must be
planned out in every detail long before the season comes.
There are leaders to be carefully selected, wholesome
young men of positive Christian character, who can be
trusted to really help the camp director in planning and
carrying on the camp activities. Surely this and almost
every other detail of the summer camp should have been
taken care of by the middle of May, certainly not later
than the end of the month.

Then a program of work should be made out for the boys
who do not go to camp but stay at home in the city. The
vacation schedule of the boys' workers should be settled,
and responsible supervision arranged for the time that the
secretary and physical director will be at camp or on their
vacations. Some boys' secretaries have found it workable
and really worth while to have arranged and really car
ried out a busy summer of activities for both indoor and
outdoor work. Such a program would include outings,
cross country or over-night hikes out into the country,
playground periods for the afternoons, baseball leagues,
trips for recreation and study to the Navy Yard, historical
places, museums, the mountains, the seashore, bicycle
trips, hay ride parties and trolley trips. The program at
the building would include a swim almost every day
for every boy, co-operating with the country-wide move
ment of the Association to teach every boy to swim,
with ice cream socials, watermelon parties, and water
fights, where the boys choose up sides and fight for pos
session of a convenient garden hose.

While plann ng all this for the immediate summer future
it would be well for the secretary to spend a few hours
reviewing the activities of the fall and winter months
which are still fresh in mind, with the view of changing or
further developing these plans in the coming fall. It
is well to begin to think of fall plans even in May.

One of the important May days which should have
the special attention of the secretary is "Mother's Day"
the second Sunday of the month, this year May 9th.
Our boy members should be urged to bear this day in
mind for the purpose of remembering their mothers
even if with no more than one single flower.

Some Associations will want to have their annual boys
banquet to wind up the active indoor season; or it may
be a good time to hold a conference of older boys from
the churches and Sunday schools of the community.
It is also a good month for a secretary to visit in the
homes of the boys.

May is a great month to get ready for other months
but it can easily slip by, under the lightened indoor pro
gram, unless the secretary is wary.

GEO. E. FORBES, New York.
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Railroad Men

THE Southern Pacific and Santa Fe Rail

ways each held in the Los Angeles

building an illustrated "safety" lecture. At

the conclusion of one of these a Santa Fe

official said that the meetings held at noon

in the railway shops helped him determine

who were the men he wanted to keep with

him. He stated the type of meetings ap

pealed to the best men in the shops, and he

had found that the men who did not care

for the meetings were for the most part

men who did their work in an unsatisfac

tory manner, and who in time of curtail

ment were let go. He asked for the meet

ings to be continued.

OFFICIALS say that the shop meetings

at Port Richmond have revolution

ized things there in ten years. Yard crews

have formed anti-swearing groups, fining

a man who breaks over, with a heavier fine

for obscenity, and yardmasters have pro

hibited swearing. Men who have left their

families have gone back. Boozers have cut

out drink and gone to church. Men who

patronized the saloon now fight it as an

injustice to men and injury to themselves.

A chief clerk reports "a much better spirit

among the men"; a foreman, "the company

is getting better service from the men.

They have learned that they cannot drink

and do justice to their employers and their

families and their friends."

IN ONE of our meetings a fireman came

down to the front and decided to live for

Christ. He was prayed with, Bible read to

him and talked with, yet he experienced no

change and complained of a load of sin.

He went out on his run and returned on

the third night, triumph written all over his

countenance.

Asked how he felt, said, "Saved, I ar

rived home and went over to the Association

and paid secretary for a brush I stole, went

to superintendent of our division and told

him about a wrench I stole and how one

day our engine lost a bolt we all went back

looking for it. I found it and threw it in

river, so as to have an easy trip, for we

had to leave part of our train. I asked

him to forgive me and he did. "I am

saved."

That night in a testimony meeting he

stood and said, "You fellows know I was

a thief, a liar and a fornicator but God has

changed me and I am saved."

A letter tells me this fellow is making

good, and enjoying his new experience.

The Chapman-Alexander meetings at At

lanta have led scores of railroad men to

decision. The Association's four noon shop

meetings, besides four each week in freight

agent offices and others, were remarkably

successful. In connection with the cam

paign the Association held 55 outside meet

ings, with an attendance of 2,581. Already

3,333 people have united with churches.

Twenty members at Schreiber, Ont., went

to the front last month.

A Thrift campaign on Pennsy lines West,

for both shop and road men is on.

An evangelistic glee club of thirty-five

voices is "singing for Jesus Christ" at

Scranton.

Bible classes are too big for auditorium

at Binghamton.

New building at St. Thomas, Ont., just

being completed.

Secretaries Shelton and Freeman of In

dia are with the troops at the front in Eu

rope.

A 6 A. M. athletic meet is held for the

night-shift of St. Louis Railway employees.

Philadelphia has a class of 108 men pre

paring themselves for the change from

steam to electric power.

An orchestra which has stood by the

Florence, S. C, Association for three years

has been a factor in making the men's meet

ings and social features a force.

The Medical Society at Houston, Tex.,

helped the Association in the conduct of

thirty health and medical talks in factories.

Physicians gave their time for the talks, and

money to the work.

A condition was well faced in Pocatello,

Idaho. The town was filled with stranded

laborers. The Association took care of

1,500 of them in the winter months. And

it did more than board a man. It helped

many of them to straighten out their life.

A hotel has been purchased at a cost of

$8,000. It will supply an annex for sleep

ing rooms.

The "last man" the M. C. R. R. of Port

land thought likely for conversion was a

profane and vulgar fellow who spent the

time of the noon meeting in ridicule and

scoffing. He called himself a skeptic. But

a death in the family and the attention of

the pastor shop speaker led that man to

the Christian life.

Chicago hit on the plan of a members'

council. It gives the members an oppor

tunity to_ express themselves on work, plans

and projects, from their angle of view.

Every member who desires is being in

formed about plans proposed and his coun

sel asked for. This has brought about a

new personal understanding between secre

taries and men and a chance to talk over

their part in Christian work.

There is a prosperous engineer in Shenan

doah, Va., who is not ashamed to tell that

a few years ago he was in the last ditch

through drink and an all-round tough fellow.

He is now a leader in the church choir and

the Association quartette, a member of the

committee of management, has a fine home,

and all bills paid up. He has become a man

of telling influence, who is "not ashamed to

own his Lord."
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The greatest work of the church today Is the work of transla-
tlon. We have translated the Bible Into 500 different languages,

IVlPTI and DUt we have not yet translated the teaching of Jesus Into the
-"■i-Cll. ****** vernacular of our own generation. We are singing hymns that

.1 D*I.l represent conceptions long since outgrown, and we are using
tllC 1)1Die ln church service thought-forms which outside the church are

unknown. One great cause of the European war Is that
Christians are still speaking of God as "Lord of the far-flung

F. S. GOODMAN battle line," a Jealous tribal deity, Instead of thinking of him
as Immanent spirit, present In the soul of the humblest human
being.—Dr. Charles E. Jefferson.

ASUCCESSFUL LIFE means different

things to different men and to the same

man at different stages of his career. What

many a young man means by success is

simply getting a competency or wealth

enough to live in luxury. Somehow each

generation seems so obsessed with this

idea that it simply will not listen to the

testimony of experience. Thousands of

men make a dismal failure of life,—

life at its best, life without remorse,—life

with satisfaction on to its close,—though

they possess wealth and everything which

money can buy. The late J. S. Fry the

famous chocolate maker and philanthropist

not only won material success but his life

was a benediction and his memory one of

the treasures of his city, Bristol, England.

He was president of the Bristol Association

for thirty-six years. Some time ago he

wrote an article for CasselFs Magazine in

which he gave "The Secrets of Success."

His summary of the secrets deserves a place

in the working creed of every young man,

coming as they do out of a wonderfully

successful life. They are (1.) Firmness of

Character. (2.) Unflagging Industry.

(3.) Unfailing Reliability. (4.) Life lived

towards Noblest Ends. Think them through

young man. Write them down. Try them

out. Behind these phrases in his case, as

in the lives of most successful men, there

can be discovered a deep religious motive

and a growing experience with God. With

out this motive and such an experience, the

ideal is beyond attainment by most of us.

A CERTAIN college professor, enamored

of a coldly intellectual ideal of educa

tion, is reported to have made the following

attempt to define a university : "A university

is a place given to the passionless pursuit of

passionless intelligence." No sympathy, no

feeling, no deep stirring of the emotions—

simply the search for cold facts, their clas

sification and interpretation. Of course the

common sense of the man on the street

ridicules such definitions. They ignore

the biggest fact of all—the human soul, with

its emotions, needs, interests. Someone has

defined a soul scientifically as "A non-

atomic center of psychologic phenomena."

But, brother secretary, before you laugh at

such a definition ask yourself this question—

"What is my working definition of a 'Suc

cessful career in the Secretaryship?' " In

actual experience are you giving your heart

a fair chance? Are you periodically putting

your soul within reach of an atmosphere

full of mental ozone permeated by inspira

tion and sweetened by wholesome fellow

ship? Are you exposing yourself to such an

atmosphere long enough to have it change

your very life? Do you not feel now and

then that you are working near the limit

of your spiritual reserves? Why not try the

tonic of two or four weeks at one of the

Summer Schools? Several scores of experi

enced secretaries testify that in a very real

sense they were Associationally born again

by such an investment of time. You would

take the word of these men on matters of

administration, why not on a vital question

of personal experience?

ONE OF THE foreign delegates to the

World's Student Federation at Lake

Mohonk, paid American students what he

regarded as a compliment when he re

marked, "In our country students spend a

great deal of time thinking what they can

think. In your country you seem to be

thinking what you can do?" But is this

true of the average young American? Does

he think deeply before he acts? Does he act

towards a well defined goal? Has he a plan,

an ideal, a controlling purpose which gives

meaning and effectiveness to the things he

does? Are we not long on doing, and short

on thinking? Giants in activity, and in

fants in meditation? "Whatever is true,

whatever wins respect, whatever is just,

whatever is lovable, whatever is of good

report, cherish the thought of these things."

(Phil. 4:8 Weymouth).

THE JAPANESE glory in their great

mountain Fuji Yama. It is always in

sight for scores of miles except when hid

den by darkness, storm or fog. In painting,

in photograph, in idealized drawing, there

stands snow capped beautiful Fuji. Why

not give religion such a place in planning

our program of work for next season? Give

religion a chance, a fair field, putting forth

energy and initiative, originality and patient

persistence, a liberal budget and adequate

publicity, time for planning and time for

praying and see what will happen?

"Religion is the most universal of all human

interests except possibly the simple desire to

live." The wise man will act as though he

believed this to be true. Robert Louis

Stevenson once said, "Perpetual devotion to

what a man calls his business is only to be

sustained by perpetual neglect of many
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TULARE COUNTY, CAL., BOYS SHOW UP ON THE HORIZON.

One of three 3-day hikes conducted on teachers' Institute week. With a party of 97 boys the

influence was so strong for good that nearly half declared openly they "were going to cut out

tobacco, profanity, and dirty stories"; 400 boys have been on such trips in the past year,

resulting in a work which one pastor said "could not have been done by the church alone in

six years."

other things, and it is not by any means

certain that a man's business is the most

important thing he has to do." Religion—

the one dominant outstanding fact in the

lives of most truly great men—surely this

will be the sovereign fact in the program of

an organization which bears Christ's name.

If not, why not?

The County Association

ryiHE TWO weeks I spend in summer

JL school are indispensable. Without the

inspiration, the fellowship, the contact with

real leaders, the out of door life, the getting

away from my field and the specific knowl

edge for my daily task back home with all

its developing phases and new aspects, I

could not hold steady on my job. The need

for technical information that furnishes the

reason for a summer school is important.

Without it we men would be well-nigh help

less. But it is only a part of summer school.

The opportunity to play, without feeling

that our play is professional, furnishes us

with real recreation. A chance to listen to

really inspiring addresses and meaty talks

is much valued by those of us whose work is

in the open country—far away from the

large cities where these things may be en

joyed. The pure fun that is a part of every

gathering of Association men relieves for

us the hum-drum of daily life. The chance

to rub elbows with the other fellow who is

doing just as we are going, and the ex

change of ideas and thoughts are of tre

mendous value to us who in many cases

stand alone on the firing line of service.

Yes, summer school for us county work men

is indispensable.—Anton C. Roberts.

The work at Burlington County, N. J.,

has not been going so long, but it can

point to some real results. Five years

ago a young farmer was induced to be

come a group leader. Now it is said by

men who know that "this man has led

more boys to Christ than all the ministers

of the town." Of course, he worked with

them. He now owns one of the best farms,

and the boys through his influence have

been given a fine bungalow for the County

work center. A boy who "caught a vi

sion" at the camp last year, returned and

pitched into business with new vigor, but

found time to lead a bunch of real boys,

and both business and the boys are pros

pering. Another man who woke up when

he was led to become a Christian a few

years ago became a concrete engineer and

mixed his religion with his cement so well

that he is given large contracts. He gives

a good account of himself and has a good

bank account.

Boys are sacrificing their "movies," etc.,

to "get in" as members in a Michigan

county Association. Instead of being given

tickets from a business men's fund, the

boys are either saving or earning their

money for membership, and taking a lesson

in thrift by it.

A member of the Los Angeles County

Committee Association had occasion to call

at the home of a widow with six children to

support with the help of a monthly allow

ance from the County. She said: "Mr.

, I understand you are a member of

the County Committee of the Association

and that your Committee gets $400 a year

from this community. Tell the men that

it is money well spent if it did nothing

more than what it has done for my boy.

He was careless, irresponsible, smoked

cigarettes and was more of a burden than a

help. But he went to the summer camp

where the whole trend of his life was

changed. He earns his dollar practically

every day and is doing all he can to make

the rest of the children and myself happy

and comfortable."

MY January Number of Association

Men was used to great advantage as

a Modern History of Association work in

a Michigan County. The cover was espe

cially appealing to boys, and it was inter

esting to hear them ask, "What does that

X and P mean?" This meant that the

leader of the group had to post himself

on the meaning of the Association emblem.

Several of the younger boys drew very

good copies of the emblem. We had our

leaders use extra copies of the number to

dissect and give to the boys for review and

then to have each boy report the following

week on what he found in the article. It

has acquainted our County boys with up-

to-date Association history as nothing else

would. I used my 25 copies to good pur

pose and it was a splendid investment.

Martin Verberg.
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SAUL TRIES TO KILL DAVID

Lesson May 2. 1 Samuel 19:1-12.

Sat. 1. And Saul spake unto Jonathan
his son, and to all his servants, that they

should kill David.

A ROYAL FOOL. David slew the Philistine
giant and brought triumph and relief to Saul's
Kingdom. The thanks and honors of the nation
were accorded him. He was the popular idol.
The people set his valiant services to song,
making even the king take second place. This
aroused Saul's jealousy and so got on his nerve
that he lost his head and decided that the only
way to retain his hold upon the people was to
murder the man they were praising. The
policy of a poor fool blinded by envy. He was
about to commit the blunder of slaying the
best and strongest supporter of the kingdom.
He was senseless enough to try to slay the
man who was making his throne secure, all
because the colossal EGOIST wanted the center
of the stage to himself. There would have been
no stage but for this devoted servant. I have
known religious leaders try to kill the chances
of an artful assistant because they themselves
wanted to monopolize the calcium. How con
temptible kingly men become when consumed
by jealousy. The best and biggest thing you
could possibly do is to swell the hallelujah
chorus to your helpers. Your song will make
you more secure.

Pray: For a simple, childlike spirit, the spirit of
toving obedience ana trust and confidence.

Sun. 2. Vs. 4. Jonathan spake good of
ReRead 1David unto Saul his father.

Jno. 3:1-12.

BEHIND HIS BACK. This was a hard but
happy job for Jonathan. Saul was king, Saul
was his father, and it is not an easy task for
a son to set a father straight. A meaner man
would have sided with his father, with his eye
on the main chance of becoming his father's
successor. Jonathan knew David was the com
ing king. Jonathan looms large; he handles
the case like a statesman. First he got the old
man quiet. It is a waste of perfectly good
breath to talk to a man in a temper. Then he
Bet the case before the king, with consummate

skill. He showed how David had done nothing
to divert popular devotion; he had always
worked for the best interests of the nation and
the king. He had staked his life in the battle
with the giant and did what no other man in
Israel would do. He did It out of love for his
country and loyalty to his king. Then he re
called how Saul himself rejoiced when he saw
it. Then he pushed home the point: "Father,
you cannot afford to lose so loyal a man."
Finely done, Jonathan—splendidly said. Would
to God we all had such advocates In our ab
sence—such backers behind our backs. When
you have a chance to defend against an in
justice—do it.

Pray: That the number of intercessors for world
wide missions may be multiplied.

FRIENDSHIP OF DAVID AND JONATHAN

Lesson May 9. 1 Samuel 20:32-42.

Mon. 3. Vs. 32. And Jonathan answered
Saul his father and said unto him. Where
fore shall he be slain? Read 1 Sam'l 20:
1-32.

DAVID IN DANGER. David was in danger
and out of prudence sought a safe place. This
was not cowardice, but caution. He neither
wanted to kill the king nor be killed by him.
The man who had slain the giant was more
than a match for the monarch, but he would
not plunge a nation in mourning nor force Prov
idence. He fled to Samuel's school of the

prophets at Ramah. Saul locates him and pur
sues him. David returns to Gibeah for a con
sultation with his friend Jonathan. Jonathan
promises to keep him posted on his father's
designs. David's condition was so desperate
he said: "There was but a step between me
and death." This is the situation as the lesson
opens. An enraged king, a persecuted patriot,
a young man occupying the critical position of
standing between the two—one the father, the

other the devoted friend; and he must be loyal
to both—and to God. A tragic position to try
any soul. Watch the actors, and follow God at
work.

Pray: For the soldiers and sailors of the United
States, that they may not be fascinated by the pre
valence of warfare and gain the spirit of militarism.

Tues. 4. Vs. 32. What hath he done?

Read the lesson.

A SON'S CHALLENGE. It took fine pluck
for Jonathan to demand of his father, "Give
a reason for your rage." That is fair—state
your case, it will clear your brain, calm your
passions, and perhaps convince me. If your
anger is reasonable, I'll go along with you. If

it is unreasonable it Is unrighteous. If there
is no righteous motive back of your madness,
you are simply an angry animal, who ought to
be muzzled, caged or clubbed. Fury without
a sensible foundation is just the fizzle of fire
works. There is a lack of force and firmness.
But when a 16-inch shell slips quietly Into the
breech of a gun, and accurate range with
deadly aim is reached—look out! The fellow
who flies off the handle and loses control of
himself—I just look into his eyes and laugh. 1
may have to dodge, but I deride him. Give a
reason—or you're wrong.

Pray: That in the plans now making for boys' sum
mer schools, aggressive measures may be taken to
secure Christian leaders.

Wed. 5. Vs. 33. And Saul cast a javelin
at him to smite him: Whereby Jonathan
knew that It was determined of his father
to slay David. Read Gen. 4:1-8.

THE ANSWER OF THE JAVELIN. That
settles it, when the only answer Saul can make
to his son's fair question is to strike him down
with a spear; he has confessed by the action
that he is wrong, weak and wicked. A man
is asked to make a reasonable statement as
to why he treats the Son of God the way he
does. If his conduct has not been on a level
with his best light, watch him resort to the
spear of sarcasm or the club of criticism. He
will assassinate when he cannot answer. If
conduct cannot be defended by reason It Is
essentially criminal. When a man presses
home the truth, do you feel like throwing things
at him? Look inside and correct the trouble
there. The cross was the only answer the
malicious could make to Christ. It Is still—
what think ye of Christ?

Pray: For the thousands of inmates in homes for
incurables, who, although they have no hope of
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restoration to health, may nevertheless have a living

hope through Jesus Christ our Lord.

Thur-. 6. Vs. 34. So Jonathan arose from

the table In fierce anger, and did eat
no meat the aecond day of the month;
for he was grieved for David, because his
father had done him shame. Read Eph.

4:26.

JONATHAN GOT ANGRY TOO, and he left
the table in a torrent of indignation. I approve
of that. A man who will not raise a passionate
protest against a wrong cannot have a high
sense of honor. He is not half a man. Jona
than's friend had been outrageously treated,

and his mother Insulted, without cause. He
burned with a righteous indignation. When
despicable wickedness fails to enlist your sym
pathy you have lost your manhood and de
generated Into a jelly flsh. The man may pride
himself that he is "good natured" because he
does not get mad. He is not good natured, he
is Just naturally good for nothing. Who can
not share Lincoln's Indignation as he saw
human beings sold upon the block and swore
to smite the Iniquity so hard as God would
give him power? What lover of sobriety is
not stirred to his soul's depths every time he
passes a saloon and thinks of the sin and shame
of this annex of hell? I sometimes think the
church has lost Its Master's lash. Better the
tropics with occasional outbursts of thunder
and lightning than the icy deadness of the
frozen poles.

Pray: For the soldier boys of Canada and for those
in all the contending nations, that warfare may not
mean unbelief and fatalism to them, but that they
may know the power of God's indwelling presence in
time of conflict, sorrow, suffering and death.

Frl. 7. 1 Samuel 20:17. And Jonathan
caused David to swear again, because he
loved him: for he loved film as he loved
his own soul. Read Ps. 41.

THE ESSENTIALS OF FRIENDSHIP: The
beautiful attachment between these two men
has been an inspiration for ages. We will drop
the details of the story here to talk about the
fundamentals upon which all genuine friend
ship rests and without which it cannot exist.
Do not call every chance acquaintance your
friend; it cheapens the sacred term, and Is not
true. Apply the tests which I shall give, and
unless you are a most unnatural man, you will
find you can count your "friends" on the fingers
of one hand. Remember that these two young
men were in a sense RIVALS, each having a

peculiar claim to the throne. They were like
business competitors. They belonged to DHf-

FERENT TRIBES—David was of the tribe of
Judah, Jonathan of the tribe of Benjamin. It
was but natural that a son should reflect his
father's PREJUDICES. Yet, above all con
siderations of family or fortune, these two men
arose into one of the purest friendships the
world has ever known. Uncompromising under
all conditions. There was something back of
this more substantial than sentiment. What
was it?

Pray: For the more than 5,000 older boys and
young men in rural communities who have confessed
Christ since January 1, that they may be kept steadfast
in their allegiance to Him.

Sat. 8. Vs. 17. For he loved him as he
loved his own soul. Read 1 Samuel 20:1-11.

CONFIDENCE. Let us commence with mu
tual confidence, otherwise the friendship will

be no more lasting than the summer cloud
which drifts across the sky. David staked his
very life on Jonathan's loyalty and felt secure
under the very shadow of the throne of the

man who would slay him. He is no friend
unless he can be trusted to the limit, unless
you know he would rather die than deceive
you. I remember a man who used to be run
ning into another fellow's office every spare
minute. They would go out to lunch together
and spend evenings together. I thought, how
beautiful to see these men, who are in the same
line of business, such bosom friends. It proves
that men are not so sordid, after all. Then

my pretty picture was spoiled; the scoundrel
who was so frequently dropping in was all
the time getting inside office information con
cerning the other's customers, etc., and under
bidding and undermining all the time. I once
overheard a man say that his policy was to
make all the friends he could—then soak them.
Uetter go through the world a penniless beggar

than so base a poltroon. Unless we are abso
lutely trustworthy we can never know the
meaning of this sacred term.

Pray: For Sunday Schools throughout Christendom

that they may be more efficient in teaching God's Wpra
and more fruitful in the conversion of boys and girls.

Sun. 9. Vs. 17. For he loved him as he

loved his own soul.. Read 1 Sam'l 20:12-23.

FREEDOM FROM JEALOUSY. True,
David was a hero, but Jonathan was no cling
ing coward, he was no sentimental sissy, he was
not a weakling—he was a stalwart warrior
himself. You have Just had a lesson on his
bravery. When he scaled the rocks and routed
a whole army of the Philistines, he did as big a
thing as David did when he slew the giant. Yet
he did not stand around and pout because
David got the biggest applause. When David's
deeds of valor were proclaimed, Jonathan's un
selfish soul went out in appreciation and his
soul was knitted to David's. He was first on
hand with his congratulations. Then, too,
Jonathan was the king's son; but he was made
of such sterling stuff that he could forfeit bia
claims to a kingdom, for the sake of his friend,
who had a better claim. Did it ever cost you
a single inconvenience to further the interest of
a friend? When good fortune puts him ahead
of you and he has won a coveted prize—or con
tract, do you hold out your hand with a sickly
smile, while a wave from hell sweeps through
your heart? There must be unselfish Joy in an
other's success before we can count ourselves

a friend.

Pray: That the sentiment which attaches to Mother's
Day may be turned to practical account in the lives of

young men.

DAVID SPARES SAUL

Lesson May 16. 1 Samuel 26: 6-16

See below.

Mon. 10. Vs. 17. For he loved him as he
loved his own soul. Read 1 Sam'l 20:24-31.

SURVIVING ADVERSITY. Faithful friend
ship outlives adversity and is not affected by
fluctuating fortunes. It matters not whether
my friend is in poverty or plenty. My affec
tion is not altered by his bank balance. David
was a fugitive, he was hard-pressed, and had
no standing in court. But what has all that
to do with Jonathan's devotion? Jonathan was
no fair-weather friend. Too many fall away
when the fight is going against us. It is no
trick at all to say "My friend David" when
he is a national idol and people are singing

songs of praise to his prowess. But to stand up
in court and boldly proclaim his devotion, while
his friend is out hiding in the bushes—that is
the time friendship counts. The attachment
which began in David's popularity stuck right
on through David's peril. I have known those
who were often seen together when fortunes
were equal, become as strangers when one Buf
fered reversals. Do you know So-and-so? I
used to have an acquaintance—cowards! If
you cannot afford to stand by me under any
circumstances—stand aside.

Pray: Thai employed officers may establish real and
lasting friendships with the men and boys of the Asso
ciations, and that they may use such friendships to
initiate them into the servure of the supreme friend,

Jesus Christ.

Tues. 11. Vs. 17. And he loved him as he
loved his own soul. Read 2 Sam'l 8:1-13.

TRUTH TELLING. This Is perhaps one of
the severest strains on friendship, that of look
ing your friend squarely In the eye and telling
him the truth, when you know the truth will
hurt. Our very sympathy makes us want to
shield him from that which is unpleasant or
painful. Never lie, even in love. David wanted
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to know if he was in danger. Jonathan said
YOU ARE; my lather hates you and will kill
you on sight. Then David knew what to count
on. It would have been pleasanter for Jonathan
to have covered it all up and said, "Now don't
worry yourself, old man, it will work out all
right. Father is really fond of you but—"
No, Jonathan was honest and frankly told his
friend the truth. You and I will often let a
man expose himself to a known danger, will
see him do things which mean certain death to
his influence and character and never say a
word of warning—and call ourselves "his
friend." If I am making a fool of myself—
tell me so. It will hurt you, it will not hurt
me, but it is honest and will help us both. "Am
I your enemy because I tell you the truth?"
When told the truth by a friend, take it.

Pray: That the rulers of nations may be influenced
by God to consider the awful horror of the war now
raging, and that with His divine wisdom they may

have the power to bring about terms of conciliation

and peace.

Wed. 12. Vs. 17. For he loved him as he
loved his own soul. Read 2 Sam'l 1: 17-27.

ARISTOTLE'S OBSERVATION. This old

philosopher said some pointed things. "The
friendship of most men in these days is like
some of the plants in water, which have broad
leaves on the surface of the water, but scarce
any root at all; full of expressions, empty in
tentions, speak loud, do little; like drums and
trumpets and ensigns in battle, which make a
noise and a show, but act nothing; mere friend
ships in pretense and compliment, that can bow
handsomely, and promise emphatically, and
speak plausibly—and forget all." "A friend
loveth at all times, and a brother is born for
adversity." Would you have friends—BE ONE.
"A man that hath friends must show himself

friendly."

"Pray ye therefore, the Lord of the harvest, that

He may thrust forth laborers into His harvest."

Thurs. 13. John 15: 13. Greater love hath
no man than this, that a man lay down
his life for his friends. Read John 15: 14.

OUR BEST FRIEND. As intense and un
selfish as was the devotion between David and
Jonathan, it pales before the greater love which
Jesus Christ has shown for us. What element
was lacking in Him. He was rich—yet for our
sake He became poor that we through His pov
erty might become rich. He became a home
less wanderer that we might have a glorious
home beyond the skies. We being condemned
to death by the King of Kings for rebellion
against His government—our Friend was killed
In our place, and died saying, "Father, for

give them—they know not what they do." He
was a lover, slain by the hands of His loved
ones and slain for loving—and still He loves us.
Let me ask you what treatment does such a
FRIEND deserve at our hands? Can you turn
your back on the best friend you ever had, or

will you say, "My Lord, My God!"

Pray: For those in Belgium and Poland whose pos
sessions have been swept away, whose homes nave
been destroyed, who have been deprived of the means
of livelihood, who are shelterless and hungry, that the
various agencies of relief may be given wisdom and
adequate resources with which to relieve their dis

tress.

Frl. 14. Vs. 5. And David arose and
came to the place where Saul had pitched.

Read 1st Sam'l. 26: 1-4.

WHERE DAVID SHINES. Saul is camping
and is surrounded by some 3000 men. David In
scouting around comes to a place where he can
look down on Saul's camp. He sees the trans
port wagons piled around in a circle making a
kind of rude fortification, and Saul is in the cen
ter. A bold thought flashes through the mind
of David. He will go into the camp of Saul,
and unto Saul himself. Hiding under cover un
til nightfall, he and Abishai. like a couple of In
dians, steal stealthily through the sleeping camp,
climb over the barricades until they come to
stand above the form of the unconscious king.

Now here is where David shines. David had

plenty of the Devil In him, and he could be as
fierce as any other man. Now he has the chance
of his life—the man who would murder him lies
there at his mercy. His nobler self comes to the
front and restrains the passion for revenge.
He had a golden opportunity—he treated It in a
golden way. David rises to New Testament
saintship, "Do good to those that hate you,"
and the king sleeps on unharmed. Handsomely
done, David.

Pray: That all the sinful standards of life—selfish
pride, worldly ambition, unholy purpose—may be
taken out of the lives of Christians, and that they
may receive as little children the loving truth of
Christ, and grow daily in favor with God and man.

Sat. 15. Vs. 8. Then said Ablshal to
David, God hath delivered thine enemy
Into thine hand this day, now there
fore let me smite him I pray thee,
with the spear even to the earth at once,
and I will not smite him a second time.
Read the lesson.

AN AWFUL COMBINATION. The tigerish
lust for blood runs In the veins of Abishai at the
sight of the sleeping enemy. What a fair mark.
Connecting religion with his desire for revenge,
he said, God hath delivered him into our hands,
it will be a sin not to strike. What an unholy
alliance, linking God with our lusts—Religion
and our personal hate. How many bloody vil
lainies have been varnished over in the name
of religion until they look like virtues. Some
how we fancy that God's enemies and our own
must be identical. When a good chance comes
to even up some old scores, we think it must
have come from heaven. Probably heaven did
send the chance, but it was a chance for you
to rise superior to slaughter, and to show Chris
tian forebearance and fortitude. You keep God
out of your petty antagonisms, under the con
viction he is egging you on. Europe is full of
such blasphemies at present.

Pray: For Church leaders in rural fields, that they
may have a sympathetic and helpfvl attitude towards
young Christians.

Sun. 16. Vs. 15. And David said unto
Abner, Art thou not a valiant man? and
who Is like thee In Israel? wherefore then
hast thou not kept thy lord the king? for
there came one of the people In to destroy
the king thy lord. Read Eph. 5:4.

THE SLEEPING SENTINEL. This is what

would be called today, "Rubbing It in." There
is a grim humor here, both in the twitting which
came from across the valley, and in the removal
of the spear and the cruse of the king. Can you
imagine Abner waking up and rubbing his sleepy
eyes as his name was called out from across
the valley on the night air. The sentinel was
shamed before the whole camp. Asleep on his
job. So, many a soul has slept in the midst of
fancied security, outside the protection of God
—and they have not come off so lightly. Jonah,
running from God, went down in the hold of the
ship and went to sleep. He was called up—and
cast overboard. Samson went to sleep with his
head in Delilah's lap—it cost him his strength,
his eyesight, his life. Sisera went to sleep in
the tent of the woman Jael—the woman drives
a tent pin through his skull, and he lies there
dead. No man can take such a long chance, nor
gamble when the stakes are his immortal soul.
We are surrounded by enemies—ON GUARD
ALL THE TIME.

Pray: That all Christians may recognise their obli

gations as stewards of time, possessions and life.

DAVID KING OVER JUDAH AND ISRAEL
LESSON May 23rd, 2 Sam'l 2: 1-7; 5: 1-5
Mon. 17. Vs. 2. Sam'l 1:19-27. Reading
Lesson, Ps. 76:12. -He shall cut off the
spirit of princes, he Is terrible to the kings
of the earth. Read Rom. 8: 17.

FIVE YEARS AN EXILE. It seems a long
time to wait, after having been set apart by
God to be King of Israel. Be patient, the prom
ise is on its way. It was five years after David
spared the life of Saul before he became king.
The time was spent In hiding to save his life.

Part of the time was spent In the land of the
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Philistines, having obtained two towns there.
Then his towns were attacked in his absence
and his property stolen by the Amalekites.
David went after them and recaptured his prop
erty. During this period Saul and Jonathan are
slain in battle, and David is heartbroken both
over the loss of the king and of his best friend.
There was no secret rejoicing that now the
path was open for him straight to the throne.
These Ave years were but the experience in
the training camp of God. He learned to en
dure humiliations and hardships and bereave
ments as became a kingly man. The secret of
his coming to his coronation so clean and cour
ageous was that through it all he lived close to
God, and followed the promptings of his con
science at all cost. Endure hardness as good
soldiers of Jesus Christ. If we suffer with Him
we shall also reign with Him.

Pray: That general secretaries may realise their
great opportunity in the training of their assistants,
and by example and precept may lead _ them into a
whole-hearted life of service for the Saviour.

Tues. 18. Vs. 1. And it came to pass
after this, that David enquired of the
Lord, saying, Shall 1 go up Into any of
the cities of Judah? And the Lord said to
him, Go up. And David said, Whither?

And he said, Unto Hebron. Read 1 Chron.
17: 16-27.

GETTING DIRECTIONS. There is no push,
nor personal ambition cropping out, even now
that the coast is clear. David will not get in
front of God, his guide. We will not make so
many fool blunders if we follow him in this
child-like faith. The reason we have to re
trace so many of our steps with bleeding feet,
is either because we neglect or reject God's
guidance. We go blindly ahead and find our
selves in the midst of troubles, then whine
about the "Mysteries of Providence." God Is
not responsible for our muddle. He has made
the way so plain that a wayfaring man, though
a fool, may not mistake the way. Then he has

added to that the pledge that any man who
asks wisdom shall have it. Self-will never
saves time. Ever see an old sailor take ob
servations from the heavens to find out where
he was? That is more sensible than losing him
self and his ship. How do you know that you
are on the right track? The unknown future is
too serious a matter to "guess" about. Last
Sunday night a young man asked me if I thought
it was right to PLAY CARDS ON SUNDAY?
He said he was In doubt. I referred him to God
—he might have thought I was narrow. I offer
you the same referee on all subjects. If you are
honest you will be answered.

Pray: That men with capacity for leadership may
be chosen to represent the student Associations at the
summer conferences.

Wed. 19. Vs. 4. And the men of Judah
came, and there they anointed David king
over the house of Judah. Read 1 Chron.
17: 1-15.

THREE ANOINTINGS. David had been
anointed privately by Samuel as the choice of
God. The ceremony now performed was public,
but It was only over a part of Israel. The time
was not ripe yet for all the tribes to come to
gether under his leadership. There was a civil
warfare going on between Judah and the tribes
of the North. Finally Judah conquered, Ish-

bosheth was slain. Not long after this repre
sentatives of all the tribes of Israel assembled
at Hebron and elected David king over all
Israel. He was anointed then for the third time.
This was according to the plan of God. and
David did not spoil it. Now it Is as It should
be. The tribes were all of one blood, they had
come from a common ancestry, they worshipped
the same God, they were heirs of the same
promises—now they are consolidated into one
nation under a king, God trained and God or
dained. Oh, It Is wonderful to wait on God and
see what glorious things he can do—with the
willing!
Pray: For the employed^ officers as they assemble at

dsilomar today, that their conference may make a

definite contribution toward the solution of Associa
tion problems.

Thurs. 20. Vs. 6. And now the Lord show
kindness and truth unto you: and I will
also requite you this kindness, because
you have done this thing. Read Luke 12:
12-20.

HALF WAY UP. This to my mind is one of
the most dangerous places in which David finds
himself. Harder than when he was hunted.
He has a PART of what is coming to him. and
has to wait patiently for the balance. He is
experiencing the BEGINNINGS OF PROSPER
ITY. The temptation is either to sit down sat
isfied with what one has, or to sulk in doubt
about the delivery of the balance. His final tri
umph depended entirely on how he handled the
present situation. He is not yet king over ALL

ISRAEL, and he will never be unless he main
tains the spirit with which he started. Partial
success only paves the way to larger things If
the spirit keeps expanding. Now that he has
almost attained, there is a greater demand upon
his skill, and caution and sanctified common
sense than ever. He cheerfully accepted the
portion which Providence offered, knowing per
fectly that it was but the forerunner of the
other part. And to his everlasting credit his
first recorded act after being made king was to
send a message of peace and good will to the
men of Jabesh Gilead and let them know that
he personally appreciated their kindness to
Saul. A man of that mould is bound to get all
that Is coming to him here and hereafter.

Pray: That churchmen may be more deeply inter
ested in securing social justice for -cage-earners.

Frl. 21. Vs. 3 of 2nd Sam'l. 5. So all the
elders of Israel came to the king to
Hebron; and King David made a league
with them In Hebron before the Lord.
Read Gal. 3: 22-29.

DAVID'S NATIONAL LEAGUE. Taking the
people right into his confidence he spread his
plans before them and made a covenant with
them. He said to them. You do your part—I
will do mine. It Is the combined business of

the whole people, this business of running a gov
ernment Do not leave it all to me to do. The
people like this kond of responsibility put upon
them. I care not what institution you may be
the head of, unless you make the people under
stand that they are a part of it and must share
the success or failure of it, you are foredoomed
to failure. I asked a brother minister how he
was getting along. He enthusiastically ex
claimed. "Best kind"—"The people have discov
ered my limitations and have pitched in to
strengthen that part of the work." That Is the
spirit which should be in your Sunday School
Class. Propose to them. I'll do my part, and
pre^^re the lesson the best I know how—you

be nere to listen, and learn, andl live. Line
them up. One kid contributes a nickel a week
to mv church anil always speaks of it as "OUR

CHURCH WORK." He's caught the big idea.

Pray: For the efforts beinrj put forth to conserve
the decisions made in evangelistic campaigns in the
colleges, and that helpful influences may keep the men
true to their new purposes.

Sat. 22. Vs. 4. David was thirty years old
when he began to reign, and he reigned
forty years. Read 2, Tim. 4: 1-5.
AN OLD HEAD ON YOUNG SHOULDERS.

David was a young man for such a tremendous
undertaking as the consolidation of Israel and
lifting It Godward. But he lived through much,
and was qualified by God. He could furnish
the following credentials—accept anything when
you can offer the like—he had a direct call
from God for that particular work, he had a
disposition which fitted him for it, he had a
faith which was unflinching, he had patience
and bravery, he had a genuine love for the peo
ple and they loved him. He had been through
the fires of persecution and come out unslnged
and unspoiled. He wanted to roast no one else.
A man left lust now, he wanted me to sign an
application for him. I asked. "What are your
qualifications?" He replied, "Steady as a church
—never drank a drop, have had seven years ex
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perience In this line of business, and there is not

a bill collector In the city I am afraid to look
in the eye." Did I sign it? I could not get my
fountain pen out fast enough. I knew he was
telling the truth, it was written all over him.
You have to possess something besides a desire

for a bigger job—you have to deserve it.

Pray: For the army of volunteer speakers who daily
carry the gospel of peace and good will into shops and
other centers, reminding employers and employees of

the spiritual basis of business.

Sun. 23. Matt. 9:27. And when Jesus de
parted thence, two blind men followed him,
crying and saying, Thou Son of David have

mercy on us. Read Hebrews 2.

DAVID'S GREATER SON. David was a type
of Christ and it will be to the point to look up

the similarity between David and his son. (1)
In the matter of AGE. David was thirty years
old when he began to reign. Jesus began his

public ministry at the same age (Luke 3:23).
(2) In ORDINATION. David was anointed
king. Christ was anointed in the descent of
the Holy Spirit at the time of his baptism, which

was acknowledged to be- the fulfillment of Scrip
ture (Luke 4:21; Jno. 1:32). (3) In WORK.
It was said of David, "Thou shalt feed my peo
ple Israel, and thou shalt be a captain over
Israel." So Christ is the Good Shepherd (Jno.
10:11). He is also the Captain of our salvation
(Heb. 2:10). (4) In OPERATIONS. David ruled
over the lesser kingdom first, as a preparation
for ruling over the greater. Christ reigns in the
hearts of believers (Rom. 14:17) until he shall
enter upon that kingdom "which shall never be
destroyed: and the kingdom shall not be left to
other people, but it shall break In pieces and
consume all these kingdoms and it shall stand
forever" (Dan. 2:44). CONTRAST. The con
trast is greater than the likeness. David served
his own generation by the will of God, and slept
with his fathers, and was buried in the city of
David. Christ was raised from the dead and saw
no corruption (Acts 13:37). becoming the blessed
and only Potentate, the King of Kings and Lord
of lords; who only hath Immortality" (1st Tim
othy 6:15-16). "I am the resurrection and the
life," saith the Lord. When the Scriptures em

phasize a likeness and an unlikeness it behooves

us to study them.

Pray: For all missionary committees and other mis

sionary organisations in local churches.

DAVID BRINGS THE ARK TO JERUSALEM

Lesson May 30. 2 Sam'l. 6: 2-15, Ps. 24: 1-10
Mon. 24. 1 Chron. 13 Vs. 3. Let us bring
again the ark of the Lord to us. Read 1

Chron. 13.
FIRST THOUGHTS OF THE NEW KING. It

Is worthy of the new king to follow his first
thoughts upon coming to the throne. The Idea
of evening up old scores or instituting some
move which will make him more solid with the
nation does not occur to him. His desire is to
make Jerusalem the religious capital of the
world. He would place God in the center of his
kingdom, and make all civilization revolve
around His revelations. To this end he wants

to get the Ark of the Lord in the midst of the
people. It had been about a hundred years since
It had had any recognition in Israel. This cere
mony was to be national in its character. The
people applauded the idea, and David started
after it in a new cart. Here is a demonstration
of how a man with the best intentions can get
In wrong. David had no business putting the
ark on the cart (Num. 3: 29-31). The arrange
ment of God was that It should be borne upon
the shoulders of the priests. Blunder two; while
moving along the cart gave a lurch, and Uzzah
stretched out his hand to steady it. and was
struek dead. The two lessons are: (1) You can
not put off on the shoulders of animals or others
the burden which should be borne by your
selves. (2) Keep your hands off Holy Things
The cause of Christ is In no danger of falling

or falling. Who supports the sun in the sky?
Bad things may be done with the best of inten
tions. To disobey God's command means death.

Pray: That an effective program of religious activi
ties may be arranged for the men of the Service who

will be stationed at San Francisco during the Exposi

tion.

Tues. 25. 2 Sam'l 6:14. And David danced
before the Lord with all his might. Read

the lesson.

NEVER GIVE UP. David was determined,
and David had learned his lesson. He had dis
covered that a crowd does not spell success,
that there may be much enthusiasm connected
with a colossal failure, that there Is a great dif
ference between noise and progress. He does
not lose his grip on his great idea, "Jerusalem
with God in the center," a truly Holy City.
Back he goes to the spot where he had left the
ark three months before. This time he proceeds
according to God's plan and dances with divine
joy as he is conscious of divine favor. Up moves
the great procession to Jerusalem, the waiting
crowds throng the walls. The psalm connected
with this lesson was supposedly composed for
the occasion. The ark is deposited in the place
prepared for it. sacrifices are offered. David
pronounces the benediction, and the happy peo
ple go home. Just make a note of this, THERE

IS A RIGHT AND A WRONG WAY TO DO
EVERY THING, ESPECIALLY TO SERVE

GOD.

Pray: For the Assemblies, Conferences, and other
church gatherings convened at this time, that they may
speak with no uncertain sound regarding the great
verities of the Gospel, and the duty of the church in

such a time as this.

Wed. 26. 1 Chron. 3:14. And the Ark of
God remained with the family of Obed-
edom In his house three months. And the
Lord blessed the house of Obed-edom and

all that he had. Read Jno. 5:39.

THE ARK IN THE HOUSE. What a splendid
thing to have in the house—that Blessed ark of
the Lord! Well, I do not know, that all de
pends entirely upon the individual. Ablnadab
had It twenty years, but he did not get as much
out of It as he did out of the rest of the furni
ture. Obed-edom had it only three months and
was most richly blessed. There are hundreds
who haye copies of the Bible lying about the

house, and get about as much Inspiration from
them as from antiquated almanacs. They con
sult their morris chairs much more than the
mind of the Master. Others find it a living word
and are cheered and comforted, and fitted to
fight life's battles bravely by it. A church may
be simply a public building for popular gather
ings on Sabbath to one, while to another it may
be the very gate of heaven. It's up to you
whether the ark be dead wood, or a symbol of

the Divine with you.

Pray: That the Associations may so conserve their
resources this year that their work in the future will
not carry the burden of the 1914-15 financial depres

sion.

Thurs. 22. 1 Thes. 4: 17. Then we which
are alive and remain shall be caught up
together with them In the clouds to meet
the Lord in the air, so shall we ever be
with the Lord. Read 1 Thes. 4: 13-18.

FOUR TRIUMPHAL PROCESSIONS. I have
come across this enumeration of four great
Triumphal Processions through the ages. (1)
The removal of the ark from the house of Obed-
edom to Jerusalem. (2) Christ's Triumphal
entrv into Jerusalem on Palm Sunday. (3) The
flight of the glorified body of Christ back to His
eternal habitations. (4) Christ's triumphant re
turn to earth to receive his redeemed people.
So we go from glory to glory. Are you ready

to join the great white throng?

Pray: For the man out of work who is losing his

courage and faith.

COMPLETING THE STUDY OF A FOOL

Frl, 28. 1 Sam'l. 26:21. I have played the

fool. Read 1 Sam. 26: 17-25.

PLAYING THE FOOL. We can not dismiss
the study of Saul without giving weight to his
admission of what he thought of his life. His
conviction came by the way of the example of
David and God speaking through his own con
science. After Saul awoke to the fact that his

Continued on page 448
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Employed Officers' Conference, Asilomar, Cal., May 19-23

Deputations will start early from Eastern points traveling in groups and stopping en

route at leading Association centers, where they will be entertained and make studies of the

Associations and the work as conducted in different sections of the country.

May 16th and 17th are Association Days at Los Angeles. May 19-23 Conference at

Asilomar. May 24 a special train takes the conference to San Francisco via the Santa

Clara Valley. May 25th is Association Day at the Exposition, with address by Dr. Mott

in Festival Hall. At noon a lunch is given

delegates by the San Francisco Association.

May 27th is Association Day at Portland,

Ore., and possibly a trip to the top of Mt.

Hood. (Inform H. W. Stone of coming).

Important Conference Themes

I. The Annual Survey — Wm.
Knowles Cooper.

II. The General Subject — The
Central objective of the Associa
tion. To what degree is it being
attained and how can it be more
fully realized.

III. The General Subject will be
discussed under these sub-heads:

1—Membership reached for Chris
tian life.

2—Student World reached for
Christian life.

3—Industrial World leached for
Christian life.

4—Rural Field reached for Chris
tian life.

5—Membership trained for Chris
tian service and leadership.

IV. Summary of Conference by
an experienced man.
V. Sunday Service by Mr. Mott.
VI. Commission on Business Ad

ministration: Report of Investiga
tions—H. W. Stone, Chm.

VII. Boys' Efficiency Test will
be discussed.

VIII. The Physical Directors will
discuss the Religious Efficiency as
it relates to their Department.

The Associations pictured here and
many more are worth while stopping
over a day en route for special study—
San Francisco (top left), San Diego

id.Sacramento, Oakland, Los Angeles ftop
right), Portland. Denver, St. Paul. Chi
cago, Omaha, Minneapolis, Colorado
Springs, KansaB City, Houston, Tex,,
Phoenix. Pasadena, and a host of others
say, with emphasis, "Come. Write
when."

For a country-wide study of

the Association movement, be

sides the Conference, and the

Exposition, here is an opportu

nity well worthy of the time

and expense of the responsible

leaders of alert Associations.
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Current News and Comment

Pith and Point of Association News in Paragraphs

News Notes for June desired by May 10.

A State-Wide Drive brought

the Kansas State budget to the

point April first it usually is on

December first. Business men of

means and responsibility cut

louse, helped and gave. One

merchant spoke in three cities

and raised more money than the

State secretaries ever could. Over

a hundred men worked on it. Now

M unity and his men will get

after their own jobs helping the

Associations to help men. One

thing is to stand with M. C.

Williams in clearing up the debts.

Kort Scott was first.

"Jack" Brunt, that modest old

man who gave $125,000 for an

Anderson, Indiana, building, had

never joined the church, possibly

because of a sense of un-

worthiness. This scrap of paper

found in the hospital bore this

"confession of faith":
"I have made a good fight,

I have kept my faith.

My work is done.

My trust is in God."

Whenever Thia la Said of an

Association there is something

wrong, either in the accuracy of

statement or the character of

the Association. The keeper of

a pool room advertises in big

headlines: "The only difference

between the Y. M. C. A. and my

polite smoke house la a swim

ming pool and an electric piano."

And he adds that he does not

permit profanity in his rooms,

gambling, or allow young men

under 18 years of age to be there.

That may be all that is apparent

to the casual observer, but there

is or ought to be more to an

Association, with a very large

PLUS.

A Thouaand Dollars more raised

and spent for current expenses at

Ann Arbor. Mich., does not spell

panic there.

Dry Gardening on City Lota has

a particularly thrift value as
taught at Pasadena's spring class.

A result of the boys' training

classes is less smoking. "The

Sure Way to Better Pay" makes

a taking heading.

Readjusting Young Men to life

is a business at Baltimore. The

uneasy son of a saloon keeper

Induced by the employment sec

retary to attend night school got

a new start and in clean busi

ness. An employee of a liquor

house found a "better chance."

Another in a blind alley job got

the right start and Is now in a

law firm and repaying his parents

the money advanced for tuition.

This was all good salve—for

many times the secretary had

been "stung."

Five Years la a Long Time be

tween supervising secretaries'

visits, and Pargellis of Reno.

Nevada, says that some of the

men of the Bast ought to make

a little sacrifice by turning them

selves his way.

Mr. Taft had a large hand in

Association affairs in April. He

spoke at the cornerstone laying

of the building at Yonkers, N. Y.,

addressed 1,400 men on in

dustrial themes at New Haven,

spoke to 2,500 at Boston on the

foreign work, and addressed a

dinner at Camden—plain talks

packed full of sound sense and

carrying the heartiest endorse

ment and interpretation of the

Association's service.

Debt, Despair, Disgrace, hound

ed a secretary. A friend told

him to keep a budget. He came

to himself, gripped and saved.

He now succeeds, and has the

joy of giving.

"That Pitching Parson is some

guy," was the real, though in

elegant approval of a Chicago

Central day-school student of A.

A. Stockdale. His messages from

Monday till Wednesday were

heard by 1,680 In all sorts of

groups, bringing about many de

cisions to begin and 64 to renew

the Christian life, and injected

a splendid religious atmosphere

which had a tang and heart touch

to it such as Stockdale can put.

An All-Church Social at North

ampton, Mass., recently brought

out 400 strong, while the whole

evening from basketball games

to the stunts, aquatics and bowl

ing and getting acquainted, was

one big advertisement of every

feature, and nothing had com

pared in its drawing power to the

social. The second annual finan

cial campaign overran the amount

of $4,100 by $92, and more com

ing. Old subscriptions Increased

$82, forty new added $400.

This Man Wanted Something

more than a job. The Intuition

of the employment department

secretary at Los Angeles found

him defective, and took time to

help him to faith, then to a meal

and a bed and a job. That was

months ago, and he's making

good. Another snarl untangled.

A young man and his wife came

from the East with $900 and soon

spent it. He needed advice more

than help. He got both. Now

he's safe and saving. A poor

boy helped to work, then taught

to save, some years ago, now,

instead of coming for a Job,

comes bringing Jobs for men, and

while on the road to wealth he

is tithing the best of himself.

 

SANTA CLARA'S MONARCHS

Dedicated to Convention of 1887

A Live Indian Association is

organized at the big Indian School

near Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Robert Hall Is visiting the

Reservations in the Southwest:

organized vigorous Indian Asso

ciations at Santa Fe, Albu

querque and Mescalero, New

Mexico, and at Phoenix and Tuc

son, Arizona. In the Albuquerque

school, where there are Pueblos,

San Felipe, Navajos, Mescalero
Apache, Papagos, Pimas, Zunis.

Sla, Cochlte, Acoma, etc. Indian

boys take part in a way that

would reflect credit on any while

organization.

Douglas, Arizona, continues to
be flooded with soldiers, and

though they have their own

recreation tents erected 1800 carry

monthly memberships in the As

sociation, and help to promote

its activities.

"The Llvest Association I've

ever seen is this at Petrograd,"

a friend writes. "Most of the

1,604 members are from 16 to 20.

The rooms are packed every

night, while at lectures and

weekly conferences standing room

Is often at a premium. They

have three orchestras and a large

chorus. In the summer the sun

sets at 11 p. m. and rises at 2. SO

a. m., which gives a great chance

for outdoor athletics, for tennis

and football and the week-end

camp of two months."
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PHOENIX, ARIZ., BUILDING

Phoenix Chamber' of Commerce

telegraphs invitation to every

delegate to Asilomar Conference

to stop off at Phoenix en route

and see there the great Roose

velt Dam, making a 140-mlle

automobile trip from Glohe

through the finest scenery In the

world. Blair urgently seconds it.

Kansas City, Houston, Omaha,

Denver, St. Paul, Minneapolis

and every big city en route, is al

most clamorous in splendid wel

come, and every point will be an

eye-opener. May 27th is Asso

ciation Day at Portland, Ore.

Write Stone you are coming.

Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, and

the whole group of bigger North

western Associations will be

worth visiting.

The death of J. V. Read, state

secretary of Georgia and Florida,

occurred April 16. Mr. Read had

been well and constantly engaged

in his work when he was seized

with valvular heart trouble. He

passed away after a very brief

illness. Mr. Read has been one of

the staunch men who have stood

and fought and labored for the

work to which he was devoted

with all the strength of his life.
He was a man of deep convictions,

great persistency and continued

labors. During his long tenure

of office as state secretary of

Georgia and Florida the work

has made great advance and the

Associations have added largely

to their equipment and member

ship.

"We Sold Out our April num

ber over the counter in a hurry,"

is the word from a secretary

where they have a monthly bun

dle. He adds, "Send us fifty

more." This association, along

with many others of enterpris

ing character, makes the sale

of the magazine across the coun

ter a feature that they consider

well worth promoting.

United States History Films

are a feature at Dalton's moving

picture entertainments. A school

of music is the basis of an or

chestra, each man paying fifty

cents a week.

Over 4,000 Newly Nationalized

citizens and their families are

to meet in a rally at Philadelphia

May 10th to be addressed by

President Wilson and Secretary

of Labor Wilson and other offi

cials. The mayor, bishops, a

rabbi, university presidents, law

yers, financiers and Association

secretaries are on the committee.

Over 75 per cent of Jackson's

(Tenn.) members are following

daily home Bible readings.

The First Savings a Beverly

boy made was at the suggestion

of David Black, when he held his

pin setting fees for the boys'

camp. Then he opened a bank

account with Black as trustee.

A job opened in New York and

he had money to go to It. Now

he is drawing $2,000 a year, lias

the saving habit, and incidentally

is superintendent of the Sunday

school, and is saving for a home

"for that girl."

Marietta, Ohio, a city of 15,000
with a budget of $7,000, set a

pace for many other cities of the

same size by taking on their own

foreign representative at $1,200 a

year for three years In good sub

scriptions.

Dayton reports a blind man led

about the street, making his liv

ing by canvassing, who heard

Eddy and Rugh present the
claims of the foreign work and

pledged five per cent of his in

come, which he hopes will be $25,

for this year to the work, this to

be over and above his usual tithe.

Dr. Barbour was the guest at a

banquet at the Metropolitan Club

tendered him by Chairman Alfred

E. Marling of the International

Committee. After felicitous
speeches teeming with congrat

ulations and good will, he was

presented by his committee with

a valuable collection of books he

much desired.

Join - the - Church efforts are

showing results. Out of a group

of 16 boys at West Benton, Mich.,

9 joined the church Easter Sun

day, and from the boys all over

the state wonderful reports are

coming in.

Lighted Tennis Courts and the

athletic field back of the Charles

ton, S. C, building makes avail

able for social affairs. One event

was an oyster roast attended by

300 men.

The Way to Approach All China

on the provincial unit basis—has

been found by Prof. Robertson

with his science lectures and

such great meetings as Eddy

held. The attendance at Fukien

alone numbered 134,000, and 9,230

inquirers. The head keeper of

the prison at Amoy. the mayor,

bankers, leading gentry, govern

ment school teachers, three

Buddhist priests, were among

those who signed as inquirers.

Sanitation lectures go along with

the science and evangelistic ap

peals. At 21 talks on tubercu

losis 7,500 people attended, and

Robertson spoke to 600 doctors

from all over the country on pub

lic health education such as the

Association taught. Men took

part. All the missionary and

Christian forces of the city com

bined in the doing of it. It was

not purely an Association move

ment.

 

Saturday afternoon

CLEVER WORK

From Series of Cartoons by J. H

Lewis of Dalton

Over 12,000 Persons seeking vo

cational training were interviewed

in the past year at Seattle, the

majority of them unable to pay

for training or position—what a

chance for influence for a man <

of sense and sympathy.

Two Days a Week Drunk was

the long time record of a stove

works man at Aurora. When the

noon meettings were held In his

shop he began to straighten out.

Now he is buying a home and

earing for his family properly.

This was the story at a get-to

gether affair of shop men, minis

ters and speakers who had been

together for two years. And

others said, "There Is a better

spirit among the men, less pro

fanity and a new regard for the

church."

Garden Clubs Put Over a thou

sand Omaha public school stu

dents into a line of self-help.

Then university lectures In an

extension course helped men to

get the joy and cents out of the

ground.

Geneva's Business Men's Club

has considered State Wide Pro

hibition, Ship Purchase Bill pro

posed amendments to our City

Charier, Geneva's Milk Supply

and many other subjects of vital

interest and timely Importance.

Play Grounds in the near future,

as the discussion is reaching high

ebb among city officials. The

Association has promised to pro

vide a supervisor. Copy of Jan

uary Association Men was given

each man in club; also Wilson's

address at Pittsburgh. Many

men took out memberships due

to Interest in club and others

contributed. The club is he.ping

to maintain a good spirit among

men in all lines of business. A

leading banker is president.
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THE Y. M. C. A. BUILDING, BOSTON, MASS.

Shepley, Rutan & Coolidge, Architects Bucrkel & Co., Heating Contractors.

This building is equipped with the Webster System of Steam Heating and the Webster Air Washer.

THE BEST METHOD OF HEATING Y. M. C. A. BUILDINGS

This is our introductory announcement. We shall tell you, each month, more about

The Webster System of Steam Heating

and why it is the best method of heating Y. M. C. A. buildings. The selection of a heating system is of
vital interest to you and the experience of others should be your guide. More than 7000 owners of build
ings, from residences to the largest hotels and office buildings, have selected it after careful investigation
and it is the result of the test of time.

The

C. A.

Y. M
Y. M
Y. M
Y. M
Y. M
Y. W
Y. W
Y. M

leadi
and

C. A.
C. A.
C. A.
C. A.
C. A.
C. A.
C. A.
C. A.

Y. M. C. A. architects have given it (heir approval in the following and many other Y. M.

W. C. A. buildings:

Y. M. C. A., P. R. R. Hranch, Jersey City, N. J.
Y. M. C. A., Portland, Ore.
Y. M. C. A., La Porte, Ind.
Y. M. C. A., Richmond, Va.
Y. M. C. A., Evansville, Ind.
Y. W. C. A., Dayton, Ohio

Y. W. C. A., Pittsburgh. Pa. (Central)
North and West Branches).

Springfield, Mass.
, Denver, Colo.
, Savannah, Ga.
, Omaha, Nebr.
, Camden, N. T.

"is, MfMinneapoli
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Philadelphia, Pa., (P. R. R. Central

If you are building, or contemplate building, we shall be _glad to hear from you. Our representative
will call at your convenience and explain our unique proposition. We render perfect co-operation to your

architect or engineer.

Warren Webster & Co., Camden, N. J.

Established 1888 Branches in Principal Cities

 LOWCOST MAGAZINE BINDER

For Reading Rooms and Magazines that are Circulated

<]| Without strings, without rods, without springs,

without gummed strips. Holds securely, does not

mutilate, automatically locks, weighs less than 8 oz.

and requires only a few seconds for inserting and

removing magazines.

Q If any Y. M. C. A. will send us This Advertisement and 10
Cents, we ■ will mail one pressboard Lowcost Binder to hold

7x 1 0 magazine.

Illustrated catalogue upon request

GAYLORD BROS Syracuse, N. Y.

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers.
4-
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To the Thrift Shop-talks in

Erie lately noted, these subjects

have been added: Thrift and

Health, How to Live on a Small

Income, and the opening article

in April issue by James J. Hill

was read and commented upon.

A leading insurance agent was

so impressed by the last issue

that he has asked the secretary

to speak on Thrift to his as

sistants in the near future.

An Old Dance Hall in an Ari

zona mining camp is being trans

formed into a reading room, and

an out-of-door gymnasium is

being put up in which is installed

a moving picture machine. A

regular service will be conducted

in this camp of 900 souls. Though

there is a small Catholic and a

Protestant church—no regular

services are held in them.

The Sincere Sympathy of a

host of American friends goes

out to Archdeacon Madden, of

Liverpool, whose son fell while

leading a charge in France.

When 200 recruits were sent out

last September, the Archdeacon,

in adding his blessing "to the men

who were going out to fight for

the cause of right against might

and for the cause of God Him

self," said, "1 have only one boy,

and I have given him to the

fight." He was but 19 and about

to enter Cambridge, receiving

his commission the day before

the war broke out.

The Summer Program at Jack

son, Tenn., embraces "Every

Boy a Swimmer," Boys' Bicycle

Club, observation tours to places

of Interest, a Gospel Team Or

ganization promoting automo-

mobile meetings, Gospel serv

ices In nearby towns, Sunday

afternoon park meetings, Dormi

tory Men's Bible Study Group,

and special educational clubs for

the men and boys. The Associa

tion assisted the Ministerial Al

liance in promoting a "go-to-

church-Sunday" April 11th, and

reports show 15,000 people at

tended. A great Increase over

other days.

S. K. Morley, one of the ablest

.younger secretaries in the East

ern Hemisphere, becomes secre

tary at Bristol, England, June

1st. He was for several years

secretary in South Africa, editor

for four years of the British Re

view, a strong factor in putting

Associations on their feet and

financing them and also in the

raising of the $1,250,000 fund for

the army work in England under

the direction of the National

Council, of which he was assist

ant secretary. If we do not mis

take, he will make the Bristol

Association one of the five lead

ing Associations in England

within three years.

"Safety First and a Saving In

vestment," is a pulling headline

used on Aurora's summer cards.

Another good point is that the

Association "offers the young man

with a future," etc. That's a

good working out of the Thrift

idea and uses the Safety First

term now in the popular mind.

The Treasurer of the Interna

tional Committee has closed eai h

month this year with every bill

paid on home work accounts

and a balance in hand. Up to

April 1st the receipts were $92,-

631 with a year's budget of $345,-

000. The Foreign department

showed a better condition than

last year by $20,482.51. It hardly

needs to be said that this thing

did not happen of itself. It Is the

application of Ayer's advertising

motto, "Keeping everlastingly

at it (and organization) brings

success."

Missouri State Convention was

addressed by Henry Allen, of

Wichita, and Beardsley, of Kan

sas City. Allen's address was

particularly one of the best heard

at the opening of a state con

vention. Hanford Crawford, J.

G. Trimble and a number of rail

way officials were there.

Some Men "Take a Rest" on

leaving the secretaryship. Smed-

ley, of Rock Island, becomes the

superintendent of its largest

Sunday school, and a member of

the session of the church which

he always attended, in which he

now finds time for larger service.

A United Campaign provides

for all of Cedar Rapids' (Iowa)

institutions. When $24,000 was

lately raised the Association re

ceived $8,500. The membership

is 1380; all bills are paid. Gov.

Clark addressed 400 fathers and

sons on the day he signed the re

peal of the "mulct" law.

Collins, of Canon City, Colo.,

has been forced by his Illness to

rest again. Drop him a cheer-up

letter. Doing nothing Is hard

work.

A Round-Up is on at Baltimore

to raise $20,000 to wipe out a

deficit of the past year and to

balance the budget of $91,168,

88% of which comes from mem

bers and building income. In the

year there were 6768 men and

boy members, 984 in educational

classes, 1729 was the daily at

tendance, 27.476 attended Bible

classes and meetings. 931 secured

positions, there were 632 volun

teer workers on committees .

A Salary Divided on this plan,

Mr. Turner holds, after a long

study, will work out well. He

has proved it is rightly adjusted:

Living expenses 40%, dress 20%.

benevolences 10%, savings 10%,

vacation 10%, emergency 10%,

husband and wife dividing

pqually.

A Personal Workers Group of

72 men formed at Marlon, Ind..

is doing more than theorizing—

it has 26 conversions to its credit

in two months.

Montclalr's five largest churches

united for six weeks of Union

Services preceding Easter in

great Sunday nights theatre

meetings; 20 neighborhood prayer

meetings; as many more Mission

Study Groups; big Union weekly

prayer meeting, closing with full

Easter week program; with com

munion service at the Baptist

church and Union celebration of

Ciood Friday in Episcopal Church;

upwards of 300 Joining the

churches on Easter. The whole

get-together program was con

structively set up and carried

out—a natural result of the effort

put forth last summer by the

Association in conducting Union

Services Sunday nights for ten

weeks. The Association had also

a vital part in the later series.

The Entire Salary of a secre

tary to direct the Increased

Oriental work In Honolulu, has

been taken by the family of a

member of the board of direc

tors. The Japanese branch has

300 members, Korean 100, the

Chinese has reorganized. Three

Japanese secretaries, a Korean,

and a Chinese and Mr. Killam

will co-operate. In the Japanese

branch are many bankers, editors,

consular employees, and many

of a class not previously reached

by its Christian work, especially

Bible classes.

Book selling as a profession is

taught in West Side, New York,

as an occupation rapidly rising

in dignity.

Fred Smith spoke to a great

audience of men at the Montana

state convention at the opening

of the new building at Helena.

There were 46 decisions, many

of the men entering the church

on Easter Sunday. At the con

vention banquet over 300 men got

a new view of the Association's

significance. The result of the

convention Is that two of the

largest cities were aroused to a

building effort.

"Sunny Jim" Scofield has re

signed at Bloomington, 111., to en

gage in evangelistic work with

Hanley and Fischer. His part of

the work will be to prepare a

city for the meetings, organize

fommittees to conduct the re

vival and plan the "follow-up

work," In which the Dally Notes

will be a feature, used as they

are used In Des Moines and other

cities after the BlUy Sunday

meetings. Bloomington Associa

tion has worked In close federa

tion with the churches In win

ning city and county local option,

convicting 63 liquor men, pro

moting Sunday school work,

summer union meetings, law en

forcement, and advancing a clean

town and county.
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Practical Selling—Character Building

Two essentials perfectly combined in twenty snappy, teach

able, thorough lessons. An official Y. M. C. A. product.

Adopt for 1915-16 —

The New Y. M. C. A. Salesmanship Course

 

 

 

This Electric Sign

conveys a vital mes

sage.

It symbolizes the pro

gress and modern ap

pointment of your

building. It capital

izes your location, and

draws the itinerant As

sociation men to your

headquarters.

Write for special price

on this design or others

made to suit you.

Federal Sign System

(Elsctric)

NEWYORK CHICAGO

1790 Broadway Lake and DcipUieet Sts

SAN FRANCISCO

2S7-Z69 8lh St.

 

You have undoubtedly noticed the rapid
growth In popularity of the "Indirect" I "
od ever alnce we perfected the original

Eye Comfort Lighting

System six years ago beca
In/5 Is "The Best Light

American" called

indirect llght-
for the Eyes"

" It In a"Scientific
editorial.
Used In Central Branch, West Branch,

North Branch Y. M. C. A.'s, Philadelphia,
and others.
You can obtain Interesting, authoritative

booklets on modern lighting by writing ua,
and when you do so. request the report of the
three year Investigation conducted by Drs.
Ferree and Rand which proved Indirect light
ing to be as beneficial to the eye as daylight.
It is free to Association Executives.

Competent Engineering Service Free.

National X-Ray Reflector Company

CHICAGO NEW YORK

21 W. 46th St.A 237 W. Jackson Blvd.

 

(Bath Towel)

TOWELS SS Y. M. C. A. f

The largest size—the beat quality—the lowest price—This is
the "Towel Combination" that has made Elder's famous with
Y. M. C A.'s.

"Eldston" Bath Towels, size 21 Vi * 43 in., give "real"

service, at $3.00 a dozen

Huck Hand Towels are $1.50 a dozen.

(In ordering, be sure to state style and price desired.)

All Y. M. C. A. needs in Table Linen, Nankins, Bed Spreads,
Blankets and Sheets supplied here. Write for samples.

THE ELDER & JOHNSTON CO.

 

Y. M . C A

Addreas Dept. M. DAYTON, OHIO (Hand Towel)
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Secretarial Register

OBNEHAL SECRETARIES

Adams, G. Belmont Ave., to No. Ave., Chicago.
Bailey, E. 8., The Mills. Columbia, to Pacolet, S. C.
Burnett, F. M.. Anderson. .S. C, res.
Farqubarson, \V. J.. Central, to Wilson Ave., Chicago.
Gaskell, K. S., Johnstown. N. Y.. to Quincy. Mass.
Goodwin, L. E.. Fargo, to Jamestown, N. D.
Goodwin, R. C. San Francisco, res.
Harris, W. J., to Bovill. Idaho.
Hells, C. A.. Muliwah, N. J., to Rome, N. Y.
Lansbury, J. E.. Bovill, Idaho, res.
Lewis, W. I., Cent. Br.. Phlla., to Clearfield, Pa.
McCandless, J. H., Steubcnville, O., res.
McLaughlin. <). E., Moline. 111., res.
Miller, W. J.. Oakdale, Tenn. (RK.). res.
Morris, F. N.. Big Eddy, Ore., res.
Napier, W. C, Rion, S. C. res.
Petltt, C. \V., Lafayette, to La Porte. Ind.
Putnam, E. A.. Blsbee. to Oakdate. Tenn. (RR.).
Richardson, A. B., Pocatcllo. to Bisbee. Ariz.
Scott. H. L., Ducktown, Tenn., res.
Scott. P. M.. No. Ave., to Belmont Ave, Chicago.
Sellwood, W. A,, Kelso. Wash., res.
Swain, J. P., New Albany, to Titusvillc, Pa.
Thorpe, G. II., Cranbrook. B. C. (RR.), res.
Watr, J, R., Jacksonville. 111., res.

physical directors

Andrew, K. E., New Britain. Ct., res.
Bltindell, R. B., Galveston, Tex., res.
Curry, B. C, Punxsutawney, Pa., res.
De Lamater, Dorrauce, Pt. Arthur, to Ft. Win.. Out.
Dow, L. T., Sberbrooke, Que., res.
Oowling. G. A., to Summit, N. J.
Freeborne, T. L.. New Bedford, Mass.. res.
Grumman, R. M., Nyack, N. Y. res.
Jeffers, O. R., Wilson Ave. Dept.. Chicago, res.
McClung, J. W.. Washington C. H., O., res.
Mack. W. E., Paterson. N. J., res.
Mileham, E. J., Canandaigua, N. Y., res.
Mitchell, C, U., New Kensington, Pa., res.
Ncwbv, Clarence, Jamestown, N. D., to Appletun. Wis,
Pond, B. T.. Berwick, Pa., res.
Post, R. N., Eliensburg, Wash., res.
Reigner, A. L., Summit, N. J., res.
Sclinurr. G. B.. Ft. Win., Ont.. to Evansville. Ind.
Smith, F. H., Elkins, W. Va., res,

boys' wobk

Barnes, E. W., to Applcton, Wis.
Center, H. J.. Prospect Pk. Br., Brooklyn, res.
Coffin, Joseph. Columbia, S. C, res.
Hale, E. N. Lansing. Mich., to Youngstown. O.
Johnson, O. W., Spartanburg. S. C, res.
Mnndell, J. A., Germantown, Pa., res.
Schroeder, T. F., Milwaukee, Wis., res.
Stokes. J. W., to Passaic, N. J.
Waring, Harry, West Br.. Philadelphia, res.
Williams. M. D., Oswego, N. Y-. res.

COUNTY S BC I! ETA R I ES

Brunk, J. C. to Republic Co., Kan.
Cllley, Fav. to Clinton Co.. Mich.
May. E. T., Clinton Co.. to Sanilac Co., Mich.

DEI'ARTM ENT SECRETARIES

Andrews, D. M.. Nashville. Tenn. (Rellg.). res.
Austin, L. B., Los Angeles, to Pasndena, Cal. (Ed ).
Getty, F. D.. West Br., Philadelphia fRelig ). res.
iiarkness, C. L.. Louisville. Ky., res.
Jones, E. L., Houston, Tex, (Ed.), res.
Pierce, M. L,. to Canton. O. (Ed.).
Tesh, L. M., Jackson, Mich, i Rellg.). res.
Young. W. A.. Hamilton, O. (Reltg.), res.

NATIONAL AND STATE SECRETARIES

Armour, C. G., Quebec, to Military Field Dept.
Hancock, Frederick, to Military Field Dept.
MacKendrick, J. M„ Winnipeg, to Military Field Dept.
Read, J. V., Georgia, deceased.
Tait, W. T., Edmonton, to Military Field Dept.

Convention Calendar

EMPLOY RD OFFICERS* CONFERENCE

Asilomnr, Cal.. May 19-23.
California. Asilomar (Boys' Work). May 19-20.

STATE AND PROV. CONFERENCES

New Jersey. Pitman (Boys'), Apr. 30-May 1
Asilomar, Cal., May 16-19.
Association Day, Los Angeles. Cal.. May 16.
Association Day. Panama Pacific Exposition. May 25.

HUMM En SCHOOLS AND INSTITUTES

[lolltster. Mo. (Railroad). June 3-17.
Blue Ridge. N. C. (Student). July 1-21.

Lnke Geneva. Wis., July 1-31.
Blue Ridge, N. C. July 7-21.

(Colored), July 8-22.
Lake Geneva (Boys' Work), July 14-21.
Asilomar. Cal., July 20-Aug.3.
Lake Couchichlng, Ont., July 27-Aug. 13.
Estes Park. Colo., July 28-Aug. 11.
Silver Bay. N. Y\. July 30-Aug. 28.

STUDENT CONFERENCES

Estes Park, Colo.. June 11-22.
Seabeck. Wash., June 11-20.
Eagles Mere, Pa., June 15-24.
Blue Ridge, N. C, June 15-24,
Lake Geneva, Wis.. June 18-27.
Northficld, Mass.. June 25 to July 4.
I.umsden Beach, Canada, July 9-16.

What To Do in May

MAY is to the Association man what January is to the
business man,—the month to take stock, study bal
ance sheets, etc. The statistical report blanks

have arrived (what a tedious job to fill them out). As
the business man finds his inventory and annual txia'
balance sheets indispensable, so the annual report blanks
are indispensable to the Association man.

This is the month to study statistical reports, to com
pare the budgets adopted a year ago with the actual
receipts and expenditures of the year. Note the weak
points in business management.
Budget for the new year is adopted this month, the basis

being this careful comparison.
Hold first meetings of the new Committees, each out

lining the work for the year.
The House Committee plans the repair work that

should be done immediately, giving the building a season
able atmosphere.

Membership Committee presents summer member
ship, with all of the summer attractions as swimming
campaign, life-saving campaign, shop athletics, tennis
and quoit courts, out-door hand-ball courts, gymnasium
classes, bathing, added social attractions, etc., etc.

Religious Work Committee plans its work for the year
and authorizes the immediate securing
for the Men's Meetings for next winter.

the yi
speak<ers

Arrange vacation schedule for employed officers
Observe Mothers' Day.
Complete summer program and speak to that young

man.
This is the month of beginnings, the month of plan

ning and seed sowing.
We thank God for the blessings of the past year, we

hail the new year, may it be the best, the greatest year
in Association work. We enter the new year with in
creased faith and deeper realization of our dependence
upon the source of all power and strength.

THOS. R JORDAN, Utica.

What Gary Will Do

APRIL is the closing of the fiscal year for many Asso
ciations and the month of May is the beginning of

the new year. Our big stunt in May will be the "Learn
to Swim campaign which the Physical Department is
to put on, guaranteeing in three weeks to teach any num
ber to swim the length of the tank. A feature which we
have to adopt in Gary because of the lack of a Y. W. C. A.
is that we offer to teach the mothers, wives, daughters
or sisters of members on special hours each day of the
three weeks. When the ladies are present from 10
A.M. to 1 P.M. the doings will be presided over by a
patroness, the wife of one of the members of our Board or
some other well known woman, who will be responsible
for the handling of the affair for that day. In a steel
town the middle of the day is a very quiet time in the
Association building. We put on a swimming campaign
at this season because it is just before the opening of the
lake swimming.

Last year our Juniors raised the money to buy an
"Evinrude" to take to Camp Eberhardt. This year
they are building a great big scow to put on the river,
on which they can use the "Evinrude" right at home.
This will give them a chance to vary their hikes with
a trip on the river.

C. M. MAYNE, Gary, Ind.

Lake George Camp Site—Full acre, 15 minutes from
Silver Bay, 125 feet lake front- Outlook, shade,
springs, swimming, splendid situation; $500. C. L.
Gates. 124 E. 28th St.. New York.
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ESTES PARK

Summer Schools

FOR WESTERN ASSOCIATION MEN

EIGHTH YEAR

JULY 28—AUG. 12, 1915

City - - - L. A. COULTER. Dean

Railroad - A. G. KNEBEL. Dean

Rural - - C. C. HATFIELD. Dean

Boys - - ARTHUR N. COTTON Dean

Physical H. F. KALLENBERG Dean

7800 FEET ABOVE SEA LEVEL

Ideal in Location, Equipment,'^Leadership

Complete Catalog, Now Ready,

Sent upon Application to

G. S. BILHEIMER, Executive Sec'y

226 Y. M. C. A., DENVER, COLORADO

 

V. M. C. A., KINGSTON. N. Y. Floon Soundproofed with
Hvdkhx-SANIFI.uk Deadening Felt

Hydrex-SANIFLOR

Sound -Deadening Felt

A tbick, soft, cushion like felt for Bound-deaden lag
doors, walls, roofs. It tins a glazed, waterproof
coating on both surfaces making the material non-
absorbent, verm In proof and absolutely sanitary.
Mice, moths and other vermin will not and canoot
eat the coating.

Its splendid sound deadening efficiency, combined
with its sa til tartness, mnke It the Ideal soand-
deadener for Y. M. C. A. buildings.

The Hydrex Felt & Engineering Co.

120 Liberty St., New York

Chicago Kansas City San Francisco
Also makers of Waterproof Felts, Pai«ers, Riflings, Palnti, etc.

MOOREiS ll°e°aIe BINDERS-SHEETS

s<ssapsr^

SHEET
 

Are Peculiarly Adapted to all Record - Keeping

Purposes of Young Men's Christian Associations

The MOORE system of record -keeping has many superior fea
tures—Low cost, durability, ease of handling, requiring small
space for Installation, and adaptability to expansion—which
make It especially desirable for Young Men's Christian Associa

tions.

It has been approved for use in the offices of the International
Committee by Mr. J. F. McTyier. Husiness Secretary.

We are supplying Loose Leaf Binders and
Sheets to a great number of the large associa
tions throughout the United States, who are

pleased users.

We have been designing systems and have been manufacturing
loose leaf binders and sheets over a period of many years. Our
expert accounting department Is always glad to help the system

man over his difficulties.

When you contemplate putting in a new system, or Improving

your old one, It will be worth while for you to write us.

Our complete line of stock binders and sheets Is fully described
In our free Tx>ose Leaf Instruction book, Moore's Modern Meth

ods. Write for a copy. We send It prepaid.

JOHN C. MOORE CORPORATION

Manufacturers of Loose Leaf and Bound Books

Established 1839 897 Stone Street, Rochester, N. Y.
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life had been spared by the man he was hunt
ing to murder, he was filled with shame over
his own conduct. David had killed him by kind
ness. Conscience awoke and showed him his
contemptible course and he confessed, "I have
played the fool." Sad to say, it was simply the
expression of regret without repentance. It was
an admission without the corresponding action.
He saw his error but did nothing to correct it.
His confession did not change his character nor
his course of conduct, nor did it delay his fate.
He forged straight ahead in the path of folly,
after admitting that he was a fool. His confes
sion was intellectual, not moral. It was an ad
mission of the truth without responding to the
power of truth. I offer this analysis, because I
would not give a fig for your tears unless you
turn and face about.

Pray: That life-work appeals in the summer confer
ences may result in the decision of more of the ablest
students to become Association secretaries.

Sat. 29. 1 Samuel 26:21. I have played
the fool. Read Luke 16: 19-3.

A FOOL AND HIS FORTUNE. Saul was a
fool because he flung away a kingdom. He, of
all men had no right to play the fool. No man
could have been started with a richer endow
ment in brains and breeding, charms and cash.
God is going to want a reckoning from such
resources. With all his fortune we fare better
and are often bigger fools. There was a man
who went abroad and slaved for a fortune. He
was successful, and putting his pile into one
superb gem, started for home. Crossing the
Atlantic he used to amuse himself and stagger
the passengers by tossing up his diamond, and
catching it. Sensible men warned him of the
unnecessary chance he was taking. He laughed
with the customary conceit of a fool—and kept
on. One day he walked to the rail of the ship,
and leaning over, tossed up the stone—caught
it. Again and again—then the ship gave a lurch
—like a beam of light he saw his fortune disap
pear beneath the waves. He staggered back a
pauper. Sad beyond all words to see a man take
long chances with his soul—then see the flash
of it as it disappears into the bottomless pit.

Looking at what is lost the man exclaims, I have
played the fool.

Pray: That the United States may continue in peace
with all the world and may maintain such a spirit of
justice, sympathy and helpfulness as shall enable \t
when the proper time comes, to serve the nations in
the interest of universal and abiding peace.

Sun. 10. 1 Sam'l 26:21. I have played the
fool. Read Luke 15: 11-20.

A FOOL AND HIS FUN. There are the de
votees of lust and liquor pressing down a path
strewn with the skeletons of hosts of similar
fools. Of course they are the darlings of for
tune, and can get away with it. They are too
smart to be suckers. Other men have failed—
but they were not shrewd enough. A young fly
sails around the room, and sees a spider's web.
He pauses out of curiosity, and the shining

silken carpet looks good to him. The old level
headed bluebottles had warned him to keep
away from spiders—SAFETY FIRST—but they
were old Puritans and too straight laced for
this day in which we live. Things are different
from when Dad was a boy. I guess I will go in,
I can take care of Number One. In he goes—
there is a tragic little buzz, then some wings
and legs are pitched out of the door, and the
spider waits for the next fool. You can see the
pitiful remnants of humanity pitched out of
saloon doors any day in the year—and other
prospective wrecks walking right in. SAFETY

FIRST—FUN AFTERWARDS.

Pray: That as our fathers "counted not their lives
dear unto them" in order to maintain American
principles, so the men of this generation may willingly
sacrifice case and comfort thai these principles may be
perpetuated.

Mon. 31. 1 Sam'l. 2/3:21. I have played
the fool. Read 2 Tim. 2.
A FOOL AND HIS MOODS. Master your

moods. If you do not they will master you. Saul
got Into the habit of giving way to his passions.

 

AN INTERPRETATION FROM DAYTON

and like a runaway team, they got the bit in
their teeth and wrecked him. "Oh, that is just
my disposition to give way to such a mood."
This is often offered for behaving like the devil.

Keep that up and madness lies that way. You
must dominate your moods, they are dangerous.
Strangle the first sinful state. Do you remember
that fellow who raised a pet tiger—for a while.
The man got the thing when it was no bigger
than a kitten. His friends suggested that It
was a dangerous thing to keep about the bouse.
"Oh, the animal Is as gentle as a house cat."
He was for a while. The beast grew, and used
to follow him about the place. One day the
master was lying In the library asleep, his hand
hanging down over the side. By him lay the
tiger. The tiger began affectionately to lick his
master's hand, presently the sharp teeth made
a scratch and a drop of blood came—suddenly
the beast was transformed into the wild animal
of the Jungle. The master awoke Just long
enough for a look into the glaring eyes of a
wild beast, with a lust for blood, crouching for
the spring. All that the man ever knew about
it was "I have played the fool." Master your
moods, and never pet any sin. There is no such
thing as a Tame Devil.

Pray: That temperance may be recognised as essen
tial to all social improvement, until our nation is free
from the evil of the liquor traffic.

What Impressed One Man

THE Oakland man whose notebook con

tained these quotations from California

convention speakers showed a discrimin

ating sense in selecting utterances which

compel interest:

Coach Christie—"Liquor to athletes is a curse.
Personally I think tobacco is worse. Keep your
minds clean and give the other fellow half of
the road."

Chaplain Ossawarde, U. S. A.—"Convert the
Army and Navy and you convert the world.
The Y. M. C. A., with its equipment and Its
undenominational feature, is peculiarly adapted
for this work."

W. D. Weatherford, Secretary—"A clean,
high, splendid life convinces other men that
there is something in religion. The keyword of

Christianity is brotherhood and service. The
secret of a great life is losing yourself In the
service of other men."

Lieutenant - Governor Eshleman — "Not so

many years ago I used to attend Association
'bean feeds.' The two most important studies
in the world are religion and government, and
the problems of government are the most Im
portant next to religion." ... "I will not
violate my conscience ; I will serve truth, other
wise public office and public honor would be
worthless to me."
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For Your Health's sake get a MORRIS

CANOE. Safety and durability unequalled.

CATALOGUE FREE

B. N. MORRIS, Inc.
204 State Street VEAZ1E. MAINE

WANTEDi^iiwo^
W ^Tkl^ A I ll ^ Our representatives are

HYTEE'S FACTORIES, 217 Majntk Building, Indianapolis, ma-

THE HARTFORD SCHOOL

OF RELIGIOUS PEDAGOGY

Degree Course for graduates of colleges and

theological seminaries.
Diploma Course prepares lay workers for
salaried positions in all kinds of Christian
service in church, Sunday-school, mission

and settlement work.
Correspondence Courses for teacher training.
Demand for trained workers greater than

supply.Address Dean E. H. Knight, Hartford, Conn.

Associated with Hartford Theological Semi

nary.Scholarly and practical training for the min

istry.
Kennedy School of Missions. Fitting for for

eign service.

Put Your Trust in an

■»>• <meedv easy to handle and safe — more so
ihan5!?omSftS ever touched * ater. That's
It, reputation among knowing sportsmen and
guides. Don 't drag your arms out In a rov, boat
Sd don't gamble on other ™™\-C?™*n
canoe headquarters and buy an Old Town
Canoe"— 130 up. 4000 new canoes ready.
Wrlteforcatalog and name ofnearestdealer.

OLD TOWN CANOE CO.
424 Elm St. .OldTown. Maine,

U.S.A.

 

The BusyMan's Bible

Compiled by

H. P. DUDLEY

For the Convenience of Busy Men.

Containing Some of the moreVital Parts

of Revealed Truth for Daily Reference.

18mo. Fat*,. 120.

Hciiblc Usther.

Flexible cloth. Net 25 cents.

Net, SO cents. Poirpaid-

THE METHODIST BOOK CONCERN

NEW YORK CINCINNATI CHICAGO

BOSTON PITTSBURGH DETROIT

KANSAS CI1Y SAN FRANCISCO

Portland, Ore., S,te»room, 704 Couch Building

THE WIRELESS ACE

It coven every phase of the radio Held from amateur
work and experimentation up to the complex problems
of radio engineering. Announcements of all the new
inventions and achievements appear In The Wireless
Age first. You cannot keep up to date In the radio fleld
unless you are a regular reader. One or two numbers
will convince you of that, so use this coupon and be
convinced. Here la what some of our subscribers say ■

"Your numbers of The Wireless Age have been greatly
enjoyed. They contain much valuable information which
1 have never been able to find in even the latest works
on radio telegraphy. It, therefore, gives me great pleas
ure to renew my subscription to so worthy a publica

tion."—B. J. B., V. 8. Navy.
"It sure is a slxty-one-seconds-to-a-mlnute magazine.

For four years I have been looking for magazines which
would thoroughly cover the wireless field. I think you

have more than succeeded."—C. J?., California

of
call

You will enjoy The Wireless Age
It will help you bb it helps them.

You will find the "Queries and
Answers" department of immense
value to you. It is a real clear
ing house of IdeaB for amateurs.
Subscribers may send In ques
tions to be answered by Marconi

Company Wireless EzpertB.

AGENTS WANTED

We want an Bgent for Wireless
Age In every community. Secre
taries of Radio Clubs have pref
erence, but any hustler is eligible.

The Marconi Publishing

Corporation

460 Fourth Avenue, New York

'as much as they do.

YEAR BOOK OF WIRELESS

TELEGRAPHY <1»14)

contains a yearly record of the progress of wireless

telegraphy ; the regulations of the International Con

vention ; the radio laws of all countries ; complete list
ihlp and Bbore stations throughout the world, their

letters, wave-lengths, range and hours of service;
irtlcles by the greatest authorities on vital questions

—In fact, everything YOU haven't been able to find

out elsewhere, Including the wireless map of the world.

Published at $1.00.

FOR A SHORT TIME ONLY YOU MAY PREESECURE THIS CRE AT 745-PAGE BOOK ■*»-»-

with a Year's Subscription to THE WIRELESS AGE at

the regular subscription rate of $1.50.
Canadian Postage r.Oc. extra. Foreign Post. 7Se extrs.
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With the Management

FINAL RIGHT-OF-WAY.WEEK RESULTS:
A total of 9.043 subscriptions from the Rlght-
of- Way-Standardization-Week effort is some
thing which Is gratifying to every one who
took part. This Is an Increase over last year,
and we appreciate very much the co-operation
shown by the Associations which participated.
We are hoping that more will take part next

year.

WORLD'S RECORD ESTABLISHED: Colored
Men's Association of Nashville, Term., under the

leadership of W. N. Sanders, has established a
world's record of subscriptions for Colored
Branches by securing In a three-day effort 112
subscriptions. This result In a Colored Asso
ciation, may well stimulate all other Colored
Associations to a similar achievement, and It
would not be out of place for many other
Associations to emulate the splendid example of
Mr. Sanders. Do we hear any challenges for

this world's record in Colored Branches, or do
we hear any of the other Associations that
feel they cannot get a subscription list, respond
ing to this splendid challenge of Nashville?

 

PASADENA ASSOCIATION BUILDING WHERE

VISITORS FROM THE EAST ARE WELCOME

PROGRESSIVE PASADENA: B. B. Wilcox
Is progressive as usual. Recently 194 subscrip
tions were received from him, and this Is the
story: "Recently one of our heaviest contribu

tors, a regular reader of ASSOCIATION MEN,
called my attention to an article in the current
number, and expressed a wish that every
friend of the Association might read It. After
a moment's thought he said earnestly, 'I believe

some arrangement should be made to put our
Association magazine In the hands of every
contributor to our work!' Out of that conver
sation grew our present plan of supplying everv

contributor of $10 or more with a year's sub
scription to ASSOCIATION MEN. Our purpose
was two-fold. First to stimulate the Interest
of our local business men and friends In the
work of the Pasadena Association; and, second
ly, to give our official magazine the support It
so rlghly merits. I HAVE ALWAYS BE
LIEVED THAT IF ASSOCIATION MEN IS
WORTH READING AT ALL, IT IS WORTH
PUSHING HARD BOTH WITH CONTRIBU
TORS AND MEMBERS." This example of giv

ing a subscription to ASSOCIATION MEN to
every subscriber of $10 or over is a plan that
might be followed with considerable profit by

every Association. ANY ONE ELSE ON THE

PROGRESSIVE LIST?

TENNESSEE IN LINE: With the cordial co
operation of state Secretary Jackson and the
various secretaries In Tennessee, plans were
made for the carrying through of ASSOCIA
TION MEN efforts In the state, under the lead
ership of our representative, H. L. Ward, with
the following satisfactory results, WITH MORE
TO COME: Chattanooga, 164; Memphis. 103;
Jackson. 69; Nashville Central, 125; Nashville,

Colored, 112.

DULUTH FORGES AHEAD: Of course we
did not expect anything else but complete suc
cess when B. C. Wade and F. A. Hathaway
took hold of an effort for ASSOCIATION MEN.
Wise publicity and the lining up of COMMIT
TEEMEN on the job produced 240 subscriptions
to ASSOCIATION MEN In an effort covering a
couple of days. We shall be glad to get chal
lenges from other western Associations to beat

this record.

J. L. Scofield, formerly of Bloomington, III.,
now in evangelistic work, Is continuing his good
work and incidentally ASSOCIATION MEN la
being placed with a larger number of town and
country church groups to follow the Daily Notes
than ever, Pekln, III., having now 49 subscrip
tions sent In recently.

OTHER ADVANCES. The following Asso
ciations have sent In lists of over 40 subscrip
tions since the last issue was published: Boston,
100 (additional); Denver, 83; San Antonio, 61;
Spokane, 52; Eau Claire, Wis., 45; Montclalr.
N. J.. 40.

NEW SUBSCRIPTION RATES ON ASSOCI
ATION MEN: Word has been received com
mending the management for the stand they
have taken with regard to the price on ASSO

CIATION MEN. One secretary writes: "I
think your plan of standardizing the circulation
rate of $1.00 is all right. It will stimulate us
to get clubs of considerable number and it ought
to Increase the circulation eventually." An
other secretary writes: "I have your letter re
garding the schedule of prices for ASSOCIA
TION MEN. I think your Committee have act
ed wisely in establishing a schedule as outlined
and think this will assist very materially in
promoting ASSOCIATION MEN."

We hope every Association will plan to get a
large list on the club rate—50 subscriptions or
more, at 50c. There Is no Association but what
can get that number at the very least.

APRIL ISSUE: Mr. Raut of the Illinois State
Committee, was the early bird who caught the
worm and realized the value and Importance of
the April Thrift Issue of ASSSOCIATION MEN.
He sent a copy to the Secretary and Treasurer
of the Illinois Bankers' Association with the re
sult that 1,800 copies are being sent to the
various bankers In the State. Mr. Shumaker and
his associates are right on the Job In a case of

this kind.

THE APRIL ISSUE: Anticipating the de
mand, 8,000 extra copies of this Issue were print
ed. Associations desiring extra copies should
order early as we have only a small supply left.

OUR ADVERTISERS make possible the sell
ing of this magazine at the price which our
Increasing constituency are able to secure It.
Those Interested In the magazine will do well
to support It by patronizing our advertisers and
not forgetting to mention ASSOCIATION MEN.

We welcome the following new advertisers In
our columns:

Koban Manufacturing Co. Rowboat motors.

Federal Sign Co. Electric signs.

Thomas Martin. Tents.

Wireless Age. Magazine on wireless teleg

raphy.

Standard Oil Cloth Co. Sanitary wall cover
ing.

Hudson Navigation Co. Transportation.

Conn. Telephone & Electric Co. Telephones
and annunciators.

Hartford School of Religious Pedagogy.

Methodist Book Concern. Busy Man's Bible.

Hotel Northfield.

Camp Northfield.

Hydrex Felt & Eng. Co. Sound deadening.



 



Another Unusual Advantage

Offered by the Pace Standard

ized Courses in Accountancy

and Business Administration.

Energetic|business men, bent upon ac

complishment, work 50 weeksoutof the

52 in the business year. When such men set for

themselves an educational goal there comes an

insistent demand for a like privilege of continuous work—

Hence, the thousands of students in the Resident Schools

conducting the Pace Standardized Courses are given the

option, when class lecture sessions are discontinued in

June, of continuing their work by means of

Resident School students whose work has been interrupted by

business or personal exigencies are thus enabled to regain their

class positions by means of summer study.

New students who find more spare time during the summer

months are enabled by this Extension privilege to complete the

work of the first semester next fall and may at that time transfer

to the regular class lecture groups without extra charge.

Students who are unable to attend Resident

Schools may enroll and complete the courses

entirely by Extension through the mails.

New Bulletin of Extension Division is now ready. Details of Pace Stand

ardized Courses in Accountancy, Law, Business Administration, Cost Account

ing, Auditing, Fundamentals of Accountancy and English, as given in Resident

Schools and by Extension (through the mails) furnished upon application.

Summer Study by Extension

 

Pace Standardized Courses in Accountancy, Business Administration,

and English, in Residence and by Extension

30 CHURCH STREET, NEW YORK

PACE & PACE
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A CONCRETE example of the fitness of Pratt& Lambert

Varnishes for Y. M. C. A. buildings is this #130,000

Y. M. C. A. at Muncie, Indiana, which was finished

inside with

Pratt & Lambert Varnishes

In the construction of Y.M.C.A. buildings sendee is looked forin the

selection of materials. The severe test which the varnish or enamel

finish gets in lobbies, billiard and social rooms, cafes, kitchens, baths,

locker rooms and other severely used parts of the building, sternly dic

tates that only the best of finishing materials be used. The fact that

Pratt & Lambert Varnishes are being used in a constantly increasing num

ber of new Y. M. C. A. buildings, of which the building at Muncie is

typical, should aid you in determining their suitability for your needs.

PRATT & LA M B ERT-Inc.

VARNISH MAKERS

118 Tonawanda St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Factories

New York Buffalo Chicago Bridgeburg, Canada London Paris Hamburg
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Conserving Nature to Conserve Men

By GEORGE D. PRATT, Lately Appointed Head of Conservation Bureau,

New York State; Chairman Physical Department, International Committee

MAN'S health is The Adirondack wilderness is the public's

of vital concern play and hunting ground in New York

to himself, his State. And in the mountain peaks of New

family, his em- England, and the wilderness of Canada, and

ployer, his city, the Rockies of the West, tracts are set apart

and his state. If by nation and state to be for the people to

he does not keep enjoy in perpetuity.

in condition he That all the world is made for man and

soon comes in a man has a right to the open road, the open

condition to be country, and to play in it is recognized

kept. The dis- along with his right to live and work. A

eased and the man is healthier and better and more buoy-

weak add to pub- ant who breaks the strain of the year with a

lie poverty and rightly earned vacation in the open,

increase the dis- A man by living rationally in the out-of-

tress and burden doors with recreation time to relieve the

of the world much of which is unnecessary, grind for existence may add ten years to

The tenement with its tuberculosis his life, ten per cent to his efficiency, multi-

breeder—the dark and damp room—has ply his earning ability, put zest into his

been swept aside by the state in its fight enjoyment, and become a better man to live

against disease and for a man's right to be with and work with.

well. The Young Men's Christian Association

Breathing spaces in the congested tene- long ago fought its fight for the gymna-

ment districts have been demanded as the sium and the city man's privilege to exer-

people's right and safeguard. The play- rise, as shown by its 800 gymnasiums. That

ground and park have become regarded as the boy should have the incentive to learn

the children's right, and play supervisors, to swim, that he should enjoy his am-

the newest type of social service servants, phibious rights, 500 swimming pools have

give direction to the children's play to see come in, and with that a purpose to teach

that they get the most out of it. every boy to swim and save life in the water.

The day of the public swimming bath With that has followed the increased atten-

has come and following it the setting apart tion to play life, whether it is for the game

of the swimming beaches as the people's of volley ball in the gymnasium or baseball

own right as much as to air and sunshine, on the diamond. The camps have increased

Even the swimming hole has become holy in number until there are more than 25,000

and consecrated to health. The boy does boys and men out under its lead each year,

not have to fight as heretofore for the right Then there are the all-summer parks wher-

to a swim. And the church people have led ever possible within striking distance of the

in the movement to consecrate the waters towns for the man tied to hie daily work to

to his pleasure, build him a diving plank spend the evening, the night, and the morn-

and guard his safety and teach him to swim ing in God's good out-of-doors. And it has

and save life in the water as a part of his had a big part in the promotion of the Boy

education. Scouts, giving a knowledge of woodcraft,

The nation and the state have set apart and the development of the natural and

great tracts of mountain and lake country latent instincts of the hunter,

as natural parks for the enjoyment of all. There comes with all this the swing and
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stride of a seasoned strength and physical

confidence which means health and happi

ness, vigor, and social well-being to men

and boys conserved in these out-of-doors

nurseries of nature. We do well to con

serve the forests to conserve the race of

men.

The men who lead in the Association's

out-of-door life in their love for nature do

not forget nature's God, where "Day unto

day uttereth speech. Night unto night

showeth knowledge. There is no speech nor

language where their voice is not heard."

Out in the camp, on the road, under the

stars, or on the trail, along with the knowl

edge of God's good world, men learn of

God's goodness, to taste the primitive joys

of life and to know the heart of nature.

The Spirit of the Holiday

Men to Match Our Mountains

By CLARENCE P. DODGE, Colorado Springs

IN these days when intense competition

has invaded all walks of life there comes

a call which cannot be ignored from the

business world, from the professional world

and from the social and economic world, de

manding in no uncertain terms that every

man give of his best and be always at his

highest state of efficiency. These are

stirring times, and the pressure upon all

workers is rapidly eliminating the weak

from- the contest and is insisting that if a

man would succeed he must be strong and

thoroughly equipped, ready to render effi

cient service to his fellow men and to his

country. To-day our nation, in this hour

of her great need, is sending forth into every

State of the Union this summons:

"Bring me men to match my mountains,

Men to match my boundless plains;

Men with empires in their purpose

And new eras in their brains."

In order to meet adequately this inspiring

call men must respond who are physically

strong, mentally sound and keen, and who

have a firm belief in the ultimate triumph

of righteousness, for these are moments in

which the ideals of our national life are in

the balance, and it will depend upon the

caliber of the men who answer the call

whether these ideals are to stand or

whether they are to fall.

Then let us be fully prepared for the

struggle that is already on. Let us see to

it that our bodies are strong; that our

minds are clear, and that our moral courage

is great enough to meet all emergencies.

To this end we should study carefully those

methods of hygiene which have been proved

successful and then apply them in a sane

way to our own particular needs. It is abso

lutely essential that we keep ourselves in

good health if we are to bear the strain

of the day's work. In addition to this, let

no man who earnestly desires to play a

winning game clear through to the end fail

to put into his life's program a holiday once

every year in the out-of-doors.

A fishing trip or a camping trip taken in

the land of the growing things is a tonic of

lasting value. To be sure, a man can go

for a time working twelve months each year

without a holiday; but you show me such

a man and I will show you one who has lost

his capacity for enjoying life, a man who

has parted from his sense of humor and

who has become simply a human machine

working under terrific pressure.

No one can afford to go without a holiday

in the open once a year. Nature has a

remedy for worries and a relief for that

deadly weariness of the daily grind. She

can take a man, tired out mentally and

physically, with all his enthusiasm gone,

and after he has tramped through her woods

and along her roads, after he has climbed

to her wind-blown heights, then Nature

sends him back again eager for his task

and with his powers restored.

In some marvelous way life in the open

changes a man's outlook from that of hope

lessness to a pure joy in just living. The

beauty of trees and flowers, the peace which

flows into a man's soul as he walks along

by the streams and through meadows, that

sense of power and mastery which is his as

he follows the trail through rugged canons

or looks over to the far reaches from some

mountain top; these are the things that

make a man, that give him a zest for work

and an eagerness to achieve.

Under the spell of the out-of-doors a

man recovers his balance. Things that are

small remain small and things that are

great and true remain great and true. A

wider vision and a broader charity come

to him in the silent places of the open, and

while he is exploring the storm-racked

summits of the ranges. He soon begins to

regard his field of labor as a field of oppor

tunity. The fear of the struggle is no more.

Life is God-given after all, and he returns

from his days spent in the out-of-doors

with red blood flowing through his veins,

his mind clear and his courage regained,

ready to give the best that is in him for

doing a man's work in the world.
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Hiking for Fun

A Scotchman, an Irishman, a

Hebrew, and a Yankee from Punx-

sutawney, Pa.—Baptist, Jewish and

Presbyterian, and all Association

men, hiked 182 miles in 12 days,

ate beefsteak, porcupine, brook

trout, groundhog; slept in barns,

cabins, and the open, and had the

time of their life, at the cost of

$15 per man. All were in splendid

physical condition on arrival home,

with enough stored-up health to

carry them through the year, and

each declared it the best vacation he

ever had. All are looking forward

to a similar trip this year, which

they could not be persuaded to ex

change for any lazy automobile

touring.



Vacations Well Spent

Make Your Vacation Count

By Dr. JOHN TIMOTHY STONE, Chicago

SOME men go away as if they had to

go and so must make the most of it. Do

not go in that spirit, but put your whole

self i n t-o it.

Don't sit in a

chair all day

or bask in the

sun. Don't

even go fishing

if you let the

other fellow do

all the work.

Don't let him

dig the bait

and row the

boat, but go in

for the whole

thing yourself.

Get into the

real woods or

make the imi

tation woods

real. Climb

mo un t a i n s,

take long

walks, step

lively on a

tennis court,

play thirty-six

holes of golf,

go in swim-

m i n g ("the

water's fine"—

finer when it's

cold and the

plunge before

breakfast), play baseball even if the

grandstand leaves the grounds when you

 

"A GOOD ANIMAL"

That's what Dr. John
Timothy Stone takes pride
in being on vacation days.

From an Estes Park conven
tion group of clergymen.

fan out! Put yourself into the vacation

and get tired out physically so sleep will be

log-like and the dining room a joy. You

will go back a new man and your ruddy

face and renewed body will make work fun

all through the year.

My Best Vacation

By PAUL SUPER, Honolulu

THE BEST VACATION I have had in a

number of years was the summer I spent

three weeks as a carpenter. To avoid high

rents and have a

home of our own

we decided we

would build, and

here in Hawaii

that means serv

ants' quarters as

well as the main

house. I puckered

up my courage,

and decided to do

the latter job my

self, taking ad

vantage of my

manual training

school experience.

It was not an
enormous struc- SUPER- ANU HIS H0USE

ture, only 14' by 17'; and not a palace, but

merely of 1 by 12 Northwest pine and with

a shingle roof. But I had a rattling good

time building it! And after four and a half

years it looks about as good as ever.

I shingled that roof under an August sun

within the tropics, with only a short noon

hour each day. I got brown, healthy, and

tough as nails. I recommend this sort of

vacation to every secretary in America.

Hitting a nail beats hitting a novel.

 

HAVE you ever "roughed it"? Do you know what it means really to relax, to recreate,

to throw cares to the winds; to forget for the time being that there is such a

"crime" as civilization; to become a true child of nature once in your life? Have you

ever gone barefoot in the early morning dew when the damp freshness seemed to pene

trate the very marrow of your bones? Have you then felt the thrill of a new vigor akin

to that which permeates the budding trees when the sap begins to rise in the springtime?

Have you ever preceded breakfast with a cool plunge into a running stream, and followed

the meal with a few minutes' hearty Bible study and a genuine prayer of gratitude to Cod

for the privilege of life of really living? Ever spend a whole day boating, fishing, swim

ming, pitching horse-shoes, playing baseball and volley ball, or in a combination of

these sports? Ever enjoy a solid week of such days? When your day's sport was over,

did you sit down to a wholesome meal with the appetite of a young bear, and, after eating

to your heart's content, go out under the trees and under the stars? Or better still,

did you gather around a blazing camp-fire with the other boys and listen to live talks

about Bible heroes, "swap" stories, and have a royal good time in general? Did you

then jump between the covers of your camp cot, weary but happy, and sleep soundly for

nine hours until the dawn of another day ushered in its new round of pleasures? If so,

you have had a taste of life at its best; you have laid by a store of memories more than

adequate for the "rainy days" of the future. Phil H. Ryan, Jenkins. Ky.
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Canoeing in the Timagami

By GEO. E. STOCK. Houston, Tex.

rHAT has been your best vaca

tion?"

Without a moment's hesitation I

say, "They are twins."

Daily recurring to me are memories

of two seasons spent in the woods of

Ontario that I am longing to repeat.

Outfitting at Timagami station, some

three hundred miles north of Toronto, we

left steel behind and took our way by

canoe and portage through the beautiful

Timagami Reserve and out some hundred

miles from the starting point, returning

by another route.

Sometimes we traveled day after day

through clear, cold lakes ranging from

forty mile Timagami to little Trout Lake,

then again we would loaf for several days

in spots like Lady Evelyn Lake, reputed

to be the rarest of the gems of the North

land.

Hardly a day passed that we did not

add fish to the menu, but much as we

appreciated these appetizing trout steaks,

it is the memory of the fights those scrap

pers put up in the ice-cold water that

linger. Lake trout, bass, pike, pickerel and

brook trout were all found in various lakes

and streams.

Beyond Lady Evelyn sights of moose

were of daily occurrence. When the wind

was right we could slip up on them while

they were grubbing for lily roots with head

under water, keeping motionless whenever

they raised their homely heads. The most

fun of all was furnished by a calf moose,

who was not half as awkward as he looked.

Traveling in the North Woods is no

parlor game, but for the man who can

handle a canoe, cook, and take care of

himself it is an experience long to be

remembered. While a guide is well worth

his hire for his knowledge of fishing

grounds alone, an experienced party of

two or more can dispense with his services

and use a map of the district. Twice I

have been in "the bush" with guides, none

of the other members of the party having

had any experience; then again with two

experienced chums, my wife, mother and

sister, I had the best trip of all without

a guide. We worked as far north as Lady

Evelyn, took a side trip that most of

the men of my previous party had balked

at, getting some fine trout by the way,

and set up a camp on an unmapped lake

that showed no sign of even a trapper's ax.

Excluding guides and railroad fare the

expense of this vacation each year was

slight. Everything but fishing-tackle,

cameras, and clothing was rented much

cheaper than its transportation would cost.
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Hacking Out a Wilderness Home

By C. M. MAYNE, Gary, Ind.

JUST to get a cheap little place that I

could own, a place far enough from my

job to shut it entirely out of my mind, a

place wild enough to stir the spirit of ad

venture and uncivilized enough to require

real, physical exertion in order to live; a

place where my boys could go when they

finished high school and for the year before

they enter college. I have been looking for

it ever since I began making plans for my

boys.

Last year the first boy finished high

school, and if the plan was ever to be car

ried out it must be carried out then. Forty

acres of cut-over hard wood land on a beau

tiful lake in Northern Wisconsin was

offered at $15 an acre. After looking at

several other places the decision was made

and the place bought. The enthusiasm of

the children caused them to talk to their

mates at school, the results being that three

other young men graduating from the

high school requested that they be given a

chance to go and rough it with us "up in

the woods." Later, a friend in Chicago

asked that his son be permitted to join the

party which now numbered ten people. We

rented a little cottage belonging to a

farmer, near the lake, and everybody, boys,

girls and all started to lay the foundations

of the house to be built in the woods.

There was lots of real hard, sweating

work about it but when it was done and

the well was dug we had a place with hard

wood floors, beam ceiling, big stone fire

place, wide porch,—-warm enough to live

in the year round even in that Northern

climate.

The four high school graduates remained

throughout the winter chopping wood and

 

THE SHANTY IN THE WOODS WHERE CHARLIE

MAYNE "CAME BACK"

selling it to pay expenses. The rest of the

party are all beginning to count the days

until school will be over and the family can

again move back up to the lake where there

is fishing and swimming and boating and

hunting and berrying, and this year where

there will be gardening, and where it does

not cost very much to have the finest that

nature provides for humans.

The family leave for camp about June

1st; I will go with them for a week to get

them started and to be there for the good

musky bass and pike fishing. Then I will

go up later for the balance of my vacation.

My Gypsy Wagon

By WILFRED H. CHAPIN. New Bedford

AMONG the many advantages to a city

man in spending his vacation in a

"gypsy wagon" are these: He finds health

and physical vigor through exercise, fresh

air and simple diet; he receives education

 

CHAPIN 'S HOME-MADE GYPSY WAGON

from new scenery, varied and surprising

experiences and his contact with human

nature; and he renews his acquaintance with

his family and shares with them the joys

of his summer outing.

I have spent two vacations of three weeks

each with my wife and little girl in our

home-made camping wagon. When at New

port I bought a second-hand "Victoria cab"

and spent my early mornings during the

spring in taking off the top, building a

wagon frame, canvas top, under boxes

reached by trap doors in the floor, and in

inventing all necessary conveniences.

A galvanized iron refrigerator box was

placed in one of the under compartments

for milk, butter, eggs, etc., and around the

box were packed can goods, cereals, bacon,

vegetables, fruit, etc. The rear under box

contained extra clothing and bedding, shoes,

rubber boots and coats, etc. A box seat

along one side contained all dishes and culi

nary equipment. A small tool chest of

drawers contained a drawer for silverware,
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one for writing equipment, one for sewing

materials and a large one for selected read

ing matter.

The beds were of canvas stretched on

iron pipes, which by night were set in

sockets and by day rolled up with the bed

ding. Two long, narrow beds and one short

one across the end gave a Pullman-car

effect.

Places had to be devised for a Jewell blue

flame oil store, oven, a fireless cooker made

of a candy bucket, the horse's fodder, lan

terns, medicines, toilet equipment and re

pair tools.

Canvas bags and pockets were handy

places for caps, field glasses, bathing suits,

mosquito netting, games and flash lamp.

To condense all these in size and weight

and still have room for fishing rods, berry

pails, chairs, table and canvas lean-to, taxed

the ingenuity of even a general secretary.

Our first trip was through central Rhode

Island into Connecticut. Old Jack had been

a fire engine horse, and, though old, proved

equal to the heavy load and hills. Last

summer when we "did Cape Cod" and par

ticipated in the Cape Cod Pageant, we were

not so fortunate with our horse, for "Maude"

was a grocer's horse and more used to stop

ping than to going. She lived up to her

mulish name and balked so skilfully as to

seriously modify our itinerary. But we

made the most of such emergencies and

camped in most picturesque places, from the

yards of country churches and schools to

farm and pasture lands and on the seashore

and lake fronts.

Everybody seemed glad to see us, after

making out who we were. We were taken

for gypsies, Gospel wagon workers and a

traveling show. They soon found we

qualified in all three, and the magic letters

Y. M. C. A. became a guarantee of good

character and led to every consideration.

This latter fact reflects credit on the Cape

Cod County Work Secretary, Ellinwood,

who is packing those letters full of meaning

as he runs about in his automobile in the

interests of Cape Cod boys.

It would take a book to describe the

funny experiences, the people we met, the

inspiration and spiritual blessings we re

ceived from our life of freedom and the

variety of problems we had to meet, to say

nothing of the opportunities to carry a little

pleasure into many a humble home where

we found hearts that were responsive to

kindness, whether they were in the old

homesteads of Cape Cod settlers or the

newly established homes of Polish, Portu

guese or French Canadian farmers.

If you want to live and to see others live,

get a gypsy wagon!

 

A MOUNTAIN TROUT BREAKFAST

Mountain Trail Medicine for Nerves

By H. A. MORAN

THE VACATION for the man with the

tired brain and the insulation worn off

his nerves is the vacation on horse back in

the mountains. I came home from China

with my nerves so gone you could stick a

pin in the back of my head and I would not

feel it. The remedy was a buckskin pony,

a big Mexican saddle and a six hundred-mile

wander through the Coast Range of Cali

fornia. Here and there I encountered old

friends along the way or made new ones.

Sometimes I put up at ranch houses or

rangers' camps, once or twice even decollete

summer hotels, but for the most part I

camped at the forks of the trail, where the

fishing looked good and the feed for the

cayuse was not exhausted. I carried a

change of clothes, a sweater, no coat, a five-

jointed rod with some flies, a folding copper

frying pan, a hunting knife and a few sup

plies, all packed in the saddle bags and a

cotton flour sack. The crotch of a tree

could usually be counted on to provide a

couple of cans left by former travelers.

Rice, oatmeal, coffee, cocoa, bread, salt and

grease are the staples—other things are
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IN THE INDIAN COUNTRY

The way the Pocatello, Idaho, Association
Scouts went into the Yellowstone on the trip of

their lives.

luxuries. I slept in my saddle blankets—

(an old blanket next the horse and the "bed"

covered with thinnest waterproofed can

vas)—and I slept like a log—up at day

break for another fish or to catch my horse

and move on. For such a trip no third

party is needed. The horse is company

enough. He sympathizes patiently with all

your troubles; when you revile him he re

viles not again. And when it is all over

you wonder that anything except the sky

ever looked blue. You pitch into work with

joy, and if any one mentions nerves you are

mystified and wonder what he is talking

about.

Clearing His Farm

By W. H. DAY, Albuquerque

THE best vacation I have ever had was

spent near White Salmon, Washington,

on a small apple ranch overlooking the fa

mous Hood River

Valley. For me it

is no vacation to sit

around and kill

time, so I bought

this place, which

was badly neglected

and only partially

cleared of the vir

gin timber.

The first summer

I spent in blowing

out stumps, burning

logs and cutting

brush. The next

summer was put in

w. H. day planting apple trees,

In His Fashionable hoeing them, put-

Summer Dress in His ting out strawber-
Apple Orchard By a . .
Two-year-old Tree. "es, etc.

 

I found this gave an appetite and a night's

sleep that beat anything I have ever discov

ered and was more fascinating than trout

fishing, which is my next most interesting

experience.

Incidentally my vacation period has made

this a valuable orchard, but its chief value

was in the corking good times which myself

and family had in "making an orchard."

Oh, What I Have Missed!

By WM. FLEMING, Salem, Ore.

TT'S A LONG cry from the Atlantic to the

JL Pacific. I regret not forging out more

vacation or re-creative periods in my near

seventy years, for I have kept my nose too

close to the grindstone.

Most people can walk. That's what we

did—for my wife was my companion (she is

much younger) . Walking costs little and

one sees so much more than by riding.

And when I think of what a fine field for big

trips everywhere the eastern people have

—the Berkshire Hills, the Green Mountains,

the Hudson Valley, the St. Lawrence coun

try, the Eastern Canadian wilds, the At

lantic seaboard—it makes me feel that I

want to live long and be a tramp for some

months every year at least to make up for

lost vacations. Our trip was from Salem,

Ore., to Astoria and down the Pacific coast

to Bandon-on-the-Sea and return—over 600

miles, 350 of which we walked, as the ped

ometer recorded. The balance by boat and

rail. We were gone sixty days, twenty in

foot travel, forty stopovers at points be

tween and always resting Sundays.

There was just enough adventure to make

it interesting and spicy. We covered ten to

twenty-five miles a day to reach supper, bed

and breakfast, carrying a light pack with a

daily lunch, stopping midday for a dip in

old ocean preceding. Usually we found a

fine clear stream or cold spring water.

The words "as sands of the sea" and "be

fore the mountains were brought forth"

have a deeper meaning than ever before.

He must be a man of bronze who is not

lifted up as he stands by the ocean's brink

looking out thinking of the ages the waves

have ebbed and flowed "the same yesterday

and today and forever" and is not reverently

and deeply moved. We had to leave the

beach many times and come inland on ac

count of bays and capes, saw some magnifi

cent woods of hemlock, spruce and Douglas

firs. We went over Cape Lookout's aban

doned trail. It was tough but an accom

plishment which satisfied. We say it is

good policy to stop chasing the dollar and

occasionally give yourself a chance to grow

physically, mentally and spiritually.
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SUNDAY SERVICE AT CAMP WAWAYANDA, NEW JERSEY BOYS' CAMP

This nestor of Association Camps was founded by Sumner Dudley. It has a score or so of
university men for camp leaders, as conducted by Charles R. Scott, and has sent hundreds of
young men out into life and through college with determined character and purposes.

To The Holy Land

Saunterers—"A la Sainte Terre"

A Movement Originating with Dr. John H.
Flnley, President University of the State of
New York and a Saunterer of Note, which
May Have a Vast Vogue

PRESIDENT FINLEY writes: "This is

a medal which I have just had made to

encourage walking. It was designed pri

marily for award as

A a trophy promised to

the boy who would

walk from the Berk

shire Industrial

Farm to Albany (a

distance of thirty-

four miles), and

writ* the best letter

about the journey.

Through the cooper

ation in thought and

the skill of Mr.

Royal B. Farnum,

one of my associ

ates, this medal was

designed. We made

the award to eight boys of the Berkshire

Farm, ranging in age from thirteen to six

teen, giving a silver medal to the boy who

wrote the best letter.

"I have .adopted the legend 'a la Sainte

Terre,' and I interpret the Holy Land not,

of course, as the geographic Holy Land, but

as a nobler, more helpful and less selfish

existence. The following extract from an

essay by Henry Thoreau, on walking, tells

the source of 'a la Sainte Terre' :

"The word 'sauntering' is beautifully

derived from 'idle people who roved about

the country, in the Middle Ages, under pre

tense of going a la Sainte Terre,' to the

Holy Land, till the children exclaimed,

'There goes a Sainte-Terre,' a Saunterer,

a Holy-Lander. They who never go to the

Holy Land in their walk, as they pretend,

are indeed mere idlers and vagabonds; but

they who do go there are saunterers in the

good sense, such as I mean. Some, how

ever, would derive the word from sans terre,

without land or a home, which, therefore,

in the good sense, will mean, having no par

ticular home, but equally at home every

where. For this is the secret of successful

sauntering. He who sits still in a house all

the time may be the greatest vagrant of

all; but the saunterer, in the good sense, is

no more vagrant than the meandering river,

which is all the while sedulously seeking the

shortest course to the sea."

Last month Dr. Finley presented medals

to New York boys, members of the fifty

high school pedestrian squads promoted by

Dr. Crampton. Seventeen of these boys

have walked over 100 miles and won high

record silver medals; 79 walked distances

from 79 to 100 miles, and 113 made scores

of from 50 to 74 miles.

EXTRACTS FROM THE BERKSHIRE BOYS' LETTER

My Dear Mr. Finley:—We started from the

farm at a quarter of nine with an average of

three to four miles an hour. The first mile was

made In thirteen minutes. Then we made nine

miles In two hours and ten minutes.
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Mr. Layburn bought a postal card and we all

signed our names. Gillies wrote this after his

name—"Almost dead." Now we were oft once

more and the cry was "On to Albany."

Russell Young and I started in the lead once

more and held it until we reached Albany, mak

ing twenty-six miles that "we held the lead.

Both of us sighted a mile-stone which said

three miles to Rensselaer and we started to

make it in an hour's time. We went along

singing "It's a long way to Albany, it's a long

way to go."

Now we were off for the Y. M. C. A., where

we were gladly received. We all had a shower,

1 being the only one to take a cold swim. The

others would have taken one, only their heads

were turned towards the moving piiture show,

which was only across the street.

The next morning when we got up, Lawson

and I started for the shower bath again and

felt like a two-year-old baby once more. We

rubbed ourselves with alcohol, which took the

pain away very soon.

After we had breakfast we started for the

Education Building where we met you. The

most interesting thing I saw was the big whale

that reached almost across the ceiling. It was

the biggest one I ever saw. And also that big

electric globe which reached from the dome al

most to the ground floor. We saw many inter

esting things. We took the train back to the

farm. We arrived here just as the boys got

out of Sunday school. Now we went into din

ner and I think we all had a very good appe

tite. Your little friend,

HARRY HASKAMP.

(Age 16, Grade 7.)

Utilizing Close-at-hand Facilities

for Recreation

By GEORGE J. FISHER, M.D.

A GREAT MANY persons miss many

opportunities for recreation because

they think of vacations only in terms of

more extended and distant excursions. A

little ingenuity, some investigation of near

by resources, will often reveal attractive

possibilities for genuine fun and frolic near

at hand and involving little expense.

Some years ago I was impressed by the

beauties of a small stream which attracted

many of its banks for camping, just a few

miles from the city. It occurred to me

that it might have increasing charm as one

prospected it at points more distant from

the city and civilization. It was lots of

fun looking up the source and tracing the

serpentine movements and ramifications of

the river. Finally a canoe trip of explora

tion and discovery was decided upon with

two companions. The canoes were packed

upon a baggage car, and stowed in them

were cooking utensils, a small "A" tent and

a few woodman's tools. We unloaded our

canoes about 80 miles up the stream and

started from there on about a 100-mile re

turn trip down stream. So far as we knew

no one had attempted the trip, and we

felt like real explorers. At the point of

embarkation the stream was no wider than

a mill race. At points it was so shallow

that farmers had their wire fences cross

it to keep the cattle from roaming. It was

great starting out, not knowing just how

we would come out and without any charts

to indicate the channel. This was not in

the mountains nor in the wilderness nor

remote from civilization. The stream bor

dered farms all along its way and occa

sional woods and here and there a small

town, but in beauty, in quiet, in new and

surprising experiences it was romantic.

The first day out the canoe containing the

blankets and tent upset on an unsuspected

snag and it was real roughing it trying to

recover lost materials and dry the blankets

so that they could be used for the night's

rest. We ate and slept where we chose,

thus enjoying an abandon and freedom that

was exhilarating.

The stream was a creature of many

moods and held many surprises. Seldom

more than a half mile of calm stretch, then

riffles shallow and deceiving, then a rush

ing torrent. Here a long straight expanse,

then a series of curves where one could

not tell what was in store for him, the

curves coming quickly and frequently so

that all one could do was to let the canoe

pick her own way as the current took her

up and drew her on. My, what exhilara

tion to shout, "Here's another rapid!" and

then let her rush as the canoe leaped and

splashed and laughed in the spray.

We crossed about 120 riffles, many too

shallow to ford, so that we had to help the

canoe through. We had to carry our canoes

over at least a score of dams, one or two

being difficult carries. Here and there we

passed through colonies of campers and

cottagers, who saluted us and invited us to

accept their hospitality, for the newspapers

had reported the proposed trip and many

were on the lookout for us. It was gen

uine fun, real discovery, a sort of primitive

experience, and yet all the time we were

near home, never more than two hours by

rail, and most of the time in sight or

sound of the train. The whole trip cost

each of us less than $5.00; for food from

the farmers was cheap.

Many such rich, back to the wilds, out

under the sky experiences are close at hand

in the average community, and await dis

covery and utilization and contain the po

tential powers for renewing life and enrich

ing one's primal emotions. A little in

vestigation will reveal them, then some time

and a big fund of imagination will bring

rich experiences. Try it.
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The Automobile and the Larger

Life for all the Family

By H. M. BURR, Springfield, Mass.

APEW years ago the automobile was the

plaything of the rich. It is rapidly be

coming the necessity, convenience and

reasonable luxury of the mass.

Some people still cling to the idea that

the automobile is a luxury beyond the reach

of the man of moderate means. To such

the experience of the writer may be of

interest.

Seven years ago we decided with fear

and trembling to make a small venture in

automobile ownership. Several members of

the family had found the pace of modern

life too fast and there was obvious need of

something which would give tonic to the

whole family. Doctors' bills and drug bills

had been growing alarmingly. There was

talk of trips South and abroad. When

doctors do not know what to prescribe

farther and want relief, that is the easy pre

scription.

But granting that the prescription was

good, the family funds would not admit of

a family migration, and what was needed

was a dose of tonic to the whole family.

Therefore, in the spirit of adventure, $350

was invested in a used car of good make.

The car was one of the best of its time,

but it was still a fearful and wonderful

thing. One needed to be a skilled mechanic

to keep it going and a philosopher to bear

with its eccentricities. Therefore, we be

came mechanics and philosophers. Man

specialized on mechanics; woman on philos

ophy. When the motor declined to mote

man spread his tools upon the ground and

uniformed himself for the conflict, while

woman discoursed wisely from a convenient

curb or bank, or in times of stress, main

tained a discreet silence.

But the "buzz wagon" always yielded to

persuasion at last and brought us home,

though sometimes under protest. And we

piled up a mass of information as to coils,

spark plugs, valve timing, short circuits,

gears, clutches, etc., which the modern

motorist can go years without learning.

The "toot cart," as we sometimes called

it for variety's sake, made a noise like a

threshing machine, and we always felt a

sense of delightful uncertainty when we

pointed its blunt nose for any special goal;

but it took us into the out-of-doors and di

verted and sometimes distracted our minds

and rubbed our nerves in new spots. To our

delight, the doctor came less frequently to

our doors and we paid for gasoline and oil

with money which had gone to the druggist.

Finally the car was sold to a friend, who

needed a liberal education in mechanics and

was willing to take it in allopathic doses,

and we invested in one of the cars which

has revolutionized the automobile business.

It has carried us everywhere except into

high society. Only once in seventy-five

thousand miles of driving over the hills and

through the valleys of New England have

we failed to come home "under our own

power." Is there any other means of loco

motion which can show a better record than

that?

The cost, including running expenses, an

nual repairs and depreciation, varies little

from two cents a mile. It costs about $25

a month when the car is kept in service, and

nothing when idle. Our average yearly

mileage is about eight thousand miles.

It is difficult to overstate what the auto

mobile has meant to us as a family. It has

brought health, enjoyment and a wider out

look and has been a great saver of time and

energy. For weeks at a time we rarely

dine indoors. When the morning's work is

over we flit to the hills for a picnic lunch

and are back again for afternoon work with

lungs full of fresh air and new zest for our

task.

And the whole family goes. It is a social

and not an individualistic pleasure. The

automobile has come to mean as much in

our lives as the home. It seems a part of

it. In fact, it makes all of New England our

playground.

And how can we afford it? Why, we do

without some things which other people

count necessities.

A friend said: "I wish I was rich enough

to afford an automobile." To whom answer

was made: "I will put my running expenses

for the whole year beside your summer

vacation expenses and the biggest bill treats

the crowd." The challenge was not ac

cepted.

Another friend said to the "Elect Lady":

"It must be nice to have an auto, and not

have to go in the stuffy cars, but we are not

rich enough." To her the answer was:

"Yes, it is, and so could you if you did your

own work, with all the family helping, and

spent $50 a year on your clothes, instead of

$150." There was nothing more to be said.

It is, after all, a question of how you

spend your money. We believe in investing

it in sunshine, and woods, and fields, and

winding roads; brooks, rivers, lakes and

mountains. They are all yours if you are

willing to go without help in doing work

you can do yourself, eliminate hotel bills

that mount high and give little, and ex

pensive recreations.



George Williams as an Intimate Knew Him

By JOHN ORCHARD, of Dickinson, N. D.

June 6th is Founder's Day

As we look at his counterpart chiseled in enduring marble, we are
tempted to think that those kindly eyes are again beaming upon us, and we
hear that sweet and strong votce saying, as he did in one of his last
addresses, "Fight on, fight on, we must gain the victory!" Ood grant that
the sentiments and the words of this mighty man shall ever ring clear in
the ears of all the members of the Young Men's Christian Association!—
James Stokes.

 

10 HAVE been asso

ciated at any time

with such an institution

as the Young Men's

Christian Associ

ation is an honor

in itself, but to

have lived,

worked, side by

side with the be

loved founder, Sir

George Williams,

is a life's inspira

tion.

The writer was a

secretary in the parent

Association in London

for over ten years,

and by personal contact and service, early

learned to love him with an abiding love.

It may not be out of place to enumerate

a few of the things, that in my judgment,

made this man great, of which the follow

ing are counted the strongest.

A SUPREME FAITH IN THE WORK TO

WHICH GOD HAD CALLED HIM.

PERFECT CONFIDENCE IN THE YOUNG

MEN FOR WHOM HE WORKED.

INTENSE HUMAN SYMPATHY AND

YEARNING FOR ALL MEN AWAY FROM

HOME.

HIS EVER PREVAILING SINGLENESS OF

HEART AND COURTESY TO ALL.

HIS UNMOVABLENESS IN RIGHTEOUS

NESS AND WHEN CONSCIOUS OF RIGHT.

We believe that these characteristics so

controlled his life that through it, the "little

one became a thousand, and the strong one

a nation."

The Bridgewater incident at his entrance

to commercial life at the age of fifteen is

one of the first illustrations we have of his

strong stand for right. He was told by his

employer when measuring certain goods to

stretch them, because the margin of profit

was so small, but young Williams replied:

"Sir, these goods may stretch, but my con

science will not alloiv me to stretch them."

The Day of Dawn—The day of big things

began with this clear cut principle, "Hew

to the line, let the chips fall where they

may." In his entrance to London life as

a dry goods salesman (draper), his bed

room became the "upper room of power."

It was here that "prayer was wont to be

made." It was here that the Young Men's

Christian Association was born of the Holy

Ghost. It was here that the "two or three

agreed," and it was here that the continu

ance of grace was given to work out the

scheme of young manhood's conservation.

During the life of George Williams, after

he became associated with the firm, this

room was set apart as a sacred place of

prayer, and, we believe, is so held to-day.

His Human Sympathy—When George

Williams became a member of the firm of

Hitchcock Williams & Co. and later the head

of that firm, his interests became more

and more identified in this work, for he

seemed to bend his consecrated energies

to the winning of young men for Christ.

His business life was full, and his philan

thropic duties many, but never for a mo

ment did he lose sight of his "call for

ymmg men" and doubtless he answered

many a one when they sought to persuade

him to do less "Why should the work cease

whilst I come down to you." The major

part of the youth coming to London seek

ing mercantile life, turned as one man to

George Williams. The writer has seen

again and again some twenty-five to one

hundred young men waiting their chance

to see Mr. Williams, with a view to the

drapery business. Twice a week from 9.30

a. m. to 12 m. found these young men

lined up for interviews. They were as so

many live wires waiting connection with

the dynamo of his living personality, and

never was a young man on these days

turned away, until he had an interview

with him.

No matter whether the young man was

engaged or no, he never left that office with

out feeling that the touch of brotherhood,

was very deeply rooted in this friend of

young men. Going forth he somehow went

with a firmer step, his head a little higher,

his heart a little lighter, because of the

pressure of those friendly hands on his

shoulder; that word of advice; and bearing

in his hand a little book with which he was

presented.

Jealous for the Lord—There was no cant

with George Williams, no effusive, gushing
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fervor, but those of us who were privileged

to be in his confidence will never forget the

day when it seemed wise to us to introduce

the collateral movements such as gymna

sium, educational classes, dining room fa

cilities and similar newer movements. Like

a mastiff, guarding his master's possessions,

he watched all these innovations with a

jealous eye. Every step taken was care

fully and cautiously delayed, carried over

into the next board meeting, discussed

again, and possibly once more delayed ere

it had a place in the Association curricu

lum of work.

This was not because George Williams

was narrow or prejudiced against these

things, but his whole desire was that God

might be honored in everything that was

opened to young men. The original work

was based on Bible study, religious meet

ings, co-operative Christian service and

other activities. Would these other things

cause the spiritual to be minimized? Would

the word "Christian" lose its true place in

the Association? Would the Bible lose its

place of power? But when it seemed right

and he was convinced that the Association

should take hold of the physical and intel

lectual part of man, if we would be an

association to build up a perfect manhood;

then that conservative spirit that held him

close to his ideal, seeing larger things, dared

the more conservative of his board, enter

ing with all his heart into the new work,

for like Lord Lawrence "He feared man so

little because he feared God so much."

Father to All Secretaries—London at this

time had over 60 branch Associations affili

ated with the parent Association. Many

of these branches struggled under the bur

den of inadequate finance. These were in

the resident portion of the city where clerks,

and young men resided with but small in

comes, and to these Associations, and es

pecially to the several secretaries was

George Williams a father indeed. His wise

counsel, his personal help, his financial aid

placed many a suburban Association on

its feet.

True to His First Love—Sir George Will-

liams was naturally associated with a great

many religious and philanthropic enter

prises. Many of these claimed his time and

money, many others sought to make him

president, or the chairman of executive

committee; nevertheless "his first love" held

him sacredly to the chairmanship and presi

dency of the Association. It was a very

rare thing that he was not at his post as

presiding officer. His interlocking direc

tories, never made him too busy for the

work of his hand as founder.

Missionary Spirit—To foster the spirit

of missions in young men was his delight.

Whenever a band of young missionaries

went forth from the Association under the

direction of the China Inland or other

Missionary Societies, this big-hearted man

went forth with them in spirit and prayer,

and when that little circle of devoted men

met in the basement room at Aldersgate

street—for want of a better place—Mr.

Williams was often found with them in

prayer, pouring out his heart to God for

the fulfilment of the promise "Where two

or three. . . ."

Personal Inspiration—After all is said

and done, it is a man's personality that

counts, and so it was that his staff of

officers knew him best of all men. When

Sir George Williams (not Sir George in

the writer's time) called his corps of officers

for personal consultation ; when their hearts

were heavy because of the difficulties in the

way; when some important step was taken,

it was the voice, help and advice of this

consecrated man that told. Silver-haired

W. Hind Smith, the general secretary for

Great Britain and Ireland, Robert Burns,

the big brother secretary of the parent Asso

ciation, Percy Bankert, the financial secre

tary; Treasurer Harley Mason, the be

loved, and the writer often had the joy of

seeing the face of George Williams shine

as if it had been the face of an angel, and

coming out of that room, especially when

the great step of purchasing Exeter Hall

was contemplated, there seemed no diffi

culties that could not be met and no sacri

fice that should not be made, and it will

take eternity to tell of the blessings re

ceived through this crowned prince of

Israel, "whose works do follow him."

Broad in Aspirations—As a member of

the Church of England it was largely due

to Mr. Williams that its clergy entered

so splendidly into the evangelistic services

of Moody and Sankey in their two years'

campaign in London. This body, usually

so conservative in such services, threw

themselves into this campaign, many of the

clergy personally became most enthusi

astic in the work, thus uniting almost every

denomination in the gatherings with the

result that London had the greatest uplift

of its life.

This list anniversary of the Young

Men's Christian Association should make

every member, secretary, and every Asso

ciation feel that the heritage left through

this founder is worthy of the consecrated

service of heart, body and mind.—Hebrews

12:28.



The Association in South America

Has It Made Good and Accomplished What Was Expected of It?

By LUCIEN C. WARNER, for Fifteen Years Chairman International Committee

TWENTY years ago I was opposed to

establishing Protestant missions or

other forms of religious work in Catholic

countries. Since then I have come into

close personal touch with such work, and

as a result of my experience I have entirely

changed my mind. It is not that I expect

or desire to convert the Catholics of the

world to Protestantism. But I hope to reach

and save a large class of those over whom

the Catholic church has lost all influence.

I also hope by the force of example to stim

ulate the Catholics to teach and practise

a type of Christianity, in which purity of

character and service to one's fellow men

rather than observance of religious forms,

are considered essential qualities in the

Christian life.

I have recently visited the leading coun

tries of South America, and I have been

impressed with the high grade of work that

is being done in these countries by the

Young Men's Christian Association. In

Buenos Aires the Association has a fine

new building, well located, and has a mem

bership of 1,500. There is quite a colony

of English and Germans, who have given

liberally to support the work, and who at

first constituted the larger part of the mem

bership, but gradually the proportion of

Argentines have increased until now they

form about 60 per cent. While many join

for the social privileges, the gymnasium,

swimming pool, and the educational classes,

as they do with us in North America, still

they all recognize that they are members

of a Christian Association, and to them it

is a new conception of Christianity for

young men like themselves to labor without

reward for the betterment of the young

men of the city. Regular religious and

Bible study meetings are held, and while

the attendance is not as large as could be

desired, progress is being made and some

of the young men are being trained to use

ful Christian lives.

In Montevideo, the Association occupies

rented quarters, but they are very centrally

located, well equipped, and are remarkably

well adapted to the purpose. I met a large

number of the members at an evening re

ception and was delighted with the intelli

gence and spirit of the people. Mr. P. A.

Conard, the general secretary, has the con

fidence and esteem of the best people of the

city, and the Association is gradually work

ing its way to a place of great usefulness.

I saw a little of the work at Sao Paulo,

but not enough for me to give a report.

Sao Paulo is the centre of the coffee indus

try, and is an enterprising and beautiful

city, which in the last twenty-five years has

grown from a population of 25,000 to 450,-

000. The present depression in the coffee

trade has caused a temporary setback to the

city, from which the Association is also

suffering. The Association at Rio de

Janeiro is the oldest in South America, and

as might be expected, it is in many respects

the strongest. Mr. Myron A. Clark started

the work twenty-three years .ago, and has

devoted his life to its development. The

Association has owned its building for many

years, but it was not originally built for

the Association, and it is not very well

adapted to their uses. It has, however,

served its purpose very well, as they have

a membership of about 2,000, of whom 90

per cent, are Brazilians. In this respect

it is meeting the needs of the country better

than any other Association in South Amer

ica.

I was very much impressed with the hold

which the Association has upon the busi

ness men and leading citizens of the city.

Mr. Clark has the respect .and esteem of the

entire community. In fact, his position in

Rio is not unlike that held by Mr. McBur-

ney in New York thirty years ago. I made

calls with Mr. Clark upon some of the lead

ing citizens of the city, including the edi

tor and proprietor of the principal paper,

one of the greatest merchants, and a former

mayor of the city, and I was delighted at

the position which the Association held in

their esteem. They were all contributors to

the Association, though none of them were

Protestants, nor did they acknowledge

fealty to Catholicism. They belonged to

that large and increasing number in South

America who are so displeased with the

corruption and inefficiency of the Catholic

church, that they cannot accept it, but are

not yet ready to break away from old as

sociations and join the Protestants.

Both in Buenos Aires and at Rio de

Janeiro I saw considerable of Charles J.

Ewald, continental secretary for South

America. I found he had .a broad outlook

on the opportunity for the development of

Association work in South America, as well

as a clear knowledge of the means to be

employed to accomplish this purpose. He

is especially anxious to develop more native
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MAKING A RECORD RUN IN THE KAK EASTERN GAMES

China will be heard from in the coming Olympic Games which the venerable statesman Dr.
Wu Ting Fang is fostering and J. H. Crocker is directing.

workers, who shall gradually assume posi- America, among the young men who are in

tions of leadership in the Association. To college getting an education. I hope, there-

accomplish this, greater attention must fore, that nothing may interfere with the

be given to the schools and universities of vigorous prosecution of the work in the

South America. The work of Mr. Ewing in educational institutions of South America,

the universities of Buenos Aires has been Closely allied to this is the summer con-

very encouraging, and though temporarily ference, where leaders in the student Chris-

interrupted that he may look after the As- tian Association come together for special

sociation at Valparaiso, I hope that soon he study of the problems before them. Such a

may be able to take it up again. The great conference has already been established in

need of all forms of Christian work in South Uruguay, and gives promise of great use-

America is strong men for native leader- fulness. Nothing better illustrates the high

ship. The missionaries must start the work esteem in which the work of our Association

and their services will long be needed as is held than the fact that the Governments

guides and counsellors, but if pure Chris- of Argentina, Uruguay and Brazil have for

tianity is to be successfully extended in several years contributed to the expenses of

South America, it must be by raising up the student delegates who have attended

able and consecrated native leaders. They this conference. I hope the present hard

have an access to their fellow countrymen times in South America may not be permit-

that is denied to any foreigner, and if South ted to break up the conference, but that it

America is to be regenerated, and a higher may be put on a substantial and permanent

type of character .and Christianity estab- basis, for there is nothing that can do more

lished, it must be by leaders from among to insure the future development of both

their own people. These leaders will be dis- the Associations and Churches in South

covered in South America, as in North America.

 

TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIP AT NIGHT— CHARLESTON'S ATHLETIC FIELD

In the rear of its buildings are five Illuminated tennis courts
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CONSTANTINOPLE—The formation of
a Student Volunteer Movement was the chief
event in the recent student conference.

SHANGHAI—"Which is greater, Jesus
or Buddha?" was asked a class of the Day
School, with these answers: "I think Jesus
is the greater because Buddha teaching in
short word is merely for selfish, but Jesus1
teaching is for save each other"; "I believe
Jesus is the greater because He is the crea
tor and Saviour of our souls, but Buddha
is simply a man of good morality like Con
fucius"; "Jesus is the greater because
He is the Son of God and dying on the cross

The Vanguard of

1,600 Japanese

Youths Crowding

for Education In

the Association,

Osaka

for our salvation lives again, which no one
can do except the Son of the Almighty God;
Buddha can only say, but he cannot perform
what he says."

CALCUTTA—His Highness, the Mahara
jah, presided at a lecture on the Panama
Canal by Freeman, formerly of the Canal
Zone. Attendance, 700 men.

TIENTSIN—"It is the finest and best
equipped building of its kind in China,
a credit to the cause and a God-sent bless
ing to the young men of Tientsin," is the
estimate of a missionary of the Tientsin
building. Six men from the business men's
Bible class have been baptized and three
others are ready for baptism.

RIO DE JANEIRO—In spite of wrecked
city financial conditions 300 new men have
Joined the Association. Six members of the
rederal Houses and the editor and owner

of the leading daily paper are valued mem
bers. The educational classes enrolled 480
students. Six of the members recently
joined the Church.

PEKING—President Yuan Shi Kai con
tinues his annual gift of $5,000 Mexican to
the National work.

POONA, INDIA—Eighteen young Brah
man students meet Wilbert Smith every
Sunday afternoon for a Bible class. Seven
other men from the Agricultural College
meet him earlier in the afternoon for the same
purpose.

CHINA—The National Committee reports
show more than 20,000 men in Bible classes
last year.

MONTEVIDEO—"It was the most rep
resentative interdenominational and inter
national gathering which ever met in Latin
America to consider in a scientific way the
intricate problems of this field."—Estimate
by an eminently successful church leader
of the Association conference.

HANG CHOW—S. T. Wen, Commissioner
of Foreign Affairs and most prominent
Christian official in the Province, has been
elected president of the Association.

SAN JUAN—The assembly hall packed

with students and professors heard Mr.
Colton in a masterly address. The city
papers reported it in a way which won many
new friends to the Association.

HYDERABAD—"I am not accepting this
Nm in order to be a figurehead, but be-

>. .c I wish to help the Association as
much as I possibly can, for I have seen its
work elsewhere and I believe in it."—Signed,
S. M. Eraser, British Resident, elected to
the presidency of the Association.

RIO DE JANEHtO—The Leaders Corps
are efficient and have "the Association
spirit" and carried on the work at high tide

 

during the three weeks' absence of the
physical director at the National Conference.
The year closed with a membership of 1,549,
the largest yet.

EQUIPMENT—Buildings completed during
12 months:

Tientsin $100,000
Shanghai Boys' 65,000
Foochow 60,000
Manila, for Filipino Civilians 65,000
Manila Student 75,000
Kyoto Imperial Univ. Bldg. and

Hostels 35,000
Seoul, Korea, Gymnasium and

Boys' Building 40,000
Constantinople 75,000
Havana 129,000

Several small buildings in India.

Other buildings under construction or

authorized:

China National $110,000
Hongkong 95,000

Canton 100,000
Tokyo Imperial Univ 35,000

Calcutta, Building for Students .... 45,000
Calcutta, Wellington House 50,000

Japan, National 35,000

NEYLIKKAKKUZKY—Members of this,
one of the smallest county work Associa
tions, out of their poverty gave nearly

$100 for the National Missionary Society.

INGHOK, FUKTEN—"Our church here
is struggling to meet the supreme oppor
tunity of its history—the names of 230 men
turned over to us from Association meet
ings."

POONA, INDIA—A dozen choice young
teachers and business men are in Wilbert
Smith's Bible class preparing for more
effective service in the city. Of the 1700
college students in the city, less than ten
are Christians.

LUCKNOW—Every man applying for a
room in the dormitory is told that by enter
ing the dormitory he signifies his willing
ness to live in a Christian atmosphere and
that he will be expected to uphold that
part of the dormitory Life.
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Pressed Flowers

By ALBERT B. WEGNER

 

YOU HAVE OFTEN seen them, poor flat

things with color and life and form

squeezed out between the pages of a work

entitled The Successful Office Man, issued,

if not written within the four walls of every

place of business, whose only and ever in

sistent lines read "promptness, accuracy,

speed, courtesy, diligence, obedience," and

a page more of repression, restriction, and

depression.

What sad looking things are made by the

ledger, the typewriter, the invoice, the

monthly statement—human beings born

with the instinct to command but subjected

so long by these appliances to a rigid course

of office work that the voice of command

which they have inherited has degenerated

into a piping squeak.

And what a body? Not enough meat

for a buzzard to pick! Mister Office Man!

you little thought when you snapped up that

"easy inside job" that it would do this to

you, did you? You have been sitting still so

long that you have become part of the fix

tures. Your digestion is out of order, your

liver is on a strike, and your blood pipes are

flabby. You are about ready for the scrap

pile—what a specimen of man! Poor dried

up, anaemic flower!

Is there any hope? Yes. That is the dif

ference between a live man and a pressed

flower. You can come back, not all the way,

it is true, but you can come back. How?

Why, start just where you left off so many

years ago,—PLAY—yes play, physical play,

play that makes you yell and sweat. None

of your tiddle-de-winks, nor ping pong, nor

checkers, nor cards; but something with

action, such as golf, tennis, base ball, hunt

ing, swimming, athletics, hand ball, hiking,

gym work, soccer, boating, boxing, la crosse,

wrestling, basket ball, fencing, hockey, polo,

cricket or a score of other games. Man,

these are as necessary to our modern way

of living as the war club was to our an

cestors.

You need this, it is the way back, take

it today.
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SO WILMERDING ADVERTISES ITS POOL



From the Viewpoint of Association Men

A Man's /c,n</T u be r c u lo s i s in youth,

of a Vacation Bright's disease, heart fail

ure, nerve exhaustion in older

age, is the price of the steady strain, no-

let-up life. The entire machinery of a man

gets clogged, the muscular system and tone

flabby, and physical forces depleted because

the body gets no work. A vacation to a

man ought to put his body to the strain to

give his brain a thorough relief by changing

his occupation if indoors. The best rest is a

change and relief to the head by a driving of

the body. It is golf for some mature seden

tary men like Mr. Wilson and Mr. Taft.

Mr. Roosevelt liked the ten-mile hike after

ten o'clock, and Dr. Finley would walk

throughout a night and cover thirty miles

before sun-up, for a rest. That Portland,

Ore., group pictured on the cover page

swinging into forest aisles which lead to a

mountain peak stir the blood of a nature

lover and causes a jaded man to breathe

deep. To the man who has tasted the joy

of the open trail or has put his shoulder

back of a springing paddle on wild water

ways, every mountain is a challenge to the

climbing, every sparkling water to a plunge

and a snorting swim. Pulses beat highest

as he drives his boat through foaming wa

ters and he bubbles with joy as he drips

with perspiration and pants from the effort

spent in baseball, tennis or athletics. No

dilettante piazza and sunshade loafing soci

ety dance or parlor dawdling for the vaca

tion of a man of blood and man-stuff. To the

woods and waters and open trail for us.

Let the flabby, fat and effeminate treat

themselves tenderly—it's a beastly form of

suicide by the over-feeding route. They

may not know the joy of the physical primi

tive. Our Lord chose to live in the open.

The hills were His chambers and the moun

tains His place of prayer and of His vic

tories. And no man can understand the

Bible nor sense the deepness and the big

ness of the life that he was made to enjoy

if he is not an out-of-doors man—of God's

good out-of-doors.

he put his hand to. With the spirit of our

Lord, he "took the cup and gave thanks,"

ready for the sacrifice or death for the thing

he had put his hand to. It was his job, not

his theory. His interest was not in the

theory of organization; it was in men, with

a love that burned with compassion. John

Orchard has given a new reflection of the

heart of the man well worth a study and an

idealizing. A man is living in Colorado who

says from his intimate personal knowledge

of Williams: "No man came to him for a

job but would get a friendly interest, a

sympathetic word, a Christian book, and a

stimulus to a Christian life." Williams

dealt with life. The observance of this day

might turn up a possible Grenfell, or

Moody, or Mott, or a Dodge.

George

Williams'

Day

We do well to re-relate the

story each year of George

Williams, and what a youth

just out of his teens started

and stood by until the end. We have too

many men who just think a brilliant thought,

write a striking essay on how to save the

world on their own particular plan, but

have not the stick, sand and spirit to put

the thing over. George Williams was a

man capable of dying for and with the work

Fathers'

Day

In the gracious memory of

Mothers' Day let us now set

apart a day that shall be

universally observed as Fathers' Day. We

are ready for it now. Father-and-Son ban

quets have brought a national response that

was like striking a gushing spring. And

let the observance be in the Father-and-

Son banquets. I. E. Brown urges a period

nearer the birthdays of Lincoln and Wash

ington. W. M. Wood suggests Founder's

Day, June 6th ; but that's rather late for the

banquets. It is at the beginning of the va

cation period when father and son ought to

get together. It might be early in April,

when the baseball fever is on and dad and

boy can well pitch and toss together, get

acquainted with each other and make their

plans for the summer. This would save

many a family disgrace which has been due

to the lack of comradeship between a father

and his boy. Bring them together just at

the beginning of that time when the boy

steers his course for deep waters with all

steam up and a fool at the wheel.

Never Too When a man loses his eag-

Late to Go erness to discuss his work,

. c . , study new problems of lifetO School ,J 4.1. J L 44 J J

and methods, he is a dead

one" in the lists. Dry rot has set in, be he

merchant or secretary. Big houses have tot

tered and disintegrated, great publishers'

names are today but a memory of past per

formances. The leaders dried up. The

firms needed the inrush of vital, bounding

life, and new ideas that were not paralyzed

by precedent. This is more true of the man

agement of an Association which deals with

sensitive youth whose allegiance is only as

468
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long as "the current is on." They know and

drop a dead wire as a rat leaves a sinking

ship. The place attained by the summer

conference is proved by its patronage. Read

what men say of the Summer Schools on

another page. Let directors send their men

and not take the time from their vacations.

It will pay them to do it. But the man

should go anyway. His life and future de

pend upon it. More men need it than think

they do.

" As Hi* Habits are grave-deep ruts

Cuntom Wa* " or sPeed-set rails to run on.

So to ruts or rails let's com

mit ourselves by custom that sets and holds

the coming days. "As His custom was,"

Christ went to the house of God on the

Sabbath and took His part like a man in

the service of the sanctuary. Too few

young men have religious customs fixed that

require no debate. They a'sk: "Shall I go

to church today, and where?" There is no

fixed "morning watch" to begin the day

with God, no place of prayer, the church

meeting has become generally obsolete. A

Bohemianism has debauched the Puritan

stern sense of duty and pleasuring has pa

ralyzed purpose. Habit is a beaten path

that leads to splendid life or to sordid li

cense. Habituated to drink, drug or licen

tiousness, the best of a man dies. Habitu

ated to prayer and Bible study, to the

house of God and Christian effort, and to

the set-apart Sabbath, a man's life is held

and bound and safeguarded. The week-end

holidays are before us, and well may a man

make the resolve that he shall be found in

church every Sunday morning, and that

there will be no let-down in the rigorous

rules by which he has bound himself to God

and all that's godly.

Poetry, Is the reading of poetry

Dreams and ceasing with young men?

Romance ^as *ne 'ust ^or doing ended

the dream of romance? Has

the practical overwhelmed the poetic? Has

the soul given place to sense? Have love

and romance lost expression in ragtime

rigs? Has the passion of the beast re

placed" the passion of the breast. It seems

so; it is so; it isn't so. With the great ma

jority poetry and dreams are suppressed or

supplanted by the rush of life and too many

newspapers. We believe there is to be a

recurrence of the poetic, that the soul is to

have a fuller expression, that romance will

rule more and more in the stolid American

life. A man is a man and romance is a

part of him. And we hope for the re-blaz

ing of the flames that only await the spark.

The Heart It "The heart is deceitful above

Deceitful a^ things and desperately

wicked. Who can know it?"

Men by our side and close to our hearts

have tottered and fallen in shameless im

morality. And these men were not mere

boys, but men of thirty years and beyond.

They were not men who were badly born or

came out of the slums, who were uneducated

and lacked Christian training, but came out

of the best of the best people. And they

sank the lowest, and so their names are

breathed with the name of Oscar Wilde.

Where Jeremiah wrote these words, "The

heart is deceitful," he wrote of common hu

manity. He knew men who fooled them

selves then as they do now—by fooling with

immoralities. And no man can keep him

self clean morally who does not live in fear

of immorality. "Let him that thinketh he

standeth take heed lest he fall." And our

Lord said over and over again, "Watch."

And Peter, right by His side, fell but rose

to his feet again. And who will speak of

David or Reuben, or that long train of men

who meant well and prayed well. With one

man the flame started innocently enough

by "fooling" with a waitress, and flirting

soon became salacious. Another man for

got prayer and Bible study. He excused

himself from doing religious work, "for the

devil's own reason," a fellow secretary said,

and it led him in the devil's own way. "It

couldn't be done in that field." Then the

fiber of his morals soon rotted out. Don't

let any man forget that two natures strug

gle within him. Don't let him forget that

he needs the grace of God and to watch and

fight daily to keep decent. And don't let

him fail to ever realize for a moment that

sin, vile, corrupting sin will come to the

surface as quickly as does corruption when

life leaves the body.

When the religious work

"Selected for committee is figuring over

Standing and the problem why young

Influence" men are not influenced for

the Christian life at men's

meetings or do not attend, let us consider

a few facts which are ugly and which may

be true of more than one city. Nothing

which has to do with the social, moral, and

civic life of a prominent man is hidden to

the men about town. In one city they

did not fail to bluntly apply it. A secre

tary in conversation with a man on the

street, whom he was seeking to interest in

the Association, got this smashing reply:

"Don't talk to me, I've just seen the club

booze bill of one of your directors. It was

$57 for last month. Twice as much as my

grocery bill." And how could he meet the
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criticism of another man who in comment

ing on a recent election of "prominent men"

as directors, said confidentially to the sec

retary: "Say, old man, don't you know the

hardest thing we have to go up against and

on which we have had to side-step in mem

bership canvassing is the character and

conduct of some of the directors. Every

man knows of their sharp business prac

tices and their inconsistent private life.

They know that they have lewd dances and

booze parties in their private homes." Ex

ceptional, but—

Improving the More important than busi-

Crop of Boy* ness expansion, raising corn,

wheat or hogs, than politics

or theology, is the habit-forming and char

acter shaping personal conduct of the town

boy. Sioux City, la., sent some of its older

boys to the state conference. There might

have been 400 or so there. They reported

the day after that the meeting was "great,"

"inspiring," and used other smooth-worn

adjectives. Here's a sixty days after story:

Five of the delegates were "inner circle"

boys of Sioux City. Four of them were

All-Iowa champion football men and one

the leading debater. They asked the prin

cipal for some time in the assembly

to put on a campaign against cigarette

smoking. A general assembly of all the

boys was called. Addresses were made by

each one of these fellows on the Christian

life, and a strong appeal for a greater high

school (they did not call on "prominent"

citizens to speak). Cards were then passed

and a prayer made by one of the number,

and 402 signatures resulted. Two weeks

after the grade schools poured in 100 fresh

men. The same fellows asked the principal

for a meeting with them. Of 104 present

100 signed cards. It is the older fellows in

the school who usually set the swagger style

for toughness, but these older boys have

taken the cigarettes and pipes away from

fellows and talked to others in a way that's

put a new standard in the school. At the

close of the first meeting three football men

went out at their own initiative to wash the

walls of the toilet rooms of the high school

of all the smutty writing. On Easter morn

ing the most outstanding fellow in athletics

and dramatics with his mother joined a

central church. These boys have gone on

gospel teams to churches and are now

planning trips to neighboring towns to hold

evangelistic meetings among high school

boys. That means a new and clean and

courageous Christian generation which will

make for the glory of Sioux City or any

other eity where the same virus works, It's

taking.

DR. LUCIEN C. WARNER, for many

years chairman of the International

Committee, has written the story of his

life in an intimate, frank, friendly way

which makes a contribution to literature

that is as keenly interesting in its way as

the life stories of Booker Washington,

Jacob Riis or Dr. Steiner. It's a story of

the life of a representative American, a

man who had known poverty and has at

tained a wealth which is not measured

merely by money. His book is "rich in sav

ing common sense," for here is a man who

is a true representative American of the

Lincoln mould. We would especially com

mend the chapters telling of his struggle

with poverty and for a foothold, and that

on investments from which we quoted in

the Thrift issue.

THE SABBATICAL YEAR idea is being

well applied by West Side, New York,

directors. On the completion of his tenth

year as secretary, Mr. Diack was instructed

to absent himself for four months or more

on salary to "grow." It's more than a vaca

tion for recuperation. That broad-minded

board knows that a man can do better, be

better, and lead better with his nose lifted

off the grindstone for four months, and his

vision enlarged by travel in America, with

eyes wide open and free from cares. He will

attend the employed officers' conference at

Asilomar and encircle the United States.

A"POOR MOUTH" is the worst front

campaigners can put up for finances.

This is a recent headline, "Y. M. C. A.

Forces Battle for Its Very Existence." An

other which drew more contempt than cash

was, "The Y. M. C. A. Must Close if the

Public Does Not Come to Its Rescue." These

terms of confessed failure only make a

business man decide that the Association is

not worth promoting, that it has not made

good, nor had the driving force to make a

moral impression on the lives of men. No

man who is himself a confessed failure, or

has lost his courage, his stroke, his sense of

victory and power to help and do things,

amounts to much and neither does an As

sociation.

COMMON BUSINESS honesty might well

be discussed at the secretaries' confer

ence. Reports come from business houses

that secretaries have received estimates

designs prepared after much work and

expense, etc., at a secretary's request, which

have been shown competitors with the fig

ures of the bid, and lower prices secured.

This is unfair, and against the commonly

accepted principles of business.
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HIS OWN STRUGGLES as a country

boy in the city living on $6 a week

gave Jacob P. Bates a keen sympathy with

the Boston Association's service, so that

he gladly took a place on the board in

1897. His interest and his power grew; in

1900 he was vice-president and in 1901

chairman of the great Jubilee Committee.

He was chairman of the building commit

tee, where he added service worth far

more than his $25,000 gift. No wonder

the Association has named its auditorium

Bates Hall. Last month, at a memorial

service held there, Dr. Gordon in speak

ing of his remarkable life emphasized two

points. One was the economic, to show

that Mr. Bates, even though starting off

on a dollar a day, lived within his means

and accumulated a capital to start in busi

ness and later amassed a fortune. An

other, that he kept his interest in young

people, remarking that any man over fifty

who failed to take such interest might be

termed a "stick."

SUCH a report coming before the eye of

the constant reader becomes meaning

less—"Another college evangelistic cam

paign: 498 decisions; hundreds made for

ward steps." "Campus cleaned up." "Ath

letics purified." "Cigarettes eliminated."

"Honesty in classroom restored." "Fra

ternity men interested." "Deputation work

established." But here is the story of one

young man of the 498 that put reality and

interest in the other 497. Among the "de

cisions" was the son of a minister of a

cultured city. He had been a nominal

church man. "Dad" Elliott's talk on

"Quitters" roused and brought him to his

feet open-eyed. He did some swift thinking,

and after the long meeting went back to his

fraternity house, to find most of the men

in bed. He had set his teeth with new pur

pose and called from room to room,

"There's going to be a prayer meeting in my

room. You men who are interested come

down." Nearly every man came. Then

came a confession of shame and indifference

from his lips and of a new purpose glowing

in his soul. For three hours those men

prayed and confessed, and the confessions

were all the way from selfishness to gross

immorality. Then came a compact to help

each other to stand for a pure life and pure

college. And here's another man who saw

things in a new light which led to a per

sonal house-cleaning. When he went back

to his room his eye fell on a picture with

the suggestion of filth, which he realized

had been one of the causes of his own down

fall. He pulled it down, then started for

his chum's room and pulled down the pict

ures there and said, "Bill, my picture has

come down, and yours has got to come

too." And he made him see why. Then the

two started out for the third man's room,

and so on up to the fortieth, forming a pro

cession, each man with his vile pictures

heading for the campus. Then a bonfire.

And it lit a flame for purity in tnat school

that is burning yet. This is the program

impressed upon and accepted by each man :

(1) Go to the man you fear most and tell

him that you have become a Christian and

why. (2) Write a letter to your mother

or your father. (3) Unite with the church.

(4) Establish daily Bible study and prayer.

(5) Get to work to clean up the campus.

THIS MAN came to one of Buffalo's

classes to learn English. He was a

Russian, 28 years old, a laborer; but he

always came clean except on one night.

The instructor, keen to find opportunities

with men, took David by the arm for a

quiet talk, opening with the words, "David,

you ought to be a strong man." "Yess,"

said he. "I'm glad you do, I want to help

you." "Oh, tank you." "Will you do

what I tell you?" "Yess, yess," he said.

"Then," said the teacher, "I want you to

cut out drinking and smoking cigarettes."

The man had smoked thirty a day, and

drank to excess. "But I can't stop." "You

can," the teacher said. When he came back

later he said, "I haf to-day chust one beer

and only seven cigarette." "That's good,

but now stop it." A lesson was on thrift,

and the teacher figured up on the board

what a man spent for drink, and showed

that David should have a hundred dollars

in his pocket. That opened his eyes. He

was getting $9 a week (now $15). No

wonder the man says, "I drink no more

and use no more cigarettes. I feel much

better, I work better, and have already $50

in the bank." Adding finally, "I am so

happy now—always happy." That teacher

knew how to teach English—and more.

RAISE more money to do more work.

We must confess some impatience in

noting an Association budget of $40,000

with less than $3,000 to be raised by sub

scription. It looks as if that Association

did not have a fair conception of its op

portunities of service to men. While it

might have a thousand members on the roll,

yet there are a hundred points to touch by

extensive service. A competent man who

understood the handling of lay forces might

add to the expense $5,000 a year, which

would be but a picayune sum compared with

results he could show. We believe money

is to be had for any big enough project.
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Answering Questions of Men

The regular speaker of the season's men's meeting at Bed

ford Branch* Brooklyn, is Rev. S. Parkes Cadman, D-D. Every

Sunday he has faced an audience which filled the hall—some

900 men. It is a question which is the more popular—his

sparkling, driving address, or the concise, clever, satisfying

answers he gives to the torrent of questions which cannonade

him. Here are some of the replies he shoots back with swift

ness and precision.

 

THE questions sent up had a wide variety,

but there were not so many that made

personal answers necessary, as the audience

had been asked to avoid these and to have

their queries bear as much as possible on

the points of the address, although there

always were many that did not. Here are

a few of the questions and answers:

"// you were given fifteen minutes to live,

five to pray, five to say good-bye to loved

ones, what would you do with the remain

ing five minutes?"

"I would go on with my work just where

I was, as John Wesley said when he was

asked the same question. He said he had

to preach at Leatherhead the next day, and

he would go and perform his task."

"Last Sunday you stated that anything

that had nothing in common with Christ

could not exist. The Jewish religion has

nothing in common with Christ, but still

exists and is flourishing. If such is the

fact, how does this bear with your state

ment? The Jews do not believe in the

divinity of Christ. Can they enter the

Kingdom of Heaven?"

"Indeed, you have misunderstood me.

The whole platform of Christ's philosophy

is built on Judaism, the Judaism of Isaiah

and Jeremiah, the righteousness of these

prophets. The Jews will be judged by what

they believe, and if you believe and do not

follow what you believe, that is unbelief."

"How would you answer a twelvc-ycar-

old boy who asks, 'Where is hell'?"

"I would tell him it was in his own heart

when he told his first lie. When he was

sixteen years old I would tell him some

thing else, and picture to him the results of

wrong-doing, which would be all the hell he

needed, or that anybody needs."

"Can you explain the New Thought

Church idea?"

"I cannot. These new cults come up so

DR. CADMAN

Probably the most popular
speaker to men in New York.

CROWDING AT THE DOOR

fast and so often that I can't get clothes

on the little rascals. I do not believe in

special revelations of the sort. You can de

pend upon it, as I have said before, that

what is new is not true, and what is true is

not new."

"When a man is in financial trouble

what verses in the Bible would help him?"

"There are many verses, but if you have

good securities put them in an adjacent

bank. Read the Psalms and the fourteenth

chapter of John."

"/ was converted twenty years ago and

for some years served God faithfully. Then

business adversities and troubles of differ

ent kinds overtook me, and for a time I

was careless about my Christian life. In

the meantime my three children grew too

old to go the Sunday school, and now they

neither go to church nor Sunday school. I

am greatly worried. What shall I do to

win them back to the church?"

"That is a fine question and a significant

one. A man who has allowed his children

to get past the psychological moment in

this fashion finds it hard to do for their

maturity what should have been done for

their adolescence. Children are God's prop

erty before they are ours. Their names

should be placed on the church records at

birth, then when the period of self-determi

nation comes let them decide, not whether

they will join, but whether they will not

leave the church. Hitherto much treatment

has followed the notion that children are

born into the kingdom of evil and must be

translated. I believe the very opposite of

this to be true and depend on Christian

nurture."

"Do you believe that there are three per

sons in otic God, each equal to the other?"

"The Trinity is a revealed truth, de

pendent on our faith in Christ for accept

ance, and the archtype of all social order,

in which communion, interdependence and
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mutual harmony perfectly exist. It is pos

sible to conceive of unity in diversity. You

and your loved ones are one in all funda

mental affairs, while distinctly personal in

yourselves severally."

"What appears to you to be Secretary

Daniels' worst mistake as Secretary of the

Navy?"

"He made no mistake in abolishing rum

in the Navy. We do not need rum. Men

in charge of those giant fighting machines

need to have clear heads. We can well af

ford to abolish drinking in the Army and

Navy."

"Why so few revivals in the churches in

recent years? If the ministers and officials

had more religion and more passion for

souls would this sad state of things exist?"

"Some ministers lack touch with the peo

ple. Christ is still at the door and angels

are weeping. There are still remarkable

movements in the Church. Father Belford

said to me the other day that at least 7000

men attended his services in a single week.

If the Protestants would do that we should

rejoice and be glad. There is evidence of

as much aggressive Christianity as in any

revival that ever broke. I believe in re

vivals, but men in this audience can be

converted where they sit. Too many min

isters lack touch with the people. Some

people claim that a minister should not go

outside the walls of his own church, and

that it is a crime almost for him to do so.

It is a minister's business to get in touch

with the people. Look at Wesley, Moody,

Ian Maclaren and other men who stirred

the world. Some men would put a ball and

chain on the pulpit and keep the minister

tied down to his own field always. Men

who cannot do anything outside say that is

the only method. Fudge."

"Was the father to blame in any way for

the Prodigal Son going away? Was this

son's brother justified in not welcoming the

prodigal on his return? What about the

mother of this Prodigal Son?"

"He was. He had no business to give the

young fool so much money. Some sons

nowadays get too much money from their

fathers. I knew of a young man from

Brooklyn who while in college was allowed

$500 a month, and he went to hell, where

you might expect him to go. The brother

was justified to a certain extent, for the

prodigal squandered part of his substance as

well. The mother does not come in at all;

she is no part of that family history."

"Kindly give the definition of the word
•Hell' "

"In its original meaning the word 'Hell'

meant a place of burning. It now means

a place of future suffering for our unre-

pented sins."

"Do you think that institutions that edu

cate men for the ministry place enough em

phasis upon music?"

"I am positive that many ministers do

not place enough importance upon music.

The average Protestant church does not

make enough of music. We are demoral

ized by cheap hymns."

"Would Christ belong to a Labor Union?"

"I do not believe we should speculate as

to what Christ would do were He upon the

earth. That is the reason I never believed

in Dr. Sheldon's book. It is carrying things

beyond the bounds of reason to talk about

what Christ would do. It is not refined, for

we all know that He would do right."

"When you speak so emphatically in re

gard to the dogmatism of other teachers, do

you not therein condemn yourself?"

"I do not condemn dogma. Dogma is

necessary to the definition of great truths.

I do not believe, however, that we should

put dogma above life, as exemplified in the

pure and unselfish life of Christ. We

should not put dogma in a place where it

leads us to say that everybody is wrong

except ourselves or the particular faith to

which we give our allegiance."

"Do you believe in instantaneous conver

sion?"

"I do and there are fifty men right here

who believe in it, too."

"Where is Paradise?"

"Wherever God, Christ and your loved

ones are. That is Paradise."

"Is prohibition desirable?"

"We are all agreed that prohibition would

be a good thing. We would welcome the en

tire extinction of the liquor traffic, but we

do not want to lose our heads on this or any

other of the great questions." Dr. Cadman

touched upon the saloon question in giving

another answer, saying that it was capable

of proof that the moving pictures had driven

many saloons in Brooklyn to the point where

they had to close.

"Does love come through God, and is it

possible for a man to love more than one

woman at the same time?' '

"No. He cannot love more than one

woman at the same time, but he can lust

after more than one woman, and that is de

grading. True love is never accompanied

by lust. Love is of God, lust is of the devil."

"Do you think a belief in Emerson is con

sistent with a belief in Christ? What is

your opinion of Emerson?

These questions were taken up separately,

Dr. Cadman answering them in substance

that Christ was not to be judged by Emer

son, but Emerson by Christ. He declared

that while Emerson had much to commend

him on the side of his philosophy it was

not to be compared with the teachings of

the great Master of all. Dr. Cadman said

that in comparison with the orgies and sin

of the world a thousand years ago, it was

now much better and at all times going on

to a higher plane.
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ON NEW YORK'S "GREAT WHITE WAY':

West Side Automobile Meetings

Go Out and Bring Men In

By DAVID LATSHAW

THE WELL-BEATEN "Saw Dust Trail"

traced back to its beginnings would lead

to a street meeting held in Chicago, where

Billy Sunday began to follow Jesus Christ.

In Labrador you would cross a trail cov

ering hundreds of miles of water and ice,

and blazed by these signs: "to preach the

gospel to the poor; to heal the broken

hearted; to preach deliverance to the cap

tives; to recover sight to the blind; and to

set at liberty them that are bruised." The

trail marked by these signs might be traced

directly back to a tent meeting in London,

where Dr. Grenfell found Jesus Christ un

der the preaching of Dwight L. Moody.

Meetings "Under the Sky" in the Iron-

bound District (Italian) of Newark, N. J.,

resulted in the building of a church which

has 250 in its Sunday school; and a young

people's society of 25 members. The aver

age attendance at the evening services is

from 100 to 240, and fifty persons have

asked to join the church. The church is in

charge of an Italian pastor.

ALL THE YEAR SHOP

MEETINGS

Charlie is a bright-appearing young fel

low twenty-four years of age. Here is

his story in a nutshell: Got going with bad

crowd in Philadelphia, and wife left him.

He came to New York, was out of work

and dead broke. Stopped at auto meeting,

heard message, came to Y. M. C. A. for

personal interview. At the Association he

made a new start in the Christian life, was

introduced to a nearby church, became ac

tive in the work. Returned later to Phila

delphia. Got new job. Attended Billy Sun

day meetings with results as stated. Ex

pects soon to be reunited to wife. This is

a good sample case out of many indi

viduals reached on the GREAT WHITE

WAY, by West Side's automobile meetings

—107 meetings last summer, total attend

ance 26,312, average 246, 182 interviews

with men. It pays in three ways :

1. Opportunities for personal inter

views AND FOLLOW-UP.

2. General effect of messages.

3. Good advertising for the association

if well handled.

The Gospel Is Good News. Why not emu

late the newspaper in getting this news to

the crowd? Eastern District, Brooklyn, se-

 

Youngstown, Ohio, men
demand and back this
Summer yard meeting.

In Portland, Me., the
shade of a tree is the
place for the not-to-b
missed meetings.
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cured a furniture van, mounted a stereopti-

con on the driver's seat and hung a tracing

cloth screen at the other end. This fur

nished a perfect medium for the display of

the pictures. At the opening, song slides

were thrown on the screen and the crowd

sang. An average of 350 people were

present at the 18 meetings held.

Worcester holds four Park Meetings on

Sunday. They have trained twelve men

and women in the art of telling Bible stories

to children in separate groups, while the

main park meetings are in progress.

"Billy Sunday got six of my Old Pals in

Philadelphia, they hit the trail, and so did

my wife. We started a weekly prayer and

Bible study meeting in my house, and eigh

teen are now attending regularly. We are

growing in the Christian life and God is

blessing our efforts. Last Summer when I

stopped at your auto meeting on Broadway

and 46th Street and listened to Dave Ran-

ney, I little thought that it would end this

way."

Educational

Boys' Summer Schools—With increasing

success for the past nine years Associa

tions have conducted day schools for boys

in July and August, when the public schools

—many of which should be open—are

closed. The purpose of such schools is to

(a) help ambitious and capable boys to ad

vance; (b) help other boys make up de

ficiencies and lost time; (c) put to good use

the time otherwise wasted; (d) identify

the Association with community needs in

the summer time as well as in the winter ;

(e) furnish wholesome Christian training

in a delightful, cool and clean atmosphere.

These schools range from 20 to 200 in at

tendance, tuition and membership fees

range from $5 to $8. Teachers, parents,

Association officers and the boys themselves

agree that results are favorable beyond ex

pectation. In several cities these schools,

pioneered by the Association, have led the

public schools to conduct a summer term.

See special circular of suggestions sent on

request from the Educational Department.

Recreational Education for Camp—Camp

time is recreation time, but not necessarily

"fun-time," however good that may be.

As the child to-day is often schooled in

wisely directed play, so the boy or man

finds in his periods of relaxation the op

portunity for development through educa

tional recreation or recreational education.

In other words, every summer camp under

Association auspices, for best results should

have a definite educational program in

connection with its religious, physical, so

cial and play activities. A few years ago

such work was almost entirely lacking.

To-day, no thoroughly up-to-date camp,

large or small, high-priced or low-priced,

long-time or short-time, is without its def

inite educational facilities. In many camps

the most painstaking preparation is un

dertaken to secure best results. Camp

life offers many opportunities for charac

ter building in its most complete sense if

the suggestions from Association experi

ence are observed. Haphazard efforts will

yield disappointing and useless results.

Each camp, therefore, should have one or

more persons, either with or without pay,

engaged in promoting a definite program

of such activities. See circular from the

Educational Department.

Baseball and Drink—Hugh Fullerton has

carefully investigated the principal ball

players of the various big leagues with

reference to their records at the bat and in

the field. He also compared the records in

these matters of twenty players who were

known to drink more or less and compared

their records with those of fourteen other

players who, to his certain knowledge, did

not drink. In the following record he used

no pitchers or catchers. Here are the fig

ures showing the percentage of their vic

tories. Note the gradual decrease of effi

ciency of the drinkers and the increase of

efficiency of the non-drinkers.

FIELDING.

"08 '09 '10 '11 '12 '13

Drinkers 971 .964 .965 .952 .947 .945

Non-drinkers 964 .966 .963 .969 .964 .962

BATTING.

Drinkers 261 .261 .254 .252 .250 .246
Non-drinkers 255 .254 .266 .269 .264 .269

Later it occurred to him that perhaps

there might be some records to show how

drink acts upon pitchers. This is the re

sult for five years in the averages of the

men giving their percentage of victories.

'09 '10 ' '11 '12 '13

Drinkers 614 .602 .609 .574 .538
Non-drinkers 547 .571 .612 .605 .633

Note the same relative increase and de

crease among pitchers as among the others

above.

Billy Sunday's "Testimony"

I REGARD the Young Men's Christian

Association as one of the greatest forces

and powers in developing young men in the

Christian life of any organization ever per

fected by the wisdom of man. It was

through the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation I received my first vision of service

in the Christian life, and my early training

was had through General Secretary Messer

and the Chicago Association, where I af

terwards became assistant secretary in

charge of the religious work department. I

look for the support and help of the Asso

ciation everywhere I conduct meetings, al

most as much as I do the Church. It has

established its right to be called the right

arm of the Church.
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The Building Record

THE "I WILL" spirit of Chicago has won

out in the attainment of the fund for

the great $1,100,000 Men's Hotel building

depicted in our March number. On May

10th substantial subscriptions binding all

conditional pledges for the Hotel's fund far

exceeding anticipations, were announced.

Over $636,000 was given by twenty persons,

and not more than 25 were approached—a

remarkable record. There were ten for

$50,000 each, three were for $25,000, one for

$20,000, three for $10,000, two for $5,000 and

one for $1,000. This nineteen-story build

ing will quickly go up. It will provide

1,870 bedrooms and extensive social features

and privileges for the first weeks a young

man is in the city. On the completion of

the Hotel the Association will send to

every one of the 6,000 brotherhoods in the

world information inviting young men to

this center. It will be pictured and feat

ured in every port of embarkation in Europe

and ports of landing in America and will

prove in thousands of cases of the greatest

moral value to incoming youths. The hotel

will charge from 25 to 40 cents per night

for rooms.

The Bowery is now to have a first-class,

up-to-date Association building. Mr. Cleve

land H. Dodge has given $54,000 to remodel

the Young Men's Institute building. A big

gymnasium takes the place of the hall on

the third floor. The social and billiard

rooms will be extended, and in fact the

building, which has pioneered a great serv

ice on this world-famed thoroughfare, will

be made over. The members will raise

$6,000 to furnish it.

IT "BOILED OVER" LAST NIGHT

 

Tulsa's Thermometer

The $50,000 Oil Tank which Boiled Over—a car
toon from the Press.

To complete its building and make up for

the shortage in collections, Tulsa, Okla.,

needed $50,000. An "oil tank" measured its

demand and record (see cartoon) in this oil

country. It "boiled" over, with $1,455 above

the amount asked. This, with the campaign

of November, 1913, makes $178,526 secured

for the building.

President Gray of the W. M. R. R. Co.

laid the cornerstone at Waynesboro, Pa. A

feature was a parade of the boys of the high

and grammar schools. In the line were au

tomobiles containing the speakers, trustees

and directors and building committees.

Dallas, Tex., may attempt to raise $75,000

for a Colored Association building, which

will qualify it for a gift of $25,000 from Mr.

Rosenwald.

It was the generosity of Mr. George East

man that made possible the adding of an

athletic field of four acres to the building

plot of Rochester's North Side branch. It is

located in one of the finest residential sec

tions of the city. It is on the bank of the

river and offers a choice spot for swimming,

boating, tennis, baseball, campfires, etc.

BEQUESTS TO ASSOCIATIONS

George Kirkland to Winnipeg, Man $500
Mrs. Sarah McCauley to Harrl8burg, Pa. 3,000
Mrs. Nellie S. Prescott to San Francisco. 100.000
John Wall to La Porte, Ind 1,000

Dubuque, Iowa, is engaged in a strenuous

effort to raise $100,000 for a new building.

C. S. Ward has been helping them. At the

time of- going to press over $60,000 has been

subscribed.

Mrs. J. Frederick Crumbie is erecting a

lodge house at the East Side, New York,

Boys' Camp. It will contain, besides a

boathouse in the basement, a rainy day

social room. It will be built in a rustic

style with a big stone fireplace and will

be called Crumbie Lodge.

The occasion of the cornerstone laying of

Rochester's building April 17th brought to

gether thousands of citizens to hear the

address of Dr. Mott on the world situation.

Brooklyn bade farewell to its old building

by a banquet of 375 men and boys in the

gymnasium. This was made to count in

starting a campaign for a $10,000 furnish

ing fund.

The citizens of Portsmouth, O., raised

$2,500 to help lift the load of debt and are

pressing the canvass. This is to balance

the gift of the $8,000 of the N. & W.

Company.

In the spirit of world-brotherhood fifty

Boston men, laymen and secretaries, fol

lowed the recent big Taft-Eddy dinner and

raised $3,500 in rounding up $5,000 for

the foreign work.

A week of receptions opened the Danville,

111., building, climaxing with a great Sunday

service, with addresses by Dr. Burt and Mr.

Shumaker. It starts with a membership of

300 and plans to make it 1,000 by Fall.
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THE HOME NOW GOING UP FOR

UNION BRANCH, NEW YORK

The cornerstone of this mag

nificent building, the result of a

lifestudy of New York secretaries,

was laid by Mr. Geo. W. Perkins,

May 9th. It will cost, with land

and equipment, $465,000. Mr. Per

kins was chairman of the com

mittee which raised $1,000,000 in

New York for the Young Women's

and Young Men's Associations.

L. K. Jallade, architect.

 

AN offer of $10,000 is made by the Copper

Mining Company to the Association at

Bisbee, Ariz., if it increases its membership

from 500 to 1,000.

An industry which calls for an Associa

tion says: "Wait till you can send us a

strong man." Here's a letter from the

work's manager of the plant that will em

ploy ten thousand men. He knows what he

wants:

I write to ask the cooperation of the Young
Men's Christian Association in developing the
welfare work among the employes of this com

pany.
I shall be glad if the Association will provide

a special secretary to give all of his time to the
development of such welfare work as may be
found practicable under the Association au

spices.
This company will contribute the amount of

such a secretary's salary and will be disposed
to make any reasonable investment for equip
ment that may be found necessary and desir
able to maintain a branch of the Association
among our employes.
We would like to have the secretary com

mence work as soon as possible, but would pre
fer to lake time enough to secure a strong man.

The opening of the duplex building of the

Corsicana, Texas, Association last month

was followed by a campaign adding 440 new

members. The board had set a 525 maxi

mum for the year. Perhaps one of the hap

piest men present was Evangelist Mulkey,

who twenty years ago took out an insurance

policy of $5,000 which he gave the fund.

His heart is in the Association. When his

life was despaired of last summer he sent

the request to the Association open air

meetings that prayer might be made that

his life should be spared until the building

was opened. It was.

Another Kansas point to take its place in

the "no debt" ranks is Newton, which, with

M. C. Williams' help, has just pledged

$7,900, which saves the building and gives

the work a new lease of life. From Newton

Mr. Williams left for similar campaigns in

Lawrence, Kansas, and Streator, 111.

Men Hang Together in the old Bowery

Institute in a way that puts many big

branches to the blush, and men of all na

tionalities mix under Baldwin, the fine

Christian mixer. They are jumping in with

enthusiasm to raise the $6,000 to refurnish

the building, which is to be remodeled at

an expense of $54,000 by Cleveland H.

Dodge. Edwin S. Kassing, now chairman

of the Institute, led the pledges with $1,000.

The cornerstone of a $55,000 building as a

county center at Paris, Ky., was laid by

Fred B. Smith. Here special provision will

be made for the outlying farming districts.

A feature will be a library dealing in sub

jects of practical value for better farming.

The county is organized as Woodford and

Hopkins counties, where the building cen

ters are Versailles and Madisonville.

Brother Ward and His Clock

Dedicated to C. S. Ward in recognition of
MIS UNTIRING, NOBLE EFFORTS TO HELP YOUNO
MEN FIND THEMSELVES AND THEIR PLACE IN THE
world. Rev. J. M. G. Darms, Allentown, Pa.

A famous man is come to town,

A mighty man is he,
His name is covered with renown,

He moves with majesty ;
His smile Is like the morning sun,

His arm is like a sword.
Directs the way to victory.

It always leads up-ward.

And in his august company
You'll always find a clock ;

And some people when the two they see

Prepare to have a shock ;
For when he's nailed it up somewhere.

He's lordy as a lord.
And sounds the tocsin—Men, prepare,

Contribute now to-ward.

And people hasten to and fro,
Their gold and silver bring,

Lay at his feet their treasure trove,

A willing offering.
In ceaseless toil the workers strive
To gather more and more,

Until the hands of that clock move

Continuously for-ward.

And wreathed in smiles you see his face
Bend to the mighty host.

Whose interest seems to grow apace
To note who'll bring the most.

And when both hands of that great clock

Meet on the monstrous board.
Their work's achieved, his task is done,
And then he sails home-ward.

But best of all, he's left a trail
Of blessing where he's been.

The work he stands for cannot fail :

He seeks to help young men
To find a place in God's great world
And honor their great Lord.

All hail to this great friend of men,

All hail to C. S. Ward.
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Physical Briefs

Auburn Theological Seminary men, 42

out of 54, engaged in sports, all of them

would if they could learn how to handle

boys' sports to change character. Often the

president and faculty may be seen on the

field playing soccer. The Seminary's ideal

is that three years of physical training shall

buttress the mental powers and that the

graduate shall have learned to keep himself

in good condition for his ministerial work.

dark Griffith places the failure of the

Washington Nationals as largely due to the

fact that some of his most depended upon

players were cigarette fiends. No more

cigarette smoking so far as the Nationals

are concerned. He says, "No man in ath

letics for a living can use them."

A university football team banquet was

A Vacation Program

DLAN your summer leisure and pleasure

so that moral, mental and physical

health shall result. This means to cut all

trash, cut all that harms and follow after

such exercise as adds vigor; such food as

builds worthwhile tissue; such company as

develops virtue; such books as sharpen in

tellect; such pleasure as gives wholesome

joy and, amid all, an environment that stim

ulates the best and quickly suppresses all

thoughts of meanness. Then you will come

to the work of next season with a body fit

for hard work; a mind that is keen and

awake and a moral power too big to think

evil and withal—a man, the noblest work

of God.—M. I. Foss, Brooklyn.

THE WAKE UP

DRILL, WEST SIDE,

NEW YORK, CAMP

This camp on a
lake in the heart of
the hills is open all
summer and happily
handled with health
and study and heart
in it and work which
sends boys back
home as hard as
nails. Note the lead
er's (Philip Pagans)
article on Camping
on the opposite page.

 

not a credit to the men of the college in

the Central West. It is cleaned up now.

That was the job a man took on him who

attended the student conference at Estes

Park, where he got the dirt out of his

vision and his heart, and saw his place of

influence with college and high school boys.

He spent days working as hard as he ever

worked for a football victory to present the

true ideals of manhood to high school boys

gathered in an annual state basket ball

tournament. Now he has been elected cap

tain of the football team, but "would be

willing," he said, "even to give that up to

advance a clean moral record."

A big athletic park within three blocks of

the building and post office is leased to the

Fort Worth, Texas, Association, by the

railroad company for an indefinite number

of years. Over $4,000 is being spent for

its community betterment equipment.

Corsan instructed over 17,000 in school

swimming campaign at Grand Rapids, Mich,

(non-members). The downtown athletic

field and courts for indoor baseball will

soon be opened.

The sudden death of a business man in

the pool at Tucson called for the insistent

rule that no man was to enter the pool

alone.

Business men of Topeka, Kan., readily

paid the cash to pay the cost of a "big

brothers" camp for the 44 boys.

Ascending Mt. Adams, 12,307 feet high,

is the annual July event of the North

Yakima, Wash., men. A party of seven

took a horseback trip of 11 days to the

mountains, and seven made the ascent last

year.

Fred Smith in the June issue last year

wrote on "The Glory of the Summer and the

Open." It brought this response from the

venerable J. M. Studebaker, who was a

forty-niner, crossing the plains by ox team,

and who lives in and loves the out-of-doors:

We are only half alive to the truths you

set forth in "The Glory of the Summer and

the Open." If we recognize them we do

not avail ourselves of the profit we might

derive from a practical application of their

advantages. The reason is two-fold—habit

and inertia. Constrained by the climate to

remain indoors half the year accounts for

habit. Nature's sleeping potion, tending to

the fixity of material objects, accounts for

inertia. All the more need of such an in

spiring article to make us alive, and give

us a tingling sense of the beauty and fresh

ness of God's out-of-doors.
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Handling a Boys' Camp

A CONSTRUCTIVE PROGRAM IN A BOYS' CAMP

By PHILIP D. FAQANS, West Side, New York

IT IS JUNE and our minds turn to the

camp in the woods and the boys we had

with us last summer. We like camp be

cause it is so different from our regular

way of living and the boys like it for the

same reason and many others. The boy

realizes that here is life after his own

heart—free from the restrictions of city and

town. In this simple and carefree environ

ment it is easy to fall away from good

habits and to fall into bad. By following

the line of least resistance the camp for

boys becomes a boys' camp in the worst

meaning of the word and is controlled by

the carefree thought of boyhood. Such slang

as "The Cow" for milk, "The Grease" for

butter becomes the substance of conversa

tion. Food is thrown, blanket tossing and

rough-house prevail; new members are

roughly initiated. In short, there is care

lessness in acting, too much talking and too

little thinking.

All of us who have seen much of the sum

mer camp for boys have seen the working

out of this idea, that camping means care

lessness, that living in the woods means

grossness. The result has been great dam

age to the boys in the camp and disappoint

ment of parents. Freedom from restraint

invariably results in thoughtless selfishness

and this is the thing that parents have to

fight all the year.

What then, should be our attitude as we

make plans for the coming summer's camp?

Shall we plan to give the fellows a good

time merely? Or shall we plan steadily to

build on the good qualities in each boy so

as to send him home better in every way?

It will be accepted without question that

the time spent in a boys' camp, will, if

properly used, have a larger influence on

his life than a much longer time spent else

where. What fundamental principles

should we seek to work on in making our

plans?

The Program and Spirit of the Camp

must be Constructive. The program must

be so worked out that it will automatically

result in every member of the camp form

ing the habit of caring for tent, clothing,

bedding, for personal cleanliness, of keep

ing the dining quarters clean, of eating

from clean dishes with good manners. The

camp program and spirit should result in

every boy being courteous and careful in

speech. This is a hard program some one

says and impossible of accomplishment; but

character building is not a small task and

one should not claim to build character un

less he really does the job. It will be im

possible for one man to do all these things

single-handed. He must get the backing

of the whole crowd. When the group suf

fers from the carelessness of one, when

eight fellows go without ice cream because

some boy was careless there is little need

for the camp director to look after the in

dividual. The tent group will labor with

that fellow and the result will be the for

mation of habits of neatness. When the

camp group looks on the careless and lazy

boy with contempt we will have gone a long

way and the rest will be comparatively easy.

The Program and Spirit of the Camp

Must Train Boys to Use their Heads—to

Develop "the Thinking Hand." The chances

are rather favorable for the country boy

to learn how to do things but are not for

the city boy. The city boy who piled a lot

of rubbish near the guy ropes of the dining

tent and set fire to them, burning three guy

ropes, is an indication of the type resulting

from no training in work. The boy who in

handling a mattock does not get in a good

swing but raises it a couple of feet and then

brings it down, is another. A boy who goes

to a summer camp should not only work;

he should be shown how; to peel potatoes,

wash dishes, cook, use tools. He should

learn the common trees, birds, wild flowers

and shrubs. He should be able to take care

of himself in the woods under unusual cir

cumstances. Squad work, working for an

emblem and contests of various kinds will

bring this about.

The Program of the Camp must Train

Boys to Live Together—to Cooperate. Le

gends of prehistoric man tell us that one

of the great advances made by man was

when the isolated savages learned to get to

gether for self-defense. At any rate we

know that only as men work with other men

are they able to bring to pass the things

worth while. The grouping of boys in a

tent and making much of the group idea

works toward the co-operative habit. The

working together in squad work, the

carrying on of camp business at the camp

or council fire all have the same effect. A

boys' camp should be a liberal training in

government. This will mean that boys will

have opportunity in making rules, also in

deciding upon and carrying out punish

ments. This however, does not mean "self-

government."

Above all Things the Program of the

Camp must Give Boys an Idea of Things

Underlying and Overshadowing Our Living.

This will be easy and difficult at the same

time. It is not hard for the boy as he sits

with his back to the darkness of the woods

and faces the camp fire to realize that life

is not only what he sees and feels and

hears. It is not difficult for the boy who

sees the sparkling lake, the green of the

waving trees and feels the breeze on his

cheek to realize that man is a spirit. It is

not difficult as a boy looks up into the stars

so far away that it is impossible to com

prehend their distance, to get some concep

tion of the power of the Creator. On the

other hand it is easy to make the mistake

of making the religious life of the camp

formal—of holding too many meetings

out as an end rather than means to an
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CLEVELAND'S WEST SIDE HUSKY HIKERS IN CANADA

One of the Story Pictures of a Wonderful Trip by Harry N. Clarke

Mr. Clarke writes: "I have hiked with the boys year after year from twelve to twenty miles
a day, sleeping out at night and carrying eating and cooking outfit, eating our own cooking
and often sleeping out in the rain. But I have never seen a case of sickness or cold or accident
other than an occasional "lummy-ache" but could be relieved by the competent physical director
along. It was all wholesome fun and hardship, which the boys enjoy in the manliest possible
fashion. There is an earnest religious life centering about the morning and evening devotions.
I have known many boys to date their Christian life from such trips. I would feel myself
unjust to any boy of mine to deprive him of a hike like these."

end. The program should be formed with

the knowledge of the life of the boy. There

should be enough formal meetings to awak

en and direct thought. Every phase of

the camp activity should be carried on in

the spirit of the greatest of all, Jesus,

whose rules are so simple and so difficult.

Work and play carried on in an atmosphere

of honesty and simplicity must bring re

sults. The heart of the boy will respond

and he will gradually open himself to the

message of the Maker and will give himself

to the discovery and carrying out of His

will.

Adolescence is the great opportunity in

the life of the man. The boys' camp is the

supreme opportunity of adolescence.

Hikes and Hikers

By M. D. CRACKEL, Cleveland

WHY NOT LET THE BOYS TELL WHAT THEY

THINK OF A HIKING TRIP! WHEN WE RE

TURNED FROM THE TRIP THROUGH THE MUS-

KOKA LAKE COUNTRY THIS NOTE WAS SENT

TO ALL MEMBERS OF THE PARTY:

"Dear Old Pal: Please let me have that
letter of comment and criticism on the

recent trip. What did you get out of it
aside from 'blisters'?
"Use this sheet and do it today!
• Thank you!"

A FEW OF SCORES OF THE REPLIES

"It was the BEST vacation I ever had.

I went back to work refreshed in mind and

body, and I think I made some forty new

friends."

"I liked this trip much better than the

one last year as you had to cook your own

food and sleep in the open. We also got to

see more scenery and country."

"To me the trip was one grand, contin

uous round of pleasure and enjoyment. The

thing that will linger longest in my mind

was the light thrown upon different topics sure was some trip!'

of everyday life by Mr. Clarke. In his

talks I saw things from a different view

point and believe that I am benefitted by

them. The men who managed the trip

are to be commended for the smooth manner

in which the trip was handled."

"I had a very enjoyable time on the trip

and I got a few things out of it beside

blisters. In the first place, a large amount

of common sense ideas. Then again, I met

a fine crowd of fellows whom I did not know

before. I saw a part of the country which

I had never dreamed of seeing. I also found

out that it does not pay to mix lemonade,

beans, salmon, milk and hot weather, and

that a rolling boat gathers a sick crowd of

passengers. I think it was the best trip

ever pulled off."

"I learned something on the trip and that

was to take all I gave. I am used to get

ting just a little sore when somebody gets

the best of me, but I am going to 'Smile

Whenever I Can' and be able to take as

much as I give. I did not feel very good

when we were sitting in the dark between

Niagara Falls and Buffalo and knew that

we were going to miss the boat, but when

I heard the gang singing "Smile Whenever

You Can" I made up my mind right there

that if some of the fellows could sing so

could I. So in regard to next year's hike

I will say 'Yea ! for the skeeters and the

Y. M. C. A. boys and men.' "

"The hike proved to me that a bunch of

fellows can live in a Christian manner and

at the same time get very much enjoyment

out of life. The talks given by Mr. Clarke

presented truths to me in a new light, and

I am sure I will derive much benefit from

them. The beautiful scenery, the lakes, the

rocks and the forests impressed on me the

omnipotence of the Creator in a manner

which will never be forgotten. In a few

words, which though slang, express my

opinion, I will say—'Believe me kid, that
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Association Boys

Canada has 765 selected boys in the three

older boys' conferences, one in each prov

ince; where 550 forward steps were regis

tered. Sunday school, church, and city

leaders joined.

St. John, N. B., besides taking care of its

current budget, has wiped out a debt of

$4,000.

For a seven days' camp conference 100 big

Maritime boys meet at Big Cove, N. S., with

many clfurch and school leaders. This is

only for boys with a vision for service who

mean business and are worth training.

A monster street parade was pulled off in

Albert Lea, Minn., which was as good as a

circus; and from the two benefit concerts

$800 was put into the building fund.

"Catch-my-Pal" Paterson in three meetings

addressed 1,150 on temperance. A building

campaign is shaped up for the Spring.

A hundred-dollars subscription followed a

Bay City's (Mich.) boys' exhibit which

showed teachers and parents what was done.

The opportunity given Boston boys to con

tribute to local, state, international and

foreign work is rather unique. All parents

are written one or two weeks previous to

the spring school '.recess, outlining' the

scheme asking their co-operation in helping

the boys to earn money for a contribution.

Ways are suggested in which boys may earn

money. Most every family is spring clean

ing and there are numerous things to do,

not only at home, but for the neighbor's

families. This money is reported at a social

when the totals are figured. Reports are

made to parents.

Here is another result of the Michigan

boy's conference of last November. One

boy who was drunk a few days before the

conference was completely changed. At

first he was afraid to tell his crowd but

finally told them that he was going to go

straight. To his great surprise every one

of them stepped up and shook hands with

him. A few weeks later his mother volun

tarily sent a contribution to the Association.

The principal of the High School says that

he has noticed a better attitude on the part

of the boys who attended the conference.

The teachers he said could tell what boys

had attended by their general attitude.

BETTER THAN THE

GYMNASIUM

FLOOR

This picture was
not taken In June,
but In January. It
is the boys' "A"
class, Everett,
Wash., which exer

cises much in the
open air. And this,
too, Is a good adver
tisement of the class
and a pleasant varia
tion from a "stuffy"
gymnasium

 

DAD AND HIS CHUM

There were 296 of them at Evanston's Father

and Son Banquet.

A cotton mill secretary of Carolina had

taken a bunch of boys, out .for a few days;

one afternoon a farmed boy living near the

camp paid them a visit. He was-^bfane

and the secretary had to reprove him: In

spite of the reproof he came back -again

next ^mot-ning.j-'-They were havirrg their

morning Bibje-.Study atad the joined them.

The canrpTbroke up that day, and no more

thought was given to this boy until word

came from the pastor of a nearby church

that he had been converted and united with

the church. Soon he came to the cotton mill

village, secured employment, became a mem

ber of the Association, and is developing

into an earnest Christian young man.

Ritchie is making a thorough survey of

Brooklyn and its possibilities of community

service. He is working with the metropoli

tan and State committees.

Cast adrift, a boy was thrown on the care

of the North Side Community in Chicago

from a demoralized home at fourteen. He

is now earning $6 a week, at first $5, with

$3 board and laundry to pay out of it. He

has been so directed in saving that he

saved for a week in camp, bought his own

clothes and a bicycle. He attends church

and Sunday school, to which he contributes

ten cents weekly. He has $20.40 in the

bank. Certainly it was worth while work

with a boy like this.
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Army and Navy Men

Helping Soldiers to Save at Fort Myer

IF THERE is any one piece of work that

the secretary at Fort Myer has done

that he is proud of it is that of getting the

men to save their money. According to the

THE

PAY-DAY

LINE UP

AT THE

ASSOCIA

TION

TENT,

FORT

MYER

 

up in Montreal. This boy was now a ser

geant. Inside of two hours I got his money

and the battery commander gave him a

furlough. He reached home in time and he

is now holding a responsible position and

laking care of his old mother.

One other case of a soldier who had en

listed as "single" but who had deserted a

wife and two small children. He was

around the Association rooms quite fre

quently, and while in the office one eveninf?

a soldier came in to get a check cashed.

This man said, "I want to start saving:

some money," and before he left the room

he told all about his past history. He did

start an account and later purchased his

discharge and is back with his family in

Minnesota. While in the service he sent all

he could spare each month, and Secretary

Smith had a nice letter from his wife a few-

days after he came home, thanking him for

what the Association had done for her.

£11

 

number of men in this post there are more

here with savings accounts than in any

other in the service.

There are numbers of cases of "guard

house" soldiers who when they started an

account seemed to brace up and feel more

self-respect. "Red Ryan," a cavalry

trooper, had gone the limit of summary

courts, and if he went up against "Judge

Duffy" again it meant a "general" and a

dishonorable discharge. His captain liked

the man and asked me to see what could

be done. "Red" was and is a Catholic, so

the secretary told him to sign the pledge

and we would get the priest to take his

oath. He agreed to this and to depositing

five dollars the next pay-day, if "the old

man" would give him another chance. He

got it and made good. He is now on the

police force and is one of the best men, still

"up the pole and spurs on."

An artillery soldier who re-enlisted and

received his "bonus" and a large sum of

travel pay, was in a field camp. He passed

the Association tent with a bunch that the

secretary recognized as a gang that were

going to go through him. He called to him

and he came back and left the tent with

ten dollars and a receipt for the balance,

which was sent to a Washington bank,

where it remained until he came home. The

very day we came back to barracks he re

ceived a telegram that his father was dying,

An attendance for the year of 37,619

at meetings and Bible classes at the Norfolk

Navy department—over a hundred a day—

is a record no Association need be ashamed

of. But back of that is the fact that no

men are more impressionable than these

young fellows away from home for the first

time, who are led to the talks and gripped

by men alarmingly aware of the fierceness

of temptation which assails sailor boys,

and realizing, too, that they had an occa

sion to make an impression which must be

deep and life-current changing.

The business of the wet canteen with the

Johannesburg (South Africa) contingent

dropped fifty per cent the ' first day and

eighty per cent the second when the Asso

ciation's dry canteen was opened in the

mobilization camp, so the adjutant said, and

added, "I would not have believed the dif

ference that it made to the men." In one

day 1,080 meat pies, 840 buns, 360 ginger

breads, besides amounts of tea, coffee, cocoa

and milk were sold, and as many as 1,400

men were at concerts and religious meet

ings and 4,000 Testaments distributed.

The British Association war fund is near-

ing $1,500,000. This great sum is con

tributed with real enthusiasm by 100,000

friends of soldiers, who are trusting the

Association with the biggest piece of na

tional work that has yet been done for the

soldiers of any country.
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Canadian Army Service

Capt. Oscar D. Irwin, one of the Cana

dian Association representatives in France,

is reported to be among the missing. The

six men who are going with the second con

tingent have already been gazetted as Hon

orary Captains. These are Capt. T. F.

Best, Hamilton; Capt. Wm. Fingland, Knox

College, Toronto; Capt. Fred'k Hancock,

Toronto; Capt. C. Gordon Armour, Mon

treal; Capt. J. M. MacKendrick, Winnipeg;

Capt. Wm. Tait, Edmonton.

About 1500 students from Toronto and

McGill Universities have just gone into a

two weeks "officers' training camp" at

Niagara-on-the-Lake. The Association Mil

itary Service Department is doing work

among them under the direction of E. A.

Clarke, National student secretary.

It is now probable that the third contin

gent men will be in summer training camps

at ten different points in Canada. The As

sociation will carry on work in all of these

camps.

Fred T. Graham is doing work among the

soldiers and prisoners in the detention camp

at Kapuskasing, Ont.

The Winnipeg Association plans to send

an Association representative with each

trainload of troops leaving Winnipeg for

points of embarkation. One such trip has

been made and the worker reports excellent

results. A work is being done among the

soldiers on guard duty on the Welland

Canal and other points.

The recognized center of the social life

of the troops in Oxford, England is the

Association building. Here two to three

concerts a week are arranged, and classes

in French and German are taught. This

for the first time is bringing to the city

Association the university leaders and

many of the finest students in the university.

Over 160 members are serving in the ranks,

and Secretary Drake is devoting most of

his time in connection with work in the Vic

toria barracks and Purbrook Camp.

The New York and Brooklyn Association

forces are taxed to serve the 26,000 sailors

in New York Harbor at the annual naval

parade. There was a great Mother's Day

meeting Sunday. Information booths were

at every landing to steer the sailor a safe

course while on shore. Every spot in the

big Brooklyn building big enough for a

sleeper was commandeered, a great crowd

went to hear Billy Sunday in Paterson, and

church parties were made up from the

ships. Shipboard secretary, W. E. Herr,

co-operated with the shore secretaries.

A Peace Parade and carnival at Norfolk,

Va. planned as a joint benefit for the Navy

Association and the Navy Relief Society

developed into a community festival. A

thousand people served on committees and

the officers and enlisted personnel of the

Navy and Marine Corps co-operated with

fine spirit. The Peace Parade was made

 

HOMEWARD BOUND PENNANT, 615 FT. LONG

Carried by Boy Scouts In Norfolk parade. Pre
sented Association by the U. S. S. Virginia

up of co-operating mercantile bodies with

industrial and decorative floats, while troops

from Fortress Monroe, the State Militia,

Marines from the Norfolk Barracks and the

apprentice seamen from the training sta

tion were numbered in the column. Satur

day's program at St. Helena Training Sta

tion was an illustration of the process

through which an apprentice seaman goes

before he becomes a full fledged sailor.

Secretary Daniels was the guest of honor.

The attendance approximated 15,000 with

$6,000 to be shared equally between the two

organizations.

Y.M.C.A. WORK

TAKING a sage brush desert and making

it into a fruitful garden

requires WORK

To turn the forests into lumber and

finished furniture

requires WORK

To make a forty foot channel from Port

land to the open sea

requires WORK

Still these are not the hardest problems

for our citizenship, but

the WORK

of making industrious, efficient, moral,

wealth-producing men of character out

of the boys and young men of our cities

is the hardest

work in the WORLD

To this job the Young Men's Christian

Association has addressed itself, and only

as it succeeds in turning out this kind of

product is

its work a SUCCESS

H. W. Stone, Portland, Ore.
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Institute Experiences

OUR Summer Schools or Institutes have

come to be indispensable to the best

growth and development of our employed

officers. The curriculum in these schools

to-day is the outgrowth of years of experi

ence. The real need of our men has been

carefully considered. The environment is

inspiring. The instructors are practical. If

the teachers of our universities, colleges,

and public schools feel the demand, for

special summer courses, to greater efficiency,

the same demand for the same reasons

faces us. I have been a constant attendant

at Lake Geneva and elsewhere for 19 years.

Men have come and gone but the ones who

wield the largest influence to-day in our

brotherhood are those who have made the

Summer Schools a part of their program.

E. W. Peck, Minn.

IF I WAS in an experience meeting I

could say that my first summer school,

nineteen years ago, did more to put me on

my Association feet than anything else I

have ever had, because it stimulated a de

sire and gave me a method for Bible study

and I think grounded me in the funda

mentals of the Association.

I think of a young fellow who was sent

to the Southwestern Institute last year who

had been canned from college and was given

a job in an Association as the sub-assistant

janitor. The secretary thought there was

some undeveloped material in him and on

his return from the school he was given

larger responsibility and has recently been

put in charge of .the community work for

boys done by that Association. In conver

sation with him several weeks ago, he said

that he was unable to measure the benefit

that last year's school had been to him, it

was so great.

J. H. Banks, Missouri.

rpHE course of study though, compared

-L with college work, was not very diffi

cult, but was very constructive and of value

to every one in or expecting to enter Asso

ciation work. The out-door life, with the

many features of amusement and physical

training, was almost ideal. The inspiration

and stimulus coming from the splendid

speakers and stirring music gave a fellow

a new and wider vision. But the greatest

and most treasured product of the entire

month for me, just entering the work, was

the rare opportunity of meeting and talking

with a number of the older and leading

men in the Association. To see great,

strong, virile fellows completely giving

their lives to the work proved to me that

it was not only a life profession but also

a man's life profession. If it were only

possible for every bin man in the Associa

tion to "big brother" some one or two be

ginners, opening up to them the wealth of

his own experience, I am sure that many

men would get started better. Such was

my experience at Lake Geneva with "Dad"

Williams, Northcott, and others.

This reason alone is big enough and

worthy enough to draw all the older men

to the summer schools. Believe me, the

young fellows watch them close and judge

them only as a group of young chaps know

how to judge. This influence is very

similar to that which brought from childish

lips, "I do what papa do."

Chas. C. Shead.

SEVERAL years ago it was my oppor

tunity to attend Lake Geneva Institute.

One of my tentmates was Frank Rose,

brother of that splendid fellow, Horace

Rose, whom I had known at Beloit as a col

lege senior and I a Prep Junior.

It was Horace that gave me my first

real conception of service, outside of my

mother's teaching. But it remained for

Frank to exemplify his big brother's lead

ing.

Coming down ill, although there were

two other men from my own home Asso

ciation in the tent, it was Frank, the chap

who had only known me a week, that

stepped in and became my very good nurse.

Working his way at the Institute, he was

compelled on my account, although I did

not know it at the time, to neglect his

studies, so that he failed to pass, and lost

more than half of his study periods that

session. Frank never became known among

the Association's great men, but he exem

plified the teaching of Horace in the largest

sense. And while I prize the life of Horace

Rose on my book shelf, and carry in my

memory his strong and hearty hand shake,

his love for men and above all his vision

of Christ, which he so successfully trans

mitted to us younger fellows, still there

is in my heart a place that only Frank,

the almost obscure young secretary, can

fill. He helped to enlarge my vision of

service and snowed me the practical way.

I thought at that time the summer was

a failure. Today, after twelve years, I

know it was a success. The vision has come

with a gradual unfolding of the years.

As long as the Summer Institute con

tinues to inspire men of this type, just so

long will they continue to be one of the

strongest agencies for the building up of

our Association's employed family.

D. Burr Jones, Portsmouth, Va.

The Young Men's Christian Association

is that department of the Church of Christ

which furnishes a Creed of widest essen

tials; a common institutional plant; a forum

of broadest fellowship; and an evangelism

that is untechnical and based upon the

most human form of appeal. Whatever

fractures this definition is bad, both for the

Association and for the Church.—Bishop

Hughes at California Convention.
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Railroad Men

AWELL-DRESSED man put his head in

a door and called to the bartender to

come out on the street. "How much do I

owe you?" he said. The barkeeper replied,

"What for?" "For that shave and clean

up and breakfast." "I don't know you. You

must be in the wrong pew." Then the

business man reminded him of a call _ a

month ago when a down-and-out asked him

for a drink and he gave him a breakfast

and sent him out for a shave and a clean

up when he told the story of leaving wife

and children and spending all he had for

drink until he broke down and cried like a

baby. He said his wife would not take

him back. The barkeeper said, "Go back

like a man. Confess what you've done and

she will take you back." Then he added,

"When I went back and told my wife that,

she dropped on her knees and said, 'God

bless that bartender. Be merciful unto

him, and may he sometime be drawn unto

Christ as he has caused my husband to be

drawn back to me.' " The barkeeper could

not face the music and turned without a

word and slammed the door, but the prayer

of that little woman haunted him until the

time of his decision that led to his conver

sion, and dropping the saloon business, in

which he had been high up, and the agent of

the Liberal League. Now ho is a street car

man, has family worship in his home, is

the leader of a newsboys' Bible class, and

one of the powerful factors in Christian

leadership in Columbus.

The roof of the Park Avenue, N. Y.

building is being equipped for religious and

social work as well as handball and gym

nastic exercise for the summer. The Bible

class attendance for the season was 10,439.

Social activities for railroad men will be

the theme of the coming conference of

Southwestern secretaries.

Physical directors of Boone, la., and New

York branches are working in the shops

and freight yards promoting baseball and

volley ball and handball, etc. Along with

this kind of work goes well the health talks,

sex hygiene, first-aid, etc., handled by the

physical directors.

Boston Association had a campaign lately

and added 295 new members, which stirred

the men all along the line.

The new railroad text and reference

books will be ready for use at the railroad

summer institutes, now being pushed.

The "Katy" Gospel Crew is to hold

special meetings throughout the Southwest

this summer. And any number of Asso

ciations are planning special out-of-door re

ligious work.

With 1,716,300 railroad employees there

is still a big "unoccupied field" for the De

partment. It is interesting to note that

their average pay is $2.42 a day; in 1900 it

was $1.90.

When a man talks about himself no one

listens. But when R. V. Wright wrote of

his study of the railroad Associations in the

Railway Age Gazette he caught the atten

tion of more men on the line than could be

reached in a hundred anniversary meetings.

It is making new friends and suggests that

there's many a reporter and editor who

would render the same service for your

work if you tell him about it.

Thrift campaigns have been springing

up since the April issue. The theme is

good every day and everywhere. Cam

paigns are being lined out on entire sys

tems. There is no subject which can get a

closer hearing or which you can link re

ligion up with better. Advertise a talk on

How to Save $100 a Year and you get a

crowd.

If there's a man who has drunk deep of

the fountain of perennial youth it is Dr. J.

H. Gilmore, teacher of the great men's

Bible class in the Railroad Association at

Rochester. Though well past eighty, there

is no man in touch with the vital problems

of living more keenly than he; and he

meets their solution with the Living Word.

Professor Gilmore will always be remem

bered as the author of He Leadeth Me and

he lived it a generation before he wrote it

and a good generation after. He joined the

Railroad Department on its inception at

Rochester and has been a figure at conven

tions. Like a host of men, he finds in the

Association a fellowship that keeps him in

the touch and tone of youth, a man with

whom a youth feels as free as with a com

panion of his own years. On his last birth

day the railroad men of Rochester turned

out en masse to show their appreciation,

backed by substantial gifts.

When Bradford, Ohio, organized a meet

ing for yard men at midnight nearly every

man attended. They had not had such a

chance before and were hungry for it and

one by one men are lining up to follow the

first man, who with his wife joined the

church. .

"Conductor Frank" is one of the honored

"Big Four" conductors at Mattoon, 111. He

is a man of "gilt-edged" financial standing,

owns his own home, and saves money. He

is one of the powerful personal workers of

the Association. It was not many years

ago that he was driver of a beer wagon

with consuming ambition to drink as much

of the "stuff" as he could hold. A railroad

conference hit the little town and its music

caught him. The refrain of the hymn, "He

Will Hold Me Fast," has had its truthful

echo for years; and there is never a meal

eaten in his caboose with the crew but a

blessing precedes it; and a blessing fol

lows all his life. The basis of thrift is re

ligion.
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Men and

the Bible

F. S. GOODMAN

The more we study the Bible story through the Interpretation of

recent scholarly books, the more we shall appreciate that no

version begins to reproduce the marvelous beauty of the original.

Words, we are told by Emerson, are fossil poetry, but here are

words which are living, moving poetry. The men of the Bible

thought In terms of metaphor; life to them was an allegory and

a parable, and God was seen through the magic lens of a certain,

simple faith; nature was Incarnate God.—Jos. S. Auerbach.

THIS page is written with a very definite

and immediately practical purpose. For

more than five years I have tried to keep in

mind the employed officers and that section

of our membership which is sufficiently in

terested in the Association to read its trade

journal. This time I am thinking of the

chairmen and members of committees, local,

state and international, the members of

boards of trustees and managers, contribu

tors and business men who believe in the

Association enough to read its paper.

SOME of you have confessed to me that

you do not have that knowledge of and

familiarity with the Bible which give genu

ine pleasure in its use. Whatever the cause,

many of you do not know your Bibles as

your fathers and grandfathers knew them.

Somehow the old Book does not grip your

attention and constrain you to give time to

its reading. The little time you do give

does not seem to produce a satisfying ex

perience. You do not want to be considered

unfriendly to the Bible. You have not adopt

ed, for you do not know much about the so-

called "higher criticism." You realize that

the day of bitter assaults on the Bible, such

as Robert Ingersoll made a generation ago,

are over. Infidelity as a cult is not popular.

Materialistic and agnostic philosophies are

steadily waning. Nevertheless, your re

ligious experience is far from satisfactory,

though you still attend church. Your

neglect of the Bible is a sad fact which you

admit with an occasional sigh of regret.

What will be the issue ?

THESE thoughts are suggested by read

ing an unusual book entitled "The Bible

and Modern Life," by Joseph S. Auerbach.

What great educators, journalists and

statesmen say of it woujd fill several pages.

The New York Tribune calls it "a master

piece of authoritative appreciation," while

the Times says: "It is superior to any simi

lar essay which has appeared for many

years." It is written with full knowledge

of critical questions and from the stand

point of one who accepts many of the

modern conclusions. But it is a book of

power. It is not controversial or theo

logical. It makes one ashamed at his lack

of discernment of real values; that he has

wasted so many precious hours on cheap

passing literature, which has added little

to his stock of available, vital knowledge

while this source of soul nourishment, of

mental quickening, of moral energizing, has

been passed up. I commend the book to

every lover of the Bible, whatever his view

point about its origin. But I commend it

with earnestness to such of you as plead

guilty to the indictment of my second para

graph.

THE author states his purpose in this

fashion: "In this essay—which is not the

word of the scholar to the scholar, but

merely a plea for Bible study from one

familiar with the Bible to those unfamiliar

with it—this literary value and these

dramatic features are dwelt upon in text and

quotation, for the purpose of urging them

upon the attention of the general reader and

the man of affairs." But behind the essay

lies a familiarity with the present situa

tion regarding the Bible in the experience

of thousands of men of affairs. The author

knows the facts, and to him they are dis

tressing. He says: "There is a real menace

to the future well-being of our country, in

our growing disregard of the higher things

of life; and not the least among these is a

knowledge of the best that has been written

in the literature of the world and in the

Bible." I have seldom seen a better bird's-

eye view of the character of the literature

which we call the Bible than this. "The

Bible, rightly understood, is the story of the

fashioning of men from feeble beginnings

to great issues; the toughening of the fiber

of character, and the emancipation, through

suffering and humiliation and defeat and

captivity and exile, from the bondage of

idolatry and littleness to moral triumph and

spiritual excellence." What fellowship with

God meant to those whose experience has

been preserved in the sacred records, has

been repeated over and over again through

all the ages since the records were made,

as men have read, studied and meditated on

these stories of human experience.

BISHOP BOYD CARPENTER of Eng

land, who had read the essay, at the sug

gestion of Hon. Joseph H. Choate, wrote the

introduction to this reprint and stated that

it was a distinct pleasure for him to do this.

We cannot do better than to quote from this

introduction, hoping that what he says will

commend the book to the busy man in the

street. "Nothing can be more helpful than

to have men of affairs and of the professions

outside of the Church recognize the deep

significance of the Bible as a book of mar

velous literature and of mighty inspiration.

This side of the Bible is presented in this

essay in a way to commend itself not only

to the devout and reverent member of the

church, but to the man of the world, who is
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in such crying need just now of the kind

of ethical and spiritual and religious sus

tenance which is to be found in the Bible,

and for which there is no substitute else

where. . . . Superficial critics mistake

the source of the old Book's secret power.

They think because the age understands

more of the laws of nature, and because,

therefore, the borders of the realm miracu

lous have been narrowed, that therefore

virtue has gone out of the Bible. But these

matters are not the locks of its strength.

The critics may shear off many things, Dut

the spiritual force remains unimpaired. The

old Book preaches faith in the living God,

which means faith in fidelity to the

righteous order of His Kingdom; it preaches

that it is worse to suffer damage of charac

ter than loss in goods; it preaches the

benediction which flows from loving kind

ness and tender mercy. It softens without

weakening and it strengthens without

hardening men's characters. . . . And it

does all this in forms as beautiful as they

are varied, not with lyrical spontaneity, but

with sustained eloquence, now with pastoral

simplicity, and now with the pregnant

shrewdness of proverbial wisdom."

YOU may reply to the suggestion that

you begin to treat your Bible in a more

worthy fashion, "How can I do it?" Four

very simple suggestions: (1) Put your will

at work, and make your plans to give a

definite amount of time each day to the

proposition. You may be able to set apart

no more than ten daily minutes. But this

will yield fine results if you concentrate your

attention. (2) Read in a different transla

tion, such as The Standard Revised, or

Weymouth's Modern Speech New Testa

ment—a beautiful translation. (3) Famil

iarize yourself with fresh literature regard

ing the composition of the Bible. Read

such recent books as Mr. Auerbach's, or

The Bible in Making, by Smyth. (4) Under

take to master the contents of four or five

of the greatest books, such as the Gospel of

John, the Acts, Deuteronomy, or Paul's

Prison Letters. Read them over and over,

disregarding chapter and verse divisions.

Then study the facts about the books and

their authors as they are presented in any

good Dictionary of the Bible. To have thor

oughly grasped the historical facts and

great ideas in a few of the books prepares

one to continue the process with ever grow

ing interest, until the habit is fixed and

one's experience with the Scriptures be

comes so delightful that he needs no urging

to maintain living contact with those great

source* of mental and spiritual stimulus.

My busy friends, be fair to your Bible,

surely. But, what is more important, be

fair to yourself and to your children and

friends. There is absolutely no substitute

for personal Bible knowledge, not even

going to church. Loss here is almost ir

reparable. The longer the neglect the

greater need for earnest effort to recover a

part of one's lost ground. Give your Bible

a chance to do for you what it has done for

tens of thousands of men—a service which

no other literature ever has or ever can

give.

PERHAPS YOU HAVE studied your

Bible in the ways just suggested. I won

der whether your enthusiasm would not be

quickened by doing a little more thorough

work in the time you do give to Bible study.

For example read with care and deliberation

Dr. Sweet's fine volume, recently issued,

The Study of the English Bible, published by

The Association Press, or such great books

as In the Days of His Flesh, by Prof. David

Smith—a modern life of Christ, or Prof.

Denny's masterpiece Jesus and the Gospel.

Or if you want a book which will make you

think to the depths of your soul on one of

the most complex and yet fascinating prob

lems of the day, read The Place and Person

of Jesus Christ by Principal Forsyth. No

man has ever yet, and no man ever will out

grow his Bible, and the subjects of study

which it suggests.

Three Who "Cut Out" Booze

By GEO. W. BRADEN, Phlla.

EFFECT OF THE BILLY SUNDAY CAMPAIGN

It is an old saying that the proof of the

pudding is in the eating. Here are briefly

three cases where, to my personal knowl

edge, men have been led to cleaner living

and to "cut out" booze as a result of the

Billy Sunday Evangelistic Campaign in

Philadelphia.

While at the Interscholastic Games at the

Broad Street Armory I heard two fellow

officials say, "Where did you get that Bible

Class button? I am a little bit surprised

to see you with it on." "Well, you don't

need to be surprised. Since hearing Billy

Sunday's booze sermon I have 'cut out'

booze, joined a Men's Bible Class and am

on the 'up grade.' " Here Mr. A indulged

in sarcastic remarks about Mr. B's ability

to make good in his new resolutions. I

told him to count me as with him.

The father of a family, a drinking man

and one who generally had his lunch with

associates of the same stamp, when asked

if he was going to attend the meetings,

said, "No, I don't want to have anything to

do with that grafter." A little later he was

eagerly reading Sunday's sermons. The

outcome is that he "cut out" booze and is

active in religious work. He is a man of

large capacity and will be a power for good.

Stopping in at a restaurant near Broad

Street Station for a bite to eat late one

night I noticed a young man enter the place

rather hurriedly and accost the waiter be

hind the counter with the words, "Well, I

have been to hear Billy Sunday, and—

'take it from me'—he is simply great!

What he says about booze and clean living

is every word true. I am going to 'clean

up.' " To my surprise the waiter behind

the counter expressed the same sentiments.
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NATHAN REBUKES DAVID—Lesson for June
6, II Samuel, 11:22-27; 12:1-7.

Tue»., 1. Vs. 22. So the messenger
went, and came and showed David all
that Joab had sent him for. Read the
lesson.

THE PERIOD OF PERIL. Every military
commander declares that the most dangerous
time among the soldiers Is Just after they have
won a battle and pause—flushed with success.
What will they do next? To fight with the
ferocity of a tiger and win—then to control the
tigerish lust for blood. To cool and check the
passions in the presence of conquest is a self-
control well-nigh beyond human endurance.
It takes prayer to keep from following success
by pillage and vice. An Alpine climber worked
for weary days to reach the glittering peak.
At last his efforts were crowned, and he stood
up and shouted for exhilaration over the scene
which swept before his eyes. The guide
grabbed him and pulled him down. "On your
knees, man, on your knees, it is the only safe
position up here." It is the only safe position
on any peak—on your knees. David committed
this sin when God was prospering him most,
when the people were staking their lives in the
defense of his kingdom. It was after years
of the closest fellowship with God. Up to this
time the name of David had been Illustrious
and unstained. The world is being daily
startled by the apostacy of the prominently
pious. The saint of today may become the
scandalous sinner of tomorrow. "What I Bay
unto you, I say unto all, WATCH."

Pray: for the Jour conferences for foreign students
to be held this month, and that these future leaders in
church and state mav be deeply impressed with the
value of evangelical Christianity.

Wed., 2. Vs. 24. And thy servant, Uriah
the Hlttlte, Is dead also. Read II

Samuel I, 11:14-26.
PARTNERS IN CRIME. When David took

Joab into his confidence, and arranged for the
killing of the husband of the woman he wanted,
right then and there he placed the handle of
the whip in the hands of another. He had
signed the death warrant of his liberties. He
had surrendered himself to his accomplice, who
was only serving him in order to gain a power
over him. He was no longer his own man.
Joab held him in the hollow of his hand. The
king was no longer king, he was but a cringing
coward. Whenever a man ties up with another
to turn a contemptible trick, he not only sins
against God and society, but he has sold him
self out as a miserable serf. He can no longer
call his soul his own. There is no bondage so
bitter as that of another's knowing a secret
which would condemn you. Oh! the millions
that are annually paid in HUSH MONEY.
Fools, take a trumpet and stand upon the
housetop and proclaim the perfidy, it will bring
more peace of mind. The fable goes—there
was once an eagle which stole a piece of
sacred flesh from the altar. There was a
smouldering coal sticking to the meat. The
coal was warmed by the body of the eagle Into
a blaze. It burned up the home nest and all
the young eagles. The fable Is a fact.

Pray: For the^ 900 men in Tientsin, China, who,
because of the difficulty in the East, arc in tremendous
temptation and as yet are without the ministry of our
Association.

Thurs., 3. Vs. 27. And when the mourn
ing was past, David sent and fetched her

to his house, and she became his wife,
and bore him a son. Read II Samuel,

11:2-6.
EXPOSED CHARMS. I have no defense to

make for David's sin against the purity of the
family and the staining of his royal robes. It
was bad enough, God knows—but I do raise
my voice In protest against the display of per
sonal charms by the women of today. Had
Bath-sheba exercised a womanly prudence,
David would not have seen so much. Had she
been true to her absent husband, and resented
David's advances, the disgraceful fall of both
would have never occurred. It is an insult
to intelligence to say that the women do not
know the effect they are producing upon men
with red blood in their veins when they reveal
physical charms which should be concealed.
Oh the feminine folly of feeding the flames of
passion—then pretending surprise and purity at
impure suggestions. Modern dress, both upon
the street and in social gatherings, is too often

an appeal to the base and an Invitation to
insult. There is safety, men, in keeping away
from certain street corners and in keeping the
walls of your room clean from nude pictures.
The fight Is hard enough at best. Don't see
so much. It Is better to go to heaven like a
blind man led by a dog than having lecherous

eyes be cast into hell Are.
Pray: For the Southwestern Railroad Institute,

which begins its sessions at Hollister, Mo., today.

Frl., 4. Vs. 24. But the thing displeased

the Lord. Read Acts 5:1-12.
NOW ADD ANOTHER. Uriah the Hlttlte Is

dead—now, David, you are under the compul
sion of covering that up, then covering up the
next and the next, and bo on as long as you
live. It Is the old threadbare truth that one
sin necessitates another. First, the sin of long
ing after another man's wife—then the proD-
lem of getting rid of a faithful husband and a
devoted friend—then how to escape the penalty
of death for adultery—then the enlisting of an
accomplice to help carry out the programme,
thus making another man sin—then the actual
murder, for it was nothing short of that—then
the hypocrite's whine of pretended sympathy,
and the blasphemer's boldness In attributing
It to "The . Providence of battle." Butcher!

Step by step Into the mire he descended. Sin
never stands alone. One sin Is the prolific
parent of enough to swamp a man. Start
something wrong, and hell will see to it that
you keep going. Was It worth It? When you
hear him sob out his soul In penitential Psalms
you understand that that first step never paid.

Pray: That the Divine blessing may rest upon all
missionary agencies at home and abroad—evangelistic,
educational, medical and industrial.

Sat., 5. Vs. 2. II Samuel, 12:1. And the
Lord sent Nathan unto David. Read

Acts 12:20-25.
BLOODHOUNDS ON THE TRAIL. David

covered up his tracks for a year and thought
they had gotten cold in the concealment. But
what Is a year—or the brief span of a lifetime
to the Lord? Be sure your sin will find you
out. I have seen the bloodhounds follow the
trail of a runaway with unerring certainty, and
finally tree him. David could be tracked by
the way he looked, by the loss of Influence In
court and throughout the kingdom. He could
be followed by the long series of calamities
happening one after another in the conduct
of his affairs. One disaster followed close upon

■188
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the heels of another. Something Is wrong.
Just as the earth opened its mouth to im
peach Cain for the murder of his brother.
Just as the defeat of Israel at Ai pointed to
the stolen spoils in the tent of Achan. Just
as the stormy sea pointed to the runaway
Jonah hid in the hold of the ship—just so
Nathan played upon the sense of right in the
king, by a pretty parable which pointed him
out as a criminal before God. So nobody has
ever discovered it yet—Nathan is on his way.
God's discoveries are as certain and as clear as

the rising of the sun.
Pray: That social, economic and industrial condi

tions may so improve that there may be employment

for all who need it.

Sun., 6. Vs. 7. And Nathan said unto
David, Thou art the man. Read Matt.

14:1-13.
A BOLD PREACHER. Nathan not only

preached a beautiful sermon, but he forced
home the truth with a personal application.
He shows us how to deal earnestly and directly
with men. Too often in our preaching and
teaching we stop too soon, or the end we drive
at is the appreciation of the audience. Then
we had better take to the lecture platform—
we are not representatives of the One whose
business in life was to redeem man—not enter
tain him. If we would arouse conscience and
carry conviction which will result in a changed
life, those who listen must not be able to
escape the feeling—HE MEANS ME. We will
get fewer compliments but more conversions
when we fearlessly make men face the facts.
Like Elijah before Ahab, like John the Baptist
before Herod, like Paul before Felix, like Knox
before Queen Mary, like Savonarola before
Lorenzo, like Latimer before Henry the Eighth.
One day Whltefleld was doing some pretty
plain preaching. There was a sailor in the
audience who took offense at the straightness
of the talk, and had just about made up his
mind to knock him off the platform, when
Whitefteld suddenly turned and looking the

sailor straight In the eyes, said, "Sir, thou art
the man that crucified Jesus Christ." He saw
the truth 1n a flash; it broke his heart, and

the sailor became a conspicuous soul winner—
Just because God's representative was honest

and bold enough to tell him the truth. Trust
the truth—tell the truth—It will win.

Pray: That Founder's Day may register a renewed
emphasis of the principles for which Sir George stood,
in all the Associations throughout the world.

Lesson June 13.
THE BLESSEDNESS OF FORGIVENESS

Psalm 32:1-11.
Mon. 7. Vs. 1. Blessed Is he whose trans
gression Is forgiven, whose sin is covered.

Read the lesson.
INTO THE LIGHT AGAIN. We closed last

week with David In the depths of despair. To
day he is standing in the sunlight shouting.
"Oh. the blessedness of the forgiven man." He
ought to know. He took the only way out. He
sobbed his heart out in seven penitential psalms.
They are Nos. 3. 32. 38. 61, 102, 130, 143. They
are models of contrition and confession. There
Is nothing shallow here. The heartbreaking
cries were heard by God and heeded. God an
swered them and restored him fully to his old

place of close companionship with Himself, and
confidence in the Commonwealth of Israel. These
prayers were written not only for his personal
relief but for public use. He confessed to God
and to the people. We lament the sin but we
honor the thoroughgoing way in which he went
at getting out of it and rectifying it. What a
bulwark against all despair is the present bless
edness of the man who had done wrong—and
been forgiven. "Whoso confesseth his sins and
forsaketh them shall find mercy."

Pray: That each educational secretary and the com
mittee forces may appreciate the greater emphasis on

Christian character-building.

Tues. 8. Vs. 2. Blessed Is the man unto
whom the Lord Imputeth not Iniquity.

Read Ps. 25:1-11.
IS RELIGION A REALITY? There was no

more doubt in the mind of David about the fact
of his forgiveness than there was about the
fuct of his fall. Sin is so real, and too often

salvation is so shadowy and unsubstantial that
we go groaning in the spirit when we should
be shouting GLORIAS. You no more have to

prove to man that he is a sinner than you have
to prove to the battle-stained man in the
trenches that they are in a struggle. Yet to
poor, weak faith we have to plead and prove
the cancelling, covering blood of Jesus Christ.
Men. the greatest injustice that you can possibly
do Jesus Christ is to doubt the reality of His
offered pardon. Cast out the sin of doubt, dry
your eyes, set a song In the heart. "Glory to
God, I'm saved." Shout it, sing it; stand by
it if the world seems crumbling at your feet.
Once Jesus came across the stormy waters to
save His distressed disciples, and they cried out
for fear, thinking it was a spirit. Thus do we
discredit divine love. Forgiveness is no phan
tom—it is a glorious FACT.
Pray: That "the central objective of the Associa

tion" as stressed at the Asilomar Conference, may
profoundly impress the brotherhood.

Wed. 9. Vs. 2. And In whose spirit there
is no guile. Read Ps. 25:12-22.
SINCERITY BEFORE SONG. When David

started in on the confession he went clean
through with it. There was nothing covered up,
but everything was dug up and brought right
out into the open. There can be no song with
out sincerity; there may be an attempt at it,
but it turns out to be only a cackle or a croak.
Just as long as there is a secret hankering
after the old sin we will choke on the first verse
of the song. I do not know anything about
music, but I know you can't sing with a frog
in your throat, and you don't want to sing with
a weight in your heart. A partial confession is
purgatory. Only clean hearts get into this heav
enly choir. It is not a matter of knowing your
notes, but knowing your Lord. "Let those re
fuse to sing who never knew our God."

Pray: For the Association misfit, that he may find
his right place in life.

Thurs. 10. Vs. 10. For day and night Thy
hand was heavy upon me. Read 1 John
1.5.
UPON OR UNDERNEATH. There is nothing

In the world so consoling, so strengthening as
the conscious support of the Almighty hand
underneath us. He will not let me fall. Thou
upholdest my goings. This is why Paul could
stand in the midst of crushing circumstances
and shout, "None of these things move me."
This is why imprisoned Peter could sing songs
in his cell. There was something softer under
him than the stone floor. It was the hand of the
Father underneath him. There Is nothing so
crushing as the sense of the weight of God's
hand upon a man. All the mountains of the
earth are as a feather weight compared with It.
The terrible pressure was felt all day long, and
when darkness came there was no relief. Is the
hand of God that of friend or foe?
Pray: That God will speedily end the war in

Europe and in such a way thai recurrence will be
impossible.

Frl. 11. Vs. 4. My moisture Is turned Into
the drought of summer. Read Eph.
4:25-32.
A YEAR IN HELL. You remember that David

had tried hard to tough It out and conceal his
sin. He had carried a burning coal In his
bosom. His soul, instead of being watered by
refreshing streams bounded by green banks,
had become barren and parched as the desert
sands. There was a perennial drought. He
passed the days in dread of discovery, and
tossed upon a bed of thorns at night. "Me-
thought I heard a voice cry. 'Sleep no more.
Macbeth hath murdered sleep.' " His health
was giving way under It. his bones waxed old.
His nerves were all unstrung: his face began

to show the seams of sin. He could look neither
God nor man straight in the face. Poor fellow.
It is a marvel his mind did not give wav under
the strain. Senseless, senseless sinner, missing
a whole year of grace out of his life, and carry
ing about a corpse. And all for what? just
because he did not go at once to .God for pardon
and peace. He had to come to it at last but
why spend a year in hell—that's the question
Who can answer it?

Pray: For the Student Conferences to be held this
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month at Seabeck, Wash.; testes Park, Colo.; Eagles
Mere. Pa.; Blue Ridge. N. C; Lake Geneva, Wis.,

and Northfield, Mass.

Sat. 12. Vs. 7. Thou art my hiding place.

Read Luke 7 : 36-50.
MACE OVER. Did you ever know of a

greater transformation—except perhapB your
own? So complete a change had come over the
man that instead of trying to hide FROM GOO

now he runs to Him and is hiding IN GOD.
The securest, safest, sweetest place in all the
world, was the shelter of the Father's heart.
Adam hid from God in Eden—Adam was fooled
by the Devil. David said, I am surrounded by
songs here. Songs? Why David, you were Just
talking about "roaring all the day long." Ah,
yes, but that was before he turned my madness
to music. As the Mississippi of melody circled
about him he must have thought—this beats sin
and concealment. A big bank building in St.
Louis burned to the ground. There were more
than a million dollars in the vault. The money
was untouched by the flames—it was in a safe
hiding place.

Pray: That the success of the Gospel Teams at
Wichita, Youngstown. Scranton and elsewhere, may
increase during the summer.

Sun. 13. Vs. G. Be ye not as the horse,
or as the mule, which have no under
standing. Read Rom. 4:1-9.
DON'T BE AN ASS. In plain language that Is

what David says. He appeals to others to profit
by his experience. Don't be driven by lash nor
directed by bit and bridle. Mules, not men, are
so managed. He adds the counsel, TAKE IT
IN TIME and confess while sin is fresh. 1 lost
a year. Satan's master-pull is to make men de
lay until they reach a state of settled despair.
LOOK WHAT YOU ARE MISSING—a lifted
load—a cancelled account—a covered sin—a hap
py heart. Acknowledge and shout for joy.
Charles Wesley was seeking definite Christian
experience; he came across a Moravian mission
ary and asked him if it was really necessary to
confess Christ openly. The reply was—"If you
have a thousand tongues, use them all In telling
of your Savior." Wesley found the Joy of open
confession, then wrote the hymn, "Oh, for a
thousand tongues to sing my dear Redeemer's
praise." It has sung Itself around the world.
Don't be a mule—swell the melody.

Pray: That graft, political corruption, materialism,
selfishness, extravagance, luxury and other hindrances
to the progress of the Gospel, may be removed.

A PRAYER FOR THE TEMPTED—TEMPER.
ANCE LESSON

June 20. Psalm 141:1-10.
Mon. 14. Lord, I cry unto Thee: make
haste unto me, give ear unto my voice
when I cry unto Thee. Read the lesson.
A HURRY CALL. This psalm is a Jewel box

packed with gems. It Is one of the richest David
ever wrote. Scholars think he wrote It when he
was In Gath, among the Philistines, surrounded
by robber bands and pursued by Saul. I do
not know Just when he wrote It, but he was In
a mighty rush to get God's ear for immediate
relief. The cry sounds like it was sent up on
the run. There is nothing leisurely about it, he
Is not Just loafing along through meaningless
phrases. He Is desperately in earnest, and what
ever God does He must do it now. He seems to
hammer at the gate of heaven—his case cannot
wait. He is being pressed hard as he prays.
A minister, who had made thousands of prayers,
said the best prayer he ever made was hanging
head down In a fifty-foot well, over whose curb
he had slipped. The position was a little awk
ward, but he got the attention of the Almighty.
Earnestness, not elegance of diction reaches tlie
Divine ear.

Pray: For the preservation of the moral character
of the Canadian soldiers in training for the war.

Tues. 15. Vs. 2. Let my prayer be set be
fore Thee as an Incense: and the lifting up
of my hands as the evening sacrifice. Read
the lesson.
EVERYWHERE A TEMPLE. David was de

prived of temple worship. He could not be there
while the service was going on. He could not
go to church, but he could still go to God. The
Almighty is not confined to anv particular bit
of architecture, however beautiful. And while

he longs for the beautiful temple ritual he is
not robbed of his approach to God. What a so
lace to the "SHUT INS" this is. Their hearts
yearn for the fellowship of the church and its
congregations, yet by their very condition they
can come wonderfully close to Christ. He meets
with them and if they worship sincerely He con
ducts the service Himself. I have known those
in Jail to be right up in front of the altar of the
living God. Some, by force of circumstances are
at work during the hours of service on Sunday.
If the heart is right, they may see the gates
of heaven opened. Those who necessarily are
on the road or on the deep seas on the Sabbath,
can in spirit Join the innumerable throng of
those on earth and in heaven who are praising
Him. Go with God's people when you can—
when It is impossible, praise and pray where
you are. God is everywhere.
Pray: For the great army of workers who. in the

midst of complex industrial conditions, are shotving in
tegrity as men, loyalty as employees, and efficiency as
producers.

Wed. 16. Vs. 3. Set a watch, O Lord, before
my mouth; keep the door of my lips. Read
Prov. 23:29-35.
GARRISON MY MOUTH. David asks God

to set an armed sentinel before his mouth. He
wants to know when to shut up and when to
speak out. Padlock the lips would be another
form of the same prayer. He knew the danger
of what came out and what went In through
that gate. We talk too much, and we take too
much. The sins of the tongue are too numerous
to name; it would take the German army and
all the Allies to arrest them. Exaggeration,
evil-speaking, flippancy, unkind and uncharit
able remarks, sarcastic speech, deliberate lying.
Pray God to keep the mouth from slander and
saloons, from profanity and poison. That the
mouth may be used for songs and service—
never as a sewer. On guard! Let nothing slip
by which would dishonor God—or hurt his
smallest child. I have known one fool speech to
set a community ablaze.

Pray: That when the attendance dwindles at shop
meetings and Bible classes, on account of the advanc
ing season, the leaders may have unusual strength and

power.

Thurs. 17. Vs. 4. Incline not my heart to
any evil thing. Read Heb. 2:9-16.

CHECKING INCLINATION. David had a
long head, he knew that the inclination of the
heart determined the issues of the life. Make
me not want to be wicked. Smite desire before
It does its work. If you want to be thorough
watch the tank out of which the water comes.
Do not blame the faucet If the water is foul.
We had a typhoid epidemic in Scranton some
years ago. The experts did not examine the
spigots, but the source of supply. Sometimes

apology is made for profanity—the fellow does
not mean anything by It, he just uses cuss
words In conversation without thinking of them.
Strange defense—his heart Is so full of dirt,
every time he opens his mouth, it Just pours
out. Filth has become a fixed part of his nature.
The explanation emphasizes the offense. It will
take something stronger than concentrated lye
to clean out that reservoir. It needs to be
cleaned, sweetened, refilled by Jesus Christ

"Keep thy heart with all diligence, for out of
it are the issues of life." Learn to detect dirt
wherever you come across it, in conversation,
character, or closet.

Pray: For those who are tempted by the summer
outings, by drink, the public dance, and other dissipa
tion incident to the season.

Frl. 18. Vs. 4. To practice wicked works

with men that work Iniquity. Read 2 Cor.
6:11-18.
ROTTEN APPLES. David wants to be de

livered from corrupt companions. We are not
grouped together like rocks in a pile, but we
act and re-act on one another. The solidarity
of society cannot be accepted. Our Influence
Impinges upon another. It is within the power
of the most Inconspicuous to bless or blight his
neighbor. No man liveth to himself. One rotten
apple will spoil a barrel full of sound ones—
Just give it time. What a career, to go through
life lowering the standards of others, contami
nating others by one touch. To pass through
life like a forest fire, felling tall trees and leav
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ing behind a track of blackened, blasted, charred
ruins. A record from which a man with any
soul in him recoils. A letter lies before me
from a poor wreck, shivering upon the brink
of suicide, hesitating to take the fatal step—in
It he spreads before my astonished eyes the
names of older men who gave him the down
ward start which he has been powerless to
stop. Count for Jesus Christ and leave no stain

when your soul departs.
Pray: For the volunteer teachers of foreign-born

workers, that as they teach them the English language
they may impart that knowledge of Jesus Christ which

comes by the Spirit and through service.

Sat. 19. Vs. 4. To practice wicked works

with men that work Iniquity. Read Jas. 1:

12-18.
THE SPEECH OF THE SENTENCED. A

young man in a Pennsylvania Court upon re
ceiving sentence for 20 years made this state
ment: "I have no defense to make for myself—
I have done wrong. But I see some of my
chums here and what I say may do them a
little good." Pointing to a man near the door,
he said: "Dr. Pickets, I took my first lesson
in gambling from you. You said there was no
harm, if I didn't go in too heavy. I took my
first lesson in forging from you, Mr. Wyal"—
the juror dropped his head. "I took my first
drink of brandy from a lady in the audience."
The woman crimsoned to the roots of her hair.
Four months after the trial he tried to escape
and was shot. From the death bed he wrote
the Judge "My term will soon be over. Judge.
It Is pretty hard for young men to resist tempta
tions that are sanctioned by law, and patron
ized by those in civil power. Boys follow where
men lead, and to be and to do like some men
is their highest ambition. I feel that if you had
been sober the last day of my trial, my sentence
would not have been for twenty long years. I
cannot die without sending you this parting
message: Be careful of Clarence." Clarence
was the Judge's son. The letter cut him to the
heart, made him face about and become a force
for Christ. Remember God counts your vote

as well as your voice.

Pray: For the guidance of those who are planning
Association work for the enlisted men stationed in the

Canal Zone.

Sun. 20. Vs. 4. Let me not eat of their

dainties. Read Prov. 1:7-19.
SOCIAL SINS. The writer was afraid of

social entertainments where liquor was served.
I'nder the patronage of alleged respectability
many a soul has been sent to perdition. I would
rather a child of mine take chances with a mid
night assassin, than with a society matron who
would, with a smile, put the poison to her lips.
In the one case it would be a known struggle
for life, in the other case it would be a soul
struggle with the Devil disguised In evening
dress, seductive—shameless—conducted with
guards down. Some of these social gatherings
cry to heaven for vengeance. Children not out
of their teens made drunk and imitating the
habitues of the red light district. Be big
enough, strong enough to decline "dainties"

which damn both soul and body.
Pray: That those who conduct outdoor meetings

and Bible classes this summer may sound out a mes

sage that shall ring true.

Review Lesson. June 27.
We substitute other studies.

Mon. 21. Vs. 4. Incline not my heart to
any evil thing, to practice wicked works with
men that work Iniquity, and let me not eat
of their dainties. Read Ps. 10.
SOME THEORIES. "Some say 'a well-regu

lated license law will hold them in check.' Yes.

Just the same as a 'well-regulated' red-hot poker
shoved inlo a powder magazine would hold it in

check." A Kentucky paper puts it—and Ken
tucky ought to know. "Whisky is the ciuse of
nearly all crime, disorder and misery. Strike It
out, and strikes will cease; tramp It out, and
tramps will be few: murder It, and murders will
cease; stab It to the heart, and hearts will no
longer be stabbed: put an everlasting end to
the mean thing, and meanness will he the ex
ception—Instead of the rule." In the name of
your Savior and sobriety lend a hand In hasten
ing this heavenly condition.

Pray: For the members of Canadian Student Asso
ciations who are enlisting for the war as their college

year closes.

Tues. 22. Vs. 5. Let the righteous smite me;
It shall be a kindness: and let him reprove
me; it shall be an excellent oil which shall

not break my head. Read.
SMITING TO SAVE. Whoever wrote this had

religion of the right sort. It takes more grace
than most of us have got to go all the way
with him here. He uses strong language, but
back of it Is Christian common sense. He
says, I had rather be battered and hammered
by good people than to be patted on the back
by bad people. I had rather be rebuked by the
righteous than flattered and fawned on by the
false. Go ahead, rub It in, reveal to me my
weakness—I will not resent It. It will not kill
me, it will cure me. It will enlarge my Influ
ences; it will correct my conduct. This was
no sentimental speech, for Nathan stood before
him and called him a licentious wife thief and
murderer. He took the medicine like a man.
It broke his heart, but helped him back to God.
God often sends some good man to us with a
club of kindness; of course we take it In all
humility—of course we do not; we fly off the
handle and tell him to mind his own business-
then keep right on with our business. Brother,
if you take It kindly, the oil of correction cures.
Don't frown and make a face—it will do you
good. Open your mouth—swallow your medi

cine like a man.
Pray: For the thousands of men interested in the

"Billy" Sunday meetings, that they may definitely
commit themselves to Jesus Christ and take His yoke

upon them.

Wed. 23. Vs. 9. Keep me from the snares

which they have laid for me. Read Ps. 91:3.
TRAPPED. We sail through a world sown

thick with mines. We walk through a world
full of traps. It is hard to put the foot down
without springing some snare. The Devil is a
shrewd hunter who pays no attention to game
laws. He' is after us in season and out of
season. Most of us could tell the tale of a trap.
Sometimes It is the NET into which the game
is driven until it becomes entangled. Sometimes
it is the PIT-FALL covered with brush, to look
harmless. A step or two is taken—down we
go, and find ourselves In a hole. Sometimes it
Is the STEEL TRAP, baited with something
we particularly want; we start in to enjoy it-
snap goes the jaws—caught, with the bait In

our mouth. Sometimes he CASTS AN ALLUR
ING FLY, we rise to it—then wriggle, hooked.
More often we are just plain fools and will put
our heads in most any old noose. Never fancy
you are too smart to be snared. We are no
match for Satanic shrewdness. The world's

most brilliant men have taken the bait. There's
a snare behind every sin; God alone can save
you from It. This is the victory that overcometh
the world—even our faith.

Pray : That the men who attempt to adapt plans
evolved at the Employed Officers' Conference may be
given sound judgment.

Thurs. 24. 2 Peter 3:4. Where Is the promise
of His coming? for since our fathers fell
asleep, all things continue as they were from
the beginning of creation. Read 2 Peter 3.
THE SECOND COMING OF CHRIST. I have

no theory to offer. I belong to no "Second Com
ing sect": I only know Jesus Is coming back.
When? That Is His business, not mine. I am
concerned with conduct and character, not with
the calendar. These men to whom Paul penned

the letter were disheartened because they de
voted themselves to dates. Something seemed
to go wrong with the schedule. They looked into
an empty heaven and lost heart and cried.
"Where is the promise?"—the program had
not been carried ,out. Millions have prayed
"Thy Kingdom come"—and we have waited
weary years and things look so bad that we can
scarcely tell whether we are going forward or
backward. For your peace of soul be content
to leave the details of Christ's movements to
Christ himself; just do your duty the best you
know how and you will be ready for His return.
His plans are too great and glorious for you to
grasp. Why lose trust over a time table? Stop
figuring and have faith.
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Pray: For boys leaving school and beginning their
vacations, that they may have strength to resist the
manifold temptations that will beset them during the
summer.

Frl. 25. 2 Peter 3:4. All things continue as
the^r were from the beginning. Read Acts

NOT* THE TRUTH. These people are not
telling the truth. Calculations had clouded their

outlook and uplook. They were living in a
better world than their fathers ever knew, and
we are living in a better world than the early
disciples dreamed of. Physically, the common
man enjoys comforts and conveniences which
could not have been bought in earlier ages.
Mentally, the freshman today is wiser than the
philosopher of these pessimists. Spiritually, the
patriarchs of the past would be jailed if they
lived In the present. The purity of the early
church, for which we sometimes sigh. Is not
founded on fact. Paul had to invite the church
members to eat a full meal before coming to
the communion table to keep them from making
gluttons of themselves and getting drunk at the
Lord's table. Read the letter to the churches
In Asia, as recorded in Revelation, and cease
discrediting God with doing nothing. Is the
world growing worse? Speak for your own soul.
1 have spoken for the world.

Fray: That men who have been impressed in the

winter's meetings, but who did not commit themselves,
may be saved from spiritual retrogression.

Sat. 26. 2 Peter 3:8. But, beloved, be not
Ignorant of this one thing, that one day Is

with the Lord as a thousand years, and a
thousand years as one day. Read Acts 1:6-10.

SLOWNESS IS GOD'S METHOD. God takes
time, because all eternity belongs to him to
work in. God will not be hurried. When He
built this world He was not rushed. Scientists
tell us He has taken millions of years to cool
the fire ball and fit It for our feet. How per
sistently and patiently He chiseled the Grand
Canyon of Colorado. Particle by particle, wear
ing down the fall of the rocks. How slow in
giving a REVELATION OF HIMSELF, a syl
lable today, another tomorrow. Training and
educating men to know Him by everything they
tried, suffered, experienced. Now speaking by
voice of conscience, now by voice of prophet and
psalmist, again by deathless ideals, still again
by the blood of sacrifice—until In the fullness of
time Jesus Christ came In the flesh and they
saw what God was. So in the fullness of time—
when God gets ready—He will return. Be pa

tient—He is on the way. Watch and pray.
Pray: That young men graduating from college

may engage in service worthy of their equipment and
strength.

Sun. 27. John 16:12. I have yet many things
to say unto you, but you cannot bear them
now. Read John 16:1-15.

TENDERNESS IN TARDINESS. We must
not blame God for this blessed concealment. It
would be cruelty, not kindness to take a child
on your knee and spread before him all the evils
and hardships and burdens he would have to
pass through on his way to manhood. He would
start life handicapped with a blighted heart.
So God conceals with a cloak of mercy that
which we are clamoring to know. Paul wanted
to go to Galatia—God shut the door in his face.
He thought Bithynla was a Una field—God for
bade his working. Paul might have been petu
lant ?nd said, "I do not know what God wants

me to do—I will do nothing." He was not that
caliber of man. He just went ahead as far as
he could see—Europe was on the other side of
that stone wall. God saw it all the time that
Paul headed for it. Of course God might have
taken Paul aside and spread out the entire
schedule before him. Then we should have
never known, through his example, what It
means to abandon oneself absolutely to God's
plans and come off more than conqueror. I
can't see ahead—you don't have to—we walk
by faith, not sight.

Pray: For Christian men and women living in coun
try districts, where they stand^ practically alone among
not only non-Christian, but, in some cases, decidedly
irreligious people, that they may stand firm and let
their light shine.

Mon. 2 Jno. 16:12. I have many things to say

unto you, but ye cannot bear them now.
Read Jno. 17:14-19.

CHILD TRAINING. Christ's tardiness In
coining is because He is training children. You
cannot get an education made to order and de
livered in a day. Knowledge to be permanent
must be painfully acquired. First the letters of
the alphabet—years afterwards the choice litera
ture. First one plus one—then the painstaking
persistency through weary months and years,
Puckle's Conic Sections. How long were you
going ttirough college or serving as an appren
tice? After you got through and stood upon
the shore of the vast sea of knowledge, unless
you were a conceited fool, you felt most modestly
—"I know this—that I know nothing." My edu
cation is still kindergarten compared with what
is to be known. It took Israel forty years hard
tramping through the desert to learn one lesson,
viz: that God would take care of them. It took
longer than that to learn that He would not
tolerate idols—and some of them never did learn
the lesson. Still we whine because we cannot
take in in a moment, the mysteries of God. We
have not mastered the first letter of the alpha
bet of faith.

Pray: For Canadian Associations that are seriously
embarrassed by the prevailing financial conditions.

Tues. 29. Ps. 17:15. I shall be satisfied when
I awake with Thy likeness. Read Matt. 6:43-
48.

THE HIGH STANDARD. Is not God's seem
ing slowness accounted for by the results He Is
reaching for. What Is He trying to do In us?
Conform us to Christ's likeness. How long do
you think that ought to take? You can up-end
a dry goods box, cut a hole in it, and make a
dog kennel in a few minutes. But you cannot
build a St. Peter's Cathedral in a few minutes.
You can throw a plank across a stream In a
moment—but Brooklyn Bridge, which carries the
traffic of the great metropolis. Is not the work
of a moment. A toadstool can be grown in no
time—give the oak tree centuries. So we grow
discouraged because we are not patterns of
putty; in fact it seems we make no progress.
Remember our pattern is Jesus Christ, and it
will take an eternity to approach that. We
seem so slow—because the standard Is so high.

Pray: That parents who arc sending their boys to
Association camps may not regard it as simply a
vacation, or as an easy disposition of their boys, but
that they may come to see their real underlying pur

pose.

Wed. 30. Matt. 5:13. Ye are the salt of the
earth: but if the salt hath lost its savor,
wherewith shall It be salted? It Is thence
forth good for nothing, but to be cast out,
and trodden under foot of men. Read Matt.
5: 13-21.

DO NOT BLAME GOD. If the return of
Christ seems discouragingly remote, look at con
ditions for your answer. It is not God's fault.

Did God start this fabricated strife In Europe?
Is that blood-soaked land ready to greet its
Lord? The church is still discredited by doc
trinal discussions, forgetting the saving mission
of the salt. There is still a struggle for de
nominational supremacy, and scandalous waste
of time and wealth in over-churching little com
munities—while waste places cry in vain. Only

15 per cent, of our Sabbath school Is coming
into church membership—85 per cent, lost to
the church. It is taking the combined efforts
of 42 members, working day and night for 365
days, to win one soul. Our gifts to God average
12 cents per week per member—this represents
our Investment in winning a world. It la a
shame to man and an Insult to God. Christ will
not come until the ends of the earth have heard
His message. Still we wonder why He lingers.
The loss to the church through migration Is
amazing. Members move, and fall to connect
with another church—dead ones. Oh yes.
Christ Is coming, but God is adjusting His march

to our poor limping steps. Where Is the promise
of His coming? Your answer lies at home.

Pray: For the daily press, that it may become more
clean and sane and give to the public only such
material as shall uplift and create a healthy public
sentiment.
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No. 275. Frame made of straight-grained hard wood and Bessemer steel. Top made of

best quality heavy army duck canvas, laced on so that it can be easily replaced if damaged by

accident. An ideal Folding Cot that combines strength and comfort with lightness and

durability.

Packs readily into a small corrugated paper case for storing or traveling about.

 

The EiYglanderiDUDAWi^COT

No. 277. Constructed entirely of strong angle steel. The legs fold under for storage.

The fabric is very heavy brown canvas duck reinforced in the center by a broad band of

double canvas. It is attached to the frame on all sides by resilient, oil tempered steel helical

springs. Handsomely finished in oxidized.

Size open 2 ft. 6 in. x 6 ft. 2 in. Weight 35 lbs.
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The Englander Foldaway

Beds combine utility and com

fort with strength and lasting

service. In the camp, on the

sleeping porch or in the home

their manifold uses make them

the ideal handy bed. They are

sanitary, strong and durable.

The frame and legs are angle

steel while the sleeping surface

is heavy brown duck canvas

which is attached to the frame

on all sides by resilient oil tem

pered steel helical springs.

Absolutely

Sanitary

 

The casters have steel wheels

with ballbearings so that the

bed can be quickly and noise

lessly moved about. By a sim

ple single motion the Englander

Foldaway Bed can be folded up

or opened. When closed this

bed occupies a remarkably small

space. No trouble to take it to

the camp, seashore or summer

home. Can be stored in any

closet or any out-of-the-way

place.
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FOLD-UP

BED

Sold under

the

Englander

guarantee

The Wit-Edge side guards keep the mattress

always in place and shape

No. 155—An ideal Y. M
fold under the fabric for

C. A. bed. The legs, head and foot
storage or moving about. Closed,

the bed takes up no more space than would be occupied by a bed spring alone.
This bed is fitted with the famous Wit-Edge Side Guards, closely woven of heavy steel wire.

They keep the mattress always in place and shape and lend to the spring edge a support not
possible in any spring without them. The fabric is Englander link, and is guaranteed never to
sag or lose its original elasticity and comfort. Oil tempered steel helical springs attach the
rabric to the end pieces. The casters have ball bearings and steel wheels and are noiseless.

Handsomely and permanently finished in hard baked white enamel.

TAe EivStoAder WHS^E

 

FOLD-UP

BED

W ;soid ~

under the

Englander

guarantee

The Wit-Edge side guards keep the mattress

always in place and shape

No. 24—An added comfort in this Fold-Up Bed is a head rest, which is adjustable to any
position. The head and foot boards and legs fold under the fabric for storage and moving
about. The height of the head and foot boards is the same as the mattress, so that when
covered with a couch cover this bed Is an attractive comfortable divan by day as well as an

excellent bed by night.
The frame is strong angle steel and continuous steel tubing form the head and foot boards

and legs. The fabric is EnKlander link with closely woven wire Wit-Edge Side Guards and is
attached to the end pieces by resilient oil tempered helical springs. It is guaranteed never to
sag. The bed is fitted with noiseless steel wheel ball bearing casters, and Is finished in either

white or brown enamel.
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The EMlander WiT-EOGjr 3 PIECEBED

 

keep the mat

tress always in

place and shape

No. 400—This Is a three piece bed which represents
the best in material and workmanship. It is constructed
of strong continuous steel tubing head and foot with n\e
tillers. The spring fabric and Wit-Edge side guards are

made of closely woven wire and are attached directly 10
steel angle ends. The side rails of the spring are attacnea
to the head and foot boards by patented fastenings
making an absolutely rigid bed. At the same time tne
bed can be quickly and easily taken down or set up.

The casters have steel wheels and ball bearings and are
noiseless. Finished in hard baked white enamel. This
bed Is guaranteed to give a lifetime of wear and

 

Sold under

the

Englander

guarantee ^

No. 41

TAe Ei\gl<\i\der W,t"e°gE divan

The Wit-

Edge aide

guardi keep

the mattress

always in

place and

No. 41—The strongest, most durable, and neatest divan made. Frame and legs are built
of strong steel tubing with spring fabric of heavy woven steel wire. The Wit-Edge side guards
by holding the mattress confined in the place it should properly occupy more than double the
life of the mattress and add greatly to the comfort of the user. In addition they lend a strength
to the fabric which cannot be found on any divan without them. These side guards form a
real economy. The spring fabric is attached to the end pieces by many resilient oil tempered
steel helical springs, and while allowing the fabric to give readily to the form yet keep it firm
and level. The legs can be folded under the fabric for storage or moving about. Finished In

oxidized, gold bronze, or enamel.
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Current News and Comment

Pith and Point of Association News in Paragraphs

News should reach New York by June 17 /or the July issue.

Men of Seven Races sat down

at international dinner addressed

by Brockman in Honolulu. He

spoke on Inter-Racial Harmony.

There were men of Hawaii,

Japan, China, Portugal, Philip

pines, Korea, and America, with

the governor of the territory and

three consuls as guests. And

religion was more of a command

ing theme than politics.

Campaigning Is Yet Strong in

Buffalo. Three goals were set by

the boards for budgets, and on

May 1 every branch was without

a deficit for the year's work. This

year the goal Is $35,000 In contri

butions and $3,000 for improve

ments. There were 1500 contrib

utors to the current expense fund

last year, one canvass covering

the needs of ten organizations.

Steady campaigning has done it.

State, and International district

secretaries got together at Chat

tanooga, for a conference on As

sociation development in the

South, spending two days in a

strong constructive conference.

A committee (Ackley, Alexander,

Darter, Weatherford and Wilson)

were appointed to draft a plan

of united procedure.

Mr. Taft spoke to over 400 men

at Camden's banquet—an address

which carried his testimony of

worldwide observation of Associa

tion work packed with rugged

common sense, leaving an Impress

for men to lead clean lives and

be worthy citizens and take hold

of national Interests.

A Promise to Pay $15 in future

rather than $5 at present is easy

to get in Chicago's vocational de

partment. There Parker finds

men in the maw of the loan-

sharks and instalment houses,

bound hand and foot with debt.

One man had paid an employment

agency $200 in commissions in

two years. Parker talks of a per

sonal budget in the discussion

class and sits down with men for

exact figuring, which they are

loath to do. One newspaper man

who had been in with a fast

bunch and tried to be a good

"sport" was swamped by high

life, loan sharks and instalment

demands that were killing him

morally and spiritually. Cheaper

meals and a humble room, a radi

cal readjustment and less social

and amusement stunts brought a

new program.

Governor Hammond of Minne

sota made addresses recently on

two consecutive nights at ban

quets given by the St. Paul As

sociation. Other speakers were

Fred B. Smith, Dr. Barker, and

J. A. Whitmore.

Crowds of 500 attended the

Summer meetings in Riverside

Park, Wichita. Men with a big

message got a full hearing.

"A Good Place to Go and Some

thing Worth While When You

Get There," is a well-put head

line at Carbondale, Pa.

Forge the Links in the chain of

influences which hitch him to a

life-work. In one State Student

Secretary's life the first strong

link was a Christian home; the

second the Sunday school, the

third the college Association, and

the fourth the Estes Park confer

ence, which gripped him to his

life-work, one strong feature of

which was a campaign in the Col

orado State reformatory, where

every boy and the superintendent

are his friends. There are thou

sands of boys who need just one

more such thing to tie them up

to some big purpose. That may

be ours to supply.

The Best Vacation I ever had,

wrote Dodge of Fall River, "was
at the Boston men's camp on

Lake Winnepesaukee." He went
up there with the express pur

pose of doing nothing, but to rest,

play tennis, swim, eat, and sleep.

But Dodge lives in the spirit of

the Gospel. His giving one morn

ing's Gospel talk led to four

others. And when he left camp,

called away by the sad drowning

of his boy, he had the hearts of

every man with him. Dodge

can't be persuaded that a man

needs to leave his religion at

home when he goes to camp.

Chalk that down.

Without Religion, without any

want of it, but willing to get all

they could out of it, is why these

men came to Boston. A room in

the dormitory and pressure
brought one to a Bible class.

And under a big teacher he saw

religion was what he needed, for

his family had had none. Then

church was what he needed. He

has been lining men up for Bible

study and church attendance ever

since—while he is studying law.

An efficiency talk by a bank

treasurer led him to take a group

of young men in Christian Teach

ing on Social and Economic

Questions, where he met Jews,

Greeks and Roman Catholics and

rrotestants of varying types and

led them into a solid faith. An

Austrian Jew who had come up

from a newsey and bootblack,

found "the best expression of

Christianity he had ever known"

when lie came to room in the

building, attend meetings and

Bible classes. A lukewarm col

lege graduate in a technical

school soon found that the job of

human engineer fitted him, so he

entered the ministry. Another

college man had got off the track

through philosophy, was gripped

and led back by Drum, whose

talk on the Other Fellow's Sister

came just in the nick of time to

save him starting a swifter

course. These are Just Incidents

picked in Boston.

For Easter Week, 1916, do the

kind of a thing Chicago did by

getting a man like A. A. Stock-

dale for meetings, conferences,

and interviews with committee

men and members for the week.

This "pitching parson," deeply

spiritual, gracious, and with a

message of grace, caught the boys

in classes and gymnasium every

where, where a group of one to

five hundred could be pulled to

gether. He talked to the em

ployed staff, the gymnasium men

squatted on the floor, to the voca

tional school boys, Bible class

members, high school boys. And

afterwards said: "Never before

did I speak to such an attentive

and interesting crowd of boys."

Almost every address was closed

with an appeal to accept or re

new the Christian life. Inter

views were requested by 258 men

Northwestern Associations have

their conference at Seabeck,

Wash., on Hoods Canal, an arm

of Puget Sound. This is near

Seattle, and the conference site

embraces over 700 acres.

"This Man Had No Depth of

Earth." Fred Taylor, an ex-

circus man, an ex-evangelist who

became thrifty and saving at

Scranton. But the strain of the

branches was too great for the

roots, and he left after issuing

worthless checks of $50 or more,

borrowed from friends, and was

last heard from as "Rev. Fred

Taylor" at Tampa, Fla.

The University Men's Bible

Class at Buffalo closed its ses

sions with over fifty students.

Dri Davis made a telling appeal

to the educated man on "The

College Man's Opportunity in the

Levant."

This Shows the kind of Chris

tian an Armenian boy was. He

took a job and filled the place of

a Boston man who had been on

a two weeks' debauch. When the

man came back penitent and

promising, the boy insisted that

he be given his job back again.

Now he is working for twice the

salary, and preparing for "Tech."

Erie Has Been Able to render a

definite service to the community

through an illustrated talk given

by Dr. Foringer—Things Men

Should Know—sex hygiene from

a physician's standpoint. Through

it all a deep line of spiritual

thought and teaching prevails.

The hand colored lantern slides

showed the diseased parts as a

result of the breaking of the sev

enth commandment.
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In Stetson Company's Philadel

phia shops a Bible class numbers

234 men, averaging 175. A force

of twelve active workers line up

the men in each department and

are pushing for 400 regulars. G.

W. Braden is leader.

Mr. George D. Pratt takes hold

of the Conservation Commission

of New York State with a pur

pose which precludes other re

sponsibilities and he has resigned

from the International Physical

Department and the chairman

ship of Brooklyn Central. He

has been as liberal a giver of

service as money.

In Five Campaigns in two

months Hockenbury has had a

hand in adding 5,895 new mem

bers.

Big Men of Hoqulam, Wash.,

doubled the membership (425) in

a few days. One team, the "Log

gers," was led by the president

of a wholesale grocery; the "Mill"

men were led by a mill and tug

boat man. Then there was a big

banquet with speeches by con

gressmen and statesmen, bankers

and merchants, which ground the

Association idea into the systems

of the citizens.

"Every Employed Officer in

some summer school every year"

Is the slogan of the Estes Park

conference men. It rings true.

One Thousand Cities In China

have demanded Associations—

but there are not trained men to

be had to organize them.

Over 259,000 Students in the

Philippines are playing indoor

baseball through the Associa

tion's initiative.

A Railroad Company gives half

the salary of an Association evan

gelist because it was proved that

his work made better workmen.

Dr. Gordon, of Boston, discov

ers out of his own observation

and pastoral service with thou

sands of people that the best

remedy for discontent—and it

will square up with the common

sense and observation of most

men—"is hard, honest work done

from motives of love for others

and with a consciousness that

the work has a public signifi

cance. This is the best emanci

pator from the discontents that

are born of vanity."

Directors and Subscribers at

Springfield, Ohio, get occasional

postal cards calling their atten

tion to leading article in Asso

ciation Men and urging that the

paper be passed on to young men

of their acquaintance. Baldrldge

adds: "I only wish we were in

a position to put a copy of the

April number in the hands of

every young man In the city. It

was certainly a great number."

A few may yet be had.

An Office Appliance Supply Ex

hibit at Houston's building

brought out many business men

and office workers, while the

business colleges attended in a

body.

This Item from Michigan may

look commonplace, but it is sig-

niilcant: "We started twelve ac

counts during the month, which

totaled $390."

Drum's Decision Week In Bos

ton touched 2,640 men, with 281

purposes declared, 103 register

ing for church membership, 386

requesting interviews for per

son problems.

The Stough Meetings' Lift at

Lancaster, Pa., strengthened the

Gospel team and forwarded a big

outdoor work. Last summer the

meetings ran as high as 1,200.

Salt Lake, Utah, has an out

door Bible study class which

meets in view of the great moun

tains and lake.

E. L. Shuey, for twenty years

leader of the men's Bible class

of his Dayton church, has been

using with effect these subjects

concerning life problems, which

include: Getting an Education,

Finding a Job, Keeping a Job,

Selecting Friends, Making a

Home, etc. Down at the bottom

of ail is character, and back of

character is Christ.

Jack- Knife Carpentry is poor

economy. Too many times the

janitor or engineer repairs the

polished hardwood, hacks and

hammers handsome woodwork,

and makes it look like a white

cotton patch on an evening-dress

coat. The costliest saving is this

butcher-work of barn builders in

cabinet-finish halls. In most

Association buildings a high-

class mechanic could be con

stantly employed with profit to

keep the plant in shape; repair

ing furniture and equipment,

painting, refinishing and making

improvements.

Bound Volumes of The Watch

man and The Young Men's Era,

Association Men from 1887, and

Association Boys from 1902 to

1908 may be had cheap from E.

C. Van Ness, Collegeport, Texas.

The Loan Shark Is beaten out

by the office men at Port Rich

mond. By depositing a dollar a

month with their treasurer any

member can borrow from the

fund at l'/4 per cent, interest per

month. At the close of the first

year each man shared a profit of

77 cents on the dollar, borrowed

when he needed and received in

terest on his own money with a

surplus at the end of the year.

My Lesson in fool Investments,

writes a friend. Is two stock cer

tificates, both as a result of ad

vice from friends In their mis

taken judgment. The "rawest"

 

A PITTSFIELD SKETCH

One of a series of Pittsfleld
sketches doing good work. Those

on pages 442 and 448 last month
were by the same artist.

thing tried here recently was by

an ex -secretary in promoting "

scheme or company. I prefer

stocks of record or real estate,

and if I lose I have nobody to

kick but myself.

The Most Significant Feature

of religious work for the year

ending May 1 is the wonderful

advance In the use of the Inter

national Bible Study Examina

tions. The number of Associa

tions participating (102) has

made a new record since the

withdrawal of the Canadian As

sociations and the establishment

of the National Canadian Exam

inations in 1911. But more re

markable is the growth in the

number of men and boys par

ticipating; for example, in 1910

the number participating was

2.841; 1911, 2.690; 1912. 2,547; 1913,

3,451; 1914, 4,376; while for 1916
the number is 5,825, a growth in

five years of over 104 per cent.

It Is probable that plans will be

made for holding examinations in

mid-winter as well as in the

spring.

Mothers' Day In Washington is

a big day, joining with the

Women's Association and Invit

ing government officials—Mr. and

Mrs. Bryan last year.

Secretaries Would Do Well to

write Henry Ford, Detroit, Mich.,

for a copy of The Case Against

the Little White Slaver. Many

call it the best yet on the clg-

aret evil.
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Just as we go to press, word

comes that Major Joseph Hardie,

an Advisory Member of the Inter-

nationl Committee, entered Into

rest on May 15th at Los Angeles,

where he had been making his

home of late. Originally a resi

dent of Alabama, he was for

many years a tower of strength
to the work in the entire South.

He was President of the Inter

national Conventions at Richmond

in 1875, Atlanta 1885, and Mobile

1897. Major Hardie 'was one of

the earliest and most devoted

friends of the Association, and a

tireless worker in behalf of young

men. A more extended notice

will appear next month.

T. S. Thomas, now at Home

stead Sanitorium, R. F. D., Mid

dle Grove, N. Y.. is again fight

ing for a foothold for health.

Write him.

Blue Ridge Association and the

whole Christian movement in the

South has lost a leader or rorce

in the death of Dr. A. L. Phil

lips. He was one of the first to

back Blue Ridge.

Interesting Firsts—Carbondale,

Pa., opened its first building May

1st. The first ticket was issued

to Dr. Lee, over thirty years

pastor of the Presbyterian

church, who turned the first

spadeful of earth. Fred Foster,

a boy of twelve, was the first to

receive membership in the boys'

division. He was there at 8 a. m.

on May 1st with his money in

hand. A second ticket was taken

by a little newsboy who helps

support his home. The first busi

ness men's membership was

taken by Mr. Crane, the presi

dent of the first board of direc

tors, a man who had labored long

and hard to assure a modern

building. The first meeting was

held May 9th, Mothers' Day, for

the first liberal contributions were

made by two mothers.

The International Convention

for 1916 will be held in Cleve

land May 25-29. Plans are al

ready well afoot both by the As

sociation and the International

Committee to make this one of

the greatest events in all Asso

ciation history.

"Deadly Dull"—that is the

reason President Schurman gave

in speaking to the Troy men, as

the reason why boys left "good"

homes and "innocent recreation"

and amusement and drifted into

bad society and modes of enter

tainment which were at best

dubious and often immoral and

vicious. ' It was not, he said,

craving for drink, but delight in

the society of their fellow men

that sent men to a saloon. Its

prosperity is in the fact that it is

the poor man's club. That's the

reason the Association should

emphasize the social function.

But the Association is not merely

a continuation of the school and

a social center. It is an associa

tion for the promotion of ethical

and religious truth and the quick

ening of moral Christian charac

ter. As to the social side, It is

the ally of the home; as, on the

educational side, it is the ally of

the school: so, on the moral and

religious side, it is the ally of the

church.

The "Wednesday Noon Popu

lar" Bible class at Scranton R. R.

Dept. had 183 men at the closing

meeting of the year, and pre

sented their leader. Dr. Griffin W.

Bull, with a purse of *60. The

class has been growing and closes

with the largest attendance on

record for the years Dr. Bull has

conducted it.

The Southwestern Institute at

Hollister is not exclusively a rail

road conference, as the impres

sion has gained. It is for city

students as well.

To the Radio School of East

Side. New York, the Marconi

Company sends its apprentices

and loans equipment which is now

valued at $8,000. Much has been

made by the students. They

take messages from Honolulu or

Germany. The school is con

stantly turning out men thor-

ougsly trained in Radio.

NIEDECKEN

MIXER

PATENTED

The Only Perfect

Shower Control

and Anti-Scalding

Valve.

nocams.no springs

Fitted with Renewable

Bronze Seats.

Hoffmann & Billings

Mfg. Co.

Milwaukee, Wis.
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The County Men

WASHUNGA CAMP, in Jackson County,

Kan., brought twenty-five country fel

lows together for a week's outing during

the busy harvesting season of Kansas'

bumper wheat crop. It was a new experi

ence for the lads, and the stories they

carried back home caused several fellows to

realize that real pleasure can be found in

the open, close to nature. Baseball, volley

ball, fishing, swimming, "stunt" night,

tennis, Bible study, live talks on live topics,

a camp paper issued daily—these were some

of the features. The conquest of home

sickness by one boy gave him power for a

larger conquest—overcoming a desire to re

main out of high school. The Associa

tion in the country field is proving, by the

ministry of demonstration, that the open

field, the brook, the pasture has a joy of

its own for a growing life. The youngster,

dazzled and fascinated by artificial amuse

ments, is made to realize that the meadow,

"back of the barn," has more wonderful

mysteries to be solved than brick pave

ments, tall buildings and clanging noises.

I never would have attended a summer

school if it had not been for my wife. I

have never been absent from the school

since I had to wait on table for board, and

if I am worth anything to Association work

today, it is largely due to the inspiration

and help it gave me. My salary is more

than three times what it was when I first

went to the summer school, and I am satis

fied that if I had not come in contact with

this phase of our work that I would be

plugging along at very little more salary

than I was getting eight years ago. But

this is the smallest part of what the train

ing school means. It equips a man for

service and helps him to appreciate his

place in the Kingdom of God. The contact

with leaders from all over the country in

creases his usefulness, enlarges his vision

and makes him worth while in our work.

T. B. Lanham, Ohio.

County secretary Angell, of Michigan, in

answering the question how he discovers his

leaders says, "I have no set rule for dis

covering leaders, a good sure way is to make

them, and then you know what you have."

Regarding it he says, "Unless you can find

it do not begin, and with it you can always

win." He says, "One of my best leaders has

no visible characteristics. He even is rheu

matic and can scarcely read. Yet his group

has met very regularly, and every boy is in

Sunday School, one joining the church re

cently, and this is a town where going to

Sunday School and church is not a popular

thing either."

In another Michigan County a janitor of

a school saw an opportunity to lead a group

of high school boys in the same town, and

one of the boys asked the secretary if he

would be good enough for the job. "After

 

DOCTORING THE SUNBURN

High school boys are lieutenant leaders in this
Harry, Mich.. County camp, and to their spirit
of service and help it owes its success. The man
is captain of its football team. The I. O. O. F.

pay the expenses of some poorer boys.
The one relief for sunburn is carrom oil, a

half-and-half mixture of lime-water and linseed

oil.

a few questions we decided to put him on,"

says the secretary. "Today he is one of the

most successful leaders in the county, and a

man who has not had the advantages of a

college education either." This janitor is

so different from the janitor of another high

school. There the boys do as they please

during the vacant hour when they get into

the basement. In the former they go down

to see the janitor and have a chat with him

about that snag they struck in the group

meeting the other evening, and which the

leader very wisely placed on the table, when

no one could answer it satisfactorily.

THE VALUE of the Summer School is

largely determined in my mind by the

spirit in which the men approach their

studies. It seems to me that a man must

approach the Summer School with the

spirit of a student even though he is a grad

uate of college and has been an employed

officer for years. I believe that every Board

of Directors should provide in their budget

for the attendance of their secretaries

upon the Summer School and insist upon the

secretaries taking advantage of the same,

and that the studies should be pursued for

the term of years necessary for graduation.

I further believe that continued study along

advanced lines of Association work should

be engaged in by graduates of the Summer

School for the purpose of keeping abreast

of the new ideas which are constantly being

advanced. It is my purpose to attend and

take advantage of the Summer School

course as long as opportunity offers.—

Harry Hedley Smith, New Jersey.
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Every Association Should Teach

The New Y. M. C. A. Salesmanship Course

Salesmanship study kindles character—arouses initiative—

leads to success in any line of business. The new course

authorized by the Educational Secretaries is the best yet.

Send for information and suggestions on organizing a class to

A. L. Ward, Chicago (Central) B. D. Edwards, Detroit

J. W. McCandless, Minneapolis, Secy, of Committee

Here is the

BEST ELECTRIC LAMP

for Campers

It's the Federal Safety First

Electric Hand Lamp. It is

built like a bullet to stand

hard service ; takes an ordi

nary No. 6 dry battery and

■ has an extra strong filament

I tungsten lamp and powerful

I silvered reflector.

I Use it as a headlight on

W gasoline launches—can't ex

plode gasoline. No oil to

leak or drip. Can't blow out

—won't jar out. A positive

necessity for campers.

If your dealer hasn't it, ac

cept no substitute. Sent pre

paid on receipt of price any

where in the United States.

Federal Sign System (Electric)

Lake and Desplaines Streets, Chicago

 

All

Telephones and Annunci

ators for Y. M. C. A. Use

Interior telephone systems of high
quality and efficiency with twenty
gears of manufacturing experience
ehlnd them. Write us your re

quirements and we'll be glad to
suggest a system for you.

Write for Catalog H

Connecticut

Telephone & Electric Co.

Merlden, Conn.

 

fou hare undoubtedly noticed the rapid
growth In popularity of the "Indirect" meth
od ever since we perfected the original

Eye Comfort Lighting

System six years ago because Indirect light
ing is "The Best Light for the Eyes" as

' called it in a recent

West Branch,
s, Philadelphia,

"Scientific American"
editorial.
Used In Central Branch,

North Branch Y. M. C. A.'s,
and others.

You can obtain Interesting, authoritative
booklets on modern lighting by writing us,
and when you do so, request the report of the
throe year Investigation conducted by Drs.
Ferree and Rand which proved Indirect light
ing to be as beneficial to the eye aB daylight.
It Is free to Association Executives.

Competent Engineering Service

National X-Ray Reflector Company

CHICAGO NEW YORK

i Blvd. 21 W. 46thS

_ . ■ * ^

237 W. Jackson Blvd. 21 W. 46th St.

NAVY AND ARMY MEN

We number among our depositors many of your
associates in all parts of the world and Invite you
to send for full Information, telling the manner In
which they allot their salary to this large, safe
bank, no matter where they are located.

4 PER CENT INTEREST

compounded twice a year, paid on any amount.

Ask for booklet "K," explaining our system of
"Banking by Mall.'*

THE CITIZENS SAVINGS & TRUST CO.

CLEVELAND, O.

The Oldest and Largest Trust Co. in Ohio

Capital and Surplus 6 1 Million Dollara and Assets
over SO Million Dollars

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers.
19
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The Colored Man's Page

WHEN the Colored Association at Nash

ville bought its lot last month it was

made possible by the payment in full of

pledges of $1,000 each by three men. These

 

three men are unique examples of character

and thrift and generosity. The senior is

Rev. R. H. Boyd, D.D., LL.D., born as a

slave in this country. He was the most dar

ing cowboy "rider of the stampede" known

from Texas to Mexico. When 25 years old

THE LAST

MEETING AT

ARUNDEL-

ON-THE-BAY

Thirty Colored
Department
Secretaries of
North America.

8-22. A strong program is being arranged.

The most successful men in the department

consider it indispensable for their continua

tion in the service.

That new town for colored men on the

Isthmus, La Boca, has made the Association

building provided by the Government there

a teeming center for their social and spirit

ual life, and the gymnasium was not

big enough to accommodate every one who

wanted to exercise, even in this hot climate.

As to the baths, popularity is not the name

for it! The large use of the building has

justified an enlargement. And . the Bible

classes are as well taught as attended.

The story of that remarkable membership

campaign carried on at Washington in

which 750 memberships were secured in six

days was told in last month's issue. What

was done in Washington could be done in

any city with careful organization to secure

the right men for leaders, offering privi

leges which fairly command the attention

and confidence of men, with the assurance

that every promise will be fulfilled, and

preparations to do it.

 

he could not write his name. Now he is the

head of the national publishing society rep

resenting the Colored Baptists of America,

which publishes millions of pieces of litera

ture a year. He won his way as a pastor,

and has become a superintendent of missions

and president of a savings bank.

His son, Henry A. Boyd, is chairman of

the campaign committee. He is educated,

trained in the public service, an editor and

a natural leader of men, and now chairman

of a branch. He is a director in banks and

insurance companies, and manager of the

publication house.

The third man to pay his thousand dollars

was Elder Preston Taylor, a preacher of the

Christian Church, head of a large business,

a bank director and withal a man honored

for his grit and pluck—the capital which

won him wealth and position.

The equipment of the summer conference

at Arundel, Md., was destroyed by fire last

month. This may make a change in the

place for the conference, but the date is July

A record unequalled in any Colored Asso

ciation has been made at Nashville. In a

three-day campaign 112 subscriptions for

Association Men were secured—a third

successive effort, each time for a larger

number and with more enthusiasm.

This acrostic was worked out by Benja

min Washington, a leader in Washington's

membership campaign, a division chairman

and teacher in the colored high school. Mr.

Cooper says of it, "This is a product of a

type of mind that one frequently finds

among the Negroes, alert, imaginative and

with the gifts of the orator."

You

Your

You

You

You

You

Your

Your

Your

Young

Men

Might

Might

Must

Must

Men

Money

Money

Minds

Men

Certainly

Certainly

Creep

Call

Certainly

Command

Certainly

Cannot

Call

Christ

Attempted

Adds

Away

Again

Attend

Attention

Advances

Attain

Above

Abides
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Protect Your Members from Germs

 

Leading physicians say that an incalcu

lable per cent, of people contract disease

from germs passed on to them by means

of dishes improperly washed.

Our 1915 Model

ELECTRIC DISHWASHER

frees you from responsibility for menace

to the health of persons who eat off your

dishes. It not only removes the most obsti

nate food particles, but eliminates the most

persistent germs.

THE FEARLESS HAND DISHWASHER

is just the thing for summer camps. It is easy to lift, easy to clean and stands

camp life without getting out of order. It has an established reputation for

being the Most Simple, Most Economical and Most Easily Operated hand dish

washing machine on the market.

Our Complete Line of Electric and Hand Dishwashers, and Barron Sanitary
Coolers for Drinking Water, are fully described and illustrated in our new

catalog. We send it free to any address. Write for it.

Fearless Dishwasher Co., inc., i24Coivinst., Rochester, n. y.

IN BUSINESS 13 YEARS

MOORES tt?F BINDERS-SHEETS

 

Are in Use in More than 200,000 Offices

Where Efficiency and Economy are Vital Factors—Anybody

can see at a glance How to Use Them.

The Moore System

of record keeping has attained Its great popularity on account
of its many superior features, and once Installed is never dis

placed.

If Your Present Method

of keeping any of your records Is unsatlsfac
tory, write us as best you can what your
trouble Is, and our expert accounting depart
ment will be glad to work up sketches for an
easy way of handling the matter, as we have
had a great deal of experience In Y. M. C. A.
work. The sketches will be mailed to you Free

and without obligation on your part.

MOORE'S MODERN METHODS

Shows short cuts In T. M. C. A. office work that save time and
money, and tells you how you can greatly simplify and increase
the efficiency of your record keeping. No matter how great or
how small your requirements, if you have records to keep you
need our hook—Moore's Modern Methods. We send It Free.

Write for it.

JOHN C. MOORE CORPORATION

Manufacturer • of Loos* Leaf and Blank Books

Established U39 899 Stone) Street. Rochester, N. Y.

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers. 2
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Secretarial Register

OBNHRAI, HECRBTAHIBS

Adams, W. L., Hoqulam, to Kalisuell, Mont.
Allaby, H. K., Truro, N. S., res.
Armitage, A. E., Orange, to McAlpin, W. Va.
Buckalew, E. B., Scranton. Pa., res.
Corcoran, Win, Selkirk Ave. Br., Winnipeg, res,
(Jetty, F. D., West Br., Phlla., to Carbondale.
Gourlty. J. L., to Ducktown, Tenn.
Halms, E. S., Wilson Ave. Dent., Chicago, res.
Irons, J. II., Elmira, to Saratoga Springy, N. Y.
Jackson, A. L., Int. Comm., to Chicago, Hi. i colored) .
JackM)n, C. H. H., to Scranton. Pa.
Kramer, G. K. D., Lianuibal, Mo., res.
La Guardla, R. O., Chicago, to Mahwah, N. J.
Lockwood, C. A., to Madrid, N. Mex.
Nichols, 0. L., Juniata, Pa. (Hit.), res.
Nix. H. C, Greenville, to (Lumber) Tuscaloosa.
Oliver, J. W.. WeLb City, Mo., reB.
Haymond, C. G"., Kllensburg, Wa«b., res.
Smith, H. W., Chicago, to Belvidere, 111.
Toroskl. P. M„ Bellevue. Ohio <RR.). res.

PHYSICAL MBBCTORS

Benniug, L. H., No. End Dept., Evanston, res.
Blickhy, G. W., to Falrmcnt, W. Va.
Bond, L. E., to Laurel, Miss.
Boyd, S. A., Dallas, Texas, res.
Bradley, W. P., Salem, Mass., to Wllmerding. Ta.
Bradshaw, A. T., Selkirk Ave. Br., Winnipeg, res.
Brown, C. A., Maukato, Minn., res.
Buxton, II. H., Lynn, Mass.. res.
Coyer, H. E., North Tonawanda. N. Y., res.
Daly, C. A., Denver, Colo., to Beloit, Wis.
Frey, Ray, to Greeley, Colo.
FrUdlund, O. E., to Galesburg. III.
George, C. H., 26th Ward Br., Brooklyn, res.
Goodridge, E. F., Fostorla, Ohio, res.
Guyer, G. W., Rome. N. Y., res.
Harris, E. H.( Sedalla, Mo., res.
lloffer, J. G., Des Moines, to Birmingham, Ala.
Horton, R. J., Indianapolis, Ind., to Youngstown, O.
Keyes, L. J., Bangor, Me., res.
Matron, Nestor, Muncle. Ind., res.
Mullen, G. M., Central, Philadelphia, to Elkins, W. Va.
Pond, B. T., Berwick, Pa., to Lexington, Ky.
Rank, M. L., Jamestown, N. D., res.
St. Linger, Hans, Newburyport, Mass., res.
Salassa, M. C, Lynchburg, Va., res.
Stla, Wesley. Norfolk, Neb., res.
Slater, W. S., Fairmont, to New Britain. Ct.
Spangier, W. W., Ann Arbor, Mich., res.
Stevens, L. It., Lexington, Ky., res.
Thomas, R. M., So. E. Br., Minn., res.
Toedt, J. J., to Wilson Ave. Dept., Chicago.
Waechter, E. R., Pittsburg, to 26th Ward Br.. Bklyn.
Whiting, H. E., Rochester. Minn., res.

BOYS* WOBK

Beckwlth, K. D., Torriugton, Conn., res.
Brown, D. C, to Beloit, Wis.
Dean, L. J., Sallna, Kansas, res.
Farrill, H. S., Fort Dodge, la., res.
Hall, C. R., to Prospect Pk. Br.. Brooklyn.
Halliday, Herbert, to Lynn, Mass.
Ilelligatedt, C. A. G.. to Springfield. Mo.
Johnson, C. W., continues at Spartanburg, S. C.
Landon, R. S., to Galesburg, III.
Murphey, John, Lebanon, Pa., res.
Needham, H. M., Columbus, Ohio, res.
Noon, J. E.. Hyde Pk. Dept., Chicago, to Danville.
Potter, E. R„ Pawtucket, R. L, res.
Price, L. A., to Pawtucket. R. I.
Supp, Walter, Mt. Vernon. Ohio. res.
Sinnett, J. J., Lynn. Mass.. res.
Smith, C. C, New Bedford, Mass., res.
Spyker, H. A., to Columbus. O.
Toedte, J. F., Qulney, 111., res.
Winston. C. H., Jr., to Laurel. Miss.
Wtirthington, E. R.. Charlottesville, to Fairmont. W. Va.
Yates, Stanley. Walla Walla, Wash., res.

DEPARTMENT SECRETARIES

Austin, L. B., Pasadena, Cal. (Educ), res.
Baldwin, I. C., Jacksonville. Fin. (Educ), res.
Fry, H. E.. Los Angeles, Cal. (Educ), reB.
Helmen. V. R., South Bend, Ind. (Educ). res.
Schofleld, C. E.. Wilmington. Del. (Educ). res.
Stokes. Alfred, Central Br.. Brooklyn (Relig.). res.

CODNTY

Caster, C. A., State Comm., to Hillsdale Co.. Mich.
Read, O. B., Burlington Co., N. J., to Ventura Co.. Cal.
Shoemaker, R. C, to Burlington Co.. N. J.

INTERNATIONAL AND STATS

Crumb, C. B., Nebraska (Boys') , res.
lleinrlchs, W. H-. Honolulu, H. I., to India (Int.).
Knapp. F. P., Hillsdale Co., Mich., to Mich. (State).
Little, G. J., South Bend, Ind., to Indiana (State).
Mogge. E. L., Kvuiisvllle, lud., to Indiana ( State)
I,-i-rill, L. M., Kentucky (State Student), res.

Convention Calendar

CONVENTIONS

International, Cleveland, O., May 25-29, 1916.
Fuundhr's Day, June 6.

SUaCMER BOHOOLB AND INSTITUTES

no] lister. Mo.'^uge 3-17.
Blue Ridge, N.jC* ( Student) , July 1-21.
Lake Geneva, Wfe., July 1-31.
Blue Ridge, N. C, July 7-21.
Harpers Ferry, Va. (Colored). July 8-22.
Lake Geneva (Boys' Work), July 14-21.
Asilomar, Cal., July 20-Aug. 3.
Lake Couculcbing, Ont., July-27-Aug. 13.
Estes Park, Colo., July 28-Aug. 11.
Silver Bay, N. Y., July 30-Aug. 23.

STDDSNjT CONFERENCES

Estes Park, Colo.. June ^11-22.
Sea beck. Wash., June 11-20. ^
Eagles Mere, Pa., June 15-24.
Blue Ridge, N. C., Jane 15-24.
Lake Geneva, Wis., June 18-27.
Nortbfleld, Mass., June 25-July 4.
Lumsden Beach, Canada, July 9-16.

Things To Do in June

Make much of Founder's Day, Sunday June 6th. The
71st anniversary of the organization of the Association by
the Clerk, George Williams.

Plan an outing for your Board of Directors and Com
mitteemen, arranging the program for both pleasure and
business. Utilize some prominent Association man
(either official or layman) to analyze the work of the past
year and set the stakes for the future.

Has the moving microbe started its deadly work? Is
it easy to convince yourself that you should seek another
field? If so, forget it and brace up to your own job.
Size up the difficulties, local and personal, and overcome
them. Remember Allen Stockdale's "Luxury of Struggle."
Mr. Secretary, have you lined up the force for the

coming year? If anticipated changes are to be made,
don't wait until fall and then send a S. O. S. to the State and
International Committees for help. Line your men up now.
And, by the way, while we are talking about men, how

many have you recruited for Association work? The
Association College at Chicago needs one hundred high
grade men for the entering class in the fall. The College
at Springfield needs a similar number. You can help to
get them and June is a splendid month to recruit.

Our buildings always need more or less overhauling.
Better get this work out of the way before the summer
activities begin to crowd you. T'^T

In your plans, have you considered that great crowd of
High School boys released for the summer months?
Perhaps we can help them find needed employment,
furnish a variety of clean and wholesome recreation and
also emphasize the service side of life.
Many an Association is stimulating a new religious spirit

in its work through the Gospel Team organization. Add
this piece of service to your June program. Small town
and country churches, mission and struggling churches
in the city need the message your men can bring them.
Mature vacation plans for the employed force/but see

to it that expensive machinery is not idle or poorly operated
during the summer months.
Get better acquainted with your family. The hard drive

of a busy season has perhaps absorbed more than the
usual amount of time. Readjust, if necessary, on the basis
of an equitable division, vith the partner in the home.
Above everything else, put a fine edge on your appetite

for spiritual things and for the doing of those pieces of
service which reveal Jesus Christ in His fullness to men
and boys. K. A. SHUMAKER, Illinois.

WARNINGS

Associations are warned against a man named Blair,
who uses different initials but always his family name.
He has used C. C. Blair, Chas. M. Blair, or his real name
Fred A. Blair. He is about five feet seven inches tall*
hair a little iron-gray, has steel-blue eyes, weighs about
140 lbs., is inclined to nervousness, has a slight twitch
ing of the hps. When last seen was wearing a gray suit,
black derby, black shoes. Presents a neat appearance
and looks like a successful salesman. Tells a convincing
story. Send information regarding him to Hill Top
Y. M. C. A., Pittsburgh, Pa., or Davis Park Y. M. C. A.,
Charleston-Kanawha, w. Va.

J. A. Charette holds membership ticket in the Dayton
Association dated June 5, 1915. He has a long history
of dissipation through drink. For about a year made good
in fine position but later fell back into his old habits, y
since then has borrowed money in two Associations of
the middle West. Associations are warned not to loan
him money.



 



CP.A. Map of the United States

May we present you with the C. P. A. Map of the

United States, a specially engraved map printed

in three colors, size 21 by 12£ inches, suitable for

framing? It shows graphically the States which

have Accountancy legislation—39 in all.

An Educational Opportunity

The Accountancy Profession and Organized Business

are seeking, even demanding, constructive help

from educational institutions. The Young Men's

Christian Association has been an aggressive

pioneer in this educational field, but its greatest

opportunities are still in the future. The follow

ing figures are of great significance :

Undeveloped City Fields Available

Population of cities of 30,000 or over (U. S. esti

mate 1912) 29,320,579

Population of cities in which Pace Standardized

Courses are available by Resident instruction . . 17,713,914

City population in which Resident instruction

in Pace Standardized Courses is not available 11,606,665

This gap in Resident school instruction is rapidly being closed by

installations in Young Men's Christian Associations, in

universities, colleges, and business schools of the better

grade. It is the hope of the Pace organization that,

wherever possible, the Young Men's Christian Association

shall share with it the burdens and the rewards of bringing

professional education of university grade to the men who

seek and need it.

PACE & PACE

Pace Standardized Courses in Accountancy, Business Ad

ministration, and English, in Residence and by Extension

30 CHURCH STREET, NEW YORK
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The Best Are the Days to Come

JOHN R. MOTT on the Association Man's Opportunity for Service

One of a Commanding Series of Addresses given by Mr. Mott
before Employed Officers In Conference at Asilomar, California.

THE BEST DAYS are before the Young

Men's Christian Association. The best

days lie before each one of us who bears the

name of Jesus Christ. This is so because we

have a larger knowledge now than we ever

had before with reference to our field, our

problems, our aims, our opportunities, possi

bilities and resources. Larger knowledge

always makes possible better days. Better

days are beyond us because we have a larger

experience than at any time before. A

richer experience always makes possible

something richer.

Our best days lie right ahead of us be

cause of the increased momentum due to

the work of God's truth among us. It is a

tremendous thing to set God's power at

work and wherever there is a possibility of

increased momentum there is a possibility

of greater things.

The best lies ahead of us because of the

larger fellowship. Contrast this fellowship

with that of twenty-five or even fifteen

years ago. How our membership has en

larged. How our domain has extended.

How many nations have been brought into

fellowship with us. What does this not

make possible when all these nations are

brought under the sway of Jesus Christ.

What possibilities of achievement.

The best lies before us likewise, because

of a new unity; unity in diversity. How

much more varied and complex is the unity

that grows apace throughout this brother

hood!

The best lies before us because of im

measurably greater opportunities. When I

contrast the opportunities in front of us

with those of five years ago, I am lost in

wonder and ask, who are we? I repeat what

I said the other day, that I would rather live

the next ten years than any time of which I

have ever read or can dream.

The best is in front of us because we

have greater dangers and unsolved prob

lems than at any time in the history of

Christianity. It takes great issues to call

out latent energies. Surely the best is

there, not here.

Thank God the best lies before us be

cause we have a larger Christ, not a new

Christ. The same Jesus. The curtain has

been thrown aside. We have seen Him

through more eyes. He has done more

wonder works. Our faith has greater

strength.

The best lies ahead of those who know

best the Christ. I see no limit to what lies

ahead of us or ahead of Christianity.

Surely no limitations as we think of the

purposes. The purposes are large enough

to bring forth anything. No limitation as

we think of our fields. How full they are.

How they are packed with opportunity. No

limitation there. Surely no limitations when

we think of the times in which we live.

This is the day of days. It is the day of

God's visitation if there ever was one.

I think of no limitation as I think of

God. As we remind ourselves of His char

acter and of His ways and of His boundless

resources, surely there is no suggestion of

limitation.

The only possible limitation that may

keep us from the wonder works is the limi

tation in our own lives. Here and there

are men who remind us that Christ is here

among us. There may be those of us whose

best days may not be in front because of

falling short. In His old home Christ

"could do no mighty work." What a pa

thetic thing. How it must have wrung His

heart. Whenever I go back to the little

Iowa village where my boyhood was spent,

I always try to do a little better, if possible,

than at any other place to which I go. I

can understand Jesus. How he longed to do

505
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mighty works in his home town and

He could do none, proving that certain

human conditions must be right in order to

make possible the mighty works of God.

We are right now in the time to determine

the future. Whether He does this mighty

work in us depends upon us. Why was it

that Christ could not do these mighty works

at His own home, but in other places He

could?

What are the conditions? One of the

conditions of the mighty work in the indi

vidual, the community or the Association

is a strong desire that there be the mighty

work. There may not have always been

mighty works where there was a pure de

sire. But so far as I have been able to ob

serve there has never been a mighty work

without a strong desire. Unless there is

this strong desire, Christians will not be

ready to pay the other prices necessary for

the manifestations of God's power.

This strong desire may be generated. It

comes as a result of honest and thorough re

flection. Religion without feeling is with

out thinking. Religion without emotion is

religion without reflection. Let any man

think of his own sins and faults. Let him

think of the kindness of God and the won

derful mission of Christ and the man is

not normal if a responsiveness does not

sweep over him.

It takes courage to face up to the needs

of our communities. It takes courage to

face the facts of our Associations. It takes

courage to front our own lives and let the

motives that are actuating us appear. It

takes courage to have the desire to have

these needs met. We must reflect upon the

great Christ and His boundless resources.

The wonder works of God are conditioned

upon the increased realization of what

these works cost, especially the great cen

tral wonder work. The one that brought

Christ among us and took Him away from

us and brought Him back to us by His

Spirit. You and I are more prone to

dwell upon the greatness and importance

of our work than we are upon the cost of

accomplishing it. We do not dwell enough

upon the incomparable worth of our gospel.

Until we try to enter into the spirit of

Christ in the garden when He said "if it

be possible let this cup pass from me,"

until we have gone into that dark garden

we are not going to have these wonder

works. Taylor said, "how our prayers up

braid us as we tamely ask for things for

which we should die." The full price must

be paid for these wonder works. May God

help us to find the gospel.

We live such busy lives that it is awfully

hard not to be superficial. We must take

time to make sure that we are indeed thor

ough. How easy it is for some part of us

to get out from under His control. We

may be all right in body but not in thought.

In life but not in secret thought.

It means, likewise, as I have implied, that

they must be lives of reality. I do not dis

cover that Christ breaks out through sham

or hypocrisy. Pure hearts, transparent

hearts, truth in the inward parts. "As a

man is so shall his strength be." Some of

us have lived many years and not yet had

many wonder works. Some may recall

wonder works, but they are nothing as com

pared to what Christ could do. In propor

tion to the reality will be the wonder works.

Drummond advised his missionaries that

wherever they went they were not to preach

anything that they had not experienced or

did not sincerely believe.

Another condition of the wonder works

is that of intercession. I have been able to

trace to the source no mighty work of God

in any land where true prayer was not

found to be the fountain head. Men whom

God most uses are always those who have

a deep prayer life.

When I visited Tsinanfu, the capital of

Shantung province, the governor heard that

I was coming. He said we must give this

representative of another religion the par

liament building in which to tell us about

his religion. The government students, gen

try, officials and merchants crowded the

place almost to suffocation. They came back

the next day. I was tired and my interpre

ter was fagged out and we went trembling

to the meeting. There came a great hush

upon the meeting, which we could not un

derstand. Six hundred of those bright,

noble men decided they wanted to become

followers of Christ. Dusk came on. We

held an after meeting. They brought

candles and we continued the meeting in

candle light. After the meeting I went

back to the Presbyterian compound and

fell upon my bed completely exhausted.

There the explanation of it all dawned upon

me. It was the Universal Day of Prayer

for Students. Then I understood.

Another secret of marvelous manifesta

tions of God's favor is that of exercise of

faith in God. We read in Psalms, "They

limited the Holy One of Israel." They tied

him up. "And he could do no mighty works

because of their unbelief." Underlying all

mighty works is an enormous confidence in

God. This is characteristic of spiritually

efficient men. They seem to rely as definitely

upon the power of God as they do upon the

law of gravitation. Moody said there were
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THE GREAT BANQUET, ASSOCIATION DAY, PANAMA-PACIFIC EXPOSITION

This was a Notable National Day. Mr. Mott Addressed a Great and Representative

Company in Festival Hall on the Present Opportunity Before the Association, and in the
Evening Continued in a Speech of Much Over an Hour cn the Opportunities for Service Among
Soldiers in the Concentration and Prison Camps in Europe in Co-operation with the World's
and National Committees.

two kinds of faith—faith in God and faith

that He will use you. We need more of this

second kind of faith, that is, faith that God

will use us.

Another condition is that every one of us

must go out to live more fully than hereto

fore under the sense of immediacy. It is

Christ-like to expect and to have great re

sults. It is characteristic of God to work

here and now. It is characteristic of those

who are in His hands to live under this

sense of immediacy.

I was in India at a conference when a

president of one of the leading colleges

stated, "I do not expect to have conversions

in this generation." I said, "That is not

the spirit which will insure conversions in

the next generation."

When I visited Japan on my third visit

I spent some time in visiting with Dr.

Greene of the American Board. I asked him

what was the most dynamic thought he had

ever had. He reflected for a time and then

said he could express it in the language of

the Scripture, "The Lord is at my right

hand." I hope that thought may break in

upon us. If He is there at our right hand

we can never be discouraged nor dismayed.

We cannot fail. We will inevitably have

the wonder works.
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Christ's

Mould of

Prayer

The opening address

of Rev. JAMES A.

FRANCIS, O.D., Con

ference Pastor to Em

ployed Officers

Our Father which art in Heaven,

hallowed be Thy name. Thy king

dom come. Thy will be done in earth,

as it is in Heaven. Give us this day

our daily bread. And forgive us our

debts, as we forgive our debtors.

And lead us not into temptation, but

deliver us from evil, for Thine is the

kingdom, and the power, and the

glory, for ever. Amen.

WHEN we turn to a very familiar pas

sage in the Bible, we are in danger of

imagining that, because we know it by

heart, we know all about it. Think for a

little while about the most familiar passage

in the whole book as if you had never seen

it before, The Lord's Prayer.

The Master was praying, the disciples lis

tening. Can you imagine that experience?

I can well believe that it seemed to them as

if they had never heard anybody really pray

before. Such tenderness, such boldness,

such sympathy, such self forgetfulness, such

humility, such largeness of petition, such

nearness to God, such agony of passion, such

energy! They were indeed overhearing the

very secrets of Heaven. Is it not a signifi

cant fact that while our Master often prayed

for His disciples, and while He taught them

how to pray, there is no record that He ever

prayed with His disciples? There is no rec

ord of His ever saying, "Let us pray."

On this occasion, when He ceased, one of

them, doubtless voicing the desire of all,

said, "Lord, teach us to pray, as John also

taught his disciples." Did they ever make

a request that pleased Him more? He at

once began to answer it, and the first great

lesson was a pattern of prayer. These

words, brief as they are, give us a complete

outline map of the whole continent of

prayer. I doubt if any Christian has

breathed a true prayer in nineteen centuries

that does not logically fall under one of

these petitions. It is the most comprehen

sive piece of literature in the language of

earth, and "the most precious religious docu

ment in the possession of the human race."

When Jesus Christ framed these words,

He probably made the largest single contri

bution to the religious knowledge of man

kind ever made at one time. It is so simple

that it fits the lips and heart of childhood;

it is so profound that the greatest intellec

tual giant of the centuries has not fathomed

its depth. Did the Master ever do anything

that marked Him off as the Divine Son of

God and Master-thinker of the ages more

clearly than does the creation of this single

paragraph? In it, He reads for us the

heart of man like an open book, and at the

same time reads the heart of God ; and then

brings the two together. As the ocean fits

the shore, this prayer brings together divine

fullness and human need in such a way that

a glance shows us that there never can be a

need either in the individual or in the collec

tive life of the race without a corresponding

fullness in God to meet that need and make

us "Complete in Him." All sides of the re

lation between God and the soul are shown.

"Our Father which art in Heaven"; here

is a child and his Father. "Hallowed be thy

Name"; here a worshipper and his God.

"Thy Kingdom come"; here a citizen and his

King. "Thy will be done on earth as it is

in heaven"; here a servant and his Master.

"Give us this day our daily bread"; here a

beggar and his Benefactor. "Forgive us

our debts as we forgive our debtors" ; here

a sinner and his Saviour. "Lead us not into

temptation"; here a pilgrim and his Guide.

"But deliver us from the evil one"; here a

captive and his Deliverer. What then is

God to me? A Father, a God, a King, a

Master, a Benefactor, a Saviour, a Guide

and a Deliverer. And what am I to him?

A child, a worshipper, a citizen, a servant,

a beggar, a sinner, a pilgrim and a captive

seeking deliverance.

Let us examine it clause by clause.

"When ye pray, say 'Our Father.' " If your

heart truly enters into the meaning of these

two words, you may go on with the remain

der of the prayer; if not, it will hardly be

worth while, for the rest of the prayer de

pends for its value and power on these two

words. They form the golden hinges on

which the door to this treasure house swings

open. "Our Father!" This is absolutely

the greatest thing Christ ever told men

about God. Not only so, but He repeated it

oftener than any other message. What was

His very first public word preserved for us,

spoken in the temple when He was but a boy

of twelve? "Wist ye not that I must be

about my Father's business?" What was

that very last word on the cross? "Father,
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into thy hands I commend my spirit." What

was the first word when He rose from the

dead? "Go and tell my disciples that I

ascend to my Father and your Father."

What was the last word before He disap

peared through the clouds into Heaven?

"Behold I send the promise of the Father

upon you." Christ's supreme message to

men was "God Is Your Father." Indeed

it is not too much to say that His whole

career, His lowly birth, His holy life, His

matchless sermons, His deeds of mercy, His

miracles of power, His sacrificial death, His

triumphant resurrection, His glorious ascen

sion and the gift of His Spirit through His

mighty intercession—the whole story, from

the time His baby feet first pressed our

earth till He took His place again at God's

right hand, is simply God's great commen

tary on the word FATHER as applied to

Himself. It is the Fatherhood of God in

terpreted in the redeeming love of His Son.

When you go into the secret place and shut

the door and say "Father," you are face to

face with the last ultimate reality in the

nature of God; and when you say "Our

Father," you express the whole Socialism

of the Kingdom of Heaven.

The six petitions that follow fall nat

urally into two threes. As we read the first

three, we note that the clause "on earth as

it is in heaven," added to the third, belongs

not exclusively to the third, but rather

equally to each of the three. To read out

its full meaning you would read thus: "Hal

lowed be thy name on earth as it is in

heaven ; thy kingdom come on earth as it is

in heaven; thy will be done on earth as it

is in heaven." Perhaps we can best get at

the heart of these petitions by asking, how

much did the Master here mean the dis

ciples to ask? How much must happen in

this world before this prayer will be an

swered to His satisfaction? Is there ever

a day coming when every human heart will

love God, when every one will love others

with a love like that wherewith Christ loves

us all, when every business transaction will

be conducted according to the Sermon on the

Mount, when every relation between hus

band and wife, between parent and child,

between teacher and student, between em

ployer and employee, will be according to

the heart of Christ, when all the literature

and art of the world shall reflect His spirit,

when every realm of human thought and

activity, everything that touches the life of

man on this earth, shall be so permeated,

controlled, energized, transfigured and glori

fied by the indwelling spirit of Christ that

the life of man will be but the "glad echo

of the will of God"? When that day comes,

then and not till then will this prayer

have been fully answered.

When they said, "Teach us to pray," the

Master lifted His eyes and swept the far

horizon of God. He gathered up the ulti

mate dream of the eternal, and, rounding

the sum of everything God ever intends to

do in the life of man, He packed it all into

these three terse pregnant phrases and said,

"When you pray, pray after this manner."

Nor was this the dream of some hour of

singular ecstasy. The significant fact is

that never in His darkest hour did He fall

below this level. A scepter universal, un

disputed and undivided was His constant

anticipation. His ultimate kingdom will be

no whit smaller than that which he staked

out at the beginning. What a stupendous

lesson for a class of beginners. He was

giving His own horizon to His disciples. He

was speaking to the twentieth century—to

the fortieth if need be, as well as to the

first.

What a contrast between this and much

praying we have heard. When we follow

the devices of our own hearts, how runs it?

"O Lord bless me," then "My family, My

church, My city, My country" and away on

the far fringe as we close up, there is a

prayer for the extension of His kingdom

throughout the wide parish of the world.

The Master begins where we leave off. The

world first, my personal needs second, is the

order of this prayer. Only after my prayer

has crossed every continent and every far

flung island of the sea, after it has taken

in the last man in the last backward race,

after it has covered the entire wish and

purpose of God for the world, only then am

I taught to ask for a piece of bread for

myself. Is the great commission itself

more distinctly missionary than this? Evi

dently then the highest use of prayer is not

to get things for myself but to forward

God's kingdom on earth. This prayer con

templates a man so wrapped up in nnd

enamoured of the great program of Christ

that it fills all the foreground of his life

and only after he has poured out his soul

for that which is the master passion of his

being, does he turn to ask for the supply

of his own needs and those only in order

that he may be equipped and sustained to

do Christ's work. Is this too high a stand

ard, is it too much to ask?

Hear the tent maker of Tarsus as he

writes from a Roman prison: "I would have

you know that the things which have hap

pened unto me." What things? Why, the

imprisonment and all that goes with it of

hardship and privation. "The things which

have happened unto me, have turned out foi
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the futherance of the Gospel." You can

hear that shout of consecrated triumph

across nineteen wide centuries: Here is a

man to whom home, friends, comfort, free

dom, even life itself, dear as they are, are

secondary considerations beside the one

peerless purpose that Christ's business

should be pushed and His name known to

the farthest bounds of the inhabited globe.

It is such character for which Jesus Christ

was making the mould in this prayer.

No man or woman amounts to any

thing in the kingdom, no soul ever touches

even the edge of the zone of power, until

this lesson is learned that Christ's business

is the supreme concern of life and that all

personal considerations, however dear or

important, are tributary thereto.

When we turn to the second half of the

prayer, we are struck by the contrast be

tween the sweep of the first three petitions,

and the exceeding modesty of the second

three. There is a beautiful translation in

an old Moravian version of the scriptures

of the saying of Gabriel to Mary concern

ing her Son. It reads in our English ver

sion, "And of His kingdom there shall be

no end." The Moravians rendered it, "And

His kingdom shall have no frontier." There

was a time when the western frontier of

these United States was at the Allegheny

Mountains. It moved west to the Missis

sippi, to the Rockies, to the Pacific, to the

Hawaiian Islands, finally to the Philip

pines, which places our Western frontier

away round in the East. But what is this

about Christ's kingdom—"His kingdom

shall have no frontier"? This is the vista

presented in the first three petitions.

Note now the measure of the three that

follow. Master! after I have prayed for

the carrying out of Thy purpose through

the length and breadth of the great parish

of God, what may I ask for myself? Just

three things, Daily bread, Daily forgive

ness and Daily leading. Feed me, forgive

me, and keep me straight. Even these I

have no right to ask, unless I am living

for the three things in the first half of the

prayer. I cannot justly expect God to pay

my board another day, unless I am living

for the hallotving of His name, the coming

of His kingdom, and the doing of His will.

He may do it, for "He is kind to the un

thankful and the evil," but I have no claim

upon Him for it.

The first half of the prayer is God's pro

gram, the second God's supply for my per

sonal needs while I carry out the program.

But do we not meet a dreadful anti

climax in the fourth petition? To come

down from the vision of a world-wide

spiritual kingdom that shall stand forever

to a piece of bread for your dinner. The

more you think of it the stranger it seems.

How big are you anyway? How big do

you think you look from the eternal throne?

Are you really to believe that an infinite

God, who is the source, support, and end

of this vast and seemingly limitless sys

tem, will come down and trouble Himself

about your daily bread?

But one item we are forgetting. Man

is a spirit. This changes everything. It

matters not that the mountains are big

ger and the ocean stronger. Indeed man's

place in creation does not depend on his

size or strength at all. Man can think

God's thoughts, can co-operate with Him,

can be the "Friend of God"; and that is

more than can be said of all the systems of

all the stars. The moment we begin to

look at the human soul from God's point

of view, we see that there is no anti-climax

here whatever.

When Jesus said that one human soul

outweighed the world in value, He was not

using a figure of speech at all, but stating

a fact. There are more creative wonders

in the soul of the meanest human being

than in all the wide realms of nature; and

measured by his possibilities for the future,

each human soul is greater than the world

on which it lives. What awful honor Christ

puts upon us when, after teaching us to

soar on the wings of God's plan, and pray

for the fulfilments of His vast enterprise,

He encourages us in the same prayer to

say, "Give us this day our daily bread."

"Forgive us our debts." This clause oc

casions no surprise. The normal man would

have wondered if it had been omitted. It

is the conclusion of the sentence that gives

us pause, "As we forgive our debtors."

These two things—God's forgiveness of

you and your forgiveness of your brother

—hath God joined together and none can

put them asunder. It takes the same tem

per to receive forgiveness as to show for

giveness. He who cannot do one cannot do

the other. Indeed it is the divine forgive

ness that shows us how to forgive, yet it

is our own exercise of this grace to a fel

low that enables us to understand God's

mercy to us.

One clause yet. You are in a world of

temptation and you have never passed this

way before. How can you avoid anxiety?

How many souls tremble at the shadow of

tomorrow? Your Father will be the same

tomorrow as today. Take His hand and

boldly say, "Lead us: Lead us not into

temptation, but deliver us from the evil

one." God help us each time we repeat

these wonderful words to allow- ourselves

to be poured into the mould the Master has

set, and come out bearing more distinctly

His image.
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His "Overflow"

By WM. E. SWEET, Denver

THE ASSOCIATION was laboring under

a current expense debt of several years'

accumulation, handicapping its real prog

ress. It was decided to raise the deficit

among a few men, and I chose one of the

foremost business men of Denver to see on

a New Year's morning. He received me

most graciously, no other manner would be

in keeping with his fine Southern breeding.

I stated my errand and he heard me

through without comment. At once he re

sponded favorably to my request. What a

delightful hour it was! In a few days, he

would resign the presidency of the bank he

had founded. He told me how life looked to

him now after seventy years. In a spirit

of humility he related many instances when

he had given money, at times more than he

thought he ought to have given, but never

once had it failed to come back to him, in

the enrichment of his life and even in in

creased prosperity. He realized that he did

not have many years to live, but he declared

it to be his purpose to give less time and

energy to business, and more to bestowing

his money where it would help those in need,

and aid in the upbuilding of the city and

state in which he had lived so many years.

I came away from the interview with a

great hope, a larger vision, and the wish

that every young business man in Denver

might have heard personally this splendid

message from a man who had alloived his

life to overflow into every good channel in

the community.

What a heavy task the business man has,

to live unselfishly. He is bearing the handi

cap of a life devoted to accumulation. Com

petition is fierce. The business man must

needs compare gross and net profit with

this day last month or last year, and when

a life is devoted to this task, is it strange

that men become selfish, sordid and self

centered? There is no remedy but the

overflow. This alone can make the ob

jective of the business man the same as

that of the minister, missionary, teacher or

doctor. When service to mankind becomes

his aim and purpose, then business takes on

a new and higher and nobler aspect. I be

lieve business men are coming more and

more to see that wealth accumulated for the

purpose of pleasure or to leave to one's

family, is not big enough to make men the

best that they can be. But how can we let

our lives overflow?—that is the question a

good many high minded men are asking.

Some definite things must characterize this

spirit of overflow, if it is to be at all last

ing or effective.

First: An interest must be established

which is entirely separate and apart from

business. It should offer no inducements

whatever of a financial character. Engage

ments for the promotion of this interest

must be kept religiously. It will take huge

blocks of time sometimes, when the business

man would gladly pay more than the equiv

alent in money, but this is the price that

must be paid for the cultivation of the

spirit of overflow.

Second: This objective must be big

enough to appeal to his sense of worth-

while-ness and it must be capable of large

growth and expansion. No man who thinks

of his business as always that of a retail

store on a side street, will ever expand. The

manufacturer who never expects to sell

anyone outside the borders of his own state

will never need to enlarge his factory.

When men think in religion and philan

thropy in the same terms they do in busi

ness, great things will come to pass. There

are splendid philanthropies languishing and

doing a two-by-four job, awaiting the lead

ership and wise counsel of business men of

vision and faith.

Third : This overflow will reach its rich

est development when it attaches itself to

some fine, splendid personality from whose

being every spark of selfishness .has de

parted, and who is fully committed to a life

of service to his fellow men. There are

professors in our colleges, teachers in our

schools, nurses in our hospitals, mission

aries at home and abroad, and workers in

our slums, who would not exchange their

work and the meager salaries which go with

it, for all the money in the banks of Denver.

When I meet such a man or woman, I want

to doff my hat and extend my hand in

warmest congratulations. Such a friendship

is one of the greatest privileges of the over

flowing life of the business man.

A spring to be fresh must have an outlet.

A man to be his best must live in the spirit

of the overflow. Perhaps one or two sug

gestions have been made which may be help

ful to the man who wants to live thus, but

does not know how to begin.

"The rural places are no longer the only con-

•ecrated places. I have no need to seek my God there.

My Cod has gone to the city—to the place where the

concourse flows; my God has gone to the busy mart—

to the place where commerce grows; my God has gone

to the schoolhouse—to the place where culture sows.

My God is at the marriage feast. He is in the fam

ished crowd where pity's board is spread: He is with

the helpless poor with no roof overhead. He waits for

me in the songs of Galilee, in the tears of Bethany, in

the crosses of Jerusalem. Not beside the tree, but

beside the traffic does He now love best to dwell. Not

in the forest but in the forum, not in the solitude but in

the street, not in the void but in the vortei does He find

His acceptable year."—Malhtzon.
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THE HOME TRAIL AFTER CLIMBING MIGHTY MT. ADAMS

An Annual Event with Ncrth Yakima, Wash., Association Men

Afoot and Horseback Up Mt. Adams

By C. O. KEESTER, No. Yakima, Wash.

ELEVEN days on the backs of western

cayuses with a 12,000-foot mountain

climb sandwiched in, sleeping under never a

roof but the blue of the sky, and on nature's

own balsam springs, with appetites ever

voracious—that is what ten Yakima tender-

feet tackled last summer. But few of us

had thrown a leg over a horse in recent

years and our perturbation at the start is

vivid to this day. First the grub and out

fit were packed in packs and made snug on

the packhorses with the 'diamond hitch.'

That is, on all but Dynamite. Dynamite

hadn't packed before, she had just come in

fresh from the range, and twice she erupted

that pack all over the corral (and repeated

the performance daily) before the packers

got it on too securely for her to dislodge.

Then we would-be rough riders sneaked our

various steeds off to secluded corners and

timorously climbed aboard, fearing that we

too might ascend skyward by the impulse of

the cayuse beneath. But not a horse wig

gled an ear!

It would require an Oppenheim to relate

the exciting incidents that happened regu

larly, not a day passing without its thriller.

Some of the more important ones were the

elopement of two of the horses 70 miles from

home, the rescuing of Toots when she went

down in a treacherous ford and soaked the

beans, prunes, rice and the parson's bed

ding, the obliteration of trail because of a

"burn" and consequent losing of a day in

time and the necessity of sleeping on a slope

of 45 degrees with feet against logs, swim

ming in water fresh from the snow fields,

making our own bubbling lemon soda pop at

the Klickitat mineral spring, and discover

ing that the only fish in Fish Lake are in

the name.

The big event of the expedition, of course,

was the climb of stately Mt. Adams. That

peak towers high above its neighbors, lift

ing its snowy head 12,307 feet above the sea.

We camped near a spring five miles from

the base of the mountain, but leaving camp

at 5 a. m. rode horseback to its very base.

Leaving the horses in the shelter of some

scraggy mountain pines, we clambered over

lava rock to Lava Glacier, mushed nearly a

mile across it to the rock cleaver on the

north side of the mountain and the climbing

began in earnest. The rock cleavage runs up

the mountain to within 500 feet of the sum

mit and is the only place that can be climbed

except the south side. On the one side of

the cleaver we could look down on Lava Gla

cier, on the other on Adams. The cleaver

sticks out prominently, is for the most part

merely a spine of sharp volcanic rock or

sliding ashes, and usually a stiff breeze

makes dangerous climbing on the narrower

spots.

After all, mountain climbing only requires

iron legs, leather lungs and steel nerves, so

we found it easy to glide upward. Three of

the ten found they were lacking in some

particular and turned back. For all our

exertions all we could see from the summit

were a solid floor of clouds, stern Mt. Rain

ier raising its majestic head far above the

floor and dainty St. Helens barely pushing

her nose through. But the cloud scene was

stupendous and magnificent beyond descrip

tion and will stick out as the privilege of a

life time.
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We Can Tell You How to Win the Race

An Illustration in Personal Efficiency as Given by Harrington Emerson in Buffalo

IN the summer of 1912 I attended a field

day of athletic sports at a boys' school.

One of the contests was swimming

under water for distance.

Dr. Luther Gulick, who was with me,

asked one of the boys whom we knew if

he intended to enter it.

He said he did not because, while he

could swim under water, he had not trained

for it.

"Would you enter the race," we asked,

"if you were sure you could win?"

"Why, certainly," he replied.

"We can tell you how to win it," we said.

He looked skeptical, but waited respect

fully.

"How long can you hold your breath?"

asked Dr. Gulick, taking out a stop watch.

"I don't know."

"Try it and find out. Hold your breath

just as long as you can now."

He filled up his lungs and held his breath

manfully for 56 seconds.

"You have held your breath 4 seconds

less than a minute," we told him. "Is that

as long as you can hold it?"

"Yes, sir."

"And yet there are people who hold

their breath for three to four minutes. A

sea lion can hold his breath under water for

36 minutes. Any normal boy of your age

can hold his breath for two minutes with

out hurting himself. The secret is to

breathe deeply and slowly many times, thus

over-oxygenating the blood, then with the

lungs full to hold the breath. Now we shall

hold the watch again and give you the sig

nal. You can hold your breath two min

utes."

We held the watch, and he did as we

told him. It was a hard struggle, but he

managed it.

"You see," we said, "you can hold your

breath twice as long as you thought you

could. Now how many strokes do you take

in a minute when you swim under water?

Make the motions with your arms just

as you make them in the water, and we

shall count."

We found he made 16 strokes a minute.

"Now," we said, "you know you can hold

your breath for two minutes. You know

that by counting 24 strokes you will know

when a minute and a half is up. Now, you

go into this race, dive into the water, swim

full 24 strokes—it will not kill you—and

you will win."

Then the instructions were written out

so that he could not possibly make any mis

take about it.

An hour later he easily won the swim-

ming-under-water contest.

I tell this story because, while it seems a

very simple thing, it exemplifies every one

of the principles of personal efficiency.

It shows in a striking way just what may

be accomplished by the application of these

principles.

This boy's problem was a simple one, and

the result he gained is, after all, of but

minor importance.

A man's problems are more complex, and

they involve far greater values.

But whatever a man's problems, and no

matter how great the values involved, his

success depends upon the observance of the

same fundamental principles that enabled

the boy to win the race.
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More Adventures in Thrift

How to Save $35,449.77

By B. H. FANCHER, Vice-President Fifth Ave.

Bank, New York, and Treasurer

International Committee

WE doubt whether it is generally known

that a person having a gradually

increasing income, as may be reasonably

expected in the case of a competent clerk,

can save enough to amount to a competence

at the age of sixty years, which is perhaps

the age at which one should be independent:

that is to say, moderate savings, reinvested

until one reaches sixty years, should com

fortably support at least two persons from

that time onward.

By commencing at the age of twenty and

saving $100 a year for the first five years,

$300 a year for the second five years and

$500 a year for the succeeding thirty years,

and by compounding interest annually at

the rate of four per cent., at the age of

sixty years a man will have $35,449.97, the

annual income from which, at 4 per cent.,

is $1,417.96.

By compounding interest at 4% per cent.,

at the age of sixty years a man would have

$39,203.77, the annual income from which,

at 4% per cent., would be $1,764.17.

But a more important feature than is

shown by these estimates is, that somehow

a clerk saving money is much more likely

to be promoted than a clerk who does not

do so; and that the modest savings from a

moderate salary become the nucleus and

the opportunity for much larger accumu

lations in later years.

A Family Experience

By WARREN EDWARDS

YOUNG Mrs. Secretary was a charming,

purposeful young woman, with a college

degree, and more practical knowledge of the

culinary art than any other member of

Omega-Omega sorority. An attractive little

home was established and accounts were

quickly opened at the grocery, laundry and

all the leading department stores. Directors

and Association members were always at

hand to facilitate all such arrangements.

For a year all was lovely and the thought

ful husband did not mention the growing

charge accounts—though twice he had re

ceived tactful letters from creditmen. Then

there seemed to be quite a jump in pur

chases. The bride's trousseau had worn

out, stylish people had moved next door and

she "had nothing to wear." To remedy this

tragic situation she bought extensively—

and the bills were crushing. Mr. A. had

borrowed from a friend to settle under pres

sure of the credit men and Mrs. Secretary

became ill from worry. Finally the fact

was fairly faced by the couple and retrench

ment determined upon. But those bills!

The secretary who had led the husband into

Association service dropped in unexpectedly

and was finally told the whole pitiful tale.

For they knew that he always had money in

his pocket, although with a considerable

family and on moderate salary.

Sensing the real crisis in the affairs of

the family he outlined his experience and on

its acceptance helped them fund their pres

ent debt so that credit and nerve were re

stored. As financial partners the husband

and wife have both joint and several duties

—and each must develop that sixth sense—

that there are but one hundred cents in a

dollar.

The monthly salary was thereafter di

vided promptly and the amount agreed upon

deposited in the wife's name in a different

bank. A budget was worked out covering

all household expenses recurring monthly,

food, light, laundry, scrub woman, estimate

for clothing, benevolence, etc. It was agreed

that nothing should be charged except such

items as milk and ice, and that these bills

should be promptly paid by check and no

orders given by telephone. From the other

part of the salary check the rent was paid

and such occasional items as the coal bill

and strictly personal expenses. Then as

much as possible on the debt was promptly

paid.

In a very short time the wife was recog

nized as a shrewd buyer in the market-

where formerly she had been in the E. Z.

mark class for leftover meats at top prices,

fancy brands rather than cheaper standard

values. She became an enthusiastic econo

mist—and that in a realm where the hus

band's best efforts would have been of no

avail.

The debt was gradually wiped out, insur

ance was taken on and a fund started for

the reception of Robert, Jr. Now the new

home is nearly paid for and this secretary

is not interested in calls from the insurance

or real estate field, nor does he contemplate

taking up the promotion companies for

fur farming or fruit growing or even

doubling his salary with the Boy Scout or

ganization. Better yet, his wife is a com

petent business woman and could handle the

C. B. Willis check if that contingency arose.
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A Withholding Which

Tendeth to Poverty

By A. A. HYDE, Wichita, Kansas

THRIFT, Saving, Economy, are to be

commended, and our Saviour gave some

striking teachings and illustrations regard

ing these principles, but he also gave most

emphatic teaching as to the ultimate object

of THRIFT, that we may thereby help build

up the Kingdom of God, give to worthy

causes, lay up treasure in heaven.

He also promises all necessary things for

this life, food, raiment, and above all—joy

and peace, if we really "Seek first the king

dom of God and His righteousness."

Paul gives about the only New Testa

ment text sanctioning accumulation, when

he says—"working with his hands the thing

that is good, that he may have to give to him

that hath need."

Saving for selfish purposes is always

shriveling and degrading to the divine

nature of man, and life shortening even to

the physical. "Where thy treasure is, there

will thy heart be also," "The fulness of the

rich will not suffer him to sleep," are two

texts we see illustrated every day in the

lives of men who have grown sordid and

mean through greed of gain. Beware of

modern idolatry, mammon worship!

To the rich man who congratulated him

self upon his accumulations and a proposed

life of ease, Christ said—"Thou Fool."

Many a rich man still physically alive, in

his heart admits the truth of this appella

tion, but is unable to cast off Satan's shack

les of bondage. Sherwood Eddy tells of such

a man, who called his son to him and said—

"John commence giving away money. I

have reached the point where I can't." The

younger we learn this lesson, the better for

us. "There is that scattereth, and yet in-

creaseth ; and there is that withholdeth more

than is meet, but it tendeth only to poverty."

Every man should learn the real joy of

giving. Keep money on hand for the Lord's

investments, the same as some men do for

earthly "snaps."

Much is said in the April issue on the sub

ject of thrift, saving, receiving, but remem

ber "It is more blessed (happy) to GIVE

THAN TO RECEIVE." Mighty few of us,

however, learn this lesson except in theory

and that only brings the greater condemna

tion.

A Bucket of Beer; or $180

By J. E. HAUTER. Duluth

THROUGH our noonday shop meetings I

became acquainted and on friendly

terms with an Italian, fifty-two years of

age, who invited me to his home. With a

fellow secretary and a phonograph we

called for a social evening.

The home consisted of a tenement of three

small rooms for the husband, wife and six

boarders. We got well acquainted and in

hospitality Pasquel suggested he get a pail

of beer for the company. He could not

understand when I told him that we did

not drink. After a time, without saying a

word, he took his pail and returned with a

gallon of foaming beer. This was passed

around, of course first to us, which, natur

ally, we refused.

Then I asked Pasquel in a friendly sort

of a way, when the beer was half gone, how

much beer he drank each day. He said he

allowed twenty-five cents a day for beer. I

said, "Have you ever figured up how much

twenty-five cents a day comes to in a year's

time?" Being an ignorant man and unable

to figure, he had never realized how much he

was spending. I told him that it amounted

to $91.00 in a year's time. "$91.00," said

one of the boarders, "why I drink fifty cents'

worth a day. How much does that come to

in a year?" I said, "Just twice as much, or

a little more than $180.00." "$180.00," he

said, as he pounded his fist down on the

table, "no more beer for me as long as I

live. I am going to save my money and get

my wife and baby from Italy." During the

rest of the evening, while his companions

were consuming the remainder of the beer,

this young fellow went to the kitchen with

his lard pail and got a drink of water, and

while the rest were using the beer he was

drinking water.

I little realized that he meant what he

said, but after I had seen him on different

occasions I asked him if he was still drink

ing water instead of beer. He replied in a

way which I could not mistake, "You bet,"

and before the end of eight months he had

actually saved enough to go back to Italy to

get his wife and baby, and the last I have

heard of this man is through his friends,

who said that he landed at New York with

his family and had a good position there

and decided not to return to Duluth.

The foundations of thousands of fortunes which people are enjoying: today were laid In the
frugal habits of fathers and grandfathers. Nine-tenths of the criticism directed against those who
by industry and frugality have made a success of life comes from people who never learned the
lesson of self-denial or saving. Many a family will suffer for life's necessities this winter simply
because of wastefulness and extravagance during summer. The sin of extravagance Is not confined
to any one class; rich and poor alike are guilty, the poor paying for it most dearly.—New York
Evening Post.
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Lonesome, Discouraged, Home

sick

In the Hospital—Months Ago—and Now

By HARVEY I. ALLEN, Dayton

<</^NE of the guys of the senior class

\Jis sick in the hospital," said a mem

ber to me one day. "You ought to go out

to see him."

I did, the next day. I found him in a

public ward with about a dozen other men

and found him a stranger to me. He had

lately come to an Ohio city and I had not

met him as yet.

The nurse pointed him out. He was sit

ting in a wheel chair with one foot and leg

in a plaster cast.

I told him who I was and how I had

heard of him and he said he was glad to

see me.

He described his accident and told me of

his lonesomeness. Coming from Philadel

phia three months before, where he had an

unsavory reputation among his people, he

had landed here a stranger but determined

to live a different sort of life. He had "cut

out the booze" and was working steadily

when one Saturday afternoon while sliding

to third, he tore the ligaments on one ankle

and now had been here six weeks unable to

work, lonesome, discouraged and homesick.

Too proud to write to his folks, he was de

pendent on his team-mates for any help and

sympathy they might find time or inclina

tion to give.

He had joined the Association just a few

days before the accident and so none of us

knew him very well.

As the doctor had finally practically

abandoned him, I advised him to try our

masseur. This he agreed to do, and came

down with much pain and labor to take his

first treatment. Three treatments had him

on his feet with only an elastic ankle brace

and the following week he was back at

work. I never saw such a grateful chap,

and I took advantage of our growing friend

ship to talk to him about life and religion.

He was ambitious to get away from the

hum-drum of the shop and began studying

forestry. Last summer he went to Evans-

ton to do some tree surgery, and we invited

him to come to Lake Geneva to spend his

vacation.

Geneva was a revelation to him. One

night as we walked along the shore path

he said, "This place must be something like

Heaven. You never hear a cuss word,

smutty story, or of anything being stolen,

though every one leaves his things lying

around in the tents.

Yesterday he came into my. office. "I

don't believe you know how much good Ge

neva did me this summer," he said. "Before

I went up there I did all my soliciting on

Sunday mornings because that was the only

time I could catch those big Chicago busi

ness men at home, but when I came back

from Geneva I decided to go to church

Sundays and somehow when I made that

decision I remembered the song they used

to sing up there, 'God will take care of you,'

and He has. The next week after I got

back to Evanston I got one of the biggest

jobs I ever had, all unsolicited, and since

then I haven't been able to take care of all

the work."

Now we shall set him to work getting his

old pals lined up and going to church with

him.

 

THE BEST MEDICINE FOR REDUCING THE WAIST GIRTH

A picture well telling how the Morristown, N. X, Business Men keep in trim in the fine
gymnasium, which is making its first year's record. In city after city Summer work keeps
popular with zest, fresh air and buoyant leadership. Business men are learning that they need
exercise every day to keep themselves in fettle.
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The Measure of a Secretary

By C. K. OBER

The Demand for MEN for the Secre

taryship of the Young Men's Chris

tian Association

A Great Life Work — For Men Equal to It

"Money Talks." What Does It Say?

Consecrated money says it needs consecrated
men. Continuing gifts now $100,000,000, for
Association buildings, invite corresponding gifts
of the lives of men, to make productive the work

the buildings make possible.

Most City Associations Have Outgrown Their

Buildings and Replaced Them

with buildings two to ten times greater.
Most Associations also have outgrown their secre
taries and are replacing them with men two to

ten times greater.

The "Rural" and the "Non-Equipment" Asso

ciation Work

may ultimately demand more men than t the
work based on buildings; and this work is chiefly

based on personality.

The Association Field is the World

Nearly two hundred secretaries already sent and
$5,000,000 already spent for Association work on

"the foreign field."

The Association Movement is Young Yet

It has just begun its work;
Its secretaryship is an uncrowded profession;
Its opportunity is practically unlimited;
It is limited only in the man.

THIRTY-THREE YEARS in the Associa

tion secretaryship, with increasing ap

preciation of its opportunity for life invest

ment, and a constant lookout for "secretarial

timber," suggest the following elements of

A SUCCESSFUL SECRETARY.

Character.—Christian work requires

Christian CHARACTER, strong as steel,

true as a coin, and flawless as a title deed.

Caliber.—Modern Association work em

bodies a great idea. A small man may

caricature, but he cannot interpret or re

produce it.

Personality.—Here comes the man him

self! What kind of a man is he? Weak,

average or strong? Retiring, genial or

magnetic? Ladylike, negative or manly?

What he is accentuates or nullifies all that

he has. A man's work calls for a manly man.

Faith.—A secretary without faith in

God, prayer and the gospel, is like an en

gineer without faith in electricity, dynamite

or steam.

Friendship.—Without friendship, a

secretary may do many things, but he can

never win men; he may get a large salary,

but small satisfaction. With friendship, he

is undiscourageable, inexhaustible ana ir

resistible.

Vision.—The engineer, the architect and

the secretary must see things invisible, be

fore they can build things tangible.

Leadership.—A secretary without leader-

ship is like a preacher without an audience.

He may be very busy, but very lonesome,

and his Association will not enter its

promised land.

Prayer.—Prayer means the secretary

plus all the forces of the prayer kingdom.

Without prayer, he may manage a club, a

school, a gymnasium, or a hotel, but he can

not be the leader of a Christian Associa

tion.

Adaptation.—Not merely "a good man,"

but good for this particular thing. He must

have "the secretarial combination."

Initiative.—Many things may happen

"while he waits," but not the things for

which the secretary is responsible. He must

be able to seize, as well as to see, an op

portunity.

Industry.—No machine or plan has yet

been invented to take the place of Christian

work. The secretary who spares himself

can soon be spared by the Association.

Humility.—A secretary has much to

learn and cannot afford to be an egotist. An

egotist is working for himself, and claims

his reward for every achievement. A secre

tary succeeds as he works through others

and gives them credit for the work accom

plished.

Unselfishness.—The secretaryship is a

synonym of service. A selfish secretary is a

self contradiction and an Association an

archist. He prevents friendship, under

mines Christianity and disintegrates the

Association.

Judgment.—A daily procession of men

and opportunities; a secretary with insight,

discrimination, judgment; a work, adequate,

effective, and abiding.

Tact.—Tact in personal relationships is

what oil is to machinery, and a tactless

secretary soon wears out an Association.

Organization.—Life organizes; so does

the secretary. The secretary is the life of

the Association, the discoverer, the inter

preter, the multiplier.

Executive Ability.—Many men help,

some do many things, but one man gets

things done. The secretary is the Associa

tion's chief executive.

Experience.—Experience alone will tell;

and it will tell the truth. It will give "a

good man" his "chance to make good."

If these things be in a secretary and

abound, they make him that he shall be

neither barren nor unfruitful in the knowl

edge of his profession. But he that lacketh

these things may have the form, but not

the power, of his high calling.

Question: Where can a man, who be

lieves that he can "make good," get the

experience that will tell him the truth?

The answer to this question as Kipling

would say, "is another story," but it is one

that the writer makes it the business of his

life to tell.
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THE POPULAR "HUT" I

The British National Council has a

new call for service among the men of the

factories making munitions of war. It has

pledged to erect seven buildings in the

munition works. Money is forthcoming, but

trained leaders are most sorely needed. Mr.

Chamberlain writes, "We have a wide-open

door into the camps of the German prison

ers, and through the splendid co-operation

of Dr. Mott and other friends that door will

be entered." And he adds, "We value im

mensely the sympathy and prayers of our

American colleagues."

A Scottish Minister fresh from a visit

to the front told this story to his church at

Paisley. "At the bases twenty miles behind

the firing line the Association has many

huts." These he describes as having "pro

vision of food and drink at one end and plat

form and piano at the other, with tables at

which tons of writing materials were pro

vided between. In some there was a quiet

room and a small library, which was valu

able as a little chapel, where the soldiers

might and did repair for prayer. These

were a real and direct expression of Chris

tian sympathy for the soldier in the rigors

of the campaign, which gained his complete

confidence. Here he was always expressing

heart-felt gratitude and appreciation. I

have not met a single man who had not a

good word for the Association. Many said

they never knew what it was at home,

and would never forget what it had done

for them in camp. I never saw an unseemly

act or heard a filthy word there. Men car

ried themselves with a child-like faith that

was touching. Any night in the week a

splendid service of several hundred men

could be brought together, where they sang

their favorite hyms and listened with hunger

in their eyes to a straight religious story. At

a communion service, with the big guns

thundering in the distance, bread was served

in an ordinary plate, covered by a clean

handkerchief, and the wine was talcen from

the cup of a thermos flask. Yet this was

the most impressive communion service that

ED IN 700 camps

I have ever taken part in. Men who at

home had never darkened a church door

were eager to listen to a religious talk.

They were in daily contact with tremendous

issues. Prejudices were forgotten. A chief

rabbi visiting the centers was taken around

the "huts" in a car driven by a Church of

England minister. Christians have found

common ground and a working base of

unity in devotion to the needs of their

brothers."

One of the "Huts" in France was built

from pennies collected from more than 600,-

000 boys and girls of England. In Scotland

owners of 5,000 dogs and cats paid for an

other. Queen Mary supplied one of these

"huts," and to her a letter signed by 400

British soldiers was sent in gratitude for

the privileges. The war office provided for

three huts costing $6,000.

In Innsbruck in the Tyrol, Switzerland,

are 42 hospitals filled with wounded, which

are regularly visited and comforts supplied

by the people, distributed. Women serve tea

to convalescents and the musicians play.

There is not here a "lack of woman's nurs

ing" or "dearth of woman's tears." "A

comrade stood beside him." In the score or

more soldiers' homes conducted by the

World's Committee thousands and thous

ands of soldiers are met and comforted.

The Remnants of French Associations,

with the majority of their members and

secretaries in the army or killed, are sending

hundreds of copies of the gospels and papers

to the men in the trenches, and receiving

daily scores of thankful letters from French

youths. Several hundred were furnished lit

tle things they desired. Their junior mem

bers in the Boy Scout ranks sought to serve,

working in the hospitals, in the work rooms,

at the barracks, and at the stations—where-

ever help was wanted. Leaders look for

ward to the close of the war as the time for

the evangelization of France with theae

young soldiers matured and sobered by toil

and sorrow.
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OPENING OF THE FIRST AMERICAN "HUT" IN A GERMAN PRISON CAMP

Distinguished officials were present with American Ambassador Gerard, who cabled the
Secretary of State: "Was present at the opening of the Association building for French, Belgian,
and English camp prisoners. Speeches were given by camp commander, A. C. Harte, university
professors, and clergymen. All took great Interest. Work of inestimable value. Hope it extends
to all camps. Congratulations." It is said that there are 100 camps, each with 10,000 prisoners,
in Germany alone. The ambassador wrote: "I hope the American Associations will extend this
work to the prison camps throughout the world." Many are needed.

A "Flying Squadron," consisting of C.

W. Whitehair, Student Secretary at Cor

nell; Frank D. Buchman of Penn State

College; R. L. Ewing, formerly of Madras,

now at the University of Nebraska; Con

rad Hoffman, Secretary at the University

of Kansas; H. L. Heinzman, of the Inter

national Committee; Harold C. Stuart, a

medical student of New York, and J. E.

Sprunger, of California, will sail for

Europe on the American Line S. S. Phila

delphia on July 3, to engage in the work

among the troops and in the various prison

camps, under the World's Committee of the

Young Men's Christian Association and of

the National Councils. Henry Israel has

already sailed for England and Harry W.

White and Sydney Crouch for Egypt.

The South African Government not

only gave permission to the Association to

work among the troops in the German

Southwest, but set apart a hotel with its

splendid equipment, for a social center and

effective base. H. N. Holmes, well known in

America, is in charge. Among his volunteer

staff is a returned Rhodes scholar. The

Rand mines gave $500 of the $8,000 needed.

One of the Directors at Christchurch,

N. Z., an advertising expert, chairman of

the Association boarders' committee, and

president of the Presbyterian Bible Class

Union of the Dominion, was the first man

to represent the New Zealand Association

in Egypt, with its three tents erected there.

More than ten per cent, of the senior mem

bership of the Association has gone to the

front and great numbers have helped to man

the forts in Australia.

George Kennan, the noted correspondent,

in writing in The Outlook of May 26th on

"Prisoners of War," uses as the climax of

his article on the new spirit toward prison

ers a report of the thought of the Japanese

Association for those groups of German

prisoners at Christmas time. The sugges

tion came," Mr. Kennan quotes, "from a

Japanese who had spent some years study

ing in Germany and knew how much the

Germans make of Christmas, and how home

sick and disconsolate prisoners would prob

ably feel as captives in a strange land. Dr.

Sasao, of Sendai, undertook to get trees

from the mountains. He went out in driv

ing snow and sleet, assisted by Prof. Wurbl,

and picked out 52 of the best shaped. When

the woodcutters learned what the trees were

for they worked without a murmur and

would only take a pittance for their time.

The manager of the forest demurred on tak

ing payment, and the railroad bureau not

only furnished transportation free but

rushed them by fast freight. Besides the

trees the Associations sent to the prisoners

2,500 candles, 50,000 sheets of writing paper

bearing a Christmas greeting at the top,

and 1,500 envelopes. The whole plan was

put through at short notice and without

publicity. All the Japanese who heard

about it were delighted."
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Flashes from AssociationOutpostl

Arthur £u£h •Cor(^dh'3[€>nt»'

CHIHUAHUA, MEXICO—Association re
opened amid great enthusiasm and hearty
support. Ninety-three men joined the first
day. Gymnasium and educational classes
started. Religious work approach better
than ever before.

SHANGHAI—Boys' Department moved
into three floors of new building without
waiting to finish building. Have 96 boys
in dormitory, 425 in volunteer Bible classes
and five groups of Chinese Boy Scouts.
Basis of membership is service to others.
Largest field for service 20,000 employed
boys in city. Sixty boys in city prison given
educational and Bible classes by Boys'
Department.

JUBBULPORE—English troops camping
here In the heart of India find that the
Association with its helpful service is a
world-wide organization.

FIRST

BOY SCOUTS

OF JAPAN

ON THE

HIKE,

ORGANIZED

BY THE

OSAKA

ASSOCIATION

TIENTSIN—Eightylthousand calendars
giving facts about prevention of tuberculosis
placed in homes by 358 students from 20
schools.

LAHORE—Series of seven lectures on
The Message of Christ to this Age by the
Bishop of Lahore and other speakers of note,
average attendance of 140.

SMYRNA—We are having the best year
of our history in spite of the war.

tion seems to be the friend ofK Englishmen
away from home. They were 'the first to
greet us unofficially in Calcutta. Thank
God for the Y. M. C. A. and other associa
tions during this war."—A Territorial. In
spite of the war, the English National
Council has sent three new secretaries to In
dia.

TSHIANFU—Governor of the Province
sent his brass band of 40 trained musicians
to furnish music for the first anniversary
meeting.

SAN JUAN—New members added to
Board are Attorney General of Porto Rico,
judge of the District Court, Assistant
lanager of the Territorial Bank, member

of faculty of University.

SHANGHAI—$50,000 appropriated by city
government for first tuberculosis sanitorium
in China. Dr. Peter of National Committee

 

OSAKA—Eighty night sc
remain after evening classes for an hour of
Bible study.

PEKING—Go-to-Church Sunday for stu
dents brought scores to hear their first ser
mon. A Naval College group at the close of
the service asked for Church membership
in a body.

MEXICO CITY—Three-month period best
in history. Due to self-sacrificing support of
members and friends, receipts larger than
corresponding period two preceding years.
Membership keeping up; all activities main
tained. Two new Bible classes have record
large enrollment. War making men con
sider moral and religious values.

KARACHI, INDIA—Expenses of splendid
work done for English Colonial troops met
largely by Indian gentlemen. Leading
Mohammedan gave dinner to group of In
dians and all applied for Association mem
bership.

NANKING—Four hundred new members
City Association. At Older Boys1 Confer
ence eight delegates decided for Christian

life.
CALCUTTA—"Wherever we put into port

the Y. M. C. A. came to our rescue and
This grand institu-

led the propaganda. One death in China
every 37 seconds from tuberculosis.

ADANA—Building campaign completed.
A weekly Bible class of officers of the Re
serves meets every Friday.

CHINA—President Yuan Shi Kai's official
family has furnished two new members
of the National Committee—Hon. P. P. Chin
and Lieut.-Gen. L. Chang. Mr. Chin,
Counsellor of the State Department ana
Special Envoy to Japan in connection with
peace negotiations, is a product religiously
of the Shanghai Association. General
Chang is leading nationally China's fight
against opium.

KOBE—260 men in English classes and
50 in bookkeeping breaks the record of en
rollment.

CHANGSHA, CHINA—Pastor Ding, trav
eling secretary Chinese Student volun
teer Movement, has experienced evangelistic
results not less significant than those attend
ing the tour of Mr. Eddy. In Sinangten
more than 1200 enquirers were enrolled in
the Church, while here the number totaled
more than 1300.

MADRAS, INDIA—Student secretary,
A. A. Paul, has been called to the joint
secretaryship of the National Student Move
ment. A mission study circle grew out of a
Bible class, then the men went on an evan
gelistic tour at their own expense.

HONGKONG—Twenty young business
men from Bible classes joined Church.

INDIA—National secretary Edward C.
Carter, according to the London Times
list of the King's Birthday Honours, was
awarded the Kaisar-i-Hind Medal for
Public Services in India of the First Class.

6S



From the Viewpoint of Association Men

Giant Trees
The onslaught of time is

imperceptible on the five-

of God s Own thousand-year-old "giants

Planting of tne valley" which were

dedicated to the Association a generation

ago by the delegates to the International

Convention and re-dedicated by the dele

gates to the Employed Officers' Conference

last month at their pilgrimage to this noble

shrine (see cover). But the generation's

ravage has shown on us. Standing on the

giant's pulpited bole, rugged Henry McCoy,

"Bishop of the Pacific Coast," bared his

head, called for Old Hundred, a prayer, and

a tribute to the men who had passed in the

generation whose names tower in our

history as "trees of God's own planting."

Robert Weidensall, with his usual prescience

chose not a single tree, but a group of eleven

to represent the Association. The speaker

of the day, unconscious of this number,

named eleven upstanding men from among

those thousands who did the will of God in

their generation and abide forever. The

first was Robert R. McBurney, nestor of

secretaries, about whose name cluster hun

dreds of lay leaders such as the Dodges,

Stokes, Warner, Kingsley, Marling, and

Eddy, and who made his fight eighteen

years ago for exactly what the Asilomar

Conference contended—the responsibility of

each officer for religious leadership;

George A. Hall, pioneer state secretary,

discoverer and guide of lay leaders of per

sonality; W. E. Lewis, founder of the sum

mer training institute, man of power and

prayer; Thomas K. Cree, International

field secretary, who at Moody's call cleared

San Francisco of $100,000 debt and opened

the way for McCoy and his abiding work

on the Coast, a type of the repeating Inter

national and country-wide salvage and re

construction program ; S. A. Taggart, whose

crowning appeal was for a generation of

youth trained in giving; David A. Sin

clair, Dayton's first citizen who gave char

acter to mayors and masters of men, pre

eminent as a Bible student; Edwin F. See,

prince of secretaries, who stood for an edu

cated secretaryship and Bible study of

breadth; Glen K. Shurtleff, pioneer of so

cial service, discoverer of men ; James A.

Pugh, Washington's unknown secretary,

who brought men now nation-known into a

vital religious life by his personal work in

what would now be called "a campaign of

friendship"; E. D. Ingersoll, who blazed

the trail for the first great department—

the Railroad; Sumner F. Dudley, manly

lover of boys, leader of the camp, champion

of the Boys' Department, in whose desk at

death were found letters from 400 youths

whom he had led into the Christian life.

The wisdom and work wrought by these

men, of which the conference themes were

chiefly echoes, were as little recognized in

those days as was Weidensall, who in 1888

at the Orange conference was indulgently

given ten minutes to speak for the county

work as "the plea of a dying man." He

lives, and that work is a mastering move

ment. Men of the spirit of these eleven live

in the cities of the coast and land, and

their work will abide when masters of com

merce and statesmen have passed away.

Their names will loom up in the perspective

of years like these giants of the valley.

And when death withers the crowns and

decay crumbles these tremendous trunks;

when they have rotted and turned to mould

or coal, yet the man who does the will of

Him, "with Whom a day is a thousand

years"—will, according to our faith, live

and abide forever, and forever, and forever.

"Blessed is the man » * * whose de

light is in the law of the Lord. * * *

He shall be like a tree planted by the rivers

of water which bringeth forth his fruit in

his season. His leaf also shall not .wither,

and whatsoever he doeth shall prosper."

Heresy ^e ProPose a heresy hunt

Hunting *° ^e mercilessly driven to

" the bitter end. Honey

combed with killing heresies, Christian en

terprises have become palsied. Movements

are paralyzed because leaders have lost

their faith. Doubt has rotted moral resist

ance when force could not weaken. Strong

convictions of right and wrong have faded

along with the weakening of creeds. Believ

ing nothing has resulted in doing nothing

and being nothing. It would not be im

possible to rally our forces for a nation-wide

hounding of heresy. Why not? But where

shall it begin? In your church, in the Asso

ciation, among your neighbors? Let it begin

in YOUR OWN heart. Hunt the heresy of

heresies—a lost faith in the power of Jesus

Christ to save a man—you. Nothing else

matters much. Everything else that mat

ters is righted along with this. Right this

in your soul, and yourself and others will

be righted. Get this greatest of faiths into

your system and a creed that makes the

evangel a purifying flame will consume all

doubts ; the Bible will live, your "testimony"

will give life, and you will have a living

reason for the faith that is in you. With

an Association of men who have put the

521
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Gospel to this test until they believe Him to

the limit of power, nothing is impossible.

They will know that He whom they be

lieve can transform any man, and that

means transforming a shop, store, school,

and all society, and that no man, boy, or

group is beyond His power to reform

through transforming. Trace any spiritual

awakening to its head and you will finally

find a man who has felt his faith and then

felt for men so that he has made men FEEL.

A faith that breeds no compassion is

fallacy. We are little concerned about what

form of words a man subscribes to. It is

not what, but Whom, he is ready to die

for that is of moment. The final test of a

man's faith is, Does he care? Is it of con

cern to him that men and boys fail or are

filthy because they are faithless, and that

the woe and wreck of sin is uncured. "Be-

lievest thou that I am able to do this?"

"And he could do no mighty works there

because of their unbelief." Let us have a

heresy hunt right at home, beginning in our

own doubting hearts.

Ever Man a There is no place now in

_ .. . the Association for an
h/ 'f,ous employee who is not will-

Worker ing with all the win of

his life, to be a religious worker. Be he

general secretary or office boy, or physical

director, the man has got to be religious

and a leader of men in a work that is

personally and positively evangelistic.

There was not a note to the contrary

at the conference at Asilomar, neither in

the main conference nor in the thirteen

sub-conferences. In fact, the strongest

note comes from the physical department,

for which, years ago, we were criticized for

as tending to be worldly or sporty. In the

paragraph which follows is outlined a pro

gram which is stupendous, and would have

been impracticable several years ago. It is

quite possible now, for the physical direc

tors have the heart, the head, the character

and ability to put it through. And we find

the boys' department men not even alarmed

that it might be possible for them to lose

to other societies the monopoly of their

popular privileges. But it is certain that

there will never be a serious cut into their

greatest and most glorious heritage, the

privilege of spiritual leadership of growing

boys. And the employment secretaries

would not be in the work if it were not for

that greatest privilege of rightly leading

life and effecting character. And the best

of it all is, the matter is not forced. It

has taken root, and is growing—and rooted

and growing it will bear fruit.

A Boldly Planned Growing out of the Asilo-

Physical Depart- mar Conference is a plan

ment Program wh,ch W1" haV? b«hlndf l4

every physical director

who has caught the vision which has been

before the department in the past year. It

is to enlist at least 200 Associations during

the coming winter to concerted evangelistic

effort among gymnasium men to cover fully

a week in each Association. The men se

lected to lead in this work will be those

peculiarly qualified by athletic ability and

understanding of the life and needs of the

kind of men found in the gymnasiums.

These men will meet in groups and classes

in the gymnasiums and hold interviews. It

will be no mere combination health and

happiness movement, but pure evangelism.

It is confidentially believed that thousands

of young men and boys will be brought into

the Kingdom by this method. Big groups

of men since the conference have already

adopted it, and at the summer institutes

these plans will be perfected in detail. The

second big feature provides for the holding

of a great conference at some central point,

to be participated in by the members of the

leaders' corps and committeemen. This will

be opened by a banquet addressed by com

manding figures in the realm of physical

education and athletics, men who can inter

pret the movement. The sessions of the

morning and afternoon will be devoted to

discussing the problems and outlining

larger plans for the local Association. On

the Saturday night of the conference a great

mass exhibition to be held like the German

Turners, will take place, every man in uni

form, and drilled to the fine point of per

fection. This will give international sig

nificance to the gathering, as well as large

publicity. On Sunday there will be a great

"forward step" evangelistic effort, thus

combining in a single conference a full ex

pression of the Association's message cast

in the mold of a department. A most

worthy program!

An Open Mind

and an Open

Bible

This month is the 500th

anniversary day of John

Huss, that man who stood

out with boldness for an

open mind and an open Bible, and for which

he went to the stake with a good conscience.

Church literature is full of the story. Let

us commend the focusing of the thought

upon the significance of the stand this man

made. And we need today not only that

each man have a grip on the Bible, but

that the Bible have a grip on him, that it

may bring a message to him from God and

he a message from it to men.
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The Call of European war has

t a brought to the Young
Twenty Million Men,g Christian Associa-

en tion an unparalleled op

portunity for evangelism. It has pulled out

of Europe, India, and Africa, Canada, and

Australia the very flower of eight hundred

million people. They have become concen

trated in camps and in trenches, in hospitals

and in prisons. "There has never before

been a thing like that in the history of the

world," Mr. Mott declares, and adds: "God

grant there never will be." The British

Associations saw the opportunity and seized

it. They have spent more money since

August than they had spent in fifteen years,

to carry on the most costly campaign of

evangelism that has ever been carried on

by young men. Mr. Mott visited the camps

in Europe, went behind the fighting lines,

spent days in hospitals and in prisons, and

then came back to America to voice the ap

peal for help of the World Committee and

the various National Committees. Already

several "huts" (See pages 518-19) have

been erected by American gifts. Harte,

Hibbard, and Davis have been on the field

for months. California lends her state

secretary for six months. Mr. Israel and

others with experience, many of them speak

ing German, are about to go. They will

work with the soldiers in camps and in

prisons, wherever the Association may have

access. The men in hospitals and the con

valescents call us, and are eager for the

spiritual message and the touch of Chris

tian friendship which we have to give.

Wherein One N° ,man may fairly expect

Man Balances *> ™? thftn 6f° P"

, cent, to 90 per cent, effl-
Another dent in ftU Qf hig work_

president, Bible teacher, secretary, or phys

ical director. The price of great ability in

some one direction is made at its cost in

another. Almost invariably the man who

is a good singer is a poor executive. The

excellence of his soul-stirring sentiment

must be balanced by some man at the effi

ciency end. The price of business drive and

accuracy has been the soul of many a good

secretary. The best partnerships in busi

ness are made of men of entirely different

types; one a close buyer and conservative

manager, the other a persuasive, plunging

salesman. How much more so in an Asso

ciation which has to do with every sort of a

man or boy from 12 years to 60, in all

school, gymnasium, religious and social

work as wide as life. Secretaries who in

strong self-confidence would personally set

tle every question and lead every service

ride to a fall. Here is the value of an or

ganization of representative directors and

the value of frequent meetings and consulta

tions. A leader can well and often look

himself in the face and say, "What is my

weakness?" Happy is the man who has

friends with judgment and frankness, and

wise the man who will gather men about

him who are strong where he is weak and

give them a free swing to their strength.

We know men of splendid spirits whose

business affairs are chaotic, men of deep

purpose and really fine sentiment who are

called brutes by men who try to work with

them. And then, too, there are men in

whom sentiment has obliterated the sense

of justice, of purity, and honesty. Let

every man deal hardly with himself and

search with eagerness to find his weak

places (he has them aplenty) and then

bring help that will hold and make him do

and be his best.

..... A few years ago the terms
Advertising , .. . ,. .. ,

" advertising solicitor and

liar were well nigh syn

onymous. But it does not now seem strange,

nor is it an advertising bluff, to make the

trademark, watch-word, or shibboleth of

the Advertising Men's Convention meeting

at Chicago, TRUTH. Men have found that

it pays to be honest in policy as well as prin

ciple. These men have dignified their pro

fession, and make it a "service to mankind."

And they are ruling out of their fraternity

any man who deviates from truth, breaks

a contract or pledge, or accepts or exploits

a fraud. It is not strange that their lead

ers became preachers on Sunday in'the Chi

cago churches. Neither every advertising

man or business man is a saint, but this

crowd is on the road whose signboard reads

Truth.

Gospel Teams 0n every si?e Go^l

S •»•«(/ teams are taking their

place with the zest of the

old-time vigor and message, such as in

Grand Rapids, whose Association 35 years

ago, without a secretary, conducted twenty

meetings Sunday afternoons. That was

where Fred Goodman found his way into

the Christian life. The Gospel team has

come back. We've heard the echo of them

from Spokane to Boston. There are thirty

or more men on call at Grand Rapids. Sum

mer Sundays bristle with opportunity.

Wichita often has 200 men out in their con

secrated automobiles filling the churches

and covering the country for miles around.

The rural department is training its teams

for work. In one college 100 students spent

their entire vacation winning hundreds

more and getting "a bent for the ministry."

Let there be more of them.
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Our Own People

JOHN MOTT was fifty years old May 24,

Association Day at the Panama-Pacific

Exposition, when he addressed a notable

audience at Festival Hall and was the guest

of honor at San Francisco's banquet at

Inside Inn. Just before he was introduced,

Henry McCoy, in a fitting speech, presented

him a cluster of fifty magnificent roses.

Would it not have been a big bouquet could

every man helped by him the world around

have added a rose, as he gladly would?

Cables, letters and messages came to him

from all parts of the world. Great as his

work has been, his greatest work is yet

ahead of him with the Association he has

served for twenty-seven years and to which

he has declared his debt for offering him

a field for a life work and personal develop

ment in its service. At the Asilomar con

ference just closed he had delivered a series

of sweeping and searching addresses, and

spent all the intervening hours in fellow

ship and interviews with his fellow

secretaries.

DR. BULL is flat on his back, fairly

bowled out, and sent off to the Adiron-

dacks for months of rest, with imperative

commands from his physician to throw off

all care. Meeting calls which came to him

from cities wanting to know about Billy

Sunday's meetings, etc., is largely respon

sible for the "Dominie's" overdraft on his

strength. We are glad to say that he is

responding splendidly to the relaxation, is

sleeping long and soundly, has a fine ap

petite and is not suffering. What he needs

is to rest and eat and let the good Lord and

nature do the rest. He was forbidden to

write the International Sunday school lesson

Notes this month, and so we are using the

very excellent studies he had made in John

and will probably continue for August. Then

we hope he will be on his feet again with

the old-time swing and stroke of strength.

We are permitted to quote from a letter to

a friend: "I have been resting, resting,

resting. I really did not know how run

down I was. * * * * Now I feel like

tackling work again. It's wonderful—but

back of it all I have the sympathy and sup

plication of my blessed friends. That is the

secret; I feel it; and there is no mystery

at all. It is a wonder-working power.

* * * * I have the care of Mother

Nature—just beyond the hills the consola

tion of the Christ—'My God shall supply all

your need.' * * « With love to all the

glorious bunch of Bible-loving men."

THE DISTINGUISHED Chinese commis-

sions now on a visit to America had

among them a larger proportion of Associa

tion men than might be found among a

similar group of American business men.

The vice-chairman, a member of the Chinese

general chamber of commerce, is head of a

large cotton manufacturing plant, chairman

of the boys' department at Shanghai, and

director and treasurer of the Far Eastern

Athletic Association. He was converted in

one of Eddy's meetings. Mr. Wong is a

shipbuilder of Hangkow and an active As

sociation man. Mr. Woo, senior, secretary

of the ministry of agriculture and of com

merce of the national government, became

a Christian through the Chinese student

Association in Tokyo, is honorary secretary

of the commission, served on the request of

the minister of agriculture and commerce

as secretary of the lecture department of

the National Committee of China. Other

commissioners are vitally interested in the

Association. While in Chicago they were

the guests of the Association and viewed

the work, and were tendered a reception at

the Fourth Presbyterian Church. In other

cities they were Association guests.

PAUL SUPER, of Honolulu, like thou

sands of "our own people," sees and

seizes an idea immediately and works it

He mentioned the other day that the

morning our Join-the-Church number came

to his desk he called ten of the secretaries

together and said: "Why cannot each of us

win our man to the church this week? And

each man did. This morning a letter comes

from Wiley, of Minneapolis, which says,

"One of our directors read in the Join-the-

Church number of the hundred laymen who

banded themselves together to secure 100

other members. It so impressed him that

he took the matter up with his pastor. His

pastor was so impressed that he preached

a sermon on it next Sunday and invited a

hundred of his men to remain. Of these

fifty signed up for quiet interviews among

the adherents of the church who were not

members. At the next communion sixty

were taken into the church, thirty-three on

confession of faith. Now the ladies are

making a similar endeavor. And it is said

of those who joined are men whose might

of personality and purse could count large

for the church in coming years. This is the

report of but two of the 27,000 readers.

Sunny, Strong Whitmore follows Fred

Smith and Roy Guild in the work of the

Federal Council. The three had worked as

one man on the Men and Religion Movement

and Whitmore felt he must join them.
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A Little Set-up Talk

What Is the Dominant Idea with the

board as plans are shaped for the fall? Is

the work to be driven with courage and con

viction to meet the large needs of many

men, or is it to timorously "feel the way

ahead" at slack speed? Our conviction is

that if the work is entered upon with a crip

pled force, a beggarly budget, shoddy equip

ment, and feebly conceived and planned pro

gram, it will cost more and produce less

than a broad and well thought, hard-driven,

big-purposed program. And, we may add,

all that is big is purpose, and service is not

so big a cost of cash as of courage. Do

something worth while. Men "ain't got no

money or no use for doing nothing."

The Membership Set-up ought to be

made now to constructively campaign with

each department—physical, educational, so

cial, boys—to advertise to and add every

possible man attractable to each of these

departments. A prospectus is merely inci

dental. Of course that will be in type

within thirty days. Define each field to

be covered by each department and then

select men and organize campaigns to be

driven at the right moment by the right

men and with the right appeal to attract

and draw the man who needs the lift and

help of each department.

Know Your City, its men and their

needs better than you know any other thing.

Then plan every fall project to meet the

actual needs of these men, whatever group

or trade has need of help or training.

The Place for Understanding Study of

moral conditions is with the group of men

who project and drive the moral thrust of

the men's meetings at shop and school

classes, etc., and not in popular mass ha

rangue. The men's meeting is no place for

white slave talk and public exposes. These

pander merely to the sensational crowd with

a keen appetite for filth. Let these meet

ings be for the cure of well known festering

evils more than for advertising of them.

Where is the board of strategy of the Asso

ciation that is laying out a war against

evil?

Have Not the Interviewers something

constructive to give out of their laboratory

study of men's need? To them young men

have laid bare their souls. Should not their

findings and convictions decidedly guide in

the shaping of the religious work commit

tee's campaign this fall? Could not the

many Bible class teachers get from them a

clearer idea of the needs they are to meet in

young men's lives through the revealing in

terviews?

Send the New Desk Man to the best

hotels to sit down in the lobby and study

the methods and manners of the desk clerk.

He is a poor hotel clerk who can't give our

men points in courtesy, alertness, informa

tion about everything in town and how to

get everywhere and a jump-to-the-job quick

ness to meet, greet and grip a man right.

Study the Enrollment and attendance

record of every educational class for a

period of years. From that study make up

a schedule for next year. He is a fool who

whips a dry stream for trout

How Many Groups op Men can you get

to the building by any kind of shop-group,

reception, entertainment, game, or contest,

rights of nation or catch-as-catch-can device

early this fall? Every group brought to

the building has a mighty advertising possi

bility. Have one, two or three a week, with

every department working at the idea, each

with its own special committee and pro

gram.

Why Carry Dead Wood on a board?

There is no rule for the cure but to know

each man and why he is not active. Maybe

he is not yoked up to his particular job.

No busy man is coming to a meeting to

rubber-stamp a secretary's personal pro

jects, listen to dead reports and make believe

direct.

Study the Losing Points in the restaur

ant, or class, alleys, or billiard room. Usu

ally the wrong man is in charge or he has

not the right idea. Get the right man, idea

and start and drive it this fall.

Look for the Moving Men who have

shown that they are popular spirits in a

crowd or are leaders of groups. Make a set

for them. Find ten such men, bind them

into the organization, connect them up

right and each will be good for adding

twenty to fifty men. Organize their leader

ship qualities. Let them select ten or more

lieutenants to work with themselves. Put a

real thing up to them to do, then give them

the chance to do it. Some of these may be

but fifteen years old, others fifty, but each

is of equal importance.

Maybe Some Employee Is Falling

Down because he is fagged and frazzeled

out. A vacation, a readjustment, a change

of position, may save him to the work and

to himself. Study each man of the force to

discover his possibilities, his need of educa

tion, physical efficiency, training to fit him

to do his very best, and consider his vaca

tion. If we could have such a commission

which could help without "meddling" it

would develop and bind a force together for

a big per cent, efficiency increase and har

mony of action.
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Reaching the Membership

for the Christian Life

THE COMMISSION REPORT which

made the greatest impression upon the

employed officers was the one that dealt with

the problem of reaching the membership.

There were several contributing factors to

this interest: First, it was the first com

mission to report and the report was given

at a morning session, consequently the dele

gates were fresh and expectant; second, the

commission had done its work well and thor

oughly—the entire report was published;

third, it was read with dispatch and plenty

of time was allowed for discussion—in fact,

it was the only report that received any con

siderable discussion ; fourth—and this was

the chief reason for the interest manifested

in the report—the commission dealt with a

problem in which at present there is on the

part of the officers of the Association a very

profound interest—namely, "how can the

membership be more completely reached for

the Christian life?"

The commission presented four distinct

aspects of the problem—namely, a study of

the present success or failure in this effort,

then how the responsibility for securing

greater results could be placed. Third, an

endorsement and interpretation of the in

terview method as an approved and valuable

method in dealing with members religiously,

and fourth a statement in no uncertain

terms of the relation the Association should

have to the churches, and that the work

with members was not complete until they

had been definitely related to churches and

were active in their service.

The outstanding pronouncements of the

commission included the following:

1. That while the Association had made

commendable progress in its religious work-

most of this progress had been made with

non-members. This work is valuable and

must not decrease in emphasis, but there

must be greater efficiency in reaching the

membership which the commission stated

was the Association's first obligation and

constituted an unrealized opportunity. Note

these striking paragraphs from the report:

I
"No field is more ripe, none more attractive,

and no group more needy than that represented
by the membership. Here helpful and normal
contacts are readily established which serve as

an excellent basis for leading men into the

Kingdom."
"Furthermore, the membership represents a

fertile field for evangelistic effort in that the
associate membership represents 55% of the
total. The membership represents the great
neglected field."

2. The commission realized that if the As

sociation was to make the religious Hfe

dominant in the Association the responsi

bility must be more widely distributed. It

confessed to the natural limitations of the

educational and physical work of the Asso

ciation, and that we must not refer to the

 

LOS ANGELES HOSTS AND GUESTS THE MORNING AFTER ASSOCIATION DAY WHEN THIRTY-EIGHT
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work of those departments in their technical

aspects as departments of religious educa

tion, unless the complete religious program

was included in their message and work.

To be complete, this message and program

must include as a culmination the relation

of men and boys to Jesus Christ as Saviour

and Lord. Therefore, all employed officers

must be considered as religious leaders fun

damentally; that is to say, the supreme

passion of their lives must not be physical

training or educational training, valuable

as these are, or business administration,

essential as it is, but bringing men into com

plete and loyal and devoted relation in life

and service to Jesus the Christ. No con

ference ever went on record more emphatic

ally or more sincerely in reference to this

point than this conference. This was the

apex emphasis of the conference.

3. The commission came out strongly for

the personal interview method as defined by

Mr. Goodman and as practiced by the Asso

ciations at Cleveland and Detroit. This

definition is as follows:

"The modern Interview is not the same as

'personal work.' so-called. It is not taking a
religious census of the membershin. though this
is a part of it. It does not mean indiscriminate
buttonholing of members on religious questions.
It might perhaps be defined as a systematic
effort to discover the moral and spiritual needs
of young men by means of carefully planned,
unhurried, friendly conversations by wisely
selected men. In which are established Intimate
relations which mate possible the meeting of

the needs disclosed."

The commission insisted that the inter

view have for its ultimate aim the presen

tation of the claims of Christ upon the life

of the individual interviewed in accordance

with his needs.

4. Upon the subject of the relation of the

Association to the church, the commission

was most incisive and searching. Note this

statement :

"The local Association and executive staff

which is habitually failing to give this co

operation is open to the charge of being in

efficient or of disregarding responsibility.

"The evidence seems to warrant the state

ment that many of our general secretaries

are confessing almost complete failure to

lead men and boys into the local churches.

Is this confession the result of a willful dis

regard of responsibility or due to ineffi

ciency?"

The failure of Associations, where there

is failure in regard to relating men to

churches in the judgment of the commission

is due to the failure to make definite plans,

and then a determined effort to prosecute

the plans, for accomplishing the work.

After stating that the Associations had

proved inefficient in this resDect of relating

men to churches it stated just as con

vincingly that: "It is an inefficiency which

can be easily remedied" and tersely states:

"The evidence indicates that good pur

pose without a method and work produces

failure, while a plan of some sort and work

put into the plan produces results."

 

Tort -rtrji A

PULPITS WERE FILLED AND THE GUESTS WERE ABOUT TO START ON THE AUTOMOBILE TRIP
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Further along in blackface type the com

mission says, after a summary of methods

which have prevailed:

"A conviction and a purpose which burns

deep into the soul."

"A plan—any plan which frequently and

statedly sets large numbers of laymen at

work for their fellows."

"Energy and enterprise in persistently

working the plan."

If the employed officers will read care

fully this report of the commission and

then in great care and with much prayer

plan for the reaching of their own members

and for their relation to the Christian

church, there will result such an outpouring

of the spirit of Christ, such wonderful

revelation of the latent resources for spirit

ual service in the lives of the membership

that will enable the Associations of North

America to more fully realize their great

mission as a religious force. This seems for

the present to be the great opportunity and

first duty of the Associations.

Asilomar Briefs

Registration 230 Men, half from Cali

fornia and the Coast, the balance from 39

states and provinces.

Every Man a Religious Leader was the

theme which dominated, and the note was

sustained.

The Committee Made no mistake in se

lecting Dr. Francis as conference pastor.

He set a true note with that address on

"Christ's Mould of Prayer," printed in this

JUST A

HARD

STRETCH

OF ROAD

 

issue. He will rewrite the themes of other

addresses for succeeding numbers. And

John Mott's talks were meat for men to live

by and get strong and work by.

H. W. Stone and his commission contrib

uted more well-digested studies in Efficiency

of Association Management, structurally

compiled for Association rebuilding. These

will make chapters for a coming Hand Book.

The studies in full are furnished Associa

tions in handy binders suitable for the ad

dition of subsequent papers. Copies may be

had of H. W. Stone, Portland, Ore. Enclose

10 cents for postage.

The Ffllowship was worth crossing the

continent to taste. Idea-exchange began at

journey starting points. Many a secretary

made ten to twenty stop-overs to study As

sociation buildings and management, while

every moment on the grounds, in walks

along the beach, or at the dinner table, were

spent in exchange of views and experiences.

"I Am Forty Years Old, and if I am to

hold my place as a secretary I have got to

have just what these conferences give me;

I cannot afford to miss one." That man

was right in his judgment.

The Backing and Filling fussing and

no-outcome discussion of the Secretaries' In

surance Alliance proposition to add fifteen

cents to each assessment for the relief of

brethren in distress, was neither a credit to

the good executive reputation or the judg

ment of the body.

The Young Women's Christian Asso

ciation were graceful and capable hosts.

Their superb coast camp, with its complete

equipment, is a pattern worthy of study.

Hospitality, flowers, oranges, banquets,

automobile sight-seeing trips and courtesies

galore were extended the men all the way

from Los Angeles to Portland. The West

knows how to be lavish and gracious to an

abandon of generosity.

The Coast has its problems, financial and

otherwise, as well as the East No state in

the Union has a superior building equip

ment, city for city, nor a greater man for

man opportunity in its growing cities. Los

Angeles alone has added the equivalent of

a city the size of Portland, Me., or Harris-

burg, Pa., a year to its population—and of

a superior grade of man stuff.
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Income —

This cartoon is illus

trative of the Stone

Commission's brisk,

breezy, cut-to-the-bone.

pesso-optimistic study

of Association manage

ment and efficiency—a

piece of literature for

a thorough reading and

weighing.
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The Question of Too Many Conven

tions was handled pro and con by H.

D. Dickson. Of 172 replies, eighty said,

"Too many"; sixty, with emphasis, "No."

Many urged that the state conventions be

modified. Investigation visits were most

valuable. It was believed that two weeks

per year for each employee for other than

local conference and study, should be a

reasonable goal. The policy was urged to

provide for adequate expenses and for the

absence of each member of the staff at the

beginning of each year on an intelligent

understanding of all the elements which in

fluence conference, convention and summer

school attendance.

The Annual Review of the sweep and

progress of the Association for the year

presented by W. K. Cooper has been widely

commented upon as a strong, fearless and

suggestive survey. It is of course too long

and detailed for printing in Association

Men, but the copy which was to be in our

hands has not yet been received. The even

ing devoted to the foreign work called out a

vigorous and broad policy and a program of

advance. This, together with the review on

the Stone Commission and other addresses,

is held for later issues.

A Mutual Fire Insurance plan was

proposed to carry the $50,000,000 Associa

tion liability, much as railroads and the

Methodist churches insure themselves. A

committee with W. J. Parker heading it

will investigate.

To Denison, Hammond, Pierce, Scott,

Kaighn and their associates goes the credit

of providing a good conference under dif

ficulties.

The Executive Committee elected was:

Walter T. Diack, New York, chairman;

J. W. Hopkins, Toronto, secretary-treas

urer; M. I. Foss, Brooklyn, physical de-

artment; H. W. Gibson, Massachusetts,

oys; L. D. Fels, Cleveland, membership;

T. E. Prout, Topeka, railroad; W. G.

Boyle, Brooklyn, religious; A. H. Lichty,

Ohio, state; E. Tomlinson, Wilmerding,

Pa., industrial; F. C. W. Parker, Chicago,

employment; J. S. Tichenor, army and

navy; C. C. Hatfield, county; J. G. White,

San Francisco, educational.

Salmon Fishing was a new experience

for some in Monterey Harbor, and seasick

ness along with it for at least one seasoned

salt.

The Swimming was fine and cold for

even the boldest.

The Association Group of big trees in

the Santa Clara Valley (see cover page)

will hold hereafter a cherished place in the

thought of Association leaders as a shrine

for the Coast conferences when the immortal

leaders of the generations are named. May

"Bishop" McCoy be there to conduct the

service, and the editor would be happy could

he again have the privilege of paying affec

tion's tribute.

Los Angeles characteristically seized for

service thirty delegates en route and made

May 16 the biggest Association day in her

history. Western men will profit by every

leader coming their way. Los Angeles is

the gateway to San Diego and San Fran

cisco, a good place indeed to be initiated into

the Coast spirit.

No "Old" Secretary while in Los Angeles

failed to call on "good old Tom Wilkie" for

a patriarchal blessing. Weak in body but

strong in spirit, this was his characteristic

message : "Be men of prayer. Give time to

Bible study for the refreshment of your

own souls. Carry, search and use the Living

Word in your dealing with men. Let every

employee in each department be a wise per

sonal worker."

Delegates were able to pay a final tribute

of love and respect at the funeral of Major

Hardie, May 17th—a prince of men, chival

rous and noble in spirit, president of three

international conventions and a leader of

the Southern forces from 1860.

ASEVENFOLD Demonstration of true

Western hospitality was planned by

California hosts for the return from Asilo-

mar to San Francisco after conference. The

first feature was a big apple treat at Wat-

sonville, where the mayor, the president of

the Association and others met our train

and loaded us with delicious apples. Mr.

Messer expressed our appreciation in a hap

py speech from a railroad truck.

The train next stopped at the Big Trees,

where a most impressive service was held

by the group dedicated to the Association

twenty-eight years ago. The third stop was

at Mt. Hermon for luncheon. From there

we went to Los Gates and down the wonder

ful Santa Clara Valley. Dozens of auto

mobiles, generously supplied by the pros

perous farmers, met us at the depot and

drove us around the city and through the

beautiful country to San Jose. This auto

ride will long be remembered, especially by

those not previously familiar with the semi-

tropical trees of California.

The fifth event was the visit to the San

Jose Association Building, where speeches

were made and the ladies served the famous

Santa Clara Valley prunes and cool drinks.

We found our train decorated from end to

end with beautiful flowers by the ladies, and

each car different. We were overwhelmed

by these rapidly multiplying evidences of

hospitality.

At Palo Alto by 5 o'clock automobiles met

us, and for an hour Stanford University,

the magnificent University Church and the

tower were centers of attraction.

When the party arrived at San Francisco

at seven o'clock the hospitality of the day

received its finishing touch, when the local

secretaries met us at the depot and quickly

directed us to hotels. California's reputa

tion for hospitality made good.

P
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The Group and Service Type of Association Work

By BURTON B. JOHNSON, Michigan, which carries the message and plan presented by

Mr. Buell at Asllomar

ANEW type of Association work is at

hand. Its roots dip deep into the past.

Its essential features were used by Jesus

in training the twelve, by George Williams

and his eleven associates in that group out

of which was born the Young Men's Chris

tian Association and by John Wesley, who

was called a Methodist because of his

method of organizing his adherents into

groups under leaders.

Its principles and methods are not new,

but are those tested and approved by the

whole Association brotherhood. Its general

plan has been approximated by every

Teachers' Training Class, Leaders' Corps

and Workers' Group. The old style Person

al Workers' Training Group had the funda

mental idea, as did many an Association

Bible Class. Nearly twenty years ago, L.

E. Buell, now state secretary of Michigan,

was conducting classes in Springfield, Mo.,

on this same general plan and out of them

came Banks of Missouri, Shumaker of Illi

nois, West of Panama and Fenn of China,

not to mention others. The Association

leaders of the past have been produced by

a work which, at least, approached the new

type.

It is new in combining for the first time

a group of effective methods into a single

program and in offering a general outline

as a standard of work with men and boys

applicable to any field and to any Associa

tion.

The Group Idea—It is recognized that

the best way to deal with men and boys is

neither in the mass, nor as separate indi

viduals, but in groups. The groups num

ber usually from 6 to 15, preferably about

10, although they may begin with but 2 or

3. They are homogeneous groups, having

some common interest, and are usually or

ganized with officers and committees and

for a period of from 2 to 6 months. Meet

ings are held at regular and frequent inter

vals. Entire responsibility rests upon the

leader who associates with him an assistant

leader. Any study group, committee, or

team can readily become a part of this plan.

The Service Idea—Service is absolutely

essential to the growth of the Christian

man or boy, and to the Kingdom. So every

group is conducted with a view to engaging

in immediate service, preparing for greater

service and getting a passion for service.

The Combination Program—One evening

the writer dropped in unexpectedly upon a

group in a non-equipment Association. These

eighth and ninth grade boys were in charge

of a young college man as leader. They

had had prayer and the leader had con

ducted a Bible Study in "Men Who Dared"

for thirty minutes. Five minutes were

spent in a sharp parliamentary drill. Then

the boy president took the chair and con

ducted the business meeting. The commit

tees had reports and showed that they were

doing something. The next twenty minutes

were given to impromptu speeches. Every

boy had to rise to his feet and speak for a

minute and a half on a subject he had

drawn from the hat. The topics had been

prepared beforehand by the Educational

Committee. The Social Committee had

planned to make this last meeting before

the holidays a memorable one by having

some "eats." But the whole thing was done

by the boys themselves. The leader . was

present just to coach and steer. In an ad

joining room was a wrestling mat which oc

casionally helped out the Physical Com

mittee in arranging their part of the pro

gram.

The Training Idea—Service at its high

est expresses itself in leadership. Trained

Christian leadership is our paramount need.

To produce such leadership is the one cen

tral purpose of all the factors, as explained

above, which enter into the Group and

Service work. Each group is a training

class and the members are incited to be

come leaders of groups themselves.

But the key to the whole scheme lies in

the training class which every group leader

is expected to attend. Success of the

groups depends, in almost every case, upon

the training teacher. The training group

is really a conference of leaders, meeting

once a week, to discuss how to present the

next lesson, work out the next program and

handle the problem that has just arisen;

also to consider how the members of the

groups are each progressing and how the

leaders can improve in their leadership.

Supervision is therefore vital to this

whole program. In two of our Michigan

cities, half the boys in each high school

were enrolled in groups, led by college men

(mostly high school teachers), who were

meeting once a week in conference with the

principal. The entire work was under his

supervision. The idea was well illustrated

by that deputation band of dormitory men

in the West Side Association, New York,

who have been meeting Monday nights to

prepare for leading Young People's So

cieties on the following Sunday nights.

The Growth Idea—A passion for service

means a passion for utmost service. We

must grow and keep growing. We grow by

unconscious absorption, by conscious learn

ing and by practice. These factors are all

present in the Group and Service type of

work.

(a) Growth by Fellowship. Individuals

grow best under an interplay of person

alities. Development may be unconscious

but no less real and in time it is appreci

ated. Fellowship satisfies heart hunger and

establishes a bond of union which makes

attendance almost automatic. Fellowship

involves mutual interest in each other's
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welfare and mellows the soil for personal

work. Highest fellowship involves prayer.

Therefore the leader of every group assidu

ously strives to promote both the spirit and

practice of prayer and personal work.

(b) Growth by Study. (1) Bible Study,

not of the lecture type, but of the discus-

sional, or conference, type where every one

takes part. (2) A study of the particular

kind of service in which the group is en

gaging, such as group leadership, personal

work, boy scout work, teaching English to

foreigners, social service, etc. With equal

conviction we feel that every Committee

and every Group for Service of whatever

kind should also be a group for study, and

that every Bible class or other study group

should also be a group for service.

(c) Growth by Practice. (1) In per

sonally applying truths learned to daily life

by the laboratory method. The group

learns to play and work together as well as

to study together. (2) In service, to attain

skill in, and increased capacity for, service.

All most men need in any of the above is

to be given a fair start and they will make

fellowship, study and service habits of life.

Our work does not need to be so exhaustive

as suggestive.

(d) Growth to Complete Manhood.

The object of the group is to help every

member to approximate the perfect man

hood of Jesus physically, mentally, indus

trially, socially, morally, spiritually—and

all for the sake of enlarged service. There

fore each group has its religious activities

plus some physical, social, and educational

features, as may be governed by the needs

of the group and the ability of the leader.

In our colleges all groups are student-led,

but all student leaders, and sometimes the

assistant leaders, meet regularly with a

member of the faculty as training teacher

and supervisor. Under this plan we have

enrolled as high as 90 per cent of the men

in a school in these groups and the attend

ance has run from 70 to 93 per cent for the

course.

The old slogan of the Editor of Associa

tion Men hits it, "One to train ten, the ten

to lead a hundred and the hundred to

character a thousand." In one of our city

Associations this has been literally fulfilled.

The city engineer, an Association trained

college man, coached ten Christian high

school boys in leading ten groups enrolling

a total of 103 Juniors. The splendid effect

on the high school fellows and on the

Juniors, too, was just what might be ex

pected. They grew in Christian manhood

and in powers of leadership. In the same

Association the general secretary was the

leader of a group of seven men who were

in turn leading seven groups of men and

young men enrolling from 6 to 15 in a

group.

Out of such groups the writer has seen

men brought into the Christian life, has

seen workers developed and leaders trained.

They are the ideal places for promoting

prayer and personal work. They develop

committee workers and are themselves ef

fective committees. They give both evan

gelism and training their proper share in

the program of religious education. They

take the novice in leadership and by simul

taneous study and practice under expert

coaching and supervision train him to be

come more efficient. They produce, in fact,

a trained Christian leadership.

Definition—Therefore the Group and

Service type of Association work implies the

organizing of individuals into small, homo

geneous groups, under leaders who are

themselves in training, meeting at regular

and frequent intervals, for a program of

fellowship, study and service, that they may

grow in Christian manhood and in Christian

service until they can become competent

Christian leaders.

the colored boy a big

cog in the wheel

Whole gangs of men were
practically paralyzed in their
work when the Colored boys
failed to show up, as eighty
per cent, did at the Newport
News Ship Yards. Their
playing hookey fairly demor
alized the riveters. The
coming of the Association
changed this and reduced the
delinquency to ten per cent.
The general secretary's Influ
ence and talks on thrift set
a premium on good conduct
and work, and encouraged
savings : and the prizes
offered by the company for
the best bank accounts and
the educational classes also
helped. Now their parents
and everybody who has to do
with the boys say that the
Colored boy of Newport News
is a different person through
the Association's influence.
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Conference on Inter-Church

Activities

By GEO. J. FISHER, M.D.

FRED B. SMITH is now a member of the

Federal Council of Churches. In his

work with the Men and Religion Movement

he witnessed definite results from co-opera

tive efforts of existing agencies. He feels

there are great needs which can only be

met by working together. He believes that

there should be brought together regularly

the interdenominational organizations for

conference, such organizations (for illustra

tion) as the Laymen's Missionary Movement,

the Young Men's Christian Associations, the

Young Women's Christian Associations, the

International Sunday School Association,

etc. Such conferences would be helpful in

acquainting each organization with the work

of the other, for uniting them upon great

common tasks, but without in any way in

terfering with the present or legitimate work

of these organizations. Mr. Smith believes

that a second great work is needed—namely,

that local and state church federations need

counsel and help from some national body

that would act as a clearing house on in

formation and that would have identified

with it specialists who could study fed

erated church work, visit local federations,

advise with them and safeguard them from

serious mistakes. More than a hundred

cities now have church federations.

Mr. Smith believed that the Federal

Council might through a special commission

become efficiently related to these two ob

jects, and in accordance with his suggestion

a conference was held at the call of the

Federal Council at Atlantic City June 3d

and 4th to consider these two propositions.

Among the organizations invited to the

conference were: International Sunday

School Association, Sunday School Council

of Evangelical Denominations, International

Committee of the Young Men's Christian

Association, National Board of the Young

Women's Christian Association, United

Society of Christian Endeavor, Epworth

League, Baptist Young People's Union,

Brotherhood of Saint Andrew, Brotherhood

of Andrew and Philip, Brotherhood Bible

Class Movements, Laymen's Missionary

Movement, Missionary Educational Move

ment, State Federations, Local Federations,

or Councils.

A Committee on Findings was appointed

early in the procedure of the conference, to

which all motions were referred and the

report of which was adopted unanimously

in the form in which it is presented here

with. Mr. Smith will be chairman of the

commission, Rev. Roy B. Guild will be execu

tive secretary, and James A. Whitmore, one

of its special secretaries.

1. None of the findings of this Conference are
to be considered as binding upon the organiza
tions here represented, or as Interfering with
their freedom of inlatlve and administration.
The commission In Its relation to the agencies

represented in this Conference should not be
administrative, but the commission should hold
itself ready for counsel on matters that are of

mutual interest to the commission and any of
the agencies named in the printed list of Invita
tions to this Conference, or any similar agency
that may hereafter fall within this general class

of organizations.
2. A Commission on Federated Movements

such as that outlined In general In the state
ment presented to this Conference on behalf of

the Federal Council is urgently needed, and
should be organized by the Federal Council.

3. The Commission should be appointed by
the Federal Council Itself. A part of Its mem
bers should be selected with special reference
to their personal knowledge of and experience
in the different phases of federative Christian
activities, and a considerable number of other
members should be those who In addition to the
qualifications already named should represent
unofficially the interests of the organizations
invited to send delegates to this Conference, as

listed In the printed announcement. In the case
of the latter class of members it is suggested
that their appointment be made by the Federal
Council after consultation with the organiza
tions whose unofficial representation is desired.

4. While recognizing that this Commission,
like all other Commissions of the Federal Coun
cil, would outline Its own program of work, and
therefore determine its own function, this Con
ference would urge upon the consideration of
the proposed Commission the following lines of
effort in the hope that a definite and construc
tive program may be undertaken by the Com
mission from the beginning.

1. To arrange, within the next twelve months,
a Conference fully representing the interests of
the agencies participating or invited to partici
pate here In these deliberations of such duration
and with such a program as shall provide for

the fullest possible Interchange of knowledge
concerning the nature of these organizations,
their present and projected plans, policies and
programs, thus promoting mutual acquaintance
and goodwill among their leaders, and facilitat
ing such cooperative effort as these organiza
tions themselves may desire to undertake.

2. To make a careful study of the present
status of federative Christian activity through
State and Local federation of churches, Includ
ing their organization and method and program
of work, In order to discover in the light of
actual experience, policies for such federations
now organized or to be organized worthy of
their thorough consideration as they undertake
to serve their respective states or communities,
and to make available the results of this study
to any one who may be in a position to profit
by Its use.

3. To strengthen existing federations by co
operation with their officers and committees.

4. To encourage the organization of new fed
erations In selected places, laying emphasis not
upon the number of such new organizations but
upon thoroughness and comprehensiveness of
effort in relation to existing needs.

5. To make a study of the policies and pro
grams of local federations with special refer
ence to their relationships to the policies and
programs of the agencies represented In this

Conference, making the results of this study
available to the leaders of the agencies whose
interests are Involved.

6. To give due consideration to any other
forms of activity that are now bringing churches
together In cooperative efforts, such as federa
tions of men's organizations, church athletic
teams, etc.

These are days of federated effort in re

ligious work. In the interests of efficiency,

national and local organizations realize

that much will be gained by an occasional

getting together. Unity in spirit exists as

never before among those who represent or

ganized Christianity. No longer is it neces

sary to plead for unity. All that is

sary is to give it expression.
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TROOPERS AT EDMONTON

The Association's horse-
stable rooms and field work.

 

Army and Navy Men

Instances of the deep interest in Associa

tion work for men of the service are coming

to us. Captain Leigh, of the U. S. S. Gal

veston, whose interest in the religious work

was so deep that at a recent service on

board his ship, he read the Scripture lesson

and otherwise assisted Mr. Swartz.

A second instance is that of Major Cham

berlain, commanding officer at Fort An

drews, who, finding that Sunday meetings

had been discontinued at his post, owing to

the withdrawal of Government boat service,

said : "Those meetings must continue as they

are of much value to the men of the post.

If you can get your speakers to Pemberton,

I will see to it that they get across the

channel to the Fort and the district com

mander's boat will take them back to Bos

ton."

A third instance is necessary to make this

story complete. In order to comply with

Major Chamberlain's request, Secretary

Mpsher faced a financial problem, owing to

his reduced budget, and the necessity of

hiring musical talent. Captain McKell,

learning of this, said: "Mosher, go ahead

and conduct your meetings through June,

and I will give you twenty-five dollars to

cover the expenses."

From L. D. Howell, Secretary of the Le

gation Guard at Pekin, China, there has

come a most interesting report. When war

was declared in Europe, German and Aus

trian guards left at once for Tsingtao, and

the French, British and Belgian troops left

for Europe. Their places were partly filled

by reservists from China. Because of the

ill feeling between the different national

ities, it was necessary to modify the charac

ter of the work, making it more individual

than collective.

Despite the fact that great care is exer

cised there have been several disturbances

between the members of the different

guards. In referring to some of the prob

lems of his work, Mr. Howell speaks of

DIRECTOR JACKSON EXERCISING 1,000 MEN

Stable stalls serve for reading alcoves, games,
and writing. A box-stall Is the secretary's
office. Hundreds attend concerts and meetings

nightly.

400 young recruits who arrived last fall

from the United States. With none of the

restraining influences of home these men

have been subjected to all the temptations

which abound in the Chinese-Foreign Treaty

ports. Chinese wine, Japanese women,

American poker, and British opium have

been some of the influences that have, in

the few months these men have been in

Pekin, served to drag down many a fine

young fellow. These men had not had full

time at the recruiting camp and many of

them were country boys, never having lived

in a big city before. The result is that in

the eight months since they arrived apout

60 per cent, have become occasional opium

users—nearly all have tried the drug, and

30 per cent, have become constant users

and victims of the habit. Many of the men

are always in debt and are constantly break

ing liberty because of the desire to get the

drug.

It is not to be wondered at that the secre

tary is burdened with his sense of respon

sibility and opportunity; nor that many

of the men look to the Association as a

veritable haven of refuge.

Soldiers have had the right of way in the

Brandon (Man.) buildings for six months,

every day finding several hundreds of them

using the privileges freely. Religious serv

ices and social evenings and long and deep

religious interviews are frequent.

The Phoenix Association conducted an

Association tent at Fort Huachuca from

August 5-17, 1914, where the 12th U. S.

Regular Infantry and the 1st Arizona Na

tional Guard conducted joint maneuvers.

The Association tent had the usual equip

ment and was used to the limit of it's ca

pacity. The officers have expressed the

desire to have a large and better equipment

at the next annual encampment. It will

be conducted under the auspices of the new

Interstate Committee.

For the twenty-fifth year men in Associ

ations will be with the National Guard at

East Haven, Conn., for six weeks.
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The Physical

Department

T S there a lock on the

X swimming pool en

trance? Month by month

the accumulating evidence

comes to us that this must

be done. Death after death

occurs accidentally, and

near-accidents multiply.

Men die even in clear

water from heart failure.

Safety First is as appro

priate for members in the

building as in the fac

tories and freight yards.

Keep a sharp watch out

on the swimming hole. In

sist on the rule that no

boy is to be allowed to

swim in camp without the

leader, and at stated

hours. Hold firm on these

rules, for they are matters

of life and death.

Cross country hiking

trips take the place of the

camp at Dalton, Mass.

The second tri-state hike

will cover 300 miles, camp

ing on a lake for ten days

en route. Each boy at

tending qualifies for 31

efficiency tests and is tried

out at the all-night camps

six weeks ahead. Boys

enter more seriously on

this than on the ordinary

enrollment, and it kept

them _ interested in the

Spring months, with

groups of ten to five hik

ing camps.

A book every camper,

hunter and fisherman

ought to read is Camp Craft, by Warren

H. Miller, editor of Field and Stream. It is

not a "kids' book," but a real big camping

and hunting, reliable and mighty valuable

book. (Scribner's, $1.50.)

Over fifty per cent of the Cloquet (Minn.)

members took an active part in the gym

nasium. The four indoor baseball teams

playing 54 games were the talk of the town,

with business men, ministers and profes

sional men enrolled.

For the tenth year Watertown (N. Y.)

business men held their outing, with 120

present, at Campbell's Point. They went

out in automobiles together at 9 A. M.,

divided into two teams and played baseball,

volley ball and indoor baseball. A brass

plate will adorn the locker of the captain

of the winning division. They had the time

of their lives and the event kept the class

together.

 

"REGULAR WATER DUCKS" AT SPORT

A Snapshot at Camp Dudley's Swimming Hour. Here diving and
swimming are a delight—and more. In 25 years not an accident
has occurred. Out of the 200 in camp last year all but three could

swim and 73 passed the life-saving examination, qualifying as
expert life-savers.

Interest among business men in Spartan

burg, S. C, was so great that at the close

of the regular class sessions the 1st of May

the men asked that the volley ball schedule

be continued. Six teams were then selected

and a volley ball league formed to play

through June. Over fifty men take part.

Albert Lea, Minn., has a municipal bath

house with a notorious reputation. The

Association assumed management for the

season with an expert swimmer in charge

and will give the International swimming

tests.

When the Gas and Electric Company of

Albert Lea, Minn., announced in the paper

that they would turn over the use of a

large vacant lot next to their plant and

equip it for any society or group that

could make good use of it the Association

at once made application and as a result

they are installing two double illuminated

tennis courts. It also had influence in
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The Stroke

Two Harbors.

Teaching all

Toledo, Ohio.

BOYS TAUGHT TO SWIM AT TRENTON. 120 OF THE 190 IN THE GRAMMAR SCHOOL CAMPAIGN

placing a competent attendant in charge of

the public playground.

The Elmwood-Saint Bernard Branch of

the Cincinnati Association had charge of a

Continuous Athletic Meet, composed of a

five weeks' series of five events, divided into

two groups, followed by a final Open Meet,

June 12. This meet included about 250

men from the nine factories. Committees

were appointed from the Procter & Gamble

Co., Jarecki Chemical Co., the Globe Soap

Co. and the Emery Candle Co.

Summit, N. J., entered eighty-two per

cent of its dormitory men in an "Early

Risers' " Tennis Tournament. The matches

are played mostly in the mornings between

the hours of five and seven, before the men

commute to New York. The cost of the

prizes to be awarded was entirely covered

by the entry fees.

As director of the physical work of Phila

delphia District Vacation Bible Schools, G.

W. Braden will have the planning of the

singing games, group games and athletics

of some seventy-five Bible schools this

summer.

Davenport, la., has found that a ten-

cent charge for two weeks' public school

swimming teaching did not lower enroll

ment; the 550 boys valued it more and

stuck to it closer—325 were not members.

The fifty-foot test was passed by 79.

The safe and sane Fourth program at

Albany has been handled for six years by

E. C. Leonard of the state committee.

Swimming campaign reports come from

every side. Lincoln, Neb., writes: "We

nearly doubled the boys reached last year,"

and Stockton, Cal., had to add a second

campaign. This service becomes nation

wide and appreciated.

Twelve of 17 Shops and Mills in North

ampton, Mass., sent five picked men to a

class in First Aid, five Monday evenings in

May. Men and managers were pleased and

bettered. The class was led by a doctor

director. The total cost was 34 cents.

Principals of four schools and the school

committee were glad to take up the teach

ing-to-swim suggestion at Northampton,

Mass. This taught 141, broke down preju

dice, gained new friends, brought 36 boys

into summer membership.

For the Safe and Sane Fourth at Toledo,

Ohio, there will be a big athletic meet under

a civic committee, a review of the town

schools, factories and other organizations.

Topeka, Kan., leases its director to look

after the city playgrounds for two months.

While he leads baseball and basket ball

leagues he is teaching Association athletic

ideals. Eight volunteers are helping to

teach 339 boys to swim, working six hours

a day for a week.

A church baseball league at Salt Lake

City is running off a series, with eighteen

teams playing.

AN OAKLAND

WHALEBOAT

Rowing Is being
taken up strongly.
The building being
but four blocks
from Lake Meritt,
an arm of San
Francisco Bay. A
regatta is held
monthly. The As
sociation furnishes
volunteer instruc-
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To the San Francisco As

sociation belongs the honor

of winning the international

hexathlon contest bronze

plaque. This handsomely

etched and mounted bronze

was presented the San Fran

cisco men in a felicitous and

able address by Dr. Fisher

at a breakfast given the

visiting delegates by the As

sociation officials and leaders

in San Francisco on the

morning of May 25. The

banner announcing the honor

was carried in the leading

automobile in a sight-seeing

tour given the visitors, dis

played at the great meeting

at Festival Hall in the after

noon and the banquet at the

Inside Inn in the evening.

Pensacola's director is

handling the amateur base

ball of the city, which is di

vided into younger and older

boys' groups, and a Twilight

League of young men, who

play from 5.30 p. m. each

evening. An average of a

young man a day comes here

from somewhere looking for

work, and except in rare in

stances there is none. In

two instances the men were

sent to their homes.

Nearly a quarter of a mil

lion boys have been taught

to swim within six years by

the Association. Now swimming campaigns

are conducted

in nearly every

swimming pool,

boathouse o r

camp. Reports

from one end

of the land to

the other o f

thousands o f

schoolboys

taught to swim

and save life.

T o conserve

life has been

the main fea

ture, to reduce the great number (7,000)

drowned yearly. Not a few Association

 

 

members have shown genuine heroism in

rescuing their fellows. Handsome medal

lions are now offered by the life saving de

partment of the A. L. N. A. for presenta

tion to Association members who perform a

rescue. These are of gold, silver or bronze,

and may be had from the A. L. N. A., to be

purchased only on affidavit by an official that

the person is entitled to an award, and suf

ficient information in regard to the rescue,

danger involved, skill, courage and endur

ance shown, etc. It is a fitting recognition

of a noble act. This cut shows the design

of the medal ; the reverse side is suitable for

engraving the name of the rescuer. It is

distinctly an Association proposition, and

designed as a completion of the international

swimming campaign to teach swimming and

life saving.

elyria's

automobile

bible class

WHICH

STUDIES

IN THE

COUNTRY
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Notes from the Conference

International Leaders' Corps Conference—

The physical directors unanimously in

dorsed the proposal to hold an International

Leaders' Corps Conference, arranged in

four different features: (1) banquet, (2)

conference session, (3) exhibition to display

types of physical work conducted in Asso

ciations, (4) evangelistic mass meeting.

The worth of such a gathering is obvious.

Undoubtedly it would standardize the work

and enthuse the volunteer service of our

Leaders' Corps.

A New Complaint—A peculiar condition

prevailing in a Western college suggests

that the directors make a thorough exam

ination of the feet. The students com

plained of pains from callouses, splinters,

etc., but on examination warts were discov

ered deep rooted in the soles. In experi

ment, several treatments have been tried,

including burning with nitric acid and

mezaphorine, also a surgical operation,

which is painful and inconvenient. As this

condition was noticed only on persons fre

quenting the gymnasium, the professor lec

turing advanced the theory that it was

probably produced by exercising on hard

floors. No doubt this will be of interest to

directors, who should take care in making

examinations to look for and meet such a

condition.

Facts, Problems, Policies—These are

some of the tremendous questions confront

ing social educators: Is sex education

necessary? When should it be given? How

should it

effects?

Dr. Exner presented the results of his

recent investigations. A questionaire was

submitted to groups of college students of

various grades and different sections of the

country. The following resume of their

answers is most conclusive: 13 per cent,

received instruction before and 87 per cent,

after evil habits of life had been formed;

nine years was the average age when first

impressions were received; fifteen when in

struction was received (six years too late) ;

97 received impressions before thirteen

years of age and 91 report them unwhole

some; 79 admit such impressions as given

demoralizing. 90 per cent, reported good

habits of life who had received wholesome

first impressions; 29 only out of 79 demor

alized by unwholesome first impressions

were helped by instruction received later.

This would emphasize early instruction for

prevention rather than late instruction for

cure. The percentage of parents giving

instruction is so low that wholesome in

struction, public or otherwise, is essential.

Parents do not appear to be realizing their

obligation; and also cannot guard children

against impressions secured elsewhere. The

physical directors recommend thorough re

search and presentation of a method for

be presented? What are its

 

. TILTING IN THE POOL

Get a canoe and give your men a chance to
hammer each other in the pool with poles with
ends well covered with felt or cotton and firmly
wound. There is more than fun in this. It's
skill and safety that comes to the man plunged
into the water any way, any time. These are
from Charleston. S. C, meet with S. C. Military
College water contests.

sex instruction to guide parents and edu

cators.

Fred S. Goodman stated that directors

were most humble in acknowledging their

delinquencies in meeting the spiritual needs

of the men in their departments. On the

other hand, he believes that there is no

group of men in the service more desirous

of meeting the spiritual needs of men.

C. F. Martin, Oakland.

JinnnnnnnJliY

Bumbum & Dingding Brothers and

Biffalo Bull's Great Combined

CIRCUS

SIDE SHOW AND MENAGERIE

boston's circus bill
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The Building^Record

GRAND FORKS, N. D., completed a

campaign on schedule time June 2d

with $41,861.50 pledged. The appeal was

for |40,000 to erect and equip an

addition to the present building to provide

for boys and railroad men, and wipe out

the balance of debt. Gifts of $5,000 each

were received from James J. Hill and from

R. B. Griffith. Nearly half the sum was

pledged by former citizens of Grand Forks.

The canvass was led by E. J. Hockenbury.

A string of tough little debt jobs is being

handled by M. C. Williams in Kansas and

the middle West. After raising $7,500 at

Lawrence, Kan., he turned his attention to

La Porte, Ind. He lately broke the strangle

hold of debt at Newton, Kan., with $7,900

pledged, and $18,900 at Fort Scott, Kan.

At Fort Scott the mayor issued a proclama

tion setting aside the last day of the cam

paign as a special day of effort, appealing

for the Association as "one of the most ef

fective institutions in all progressive cities,

making your young men clean, strong, en

ergetic, broad-minded and upright," calling

upon the people to help the 131 representa

tive _ citizens who had entered at a great

sacrifice of personal interest into the cam

paign to raise the amount.

That was a life-and-death fight in To-

coma, and Association leaders won with

$35,000 pledged through "steady, plugging

work." One writes, "The Lord brought vic

tory, and I helped all possible. It looks like

a miracle in view of circumstances. Prayer

and persistency." And there is yet a $26,-

000 canvass ahead.

The chairman of the boys' work commit

tee at Honolulu suggested that an endow

ment for the boys' work might be desirable,

and asked if there would be objection to his

quietly presenting the matter to a few

friends. There certainly was not. The few

friends pledged over $30,000.

Montgomery, Ala., broke ground for its

new addition last month. This will be a

boys' section, costing together with the re

arrangement of the present plant some

thing like $35,000.

Within ten days of opening Petersburg,

Va., Association filled every one of its 48

dormitory rooms, although the building was

yet incomplete.

The bequest of $15,000 from the estate

of Galen C. Moses frees the Bath, Me., As

sociation building of debt and furnishes a

new incentive for the citizens to build up

and maintain a real live Association. Under

a new board of directors and committeemen

it is reawakening. Mr. Moses was "father

of the Association," and for 25 years a

member of the state committee.

By the gift of J. L. Billard, Meriden,

Conn., receives a central lot 145 feet by 150

foeffor a new building, for which an early

canvass is proposed.

Take courage. Here's a campaign put

through for a hospital by Association men

led by C. S. Ward at Easton, Pa., that had

fizz and no fizzle to it. President Fox of

the Association was head of the citizens'

committee, and the head of the business

men's committee was Chairman Laubach

of the finance committee, while the secre

taries and leaders were team captains. The

amount raised was $180,000, 20 per cent,

more than asked. Now practically all the

business men are interested and pledged to

a building campaign—the expectation Mr.

Ward held in coming.

The Bush Terminal Company in its great

terminal buildings in Brooklyn, has pro

vided for a complete Association equipment,

including a gymnasium, locker rooms,

shower baths, bowling alleys and general

social quarters. The firm pays all neces

sary expenses and underwrites $2,500 of

the budget. A baseball league is already

organized among the employees of the va

rious companies in the Terminal plant.

Paterson, N. J., followed the Billy Sun

day meetings with a campaign for its

Young Men's and Young Women's work,

securing $37,030, which provides for exten

sive improvements in both buildings.

Chicago's new North Side Boys' Club will

occupy a site 177 by 226 feet, giving addi

tional space for a playground. This is

erected as a memorial to Mrs. Lucy Keep

Isham, the gift of $200,000 from her father

and mother, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Keep.

Over 5000 men and women crowded the

Carbondale, Pa., building to overflowing

on its formal opening. The first month

there were 339 members enrolled in this

small city. It is serving all the churches,

and on July Fourth directs the athletics

and the union picnic.

Governor Whitman, of New York, at a

banquet of 400 guests at Schenectady gave

this as his observation of the Association's

service: "It seems fitting that one who has

been selected to represent the people of the

State of New York should recognize, by his

presence, the great service this organiza

tion has rendered and is rendering to the

people of the state. No organization has

accomplished more toward right thinking,

clean living and clean words."

"To wipe the slate clean," is the purpose

which Fremont, Neb., men have set before

themselves. In a few days they had $15,000

pledged on the $30,000 debt.

With 450 members enrolled on June 1,

Pueblo, Col., opened its new building free

from debt with money enough, in fact, to

take care of the running expenses for a

year. The first few weeks found all the

dormitory rooms occupied.

The Brookville, Pa., building has been de

stroyed by fire. The loss is estimated at

$15,000. It was an old building and in

sured. For a new home $40,000 was lately

pledged.
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GIVEN ON "ASSOCIATION DAY"

BEQUESTS TO ASSOCIATIONS

Galen C. Moses, to Bath, Me $15,000

Mrs. Rebecca Sampson, to Boston, Mass.,

(end.) 5,000

John Wall, to La Porte, Ind 1,000

Henry Alfrey, to Crawfordsvllle, Ind.,

(end.) 1,000

Harmon Yerkes, to Fargo, N. D 500

Chas. H. Tucker, to Hyde Park, Mass... 500

The first one thousand dollars for the en

dowment of Ohio's county work was given

by Mrs. L. A. Copp.

The Colored building enterprises are

bringing together people of that race in a

splendid unity, as seen on occasions of sod-

turning, cornerstone laying, dedication and

anniversaries of the new buildings initiated

by the Rosenwald gifts. When ground was

broken for the Cincinnati building the first

shovelful of earth was taken out by Mrs.

Merchant, a colored woman who had de

voted $1,200 of the profits of her catering

business to the young colored men of the

city. An address by Senator Foss brought

together a great company and brought hun

dreds of dollars in payment on the $15,000

pledged. As rallying centers for the race

there building are to count tremendously.

Association Boys

CAMPS have sometimes been criticized

for rigidity in small matters, but a

Camp Becket incident shows what this

means to character. Last season before the

main party of campers had arrived some

boys were helping in the preliminary ar

rangements. As during the regular camp

period the bugle was sounded when the flag

was pulled down at sunset. Two leaders

approaching the camp stopped to listen to

the bugle and suddenly discovered a few

rods in front of them a boy in overalls

crossing an open field carrying some imple

ment evidently for use at camp. He had

lifted his hat and was standing in respect

ful salute, although the flag was perhaps a

mile distant and so far as he knew there

was no one to observe his action. One

good habit of respect and loyalty had with

him become fixed.

The Brooklyn Associations now have

their week-end camp for employed boys

established in their new site on Staten

Island made possible by the gift of Mr.

Herbert L. Pratt. All summer working

boys will spend their week-ends at this

resort under the best of Christian influ

ences. The season opened with a good

group of boys in attendance at the Memorial

Day week-end and will close some time in

September with an employed boys' confer

ence similar to the excellent one conducted

at the Labor Day period last season.

Evidence that the Association camps are

taking their work for boys more and more

seriously comes from the large number

which are including tutoring and other

definite educational effort. The New Jersey

and Michigan State camps have for some

time made this a feature.

Two working boys in Hartford factories

indicated their desire to enter the ministry

or some other form of professional Chris

tian service during the series of vocational

A day's

OUTING AT

EVERETT, WASH.

THE START

FOR HOLMES

HARBOR

■ -•■ 'T| 1,1717,1^1 1 jy^ag

 

A TALK ON "BEING TRUE" EATING CLAMS BY THE BUSHEL

*
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guidance interviews recently held by the

Boys' Department. This is another straw

which adds weight to the conviction that

these times of world difficulty are deeply

impressing boys with the seriousness of

life.

At the Buffalo Father and Son Ban

quet the steps depicted in the popular

pamphlet, "The Trail a Boy Travels," were

carried out almost to a letter. The local

district attorney gave his co-operation and

pointed out with terrible emphasis the pit

falls into which boys fall through lack of

proper home influences and guidance.

Woodcraft will be a feature in the West

Side (N. Y.) camp, aiming to give the boys

self-reliance in the woods and also to

acquire a love for the open by cross-country

hikes—a weekly event. The boys go out in

groups from four to eight with a leader

and rough it. Ernest Thompson Seton,

Warren H. Miller, editor of Field and

Stream, and Clinton G. Abbott, ornitholo

gist, will spend several days in camp and

tell of birds, trees and other secrets of the

open.

A Bible class is made by its teacher. Dr.

Crissman held sixty-five boys for six months

at their Tuesday evening study at Port

Huron.

Within eight months Spartanburg, S. C,

lifted its membership from 50 to 225, aver

aged 88 boys in 12 Sunday afternoon meet

ings, ran monthly stunt nights, enrolled 85

per cent, of members in Bible study clubs,

and 61 took examinations. The Student

Christian Movement is in all four schools.

A three-team junior baseball league is

playing and four clubs of seventy newsboys,

paying ten cents a week. After twenty

payments a ticket good for the year is

given.

A lonely, homesick boy of fourteen

strayed to Sacramento nine months ago.

The secretary was appointed guardian.

Through the secretary's efforts he has now

been restored to his mother, from whom he

was stolen when four years old.

The review of the Asilomar Conference,

which was to be given by Foster of Detroit,

has been delayed on account of Mrs. Fos

ter's serious illness.

Without a building, Salt Lake City is

doing work. It has 200 pupils in its sum

mer school. And Castor writes, "Good old

Robinson struck twelve here May 28 in a

strong address at a banquet to fathers and

sons. The dads are talking about it yet."

The high school clubs in two Cincinnati

High Schools conducted a campaign to "en

courage eighth grade boys to enter High

School. Fifteen teams of boys are visiting

forty intermediate schools, one boy speaking

on "Why You Should Come to High School,"

another on "Better and Cleaner High

School Athletics," and the third boy on

"High School Social Life." Definite results

 

THE CENTURY OP PEACE

Tableau at Brantford, Cmt.

were obtained by "Ted" Mercer's campaign

among High School boys. He spoke before

two mass meetings of 1,600 boys and three

group meetings of 350 boys. The High

School Clubs are carrying out a follow-up

campaign, largely a program of personal

work. Through the Federation of Churches

the Association has been able to federate

the boys' clubs. Thirty-five organizations

have voted to affiliate.

Governor Bulyea opened the third an

nual Arts and Crafts Exhibition held at

Edmonton. Sixteen hundred inspected the

428 exhibits, including everything that a

boy could make, from a rolling pin and a

cake without eggs, to elaborate electric

lamp stands and Victrola cabinets.

A disgruntled father and boy came to

Lincoln, Neb., from another town where

the Association had closed a week after

taking his money. The ticket was honored

in full and now he becomes a membership

booster instead of a knocker.

 

A HIT FROM DAYTON
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The Membership Movement

DENVER ADDS 1446 MEMBERS IN SIX DAYS

DENVER is enjoying the day of its great

est triumph and its greatest responsi

bility, adding 1,446 members in six days,

making a total of 3,901 members. Many

were secured on the pay-slip plan, and in

some cases payments were guaranteed, but

only actual-paid tickets were counted.

Within a few months campaigns have been

held here for Denver University, the As

sociated Charities and the Catholic Orphan

age, none of which fully succeeded. Mr.

Bilheimer says: "This is the first of its

kind held in Denver in years that has suc

ceeded." The winning division was led by

the assistant district attorney, and the dis

trict superintendent of the Methodist church

led the second, which made a great record.

The Association was able to command the

time and work of a much stronger and more

representative body of men than any cam

paign for years. Newspapers, through the

personal acquaintance of Mr. Lute with the

editors, gained by introductions from Mr.

Ayer, gave wonderful support. Mr. Hocken-

bury proved himself an able leader. The

campaign was opened by a banquet at which

Governor Carlson gave the principal ad

dress. Leading citizens threw themselves

into the work with enthusiasm.

Judge Lindsey took his place with the

workers. Speaking at one noon meeting the

Judge said: "The Y. M. C. A. does more for

the boys than all the courts and jails in the

country. I want every boy in my court to

belong to this Association because I know

he cannot but grow into the right sort of a

man under the influences of the Associa

tion."

Governor Carlson of Colorado said: "Our

greatest need at the present time is a strong,

forceful, young manhood capable of serving

the colors in times of stress, capable of

showing a physical force at all times if need

be, and capable of showing to all nations a

moving spirit in the right moral direction.

"Your first appeal is a physical appeal.

In the gymnasium and athletic exercises you

are touching the right chord. If the body is

cleansed of physical weaknesses it will soon

take on the moral and religious atmosphere.

You should be a most potent force in the

forming of public opinion. You should see

to it that the liquor laws are enforced. The

officers of the city and the state will enforce

the laws if you direct public opinion in the

proper channels."

"Double-you" was the good shibboleth

used at Denver. Of the regular members

366 were engaged, and they shamed, chal

lenged and enthused the more than 2,000

others who joined for what they could get

and did nothing to count in the organization.

A new standard and program has come into

the Association work, and men are called by

these men to "taste the joy of victory."

After the campaign at Birmingham, Ala.,

this report comes: "We have a fellowship

club of fifty members who are divided up

into groups to cover every department of

the Association to welcome and interest new

members. Secretaries are visiting every

new member personally. They declare no

member will be able to say that he does not

know personally one of the employed offi

cers. Tennis and noon-day gymnasium

classes for business men, summer educa

tional classes, swimming teams, outings,

camps, etc., are all working for the cultiva

tion and education of the large membership.

And still they come!"

A big wholesale merchant said: "The fin

est body of men ever gotten together in Bir

mingham was your campaign organization.

It was the best-organized body of men I

ever saw, and it worked like a well-oiled

machine. It did great things for the Asso

ciation, but still greater things for Birming

ham, for it was the means of many men dis

covering themselves. It practically killed

pessimism and advertised our city as no oth

er effort during my thirty years' residence

here."

Two boys who were given memberships—

one who had to work after school, the son of

a poor Presbyterian minister; the other a

boy of foreign birth—said: "I don't know

how to thank you for this ticket. Let's bow

our heads and pray: 'We thank Thee, O God,

for the good friend who gave us this ticket.

A Wichita editor, in commenting on the

membership contest, said: "A larger Asso

ciation means a better Wichita. Business

men are realizing that the four-square men

are the men to be trusted. The business

world is calling for men of the Y. M. C. A.

type. . . . Business men who believe in

social service and desire to invest five dol

lars where it will draw the largest interest

should take out a membership for boys in

their teens who cannot afford the money.

This would be one way to secure the best

citizens for tomorrow. The gift of an Asso

ciation membership might encourage anoth

er Wanamaker or turn up another Moody."

Every Membership Campaign brings its

discoveries. This year in Mobile it came

in the shape of two resignations ten days

before the campaign opened. A commit

tee of business men visited them, gave them

a job big enough to get their interest and

they became the two leading spirits in the

victory that followed. There were other

lesser lights that added luster to the occa

sion who were also "unknown."

This report from Bristol, Tenn., where

296 members were added in April, reveals

the life that attracts and stimulates new

men with "something doing." The gymna

sium _ classes, swimming exhibition and

teaching, two weeks camp for boys and

week-end for business men, hikes, outings,

make a bristling, bubbling program that

gives a man something to work at as well as

to look at.
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Educational Men at Asilomar

EDUCATIONAL secretaries at Asilomar

unceasingly worked and planned and

discussed from before the opening dates at

the conference until the special trainload

of delegates landed in San Francisco. The

absence of George B. Hodge, the veteran

leader in our educational work was keenly

felt. The new president, J. Gustav White,

was instructed to urge every educational

secretary and the specially interested gen

eral secretaries to press the need of addi

tional help in the Educational Department

of the International Committee.

A referendum vote was ordered concern

ing the advisability of assembling ten rep

resentative educational secretaries to for

mulate a five-year Policy of Association

Educational Work, defining its's scope and

relationships.

L. G. Nichols of Denver was empowered

to secure weekly reports of religious work

done through educational departments. One

Association reported more conversions

through efforts of its department than in

all others last year.

The work of Salesmanship Text Com

mittee was warmly commended. These

texts will be ready this Fall.

The commissions on Day School, Stand

ards, Religious Work and Vocational Guid

ance were continued and requested to pre

sent additional material at a meeting of

educational secretaries in connection with

the International Convention at Cleveland

in 1916.

Noted in Brief

OF NEARLY 1,000 men in the regular

examinations of June, 270 book tests

were taken by employed officers, more than

double a year ago. This indicates a desir

able and increasing interest in that careful

development of mind by the employed offi

cers so necessary today. Those passing

book tests in April or June secure advanced

credit in their summer school courses.

The new Salesmanship Courses edited by

the committee of educational secretaries,

will be ready in the early Fall. Orders and

inquiries may be sent to J. W. McCandless,

Minneapolis Y. M. C. A.

Besides the forty Associations conducting

day work last year, some other large Asso

ciations are now planning to open day

schools in September. Among the important

day schools are Boston, New York, Phila

delphia, Baltimore, Buffalo, Cleveland, Cin

cinnati, Detroit, Chicago, Portland, San

Francisco, Denver, Los Angeles.

Many Associations report plans for edu

cational facilities in the summer, in camp,

in the city Association buildings, and else

where. One Association will have part of

its school on the roof of the Association,

another section in the class rooms, and a

third section in camp.
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HOW buffalo's library is used

What states will follow Connecticut and

Indiana in working out and adopting a gen

eral state educational policy for the coming

year?

Courses in Metallurgy and Metallography

are of real service in Gary among the sal

aried men of the steel plants.

All alert Associations have already made

plans and secured leaders and teachers for

their schools and courses the coming season.

The next issue will have an interesting re

port for the past year.

The Annual Report of the Educational

Department, 72-p, fully illustrated, will be

issued as usual as the September issue of

Educational Notes.

"Investment in Candy" in the June issue

of World's Work should be read by all. In

spite of continued public counsel, large num

bers of good and confiding people are being

fleeced through various forms of investment.

Barnum's words of fifty years ago, "The

people are waiting to be humbugged," is as

true today as then. The basis of all such

investments which gull the public and fatten

the pockets of the promoters, rests on the

plausible statements of empty propositions

which the promoters cause to appear sound.

Such disappointing investments are not

limited to stock and mines; but, according

to Professor Gwinn, "Get^education-quick

schemes, are making easy victims of present

day Americans. The demand of the day is

speed. Scholarship as a function of educa

tions seems to have fallen into disrepute."

Many Associations and thousands of men

are suffering from disappointing invest

ments in new forms of widely advertised

educational courses. The reasons why some

of these courses flourish, are,—reaction

against the impracticable scholarship of the

past, the egotism of the present times, the

emphasis which democracy places on the

individual, and perhaps more than all

others, the rapid growth of commercialized

influences in business and education.
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Railroad Men

The Old Man's Tale

By R. I. VAIL, Scranton

IT WAS a driving storm and a chilling

wind that swept over the Pocono Moun

tains and made one hurry along to shelter.

We were two miles from the station, but

after we had walked about a mile we came

to a lone, long, low concrete building and

were asked by a railroad man to come in

and get warm. A red-hot stove in the

center of the building assured us of warmth,

and the pleasant greeting of the few men

inside made our welcome sure. Rough

wooden benches lined the sides of the long

room, and a row of dinner pails were placed

within warming distance of the fire.

Soon the noon whistle blew and the men

from the railroad yards came hurrying in

to eat their dinner. Stories were told,

jokes were cracked and finally one man

made a remark about booze.

A well-dressed elderly man, who had

mingled freely with the men and whom we

were told held an official position with the

railroad, became interested in the "booze"

talk.

"I cut out the drink long before I be

came a railroader," he announced so that

all in the place could easily hear him.

"There is nothing in it. Shall I tell you

how I came to quit it?" he asked.

"Sure. Fire ahead. Let's hear it," were

heard from all sides.

"Well, I'll tell you. When I was a young

married man and making pretty good

money for those days, I had a drink ac

count at a certain hotel, and every pay day

I had a good-sized booze bill to settle. One

Saturday night I bought a nice suit of

clothes for twenty-six dollars, and on the

following Sunday morning I went down to

Zee's saloon to pay my drink bill, which

amounted to eight dollars.

" 'See you got a new suit,' said Zee.
M 'Yes,' I said, 'what do you think of it.

Ain't it a dandy?'

" 'That's good, but I've got one that beats

that all hollow. Wait a minute and I'll

show it to you,' said Zee, and stepped out

and got the coat and vest and laid them

across the bar. 'What do you think of

that?' he asked.

" 'That's a bully suit. What did you pay

for it?' I said.

" 'Fifty-four dollars,' he answered.

"I thought to myself, 'Here's a blankety

blank, blank of a man who hasn't worked

a tap in seventeen years, and he can afford

a fifty-four-dollar suit of clothes. My eight

dollars that I just paid him for drink helped

to buy that fifty-four-dollar suit.' Zee no

doubt wondering what I was thinking

about, asked me what I would take for a

receipt, for it was customary to give a

drink or a cigar when one paid a bill.

" 'Don't want anything,' I said.

" 'Take a cigar,' he urged.

" 'No, I don't want anything.'

"'What's the matter?' he asked. 'You

are not mad, are you?'

" 'No, only I've decided to cut out the

booze,' and I did. Boys, that was the turn

ing point in my life. Before that time I

had never saved a cent, but I began to save

money then and I have ever since, and that

was years ago."

The whistle blew and the men went out

into the cold, many no doubt to ponder over

this unconscious temperance lecture which

they had received out of the practical life

of a railroad man. Perhaps some of them

were helping to buy some saloon keeper a

fifty-four-dollar suit of clothes. Who

knows?

Along the Lines

These words of President Wilson to

Washington Terminal men may well be

remembered: "I believe in the Young Men's

Christian Association because I believe in

the progress of moral ideas in the world.

It can point out to its members the things

that are wrong. It can guide the feet of

those who are going astray; and when its

members have realized the power of the

Christian principle, then they will not be

men if they do not unite to see that the rest

of the world experiences the same anticipa

tion and reaches the same happiness of re

lease."

St. Thomas, Ont., opened its new build

ing May 20 with addresses by the mayor,

C. W. Bishop, and W. W. Adair. Colville

and his co-workers are happy on the con

summation of their labors.

Corsicana's handsome $75,000 building

has added hundreds of members since its

opening under the lift Coulter and Knebel

gave the undertaking.

Besides Samuel Warr's two Bible classes

of 700 and 500 men in two Scranton

churches the Association classes and meet

ings show attendance of 35,395 this year.

At one meeting his "Trail Hitters" had

twenty-six converts. A $10,000 addition has

just been opened.

The noon meetings at Brightwood shops,

Indianapolis, have gone up from 25 to 126

in a year. Practically all the foremen co

operate in getting their men to attend.

Brightwood conducts four meetings, reach

ing 270 a week. Even Indiana hot weather

will not pull the attendance down.

Safety First

S eek ye first the kingdom of God, and hit

righteousness;
And all these things shall be added unto you.

_ Matt. VI -33.
Fret not thyself because of

Evildoers, Psa. XXXVII-1.

Take my

Yoke upon you, and learn of me;

fT or I am meek and lowly

I n heart; and ye shall find

R est unto your

S ouls. Matt. XI-29.

X* rust ye In the Lord forever: for In the Lord
je-hovah Is everlasting strength.

isa. XXVI. -4.

J. W. Burns, Indiana Siatt Com.
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Re-Taking An Outpost

MRS. SUNDAY on being asked "What

is the secret of your husband's great

Spiritual power?" said, after a moment's

thought, "First, because of his thorough

personal consecration and second, because

so many people are praying for him. Just

think, said Mrs. Sunday, reflectively, of the

thousands and thousands of people in the

many towns where we hold campaigns that

are praying for him."

Consecration and intercession are chief in

the program of Spokane's Association Gos

pel Team composed of dormitory men and

secretaries, that has been remarkably suc

cessful. They have been able to revive and

rescue a country church about to be

abandoned.

The story of this team should thrill and

encourage every Association. Four young

men, assisted by two secretaries, held nine

meetings in weak churches and mission sta

tions, with a total attendance of 1160,

securing 53 decisions for the Christian life

and 534 persons signed cards agreeing to

pray daily for the team and its converts.

The idea of this particular team was born

one Sunday evening, as the secre

taries were discussing how to make their

Sunday evenings more resultful, several

struggling Mission Sunday schools in the

suburbs of Spokane came before them, and

in two weeks the gospel team was ready

for service.

The team of six was organized with a

quartet, a manager and leader. The equip

ment consists of a suitcase, 100 song books

and circulars announcing the meetings, to

be distributed by boys in the neighborhood.

Each boy giving this help is rewarded by

a swim. The collections at the meeting pay

for the printing and expenses. A Presby

terian congregation without a pastor, wor

shipping in a school house in the suburbs,

was the first place for the team's visit. The

gospel team faced an audience that for the

first time filled the little schoolhouse. From

"Hope Chapel" hope had almost gone and

the Missionary Board had about decided to

abandon the field. A conference was called

and held in a little pine grove near the

chapel. At the close, sixteen persons came

forward, one of them almost running to

publicly declare his intention of beginning

 

THE TEAM AND HOPELESS CHAPEL

a Christian life. Among the sixteen was a

family of four.

The Home Mission representative could

hardly believe the report and came to the

Association building to see the signatures.

Then he began to re-organize the work at

Hope Chapel, which is now under the care

of a regular pastor.

It was not long until the team had more

calls than they could fill from the smaller

churches in Spokane and suburban towns.

Manager Soper gave these three reasons for

the success of the team: 1, Prayer by

members of the team; 2, the united prayers

of those who signed the cards to pray daily

for its success; 3, a good quartet is im

portant but the consecrated spirit of the

team is of greater importance.

The success and spiritual warmth of the

recent State Convention was one of the best

ever held in that State. It was due largely

to this Gospel team work, not only of Spo

kane, but also carried on by the Associa

tions at the University of Washington,

Everett, Seattle and Tacoma. Plans are

being made for a still more aggressive cam

paign in Washington this Fall.

HOUSTON, TEXAS, EFFECTIVE WITH BOYS' GOSPEL TEAM
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Men and

the Bible

F. S. GOODMAN

What Is Christianity? It Is God's way of getting hold of us, of
attaching us to what Is good, of making us holy, perfect men.
And the method He uses Is the presentation of goodness In a
personal form. He makes goodness supremely attractive by ex
hibiting to us Its reality and Its beauty and Its permanent and
multiplying power In Jesus Christ. Absolutely simple and abso
lutely natural Is God's method. The building up of systems of
theology, the elaborate organization of churches, the various,
expensive and complicated methods of men, how artificial do
they seem when set alongside of the simplicity and naturalness
of God's methodsl . . . The mission of Christ and the salva
tion of men through Him are as natural and as simple as the
mother's caress of her child.—Dr. Marcus Dods.

THE NAIL WHICH was driven in a year

ago at Lake Geneva was clinched this

year at Asilomar. What nail? Why, the

reasonableness, the timeliness and the feasi

bility of and the urgent demand for finer

efficiency in the religious work of our Asso

ciations, especially for our members. The

Employed Officers' Conference is, in the last

analysis, the place where radical changes in

ideals and methods and the fresh interpreta

tion of accepted principles usually start. Its

character—a conference pure and simple,

without legislative authority or functions,

and its spirit—fraternal fellowship, char

acterized by the utmost frankness of ex

pression, and boldness of initiative, have

made it of big meaning to our work for

more than forty years. Hardly a single

advanced step in the programs or policies

of the American Associations has Decome

effective until this Conference has given its

endorsement. The Commission on the Cen

tral Objective of the Association did a fine

piece of work, and have given concrete and

practical direction to the convictions of the

men who are the real leaders of our work.

WE DID NOT need to be told what was,

theoretically, our "Central Objective"—

We did need to think it through in all its

bearings and face its logic with courage and

complete abandon. Unless the Young Men's

Christian Associations of North America

are ready to make a supreme sacrifice if

need be, really to become more efficient as

a religious movement, especially in relation

to its own membership, there is little ahead

of it but a steadily declining influence

among the spiritual forces of our day. The

Asilomar conference sounded a clarion call

to the Employed Officers to unite to make

such a future impossible, by planning for

a more thoroughly scientific study of the

facts, by the wiser use of our resources—in

men, and money, and by putting ourselves

in such an attitude towards God that there

can be released the unused spiritual re

sources at our disposal. The writer, who

has participated in every such conference

but one in thirty-four years, believes the

Asilomar conference registered a definite

advance and marked the beginning of a

new chapter in Association history.

THE OFFICE OF the Religious Work

Department of the International Commit

tee is nearly overwhelmed by the unexpected

increase in the number of boys and men

who participated in the International Bible

Study Examinations—over 6000. The task

of examining and marking these papers, and

checking up the personal data of the stu

dents in order that each Association be

given proper credit in the various honor

rolls, is hardly realized by the local leaders.

But the final results will be announced at

the earliest possible day.

ONE OF THE INTERNATIONAL EX

AMINERS, a very busy man in his pro

fession besides having heavy cares in his

own church and various other denomina

tional and interdenominational responsi

bilities, was asked to mark over 1000 papers

—fully a week's continuous work. He said

"the drudgery of the task is relieved now

and then by such answers as the following:

" 'Who was Moses?' was one of the ques

tions.

" 'Moses was the only baby boy saved

when Jesus was born; all the other baby

boys were killed except Moses and Jesus.'

'Moses was the man who was found in

the bulrushes. He baptized Jesus.'

"A sixteen-year-old boy in answer to a

question about Mark wrote, 'Mark was a

newspaper man by occupation, but his

mother, who lived in Jerusalem, was a very

Christian woman and had sent him to school

to learn the life of Christ, and that is the

way he became a Gospel writer.' "

IN A RECENT magazine story about Dr.

Howard Kelly, the world-famous surgeon

of Baltimore, he is reported to have said

to his interviewer who asked regarding

the secret of surgical success: "Zeal and

zest—these are the great words. They are

about the only words beginning with 'Z' in

the Bible except proper names, and they de

serve to stand by themselves. With zeal

and zest you can remove mountains and

have fun in doing it." What a charming

philosophy of life! Dr. Kelly knows by ex

perience that the finest type of zeal for

one's calling and the surest and most lasting

zest in one's tasks are begotten in the at

mosphere of prayer, meditation on the truth

of the Scriptures and fellowship with

Christ. These great words have many ap

plications, and nowhere can they more

suitably be used than in the secretaryship

of the Young Men's Christian Association.
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THE PRODUCT OF "A SMALL FIELD"

Five notable Secretaries who found themselves
while serving in Salem, Ore. Beginning at left:
John Fechter, Oakland; G. A. Forbes, Spokane;
W. C. Paige, Houston; A. M. Grilley (phys. dir.),

Portland; L. H. Compton, Salem.

TN HIS SEARCHING address at the

J. closing session of the Asilomar confer

ence Dr. Mott asked this question, "Are we

producing Christian activities faster than

we are producing Christian experience?"

Some hearts answered "Yes, we are, but

with God's help we will increase our ex

perience with God and thereby increase the

religious value of our increasing activities."

If such conclusions could be reached by

Association men everywhere, it would mean

such a release of power and such increased

effectiveness as few have even dreamed of.

It reveals shallow thinking to say that our

new buildings and multiplied activities are

the cause of our lack of adequate spiritual

output. Every bit of Association machinery

may have a distinct and important part in

realizing our "Central Objective" if only

the men who use the machinery have a deep

and ever deepening experience with the

Father, through the Son in the Spirit. Jesus

must dominate every place, every relation

ship, every circumstance, every activity. He

makes the gymnasium class, the base ball

game, the lecture, genuinely religious.

Neither the wedding feast nor the bride

groom was the pre-eminent fact in the mar

riage of Cana. It was Jesus who made Cana

famous. Capernaum, Bethany and Olivet

are historic points on the surface of the

globe because Jesus made them so. Why

not let Jesus himself make our buildings

recognized centers of spiritual power by

giving Him a large pre-eminence in the

thinking, acting and feeling of the individ

ual secretaries and directors and members

who are the Associations?

The Land of Inspiration

As Sung at Silver Bay

Tune of "Silver Threads Among the Gold"

Oh! The Land of Inspiration,

Silver Bay Among the Hills;

We are men from many nations

Strengthening Body, Spirit, Will.

We have learned to love you dearly

And will ahvays cheer for you;

And we're going to gather yearly

At Silver Bay Among the Hills.

County Men at Asilomar

COUNTY MEN, with Roberts, Rowe and

McRae, and the eight county secretaries

of California, previous to the Asilomar con

ference session, worked for two solid days on

County Work problems, country wide and

in California. They called in Gibson, Rob

inson, Artman and Coburn to give their best

thoughts on camps, present situation in

boys' work, principles of boys' work and

finances.

The two topics on the official program for

the county men were Manning the Field and

the report of the Commission. Mr. Roberts

emphasized the need for secretaries keep

ing a sharp lookout for men of the highest

type for the secretaryship and seeing that

such are thoroughly prepared. The average

county secretary should go slow in securing

assistants as this increases the problem of

finances and administration more than the

increased results in supervision seem to

warrant. There was no question but what

the opportunity and demand for the con

duct of activities would warrant any num

ber of secretaries, but the conduct of ac

tivities is not the central objective. After

the first emphasis is placed upon the de

velopment of lay leadership, the correct

supervision of activities will necessarily

follow.

W. D. McRae, commission leader, gave,

in discussing the central objective, these

fundamental principles:

1. County work enlists members In Its activi
ties mainly on the basis of service, rather than

on the basis of privileges.
2. The definite training of certain of these

members as volunteer leaders for specific tasks.
3. The recognition of natural groups of boys

or men as the normal working basis for the en

tire program.
4. Bible Study In every organized group, with

the religious motive predominating in every ac

tivity.
5. The individual interview method of winning

men to service, and personal work for Christian

decisions.
6. While the County Work must attain a

separate organization in the community, Its work
is accomplished largely through other Institu
tions of the community, placing first its relation
to the Christian Church and co-operating with
her in the training of leaders, for definite service

for membership.

According to the report of the Commis

sion, there is a decreasing emphasis being

placed on work for men in the way of Bible

Study classes and religious meetings. The

danger point here seemed to be that while

boys' work cannot be pressed too much, that

there needs to be a larger amount of work

done among men, both for the development

of lay workers for committees and leaders

and also for the raising of higher standards

in the community for the sake of the boy.

The report shows an astounding condi

tion in one of two things, either the secre

taries of eighteen counties are criminally

negligent in keeping statistical records, or

else they are inexcusably inefficient as sec

retaries, for they report no conversions for

an entire year. There are twenty counties
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THE COUNTY CAMPS

Combine instruction, Inspiration and
recreation. They are Christian train
ing centers and no less popular

for it.

 

Farm boys'camr

 

which fail to report any boys or

men having been added to the

church because of their work.

There is ample evidence to support

the statement that too much time

is being given to the conduct of ac

tivities in proportion to the time

given in following up the points of

contact made and turning them

into definite account for the Christian life.

The report of work for boys seems very

gratifying as both the class sessions and

attendance increased 400 per cent. In the

face of this fact, there are eleven states

whose reports show only 64% per cent, of

their membership in Bible Study. Out of

572 groups whose records were reported, 875

conversions are recorded, 598 of these hav

ing joined the church. The total result

seems satisfactory, yet the fact remains that

nearly one-half of these counties have no

report to make, thereby giving the other

counties a better record for results and

shaming themselves for lack of reaping the

harvest. Not until these counties are

brought to the standard will the record be

a real success. The closing paragraph of

the Commission report emphasizes the fact

that while conditions regarding boys joining

the church may be somewhat unsatisfactory

and the leadership not always dependable,

there is a certainty that the attaining of the

central objective cannot rise above the ideals

and practices of the chief leader of the

movement, the county secretary.

These resolutions were presented and

adopted by the main conference:

Resolved—That aggressive personal evangel
ism for conversion and Church accession be in
cluded In the program of each county and local
organization In the rural field.

Resolved—That specific Christian-service ac
tivities be inaugurated and effectively vitalized
in every organized group.
Resolved—That we recommend that at least

90 % of the total 'members of the group work in
every county should be enrolled In Bible studs-

classes.
Resolved—That aggressive religious work with

groups of men be given more attention.

R. P. Anderson, Tulare Co., Cal.

 

O'Brien County (Iowa) Committee had a

very successful alfalfa week campaign as

part of their agricultural program and

reached over 375 men in sixteen communi

ties. This was the first week campaign for

an Iowa county and proved to be a very

valuable one for agricultural education. A

ten-day canning demonstration tour is

planned, to be handled by an agent of the

United States Department of Agriculture.

In two years two fellowship secretaries have

been trained who now have charge of coun

ties. There are 622 boys in the eight town

schools of the county eligible for the out

door athletic test and 601 of these took part.

In five of the schools every boy eligible par

ticipated. Can any county beat this?

The Great Need.—All honor to the Asso

ciation that "stands fast," as Paul describes

the Christian's warfare in Eph. 6:10-13.

That's great! Splendid! But is it enough?

No, a thousand times no! In these days of

severe testing let us as Christian Associa

tions rather carry on a warfare as de

scribed by St. John the revelator, when he

so wonderfully pictured the rider mounted

upon the white horse, armed, and going

forth conquering and to conquer. No, it's

not enough to "stand fast." The times de

mand action. Get into the game.

C. H. Ellinwood,

Barnstable County.

Burlington County, N. J., about to close

its tenth year of work, shows 700 conversions

and over 500 uniting with the church. In the

movement 217 different individuals are ac

tive.
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A Message each Day for the EverydayMan

TTi O 4U U A 11/ Every Day of the Year Read the Bible and the Day's

me arOtnertlOOa Way: Message, Pray, and Do Something for Somebody

By GRIFFIN W. BULL, D.D., Leader FOB THE OTHER MANFOR YOURSELF

A Daily Bracing—
A Plan to Work by-
Praytr—Brotherhoi

With Daily Prayer Topics by

Geo. T. Coxhead.

A Brother's Inltrast—
A Word—A Prayti—
A Timtly Hand—An Uplift.

Broken by over-work, Dr. Bull has been sent away to the woods by his physician. Therefore he was not
able to prepare the Notes this month on the International Sunday school lesson texts. For July and
August his comments on John tttill take their place.

Thurs. 1. In the beginning was the Word,
and the Word waa with God, and the

Word waa God. The same was In the
beginning with God. John 1: 1-2.

PERSONALITY OF THE WORD. Each
evangelist starts his grand theme with a dis
tinct proposition and sustains it. He tells him
self as well as his story. Everything you write
is a revelation of your character—unless you
are a copyist or a cipher. Matthew is Inter
ested to force home the official right of Jesus
to the throne of David. Mark opens differently
—his cartoons are masterpieces. Luke was in
terested to force home the Divine Humanity
and starts with the story of the birth of the
Baptist. John is writing not only about the
man he loved above all the world, but conceived
it his business to inform his fellow men that
the glory of God was wearing the robe of flesh.
The pre-existent Christ had come. The lan
guage he uses could only be appropriate to the
Lord. He cannot find terms lofty enough. Hs
is the Word, or the expression of the thought
of God. He is the LIFE, making the dead pulse
with life eternal. He Is the LIGHT ushering in
the dateless NOON. This burden was GOD IS
WITH YOU; whether told with tenderness or
fiery enthusiasm, he sticks to his theme. How
much of Christ gets into your correspondence?

Pray: That the closing days of the Northficld Stu
dent Conference may be rich in blessing to all in at

tendance.

Frl. 2. All things were made through
Him; and without Him was not anything
made that hath been made. In Him was
life; and the life was the light of men.
John 1: 3-4.
TAKE YOUR CHOICE. Here Is a world

throbbing with life. How did It get here? I
have just read a guess, "It is a definite com
bination of heterogeneous changes, both simul
taneous and successive, taken into conjunction
with external co-existences and sequences."
Thank you—but I prefer to live in a world
created by Christ and superintended by His
personal and tender oversight. I prefer to think
of it as a part of my Father's house rather than
an accidental atom in an orphan universe. This

world is a manufactured article and its glories
look like Just the kind of World Christ would
have made it, and He said He did. I prefer
His assertion to the asinine assembly of sylla
bles with which we opened. Between a blind
guess and God's word it does not take long to
decide. If Christ made it—He will manage it.
If He fashioned It. He will father it. I have no
objection to evolution originated and overlooked

by the Almighty.
Pray: For the children of missionaries who are

bring educated inthis country and for the comfort of
their parents during this enforced and trying separa

tion.

Sat. 3. For the law was given through
Moses; grace and truth came through
Jesus Christ. No man hath seen God at
any time; the only begotten Son, who is
In the bosom of the Father, He hath de
clared Him. John 1: 17-18.
THEY SAW MUCH. They saw the WORD

take a BODY—marvelous sight. The declara

tion was based upon personal observation and
conviction. If any one human being ever had
an opportunity to know another and a charac
ter to comprehend another, John had for Jesus.
There was nothing about his parents or clothes
to justify such a conclusion. Enlightened by
the Spirit of God, he saw in Jesus the Son of
God when others only saw a carpenter. We
share his convictions when we are as open to
his guidance. We have a Saviour who took a
body and furnished a perfect example, entered
into a sympathetic feeling for our frailties and
offered it as a perfect sacrifice. Otherwise the
Church is without a foundation, the heart with
out a refuge, the world without a hope.

Pray: For efforts to rid the country of that class
of reading matter within the reach of boys and girls
which only tends to undermine character and create
low ideals.

Sun. 4. On the morrow he seeth Jesus
coming unto him, and salth, Behold, the
Lamb of God, that taketh away the sin

of the world! This Is He of whom I said.
After me cometh a man who Is preferred
before me; for He was before me. John
1: 29-30.

ONE THEME—MANY TREATMENTS. Here
is a man who stuck to his text. He got hold
of the essential message and never left it. "The
Lamb of God slain for sin." Churches have
tried everything to reach the masses from the
annex of a wood yard to a minstrel show. Be
tween the Lamb slain from the foundation of
the world—and the Lamb in the midst of the
throne we have every want of the human heart
met. Don't resort to ragtime methods to re
deem the world. Entertain your members and
cultivate their social side. Build up their bodies
and brains all you can, but when you seek to
save a soul point it straight to the Son of God.
I had rather mislead the sightless over a preci
pice than offer a sinner anything but the slain
Lamb.

Pray: That the growing popularity of the week-end
vacation may not result in weakening the allegiance of
Christians to the Lord's Day.

Mon. 5. And he looked upon Jesus as He
walked, and salth, Behold, the Lamb of
Godi And the two disciples heard him
speak, and they followed Jesus. John
1: 36-37.
THE FOLLOWr-UP SYSTEM. Here is a pic

ture of two men who were guests of Jesus.
Andrew and John had been under the teaching
of the Baptist and had heard much about Christ
The opportunity comes; they see Christ and
proceed to follow Him up. Jesus turns and
asks them: "Well, what do you want?" Prac
tically they answer: "We would like to come
to your home and talk things over to a con
clusion. The gracious Christ Invites them to

accompany Him and there calmly and deliber
ately they conclude to commit their Uvea to
His cause. Men, do you know the merit of the
follow-up system? It is the "key to all success
on earth and in heaven. He who starts and
stops never arrives. You lost a customer by
not "following up"—you can lose Christ the
same way. The world and the word are full of
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revelations of the Redeemer—go after Him, and

see what He has to say.
Pray: For a safe and sane observance of the holiday

and especially for the promotion through programs
and t addresses of the true principles of American

Christianity.

Tues. 6. He findeth first his own
brother Simon, and aaith unto him, We
have found the Messiah, which Is, being
Interpreted, the Christ. He brought him

unto Jesus. John 1: 41-42.

THE OTHER FELLOW. The first thing that
occurs to a saved man is to see others
saved, and the best place to begin is the
hardest—at home. "My brother" was the
affectionate thought of Andrew. The tidings
taken from a brother's lips are the sweetest in
the world. He did not nag or scold or assume
a "holler than thou" air. His words were
simple, eager, rather blunt—he just took his
brother right along. That is what we find him
doing the balance of his days. He did not write
any Gospels or Epistles or build churches; he
just got folks to come to Christ. Did you ever
swell a congregation by a single soul? I don't
ask you if you ever endowed a church or sup
ported a missionary—but did you ever take any

man by the hand and say: "Come, meet my
Master," or is your Lord about the last one
you ever think of presenting your friends to?
Andrew had his share of glory in Pentecostal
Peter. "That Is my brother preaching; I

brought him and Christ together."
Pray: For the branches of Association activity that

are being promoted in Canada in co-operation With the

churches.

Wed. 7. Jesus answered and said unto
him, Because I said unto thee, I saw thee
underneath the fig tree, believest thou?
thou shalt see greater things than these.
And He salth unto him. Verily, verily, I
say unto you, Ye shall see the heaven
opened, and the angels of God ascending

and descending upon the Son of Man.

John 1: 50-61.
COMPLIMENTED BY CHRIST. Passing

over the characteristics of others who formed
this first group about the Christ, I note Na
thaniel; the others unfold later. He whom-
Jesus called the guileless Nazarlte. Things

which pleased the Master in character. Genu
ine devotion. The man was quietly meditating
under a fig tree. Less of the forum and more
of the fig tree men. He was a man of trans
parent sincerity, of guileless intellect; no mental
devil of dodging Issues; no guile of heart, shel
tering a secret sin; no guile of conduct; his

lips and life square with one another. He hon
estly Inquired after light and welcomed it even
if it was in the face of his prejudices. When
he arrived at conviction he confessed It—the
confession was respectful, "Rabbi"—It was
prompt and full—"Thou are the Son of God,
the King of Israel." Such men please Christ
and look Into an open heaven. Earnest men
see angels. Jesus did not say Nathaniel had
no sin; He said: "Here is a guileless man who
wants to know God." You have had a thou

sandfold more evidence than Nathaniel. Have

you seen heaven?
Pray: For the industrial extension secretaries in

the areat cities who are taking the Association to the

workers.

Thurs. 8. This beginning of His signs
did Jesus In Cana of Galilee, and mani
fested His glory; and His disciples be

lieved on Him. John 2: 11.

A SOCIAL SAVIOUR. Here were the Son
of God, His mother and disciples making merry
at a marriage. A Chrlstless wedding is a fail
ure from the start. 1 get heart-sick over hear
ing my Master misrepresented and shoved back
Into the shadows. He frequented the market
place and accepted invitations to dine whenever

they wanted Him. He was no kill-Joy. We
invite Him to death-beds, but seldom to din
ners. We invite Him to share our sorrows,
but seldom ask Him to be glad with us over
our gains. He is asked to help our drudgery,
but scarcely ever to participate in our parties
and pleasures. Jesus loves to come where

things are cheerful and always returns the
compliment of the invitation. Have a Christ
of the smiles as well as of the shadows. Trans
figurations as well as tears Interest Him. Don't
wait for the crape before you send for the

Christ.
Pray: That the allurements of the open season may

not drive young men and older boys farther away
from God and so make it harder to reach them in

the Fall.

Frl. 9. And He made a scourge of cords,
and cast all out of the temple, both the
sheep and the oxen; and He poured out
the changers' money, and overthrew their

tables. John 2: 15.
TRADE AND THE TEMPLE. After His min

istry in the home, Jesus turned His attention

to the temple. Pious frauds had found it a
good financial stand, and the indignant Lord
lashed them out. Christ is interested in com
merce, but wants us to keep It out of church.
The descendants of these men have found the
synagogue the opportunity of the scoundrel,
the Holy of Holies a paradise for humbugs and
hypocrites. Mercenary ministers and secretaries
for salaries need the lash. He who would make
revenue out of a religious institution or oppor

tunity would juggle with Judas Iscariot over
the cash value of the Christ, or with the sol
diers at the foot of the cross, roll dice for His

robes.
Pray: That the Student Conference of Canada

which opens at Lumsden Beach today may exercise a
vast influence for good throughout the Dominion.

Sat. 10. Jesus answered, Verily, verily,
I say unto thee, except a man be born
of water and the Spirit, he cannot enter

into the kingdom of God. John 3: 5.
THE SAVIOUR AND THE SCHOLAR. There

are certain superficial high brows who think
religion is all right for the rabble, will do well

enough for women and children, is harmless, but
for students, but for men who think—well, you
can hardly expect such colossal gray matter
to give large place to Christ. John records
eleven discourses addressed mostly to the specu
lative philosophers of his day; this is the first.
I challenge the scholar of the world to sound
the depth of his doctrines and comprehend his
conceptions. A painter plants his easel by the
edge of the sea to paint it. "So you are going
to paint me," says the sea; "poor, fragmen
tary copyist, you are not painting me—I am
washing the shores of England and Spain and
France; you sketch a wave crest and think you
have comprehended the sea." Come on, geolo
gist with hammer and chisel; come, scientist
with scale and microscope and scalpel—little
children of God's kindergarten, playing with
blocks and talking patronizingly of the Creator.
A sceptic with his first doubt is like a baby
with its first doll—very real to them, but the

reality consists of rags.

Pray: For the Summer schools in session at Blue
Ridge. N. C.; Lake Geneva, Wis., and Harpers Ferry,
W. Va., and especially for their leaders and in
structors, that they all may be taught of God.

Sun. 11. The wind bloweth where It llst-
eth, and thou hearest the sound thereof,
but knowest not whence it cometh, and
whither It goeth: so Is every one that Is
born of the Spirit. John 3: 8.
CONDITIONS OF MEMBERSHIP. Every or

ganization has its terms of admission. Once for
all, Jesus Christ lays down rules for the king
dom of heaven. I think Nicodemus had asked
the question, "Does John's baptism qualify for
entrance?" Jesus turns from the outward mani
festation to the inner reality. To his general
statement Nicodemus got a personal application,
"I say unto thee." Spiritual ideas have been
overlaid by rabbinic ritualism and so entangled
In ceremonials that Nicodemus thought he was
pious when he was only performing. Jesus
strips away all speculation and turns a search
light upon the heart and says: "You need a
new heart." The conditions of Christ's kingdom
are a clean heart and a renewed spirit, and
unless you have given the heart to Christ you

have got neither. The mystery of the new birth
does not bother me near so much as how a man
thinks he is going to get his unregenerate heart
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into heaven. Look at your secret soul—now
look at the Saviour; where is the connection?

Pray: That missionary books and pamphlets and
the missionary magazines published by the denomi

nations may be widely circulated.

Mon. 12. Verily, verily, I say unto thee,
We speak that which We know, and bear
witness of that which We have seen; and
ye receive not Our witness. If I told you
earthly things and ye believe not, how
shall ye believe if I tell you heavenly

things? John 3: 11-12.
ARE YOU ONE OF THE "WE"? Jesus

Clirist told Nicodemus, "We speak that wc do
know." Who did He take in on that "WE"?
.Some say it is simply the plural of power,
others that He meant John I3apt;st and my
self; others think He meant "the prophetic com

pany gone and myself"; still others think He
meant the Trinity when He said "We know."
I think not; I believe He could have turned
to the freshest disciple who had Joined tne
ranks, the last convert that had come to Him
and lined himself up alongside of this new
born babe and said to Nicodemus: "WE TWO,
Nicodemus, know and testify to the work of the
Holy Spirit." "With all your wisdom, this child
is the more advanced scholar." He had quite
a little company there who could claim that
WE. Can you say: "Oh, Christ, you and I
know WE can testify."

Pray: That a new sense of righteousness may come
into the hearts of industrial co-operating partners.

Tues. 13. So he cometh to a city of
Samaria, called Sychar, near to the parcel
of ground that Jacob gave to his son
Joseph: and Jacob's well was there.
Jesus therefore, being wearied with His

journey, sat thus by the well. John 4: 5-6.
FOLLOWING A MAN'S TRAIL. There is the

fable of a good fairy who could be tracked by
the flowers that sprung up in her footprints.
Her going left gardens behind. Here comes an
old Patriarch down across the centuries, and
we know where he has been walking by refresh
ing wells he left behind. His name was linked
with the lovely, he was a beneficial brother of
the race. I once followed a crowd of fellows
who were out on a lark—there was no trouble

in tracking them. They Bad left behind them
a trail of empty beer bottles, four broken lamps;
they had left the bars of a fence down, and the
cattle had gotten into the field and were ruining
the year's work of a farmer. There was no
mistaking the road along which these rowdies
had passed. You can follow the trail of a
saloon by broken homes and hearts. Some move
across life, like the sun, everything they touch
Is gladdened and glorified. Which are you leav
ing behind you, wells or wrecks?

Pray: For the increased number of soldiers in the
Canal Zone and that great wisdom may be shown in
planning for their moral and spiritual welfare.

Wed. 14. Jesus answered and said unto
her, If thou knewest the gift of God, and
Who It Is that salth to thee, Give Me to
drink, thou wouldest have asked of Him,
and he would have given thee living water.

John 4: 10.
TANK OR SPRING. Our whole life is made

up of thirsting and drinking and thirsting again.
We fill the tank from the waters of the world
—drain It, and then fill it again, and so we
repeat the weary round. I have seen devotees
of pleasure with parched lips holding a jeweled
cup under an empty tank. Every drop has been
drained and the thirst for more was intolerable.
The immortal soul is so constructed that it can
only be satisfied by the waters of the River of

Life. This spring comes from the Heart of the
Eternal Hills, and as water seeks its own level,
it rises as high as heaven a^ain. and the enjoy
ment of those who drink Is as high and holy.
Still, some men would rather depend upon a
rain barrel than the River of Life.

Pray: That Christians may realize^ how much Cod
expects of them in co-operation with Him toward
bringing about an answer to their own prayers.

Thurs. 15. The woman saith unto Him,
Sir, give me this water, that I thirst not,
neither come all the way hither to draw.
John 4: 15.

ENJOYMENT WITHOUT EFFORT. The
woman said she would like to have water that
she wouldn't have to walk after and draw. We
would like an education without study, a salary
without service, we would like to have perfect
health without prudence, the magnificent view

from the hilltop without the climb. In other
winds, we all want the water without the work,

hut Inert* is a divine connection between per
spiration and prosperity, between an upright
character and public confidence, between for
saking sin and the Saviour's favor. Men do not
speculate themselves into strong characters.

They work like the blacksmith, and hammer
and forge themselves into such. The workers
have a right to the wealth of the world—the
repentant have a right to the riches of heaven.

Pray: For overwrought secretaries who lose their
leads and tempers and discount Christ before their
associates and numbers.

Frl. 16. But the hour cometh, and now
is, when the true worshippers shall wor
ship the Father In spirit and truth: for
such doth the Father seek to be his wor
shippers. John 4: 23.
PROFITLESS PATRIOTISM. There Is a lot

of loud mouth bragging about our country being
the biggest and brainiest and best country on
the map; together with the assertion that we
can lick any other nation on the globe. This
is done by men who dodge the ballot and cheat
the tax collector, as well as by the most devoted
patriot. In fact the patriot is usually quiet

about it. Oratorical fireworks are set off by
those who love their country to loot It. This
woman was loud in the praise of Samaria while
she was lowering the moral tone of the men of
the community. The best way to boost your
native land is to live a noble life. He who
prays for his country will not prey on It.

Pray: For the President of the United States and
his Cabinet th.it they may have great wisdom and
Divine guidance during this period of responsibility
and crisis.

Sat. 17. And Jesus saith unto them, My
meat is to do the will of Him that sent
Me. and to accomplish His work. John
4: 34.
MAN AND HIS WORK. Man is the only ani

mal whose life is conditioned upon his labor.
Other animals forage for food, man works for
his. I care not in what department he labors,
it is all one, the musician and the artist work
as hard as the man who holds the plow or digs
the ditch. Not only Is his daily bread de
pendent upon this work, but his very delight in
living is inseparably connected with his labor.
There is a religious Joy In honest effort, there
is a divine thrill in a completed task. The Lord
God has set you doing something, be you min
ister or mechanic, and He expects you to sing
as you serve. Let your pleasure and your profit
go hand in hand as you carry out the program
which God has made for you. Blessed is the
man who does his level best whether with pick
or pen or in pulpit and loves what he does.

Pray: For nurses and all those who have the cart
of the sick during the still hours of the night, when
the rest of the world is asleep.

Sun. 18. Jesus saith unto him, Go thy
way; thy son llveth. The man believed
the word that Jesus spake unto him, and
he went his way. John 4: 50.
VARIETY IN TREATMENT. No two sup

pliants are treated in the same way by the
Saviour. Note the contrast between the way in
which He handled the centurion and the noble
man. He went, unasked, with the centurion:
He would not go down to the house with the
nobleman. He refused the nobleman for his
own sake. He wanted to make him as certain
as the centurion. The nobleman said: "Come
down"; the centurion said: "But speak the
word." The nobleman said: "Come before the
hoy dies," implying that it would be too late
after death. In the faith of the centurion, life
was not the limit to the power of the Lord.
Get a tight grip on the little faith you have and
presently you will be able to believe the bare
word of the Master. The beginning of all prog
ress is SOME BELIEF—if you follow this it
will lead you to full faith.
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Pray: For the interdenominational missionary
magazines such as 1 he International Review of Mis

sions, 7 he Missionary Review of the World, The
Moslem 11 orld, and Men and Missions.

Mon. 19. So the father knew that It was
at that hour In which Jesus said unto
him, Thy son llveth: and himself believed

and his whole house. John 4: 53.
THANK YOUH PARENTS. This sick son

recovered his health because the father made a
journey to Jesus in his behalf. Men, God only
knows how much of the success and safety of
your life is due to the devotion of your praying
parents. The reason you did not go under that
time when the pressure of sin was so strong on
you was because your mother made a special
visit to Christ, and Christ heard her and helped
you. The reason some of us are not in Jail to
night is because your father made a journey
on his knees to the Lord and said: "Come
down ere my boy die." Thank God for praying
parents. To all parents let me say, distance
makes no difference to the Lord. It matters
not whether your boy is in another city or in
another country, Christ's bare word will And
your son and he will be healed, or begin to
mend from that very hour.

Pray: That the common fatherhood of God and the
brotherhood of man may be realised in practice as

well as in theory.

Tues. 20. In these lay a multitude of

them that were sick, blind, halt, withered.
John 5:3.
MEETING POINTS OF PAIN. Sickness is

universal because sin is universal. There is
not a perfectly well man on the face of the
earth. There are thousands of ways of taking
a man to pieces, of hurrying him to his "Long
Home." There are special places where you
will find the groaners grouped. Sometimes it
is on the street corner you will And them
crowded around some fakir with a patent pain
killer. Sometimes they are at a famous spring
or at the seaside. The poor souls congregate
and compare complaints. There they are—
waiting for returning health, waiting for the
angel of healing. Every group which is
gathered at the gospel call is simply a crowd
of Impotent folk waiting—waiting for help and
healing. Such groups always draw the Son of
God. Keep your eyes open and be the first to
see Him; He Is on the way.

Pray: That during the long days of Summer, we
may take time to compare ourselves with our loftiest
ideals of character and service.

Wed. 21. And a certain man was there,
who had been thirty and eight years In
his Infirmity. John 5: 5.
A HARD CASE. "A certain man was there

who had an infirmity thirty-eight years." In
every group of the grief-stricken there always

Is a "certain man." A man so much worse off
than the rest that he forms a kind of back
ground for the rest. Look at him—the man
whose case is so much worse than your own.

The magnitude of another's sorrow makes mine
seem contemptible. Do you storm about a
cold dinner? Think of the thousands who go
supperless to bed. Before you whine about
your little ache, think of vour brother's agony.
When I was a child my father gave me a
dollar watch; while playing with It, it dropped
and broke—It was the tragedy of my young
life; there never was any such sorrow. It was
nothing that I had a home and a loving father
and mother who were bountifully meeting all
my wants—that wrecked Waterbury wrecked
heaven. We are all children In tears over our
toys. God lives and all Is well. There are
millions of men In heaven who have borne pa
tiently distresses a thousandfold more soul-try
ing than anything we have ever known. If
you are tempted to be Joyless—think of Job.

Pray: For secretaries in the coal fields and metal
mines and lumber and construction camps where they

are able to do both home and foreign mission work.

Thurs. 22. The sick man answered Him,
Sir, I have no man, when the water Is
troubled, to put me Into the pool: but
while I am coming, another steppeth
down before me. John 5: 7.
HOW TO INQUIRE ABOUT ANOTHER'S

HEALTH. Do you know the gentle art of ask
ing—"How are you?" It is rare; you should
leurn it from the Hps of Jesus. There are men
who can ask after your condition in such a tone

to make you miserable; their very tone runs
your temperature up. Their bearing gives you

Hie blues, their question has the taste of
quinine in it, they carry the suggestion of the
sepulchre. You are sorry they asked. There
are others who know how to ask and put vigor
in their voice, an inspiration in their inquiry,
and you instinctively say: "I feel better, thank
you." They do not leave you limp, but lifted
up. When Jesus asked this man if he didn't
want to get well, the fellow was half-way
healed.

Pray: That the spirit of Christian unity may be
quickened and deepened in all the churches and among
all believers.

Frl. 23. While I am coming, another
steppeth down before me. Jesus salth
unto him, Arise, take up thy bed, and
walk. John 5: 7-8.

LONELY.—"I have no one to help me."
The reply of this man to the Saviour's ques
tion is one of the most pathetic on record. It
gives us a glimpse into the selfishness of pain
and success. Does it strike you that some man
who had Just come to the pool might have said:
"Poor fellow, you have been here thirty-eight
years, you first." Does it not seem that some
one might have remained and helped him in?
Or it might have occurred to another to re
member the fellow who was laying there last
year, and that memory should have turned his
feet back to the pool to help the long-suffering
lonely one. No, they got theirs and went off—

let the rest look out for themselves. Say,
brother, have you gotten health and happiness
and selfishly forgotten the waiting ones at the
pool? By the grace of God, never let a day pass
without helping some man into the healing
water.

Pray: That a great physical, mental, moral and
spiritual uplift may be enjoyed by the thousands of
boys and young men in Association camps this
Summer.

Sat. 24. He that made me whole, the
same said unto me, Take up thy bed, and
walk. John 5: 11.
THE SABBATH OR THE SUFFERER. Here

were men so orthodox about the Sabbath—they
were as heterodox as hell about salvation. This
Is possible. They shuddered at the breach of
the Sabbath and would have crucified the man
who made the cure. There are some splendidly
regular saints who would not do anything out
of the routine order no matter who could be
helped by it. Saving men by "QUESTIONABLE
METHODS" is their watch cry. To go to hell
in the REGULAR WAY Is preferable to salva
tion out of the order. These men have burned
the irregulars at the stake and said "Let us
pray." Here they were—contenders for a creed,
trying to fasten a charge of criminality upon
an unknown benefactor. Healing was insig
nificant compared with violating a custom. Thus
the Salvation Army, the Sunday-school, the
Y. M. C. A., would have all been slain by fearful
formalists had not the Saviour stepped between.
You try the spirits first and see if they be of

God.
Pray: That a tide of evangelism may sweep over

the land, quickening the churches ana Associations
and bringing multitudes to a saving knowledge of
Jesus Christ.

Sun. 25. Afterward Jesus findeth him in
the temple, and said unto him, Behold,
thou art made whole: sin no more, lest a
worse thing befall thee. John 5: 14.
FOUND IN THE TEMPLE. While the man

did not know who had healed him. he had sense
enough to know that the hand, of God was In It
and that the temple was the proper place to go.
I will go to the house of God when I recognize
the hand of God. That waS a short creed but
a pretty good one. Jesus found him there—
then It was also the Lord's habit to go to
church. Christ noticed him in the congrega
tion; then it seems that Christ knows who are
at church—and who are not. How It must
sadden His heart as He misses the faces of the
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men He has helped and healed. Ingrates—some
will go back to the trough instead of to the tem
ple after healing. Well, Jesus says there are
worse things than thirty-eight years of sickness.

Special calamities follow dishonored favors.

Pray: For all authors, translators and publishers,
that they may be greatly used of Cod to spread his

truth.
Mon. 26. But the witness which I have
Is greater than that of John; for the

works which the Father hath g.ven Me to
accomplish, the very works that I do, bear
witness of Me, that the Fattier hath sent

Me. John 5: 36.
OUR APPEAL. I do not care about apostolic

succession. Our pedigree may be broken—but
our POWER is not. Our history is before the
world, not in eloquent preachers, nor deep
scholars, but in the opened prison doors, the
overturned governments, the institution and
support of every good cause, the elevation of
virtue and honor which had been trampled
under foot. The religion of Jesus Christ has
saved men's souls, made life worth living and

death a glorious gain. It has made selfish men
liberal hard men kind, timidity has been
turned into heroism, and the saddest have
learned to smile with the hope of better things.
It has preached the gospel of peace and good
will to all the world and carried the cross to
the confines of the civilized world. All we ask
is to be judged by the fruits. The demand is
reasonable and irresistible. I would give seri
ous attention to no religion without a program

to redeem the world.
Pray: That the warring nations may be guided to

the securing of a righteous world-peace and that the
hearts of the stricken peoples may be prepared for
a new era of human brotherhood based on the princi

ples taught and exemplified by our Lord.
Tues. 27. Ye search the Scriptures, be
cause ye think that In them ye have eter
nal lite; and these are they which bear

witness of Me. John 5: 39.
EMPTY HANDED. "You search the Scrip

tures." This is a statement, not a command.
It was a comment that they searched and got
nothing. Y'ou have the right book and you read
it—but you miss ME. You have the garden
without the flowers, you have the organ without
the music, you have the clothes without the
body, you have the altar without the Lord, you
have the reading without the revelation. Poor

Scriptural sawbones, studying the body while
the soul escaped. All this is possible. Some
men boast that they read the Bible through
twice a year—I stand uncovered beiore such
genius—I cannot get through it. Every verse
an inspiration, every chapter an open gate into
an unexplored Holy Land; there are the tears
and tragedies of life, there the eternal truths. I
suppose I could gallop through it several times
a year—how often I have hurried on just as the

Holy Spirit was about to speak.
Pray: That the love and seal of believers may not

wax cold during the vacation period when many
churches are closed and other lines of Christian work

suspended.
Wed. 28. And ye will not come to Me,

that ye may have life. John 5: 40.
CHRIST'S CERTIFICATE. These men

wanted some paper authority for the work of
the Almighty, some endorsement of His Om
nipotence. They saw the lame man leaping with
new strength; they saw the roses of health come
back to the pallid cheek of death; they saw
Him make a pavement of the water and then
walk on it; they saw the devils tremble at His

presence; they saw disease beat a retreat be
fore Him; they saw the dead get up out of their
winding sheets—and they then turned and
asked, "By what authority?" Poor fools—they
wanted a credential from the Sun. Their mod
ern brethren find the well of salvation and die
of thirst while discussing—"Who dug it?"—
and waiting for a chemical analysis of the
waters. Look at the facts and have faith—
if you seek a certificate—look at the saved

souls.
Pray: That a just and human and truly Christian

social order may replace the present order, through

peaceful processes directed by the co-operative forces
of all lovers of righteousness and men of good will.

Thurs. 29. Jesus therefore lifting up his
eyes, and seeing that a great multitude
cometh unto Him, salth unto Philip,
Whence are we to buy bread, that these

may eat? John 6: 5.
PHILIP THE PRACTICAL. Jesus turned to

Philip and asked him what he was going to
do with that crowd. He did not ask for advice
but to test Philip. Philip was the original
man from Missouri; he always wanted to be
shown—he closed his career with the request
"Lord SHOW us " He made a rapid cal
culation, found that about thirty dollars was all
they had and decided that it was not enough
so advised sending them away. His faith was
crawling when it should have been spreading its
wings for flight. He had seen the water turned
to wine and should have said, "Lord, I do not
know what you are going to do, but you are
going to meet the emergency." He looked at
the sum and not at the Saviour. You cannot
measure the compassion of Christ by cold cal
culation. Catch that audacity of faith which
answers the world's need by turning to the

Master of multiplications.

Pray : For open-air evangelistic work being con
ducted by churches and Associations and for all those
wlio are thus sowing the Gospel seed by the wayside.

Frl. 30. There Is a lad here, who hath
five barley loaves, and two fishes: but
what are these among so many? John 6: 9.
OUR SMALL STOCK. This is where we

usually place the emphasis. We look at the
moral starvation of the multitudes and at our
stock of sardines and biscuit and despair. You
are called upon to do something and reply, *'I
can't do much." We agree with you; all we
ask is that you bring what you have into the
divine commissariat and trust the Lord for the
balance. He will make it adequate for the
world's needs. David, bring me your sling, ana
I will make it slay the giant. Shamgar, bring
me your ox goad—a pretty poor weapon, but
with It I drive off the Philistines. Dorcas, bring
me your needle and with it I will embroider your
name on garments that never wear out. If you
try to meet the world's wants with your loaves
of learning and philosophic fish the multitude
will die of starvation; if you will bring them
to the compassionate Christ He will turn them
into a satisfying banquet.

Pray: That Christians may realize the need of in
creased devotion and giving in order that we may not
only sustain our can regular work, but also to
strengthen missions suddenly^ deprived of their home

support through the exigencies of war.

Sat. 31. Jesus therefore took the loaves;
and having given thanks, He distributed
to them that were set down; likewise also
of the fishes as much as they would.

John 6: 11.
THE LARGE PART OF THE LAD. I do

not think enough place has been given to the
liberality of the lad. Four times this story Is
retold by sacred writers and each one remem
bers the boy. Lay large stress upon the Boys'
Department of the Association. They make
great contribution to meeting the demands of
the world. I like the unreserved way In which

he put in all he had. He did not selfishly say,
"I will save half of it for another time. We
have learned the trick of keeping things until

they get stale. I have saved BIG SERMONS
because of a small crowd—I found them
mouldy when I got them out again. I have
kept contributions back because I thought I
would be called on again soon. Give It up—
the best you have on every occasion worthy of

the call, you will have more for the next time.
Even manna from heaven moulded if kept too
long. Let the lad preach to you the gospel of
liberality. Selfishness soon stales. REMEM
BER TO-DAY: "Such as I have give I unto

thee."
Pray: That the spirit of Him who said "I have

come to seek and to save that which was lost" may
inspire His followers in holy seal for the salvation

of men.
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Briefs on Books

What Men Live By. By Richard C. Cabot.
Houghton-Mifflin Co. $1.50.

What do men live by? It is dissatisfaction
with the inadequacy of what they are living by
that has driven the thousands of readers to take
up this book. As it runs through edition after
edition, it seems worth while to call the atten

tion of those who have not read it to this
remarkable exposition of the true foundations
of a life of power and happiness—Work, Play,
Love, and Worship. 

FROM

HOW TO

LIVE ON 24

HOURS A DAY

Habit. By William James. Henry Holt Co.
50 cents.
The publishers of Prof. James' books have

taken the chapter on Habit from "Psychology"
and issued it in a small volume. This is possibly
the most practical discussion of the value of

good habits and the evil of bad habits in the
English language. Just the thing to pass on to
the young man as a gift.

Christianity and Amusements. By R. H. Ed
wards. Association Press. 50 cents.
Each man has to settle for himself his own

attitude toward amusements. The main trouble
is that most of us drift along in our daily life
without ever settling anything regarding our
recreation. This book will not solve your prob
lems for you, but it does indicate in a masterful
manner the way Jesus' principles of right living
apply to our popular forms of amusement. It
should lead to Intelligent decision. This is a
text-book and includes dally Bible readings.

The Social Problem. By C. A. Ellwood. The
Macmlllan Company. $1.00.
The author calls this book "A Constructive

Analysis," and he makes good the promise In
the sub-title. The work is a brief and direct
study of the general conditions of social life In
.western civilization and the changes that must
be brought about. Association men will be
especially interested In Chapter V—"Spiritual
and Ideal Elements In the Social Problem."
The book is serious, stimulating, and construc
tive: It clearly recognizes the spiritual Issues at
stakj In the new social movement.

Vocatlont (Young Folks' Library, 10 Vol*.).
Edited by William deWItt Hyde. Hall and

Locke Co. Cloth, $18.00.
This set of books ought to be In every Asso

ciation library within reach of the boyB. Each
volume deals with a special class of vocations
and was compiled under the direction of a
skilled editor. For example, Prof. L. H. Bailey

edited the volume on Farm and Forest, and Dr.
Henry van Dyke that on Literature. The works
do not Impart detailed information, but are
intended to stimulate high Ideals in life-work

choice. Each volume may be purchased sepa

rately.

How to Live on Twenty-
Four Hours a Day. By
Arnold Bennett. Doran

Co. 50 cents.

Every man has all the
time there Is, and here s
a call that Arnold Ben
nett puts to us to make
the most of it. He says:
"Most people sleep them
selves stupid." "The man
who has tasted life de
mands more of it." The
picture at left shows

how J. A. Patterson of
the N. C. R. puts the or
ganizing of a man's day
and time to make every
moment live and the man

to live long.

Those Who Have Come
Back. By Peter Clark

Macfarlane. Little,

Brown & Co. $1.50.

Who is there who can
write swifter to the minds
of Association men than
Macfarlane? Here he has
told stories of those who
have come back from the
woful waste of drink
and drugs and crime to
self-control and self-re
spect. In it run stories
of Harry Monroe and
Lucky Baldwin touched
by rescue missions. Read
it for its swift-pictured
truths.

COMMENDED BOOKS.

Buckalew of California thinks The Story of

the Pines is a worth-while man's book with
the out-of-door touch we all love. He says It
deals with sin in real life, and makes a chivalric
appeal to the heart of every man. And he
suggests that the secretaries look up Monarchs
and Men. by Harden. Olof Gates writes that
Margaret Slaterlee's He Took It Upon Himself
has helped him wonderfully to give a vision to
the men who serve.

Profitable Vocations for Boys. By Weaver and
Byler. Association Press. $1.00.

Clear and concise Information regarding the
vocations open to boys in America today. A
very practical manual in every way.

The Liquor Problem. By Norman E. Richardson.
Association Press. 50 cents.

This handy little text-book, put up In pocket
size, marshalls all the forces of social, religious,
and economic facts against one of mankind's
greatest enemies. It takes up the baneful effect
of liquor upon the home, politics, industry, pub
lic schools; upon health and efficiency; upon indi
vidual and national life. There are fifteen les

sons packed with carefully-weighed material.

The Christian Equivalent of War. By D. Wll-
lard Lyon. Association Press. £0 cents.

This is a text-book, pure and simple, designed
for discusslonal groups of those who want to
get to the bottom of some of the issues raised
by the present war. The chapters on Jesus'
attitude toward war deal with some of the most
critical experiences of His life. There is a large
appendix of reference material.
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Current News and Comment

Pith and Point of Association News in Paragraphs

News should reach New York by July 13 for the August issue.

The Commission appointed sev- breakfast club of house members

eral months ago by the Interna- at nine o'clock breaks up after

tional Committee to thoroughly a devotional period to attend

investigate and report upon the church.

question of a possible readjust- . . _ _ ,,„,
ment of its sub-committee and , Sherbrooke, P. Q„ ran a Mill-

departmental work with a view tar> B™nchH. Association for ,'ne

to increased efficiency in service fF'fth Canadian Mounted Rifles

for the local Associations and f°r near>y four ,m°n*hsvwh"e thev

State committees, has now com- w"e Rationed in Sherbrooke, and

pleted its work. From nearly two allowed 'If* T , of„ baths and.

hundred Association leaders (lay- *"»•■■ , ™« helped to offset

men and secretaries) in local, harmful influences exerted else-

State and International work, the "nere in the citv- M The commit-

commisslon received most valu- teemen in turn, and almost with-

able suggestions which have been out exception, gave one night

the subject of careful considera- monthly for reception and other

tion In several protracted ses- valuable service. A financial

sions. The report of the commis- campaign succeeded notwith-

sion, which is now in the hands 8tanding shrinkage of member-

of the International Committee. ship owlnS t0 tne war- current

embodies recommendations of far- expenses were met. and last

reaching importance to the Asso- year 8 deflclt reduced nearly one-

ciation brotherhood. It has al- nalr'

ready been the chief subject for Open-Air Services for men at

discussion at two largely attended Spartanburg, S. C, are held, in

meetings of the committee, but addition to regular series of serv-

final conclusion has not yet been ioes at the court house. The

reached on the several recom- Yokefellows' band of the Assocla-

mendations. It is expected, how- tion, composed of earnest, conse-

ever, that the committee will be crated members, held eleven re-

able to submit the report to- ligious services In May at the city

gether with its own action there- Jail, county convict camp, Greek

on, to the Association brother- church, Are station, and other

hood some time within the next points. Over twenty men took a

two or three weeks. definite stand for Christ. This

The Price Would Be $550, If at work and open-air services at in-

pay rate, of the 440 inches of dustrial points will be continued

news material published by the all summer.

Los Angeles papers during the g,yr, 0h| has begun a new

five days visiting secretanes were scneme of Bibie study which they

with them The exhibit of these caU an Automobi]e BlbIe Class.

many yards of newspaper col- Seven machlnes were used at the

umns commanded attention at flrat se8ai hel(J on a recent eve.

the directors meetings. Speak- n, Tn went , the

ers were furnished in 38 churches, countrV| had a c supper, fol.

three business mens clubs, sev- ,owed by 8lnging and an address

eral high schools, a college, a on ..what the Bible Is." Twenty

business mens banquet, and Q( the twenty.four slgned up as

other functions. regular members of the class.

University Men Mostly were whloh will meet weekly.

the 35 volunteer teachers of 447 ^ .
foreign-speaking men taught °n a "alar¥ °f *1-600 a Massa-

English and civics at Edmonton, chusetts secretary s family ex-

Alta. Professor Sheldon, of the Penses figure out as follows:

University, taught a class of Per cent,

twelve nationalities. Housekeeping acct 40

Thoroughness and Quality will ^ent J*

be the slogan at Boston this year. ^■oal *>»

chosen after a study of the Insurance 8

growth of religious education and ™a<;a,, aw

forward steps and decisions of Clothing 6%

men and boys for the year. Books and magazines 1J4

Knowing that they can land men Doctor ■ bill 2Mi

in church classes and member- Dentist bill % of 1

ship, they propose to do more of Benevolences 10

it. A gospel team of secretaries Sundries 3%

and volunteers is shaping up to "My weakness here was in not

take charge of Sunday evening being able to save anything, or

services at rescue missions and to have an emergency fund. It

outlying churches, and an auto- would be a very interesting thing

mobile street meeting campaign If each month you could give

in August. A Sunday morning space to the publication of bud

gets drawn up by men In vari

ous grades of salary, especially

men receiving rrom $1,200 to

$2,000." We will.

Indiana has "Gone Dry" as far

as Association reading rooms are

concerned, all agreeing to throw

out all magazines carrying liquor

advertising. The action is having

effect on the publishers of maga

zines who are falling in line one

by one. President Campbell of

South Bend is leading the move

ment.

E. B. Buckalew becomes ex

tension secretary for the Moody

Bible Institute, Chicago. He will

set up Bible study and evangelis

tic campaigns over an unlimited

field. A feature of his six years'

work at Scranton was the rais

ing of a $170,000 debt and re

modeling the building. The Dally

News says of him: "Every pub

lic movement for better things

has found in him an earnest,

energetic advocate. His citizen

ship and his Christianity have

been identical terms."

 

-Give the 'V • Try"

OAKLAND'S SUMMER RATE AD.

Twenty-five Roumanians were

given a Roumanian evening at

Cincinnati, at which young ladies

gave extracts from Roumanian

music, with a Bohemian at the

piano, and an illustrated talk

was given on Austria-Hungary

and Roumania, also a hearty

greeting by the rector. One re

sult was that five young Rou

manians affiliated with the Sun

day School, who had been mem

bers of one of the English for

Foreigners classes conducted by

the Association. A visit of Dr.

G. W. Tupper resulted la the Cin

cinnati Association conducting a

series of citizenship talks for

sixty-five foreign-born men who

are preparing to take out their

naturalization papers. Two com

mon pleas judges, a State sena

tor, two attorneys and a school

principal .have given well pre

pared talks on the history, con

stitution and government of the

United States, and on the State,

county and city governments.
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A Balance of $500 in the treas

ury looked good at New Britain's

year's closing. And two new

thousand-dollar contributions for

current expenses looked good to

Waterbury, also the free gift of a

new lot to Meriden; the biggest

membership to Hartford; the new

building going up to New Lon

don; the bigger attendance at

Sunday services and Industrial

work to New Haven; and a right-

sized balance of $76 to Torrlng-

ton; the nearing completion of the

handsome building to Greenwich,

Conn.

Thla Is Wholesome. A railroad

president who is the chief money

raiser in Duluth said: "I am a

director in many business Institu

tions and corporations, but I get

more satisfaction and pleasure out

of this Association than any

others." Committee work effi

ciency shows a vital advance of

100 per cent. Last fall it was

agreed "no retrenchment unless

compelled to." There was none.

The mortgage was reduced $2,000;

equipment added, $1,885; note

paid, $500; surplus, $3,745.60; for

eign work budget increased $1,200

to $3,000; educational receipts, 25

per cent.; lunch room, 9 per cent,

(profit 8.95 per cent.); a total of

3,680 meetings and classes held,

an average of ten a day.

A Secretaries' Conference or in

stitute is no vacation for most

secretaries. Puehler, of Montana,

tried It last year, and was below

par In ten months. The year be

fore he had spent a month at a

mountain stream, away from shop

talk, cured a bad case of neuritis

and general banged-up-edness,

and came back feeling fit for the

fight.

A Telephone Message rrom the

Bishop that his "nephew" would

call and take out a ticket seemed

all right, but the $25 check pre

sented did not. Hadley, of Coun

cil Bluffs, 'phoned the Bishop.

The man was a fraud and ar

rested. An old hold-up scheme.

Naturalization Day at Everett,

Wash., showed that five out of

six men instructed in the Everett

Association made the best record

on record of applicants at the

court. This was told at the for

eign-born class's "feast," at

which were men of seven nations.

They all sang "America" with the

help of a Norwegian and Swed

ish male chorus.

Disappointment, debt and de

bility had marked the work in St.

John, N. B., for three years. The

project had not made good. This

year it closed with a clean sheet;

$800 was paid to the national

work, $175 to foreign, under the

lead of a strong finance commit

tee. A gift of $2,000 from one

friend and $2,000 more from

others covered the debt. The

physical director proved himself

a Christian worker (something

new). Among the 250 boy mem

bers, 150 were in Bible study.

Fifty members have enlisted.

Detroit's 24-Hour-a-Day Club

at its annual meeting pledged

$10,800 for foreign work secre

taries.

This Boy made a business of

stealing in Associations. He was

arrested at Peekskill; carried

card from Buffalo as R. J. Farrell,

another from Syracuse as Wesley

Hirst, and another as C. G.

Anton, and Milton Weeks. He

had worked at Lockport, Buffalo,

Rochester, Syracuse, Utica, Rome,

Schenectady, Albany, Kingston,

Newburgh. At Albany he stole

twenty articles, at Rome sixteen,

at Rome nineteen.

In the Joln-the-Church Move

ment in New Jersey, 22 Associa

tions led 286 boys and men to

unite with the church.

The Kind of a Chairman to

Have.—Early in May F. W. Ayer

called Coburn and Scott by the

'phone and suggested that they

go to the Asilomar Conference,

saying that individual members

of the State Committee had sub

scribed their expenses. Mr. Logan,

of Worcester, had about the same

thing to say to Mr. Willis over

the 'phone. Another secretary

was invited by his board to go,

with all expenses paid; and after

the meeting a friendly director

slipped fifty dollars into his hand

and said, "Spend this for things

that are not necessary."

If This Was a Small Meeting,

what would a full attendance be!

Arthur Jorgensen, when asked to

speak at Seoul day-school exer

cises, was told there would be a

small attendance. There were

350. This was in Korea, not

America.

Cleveland had 6,886 members

last year—in the year 11,883 (too

great a loss); 1,314 did committee

work. There were 255 clubs,

groups and teams, 1,510 students;

positions found for 924. Attend

ance at Bible classes was 68,818;

at lectures, 108,634; religious in

terviews, 988; referred to
churches, 516; joined, ■ . The

budget in nine branches and cen

tral was $322,275; contributions,

$39,986.

The Flying Squadron of New

castle, Pa., makes trips to out

lying towns and churches to or

ganize adult Bible classes. On

Monday evening the lessons for

the following two Sundays are

taught. There is purpose and

drive to this.

"Men Are Waking Up" in Bran

don, Man., to what an Association

can do in summer by an aggres

sive program to reach large num

bers of young men with meetings

and interviews instead of going

to sleep until fall—that's the note

that scores of letters give.

Optimism about the religious

work prevails in Grand Rapids.

Over twenty-five men are "at

command" for religious services.

Members of the board and com

mittees are doing personal inter

view work in the building every

night in the week. Services are

conducted in seven country

churches. The religious work sec

retary is president of the County

and City Sunday School Associa

tion getting a work-together pro

gram for all boys and men. The

whole countryside Joins in a

Fourth of July camp celebration.

Boys and girls of two grade

schools are being taught to swim,

which may be made a require

ment for graduation by the board

of education. The new dormi

tories for 200 men are three-quar

ters full.

Forehanded Financing is done

at Evanston, 111., where the board

completes the budget in the open

ing months rather than "beg

ging" to pay debts at the end of

the year. Then the men give

their undivided time happily to

real Association work—this is the

regular program.

Buffalo's Brotherhood meets

summer and winter on Thursday

at 6.30, and averaged seventy last

year.

"Saving Money," "Life Work,"

"The Fight for Character," "How

About Getting Married," etc., are

questions that draw in the discus

sion club at Pittsburg's East Lib

erty Branch. An old-fashioned

sing Is the Saturday night lobby-

entertainment which attracts 50

to 250 at the social line of enter

tainments.

Mr. McCowan's Story, "The Son

Thou Gavest Me," appearing in

the May issue, may be issued in

pamphlet form by Association

Press, together with "The Trail

a Boy Travels." Do you want 600

copies?

Summing Up at Baltimore

shows that of a budget of $102,-

954, only $11,786 came from con

tributors, which means $91,168

from membership, rent, etc. The

daily attendance was 1,729; situa

tions secured, 931; on committees,

632; at Bible classes and meet

ings, 27,476; members in year,

5,768; in educational classes, 984.

Mayor Preston, of Baltimore,

said: "Well do I remember when

I first walked into the Associa

tion thirty years ago and took a

membership." He said, "I do not

know of a better influence In a

community or more valuable asset

to the municipality of Baltimore

than this Association, which I

have known closely for thirty

years." And he added: "Let me

give a word of advice to young

men. I think, next to a Christian

life and character, that an in

dustrious life Is the best way to

fight the devil."
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A Loan Fund of $100 is set

apart by a Fall River mill treas

urer. It is a sum returned by

a foreigner who was helped to

thrift and a readjusted life by

paying off pressing debts by this

loan, which has since come back.

Headed for Tuberculosis a Fall

River, Mass., man was sent by

his doctor to the gymnasium.

Twelve months put him on his

feet, back to his desk, and on the

road to Wellville.

Don't Worry about the Catholic

question. Keep on helping men,

giving them a part like all other

men in helping others. All but

two of an association's minstrels

were Catholics.

M. W. Calendar's Bible Class

will send him to Tokyo, Japan,

as a delegate to the Sunday

School Convention In recognition

of his 25 years' service.

A National Campaign is

launched by the Laymen's Mis

sionary Movement. Conventions

will be held in eighty cities, with

the climax in Washington in

April 1916. In these, Association

men will surely have a large

place.

George Long, of Philadelphia's

In-as-much Mission gave a lift

to fifty religious workmen in

Greenpolnt Branch, Brooklyn.

Long was converted in the Water

Street Mission, and got that ex

perience and that watch which

Ridgway told about, in the locker

room cage at the Greenpolnt

Branch.

The Chapman- Alexander meet

ings stirred Charlotte. N. C, as

no others have done. One church

received 200 additions. The As

sociation is directing downtown

rescue mission meetings attended

by 300, many of them well-

known men who have been gam

blers and drunkards. At its

Bible classes last year were 190

students, and 494 in educational.

A Flag was Raised on Decora

tion Day on the new Bozeman,

Mont., building by Gen. Wilson,

of the G. A. R., while the chil

dren of the city sang America.

A Pln-PoInt Leak in a water

pipe adds $11 to the yearly bill.

Watch things. A running closet

in the top floor of a building

added $25 a month to a bill.

Encouraging Marriage.—A tin

shower was given by the dormi

tory men to six men who wed in

June.

Brooklyn Secretaries are an ap

preciative lot. The editor had

occasionally met them in their

monthly conferences giving re

views of current Association

events. At the end of the season

they gave a nice letter the ring

of reality along with a handsome

set of books which cost real

money.

The Directors' Meeting at

Brockton for June was unique.

Order of business (1) a swim in

the pool at 6 p. m., (2) dinner

6.30-7.00, (3) adjourned at 8.00

with every man happy. A series

of auto Gospel services on street

corners was planned.

A Picnic of the United Men's
Clubs of the churches at Hornell,

N. T., will be one which stands

for unity, as well as the Sunday

school boys' clubs which help

the Association to bring all the

youth of all the churches to

gether.

The Insurance Alliance has

paid benefits this year to the

families of R. J. Martin, $4,954;

J. V. Read, $4,774; R. D. Collins,

$4,728.

Commlttee-lzed Associations

are rare. But Titusville Is one.

A meeting brought sixty out of

sixty-five a few weeks ago.

Then they set up plans for the

summer and put inspiration into

them. Appeals of Clinton and

Warner secured a foreign sec

retary's support and four tennis

courts were built on government

land across the street. Finances

are not off here.

Immigration Commissioner F.

C. Howe is urging mayors of

cities to follow Cleveland Asso

ciation's plan of co-operating

with the Association to make July

Fourth Americanization Day, "by

translating the Declaration of In

dependence into a new declara

tion of citizenship."

A dead set is being made at

Perth Amboy, N. J., for the 21,-

000 foreign-speaking men. They

are getting into touch with the

various national societies, with

churches, lodges, promoting

classes for teaching English and

helping men to naturalization.

Two men of each nationality

have it in hand. The educational

lecture Is a feature in summer.

Over 360 boys were taught swim

ming. A policeman was asked

by a stranger. "Where Is the T.

M. C. A.?" He replied, "Around

the corner—the biggest thing in

town; you can't miss it." And

"The Biggest Thing in Town," is

the slogan for the year.

"Many Canadian secretaries

are doing double duty," writes

Douglas, of Hamilton, Ont.,

whose director is at Valcartier

Camp. "Others are in the army

or doing special work, and

finances are paralyzed." At

Hamilton four tennis courts were

added on a lot 313 ft. x 123 ft.,

which cost $14,000. Three soft

ball teams and Association foot

ball playing, and a big day by

day helpful work done for men

in distress. Among these men

are Germans who innocently suf

fer ostracism.

Getting Money.—Buffalo lately

raised $32,000 in four days by

subscription, and goes for the

year on the "pay as you go and

no deficit" plan. Bi nghamton,

N. Y., raised $4,000 by "teaming

up" forty men.

Phoenix, Arlr., has in a quiet

canvass gained its pledges for five

years to come.

Rome, N. Y., with a hundred

men at it, in six days got $5,635,

covering $1,000 for repairs and
$1,400 deficit. Beverly got $5,-

000 in four days. Boston closed

its year with a balance of $18.53

on a budget of $326,702.27, re

ceiving over 90% from member

sources. Membership May 31,

7068, in the year 7226, total in

the city 8657, raised for foreign

work $4,500, bequests received

$15,500.

The Thrift Exhibit of the In

dustrial Department has been

used by fourteen Indiana Asso

ciations with good results.

Driving an Ice Wagon at six

dollars a week looked like a big

job to a 21-year-old at Char

lottesville, Va. Kight stirred his

ambition and directed his study

at night. That was fifeen years

ago, and now the man writes "to

the man who turned the course

of my life." And he adds, "Now

1 get six times the wages of the

ice wagon Job, own a comfortable

home, and am a steward in the

church." That spells Thrift.

"Our Japanese Colleagues here

in Tokyo read Association Men

with Increasing appreciation and

interest. We greatly count on

the magazine here," writes J. M.

Davis.

That Jailor at Beaumont, Texas,

whose conversion was reported

last November, Is as keen In

kindliness as Paul's jailor of old.

Seven men had been led into

Christian life by Association

meetings in the jail. Three of

them wanted to Join the church

He paroled them upon their

honor; they united and returned

to Jail to work out their time.

A new spirit comes into that jail

with these fellowship meetings

between Jailor and prisoners.

General Work at Halifax is re

duced owing to war conditions,

yet the building Is serving three

times as many men—military and

navy men. They appreciate it.

In community work a group of

fifteen volunteer students Is

teaching English to 80 Russians.

A Young Englishman calling

himself Nash or Mash, aggres

sive, brown hair, ruddy cheeks.

Providence declares a fraud.

R. G. Clayton, Jr., 25 years

old, engaging, cool and cynical,

cleaned up $100 from the dormi

tory men at New Haven and

Providence.

Look Out for John E. Rogers,

a Helena (Mont.) school teacher,

carrying a ticket of Helena Asso

ciation.
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Send For Your Copy Now

The New Y. M. C. A. Salesmanship Course

Lessons I and II, with outline of entire course will be sent

free to any Educational or General Secretary. Also sugges

tions for organizing and promoting a class. Get into the game

for 1915-16.

A. L. Ward (Chicago Central) B. D. Edwards, (Detroit)

J. W. McCandless, Secy, of Committee (Minneapolis)

TEN-YEAR GUARANTEED

Inner Braced furniture

Never Has A Loose Joint

Catalogue Explains

THEINNERBRACED

FURNITURE CO.

Elkhart, Indiana

Ittvisibly
Steel ReinforcedAs A

Modem BuilJinq

 

 

WHY? BECAUSE! I

foil have undoubtedly noticed tbe rapid
growth In popularity of the "Indirect" meth
od ever since we perfected the original

Eye Comfort Lighting

System six years ago because Indirect light
ing Is "The Beat Light for the Eyea" aa
"Scientific American" called It in a recent
editorial.
Used In Central Branch, West Branch,

North Branch T. M. 0. A. 'a, Philadelphia,
and otbera.

Ton can obtain Interesting, authoritative
booklets on modern lighting by writing na,
and when you do so, request tbe report of the
throe year Investigation conducted by Dra.
Ferree and Rand which proved Indirect light
ing to be aa beneficial to tbe eye aa daylight.
It Is free to Association Executives.

Competent Engineering Service Free.

National X-Ray Reflector Company

CHICAGO NEW YORK

237 W. Jackson Blvd. 21 W. 46th St I

Mr. Secretary, La Porte, Ind., July, 1915.

Dear Sir:

It is probable that you have one or more dark rooms in your

building. 3-WAY prisms will daylight them, at small expense, or pos

sibly you could use a section of Sidewalk lights, to lighten that dark

place in the basement. If you want to learn all about Prism Glass,

Vault Lights, Sidewalk Doors, drop a postal card to the

AMERICAN 3-WAY PRISM COMPANY

Western Offic

Chicago

Main Office and Factory

La Porte, Indiana

Eastern Office and Factory

New York

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers.
21
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A "Penitentiary Bird" a man

felt himself branded as he walked

time and time again past the

.Sacramento building before he

dared enter. He was a member

as a boy, was raised well, made

a mistake, paid the price; he

wanted and needed a friend. The

warden said his story was cor

rect. He was taken in, staked

for meals, is making a new home

and doing well.

A Check-Up on billiards at

West Side, Cleveland, showed out

of 761 players the average amount

spent was 41 cents, and 55 only

played but once a month, and

seven once In ten days.

Hard Hit as North Yakima

(Wash.) was, It pledged $2,56b on

the 15,000 budget in December,

and with 34 men has just raised

$2,531 balance, with the help or

C. W. Wilcox.

A Dormitory Life Problem Club

at Marion, Ind., had one man who

had planned to spend $175 for a

motor-cycle determine to go to

college instead.

Gospel Teams are speaking at
Des Moines, la., from seven to

fifteen teams a week. They also

conduct the Sunday Afternoon

Meeting and draw better than

single speakers and always get

conversions, because they drive

to that end. Meetings have now

begun In popular park centers

with the co-operation of the city

park department. In fact, from

two to five times as many meet

ings are held here each Sunday

in the summer as in winter.

"Making Good" was the theme

of Washington's convention at

Bremerton, which Fred Smith

calls one of the best he has

known In the Northwest. It was

crammed full of experiences and

enthusiasm, with a big program

backed by a bigger purpose.

With Overwhelming Odds and

freely expressed doubt of direc

tors and committeemen because

of previous unsuccessful efforts,

a campaign for 300 members was

launched by Mr. Kester, the as

sociate of Hockenbury, at Jack

son, Miss. And at the end of the

fifth day it had 503. Better than

that the result was great In the

renewed interest on the part of

members and greater confidence

among the leaders.

In a Barber Shop awaiting his

turn a Pennsylvania director

picked up Association Men. He

was not a subscriber. He took

time to read it. "Then," he said

to the secretary, "Certainly I

want that magazine. I have re

ceived the thought and inspira

tion I needed for an address

which I want to make In a day

or two by reading It In a barber

shop."

"Defeat isn't the Worst Thing

that can happen to a man," said

Mr. Taft at Camden, N. J. "It

pulls down the size of the head

and builds up the sense of pro

portion. It is sometimes easier

to get over a defeat than a vic

tory."

A Problem Cleveland had to

solve was identifying an aphasia

victim, a boy of 19. He was lo

cated and returned to Detroit.

Johnstown, N. Y. management

set 1200 as the mark for mem

bership for the first year In Its

new building. The year closed

with 1600. Now the mark is set

at 2000. There were 650 mem

bers at $2; the average payment

was $6.07.

Increased Duties and reduced

budgets have nearly broken the

backs of many secretaries and

either driven them to their knees

or out of the work with the strain

of this year. A Southern city

writes of a $4,000 cut, but the

directors are drawn closer to the

work and the secretaries learn

to get more from volunteer serv

ice.

W. E. Lougee cannot break

away from his old-time custom

of putting drive and devotion

into everything he has to do. He

is up on his farm in New Hamp

shire; and besides being a farmer

(no amateur, either) he is super

intendent of a Sunday school in

which he has formed a class of

28 men of twenty and over, not

one of whom was a member of a

church. He looked the town over

and found that there was no girls'

class. One was started with 24

young women. Not one of them

had a Bible, and he found the

way of getting dollar Bibles for

them at 25c. each. He has been

approaching man after man with

the call for them to "Line up for

Christ, the church, and the com

munity." One man he told

"There is deacon timber in you,"

was one of the first of twelve to

Join the church (five men and

seven girls). The tone of the

town Is changed. The man who

owned the dance hall has given it

and four acres of land over for

Association use as a Christian

social center in this town-farm

ing center of 1300 people. That's

what one man can do in a com

munity if he takes his religion

along with him. There's no use

talking about decadent towns of

New Hampshire; the trouble is

with men of decadent religion

and dish-rag backbone.

The Century seems to men who

are studying typography the ideal

of printing, especially in the mat

ter of type, tone of paper, and

effect of printing. In the May

number was an interesting sketch

of George W. Perkins in which

the Association Is quoted.

 

WHEN YOU CAN SWIM

IN «. FILTERED LAKE

DRAWN FOR CLEVELAND'S YOUNG

MEN BY DUFF

The Smoking Privilege In the

Titusville building may have been

a means of attracting and hold

ing men; but the evil effect this

man's privilege had upon the

older boys more than offset all

the good It accomplished for

men. Therefore the following no

tice appeared upon the bulletin

board :

After January the 18th there

will be no more smoking In this

building except In the dormitory

rooms.

By order of the Board of Direct

ors.

RESULTS

Thirty days after above notice

was posted in the large smoking

room given to the Boy's Depart

ment:

2—No. of kicks from men (over

21 years).

6—No. of kicks from young se

niors (18 to 20 years).

2—No. of men refusing to Join.

0—No. of men resigning for loss

of smoking privilege.

50—No. of men joining since

privilege was taken away.

The directors voted unanimous

ly in favor of smoking; after sev

en months' trial they voted unan

imously against it.

Few men join the Association

for a place to smoke.

No perceptible decrease in ac

tivities, but a mighty healthy in

crease.—A. O. LUDWIG.

Who Is the Oldest Association

member in America? J. H. Way-

land, of Pasadena, Oil., has Just

taken out his 63d membership

ticket In the Buffalo Association

A man In Fresno, Cal., was a

member with George Williams 63

years ago. Let's find out who Is

the oldest.
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International

Young Men's Christian Association College

Springfield, Mass.

This College offers a three years' course of study for the secre

taryship, the physical directorship, the boys' work directorship and

county secretaryship.

The College has fifteen men on its faculty, a property valued at

$600,000 and and student body numbering 277 young men.

Catalog sent on request.

M00RES V&f BINDERS-SHEETS

 

Are in Use in More than 200,000 Offices

Where Efficiency and Economy are Vital Factors—Anybody

can see at a glance How to Use Them.

The Moore System

of record keeping has attained Its great popularity on account
of its many superior features, and once Installed is never dis

placed.

If Your Present Method

of keeping any of your records Is unsatlsfac

tory, write us as best you can what your
trouble Is, and our expert accounting depart
ment will be glad to work up sketches for an
easy way of handling the matter, as we have
had a great deal of experience In Y. M. C. A.
work. The sketches will be mailed to you Free

and without obligation on your part.

MOORE'S MODERN METHODS

Shows short cuts in Y. M. C. A. office work that save time and
money, and tells you how you can greatly simplify and Increase
the efficiency of your record keeping. No matter how great or
how small your requirements, if you have records to keep sou

need our book—Moore's Modern Methods. We send it Free

Write for it.

JOHN C. MOORE CORPORATION

Manufacturer, of Loom Leaf and Blank Books

Established 1S39 899 Stone Street, Rochester, N. Y.

 

(Bstta Towel)

TOWELS SI Y. M. C. A.

The largest size—the best quality—the lowest price—This it
the "Towel Combination" thst hss made Elder's famous with
Y. M. C. A.'s.

"Eldston" Bath Towels, size 21 V, x 4S in., fire "real"

service, at $3.00 a dozen

Huck Hand Towels are $1.50 a dozen.

(In ordering, be sure to stste style and price desired.)

All Y. it. C. A. needs in Tsble Linen, Napkins, Bed Spresds,
Blankets and Sheets supplied here. Write for ssmples.

THE ELDER & JOHNSTON CO.

M. DAYTON, OHIO

 

 

(Hsnd Towel)

Tlease mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers.
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Secretarial Register

GBNEBAI. SETBETAKIE8

Baker, W. J., to Won. S. C.
Cowden, A. B., Okla. City, to Bloomington, 111.
Freeman, J. P., Stamford, Conn., res.
Genrich, J. H., Mount Pleasant, la., res.
Hall, C. B., Aurora, 111., res.
Htndman. L. B., Gloversvllle, to Elmlra, N. Y.
Howell, D. M., Plttston. to Lnwr.-Br., Pittsburgh.

Kline, J. C, Janesvllle, Wis., res.
Lndwlg. A. O.. Titusville, to New Brighton.
Marwlck, A. K., Piedmont, Ala., res.
Miller, W. D., Wllmerdlng. to Bush Term., B'klyn.
Peake, N. B.. New Decatur, to Knoxville (RR.).
Snyder, A. L-, to Jacksonville, 111.
Vollmer, Fred.. Gallatin, Mo., res.

PnTSIC'AT. DIRECTORS!

Banks. A. C, to nome, N. Y.
Bell, W. W., to Lynn, Mass.
Benton, J. L., Blsbec, Ariz., res.
Bratton. W. J., Trenton, to Passaic, N. J.
Brewer, H. A., Waukegan, to Jacksonville, 111.
Christensen, H. S.. to So. East Br., Minn.
Crowell, G. C. Spray, N. C, res.
Demareat, F. B., Hudson, to No. Tonawauda.
Folmsbee, C. H., Clearfield, to Carbondale, Pa.
Galley, W. D., Plattsburg. N. Y.. to Fostoria, O.
Garrett, L. P., to Louisville, Ky. (Col.).
Gibson. L. U.. to Cincinnati, O. (Col.).
Goodwin, R. J., to Red Wing. Minn.
Graf. J. S., to Indianapolis, Ind.
Hankla, W. B.. St. Louis, to Sednlia, Mo.
Hard, C. C. New Orleans, to Galveston, Tex.
Horton, C. E., Jr., Michigan City, Ind., res.
Jones, A. D.. Adrian, Mich., res.
La Rose, L. F.. Quincy. Mass.. res.
Lee, 11. R., I*aCrosse, Wis., res.
Macqueen. James, Owen Sound, Ont., res.
Merriam. C. II.. Melrose, Mass., res.
Moeslnger, C. J., Passaic, N. J., res.
Mun, R. C, Sherman, to Corsicana. Tex.
Pearson, O. L., West End, Toronto, to St. Thomas

(RR.).
Pettyjohn, T. R.. Louisville. Ky. (Col.), res.
Prindle, A. B., Beatrice. Neb., to Pueblo, Colo.
Rother. W. J., Kankakee. 111., reB.
Stinson, J. A.. Kokomo. Ind., res.
Youmnns. R. W., Brantford, to Ft. William, Ont.
Zelgler, H. W., Susquehanna, Pa. (RR.). res.

DOTS' WORK

Alderson, O. A., Bloomington. to Quincy. III.
Anderson, C. E., to Grand Island. Neb. (RR.).
Ball. II. T.. Cheshire County, to Manchester, N. H.
Brown. A. F., Maiden. Mass.. res.
Carter. L. R., Pocatcllo. Idnho. to Bisbee, Ariz.
Crnlc. 11. M.. Rock Islnnd, III., res.
Drury. P. F., Sprlnntielo], Mo., res.
Garran. C. E.. Somerville, to Maiden, Mass.
Kerr, J. Y., Kansas City. Mo., res.
Mclntyre, D. R-, Nashua. N. H.. res.
McKellor, F. J., Vancouver, B. C. res.
McKeracher. H. A., London, to St. Thomas (RR.).
Mathls, P. J.. Knoxville. Tenn., res.'
Shepherd. C. M., Lynchburg, to Bnyonne, N. J.
Wolf. J. A., to Union Br., New York.

DEPARTMENT SECRETARIES

Chnlllcp. W. R.. Yaiifc-han St. Br.. Winnipeg (Ed.), res.
Paine, W. S.. Hartford. Conn. (Ed.), res.
Stler. W. R. F.. East Side. New York (Ed.), res.
Stuart, II. F.. to Hartford. Cnnn. (Ed.).

INTERNATIONAL SECRETARIES
Legate, R. H. (Student), res.
Morgan, W. H.. to Student.
Ycrgan. Mnx, to Colored.

Convention Calendar

CONVENTIONS

International, Cleveland. O., May 25-29, 1916.

RCMMEU SCHOOLS AND INSTITUTES

Blue Ridge. N. C. (Student), July 1-21.
Lake Geneva, Wis., July- 1-31.
Blue Ridge. N. C. July 7-21.
Harpers Ferry. Va. (Colored). July 3-22.
Lake Geneva (Boys' Work), July 14-21.
Asllomnr. Cal.. July 20-Aug. 3.
I^ike Cou. Iilcliing. Ont., July 27-Aug. 1.1.
Estes Park. Colo., July 28-Aug. 11.
Sliver Bay. N. Y.. July 30-Aug. 28.

A Thing or Two to Do in July

Fortunately July is an exceptionally good
month to do some overhauling In our buildings
and plans, which cannot be done as well at any
other time. In addition to the usual summer

house cleaning, I would recommend that special

attention this month be given to the heating

department.

In most of the buildings, which the writer has

visited, he found excessive waste In the furnace.
Flues covered with soot, where cast Iron boilers
are used, boilers lined with scale in the case of

tubular steam boilers, both of which cause an
enormous waste of fuel. The Associations are
In many cases, being Justly criticised for this

unnecessary waste.

This Is a good time to have the plumbing and,
in fact, all the piping of the building put in or
der. Leaking radiators spoil floors and ceilings,
and are a needles annoyance to the occupants
of the building. Frequently a leaking valve

about the steam plant has caused rust and rapid
decay, which could be avoided by a few mo

ments' work with wrench or pliers.

The grates of our boilers or furnaces should
be carefully examined to find that they are not

warped or clogged. It Is worth while In many
cases to consult an engineer of experience at
to whether a saving could be made by cutting
down the area of these grates. Also, as to
whether It may not be a good Investment to
discar d the old boiler entirely, and put In one of
modern make, which might pay for Itself In full

In a year or two.

Do not forget to look over the roofs.

A good many of us will be attempting to get
a vacation during this month, and this affords

a fine opportunity to sit down and quietly think
over each department of our work. Having
sheets of paper with suitable headings, we can
at such a time Jot down possible Improvements
to increase the efficiency and decrease the ex
pense of the various features of our Associa
tions. This will all help to put us In working
shape for the Fall work, and make for larger

results the coming season.

W. H. DAY, Albuquerque, N. M.

For a Lake George summer home, a splendid lot
of 11-5 acres, 135' lake front, with shade, outlook,
springs; price, $E0O. Apply to C. L. Gates, Sliver

Bay. N. Y.

ISAAC PITMAN SHORTHAND

THE BEST SYSTEM

"I wish to state that while I am familiar, sod have be"
teaching five different Pltmanlc systems, also one of ™*
light-line systems, I consider the Isaac Pitman 8ystero tne

beat in existence."—F. R. Bevarau, Teacher of If'
Pitmnn'e Shorthand, West Bite Y. M. O. A.. New fort.

Write for a free copy of the "Shorthand Teacher."

ISAAC PITMAN & SONS, 2 West 45th Street, New T»rl

Nnrthdeld. Moss.
Lumsdcn Beach.

S I I PKNT CONFERENCES

June 25 July 4.
Cnnniln, July it 1(1.

WANTED—A General Secretary for

Pittston, Pa., by July i or Aug. I. Ap

plicants will state full qualifications and

furnish references. Salary about $1200.00

with $100 annual increase for 3 years to

one who makes good. G. B. Thompson,

Chairman Executive Committee.
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The Price of Progress

THE Panama Canal stands as one

of the most marvelous achieve

ments of the age. Into its construc

tion went not only the highest engi

neering skill, but the best business

brains of the nation, backed by

hundreds of millions of dollars.

Suppose conditions not to be fore

seen made it necessary to replace the

present canal with a new and larger

waterway of the sea-level type, to be

built in the next ten years.

Also suppose that this new canal

would be the means of a great saving

in time and money to the canal-using

public, because of the rapid progress

in canal engineering.

This sounds improbable; yet it

illustrates exactly what has happened

in the development of the telephone,

and what certainly will happen again.

Increasing demands upon the

telephone system, calling for more

extended and better service, forced

removal of every part of the plant

not equal to these demands. Switch

boards, cables, wires and the telephone

instrument itself were changed time

and again, as fast as the advancing art

of the telephone could improve them.

It was practical to do all this because

it greatly increased the capacity of the

plant, reduced service rates and added

subscribers by the hundred thousand.

In ten years, the telephone plant of

the Bell System has been rebuilt and

renewed, piece by piece, at an expense

exceeding the cost of the Canal.

Thus the Bell System is kept at the

highest point of efficiency, always

apace with the telephone requirements

of the public. And the usefulness of

the telephone has been extended to

lllli

all the people.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company

And Associated Companies

One Policy One System Universal Service

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers. 25
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With the Management

PROMOTION:

The following Is a copy of the post card
sent out by the Honolulu Association to their
subscribers to ASSOCIATION MEN. They re
cently sent In 273 new subscriptions:

It's Here!

Your Haroh issue of ASSOCIATIOH

MKN has arrived.'

Have you looked at the piotures?

Have you read "Put Down My

Name, on page 890?

And did you read "Sod in the- Gym"

by Rldgway , the big hardware

on page 296?

The first 20 pages of that March

issue have a ring and a punch

in them that is good to get.

The next issue will be a "Thrift"

issue, and you will receive

it by April 10th. ffatoh for it.

General Secretary.

P.S. Sid you sample Bull's notes,

on page 334?

This Is one of the ways to promote an In
telligent reading of the magazine and show the
scope of Its usefulness. This will be sugges
tive to many Associations In this country.
Springfield, O., Is another progressive Associa
tion that uses a similar method.

WIDENING THE SPHERE. Through State
Secretary Stacy, the Indiana Reformatory Is
now subscribing for copies of ASSOCIATION

MEN for their library. Copies are also going
to Sing Sing. Are there not prisons and re
formatories In your section of the country where
ASSOCIATION MEN would prove helpful to the
Inmates?

APRIL ISSUE. Owing to the cancellation of
a large advance order, there are a number of

copies of the April "THRIFT" Issue available
at the usual price.

 

The picture shows the clock in ASSO
CIATION MEN campaign at St. Paul, at which
they secured over 200 subscriptions. If "
should desire to conduct such a campaign, i

upon us for any co-operation.

APPRECIATION. John Timothy Stone
writes: "ASSOCIATION MEN Impresses Its
readers because It Is practical, precise, positive
and pointed. It records live questions, real con

ditions and actual accomplishments. The man
who runs can read It, and if one cannot do
more than glance through its Illustrations, It Is
worth while. There Is a note of optimism in
this magazine which makes a man's step firmer

and his heart happier."

CO-OPERATION. J. A. Stelner, Secretary

at Belolt, Wis., In patronizing ASSOCIATION
MEN advertisers In the equipping of his new
building, writes that he has already ordered
from sixteen of them. This Is following the
lead of the majority of our men throughout the

country,

ASSOCIATION MEN Is better all the time.

Judicious distribution of a special order of the
May number got the attention of a number

of camping enthusiasts that never heard of us
before. The cover made them listen. So the

New Castle, Pa., secretary writes.

NEW ADVERTISERS:
We welcome to our pages the following new

advertisers:

BERGER MFG. CO., Canton, O., Steel

Lockers.

HYGIENIC PRODUCTS CO., Canton, O., Dis

infectant.

UTICA STEAM & MOHAWK VALLEY COT

TON MILLS, Utlca, New York, Sheets and Pil

low Cases.

 

The Decker Co.

Eat. KM

62 Cooper Square, New York City

Manufacturers of Billiard and Pocket Tables,

Bowling Alleys, Bagatelle Tables, Shuffle Boards,

etc., of high class.

Proprietors of the new Decker Patemt Combi

nation for Billiard aad Pocket Tables.

All Billiard and Bowling Supplies constantly on

hand.

Proprietors of the DECKER CORDED-EDGE

Billiard "



 

WHERE LIFE PURPOSES ARE FORMED

Around the Evening Campfire in One of

The Three Hundred Association Camps

AUGUST, 1915



Raising the Standard

OF THE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

The success of the Educational Departments of the

Young Men's Christian Associations of North America

is being measured—and rightly so—by the ability and

success of the students enrolled.

Accountancy and Business Administration appeal especially

to the young man with energy and brains who is determined to

make a place for himself in the community—

—the very type of young man to whom the Association can be

of greatest actual service—

—the very type of young man who is capable of bringing with

him to Association influence the young men of his

acquaintance—

—the very type of young man who will develop into a staunch

friend and supporter of Association work.

The Pace Organization calls your attention to its Special Resident

School Courses in Accounting, Business Administration, and English,

which are available for installation in Educational Departments and in

Schools—now is a favorable time. The building of a full program of

professional education for Business and for Accountancy is possible by

installing these courses, one at a time.

Details will be cheerfully furnished in regard to the various Account

ancy and Business Administration courses offered. The bulletins and the

publicity documents are unique—several of the latter are used in the

public schools as models of English. "Your Personal Overtime" has

been reprinted by Associations and by business organizations all over the

world—it is unequalled as a medium to arouse educational interest.

 

PACE & PACE

Pace Standardized Courses in Accountancy, Business Administration,

and English, in Residence and by Extension

30 CHURCH STREET, NEW YORK
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The United States Life

Insurance Company

277 Broadway New York Clly

Was organized and commenced business in 1850

JOHN P. MUNN, M.D., President

Its policies contain the standard provisions prescribed by the

various State Legislatures and have liberal CASH, LOAN and

SURRENDER VALUES.

The plans adopted by the Company are unsurpassed in clearness

and fairness; and the LOW PREMIUM RATES effect a great

and continuous SAVING to its policy holders.

NO ESTIMATES—nothing left to chance or change.

EVERYTHING GUARANTEED IN PLAIN FIGURES.

NON-PARTICIPATING INSURANCE

The Best Insurance for Business Men!

Agents will find our policies most satisfactory to their patrons, easily placed

and sure to renew. We offer desirable contracts to active men.

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers.
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Y. M. C. A. Building, Little Rock, Ark.

Hy-tex Nos. 503 and.504 Gibb and Sanders. Architects

WE leave to you how much Hy-tex has helped in the appearance of

this building. For facing the first story and the cornices, Hy-tex

No. 504 was used; the lighter brick is Hy-tex No. 503. The harmony in

the related color tones is most pleasing.

Hy-tex

The Standard of Quality in Brick.

This use of two shades is only the slightest hint of the range of choice

afforded by Hy-tex. We have yet to mention in these pages the special

Hy-tex for Y. M. C. A. interior use, as well as Hy-namel for swimming

pools.

Among the 300 and more different kinds of Hy-tex Brick, there is at

least one for some use in every Y. M. C. A. building. Please ask us to

prove this assertion as it applies to your building.

HYDRAULIC-PRESS BRICK COMPANY

SAINT LOUIS

Branch Offices and Exhibit Rooms: Baltimore, Chicago, Cleveland,

Davenport, Dubois, Pa., Indianapolis, Kansas City, Minneapolis,

New York City, Omaha, Philadelphia, Toledo, Washington, D. C.

Somewhere in the Hy-tex Line There is Just the Brick You Want.

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers.
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Living On the Upper Plane

By JAMES A. FRANCIS, Conference Pastor, to Employed Officers

I AM going to ask

you to imagine an

upper room; eleven

men are reclining on

couches around a

table; the Master is

talking with them,

and presently He

says something that

fairly stuns them :

He says, "I am going

to leave you, and

where I am going,

you cannot come at present." It was the

last thing they ever expected Him to say

and was the last thing they ever wanted

Him to say.

I would like to have a picture of the faces

of those eleven men about a minute after

Jesus said that. And as He looks into their

sorrowful, surprised, dazed countenances,

He says, "Let not your heart be troubled."

Now almost everybody who reads that thinks

the Lord is talking about trouble in general.

He is not talking about anything of the kind,

He is talking about the trouble into which

these men are just now plunged by the an

nouncement that He is going to leave them.

Thomas couldn't stand it another minute,

and he broke out and said, "Master, we don't

know where you are going, and how can we

know the way?" And then Jesus told them.

He said, "I am going to the Father, and,

Thomas, if you want to know the way, I am

the Way, and there is no other way. No one

will come to the Father except through Me.

And I am not only the way to the Father,

but I am the Truth about the Father, and I

am the very life of the Father manifested

unto men. Now if you had known Me as

you ought to have known Me, you would

have known My Father also, and from this

time onward you all know Him, you have

all seen Him." And when He got that far,

Philip broke out and asked of Jesus Christ

the greatest question ever asked while He

was in this world, and not only so, he asked

the greatest question that was ever asked

by man. Philip said, "Lord, show us the

Father, and it sufflceth us." That is the

greatest question that was ever asked in

this world, or ever will be: "Show me what

God is really like; show us the Father, and

we will be satisfied."

And Jesus made His immortal answer (I

don't like to say that one word of Christ

weighs more than another, but if there is

any word that seems to me to be of incon

ceivable weight and value, it is when Jesus

answered that question of Philip's, and

Jesus' answer was this), "Have I been all

this time with you, and yet hast thou not

known Me? Why, Philip, He that hath

seen Me hath seen the Father." Jesus

Christ then is God brought down where you

can get a good look at Him. Jesus Christ

is God translated into the language of

humanity and into common human life;

Jesus Christ is God stepping out from be

hind the curtain of the unseen upon the

stage of time and showing Himself to men

that they may love Him and trust Him and

be saved.

I am done looking for proof texts of the

deity of Christ; the deity of Christ does not

rest upon a few isolated proof texts; it is

plowed into every page of the New Testa

ment from start to finish, and it is assumed

and taken for granted in a hundred places

in the words of Christ Himself.

Who is this that stands in the midst of

the disciples and says, "He that hath seen

Me hath seen the Father"? Who is this

that says, "You will never need to ask an

other question about God, just look at Me,

study Me, understand Me, believe in Me,

come close to Me, enter into fellowship with

Me, and in finding Me, you have found the

whole of God"?

If I mistake not, our Lord comes about

as near giving us the secret as to how He

lived His life as anywhere in the New

Testament, in two verses which are just

the same as if the Lord said, "Now I am

the manifestation of the Father, now I am

going to tell you how I have lived this life

among men. You have seen the outside of

my life and you have beheld with wonder;

661
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now I am going to take you on the inside

and show you the Messiah; just how I have

lived this life which is the standard of mani

festation for all time." This is what He

says, "Believest thou not that I am in the

Father and the Father in me? The words

that I speak unto you I speak not of myself :

but the Father that dwelleth in me, he doeth

the works. Believe me that I am in the

Father, and the Father in me: or else be

lieve me for the very works' sake."

Now what has our Lord said? Virtually

this, "My disciples, this is how I have lived

this life of mine. I have lived a life of

fellowship with and absolute dependence

upon the Father. I had a kind of contract

of Divine grace with the Father. That con

tract was this, 'My Son, believe Me for

everything and I will never fail you,' and as

I have lived my life among men, every

breath has been a prayer, my ear has always

been toward the Father, my heart has al

ways been with the Father, I have never

looked anywhere for anything except to My

Father. Satan offered Me all the kingdoms

of this world, I would not have them from

his hands at any price. I have lived a life

of absolute dependence as a self-emptied

man ; at the entrance of every duty, every

task, facing every temptation, for grace, for

strength, for power, for wisdom, I looked

straight into the face of the Father and I

lived by this simple contract of Divine

grace; Trust Me for everything and I will

never fail you, and as I have thus looked

up to the Father, my Father has responded

to my faith, filling Me with Himself mo

ment by moment, so that when I open my

mouth to speak, God spoke through Me and

when I stretched out My hand for work, God

worked through Me." That is the secret of

what you have been seeing and hearing for

the last three years.

These verses come the nearest to being the

interpretation of the inner life of Jesus Him

self of any verses in the whole New Testa

ment. I don't belong to that class of men

who talk glibly about the psychology of

Jesus, who believe they can paw around into

the soul of Jesus—I have no measure great

enough to measure the soul of Jesus Christ.

I am thinking this moment about some words

that were written once of Napoleon. You

remember he died in St. Helena. Someone

started the story that he had asked to be

buried in the ocean. I don't believe he ever

made the request, but there was a poet who

wrote the following words upon it:

"Bury me deep in the boundless sea,

Let my heart have a limitless Rrave,

For my spirit In life was as fierce and free

As the course of the tempest's wave,

As far as the reach to grapple control.

With the depths of my limitless mind;

And the ebbs and flows of my single soul

Were tides to the rest of mankind."

These last two lines are an enormous

exaggeration when applied to Napoleon :

they are the sober truth when applied to

Jesus Christ:

"The ebbs and flows of His single soul

Are tides to the rest of mankind."

Believing as I do that the soul of Jesus

Christ is greater than the combined soul of

the whole human race, I have no measure

with which to measure the soul of Jesus;

the only authority we have on the inner life

of Christ is Christ Himself. And the

peculiar value of these two verses is that

our Lord Jesus Christ opens His heart and

tells us how He lived His life. Here it is,

"Believest thou not that I am in the Father,

and the Father in me? the words that I

speak I speak not from myself, but the

Father which dwelleth in Me, He doeth the

works. Believe me that I am in the Father,

and the Father in me ; or else believe me for

the very works' sake."

I would like to have a picture of the faces

of these eleven men just about now, the look

of astonished wonder; I see them look at the

Master, and then look up, and then look back

at the Master and then look up, and I hear

one of them saying under his breath some

thing like this: "Is that it? Oh, I under

stand now why He used to leave us some

times in the evening and go up on the moun

tain top and spend the whole night in

prayer, and then come back in the morning

with a look on His face that nobody could

ever describe. I understand now why He

had that strange absent look. He was listen

ing to the music of another sphere, He was

in fellowship with the Father! Then that

is the secret of the marvelous life we have

lived so close to during these recent months."

Now while the disciples are looking at

Jesus and looking up and their minds are

full of just one thing, the relation between

Jesus and the Father, how He lived His life,

the secret behind this marvelous life, the

relation between the Son on earth and the

Father in heaven, suddenly Jesus turned

upon them and said, "And verily, verily, I

say unto you, He that believeth on me, it will

be the same way with him as with Me, the

works that I do shall he do also." It is just

the Master's way of saying, "My disciples,

before I go away, I am going to make the

same kind of contract with you which My

Father made with Me. I am going up

yonder to be with My Father and you are

going to trust Me for everything just as I

trusted the Father. You are going to make
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A Boy's Prayer— By Dr. Rauschenbusch

OUR FATHER, we thank Thee for this day, for its work and its pleasures, for the

zest of our youth and the joy of living. May no mean word or foul act cloud our

satisfaction or humble our pride when this day is done.

Grant that we may do our day's work with a willing heart, looking forward to the

larger tasks of our life in the days to come, and may we go to meet the future years with

a trained body and mind, well able to do a man's work.

May no idleness or love of easy ways, no hidden vice or flaw of character weaken

our youth, lest when we strain to run the race of life, we be forced to drop out before

the goal is reached.

Make us loyal to our friends, our team-mates, our school and our teachers, and

lovingly loyal to our parents and the dear folks at home. Save us from bringing to

shame the hope and pride with which they think of us.

Give us a brave heart to say what is true and do what is right, even to our own hurt,

following in the footsteps of the great Captain of our life, Jesus Christ, in whose name

we make our prayer. Amen.

me your all in all as I made the Father my

all-in-all and as the Father responded to my

expectant faith and filled me and worked

through me, I will respond to your faith and

fill you and speak through you and work

through you." And that has been the secret

of all the spiritual power that the Christian

Church has had from that day to this. That

is how the Christian life is lived.

I think I hear someone say, "But there is

just one broken link in your logic. Jesus

looked up to the Father with a perfect faith

that never waned, and we look up to the

Lord Jesus with a faith that is never

perfect and far from being constant." I

know that—but when did the Lord Jesus

Christ ever say that faith had to be full-

grown and perfect before He would honor

it? Did He not say, that "if you had faith

as a grain of mustard seed, it would do the

business"?

What does it mean to believe in Jesus

Christ? Surely, I don't need to say, that

it never means subscribing to a creed. I

have nothing to say against creeds, every

intelligent man has a creed; a creed is

something you believe systematized in in

telligent form, and the more intelligent a

man is, the more he has a creed; but be

lieving in Jesus Christ is never a creed;

it is trusting a Person, as Jesus says, "He

that believeth on ME." It is as if the Mas

ter came to each one of us and said, "If

you will believe that I can do it, if you will

believe that I will do it, if you will abandon

yourself to me and let me do it and trust

me to do it, I will enable you to live my

kind of a life, that is to say, I will so live

in you by My Spirit, that your disposition

and temper and character will be remolded

and transfigured from within by the power

of Divine grace that you will be made over

more and more into My image.

This world is not suffering to-day for

people who can work miracles. Many

people think that the supreme mark of

spirituality is to be able to do some kind

of a stunt that was never done before.

The supreme mark of spirituality is to

have the disposition of Jesus, and the great

need of the world to-day is a great company

of people that will so live to-day that they

will remind people of the Lord Jesus Christ.

The Lord Jesus Christ can give to the

life that expects Him to do it a certain

flavor, a certain quality of life that cannot

be obtained any other way and that quality,

elusive, hard to define, impossible of analy

sis, utterly baffling description, that quality

of life which Christ imparts to the soul is

the mightiest asset in the kingdom. That is

the thing that makes the difference between

the high saint and the low sinner, and that

is what enables one to do what the thous

ands cannot do, it is because of the quality

of life imparted by Jesus Christ. You can

go to hear a thousand singers and they all

sing well, but presently there comes upon

the stage one who has a quality of voice

and a range of tone that you never heard

before and you will remember it as long as

you live. Why? She did not sing more,

she did not sing longer, she did not sing

anything different, she used the same words

as the other singers, but there is a quality

there that lifted her clear into a class by

herself.

The supreme need of the Christian

Church is Christ's quality and flavor of life,

and that is what He is promising us.
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Get Acquainted With Your Boy

Johnson, King of Pitchers, Says

By PAGE McK. ETCHISON, Washington, D. C.

 

N THE days of

Lold when word

went out that a mes

senger was coming

with "a message

from the King,"

there was much ex

citement and people

gathered hop

ing to catch a

glimpse of the

man who car

ried a mes

sage from the

King. As a

rule it wasn't

the message itself that

created the excitement, but

the personage from whom

it came; I bring an im

portant message to every

father and to every son,

given me by the "King of

Pitchers." For the bene

fit of those who may be too

busy with other things to

follow our "National

Game", let me say that we

mean "Christy" Mathew-

son when we speak of the "Old Master" and

we mean Walter Johnson when we speak of

the "King of Pitchers"—often called "The

Speed-King," "Walter Smoke-ball John

son," "The Kansas Cyclone," "The Big

Scythe," and while his real name is Walter

Perry Johnson, for many reasons we like

him best as the "King of Pitchers."

I strolled out to the Washington Base

Ball Park one day; the "Nationals" were

indulging in batting practice; just as I

stepped into the park "The King" hit one

a mile. He sure can hit 'em a long distance.

When he comes to the bat in a game, the

opposing fielders usually back up against

the fence. But his hitting is a small matter

compared to his pitching. "Ty" Cobb says

he feels real lucky when he can foul one

off "The King," now you know that is a

large compliment. I walked over and said

"Mr. Johnson, that was some wallop." (that

was also the first time I had ever called

"Walter," "Mr. Johnson.") He only smiled.

You know he is a mighty modest chap. Its

almost impossible to get him to tell you any

thing about himself ; he has made many

baseball records and I know he will make

many more, everybody likes him, even those

fellows who can't even touch him. But he

is very reticent and it began to look to me

like a one-sided conversation; but I said

something about being from the Y. M. C. A.

and that I was interested in boys and—then

I knew I had struck the right chord, then

it was that "The King" began to dig a hole

in the ground with his bat and to confide in

me how much he liked all those boys who

cheered him from the grandstands and who

read about him, and who envied him and

who wanted to be just like him.

"A father should be his son's pal," he

said, "he should feel it his highest duty to

know his son's friends and to be a comrade

to them and take an active interest in their

work and play. Too many boys are afraid

of their fathers and so miss one of the finest

relationships in the world." For which, I

put in, the father is usually to blame.

"From the time a boy is eight years old

until he is twenty, he needs the constant

care and attention of his parents. This is

especially true when a boy is twelve or

fourteen years of age, that is the most

dangerous period of a boy's life, it is then

he forms good or bad habits that will have

a bearing on his whole future. Everything

depends on the kind of friends he has at this

time. If he is allowed to run with a crowd

of boys who think its big to roll cigarettes

and use liquor, it is ten chances to one that

he will form the habit, because a boy of that

age is easily influenced and does not real

ize the serious consequences."

"Fathers should get acquainted with their

boys and gain their confidence and set them

the right kind of examples. The boy's

home life should be made pleasant and he

should be made feel that his friends were

always welcome there."

"In my experience as a ball player, I

have seen many sad examples of young

men who ruined their lives by smoking and

drinking. If boys would realize that abso

lutely everything depends upon their physi

cal condition, surely they would hesitate a

long time before they would form the habits,

that are sure to ruin them both mentally

and physically. There are unlimited op

portunities in the world for clean, manly

boys and it is up to the boys themselves to

see that they make good; they owe it to

themselves and to their parents and there is

no better way of starting than by taking a

firm stand against smoking and drinking."

We like our clean man Johnson.
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gether and cheered for China, and it mat

tered not whether an athlete was from

north, south, east or west, so long as he had

the five-barred ribbon on they cheered him.

"THE SPLENDID SIGHT OF 500 STURDY MARCHING CHINESE ATHLETES"

100,000 People at the Far Eastern Championship Games

By J. H. CROCKER, National Physical Director, China

PHYSICAL education has gripped all

China. The first Far Eastern champion

ship games in Shanghai drew an attendance

of over 100,000 people. The games were a

revelation of the development of the

new athletic spirit and national pa

triotism. Never in the history of the

country has there been anything like

it. For the first time men from the

north, south, east and west stood to-

china's

boy"

SCOUTS

TRAINED

BY

ASSOCIATION

LEADERS
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BEFORE
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GRANDSTAND

 

DR. WU

TING

FANG

AND
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BOY
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(UPPER)

FIRE-

MAKING

TEST

(LOWER)

Dr. Brown, physical director at Ma

nila and originator of the F. E. A.

games, said this beat all the enthusi

asm he had ever experienced in his

life, even at American college football

games. We are simply swamped now

with opportunities to serve China along

lines of physical education. The people

went back to their homes filled with



 

CHINESE MEN LOOK LIKE REAL ATHLETESCHINA LEADS IN FIRST HALF MILE LAP

Japanese six inches behind at finish

enthusiasm about athletics and physical edu

cation generally.

At Tientsin baseball had not been pushed

very hard. Several men from the Tientsin

schools went to Shanghai and saw the ex

cellent baseball which Hawaiian, Chinese,

Filipinos and Americans played. As a re

sult four government schools of Tientsin

applied to the local Association for help in

learning to play the "new game."

It is well said that "the way the straw

bends indicates the way the wind is blow

ing." So when you see servants in China

out in the back yard practising with a big

stone putting the shot there is no language

that can spell the feeling this gives us, and

what it means. Boys in the street jump

over anything, and the spirit of racing

seems to be in the blood everywhere. This

I think marks the success of our games.

In the pentathlon the husky Chinese won

the first and second places and the Filipinos

third. The Philippines won the track and

field meet, proving superior in the sprints.

Japan was first and China second and third

in the fifteen-mile bicycle race. In the mod

ified Marathon (eight miles) Japan was

Their Records Show Great Performance

first, China second, and Japan third. The

first half of this race was run across coun

try and the last half around the track. The

baseball was won by the Philippines in two

straight games from China. In basket ball

China won the first game (20 to 18), the

Philippines the next two. China won the

Olympiad in swimming and two straight

games in volley ball. Japan was first in

tennis. In the first game of football the

score was: China 1, Philippines 0; second,

China 0, Philippines 0; China 1, Philip

pines 1.

The attendance was enormous, running

from 15,000 to 20,000 a day, without charge

except for seats. The opening day was im

pressive. Over 500 athletes in uniform

made a striking picture as they advanced

shoulder to shoulder across the field. A dec

ade ago athletics had no place in the Far

East. Dr. Wu Ting Fang is president of

the F. E. A., and with him in the official

stand were many eminent Chinese and

American officials. The athletes paraded

past the stand saluting the officials with

their flags as they went by. The next games

will probably go to Japan in 1917.

 

THE GREAT PHILIPPINE RELAY TEAM

It Won the 100 and 200-yd. Sprints

THE JAPANESE RELAY TEAM

No. 2 is Taku, Marathon Winner
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HOLIDAYS ABE THICK IN RIO, SO THE OUTING CLUB FLOURISHES

SanityandSanctityMarktheSouthAmericanAssociations

By REV. GEORGE R. VAN DE WATER, D. D.,

Rector St. Andrew's Protestant Episcopal Church, New York City.

SANITY is as much needed as sanctity in

presenting Jesus Christ to South Ameri

cans, and among the young men whom I

met representing the Young Men's Christian

Associations either in Brazil, Uruguay or

Argentina, I am glad to say that sanity

seemed a marked and commendable charac

teristic.

While sojourning along the eastern coast

of South America two years ago, I was in

terested in and impressed by the work of

the Young Men's Christian Associations.

For many years I have had either active

membership in or frequent facilities for

knowing the work of this great, world-wide

and beneficent organization. Prejudice in

most instances is the growth of ignorance.

Wherever I have encountered prejudice

against this notable Christian agency for

human beneficence and spiritual good, I

have looked for ignorance as its cause, and

invariably found it. It counts nothing

whatever against the spiritual influence of

the Association, for example, to state what

is undoubtedly true that a great part of the

work is distinctly educational, hygienic and

social. He who said He would if lifted up,

draw all men unto Him, said also I am

among you as one that doth serve. The

churches are beginning to see that social

service is a very important part of their

work in a community. Much as we exalt

the salvation of souls, common sense dic

tates provision for bodies as a desirable

way for the coveted attainment.

On my way to the Southland, I had the

pleasure of meeting Mr. Myron A. Clark,

who had been with his interesting family

on a vacation visiting our country. I was

quite prepared upon landing at Rio de

Janeiro to witness his unusual welcome by

some twenty fine-looking and evidently rep

resentative young Brazilians who as soon as

our ship was anchored in the stream, came

aboard to greet him. Afterward I learned

that they had prepared a new home and

had it all lighted, furnished and ready for

the immediate occupancy of Mr. Clark and

his family.

I spent in all more than a month in Rio

and visited the rooms of the Association on

several occasions. Better even than this,

for the attainment of accurate knowledge,

1 heard from the then Dr. Brown, one of

our missionaries in Brazil, the man who has

translated into the Portuguese language the

Bible in both testaments and the Book of

Common Prayer, now the Coadjutor Bishop

of Virginia, most favorable opinions of the

worth and work of the Association. Dr.

Brown frequently had Bible classes, and

gave other talks there to young Brazilians

who were invariably attentive, courteous,

deeply interested to know about Christian

ity in unperverted form, even when not

wholly ready to embrace it. My most 'cas

ual visits, together with talks among men,

also conversations with business men, the

consul, and our ambassador, all confirmed

me in my favorable opinion of this work.

My visits to the Association in Monte

video were of similar nature to those in

Rio. They were engaged there in an effort

to raise funds for proper equipment and

seemed greatly encouraged by their suc

cess. At Buenos Aires I was fortunate

enough to be there at the time of the dedi

cation of their new building. It is a beauty,

very favorably situated, admirable in all its

appointments, and very liberally patronized
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THE VOLLEY BALL GAMES IN CHINA WITNESSED BY 5000 PEOPLE

by all sorts and conditions of men. Stu

dents from the university and young fellows

of the city are found there in large num

bers, attending linguistic classes and using

the library, reading rooms and gymnasium.

I observed also sailors of all nations who

were there in numbers and felt at home.

Again, at Sao Paulo, I heard very favor

ably of the Association work from the Eng

lish minister. I recall his enthusiastic ap

preciation of the work of the Association

among young men of that most cultured

city of Brazil.

So far as religious work in South Amer

ica is concerned, it needs to be understood to

be appreciated. Merely to live acceptable

Christian lives is missionary work down

there. Any agency that elicits their inter

est, and gains their confidence, is certain

after a time to win their souls.

The Janitor Janeralizes

By ALBERT M. CHESLEY, Pennsylvania

< <TT7'ALL, MA, now they got a new one,"

VV remarked the janitor to his wife as

he wiped his face on the roller towel, and

prepared to sit down to supper in the

kitchen. "Yup," he continued, "city wide

wuk 'touchin' all the boys and men of the

community as the readin' sez that I seen on

Mr. Bizzy's desk."

"Lan' sakes, Mister! they ain't goin' to

try and get 'em all in the buildin' at once

are they?" queried Mrs. Janitor.

"No, nuthin' like that. In this here new

scheme, they don't never come near the

buildin'. Mr. Bizzy told me all about it, or

he was tellin' me when Miss Meggs in-

trupted him, bringin' in Reddy, him we

ketched swipin' stuff in the locker room."

"Pore Miss Meggs," said Mrs. Janitor,

"that boy needs a father."

"That's jus' what she tole Mr. Bizzy. It

was a awkward time for her to come in,

tho'. He hed a meetin' with the soshiated

charity at ten o'clock. I seen thru' the

door she was cryin' and talkin' and Mr.

Bizzy was wriglin' in his chair wonderin'

how he could fix it up quick and git out. He

fixed up 'nother time to meet 'em, and then

beat it. That woman's cryin' kinder got

my goat a little bit, cos I do think Miss

Meggs is a good woman and anyway it

don't make no difference whether she is or

not, she and Reddy was in trouble. So I

stepped up as they was comin' out and I

sez 'Miss Meggs,' I sez, 'I'm sorry about

what Gawge done an' I want to say that I

don't think he jus' realized the serousness

of what it means, or he wouldn't a done it.

I ain't never had no trouble with Gawge'

(I didn't call him Reddy 'fore her), sez I.

Well, she wanted to talk to some one, so

she set agin, and then for a half an hour I

gut what Bizzy'd a gut if he'd stayed.

After she'd talked out, I ast if I couldn't

have a talk with Reddy after she went. She

seen I meant all right, tole him to stay and

she ducked."

There was a pause, the only audible evi

dence of life being the soup and lip exercise

of Pa.

"What'd you say to him, Pa?"

Mr. Janitor stopped souping with his chin

nearly in the dish, raised his eyes but not

his head.

"I tole him, Ma, jus' what I tole Charlie

when he come home with the booze smell on

him." Mr. Janitor's story of how he had

nearly broken his own mother's heart in hi?

youth Ma knew. It needed no repeating.
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"How'd he take it?"

"He broke up an' we prayed about it. I

don't think they'll be no more trouble. He's

goin' to make everythin' right an tell Mr.

Bizzy an his Ma that he's goin' to go

straight."

"That's fine. Tell me 'bout that big

meetin' of all the men and boys in town."

"What? Oh, the city-wide move. Tain't

a meetin'. The idea's this, 'cordin' to the

article and Mr. Bizzy. The soshiashun is

'sponsible for every boy an' man in town.

They can't all come to the buildin', so we go

hunt 'em out an' help 'em."

"We! Who, you? Mr. Bizzy? Who's

goin?"

"Hush, don' git excited. I dunno' who's

goin'—I'm jus' tellin' yer the idee." Here

Mr. Janitor scratched his head meditatively.

"Gosh, it does seem kinder impossible. Take

this mawnin', that was sorter onsystematic

az yer might say. Mr. Bizzy was doin' the

soshiated charity work, me doin' Mr. Bizzy's

wuk with Reddy and nobody doin' my wuk.

Ez the boys sez, 'It's all wrong Mabel!' "

"Well Pa, do you realize that you ain't

told me yet what this new thing is?"

"For the love o' fixin' lockers, how many

times? Well now, listen—keep yer eye right

on my shinin' orb and don' move. They's

the Rot Iron Sink Company that employs

six hundred men, ain't they?"

"Yes."

"And the Too-ra-loo Print wuks thet hez

400 men, and the La-de-da Hose Company

with near a thousan', and the Telegraft

Kumpny with a hundred boys more or less,

an' newsboys near a million, on' doctors,

on' lawyers, an' "

"Well, what of it?"

"We touch 'em."

"For money?"

"Naw, yer' can't do that. Talk sense.

Mr. Bizzy flits from place to place and meets

'em an' tells where they're wrong, holds

meetin's and like o' that."

"Well, who's goin' to take keer of our

own boys?"

"Oh shucks, they're all right with me an

the fizzle drector to keep 'em in line. What

I'm worrit about is how Mr. Bizzy can carry

it with the other things he has. Y' see he

already hez the Sunday School Soshiashun,

the Soshiated Charity, the Rotatin' Club,

the Bored o' Trade, the City Boy Scouts,

The Belgum Releef, the Bored o' Children's

Guardeens, the Vangelistic campain, the

Joovenile Court, Soupintendent th' Sunday

School an' sevrul more I don' think of jus'

now, sides his speakin'. He's always

speakin' somewheres."

"No, I don' see how he c'n do it. Some

days now he hardly hez time to open his

mail in the mawnin. He ought to have a

'sistant to do his Y. M. C. A. work, and be

releeved fer these more import'nt matters.

It's pathetic, ez tis, t' see him 'round the

rooms when he gits ketched in of a night.

T'other night I wuz watchin' the bunch

comin' in and goin' out th' front door, and

all of a sudden I come t' myself with a

jump, an' I sez Jiminy crickets, they's a lot

of those fellers I don't know, an' then it

'curred t' me 'I wonder if Mr. Bizzy does'.

So I stept inter his office an' started t' step

out agin, cos he wuz workin' on a report.

But he sez quick like, 'What iz it?' So I sez

'Theys' a feller out here I'm wonderin'

about'. 'Well if he's noisy, shoot him out,

he sez.' 'Taint that', I sez. Mr. Bizzy was

comin' out by that time, so I pointed out a

chap, an' I sez, 'What do you know about

that gink with the yeller hair?' 'Iz he a

member?' sez he. 'Well, I dunno', sez I.

'Who are those other fellers?' sez he. Well

I knew som ov um, an' tole him who they

wuz. 'You see that little short feller with

his hat on th' side of his hed,' sez I. 'Well,

he's one of the best machinists in this town,

an' he's been out o' wuk fer two months, 's

too bad. This boy with th' red tie's goin'

to th' devil 'bout 's fast's he can. Got in

with the wrong crowd, an' his father's no

good. This bunch o' High School fellers

over here need somethin', I dunno' what.'

He sez, 'I guess you're right.' An' then he

kinder stood lookin' at 'em ez if he'd like

ter do somethin' about it, but pshaw, his

mind wuz on bigger things."

"I should think some of the directors or

the Y. M. C. A. church members could help."

"Help how? They could help most by

gettin' sum money, but they jus' laid down

durin' the finanshul campain, 'cept two or

three ov 'um."

Mrs. Janitor sighed, "Well, o' course I

dunno anything about it, not bein' trained

to it, but I should think Miss Meggs havin'

scrimped to pay fer Reddy's membership,

would think she hed first call on Mr. Bizzy's

time."

"What, ahead uv the big Soshiated

Charity? Woman you're crazy."

"I don't care, I think the Y. M. C. A.

ought to know all about those young men

and boys in the membership who are out of

work and tempted and sick and lonesome

and take care of them. And then if there's

any way for some of the Christian members,

that's got sense, to go out and 'touch the

community' as you call it, let 'em. Members

first, I say. Convert them and let them go

out and do the 'touchin'."

"I'll take 'nother piece o' pie," said Pa.,
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WHERE JOHN R. MOTT SPENDS A REAL VACATION WITH HIS FAMILY ON A CANADIAN LAKE

WHERE FISHING IS GOOD AND HE IS OUT OF REACH OF MAIL AND TELEGRAPH

He Lied to His Boy

By E. T. BAER, Dubuque, Iowa

i i T HATE to say it, but, Dad, you are a—

-1- a liar and—and a thief. You told

me you would spend last evening with me,

and then went to a meeting of the Masons.

If you had stolen my money to pay your

lodge dues, even if you had lied to me about

it afterwards, I would have thought you

were in desperate need of help, and I would

have tried to help you all I could. But when

you take the time that belongs to me and

give it to somebody else, and lie to me about

it, I don't know what to do. It looks as if

you didn't like to be with me, or, at least,

as if you would rather be with somebody

else."

Such words, coming from my fifteen-year-

old son, might have sounded like gross dis

respect, BUT, "much may depend on the way

a thing's said." The tears in his eyes, which

he bravely blinked back, the choke in his

voice he tried to conceal, the quivering chin,

told me more eloquently than his words

that I had lied to my boy and had stolen

something more precious, and of exceedingly

greater value to him than his scant supply

of money—the part of his father's time

which was his by inherent right.

I am not ashamed to confess—no, I'm

rather glad to be able to honestly say—

that I also blinked and choked a little when

I tried to answer the lad's honest, straight

forward accusation.

"You are right, Tad. I am glad you have

been brave enough to say this to me in just

the way you have. I did lie to you, and I

did steal your time; but it wasn't because

I don't love you better than any one else.

It was probably just inexcusable thought

lessness. I am not going to try to excuse

myself. I am just going to promise you

that it will never happen again."

It hasn't happened again. My boy and I

are working together, playing together,

chums and confidants. I am proud of him,

and don't believe he is ashamed of me. At

any rate, when he introduces me to his other

chums and friends there is a sort of ring

of pride in his voice when he says "This is

my father."

Later he came to me and said: "I wish

you would speak to Mr. McDowell about

Jimmy. Jimmy is getting in bad. I am

sure his father doesn't know anything about

it; but it isn't much wonder. I never see

them together anywhere. Jimmy is a good-

hearted fellow, and I believe all he needs

is just a little encouragement from his

father. I told him the other day some of

the things you had told me, and he as much

as told me I was lying. He said: 'You

couldn't hire my dad to talk to me like

that.' "

That was six months ago. I did talk with

Jimmy's father. It wasn't an easy thing to

do. I told him what Tad had said the morn

ing after I had stolen his evening and given

it to the Masons. It worked, too, just as

Tad said it would. Jimmy's father only

needed to have his eyes opened before it

was too late. He told me afterwards about

his talk with Jimmy, and the "blood Cove

nant" they had made, each scratching his

hand until it bled, and with their blood sign

ing a covenant to be true father and son,

(Continued on page 571)
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A Part of the Steel Plant Equipment

A Shop Meeting Under New Conditions

By W. H. MORRISS, Baltimore

SOME YEARS ago, at the request of the

men employed at the Carnegie Steel

Company where they build bridges and do

other big steel construction, the Association

started in with shop meetings.

Like most of the big concerns, it was diffi

cult to find a quiet place for the meetings,

and still more difficult in winter time to

find a warm place. The men would huddle

around the furnaces and the speaker would

turn up the collar of his overcoat and stand

off in the cold drafty shop and do his best.

One day, the company's largest building

burned down, and we wondered what would

become of our meetings.

Like the Baltimore fire in 1904, it was a

blessing in disguise, pretty serious while it

lasted, but it brought new life into the

works.

The general manager of these great works

was a man big enough to see the needs of the

men. We talked the matter over with him

a good many times and found him anxious

to do everything possible for the men's com

fort. The results were, after knocking

around for over a year in various places

and holding our meetings as best we could,

we are now splendidly housed in a great

room fitted with every convenience for the

men to eat their meals.

Alongside of this big room is another of

equal size where lockers and baths and other

conveniences are at the disposal of the em

ployees.

The picture accompanying this is a pic

ture of the new style of shop meeting made

possible by this arrangement. It is the

average meeting, and shows how compara

tively easy it is under such circumstances to

enlist the interest of a fine group of intelli

gent men.

It is difficult to overstate the value of this

new equipment to the men who are working

in this great establishment. Instead of its

now being a task to get the men together at

any particular spot and make them hear

when you had them together, it is now a

pleasure and privilege to conduct the meet

ing.

Recently while we had special help from

a successful shop meeting worker who was

in the city, the men at this place requested

meetings every day, and came in large

numbers to enjoy the services.

The full significance of this new equip

ment in the lives of the men, it would be

difficult to estimate, but when one sees the

comparative comfort in which these men

may eat their meals, and the pleasure with

which they welcome the noon-day service,

one feels that the value both to the company

and to the men's own lives is impossible of

estimate.

Going around from one factory to another

and holding meetings under all sorts of

circumstances, one wonders sometimes why

employers do not recognize the immense

value of such a little care for the common

comforts of the men who are making their

money for them.

(Continued from page 570)

to live clean and stand by one another.

Jimmy is a different boy. There is a differ

ent color to his cheeks. The dark rings

have disappeared from under his eyes. There

is a different spring to his walk. He is

making Tad hustle to keep up with him in

school. His father is intensely proud of

Jimmy, and Jimmy also says it with pride

when he says "This is my father."
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The funeral of a woodsman
who died In the Greenville
Hospital. Every effort failed
to locate his relatives. After
the funeral a letter was re
ceived from his Mother ask
ing about her boy. The As
sociation was glad to be able
to report that he had every
attention and a funeral of
which she need not be
ashamed.

 

Once in Thirty-Two Years

FOR THIRTY-TWO years Gus, the big

woods boss, has made Greenville Junc

tion his headquarters when in "civilization."

Like hundreds of others it was only a mat

ter of a few days, in some cases a few hours,

till his money was gone and he found him

self back in the woods, to again face a long

period of hard work.

Strange to say, Gus never tastes liquor

when in the woods, but the minute he gets

in town, the old battle is on and for thirty-

two years rum has won out. When Gus

came out of the woods this year he was in

touch with a new factor—the new Indus

trial branch of the Association at Green

ville Junction—built to serve woodsmen.

With a crowd of companions he entered

the building, with his pack, and met with

a hearty welcome from the men in charge.

After a wholesome supper he was given a

room, clean, cosy and homelike. A refresh

ing shower bath, a shave and a good rest in

a real bed with sheets made Gus feel like

a new man in the morning. Keeping enough

money on his person to meet his immediate

needs and depositing the balance in the

Association safe, he spent three weeks of

holidays in company with a number of other

men like himself who could not break away

from the attractive surroundings. A game

of billiards or a string on the bowling al

leys, or an hour with the checker table, made

the time pass quickly. The gramophone

was a constant source of entertainment.

On Sunday afternoon not a man missed the

song service and talk on life problems. The

cheery fire was a constant invitation to

"swap" stories of the past winters, and

when an old friend came along the evenings

were all too short.

The end of the holiday came at last and

the "glad-rags" stowed away in the locker

for another year. Swinging his duffle bag

on his back, a hearty hand-shake all around,

Gus said good-bye, and started for the sta

tion. The secretary walked along with him,

and Gus gave expression to an appreciation

something like this:

"Do you know this is the first time in my

life in the woods, thirty-two years, that I

have gone back sober. A few days, a few

hours mostly, and every cent I earned was

spent in Greenville 'Push' or down in

Bangor. I never remember how I got back

to camp in all those years, and I was never

so glad in my life as I am today. I've

got some money back there, I've had the

time of my life, and the other fellows are

feeling just like I am. That's a great

place. If a fellow can only have sense

enough to go there and stay sober, and rest

up he will be all right. For thirty-two

years I have been shipped to wherever the

employment agency shipped me, but I know

where I am going this time, you bet your

life, and know what I am getting, too. Next

time I'm going to do better."
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THE BRITISH FOLKS UNDERSTAND HOW TO FURNISH A "LOUNGE"

A Suggestion for Association Building Committees to study. The room Is Inviting and social.

It is made-over from a little-used hall which occupied the best building space.

Christians and Pool

By Rev. CHRISTIAN F. REISNER

Pastor Grace M. E. Church, New York.

YOUNG people must have pleasure. The

one who does not demand it is unhealthy

either morally or physically. It is just as

wise to provide the right kind of fun as it

is to furnish healthful food or wise educa

tional facilities. Wesley would not allow

a musical instrument in a church. Books

of fiction were absolutely forbidden to

church people fifty years ago. Some still

reject motion pictures because atmosphered

by the theater. But Christian teachers are

growing with the days. They recognize

that the world belongs to God's people. He

made it for them. Others do not know how

to use it. They abuse it. Hence they are

intemperate and not well balanced. All

things not harmful in themselves can be

used by the well-balanced Christian who

proportions fun and work for the upbuild

ing of a sturdy character dedicated to help

fulness.

That attitude is taken toward all games.

It is foolish therefore to allow prejudice to

refuse the right of Christian people and the

Young Men's Christian Association to use

pool and billiards. Some people hold the

right to play cards. That is up to the

individual conscience. I leave cards alone

and advise others to do so. They deal in a

large way with chance. In Texas the law

forbids card playing and the hotels have

substituted dominoes with which the guests

play "five hundred." No sane person will

object to playing Flinch, Rook, Authors, etc.,

and yet you must "happen" to have a good

hand to win and that leaves the result to

chance. But billiards and pool are a form

of parlor croquet, and surely this latter

game is not wrong in itself.

Billiards and pool are absolute skill tests.

They exercise the body and muscles. They

rest the mind by calling it away from

business. They create good comradeship.

But, and don't miss this—it makes a dif

ference how and where you play this game.

We must beware against an intemperant

use and employ it only as a recreation. We

must guard against a wrong crowd and

atmosphere. I have never seen a profes

sional billiard hall in which I would be will

ing to play. It is putrid and stifling with

tobacco. It is afoul with profanity and

loose language. It is aflame with passion

because of a prize to be won, or side bets

to be raked in. And this leads to intem

perance and shattered ideals. But in the

atmosphere of a well-ordered Association

these temptations are at least brought to

a minimum if not entirely removed. The

atmosphere of the Association can be kept

at the best if the Church people patronize

the game and enrich the surroundings by

words, poised spirits, friendly personality

and a real purpose to win their fellows to

open discipleship and avowed church mem

bership.



Thrift - What He Owed to His Wife - Thrift

The writer records from an experience covering a dozen years in the secre

taryship in two continents. He had occasion to know intimately the financial

circumstances of an unusually large number of his associates. Knowing to an

exceptional degree "where the shoe pinches," he trusts the telling of it may be

helpful to both secretaries and "helpmeets."

E HAVE TRIED askintr men who keeper with infinite capacity for detail, she

maintained the home at a standard of effi

ciency and taste not surpassed by her as

sociates of larger means. A capable linguist

she was able to associate herself with her

husband in his studies and relieve him of

much of their drudgery. With social ability

she made the home an inviting retreat to

the young men of other races whom they

befriended and guided. An economist with

exacting standards, she measured the situ

ation and brought the family expenditures

within the income. An earnest Christian

she filled her life not with complaints of her

hard lot and comparisons with those finan

cially more fortunate, but with kindliness of

feeling and daily helpfulness. She was at

once homemaker, secretary of the treasury,

social guide and associate, and when the

darkness fell, eyes to the blind, reading in

whatever language the case required.

A traveling secretary with a peculiar

ability "to get under the other fellows vest"

and to "touch him where he lived" suffered,

as do many men of large vision and helpful

personality, from an inability "to take care

of the pennies and let the pounds take care

of themselves." He was of the kind which

inadvertently cashes checks which there is

no bank balance to cover, through sheer in

ability to keep the stubs written up. He

robbed himself in favor of his Committee by

failing to enter innumerable perfectly legiti

mate and necessary "expense items" on his

monthly statement. His heart was contin

ually bigger than his pocket book. The in

stincts and ability of his wife sensed the

situation before it was too late—before in

ability to keep the rising cost of living

within the limits of a stationary income en

tirely disappeared, and saved him to the

sphere of his greatest usefulness. She

reconnoitered, learned the facts and took

charge of the situation and the finances,

and in the face of ill health and the de

mands of a growing family kept her hus

band efficient, helpful, unworried and—sol

vent.

Another man of national proportions ar.d

statesmanlike ability, a seer of visions and

a doer of great deeds, able to touch the

hearts of men and their pocket books (in

great causes) is as helpless as a babe when

it comes to his personal finances. The word

"hospitality" has become to his acquain

tances (and they are innumerable) a syno-

WE HAVE TRIED asking men who

achieved success in Association serv

ice, financial or otherwise, how it has been

done. The spontaneity of the nearly unani

mous tribute to their wives would be start

ling if it were not so natural. Many a

man is free to confess that he would long

ago have been forced down and out but for

the tact, the resourcefulness and the self-

sacrificing ability and ingenuity of an un

derstanding wife. Many another who gave

promise of usefulness to a degree approach

ing greatness is out of the game today be

cause he could not stand the competition be

tween the claims of his opportunity and the

demands of his wife.

A man of exceptional linguistic and scho

lastic ability engaged in Christian work in

a great city of the Far East saw an op

portunity to touch the students of that city

through the Association. Temporarily out

of employment he accepted a nominal salary

from purely private sources to undertake

the task. His income was perhaps a third,

certainly less than a half that of his associ

ates, at the beginning, though he was a

man of maturity, experience and ripe judg

ment. In part, owing to the peculiar cir

cumstances of his call and later from other

causes he never became the recipient of even

the ordinary stipends attached to the posi

tion he ably filled. Even in a service in

which a man was supposed to have not an

"income" but simply a living wage for ef

ficiency, he was under almost unbelievable

financial handicaps. Yet he overcame them

and lived a life which was a most remark

able manifestation of the highest Christian

graces and influences. The city in which he

lived made some social demands upon his

position. Any business man would have

confessed his inability to maintain his social

standing in the face of the handicaps. En

tertaining twice a week, calling on students

and others in widely separated portions of

the city, demanding expensive carriage hire,

overseeing numerous Christian activities in

several distant localities and having first

responsibility in each, he "succeeded" on a

pittance. A physical affliction came upon

him causing the gradual loss of his eyesight.

There was a chance in a thousand it might

be saved. He took the chance—and became

blind—but maintained his work at its

former standard. How? By the grace of

God and a capable wife. An expert house-

574
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nym for his home; he is an example of gen

erosity toward the causes in which he is

interested (and they are many) ; though

his counsel has been sought by rulers, his

humbler friends of a day or a week have not

hesitated on occasion to commission him to

purchase sewing-machine needles! His per

sonal accounts are the despair of his private

secretary. His home is filled with beautiful

objects which are a delight to the cultivated

taste and which seem utterly beyond his

means. And yet humanly speaking, great

as he is and marked as are the manifesta

tions of his circumstances, he would be a

financial "impossibility" but for the genius

of his wife. A woman of great and varied

talents she has recognized her "opportu

nity" and her "sphere" largely in her hus

band and his life-work. With a flaw in her

heart which demands cautious living, she

has so planned and worked that she is "fit"

at just the right moment, though the ces

sation of her social efforts may see her

wisely seeking immediate and complete

physical relaxation by lying down, not only

at nights but whole mornings. She too has

commandeered the family resources and ad

justs all demands to meet the supply, or the

many things." Her family has learned be

tween attacks of guests to enjoy an abun

dance of the very plainest fare, substitutes

for butter, a restricted diet, wholesome, but

not varied. Of this her guests have no

suspicion; they come and go and wonder

how it has all been achieved.

These are only "samples" of the way in

which wives have achieved the impossible

with meager resources and saved their hus

bands for a life of high usefulness but with

out financial rewards. Their success is due

to these factors: a frank facing of the

exact situation and a determination to adopt

a standard of living within the means at

hand, and to stick to that standard, cost

what it may; unselfishness bordering on or

achieving heroism; a sharing of the ideals

which makes the sacrifice a joy; a subduing

of false pride of position or circumstance;

the overthrow of extravagance in per

sonal or household adornment; the ban

ishment of covetousness and envy based

on social competition ; where family ob

ligations and personal talents permitted,

supplementing the family income; hospital

ity without ostentation or waste; willing to

ride "tourist" or "second-class" whenever

this would meet the physical necessities of

the case and doing it even when social

equals were traveling "first"; prefering

comfort and health to display; and keeping

out of debt.

Against these might be set a distressing

list of men now fighting under other colors

THE WIFE

 

WORTHY woman who can find) for her price is

jar aboce rubies.

The heart oj her husband doth safely trust in her, so

that he shall have no lack of lain.

She doeth him good and not ceil all the days of her life.

She seeketh wool, and flax, and worheih willingly with

her hands.

She is like the merchants' ships; she bringeth her bread

from afar.

She riseth also while it is yet night, and gieeth food to

her household, and their task '° her maidens.

She considereth a field, and buyeth it: with the fruit of

her hands she plantcth a tineyard.

She girdeth her loins with strength, and makelh strong

her arms.

She perceioeth that her merchandise is profitable: her

lamp goeth not out by night.

She layeth her hands to the distaff, and her hands hold

the spindle.

She stretcheth out her hand to the poor; yea, she reachelh

forth her hands to the needy.

She is not afraid of the snow for her household: for

all her household are clothed with scarlet

She maketh herself carpets of tapestry; her clothings

fine linen and purple.

Her husband is known in the gates, when he sitteth

among the elders of the land.

She maketh linen garments and selleth them; and de-

liverelh girdles unto the merchant.

Strength and dignity are her clothing; and she laugheth

at the time to come.

She openeth her mouth with wisdom; and the law of

kindness is on her tongue.

She lookeih well to the ways of her household, and eateth

not the bread of idleness.

Her children arise up, and call her blessed; her husband

also, and he praiseth her, saying:

Many daughters hate done worthily, but thou excellest

them all.

Grace is deceitful, and beauty is tain; but a woman that

Jeareth the Lord, she shall be praised.

Giee her of the fruit of her hands; and let her own work'

praise her in the gales. Prooerbs

today for many ostensible reasons, but

really because Mrs. A. thought her hus

bands talents were wasted in unremuner-

ative Christian work; reminding him con

stantly that the world's standard of success

is an "income"; because envy and petty

jealousies made the harassments of a small

income eat out the soul of the wife and

wear down the patience and courage of the

husband; because there was no true com

radeship or matuality of interest, and the

avocations and pursuits of the wife called

for a division of funds needed in a "common

cause"; because even with a frugal hus

band the wife could not or would not ac

quire habits of economy or thrift and effi

ciency, and so prepared the way for those

tiny leakages which undermine and ulti

mately sweep away the dikes ; in brief by a

failure or inability to "count the cost" and

having counted, to study and plan and work

ceaselessly "with joy" until the defeat of
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debt becomes a rout and victory perchescon-

tinually on the banners of the finances of

the home.

Helpmeets

The Wife Said, "Stick to It"

BEFORE I was a secretary I was a

salesman. I was fairly successful. My

income as a salesman was more than it has

ever been in nine years as a secretary.

Since I have been a secretary there have

been several tempting opportunities for me

to go back into business. I have been on

the "ragged edge" several times. One in

fluence only has prevented me from going

over—my wife's. The sum of her remarks

on this subject is about as follows: "We

have enough to live on where we are. You

know you are doing something worth while.

Stick to it." When I think of the long

debt becomes a rout and victory perches con-

social life, the continued self-denial, I con

clude that it hardly becomes me to com

plain, that it's decidedly up to me to keep

"plugging."

Jersey.

Saved $320 and Can "Repeat"

ASALARY of $1,200 in a metropolitan

city with a wife and young son means

close sailing, but it can be done and save

money too. Coming from a small country

town with all out of doors for a playground

to a city flat so small that a visiting corpu

lent friend had to walk sidewise to get past

the bed from one room to another is some

change. The good wife often said with a

sigh: "I can't seem to get a full breath in

here." A determination to make good in

Association work on my part and with a

greater determination on the part of my

wife not only to live within our income but

to save something, brought results. Just

eight months after we landed we had the

inexpressible joy of depositing $150 in the

savings bank. Two months later we took

$50 more, and four months later we added

$50 again and two months later $70 more.

This gave us $320 saved in less than a year

and a half. The two and a half previous

years of our married life we had paid for

our housekeeping material on a salary of

$70 a month the first year and $75 after.

A careful cash account kept by each and

then transferred to a family book, all item

ized so that the cost of butter, eggs., rent

and fuel would stand alongside of our ben

evolences. Then also separate items for

candy, etc., and amusements gave us a

chance to watch just how things stood. The

Mrs. could make cash go twice as far as I,

so she did a good share of the buying, but

I was ready to do my part and when on a

hot night the fellows would go to get a soda

or an ice cream my lips would smack and

mouth water, when that coveted bank ac

count and the thought of the brave wife

would make me laugh at the soft mushy

lads who would waste money so foolishly

and I'd say, "No, fellows, I need the sleep,"

and hustle on for home. The wife would be

there with some story like this, "Say, Dad, I

found a place where I can buy fine mealy

potatoes seven cents cheaper a peck than

our last and I bought a whole bushel out of

my week's allowance and I still can get all

we need, and I made some fine doughnuts

for you; come and sample them." Guess if

those doughnuts tasted as good as the ice

cream that I had passed by?

That wife is still alive and her husband

also and even though times have changed,

and the cost of living increased, and a sec

ond bread-eater come to our home. I asked

my wife the other day if she thought she

could repeat. She thought a bit and as I

knew she was calculating and next, "we

would not live in this house, and would

change many of our present habits," and

then, "Yes, sir, we could do it now."

Brooklyn.

His Best Asset

LAST year a state secretary moved over

the country, a questionaire, seeking to

have men explain why they had been able

to continue in the secretaryship. In re

ply to his query along this line, I made the

following statement:

"Whatever measure of success I have

had has been due largely to,

1. The grace of God.

2. A good wife.

3. The co-operation of faithful and rep

resentative laymen.

4. The loyal support of an efficient staff

of employed officers.

5. Good health.

I still hold the same opinion. This in

dicates that next to the grace of God I

place a good wife as my next best asset.

Humanly speaking then, the chief reason

for my continuing to this date after many

years in the secretaryship, is because I

have had the inspiration and co-operation

of a good wife.—New York.

A young man in the New Castle dormi

tory was contracting extravagant habits

and going with fast young men. After the

secretary had taken the matter up with

him and had shown him his danger, he

changed his habits, settled down to business

and has had his wages increased. His

savings account is growing now.
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From the Viewpoint of Association Men

At the End of Could the world of young

the Trail Is men who are following

Despair and so-called "broad" theology

Defeat with confidence and some

what of intellectual pride,

give attention to the experience of Dr. B.

Fay Mills they might save themselves and

their followers years of painful perplexity

and fruitless floundering. Twenty years

ago Dr. Mills was a clergyman of culture

and education, and an evangelist of power

and organizing capacity who had a

message that led many to see in him

another Moody. But he went afield in the

realm of speculative philosophy, social ex

perimentation, and ethical teaching, and

with his trained and brilliant mind, honest

heart, and devoted purpose to help society,

studied the religions of the world. He

sought to discover an essential, simple, and

practical universal "Rule of Life," which

would solve all problems. He occupied

liberal pulpits and lectured before ethical

culture societies, in halls and theaters. He

preached "A Gospel For An Age of Un

rest," which he declares now neither satis

fied his hearers nor himself. It did not

"march," in any large social sense. It

would not work. It had no dynamic glad

tidings. Mr. Mills now says: "It takes no

account of the depravity and helplessness

of the ordinary human nature." He has

found in his personal experience in the

world where men's hearts are failing them

because of fear, in the earthquake shaking

of Christendom in Europe, in the greed, sel

fishness, and corruption in politics, society,

and business, that "this is not an earth

whose regeneration may be expected day

after to-morrow, according to my optimistic

prophesies, but a lost world where 'all have

sinned and come short of the glory of God'

—helpless and hopeless save through the

mission of the Church of Christ." And he

adds: "This I know. I can do a spiritual

service to mankind and society only through

and with the Church. And now the vicari

ous atonement, the power of the historic

and prehistoric and eternal Christ, demand

all the energies of my mind and soul. I

now heartily believe in the Deity of Christ,

the unique spiritual revelation and author

ity of the Scriptures and the essential teach

ings of the orthodox Christian Church."

Mr. Mills has to regret the fifteen years of

futile fallacy. Thousands of men through

him cut their moorings, lost their faith,

smashed on the rocks in the storm of life

since he taught them. There has been lost

$ime and a multitude of lost men. But even

that price will be cheap if it shortens "the

path through the woods" of doubt to our

thousands of floundering men. He has

shown the collapse of culture. It need

hardly be said that men hungry and hardly

bestead are turning to faith in their fathers'

God and His Christ. Liberalism has no

satisfying message. The culture of Europe

has failed. But the Gospel preached by

earnest men of faith still delivers men from

the bondage of sin, which is the most real

and awful thing of the world. Let us make

these dear-bought experiences our own.

Where Life's Words are but bungling

Deepest Im- attempts to convey ■ an

pressions Are idea which a picture tells

Received with swift certainty. Read

the picture on the cover

page of the round-the-fire meeting in Den

ver's camp. Multiply it three hundred

times and you have before you the scenes

duplicated this month in as many Associa

tion camps of from a dozen to two hun

dred boys in that period of life when im

pressions become imperative life-determin

ing decisions. Behind the vigorous life and

rollic of the day there is a purpose as de

termined as preaching. A boy's best pur

poses ripen and respond in these surround

ings by the mounting fire in the clean out

of doors. And the leader in the sports and

songs sends these boys to their blankets

under the spell of the prayer and the spirit

of the Christ. Here is the way the camp

worked with one big Kentucky swearing

youth—they don't all swear. He was a

broad-shouldered, lumbercamp-bred youth,

and it was his first touch with the Associa

tion. On the second day in camp he was

heard to swear viciously; and the director,

at the right time, drew him aside for a

little talk, not only about swearing but on

what he might be as a Christian leader

among his fellows. He caught the spirit

of the camp, and that night at the decision

meeting about the fire he formed a new pur

pose. It was the beginning of a new life to

him. That fall he attended the older boys'

conference, heard Dave Porter speak on

The Power of the Will and here he regis

tered a forward step and soon joined the

church. Within a year he was a deacon

and superintendent of the Sunday school.

His pastor writes that he has led sixteen of

his companions into the Church. From

such camp fires scores and hundreds of

youths have found their way to college, the

ministry, the lay ministry, trained for serv

ice. Here the tides of life meet and turn
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and the heart of a boy responds to the will

of a man who wills to do God's will. When

we check up in the fall it will be found that

the camps have helped thousands of boys

in the vacation periods, which is usually a

moral menace, by stimulation to purpose,

knowledge of the out of doors, character

training, and learning how to get on one

with another. They gain here a detestation

of filth and determination for cleanness and

a life purpose which carries them strong

and steady towards a fulfilled life.

The Last Call There is yet a chance for

to Summer the employed officer to

School gain the waking up, train

ing, and new incentive of

the summer school. And the man who

thinks he needs it least may be the one who

needs it most. Such a man went to Lake

Geneva ten years after he had graduated

from the Institute and the vision gained

there in those few weeks gave him such a

new view of Association work that it made

him talk of resigning. Then he woke up.

And here's a fourteen year man who will

not dare miss attendance more than one

year. The question of cost floored an Ohio

secretary. The expense would be fifty dol

lars plus the loss of thirty he might have

earned in the two weeks. He had borrowed

money to go through college. Looking ten

years ahead he borrowed fifty more and

sacrificed the thirty. It seemed foolish.

But he writes, in after years, "I gained

untold wealth, spiritually, physically, men

tally. It is not now a question of 'Can I

afford to go?' but 'Can I ever afford to stay

at home?' " To put a cash measure to the

investment looks mean, but it can be applied.

The measure of increased service is truer

and better.

America's So much is said now about

Opportunity America's opportunity to

profit by absorbing the

trade of the nations at war that that kind

to talk begins to sound ghoulishly hoggish.

America can rise in this emergency to an

opportunity of world service bigger than

trade. The missionary boards of Great

Britain and Europe will be handicapped for

a long time and their work in foreign lands

suffer; in some cases it may possibly be

given up. Mr. Mott has said that he could

not find a selfish man in Europe. America

is in grave danger of losing the chastening

effect of the war and may become mad in

grasping for the world's trade. The plan

of the Laymen's Missionary Movement to

hold seventy-five conventions in the big

cities of the country beginning at Chicago

Sept. 14, to close with a national congress

at Washington in April, is timely. Every

where the Associations are entering heartily

into the plan, and we need it, too, for the

saving of America as well as the saving of

the East.

A Program We venture the state

ment that there is scarcely

one up-to-its-job Association but is work

ing on a well-defined program laid out not

only for a year, but two, three, five, or

ten years ahead. It has its board of

strategy studying the field and points of

attack and service and of providing re

sources in men and money, as well as build

ings. It is the periodically-in-distress As

sociation short-term secretaries who are

always in trouble who inch along day by

day without a program. The men of the

stick-and-go kind look ahead and build. By

the end of August the program for next

year should be outlined in detail. Marks

should be set for each class and depart

ment to attain to, committees selected and

met with, and understandings had with the

chairmen and leaders on the work that has

been committed to them. Associations

without a program are lost.

How Far Is It As we get the pulse of

Economy to things we cannot help

Economize? feeling that many boards

of directors have "laid

down" under cover of hard-times talk, and

have, to an unjustifiable extent, cut down

their forces, letting valued and trained men

go. They have simply quit through lack

of faith and courage. Only in exceptional

situations has there been justifiable reason

for reducing the force. The membership

has shown almost no decrease, budgets have

been raised in generous amounts for Asso

ciations worth supporting, and debts and

funds even for some who have little to show

for their living have been raised. Direc

tories should hesitate long before breaking

into a trained and pulling-together force.

Business men would not disorganize their

selling force till driven to it by harder

straits than they have yet met. It is poor

economy to run a cheap plant on a skimp

program with a starved working force—

neither is it necessary.

6,075 Take The case for Bible study

Bible Study that sticks has been made.

Examinations In three years the num

ber of examinations has

increased from 2806 to 6075; in 1913 it was

3457; in 1914, 4376. The examination idea

has steadily gained its way in the last ten
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years against inertia, low standards, ridi

cule, ignorance, and the absorption of sec

retaries in business details and the more

spectacular types of religious propaganda.

This is one of the most encouraging signs

of progress of the year. It means thor

oughness and grit. More than three-

fourths of the papers received marks above

75 per cent—a remarkable showing. The

study of these papers suggest some changes

in the plans and regulations to meet new

conditions. Note the honor roll and statis

tics on page 583. Look behind these statis

tics and read of that great volume of genu

ine interest and work done in the Bible

classes, and the enthusiasm and spirit of

friendly competition that has been back of

it all.

Safety First Whether sailing a boat,

handling an automobile,

or on your job, have everything in readi

ness for emergencies. The sheet clear in

sailing, or the fire-bucket filled at home;

take no chances, whether in the swimming

pool or the shop. Be prepared. Every boy

who is about a boat in camp must be in

structed, that the oarlocks must be tied,

the oars ready; and taught what to do in

emergencies and to do it quick. The jani

tor, assistants or elevator boy must be so

instructed that they will work with a clear

head and swiftly before the always-possible

panic strikes. Have everything in readi

ness where it may be seized in emergency.

And keep in good moral condition to resist

sudden temptation. A card over a valve on

a battleship reads, "Work Daily to Avoid

Sticking"—an admonition to be well kept

in mind.

WHAT A BOY is taught in his teens will

show in his character in his twenties.

If he gains the principles of fair play in

athletics so that he will despise a lie or

cheat, or take unfair advantage in sport

in his school days, then he will have the

same abhorrence of fraud in his business

days. Parents of boys in their teens are

looking forward to the vacation time with

a feeling akin to terror. A father cannot

earn bread for the family and play ball all

day with his boy at the same time, nor can

he drive him to a job. But the boy will do

anything the "other fellows" do. Their ac

tions shape his. If they go in to make farm

gardens or to rob orchards, he will do the

same. If they take the strenuous discipline

of athletics, of the Boy Scouts training,

or camp roughing, then he will. He will

learn to work to provide for himself and

get sense. In Omaha and many other cities

hundreds of school boys are at work in farm

gardens.

WITH every secretary a religious worker

as the year's most advertised and

approved theme of discussion, and with all

the Bible study and religious program dis

cussed, it seems impossible that there could

be any question as to the church member

ship requirement for the position of a sec

retary. Yet Dr. Burt writes from Lake

Geneva that three men sought registry for

training without the qualification of church

membership. Needless to say they were re

fused. But what about the secretaries that

proposed unqualified men for such a posi

tion? Had they become mere managers of

institutions? Mr. Goodman had three such

applicants for Silver Bay training. All

these were refused. One immediately quali

fied by joining the church, and another will.

On this ground the Association stands with

unqualified firmness.

BUSINESS men's Sunday is proposed for

October by the editor of Profitable

Storekeeping. This is by no means a bad

idea. It not only will bring great numbers

of business men, commercial clubs and mer

chants' societies to attend churches in a

body, but it is bound to emphasize the fact

that the first principle of success in busi

ness is character and conscience, and the

man who pays his bills and meets his obli

gations first and truest is the Christian

man.

THE GRAND OLD MAN of England

not only was a church-goer but had a

happy way of compelling men to go. Here

is an unrecorded incident which came un

der the eye of a visitor at Hawarden. Two

theatrical men were strolling near the gates

of Gladstone's park home when the prem

ier came out of the gate and overtaking

them, took both by the arm in a friendly

way with the words: "Gentlemen, are you

coming to church?" They found themselves

going, although the idea had not entered

their heads. After the service the first man

in England had not forgotten them, but

with a friendly wave of the hand bade them

adieu.

THIS is the season when degrees are fresh,

But we find even the greatest men,

eminent in professional life, with well-

earned degrees conferred upon them by

universities of the first class, consistently

refrain from using them on their printed

matter. Of course the fledgeling graduate

with his new B. A., or his X. Y., is eager

to see his name in print with his "degree,"

yet we find that after a while even men

with the M. A., the Ph. D., and even LL. D.,

have clipped their names short. It is just

as well for Association men to follow the

cue. Cut it out.
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OAKLAND'S FLOAT IN THE "FOURTH" PARADE

In this, Abraham Lincoln, the Rugged Rail

Splitter, Student of the Bible, Books, and Men,

pictures the Association

Our Own People

TT WAS a proud day for our general sec-

•Iretary, Richard C. Morse, when the

Yale crew won over Harvard last month,

for his nephew, Nat, was stroke oar. And

Nat's older brother Dick was captain of

Yale's crew when it took the first race from

Harvard something like ten years before.

It was fifty-five years ago that he himself

won fame on the Yale crew. And as to

his present "condition" let us quote the

New York Sun of July 4:

"As a definite example of a man who keeps fit
take a single illustration—that of Richard C.
Morse, who was a famous oarsman on the Yale
crew fifty-five years ago. To-day Mr. Morse Is
74 years of age and as lively as a cricket. He
Is a notable example of a man who has kept up
intelligent training throughout his entire life
time. He still takes his regular, systematic ex
ercise in the open air; he still is careful about
a proper and sufficient diet, as he has been for
half a century, grading It In quantity and qual
ity, according to his needs as his years have ad
vanced, and he has never used either tobacco
or alcohol.
During the last football season Mr. Morse

went down to Princeton to see a hard fought
battle between the team of that university and
another. When the game was over he found
that he had barely time to catch a train back to
his home city, and without a thought of ill con

sequences he started on a swinging dog trot
from the Princeton football field and ran all the
way to the railroad station without a break.
The distance is not less than a mile, and Mr.
Morse covered it without the slightest embar

rassment.

THE DAYTON Association has done the

handsome thing in electing George N.

Bierce as trustee for life. He has seen

forty years of continuous service in the

State work of Ohio and on the Dayton

board. In a personal letter he writes: "As

I look back over the forty years I praise

God for having used me to some extent in

connection with the marvelous growth the

Association attained during these forty

years." Where is there a layman who has

been longer in continuous service?

WHEN one speaks or thinks of the Ger-

mantown (Philadelphia) Association

the name of Bayard Henry, president of

the Association, is before you. He has seen

the membership grow from almost nothing

some thirty-two years ago to 1350, and the

property and endowments to $212,000. And

he can play tennis as well as he raised

money in Philadelphia's million dollar cam

paign. His generous spirit was shown in

this when he persuaded his Germantown

colleagues to relinquish nearly half of their

share ($67,000) in order that the South

Philadelphia and colored branches might

have new buildings. Only the other day

by his quick work the Association was able

to buy out a saloon next to their property,

which has been a constant irritation. And

he expects to see in the course of time a

new and modern building take the place of

the old property.

SECRETARIES of the Far East work

on a crowded program that is as varied

as it is intense. The quarterly report let

ter of George Gleason, of Osaka, Japan,

comes under our eye. We judge it is a fair

sample of the demands on the foreign secre

tary and note a few items. In addition

to his daily duties attached to an Associa

tion of a thousand members with a large

force of native secretaries, he was one of

the leaders in a five months' native evan

gelistic campaign, speaking at eight special

meetings. He meets every Sunday after

noon with the Boy Scouts, which the Asso

ciation is pioneering in Japan. With the

city engineer he is superintending experi

ments in street repairing on two blocks

near the Association building. A full week

was given to the Osaka program of Drs.

Matthews and Gulick, the peacemakers. He

helped to start special classes in the edu

cational department for advanced students

and for seventy railroad and postoffice

men. Incidentally, he revised and trans

lated a Bible study course and an English

conversation course, helped to arrange the

tour of Dr. Nitobe, a Christian educator,

to visit Osaka and speak to government

school teachers; advised moving picture

firms to import the Boy Scout and tubercu

losis prevention films; addressed a ladies'

society on How to Train Husbands, Sons and

Daughters; conducted two weekly Bible

classes; gives a day a week to Kobe and four

hours a week to language study. His wife

is kh.dergartner to her neighbors' children

and her own. These are but a few of the

longer list of "opportunities" Gleason is

enjoying to the full to "give to him that

asketh." And he is glad indeed to have

something to give.
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Busy "Key Men" of Detroit

By Wm. Y. Reithard, Inter City Secy.

WITHIN twelve months some 1400

names of English-speaking, beside

313 foreign-speaking young strangers in

Detroit have been handled by the Inter-

City Department. Hundreds of these were

aided in various ways by local "Key men"

and secretaries, and many have been tied

up to the churches. Reports were made

concerning nine hundred and fifty-one men

visited and served in one way or another.

Whole families have been reached for the

church through the entering wedge of a

friendly call. Canadian secretaries wrote

regarding two young men who had just

moved to Detroit. Here's the report:

"Called Friday—met one of the young men

and his mother. My wife called next day.

She and daughter attended church Sunday

morning and the young man joined the

Young Men's Bible Class. Other son is at

tending a down-town church."

The following report received the other

day from a Key Man who called on a man

whose name had been referred by the Immi

gration secretary of Liverpool: "This ma'n

and his wife and daughter are attending

our church and have presented their church

letters. It was my pleasure to accompany

them and present them to several members

of the congregation the first time they at

tended the services."

One of the outside key men in a small

town sent in the name of a young fellow

who is taking a position in one of the auto

mobile plants. On the bottom of the notifi

cation card he writes, "There are four other

young men rooming in the same house."

This information has been sent to the local

key man with a request that he get after

all five.

A Methodist key man's report on seven

names revealed the following: Three were

Roman Catholics, two Free Methodists, one

Presbyterian and one joined his church.

A glimpse of this "secret service work"

in connection with the depot visitation may

be of interest. This is done in connection

with the Police Department and with their

aid. The other day the police officer at one

of the depots was tipped off regarding four

foreign-speaking men who were being in

terviewed by a cab driver. His investiga

tion uncovered a scheme to cart these men

to another depot, although their railroad

tickets indicated that they would leave from

the same depot at which they arrived.

Part of their baggage was already loaded

in the cab when the scheme was nipped.

A Belgian was saved a dollar and a

full day's delay in his journey to New
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York to join his family in Europe. An ex

pressman took his baggage check and a dol

lar and then turned him loose to find lodg

ings until the next day. With the help of

the Belgian chancellor as interpreter and

the depot police officer the case was investi

gated, restitution made and the man placed

on the right train for his destination.

The other day a 'phone message came

from the station master of one of the rail

roads stating that an overcoat had been

found on one of their trains. In the pocket

was a card of introduction from the immi

gration secretary, New York, to the Detroit

Association. "Could we locate the owner?"

Reference to our files revealed the address.

A letter of welcome had been sent, but the

recipient had never called. A visit to the

address secured the information that this

man and his brother had gone to a city in

northern Michigan. Letters located him and

the property was forwarded to the Mace

donian.

A young man of eighteen, with suitcase

in hand, was accosted and interviewed as

he was leaving the depot. He had just ar

rived from a small town in Wisconsin and

wanted to take a course in some automobile

school. He decided to cast his lot with the

Association, was directed to suitable lodg

ings and the next Sunday was in Sunday

School and church. He lives in the Asso

ciation dormitory. Expressions of grati

tude for the friendly touch on the threshold

of his life in the city came from the heart.

In all the work of this department of

Association activity quick action is essential

and this is impressed upon the hearts and

consciences of our "Key Men." They are

literally the key to the situation.
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Colored Men Learn Thrift

By W. S. STALLINGS, Birmingham

THE FIRST anniversary of the Colored

Department of the American Cast Iron

Pipe Company at Acipco, Birmingham, Ala.,

was celebrated recently with over 500

enthusiastic colored men, who are members

of the Association, present. The program

began with a concert by the Association's

brass band. Four colored men, represent

ing four different departments, made

speeches. The first of these was Mike

Holden, who spoke on: Safety First. He

wore a Safety First button on the lapel of

his coat as evidence of the fact that he had

successfully passed examination and won a

certificate. He spoke of the importance of

employes being careful in regard to acci

dents., the necessity of knowing how to

handle men who are hurt, the importance

of doing their work well, and standing by

the boss.

The second man on the program was

Jack Huglea, who spoke on the Dormitory,

and grew eloquent in his praise of the

beds and comforts. He said that in former

years the men would work until their clothes

were wet with perspiration, lie down on the

ground and sleep for several hours, and

thought it was all right, but got up with a

grouch. Today they could get a bed with

clean linen for two and one-half cents a

night and no company on earth could beat

that.

The third subject handled was the bath

house. Reuben Hunter was the speaker and

he emphasized the statement that the

colored men of the American Cast Iron Pipe

Company are the "best looking and the

cleanest looking men in the Birmingham

District," and it was due to the excellent

bath facilities provided by the Association.

Spedro Richardson's subject was "The

Gospel of the Second Chance." He said he

had been with the company several years,

and last Fall he got on a drunk and the com

pany fired him. He tried all over the dis

trict to get another job, but failed. He

prayed for an another chance, but did not

get an answer to his prayer as quickly as he

thought he should. The last piece of meat

he had in his house was a rabbit, and it

was Sunday. He and his family ate that

rabbit and he put the left hind foot in his

pocket and went out and got his eye on a

chicken, but while he was looking at that

chicken he happened to look behind a tree

and there was another man looking at the

same chicken. He said to himself: "This

won't do, I'll sho get in trouble if I catch

that chicken." So he sat down and wrote

a letter to "Hon. J. R. McWane, and asked

him for another chance." He said he "got

all worked up over the thing, came to town

and couldn't Keep still, walked up and down

the street and couldn't get any satisfaction,"

so he jumped on a car and went out to

Acipco, arriving there about the time they

shut down. One of the men said: "Hello

Spedro, I see yo' comin' back." "I say,

'Who said so?" He says: 'The boss.' 1

went home, took my old lady in de kitchen,

and told her what the lord done for me,

and we shouted for some time. I went back

to work next morning, having promised to

drink no more barleycorn. I have been

working ever since. You niggers look in

this district and over the country and you

will see lots of plants shut down and

thousands of niggers with nothing to do,

some of them going to jail, some to the peni

tentiary, some to the court house and some

to the graveyard, but the American Cast

Iron Pipe Company niggers are still work

ing and getting good wages and getting

their pay every Saturday. Say, niggers you

all want to stay by this Company, it gives

a nigger another chance and keeps him on

the iob when other niggers are perishing."

This colored department has 548 mem

bers, practically every colored man em

ployed by the company, and these men are

using the facilities of the Association con

stantly. No department of Association

work in the Birmingham District or the

South has grown with as much rapidity or

developed a stronger membership than this

colored work. It has been a revelation to

the officials of the company as well as to

Association men throughout the nation. The

following poster tells its own story of thrift

promotion. Men now are saving.

SAVE YOUR MONEY AND WIN THE

$5 oo priZe

I hereby make application for

Membership in the

Acipco Y. M. C. A.

Saving Club

I will save a part of my weekly wages each pay

day, and leave same at Y. M. C. A. Restpurant each

Saturday only, with the cashier, Mr J. T. Johnson,

same to be deposited to my credit in the Birmingham

Trust and Savings Co. and a receipt issued to me

It is also agreed that after said money is deposited

with the Birmingham Trust and Savings Co., that

neither said Club nor the American Cast Iron Pipe

Co. is to be under any further liability to me on ac

count of said money.

It is understood that I can draw this money out

of said bank at any time upon being identified by

the Cashier on his regular trip to bank each Saturday.

A Prize of $5.00 is offered by the Acipco Y. M.

C. A. to the person who has the largest bank account

in proportion to his wages at the end of the year.

This to be awarded Dec. 20, 1915.

"A fool and his money soon parteth." I will

save and not be a fool.

Signed-

Address-
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Crow Indians

Organize

Their First

Association

By Charles Puehler

 

THE INDIANS attended in the manner

of the old camp meeting or tribal gather

ings, coming with the tepee and the whole

family to the number of some 200. The

camp was typical of the old gatherings of

the Indians and was in the neighborhood

of the old dance building, which is now sel

dom used. Our meetings were in a tent, as

the school house was not large enough, and

near the sites of the old Reno and Custer

battlefields.

Goes-Ahead, one of Custer's scouts, was a

delegate, and there were others who were

participants and perfectly familiar with

the battles fought on these grounds. Just a

little search brought forth the empty car

tridges of the guns used in the earlier days.

Our tent was pitched in sight of the Custer

monument and battlefield where the soldiers

are buried.

We introduced some of the Association

games and found that the Indians could

catch on quickly and took readily to our

games, which we believe in time will take

the place of some of their games in con

nection with which they invariably gamble.

Coggeshall of Billings proved of great help

in introducing the games and Robert Hall

was invaluable. He speaks an Indian

tongue from which the Crow is a derivation

and was much in favor as was Mrs. Hall

who sang Gospel songs in Sioux.

The most remarkable feature was their

desire for spiritual truths and the ideals

of manhood for which the Association

stands. The closing meeting Sunday night

was great. Three local chiefs were present

and spoke briefly commending our work

and wishing us well. Fifteen new mem

bers were taken in with some ceremony

and with the evident meaning of beginning

the Christian life up to the best of their

knowledge. I wish all joining of the Asso

ciation meant beginning the Christian life.

This was dwelt upon strongly and I think

the Indians so understand it.

Goes-Ahead and Enemy were two unusual

spiritual leaders who always carry their

THE CROW

INDIANS IN

CONFERENCE NEAR

THE SCENE OF

THE CUSTER

MASSACRE. THE

ENTIRE FAMILY

ATTEND

Bibles after the fashion that Moody taught

so well, notwithstanding the fact that they

cannot read but take every opportunity to

have others read to them. Their inability

to read seems to throw them into the period

of revelations and dreams and they have

some most remarkable experiences.

The white missionaries were enthusiastic

over the convention and asked that other

Associations be organized at points on

the reservation. It is hoped _ in time to be

able to place a Reservation" secretary on

the Crow and Cheyenne reservations, which

join each other, after the manner of

County work.

International Bible Study Honor Rolls

The Religious Work Department reports

these results of the Bible study examina

tions for 1915. The unusual number par

ticipating and the complex nature of the

results in connection with the various con

tests have delayed the final reports. The

number of examination papers ordered by

107 Associations was 6,075; returned to be

marked by the examiners was 4,096, of

whom 3,093 actually passed.

AMERICAN BOYS' HONOR ROLL.

The ten North American Associations winning the
largest number of Bible Study examination certifi

cates by members of Roys' Departments:
1. Canton, Ohio 220 6. Long Beach, Cal. 69
2. Brookville, Pa. ...166 7. St. Joseph. Mo... 49
3. Muncie, Ind 166 8. Melrose, Mass 48
4. Washington, Pa. ..125 9. Richmond, Ind... 44
5. Omaha, Neb 91 10. Punxsutawney, Pa. 39

ASSOCIATION ROLL.

The ten Associations with highest proportion of mem
bers winning Bible Study examination certificates:

1. Brookville, Pa 86.6 6. Melrose, Mass... 9.3
2. Canton, Ohio 18.1 7. Richmond, Ind... 6 0
3. Punxsutawney ...13.9 8. Berwick, Pa 5.7
4. Muncie, Ind 13.8 9. St. Joseph, Mo... 5.4
5. Washington, Pa. ..13.0 10. Racine. Wis 5.4

ALL.AMERICAN ROLL.

The ten Associations winning the largest number of

Bible Study examination certificates:
1. Washington, Pa.. .481 6. Omaha, Neb 105
2. Canton. Ohio 334 7. St. Joseph, Mo... 91
3. Muncie, Ind 310 8. Punxsutawney ... 81
4. Brookville, Pa 302 9. Richmond, Ind... 78
5. Long Beach, Cal. ..125 10. Berwick, Pa 72
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A Course in Advertising

From a talk made by Robert W. Sullivan of
The Lowe Brothel's Company, and President
Dayton Advertising Club, before the Conference
of Teachers of Advertising of the A. A. C. of W.

Convention in Chicago.

When the Dayton Association asked me

to organize a course in advertising a year

ago. My first thought was that it would be

possible to secure a textbook which would

serve as the backbone of the course. To my

surprise there seemed to be none that an

swered my purpose. There were books that

discussed advertising in practically every

phase and from every angle. But in gen

eral they could be divided into two classes.

Either they were too theoretical or they

were too practical. Either they told the

"how" without explaining the "why," or

they theorized on the "whys" without get

ting down to definite results. Other books

discussed advertising very ably, but were too

limited in their treatment to serve as a basis

for a thorough-going course. I made it a

simple analysis of the fundamentals of ad

vertising knowledge as the basis of a course

of twenty-one lessons. It seemed to me that

they could be divided logically into three

main heads:

First—The mechanics of writing copt, pre
paring layouts and Handling the details of
printing, making of cuts, etc.

Second—Media and their uses.
Third—The application of the mechanics

to the media in the interest of retail,
wholesale and mail order advertising.

Only one man had enrolled when the first

lesson was scheduled. Quick publicity work

in the newspapers succeeded in getting four

teen young men in the classroom to hear the

lecture on Advertising as a Profession, and

sixteen enrolled, of whom thirteen finished

the work.

It seemed best for the instructor to make

most of the talks himself, supplemented by

other advertising men on subjects in which

they had specialized. A second feature was

practice work in copy writing. The chosen

lecturers included a commercial artist, a

teacher of psychology, the manager of a

printing plant, a newspaper man, an outdoor

sign man, and advertising managers of re

tail and national advertising experience. In

general the lectures were not successful, as

the average man hesitates to talk "shop"

when he gets on his feet, but takes advan

tage of the occasion to get rid of a lot of

bunk. I found it necessary to request the

lecturers to confine themselves to the sub

ject assigned, and then the class drew out

facts by questioning.

Three students were requested to write up

an account of what had been brought out in

the weekly evening's lesson for one of the

three daily newspapers. Since no one knew

whether or not he would be assigned until

the close of the talk, there was erreater at

tention to note-taking. The members of the

class, who soon found that the newspapers

would not print their stuff unless it was

written skillfully, rapidly developed a style

which enabled them to get by the city edi

tor's blue pencil. A scrapbook was kept,

and at the end of the year the man who had

the longest string received the Advertisers'

Handbook as an award. This publicity work

increased writing ability to a surprising de

gree. Incidentally it kept the work of the

class before the public and had a good in

fluence in increasing the enrollment the fol

lowing year.

As various media were discussed, the

class was assigned the writing of copy suit

able for that type of media for a _ given

proposition. Later when the applications to

various kinds of advertising—retail, whole

sale, mail order, etc., were discussed, copy

suitable for such propositions was written.

This copy was read by the instructor and

criticisms, suggestions, etc., were written on

it. At the next meeting of the class the

copy was read aloud and a general criti

cism of the copy and layout entered into.

When the interest began to lag an inves

tigation forced the conclusion that hypo

thetical propositions had to be reinforced

by actual problems. I therefore inaugu

rated a series of ad contests. A depart

ment store offered a prize of $5 for the

best advertisement of their shoe department.

The head of the department came before

the class with a sample of the shoe to be

featured, described it in detail, told of the

service his department offered and gave the

right angle on the kind of copy desired.

Every student submitted copy and layout,

and three advertising men served as judges.

The first choice was run by the store and

credited to the Association advertising class.

Then the members knew they were getting

down to "brass tacks" and looked forward

to the next contest with zest and enthusi

asm.

This was conducted in the interest of a

men's furnishing store selling a brand of

nationally advertised clothing. In this in

stance the members of the class went into

the store, talked to the salesmen, tried on

the clothing, looked over the proof book pre

pared by the manufacturer, and familiarized

themselves with the merchandise and store

policy. The proprietor was so well pleased

that he gave a first, second and third prize,

and used several of the other ads submitted

as a part of his regular copy. The adver

tising manager of the clothing manufac

turer became interested and later got out a

bulletin which was sent to hundreds of their

dealers, suggesting that they start an ad

contest in the local advertising class or ad

vertising club. Next year similar contests

were held in the interest of a business col

lege and department and clothing stores. A

total of $40 was received by members as a

result of these contests.

There was considerable publicity work

connected with these ad contests. The story

was told in many different ways of how a

leading merchant had offered a prize for the

best advertisement, why he had offered it,
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THE ASSOCIATION TRADE MARK—EMBLEM IN THE WARRING COUNTRIES

One of the Great Marquees for Social-Religious Work in th.i Camp Centers

how the members of the class were working

on the problem, etc. At the conclusion of

the contest there was always a pleasant lit

tle write-up of the winner. All of this

pleased the advertiser, the winner and his

friends, and kept the whole class alert striv

ing to do the best possible work.

I am convinced that the teaching of ad

vertising in order to be worth while must tie

up theory with practice. Where the stu

dent is giving his entire time to the study

of advertising, it is entirely possible, I be

lieve, to train men both in the theory and

practice of advertising. In Ohio the Uni

versity of Cincinnati is graduating trained

engineers from a technical school after a

co-operative course in engineering. The

practice of engineering is taught in the shop

or in a railroad under actual commercial

conditions, and the science underlying the

practice is taught in the university. By

spending alternate two-week periods in

practical work and at the university, the

student secures a very thorough knowledge

of the theory and practice of engineering.

That plans has been followed successfully

for more than six years. If that has been

done with so difficult a subject as engineer

ing, I challenge any man to tell me that it

cannot be done in advertising.

Under the co-operative plan of teaching

advertising, a student would spend a cer

tain period in the classroom studying, let

us say, the use of illustration, halftones

and electros. Then he goes to an engraving

plant or an electrotype foundry to learn how

the various processes are worked out.

Later, after another classroom session, he

spends some time in a printing office. Then

when he has secured an understanding of

these details he may be assigned to the copy

department of a department store, and then

to a national advertiser, and so on, making

use during the term of his course of all the

practical advertising facilities in the city in

which the school or college is located. At

the end of the course the man who has mas

tered the theory and practice of advertising

co-ordinated in this way will, if he has the

right natural ability and adaptability, be

come a master advertising man. Such men

will make the profession of advertising one

hundred per cent efficient.

In the Day's Work

AWAY from home in a Southern city,

and as many another man, position

lost through drink, he came into the Mobile

Association on a cold, rainy night seeking

assistance. He was on the verge of de

lirium. To get him sober, he was taken

into a Christian home, put to bed and kept

for several days under close supervision.

Naturally he asked the question, Why do

you do this for me, a total stranger? There

was only one answer possible. He saw the

light, gave up his drink. Then came a con

fession. He was estranged from his wife

and family in a Northern State; they

would not be inclined to trust him as he

had made promises before. All this was

straightened out, the family were united in

the Southern city, work found for him and

his son, who has since married a Southern

girl. That was years ago. The man is

thrifty now in the fullest sense.

Recreational and play life is being em

phasized everywhere, and we must recog

nize it. Some of our young men in a Bap

tist Sunday school class have been kept

away from a public pool parlor adjacent

to a saloon, with the constant temptation to

drink and gamble with the professional

"leeches" about all the while. These young

men were going there, and their teacher

and others did not know of it. They

"opened up their hearts" and told us they

had not been there since the "Y" opened.

But I do feel that we should encourage

young men to spend their time—or some of

it—more profitably than in bowling and

billiards.—Amsterdam.

Occasionally a fellow, usually under

twenty years of age, stays at the billiard

tables too much. We limit such in the use

of billiards and require each member who

plays to register personally in a special

book. He signs his name and the time he

takes a cue. We therefore deal with each

man separately, preserve a permanent

record for the auditor, and can readily

check up the amount of time that each fel

low puts in on the tables.—Peterborough,

Canada.
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A View of the Employed Officer

mHERE ARE two views in respect to the

J. kind of a man that an employed officer

oi the Young Men's Christian Association

should be and the kind of training that he

should receive to best fit him for his work.

One of these is that the employed officer,

physical director, educational secretary, gen

eral secretary, or whatever his special posi

tion is, should be a "professional man"; i. e.,

he should be judged by professional stand

ards like the school teacher, lawyer, doctor

and clergyman. These standards cover cer

tain courses of study, schedules of compen

sation, length of time of service, hours of

work and fixed times of vacations.

The other concept is that an employed

officer of the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation is a man called of God, with a

special personality and adaptability for

organizing, leading, teaching and guiding

boys and young men in an aggressive cam

paign to build up the Kingdom of God

among boys and young men. Those who

hold to the latter view believe that the test

of efficiency in an employed officer is a re

ligious conviction that sin is the great prob

lem and that salvation comes through

Christ, and that the Association officer uses

physical and educational classes, social ac

tivities and all of our paraphernalia we call

"Association Work" to help redeem boys

and young men who are lost unless they take

Christ as their Saviour.

The tendency among a large number of

Association employees to-day seems to be

to professionalize the employed officer. The

colleges and universities were tending

strongly in the same direction twenty-five

years ago, but at the present time the ad

vanced educators are revolting. In other

words, when Chicago University was

founded and Dr. Harper was making his

selection of teachers, the statement was

given out that in selecting a faculty men

were to be chosen in the following order of

qualifications:

1. Original research.

2. Teaching ability.

3. Character and personality.

Leading educators to-day are reversing

this order and in the selection of men for

positions on University and College facul

ties the order now is:

1. Personality and character.

2. Teaching ability.

3. Original research.

Now for the Young Men's Christian As

sociation to leave the basis on which the

movement has been built and try to estab

lish so-called "professional" standards for

the employed officers instead of seeking to

emphasize personality, religious zeal and

executive ability, seems worse than an ab

surdity. This tendency will surely make

of our Associations crystallizing, formal,

methodical organizations instead of aggres

sive, alert, wideawake propaganda Associ

ations. H. W. Stone.
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SPANISH-AMERICANS AT BLACK MOUNTAIN
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Six Student Conferences of 2,500 Men

SIX STUDENT summer conferences, fully

2500 students, professors and Church

representatives and nearly 300 foreign

students. Reports from each conference in

dicate that a deeper spiritual note was

sounded than in any previous gatherings of

this character.

Dr. Mott's call to sacrifice, based on the

challenge of the European War, brought

forth gifts of life and money surpassing

the best record of other years. Raymond

Robins' thrilling accounts of his conversion

and battle against graft and corruption

fired men with a passion for reality. Many

of the strongest students gladly volun

teered in response to the appeal of need and

opportunity in Asia, as faithfully pre

sented by Sherwood Eddy. A new con

sciousness of obligation to the Church, and

a new sense of loyalty to all branches of its

work resulted from the splendid cooperation

of the various Board Secretaries in the dif

ferent conferences.

From each conference a wave af evangel

ism will spread through the schools and col

leges as a result of earnest study and

prayer. Students heretofore baffled by

doubts are now established in faith because

they listened to Mackenzie and Bosworth,

McDowell and Adam. Those who were

timidly following the Master felt their

courage rise under the inspiring messages

of Fosdick, Stone, Henderson and Mc-

Connell.

A grateful sense of international brother

hood possessed us as we looked into the

serious faces of Canadian men, and as we

worked and played shoulder to shoulder

with the attractive fellows from China,

Japan, India and Latin-America. God was

with us in these conferences and our com

mon Master drew many strangers to Him

self; every mountain and valley became

Holy Ground. C. D. Hurrey.
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Is Apprenticeship Dead?

By C. K. OBER

Is Apprenticeship Dead?—"When it is

stated that Apprenticeship is dead, the con

ception formed is that of the system under

the Trade Guilds of the Middle Ages. There

would be as much reason in saying that the

science of illumination is dead because our

modern electric lighting bears little relation

ship to the rushlight of centuries ago, or

that steam transportation is dead because

the modern locomotive can scarcely be rec

ognized compared with the first engine in

vented.—A. H. Leake, Inspector technical

education, Ont., in Industrial Education.

The Western Electric Company's official

publication states: "Nearly one thousand se

lected college graduates from more than one

hundred and sixty colleges are in the com

pany's employ. The company conducts edu

cational courses, to give these men a gen

eral knowledge of its business and prepare

them for responsible positions. The plan in

cludes experience in working departments,

at least two hours per week in the class

room, lectures, assigned reading, observa

tion trips, original work and studies. The

compensation is $65 per month during the

first year; an increase at beginning of sec

ond year, and ability to prove usefulness to

the company controls future salary. The

courses of study are under the educational

department. The manager and instructors

give personal attention to the men, and ad

vise them throughout their first year's work,

and comprehensive records of the work and

progress of each student are kept."

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company's

official paper has this to say: "In the Al-

toona shops and yards there is in operation

a great school of practical railroading for

college graduates, who serve four years be

fore they are given positions of responsi

bility.

"They go through all the different shops,

learn how to fire a locomotive, how to keep

accounts, while some time is spent in the

draughting room, and some in the labora

tory (or testing roomK They also become

acquainted with the Maintenance of Way

work, and with the Pennsylvania methods

of operating a railroad. They are carefully

watched and directed, and a record of every

man's work is kept. Each apprentice receives

four hours' instruction Der week. During

his last vear the annrentice is assigned spe

cial work to give him particularized train

ing' for the duty which he is later to perform.

"From this force are appointed assistant

supervisors, engineers and superintendents.

With few exceptions, the superintendents of
<•'! t,hf> divisions east of Pittsburgh served

their t'me in Altoona."

By the Fellowship Plan of the Young

Men's Christian Associations selected col

lege graduates are afforded opnortunitv to

secure diversified experience in standard

Associations, in fellowship, or understudy,

relation to the general secretaries, supple

mented by local and summer school instruc

tion, and followed, where practicable, by a

year of graduate study. Compensation cov

ering expenses is provided the first year,

and men who "make good" are promoted to

responsible positions with increased com

pensation, when prepared. The Fellowship

Plan has been standardized on the basis

of its best experience, and has become a

recognized recruiting agency of the Associ

ations for positions of leadership in the

Association movement.

Getting Under the Foreign

Work

By L. WILBUR MESSER, Chicago

THE EMPLOYED officers attending the

Asilomar Conference gave their hearty

acceptance to the challenge of the Foreign

Work Commission appointed by action of

the previous Conference and devoted an

entire Sunday afternoon session to the con

sideration of the tentative report of the

Commission, which was based on a thorough

study of the administrative policy of the

Foreign Work Department, a survey of the

foreign fields at present occupied, and the

demands for extension.

The section of the report on the attitude

and obligation of the North American As

sociations revealed the startling informa

tion that the responsibility for the foreign

work is now carried by a comparatively

small number of Associations. It was

shown that of the 346 Associations ranked

as large Associations, having a minimum

of six secretaries, 1000 members, and a

budget of $24,000, only eighty-nine are con

tributing to foreign work ; 257 are not. The

amount of the contributions from the

eighty-nine Associations averaged only

$1.40 per member.

The Commission reported some striking

examples from different sized cities where

substantial sums had been contributed by

members and friends of the Association

who had been adequately informed concern

ing the opportunities to generously share in

the development of the foreign work pro

gram of the Associations of the North

American brotherhood.

The Conference unanimously approved

the recommendations of the Commission,

which declared that the obligation for the

North American Associations' foreign work

program rests primarily upon the local As

sociations and an adequate foreign work

program for each Association.

The delegates also approved the recom

mendation that each executive employed

officer at once endeavor to secure the adop

tion of an adequate program for foreign

work by the respective Associations, and

that the various State organizations and

the National Council in Canada formulate

and promote a foreign work program
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BUILDING SECURED AT MANILA, P. I., FOR STUDENT AND CITY DEPARTMENTS

Student Department between City Hall and Nor
mal School, near University of the Philippines,

High, Trade and Commerce Schools.

The Filipino City Department for Business and
Government classes. Gymnasium and Swimming
Pools are Around the Corner, Hidden by the

Wing.

which shall make available to all Asso

ciations the vision, method and motive for

participation in foreign work.

The Conference recommended the con

tinuance of the Commission, with power to

respond to any call for service in connec

tion with the next International Conference

or from the Foreign Work Department of

the International Committee.

THE UNANIMOUSLY APPROVED RECOMMENDATIONS

In response to the urgent, united and re-
Iterated calls of missionary and native leaders
of the Church in many foreign lands, and in
view of the immediate needs and unparalleled
opportunities of the North American Young
Men's Christian Associations in those fields, your
Commission would present the following reso
lutions :

1. We recognize and hereby declare that the
obligation for the North American Associations'
foreign work program rests primarily upon our
local Associations, and your Commission there
fore recommends that each local Association
annually, through its Board of Directors, adopt
an adequate foreign work program.

2. We recommend that the foreign work pro
gram of a local Association should include :

(1) A Foreign Work Committee.
(2) A Foreign Work Club or organization

composed of contributors, with a leading Chris
tian layman as chairman.

(3) A member of the employed staff directly
responsible for promoting the foreign work pro
gram.

(4) An adequate educational policy.

(5) An effective plan for enlisting intercession.
(6) A definite financial objective which shall

be covered by individual subscriptions, if pos
sible not later than June 1st of each year ; the
amount of the subscriptions to be forwarded to
the International Committee, preferably early in
the year, or in monthly or quarterly payments.

(7) Provision for special attention to repre
sentatives of foreign nations who may be lo
cated in our cities, with a view to acquainting
such men with the equipment, activities and
program of the Association : and also, to pro
moting friendly fellowship between them and
our members.

3. In order to Insure a prompt response from
the Association, we further recommend :

(1) That the Executive Employed Officers at
once endeavor to secure the adoption of this
program for foreign work by the respective
Associations.

(2) That the various state organizations In
the United States and the National Council in
Canada formulate and promote a foreign work
program which shall make available to all As
sociations the vision, method and motive for
participation in foreign work.

(3) That local Associations avail themselves
of the experience and leadership of the super
visory committees, through co-operative en

deavor, to educate and enlist an adequate finan

cial constituency.
4. Your Commission further recommends the

continuance of the work of the Commission dur
ing the next Conference period, with authority
to respond In the interim to any call for service
in connection with the next International Con
vention, or from the Foreign Work Department
of the International Committee, and that this
Conference requests the new Executive Commit
tee to appoint the present Commission to succeed

itself. L. Wilbur Messer, Chairman.

E. T. Colton.

J. W. Hopkins.
A. G. Studer.

Edward W. Hearne.
Robert E. Lewis.

In Other Countries

While the business houses of the city

were thinking about doing it, the Manila

Association got out the first "Slogan

ized" stationery. "Manila—Where Nothing

Knocks But Opportunity." The papers, as

usual, were kind and congratulated them on

the enterprise shown. A large sign in the

corridor read:

WRITE THAT LETTER HOME

TODAY

AND USE ONE OF THE NEW

"SLOGANIZED" ENVELOPES

Here is a Paragraph from a boy's letter

from behind the lines in France, to his

"dearest father," which well reflects the

popularity of the "huts."

The concert was held In the new Y. M. C. A.
double hut, which has just been built on the
base camp ground. It's simply wonderful what

the Association is doing out here. Except for
the Association there is practically nothing
to do In the evening, but this attracts literally
hundreds of men inside, to whom good is being
done without their knowing it. Religion Isn't
"rammed down their throats" here, but each
evening is quietly brought to a close with a
short prayer. Tracts are not scattered all
over the tables and pinned upon the walls, but
are put upon the counter for anyone to take
who wishes to do so. The chaplains come
'round chatting to the men about anything ex
cept religion, and so the men get to like the
man himself, and having a sort of personal
Interest in him, will come to hear him speak
on Sundays. The hut is always quite full. A
great number of men attend Sunday Com
munion before leaving again for the firing line.
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What Churches Expect

By OLOF GATES, Elizabeth, N. J.

Realizing that to get the real viewpoint of

what the churches-ought to expect from the

Young Men's Christian Association, we

should have it from the standpoint of the

ministers, I asked a number what they

thought they might reasonably expect from

the Association. Following are their an

swers:

Sound Bodies: hence your gymnasium

and athletic work. Developed Minds:

hence your night schools and industrial

training. Saved Souls: hence your evan

gelistic meetings. Trained Christians:

hence your Bible classes. Church Workers:

hence your emphasis upon union with some

church. Good Citizens: hence your lectures

on civic, social and other duties. Social Op

portunities: hence your reading room,

games and other social functions, making

your building the gathering place for young

men. Helpful Influences: looking up the

young men, getting them work if possible,

introducing them to others who can help,

etc., etc., etc.—A Presbyterian Minister.

Get the confidence of the boy or man.

What kind of a Christian is he; if a

church member and if not a member of a

church, but an Association man—why not a

church member? (2) If he was once an

active church member, but now has drifted

—what caused the drift, and how can he be

restored? (3) The secretary should have

the united confidence of the ministers and

should have the opportunity of presenting

the work once a year to every evangelical

congregation in the city. (4) A closer bond

of relationship should exist between the As

sociation and the Church, irrespective of

denominational lines.—A Methodist Min

ister.

Not a great while ago I should have

said that the sphere of the Association

ought to be that of a Christian club, where

young men could be sheltered from the cur

rent temptations and educated. I should

have said that the Association had better

leave the religious end to the churches,

which were addressing themselves to the

task as they were not when the Associa

tion was founded in this country. I must

confess, however, that the reading of Beg-

bie's book on the founding of the work in

England and the ideals of Sir George Wil

liams, made a profound impression on me,

and now I am not sure what the field of the

Association is. I am not sure how far they

can go in their distinctly religious work.

Of course, some emphasis on religion would

alienate many, but the demand for spiritual

power in the lives of the men is so over

whelmingly great that some things can be

sacrificed to it.

At the lowest terms I think that every

year the churches ought to receive the

names of a good number of young men who

have come to the city and have been "found"

by the Association. We have a passion for

members and numbers—that is a minis

terial \veakness—and nothing will make a

greater impression on our churches than the

pointing of young men to those churches.

The churches ought to find in the- Associa

tion an organization which can handle the

physical problems which young men, and

especially unmarried boys and young men

face. That is your sphere entirely.—A

Baptist Minister.

Like all our Churches and religious

organizations the Association is in

danger of forgetting its chief reason for ex

istence—that of bringing men into the king

dom of Christ. We are all too well satis

fied with the present condition. We are all

a pretty good sort of people. All very

true, but there are not enough of us, and

will not be until we have stormed the gates

of hell. What we need is a baptism of

power—but we will never get it until we

nave determined that every bit of energy

we possess shall be devoted to telling men

the story of the Gospel and constraining

them to accept it. The Church expects the

Association to deliver the goods—athletic,

social, educational, but above and beyond all,

spiritual. I have always in all my ministry

been a good friend to the Association, and

some of my best friends have been in its

work—my own first religious work was done

under the State Committee of Illinois when

I was a freshman in college. But / never

have received into the Church one single

man who was converted in the Association.

Now I do not lay this up against it. I only

cite it as a sign that the Association, like

the churches, needs a recall to its original

and only sufficient reason for being.—A

Presbyterian Minister.

I would expect from the Association that

it exerts such an influence on our young

men that they may be encouraged to become

active members of our church, not only ac

tive in the Associations connected with their

churches, but active as churchgoers, and

especially active in our Sunday schools.

There is a woeful lack of younger men as

Sunday school workers.—A Lutheran Min

ister.

First: A safe, clean place to which he

can send his young men for companion

ship, physical training and good times. (2)

A place where the religious atmosphere is

so thoroughly natural and wholesome that

the boys shall unconsciously but thoroughly

lose that feeling of antagonism to religion.

I mean that the Association ought to be

the most powerful agency there is for

making religion a normal, to-be-talked-about

thing. (3) At once a center and clearing

house for all sorts of united efforts for good.

That is a big job, but the Association is a

big thing. (4) Most important of all—a

place where it is the usual thing to lead men

definitely to Jesus Christ.—A Pastor,
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The Association should develop in its

members a threefold training of body,

mind and soul. As man is a trinity, com

posed of a physical, intellectual and spiritual

nature, there should be a symmetrical cul

ture of these three natures, which the

Association is well fitted to give. If only the

first part is trained we merely get a splendid

animal. If only the second part we may

get a most dangerous animal. If only the

third part, we may get a bigot or fanatic.

(2) I would expect that the Association

would emphasize the need of loyal at

tendance at some Christian Church on the

part of its members. Had there been no

Christian Church there would have been no

Association. Anything which tends to

weaken the Church will ultimately tend to

weaken all helpful and uplifting institu

tions which are the outgrowth of Christian

ity.—A Methodist Minister.

The Strong-Arm Squad

By W. K. WINGFIELD

WHEN arrangements were made to have

Dr. Latshaw come to Bonami the

first thing that was done was to call a

group of ten men together who, at that

time, were called the finance committee, but

after the first meeting they agreed on the

name of "Strong Arm Squad" to devise

ways and means of having a revival tent

meeting under the auspices of the Asso

ciation and have Dr. Latshaw conduct the

services, which were heartily supported by

the two local pastors. They were present

at every service.

The ten were men who do things and

were selected on that account. They met

several times before Dr. Latshaw's arrival

and set up the campaign, agreed to stand

behind the expenses of the meeting, tent,

seats, singers, violinist, cornet player, ad

vertised the meeting to every person they

met daily and met with Dr. Latshaw after

he arrived. On the first Sunday after the

meeting started the chairman, F. E. Mar

tin, who is president of the Association and

superintendent of the saw mill, after the

evening service announced to the audience

that the expense of the meeting was so

much, and that the Strong Arm Squad men

would pass down the aisles and receive their

contributions.

Then those men started to work. It was

great to see them take that collection—the

first public thing most of those men had

ever done in their lives. It was done quietly

and quickly, and it did them good. It

amounted to $177.50, which only lacked

$2.70 of paying all expenses, and the lum

ber company paid that. The people paid

it and enjoyed; doing so. The twenty-four

Strong Arm Squad men were not all Chris

tian men at first, but they are now. They

are going to Sunday School and church

every Sunday and meet at the Association

every Friday night for an hour's discussion

of the religious needs of our town.

They are setting up another campaign

for Dr. Latshaw this fall, and are surely

changing their lives. They are having an

effect on the whole town and near-by towns

as well.

The leading officials and foremen of the

lumber company are the leaders in the

movement and the men in every department

are following in their footsteps.

Men come in and talk to me about their

past lives and prospective future who

would never talk to me along those lines

before. This is an epoch-making move

ment. The men mean business. They seem

anxious not to make a mistake. They want

the movement to grow, they say, not for a

big show, but for the good that it will do

the other fellow, just like it is doing them.

The people of the community raised

money to purchase and present a fine watch

to Dr. Latshaw as a token of their appre

ciation.

We have formed an Associated Church

Register for the people who are not mem

bers of the local churches, and fifteen have

signed that register and more will later.

 

THE "DOODLE-BUG" INITIATION MADE A LOT OF FUN AT ASILOMAR

Silver Bay had Its Order of "Stuck-Ups" with jolly Initiation and "sign." Asilomar supplies
the Doodle-Bug, the name of the little nipping rascal of the sands of Asilomar. The first picture
shows the dignified president of the San Francisco Association and Montignani, a fellow Scotch

man, led to the Initiation. The second is Conference Pastor Francis being initiated by J. G.

White, while Fechter yanks "the tumbling snare



The Building Record

GROUND-BREAKING

AT ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.

In this great civic

day at Albuquerque

the mayor, pastors,

Indian agent, and

railroad superintend

ent took part. The

first shovelful was

turned by R. E. Put

ney, who gave $12,-

000 on the $75,000

fund. This very spot

was the site of his

father's wholesale

grocery and where

the hardy pioneer

proved the friend

and sponsor of the

Indians

 

The gift of $60,000 from a friend to the

University of Michigan Association gives

surety to the building campaign for $150,-

000 to be conducted by C. S. Ward in Sep

tember.

In a quiet campaign at Lincoln, Neb.,

more than $55,000 has been secured to clear

off the debt and open the way for a greater

work unfettered by interest charges.

A residuary bequest of $300,000 is left

the Associations of Manchester, N. H., and

Lowell, Mass., by the late Dr. Fred S.

Pearson. It will be years, however, before

it becomes available.

The Unitarian Church property at Hol-

yoke, on a commanding corner looking out

upon an open public library lot, has been

purchased by the Holyoke Association for

its sometime-to-be-erected new building.

The Copper Queen Mining Company has

added to its recent gift of $10,000 for the

enlargement and improvement of the Bis-

bee, Ariz., building, an athletic field for the

exclusive use of the Association. It is near

the mine superintendent's office and is quite

accessible to both office and underground

men. The membership has increased from

less than 500 to nearly 1500.

Meriden, Conn., has taken title to a com

manding building site given by John L.

Billard. Recently a budget campaign for

$5,000 was carried through in seven days

with enthusiasm and $5,422 pledged. This

is an indication of what will be done when

the building campaign is projected.

Dubuque's (Iowa) building fund is now

$65,000, with promises of increase. The old

gymnasium is to be enlarged to 44 x 76 ft.

and a new front building to be erected im

mediately.

Newark, N. J., is about to make altera

tions in its building for more perfect fire

protection.

For its Men's Hotel the Chicago Associa

tion now has pledged the sum of $635,000,

which meets all conditional subscriptions

and enables it to proceed at once to the

erection of the building. The names of

subscribers and the amounts as pledged

toward this $1,100,000 building are as fol

lows: J. Ogden Armour, $50,000; Charles

R. Crane and Richard T. Crane, Jr., $50,-

000; Joseph N. Field, $50,000; N. W. Har

ris, $50,000; Victor F. Lawson, $50,000;

Cyrus H. McCormick, $50,000; James A.

Patten, $50,000; Julius Rosenwald, $50,000;

John G. Shedd, $50,000; Mrs. Gustavus F.

Swift and family, $50,000; William Wrift-

ley, Jr., $50,000; La Verne W. Noyes, $25,-

000; Samuel Insull, $20,000; Mrs. T. B.

Blackstone, $10,000; Mrs. Charles A.

Chapin, $10,000; Mrs. Nettie Fowler Mc

Cormick, $10,000; John V. Farwell, $5,000

and Mrs. George M. Pullman, $5,000.

La Porte, Ind., shook itself free of debt

in a campaign led by M. C. Williams, rais

ing $10,500, including expenses for a year.

Campaigns continue successfully. In two

weeks Flint, Mich., wrote subscriptions for

$10,670.95. The town of Ridgewood, N. J.,

pledged $5,200 in five days.

Fall River, Mass., signed up $6,100 in a

few days for its current expense budget.

Notwithstanding business conditions

Phoenix, Ariz., has raised $19,000 payable

in semi-annual instalments of $75 each and

covering current expenses for five years.

Its membership is 723, an increase of 7 per

cent.

Jacksonville, 111., undertook to secure $8,-

000 for a two-year budget and obtained

$8,600 in a campaign which put new life

into the Association, and will lead to a new

building in two years.

Bozeman, Mont., plans to open its new

building Sept. 1, but first to raise every dol

lar for debt and furnishing. Great Falls,

Mont., will open its building Dec. 1, also

without debt—a policy held to by the state

committee.
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Coatesville, Pa., opened its new $155,000

building July 31. This takes the place of

an old building sold for $33,000. Mr. C. L.

Huston gave $25,000 and Mr. A. F. Huston

$15,000. The auditorium, which was rushed

to open in February, seats 1050. Twenty

Sunday afternoon meetings averaged 1000

men in attendance. It is in constant use

for entertainment and the daily showing of

moving pictures, attended on Saturdays by

fully 2000 people and on week days from

500 to 1500.

"We want a Y. M. C. A. in Anderson,"

read the banners streaming from an auto

mobile bearing a party of young men to

visit Muncie. There they were "treated

white," saw the building from top to bot

tom, swam, bowled, played billiards and

chess, and asked if they could bring a

party of sixty later. They are getting up

steam and sentiment to raise that needed

$125,000 to back Jack Brunt's $125,000.

 

FOR CHICAGO TRAINING SCHOOL

Association buildings have been opened

at Laurel, Miss. ($100,000) ; Roanoke, Va.

($200,000) ; Holland, N. J. (small town,

$8,300; mortgage, $4,000); Brooklyn Cen

tral opens in October.

Over $100,000 was raised in Louisville

for the Presbyterian Theological Seminary

in a campaign led by P. C. Dix.

Work has lately been commenced on new

Association buildings at Kannapolis, N. C,

for an addition to double the size of the

building in this cotton mill town, where

the membership is now 1,003; Young

Men's Institute, New York, to be remodeled

at a cost of $60,000; Stroudsburg, Pa., to

be completed November 1.

Cornerstones have lately been laid for

Association buildings at Beloit, Wis.

($150,000) and at Great Falls, Mont.

($100,000).

This is the five year program at Utica

lately announced and approved as sane and

possible: a new central building, boys' club

building, building for the east side, perma

nent summer camp equipment, athletic field,

increase of endowment funds.

A mortgage of $15,000 on the Bath, Me.,

Association building was paid last month

through the bequest of Galen C. Moses, a

life-long trustee and treasurer. With the

building clear and an endowment of $25,-

 

AN ATTRACTIVE LIGHT

ING FIXTURE, MADE OF

CAST BRONZE AND WEIGH

ING 175 POUNDS, FROM

THE DESIGN OF A MEMBER OF THE

BELLEVILLE (ONT.) ASSOCIATION

000 there is no excuse for this Association

failing to measure up to large service.

The governor opened the new Associa

tion building in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

It was erected in a park of 4% acres

granted the Association by the Government.

Mr. Lok Yew made the largest gift of

$15,000. The Government also gave $3,500

in cash. The building was opened without

debt and with a balance of $1,500 in hand.

The governor expressed the hope that the

Association would be a factor in discourag

ing drinking habits among young men.

For its five departments, including for

eign work in China and State supervision,

the University and Colored Associations,

Columbus, has raised the handsome sum of

$21,000.

When San Jose started on its annual

canvass for $6,000 the Mercury-Herald said

editorially: "The pool-room and the saloon

are the losers, since the Y. M. C. A. fur

nishes better and more wholesome attrac

tions. But it is not merely the good that

is being done for the boys and young men

who would otherwise roam the streets in

idleness, but the help that is extended to

scores of strangers who drift in from other

cities and the country with neither anchor

age nor money. These go straight to the

Association where information and advice

are free and interest is manifested in them.

From whatever angle one may take, it is a

highly philanthropic work."

Martinsburg, W. Va., is now being

rescued from a throttling debt. Mayor

Newton D. Baker of Cleveland, writes as

"a Martinsburg boy," inclosing his check

for the fund:

"The old town since I left It has become a city.
It has had larger contacts with the outside
world. I have wondered if with its growth and
development it has acquired also the citv spirit
which recognizes the importance of providing for
the boys and the girls, who are to be citizens in
the next generation, sound education and sound
recreational opportunities. We build up the
minds of our young people through the common
schools, and we cannot afford to allow their
characters to grow wild in the waste places of
our city streets. The success of this campaign
will be a fair measure of the degree to which
Martinsburg has appreciated the responsibilities
that come with her growth and prosperity."
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In Labor's World

PRACTICALLY all of the Associations in

industrial fields feature holiday celebra

tions, and July Fourth was one of the big

gest events. The programs were safe and

sane and ranged all the way from balloon

ascensions, parades, baseball games and fat

men's races, to reading the Declaration of

Independence, celebrating the naturalization

of foreigners, and preaching Christian

Americanism.

There is a cotton mill in the South which

had never paid a dividend, but on the con

trary was a heavy loss. In the language

of the management it was "a lemon." While

under this continuous financial loss the man

agement agreed to contribute to the support

of an Association in that village. The com

pany "broke even" at the very first period

following the opening of the Association's

work. Doubtless it is a coincidence, but a

fact nevertheless.

The Eastman Gardiner Lumber Company

has erected a second building at its logging

camp at Wisner, Miss. This one will be for

the Colored Association.

A new building is being erected at Camp

Hugh, Ala., for the employees of the Kaul

Lumber Company. This company has al

ready tried out the Association at its plant

at Kaulton, Ala.

There are now eleven lumbermen's Asso

ciations in the South. At three of these—

Wisner, Miss.; Bon Ami, La., and Stamps,

Ark.—there have been recent revivals with

more than 150 conversions.

Ninety per cent of the entire population

at the Crossett (Ark.) Loggers' Association

are using the building, and all but three of

the employees are members.

Laurel, Miss., is rejoicing not only in the

completion of its new $100,000 model Asso

ciation building but in the fact that thirty

boys have been led to Christ through the

Association and have joined one of the

churches.

Lawrence is feeling the impact of the As

sociation. A recent industrial athletic car

nival is an illustration: 10,000 present; 500

entries; 30 factories represented; 10,000

tickets (capacity of the field) sold ten days

before the event; 500 engaged in elimina

tion games for six weeks leading up to the

finals in baseball and soccer; a permanent

baseball league among the mills organized.

Every mill uniformed its team, and em

ployers and employees were brought to

gether in a way which Mr. Holm, who engi

neered it, calls "a wonderful success," and

he adds, "next year's goal 25,000." Law

rence is making history constructively these

days and the Association is surely doing a

worthy part. Send to Holm for samples of

printed matter and letters used.

New Haven's Industrial Department in

six months has worked in seventeen indus-

tries and at thirty-four other points had 144

gatherings with 16,000 present. Three hun

dred were enrolled in English, Civics and

other subjects, and 115 volunteers were put

to work. Eighty-one of these were Yale

men.

A striking piece of night school extension

work is being handled at Charlotte, N. C.

During the season just closed there were

577 sessions with 10,155 in attendance,

nearly all of these in industrial communi

ties.

Kannapolis, N. C, holds the membership

record. With a cotton mill population of

4,000 there are 925 members in the Asso

ciation.

On the day following the Thrift Cam

paign in an Indiana city one of the bank

presidents reported that they had more new

savings accounts opened that day than on

any single day in the history of the bank

except on the day of the opening of its sav

ings department.

W. V. Edwards, secretary Elmwood-St.

Bernard Branch (Industrial) at Cincinnati,

reports over 150 men and boys from five

plants entered for a five weeks' continuous

inter-factory athletic meet.

State Mining Secretary Ewald reports

progress in Kentucky: "One branch that

was temporarily closed because entire com

munity moved away during business de

pression is now open, and another building

assured to replace a temporary one. Sev

eral Associations arranged community

Fourth of July. Five promoted garden

contests. One secretary raised 600 tomato

plants and furnished them to the community

free. Successful father and son banquet at

Jenkins. Eighty-five decisions in evangel

istic meeting at Benham. Joint picnic of

four mothers' clubs of Jenkins planned.

Successful boy scout work at Stone. Camp-

fire girls at Benham."

F. H. Rindge, Jr., found a widespread

response to his message of service in a re

cent trip to the Coast. College men by the

hundred are enlisting for service. Courses in

engineering schools are being changed so as

to include "human engineering." Engineer

ing societies and journals are snowing

marked interest in discussing the Associa

tion's program. New types of work are

being found and corresponding types of need

being met in getting the volunteers into

service, and City Associations and Student

Associations are co-operating as never be

fore in furnishing the field and the forces.

Meanwhile there are going out into com

manding places in industry hundreds of

young engineers equipped through the in

dustrial service movement to show a spirit

of brotherhood and care for human welfare

which would have been impossible if they

had not, while undergraduates, trained for

it by volunteer service among industrial

workers.
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TEACHING RESUSCITATION BEFORE A FACTORY CROWD AT NOON IN POUGHKEEPSIE

Part of week's Public Demonstrations by the Association from playgrounds, schools, from a truck

in the square, etc.

Physical Activities

LYNCHBURG'S Island Park is at the

center of four counties. Here a sane

and safe program brought together over

6000 people July 5 for a great day of recre

ation and sociability, with a fifty-event pro

gram, brass band, fireworks, swimming,

tennis, baseball, fun, no charge for admis

sion or money-making schemes, everybody

welcome and sober. Plans for Labor Day

include as last year an all-day program

of swimming, baseball, athletics, and will

bring out thousands of boys and working

men with their families, and develop friend

ships and friendly relations, which will lead

as Defore to hundreds of them joining the

Association and attending its services. The

attendance for last year was over 50,000;

an increase of 16,000. The number playing

tennis was 4508; swimming, 11,559; boats

used, 1930; kitchen tickets sold at five

cents, 19,290. Every class of people, all

ranks from wealth to poverty, attend. It's

a friendship center.

The Brooklyn Nationals' president,

pitcher, and second baseman were guests

of honor of the Bush Terminal Baseball

League, which plays two double headers

every Saturday afternoon, a popular fea

ture among the 10,000 employees. Fully

20,000 people witnessed the Marathon run

June 19 when 106 out of 130 completed the

course. The Association handled the

athletic features of the Fourth celebration,

with 315 contestants and 6000 spectators.

The rescue of two boys from drowning

through the training of the Waco, Texas,

swimming classes was a credit well noticed

by the press. Of 400 boys entering, 62%

per cent, learned to swim in ten days.

In a striking, illustrated, 12-page folder

Sears Roebuck Dept. mighty well shows its

summer work and centers this wellput

statement.

ACTIVE PLAY

is the original summer tonic and blood

purifier prescribed by

"OLD DOC NATURE"

It beats the bottled variety.

The active man's play—athletics, base

ball, hand ball, volley ball, tennis,

swimming—tones up nerve and

muscle.

Two or three times a week

KEEPS YOU IN GOOD TRIM

In the play-fest promoted and directed

by the director at Saginaw, Mich., over

1000 school children participated and 10,-

000 were present, a wonderful sight in

their calisthenic drills and games, on the

greensward of the beautiful park.

The gymnastic display in Winnipeg's

great patriotic carnival was handled by the

Association, the proceeds going to the Red

Cross and patriotic funds.
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WHAT HE

WAS A YEAR

AGO, AND

WHAT HE

IS NOW

This is a photo

graph of a Billy

Sunday convert.

Since he became

a Christian and

"cut out the

booze" his form

has changed,

li i s girth re

duced, so that

the trousers in

which he

stands, which

once fitted him

closely, are feet

too big for him

A Way to Put It

In the May issue a request was made for

well-turned phrases, such as, "The man that

is Always Tired Out will soon be worn out."

This is submitted by J. G. Maxwell, Mil

waukee:

// you can't live

i our gymnasium, live

IT.

yyithonf

This HEALTH PUZZLE has stimulated

some thought among some of the Milwaukee

men :

H—stands for HEART

L—stands for LUNGS

They will stick to you until the end.

D—stands for DUST that we all return to

E—stands for EXERCISE

A—stands for APPETITE

As soon as you drop

E, then A falls also.

T—stands for THINK

And for those who will not think,

H—will finally drop into line, and in

place of

HEALTH we have DEATH.

ithin

HEALTH

DEATH

A GIFT TO SAGI

NAW, MICH.

Tills two-acres ath

letic park is the

gift of I,. T. Bur-

rell.

 

BASEBALL DIA

MOND, TENNIS

COURTS, VOLLEY

AND HANDBALL,

CINDER RUNNING

TRACK, AND

PUBLIC PLAY

GROUND
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Out of the Lives of Boys

Incidents from a Two-Days' Boys' Camp

Huddled up in tents for many hours dur

ing a rainstorm ten boys and their

leader welcomed the clearing shower and

gathered round the camp fire on a Sunday

evening to talk over life problems. They

faced real issues, shared spiritual experi

ences, and yet three of them were not, at

that time, professing Christians. Here are

some of the incidents growing out of that

evening:

One, a boy of sixteen, had been forced by

a strict father to attend a dull church and

Sunday school for years, and hated it. He

had gained a wrong view of religion. At

night, when away from his father, most of

his time was spent with a gang which was

always in trouble. Following tne camp fire

service, the leader talked with him freely

about his own life, and then left him. The

boy spent an hour by himself at the camp

fire and then about midnight crossed to his

tent and threw himself down near his leader,

saying, "I am ready." And there, with the

adult leader praying on his left, a "big

brother" on his right, and with tears welling

up in his eyes, the boy's heart was yielded to

the great Master and Friend of boys.

"I have had drinks in nearly all of the

saloons in town, and I know what a. fellow

is up against there," said a lad of eighteen,

"but I am finding out that the Christian

life is the only one worth while." In Febru

ary he was taken home on a shutter, dead

drunk. In March he cut away from his

gang, quit drinking, and joined our boys'

group. In April he definitely became a

Christian, and in this camp showed the

qualities which will cause us to use him in

future camps as an assistant leader.

Recognized throughout the district as an

incorrigible, Rob had been arrested for

thieving, and led a gang which is a source

of constant anxiety to the police. Up to

February Tom was in constant companion

ship with Rob, and was in some of the

gang's disturbances. During March we

gradually drew Tom away from the gang,

and he has since quit smoking, joined our

boys' club, and has given up tobacco chewing

and swearing. Eight boys had been praying

for him for two months previous to our two

days' camp. On this wet Sunday night, be

tween two earthly friends, he made his great

contract with the Heavenly Friend.

The camp was over, but on the top of the

hill on the homeward trip this young Chris

tian leader carrying his heavy bundle,

paused to rest. "Oh!" he cried out, joy

fully, "yesterday and to-day have been the

happiest days of my life. We have now

prayed five boys into the Kingdom in five ,

weeks, and that ends the list."

"But," said his friend, standing at his

side, "does that then finish our business for

the King?"

"Sure not," came back the quick reply, as

the younger man drew out a piece of paper,

"and here is the first name for the new

list. For we must remember that Tom is

not much changed yet."

There was a long pause as both gazed

into the beauty of the sun as it dropped

slowly over the hills in its radiance. Then

the young leader spoke again : "My, how I

long to be an Association secretary, and

spend all my time helping boys like this!

But still it means years of study." He had

stood by the side of Tom the night before

and had poured out a great prayer of power.

This is the lad who has chosen boys' work

as a life work. Sitting there by the road

side on their bundles out went a prayer

from both that somehow God would provide

the means whereby he could start his studies

now without delay and at the same time

know that his mother was not in want.

E. M. R.
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The Boys

ALREADY nearly 2000 purposeful boys

have entered for the standard efficiency

test, 315 in Cincinnati, 111 in Milwaukee,

109 in Binghamton, are qualifying and ex

pect to wear the three bars and triangle

pendant. They are taking not only a stiff

physical trial with educational reading and

original work, but the stiffer religious tests,

with attendance at Sunday school and

church, Bible knowledge and memorizing,

giving, service, clean speech and prayer

life. When a boy takes it all he is laying

the foundation deep for a Christian life.

Two carloads of boys took that educa

tional Pacific Coast trip headed by Crackel

of Cleveland.

In pushing the membership of Broadway

Branch, Cleveland, 550 personal visits were

made at the homes of the boys on the south

side, which gained 41 members and pre

pared for the fall work.

These clubs are doing service at Rich

mond: a "Foot club" hikes to swimming

holes and points of interest; a "Bicycle

club" has a shelter tent for trips; a "flower

club" makes back yards bloom; a "Camera

club" has photographing, developing and

printing outfit; a "History club" learns all

about Richmond; and a "Campers' club"

goes on over-night trips.

 

THE GATE AT MICHIGAN STATE BOYS' CAMP

"Each For All and All For Each." It has
proved a Christian educational power in the
lives of hundreds of boys

Camp Pratt, Brooklyn's working boys'

camp on Staten Island, had 153 boys to

look out for over the Fourth.

For a five days' swimming campaign 259

boys registered at Wilkes-Barre, seventeen

older boys took charge of all instruction.

High School club had an anti-profanity

campaign when A. M. Chesley, who gave a

rousing talk in the High School assembly.

Personal work by club members followed

by distribution of snappy "anti-cussing"

cards brought results.

Boys' camps are making records this

year. Toronto's at Couchiching has 104.

Camp Dudley is more than crowded. It is

so with New Jersey and Massachusetts, etc.

 

EXPLORING ARIZONA CLIFF DWELLINGS

Fifteen Phoenix, Arizona, Boys under the lead
of Boardraan, a professor^ and W. H. Turner, an
old 23d St. man, hiked 160 miles through the
wild and desert regions of Arizona, visited
Roosevelt Dam, the haunts of Indian outlaw
Geronimo, explored the almost inaccessible Cliff

Dwellings; with plenty of fishing, hardship,
thirst and salisfaction. Next year they will visit
the Montezuma Wells and Skull Cave and the

Grand Canyon

Swimming campaigns are in the swing.

Syracuse had an attendance of 2481 in one

week, and although the opening day was

the day of a circus parade 306 boys reported

for lessons, on Tuesday 515. Incidentally

the boys' membership is doubling on its

record for July.

A houseboat barge carried Lafayette,

Ind., boys and their baggage and cooking

outfit 264 miles on the Wabash to Terre

Haute and return in twelve days. Games

and matches were arranged with boys' clubs

and Scouts at places visitied, and each day

the Bible study and campfire program was

"rich."

The attendance at a playground con

ducted by the Fort Smith, Ark., community

work for June was 8240; each Sunday night

Gospel services are held on the grounds.

The springy and sinewy tennis men will

read Lewis Graves' article on Tennis Up-

To-Date in the August Century. In this he

well says: "Tennis has lost the reputation

of being a pink-tea, handkerchief-in-the-

sleeve, deah-old-Algy sort of affair, and has

come to be recognized as spirited, red-

blooded, fast. People thought its chief in

gredient was milk-and-water; now they

know it is ginger."

Massachusetts State Committee has

launched an Association life-saving organ

ization. They had a great institute at

Camp Becket, June 22-28, with special in

struction in life-saving.
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THE CLEVER

BLOTTER DRAWING

OF FAGG OF SAN

DIEGO, THAT HAS

BEEN PULLING

MEMBERS

 
TROM THE SUMMER'S HEAT

^^^^ TO A COOL RETREAT
 

A Daily Vacation within your Means . "* * —■Jgs~=?

Membership

A five-day campaign closed in Johnstown,

Pa., with 1,638 memberships and $3,675

pledged on current expenses. There were

1,099 new members and 539 renewals. A

new plan was adopted of writing member

ships of one year, one and one-half, two and

two and one-half years' duration, on the a la

carte plan. The goal set was for 1,000 mem

berships and $4,000—the money entirely

separate from the members.

This is how Denver is coming out on its

membership proposition. Receipts for April,

the month in which the campaign was held,

were $2,578.05 in excess of April, 1914. In

May $984.23 in excess, June $312. For the

first six months it was $3,110.15 ahead of

last year, with future collections and the

advertising to the good. For the first five

days in July receipts were half what they

were for the month a year ago. Confidence

is felt that the final showing on collections

will be satisfactory.

Twenty of the Brockton Committee, to

gether with directors and secretaries, spent

sixty minutes one evening in membership

solicitation and thirty new members re

sulted. A drummer under two 8 x 10 signs

on a wagon headed a procession of boys in

their gym suits up the main street, carry

ing eighteen full sheet signs advertising

phases of the Association activities and at

tracted attention of the thousands of people

walking the street.

The Association of Membership Secre

taries elected G. Leonard Fels, Cleveland,

as president, S. A. Davidson secretary-

treasurer. It recommended that he put into

pamphlet form the best papers on member

ship work presented in recent years. The

book will contain messages from such men

as Harry Stone, I. E. Brown, L. W. Messer,

W. J. Parker, A. Nash, E. J. Hockenbury.

Little Rock is feeling the good effects of

a membership campaign held in May under

the figure of a "Railroad Race" between

Rock Island and the Iron Mountain Lines

which brought in 275 new members. This

gives the Little Rock Association the high

est membership of which there is any rec

ord in its history, 1,200 members.

Corsicana, Tex., is assimilating the new

men brought in by its campaign, which

netted 460 members, three-fourths of whom

paid cash. The goal was only 360.

Tabulation of the Jacksonville, Fla., mem

bership records reveals these interesting

facts: The average age of the senior mem

bers is 27% years. Out of a senior member

ship of 898, over 40 per cent are away from

home, 557 stated that they were members of

one of the eighteen denominations. The

democracy of the organization is shown by

the 120 occupations represented. Abstracts,

advertising, auditors and accountants, auto

mobiles, repair men, actors, architects, ball

players, bakers, bank officers, bank book

keepers and clerks, barbers, bookkeepers,

brick makers, box manufacturers, bookbind

ers, carpenters, cigar makers, civil engi

neers, clerks (general), confectioners, col

lectors, cooks, contractors, credit men,

draughtsmen, dairymen, druggists, dentists,

electricians, elevator operators, electrical

engineers, engraver, florist, floor walker,

fruits, fertilizer, fish, grocer proprietors,

grocer clerks, gas, government service, har

ness maker, hotel, insurance, inspectors, ice

and coal, judge, kodaks, laundry, leisure,

lawyers, lithographer, loans, librarian, lum

ber, merchandise brokers, manufacturer,

mechanic, minister, musicians, merchants-

proprietors, moving pictures, managers, me

chanical engineers, machine shops, machin

ist, jeweler manufacturer, naval stores, night

watchman, news agent, nurserymen, news

paper men, oculist, painter, photographer,

packers, plumbers, probation officer, play

ground director, produce, picture framer,

physician, piano tuner, planing mill, printer,

restaurant, railway mail service, railroad

service, real estate, street railway, students,

sheet metal workers, soda fountain, sign

painters, surveyors, shipping, salesmen,

stenographers, solicitor, ship yard, tax col

lector, tax assessor, telegraph operator,

train dispatcher, tailor, teachers, telephone,

transfer company, treasurer, vulcanizer,

watchmaker, weather bureau, waiters.
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Railroad Men

That was a great stunt the Institutional

Club of the St. Louis Association put over

in five hours. At 1 o'clock a hundred men

marched to the big ash pile in front of the

Association building on Twentieth Street

with teams furnished by the express com

pany, and by 6 o'clock had the plot levelled,

sodded and cement walks laid. For years

this vacant place has been an eyesore. Now

it will offer a satisfactory view and play

space, provide for tennis and hand ball, and

will be the place for the people of the

neighborhood to enjoy themselves. The

park is 135 x 255 ft., and is the first im

proved playground projected by the club.

Incidentally, an old two-story frame house

was razed in one hour and thirteen minutes.

The Inspirational Club at St. Louis is a

social club with a community purpose fos

tered and maintained by the Railroad De

partment, membership limited to 1001, no

dues or assessments, every member is sup

posed to be a living inspiration for his own

self-development and the encouragement of

others. There are nine standing committees

—all of which are busy and active.

A high-grade enrollment rather than

numbers has characterized the railroad

conferences up to date. Silver Bay, how

ever, as we go to press, has an enrollment

twice that of last year.

The membership of Merriam Park, St.

Paul, is now 386; November 1 it was 73. A

good summer program is on of THRIFT

talks, moving pictures, stereopticons, prac

tical work talks, baseball, volley and kitten

ball.

A notable group of railroad officials at

tended the rededication of the Smithville,

Tex., building. In the afternoon a barbecue

was given by the business men on the banks

of the Colorado.

One of the side tasks of the physical

director at Tyrone, Pa., was to teach a

boys' Bible class of 52, at least 43 of whom

have joined the church.

Two clubs that are doing things at Cam

den, N. J., are the Grip Club, which pro

motes acquaintance, and the Everyday Club,

pledged to read the Bible and do a good

turn daily. A third group is a Gospel team

that is covering the country thereabout and

has quickened many a man with its mes

sages.

There is a Sunrise team plaving ball at

the St. Paul grounds made up of men of

the shop's night force. Office men and shop

men take their turn in the afternoon, and

another group plays by twilight and electric

light.

"Thrift" was the subject of a series of five

lectures by Dr. Latshaw in Chicago which

have led a man to make a new showing in

his accounts and his life since then. The

reading of One Way Out and like books is

making some spendthrifts think and save

their money for "that which profiteth."

Jersey City Association thought enough

of its secretary that on the twenty-fifth an

niversary of his service his friends met him

in the Jersey City auditorium to celebrate

it. He is another of the illustrious men born

in a log hut. And better than that, he said,

he was new born through the Association

when he was twenty-five.

The D. & R. G. R. R. has joined that

growing procession of railroads in cutting

out all liquors on its dining cars and lines.

There is a public speaking group of the

Inspirational Club in St. Louis made up of

"high up" men, who are seeking relief from

the most worrying problems they have.

The President of the Norfolk and West

ern R. R. has declared that he finds no trouble

in convincing his board of directors that

money spent on the Association and for

which he must give an accounting is well

spent money, and that after everything is

considered, more than pays 6 per cent, divi

dends, reduces hazards of travel, wrecks are

fewer and money is saved—not to speak of

the increased efficiency of the road and the

better conditions, both physical and moral,

of the men.

Keeping Boarding-House

THE depressing and disheartening thing

that stands out year after year in the

assembled statistics of the Railroad

Branches of North America is the fact that

a dozen or so of the organizations exist year

after year without reporting a single feat

ure of religious work activity. Year after

year, they seem satisfied to come up to the

time of accounting with absolutely empty

hands. Ethically and religiously, each of

them cuts precisely the same figure as Mrs.

Duffy's refined boarding-house on Lexing

ton Avenue. In most cases, there is not a

shadow of excuse for the failures of these

organizations. The atmospheric religious

work which some of them claim to conduct,

is only a conscience easer. There is such a

thing as a pervasive religious atmosphere,

but it never hangs around in a building

from which hymns, sermons and Bible study

have been banished. The atmosphere goes

with the active propaganda, not without it.

'A stubbornly recurring question concern

ing the men who are content to operate

such places is, "Why did they ever enter the

secretaryship of the Railroad Young Men's

Christian Association"? If a boarding-

house represents the summum bonum of

their ambition, why not rent a place along

side of the good Mrs. Duffy and be an

honest competitor. Why masquerade? We

are honestly sorry for the man who is will

ing to run a boarding-house behind an As

sociation sign. We are not sorry for him

because he deserves it, but because he has

gone in the way of Esau, and sold his birth

right for a bowl of soup.

W. W. Adaik.
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Men and

the Bible

F. S. GOODMAN

"What do we find in Christ? We find perfection of moral char
acter, superiority to circumstances, to the elements, to disease,
to death. We find In Him One who forgives sin and brings
peace of conscience, who bestows the Holy Spirit and leads to
perfect righteousness. We cannot Imagine anything in God
which is not mate present to us In Christ. In any part of t(ie
universe we should feel secure with Christ. In the most critical
spiritual emergency we should have confidence that He could
right matters. In the physical and In the spiritual world He
Is equally commanding. We can believe Him when He says
that he that has seen Him has seen the Father."—Dr. Marcus

Dods.

T SPENT an evening recently in attending

JL various open air meetings held on the side

streets off Broadway in the "Great White

Way" district^Thirty-fifth to Forty-fifth

Streets. The crowds on Broadway were

coming and going as usual. The clanging

of street car gongs, the warning whistles

of policemen, and the shrill notes of the

auto-sirens made meetings difficult. But

they were more or less successful in spite

of hindrances and for similar reasons.

They comprised the Salvation Army, a

handful of Zion City Defenders, Woman

Suffrage Workers, a so-called "White Slave

Campaign," a "Just Money Campaign" and

"A New Testament Gospel" preacher.

What kind of meetings got the crowds,

what are the elements of success? What

subjects interested men most? It was_ not

a question of music or special attractions.

The Salvation Army had a band but few

were listening to their music. The white

slave man had the biggest crowd and had

to move his stand back to accommodate his

hearers without blocking Broadway. But it

was not his subject, though he dealt with

it in a racy, almost vulgar fashion. What

gave the meetings effectiveness and why did

scores of intelligent men stop and listen?

THE SPEAKERS who really got hold,

knew men, and men in crowds. The

gifted ladies in the "Votes for Women"

auto, had learned the art of keeping a

street crowd alert and good natured. Every

interesting speaker was patient with inter

ruptions. All had a sense of humor. The

winning speakers knew how to use their

voices. They did not rant, or indulge in

flights of noisy oratory. They did not try

to make their messages carry a block.

They sought to reach those who were near

at hand and spoke in tones which were

natural, clear, and conversational. Each

had a message based on vital convictions,

each believed something deeply enough to

put fire and force into plain simple English.

Even the old man who preached the doc

trine of "greenback money" spoke like an

evangelist. The charming: ladies who pro

claimed equal suffrage did it as though

they were working for the Kingdom of God.

The gifted young mulatto who preached the

story of Jesus, invited interruptions and

cheerfully answered questions. He knew

his Bible and had his knowledge at his

tongue's end. He was witty, bright, quick,

and on his toes every minute. But back of

it all there were burning compelling con

victions regarding the value of his mes

sage to the crowds of sinning, blinded,

pleasure seeking men who throng Broad

way at night. It was not a question of

whether speakers had platforms, or auto

mobiles or special music. But did they

have something worth saying, and did they

believe they ought to say it on Broadway at

night?

TTERE, IT seems to me after many years

xl of study, we have the fundamentals of

a winning worthwhile religious meeting in

shop or in the open—three things that tell

the story of success or failure:

(1) A knowledge of men—what they

need and what they like, and a sense of

humor charged with patient love in meeting

men on their own ground.

(2) Personal gifts of voice, courage,

self-control, intelligence and good sense. A

knowledge of one's own capacity and how to

capitalize one's gifts instantly and steadily.

(3) A message born of one's own deep

experience in the things of God—a belief

that one knows what men need and is able

to point the way to meeting that need. This

message must be given with passionate en

thusiasm which knows no defeat, which en

dures interruption or ridicule, which holds

on, which reveals reserves of power, which

is charged with unselfishness, asking noth

ing for the messenger but a hearing. We

have such a message—a message so full of

meaning to the world in these days of

moral confusion and distress, that it is al

most a mark of an unbalanced mind to

compare this message with the questions

of suffrage or currency or even white

slavery. But are our messengers intense,

bold, courageous, loyal to a cause—the

cause which gives meaning to all lesser

causes? Prof. Royce of Harvard, in a re

cent book on Loyalty, defines it as "the

willing, practical, thorough-going devotion

of a person to a cause." Devotion to Jesus

Christ must be expressed in devotion to His

cause—the establishment of God's Kingdom

in all the world and in every relationship

of human life. Such loyalty gives com

pelling power to a message and without it

personal gifts and graces of utterance are

without permanent effect.

TN ONE OF DR. MOTT'S addresses at

lAsilomar he said "Religion without feel

ing is religion without thinking; religion
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SNAPPY WORK

WORCESTER

COUNTY JAIL

The Sheriff found

that men left the

Jail in poor phys

ical condition, so

he welcomed this

three-tlmes-a-week

class by Director

Wilder, which

backed up his

Health and Relig

ious talks. And the

men take to it.

without emotion is religion without reflec

tion." Can we not make our vacations this

summer times when we will think, and re

flect, and then feel our faith in Christ more

deeply? The quiet walks in the woods, the

moments of solitude in the hills, or as one

pulls his boat, the morning hour of prayer

and a fresh reading of the familiar pages

of Scripture—these are rare occasions for

stirring into a flame the smouldering fires

of our religious emotions. As we face the

trying months of the coming year, with its

inevitable demand for more thorough and

more resultful religious work, our supreme

need is a deeper experience with God

through Jesus our risen Lord. A half-way

religious life has always proved an em

barrassment. R. L. Stevenson said of

Burns: "He was not devoted to religion,

he was haunted by it." I wonder if that

is not the word which most fittingly de

scribes the experience of not a few religious

workers! They are "haunted" by a sense

of religious inefficiency but they lack the

courage or the wisdom to get another kind

of religious experience ! Which should come

first this summer—a better knowledge of

religious truth—better doctrine—or a

deeper experience? The Psalmist answered

with the compelling invitation, "Oh taste

and see that the Lord is good." As Dr. J.

Munro Gibson said to the British secre

taries: "Knowledge follows faith, not faith

knowledge." The Scriptures are a means

of making God real to us. They are de

signed to produce and have always led men

into an ever growing experience with God.

Bishop McDowell once said that "life is like

a watch, it runs down doing life's duties.

Life shrinks performing life's tasks. Life

needs replenishing." Every earnest Chris

tian knows this to be true. But Jesus is our

life. He wants us to enter more deeply

into our inheritance. Is not now the very

time to do it? Prof. Bosworth has defined

personal power as "the power to kindle char

acter in another man's life." But the virtue

which will flow out of us as we touch men

next fall and winter must first flow in

through the channel of a rich and steady ex

perience with Christ.

Things to Be Done in August

TAKE time to read and study the Book of
Books alone, meditate on It* teachings,

drink long and deep. Those of us who were
at Asilomar were Impressed with the fact that
Pastor Francis would have been unable to bring
us such wonderfully helpful messages If It had
not been for the fact that he had spent much
time In this way.

Attend an Association Summer School and
have as many members of employed force as

possible attend one of the schools. Study your
Association and Its program from a distance,
find the weak spots and plan to make the weak

places strong.

Don't neglect prayer, strive to develop this
power and have continual fellowship with the
One who spent a whole night on a mountain
alone In fellowship and prayer with His Father.

Read at least one stimulating and Inspiring
book this month and think It through.

Go over the membership, let each man on the
force take names of men and boys to be defi
nitely Interviewed concerning their religious life.

Do some of this work yourself, Mr. General Sec
retary. Call for a weekly report. Get some
selected Christian men to do this same work,
arrange the Interviews for them.

It would be very helpful If a number of men
would secure from L. E. Buell of Michigan the
outline of a course which he has carefully
worked and tried out. Jesus the Model Group
Leader. There are ten lessons and It would be
time well spent for a secretary to take this
course up with his staff or with a group of
selected Christian men or older boys with the
aim of preparing these men to become the
leaders of Bible study groups.

After the employed officers have taken this
study many of them In turn could take up the
course with a picked group of members. If this
Is done this summer a number of leaders will be
ready for the Bible study campaign In the fall
and It ought to mean a decided forward step
In the Bible study program of the average As
sociation.

Give some attention this month to the matter
of putting the building In attractive condition.

Let the Janitors use the paint brushes fre
quently.

Some good work along membership and finan
cial lines can be done during the summer
months.

Seek to put your life next to another life this
month In a wav that will help that person to
get Into a vital relationship with Jesus Christ
and Into a hearty participation in His service.

Write a letter of aood cheer to some of the
men on the Foreign field.

To the family men: become more of a chum
to your own children and to the one who Is
helping you continually bear your burdens.

LOUIS C. BRADSHAW, Racine.
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A Message each Day for the EverydayMan

_ . , TJ/ Every Day of the Year Read the Bible and the Day's

I he Brotherhood Way '. Message, Pray, and Do Something for Somebody

FOR YOURSELF

A Dally Bracing—
A Plan to Work by-
Prayer—Brotherhood.

By GRIFFIN W. BULL, D.D., Leader

With Daily Prayer Topics by

Geo. T. Coxhead.

FOR THE OTHER HAN

A Brother's Interest—
A Word—A Prayer—
A Timely Hand—An Uplift.

Sun. 1. Jesus therefore perceiving that
they were about to come and take Him by
force, to make Him king, withdrew again

Into the mountain Himself alone. John

6: 15.

RUNNING FROM OFFICE. This is a
strange spectacle—a man running from office,
when we have just had such an army of men
headed the other way. This is the second time
Jesus declined the throne. Once He declined
it at the hands of the devil; He was too great
to be bought with gold braid and brass buttons;
but here a grateful people try to hand Him the
sceptre. Did He not come Into this world to
be King? He did—then what is the matter now
that He will not accept it? Everything is the
matter; the platform upon which He was offered
the kingdom was that of force and the full
dinner pall. It all depends upon how you get
your office. He will not walk to the right end
by the wrong road; He will not hold men by
the sword or by their stomachs. You cannot
force men to Christ—even if you could, you
could not force Him to accept them. He says,
Elevate Me, live Me, and we will capture this
world by love; the process is slow but everlast
ing. There are no revolutions in such a king

dom.

Pray: For the Bible Societies at home and abroad
and for the universal distribution of the Scriptures.

Mon. 2. And when evening came, His
disciples went down unto the sea; and they
entered Into a boat, and were going over the
sea unto Capernaum. And it was now dark,
and Jesus had not yet come to them. John

6: 16-17.

SIDE-TRACKED. I believe the disciples of
Christ shared the idolatrous enthusiasm of the
crowd that would take Him by force and make
Him king. They needed to have the wire edge
taken off their wild desire; to this end Christ
separated Himself from them and sent them
In the midst of a storm where they would have
to battle for their personal safety. Rowing all
night had a tendency to put a damper on their
dreams; they were too busy keeping the craft
afloat to think much about establishing a king
dom. A lot of men soaked to the skin, alter
nately bailing and rowing a sinking skiff,
haven't much time to think of thrones and
sceptres. There is nothing that shatters castles
in the air quicker than to have to shovel coal
In the cellar. I believe that many a time the
Lord sends us In the middle of a storm to keep
us from doing something silly.

Pray: For the Association Summer Schools in ses
sion at Lake Couchiching, Estes Park and Silver Bay,
that all who attend them may receive inspiration and
instruction that will increase their efficiency during the
coming year.

Tues 3. And the sea was rising by rea
son of a great wind that blew. When there
fore they had rowed about Ave and twenty
or thirty furlongs, they behold Jesus walk
ing on the sea, and drawing nigh unto the
boat; and they were afraid. John 6: 18-19.

EVERY PULL A PRAYER. Poor fellows,
right in the middle of the lake, hands blistered,
pulling until they were ready to drop—their
hearts sending petitions to heaven and their
sore palms making pleas for them. Every pull
was a petition; they did not helplessly wring
their hands—they rowed. This Is the kind of

prayer that brings the answer. The farmer
who prays for a good crop with his plow is
more apt to reap a harvest than the ripest saint
who reads agricultural journals in a Morris
chair. Every fellow who hits an honest lick
and does his level best is at devotions. The
heart can be on its knees while bailing out
a boat. You association fellows who want to
build up a membership—you can pray with
printer's Ink as well as in the closet. Heaven
is never far from the man who is willing to pull

until he drops.

Pray: That the educational facilities conducted in
hundreds of boys' camps and in the five special camp
schools, may be conducted with credit to the Kingdom.

Wed. 4. When therefore they had rowed
about five and twenty or thirty furlongs,
they behold Jesus walking on the sea, and
drawing nigh unto the boat; and they were
afraid. John 6: 19.

SCARED TO DEATH. And I do not blame
them. Look at the condition of these men-
nervous from tugging all night at the oars, the
sea spray in their eyes—in this fix they behold
a form coming to them over the water. Their
hearts were frozen with superstitious fear. Of
course they ought to have thought at once of
the Saviour; that is so easy to say; but the
average man Is afraid of the unseen world, and
he does not know what shapes may walk out
of the shadows. Let every man, who has not
been afraid of some phantasm of his own cre
ation, stand up until he is counted. When the
cold perspiration is breaking out all over you,
there is no use working a confidence game on
yourself and saying, "I am not afraid." Let me
suggest something better; cultivate an ac
quaintance with the unseen world—Christ is as
real as the waves; next, look everything that is
frightful and foreboding squarely in the face,
go all around it; probably you have overrated
it, or more likely It is some blessing in dis
guise which you will be eager to take on board.

Pray: For the outdoor evangelistic campaigns in

New York and other cities this summer.

Thurs. 5. But he saith unto them, It Is
I; be not afraid. John 6: 20.

COMPANIONSHIP AND COURAGE. To
have a backing in the battle is to put strength
In the fighting arm. Companionship has turned
cowardice Into courage. Jesus Christ here sets
us an example. He wants to see you walk
straight through the waves of trouble to some
storm-tossed soul and tell him you will stand
by him. If you have not the power to quiet
the waves you can at least take an oar. Christ
knew exactly how matters stood with His
friends and just where to find them. Do not
stand agape at the miracle and say "Glorious;"
there are men around you ready to drop; go
tell them. "I have come—be of good cheer."
Maybe it will startle them to see you coming
at last—but it will strengthen them.

Pray: For the boys who are subjected to the temp
tation's of the city streets in vacation time.

Frl. 6. They were willing therefore to re
ceive Him Into the boat: and straightway
the boat was at the land whither they were
going. John 6: 21.

THE RROFITABLE PRESENCE.—As soon
as Christ was on board everything was all
right and they came safely to the end of their
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journey. Once for all let me say that If a,
man expects perfectly smooth sailing after he
becomes a Christian he is mistaken—he will
not have it. The spirit of Christ makes us
more than conquerors. If a man is a Christian
because it is pleasant and profitable and prom
ises a sunlit sea, he has simply made an in
vestment. God does not offer the trading
stamps of an easy time to those who follow
Christ. You are not called to comforts but
to conflicts, and maybe to crucifixions for all
1 know. Come what may I promise you this,
if you take Jesus Christ into your struggles and
live up to your level best for a single day, you
will not have to die to go to heaven, you will
have been there one day already.

Pray: For the Associations in Ayr and Wishaw,
Scotland, that have justt entered new buildings under
tvar conditions, that their work may be prospered and
increased in spiritual power.

Sat. 7. Jesus answered them and said,
Verily, verily, I say unto you, Ye seek Me,
not because ye saw signs, but because ye
ate of the loaves, and were filled. Work
not for the food which perlsheth, but for
the food which abldeth unto eternal life,
which the Son of man shall give unto you:
for Him the Father, even God, hath sealed.
John 6 : 27-28.

COMMERCIALIZING CHRISTIANITY. If
you think that you will always get the loaves
and fishes simply because you have followed the
Lord, you have handed yourself a gold brick.
Maybe you will be prosperous and maybe you
will not. Business success comes from follow
ing business laws; religious profit comes from
attending to spiritual truths. Christ was trying
to make that crowd understand that they should
be as diligent in heavenly matters as they were
about their dinners. They had tramped all
around the lake after Him and now they were
back for breakfast. Now you be as industrious
about things eternal and you will have more.
Most of us will go further for victuals than for
a vision; we throw away the pearl and keep
the shell.

Pray: That the educational secretaries in their spe
cial summer schools this month may be gii'en wisdom
and guidance in their respective programs.

Sun. 8. They said therefore unto Him,
What must we do, that we may work the
works of God? Jesus answered and said

unto them, This Is the work of God, that
ye believe on Him whom He hath sent.
John 6: 28-29.

CAPACITIES.—Conscious of the fact that
they were not measuring up to their abilities
they wanted to be put in the way of doing
more. Glorious aspirations that we all should
share. Man is not a phonograph with a given
number of records—though to listen to some
people's religious experience you would think
so. Man Is a grand organ capable of an in
finite number of melodies. Man is not a freight
car with his tonnage stencilled on his sides,
but an immortal being with a carrying capacity
great enough for anything that God sees fit to
put upon him. Jesus said, "The works that I
do you shall do and greater works than these"
—this statement should drive us to Him asking.
"Lord, what wouldst Thou have me do?" Get
a grip on the belief that nothing is too great
to undertake In His name.

Pray: For the interdenominational Christian agencies
that they may increase in effectiveness and power.

Mon. 9. Jesus therefore said unto them.
Verily, verily, I say unto you, It was not
Moses that gave you the bread out of
heaven; but My Father giveth you the true
bread out of heaven. For the bread of God
Is that which cometh down out of heaven,
and giveth life unto the world. John
6 : 32-33.

HEAVEN AND HUNGER. They asked Him
for a sign and He gave them the answer in
the satisfaction of soul hunger. There are more
people starving for love than for the loaf.
People who are able to spread a banquet are
lonely for a brother. The hunger of the heart

Is keener than that of the body. Adam had
Paradise, but the place was Incomplete—he was
lonely, he wanted some one to talk to, some one

to enjoy it with. God recognized the need and
answered it. The common people wanted a
comradeship that would understand them and
sympathize with them; they thought Jesus such
a companion and they tramped all over the
country after Him. We are surrounded by
starving souls; men's hands are reaching out
like tree roots trying to grasp something—may
their fingers touch your own. The longest bread
line in the world is that of the hungry hearted—
can't you take a loaf?

Pray: That the summer may be used as a time for
serious meditation upon the supreme objective of Asso
ciation work, and plans laid for more completely

realising that objective.

Tues. 10. 1 am the living bread which
came down out of heaven: If any man eat

of this bread, he shall live forever; yea and
the bread which I will give Is My flesh, for
the life of the world. John 6: 51. Read

John 6 : 48-60.

SIMPLICITY OF FARE. Jesus was very
simple in feeding the crowd; He does not ask
us to take them expensive diet; but we are so
used to rich pastries that plain living has lost
much of Its charm. Jesus Christ is not a del
icacy, He is a necessity. "Leaving the sim
plicity of Christ we have elaborated theological

sciences and Intricate creeds. We have worked
out cunning symbolisms; we have filled the

church with incense, with garments of many
colors and with many signiflcanctes. We have
called councils and synods and congresses. We
have constituted a splendid hierarchy with
mitres and crooks, and clothing with precious
gold and glaring with ardent colors. We have
formed long processions of reverends, most

reverends, right reverends, and very reverends;
doctors and deans and eminences and holinesses
—yet Jesus called Himself Bread and Water.
What does it all mean? It means that man Is

a fool who prefers vanity to truth."

Pray: For the low-paid workers in stores and fac
tories who are trying to maintain^ American standards
in their homes, churches, and social life, without mak
ing wage earners of their wives and younger children.

Wed. 11. It Is the spirit that giveth life;
the flesh profiteth nothing: the words that
I have spoken unto you are spirit, and are

life. John 6: 63.

THE FOUNDATION AND THE FIGURES,
f read the other day of some figures over the

door of a New York sky-scraper. The concep
tion was magnificent—four great stone figures

stand above the doorway, their backs bent,
their muscles knotted as if the strain of the
twenty-two stories above them rested upon
their shoulders—splendid humbugs, they are not
supporting a pound, they could be removed
and nothing would happen; in fact, they were
added after the building was completed. The
weight rests upon the foundation, not on the
figures. These critics of the Savious—pompous
pretenders—thought the whole of the temple

rested upon their shoulders and that if they
should stand from under the structure would
fall. They deserted Him—and were shocked to

see that nothing happened. There are no In
dispensable men. I once had a very great man
to pull out from our church—we looked to see

it crumble—lo, it doubled: it was the one thlnK
we needed for growth. There was once a vil
lage fool who thought he played the organ when

he only pumped the bellows.

Pray: That the European War may soon come to a

close, and that when it ends, the religious forces pi
the warring countries may be reorganized with »«"
creased efficiency and power.

Thurs. 12. Simon Peter answered Him,
Lord, to whom shall we go? Thou hatt the
words of eternal life. And we have believed
and know that Thou are the Holy One of

God. John 6: 68-69.

WHAT KEPT THEM? These disciples were
not fools; they were reasonable men; why didn t

they join the deserters? They had a sincere
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desire to know the Truth and a willingness to
look squarely In the face of the alternatives.
"Suppose we do leave you where shall we go?"
They admitted the possibility of the action and
its outcome. Shall we go to the Sadducees?
They have no God, no angels, no heaven, no
resurrection—they have nothing but suffocating
doubt. Shall we go to the Pharisees? They
are simply keeping up the repetition of useless
rituals while wearing a mask of hypocrisy.
Shall we go back to the world, the flesh and
the devil? Hardly; we have tried that. They
stayed—experience is the best shield against
apostasy. They had seen Christ under all con
ditions and were persuaded, whether they un
derstood Him fully or not, He was the Son of
God. I firmly believe that every man, who will
take an honest look at every substitute and
then at the Son of God, will take his stand by
Christ. Do not ask me to leave my home until
you have provided a better shelter.

Pray: That fellowship secretaries who will soon
complete their second year of service, may be directed
to positions of greater responsibility that will afford
large opportunity for the use of their experience and
training.

Frl. 13. Jesus answered them, Did not I
choose you the twelve, and one of you Is
a devil? Now He spake of Judas, the son
of Simon Iscarlot, for he it was that should
betray Him, being one of the twelve. John
6: 70-71.

FOLLOW YOUR HEART. Judas stayed, too
—that Is, his body did. If your heart is with
the crowd of deserters you will be no good in
the camp of Christ; just go ahead with the gang
—some desertions are positive additions. Yes,
It is true Judas remained with the Twelve—
and he struck his fatal blow from the inside.
The renegade who remains when his sympa
thies are somewhere else will sell out sooner
or later. Be loyal to your Lord and to your
lot in life—or leave. I have more respect for a
downright enemy than for a deceitful enigma.
Either smite the Christ or support Him—do not
sell Him.

Pray: That the new book, "The Meaning of Prayer,"

may be widely used and may stimulate constant inter
cession and prevailing prayer.

Sat 14. And after these things Jesus
walked In Galilee: for He would not walk
In Judaea, because the Jews sought to kill
him. John 7: 1.

WHO KILLED HIM? "The Jews sought to
kill Him." The Jews say the Romans killed
Christ. The Romans say the Jews killed Him;
and we listen to this old debate and pose as
umpires on the question. Drop the dispute;
Jesus Christ was murdered by man. He is now
killed by conventionalities; crucified by cow
ardice, slain by sin, sold out by selfishness.
There is no wound that hurt Him more than
our last wickedness. The debate of the cen
turies has been how to get rid of Christ. Un
less you have laid down your opposition to the'
Lord—look in your hand, you hold the hammer,
ready to hit the nail, and crucify Him afresh.

Pray: That all disciples of Christ may be drawn
closer to Him, and find in Him the one center of
faith, life and service.

Sun. 15. For no man doeth anything In
secret, and himself seeketh to be known
openly. If Thou doest these things, mani
fest Thyself to the world. John 7: 4.

A PICTURE WE HAVE OFTEN SEEN.
These brethren Insisted that Jesus Rhow Him
self. I can give you what was really in their
minds better by retouching one of Gordon's
negatives, but it is a picture we have all seen
and probably some of us have posed for. Did
you ever hear a fellow, who had come up from
the country to the city and accumulated a little
cash and large conceit, say he was going back
home to see the folks; no. he was not going
back home to see the folks: he was going back
home to let the folks see him. I have a full-
length picture of him in my mind as he gets
back to the humble home from which he

started. I can see him with his chair tilted
back, his feet on the table, his thumbs In the
armholes of his vest, conducting a monologue
of the things he has seen and done, allowing
the home folks to bask in his beams while he
polishes his halo. The modest man slips quietly
into the home as a sunbeam and brightens
everything he touches. When he withdraws we
feel that the world is a bit darker. Jesus was
a sun—not a sky-rocket. He would show Him
self In His own way.

Pray: For the Missionary Education Movement and
for its campaigns throughout the country.

Mon. 16. For even His brethren did not
believe on Him. John 7: S.

BRETHREN OF BLOOD OR BELIEF. His
brethren did not believe in Him—then they
were no kin to Him. They were willing to see
Him sacrificed to the fury of the mob in order
to settle their suspicions. It is heart-breaking
when a man must go outside of his own house,
hold for backing. To feel a great inspiration
struggling within you and have it met with a
sneer, to have cold water poured upon your
capabilities, is killing, isn't it? There are more
crucifixions in the family circle than have ever
been recorded. Sometimes a child will try to
spread its little wings, the curl of a lip clips
them, and the world wonders why the child
of promise does not fly. Oh, well, these men
were so familiar with Jesus and you know,
"Familiarity breeds contempt. It does so only
among the contemptible. Christ does not need
your sympathy, but your brother needs your
support.

Pray: For the Canadian Associations that their work
at home may advance, even while they are undertaking
the burden of the work for soldiers.

Tues. 17. Jesus therefore salth unto them,

My time Is not yet come; but your time Is
always ready. John 7: 6.

MY TIME AND YOUR TIME. "My time is
not yet." This is the reason Jesus gave for
postponing his appearance; He knew His mani
festation meant His murder, and He did not
want to anticipate His assassination. He had
something else to do first. His was the reply
of a well regulated life, waiting for the revela
tion of God's will. We usually rush in and
spoil God's program, and then spend the bal
ance of life apologizing for our impertinence.
He told them, "You can go up any time."
There is no danger of the mob misunderstand
ing you. It understands you too well. You risk
nothing at the hands of the rabble. A sceptic
can enter a bunch of scoffers without creating
at ripple. When a man of faith comes in it
means a fight. A sot can enter the saloon with
out causing comment—a secretary would create
a sensation. A church-member would create a
panic—perhaps.

Pray: For the Boy Scout Movement, that Church
and spiritual influence may be dominant in it.

Wed. 18. Go ye up unto the feast: I go
not up unto this feast; because My time Is
not yet fulfilled. But when His brethren
were gone up unto the feast, then went He
alto up, not publicly, but as it were In
secret. John 7: 8, 10.

DID HE DECEIVE. Jesus said He was not
going up to the feast—and then He went.
Probably He simply changed His mind. Vol
umes have been written on this situation;
when will people have done with dead issues
that never can be decided? Never mind what
He meant. Break away from these brain
puzzles. Multitudes of men are now victims of
sin and sorrow: are under the terrible pressure

of a temptation; snares are set for unsuspecting
feet along the streets which you frequent. The
broad road Is lighted up every night and our
brothers are traveling it. Let the speculators
slaughter each other with paper swords, let
them battle over the bones of an antiquated
skeleton. A live man is in earnest over living
realities. Mummies do not need you—men do.

Pray: That the 40 Association Summer Schools for
boys may be sources of Christian inspiration.
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Thurt. 19. The Jew* therefore (ought Him
at the feast, and said, Where Is He?

And there was much murmuring among the
multitudes concerning Him: some said. He
is a good man; others said. Not so, but He

leadeth the multitude astray. John 7: 11-12.

THE UNNOTICED CHRIST. Jesus did go
to this feast and they did not recognize Him
when He came. There Is an unrecognized
Christ in our midst to-day. Job cried, "Oh, that
I knew where I might find Him," when thS
Almighty was just within arm's reach. Christ
appeared in the doctrinal age, giving form to
systematic statement, and the great creeds
concerning Him were crystallized; He came in
the building age, and lofty cathedrals were con
secrated to His cause. He came In the artistic
age, and canvas and stone conveyed In colored
form the story of the friend of sinners. He is
with us now in the countless forms of kindly
charities; and by and by He will come hammer
ing at the gates of hell until they drop from
their hinges. Christ is not dead. He changes
His clothing, but never His character—pray for

the open eye to see Him.

Pray: That the money needed for the maintenance
and extension of the work in military camps, prisons
and hospitals in Europe, may be provided.

Frl. 20. He that speaketh from himself
seeketh his own glory: but he that seeketh
the glory of him that sent him, the same
Is true, and no unrighteousness la In him.

John 7: 18. I '

THEORY AND EXPERIENCE. What a dif
ference between a man speaking from the spec
ulative standpoint and from the standpoint of
the Saviour. Sometimes it takes a shock to
make a man get the viewpoint of the Son of
God. I once had an orthodox deacon who was

a firm believer in fatalistic "Election"; he
handed a great multitude of the non-elect over
Into hell—and by his theory it was the right
thing to do. One day his son broke his heart,
and I remember paying his fine at the police-
station at midnight—then there was a revision
in the father's theology, and he read "like as
a father pitieth his children." That midnight
tap on the door taught him the sweet gospel
of sacrificial love to the uttermost; the prodigal
had taught him practical theo'.ogy.

Prav: That the hundred Associations that have con
sented to appoint committees on recruiting for the
Association calling, may discover effective ways for
enlisting men of unusual qualities for Association

service.

Sat. 21. Some therefore of them of Jeru

salem said, Is not this He whom they seek

to kill? John 7: 25.

THE SECRET LEAKED. "Is not this He
whom they seek to kill?" How did the com
mon people find out that the officials wanted
to kill Him? The common people are not such
fools, after all. The real purpose of an insti
tution or an Individual cannot be permanently

concealed. It will be shouted from the house
top. Meanness carries Its own megaphone, and
truth has her own trumpet. The world is a
whispering gallery. "Thoughts are things, and
their airy wings are swifter than carrier doves.
They follow the law of the universe; each thing
creates Its kind. They fly o'er the track and
bring to us back whatever went out from the
mind." Whenever you say, behind closed
doors, "Now, gentlemen, the secret Is " you
have taken a lot of unnecessary trouble. The
Invisible journals of the air had Issued an extra
with your secret on the first page, before you
left the room. There Is no such thing as secret

sin, nor secret service.

Pray: That employed officers may so effectively or
ganise the business and financial administration, that
their chief efforts may be reserved for spiritual service

to members.

Sun. 22. They sought therefore to take
Him: and no man laid his hand on Him,
because His hour was not yet come. John

7: 30.

A COWARDLY COMBINE. What strange
power held these human hyenas In check?

There was the Christ whom they had to cap
ture, but they dared not touch Him. Were
there political considerations? Was there some
superstitious awe paralyzing their arm? They
had malignity enough to murder Him. What's
the matter? The matter is just here; that hell
is absolutely helpless to harm or permanently
hinder Christ and His Church. If Jesus Christ
did not lay down His life He cannot give us
life. If He was helpless then. He cannot help us
now. Here this unarmed man defies the world,

the flesh and the devil to take Him; and He
walked to the cross with the declaration that
legions of angels stood ready to interfere at
His call. 1 lay down my life, no man taketh
from Me. Why doesn't Satan kill the Church?
He can't. All that he can do is to hate and
harass.

Pray: For the Laymen's Missionary Movement,
that it may arouse the men of the Churches to c
worthy participation in missions.

Mon. 23. The Pharisees heard the multi
tude murmuring these things concerning
Him; and the chief priests and the Pharisees
sent officers to take Him. John 7: 32.

QUIBBLERS OR QUESTIONERS. The decla
rations of Jesus started the debate. For hon
est questioning I have the kindest feeling; for
quibbling I have the profoundest contempt.
Fair questioning indicates earnest seeking, and
thoughtful men will always have enough truth
to stand on until more comes. The marks of
honest inquiry are these: It never attacks
truth, but keeps eyes and ears open and mouth
shut; it is willing to admit a discovered error;
it makes an honest effort to bring life up to
the level of what Is known to be true. Such
men are never In danger, even when they
doubt. These mumblers and quibblers whose
comfort comes from faultfinding with the
Church, and whose philosophy is as original
as a parrot's; these men have no claim to the
title "doubter," for doubt Implies Investigation,
and great gray matter, and good intentions.
1 he man who loves to shout his doubt through a
megaphone Is oftentimes better answered by a
policeman than a philosopher.

Pray: For more of the spirit of goodwill among the
leaders of organisations of employers and employees,

that the rights of both may be respected, and that
economic and social justice may prevail by getting to
gether.

Tues. 24. Now on the last day, the great
day of the feast, Jesus stood and cried,
saying. If any man thirst, let him come
unto Me and drink. John 7: 37.

UNIVERSAL THIRST. There is nothing
more majestic than this cry of Christ. Standing
in the midst of a terrible moral drought He
claims to be the one satisfaction for the uni
versal aspiration. We all want something and
we all misread our longing. There Is an In
articulate cry coming up from the soul for the
sublime, the spiritual—we hand it a rattle when
it Is crying for the Redeemer. Do you know
what you want? The humblest soul is big enough
to hold heaven. A strange Infatuation that
will turn from a clear stream of flashing water
—push aside the green scum from a stagnant
pool, and drink. No wonder the wards of the
world are full of fever patients, and the streets
and society are crowded with "walking ty
phoids." The soul thirsts—and down we get
on the stomach at any old mud puddle that
promises pleasure. Jesus challenged the passer
by, with parched lips, "I will not only interpret
your longings but I will satisfy them." Will
you drink—or dry up?

Pray: That the 400 Educational Committees and

General Secretaries now making plans for the coming
season, may be given unusual wisdom in their efforts.

Wed. 25. Now In the law Moses com
manded us to stone such: what then sayest
Thou of her? And this they said, trying
Him, that they might have whereof to ac
cuse Him. But Jesus stooped down, and
with his finger wrote on the ground. John
8: 6-6.
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HUNTING SPECIMENS. Let me speak a
word of condemnation concerning those profes
sional philanthropists, with their impersonal in
terest in the unfortunates of the world. There
are people who have a passion for prison statis
tics; who love to visit Jails, and almshouses and
homes for the friendless, to discover how many
got in there from this or that cause. The use
they make of their statistics is simply to sup
port some theory for the erection of a moral
elevator which will raise the race at once to
heaven. Some even make a living tabulating
the tribulations of others. Is our interest In
crime that of heart-breaking sympathy for the
sufferer or are we inhumanly working out an
hypothesis? Are we catching bugs for the sake
of classification—or are we seeking our brothers
to put our arms around them to cheer and com
fort them? The Lord God save us from this
dry-eyed tearless discussion of our brother's
distress. I know of one ghoul who made
political capital out of "criminal statistics."
These men exhibited a sinner to carry a point.

Where is our interest?

Pray: That the Churches may awake to the urgent
duty of evangelizing those who come from other
lands, and of surrounding them with the brotherliness
and sympathy which our Lord ever showed to those

in need.

Thurs. 26. And they, when they heard It,
went out one by one, beginning from the
eldest, even unto the last: and Jesua was
left alone, and the woman, where she was,

In the midst. John 8: 9.

AN ALLY OF THE ALMIGHTY. Thoroughly
ashamed of themselves at the revelation Jesus
had given them of themselves, those who would
have stoned the woman begin to Blink away.
The moral sense which is In every heart Is an
ally of the Almighty. There Is always some
thing in man to which we can appeal with a
good hope of success. Within the last few
months I have known a drunken brute, who
had started suit for divorce on false charges,
led back Into his abandoned Paradise by the
gentle touch of a little child. Go into your
service of your poor fellow man with the Arm
conviction that Christ has an ally on the Inside
of every man, helping you speak—and he is
pleading with the tongue of an angel. If you
start with the feeling, "What's the use?" there
Isn't much. Do not be a false prophet In the
valley of dry bones; prophesy in the name of
the Lord, and there will be a mighty rattling.
Some of those men who carried stones will
come back, then Christ will have another
chance at them. He will meet a new trick
with another truth; He can keep it up as long
as they can. You do your part—and do It with

hope of success.

Pray: That the home life of our nation may be pre
served from the perils which threaten to engulf it.

Frl. 27. As He spake these things, many
believed on Him. Jesus therefore said to
those Jews that had believed Him, If ye
abide In My word, then are ye truly My
disciples; and ye shall know the truth, and
the truth shall make you free. They an
swered unto Him, We are Abraham's seed,
and have never yet been In bondage to any
man; how sayest Thou, Ye shall be made
free? John 8 : 30-33.

IN THE SCHOOL OF CHRIST. All who
make a deposit of faith are matriculates in the
school of Christ and have the distinction of be
ing called His Disciples. Some of the features
of this school which are Interesting:
The Teacher of the School Is the Master of

mankind. From the way In which He talks to
His pupils we find that His explanations are
clear, and that He Is wise and winning and
patient; keeping back the presumptuous and
coaching the plodder.
The Schoolhouse is anywhere; Jesus taught

in the synagogue. In the temple, in the homes
of the people, out in the open air; He never lost
an opportunity; the book was always opened
under the eye and His finger on the lesson for

the day.
The Fellow Students—what a cosmopolitan

crowd; men like Nicodemus and Zaccheus;

women like Mary and Martha and the miserable
sinner in the chapter before us. Kings and
commoners, men with millions and those who
haven't a cent, all engaged In the study of" the
Common Lesson, which is "Learn of Me." A

child can begin the course; all eternity cannot
exhaust it. No greater distinction could come
to a student than to hear the teacher say,
"Well done." Truants learn very little of the
truth.

Pray: That the proper observance of the Lord's Day
may be taught and practiced by all Christians.

Sat. 28. The Jews answered and said unto
Him, Say we not well that Thou art a
Samaritan, and has a demon? Jesus an
swered, I have not a demon; but I honor
My Father, and ye dishonor Me. John 8:
48-49.

COUNTER THRUST. The likeness to the
devil which Christ declared they bore angered
them beyond control. We have their Insolent
retort, "You are a Samaritan and possessed by
a devil." The weight of that Insult we have
no way to measure. Of course, they despised
the Samaritans, and meant to say that Jesus
was their natural enemy, estranged from the
hopes of Israel, and that He was possessed by
a fanatical demon. They knew better, for they
knew that Jesus was a Galilean, and they knew
that He was spotless and sane. The question
is. how did Christ treat the Insult? Did He
blast them with a bolt from heaven? He could
have easily done so and forever silenced them.
Not at all—"When He was reviled He reviled
not again." You had better take the hint from
Him. I never knew a man yet who stopped
to kick a polecat without carrying the perfume
with him. "I Just wanted to prove that the
animal was offensive"—you did not have to do
that; he carries his evidence with him. Silence
Is the best answer to insult. This is not cow
ardice—It Is the highest courage.

Pray: That all peoples may find in Christ the way
of saving health and everlasting life.

Sun. 29. And as He passed by. He saw
a man blind from his birth. John 9: 1.

ON THE LOOKOUT. How did It happen
that Jesus Christ did so much good? He was
on the lookout for opportunities. He sought
men like the most of us seek money. Jesus
did not wander about the city like an aimless
sight-seer, but an almighty sight-giver. He did
not waste time hunting four-leaf clovers; He
was hunting men whom He could help. If there
was a fellow fighting a hard battle down the
street he went that way; If there was some
poor soul under pressure He took the path
across his. We find what we look for. I know
a man who has his walls covered with Indian
relics—bows, arrows, scalping-knlves, and such
souvenirs. He has a keen eye for finding them.
I know another man who has a -great collection
of friends who would die for him. They are
men he has been a brother to. If you walk
through this day without finding a chance to
let the light into some dark corner, you have
moral strabismus and need an operation. Look
through the eyes of Christ and a good chance
will cross your path within the next ten min
utes. Try it.

Pray: That in this period of stress the Church may
so illustrate Christian ttrinciples that its influence may
be more widely extended among the people.

Mon. 30. We know that God heareth not
sinners: but if any man be a worshipper
of God, and do His will, him He heareth.
John 9: 31.

AUDIENCE WITH THE ALMIGHTY. Does
God hear sinners? This verse seems to declare
that He does not. If He only pays attention
to perfection, then all prayer is wasted breath;
for every prayer is the petition of a sinful man.
The supplication of the scarlet woman reaches
His heart; the humble prayer of the Publican
sent him to his home justified. The more des
perate your case the more desirous is God to
have you tell Him about It. The meaning of
the verse is—if a sinner asks God for power
that he may make a spectacular display, or that
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TIMS

A TEMPERANCE LESSON WITHOUT WORDS, FROM THE BOSTON AMERICAN

he may offer himself to the world as an evi
dence of almighty favoritism, he would not move
God. The blind man caught the condition of
acceptable prayer and he used it on them like
a double-edged sword. If you ask God for a
fortune He may or may not hear you. If you
ask Him for a clearer vision you are answered
before the phrase is finished.

Pray: That the Family Altar may be established in
Christian homes, and the religious education of chil
dren in the home be recognized as an imperative^ obli
gation of parenthood.

Tues. 31. I am the door; by Me If any
man enter In, he shall be saved, and shall
go In and go out, and shall find pasture.
The thief cometh not, but that he may steal,
and kill, and destroy: I came that they may
have life, and may have It abundantly.
John 10: 9-10.

THE ONLY ENTRANCE. You can get into
most places by a half dozen different ways.
The front door, the back door, the cellar, the
skylight, the windows; and some men seem to
think heaven can be entered about the same
way. Deep down in their hearts they expect
to get in "somehow." Jesus is telling them

there is only one approach open to them.
Some think they are going to get in because
God is so good; surely He would not punish a
man so severe'y for the sins done down here.
God is Love—and they expect to get in through
that door. Approaching it I find it barred and
over it written: "The wicket shall be turned
Into hell." I think some expect to get in be
cause they are just as good as hundreds in
the churches. Coming upto that door I find
over it: "Every man shall give an account of
himself to God." I think some expect to turn
over a new leaf and from now on live a decent
clean life—I hope they will—and by this enter
heaven. That sounds like a good opening, but
over that door I find written: "God requireth

that which is past." We do not have to go
around trying doors like a burglar or a sneak—
there stands wide open the door of Christ's for
giving love. We walk in through the opening
In His heart.

Pray: That Christ's Great Commission may be more
fully and speedily carried out.

There's a dandy little magazine that a great

many members of this association know little or
nothing about and that's a condition that you
ought to remedy. association men is its name and
FOR SNAP AND GINGER IT HAS NO SUPERIOR. It CON
TAINS NEWS FROM EVERY PART OF THE WORLD AND TELLS
LIVE STORIES ABOUT ENERGETIC MEN EVERYWHERE. TuST
PICK UP A COPY IN THE READING ROOM SOME DAY AND
IF YOU DON'T THINK It's A SPLENDID VALUE FOR A DOL
LAR A YEAR, IT'S BECAUSE YOU DON'T APPRECIATE A GOOD
THING. IF YOU LIKE IT, HAND IN YOUR NAME OVER THE
DESK, AND THIS BUNCH OF ENERGY AND INSPIRATION
WILL COME TO YOU TWELVE TIMES A YEAR. NEWARK.

The Y. M. C. A. men on the executive force
with some good working members are conducting a
campaign for subscriptions to association men.
This is one of the livest and best magazines of any
organization for men because, like the association,

it covers subjects of interest to all men and to
all of man. tlie local members will be better as
sociation men and also more valuable citizens
after reading this breezy up-to-the-minute paper,
the reports showed a total of 135 subscriptions
to the credit of the seven teams.—wllkes-barre
Press.

Bishop Edwin Hughes—"The Young Men's
Christian Association is that department of the
Church which furnishes a creed of widest es
sentials, a common institutional plant, a forum
of broadest fellowship and an evangelism which
is untechnical and Is based upon most human

appeal."

BY THIS CHART

THE MEN OF

WEST END,

TORONTO, ARE

MADE TO SEE

WHAT THEY

MIGHT NOT READ,

THAT THE ASSO

CIATION REACHES

AND INFLUENCES

MEN AT 86

P0INT8
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An Interpretation by the Editor of the Mansfield Shield

THERE are a great many moral and religious forces working co-ordinately with

the church, but none is doing a better or more effective and potential work than

the Young Men's Christian Association. Itis doing more to hold the boys and the youth

in line for what is good in life than any other non-sectarian organization in the

world. It is so closely related to the church and to the ideals and standards which the

church teaches that it must be regarded as a preparatory school for the higher re

ligious life.

No organization of a moral and religious character has ever shown such a rapid

and substantial growth as the Young Men's Christian Association. For years and

years prior to its establishment, the Christian people of this and all other civilized

countries felt the need of an institution that would appeal directly to the young man,

and the Y. M. C. A. is filling what might have been denominated an aching void. To

get young men interested in the religious life it is necessary to cater to their social

desires and give them the opportunity and the proper environment to gratify those

desires in a manner as shall contribute to their moral, mental, intellectual, physical

and spiritual well-being. The institution which is the subject of this editorial fulfills

the requirements. The proper moral atmosphere always pervades its inner walls, and

the young man who seeks his social pleasures in that atmosphere is not liable to ever

stray from the beaten path.

The Association has broken down a great many prejudices which formerly obtained

among church people in the matter of social pastimes. For example, in the olden

days, the good folks thought that there was something inherently bad about the pool

table or the billiard table and that the young man or old man who indulged in those

delightful games must necessarily be an alien from grace. Now, the fact is that there

is no more harm in a pool table or billiard table than there is in a dinner table, and

to play those games under proper surroundings is simply to indulge in an innocent and

harmless pastime. The founders of the Association appreciated the fact that young

men and old men will play pool and billiards anyhow, and if they can not play in

wholesome moral surroundings they will seek the other kind. It is simply another

demonstration of the tendency of humanity to seek social recreation and diversion,

and the Association is broad enough in the spirit of toleration to yield to the inevitable.

That is one of the great secrets of its rapid growth and success.

Furthermore, this magnificent organization seeks to develop the physical talents

of the youth. That is one of the most essential pre-requisites to the welfare of the

young man. The gymnasium does the work, and the fact that the Association is

providing all of these essentials is another great secret of its rapid progress and

growth. You can not make a strong man mentally, morally, intellectually, spiritually

out of a poorly-developed physical mechanism, and while there may be exceptions to

the rule, there is no excuse for failing to develop all the talents with which God has

blessed the human race, especially in this age of golden opportunities.

While we have mentioned some of the secrets of the success of the Association

movement, we believe that the vital secret is this, that personal appeal and personal

solicitation of membership is the method used. The leaders of the Association keep

in close touch with the masses, and the invitation, "Whosoever will may come," is

written in their every action. They keep everlastingly at it, and success is inevitable.

They have a good thing to offer, something that appeals to every young man who has

the least inclination to make a man of himself. Personal appeal, personal contact,

individual effort, and then something good to offer, is the equipment of the Association

worker. Who could turn down a proposition like that? Wno would stand in the way

of the growth and prosperity of an institution which means so much to the future

of the youth of this and other lands? No one. Therefore, let us all give the Young

Men's Christian Association our moral and financial support and bid it godspeed in its

splendid work and mission.

Two Monuments for Albert Lea Sf'proSrJS ZT the* i^fflof*S? man.

To Her Budding Manhood That spirit ffi can pride-*™ self respect.

By CAPT. JACK CRAWFORD, the Poet Scout In Albert Lea a monument for good.

Good-bye dear Albert Lea, I won't forget, A temple where the boys misunderstood.

The splendid men and boys whom I have met, Can find that comradeship they most desire
The punch, the pull-together enterprise, Or any goal to which they may aspire.
The unity for good without disguise For Albert Lea t'will be one glorious day

That seemed to permeate the very air, You dedicate your own T. M. C. A.

Parsons and even lawyers on the square,
Imbued with that unquestioned loyalty And these will be my parting words to you
That makes a masterpiece of Albert Lea. To God and Mother. Home and Self be true.

Keep sweet and clean and you yourselves will

Not Just alone a masterpiece of art, be

But that fraternity of soul and heart, The Greatest Monument to Albert Lea.
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Current News and Comment

Pith and Point of Association News in Paragraphs

News should reach New York by Aug. 16 for the Sept. issue.

of the men In Utlca's naturaliza

tion class on July 5, and ap

plauded by Germans, Poles, He

brews and Italians. Nearly every

nationality in the city is in the

membership of 1130. A Justice

gave the address and American

Hags were mementos of the eve

ning.

More Experienced and sea

soned men are at Geneva among

the 300 students taking advanced

course under Doctors Hall, Rob

inson and Professor Todd, and

in Parker's institutes on build

ings and Studer's on business.

Men are there all the way from

Massachusetts to California and

the Provinces to the Gulf. Out

of the 569 summer schools re

ported by the U. S. Department

of Education only sixteen exceed

ed Geneva's attendance of 451

students.

Write the Editor. That's the

privilege of the American citizen

and it is appreciated by the man

at the desk. And he wants and

needs to know if what he is

printing is against the moral

sense, Judgment, or taste of his

readers. A protest lately came

to Harper's Weekly against its

scurrilous attack on Billy Sun

day and received very courteous

consideration, as have others pro

testing against the pictures in

Judge.

S. P. Fenn, president Cleve

land Association, was so Im

pressed with the San Juan

(Porto Rico) Association work

when he visited there, that he

has supplied a great electric

"Y. M. C. A. sign" to blaze out

from the front of the building.

The Story of the Ad Class at

Dayton so well told by Mr. Sulli

van in this issue, will suggest to

the thousands of men in every

line of business promotion, scien

tific study of the presentation of

facts to the public in a way that

will command attention and get

customers, as well as to ad men

of the 24,000 publications of this

country. Here is a class in busi

ness promotion which has a place

larger than the mere training of

a few professional ad writers.

Men of Austria, Germany, Italy

and Russia came miles to a class

preparing for naturalization at

Norristown, Pa., in which seven

passed and took the oath. The

Austrian made a forty-six-mlle

trip every lesson. The men were

impatient of delay. One declared,

"I want to be an American TO

DAY," as the secretary helped

him to find a witness. Features

of the Fourth Celebration were

a Reception Welcome to foreign-

born men naturalized within the

year, with an address by the

county Judge. A souvenir Amer

ican flag was given through the

co-operation of city officials,

churches, Sunday schools. Asso

ciation, and W. C. T. U.

"Americans with no Hyphens"

was the well approved sentiment

A Midnight Gym. Class is a

feature at Bisbee, Ariz., and it

was so efficient that Secretary

Richardson reduced eleven pounds

through it.

Pious so Painful that It hurts

Is an impression some have of

student conferences. Spiritual

ity has not abated, but Geneva's

Stunt Night showed the men

real humans. This is their

safety blow-out—as necessary as

sleep. Men In state groups gave

their yells, clever songs, skits and

stunts—one a wrestling match.

Another put up Abe Martin as

its Jest. Missouri had Its fa

mous Hee-Haw-Haw yell. Fred

Rlndge in negro maT<e-up put up

the cleverest kind of a mono

logue. The Japanese delegation

sprang a surprise with clever

fencing feats, and its delegation

of sixteen gave a yell for Nip

pon. The two Hindoos present

sang and made a try at a yell,

in which "their desires ran con

siderably ahead of their powers."

Thirty Chinese men gave a scene

from a native carnival and sang

Chinese songs, ending with a yell

for China, and the twenty-flve

Latin-Americans sang in Span

ish. At Northfield the glorious

Fourth was a rip-roaring bang,

with the towering bonfire to

climax.

There is a Whirl and a drive

to the "White Way" automobile

meetings handled by West Side,

New York. In June these meet

ings gripped 287 men a night by

straight talks which led to sev

enty-eight leisurely interviews at

the building. One was with a

twenty-year-old Greek Doy,

bright and ambitious. Now he

is studying advanced English and

In Christian surroundings. A

twenty-two-year-old Jersey boy

of good breeding had been with

a bad crowd. Now he is getting

a new start, with a new Job and

new Ideals. A Holyoke chap

came for an operation with $118

in his pockets; was robbed; the

employment department found

him a Job; he is helping in the

meetings and will live In the dor

mitory. A wholesale salesman

was so impressed with the sell

ing-points of the talk that he

said, "This work gets me. Here's

$10 off the bat. You fellows are

delivering the goods."

Placing 435 Bibles in hotels and

Association buildings in Rock

Island, 111., by the Gideons made

a big public service for a Satur

day afternoon. Then the party

In automobiles placed 275 more

in Moline. The publicity of the

act gives a new respect for the

Book and its reading.

Bands of Students are work

ing in the Pennsylvania wooas

with the loggers, and with the

songs, fellowship, and their mes

sages have kept many a man

from the booze joints on pay day.

The Mayor of Camden made

the address at the first big park

meeting presided over by Wil

fred W. Fry, with a great crowd

present.

Here was a Surprise for the

Newark service secretary. A

man came up to the Interviewing

desk and he said, "Well, sir, what

can I do for you?" He was al

most shocked when the man re

plied, "Nothing, but I thought

that there might be some way in

which I could serve someone

else." And yet we are consist

ently sounding the tocsin to en

list for service and surprised

when a man comes to serve.

"Most Cities Extend Privileges

to visiting members" is the un

fortunate way we are compelled

to announce to our members that

their tickets may be good every

where. And it's a shame to the

brotherhood that It is not unani

mous. Let's make it so and prove

it with a heartiness that show9

we had rather be a friend than

a cashier.

A Two Weeks' Gospel auto-

campalgn led fifty ministers and

as many laymen out for a noon

service "to unsuspecting but re

ceptive groups." "Good gasoline

gospel," The Continent calls it.

W. E. Bristol, after complet

ing the funds for the new Adana

(Turkey) Association building,

has Joined the World's Committee

forces at work among the sol

diers at the front.

In the "Challenge of the Coun

try" class at Lake Geneva Stu

dent Conference the vocational

preferences given by the men

were: Farming, 16; banking, 1;

law, 1; engineering, 1; commis

sion business, 1; teaching, i;

rural Association, 9; physical

Assoflatlon ministry, 16. Later

seven of the men decided defi

nitely to give their lives to the

county work and organized b

Geneva Farmers' Club and plan

to keep in touch with each other

during the coming year through

a round robin letter. Seven of

the men consecrated their Uves

to the rural ministry. An in

creasing interest was shown in

rural problems at home and

abroad by delegates and speak

ers.
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Fourteen Factories are open for

religious work at West End, To

ronto, which with health talks

lead to better living. Three firms

purchased organs for use. In six

factories English is taught, and

seventy-two classes are held in

private homes, schools, halls, etc.,

taught by eighty-nine university

men. A volunteer, science gradu

ate supervised work in forty-two

homes. While Pearson was with

the troops in France volunteers

carried on the work.

Summer Memberships were

pushed at Jackson, Tenn., with

local merchants giving a receipt

worth a dollar on the ticket with

purchase of a certain amount.

On Seven Settlement and Mu

nicipal playgrounds Cambridge

is conducting illustrated talks on

the history of the country, state

and city, and on health subjects.

These slides are frequently shown

and impress strongly, such as

"Sickness Costs Money," "Fresh

Air Keeps You Well." Athletic

events are handled at the noon

hour at nine factories, and will be

tried after work hours.

The Niagara Camp, of 6000

men, is the scene of a great As

sociation work. Tents are crowded

with men every evening, and the

"results" of meetings are great.

"I was the black sheep of my

family," said a man in camp.

"All my brothers were decent fel

lows. I can hardly understand it

now how it is that I am going

away a Christian. Not only that

—I Intend to make all the other

fellows in my company Christians

too."

Halsey Hammond, on his

twenty-fifth wedding anniversary

was surprised by his fellow Bed

ford Branch secretaries at his

home and given many valuable

tokens of friendly good will.

Owenaboro, Ky.t has been

chosen as a demonstration point

by the State committee, to be

used as a model and standard.

Vermont Gives Every Associa

tion, large and small, a recognition
and place in its annual state re

view. A democratic thing.

Committee Organization* at

Carbondale, Pa.—65 men In all—

are meeting nightly to make

plans for the fall and winter

work. The religious work has

outlined strong plans, with Bible

study for all groups of members.

On Aug. 1 the course Is started

for personal workers, preparatory

to a proposed evangelistic cam

paign by the churches. The com

munity is rightly looking to the

Association for leadership. Inci

dentally the membership in two

months reached 435, on the 1000

stretch. In committee training

Association Men is marked and

passed and extracts read.

Oakland's New Mayor tells with

pride that he was married in the

San Francisco Association office

of Henry McCoy twenty-six years

ago, and all the time since has

been in touch with the Associa

tion there, in Mexico City and In

Oakland. He is a long-time resi

dent in the dormitory, and since

his election continues to be, say

ing, "The Association has always

treated me well. Why should I

change?"

Three Auto Open Air meetings

in Bedford, Brooklyn, reached so

many men that the three minis

ter-speakers are impressed with

it. In outdoor Bible classes in

Prospect Park nature subjects are

counting. Fellowship Bible classes

of thirty men are touching the

questions of life.

With a membership of 500, Clin

ton, Iowa, had 1,150 men and boys

in organized work, physical and

social activities in the year—650

being in extension work clubs and

teams. The physical director

coaches the high school basket

ball team, etc., without pay. As

a result the public voted to em

ploy a director, and four play

grounds under trained supervisors

came from the Association's Ini

tiative of a year ago.

Warning — Duluth wants to

know the whereabouts of L#uci

Mtirlat, 23 years old, French, dark

eyes; and Peoria of S. C. Rich

ardson; Providence of D. W.

Mills, bearing a letter by A. O.

Booth—but what's the use? These

warnings are useless. Each As

sociation must protect itself by

its own carefulness.

A Distracted Mother in Ireland

writes this letter. Can any Asso

ciation help her?

"Excuse my troubling you; I am

the aged and invalid mother of

Foster Stevenson. I believe you

are a Christian man and in God's

name I ask you to act as such to

me and kindly let me know if my

darling son is dead or alive. I

have heard of his Illness since

September. I have only got three

letters since, the last one—3d of

February—almost four months

ago. I have written to himself

but got no reply. There must be

something terrible the cause as

he was always very punctual,

never letting one month pass

without sending a letter to me.

Please see him and send me a re

ply by return mail. He does not

know what I am passing thro'.

It Is killing me. He was a good

devoted son. If I could afford It I

would have cabled long ago. I

am over 14 years a widow—all

relatives dead but my children.

(Signed) P. B. STEVENSON.

4 Klngsland Park Avenue, S. C.

Road, Dublin."

Waco's Gospel Teams are doing

great things In bringing home to

men the results of Christian ex

perience and helping pastors and

quickening for coming evangel

istic meetings in bridging the

church gap.

Thirteen of Toronto's Staff have

left for active service. The last

was N. W. Plunkett, now at

tached to the 35th Battalion,

ranking as honorary captain. E.

F. Trimble, religious work secre

tary, is at the Niagara Camp In

charge of social and religious ac

tivities. The cafeteria has be

come a veritable recruiting sta

tion.

A Dozen Welfare Organizations

of Boston have been brought to

gether to give outdoor shows In

the parks and playgrounds five

nights a week, using educational

and entertainment Alms, and

slides showing the branch work.

This has been a distinct contri

bution to community welfare

work. A police sergeant in

charge of one of the squads said,

"This has the municipal band

concerts beat a mile." The

crowds are so orderly the police

have nothing to do. Two Asso

ciation Gospel teams are doing

splendid work each Sunday night.

The shop meetings are going full

blast, the camp is full, outdoor,

tennis, and athletic privileges are

used constantly.

Fourteen Small Towns within

thirty miles of Cedar Rapids are

touched by the Gospel team. One

young man said, "This is the first

time I have come to the city with

out going to the saloon to get

tanked up." He had to heed the

message in his town. And the

summer park meetings are as ef

fective.

Asllomar Conference made

these impressions upon Mr. Lich-

ty, "Secretaries more in earnest

about Associations functioning

religiously, so that I feel that the

secretary who does not make his

Association a thoroughly religious

influence among the members will

be shortly eliminated from the

work by the natural process and

trend of the movement." An

other wrote: "It seemed the

movement was settling itself to

gether for a long, strong pull.

Placing the foreign work in the

local budget gives it its proper

place. We are coming back to

first principles to place responsi

bility for our members' religious

life first." Another man said.

"There is no group of people on

earth who have better fellowship

—a promise of the better day

coming." A Canadian said. "I

have been going to conferences

for twenty years, but Asllomar

caps the climax so far as real In

spiration and help Is concerned.

We got down to rock bottom."
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A Class of 100 Men, the biggest

In Detroit's history, received dip

lomas. Nearly 2000 students were

enrolled. The largest increase

was in the business and techni

cal schools, of 325. Two hundred

and six were in the automobile

school, eighty in chemistry ana

pharmacy, 151 in day school, 1329

in the evening, 182 in account

ancy. The dally chapel service

was a feature; thirty-five Joined

churches.

"A Foster Mother the Associa

tion has proved to many a coun

try boy coming to Newark as a

stranger," writes its secretary.

"The dormitory department aims

to be a home for the youths com

ing from the small towns and

not a club for well-to-do bach

elors. And then it proves what

it's doing, leading men one by

one to take a part in Christian

service and make the dormitory

a center of social helpfulness.

One man was so well touched

by it that in sending a check in

payment of rent for ten weeks

he added a dollar a week on the

price, because he thought $2.50

was not enough."

Edmonton Produces its own

secretaries. With the exception

of Green, the general secretary,

the entire staff of seven men, in

cluding Sneyd, their representa

tive in Japan, Is home grown.

Drive It into a boy's mind that

education will pay in dollars and

cents. A laborer's wages from

15 to 55 at $1.60 a day is $20,051.

The pay for a boss of the trade

would be $2.30 or $29,513, a forty

per cent, better showing. A man

who thoroughly learns his trade

Is an 110 per cent. Improvement

on the laborer, with $40,040 as his

life's earnings. And there's a

better story yet to tell of the man

who with college training, cour

age, character and power enters

the business field.

A Presbyterian Elder writes:

"The March Idea of pulling for

the church is fine and will mean

much In eternity—how much, God

knows. I know what the Associ

ation did to make me effective,

twenty years ago, In church work.

The Association keeps me young

and gives me advantage over

other men who have not been in

Association life. I have been an

elder and Sunday School worker

for fifteen years or more. God

bless you In finding material from

month to month that will help the

membership as well as the em

ployed officers."

And a secretary writes: "How

mighty cheap and Insignificant I

feel when I read what other men

and other Associations are doing

and then to think how far we are

trailing behind In this "Joln-the-

Church" proposition. God bless

Association Men. It is doing a

great work.

 

TROY'S WELL PUT SKETCH

Amsterdam's First Year in Its

building showed a membership

of 645, and an average of more

than a hundred at its men's

meetings. The budget calls for

$14,000, with $3,300 by subscrip

tion.

Canteen Privileges were given

the Kentucky State committee at

the militia camp. Chaplains,

secretaries, physical directors

help make a religious, athletic

and social life that tingles.

In a Leaders' Training Institute

for the third year New Hamp

shire brought together 75 pastors

and laymen for seven days for the

study of the country church and

the boy.

A Safety First well put elevator

card may be had of W. H. Rose,

123 Liberty Street, New York.

The First Year in a new build

ing is often "purely business."

But Muncie, Ind., made a show

ing of twelve meetings averaging

a thousand with fifty-one men re

ferred to churches and more than

50 per cent uniting, eighteen shop

meetings organized and reaching

1200 men, and eighteen Bible

classes reaching 499 a week.

Automobile Trouble made a

speaker a half hour late In a

Muncie noon shop meeting. The

men had waited; then they voted,

when they learned the speakers

were on the way, to hold the

meeting anyway and work half

an hour later—and it was unani

mous. There had been an aver

age of thirty-eight of the forty

men attending. Two weeks after

the street car men's meetings had

closed for the summer a request

came to the manager for "Just a

few extra services." The men

wanted them, and six of them

had found the way into the

church through It.

Yonkers, N. Y., leaders have

quietly done a constant service t
help foreigners. The other daj

the cornerstone of the Becord

church it has had a large part

in helping to organize was laid.

The City Jail, the prison farm

the general hospital, police sta

tions, are places where meetings

are conducted by the Winnipeg

Association every Sunday.

Birmingham, Ala., claims tc

lead the South, including Balti

more and Washington, In at

tendance at religious activities
During the year it held 306 shop

and factory meetings, it handled

187 weekly events, its member

ship was 2701, It has 510 In the

Street Railway Department, 765

in the industrial at Acipco.

A Trail Hitter's Bible Class at

North Branch, Philadelphia, of

over a hundred men was formed

as an old-fashioned training class

following the Billy Sunday meet

ings. Of this three evangelistic

hands were formed, which fur

nish speakers at churches on

Sunday evenings. conduct a

young converts' training class

Tuesday evenings, Trail Hitters'

Bible class Friday, Sunday school

lesson on Thursday, open air

meeting Thursday and Friday,

noon meetings in Cramp's Ship

yards Tuesdays and Fridays and

work with high school students

and the men's meeting Sunday.

The way to conserve faith Is by

serving.

No Panic In Mobile. It has

more members (1400) than In any

of fifteen years save one (In 1914

it had 1531). Ninety per cent of

the boys' department took part

in the work. The attendance

was 179,750; in educational

classes, 15,054; religious meet

ings, 23 422; Bible classes, 2461:

in gymnasium 17,020: athletic

privileges, 78,000.

Over 100,000 Copies of "The

Son Thou Gavest Me." by H. S.

McCowan, have already been
printed. A new edition is being

issued at five dollars per hun

dred. A series of articles by Mr

McCowan Interpreting the Asso

ciation's service and Influence

begins in this issue.

A Nicely Framed Engraving of

Sir Galahad was presented the

Nashville Association by Norman

Hackett as a token of apprecia

tion for the courtesies of the As

sociation during his few weeks'

residence In Nashville.

A Banker- Director of San .An

tonio lately said: "Association

Men is the very best and lives*

magazine that I know of. and

I'll recommend it to any man.''

And Mr. Dilley says: "The pa

per Is indispensable to our work,

and I believe it to be the verv

best piece of publicity we c»5

use."
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IROQUOIS CHINA

WILL SAVE 25 PER CENT

OF YOUR BREAKAGE LOSSES

Write for Illustrat
ed booklet, namplei
und price*.

We specialize In Y.
M. C. A. cunipmenta.

THE SILVER BAY ASSOCIATION

FOR
CHRISTIAN CONFERENCES AND TRAINING

Silver Bay. on Lake George, N. Y., June 20, 1915.

The Iroquois China Co., Syracuse. N. Y.

Gentlemen :We have used the Iroquois China, manufactured by the Iroquois China Com
pany of Syracuse, N. Y.. In connection with our work at Silver Bay. and find it
in every way satisfactory. I might, in this connection, specify the design of the
different pieces, which is pleasing, and the strength of the material, which

seems to us superior.
I notice that the record for breakage shows Improvement since equipment with

your china was completed, and chipping of the flat pieces is hardly noticeable

owing to the roll of the edge.
I shall be glad to recommend your goods to any one needing such equipment.

Yours very truly. (Signed) C. L. GATES,
General Secretary.

Iroquois China Company, Syracuse, N. Y.

 

Every toilet bowl in your building

should be cleaned thoroughly every day.

This is easy to do

with

Sani -Flush

Requires no dip

ping of water, no

scouring of bowl.

Keeps it white,

odorless, sanitary.

Sani-Flush is for

sale at stores in al

most every city. If

you can't find it,

ask us for informa

tion.

The Hygienic

Products Co.

Canton, Ohio

 

 

You have undoubtedly _
growth In popularity of the "Indirect"
od ever since we perfected the original

Eye Comfort Lighting

System six years ago
Ing 1b "The Beat Light

L237 W. Jackso

mmmmmmt

because indirect light-
ht (or the Eyes" as
called It In a recent"Scientific American"

editorial.
Used In Central Branch, West Branch,

North Branch Y. M O. A. 'a. Philadelphia,
and others.

You can obtain Interesting, authoritative
booklets on modern lighting by writing na,
and when you do so. request the report of the
three year Investigation conducted by Dra.
Ferree and Rand which proved indirect light
ing to be aa beneficial to the eye aa daylight.
It Is free to Association Executives.

Competent Bnoineerinii flenrtev Free.

National X-Ray Reflector Company

CHICAGO NEW YORK

. Jackson Blvd. 21 W. 4*th St.'

Students Using

Dietzgen Instruments

 

—the proper aids for correct drawings-

are well prepared for accurate work

EUGENE DIETZGEN CO.

Manufacturers Drawing Instruments and Materials

Chicafto New York San Franctaco New Orlean

Toronto Pittsburg Philadelphia

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers. 21
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Secretarial Register

GBNMKAL 8SCBBTABISB

AdamB, J. W., Fond du Lac, Wis., res.
Baer, E. T., Connellsvllle, to Dubuque, la.
Brlggs, B. W., Dubuque, la., res.
Brown, C. B., Lebanon. Pa., res.
Everett. H. H., Waycroas. Ga., res.
Hall. C. B., Aurora, to Mollne. 111.
Harley, R. O., Frederick. Hd., res.
Uarrlaa, C. G. K.. to Frederick, M.I.
Howe, F. L., So. Africa, to Gloversville. N. Y.
Johnson, F. T., E. D. Br., Brooklyn, to Plttston, Pa.
McDonald, Edmund, Central Br., St. Louis, Mo., res.
Page, J. A., Cristobal, 0. Z., rea.
Protzman, A. A., Muncle, Ind., res.
Randle, 8. A.. Clinton, to New Decatur, Ala. |RR.).
Rice, R. A.. Princeton, N. J. (Col.), res.
Itoseboro, V. V., New Rocbelle, to Meliden, Ct.
Russell, C. B., Gatun. C. Z.. res.
Stokes, Alfred, Brooklyn Cent., to Stamford. Ct.
Tabor, F. J., Merlden, Ct., res.
Warr. W. H., Huntington, W. Va., res.
West. F. W., to Gatun. C. Z.
Woolwortb, P. T.. Corosal, to Cristobal. C. Z.
York, W. H., Nashua. N. H., res.

PHTSICAL DIRECTORS

Adams. J. H., to Olean, N. Y.
Blundell, R. B., Galveston, to Paterson, N. J.
Burdlck, E. S.. Clinton, to Cedar Rapids. Ia.
Cleaver, Bernard, to Auburn, Ind.
Cocbran, E. L., Mt. Vernon, Ohio, to Rldgway. Pa.
Depher, W. J., Kansas City, to Wilmington. Del.
De Vol, A. O., Council Bluffs. Ia., res.
Dlngman, F. E., to Bangor, Me.
Francisco, Floyd, Johnstown, Pa., to Hudson. N. Y.
Glenn, F. A.. Zanesvllle, to Mt. Vernon. Ohio.
Knebr. A. C Wichita. Kan., to Lynchburg, Va.
Kreber, J. H., Jersey City, to Cortland. N. Y.
Law, H. G.. Auburn. N. Y., res.
Little, W. D., Des Moines, to Council Bluffs. Ia.
Monroe. H. B., Cristobal, C. Z.. res.
Morrison. J. L.. Waycross, Ga.. res.
RelsDer, J. F., Topeka. Kan., res.
Rlchter, W. H., Dubuque, Ia., res.
Ruport, Archibald, Fitchburg. Mass.. res.
Scblenker. Emll. Haverhill. Mass., res.
Shaw. W. B., Marlon. Ind., res.
Sonderman. J. J., Johnstown, to Coatesvllle. Pa.

Tenney, W. W., to Washington, D. C. (BR.)
Vail, C. H., Jamestown, N\ Y.. res.
Zlnk, C. K . Louisville, Ky.. to Grand Junction. Colo.

BOYB' WORK

Adslt, A. V., Lockport, to Jamestown. N. Y.
Alison. Lyle, Hannibal. Mo., res.
Allison, W. W., Belleville, Ont., res.
Brennand, G. H., Guelph, Ont., res.
Clark, A. H., Franklin. Pa., res.
Curtis, C. R., Attleboro. Mass., res.
Evory, Harry, Troy, to Kingston. N. Y.
Foard, L. P., Charleston, W. Va.. res.
Frees, Jr., Valentine, New York City, to Auburn, N. Y.
Glaentser, Edwin, Plalnfleld, N. J., rea.
(Iregg, A. J., Denver, to Pueblo, Col.
Haley, W. C., Lexington. Ky.. to Lynchburg. Va.
Mitchell, M. A., to Mt. Veruon, Oblo.
Perry, G. S., Jamestown. N. Y.. res.
Poole. D. R., Saskatoon, Saak., rea.
Prnitt. R. M.. to La Fayette, Ind.
Withers, D.D., Jacksonville, Kin., to Roanoke, Va.

DBPABTUSNT 8BCHBTABIBS

Horton, A. it., to Cent. Br., Pittsburgh (Educ).
James. Marlnus, Norfolk (Rellg.) (Navy), res.

COUNTY

Savage, C. F., Coos-Northern Grafton Cos.. N. H-. to
Morris Co.. N. J.

Woods, F. C. Watervllle, Me., to Cheshire Co.. N. H.

8TATB AND INTERNATIONAL

Bergtbold, J. W., to Kentucky (Student).
Hurrey, C. D., to Foreign Dept.. Friendly Relations

among Foreign Students.
Porter, D. R., to Senior Secy. Student Dept.
Ryan, P. H., Kentucky (Miners'), res.
Turner. E. S., to Manila, P. I.
Wbitmore, J. A., Int. Comm. (Reltg. Work), res.

Convention Calendar

C0NV»NTI0N8

International. Cleveland. May 12-16. 1916.
Note change of date and plan to attend.

8CMMBB SCHOOLS AND INSTITUTES
Asilomar, Oil.. July 20-Aug. 3.
Lake Couchlchlng, Ont.. July 27-Aur. 13.
Estes Park. Colo., July 28-Aug. 11.
Silver Bay, N. Y.. July 30 Aug. 28.

MOORES tiSF BINDERS-SHEETS

Are Peculiarly Adapted to All Record-Keeping

Purposes of Young Men's Christian Associations

The MOORE system of record-keeping has many superior fea
tures—Low cost, durability, ease of handling, requiring small
space for installation, and adaptability to expansion—which
make it especially desirable for Young Men's Christian Associa

tions.

It has been approved for use in the offices of the International

Committee by Mr. J. F. McTyler. Business Secretary.

We are supplying Loose Leaf Binders and
Sheets to a great number of the large associa
tions throughout the United States, who are

pleased users.

We have been designing systems and have been manufacturing
loose leaf binders and sheets over a period of many years. Our
expert accounting department is always glad to help the system

man over his difficulties.

ontemplate putting In a new system, or improving

it will be worth while for you to write us.
When you <

your old one.

Our complete line of stock binders and sheets is fully described

in our free Loose Leaf instruction book, Moore's Modern Meth
ods. Write for a copy. We send it prepaid.

JOHN C. MOORE CORPORATION

Manufacturers of Loose Leaf and Bouud

Established 1839 907 Stone Street.
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Ripolin's Message To Association Men

You take pride in your building and you will find that the beauty and durability of Ripolin

Enamel Paint are worthy of the finest architecture.

Ripolin retains its pure color and flawless surface for all time, without cracking, flak- .

ing or peeling no matter how servere the service.

Full Ripolin specifications in Sweet's Index.

J. A. & W. BIRD & CO.

Distributors of Ripolin for The United States and Canada

90-F Pearl Street . . BOSTON .

68-F Beaver Street . . NEW YORK g?S)aSl

657-F Peoples Gas Bldg. . CHICAGO Bend and

 

 

this strip of
with Ripolin.

twist it.

 
Anew kind of " wings." Different—simpler—

more buoyant—safer than any "wings*' on the

market. No bags to " blow up." Just a narrow

belt with a "wing" at each end and tied about the

hest (see picture). "Safety-neckband" absolutely

prevents slipping. Will last for years and years.

Weighs only 12 ounces. Crimson or navy blue.

Two sizes—adults and children. Two dollars

is a mighty small price to pay for this great

" swimming-teacher."

KAPO

"NEVE RSI NIK."

SWIM-WINGS

"NEVERSINK" SWIMMING BELT Is the lightest wear-all-the-time gar
ment in the world combining absolute comfort and safety. Just like a
vest. Made of stout durable material and cut so that the arms have per
fect freedom. Put them on the children when playing around the water—
these belts will absolutely prevent drowning. Ideal for canoeing and
boating because it keeps you warm as well as safe. A garment you ought
to own. Sizes 22 to 44—four dollars. Larger sizes, $1.00 extra.

Send for catalogue of these and other guaranteed Life Saving Garments,
give your dealer's name.

Please

American Life Saving Garment Co., 471 Commercial St., Boston, Mass.

 

 

TOWELS tSS Y. M. C. A. f

the beat quality—the lowest price—This is
ation" that has made Elder's famous with

Tow.1)

The largest
the "Towel Combination

Y. M. C. A.'a.

"Eldston" Bath Towels, size 21 Vi x 41 in., sir* "real"

service, at $3.00 a dozen

Huck Hand Towels are $1.60 a dozen.

(In ordering, be sure to state style and price desired.)

All Y. If. C. A. needa in Table Linen, Napkiaa, Bed Spreads.
Blankets and Sheets supplied here. Write for samples.

THE ELDER & JOHNSTON CO.

Addr... D.pt. M. DAYTON, OHIO

 

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers.
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BOOKS—Friends Old and New—BOOKS

Summer is the time when we want to "get

some reading done," and all our lists show a

great mixture. The problem is always one of

selection, and the interesting thing is that many

of our most thoughtful men seem to be reading

more and more of the "old stuff."

As for novels, we are living in an age when

great ones are actually being written. These

three fine ones by Americans: Ernest Poole's

The Harbor, Booth Tarklngton's The Turmoil,

and E. C. Venable's clever Pierre Vinton. For

the man who likes a slow-moving story told by

an absolute master of novels, nothing could be

better than Ethel Sldgewlck's Promise and its

sequel Succession. Joseph Conrad has added

Victory to his remarkable list. We all read

The Inside of the Cup by Winston Churchill,,

and might do well to follow it with his A Far

Country.

Turning from romance to the real thing, a

year-old book cuts Into the summer easy life

like a flash of lightning—C. G. Trumbull's

Anthony Comstock—Fighter. Here Is some

thing for a man to read. Who In America has

made a harder fight than Mr. Comstock against

nastier enemies backed by the meanest ally of

all, the ridicule of good people. Then with this

book it is not bad to put two old ones—Jacob

Rils's Making of an American and Dr. Steiner's

Against the Current. Last year, too, there

came out The Life of Roswell Bates, by Ralph

Harlow. Bates was a real prophet among his

people in downtown New York.

As the printed reports seem to show that

Harry Emerson Fosdick's Manhood of the Mas

ter is in line almost for the title of a best seller,

we have his new pocket-volume The Meaning of

Prayer. It covers twelve weeks of study and

meditation on the very central fact of Chris

tianity. Mr. Mott says in his introduction, "We

are in danger of producing Christian actlvites

faster than Christian experience and Christian

faith." This is the kind of a book to help to

restore the balance.

On the side of our practical work one of the

most suggestive books of the year was Paul

Moore Strayer's The Reconstruction of the

Church. There Is some criticism here of the

kind that won't do any good, hut there is much

more that will be of the greatest use to the

open-minded Christian and especially to the

Association man. The tone Is optimistic and

there is plenty of food for thought.

Sidney L. Gulick's The Fight for Peace and

Charles Edward Jefferson's Christianity and In

ternational Peace are two really important

books out of the rich cargo of "war material."

A good suggestion was made by a reader. He

suggested that now the first rush of "impres

sions" of the war was over, wouldn't it be a

good thing to take the time to read with some

care a history of Europe for the century preced

ing the great struggle. Two good books are In

line—Modern Europe, by A. L. Phillips and The

Balkan Wan, by Jacob Gould Schurman.

One small book that might serve every one of

us ought not to be passed over. It Is a book of

some years standing, too. Philip E. Howard's

Temptation has a single chapter on Running

Tast the Danger Signals that would save the

book If all the rest were useless. But It's all

good, and it is addressed not only to the young

man but to the older man as well. Summer Is a

let-down period: this modest book is a tonic.

We cannot get too close to the life of Dwlght

L. Moody to refresh our memories, vision and

soul by the heart of this great man. Dr. John

McDowell, who knew him Intimately, has given

us a good interpretation in a little book.

Few men have been more popular as an Asso

ciation speaker than Dr. Frank Crane, es

pecially at West Side and about Brooklyn. He

hates war, and his War and World Government

gives his mightily well thought out views, suc

cinct and put with pungent force against the

barbarity of battle.

A SUGGESTIVE READING LETTER.

I have missed Dr. Barbour's book column. I

was stimulated by it to keep an account of my

reading. In the last ten months I have read the

following books, or pamphlets: Uses of Great

Men, Emerson; Napoleon, Emerson; For the

Soul of Raphael, Maria Ellis Ryan; Making of an

American, Jacob Riis (third and careful reading,

with notes); short lives of S. F. B. Morse. John

Ericsson, John C. Calhoun, Charles Goodyear,

Henry Clay, Cyrus Hall McCormick, Daniel Web

ster, Thomas Edison, Benjamin Franklin, Abra

ham Lincoln, Horace Mann, Biographical

Sketches in Smith's Christian Race (making

notes); Against the Current, Edward A. Steiner;

Bam by, Marjorie Benton Cooke: The World Set
Free, H. G. Wells; New Men for Old, O'Brien;

The White Linen Nurse, Abbott: Tarzan of the

Apes, E. R. Burroughs Introduction to the Gos

pels, Burton (third reading with notes); Intro

ducing Men to Christ, Weatherford (making

notes); Love Sonnets from the Portuguese,

Elizabeth Barrett Browning; Human Chemicals,

Thomas Dreler; The Peace of the Solomon Val

ley, M. H. McCarter; The Function of Religion,

G. B. Foster; The Blue Bird, Maeterlinck: The

Cause of Unrest, John A. Finch; The Exploits of

Elaine, Arthur Reeves; Thro' the Brazilian

Wilderness, Theodore Roosevelt; Homeburgh

Stories, John Fitch; Adventures in Faith, C. K.

Ober; In Back of Beyond, Stewart Edward

White; Life of Washington, Vol. 182, by Wash

ington Irving; Incomparable Belaira, Mere Lit

erature, Woodrow Wilson; The Trend Toward

Religion, Palmer; The New Democracy, Wood-

row Wilson.

Of these, I find in my backward look, one is

outstanding—Woodrow Wilson's Mere Litera

ture, written twenty years ago. The most en

joyable of the fiction to me was Bamby, Mar

jorie Benton Cooke. I would invite criticism

on this list, in fact have enjoyed criticising It

myself, as I have read more or less without

plan, except that I do attempt to keep up with

my work by reading religious literature and to

get away from it by reading fiction and biogra-

raphy. Richard R. Perkins,
Portland
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If a Giant Cut the Wires

Suppose all telephones were silent,

and that for forty-eight hours you

could not even call a telephone ex

change anywhere in the Bell System

to ask what the trouble was!

Imagine the confusion which would

prevail—with personal visits and mes

sengers substituted for direct, instant

communication; with sidewalks, street

cars and elevators jammed; with every

old-fashioned means of communica

tion pressed into service and all of them

combined unable to carry the load.

The instant contact of merchantwith

customer, of physician with patient, of

friend with friend, would be severed;

the business man and the housewife

would lose the minutes and hours the

telephone saves them. The economic

loss would be incalculable.

There would not be time enough

to do the things we are accustomed

to do, and social as well as business

life would be paralyzed.

Such a condition is almost incon

ceivable. The Bell System has devel

oped telephone service to the highest

degree of usefulness and made it so

reliable that its availability is never

questioned. It has connected cities,

towns and the remotest places from

coast to coast, and has taught the

people the advantages of nation-wide

telephone facilities.

Plans are made, buildings built and

businesses run with Bell Service taken

for granted.and yet we have to imagine

what it would mean to be entirely with

out telephones before the great value

of this ever-present service can really

be appreciated.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company

And Associated Companies

One Policy One System Universal Service

1 lease mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers. 25
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With the Management

SECRETARIES AND OUR ADVERTISERS.—
It Is very pleasing to receive assurances from
time to time from secretaries all over the coun
try that they are using Association Men adver
tising columns aa their buying Index. Last
month many such Instances came to our notice.
Secretarlea Stelner of Belolt, Lundy of Canton
and Haworth of Youngatown, in erecting and
equipping their new buildings, are constantly
referring to our pagea. Haworth writes that
"he haa atudled the advertising pages more the
last few months than he has the reading mat
ter." This co-operation produces results for
the magazine and makes It possible for it to be
published and sold at the low price that It Is.
This Is the only reason that we can sell Asso
ciation Men to-day at the aame price It was
sold twenty-five years ago, In spite of the In
creased cost of production, which even In the
last eighteen months has Jumped 10 per cent.
We solicit for our advertisers the continuance

and the extension of such co-operation aa our
men have loyally given them In the past.

SUBSCRIPTIONS.—These Associations have
sent In lists of forty subscriptions and over
during the month, and they are only a part
of the lists that are ready In aome of the Asso
ciations: Cleveland, Ohio, 242; Louisville, Ky.,
195; Wllkes-Barre, Pa., 144 (as many yet to
come); Saginaw, Mich., 60; Boaton, Mass., 40
(additional); Gary, Ind., 40; Lake Geneva, Stu

dent Conference, 40.

Nearly 900 new subscriptions were received
during the month of June.

ASSOCIATION MEN AND OLDER BOYS.—
Some months ago, after conference with some
of the leaders In the Boys' Work Department,
we began to consider the older boy in the Asso
ciation movement as a field for Association

Men. In order to test the sentiment of boys'
workers along this line, a letter was sent out
to representative leaders from the Atlantic to
the Pacific, and alao Canada. We aaked their
frank opinion as to whether Association Men

should not be read much more largely by the
older boy than at present in order that he may
get the larger view of the Association, Its
possibilities, usefulness and magnitude. Twen
ty-eight leaders replied, every one of them
heartily approving the suggestion and all ex
pressing a desire to assist In Its promotion.

Eugene C. Foster, Detroit, writes: "I am frankly
of the opinion that the boys' work secretary who gradu
ally extends this list among his picked older boys
thereby shows his capacity as a strategist in our larger
Association work."

E. O. Houser of New York writes: "It seems to
me that we could do nothing better than to put the
magazine into the hands of all of our older boys."

Crosby of Chicago writes: "More and more we are
urging and training our older boys, IS to 21 years of
age, to intelligently serve tho Association as a
whole, not merely our boys' divisions. In the
past wc have segregated our boys too much from
the Association Movement, as a whole. There
is now a widespread and concerted effort on the part
of general secretaries and boys' workers to tie our
older boys up more closely to every phase of Associa
tion work. Outside of personal contact I do not
know of any better way to make these older fellows
intelligent regarding the part they may take than to
encourage them to read Association Men. My experi
ence leads me to believe that not many older boys are
now reading Association Men regularly, but this
is due to lack of encouragement on the part of their
leaders."

Cheley of South Bend writes: "I certainly believe

in getting the paper into the hands of every older boy
that is to assume any kind of boy leadership."

Gibson of Doston writes: "The danger of Associa
tion boys is that they are becoming lopsided in their
'reading. If the older boys in our membership are to
be given an all-round view of Association work they
should read Association Mem. The older boy should
be looked upon as a future Association man. Let us
make sure that he will grow into a real service giving,
rather than a privilege getting member. No literature

will be so effective in producing this result like the
monthly visit of Association Men."

Hall of Topeka writes: "Two days ago I paid a visit
to one of our thriving High School Associations. I
found their work to be unusually strong and noted
that constant use is being made of Association Men
for suggestions. I am mighty sure that every active
Association boy needs the vision of the movement
which Association Men affords and if he is in a posi
tion of responsibility will continually profit bv its
practical suggestions. The livest wires I find among
the boys are those who read it regularly. I am mighty
glad to say this in favor of Association Men for I
have read it for a good many years and many of my
boyhood impressions concerning the value of religious
work came from it."

Burger of New York State Committee writes: "It
was highly instrumental in getting me to_ enter the
Association as a life work. I recall that it gave me
the idea that the Association was a large ana useful
organization and it was so written and edited that it
appealed to my sense of the romantic."

Watson of New Hampshire State Committee: "I
want to hasten to say that I believe the Association
magazine, Association Men, is one of the most valu
able pieces of literature that can fall into the hands
of boys and young men who comprise the field of As
sociation work. F certainly believe that boys need to
be trained to read regularly articles which are ground
from real life which will surely make impressions that
can never be blotted out. The scope of the subjects
treated will tend to broaden a boy's vision and his
conceptions of Christian effort through the Association.
I wish I could say that every boy in New Hampshire
was reading this magazine from month to month.

McLeod of Duluth writes: "I certainly think it
would be a good idea if every member of the Boys' De
partment could have Association Men. When I
was a boy myself I read it every month and it opened
to me as nothing else could what the work of the
Young Men's Christian Association was."

Koehler of Minneapolis writes: "Last year we
placed Association Men in the hands of the members
of the High School Inner Circles and I feel sure thai
it resulted in a deeper interest and better appreciation

of the Young Men's Christian Association."
Stanley of Hartford writes: "A few boys with whom

I have come in touch who have been persuaded to sub
scribe, have shown more interest in Association avrt

because of it."

Staten of National Work, Canada, writes: "There
is no doubt in my mind as to whether the older boys
would be interested. Every month there are articles

that should grip them."

Goodrich of Iowa State Committee writes: " I know
of nothing that we can do which is more statesmanlike
and more likely to yield larger results than to give
this group of our membership a vision of the nation

wide and worldwide scope of the Association."

Having In view this evidence, we propose to
make an effort to get the boys' work secretaries
all over the country to place a large number of
copies In the hands of their boys. The rates

for Association Men subscribers are as follows:
Regular subscription rate, (1 per year; In clubs

of 25 to 50, 75c.; In cluba of 50 or more, 50c.;
In New York City, Canada and foreign coun
tries, add 25c; 10 to 25 copies sent In a bundle
to one addreaa, 75c. per year, each subscriber:
single copies, 10c. In order to promote this
among the Boys' Department, we propose to

make a club rate of ten subscriptions at 50 cents
to Boys' Department only. .This Is a special

rate for boys and does not apply to other

branches.
A letter will shortly be going out to all Boys'

Secretaries on this Important matter.

MAY, 1915, ISSUE WANTED.—The manage
ment would be glad to receive copies of the May
Issue from any Association that may have spare
copies available, and give credU for such copies
with copies of later Issues.

NEW ADVERTISERS.—We welcome to our
pages the following new advertisers:
Eugene Dietzgen Co., 218 East 23d St., New York.

Drawing Instruments.
F. Webee & Co., Philadelphia, Pa., Artists' Materials

and Drawing Instruments.
Ieoouois China Co., Syracuse, N. Y., China.
Hoi.man Soaf Co., Chicago, 111.. Soaps.



 



Permanency, Growth, Support

are assured to the Educational

Department which really teaches

— which thoroughly prepares men for

lives of vocational usefulness.

Short term courses that do not require

serious study may attract young men in

considerable numbers—for a single sea

son. They do not, however, serve as

a foundation for permanent educational

service.

The Pace Standardized Courses, which

may be added, unit by unit, on a simple

text-purchase basis, offer the opportunity for educa

tional permanency. In this way the Association may

build up a full program of professional education

for Business and for Accountancy—a service to

young men which is in every respect worthy of

Association effort.

We will gladly make a careful study of your educational field and

advise with you regarding the installation of additional courses.

 

Pace Standardized Courses in Accountancy, Business Ad

ministration, and English, in Residence and by Extension

30 CHURCH STREET, NEW YORK

PACE & PACE
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Is Your Swimming

Pool Clean ?

There ii • way by which, at minimum

expense, you can have your pool per

petually clean and safe. Install a

Scaife Filtration System. Many of the

finest natatoriumt of the country are

■o equipped. The perfect record of

this system, in practical use, ii its

tmauatuMs proof of tapttlotUg.

Yon Should Have This Book

It has been prepared exclusively for the man under responsibility to his Association.

The information it contains will give you a comprehensive mastery of the whole sub

ject of swimming pool nitration and sanitation. We are engineers and experts in this

line, old in experience and nation-wide in our operations. Write for a copy of the

book aad for any information you may desire.

WM. B. SCAIFE & SONS CO.

221 First Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 26 Cortlandt St., New York
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Business Men's Class—Spartanburg, S. C, Branch Y. M. C. A.

Put vim into your "gym" work

Conduct your classes with the help of the Victor.

The tired business man will enjoy your classes if the Victor plays.

Try the drills and calisthenics to our Edu

cational Marches.

That wand drill will be more attractive with

the inspiring music of a Military Band.

Watch the zest the Victor will put into your

dumb-bell and Indian club drills.

Your gymnasium will be the center of

activities in your branch.

Write us.

Get acquainted with our

Educational Department.

 

Victor XXV
$67.50 special quotation
to Y. M. C. A. and

school* only

The horn can be removed
and placed under the in
strument safe and secure

IZT^lVcfJt £ VictorTalking Machine Co.
tect it from dust and E"

promiscuous use by irre
sponsible people.

Educational Department

Talking Mach

Camden, 'N. J.
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Mr. Mott Becomes General Secretary

To the Brotherhood of Young Men's

Christian Associations of North America:

IN FEBRUARY last the International Committee appointed a Commission from

among its own membership to make a careful study of the departmental organi

zation of the Home Work of the Committee. Mr. Wilfred W. Fry of Philadelphia

was chairman of this Commission and took counsel by interview and correspondence

with many Associations and Association leaders throughout the field, securing thereby

valuable suggestions for increasing the efficiency of the International Committee's work

on the Home Field.

Mr. Fry and his associates completed their work a few weeks ago, and pre

sented their report with its recommendations to the International Committee. After

careful consideration of the report in two protracted sessions, the Committee by a

unanimous vote has adopted the report with all of its recommendations. The report,

which has been mailed to all the Associations, will no doubt be read with real

interest by all who have at heart the welfare of the movement. The Committee has

authorized that the various provisions of the report, with such modifications as may

be found advisable, be put into effect as soon as practicable and not later than January

1, 1916.

Considerable attention was necessarily given by the Commission to the question

of administration and to internal adjustments of the Committee's work, but emphasis

was also laid on matters relating to the Association interests at large and to the

service which the Committee might render in increasing the helpful influence of the

Associations.

I wish to call especial attention to paragraph three in the Commission's report, in

which it is recommended that the Committee renew its call made some four years ago

to Mr. John R. Mott, that in addition to serving as general secretary for Foreign

Work, he accept appointment as general secretary for Home Work, and that Mr.

Morse be appointed consulting general secretary for life.

After careful consideration and under certain clearly specified conditions and ad

justments, Mr. Mott has accepted the call of the Committee, as set forth in his letter

which appears in full on the next page, and now assumes his new responsibilities.

The Committee feels that this is cause for gieat thankfulness on the part of the whole

Brotherhood and gives reason for renewed courage and devotion in our work. That

Mr. Mott will continue his relation to other world movements with which he has

been connected goes without saying, and that he will thus be able to render increas

ing service to the Church, and thereby to the Kingdom of our Lord, is the hope and

prayer of all of us.

Mr. Fletcher S. Brockman will sustain a new relation to the Committee, as shown

by Mr. Mott's letter. He returns from China and in this new relationship will serve

as nearly as possible as substitute for Mr. Mott in both Home and Foreign Work. He

will represent Mr. Mott when the latter is away from North America, and will go upon

important missions abroad when Mr. Mott cannot be absent.

Mr. Frederic B. Shipp, who with marked ability has conducted much of the ad

ministrative work of the Committee during the past few years, will at the earnest

request of Mr. Mott and the Committee become an Associate General Secretary for

Home Work. At least two additional associate general secretaries will be appointed

at the earliest practicable date.

Our friend and much beloved leader, Mr. Richard C. Morse, whose forty-six years

619
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of masterful service has been so full of inspiration, will still be available for any

service the Brotherhood may require. I am sure that I voice the judgment of all the

Brotherhood when I say that Mr. Morse will live in the heart of every Association

man who has known him and that he will ever retain the grateful and affectionate

friendship of us all. We trust that his unselfish service so full of benediction may

be ours to enjoy for many years to come.

Yours faithfully, Alfred E. Marling, Chairman,

The International Committee of Young: Men's Christian Associations.

New York, August 11, 1915.

Mr. Mott's Letter of Acceptance

Dear Mr. Marling:—

I write you regarding the call extended to me by the International Committee to

become the general secretary of the Home Work as well as of the Foreign Work of the

Committee. During the past twenty years, as you know, I have been called upon three

other times to face this question, but in each case, owing to reasons which were con

vincing to those familiar with all the circumstances, it was impracticable for me to

accept. That the Committee should turn to me again has deeply impressed me. In

interpreting the facts of the complex situation resulting from the claims of different

Christian agencies to which I have been providentially related, I have taken counsel

with leaders of the Church both inside and outside the Association movement, and

have been largely influenced in my decision by their constructive suggestions, and, as I

fully believe, by their prayers.

With a vivid sense of the responsibility involved and of my own need of a new

and richer experience of Christ that I may meet the new demands, I accept the call

of the Committee on the conditions approved by them at their last regular meeting,

namely: that I continue my present responsible relation to the interdenominational

and international organizations which I have been serving; that Mr. Fletcher S.

Brockman become my immediate associate in relation to both the Home and the Foreign

Work of the committee, and that like myself he be free to serve the Church in other

relationships; that in the Home Work of the International Committee there be ap

pointed as soon as possible three associates, as is now the case in the Foreign Work;

and that steps be taken at once to organize the City Association Department and to

put it in charge of a leader of successful experience in City Association work. It is

with most lively satisfaction that I am able to report to you that Mr. Brockman, who

in response to the cable request came on to America for consultation and with whom

I have been in prolonged conference, has, after prayerful consideration and after con

ferring with different persons concerned, just decided to associate himself with me in

this undertaking.

In discharging this new responsibility I shall have as a guiding principle to dis

cover how the Association may render throughout the world the maximum service to

the Kingdom of God, especially as expressed in the Christian Church. It will be my

constant effort to serve with impartiality all departments and phases of the work and

to promote the solidarity of this complex and ever-expanding movement. I shall be

true to my strongest conviction concerning this and all other Christian enterprises,

namely, that chief and constant emphasis must be placed on the spiritual, and, there

fore, that the principal concern of all who are called to aid in any capacity, should

be to bring into the lives of men the vitalizing and transforming power of the Living

Christ. At a time when the foundations of society are heaving and human supports

are falling in confusion, how imperative it is that attention be riveted upon the One

Sure Foundation—the same yesterday, to-day and forever.

Notwithstanding the results which have been achieved by the Association Move

ment in the past and in spite of the present grave outlook throughout the world, the

most fruitful service of the Young Men's Christian Association, as I firmly believe, lies

in the days that are before us. While only a sense of Divine compulsion leads me to

undertake these larger responsibilities, I would be untrue to my heart if I did not

acknowledge that this opportunity to enter more fully than ever into the wonderful

fellowship of this brotherhood is an inspiring privilege and honor.

Very sincerely yours, John R. Mott.

Alfred E. Marling, Esq., Chairman, International Committee.
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To Tell—The First Impulse of a New Life

An Underworld Experience for All the World

By Dr. JAMES A. FRANCIS to Employed Officers

 
THE MASTER had

been preaching in

Judea. That region

became unsafe. He

decided to go north to

Galilee. The road is

through Samaria. A

strict Jew would have

crossed the river and

gone around through

Perea rather than put

his foot upon Sa

maria's polluted soil.

Jesus never thought of this. He was the first

man who ever lived who was big enough to

be beyond all prejudices of every kind.

He comes to Sychar. Outside the village,

He finds an old well which had belonged to

Jacob. Here He sat down to rest, sending

the disciples to the village to buy food.

Scarcely had they gone till He sees the

figure of a woman coming out with her

water jar to the well. This is not the time

of day for drawing water. At evening, they

would have been coming by dozens. The

ugly truth is—this woman comes at noon

and alone, because no decent woman would

be seen in her company. And now, the two

who seem poles apart face each other: the

Christ of God from heaven ; a Samaritan

woman who had been trampled into the

mire of the underworld. It is ours to watch

the play of heavenly tact and love divine in

the dialogue that follows.

I do not think He spoke until she drew

the water from the well, for He would not

naturally ask for a sup of water until after

it had been drawn. She had no intention of

speaking, and never thought that He would

speak to her. She is just ready to go when

He breaks the silence : "Give me to drink."

Just a simple request for the least and

cheapest favor that one can give to another !

And she turns on Him with: "How is it

that thou, being a Jew, askest drink of me,

being a woman of Samaria?" The Evan

gelist adds—"for the Jews have no dealings

with the Samaritans." Her meaning is

clear. "You, ask drink of me? I would not

think that you would take water from me

if you were dying! You teach your people

to curse us, to regard us as worse than

Gentile dogs, deny us any share in the

resurrection or the coming Kingdom, and

you ask me for water?"

Mark the Master's reply. None of us

can say it the way He said it. There is not

an angel in heaven that can. Imagine the

gracious, gentle courtesy with which He

answered: "If thou knewest the gift of

God and who it is that saith to thee 'Give

me to drink,' thou wouldst have asked of

Him and He would have given thee living

water."

"Sir!" she replies, "Thou hast nothing to

draw with, and the well is deep. From

whence, then, hast thou that living water?

Art thou greater than our father, Jacob,

who gave us the well and drank thereof

himself, and his children, and his cattle?"

Now, the Master comes back again:

"Whoso drinketh of this water shall thirst

again, but whoso drinketh of the water that

I shall give him shall never thirst, but it

shall be in him a well of water, springing

up into everlasting life."

We are scarcely surprised that the

woman cries out: "Sir, give me this water,

that I thirst not, neither come hither to

draw!" Her prejudice has melted, under

the rays of His kindness like a snow-bank

in the springtime, and though she does not

at all understand what He means by the

"living water," thinking indeed that it was

some extraordinary brand of water better

than the water in the well, her heart is

won. She is ready to take anything He

will give, to believe anything He will say,

to do anything He will command. There

was a gospel in Jesus' manner as real as

the gospel in His words, and while she does

not understand His message, she has begun

to understand Him. Here lies the secret

upon which God is depending for the win

ning of the world—not ice-cold, convincing

logic, but logic clothed in holy love.

"Go, call thy husband," said He.

"I have no husband."

Then, if our imagination can reproduce

the sorrow, the sympathy, the consideration

He poured into the words: "Thou hast well

said 'I have no husband.' Thou hast had

five, and he whom thou now hast is not thy

husband."

Do not mistake this for an accusation.

It was His way of saying, "I know the fix

you are in, and I know how you come to be

so situated. I have offered you the living

water, with a clear understanding of who

and what you are."

Had He said it less kindly, she would

have fled. Even said ever so kindly, we do

not wonder that she starts back with, "Sir,

I see that you are a prophet." And then,
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with quick wit, changes the subject by ask

ing: "Where is the proper place to wor

ship God—on this mountain, where our

fathers worshiped, or in Jerusalem, where

you Jews are wont to worship?"

Mark now His unspeakably perfect tact.

He did not call her back to the skeleton in

her life, but went on to talk about the na

ture of God and His worship, and, indeed,

in five minutes told her more about the na

ture of true worship than the world had

ever known before. God is spirit. In wor

shiping Him, geographical location doesn't

count. Jerusalem? Yes! Mount Gerizin,

where the Samaritan temple is located?

Yes! Anywhere else in the wide world just

as well? Yes! All that He asks is that you

worship Him in sincerity and truth, and He

is seeking that kind of worshiper.

This is the first time in human history

that a religious platform was laid down

broad enough and simple enough to be a

meeting-place for all mankind. In this sen

tence He brushed away all the useless mil

linery and paraphernalia which man had

hung around the worship of God, and virtu

ally said : "God is your Father. Go straight

to Him, only go sincerely, and you will find

Him looking for you."

Imagine the look of delighted wonder on

her face as all this dawned upon her. She

could only say: "I know that the Messiah

cometh, and when He is come, He will tell

us all about these things."

And now Jesus gave her the surprise of

the day. He said: "/ am the Messiah."

Very seldom the Master told that to any

body. His usual way was to let them judge,

but to this poor woman he disclosed the

mighty secret that He was the One the

world had been waiting for since the world

was young.

She did not wait for another word, but

left the water jar and away to town. What

for? To tell! The first impulse of the new

life is evangelistic. What would she tell?

Be sure she will tell the thing that has

gone deepest. "Come, see a man which

told me all that ever I did." The con

viction of sin, brought home by that

sentence about her life, had gripped her

forevermore. She told the men, the men

told the women, and presently the whole

village is on the move.

Meanwhile, the disciples return, spread

out the food, and say: "Master, eat!" He

replies: "I have meat to eat that ye know

not of." See him now—hunger, thirst and

weariness all forgotten in the luxury of ac

complishing the Father's will. And as he

sees the field alive with the white turbans

of the approaching villagers, he turns to the

disciples and breaks forth in positive play

fulness: "Are ye saying 'Four months, and

then cometh the harvest?' Lift up your

eyes and look on the fields, for they are

white already to harvest." And then fol

lows this remarkable record: "Many of the

Samaritans believed on him for the saying

of the woman, and many more believed be

cause of his own word."

What happened to this woman that day?

Simply a face to face acquaintance with

the world's Savior. This is religion. Well,

if a half hour's face to face talk with the

Son of God can transform such a woman

into a city missionary of uncommon power,

what will be the effect if we take His hand

and walk with Him all the way? If love

can overcome such barriers as stood between

her and Christ, then are we to regard any

one as unsavable?

Master, help us to deliver Thy message

and do Thy work, in Thine own way.

INNER CIRCLE

BOYS OP BROOK-

VILLE, PA.

Each teaches a

Bible Class in As

sociation, and in

Sunday School. AH

are Personal Work

ers, and by Special

Effort have won 172

to the Christian

life, including all

but two in the High

School. Conditions

at the school have

changed and every

student la enrolled

in Bible classes.
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The Hunters of Happiness

The Gardens of Heaven

By HERVEY SMITH McCOWAN, author of "The Trail a Boy Travels."

MY GRANDFATHER was a hard

headed old Englishman, who through

industry and thrift had saved a few thou

sand dollars and he knew how to keep

them, too. We used to call him wealthy

in our unpretentious circle, and the greatest

mystery we knew of as boys was the mys

tery of how he had made his money. Well,

one day he told us without knowing that

he had told us, and I heard what he had

said and never knew it was the secret

which we boys coveted above all things.

He was hitching up his old dappled gray

horse, Major, when we gathered around

to learn where he was going.

"I am going to gather some blackberries

for your mother," he told us.

We begged to go with him, for that

meant a ride in his spring wagon with

maybe an opportunity to drive Major a

little of the way, and a scramble through

the woods and a swing on the grape-vine

swing which hung out over the creek and

a swim, and maybe a chance to slide stark

naked down the slippery bank and splash

into the "deepest hole" among the min

nows and catfish. And then there always

was the chance that we might "kick out" a

cotton tail or a 'possum or hedge-hog or a

pole-cat, only that was not what we called

him.

At first grandfather would not listen to

our appeals, but hanging to his trousers

and clinging to the straps of the harness

we persuaded him to consent on this condi

tion:

"I am going to take you boys along if you

will promise to pick berries for an hour and

each one of you must promise to stay with

your own bush."

Of course we promised. We would have

promised anything. We scrambled into the

wagon and were gone.

When we arrived at the patch grand

father selected bushes for each and we kept

our promise as long as the berries tasted

good and then we began to ramble from

bush to bush. Not one of us stayed with

his own bush excepting Margaret, who was

one of the boys in those days.

At the end of an hour we heard grand

father's "Halloo" and came back to the

wagon where we found that Margaret had

filled her pail from the bushes assigned to

her. She had as many berries as all the

rest of us combined and then it was that

grandfather gave us this bit of wisdom :

"Now look at what Margaret has done.

She stayed with her own bush and has got

more berries than the five of you boys

and she is only a girl and wears dresses.

I wonder, will you ever learn this bit of

sense: It's the mother robin that stays at

home that raises the baby robins; it's the

farmer who stays in his own fields that fills

his cribs and bins; it's the boy who stays

with his own bush who gets the berries."

And then he unconsciously dropped into the

brogue of his own country: "Thou ud bet

ter remember this the longest day of thou

lives or thou id be sorry: that if thou ud

eat beefsteak and brown gravy instead of

fat pork and grease when thou is as aud as

I be, thou ul learn to stay with thou own

bush."

And this after all is the profoundest

philosophy of business and it is by this

method that men' through the years of

thrift and prudence make sufficient money

for their living and buy their homes and

maybe a few farms or lay their savings

away in banks or in good mortgages and

honds. These are the men who know where

every dollar has been made, how hard it

has been to get each one and how long

it haJ taken to accumulate what they have

saved. But often when the money has been

made they feel that they would like to have

it bring them some pleasure, but they can

not explore the fashionable pleasure

grounds and yet "stay with their own

bush," and they do not want fashion any

way. They want a simple wholesome pleas

ure which will warm their lives like the old

swimming pool of boyhood, or the spring

which bubbled up through the sands in the

shade of the spreading walnut tree. They

know that if they could find something like

that they would never grow old, but no one

has shown them how to secure such pleas

ures except through the most foolish and

extravagant waste of money which has

taken years to accumulate and when they

have tasted of the pleasures offered they

prove not to be pleasant to the taste. Only

here and there some man will find the

secret by accident, and yet there are ten

thousand men in America who would give

much to feel again the delight of the Old

Swimming Pool, in the days when they have

made their competence, whether they are

still young or in middle life or in old age—
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and so I am going to tell you how some

friends of mine found it:

I had gone out to my friend's home to

rest for I was tired from months of con

stant toil. His house was simple and un

pretentious. The furniture was not modern

but was heavy and substantial and the

chairs were made to fit the body. The table

was delicious and Mrs. Cotton was a mother

to everybody who came under her roof.

They were just in middle life and had

had two children, both girls. One of them

was married and the other one had died

at twenty. No one knew just what Dan

was worth, but as we drove around the

country we would stop here and there where

he would talk with men who were his rent

ers and I noticed that each farm was a

choice piece of land, and as the old intimacy

came back he told me many things about

his business and investments. He was a

very busy man, but tried always to be at

home by four o'clock. He seemed to have

no pleasure but his business and a summer

trip to the Northern Lakes in August. One

evening we sat on the porch looking out

over his beautiful lawn toward the town

and it seemed to me then that he had every

thing that a man could wish for and I said :

"Dan you have been immensely successful."

"You mean in money, I suppose," he re

plied.

"Yes," he said, "I have made money, but

after a man has enough to insure him

against want what does it amount to, un

less he wants to go through the world and

spend money like a gambler and get about

the same results. That doesn't appeal to

Alice or me."

"And yet it is money that swings the

world," I said.

"No, it is not money which swings the

world. It is money that supplies bread and

butter and clothing and shelter. There the

usefulness of money stops. No man gets

any more than that out of his money."

"That is a large part of life, though," I

replied.

"No, that is just subsistence, it isn't life.

It is only the material protection out of

which life may develop. Life, that thing

which steadies the world and lifts it is made

up of love and ideas. Money and com

merce and business merely furnish the

boarding house for life.

"Whoever heard of an immortal idea

which has even the odor of money about

it?

"Whoever heard of a divine, unselfish,

passion of consecrated love for the happi

ness of mankind receiving its inspiration

from business and commerce? Business is

ruthless and no one knows it so well as the

business man himself.

"No," he said, "I have never had a great

idea in my life—not one that will be re

membered for the good of the race twenty-

four hours after they smooth the mound

of my grave."

He waited awhile and said nothing. We

listened to the strain of the piano just with

in the window.

"I have had a taste of love though," he

said, nodding toward the window. "It is

the most wonderful thing in the world."

"That was my one great achievement,

when I won Alice."

He waited again and a film of tears shone

in his eyes and his voice was husky when

he continued:

"I can't think what the glory of love

must be to love mankind a thousand times

more than I love Alice, as Jesus loved the

world. I should think it would consume a

man body and soul and prepare him for the

mad-house."

"It might," I replied, "only that love is

the source of sanity.

"Love is the sanest thing in the world."

"That is true of the home. It is the sub

tlest, sweetest, safest, sanest, divinest

thing that ever touched the life of man and

woman and a man ought not to complain

very much when God has given him that,

and I am not going to complain," he said.

"But—but I would like just one taste of

something big—if Alice could share it with

me—which would make the soul glow with

the tenderness and passion which the

saviors of men have felt. I know we are

too old now to get very much of it, but

just a taste would sweeten up all the rest

of our lives.

"You mean that you would like to help

some one by furnishing the strength for

their weakness, by being a kind of savior?"

I asked.

"Yes," he said.

"Sure you can," I told him. "I can find

you a hundred who need you."

"I suppose you mean money again," he

said. "That is no good. I have chances

of that kind every day. That only destroys

the independence of those you help. It

steals away their self reliance and origin

ality and initiative and makes them help

less in body and paupers in practice.

There is nothing about money which can

buy the thing I am thinking of."

"Yes there is," I replied. "I have in

mind right now a young fellow who has

weak lungs. He is not incurable, but his

mother has no money to give him the train

ing which will develop him. He needs a
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sleeping porch where he can sleep out of

doors and he ought to have training under

a physical director. The doctor says he can

be cured in that way."

We talked it over a good while and

finally he said: "All right, my friend, get

what he needs and draw on me and some

time I should like to see him."

The doctor's prescription did the business

and within a year his outdoor sleeping and

his Y. M. C. A. gymnasium work put him

on his feet. When he began to grow strong

he got back to work again and the thing

he was most anxious to do was to pay the

money back to me. I told him that I had

not advanced it and that my friend would

not allow his name to be used, but at the

end of the year during vacation I took him

out to the Cotton house.

He was a boy to admire, and when they

knew him, Dan and Alice were as proud of

him as if he had been their own son. He

told them he had brought the money to pay

them with interest. They scoffed at the

idea, but he counted out the money for the

principal and then the interest.

"Why," he said, "I couldn't use your

money. It has saved my life and my

mother's happiness. It was a messenger

straight from God in answer to prayer.

My mother had prayed for three months

that there might be some way by which the

doctor's advice could be complied with and

then our friend walked into our house with

the money. Now I am sound as a nut and

by taking care of myself shall be able to

live a long life. And it did more than

that," he said. "I had become despondent

and didn't have any faith in my mother's

prayers, had stopped praying myself. I

was just waiting for disease to weaken

me and death to strike, and at times con

templated helping it along. I had become

a cynic and an infidel and then when the

help came and I began to get my strength

back, I felt as if God had come to me in the

cool of the day and had put His arm around

me, and that He had made His face to

shine upon me. I can remember that ten

der feeling which came to me one evening

when I was returning from a Bible Class

at the "Y" and I saw how wonderful were

the ways and the works of the Good God.

saw how my life had been filled with love

by the prayers of my mother and the money

of which God told you to give me. He

seemed to be walking with me holding my

hand in His and filling all my being with

Glory, and I looked up at the stars and be

yond them and repeated:

•' 'The Lord Is my Shepherd ; I shall not want.

He maketh me to lie down In green pastures ;

LET us do the work of men while

we bear the form of them; and,

as we snatch our narrow portion of

time out of eternity, snatch also our

narrow inheritance of passion out of

Immortality—even though our lives

be as a vapor that appeareth for a

little and then vanisheth away.—

—John Ruskin.

He leadeth me beside the still waters.
He restoreth my soul ; He leadeth me in the

paths of righteousness for His Name sake.
Yea, though I walk through the valley of the
shadow of death, I will fear no evil ; for Thou

art with me ; Thy rod and Thy staff, they

comfort me.
Thou preparest a table before me in the pres

ence of mine enemies ; Thou anointest my head
with oil ; my cup runneth over.

Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all
the days of my life and I will dwell in the
house of the Lord forever.' "

Then His love flowed over me and cov

ered me as the waters cover the sea,

and I seemed to look into His eyes, and I

said: "And now, Oh God, I will follow

Thee all the days of my life and I shall be

your son and you shall be my Father."

After awhile the young man left to catch

his train and such a farewell I have never

seen. He came forward to shake hands

with Mrs. Cotton; she did not take his

hand, but just went up to him and hugged

him and kissed him on the lips. Dan and

I followed him to the gate and bade him

good-bye.

When we returned Mrs. Cotton was wait

ing for us and as soon as we were within

the doors she cried like a child. She hid

her face on her husband's shoulder and

sobbed: "Oh Dan, I didn't know a little

money put in the right place, could give

such a blessing as that, and I didn't know

that it could buy such joy as it has brought

to us. Why, why, it is as sweet as heaven!"

When she had gone out, Dan gripped my

hand in his and said: "It fills one's soul

with a wonderful joy. Can't we do it again

somewhere? When I can do a thing like

that I shall feel that I am playing jokes on

the Devil."

"Yes," I said to him, "you can do it again

there. The boy wants to study for the

ministry and means to work his way

through. But don't spoil the boy, Dan, let

him go until he needs the help. There will

be others."

That was ten years ago and the young

man is telling the stories of the Gospel.

And Dan and Alice; why they think that

their money is not much good except to buy

service to others and joy for themselves,

but they do not waste it and they are "stay

ing with their own bush."
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What Have You Been Saying to My Boy?

Roused to Get Ready for Life

By OTIS H. MOORE, Mount Vernon, Iowa

THE RESIGNATION of the boys' secre

tary of the Y. M. C. A. had been an

nounced and he had only a few weeks yet to

spend with the boys that he loved and who

loved him. These boys had been this man's

life for two years. From early morning

until late at night, seven days in the week,

they were scarcely ever out of his thought

and not often even out of his sight. He

and they had been on many hikes together,

sleeping out under the stars. He had

refereed basketball games and umpired

baseball games for them. He had planned

aeroplane clubs and camp-fire parties and

tennis tournaments and had officiated at

field meets. He had coached them on de

bate, given them a boost now and then over

hard places in their studies. He had helped

engineer big feeds and gang rallies and

Bible classes. With their help he had

pulled off a boys' circus and a boys' con

ference. They had planned together re

ligious meetings and minstrel shows. He

felt that he knew them well.

Then had come this sudden decision to

leave the city for further study. Perhaps

the days seemed more important to him

than they really were. He felt a keen

anxiety to improve to the uttermost the op

portunities which the remaining few weeks

of his stay afforded. He thought and

prayed about the matter a good deal and

decided to try to get a final, intimate, per

sonal conversation with each boy, as many

as possible of the two hundred he had come

to call "his boys," a chance to tell each boy

as he said, "just what he thought of him."

As he went over the boys' names in

prayer at night, he prayed that opportuni

ties might come for him to have straight-

from-the-shoulder talks with them one at

a time. He felt that he needed only a

moment with each but that if he were really

guided by the spirit of God as he spoke,

these moments might be useful.

The opportunities did come. When the

"Y" closed at night and boys came strolling

up in groups from the plunge, ready to go

home, he would sometimes hail a fellow,

"Bill, I guess I'll walk home a little way

with you to-night." As they walked along,

he would bring the conversation quickly

around to the important issues of the lad's

life.

Often he would stop a boy going by his

office to the game room or the gym. "Step

into my office a moment, won't you, Tom!

I want to talk with you." Some of these

conversations he could see were fruitful;

others he realized might in the long run do

some good.

There was one boy especially that he

wanted to help. A clean, open-faced,

square-shouldered tousle-headed boy of

seventeen, a good swimmer, a fiend at

basketball, the best batter on the high

school baseball team, jolly, happy-go-lucky,

lovable.

John's father was the leading business

man of the city. He was a strong, stern

man in his business relationships and

deeply engrossed in his undertakings. He

loved John in his way, loved to see him star

in athletics, was proud of his son's ability

to make friends with everybody. He liked

to see the boy have his own way, follow his

own inclination in everything and so long

as there was nothing vicious in that inclina

tion—and there was nothing vicious in it—

he was busily content. Unconsciously he

had helped to teach John, that John was in

life just to get the most possible amuse

ment out of it. The lad hadn't a care in

the world and worse than that he didn't

ever propose to have. At least that seemed

his whole attitude. He had a disposition to

shirk responsibility as a cat gets away from

water.

Over and over again in the course of

these days, the face of this boy would come

up before Fred Hamilton and he would say

to himself, "I must get a chance to talk to

to John before I go."

John dropped in at noon one day to get

some tennis kit out of his gym locker.

There was scarcely any one in the building

and the boys' secretary said to himself,

"Now is my chance." He called John into

the little office given over to the leader of

boys' activities and shut the door.

John watched this proceeding with a

smile. "What you going to do, kidnap me?

Help ! Murder ! Fire." But the boys' sec

retary was determined to have it out with

him.

"This is probably my last chance to talk

to you, John, and I want to tell you just

what I think of you, and you have got to

listen. You are all right in many ways.

I am proud to say that you haven't a bad

habit in the world that I know about, any

way not what people commonly call a bad

habit, but I do think you have the very per

nicious habit of getting out from under
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FIRST LESSONS IN SELF-RELIANCE AND PULLING TOGETHER

Some of the youngsters on vacation at Philadelphia's Railroad Sea-side House. Here hun
dreds of railroad men and boys in parties of fifty get wholesome pleasure and training .it
minimum cost. A boy goes from the first lessons In swimming and rowing up to the handling

of the tine fleet of sail and motor boats under skilled volunteer masters. He is made responsible
for upkeep and equipment by being taught to make repairs to the house and boats, to save life
in the water, and conserve moral life everywhere and always. Last winter twenty-six of these
Sea-side House boys united with the Church in the pull-together spirit of keeping stroke. Such
pictures enlarged to 2 by 3 ft. may well find places on Association walls.

about every responsibility that comes your

way."

John laughed, "Do you really think so,

Mr. Hamilton? Can't say I do rush in

where angels fear to tread, but what's the

use?"

"Try to be serious for once in your life,

John. Some big responsibilities are coming

your way some day. The happiness of

many people will depend on you when you

get to running your father's plant and you

ought to be getting ready for the job. Yes,

and even now, you have lots of chances to

help, in things around this Association for

example, and in the high school. You have

lots of friends and a big influence and you

never seem to care a particle about any

thing. You ought to put your shoulder

more to things and make your life count

for something now and later."

John grinned back, "Glad you've got such

a good opinion of me, Mr. Hamilton. By

die way, when is that field meet with Wat-

ertown, the twenty-fifth? So long. I told

Bunny Franklin I'd meet him at the courts

at one-thirty and I've got to get my lunch

first."

It was not exactly disrespectful, not ex

actly flippant, just not interested. The sec

retary looked regretfully after the young

man as he strode down the corridor and out

into the street. Hamilton felt utterly de

feated. He felt that his talk had rolled off

the boy, like water off a duck's' back. More

than that he felt as if he had been well

"kidded."

"I sure made a fizzle of that, and yet I

did so want to say the right thing to the

boy," he brooded remorsefully.

Four days later the boys' secretary was

going along Main Street when Mr. Benson

stepped out from the First National Bank

building.

"Mr. Hamilton I saw you going by and

I asked the men in the directors' meeting

there to excuse me a moment while I talked

to you. What have you been saying to my

boy, John? He seemed quite stirred up and

I have noticed quite a change in him. He

said you had been talking to him. What do

you think he said to me last night, 'Father,

don't you think it is about time that I was

looking up where I am to go to college? I

want to find out what they teach and where

is the best place for me to go. And say,

dad, I want to go down to the factory some

day next week and have you tell me a little

more about the business.' He is just as keen

as ever for the sports, but he seems to want

to get ready for life. It has made me real

ize for the first time that the lad is growing

up. Can't tell you how glad I was that you

said the right word to him at the right

time."

The boys' secretary went home cheered,

and pondering about seeming failures that

are not failures.
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The Man Behind the Vision

By C. K. OBER, Fellowship Secretary of the International Committee

'It shall be in the last days, saith God, I will pour forth of my Spirit upon all flesh

—and your young men shall see visions and your old men shall dream dreams."

THE DIFFERENCE between a vision and

a dream seems to be in the power to help

in its fulfillment.

The young man, by the Spirit of God, sees

the main outlines of the thing most worthy

of his life investment, "and by the vision

splendid is on his way attended." "Not dis

obedient to the heavenly vision," all things

in the pathway to its fulfillment are

obedient to him.

The old man, dealing largely with "the

stuff that dreams are made of," sees things

which he lacks the ability and the oppor

tunity to materialize.

The difference is chiefly in the man be

hind the vision. Joseph "the dreamer" be

came the ruler of Egypt. Daniel "the seer"

was prime minister of the first world em

pire. Paul, who saw the vision of the risen

Christ, pressed on "toward the goal of his

high calling," "that he might know Him,

and the power of His resurrection."

Two- visions, with heavenly radiance and

commanding power have come to some

young men and women of the present gen

eration of believers in Christ. The first is

the vision of the world evangelized within

the generation; the second, the vision of a

life of obedience and fellowship with Christ

that will make the first vision a reality.

These visions are not new, as the rec

ords of the early church indicate that they

were seen and obeyed by Christians of that

generation. And yet the majority of the

human race now living on the earth are

unevangelized. Many a church and the men

of many churches have had the vision, but

allowed it to "die away and fade into the

light of common day," and "where there is

no vision the people perish."

The responsibility and opportunity for the

world's speedy evangelization now rest, hu

manly speaking, with the young men and

women who see the vision and themselves as

necessary to its realization. The question is

a personal one and its answer depends upon

the man behind the vision.

Is He a Man of Commanding Purpose?

He may have put his name to the decla

ration "it is my purpose, if God permit, to

become a foreign missionary," or to that

more fundamental statement of decision, "I

will live my life under God for others rather

than for myself, for the advancement of the

kingdom of God rather than my personal

success." But does this purpose control

life? Is it stronger than fear of poverty,

his hardship or obscurity? Does it overcome

inertia, surmount obstacles, expect the vic

tory and make no provision for defeat? Does

his purpose recognize God in the vision and

therefore expect Him to work effectually in

his life and service for the fulfilling of His

purpose?

Is He a Man of Effectual Prayer?

Does his purpose enter into his praying and

is it a part of his life study and discipline

to conform his life to the conditions of

availing prayer? Does he recognize that,

if "it is God that worketh in him to will

and to do of His good pleasure," he may

therefore "ask what he will and it shall

be done unto him"?

Does he realize that, if prevented by the

providence of God from going out personally

as a foreign missionary, he may accomplish

more for the spread of Christ's Kingdom

on earth by "praying always with all

prayer and supplication in the Spirit," than

by working always with all energy and

preaching always with all eloquence in the

mission field, and that therefore he may

not be excused from his missionary obliga

tion?

Is He Filled With the Spirit of God?

If not, why not? The time has passed when

disciples of Christ could say "we did not so

much as hear whether the Holy Ghost was

given." There have been too many demon

strations of the presence and power of the

Spirit of God in the lives of Christians and

too many evidences of spiritual declension

and poverty apart from the Spirit of God to

warrant any man in expecting the least

trace of abiding success in Christian work

without the constant personal filling and

effective manifestation of the Holy Spirit.

The Spirit who gave the vision is necessary

to its realization—or like the prophet

Balaam we shall "see him, but not now,"

and "behold him, but not nigh"; time and

space will surely separate us from our high

calling.

But, with the mighty power of God filling

his inmost life, and the spiritual energy of

the risen and glorified Christ pouring from

him, like "rivers of living water," what

combination of human opposition or un

favorable circumstances can withstand his

forward movement or prevent his heaven

commanded ministry?

Is He a Man of Action? The evangeli

zation of the world will be accomplished by

deeds and not merely by resolutions.
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A PART OF PITTSFIELD S MOST COMPLETE SUMMER DEPARTMENT

On this lake three miles from town is the canoe club of thirty canoes, twenty row-boats, and
a forty-foot wharf. Back of the lake house Is Camp Merrill with fifteen acres of birch and pine
grove with twelve bungalows, thirty tents, diamond and courts. Here eight Sunday School
Athletic Leagues meet; Churches hold their picnics, Twilight Baseball Games are played, 200
Scouts of the County camp. Next to Camp Merrill is George Shipton Field of forty-five acres.
Saturday is "Feature Day" for 1500 to 2000 people and the General Electric Company with 6000
employees have water sports and athletic events on their holidays.

Prayer is necessary, but not as an excuse

from toil and self denial. We gird ourselves

with prayer and hurl ourselves into the con

flict. The Spirit of God is necessary, but not

merely for enjoyment. Energized by the

Spirit of God, a man is "strengthened with

all power according to the might of his

glory into all patience and long-suffering

with joy."

The evangelization of the world, there

fore, waits for men who will do it. We have

the power; the power of prayer, the power

of money, the power of the Gospel, the power

of testimony, the power of opportunity, and

the power of God. The. trouble is we have

had these things to ourselves too long. It

is time we gave them aivay in Christlike

deeds.

If it is true that the Gospel is still the

power of God unto salvation to every one

that believes it, that God is still committing

to men this ministry of reconciliation, and

that the majority of living men have never

heard of it; then, to give the Gospel to the

whole world in this generation is the great

est human enterprise of the present age.

Let us, therefore, rise up and grapple

with it, like men risen from the dead, put

ting behind us forever the old life of self-

deception and neglect, and, constrained by

the love of Christ and of men, seek first the

life pervading power and the world con

quering extension of the Kingdom of God.

Homer McKee's Prayer

f m jEACH me that sixty minutes

I make one hour, sixteen ounces

one pound, and one hundred

cents one dollar. Help me to live so

that I can lie down at night with a

clear conscience, without a gun under

my pillow and unhaunted by the faces

of those to whom I have brought pain.

Grant, I beseech Thee, that I may

earn my meal ticket on the square,

and in doing thereof that I may not

stick the gaff where it does not

belong.

Deafen me to the jingle of tainted

money and the rustle of unholy skirts.

Blind me to the faults of the other

fellow, but reveal to me mine own.

Guide me so that each night when I

look across the dinner table at my

wife, who has been a blessing to me,

I will have nothing to conceal.

Keep me young enough to laugh

with my children and to lose myself

in their play.

And when comes the smell of

flowers, and the tread of soft steps,

and the crushing of tits hearse's

wheels in the gravel out in front of

my place, make the ceremony short

and the epitaph simple: "Here Lies a

Man."
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Helping ex-Convicts in the

WHILE philanthropists and reformers

are holding prison-reform conventions

and uplift conferences to help the convicts,

construction camp secretaries in Western

States are getting tangible results in

changed lives of many convicts through di

rect personal service. These secretaries

have the gift of the "human touch," their

fountains of sympathy and understanding

do not fail. Friend and brother to all sorts

and conditions of men they have to be, and

this includes many ex-convicts.

Think of the outlook of these men when

the prison door swings outward and they

are free. What place in all the world can

they turn to and expect a welcome? For

tunately there is one such place in the con

struction camps of the Northwest to which

many of them work their way. This is the

Industrial Young Men's Christian Associa

tion.

A former chaplain of an Eastern prison

was a speaker one Sunday in one of these.

His experienced eye detected six ex-con

victs in the audience, whom he later sought

out and encouraged.

A few instances show the way a secre

tary has with these men, which is better

than pages of explanations. One writes:

"We have four convicts in camp. Only one

is known to me as a convict. He is looking

after the others." Another, John Doe, had

been out of the "pen" quite a while before

he stumbled—drink—but he was up again,

trying to make good, when he wrote the

secretary: "I want to change my job. The

foreman I am working under is too rough

(even for him) ; swears at the foreigners I

am working with. He dun cuss me and

I don't like it. I want to stay and make

good, but I'm afraid I can't stand it and

will quit." Promptly the secretary got

busy on the 'phone. Result, Doe sent to a

road camp to work under a non-cussing

foreman who didn't even allow profanity at

meal time. What swearing his men did had

to be done in the seclusion of the bunkhouse.

One grilling August day a camp secretary

rode out to John's new camp. He saw the

foreman, visited with the men, told John

he wanted to see him before he went back.

When, his visit over, he went to saddle his

horse he found it already done, John hold

ing the bridle waiting for him. "Well, Doe,

how are you making it; all right? How

about those copies of St. John's Gospel I

gave you?"

"Well, I haven't given any of them out

yet. I want to give them to men who will

use them. Most of these men are a rough

Camps Back to Their Feet

bunch. The language they use sometimes

is awful."

"Never mind, John, read the Gospel your

self and if you find some fellow who will

use it give him one." Together the two

men walked along, the secretary leading

his horse, until they came to a quiet place

where they knelt and prayed together, then

shook hands and parted.

Imagine ex-convict shepherding a

black sheep and you will sense what these

wise camp secretaries know—that the

surest way to help a man is to set him to

helping another man worse off than himself.

In this case Old Jerry was the black sheep.

That didn't prevent a friendship between

them. Probably Jerry had been a tough

proposition. For half a lifetime he had

been a wanderer, forgetting for thirty long

years to go home and see his mother, to

whom for nine of these thirty he had not

written. Somehow the atmosphere of the

construction camp association where Old

Jerry said he "felt at home," warmed his

heart until the hard husk that had grown

around him fell off. Old Jerry wanted to see

his mother. He wrote to her; received an

answer. The old mother wanted to see her

boy. Jerry couldn't wait for morning. He

took the mail stage to town—alone—which

was bad; for Jerry was liable to be seized

with a spasm of forgetfulness the minute a

saloon entered his field of vision.

Mit;e, another ex-timeman, had also had

come to look on the same secretary as his

best friend and on the construction camp

association as home. Small wonder. Here

he had been helped back to hope, to self

support, and self-respect; here his life had

brightened and broadened. What the secre

tary wrote to his chief tells the rest of the

story: "I was in town the next morning

and put Mike on Old Jerry's trail. It took

three or four days to get him out of town

and Mike was tickled all over to think he

finally succeeded in getting him home.

Other construction camp secretaries are

taking the same sensible care of "pen men."

One of them received this letter, proving

that the finest of human characteristics—

gratitude—lives in the hearts of the erring.

"My dear friend : I know it looks and seems

ungrateful for me not to have written sooner but

I decided not to write until I thought or knew I

was located in a permanent place. I wish to

thank you, you have done so much for me.

When I was downhearted, you gave me hope :

when T was discouraged, you gave me heart ;

when 1 was beaten you gave me courage. Now

what more could one give than hope, heart and

courage? Accept what I have to give in turn,

friendship, gratitude, thanks.
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Around the World With Soldiers

THE SOLDIERS of the world will ever

owe a debt to the Canadian Associations

which inaugurated militia camp work forty-

four years ago. The "Y. M. C. A. Tent"

has now become a part of the regular outfit

of the army in camp with troops the world

over. What was done among the soldiers

of Japan and in the Philippines and Cuba

is being as well done in Europe. The

British Associations now not only have

tinue its woik in Canada and to support its

trained representatives with the Canadian

troops in Europe, and at the front.

In the program of the camp Associations

Gospel meetings have as full a place as the

entertainment. At Valcartier Camp serv

ices are held each night, attracting great

crowds of the men. The "Good-Night Serv

ices" in the big tents follow all the moving

picture shows, often bringing in 2000 men

 

 

AUSTRALIAN SOLDIERS CAMPED IN THE SHADOW OF EGYPT'S PYRAMIDS

Here the Association has erected Its "huts" and has a force of secretaries engaged in service to
the soldiers from reveille to taps.

work in over 1000 camps, but most of the

city buildings are being devoted completely

to the service of the soldier. And in every

large city in Canada where troops are

assembled, the uniform commands every

privilege of membership.

In Camp Sewell, Manitoba, the Associa

tion has pitched its group of tents in the

very camp center, with a staff of five men

serving the 9000 soldiers night and day.

The camp commandant "would like to see

the Association have a marble palace, it is

doing such a valuable work here." At

Brandon, Manitoba, Internment Camp the

Association is active, providing prisoners

with reading matter and other conveniences.

The same work is being done by the Asso

ciation in various alien camps in Western

Canada.

The Canadian National Council now esti-

- mates that at least $40,000 or $50,000 will

be needed in the next twelve months to con-

who sing the popular Gospel songs from

stereopticon hymn-slides thrown upon the

screen. All the staff of fifteen trained

secretaries are experiencing "Nicodemus"

incidents, the men coming around the tents

after the meetings with serious question

ing and about "getting right." With it all

there is plenty of fun, leagues of baseball

teams, wrestling, boxing, gymnasium

stunts, concerts. The gift of a group of

Montreal business men of 200,000 letter

heads and envelopes were only sufficient for

a short period.

The vast Crystal Palace in the heart of

London with its 27,000 ft. of floor space is

now given over completely for the Associa

tion's service to enlisted men, by the War

Department. First the space near the main

entrance was given, the next month the

great Egyptian, Grecian, and Roman courts

were added, then this was increased by the

addition of the Moroccan and Alhambran
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courts, the north tower gardens and theater,

as well as the famous football and sports

ground. And it's all used to the full. Often

700 men are seated at once in the Egyptian

room and courts, writing. The savings

bank has 2300 depositors. Church parties

are made up; hundreds of homes place their

bath rooms at the men's service. The elite

of the musical world, ministers, and laymen

give their services for concerts and ad

dresses, and titled persons and society

leaders serve along with the secretaries.

A brewery was lately taken on for Asso

ciation army work headquarters in West-

nobody can take it from them. They use its

i oof, its people, its belongings as if they

were their own. If I knew any finer tribute

than this to the absolute success of the

work I would set it down ; but I do not."

In northern France Mr. McCowan re

ports the British Associations have sixty

institutes, each one being a center of evan

gelistic work among the troops. They have

sent nearly twenty trained men to work

among their troops in India, and fourteen

to Egypt, and others to Malta, and sent

two men and equipment to the National

Association in Italy.

minster, and at its opening the Mayor and ^» The reports which come from the Associa

Dean of Westminster and General Lloyd,

took part. The Manchester Association

directs work at twenty-seven nearby camps

of 88,000 men.

In the munition areas huts and rooms are

equipped for the munition workers. One

was set apart for the Dock Battalion in

Liverpool and seven sites were placed at the

Association's disposal and $17,000 contrib

uted for the "huts" by leading ship owners

through the leadership of Mr. Charles I.

Proctor.

Eminent preachers, among them Camp

bell Morgan, have gone out under the

British Association auspices in France or

at home speaking to great receptive armies

of men. Dr. Morgan said on his return:

"I feel that God must have brought the

Association into the Kingdom in prepa

ration for just such a crisis as this. I can

not think what would have happened dur

ing this time of war had not the Associa

tion been here and thrown itself with cour

age and energy into its great task. Every

method it follows has been right. Thank

God for every billiard table that the Asso

ciation has put down in any place and for

everything that has been used to keep our

men in strength and beauty of life."

Rev. J. C. Carlile wrote: "It would be

a great gain if some of the larger churches

would give their ministers leave of absence

for a year so that they might become Asso

ciation leaders for special work. Men who

know how to reach men are wanted. The

men who return will be live wires."

The famous novelist, Annie F. Swan, after

a week's visit among the Association head

quarters in France quoted the interpretive

words from a "Tommy"—as best expressing

her sentiment—"It's the only substitute for

the 'appy 'ome, and hit's hup to the mark."

From Havre to Boulogne she visited fully

thirty of the sixty "huts," nor was she dis

appointed in the place or its leaders of one

of them. She said of the soldiers, "They

have adopted the Y. M. C. A., it is theirs,

tions in Germany show that the work in

their Soldiers' Homes, and workers in prison

camps have received the heartiest welcome.

The National student secretary of Austria

received a large consignment of Testaments

from American Sunday school children,

which were distributed to Austrian prison

ers through the Red Cross. From every

where comes the word: "The men in the

trenches want the Bible." "We are hunger

ing after spiritual food." Both educated

and ignorant men are learning for the first

time to read and appreciate the New Testa

ment. The Sunday school movement appeals

for 100,000 Testaments in English, French,

Russian, Belgian, and German to be sup

plied through A. C. Harte. A nickel pays

^ for one.

The Association sent a tent to Southwest

Africa, but big as it was it could not hold

half the soldiers crowding to it for its

privileges throughout the day and religious

services at night and Sunday. "It's all a

great boon in this land of blazing sun,

scorching sand, and oppressive silences,"

H. N. Holmes writes. It is easy to under

stand why the Association disposes of 2000

bottles of mineral water in one day and

thousands of cups of tea, coffee, and cocoa

at a penny.

At the opening of the Association's work

at Tasmania, the farthest outpost of the

British Empire, Governor Sir William Elli

son-MacArtney presided. In the camp

these things have their "fair turn" and

strangely and happily mix. "Prayer serv

ice and boxing, single-stick and rousing

evangelistic meetings, reading and recre

ative games, correspondence and culture."

In the very remarkable work organized by

A. K. Yapp, the National British secretary,

Mr. Virgo, secretary of London Central, is

taking a large share. He visited over 100

camps, and is now in Egypt to assist in the

wonderful openings created by the war.

"An extraordinary desire for religion," Mr.

Virgo says, "is shown in the camps."
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THE SECOND CONTINGENT OF

AMERICAN SECRETARIES EN

ROUTE TO FRANCE, ENGLAND,

AND GERMANY, IN RESPONSE

TO CALLS FOR AID

In appreciation of those coming

to help them, one of the leading

National Secretaries writes :

"We cordially welcome the

American secretaries who have

come over to help us here dur

ing the time of strain and of

opportunity created by the war.

Their services are a .valuable

gift to us from the American

Associations. Their large ex

perience in universities and mis

sion fields specially fits them for

a large service here. Of the

men many speak German, Rus

sian, and other languages which

fit them for service to the men

in prison camps and hospitals,

wherever the Association may

have access.'*

2?

 

V

We have only to recall the great results

of the American-Spanish War and our own

Army and Navy work in our North Amer

ican Associations to feel assured that the

estimate made by Sir Roberts Nichol,

editor of the British Weekly some months

ago, is becoming more and more justified as

the Association fulfils its opportunity of

service to the men as it finds them. He

wrote:

"No institution in this country has gained

so much in public esteem during the course

of the war as the Y. M. C. A. Before the

war it was generally thought that the

Y. M. C. A. was conducted on a somewhat

narrow basis, and that its membership was

limited to men of certain religious views.

But it is not too much to say that the man

agement of the Y. M. C. A. during the war

has shown the most brilliant qualities of

statesmanship. Everywhere its work is in

evidence. Everywhere it is efficient. Every

where it commands the highest praise. It

is extending every day, and we trust that

it will extend much further. Certainly,

there is no society to which the contribu

tions of the public can be more safely

assigned. The fine new buildings in Totten

ham Court Road have been given over to

the service of the fighters, and are doing

magnificent work. It is certain that when

the war is over the Y. M. C. A. will appear

to the public in a manner quite new."
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THE ASSOCIATION SERVES IN THIS LATEST MILITARY CAMP AT PLATTSBURG

In the Instruction Camp

NEXT to the mess halls there is no more

popular place in the great training

camp at Plattsburgh than the Y. M. C. A.

tent. Throughout the entire summer Secre

tary Frank Smith of the Plattsburgh Asso

ciation has been rendering invaluable serv

ice to the various bodies of men that have

been quartered at the camp for military

training.

When the business and professional men

came for their month of strenuous work at

the great war game, they found the Asso

ciation tent equipped to meet many of their

needs. Local and long distance phones were

piovided. The tent was made a substation

of the camp postoffice, and for the better

portion of the first week, all the mail was

handled there. In fact this was but a con

tinuation of work begun by Mr. Smith when

he followed the student regiment on their

90-mile "hike" and received and delivered

all mail, cashed checks and did all express

business for them.

More than this, there is such a spirit of

welcome at the tent that everyone feels free

to use its accommodations.

Before three days of the business men's

camp had passed it was evident that the one

tent was inadequate for the work and a sec

ond was erected in another part of the

camp. W. E. Fenno and C. R. Rice are

assisting Mr. Smith and from every side are

heard words of appreciation.

It is most interesting to see men like

Richard Harding Davis, Mayor Mitchel,

Willard Straight, ex-Ambassador Bacon

and other equally prominent men, habitually

using the Association facilities, making it a

meeting point and in many other ways

showing that they consider the Camp Asso

ciation "a part of the outfit."

This splendid piece of work will doubt

less be of much value to Associations all

over the country for these business and

professional men will return to their homes

carrying with them a new viewpoint of the

efficiency, spirit and adaptability of the

Association.

Our National Guards have been as well

served by the State Committees. Pennsyl

vania secretaries were with the citizen

soldiery at Mt. Gretna and Indiana July 10

to Aug. 14 and will be with the marines

by their request at rifle practice in Sep

tember. The Carolinas' Interestate Com

mittee conducted a work in three North

Carolina and two South Carolina National

Guard camps, incidentally providing 15,000

letterheads. One tent was the gift of

soldiers. Newport Association did a good

piece of work among the 1800 men of Rhode

Island Guard at Fort Greble. Here Gov

ernor Meekland gave two addresses and Dr.

Burnett well-timed sex instruction.

The cadets of the training ship Ranger

of the Nautical School were so well enter

tained in San Juan, Porto Rico, that the

report of the captain brought an apprecia

tive letter from the commissioners. The

boys presented their own thanks on leaving.

J. S. Tichenor is enroute West to study

and extend Army and Navy service on

the Pacific Coast, where there are at least

17,000 enlisted men; in Honolulu with its

6400; the Philippines with 12,000, and for

service to men of the Asiatic fleets in

Chinese and other ports.
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From the Viewpoint of Association Men

John R. Mott The announcement of the

General Secretary final acceptance by Mr.

International Mott of the general secre-

Committee taryship of the Interna

tional Committee for

Home as well as Foreign Work will be hailed

with universal satisfaction. The call given

him four years ago could not be silenced.

It was the voice of the brotherhood, of the

International Committee, and, we believe,

of the Church. And it was the ambition

and desire of Mr. Morse, with the cordial

approval of his associates, that Mr. Mott

should be his successor. His own heart

could not refuse. This will mean a larger

service of the united Associations to the

whole Church. The mere announcement

carries a clear and ringing rallying cajl

to every Association to swing into line for

a greater spiritual service. The move

ment's executive work will not suffer, for

Mr. Mott is a past master of detail; he has

always kept about him an executive force

that work with him as one man. The

spiritual note will be dominant. Men who

have feared that with the readjustment of

the International religious work staff, our

primary objective would suffer, will hail

with relief the leadership of Mr. Mott. It

will result in increased religious efficiency

of all departments. Mr. Mott has already

organized a strong force of associates.

Fletcher Brockman, trained in America and

tested in China, known, loved and trusted

by us all, who has no second in ability as a

national leader and as a spiritual force,

will serve as associate general secretary of

both Home and Foreign Work. Mr. Shipp

with his poise and proved judgment and

familiarity with every phase of home ad

ministration, will carry increased respon

sibilities, as one of the three associate

general secretaries of the Home Work,

while a general secretary of tested ex

perience is being sought to head the City

Association Department, the spot where

our organization has been weakest. The

fact that Messrs. Colton, Eddy and Jenkins

will continue as associate general secre

taries of the Foreign Work ensures its

further wise progress and leadership. Mr.

Morse, with the seasoned wisdom of a

general of forty-six years' campaigning, is

by no means given an empty title as con

sulting gen . ral secretary. This is the

setting of the battle which carries new

confidence to every man in the brotherhood.

It has taken a long time to bring it about,

but we believe a very short time will

demonstrate it to be "of the Lord."

Richard C. Morse For forty-six years Mr.

Consulting Morse has been secretary

Secretary of the International Com

mittee, a period that

measures the life of the national move

ments. To-day at seventy-four he is keenly

alert in mind and springingly alive in his

well-disciplined body. He has been an or

ganization builder; he has found men and

helped them to find themselves, their field,

and future. Since Mr. Mott came into the

force twenty-five years ago he has worked

with him, and thrust him forward. It has

been the dream of his life that he should be

his successor and no man rejoices more

to-day that the dream has become true than

he. He has seen the North American Asso

ciations develop to more than 2000 organ

izations with 700,000 members and prop

erty aggregating $100,000,000, extend their

service to all sorts of men and boys in

larger numbers, a Foreign Work estab

lished and sustained from America at an

annual cost of nearly half a million dol

lars, the International Committee's steady

development into fourteen well-manned

departments, and he has constantly and

persistently avoided anything which looked

like authority. His has been an administra

tion of the open hand rather than the

clenched fist. He has not sought the lime

light nor to head the pompous parade. The

new title, Consulting Secretary, would fit

him as well forty years ago as now, and his

counsel will still be constantly sought by

the hosts of Association makers the world

over who have valued his friendship and

wisdom, and gained vision of opportunities

through him.

Are We "Selling If we are in danger of

Out for Money?" selling our birthright, of

diminishing the religious

objective, or of stifling the spiritual pur

poses of the Association to secure gifts

from non-Christian men and corporations,

we want to know it. Mr. Ward declares

that in his financial campaigns in which

he has had a hand in securing much over

$7,000,000 within four years, he has never

found it necessary to secure contributions

to weaken on the Association's evangelical

position, or to hedge on its unequivocal mes

sage. But he has been embarrassed by

the apologetic attitude of many timid

clergymen who felt that "we should not

stress the evangelistic aim so as to offend."

He does not know of a single instance in

which a pledge has been made or even in

ferred that positive religious work that
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aims for the conversion of men should not

be done. On a campaign committee in a

New England city were three Unitarians

who, while perfectly understanding the As

sociation position, stood layally by the

movement because of what they saw of

value in it to the town and to their em

ployees. The liberal spirit of the Associa

tion in taking into its fellowship and ex

tending its privileges to men of every creed

and no creed has been sufficient to satisfy

objections and to bring the Association

large gifts. No small portion of the $6,-

000,000 to $8,000,000 received by Associa

tions for buildings each year comes from

sources not professionally Christian.

Committee-ized " was years ■g0 *hat Mc"

Burney raised his voice

°J against secretaries who
Secretanalized themselves became the

whole Association. He would hammer it

more vigorously to-day. We hire men to

do things rather than get men at the doing.

Few Associations are committee-ized to the

full. It seems the committee has been gen

erally passing. A letter is before us from

a director who resigned because there was

nothing given him to do worth the doing.

He objected to being a mere vote. And it

is the same with the church. Men are

tired of being preached to; they need to

be sent out to preach. But there is more

to say. Let us check up on the matter, do

some thinking and then some printing on

the subject.

"That they all may be

one"; that all may be

won; and that not one be

lost by their failure to "keep and guard,"

the older Christian scholars of one of

Seattle's greatest high schools have formed

the Chi Rho Guard, pledged to stand by the

younger students and battle for their moral

integrity. The idea which gripped them at

a week-end camp conference last summer

grew from a talk on that wonderful prayer

of Christ for His disciples in which He

said, "While I was with them I kept them,

I guarded them" (John 17:12), which

expresses the spirit, method, and might of

every secretary and Christian leader who

has made a mark on Association history

or done a piece of work that counted for

character. In this spirit of the Master the

Guards will stand by the tempted boy or

man to deliver him, whether it be in school

or shop, gymnasium or Bible class. The

Guards have taken from our badge the

Greek letters Chi Rho, the combined X P

used in the center of the Association em

blem representing the first and last letters

of the name of Christ, under which is the

quotation, "That they all may be one . . .

The Chi

Rho Guards

that the world may believe." (John 17:21.)

These boys have well caught the spirit of

their Master who battled night and day for

three years for the life of His men that

were "in the world" as a mighty fighting

Shepherd for "His sheep." And some of

those He kept and guarded were rough,

rugged and profane sea-fighters and poli

ticians. Then He sent them into the world

as the Father had sent Him. Those older

boys—literary, social, and athletic leaders

in the school—trained by the Association

to teach and lead Bible classes for the

younger scholars, are the natural leaders

in position to keep and guard them by

their personal influence and example. These

Guards will be found right by the side of

the boy "when evil cometh" and first temp

tations appeal, to deliver him from the

foolishness and debauch of folly. Chi Rho

Guards are needed in every store as well

as school ; in every leader's corps, Bible

class, gang of men, club or camp. We pro

pose ten thousand unannounced organiza

tions of Guards, each man organizing him

self as a brother's keeper calling to his

fellowship in watchful brotherhood a few

of like spirit. Study that chapter, John 17,

and learn the spirit of this Man who "loved

His own and loved them unto the end."

"That the love wherewith Thou hast loved

Me should be in them and I in them."

\r %* y .t The man at sixty can be
No Man Careth , . , , . f
, ., „ , as big a fool in vice as the
for My Soul feoy at gixteen Suscepti

bility to temptation is not a matter of age

alone, or condition or position in life. From

the revelations of the day it seems there is

need of a mission to Broadway as to the

Bowery, and that the least cared for men

are those of maturity, position, and means.

A man is a man, and that means that to

the end of his days he is "prone to sin." It

was in indulgent and relaxed mature years

that David shamed his name. There are

many Davids to-day. We recently checked

up the men of a city we had well known

thirty years ago. One of fine dignity and

culture, who had been a church and As

sociation officer, at fifty lost his sense and

became the public consort of drunken pros

titutes. Men of his own set—and they

alone—could have saved him. Perhaps the

best saving might have been to have crowded

him into a position of responsibility where

he would "stand for something." A State

Association treasurer attributes the saving

of his moral life to his selection to that

office. We found that another who had

moved in highest social circles, the presi

dent of a bank and even a vestryman, whose

name had been the synonym of virtue, had

at 65 cut loose and become a sot. And
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what shall we say of men of our own force

who fell by the way? Let's not fool our

selves and fool with vice. The Chi Rho

Guards idea can well be forwarded among

the groups of bankers, merchants, railroad

train crews, automobile clubs, and men of

the church who have left prayer meeting.

By a cordon of friendship drawn around us

by Christian men who care, we are all of

us guarded and kept. Years, position, early

training even, do not give immunity. With

understanding sympathy and brotherliness

every man may well watch over his friend

"as one who must give an account," as a

Chi Rho Guard.

The "Strong That Strong Arm Squad

Arm Squad" at Bon Ami, La., is be-

Straightent coming a driving force

Things Out with vieorous men. Men

are found in Church there

Sundays who used to load their fishing

tackle, dog, and keg of beer on wagons and

drive off for a day of sport. Instead of

Sunday picnicking in the woods they are

now doing Sunday preaching in school-

houses. The secretary who leads the men

in their sport and studies in the week, leads

them to Church and Sunday school with

his Bible under his arm on Sunday morn

ings. Men at the meetings tell of the new

life they lead. "Things are going better

with them" and that means with their

whole families; for they have stopped

drinking, swearing, smut and Sunday rois

tering. Men are living up to a new stand

ard and are fired with a new ambition who

had formerly "raised thunder" as they say

in this lumber town. There has been set-up

a Southern revival to begin in October

which has in it the promise of shaking the

town. Dr. Latshaw who spent two weeks

with them fully believes the Strong-Arm

Squad have struck a lead which is going to

make it as easy to win men between twenty

and forty to the Christian life as boys be

tween twelve and sixteen. It is the Chi Rho

idea with lumbermen here.

DOUBTLESS more than one physical

director has found it has been easier to

talk about "swatting the fly" in January

than to make the janitor or the camp cook

keep the garbage pail covered in August.

The roller towel still prevails and paper

drinking cups cost too much to displace the

tumbler. The fight with filth is not finished

by a panegyric. At least one boys' camp is

surrounded by stagnant scum-covered pools

breeding malarial mosquitoes, with an un-

lighted walk to an open privy raeched by a

four-inch stringer over a bog, into which

boys would tumble ankle-deep in the mud

at night. Lives are still lost in unguarded

natatoriums and growing boys are over

strained in competitive athletics and with

big dumb-bells. It sure is still easier to

talk wise than to do wisely, to put up a

sign-post than police the road and to claim

what the Association does as a world or

ganization—somewhere else.

THE Year Book figures are not yet com

plete, but enough so to indicate an ad

vance rather than the decline feared. There

has been no real reason to cause anxiety

to an Association which has been doing a

thorough work for men. The membership

shows an increase, there is a gain in prop

erty of approximately a round $3,000,000,

and the attendance at meetings and Bible

classes is the greatest for years. Employed

officers fall off ten, instead of gaining 400,

but mostly in minor positions. The Year

Book will be ready about Sept. 15.

FROM hand to hand a book that stirs and

shapes life may be passed with per

sonal word which makes its reading potent.

That's what Mr. Haskett of the Yonkers

Association has done, and did with Presi

dent Wilson's little book, "When a Man

Comes to Himself." Fifty-one men read it

and signed their names on the fly-leaf. The

book was sent to the president. In an ap

preciative letter Mr. Wilson expresses the

hope that "the doctrine preached in this

little essay may seem to them worthy of

something more than a passing thought."

We will be glad to receive and pass on

suggestions as to the best ten books for a

secretary to keep in such "hand to hand"

circulation.

NO MAN FOLLOWS a whiner. A man's

tone of voice represents him as a man

even more than it locates him as a Cana

dian, Southerner, or Yankee. The man who

whines never will draw a following nor

command a place as a leader who will put a

thing across with a body of men ready to do

or die behind it. Neither is it the place for

the blusterer or the boss. There is more

respect for the man of quiet confidence who

knows what he wants to do, with a planned

purpose, and can put into a few quiet words

what he has to put, with a great purpose

back of it. Put it down that men are not to

be led by a man who whines, wheedles, or

is weak in plan or in purpose and courage.

THE Texas storm completely destroyed

the Army Association equipment at

Texas City, near Galveston, but dispatches

state that the lives of none of our men were

lost. All the extensive equipment used in

the Texas border camp work was destroyed,
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Our Own Folks

IT IS great good news we pass on to the

thousands of Dr. Bull's unknown friends

that he is rapidly getting back to his feet

again, and furnishes the Notes for this

month. But his illness has been serious,

much more serious than we wrote. He is

not yet able to return to his pulpit and may

stay at Saranac Lake for many weeks yet.

He reports gaining 17 pounds—in fact, he

said he might pass for a "broad church

man"—he has no temperature, and is now

well on the way to Wellville.

THERE is a fine fellowship engendered

among men who have strained and

striven together for a really big thing for

a decade. A group of men who have knit

themselves together is more to an Asso

ciation than an endowment. And strange,

too, the men who have been driven hardest

stand closest to their driver. It was but

ten years ago that a boomer thought him

self audacious when he put up the sign :

"Los Angeles will be a city of 250,000 in

1910." It was a "wild dream." But the

mark was overshot by 69,000, and to-day

a half a million does not measure its popu

lation. But Los Angeles Association lead

ers dared big things together in those days

of fevered expansion, beginning with D. E.

Luther's coming to the city in 1905. Since

that time a million dollar property has been

gained, one of the largest memberships in

the world attained, with an annual budget

of $279,000, and its school numbered more

than many universities (1700). The build

ing erected seven years ago, which chal

lenged the most ambitious dreams of its

leaders, was outgrown in three years.

Then a quarter of a million was raised for

expansion. The other night the men who

had the biggest part in the pains and the

paying for all this, gave Mr. Luther and

his good wife a banquet on the tenth an

niversary of his secretaryship to tell him

how glad they were that they had had a

hand in the proposition. Arthur Letts,

for years president and a big giver, filled

the room with roses from his gardens, and

handed Mr. and Mrs. Luther a handsomely

embossed hand-made book filled with reso

lutions and photographs and wished him

good luck for ten years more of hard fight

ing along with them. Isn't it fine how much

we men of the Association enjoy working

together !

ANTHONY COMSTOCK is neither out

of office nor dead, as reports have gone

out. He has not been dropped from his

position as post office inspector. At 72 he

is as keen in his fight against filth as when

he began it 43 years ago as the head of a

committee of the New York Young Men'*

Christian Association. He has been stabbed

and slurred. He has fought to give youth

a chance for cleanness against the vam

pires of vice. He has refused to be fooled

by any "September Morn" art, the kind of

pictures salacious sycophants hang in their

rooms to gloat over. Hundreds of tons of

vicious pictures, books and plates of insidi

ous and gross character have been de

stroyed in his lifetime of splendid useful

ness.

THOMAS D. FOSTER, 1848-1915. On

a Thursday afternoon in July all busi

ness in Ottumwa, Iowa, was suspended in

memory of this

man, whose

name stood for

conscience and

character in all

Iowa. ' The head

of a big pack

ing business, he

always shut

down Sunday

 

children to follow.

and carried the

affairs of his

church, town,

State and city

Association as

seriously as his

own business.

And his reli

gion was good

enough for his

Stirred by Moody in

the seventies, he became a Bible student

and Christian worker and philanthropist.

The Ottumwa Association was begun and

fostered by him. While he was president

he was often seen on the Gospel wagon on

Saturday evening preaching to the crowd

on the street. Fred Smith, who knew him

intimately for twenty-four years, writes of

him : "All he had belonged to God. A

rare Bible teacher, a first-rate Gospel

preacher, a living epistle of social justice,

a hand-to-hand soul-winner, a superb com

mitteeman and director, a philanthropist at

least one generation ahead of his day. I

have met but few men who have so many

Christian graces."

ALEXANDER MILNE was another of

the veritable old guard who did credit

to a long connection with the Association—

dating from the original society in Britain.

It was only last year, when he was 82, that

he won the golf championship for old men.

He was a notable example of the springing

strength, clear mind and forceful char

acter of a true "Y. M. C. A. man."
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Men and

the Bible

F. S. GOODMAN

"Democracy, fraternity, equality, equity—these are the principles
of Christ. Free Institutions, self-government and brotherhood
can attain their highest development under His leadership.
Without Him all attainment Is superficial and temporary. Against

all these, however, the antichrist hurls his scorn, and by force
battles Into apparent ruin the only principles that have given
hope for making this world better. The European war has
brought Into the light this great struggle as perhaps has never
been seen before. The religion of Christ has been winning to
His yoke-fellowship earnest souls In ail nations and out from
these have gone strong Influences for the better and saner way.
. . . . Christian teaching has not been in vain. While for a
time It may be driven out of the counsel chamber of the nations,
it Is still Influencing them."—Peter Alnalle.

THE PRELIMINARY SUMMARY of the

religious work statistics of the City,

Rural and Railroad Associations for the

year ending May 1st last is encouraging.

It justifies the earlier predictions that the

year was the best in the Association's his

tory in religious growth, though the percent

age of gain in some directions was less than

for 1914. Full details will appear in the

Year Book and additional information and

interpretations in The Annual Survey in

October. A few facts only are presented

here. For example, the number of different

men and boys enrolled in Association Bible

classes increased from 101,795 to 109,982,

notwithstanding a loss of 631 in the Rail

road Associations. The number of Bible

classes is 5,977, compared with 5,548 in

1914, and the total attendance at Bible

classes grew from 1,374,941 to 1,482,865.

The attendance at shop meetings and classes

was 1,772,260, a slight loss only, in spite of

industrial slackness in many quarters.

BUT THE KEY NOTE of the year has

been finer religious efficiency. Naturally

we turn to the columns which give the evi

dence of spiritual results and find that the

number of boys and men professing faith in

Jesus as Saviour and Lord was 22,909; for

1914, 21,093. But the most significant fact

that the year witnessed was that not only

was the number of boys and men uniting

with churches as a direct result of Asso

ciation effort the largest in our history,

8,335, compared with 7,031 in 1914, 5,132

in 1913, and 4,048 in 1912, but that the pro

portion of those professing faith in Christ

who publicly confessed this faith by uniting

with the Church increased from 33 per cent

in 1914 to nearly 38 per cent in 1915. The

Join-The-Church Campaign and the Inter

view Method are bearing fruit.

EVERY CLERGYMAN and every Asso

ciation secretary of successful experi

ence has learned to appreciate the faithful

man—the man who never dodges responsi

bilities. He may not be brilliant or sug

gestive, magnetic or even socially attractive.

But if he can be banked on his value in

creases with the passing years. Prof.

George Jackson of England has put it well,

"A believer," he says, "is not only a man

who trusts, but a man who can be trusted—

not only a man who believes in God but a

man in whom other people can believe."

This is cheering to plain and ordinary men

who seem never to startle anybody, or to

start anything. It is required of a steward

as of a soldier only that he be found faith

ful—a man in whom implicit faith can be

put. Any man can be such a believer. The

Association greatly needs an army of men of

plain old-fashioned, every-day and every-

night fidelity.

WE FEAR THAT alongside of the ad

vantages the Young Men's Christian

Associations of North America possess in

having 3,000 miles of sea between them and

the frightful war there are certain real

disadvantages. We name but one—the ab

sence of a big compelling ever-present argu

ment for living a sacrificial life. Spiritual

gains are coming to many a family and

many an Association yonder across the sea

because of the tremendous sacrifices they

are making to defend national ideals. Our

Christianity costs most of us too little to be

fully appreciated. The late Dr. Chamber

lain of India used to tell of a poor Hindu

mother, who had a deformed girl, and a

strong healthy boy baby. He met her going

toward the river one day carrying the boy.

He divined her purpose to throw him to the

crocodiles as a sacrificial offering. He pleaded

with her, but she was silent, and later went

her way. Later he met her returning alone.

He rebuked her severely. She replied, "Do

you people from the West give your poorest

to your God? I give only my best." Be

cause European peoples are giving their

best without stint and without hesitation

under the compulsion of patriotic and

wholly unselfish motives, to thousands of

homes and communities there must come a

spiritual uplift such as this generation has

never seen. But kindred sacrifices for the

sake of Christ and the good of men in this

land of peace and plenty will react with tre

mendous power toward the same gracious

result. This is one equivalent of war.



On Duty at the Switch

It had not seemed possible to hold many big evangelistic services in

Beverly, Mass., and the Association's influence on the character of boys

was sometimes questioned by those who did not see back of the activities

that influence which was gripping and switching boys onto the right

track in life. These incidents are gathered out of an experience of two

years' incessant impact on boys and young men in a new building in this

small city with an average membership of 1,000. The Association

proved itself an evangelizing agency in the broadest sense and in both

its spiritual and social service has made itself a civic and church asset.

A prominent business man appealed to the

Association for his boy, who drank, stayed out

nights and did other things to cause his father

anxiety. We Interested the boy In our As

sociation, and It has tranformed his life. Now

he Is a teacher In the Northwest.

The physical director has given physical ex

aminations to over 400 men and boys. Seventy-

five per cent, of them had some physical de

fect, many of which have been rectified by fol

lowing his advice.

A member of one of the so-called Beverly

Drink Clubs (no license town) has severed his

relations there, Joined the Association, and Is

absolutely temperate.

A foreigner who roomed in our building could

not read or write English. An employee

taught him to read and write, and meanwhile

read and wrote his love letters for him.

A boy who spent too much time at the mov

ing pictures now uses the privilege of the boys'

department Instead. His mother greatly ap

preciates the change.

Rather a pathetic experience was where two

boys, ages 13 and 14, were actually kicked out

of the house by their father, who was a drunk

ard, and the mother also drank. They had no

place to stay, so they spent their evenings in

the boys' department. Another boy who never

seemed to be "in" with the boys, on account

of extreme poverty, was given a membership,

and has responded. Now he Is one of the most

Interested, lively and appreciative members.

The agent for the State Board of Charity

requested us to find a home for a boy sixteen

years of age, who had been at a state Institu

tion, and was now too old to live there. One

of our employees took him to room In his own

home. He secured employment In a store, and

has proven to be a very reliable and industri

ous boy. Kindly interest and help to a boy

about to be sent to a reform school has helped

him to be good and make good for a year.

An Italian boy was given a present of a ticket

through a collection taken by some employees

at a factory. When he first came In he was a

regular terror, but now is one of the best be

haved and the most regular attendant In the

employed boys' class. A Hebrew boy dupli

cated his experience.

A young man who was in financial trouble de

cided to go into the army to get away from his

old associates. We Induced him to go to his

father and mother, who live In another city,

and they in turn persuaded him to stay at home

and go Into regular employment.

A young man working here In Beverly, whose

parents lived In Boston, used to spend $8 or $10

a week on theatres. To help him, his mother

sent his money to me, and by talks and prac

tical Illustrations we were able to help him to

sensibly handle his financial matters, and In

other ways.

A mother came to me one day and said she

was completely discouraged with her boy. He

stole from her, he lied to her, and was abso

lutely Incorrigible. Our boys' secretary made

friends with the lad, and now he Is more what

he should be, and both he and his father have

Joined the Association. Another boy who ran

away from home periodically, and had been In

almost every state In the Union stealing rides

on freight trains, was put on probation. One

of our trustees paid his membership. We had

quite a struggle with him at first, but his whole

life Is changed, and now he Is working every

day, and behaving himself.

One high school boy who was at "logger

heads" with his father so completely that he

would leave the room when his father came

In, principally, we believe, on account of the

father's attitude to the boy, was saved from

going to the bad through our Association, In

duced to lead a clean life and continue his

education at college.

One young man, before the Association

opened (although he moved in good company),

was rotten morally. Through the gymnasium,

etc., the physical director has so touched his

life that he is completely cleaned up, and an

active worker In one of our city churches.

He had lost his Job and was given a letter

of Introduction to different Associations.

Through the Springfield Association he secured

a room and was able to get a position. Quite

a number of young men have left here and

gone to other cities to live. I recall those who

went to Woonsocket, R. I.; Manchester, N. H.;

New York; Washington, D. C.j Detroit, Mich.;

Worcester, Chelsea, Gloucester, Fall River, Mil

waukee, Lynn, New Britain, etc. We gave them

letters of Introduction, and now they are room

ing In Association buildings.

On Thanksgiving night I noticed a young

man standing at the counter, asked him Into the

office for a chat. His people lived a long dis

tance away, and he was completely homesick

and discouraged. When he went out he said

the Association that night had been worth the

price of his membership. We invited another

young man to attend one of the Bible classes.

He came from a Christian family, was away

from home, and had become soured on religion.

Afterwards he said, "I never thought I could

be interested again In anything religious; I

am glad I came." He has been a regular at

tendant ever since.

A few weeks ago I received this letter from a

Maine mother; "Dear Sir— I understand that

you are Interested In boys. My boy worked for

—! . I have Just learned that he is not work

ing there now, and I do not know where he is.

I fear he may be In trouble; if so, can you

help him?" We traced him to Gloucester and

Salem, and finally put the mother In touch with

him. He went home. Months after he came In

and said, with a grin, he appreciated what we

had done to set him right with home.

040
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We were Instruments for good with a boy

who had become estranged from his father

and ran away from home. He slept nights In

a barn, and all the money he could lay his

hands on was spent for clgarets and candy.

We Induced him to go back home, but even

then his father would not treat him right, so

we asked the truant officer to take the matter

up, and together we were able to fix It up so

that the boy is now at home and contributing

toward family expenses. ,

A young Greek came to Inquire about reg

istering as an amateur athlete, to compete In

the Boston Marathon. When he saw our elec

tric sign he got off the car and came in; liked

the way we treated him, and took out a mem

bership. Since that time he has brought into

our membership eleven other Greeks, some of

whom can speak no English at all.

A member gave up a $25 position to become

a physical director at $15 per week. After a

couple of months he In turn secured another

man from that Association, who became an

assistant director. Another member entered

Mt. Hermon School to prepare for the foreign

field, and two others have decided to prepare

for special Christian work.

Several young fellows about town who used

to gamble, through the Association's quiet In

fluence have stopped that kind of life. One was

a prize fighter, now is not; one was a profes

sional wrestler, who now uses his strength In a

better way.

Nothing was being done for the Italian popu

lation. Letters to 100 friends brought $70. In

a rented store sixteen were taught to speak

English, and 150 attended lectures. The Inter

preter was a young Italian who had been In the

country seven years. Within three weeks, at

his own request, I helped him to secure na

turalization papers.

In developing the work among Italians we

were annoyed by boys at the door. We prom

ised them that if they would help us by going

away we would give something for them. The

first lecture given thirty boys attended.

One red- headed Hebrew boy, who was the

terror of the teachers In school, was brought

to the attention of the boys' secretary by one

of them. Unable to pay for his membership,

he was allowed to work the fee out In the coat

room. The secretary had hard work to handle

him at first, he was so Irrepressible, but by

patience and attention he was so subdued that

his good behavior was noticed In school.

One boy applied for a position as check boy.

He was a regular ragamuffin and about as dirty

as a boy could be. He was told that he could

not have the position as long as he was In that

condition. The next day he appeared with the

same clothes cleaned, and his face and hands

washed—unusual for him. We gave him a job,

and he Is a changed boy.

An overgrown boy, a regular bully with his

crowd, whom we had hard work to manage,

suddenly decided that he would like to be on

the leaders' corps. The director told him that

he would have to mend his ways before he

could be a leader. He made good, and his In

fluence has been felt In the boys' department.

One of our high school boys has rather a

peculiar situation at home. His stepmother dis

likes him, and his father has not the courage

to give the boy a fair show. Oftentimes his

meals are left on the cellar stairs for him. He

spends practically all his spare time at the

Association, is willing to help wash the dishes

at the various suppers for the privilege of hav

ing his supper, which Is always better than he

would secure at home. He is a clean, trust

worthy Christian boy, and doubtless without

the Association's Influence would have gone to

the bad.

At the close of one of our Sunday afternoon

meetings a man asked the privilege of speaking.

He said In substance: "When I came to Bev

erly I was down and out. I saw the Associa

tion sign and came Inside. The secretary In

terested me In a room, and later Introduced

me to some of the best people In the city. I

have now united with the church and contribute

toward Its support." This man was a former

International labor leader. A young man said:

"I would like to say to you that the Associa

tion has been everything to me. When I came

to Beverly from (a country town), I did

not know any one, but on Joining your As

sociation I became acquainted with a fine lot of

fellows, and have kept straight for two years."

An English lad came to Beverly to work. He

transferred his ticket to the local Association

from Leeds, England, and later became ac

quainted with congenial companions, and six

months later stated that he had not had a

homesick day.

During the public swimming campaign the

boys of the city (with few exceptions), who

could not swim were given free lessons. Now

over 500 have learned to swim In the pool In

three years.

A young man who was on six months' pro

bation for beating his wife comes to the As

sociation regularly for the gymnasium classes,

and It has a decided Influence on his life.

A street car conductor who was struck by an

automobile was brought Into the building and

given first aid until the employees were able

to secure a doctor and assist him In getting

to the hospital.

Through the dormitories the Association has

helped a great many men. Men working their

way through college have been helped by room

ing here. Several construction groups have

made the building their headquarters. One

man was assisted In securing a position. He

roomed in the building, was given odd Jobs to

do to help out. He even had to cook some of

his own meals and do his own washing. He

won out In the end by perseverance, and ac

knowledged that the Association has been a

great benefit to him. A local young man came

to Inquire for a room. Upon Investigation It

was found that he had a disagreement with his

mother, and left home for that reason. The

matter was taken up with some members of the

family, and the boy was returned to the house

hold.

One young man, whose fondness for bowling

led him Into questionable company was given

a Job as caretaker of the alleys, which occupied

his time to such an extent that he had no

time for other things. This In a sense helped

to steady him on his feet.

One of the night watchmen caught the spirit

of the Association and said that he would like

to contribute toward someone's membership.

When the fact was pointed out that his own

son was not a member he paid his fee. The

Association was a great help to the young man,

who was not well and strong.

One quiet and unassuming young man, ac

cording to his father, has found himself and

lost a good deal of his diffidence, and an ambi

tion has been created In him, which will help

him In his business life, as well as In his char

acter.
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His First Hundred Dollars

AMAN cannot undertake to maintain a

position of leadership in any community

unless he pays his debts and pays them

promptly, he cannot hope to maintain his

self respect and independence unless he

keeps free from debt and accumulates a

modest savings account.

I found the following principles useful in

the beginning of my career :

Firet: I prepared a working budget and kept a
rigid account of all my expenditures.

Second: I opened a savings bank account and
always celebrated my birthday by adding some
thing substantial to It and as frequently as pos
sible at other times.

Third: I obligated myself by taking five shares
of stock In a building and loan association. It
was sometimes difficult to find the 15.00 to pay

to the treasurer on the first of the month, but I
believe I never allowed a period to go by with
out making payment. I was greatly helped in
this because my old Sunday School teacher was
the treasurer of the building association, a man
in whom I had every confidence, and he greatly
helped me by his wise counsel.

Fourth: In my early manhood I was not re
garded as a good Insurance risk and could not
take life insurance, but as early as acceptable to
the medical examiners, I began taking life insur
ance, first by the purchase of endowment insur
ance and second by the purchase of straight
twenty payment life insurance. There have been
times when I have felt myself under great strain

to keep the premiums paid, and there have been
times when I have been obliged to give notes and
pay interest on the notes to meet the premium
Eayments, but t have felt that all the efforts
ave been worth while. I believe so thoroughly

In insurance that I not only carry the forms
suggested above, together with the Insurance
Alliance, but also carry a health and accident
policy. A secretary is Justified in setting aside
from 12 to 15 per cent of his income for Insur
ance purposes.

The secretaries of to-day and to-morrow,

should take courage; if the secretaries of

yesterday could get on with their salaries;

the salaries of to-day are much more gener

ous than yesterday and with the growth of

responsibility and efficiency, the secretaries

of tomorrow will receive increasing financial

rewards so as to enable them to live in com

fort and to make proper provision for the

rearing and education of their families.

W. K. C.

IN my early business career, as soon as

I had been able to save a small amount

of money I opened a bank account, to which

I added from month to month, having taken

my mother's advice when I left home to live

within my income and save something even

if it was only a dollar a year.

My first investment was a life insurance

policy, payable in twenty years. My second

was some Pullman Palace Car stock which

I got my bank to buy for me and take my

note for the balance. This stock paid eight

per cent., and I paid six on my note.

With this interest and what I could save

from my salary, I succeeded in paying my

note off and then owned the stock in full.

By the time I had succeeded in doing this,

the stock had advanced fifty dollars a share,

which was a clear profit to me. Being em

ployed by the Pennsylvania Railroad I was

in a position to know that the Pullman Com

pany was doing a good business, therefore

the investment was based upon a fairly

good knowledge of conditions. My second

investment, after selling the stock, was in

some land which I was able to pay for in

full. I then borrowed sufficient money from

my father to put up two houses which I

personally planned: The rent from these

houses and my salary savings enabled me

gradually to pay off this indebtedness to my

father, and I owned the houses clear. These

I held as an investment for some years and

then succeeded in making a satisfactory

sale of them.—M.

T EARNED MY FIRST $100 working by

J. the month on the farm. A church

leader undoubtedly thought and led me to

think I could easily make $500 in a year

if I invested that $100 with him in a silver

mine. Result, all lost in 10 months. The

next $400 I saved by teaching public school.

An Association ex-secretary led me to in

vest in a seemingly laudable real estate

enterprise he was promoting. Result, all

lost in five years. For a few years I have

been striving to lay aside $5 or more each

month and put it in a savings and loan

association, chartered under state banking

laws. This investment works for me both

day and night at the interest rate paid,

and is slowly but steadily growing. I be

lieve the practice of compelling one's self

to live each month, not only within his in

come, but to lay aside a little for the

future, is as necessary for decent living,

as tithing is for the best financial support

of Christian missions. A Veteran.

I earned all kinds of money as a boy and

young fellow. Worked my way through

school. I saved in many and various ways-

Some of the capital I got in hand I loaned

out to fellow students. Some of it I put into

a share in a building and loan association.

Some of it I helped to pay on a little piece

of property. How I really made the first

hundred I don't know. It seems to me there

was no first hundred. Ever since I was of

age I have done systematic saving, a stipu

lated amount every month. I nave also

given a definite amount and tried to live

on the balance and I was generally success

ful in this respect. C. G. T.

The Gideon Way

Every Day

"Diligent in business, fervent in Spirit,

serving the Lord."—Rom. 12: 11.

PERSUADING—NOT PREACHING
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Get on the Job—Don't whine!

By GEO. W. BRADEN, Philadelphia

<<"\17"HEN A DOG is chasing a rabbit he

» » doesn't care whether you call him

pet names or throw stones at him." That is

common sense philosophy.

The supersensitive, thin-skinned man who

feels he is not rightly appreciated is plainly

not on the job. A man who has a rripping,

dominating purpose in his life is not getting

"upset" all the time because someone seems

to be lacking in appreciation.

Whenever a man begins "to blow off" a

lengthy tale about what a fine piece of work

he is doing—he "organized the Glee Club

after others had failed," he "lined up the

boys for Bible Study after the other fel

lows had given up trying," he "advised a

change in the 'set up' of the physical sec

tion," he "took hold of the Sunday Service

after the secretary had 'let it go to smash'

and put it 'on its feet' again," he "was the

only one of the force who seemed possessed

of the real Association spirit," but nobody

appreciated what a splendid momentous,

comprehensive, far-reaching, "just saved the

day" piece of work he had accomplished.

Someone has jarred our tranquillity by

saying "There is no fool like the fool who

fools himself." The desire for popularity,

the feeling that I must be the drum major

or they won't know I'm in the parade—the

longing to hobnob with the moneyed blue-

Hooded and academic snobs-—the scouting

for praise and commendation is fatal to

continued, aggressive and effective Chris

tian achievement.

At a meeting of the Philadelphia Metal

Manufacturers Association, one of the

speakers said "A man who goes to war ex

pects to be shot at." Why is it that a foot

ball player does not feel the jars, the

smashes, the bruises and the getting the

hide knocked off during the heat and stress

of the game? Why? Because his blood is

running fast, he is in to win—HE IS ON

THE JOB. Why is it that a mother caring

for her sick child forgets the need for food,

rest and sleep, comfort and convenience?

SHE IS ON THE JOB. Why is it that a

child absorbed in play "loses track" of

time and space and forgets about his

mother's admonition not to soil his new

suit—ruffs up his hair, gets his head

bumped, doesn't care whether he is called

"skinny," "carrot-top" or "stub"—HE IS

ON THE JOB. Why is it that Dr. Grenfell

is able to forget the conveniences that could

be his, part with the friends and fellowships

of his native land—face the hardship, strug

gle and isolation of Labrador? HE IS ON

THE JOB ! Why is it that Robert McBur-

ney "overrode" the difficulties, disappoint

ments and temporary "setbacks" that con

fronted him in his early Association experi

ence? HE WAS ON THE JOB!

Let us learn the "Philosophy of a Bowl of

Hash." It is making the best of the left

overs. You, I and all of U3 must make a

tempting dish to be placed on the table of

life from the left-overs. Can we do it?

Sure—WE ARE ON THE JOB.

My good friend Robert J. Burdette has

passed to his reward but in the last lap of

this "just letting go of a few thoughts,"

I read again these splendid lines. "Well I

have always loved to work. It has been

pleasant in the old mill with its rafters

bronzing by the years, its shadowy corners,

its far views from the dormers up in the

loft, the mysterious gurglings and murmur

ing of hidden waters down deep among the

foundations, the quiet pond and the earnest

rush of the race and the merry laughter of

the 'tail race.' For I ground my finest

flour from the grist the people brought me.

The be^t of my work might have been done

much better, the worst of it had better been

left undone: all of it has been mediocre. But

I ground the grist that was brought me,

and took only fair toll. And some day. in

a better mill with improved machinery, with

finer material, with choicer grist, a steadier

power and a better light I will do better

work."
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How to Get and Hold Members

Read by H. C. S.nead at Blue Ridge Conference

THIS theme carries the surgeon's knife

to the vitals of our organization. The

successful solving of the problem takes us

to Berlin with universal prosperity and

peace, otherwise Submarine Ackley of Vir

ginia, Aeroplane McGill of Tennessee,

Zeppelin Probert of North Carolina and

Shrapnel Stallings of Alabama must con

tinue the warfare.

The subject, "To Get and to Hold," re

minds me of Mary Johnston's novel, "To

Have and to Hold," which comes to an end

with the heroine neither having nor hold

ing, which is like the chronic condition of

the membership of many Associations. It is

like the Irishman who wanted to meet a

friend to witness a parade and they agreed

to the following plan suggested by Pat,

who said, "Now, Mike, if you get there

foist make a cross mark on the pavement,

and if I get there foist I'll rub it out."

Our membership is far too unstable and

uncertain.

If a man is a member of the Masonic

Order he is a Mason for life, if he is a

member of the Eagles, the Elks, the Odd

Fellows, the Scouts, the Red Men, the

Woodmen, the Owls, the Bears, the Wild

Cats or the Pole Cats, he is one for life,

and if you ask him he says very glibly,

"I am an Elk, or an Eagle, or a Bear, or

a Wolf, or a Hyena, but if you want to

know about the Y. M. C. A. he can't say,

I am a "Y" or an "M," or a "C" or an "A."

He can't say, I am a "Young" or a "Men's,"

or a "Christian" or an "Association." In

our Association he isn't anything that he

can claim to be in the present, past or

future, unless he pays his annual dues and

when the date of expiration is past and

he does not pay he is nothing at all.

It is a marvel to me that some of our

brilliant secretarial minds have not de

volved a name or a shibboleth that would

make every man and boy who joins the

Young Men's Christian Association able to

say that he wax something that would tie

him to the Association for life. If some

other smart secretary doesn't start some

thing, I'm going to do it myself.

These thoughts came to me as I was writ

ing, they have not been digested, but came

right off the bat. I am asking you this

question, not that I do not believe that the

Young Men's Christian Association is the

best name for the best organization in the

world, but why could we not devise a stand

ard or test, or society within our organiza

tion consisting of principles so broad, yet

so attractive that the boys and young men

would desire to attain it? And let this it

be named something so we could say "I

am," "He is," "We are," "They are," in

stead of "I was," "You was," "He was,"

"They was," "Us was" a member of the

Young Men's Christian Association.

This something should be attained largely

because of service already rendered or

service to be rendered. If a member does

a notable service for others in the Social

Department, Membership Department,

Financial Department, Religious Depart

ment, Physical Department, Boys' Depart-

men, or in the Educational Department, he

should be admitted to the order and become

Something for life so that he would be

proud to call himself It.

This might change our tremendous

amount of loss of energy and power in do

ing things for our members instead of

putting them doing things for others. It

might train our members to change their

viewpoint, now tremendously magnified by

the thought, "What Do I Get?" to "What

Can I Do?" Might this not cure the sec

retarial dry rot that is in the hearts of

many of our departments, from the general

secretary down to the janitor? All striv

ing to make his department appear to be

doing the most for the members instead

of having the members doing the most for

the community.

I have seen the social secretary jealous

because one of his crack pool players was

asked to lead a prayer meeting. I have

heard a physical director kick because his

star athlete was put in charge of the Sun

day meeting or made a teacher of a Bible

Class. I have seen a boys' work director

object to his end man and clog dancer in a

minstrel show giving this up to join an edu

cational class. Many Associations expend

75 per cent of their energy to get money

to expend the other 25 per cent doing some

thing for the members.

We have a bank in -our city that offers

a bonus to its employees of five per cent of

the amount of increase in business over tht

previous year, and, believe me, these men

work for the bank's interest and earn the

coin. If there is a loose dollar undeposited

around town they chase it down and get

it in their vaults. A bonus offered to our

department secretarial heads who put the

most men at work doing some service for

others might increase our efficiency and hold

our members.

It has been demonstrated many times

that the Young Men's Christian Association

can get more members and lose more mem

bers in a given space of time than any

other organization on earth, and I venture

to say there are more than five million men

and boys in this country who can say, "I

was a member, but am not now," and in

90 per cent of the lapses, if asked the

reason, I believe the answer would be, "I

could not go and get something so I didn't

join again." "Join again" must be elim

inated from our circumlocutory, tauto

logical phraseology. I joined the Masons

twenty years ago and have not been to a

meeting for ten years, but I am just as

much of a Mason now as I ever was, and

will be till I die, and they will be there at

the dying time to see that I die with

friends' sympathy at hand.
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We have lost this mighty host of men

because we are trying to do things for men

instead of putting them to doing something

for others. Can we not plan to get men

to join the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation and promote them into something

for service rendered that will tie them up

to us for life? The King of South Caro

lina, the Evans of Alabama, the Hocken-

bury of Pennsylvania and many other "My

scheme" men in many States can tell you

how the Lord has revealed to them the best

way to get members, and every scheme gets

'em, but what we need is a revelation of

how to hold them. Wood of Philadelphia

may a la carte 'em, and Stone of Portland

may table d'hote 'em, but the prophet is

yet to arise who can cast the robe of Mor

pheus over them and sleep them perma

nently in camp.

Is it not true that the Church and the

Sunday School can reach them and teach

them religion better than we? Is it not

true that the public night school can reach

and teach them educationally better than

we? Is it not true that the moving picture

can reach them and entertain them better

than we, and the time is rapidly coming

when the municipality will be equipped

to reach and teach them physically bet

ter than we. Yet despite these evident

facts I can see a vision of the Young Men's

Christian Association meeting more and

more and doing for men and boys what

none of the others are equipped to do, that

is making an all-round man in mind, spirit

and body and setting him to the unselfish

task of doing these things for others.

Five hundred such men and boys lined

up for life's service in any city would be

worth 5000 who buy what they get and get

what they buy. Do things for your mem

bers and they will leave you because you

do; put them to doing things for others

and you bind them to you for life.

Hold your campaigns annually at the

same time for one week and get members.

Put on a campaign for the other fifty-one

weeks just as ardently and thoroughly to

set each man to some unselfish task for

others and you will hold 90 per cent; the

other ten per cent you will lose. Judas was

one of the twelve.

You see and hear this sparkling, bub

bling, leaping little stream gliding and

rippling by us. Does it speak to you, my

friends? Is it a smiling, happy, joyous

"Good Mornii.g" you hear it say? To me

it is always saying "Good-bye, I'm going

home and you can't stop me," and, my

friends, it is true. It has its destination

and you can't stop it. You might move

the mighty giant trees and boulders and

rocks and soil from the mountain across the

valley and with all the cement in the South

build a dam higher than the mountain in

our rear and this little stream in time

would arise above it or back over the other

peak and go on, on its inevitable journey

to the sea. The sea is its level and in God's

time it will shake hands with the waters

of the world and mingle together in the

oceans of earth.

We can solve the problem of holding our

members only when we get them upon the

great sea level of service, established by

Jesus of Galilee, and He commissioned us

when He said, "If I be lifted up / will draw

all men unto me." He commissions us; we

must be Commissioners of Others.

Things to Do in September

Are you ready for the year's journey?

Is the ship headed Into the wind?
Check up the Items that make up your policy

for the year.
Is your policy fcr the year In writing?
Does It contain a sane program for developing

public sentiment in the community?
Do you Intend to present the entire work of

the Association before the Ministerial Associa
tion? Not the Bible Study Work only, but the

entire plan of work?
Does your plan Involve the following up of

young men who come Into the Association to

have Immediate needs met?
Have you studied anew the community in

order to see whether the work you are doing Is
really the most necessary work to do? That Is,
do you have a definite plan for meeting the pul

sating needs of strange young men?
What Is your attitude toward the welfare of

aliens?
How vitally does the Association meet the

industrial workers need?
The boy life of the city.
Does your policy include any outside your

membership?
How about the street boy with great latent

possibilities?
How about the large groups of boys In the

grammar schools eager for big brother leader

ship?
Have you planned to utilize the desire of the

OTHER MAN to help his fellowmen, realizing
that you yourself have no monopoly on desiring

to help someone else?
Have you planned early this month to have

your entire Committee Force together so that
each Committee may realize that it is but a

part of one organism?
Have you the work of these Committees out

lined In their general features, so that each
committeeman knows what is expected of him?
Are all your campaign plans thought through

tr the finish of the year?
Are you expecting big things from big men

or will you be satisfied with small things from
big men? Incidentally, a small gift or a small
service coming from a man capable of giving a
large gift or a large service Is Invariably only

an excuse for "getting out from under."
Have you prayerfully made up your mind that

the greatest contribution to this year's work

begins with dealing with each Individual with
the full consciousness that HIS Is a human soul
and within him lies the possibilities of tremend
ous power If only his life is put under the

direction of Jesus Christ?
As Important as Business Organization Is, as

vital as the development of our force Is, as
responsible in every respect as we may be to
the community, after all the key to efficiency,
In whatever department It may be most desired,
will be found through the devotion of each Indi
vidual worker to the cause of meeting the Indi
vidual needs of every man with whom It Is our

privilege to meet.
September Is the starting point for the active

vear's work. September Is the beginning point

for scores of new Association employees; there
fore, September Is the crucial period for those
who are responsible for the policies of the
Association and the vounq workers who are to

be developed under their guidance.
H. T. WALLER, Akron, O.
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The Half-Dollar Book Shelf

By FREDERICK HARRIS

TN SPITE of the fact that Mr. Carnegie

i. and others have been generous in the

matter of libraries, hurrying through a

volume in two weeks is not like owning your

own books. Those that mean most to us

are read not once or twice but many times.

But the main trouble about having books

of our own is that they come very high.

The magazine and our friends are always

playing up the big titles, and we find at

tached to most of them either "one-twenty-

five," "one-fifty," or "two dollars." Many

books are worth quite a dollar and a half,

but most of us cannot afford to buy at that

price even a fraction of the books we want.

Are we to go without books, then?

This is just where the half-dollar comes

in, and it is a good thing to learn the way

to use this able assistant.

First of all, a year or two of seasoning

never hurt any book that is really worth

while. In fact, those that really do stick

through a season or two are always the best

of the crop. After this period of mellowing

the books generally come down in price.

When everybody was talking about Raus-

chenbusch's Christianity and the Social

Crisis, it cost a dollar and a half; but for

some time now it has been possible to take

this into your home for one democratic

half-dollar. Here are some books just

chosen at random from one publisher's list

of fifty-cent volumes: Drummond's Ideal

Life, Begbie's Twice-Born Men, Dods' The

Bible, Its Origin and Nature, King's Ra

tional Living, Howard's Life Story of

Henry Clay Trumbull, King's The Laws of

Friendship, and Peabody's Jesus Christ and

the Social Question. These have all stood

the test of time, each one is worthy of a

place on our shelves, and yet very few of us

have read all of these. These reduced books

are a great opportunity.

Then again, most of us want from time to

time to fill up the gaps where standard

writers ought to be. It is easy enough to

pay twenty-five dollars a volume for a set

of Tennyson but it is just as easy to find

sets at fifty cents a volume. There is a

reasonable edition of every standard author

good enough for all practical purposes. A

very small amount of patience is required

to hunt them out. Sometimes even the half-

dollar is too big for the job: Everyman's

Library, for instance, contains nine hundred

volumes; and each volume, bound in cloth,

sells for thirty-five cents. This library is

made up of standard classics.

But the array of books at the service of

the half-dollar is not made up entirely of

old "classics" and seasoned modern books.

There are good new books, too. Take one

outstanding example: The Home Univer

sity Library has a standard price of fifty

cents. Every book is new and is written by

a man recognized as an authority. The

books cover a wide range as evidenced from

the following selection: Carpenter's Com

parative Religion, Hirst's The Stock Ex

change, Chesterton's Victorian Age in

Literature, Geldart's Elements of English

Law, MacDonald's From Jefferson to Lin

coln, Thompson's Introduction to Science,

Moore's The Literature of the Old Testa

ment, and Mrs. Creighton's Missions. There

is a great range of fine devotional and gen

eral religious literature issued at this rea

sonable price. Take three popular books

issued from different publishers: Robert E.

Speer's Gospel According to John, Lyon's

Christian Equivalent of War, and Harry

Emerson Fosdick's Meaning of Prayer. No

one of these is a so-called "small book."

Each one is a good-sized volume equal in

number of words to many books sold at

three times the price. Each one is well-

bound.

Is it not a great message for the man of

moderate income that he can build up a

useful and creditable library which never

theless need contain no book that costs more

than fifty cents?

A
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Association Men

SSOCIATION MEN Is a wide awake maga
zine full of living messages out of the lives

of red blooded men, and

hould be read by every employed officer,
director, committeeman, and member of the

great Y. M. C. A. brotherhood,

ee to It that It is properly advertised and
pushed in your particular Association. It

is the record of

ur "Y" work the world over, and helps us

to know what others are doing.

I hristlan Is THE great word In our name
, Y. M. C. A. Each local Association should
be the strongest moral force In the com

munity. Remember your

nsplratlon for this work comes mostly thru
the study of God's Word and earnest prayer.

As the fall days come on, let us seek more
earnestly to fulfill our mission, which, of

course, Is—

To SAVE MEN; Spirit. Mind and Body.
Our field is the world:

In the name of our God let us press on with
solid front and win the victory.

Onward men: oh, hear His Voice—"Follow
Me and I will make you fishers of Men."

Now Is the time to serve Him, for "Behold
now Is the day of salvation."

M

E

"XTearer, My God, to Thee," may that be not
l\ only our song and our prayer, but Our

' actual dally experience.

James G. Rand. DUBUQtne, Ia.

ay that love which first brought us to the
Saviour bless us, keep us, lead us, and help

us to

nter Into closer fellowship with Him, whom

10 know Is life eternal.
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Pictured Talks on

a City's Streets

WITH a conviction that its field

was every man and boy in the

city, to whom it should carry a

helpful, wholesome message of good

cheer, encouragement, inspiration

and instruction, the Yonkers Asso

ciation has "carried a message" out

to the people of the steaming streets

on hot summer nights.

Its leaders could not speak to

people of twenty tongues but could

picture to them, and it did—to Poles,

Slovaks, Italians, Jews and many

stranger peoples. Richard Arm

strong placed his big auto truck at

the Association's disposal evenings.

A stereopticon was rigged from the

driver's seat and a portable screen

frame was erected on two-by-fours

projected from the rear.

As soon as it was dusk, the truck

left the Association building, for the

congested district, and stopped. A

cornet played while the young men

adjusted the screen and lantern.

Stereopticon slides, as well as mov

ing pictures, were shown. Both

kinds of pictures were welcomed.

The program lasted about forty-

five minutes. As soon as the meet

ing was over, the cornetist again

played familiar selections in which

the audience generally participated,

while the helpers packed up the

screen and lantern. The auto was

soon under way and with its cargo

making for another part of the city

to give a second performance. Two

or three "shows" were thus given

each evening.

The audiences ranged from 500 to

1500 and no disturbance was noted

from little children or the boys. The

spectators were men and women,

with eager faces, wondering what

the truck and men were about. The

reception was equally cordial by

Italians, Jews, Poles, Slovaks, etc.,

and peoples of twenty tongues en

joyed the program. Those who

could speak a little English ex

pressed their appreciation. The

truck was once taken to the play

ground at the invitation of the

leader but the regular meeting-place

was the street and no difficulty was

experienced in getting an audience

within a few minutes. It is too

early to state the effect upon the

people, but the good done in impart

ing instruction and amusement to

the foreign-born neighbors cannot be

overestimated. The cost to the As

sociation for reels, slides and illumi

nating gas averaged $10 per night.
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In the World of Labor

THE SPECIAL Associations supported

jointly by employers and employees in

clude sixteen in cotton mill villages, eighteen

in coal mining communities, seven among

metal miners, eighteen in lumber camps and

saw mill towns, seven in construction

camps, thirteen in the iron and steel in

dustry, and seven in miscellaneous manu

facturing plants. But by far the larger

and more significant progress of the Asso

ciation in industry is indicated by the atten

tion being given by City Associations to

men and boys in industries. The aggregate

of the industrial membership is already

more than a hundred thousand. Secre

taries are being added to the staff of city

Associations to give time to special groups

of industries and in some cases to single

industries. There are over forty secretaries

giving full or part time to work among

immigrants. Among the cities in which the

industries furnish all or the major part of

the budgets for industrial secretaries are:

Brockton, Fall River, Lawrence, New

Haven, Bridgeport, Brooklyn, Buffalo,

Rome and Cincinnati.

Huntsville, Ala. is entitled to a notable

place on the Association map. Though a

small city it has an Association that just

raised more than $20,000 to clear off all in

debtedness, and three other Association

buildings in the three cotton mill districts

of Huntsville each with a secretary.

The Dallas Mills Association building

was the first erected in a cotton mill village

in Huntsville. It cost $10,000 and is one of

the best equipped buildings ever erected

for that sum. Mr. Rison, treasurer and

manager of the mills, president of one of

the banks and one of the strong conserv

ative business men of the South, says "The

Association is a success." At the Abingdon

Mills in a population of 600 there is a $10,-

000 Association building in active operation.

The officials of the W. L. Barrell Company

are enthusiastic over the way the mill

people have taken hold and are supporting

it with their money and their interest.

The Virginia Hall Association building is

a gift to West Huntsville from Miss Mary

Virginia McCormick, and cost about $25,-

000. It is a complete building of its type.

It will serve the several small cotton mill

communities in West Huntsville. This

large Association interest has been made

possible by the stimulating interest and help

of members of the McCormick family. The

principal support for all of these Associa

tions comes from the companies and com

munities.

East St. Louis, 111., has a new Association

backed by the industries. There will be no

building for the present but there are five

classes for foreigners in operation, with a

corps of volunteer workers and at different

centers a variety of activities will be car

ried on.

At its last meeting the Southern Textile

Association voted unanimously to "endorse

the work of the Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C. A.

in the cotton mill villages of the South."

This action followed an address by Dr.

Foster which aroused the enthusiasm of

President Bowen and others and led to com

ments like the following:

"If our mills and mill villages expect to attain
to that high position that they should occupy in
the industrial world, we have got to educate
them along all lines, and I don't know anything
that Is better qualified to develop high ideals ill
the boys and girls than the Young Men's and
the Young Women's Christian Associations,
which are established for that purpose, and I
believe they are doing this work."

Religion and social service are close to

gether in the reports from industrial fields.

Here is a sample:

"Twenty-two young men in organizing a Scout
Club, object: To promote the spiritual and
social welfare of its members and the commun
ity. Two professed conversion during the last
four days due to personal work, quietly at work
against cigarettes. Several boys have stopped
smoking. Yesterday several of the fellows were
talking about chewing tobacco and, as usual,
asked my opinion and got it. To-day three of
tiie fellows came and told me they had stopped
chewing. Have had a quiet 'clean up' cam
paign and the people say the village has never
looked so well or been so clean. Our band gives
a short concert preceding the movies and is also
preparing to give us a splendid concert at our
celebration July 3. We have 125 families
entered in an enthusiastic garden contest and
we have some splendid gardens. Our glee club
plans a minstrel show. Organizing Bible classes
and night school."

Secretaries in textile fields where for

eigners are employed would do well to send

to the Lawrence Association for a copy of

"Mill English for Immigrants."

New York City reports the successful

completion of a course of lectures on gas

engines in connection with an automobile

lodge of the International Machinists

Union. The Industrial Service Movement

of New York is also cooperating with.the

International Geneva Association of Wait

ers. Classes in English and naturalization

and special lectures on American history

have been given. The West Side Branch is

cooperating actively.

T. M. Nixon, secretary in the Greenleaf

Johnson Lumber Camp, Vaughan, N. C,

attended the conference for colored secre

taries. On returning he spent an evening

with a blackboard and crayon quizzing the

men on "Where do you hang your hat?"

As a result an Economy Club was organized

and $95 turned over for bank deposit as a

beginner.

Watermelons ice cold, were served on the

lawn, to all the families in Bonami, La.,

furnished by the King Ryder Lumber Com

pany as an appreciation of the fine showing

made in the flower yards and gardens and

as an encouragement to have better ones

next year. A campaign for fall revival

to begin in October, led by the "Strong

Arm Squad," in which the whole town will

rhare is being set up and will no doubt

extend to nearby towns.
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Educational

EIGHTY German sailors, members of the

crew of the interned German cruiser

Geier, are enrolled in Honolulu's English

classes. Members of the German commun

ity in Honolulu made 150 of the sailors

members of the Association and then paid

the class fees of eighty who wanted to im

prove their opportunity to study English.

The men are studying under the Roberts'

System and many of them are learning

English rapidly. Practically all of these

men have relatives and friends actively en

gaged in the war and their own confine

ment is most trying to them. A knowledge

of English helps them to make friends about

the building and in the city. The men, once

enrolled in the classes, are under military

orders to attend. No classes ever had such

an excellent percentage of attendance or

such perfect order and discipline as these!

The men are enthusiastic in their study.

As members of the Association, in the

classes, bowling alleys and gym, the sailors

are generally liked for their gentlemanly

bearing and good spirit. This is a peaceful

"war-time activity" rendered by the Asso

ciation.

"Stay in school as long as you can boys;

but when the time comes that you must

leave, continue your education in the Asso

ciation Night School." This was the theme

of talks given to grammar school boys of

the city by members of the Honolulu Edu

cational Committee. In co-operation with

the Territorial Department of Public In

struction, visits were made during the last

week of school to the upper grades of all

the grammar schools of the city. The stu

dents were interested in the talks and the

teachers appreciated this help in meeting

the problem of "the boy who drops out."

The number of inquiries made by prospec

tive students since shows that the message

"caught." The school officials say that the

Association should repeat this plan.

The outstanding thing of the summer at

Boston is the effort put into promoting the

"Park Shows." These were given for four

weeks of five nights each in the parks and

playgrounds to a total audience of fully

125,000. It was a piece of laboratory work,

but it has demonstrated what the welfare

organizations of the community can do

when they get together, and it has given

the Association a new outlook as to its

summer opportunities. Dr. Tupper called

the group together to discuss the plan, and

Mr. Claghorn was chairman of the program

committee. All the organizations interested

are more than pleased with the results, and

splendid co-operation from the press and

city authorities. It served as a means of

splendid Association publicity, getting the

work of the Association at home and

abroad, its history and organization before

vast audiences of people in quite a unique

way. For instance, slides of the world-wide

work of the Association were shown with

statements of the growth of the work since

founding by Sir George Williams, pictures

of the interior and exterior of the Boston

plant, the work of the Immigration Depart

ment, as well as its international work;

moving pictures of some phases of the

work, and the moving picture reel, "The

Making of an American." The actual cost

was very slight.

Cleveland's Boys' Business School is run

on the plan of having two boys work at

one office job, the one working mornings

to come to the business school in the after

noon, the other at school in the morning

and working afternoons. Forty boys have

been enrolled on this plan, and their firms

are so well pleased that they are co

operating heartily and provide places for

the boys taking these courses.

Cleveland's

Assoc iation

E d u c a tional

D e p a r tment

has a new em

blem. It has

been designed

by Howard M.

Duff, instruc

tor and official

' illustrator for

C 1 e v e 1 and's

Young Men.

It is in the

form of a

medallion seal

bearing on its face a circle enclosing a tri

angle surmounted by a flaming torch, em

blematic of spreading the light of knowl

edge through the world. The triangle, the

official emblem of the Y., bears the words

on its three sides, "Character, Efficiency,

Education."

An Able Christian Man of experience,

eager to do service, offered himself repeat

edly to a leading church, but the only serv

ice presented him was to attend the service

and listen to the preacher. It was found in

one church of 1,200 members that all the

jobs, positions, or opportunities for respon

sibilities, including deacons, trustees, ush

ers, etc., were held by forty men. That

man may be obliged to do as Moody did—

which any man can do if he's got the nerve

and spirit—go out and get a class of boys

or young men from the street.

A new and popular style of tract which

has caught the attention of thousands and

thousands of soldiers in the British army

has been written by A. K. Yapp, English

National Secretary. He takes for titles

such catch-attention words as "The Sub

marines and the Siege Guns," giving read

ings for each day for a week, and putting

the case so well that a man understands in

the language of the camp or the sea the

great moral fight that he is up against.
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from violating the rules, when a dormitory

man plunged into the empty tank at night

and broke his neck.

Men's camps are now making good with

right management and promise to be as in

fluential as the many boys'. Success turns

on "the right man" for a leader, as in New

York's Camp Oscawana, which runs full for

two months and has had 99 men in camp

on a week-end. Boston's camp on Lake

Winnipesaukee has struck the gait that

wins with grown-up men.

That was fine sportsmanship of the

Poughkeepsie boy who returned his gold

medal award offered the best swimmer in

each class won by default because there

were no other entrants. He realized that

he was "not a winner" over any one, and

refused the prize. On this The Enterprise

comments:

If the boys at the Y. M. C. A. are learning
nothing else but the spirit shown by this young
man, the institution is worth while. Were it
possible to train men in every walk of life to
have this spirit of fairness—to waive unjust
privileges, and to take no advantage of tech
nicalities—the political and business world of
our country would have fewer problems to solve.

 

PHILADELPHIA LODGE, DWIGHT FARMS

Since Memorial Day Philadelphia's coun

try club, with its 470 acres in the near-by

Welsh Mountains, has had over 800 guests.

Men ran out for a day or lived there the

whole summer. No finer place could be

found for week-end setting up conferences

of committee men of the Association and

of Churches.

At El Paso, Tex., the program begins at

5 a. m. on the outdoor handball and volley

court. The day ends with indoor baseball

at twilight. Reports show that men of the

South go into athletics stronger than the

Northern men.

This is one of the rewards a physical di

rector gets after ten years. A South Bend

want wrote F. W. Lilly: "I owe a great

deal to your help in the old building. I

would not hold the position I hold and have

the strong body I have, or be as good a man

morally, but for your help. Those good old

Bible classes we used to have were a great

schooling to me." And the man is making

good as a church and a business man.

Grilley of Portland, Ore., had to get lost

on one of his many trips to Mount Hood

and the Elliott Glacier, to have a bold bluff

boulder christened "Grilley Rock." The

moving-picture man who went along got

more feature thrills and experiences than

he had planned for on that trip.

The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Company

is now reported to have given up the manu

facture of saloon stock and bar fixtures.

The growing temperance sentiment and the

restricted sale of alcoholic liquors and the

extension of dry territory are causes of the

change.

Immigration Secretary Lenz of San

Francisco has received the honor of election

as executive secretary of the Exposition

Immigration Congress.

How a Secretary of Fifty Keeps Fit

IN ADDITION to my regular work, I have

a "Bible Class" on Sunday, attended by

50 men, that makes me go the limit to keep

my end up. I take the Wednesday after

noon Business Men's Class in the gym

nasium each week, in order that the physical

director may have another period of rest,—

lead the singing for the Friday afternoon

boy's meeting,—and, a church service nearly

every Sunday, in or out of the city.

The following are my "articles of faith"

with reference to keeping in physical con

dition.

1st. An abiding faith that God does provide

strength for the body.

2nd. Three periods each week in the gym
nasium for a calisthenic drill, recreative games,
a hot-water shower followed by a cold one, and
a good rub-down.

3rd. Eating plain food; hardly any meat:
three or four apples a day; no tea or coffee,
but a glass of milk at 10:30 or 4:30 each week
day, and sometimes at both hours.

4th. At least 56 hours sleep each week. I
take two hours for dinner at noon, which gives
me thirty to sixty minutes for a nap.

5th. Nights when I am exceptionally tired, I
take a hot bath and a rub-down with witch
hazel, then go to bed and sleep like a top.

6th. Once or twice a month I go to a first-
class masseur, who gives me a good, hard rub.

Go to any Y. M. C. A. pool of a late win

ter afternoon, and there you see him, the

man who honors his health. He stands on

the white marble slab and thrusts off into

the cool green water. His body cuts its

way under the surface for the full 40 ft,

of length, till the tips of his fingers touch

the further wall. Then he rolls over on

his side, and begins the slow curving glide

of the Trudgeon. No splashing, no hurry,

no delay, just a steady soft weaving of arm

and leg motion. So, with that 20 min. a day

of pleasant effort, he has held himself clean

and erect against decay. He is still young

and his contemnoraries are tired old men.—

Harpers Weekly.
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Physical Department Briefs

AMSTERDAM'S (N. Y.) week-end camp

set a needed example when the men

attended church in a body Sunday morning

regularly. The camp is a little way out

of the city and is for men employed in tex

tile mills who need the open.

The policemen of Davenport, la., are re

ceiving instruction in first aid from the

physical director, and the secretary will

give special instruction in other subjects.

Every Sunday School in Reading, Pa., in

cluding the Roman Catholic and old-school

Lutheran, joined in this swimming cam

paign—the first time such a union effort

was known. Many boys who got their "two

swims" free will join for more in the short-

term membership campaign following. Re

ceipts for July doubled over last year.

Pool parties at Alton, 111., and elsewhere,

made up of business men who towards the

close of the day go to the Association pool,

have been so popular that the Evening Tele

graph says: "A Y. M. C. A. ticket is one of

the best assurance policies against a big

funeral bill due to drowning. It is the best

assurance against deceit and also danger to

give the boy a ticket to the Association and

let him go swimming there."

Seventeen playgrounds were directed by

C. H. R. Jackson while working half time at

Scranton. On his taking the secretaryship

the Recreation Bureau commented on his

laying so sound a foundation for the city

play movement, for which $10,000 is appro

priated annually.

Dodge, of Fall River, Mass., had "the best

two weeks' rest" of his life at Boston men's

camp on Lake Winnipesaukee—for he never

rests unless stirring something up, as he

did by leading a discussion on "Shall I

Smoke?" The talk was red-hot, but will

put out the light of many a pipe.

As an example of a thing that couldn't

be done and hopeless Springfield, 111.,

gymnasium work has been held up for

nearly fifteen years. But the way it re-

 

CORSAN AT HOME

This nation-known swimming leader is "nature
wild." The photograph is taken in his Canadian
preserve, where he cultivates pecans, butternuts,
hickories, chestnuts, walnuts, and revels in every
wild flower and plant and herb. His collections
are world-wide

sponded to the right lead in the past year

showed that no place is hopeless. The

classes are filled in the gymnasium, and even

business men "jump to it."

The first drowning at Lake Wawayanda,

N. J., occurred lately when a 25-year-old

leader went swimming after a heavy

dinner and drinking heartily of cold

cream. The rule at this camp and else

where has been rigidly adhered to. Under

no conditions may a man swim alone. An

other sad accident happened at Utica, N. Y.,

 

A CONTEST WITHOUT A CONFLICT—OF STATE LIGHTWEIGHT CHAMPIONS

In Evanston, 111., Colored Dept., the Chicago Hebrew Institute played the Colored basketball

team in fine harmony and mutual respect
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riasliGs from Assc

 

BAN TAN G , THIBET—Most-isolated-in-
world Association organized here in outer
Thibet thirty days' travel beyond Chengtu
which is five weeks from Shanghai.

MANILA—Men who never owned Scrip
tures are helped to understand through four
Bible classes tor night school students and four
for gymnasium men. First evening high school
for employed men has large advance enroll
ment; also 200 studying in sixteen other class
es.
CHENGTU—20,000 men a day attended a

forty-day fair where evangelistic tent meetings
interspersed with scientific and health lectures
gained great hearing. Association co-operated
with churches. Social service department
aided thirty doctors give gratuitous service and
medicine to 6,700 persons last year. Visit
Harvey and Lockwood greatly stimulated all
work, particularly religious.

YOKOHAMA—150 men representing all
churches gathered seaside park association
auspices, considered more effective methods
winning young men, promoted greater unity.
Association rented cottage and excellent beach
for members.

HAVANA—Before the new building was
formally opened it was used as headquarters
for convention of Young People's Societies
and Sunday Schools, and gym as dormitory
for delegates, from every part of Cuba.

SHANGHAI—20,000 anti-tuberculosis post
ers paid for by Municipal Council distributed
throughout International Settlement by Asso
ciation students specially trained by doctors,
who simultaneously lectured on subject in
churches, tea-houses, other public places.
One member paying for 15,000 additional
posters for French settlement. $2,500 (Mex
ican) secured for alterations in Physical
Deportment account increased membership.

NEYLIKKAKKUZY, INDIA—Vigorous evan
gelistic campaign resulting number conversions
made possible war rousing men. All country
side more open than hitherto.

FOOCHOW—Salt Commissioner, most in
fluential man in Province, received baptism
with three sons. During visit Pettus and
Wang, secretary Student Volunteer Movement
for Ministry, 90 students decided to become
Christians, 48 others enter Christian ministry.
Within few months received 223 sustaining,
1,300 regular members. Nearly every promi
nent man in city is member.

YUNNANFU—Civil Governor's special con
tribution provided suitable entrance gate for
property.

KYOTO—Secretary Murakami's gymnasium
class of bank employees represented Asso
ciation in inter-city match games with Kobe
indoor baseball, volley ball, basket ball.

TOKYO—First Japanese physical director
in the country, a university graduate beginning
work with new outdoor equipment.

PORT ALEGRE—Senor Benjamin Motta
prominent family educated in England, has
joined Association staff. Fourteen evening
educational classes attracting many men to
building.

OSAKA—Association's demonstration value
playgrounds caused Municipal Council to
change island from formal gardens to equipped
playfield, first in city of 1,500,000. Over 2,000
inquirers, thirteen schools, and railroad sta
tion opened for Gospel preaching result from
union evangelistic meetings with Secretary
Sajima, prominent leader.

TIENTSIN—Successful Association school
for poor boys held in old temple with volun
teer teachers, inspired conduct other Schools.
Now Commissioner Police has undertaken to
organize one school in each city police district.
A student induced father invest $1,000 (Meat.)
in school connection with his manufacturing
plant. Association co-operated six track meets.
Baseball fever contagious as in America,
Association directs students teaching boys to
play. Forty boys in camp; thirty-eight at
student conference.

CONSTANTINOPLE—Secretary Jacob di
recting reconstruction and work in hospital
with 440 beds for wounded soldiers.

CANTON—Robert E. Speer addressed large
meeting Bible class, students filled hall in heavy
rain; twenty decided to unite Church. Thir
teen students Canton Christian College also
decided at recent meeting.

PLUCKNOW—City municipal board gave use
playing field for hockey, football volleyball,
tennis. Government renewed hostel grant.
Special first-aid and sanitation course for
students popular, producing results in com
munity.

BUENOS AIRES—248 new members rep
resenting eleven nationalities and twenty-
three occupations, were added by a campaign
just closed. The gym is too small to accom
modate those who wish to use it.

SEOUL—New rented ath'etic field provides
three tennis courts, baseball, athletics track.
In one month 254 new members. Student con
ference managed efficiently entirely by Kore

ans had 70 delegates.
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YES, I want to give something. Here's

a ten-dollar bill. Put it down this way:

'From an ex-convict, to help the boys.' "

This was the reply of a Dubuque citizen to

an Association campaign booster. The

newspaper men seized upon it and featured

it in the day's report. It helped swing

the toughest proposition Ward has yet

tackled.

A fallacy, as it always proves, is the sell

ing of bonds for the erection of an Asso

ciation building, with the pledge of income

from rents and membership to meet inter

est. However well figured on paper, the

undertaking figures in the bankruptcy court

and long-drawn agonies in the end.

Whipping in the last $25,000 outstanding

in pledges in the building campaign two or

three years after the enthusiasm of the

campaign has cooled, is sorry business.

After many mail or personal appeals have

gone out collections by law have sometimes

been resorted to, but rarely with satisfac

tion, and then only with mean men who

sought to avoid payment. An Association

will often wisely close the completed build

ing and refuse to open it until it can be

done without a penny of debt. In making a

plea for the last payment on the Bayonne,

N. J., building fund the editor of the Jersey

City Journal said:

These pledges were given during the campaign
a year ago and should be lived up to. The fact
that the promoters of the Y. M. C. A. project are
loath to sue the delinquents in court does not
relieve the latter of the moral obligation to pay
up. The amount to be spent on the new build
ing was gauged on their promises, and unless
the promises are met there will be deficit.

An institution such as the Y. M. C. A. is of in
estimable value to a community, particularly to
an Industrial city like Bayonne, and all who can
should help the project along. This applies es
pecially to the large corporations. The Y. M.
C. A. building will provide a home for many of
the young men in their employ, a home where
they will be surrounded by influences which will
instill good morals and enable them to do better
work for their employers than If they had no
place to rub elbows socially with their fellows
except in saloons.

In Clark Griffith's opinion his club's fail

ure to come up to expectations last year

was due to weakening of cigaret smoking,

no more cigaret smokers for his team. And

he adds: "No man in athletics for a living

can use them."

For the Building Manager

A cake of soap slightly wet will relieve the
friction of desk drawers that are hard to open
on account of weather conditions.

Liquid soap, used in dispensers, may be diluted
with cold water, half and half, if It does not
change the color. Try a small quantity and save
50 per cent.

Soft soap for use In dish washing machines
In the cafeteria can be made for three cents a
gallon, by using one pound of soap chips and
seven pounds of soda-ash. boiled In five gallons
of water. Set It away to cool, and use It as

needed.

A soap powder, containing grease, ought not
to be used on marble floors. It leaves a deposit
which makes the floor slippery, and renders the
Association liable for broken bones.

 

SMILE

Biuineu » G«d Help Make it Better

By Paul Woyshner, Pittsfield

Albert Lea, Minn., is compelling every

body in town to see the need of a building

for the Association, making sentiment for

the campaigning which will open next

spring. Practically every student of the

high school is enrolled in the Triangle Club

of 117 members. The boys carnival lately

pulled off a monster street parade which

was as good as a circus and ended with two

benefit concerts making up an $800 fund

for building. What has been making sen

timent strongly is the big men's meeting.

Here is a suggestion for heating water

in the swimming pool as required, and the

water for the baths in the building except

during rush hours, from A. T. Stratton,

Columbia, S. C. Through the hot air

chamber at the back end of the boilers he

has placed fourteen 1%-in. galvanized

pipes with all bends and fittings outside the

brick walls for convenience. When neces

sary to raise the temperature of the water

in the pool, it is circulated through the

pipes and the filter by the small electric

pump that previously circulated the water

for the filter. When not used for this pur

pose, the water in the reservoir tank is cir

culated through the pipes by means of a by

pass and the city water pressure. Those

wishing further information can write Mr.

Stratton.
 

A SERMON SKETCH

By Paul Woyshner
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Buildings to Build Men

TN MEMORY of the late Ward Ames, Sr.,

JLwho was a director and treasurer of the

Duluth Association for years, a boys' build

ing costing $75,000 is to be erected by his

son and Julius S. Barnes, two leading grain

men of the city. The building will be

erected immediately and be complete in

every way. The only stipulation made was

"with the hope that it be of widest possible

service to the boys of Duluth." This is a

fitting memorial to the rugged honesty,

generosity, and ability of a director, who,

while carrying on his business gave much

time to the Association's affairs. Mr.

Barnes started in Mr. Ames' employ as an

office boy and later became a partner. Mr.

Ames was especially interested in helping

boys toward a wider and better citizenship.

The building was offered "in gratitude and

appreciation of the man who gave us our

business training and who taught us." The

following letter from Mr. Barnes and Mr.

Ames is both a testimonial to the character

of the man and an expression of their hope

from the "memorial."

We desire through your organization to do

something which we hope will help in Duluth

to perpetuate the memory of one of its citizens

who believed in Its future and who unceasingly

lent his aid to every project for the upbuilding

of the city, who helped every enterprise which

made Duluth a better place in which to live, and

who was especially Interested in helping our

boys toward a wider and better citizenship. In

gratitude and appreciation of the man who

gave us our business training and who taught

us, we hope, to see civic responsibilities with a

somewhat wider vision, we desire to present to

the Y. M. C. A. and the city of Duluth a boys'

building, dedicated to the best ideals of service

to the boys of our city and in memory of that

citizen of Duluth, whom, we hope and believe,

all who knew him did esteem. Ward Ames, Sr.

We leave it to the discretion of your officers as

to location and general plans, only asking that

careful thought be given to making this of the

widest possible service to the boys of Duluth,

and that It be so administered and conducted

as to reach them on the broadest and most

helpful plane.

The dedication of Lowell's building free

from debt occurs Nov. 23. The first large

pledge and largest amount of the $173,000

fund was made by Dr. F. S. Pearson, who

recently made this Association residuary

legatee for $150,000. There are two other

wills known to have been written, both

drawn with trust fund provisions of

amounts of $25,000 and $10,000 in favor of

the Association.

The Copper Queen Company of Bisbee,

Arizona, has lately bought and furnished

the Royal Apartment House adjoining the

Association and presented it for a boys'

building. This is in addition to the recent

gift of this company of a finely equipped

athletic field.

 

THE NEW BOZEMAN, MONT., BUILDING

Claimed to be one of the most-for-the-money
$51,600 buildings yet erected

BEQUESTS TO ASSOCIATIONS

William Ludden to Brooklyn (end) $3,000
Thomas S. Johnston to Rochester, N. Y... 3,000

Lexington, Ky., is remodeling a stately

old residence at a cost of $14,225 to do "a

real boys' work" and provide 27 dormitories.

The lot adjoins the building and is 60 ft. x

206 ft. and will give a space for tennis, vol

ley and hand ball and athletics in the rear.

Dubuque, Iowa, is making its plans to

build as far as the $65,000 in hand permits,

and, as soon as the balance of $35,000 is

secured, complete its project—but not to

carry a dollar of debt.

The Rotary Club and fraternal organiza

tions were special guests on one of Tulsa's

opening days. Thursday was Boys' Day,

and Friday Oklahoma Day, and Saturday

Workmen's Day with a special reception to

the men who erected the building. Then a

photograph was taken of all employed in its

construction.

Beloit, Wis., opens its new building with

a clean sheet July 31, twenty-two months

after the campaign for $100,000.

The postal card bulletins used in that

well handled Columbus, Ohio, campaign for

$23,000 was a clever piece of cumulative

advertising work. They prepared the way

for the 32 teams of three men each, to

which additional names of selected men

were often added. Over 125 men took part

in the effort. The third day the team which

raised $500 was decorated with a blue rib

bon, $1,000 with red, $1,500 with a yellow,

$2,000 with a royal purple. Eight teams

won the blue decoration, three the red, two

the yellow one, and one the royal purple;

this was captained by the oldest member of

the directors. Leading bankers, insurance

and business men, the mayor, exalted ruler

of the Elks, members of the Rotary and

Real Estate Clubs and Courts, were on the

teams and solicited the 3000 names pre

viously compiled. Of the $23,000, $2,000

was for foreign work in China, $1,500 for

the State work and $1,000 for the Colored

Branch.
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Reading Courses for 1915-16

THE COMMISSION on Professional

Training for the Association Vocation,

through its Committee on Reading Courses,

also the Deans of the Eastern Association

Schools at Silver Bay, have adopted the fol

lowing standard courses for all employed

officers. They are required of all students

in summer schools and are earnestly recom

mended to every Association officer.

Each department of each Association

summer school is asked to add to the first

books in each year below, two or three sup

plementary books most needed by its group

or department. Educational Department

supplementary books 4, 5, 6 are thus added

below:

First Year:

Life of Sir George Williams —Williams.
Making the Most of One's Mind.—Adams.
The Main Points.—Brown.
Challenge of the City.—Strong.
Great Hooks as Life Teachers.—Hillis.
The Efliclent Life.—Gulick.

Second Year:

Life of Robert McBurney.—Doggett.
Making Life Worth While.—Fisher.
Our World.—Strong.
Increasing Human Efficiency.—Scott.
The Worker and the State.—Dean.
Brain and Personality.—Thompson.

Third Year:

The Present World Situation.—Mott.
Education of the Will.—Payot.
Christianizing the Social Order.—Rauschen-

busch.
Principles of Scientific Management—Taylor.
Moral and Religious Challenge of Our Times—

King.
Life of Quinton Hogg —E. M. Hogg.

Advanced Courses:
Psychological Principles of Education.—Home.
Biology of Sex.—Gallowav.
History of Religion.—Menzies.
Practical Idealism.—Hyde.
Seeming Unreality of the Spiritual Life.—King.
Christian Equivalent of War.—Lyon.
Requirements: Before receiving credit for his

Summer Course In July or August, 1916. each
student must read and pass book tests as fol
lows :

FirHt Year—Two Books (one of the standard
and one of supplementary books).

Second Year—Three Books (two of the stand
ard and one of supplementary books).

Third Year—Three Books (two of the stand
ard and one of supplementary books).

It is recommended that each student in

the advanced course of any department pass

three or four of the books in that list.

It is urged by the Commission and by the

deans that all such book tests be taken, not

at the summer schools, crowding the pro

gram in hot weather, but rather during the

year preceding the summer schools and in

connection with the international educa

tional examinations, the third week in De

cember, the first week in April or the first

week in June. Such tests, including the In

ternational Reading Course certificate,

issued jointly by the Commission and the

International Committee, cost 25 cents per

person. Over 400 secretaries took such tests

during the past year, and are, therefore,

excused from such tests during the present

summer session.

Another Man's Budget

The Budgets published lead me to for

ward a comparison of our expenditures for

the first four years of our married life, a

secretary in a small field the first year, and

an assistant secretary in a larger field the

following three years in the Central West.

SALARY

1910- 11 $1,200 and $1,300
1911- 12 1,400
1912-13 1,500
1913- 14 1,800

EXPENDITURES

1910-H 4911-12 1912-13 1913-14
Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent

Savings, invest
ment, insur
ance 10 23 18 26

Giving ' 15 10 8 17
Food 20 15 13 13

Kent, carfare,
heat 30 22 19 15

Clothing 10 12 17 10
Operating .... 7 7 10 8
Higher life and

vacation . . . S 11 15 11

100 100 100 100

Our family still remains a family of two.

We make out a budget at the beginning of

each year and while we don't stick abso

lutely to it, it serves as a useful guide.

The wife receives a certain part of the

salary which is her allowance, and takes

care of the food, operating expenses, rent,

and her own clothing, giving, and higher

life. She is a good manager, too.
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Association Boys

PASADENA BOY'S TAME

SEAL

 

VOLUNTEER COAST GUARDS

Michigan City, Ind., boys being
trained by Coast Guards to handle an
oar, steer, rescue and resuscitate.

WIG-WAGGING AT JACK

SONVILLE, FLA.

fTI HERE IS a German boy in Charleston,

J. S. C, just finishing a technical school

who enters Harvard this fall with heart

and brain set upon becoming a first-class

civil engineer. It all started with a candid,

friendly talk on his own ability and ambi

tion by the secretary three years ago. He

was an only son of well-fixed parents, and

left high school at 16 in second year to work

at $6 a week, and used it all for spending

money. Life purposes, a scholarship, a

future, were talked of, and he rose to a

higher objective than $12 a week. To his

surprise his parents promised to see him

through college.

Here is a revealing letter from a camp,

and it might come from a hundred others:

"We now have 32 in camp and .32 are Chris

tians. They all mean it. Twenty boys stood

up and declared they wanted to become

Christians, and even Bill, the colored cook,

took a clean stand. And there was no

strained emotionalism about it. Most of the

boys wrote home and told their parents.

That shows how they mean business. At

the campfire last night fifteen boys prayed

for the first time. I tell you I have a new

respect for fifteen-year-old boys. I am the

oldest leader now, and it has sure made a

change in the lives of us all. It seems like

it is the greatest piece of work I was ever

mixed up in."

What the camp did for this Cleveland boy

it is doing for hundreds of "spoiled boys,"

only sons, having their own way at home.

When this youngster came to camp he

thought he was boss. The voice of sixty

boys brought him to himself and they made

him pick up his clothes, shoes and duffel

thrown anywhere, make his own bed and

wait on himself, wipe camp dishes, etc. He

gained the principles of co-operation and of

citizenship and of the Christian life, and

he and his mother are happy over it.

A $1,000, three-acre camp site on Sheri

dan Beach has been presented Michigan

City Association by O. S. Glidden. It is

near enough to town to make it accessible

and far enough to admit of real camping.

An option on 100 acres near a natural

bridge has been secured for the Virginia

State camp. It joins the 60,000 acres of

government land, all of which is accessible

by splendidly cut trails to a mountain peak

and points of interest. Over a hundred

boys were at the first year's camp.

GRAND RAPIDS BOYS IN A LINCOLN HIGHWAY DAY PARADE

Carrying the banner with Pres. Wilson's words: "You can test the modern community by the
degree of Its interest in its Young Men's Christian Associations."
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St. Paul plans the erection of two large

buildings, one a lodge and the other a din

ing hall, at the Boys' Camp at Lake St.

Croix. Fifty Panama Canal Club Boys,

under the leadership of Ivan P. Flood, were

entertained by the St. Paul Association

with a two-hour auto drive in the Twin

Cities and among the adjacent lakes.

Community work has become so large at

Wilmington, N. C, that an assistant has

been added for the Central.

Attorney-General Kern has requested

Secretary Coxhead to become Probation Offi

cer of the Juvenile Court in San Juan,

Porto Rico. These Courts have lately been

established and a conference held of 300 of

the leading people of the island, with the

Governor and highest officials on the plat

form.

 

Prizes given three of the 87 Burlington,

Iowa, boys on education tours visiting the

factories was a good means of education as

it taught them to observe. College annuals

in the lobby are turning many a boy's

thought college-ward.

There is lots of advertising to be had

from well-taken camp pictures. A Minne

apolis daily gives a full page to camp

scenes.

Pennsylvania added over $800 new equip

ment to its state camp and notes increased

attendance.

The Pennsylvania Associations are stress

ing Bible study and particularly Bible study

examinations. The annual survey for 1913-

14 revealed the fact that Pennsylvania led

all the states in passing the International

tests, having nearly three times as many

men and boys as its nearest competitor,

Ohio. This year it has nearly doubled the

number who passed last year (1915, 1,127;

1914, 632). The State committee in en

couraging the International tests believes

that a knowledge of the Bible is one of the

first steps toward righteousness. It is, of

course, natural that Pennsylvania also leads

in attendance at Bible classes. Quite re

markable is the record of Washington, Pa.,

where 502 men and boys passed the exam

ination in April. It pleases the State Com

mittee to note that the all around work in

Washington is thoroughly strong and whole

some.

The Janitor's Letter

By A. M. CHESLEY, Pennsylvania

Augus 10, 1915.

DEER Frend Wife,

ime the hole werks. Mr. Bizzy went on

his vacashun yesterday an the fizzle director

went out to look up sum renooals, but reddy

Meggs sez he jus saw him in the movies,

the P. D. mus have saw one of the renooals

goin in.

me an reddy is sum chummy ever sence

he was ketched swipin stuf in the locker

room an our talk, he perches on the winder

an we hold a sot of school on religun. hes a

cute littul cus an i like him. he cals me dad

an i doant min seein he ain't got non of his

own.

Wen he come in jus now i sez, Wal, mister

Meggs, how duz yore coperosity sagashiate

to-day? Nuthin doin, sez he, ime a Sunday

school scholer, an i doant sware no more. An

come to find out he tole the truth caus he

started goin to Trinity too weeks ago. he's

promised me he woold, but mi fathe wornt

up to it.

Wal, sez i, what did they lern yu?

bout Solomon, the wize guy, sez he.

teacher sure knows a lot too, cept what i

wonted to kno. course i didnt ask her, but

whot i wont to kno iz if cigeretts stunts yer

wy is they so meny big huskeys smokin. an

jus ez I finished mi sermon on the evuls of

tobaky thet littl skamp sez, wy you smoke

yerself, an so dose rev. Golitely an the prez-

dunt ov this Y. M. C. A. it's hard as the

devul fer a boy to go strate with a lot ov

you Christyuns talkin big an living hot air,

sez he.

a cat gut one uv the chickns las nite.

Milly jones gut nother feller, i bernt me an

neer cut of mi thum openin a biled eg. theys

a pile ov derty cloeths in the clozet an it

looks lik rane. i ges if yore rested yore

smilin count nunce woud look prety good

to me. efecshunately,

husban

p. s.—me an reddy hez swore of smokin.
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Just What They Wrote

Is This Brotherhood?

THE Young Men's Christian Association

is called a great brotherhood. In our

greatness are we losing the idea and spirit

of brotherhood? In earlier days when

funds were few and folks were fewer

friends were firmer. The spirit of brother

hood was real and strong. Has the spirit

of brotherhood kept pace with the growth

of the movement in other respects? Has

the idea of brotherhood grown with our

material prosperity?

A long time secretary with a successful

record behind him recalls with vividness the

efforts made to get him to dedicate his life

to Association service. Now he recounts

with a wound in his heart how some of

his brethren have sought to make him va

cate his position of usefulness. Visiting

secretaries have forced upon them from

time to time confidences of secretaries tell

ing of ill-feeling and personal grudges

among members of the employed staff. De

partmental specialists warn their asso

ciates against the encroachments of men in

other departments on what they call their

rights.

At summer conferences I have known

department leaders to confer regarding per

sonal grievances against members of their

own staff and ask "How is it with you?"

There is evidence of much secretarial

"skidding" upon the part of the employed

staff. Directors become discouraged and

some of them resign because of continuous

friction between Association employees. A

large Association maintains a standing

committee on arbitration to settle personal

differences between members of the em

ployed staff.

Have we grown so big that we cannot be

brotherly? Hurt.

Do Your Own Job Well

T HAD TIME just to glance through

X Association Men and Chesley's article

happened to catch my eye. I started in the

middle and read both ways, and it strikes

me as one of the best things we have had

for a long while. We are constantly re

ceiving all sorts of exhortations from every

quarter to extend our work all over town,

"co-operate" with every organization, teach

all the churches how to do their job, and

instruct all the factories in welfare work.

For some reason, however, it is not very

often that we seem to get the advice which

they say is given to young men in business,

to master thoroughly their own jobs and

advance on the ground of that substantial

knowledge and achievement. Chesley has

put the thing in pungent style, and I am

glad that you printed it. When some of

us find the tendency upon us of spreading

ourselves over too large a portion of the

earth's surface, this will be a good thing

to bring us back.

C. L. Chase, Cambridge.

Ruling on the No-Smoke Rule

WE occupied an old building which had in

it a room set apart for smoking, and

neatly framed on the wall were signs prohib

iting cigarettes. We also permitted smoking

in the dormitory rooms, but prohibited cig

arettes there also. From our experience we

found that we could not confine the smok

ing to the one room, nor could we success

fully prohibit the use of cigarettes. A man

who smokes will smoke cigarettes if they

are more easy of access than pipe and to

bacco and the desire is sufficiently strong

for a "pull."

Further we found older boys on more

than one occasion smoking in the building,

and the advice we sought to give was dis

counted because of the fact that we permit

ted men to smoke.

The board of directors purposed on enter

ing the new building that smoking would be

barred. They passed resolutions to this ef

fect, except in the instance of the Search

light Club, an organization of business and

professional men, tradesmen and farmers

which meets eight or ten times during the

season for supper, after which a social hour

is enjoyed before a lecture on some chosen

subject advertised beforehand. While it

would have been within the rights of the

board to have put the ban on this club

smoking, yet they did not seek to coerce

them and left it to them as to whether they

would prohibit it in the future or not.

At the first meeting of the Searchlight

Club in the new building before supper,

while the men were at the table, the presi

dent read the inclosed resolution which was

passed at the older boy's conference at Ce

dar Falls last December. He made a short

address in which while he declared he was

a smoker yet he felt precept and example

ought to go hand in hand, at least in the

Association Building, and for the good of

the younger and older boys the men could

well afford to forego this privilege. The

men discussed the matter during the sup

per hour, and before they left the table one

of the members made a motion that only

smokers vote on the proposition. While

there were over 100 in attendance yet only

forty-two felt that they smoked enough to

be considered in that class, and of forty-

two voting thirty-nine voted in favor of pro

hibiting smoking.

A number of men held off from renting

rooms when the non-smoking clause was ex

plained to them, but none of them finally

stayed out of the building on that account.

H. E. Wilson.

A $5,000 organ has been installed in the

gymnasium-hall of the Park Avenue

Branch, New York, for use in its religious

services and concerts.
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Railroad Department

This is the lot St. Louis men cleared last month
in five hours and is going In full blast morning

and evening.

 

a*

HELPING a man to his feet who was

willing to work and did work at any

odd jobs he could pick up at 60 cents a day

and board for thirteen months, was well

done at West Albany. The man did every

thing from sharpening knives to electric

light wiring, setting glass and weeding the

walk. Space replies to our inquiry: "When

he first came he took an occasional glass,

smoked, swore when the occasion demanded

it; all three of these things were given up

before he left."

May be there is some connection with

the fact that the Pennsylvania did not lose

a single life of the millions of passengers

carried last year, and that it is one of the

foremost advocates of the railroad Associa

tion, and that many strong Associations are

to be found on its system.

Ralph Connor (Rev. Charles W. Gordon),

on his return from the front, addressed sol

diers and citizens in front of the railroad

building at White River, Ont., with great

effect.

Leroy Burdick, the veteran secretary for

twenty-three years at Denver, is opening

the new work at Minturn, Col., where the

Denver work has been transferred. Thouprh

way past fifty he is living in a little shanty

at that isolated railroad point and is doing

a piece of pioneer work that would "stumn"

many men ten years his junior. Ground has

been broken for a $6,000 building, to be

supervised by Mr. Burdick.

A. C. Van Campen, for twenty-eight vea^s

secretary, eight years at Knoxville, Tenn.,

passed away after a long illness (paralysis)

at the age of 54. Mr. Willis was nearly

as happy to send as Mrs. Van Campen to

receive the first check of $4,000 (to be in

creased) from the Secretaries' Insurance

Aliance. Mr. Van CamDen had been an

example of faithful, loyal, unselfish service

to the railroad men, whom he served with

rare devotion.

Evidently delayed on a freight siding

this paragraph just comes to the desk:

"Pocatello did the thing up right, in ten

dering A. B. Richardson a banquet on leav

ing Pocatello for Bisbee, Ariz." Then it

tells about the membership growing from

400 to more than 1500, of friendship won,

of the gift of a diamond ring (which he

had better sell—rather than flash) and a

gold watch for his wife. Then there comes

word from Richardson after four months'

work in Bisbee in which 800 members have

been added, a big baseball park established,

which is a whooping success, and now of a

$10,000 boys' building, given by the Copper

Queen Company. Richardson is not yet

ready for a tombstone.

A committee in Youngstown, Ohio, is

distributing pocket Testaments. But it does

not stop there: it has a follow-up system

of daily Bible readings, believing the Testa

ment should be more worn on the inside

than soiled on the outside.

Since the opening of the St. Thomas

(Ont.) building in May, 320 paid-up mem

bers have been added, of whom 260 are

boys, 75 per cent of all are from the rail

road contingency. The Association is rap

idly becoming "the show place of the city."

The Michigan Central has equipped an ath

letic field adjoining the building for base

ball, tennis, and quoits.

The children of many railroad men's fam

ilies are getting a chance to play under

Association direction at Renova, Pa.

There is reversal of plan and sentiment,

among railroad men at Youngstown. Once

the ladies furnished refreshments, but now

<he men hold meetings and prepare and pay

for the entertainment.

Six months from opening, West Spring

field enrolls 320 men. Ten teams are in the

bowl'ng league, and an orchestra of thirty

memhers is forming to take part in the big

religious program of the fall.
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A uniformed first aid corps at Camden, N.

J., has done as handsomely as it looks. It

secured the grand and class prize at the At

lantic City carnival; then captured the In

ternational Red Cross honors.

There is a faint suspicion that the Silver

Bay Railroad School was "stacked," for they

won every baseball game played and beat

every department but the Physical on Field

Day. It was the youngest and huskiest

bunch of railroad students yet enrolled.

Thrift talks so gripped men at the C.

& N. W. shops, Chicago, that groups formed

to continue the discussion on how to get

more out of a dollar for their families, at

which the wives were called in to counsel.

The Lake Geneva Institute graduated the

largest number of any year. Lake Cou-

chiching, the Associations being crippled by

war, was a smaller school. B'.ack Moun

tain was unusually strong.

Bradford, Ohio, directors made a big day

of the annual meeting; taken by automo

biles at noon, dinner at the farm, then to

the secretary's home where they are ad

dressed by the state secretary, the "annual

ball" (base) was at 5 o'clock, and the meet

ing held on the lawn with their wives. Every

man of the eleven was there but one, and

he couldn't get off.

Membership

HARTFORD, Conn., gained 100 mem

bers last month, making a total

of 2931. There were seventy-five boys in

summer school, 138 in Camp Swanzey.

The new dormitory capacity of 230 is full,

with a large waiting list. Six years ago

there were 903 members.

In six months Flint, Mich., is reaching

the 800 mark. One member who had never

before saved money now shows that he has

$150 in the bank, through its influence.

A "Y. M. C. A. Dollar" was given by

many local merchants at Jackson, Tenn., on

purchases which were accepted by the As

sociation in payment for a summer mem

bership.

The "balance" for the work in Elkins,

W. Va., was secured lately. It was found

that in this town of 6500 the plant was not

fully used in the day time by men and boys

so it was devoted to general play work,

swimming, etc., during the summer months

for children. More needed to be done for

men. So Mr. Van Scoten took a hand in a

three days' membership campaign, engag

ing 120 men with enthusiasm and decision.

More men and money were rounded up in

that period than had been known for a

year—and all this in the summer heat.

Mr. Van Scoten remarks: "This simply

shows that when the Association is doing

the trick we need not worry about finances

or help."

 

STONE OF PORTLAND

A page out of the 74 -page The Portland (Ore.)
Tourist Book, prepared by clever artists In
which the Association takes its recognized place.

The greatest membership yet enrolled is

that of the West Side Association, New-

York, which August 17th checked up by the

day by day cash check 6729—no padding or

credits. Its summer religious work is on

the street, in the building, and in shops, and

educational classes were never greater, with

110 high school boys studying days to skip

a grade. A course for lead-burners—such

men earn from four to seven dollars a day

and few are available—has been put on at

West Side.

In but eleven months Atlanta's member

ship in the new building has steadily gained

until it is now nearing the 2000 mark. Over

600 are boys.

Cleveland is increasing rates for those

able to pay. It has advanced its Busi

ness Men's Club fees from $25 to $30.

August 1st showed high-water mark with

a membership of 4304, nearly three years

after the building was opened.

Corsicana, Tex., had been "fine-tooth-

combed" for membership in May; yet men

"kept coming," so that receipts in midsum

mer came but 7% per cent short of total

expenses. The roll is 510. Men touched

in revival meetings are organized for study

and training for a real grasp of their life

wck, with three lessons a month on the

Life of Christ and one in vocational study,

the ministry, foreign missions, home mis

sions, the Association work. Concerts

with music and watermelons on the roof,

lots of fun and stirring talk, with plenty

of wit, along with the bathing in the base

ment, are keeping things moving.
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A Message each Day for the EverydayMan

Tu* d-~*u—u„~.j u/M, . Bvery Dt*y of the Ye*r Reai the BibU and the Day'*

l he BrOtherhOOd Way. Metsage> Prayt and Do something for Somebody

FOR YOURSELF

A Daily Bracint—
A Plan to Work by-
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ELIJAH AND THE PROPHETS OF BAAL.

Lesson Sept. 5—1 Kings 18:30-39.

Wed. 1. And Elijah said unto all the peo

ple, Come near unto me. Vs. 30. Read

the lesson.

A NATIONAL CONVENTION. There had
been a three and a half years' drought In the
land. Jezebel had put to death the prophets of
Jehovah, save the hundred hidden by Obadlah
In caves. The nation was on its knees before
Baal, nothing had been left undone in their de
votion to their deity. The lips of the parched
earth proclaimed the impotence of their idol.
Baal was a fiat failure. Here Is when Elijah
calls for a national convention to get something
settled. Who is going to be Israel's God? This
condition can not continue. In the name of high
heaven and suffering humanity let's face it and
fight it out. We will decide who is God by
demonstration—not debate. Let religion act—
don't talk it to death. I do not ask you to sup
port your creed by a confab; if you have any
other god, I call you to a contest in the open.
This business of a public debate on religion is
all tommy rot. The redemption of a parched

earth is the answer—produce it.

Pray: For Gospel services still being held in city
streets and parks that the closing days of the cam

paigns may be the most fruitful.

Thurs. 2. And he repaired the altar of the
Lord that was broken down. Vs. 30. Read

1 Klnos 18:15-29.
BROKEN ALTARS. Elijah was logical, he

knew that no constructive and compelling work

could be done with the altar of the Lord
broken and abandoned. He took the first step
first and went back to where the people had left
the Lord. He had better sense, too, than to
attempt to rebuild Baal's altar and use that—
he rebuilt the Lord's own neglected altar. You
do not have to look far to locate the reason for
spiritual decay and drought through Christen
dom—the Lord's altars are neglected and broken
down and the lives of the people are as barren
as the sands of Sahara. There are altars of
Mammon, done In costly marble, but they only

mock when man's misery cometh. Repair God's
altar and restore the old Joy and peace and
power. Some prayers never get on high—they

begin low and stny there.

Pray: For the Mission to Lepers and for IV. M.

Danncr, its American secretary.

Frl. 3. And he put the wood In order, and
cut the bullock In pieces, and laid him on
the wood, and said, Fill four barrels with
water, and pour It on the burnt sacrifice,

and on the wood. Vs. 33. Read Jas.
1:1-10.
ABOVE BOARD. Elijah operated in the open.

There was not a mysterious movement. The
woods and stones and sacrifice were all satu
rated with water to place his success above sus
picion. The religion of the Lord Jesus Christ
does not depend upon drapery nor the "dim
religious light." Incantations and candles,
mummery and millinery have nothing to do with
religious results. Christianity is as candid as
a sunbeam, It has nothing to conceal. The fire
which fell upon the water-soaked sacrifice, in
the sight of all the people, and consumed it—
falls today upon the rum-soaked sinner and

cleanses him. These modern cults, dependent
upon drawn curtains, shady rooms, and shadier
characters—keep clear of them.

Pray: For those who have been privileged to attend
summer schools, conferences and institutes, that they
may not lose the vision beheld, nor fail to put into
practice lessons learned.

Sat. 4. And It came to pass at the time
of the offerings of the evening sacrifice,
that Elijah the prophet came near, and
said, Lord God of Abraham, Isaac, and of
Israel, let It be known this day that Thou
art God In Israel. Vs. 36. Read Jas.
5:12-20.
THE BIG THING. That which was upper

most in the mind of this man with his back to
the wall, facing the prophets of Baal, was not a
personal victory—'above all else was the pas
sionate longing for the honor of God and the re
demption of His people from Idolatry. It takes
a big man to labor under such a programme. I
must build up my class, my church, my Asso
ciation—that's laudable, but it's lower than
Elijah's notion. What is man's chief end? You
Presbyterian fellows stand up and answer—■
"To glorify God and enjoy Him forever." Do
that—growth comes as God's glory in your labor.
Do you remember the petition which came first
in the prayer of Jesus?—"Hallowed be Thy name

—Thy kingdom come." Start with that, it lifts
the balance of the prayer to loftier levels.

Pray: For the Gideons and their work of Bible
distribution in hotels.

Sun. 5. And that I am Thy servant; and
that I have done all these things at Thy
word. Vs. 36. Read Ex. 19:16-25.
GOD'S ENDORSEMENT. After God's glory,

Elijah wanted God's public approval of what he
had done that he might be properly accredited
in the eyes of the people. That is a laudable
ambition. It should stir every man's soul that
your community should know that you are a
God-approved man. It is your best asset in
heaven and on earth. Celestial credentials carry

their own weight. Away with this "worthless
worm" sentiment. Respect the man who lives
under your hat, only don't let the estimate alter
the size of the hat. Stand well with yourself,
only don't loom so large that you shut out the
rest of the scenery. I may be small—no larger
than a mosquito, but by the grace of God I'll
keep on buzzing. Quit you like men.

Pray: For the public schools, school boards, and all
teachers, that they may remember that sound education
is impossible without religion.

Mon. 6. Then the fire of the Lord fell,
and consumed the burnt sacrifice, and the
wood, and the stones, and the dust, and
licked up the water that was in the trench.

Vs. 38. Read Heb. 12:18-29.
FRESH FIRE. The fire fell then—of course

it did—but we must not depend for our inspira
tion upon Elijah's success. It Is a glorious
demonstration of what God will do today. Eli
jah did not make an address to the people about

the pillar of fire down in Egypt. That would
have been interesting—but impotent. If God
cannot do today that which He did In the past,
our religion is a dead thing, and our present
day efforts will be a flat failure. Thank God.

the fire still falls wherever an altar is built to
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His honor and the sacrifice is laid thereon.
Anybody can build an altar—only God can sup

ply the flame.

Pray: That new vision of social obligation may be

given industrial leaders.

ELIJAH'S FLIGHT AND RETURN.
Lesson, Sept. 12—1 Kings 19:8-18.

Tues. 7. And he came thither unto a cave
and lodged there. 1 Kings 19:9. Read

1 Kings 19:1-8.
FROM CARMEL TO CAVE. The bold man of

the heights is hiding in a hole in the ground.
Life is full of such contradictions. Uniform re
ligious consistency exists nowhere this side of

heaven. The "Sweet Singer of Israel''—the man
after God's own heart—goes after another man's
wife, and has her husband murdered that he
may have her. Every diamond that sparkles
upon the page of holy writ—save one—has a
flaw. Do not expect perfection in others and
walk humbly with God yourself. I have heard
men claim perfection in the church who could
not get an endorsement from clerk or cook.
Splendid on the mountain top—miserable skin-
ilints on the plains. You can never tell from
the spectacular what a man will feel and do in
secret. It looks like a long way down to the
sidewalk from the top of the Woolworth Build
ing—it is short enough if you step off. Keep up
there and keep your head—that's the job.

Pray: For Association employed officers, that as
they enter upon another year of activity they may

keep "first things first."

Wed. 8. And, behold, the word of the Lord
came to him, and He said unto him, What
doest thou here, Elijah? Vs. 9. Read the
lesson.
THE REASON FOR THE RUN. Elijah, ex

plain yourself, this was God's demand. A hole
in the ground is a poor place for a prophet of
the Lord. The religion of Jesus Christ was not
intended to dwell in caves—It is a companion
of the sun-kissed hills. It has the power to
change sadness to triumphant shouting, seeming
defeat into glorious victory. No wonder God
asked Elijah—"Why the cave?" You can just
make up you mind to one thing, whenever yoj
feel like crawling into your shell and shutting
yourself up to some depressing sorrow—you are
not where God meant you to be. Groans do not
become the mouth of the godly. Your lips were
shaped for song. If you will honestly tell God
how you happened to get into a hole—it will go
a long way to helping you out.

Pray: That the war in F.urope may speedily end in
such a way that recurrence will be impossible.

Thurs. 9. And he said, I have been very
Jealous for the Lord God of Hosts: for the
children of Israel have forsaken Thy cov
enant, thrown down Thine altars, and
slain Thy prophets with the sword; and I,
even I only, am left; and they seek my
life, to take It away.
GOING DOWN. Elijah had his troubles at the

tip of his tongue. When God inquired—he was
ready with the inventory. He had gone over
the items of gloom until he knew them by heart,
could say them backward or forward. Whenever

a man gels his troubles down that pat, it is
good-bye to peace. When we begin to brood
over things going bad—it is a short slide to the
bottom. Did you ever know men of that type?
Ask them. "How goes it, old man?" Thank
von for the inquiry; It gives a chance to recite

every contrary thing since they were kids with
the colic. The bold prophet was broken-hearted,
his arrival was a seeming failure, and on top of
his troubles_was the fatigue following his 300
mile hike for his life. There was enough on
the credit side of the account to have filled his
heart with hallelujahs. Look on the wrong side

—no wonder you weep.

Pray: For better methods and results in recruiting
for the Association vocations.

Frl. 10. And He said, Go forth and stand
upon the mount before the Lord. And,
behold, the Lord passed by. Vs. 11. Read
P«. 130.
HE DIDN'T DESERVE IT. After such de

sertion and faithless despair Elijah didn't de

serve such tender consideration. It would
have been just as easy for God to have con

trolled the ferocious desires of Jezebel as It was
for Him to send down fife and consume the
sacrifice. Hut God never deals with us as we
deserve—nor as we deal with one another. "If
Thou, Lord, shouldst mark iniquity, O Lord, who
shall stand?" Who has not been routed? Who
has not felt his work to be a failure? How
many men have deserted their posts just be
cause some one was disagreeable? The truth of
I he business is—if God had not gone after us—
hunted us up—and brought us back, most of I s
would have been running yet.

Pray: That the life and health of President Wilson
may be preserved in this time of stress and strain.

Sat. 11. And after the earthquake a fire;
but the Lord was not In the fire: and after
the fire a still small voice. Vs. 12. Read
Jno. 16:1-15.
LIKE A MOTHER. No mother could be a!

gentle as God. His tenderness did not paralyz-
the poor fellow by speaking to him out of th<
storm—He dropped His voice to a whisper. Tht
terrors of the Lord awe the soul—love melts it
The lightning and thunders of Sinai do not move
the world as the sight of the Cross of Compas
sion. The earthquake did not convert the Phil-
ippian jailer, it aroused him to ask, "What
must I do to be saved?" Trouble does not con
vert—it may make us ready to listen to God.
No harvest Is the child of the storm. Its parents
are the sun and the gentle showers. God was
not only gentle with this disheartened disciple—
He had confidence in him long after he had lost
confidence in himself.

Pray: For the' forces engaged in moral betterment
in North American cities and towns.

Sun. 12. And, behold, there came a voice
unto him, and said, What doest thou here,
Elijah? Vs. 13. Read Jonah 3:10; 4:11.
LISTENING TO GOD. This is the second

time the voice came to Elijah with the question.
"What doest thou here?" Elijah is no excep
tional specimen belonging to ancient history.
I do not think there was an audible voice ring
Ing out through the air, I think God spoke to
him just as He does to us, THROUGH THE
VOICE OF CONSCIENCE. Have you never
heard that question In your secret soul, when in
some questionable place? No young man eve'
entered .1 saloon or a dive for the first time who
did not hear the question, "What doest thou
HERE?" Never have we done things in the
dark, never have we been in compromising holes
that we did not hear just what Elijah heard—
God's voice. When you hear, do what Elijah did
—speak up—don't stick your fingers in your
ears.

Pray: For colleges, universities and medical schools,
that more students may be led into Christian callings.

Mon. 13. . , . And I, even I only, am
left. Vs. 14. Read Num. 11:1-5.
THE TRAGEDY OF LONELINESS. Think

of the pathos of this plea—the prophet of God
didn't have a companion on earth. The weight
of this want was enough to crush him. God
only knows how many suicides have been caused
by the absence of sympathy. While Elijah was
crying out in his heart for a brother, and bat
tling single-handed against the hosts of hell—
there were 7000 who believed as he did—AND
HID IT. One shoulder against his own and
Elijah would have stood like Gibraltar. Where
were they? It's the cry everywhere. Mission
aries feel it, as they face heathendom—I am
alone! Ministers, as they gather with a meag?r
handful for prayer on mid-week night, wonder
where are God's people. I go all over this
country among V. M. C. A.'s and It is a common
condition that secretaries are breaking their

hearts because of directors deserting their
duties. God's blessed gift of Christian fellow
ship isn't felt in full force yet—"I'm lonely"
is too often the cry.

Pray: That the churches may engage in special ef

forts to reach _ the unsaved through direct personal
appeal, in addition to the regular preaching of the
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Tues. 14. And the Lord said unto him,
Go, return on thy way to the wilderness of

Damascus. Vs. 15. Read Rom. 8:30-39.
THE PRESCRIPTION FOR PESSIMISM. God

knew the cause of Elijahs despondency—and He
knew the cure. He put him back to work. A
busy man has no time for self-torture. The old
saw has it that a horse can't kick and pull at
the same time. But the work isn't making any
progress. That is something you don't know
anything about. The seed is growing even if
you can't see below the surface. Our business
is to keep on witnessing, whether men receive
or resist the message. Have faith—what have

you to do with failure? The work is never a
failure until WE are.

Pray: For the Christian missionaries whose lives
and labors are endangered by the war.

Wed. 15 And when thou comest, anoint
Hazael to be king over Syria. Vs. 15.

Read Luke 24:50-53.
BACK TO BUSINESS. There is a legend that

emphasizes this lesson. It strengthened me—I
pass it to you. After a number of years,
Thomas began to be troubled with doubts again,
about the Lord's resurrection, He sought the
Apostles and poured his tale into their ears.
First one, then another, looked at him in
amazement, and said they were sorry for him,
but they really had no time to listen to his
doubts. Then he hunted up some of the devoted
women, but they—like Dorcas—were so busy
doing the Lord's work, they had no leisure to
listen to such troublesome thoughts. Then it
dawned on Thomas that the reason the other
disciples didn't doubt was because they were
too busy. He took the hint and laid hold with
both hands. To his delight his doubts had
disappeared.

Pray: That the homes of professing Christians may
reflect the spirit of the home at Bethany, where Jesus
was always a welcome guest.

DEFEAT THROUGH DRUNKENNESS:

Lesson Sept. 19, 1 Kings, 20:10-21.
Thurs. 16. And Benhadad sent unto him,

and said. Vs. 10. Read I Kings, 20:1-10.
,A RING IN HIS NOSE. All that Benhadad

had to do was to snap his fingers and Ahab
would say "Yes sir. Boss." You see Ahab had
worshipped so long at the shrine of Baal that he
had lost his back bone. Benhadad had reduced
Israel to vassalage and the nation was paying
the penaly of departure from God—servitude to
an overbearing conquerer. There is not an indi
vidual or a nation on earth that can substitute
something for God and worship it and still retain
its spine. God made man so great that he should
not bow to any thing under the Lord God
Almighty. When we cheapen our worship we
find Benhadad has us in chains.

Pray: For Association workers in European camps,
prisons and hospitals, that they may be kept in health,
that through their efforts many may be led to acknowl
edge Jesus Christ as Lord and Saviour, and that
nothing may stand in the way of their successful
service.

Frl. 17. And he said, The gods do so unto

me and more also If . Vs. 10. Read
Ps. 119:1-8.
BLASPHEMOUS PRAYERS. The vulgar fash

ion of calling upon God to do one self harm is as
old and so offensive as sin. It usually slips
from lips which have no reverence for God, and
no real meaning to their profanity. Yet how
often the swearer has to eat his own words.
Sometimes God takes the man at his word and
answers him. Here Is recorded an authentic
instance which should serve as a warning.
A profane teamster, furious at his horses
because they were unable to pull the wagon
out of a rut, said, "I hope God will strike
me blind if I don't beat the life out of you when
I "get you home." He swung his long whip to
bring it down over the horses' backs. The
cracker of the lash caught him in his eye as it
was jerked back. The eye was nut out and the
other eye went blind sympathetically. Men
should be careful how they ask God to damn
them—he may answer the prayer.

Pray: For the annual conference of the Interna
tional Committee and its secretaries, which opens in
Atlantic City to-day.

Sat. 18 » • « If the dust of Samaria

shall suffice for handfuls for all the people
that follow me. Vs. 10. Read the lesson.
THE INSOLENCE OF SUCCESS. That is

the trouble with some men, they become over
bearing and insulting with success. This leads
them to push it too far and overreach them
selves. Not satisfied with subduing that, Ben
hadad had to be insulting in his messages. His
aim was to wound and irritate that as much as
possible, and his language was framed inten
tionally to be as offensive as possible. It takes
the heart of a brute to make the defeated feel
despicable. "Rubbing it In" is devlish cruelty—
and It is dangerous. Still, a little success goes
to shallow heads like champagne. I've seen a
raise of a dollar a week ruin a clerk, and an
other stripe on the sleeve make a snob of a good
soldier.

Pray: That the scandal of divorce may be checked,
and that the sacredness of marriage and the family
ties may be realized anew.

Sun. 19. And the King of Israel answered
and said. Tell him, Let not him that glrd-
eth on his harness boast himself as he
that putteth It off. Vs. 11. Read Is. 2:5-22.
DON'T COUNT YOUR CHICKENS. That was

a fine bit of repartee on the part of Ahab, It
has since passed Into a proverb: First catch
your hare before you skin him. Wait until the
finish of the fight. Better show what you have
done than to stand around talking about what
you are going to do. We are all going to work
wonders—but something goes wrong with the
works. The thunder makes a powerful lot of
noise—but it is the lightning flash that does the
business. Never mind about a lot of promises—

Just perform. Don't talk so much—take hold.
Don't make a noise—make good.

Pray: That educational advantages may be carried
to all dark and neglected portions of the world.

Mon. 20. And It came to pass, when Ben
hadad heard the message, as he was
drinking, he and the kings In the pavilions,
that he said unto his servants, Set your
selves in array. And they set themselves
in array against the city. Vs. 12. Read

Amos 6:1-8.
A KING IN HIS CUPS. Any time Is a poor

time to be drinking, but if there was ever a time
when the king needed to keep a clear head it
was now that his nation was in a crisis. Yet
how many battles have been fought and lost by
the drunken indiscretion of brain-befuddled
leaders. Kingly men are everywhere losing out
on account of their cups. I call to mind a phy
sician who would be a prince in the profession,
but he can not let liquor alone—and no one
wants a drunken doctor. I saw a merchant
prince make a fortune—then make a fool of
himself and die in the poorhouse of "D. T." I
saw a brilliant clerk climb within a step of the
top of the ladder, then lose his footing and fall
through drink. Life's a battle, the man who
will not leave his booze is already beaten.

Pray: That the Divine blessing may rest upon all
undertakings to relieve suffering and hunger resulting

from the war, or from home conditions of unemploy
ment and want.

Tues. 21. And behold there came a
prophet unto Ahab King of Israel, saying,
Thus salth the Lord, Hast thou seen all
this great multitude? Behold. I will de
liver It Into thine hands this day; and thou
shalt know that I am the Lord. Vs. 13.
Read 2 Cor. 7:6.
AN ADVANCE PLEDGE. God guaranteed

success before a blow had been struck. For
years past the prophets had been hunted,'
hounded, killed. Yet in the darkest hour, when
all other refuge failed, Ahab finds a prophet at
his side with a pledge of victory. God bears no
grudge. His unwearible mercy to us miserable
offenders is a marvel past understanding. The
prophet pointed to the vast host of the enemy,

at the head of which was a rum-soaked sover
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eign. and promised Ahab success. Let your eye
sweep the field—look at the line-up behind King
Alcohol—saloons, distilleries, breweries, clubs
and hotels with bars, brothels, etc., all under
the protecting hand of civil and national gov

ernment. Look closer, open your eyes wide—
you will see two prophets sent by God—SCI
ENCE and PUBLIC SENTIMENT are their

names; they are declaring in the name of the
Lord God of Hosts that this modern Benhadad
is doomed to death. On with the battle.

Pray: That churches may come to deeper realisa
tion of present social conditions which demand the
united action of all good citizens for their transforma

tion, and the true relation of the church to all social
causes.

Wed. 22. And Ahab said, By whom? And
he said, Thus salth the Lord, Even by the
young men of the province*. Then he
said, Who shall order the battle? And he
answered, Thou. Vs. 14. Read 1 Tim.
1 :18-20.
A YOUNG MAN'S JOB. Ahab seems to have

been skeptical of success—he was staggered by
the overwhelming odds, and he asks how is the
battle to be won? God's answer was, "By the.
young men, with you at their head." Glorious
sight—I see arising an army of young men,
clean of limb—111)—life—lining up for this strug
gle with alcohol. Never before have we seen
such enrollments in Bible classes for young men.
Young Men's Christian Associations, always
training camps for God's troops, are giving
special drills against fighting drink. There is
not the shadow of a doubt in my mind—when
this sober, stalwart army of young men attack
the staggering products of the saloon—the field
will be won for 'God.

Pray: That Christians may better understand the
profound significance of the Cross, and the spirit of
Him who died thereon, "the propitiation for our sins:

and not for ours only, but also for the sins of the
whole world." That the same spirit of self-sacrificing
love may dwell in His disciples, leading them to more
consecrated and truly sacrificial tiling.

Thurs. 23. And he said. Whether they be
come out for peace, take them alive: or
whether they be come out for war, take
them alive. Vs. 18. Read Is. 5:11-24.
A LARGE ORDER. If you didn't get close

enough to smell his breath, you would know
Benhadad was drunk by the way he talked.
When told that an army was marching against
him, the maudlin monarch said—with a hic
cough—"Take them alive." Sure—what's an
army to a rum-soaked sovereign? Take 'em all.
Did you ever sit around and hear men make
millions—in their drunken minds—while their
wives were taking in washing to support the
sots? There is no trouble doing anything—while
drunk. There is as much manhood and meaning
in the chatter of monkeys in a cage as there is
In the remarks of a rummy.

Pray: For the employed officers entering new fields
this fall, that they may not be critical of their prede
cessors or boastful of their own powers.

Frl. 24. And they slew every one his man.

Vs. 20. Read Jno. 1:41-45.
THE EVERY MAN METHOD. This is the

kind of campaign that has never been improved
upon. Every man his man—it is thus that the
world must be won for Christ. Mohammed
made such strides because he had two fixed
Ideas: First, make converts: second, every con
vert a soldier. The early church had Its spec
tacular success through this method. Andrew
findeth Simon—Philip flndeth Nathaniel. There

is no miracle about that big Bible class of 700
men In my church. True. Sam Warr, the
teacher. Is an expositor unusually gifted by God;
true. Will Ingles, the president. Is a prince
among men, with popular gifts. But teacher and
president have persistently pressed home upon
the men INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR
THE SUCCESS OF THE CLASS. The men
caught the spirit—it is a method which never
fails to work—Every man his man—try It.

Pray: For the hosts of school boys influenced for
good through the summer camps, that they may ex-

liibit to their school-mates a natural but genuine

Christian life.

Sat. 25. And Benhadad the King of Syria
escaped on an horse with the horsemen.

Vs. 20. Read Rom. 14:13-23.
AN INDICTMENT. Benhadad, the King, cuts

a sorry figure running for his life from the men
he was going to "take alive." This hero of the
hiccough, this braggart of the Imperial barroom,
is the forerunner of all his followers. The scene
is the prophesy of the ends of the liquor busi
ness; and the King is exhibiting about the
usual amount of bravery possessed by those who
get their courage out of the bottle. I charge all
inebriates with the yellow streak. They haven't
moral courage to let liquor alone, nor have they
the courage to stand alone. The last man in
the world to be counted on in peace or war is
the boozer. This is the reason every nation now
at war Is putting the ban on the bottle. Rum
mies will run, and if they stick they are too
drunk to know what they are doing. Battles
are not won by those who have never been
weaned from the bottle. The world wants men.

Pray: That Bible Rally Day may be observed with
enthusiasm in all the Associations.

A REVIEW LESSON.

THE QUEEN OF SHEBA VISITS SOLOMON.

1 Kings 10:1-13.
Sun. 26. And when the Queen of Sheba
heard of the fame of Solomon concerning
the name of the Lord, she came to prove
him with hard questions. Vs. 1, Read
the lesson.
FIRST-HAND INFORMATION. Solomon took

a city without a harbor, without a navigable
river, a desert on the south, a mountain range
on the north, and made it the capital of the
world—the marvel of all centuries. Such was
his genius for statesmanship. There were no
daily newspapers in his day, but his reputation,
carried by caravan and ship, was universal.
Venturing on a rumor, she said I'll verify or
discredit what I hear. Fine and Independent
decision. I am satisfied this Is Just what Jesus
Christ wants us to do. The gospel has wonder
ful things to tell of what Christ has done and
can do and will do—come and see. This heathen
queen took a 1500-mile journey, without invita
tion, to satisfy herself concerning Solomon.
There are indifferent souls in our midst who
would not budge an inch to meet Jesus. "A

greater than Solomon Is here."

Pray: For schools, colleges, and publishing houses
in mission lands.

Mon. 27. And when she was come to Solo
mon, she communed with him of all that
was In her heart. Vs. 2. Read Jno. 12:20-32.
THE SKAT OF ALL GREAT INQUIRY. This

earnest woman asked questions right out of her
heart. She was an earnest listener. There
would be better preaching and teaching if there
were more heart listening. There would be more
Solomons if there were more Shebas. A great,
revival must begin in the pew. Intensity of
attention is a prayer for the Holy Ghost. There
will be no force, no fire in the pulpit if there is
flippancy in the pew. Conventionality has fur
nished a thick veneer, and people are asking
questions now just for the sake of talking—or to
show a mild interest in religion. To such 'heaven
Is dumb. Some people faced a silent Christ, he-
cause He will not have His gospel an intel
lectual puzzle or plaything. Let the heart cry
out for an answer, Christ will answer richly.
There is where the battle is fought out—within.

Pray: That the winning of associate members to
Christ through personal effort and intenieus may
enlist the co-operation of employed officers and active/
members to an extent hitherto unknown.

Tues. 28. And when the Queen of Sheba
had seen all Solomon's wisdom, and the
house that he had built. 6. And she said to
the King, It was a true report that I heard
In mine own land of thy acts and of thy
wisdom. Vs. 4. 6. Read Mat. 2:1-12.
THE ARGUMENT FROM ACCESSORIES.

Sheba argued from the outside to the Inside.
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CELEBRATING 5 YEARS' SERVICE IN

M *. O. R. R. SHOPS, JACKSON, TENN.
 

"It Used to be the Fashion to Cuss

Around Here. It Ain't Now."

She s>iid, there must be a central dignity in
keeping with this display. That is reasonable—
I like it. Jesus recognized and used such logic.
Go right ahead and press it where God is con
cerned. When the faith of the disciples got low,
Jesus did not deliver a lecture on Speculative
1'hilosophy. He pointed to the curled lips of the
lily and said, The Father who fashioned that is
not going to forsake you. Let the grass preach
the glories of the Grace of God. If you will
take this world, just as it is, and make it the
beginning of your reasoning you will be com
pelled by gracious necessity to credit God with
all He claims. If He made this world of rivers,
mountains, seas, stars, flowers—surely He made
something larger and better. Start with the
outside, beloved—and COME ON IN.

Pray: For Associations burdened with debt and
thereby prevented from undertaking aggressive work,
that deliverance may come to them through the bless
ing of God upon their own vigorous efforts.

Wed.
words.

29. Howbelt I believed not

Vs. 7. Read Zach. 1:12-17.
the

A STAGGERING REPORT. The Gospel must
stagger men before it lays hold of their deepest
confidence. They must cry out as the glory of
it all begins to dawn on them. "How can these
things be?" If we have offered a gospel which
produces a small impression—that it is easy and
superficial—men will say, "We have no time for
such a gospel." The Great Message must be
proclaimed so that men will be forced to rise up
and cry out, "No—no—Impossible that God could
so love such a hell-deserving wretch as I am!"
"Is it possible that Jesus Christ could live and

die for this selfish, sin-cursed world?" These
are great propositions, they stagger the Imag
ination. They are worthy of God and His Son.
Jesus does not rebuke us when we say, "It is
too gloriously good to be true." If you have
something cheap—you did not get it from Christ.

fray: That the phenomenal success which attended
the Foreign Department of the Association last year
may be more than duplicated in the year to come.

Thurs. 30. Happy are thy men, happy are
these thy servants, which stand continu
ally before Thee, and that hear Thy wis
dom. Vs. 8. Read Matt. 12:35-42.

A HAPPY HOUSEHOLD. Sheba concluded
that they were a privileged people who could
enjoy all the time that which she rejoiced in
only for a short season. Think of itj. to live in
such a house, to feast at such a tabie—what a
continuation of delights. The people will never
want to be absent, nor miss a single meal. She
was logical again—this is just what you would
naturally think about CHRISTIANS, of the
Household of Faith. Why. these people can live
always in the sunshine—Right—There is not a
Christian living who might not have a heaven
of his own all the time. Yet—poor fools—we
pass up the privilege. Once the people might
have sat daily under Paul's preaching—they
appreciated it wonderfully—stoned him. It is
distressing to ever outlive the sense of PRIVI

LEGE.

Pray: That hostilities between nations may speedily
cease, and that all rulers and peoples may bow as loyal
subjects of the King of Kings, and "Crown Him Lord
of All."

 

AN INTEREST-AROUSING LOBBY BIBLE STUDY EXHIBIT AT SACRAMENTO

By this men saw by flags, books, placards, and statements the extent of Bible service in
many countries. A copy of the old "Breeches Bible," Bibles for the blind, pictures of Bible
classes, telling statements of great men on Bible study, etc. It helped to increase the enrollment

19 per cent. This is a good plan to follow in September.
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Current News and Comment

Pith and Point of Association News in Paragraphs

News should reach New York by Sept. 13 for the October issue.

"Business as Usual," the Wash

ington Times commends as the

well-put summer slogan of Pitts

burgh churches. "Motion picture

houses have a specially attractive

program, stores offer special in

ducements in summer, every sort

of a growing concern takes added

steps to keep going for the warm

months. Churches need to be fol

lowing suit. Denominational joint

meetings provide a 'get-acquaint

ed"' campaign. The Y. M. C. A.

is helping to All the gap with its

outdoor services. Churches are

awakening more and more to the

fact that all-year-around effi

ciency may nave something to do

with the success of religion."

These were "Hard-Headed"

business men, not one of them a

church member, who heard Tow-

son tell about industrial work and

what It meant to men—and Tow-

son doesn't shade anything. His

messages are as evangelical as

he. After he was through one

man represented the convictions

of the crowd when he said witli a

slap on his knee, "That's all

right, we know that character Is

at the bottom of the highest effl-

lency, and such character is only

founded on Christianity." And

their position is the position held

without a wink of the eyelash by

big employers of no church or

any church.

The People Rallied around a

group of Muncie, Ind., Association

men who went down into a needy

district where they had discov

ered "A field" in their study of

the city. Summer tent meetings

held there for three weeks aver

aged from 400 to 500. A vacant

mission church was found there,

then a church of wealth was

found that needed some outlet to

their vitality and cash. The As

sociation brought the two to

gether and it is now a flourishing,

serviceable church.

"Gamblers' Chances" of death

and destruction is the impression

an Eastern man got from the dar

ing deals with debt Western As

sociations took piling deficit upon

deficit. Coming from a conserv

ative Dutch Eastern city It as

tounded him. Another who had

looked back into the resources of

the country of .materials and men

declared that wherever a thor

ough and real Association work

was done the Associations would

cash out. They will.

A Visit to a Ranch on the

plains of Montana by a party of

men, among whom was an Asso

ciation secretary, revealed the

fact that the rancher was un

usually grateful for the work of

the Association. He asked the

party to wait long enough to tell

why. He said, "Do you see that

boy over there," pointing to a

lad of about 15 who was doing

chores; "well, he took French

leave some weeks ago and his

mother and I were very much

grieved and I instituted careful

search to locate him, but with no

success. What was my delight

to receive a letter from the sec

retary at Hillings, saying that

the boy was rooming in the

building and that employment

had been found for him."

T. S. Wlllmore, employment

secretary at Bridgeport, Conn.,

was arrested six times In one day

in Italy as a spy. The States
looked good to him.

The Open-handed Way in which

Carbondale (Pa.) Association

joined with the town band, offer

ing its gymnasium for refresh

ments when it looked like rain at

a concert, brought a thousand

persons to the building and the

bandstand in front. When the

Chautauqua Association came to

town the building was offered as

their headquarters; the same for

D. & H. R. 1!. officers and em

ployees at their conference.

That's our spirit, and it's a win

ning one!

Rector Broughton of Buffalo, a

teacher at Silver Bay School,

wrote in his Parish News: "Sil

ver Bay is more than a school—

it is a reservoir of inspira

tion, heart-culture and spiritual

power."

To Take a Special Course at

Tale, H. B. Wilson leaves Mar-

shalltown, Iowa, after erecting a

1100,000 building and doing so

good a work that It excited the

cordial enmity of the liquor inter

ests. He is to do special work

for the New Haven Association

half time.

Often a Thousand attend the

Sunday evening union meetings

in Bienville Square, Mobile, which

for the fourth season are reach

ing many never attending church.

The Association has also ten vol

unteer leaders reaching 300 chil

dren In playgrounds which It has

started at the city's request.

Then, too, with swimming pool

and electric fans and electric

plans, about as many men and

boys are using the rooms as in

the winter—no quitting season

for the Sunny South.

"Thrift Weeks" are becoming

part of regular programs. Ai

Montgomery, Ala., Thrift was tb.

theme at the noon hour Coasi

Line shop meeting, and the Deli

day at the L. & N. shops, it*

next at the Western shops, the

next in the lumber mill. The

speakers had thoroughly grippe:

the subject. They talked on sav

ing and extravagance in summ*;

which makes suffering in winter

They give the Gospel message to

thrift and find it timely and ac

ceptable.

Rotary Clubs and the Associa

tions have established a fine fel

lowship generally. The other day

Beeves of Troy told the club ai

their weekly dinner of the canu

work in Plattsburg. When th*

Troy Rotarlans visited Alban>

they "skinned the cat," took a

swim, and then played ball.

Not a Kid -Gloved Crowd ta

claimed and proved by Stockton

Cat, by showing that five driver?

of oil wagons room in the build

ing, and thirty men from on»

factory belong to it.

The County Jail at Jackson.

Tenn., was the first meeting-plai t

of a boy and a Christian man

The boy listened to his talk an<:

wanted to be that kind of a man

He had been arrested on somtr

petty charge and thrown in witb

the criminals behind the bar*

Next day a parole was securei1.

for him. He returned to his old

home. That may have been

eight years ago. It happened

lately that the worker was vis

iting another town, where he

found his boy married, filling a

big position, living In his own

little home and a leader In his

church and Sunday school.

A Credit Balance of $6,000

would be Washington's showing

last year were it not for the

interest on the Central's debt.

In fact, the deficit for the en

tire city work was but $131.

against $1,371 July a year ago.

A Nebraska Man so well saw

the possibilities of secretarial

service through that article of

last month by C. K. Ober. The

Measure of a Secretary, that he

determined to close out his busi

ness, finish up school work, and

begin a course of study and

preparation to size up to the Job,

and as he studies keep in touch

with the best Associations with

which he may connect himself.

"A Woman's Auxiliary of 300

had fallen to me to grapple

with," wrote a Wisconsin secre

tary. "They were clamoring for

women's privileges." And that

tells the story of the anti-aux

iliary position of many a sane

secretary. A proper auxiliary is

one organized purely to serve and

neither for numbers nor for

sonal pleasure.
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Alfred E. Mailing. Chairman. William D. Murray, Vice-Chairman. .

William Sloan e, Vice-Chairman B. H. Rancher, Treasurer.

THE INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE

OF YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS

124 EAST 28th STREET, NEW YORK

Richard C. Morse, General Secretary. Telephone: 6700 Madison Square.

John R. Mott, General Secretary, Foreign Work.
Frederic K. Shipp, Executive Secretary.

J. Floyd McTyier, Business Secretary.

May 22, 1915.

G. W. Todd & Company,
Rochester, N. Y.

Gentlemen:
We have been looking for some time for a check writing machine that

would serve both as a check writer and nrotectograph, and I am glad to
advise you that we have found this machine in your Protectograph Check
Writer. We have installed one in the Treasurer's Office of the International
Committee, and I wish to stale that we are more than pleased with its work,
because it is proving to be a time saver and also protection^ to the very
penny. 1 believe the machine would be valuable in all Y. M. C. A. business
offices. Very truly yours,

 

 

Writes full amount in body of

check in two colors

Secretary McTyier

Indorses the

Protectograph

Check Writer

for Y. M. C. A. Use!

No matter how far a Y. M. C. A. check

travels or how many hands it passes through,

it cannot be raised if written on a Protecto

graph Check Writer.
 

at a stroke of the handle increases the speed of writing checks 25

to 50 per cent.

Your checks are protected before signing, are beautiful, per

fectly legible, uniformly neat, and—best of all, safe. x

Many private individuals feel they cannot afford not to ^»c^'

own this machine; every institution can afford it. ' JS^J* ^

Attach this coupon to your letterhead and mail it .' ...^jf.

for samples of Todd Protected Checks and

examples of how checks are raised. ,

G. W. TODD & CO., Rochester, N.Y.

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers.
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FORWARD AT UTICA

The War Has Meant the loss

of more than 200 members to

Winnipeg, and as many to Van

couver and Toronto, and greatly

reduced revenue. It has meant

greater opportunities, met with

courage and seized with vigor.

In Camden's Outdoor Meetings,

the city brass band generously

furnish music free, and preachers

have spoken to thousands who

have heard their messages on:

"Worship God and be loyal to the

Church."

"Two of the directors have

grown troublesome. I am pulling

out to prevent friction and pre

serve harmony." That was the

spirit which actuated one man

and explains why more than one

man has left a field at a sacrifice

rather than split an organization

to gain his rights. The man is

a Christian.

Look out for a hotel porter

called Clyde Paris, very gentle

manly and smooth, about 19, 5

ft. 10 In., and pimpled. Write

to La Fayette, Ind.

The Move-up Plan is In force

at Nashville, Tenn. This means

that when a youngster applies

if there Is no room the man long

est in the building must move

out. A young fellow thought he

could not afford a room there

where the lowest was $1.60 a

week. But that was "reasonable

enough." Then he couldn't afford

membership. This cost 4c a day

$1.78 a week for room and mem

bership, and all wouldn't be half

bad if he "had the price." Then

he was fixed up with room, mem

bership and meal ticket. He Is

now a teacher of a young men's

Bible class and a church leader.

It Is Not Too Late to mention

two incidents happening at the

Northfield conference which are

too good to lose. One was the

visit of the Harvard men to the

Yale crowd when Yale's three

teams won on the Thames. Then

Yale turned out and cheered for

Harvard in good Christian fash

ion. The second thing was that

when one man proposed a sep

arate communion service of the

Tresbyterlan men, Best of The

Continent squelched it with fine

indignation.

For the War Camp Work Ver

mont pledged $2,000, backing

Bristol, a Green Mountain boy

who is now In Europe.

"Every One of Our Men is

experienced in business life,"

writes a secretary of the new

force in a new building. And he

is equally appreciative that some

are university graduates and

thoroughly trained men. Many a

man has found the time devoted

to earning his way through col

lege as profitable as class-room

hours.

"The Counter is a great place

for adventures in friendship" Is

the decision of a Fellowship man

who did not find the grind of the

office a galling thing. Here, he

says, he met all sorts and condi

tions of men: Poles, Lithuanians,

Jews, Russians, Hungarians,

Scandinavians of all kinds and

varieties. And then the dor

mitory men and interview

work gave a fellowship with an

other group of men. Then as

membership secretary he went

out in the spirit of fellowship to

bring men into a brotherhood.

And he speaks of the contact

with his associates: "Just as val

uable was the fellowship with

men of the staff." What a con

trast this man's letter is to that

of the man with a continual

grouch on his field and on his

fellows.

Indiana Associations show a

growth of from 18 to 48 In 25

years: In employed officers it Is

17 to 100; in membership, 4139 to

18,955; committeemen, 345 to 3566;

in real estate $204,000 to

$2,533,161; current expenses. $34,-

185 to $318,250: educational en

rollment 65 to 2098; attendance at

religious meetings, 24,120 to

278,254. And still some sigh for

the good old times!

"I must confess," said the

mayor of Franklin, Pa., "that I

was not fully satisfied when the

Council voted to give the Asso

ciation free water for teaching

the boys of the city to swim."

"But," he added, "if our citizens

had seen what I saw last week

they would think it was a splen

did investment. The people, in

fact, ought to contribute enough

money to make the pool longer

and wider."

A Watermelon Feast closed

Ashevllle's Baseball League Au

gust 12th (opened April 5th).

Every man and boy has for

years been pledged and enrolled

in Bible classes—to their moral

betterment. Here the boys' gov

erning board is elected for the

coming year, the cups awarded,

and the set-up made for the Bas

ket Ball League and its Bible

classes to head up in the unique

prayer campaign coming in No

vember, which will be continued

for months with sense and with

out excitement—religious service

every evening In the week except

Monday is held without forcing

in the winter months. Over

10,000 people attended Thrift and

 

A PIECE OF SAN FRANCISCO'S

PUBLICITY

Saving lectures. The Interna

tional display attracted large at

tention. When the physical di

rector was sick for six week5

three members of the boys' gov

erning board carried on the phys

ical work without the omission

of a single class and an attend

ance fully up to the average.

Rev. H. A. Johnston, D.D.. of

Stamford, speaks of three Asso

ciation experiences determining

his life: (1) as chairman of a

jail meeting In Cincinnati, (2) in

its summer open-air meetings at

Wade Street Market Place, (3) a

new grip on Bible study through

Sunday afternoon Association lec

tures. He added: "I've been ar,

Association man since my days

in college." He urges that every

Association develop a program

which will draw in individual lay

men to become active witnesses

for Christ, and personal work

that will create a spiritual at

mosphere making men feel the

great objectitve of the work is

winning them to Christ.

The drunks have decreased

nearly half in New. York's second

court district (from 16.000 ar

raignments to 8382), attributed by

Magistrate Leete principally to

motion pictures, to which the

workingman takes his family in

stead of going to the saloon.

The Heat Record may be held

by Richmond, but In one August

week 34 gymnasium classes were

held, attended by 576; seven

meetings (at five shops) with an

attendance of 360; 476 baths were

given In a day. Sixty months'

work in the new building records

all bills paid. Times are not dull

nor hard.
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GYMNASIUM MATS

"THE MAYFIELD" has reached the highest point in gymnasium mat construction.

Of interest only to those who demand quality and durability as first requisites in mats-

"THE MAYFIELD" as well as "THE EUCLID" ask you by a trial order, to join

their long list of friends. WORN MATS REBUILT.

A Post Card will bring prices.

THE UPSON-WALTON CO., 1304 W. 11th St., Cleveland, Ohio

Your Success

In modern business will depend not so

much on the mind you possess as on its

systematic training ; not so much on the

effort you exert as on the skillful direction

of that effort.

New York University

School of Commerce,

Accounts and Finance

offers scientific training for business careers

to men with brains, energy and the ambi

tion to succeed.

Over ioo courses in accounting, banking,

finance, advertising, salesmanship, journal

ism, insurance, real estate, practical politics,

commercial teaching, etc. Regular course

leads to the degree of Bachelor of Com

mercial Science.

Fall term begins September 23rd. For

descriptive bulletin address

The Secretary

New York University School of Commerce,

Accounts and Finance.

32 Waverly Place, New York City.

 

7ou bare undoubtedly noticed the rapid
(trowth In popularity of the "Indirect" meth
od erer since we perfected the original

Eye Comfort Lighting

System six years ago because Indirect light
ing la "The Beat Light for the Eyea" aa
"Scientific American" called It In a recent
editorial.
Used In Central Branch. Weat Branch,

North Branch T. M. C. A. 'a, Philadelphia,
and othera.
Ton can obtain Interesting, authoritative

booklets on modern lighting by writing ue,
and when yon do no, request the report of the
three year investigation conducted by Dra.
Ferree and Rand which proved Indirect light
ing to be as beneficial to the eye aa daylight.
It la free to Aasoclatlon Execntlvea.

Competent Engineering Service Free.

National X-Ray Reflector Company

CHICAGO NEW YORK

vd. 21 W. 46th St.*

1

237 W. Jackson Blvd.

Students Using

Dietzgen Instruments

-the proper aids for correct drawings—

are well prepared for accurate work

EUGENE DIETZGEN CO.

Manufacturers Drawing Instruments and Materials

New York San Francisco New Orleans

Toronto Pittsburg Philadelphia

 

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers.
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Policemen's Meetings In Chat

tanooga, it is reported, changed

the tone of the department. Men

give up their card games, become

good "boosters" on the street and

send many worthy boys to the As

sociation. Since the meetings

.started one officer was noted on

his knees, while waiting the am

bulance, praying with a man fa

tally injured.

A Florida State Committee has

been organized with J. K. Will

iams of Jacksonville, president,

and O. K. Maple, State secre

tary, and launched with the help

of Field Secretary Alexander.

The Florida work had grown to

such proportions that it required

the full time of a State secretary,

and Georgia, through which it had

worked, had also greatly in

creased. An Association move

ment has been launched In St.

Petersburg.

Sherwood Eddy begins his evan

gelistic campaign in India in

norabay Sept. 11, to continue

through to Dec. 30. He expects

to return to New York about Feb.

1 His constant appeal is, "Pray

for us."

H. K. Caskey, for years secre

tary at Youngstown and Phila

delphia, is setting up Laymen's

Movement Evangelistic-Mission

ary campaigns in Canada with

faith and force, beginning at

Winnipeg, Nov. 12.

The 7000 Soldiers in training

at Winnipeg gives a big enough

field right at hand. And what is

true at Winnipeg is true of many

other points of Canada. While it

has this surplus of opportunity It

has $25,000 shurtage in meeting

expenses, with a drop of 1385 in

membership. In Vaughn Street

Department the drop was 1208.

Hollls A. Wilbur of Shanghai,

formerly of Dayton, Ohio, is back

In America, and for family rea

sons may feel obliged to remain.

When the Flood devastated

Krie, Pa., Association men

rushed to the relief, the building

was thrown open to the people

and they helped to raise money

for the sufferers.

Silver Bay lias with other

Summer Institutes, been making

a record year. Dr. Jenks was

impressed with "the spirit of

earnest work on the part of all,"

President Mitchell with ':the

vigor and the vastness of the

work and the tense religious

spirit and intellectual grasp of

the task for which the men are

training." Professor Tyler of

Amherst said, "Silver Bay has

a remarkable atmosphere of the

best physical, mental, moral and

religious life. It is a place

where men have high ideals and

keep their feet on the ground."

Dallas, Tex., set out to secure

sixty members in sixty minute;-

on Friday, June 30, between 3

and 4 p. m. The State office was

informed "Dallas men can do it '

The reply was. "Demonstrate it."

The proposition was put up

100 members to meet the pro

posal. They made an enrollmem

of 75 in the sixty minutes.

For the Twentieth Time S. K

McKee has been elected general

secretary at Richmond. Over

half the directors have served for

more than ten years.

Daily Press Editorial estimates

of secretaries are often the

finest interpretations of our

ideals. The News of Chatta

nooga has this to say of Teve-

baugh: "Staunch and fearless

always for the right, he has

stood for things the Y. M. C. A.

ought to stand for, regardless ol

carping criticisms, indifferent to

the opposition of those who

would have the Y. M. C. A. as a

spineless and bloodless organiza

tion."

Governor Hatfield of West Vir

ginia made a strong address at

the close of the first year's work

of the Colored Railroad Depart

ment at Bluefield, W. Va., of the

Norfolk & Western Road. Lead

ing professional and business col

ored men of the community ral

lied around a strong board of

directors and the secretary, mak

ing an effective organization.

MECHANICAL DRAWING

is the Language of Industrial Education

For Evening Classes you need Progressive and Practical Courses

in both Drawing and Mathematics so as to sustain the interest of the

students year after year.

NOTES FOR MECHANICAL DRAWING

APPLIED MECHANICAL DRAWING

PERSPECTIVE SKETCHING FROM WORKING DRAWINGS

SHOP MATHEMATICS

FORGE SHOP PRACTICE

We announce a new publication, ready in September, "Progressive

Lessons in Typography."

All of above sent postpaid for examination on 1 0 days' approval.

Special prices in quantities

The Taylor-Holden Company, Springfield, Mass.
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Save Janitor Work

Cleaning toilet bowls is one of the

most disagreeable tasks around an

association build-

ing.

Sani -Flush

saves the janitor's

time and keeps the

toilets really clean.

A little Sani-Flush

shaken into the

water every day

and left for half an

hour insures a sani

tary bowl.

Write for prices.

The Hygienic

Products Co.

Canton, Ohio

 

Soaps—All Kinds

Get our prices and samples when

next in the market for soaps. We

can save you money.

Individual Toilet Soaps

35c to 40c per hundred pieces.

Y. M. C. A. on each piece.

Liquid Soaps—different grades.

Bath Soaps—all sizes.

Soap Powder—bulk and packages.

Scouring Powder—bulk and pack

ages.

Talcum powders and all toilet prep

arations, etc., etc.

HOLMAN SOAP COMPANY

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

THE

Educational Films Corporation

of America

A special service of motion picture programs.

Motion Pictures that Teach

with Graphic Force

Philosophy, Sociology. Natural Science,

Useful and Fine Arts, Literature, History,

Health, Welfare and Sanitation Films,

together with subjects of a more general na

ture, are covered by us.

Machines and a skilled operator furnished

whenever desired.

Lecturers, Children's Story Tellers, Musi

cians and Artists are furnished for any social

occasion.

We take, make and exhibit motion pictures

of an artistic, educational and commercial

value.

Scenarios received, reviewed and filmed.

Educational Films Corporation of America

171 Madison Avenue, New York

t , . f Murray Hill 4444
Telephones: ( MurraJ Hi„ 74S6

Ripolin's Message To

AssociationPurchasing Men

When in the market for the most beauti

ful and durable of paints, be sure to in

vestigate Ripolin. It needs no re-painting

—mere cleaning keeps Ripolin always like

Send jor this strip

oj tin coaled with

Ripolin.

Bend and Twist it!

ENAMEL PAINT

FULL RIPOLIN SPKCI FICATIONS
IN SWEET'S INDEX.

J. A. & W. BIRD & CO.

Distributors cf Ripolin
For The United Statej and

Canada

90-F Pearl St. :: BOSTON

68-FBeaverSt.,NEW YORK

657-F Peoples Gas Bldg.

CHICAGO

 

 

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers.
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No Membership Ticket no room

—That must be a rule or Asso

ciations will find themselves

classed as hotels and taxed and

embarrassed. Head some of the

legal opinions in the Stone-Allen

Commission reports.

Among the Lumber Camps of

Pennsylvania two bands of stu

dents are spending the summer

months during the bark-peeling

season ministering to the lumber

jacks.

Blue Ridge, N. C.f has $77,000

in hand in bo:ia-fide subscrip
tions and some JIN, mm more in

"good prospects" to clear Its

debt and provide for enlargement

ports, but they are made by $45,000 in pledges and cash la in

thousands. Fall River was noti

fled from Paterson of a young

man sick in a tenement section.

He needed hospital care, and a

hopeless operation followed. As

sociation men were frequently at

his side with cheer and comfort a'Vell set up force organized,

and accompanied the body to

New York.

T. S. Thomas writes from

Homestead Sanitorium, Middle

Grove, N. Y., that he is gaining

hand. It will be pushed until

$75,000 is reached and the Rosen-
wald pledge of $25,000 available.

The Portsmouth, Va., building

opens Sept. 19-25, followed by a

campaign for 1,000 members with

Put Drive and Directness into

plans for the setting-up ban

quets. Many are mere blow and

buncombe of tedious talks and

meaningless mutterings of plan-

after a serious setback and has less chairmen. Set things up so

been in bed for three weeks. He that each man will fairly foam

says "I am enjoying the August

issue and keeping in touch with

the men as they come and go and
for the greatly increasing school's stay and do things." Drop him

demands.

Calls Upon the Sick may not

figure largely in Association re-

a line.

n a Quiet Campaign for a

Colored building in Brooklyn

Secretarial Register

to get at it with every message

a rallying call for self-improve

ment and investment. Foresight,

plan and purpose can make this

opening meeting of 100 men for

ward the winter's work averages

twenty per cent.

OBMBStAL MBCItHTAKlES

Bearmore, C. R.. I.a Crosse, to Janesville, Wis.
Brown, C. It.. Lebanon, to Berwick. Pa.
Brown. F. C-, Watortown, N. Y. (HE.) res.
Chapman, D. C, Portland, to Baker, tire.
Cooper. N E.. Hampton, Va., res.
Dickinson, R. L„ to Cedar Fall*. Iowa.
Dudley. II. C. to Barnstable (.'o.. Mass.
Faucett, L. W., to So. Br. Chattanooga. Tenn.
Foster, W II.. Montclair. N. J. (Col.), res.
Grace. Edward. Tucson. Ariz.. reB.
Hall. E. M.. Raleigh. N. 0., res.
Lipscomb. S. M.. Perth Amboy. to New Brunswick, N. J.
Love. F. A.. Baker. Ore.. reB.
MctJIbney, J. S.. Montpeller, Vt., res.
.Manning. C. A.. Elgin, to Two Harbors (RR).
Murwlck. A. K.. Piedmont, to Hartsville, S. C.
Meyer, G. E. Aurora, to Galena. 111.
Mlxsell, II. W., Two Harbors (RR.). res.
MoflVtt, T. F., West Br., Baltimore, to Greensboro.
Moorby, Benjamin, Bristol, H. I., to Nashua. N. 11.
Northcott. J. B.. Gary, to Marshulltown (HR).
Pierce, L. L., to San Francisco. Cal.
Hcott, II. P.. Indianapolis, to Grecnsburg. Ind.
Ntauffer. P. M., Mollne. to Clinton, HI.
Stlckney. J. M.. Greensboro, res.
Stcddard. G. P.. Chicago, to Crawfordsrllle, Ind.
Stubbs, J. P., Richmond, to Raleigh, N. C.
Turner. N. F., Belllngham. Wash., res.
Van Scoter. W. B.. Berwick, to Lebanon. Pa.
Warr. W. II., Huntington, W. Va.. to Perth Amboy,

N. J.
Wetmore. F. W.. to Lawton. Okla.
Zoll, F. K.. Sedalio. to Gallatin. Mo.

physical pirectobs

Allen, K. A.. West Side Dept., Chicago, res.
Ash. G. L.. West Br.. Baltimore, to Lansing, Mich.
Bartholomew. F. S.. Lansing, to New Castle. Pa.
Blckel, H. A.. Willlmautlc, Conn., res.
lturnhaiu, G. A.. Pensacola. Fla.. res.
Carson. G. A., Peterborough, to Hamilton, Ont.
Dav. W. B.. Madison. N. J., res.
Emery, R. P., to Charlottesville. Va.
Fielding, Edgar. Ardmore. to Westfield. Mass.
Gilmore. V. R.. Macon. Ga.. res.
Gould. H. J.. Toli-do. to Plqua, Ohio.
Haese. H. G.. to Berkeley, Cal.
Iloldcman. E. E., Aurora, to Moline. III.
Jobson. W. R.. Raleigh. N. C. res.
Kunz. C. F., Jr.. I'luua. to Muskogee. Okla.
Lanois. J. H.. to Haverhill. Mass.
Ijjritnore, I. W.. San Dbgo. Cal.. to Tacorna.
McCrcady. M. C. to No. Boroughs Br.. Pittsburgh.
McLean, Roliert, Gary, to Muncie. Ind.
Milehain. E. J.. Canandulgua. to Jamestown. N. Y.
Miller. N. T.. to E. Liberty Br.. Pittsburgh. Pn.
Mullen. G. M.. Philadelphia, to Elkins. W. Va.
Olsen, J. O., to Pensacola. Fla.
Peel. A. W.. RR. Br.. New York, to Fltchburg, Mass.
Plerson. F. E.. Mollne. 11'.. to Tulsa, Okla.
ItojMT. G. II.. Brantfonl. Opt., res.
Rother. W J.. Kankakee. III., to Manknto. Minn.
Schb nker, Enill. Haverhill. Mass.. to Macon. Ga.
Schmitt. H. R.. Detroit, to Des Moines.
Hrswiight. W. I,.. Berkeley, Cal.. res
Sovereign. E. A.. Hamilton. Out., res.
Stinson. J. A.. Kokomo. Ind.. res.
Sumner. K. I,., to Portsmouth. Va.
Uiigcr, E. E.. Tarentum, Pa., res.

Upsbaw, L W.. Fargo, to Jamestown. N. D.
Verluk. E. I>.. to McPherson. Kan.
Wharton. J. P.. Ware Shoals. S. C. res.
Whlttlngtou. E. L.. to Ware Shoala. S. C.
Wood, C. H., Tacorna, Wash., res.
Ynke, F. W.. No. Boroughs Br.. Pittsburgh. Pa., res.

Young, W. C. to Adrian. Mich.

BOY8' WOBK

Adsit. A. V.. Lockport. to Elmira. N. Y.
Alison, Lyle. Hannibal. Mo., to Moline, 111.
Berguulst, D. B.. to Rock Island. 111.
Booth, C. II., Cambridge, to Qulucy. Mass.
Bryson. S. R.. to Jamestown. N. Y.
Cheaters, Charles. Cedsr Rapids. Iowa. res.
Clark. W. E„ Moline, III., res.
Cockburn, G. II., Waterloo, Iown, res.
Cralg. II. M.. Rock Island, to I-anslug. Mich.
Crate, H. L.. Houston, to Dallas, Tex.
Demand, II. P.. Jackson, to Spartanburg. S. C.
Denmark. L. P.. to Greeusboro. N. C.
Dlnsniore. A. II., Lincoln, to Great Fulls. Mont.
Eddy. H. A.. Rochester, to Lockport, N. Y.
Ford. F. W.. to Portsmouth, Va.
Frater. H. B.. Chelsea. Mass.. res.
Huganian, E. B.. Puuxsutawm y. to Wllllamsport. Ps.
Hales, K. N.,to Youngstown. Ohio.
Hamer, Robert, to Hastings. Neb.
Jameson. A. A., Atlanta, Ga.. res.
Lynu, F. S., Newark, to Plainfleld. N. J.
Meud. W. J., to Waterloo. Iowa.
Roberts, T. 0„ Memphis, to Colnmbla, S. C.
Rooney, H. M., Stamford. Conn., to Lima. Ohio.
Shields. C. F.. to Fargo. N. D.
Tate. R. 8., Dallas. Tex., res.
Wakellng. C. It.. Perth Amlsiy. N. J., res.
Yeager, W. E.. Hazleton, to Warren. Pa.

COUNTY SECRETARIES

Barrltt, P. V., to Greene Co., Is.
Garvin. J. F., Greene Co.. la., res.
Gustufson. G. W.. Buena Vista Co.. Is., res.
Johnson, N. El., Nelson, to Buena Vlata Co., Iowa.
Ijorcntz. D. E.. Morris Co.. N. J., res.

DEPARTMENT KKCRBTAHIEK
Brown. R. W., New York, to Central Br.. Brooklyn

(Rcllg.).
Harkncss. C. L.. Louisville. Ky. (Bella.), res.
Murray. M. 11.. St. Joseph. Mo. (Ed.), res.
Rejnll, A. E.. to 2Sd St. Br.. New York (Ed.).
Smith, s. M.. Memphis. Tcnn. (Rellg.). res.
Terrlll, L. M.. Kentucky (Student), res.
Woosley. E. 8.. to Louisville. Ky. (Helix.).

STATE AND CANADIAN NATIONAL COCNCII.
Arroll. J. O.. Raleigh, N. C. to Tenn. (Boys').
Benson. W. ('., to Military Service. Canada.
Jensen, H. P., to Minnesota (Boys').
Kresky. A. S.. Oklahoma (Boys'), res.
Maple. O. K., Jacksonville. Fla., to Florida.
TeTebauKh, c. A.. Cliattanooga. to Kentucky
Wilson. J. R.. to Texas (Student).

Convention Calendar

CONVENTIONS
Indiana. Huntington. Nov. 18-21.
International. Cleveland, May 12-10, 1010.

coNraaaNcas
Carolina Emp. Officers', Charlotte, Sept. 21-22.
No. Carolina Student. Guilford Coll., Sept. 23-26.
Carolina Phys. Directors'. Charlotte. Sept. 29 SO.
So. Carolina Student, Furmnn Unly.. Oct. T-10.
Illinois Older Boys'. Bloomlugton. Nov. 26-28.
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Merger's gTiELlqcKERg

Clothes Lockers Gymnasium Lockers >

Strongly and rigidly yet simply constructed, these lockers save

space, protect their contents against pilferers, fire, rodents and

vermin, are ornamental and good for many years of hard usage.

The unit principle of construction insures flexibility of arrange

ment so that changing conditions can be met with ease and economy.

Profit by our wide experience and let us help you solve your locker problems.

Write to-day for Special Catalog Y. A. M.

The Berger Mfg. Co., Canton, 0.

The Larges (Manufacturers of Steel-Formed Products in the World

Bosto

Address Our Nearest Branch For Best Service:

ork, Philadelphia, Chicago, St. Louis, Minneapo

Export Dep't: Berger Building, New York, U. S. A.

ban f rancis

The Stereopticon

for ChurchWork

Pictures tell a story more effectively than

words alone. Life size, realistic pictures

make facts stay in the memory. The Ster

eopticon shows pictures that are life size, in

true colors, and makes real and vivid the

lessons to be taught.

Mcintosh Lanterns

project clear sharp pictures. They are easy

to operate, strongly made and dependable.

They have been recognized as the best lan

terns made for over 39 years. Models suited

to church use at from $20 up—on terms if

desired. 150,000 slides for sale or rent.

Write us and we will be glad to show you
how the Mcintosh Stereopticon can help in
your church work. Catalog sent on request.

Mcintosh Stereopticon Co.

420 Atlas Block, Chicago

"Mcintosh Lanterns Are Honest Lanterns"

SEND FOR SAMPLES

 

Sanitas is the ideal wall covering for

Y. M. C. A. rooms or the home because it

can't crack, tear, fade or retain dirt.

If it does get spotted or dirty, wipe off the

dirt with a damp rag.

Made in plain tints and decorative styles

for all rooms.

Write for booklet, samples and name of

nearest Sanitas decorator.

The Standard Oil Cloth Co.

(INCORPORATED)

320 Broadway New York

 

(Bath Towel)

TOWELS xSI Y. M. C. A. f

The largest sire—the beat quality—the lowest price—This is
the "Towel Combination" that has made Elder'a famous with

Y. M. C. A.'a.

"Eldston" Bath Towels, size 21'/: x 43 in., give "real"

service, at $3.00 a dozen

Huck Hand Towels are $1.50 a dozen.

(In ordering, be sure to state style and price desired.)

All Y. M. C. A. needs in Table Linen, Napkins, Bed Spreads,
Blankets and Sheets supplied here. Write for samples.

THE ELDER & JOHNSTON CO.

M. DAYTON, OHIO

 

(Hand Towel)

i 'lease mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers. 23
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Business Department Notes

CO-OPERATION. Last month we mentioned
Instances of secretaries reporting close co-oper
ation with advertisers in ASSOCIATION MEN.
This month has brought others to our notice.
Huntress of Plttsfield, Mass., writes of the list
of advertisers In ASSOCIATION MEN that he
has patronized during the last month. F. M. M.
Richardson of the Canal Zone makes large pur
chases during the year from these purveyors
to Associations. Evidence of this Is coming
from all parts of the country as well as from all
parts of the world. We solicit your patronage
In this effort. Money will not buy space In
ASSOCIATION MEN for fake or unreliable ad
vertising. We aim to serve the movement as
much through the advertising columns as
thrcugh the editorial.

SUBSCRIPTIONS. H. W. Love of Butler.
Pa.. In sending 100 subscriptions, writes: "I am
sure these 100 subscriptions will bring returns
to our work In Butler far in excess of the little
time spent in an organized one-day effort. This
Is only a beginning—we should have more and
we will get them." This Is the spirit in which
to go after it. Many Associations will follow
this example during the coming months. Fond
du Lac, Wis., produced fifty subscriptions under
adverse conditions. More will be coming from

them in the near future. Wilkes- Barre, Pa.,
sent In seventy-three additional subscriptions.
Ask Devendorf how and why he did It.

FALL PLANS. This Is the time when plans
are being made for fall work. Every general

secretary will receive a plan for ASSOCIATION
MEN promotion within the next few weeks.
This promotion Is asked for on the basis of
returns to the local work. We are asking you
not to overlook the vital Importance of the
results to be obtained from the wider circula
tion of the magazine In YOUR field. It would
create a greater Interest in the magnitude, use
fulness and possibilities of YOUR Association. It
would create Interest among YOUR members, and
this would retain their support and secure a
larger percentage of renewals. It would create
Interest among YOUR prospective contributors—
stimulate interest among your present contrib
utors, and give a greater vision to the mem
bers of YOUR Board and Committees. You see
we are putting it up to YOU—it Is YOUR Job.

A number of Associations are marking off
definite dates this year for the promotion of
ASSOCIATION MEN. What is more, some of
these Associations are putting It on their annual
schedule, making it an annual feature, early in
the season, iust as the opening of the Physical
and Educational Departments. Will you not do
the same? Evidence from experienced secre
taries show that this is worth while.

As you know, the regular rate for ASSOCIA
TION MEN is $1.00 per year. If you will set
aside a regular date this fall for the promotion
of ASSOCIATION MEN among your Association
constituency, the ministers and Sunday School
teachers of the city, we will (for that period
only) qive a special rate of 50 cents (plus 25
cents for foreign, Canadian and New York City

subscriptions), and will supply sample copies
and envelopes for campaigners to do the Job.

A FEW DONT'S. As you read this, DON'T
say: "The time Is Inopportune," "Our men
won't read it." "We will do It next spring," "We
have already done It and can't get more." Final

ly, DON'T put It off, but PUT IT ON.

We believe In co-operation. The magazine Is
produced to help the Associations. Will you
take advantage of it?

FUTURE ISSUES. Important Issues are In
course of preparation. October Is to be a
Soecial Physical Number, December a Special
Employment Number.

CAPTAIN PEARSON (an Association leader)
writes from the trenches in France: "Asso
ciation Men comes to me like a breath of sun-

shine from another world with its news and
record of fellowship. It Is certainly appreciated
and most refreshing to know that there Is a
place In the world where fellowship reigns
and where people think of something else be
side killing each other."

AN APPEAL FROM KOREA—Frank M.
Brockman, secretary at Seoul, Korea, writes:
"I wonder If you cannot find some one who
would appreciate doing a piece of helpful work
for the Korean Young Men's Christian Asso
ciation? As you know, we are quite isolated
from any other Associations, being the only

large Association in the country. And this
makes It all the more necessary that our Board
of Directors should be able to receive Associa
tion Men. If you could find some one who was
willing to contribute copies to the following
directors, I should greatly appreciate It. And
I am sure the money invested will be of great
help to the work here in the East." Then he
gives the addresses of fifteen men. We will
contribute a part of the amount—the extra
amount of postage ($3.75)—If one who wishes
to help the foreign work will send us a check

for $15.

SOMETHING NEW. Attention Is called to the
fact that the B. J. Johnson Soap Company has
manufactured a special vending mechlne for the
dispensing of small cakes of soap. Indications
are that It will prove valuable. For further
particulars see their advertisement.

NEW ADVERTISERS. The following new
advertisers are welcomed to the circle of Asso
ciation standard outfitters:

Arthur Johnson & Co., Newark, N. J., Athletic
Goods.

Thomas Nelson & Sons, New York City, Pub
lishers of Bibles.

Bausch & Lohb Optical Co., Rochester, N. Y..
Stereopticons.

Bible Teachers' Training School, New York
City. School of Theology.

J. W. Todd Co., Rochester, N. Y. Check Pro
tectors.

Upson-Walton Co., Cleveland, Ohio, Gymnasium
Materials.

Educational Film Corporation, New York City,

Moving Picture Films.
New York University, New York City.
United States Gypsum Co., Chicago, 111., Fire

Proofing.
Taylor- Holdf.n Co., Springfield, Mass., Pub

lishers.

FINANCIAL LEADERS' AGENCY

Leaders for short-term campaigns and

other financial movements introduced to

Philanthropic Institutions requiring such

service. WILBOR A. BOWEN

330 Summit Ave. Mount Vernon, N. Y.

(Formerly of Waterville, Maine)

CAUGHT 51 RATS ONE WEEK

Trap resets itself. 22 inches high. Will last
for years. Can't wet out of order. Weighs 7
pounds. 12 rats caught one day. Cheese is
used, doing away with poisons. This trap
does its work, never fails ami is always ready
for the next rat. When rats and mice pass
device they die. Rats are disease carriers;

also cause fires.

Uat catcher sent prepaid on receipt of J.I.
Mouse catcher 10 inches high, $1. Money
back if not satisfied.

H. D. SWARTS,

Inventor and Manufacturer Universal Rat

and Mouse Traps.

Box 5C6, Scranton, Pa.
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"Our Columbia Grafonola ... is

a valuable aid in promoting the

social spirit among our men."

{Signed) Edw. R. Blake, Social Work Director

Bedford Branch Y. M. C. A., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Every Columbia Grafonola holds at your com

mand all the instrumental music of all the great bands

<, and orchestras, and all the voices of all the world's

great artists who have ever made disc records—with

out one exception. Instruments that, unlike the

piano, may be easily carried from room to room and

floor to floor whenever the occasion demands.

For gymnastic practice and drill; for banquets

and suppers of the Bible Study classes; for club

meetings and educational work; for entertainments;

for the Ladies' Auxiliary meetings; for noon-day

meetings in factories and mills; for every possible

occasion—a Columbia Graphophone or Grafonola

will play the right music at the right time.

 

Columbia Grafonola

"Leader" $75

There is a Columbia dealer in your town who will gladly demonstrate

to you the musical, educational and entertainment possibilities of any of the

fourteen models of Columbia instruments, the prices of which range from

$1 7.50 to $500. If you do not easily locate this dealer, write us.

 

 

Graphophone Company

Box S, 366 Woolworth Building, New York

Canadian Headquarters, 363-367 Sorauren Ave., Toronto, Can.

London Headquarters, Earlsfield, S. W.

I'l mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers.
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Classified Index of Investigated Advertising1

WE ARE AIMING TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING LIST SO COMPLETE

THAT EVERYTHING NEEDED IN OUR BUILDINGS WILL BE INCLUDED

Artists' Supplies
Dietzgen & Co., Eugene 19
Weber 4 Co., F 89

Athletic Supplies

Danzlger. L 42
Arthur. Johnson 4 Co, 20
Mandl, B 43

Beds
F.nglander Spring Bed Co....
Poster Bros. Co
Hail 4 Sons. F. A

Games
Improved Shuffle Board Co. 2.1

General Equipment
4 Co.. AlbertPick

Gymnast

37

... 43

... 43

Billiard Tables and Snpplles
Brunswlek-Balke-Collender Co.

Outside Back Cover

Decker Company 45
National Billiard Mfg. Co 45

Boilers
Oil City Boiler Works 38

Bonds
American Surety Co 10

Brick
Hydraulic Press Brick Co 3

nnlletln Boards and Signs

Cambridge Tile Mfg. Co 30

Cash Registers
Egry Register Company 41

Chairs
American Seating Co 43
Inner Braced Furniture Co 29

Cheek Room Equipment

Backus Novelty Co 34

CI king System
I-ock Stub Check Co 36

Cocoa and Chocolate
Brewster Sons Co 45
Puritan Chocolate Co 44

Dishwashers
Fearless Dishwasher Co 39

Disinfectants
Chemo Company 16
Hygienic Products Co 21

Divans
Englander Spring Bed Co 7
Hall 4 Sons. F. A 43

Educational Course
Pace 4 Pace Inside Front Cover

Filters
Kennicott Company 12
Loomls-Mannlng Filter Distributing

Co 40
N. T. Continental Jewell Filtra

tion Co 4
Norwood Engineering Co 28
Scalfe 4 Bona Co.. Wm. B 17

Fire Hose
Eureka Fire Hose Mfg. Co 33

Folding Chairs
Steel Furniture Co 36

Folding; Organ
Faber. Homo 88

Furniture
Inner Braced Furniture Co 29
Limbert Co.. CP 5
Stlcklcy, L. 4 J. G 0

Apparatus and
Equipment

Mandl. B 48
Mcdart Mfg. Co.. Fred 88
NarraganBett Machine Co 46

Gymnasium Mats
Upson Walton Co 19

Gypsum Tile
D. S. Gypsum Co 35

HeatlnK System
Warren. Webster 4 Co 15

Hotel
Sherman 36
Men's Hotel. Buffalo 88

Kitchen Equipment
Bramhnll. Deane 4 Co 88

Letter Box System
McLane Manufacturing Co 45

Linens and Towels
Baker Linen Co.. II. W .13
Damlger, L 42
Elder & Johnston Co 23
Utica Steam 4 Mohawk Valley Cot

ton MUla 84

Lighting System
American 3-Way Prism Co 10
National X-Ray Reflector Co 19

Iilqnld Soap
Antiseptol Liquid Soap Co 39
Chemo Co 10

Locks and Lockers
Berger Mfg. Co 23
Hart 4 Hutchinson 29
Hess Warming 4 Ventilating Co. . . 32
Medart Mfg. Co 35
Miller Lock Co 30
Terrell's Equipment Co 42

Hagailne Holder
Buchan Sates Co 81
ilaylord Bros 15
Johnston 4 Co.. Wm. G 33

Meats
Atlantic Hotel Supply Co 38

Medals and Badges
Dleges 4 Clust 44
Schrldde. Wm 88

Moving Picture Films
Educational Fllma Corp 21

Moving Picture Machines
Power Company, N 13

Newspaper Files
Atwater. J. H 38
Ideal Newspaper File Co 38

Office Supplies
O. K. Mfg. Co 38

Paints, Oils and Varnish
Bird 4 Co.. J. A. 4 W 21
Lowe Brothers Company 30
Patek Bros 16
Standard Varnish Works 8
Toch Brothers 10

Paper Towels
A. P. W. Paper Company 44

Plumbing Supplies
Johns Manvllle Co.. H. W 7
Mott Iron Works, J. L ■

Printers
Keller Printing Co 36

Protectograph
Todd. G. W., Co .667

Publishers
Association Press 14
Association Press. ... Inside Back Coyer
Nelson 4 Son, Thos.
Pitman 4 Co., Isaac. 36

Rolling Partitions
Wilson Mfg. Co., 1. G 89

Safes
York Safe 4 Lock Company 41

Salesmanship Course
Committee E. S. A 42

Schools
Bible Teachers' Training School. ... 25
Int. Y. M. C. A. College 44
N. Y. University 19

Showers
Hoffman 4 Billings Mfg. Co 11
Speakman Supply 4 Pipe Co 29

Soap
Antiseptol Liquid Soap Co 39
Beaver Soap Co 42
liolman Soap Co 21
Johnson Soap Co., B. J 40

Sound-deadening
Cabot, Samuel 29

Sporting Goods
Mandl. B 43

Stereoptlcons
Bauscb 4 Lomb
Mcintosh Stereoptlcon Co....

... 26

... 23

Talking Machines
Columbia Graphophone Co 1
Victor Talking Machine Co 18

Telephone
American Telephone 4 Telegraph Co. 27

Tiling
Mosaic Tile Co 12
RobertBon Art Tile Co 4

Toilet Paper
A. P. W. Paper Co 44

Transportation
Hudson Nav. Co 3T

Trophies
Schrldde. Wm 38

Typewriters
Smith Bros. Typewriter Co., L. C 31

Wall Covering
Standard Oil Cloth Co 23

Watches
Dleges 4 Clust 44

Water Heaters
Kelley 4 Son, Ben]. F 11
Sims Co 6
Whltlock Coll Pipe Co 6

Waterproofing Cement
Bitu Mortar Waterproofing Co 2S

Water Wings
Ayvad Manufacturing Co 32

ONE OF THE VALUES OF ADVERTISING IN ASSOCIATION MEN IS THE

FACT THAT THE PAPER HAS THE CONFIDENCE OF ITS READERS

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers.
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Y. M. C. A. Building, Little Rock, Ark.

Hy-tex No*. 503_andi5O4 Gibb and Sanders, Architect!

WE leave to you how much Hy-tex has helped in the appearance of

this building. For facing the first story and the cornices, Hy-tex

No. 504 was used; the lighter brick is Hy-tex No. 503. The harmony in

the related color tones is most pleasing.

Hy-tex

The Standard of Quality in Brick

This use of two shades is only the slightest hint of the range of choice

afforded by Hy-tex. We have yet to mention in these pages the special

Hy-tex for Y. M. C. A. interior use, as well as Hy-namel for swimming

pools.

Among the 300 and more different kinds of Hy-tex Brick, there is at

least one for some use in every Y. M. C. A. building. Please ask us to

prove this assertion as it applies to your building.

HYDRAULIC-PRESS BRICK COMPANY

SAINT LOUIS

Branch Offices and Exhibit Rooms: Baltimore, Chicago, Cleveland,

Davenport, Dubois, Pa., Indianapolis, Kansas City, Minneapolis,

New York City, Omaha, Philadelphia, Toledo, Washington, D. C.

Somewhere in the Hy-tex Line There is Just the Brick You Want.

ilium

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers.
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THETERRORSOFTHEPOOL

Actual photographs'ofculture plates of samplesofwater {from a

Y. M. C. A. pool
 

A pool is a

slty; but there is no

excuse for this menace

to life and health.

Water supplied to the pool from the
City nitration plant. Pure—onlv 7 bac
teria per c. e.; U. coli ADSENT.

Our system of RE-FILTRATION

containing recent reports.

 

Same water 6 days later, after
use liy 100 boys, previously
showered. Dangerously imp
bacteria per c. c. and B.

ENT.

solves the problem. Send for "Re-filtration No. 2,"

THE NEW YORK CONTINENTAL JEWELL FILTRATION CO.

15 BROAD STREET NEW YORK

Veneer your Swimming Pool, Shower Rooms, Toilets, etc., with

CERAMIC MOSAIC TILE

It is Practical, Durable, Sanitary, Decorative and Inexpensive

Write us for illustrations and information

Our tile has been installed in the following representative Institutions:

Y. M. C. A'a
Jacksonville. Fla.. Y.M.C.A.
Poughkeepsie. N. V., Y.M.C.A.
Mobile. Ala.. Y.M.C.A.
Newton. Mass., Y.M.C.A.
Manchester, N. H., Y.M.C.A.
Maiden, Mass.. Y.M.C.A.
Trenton, N. J. (Cook Branch)
Brooklyn, N. Y. (Boys' Branch)
Chelsea, Mass., Y.M.C.A.
Melrose, Mass., Y.M.C.A.
Elgin. III.. Y.M.C.A.
Summit. N. J.. Y.M.C.A.
Lowell. Mass., Y.M.C.A.
Springfield. Mass.. Y.M.CA.
Germantown. Phila., Pa., Y.M.C.A.
Kingston. N. Y.. Y.M.C.A.
Johnstown, Pa.. Y.M.C.A.
Brockton, Mass.. Y.M.CA.
Berlin. N. Y.. Y.M.C.A.
Providence. R. I., Y.M.C.A.
Petersburg, Va.. Y.M.C.A.
Watertown, N. Y.. Y.M.C.A.
Coatesville, Pa., Y.M.C.A.
Portsmouth, Va., Y.M.C.A.
Cortland, N. Y., Y.M.C.A.
Youngstown, Ohio, Y.M.C.A.
Washington. D. C. (White Branch)
Pawtucket, R. U Y.W.C.A.
Germantown, Phila.. Pa.. Y.W.C.A.
New York. N. Y. (10th Ave. Branch)

 Miscellaneous
Nat l Park School. Forest Glen. Md.
Yale University. New Haven, Conn .
Hackley School, Tarrytown. N. Y.
Montclair Atb. CI., Montclair, N. J.
First Reg. Arm.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Hotel Chamberlin, Old Point Com

fort, Va.
Kn'ta of Col. Bldg., Montreal. Can.
Wesleyan Unl.. Mlddlctown. Conn.
George School, Newtown. Pa.
Syracuse Univ., Syracuse, N. Y.
Norwood Civic Association, Nor
wood Central, Mass.

Candler Bath, Atlanta, Ga.
Res. of H. L. Pratt, Glencove. L. I.
Res. of H. P. Whitney. Roalyn. L. I.
Gedney Farms Hotel. White Plains.

N. Y.
Hollywood Inn Club. Yonkers. N.Y.
Seamen's Inst.. St. John's, N't land
Residence of W. B. Thompson,
Yonkers. N. Y.

Dean Academy. Franklin. Mass.
Cent. Tech. Sch.. Toronto. O., Can.
Mem. Soc. Cent.. Syracuse, N. Y.
Detroit Ath. Club. Detroit. Mich.
Blair Academy, Biaustowu, N. J.
Riverside Gr. Sch., Riverside. III.
Franklin Borough School. Franklin

Borough, Pa.

ROBERTSON ART TILE

FACTORY—MORRISVILLE, PA.

WALL, FLOOR AND FIRE PLAGE
TILE OF ALL KINDSCO.

TRENTON, NEW JERSEY

4 Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers.
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BEAUTIFUL,

PRACTICAL,

Furniture

LIMBERT'S

HOLLAND

DUTCH ARTS

& CRAFTS

Y. M. C. A. Rooms everywhere

furnished with this substantial

furniture so pleasing and so

practical.

You who read this advertise

ment happen to be either an

official of a Y. M. C. A., or a

member, at least, and you are

probably sitting in a piece of

I.IMBERT furniture while

reading these lines. At any

rate, some LIMBERT furni

ture is undoubtedly within

<ight of you. from where you

sit. If so, examine it care

fully. It is well worth examin

ing. You will remember it

better for having examined it,

-AND IT IS WELL

WORTH REMEMBERING.

Soon, you may be furnishing

either another Y. M. C. A., or

a home, and it will be then

of value to you to have remem

bered LIMBERT'S HOL

LAND DUTCH ARTS &

CRAFTS FURNITURE,

Manufactured by

THE CHARLES P. LIMBERT COMPANY

GRAND RAPIDS & HOLLAND, MICHIGAN.

I'lease mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers. 5
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The Sims "Clean E-Z" Steam Tube Healers

 

R U Satisfied

with your water heating system ? If not, U R interested in finding the remedy !

Your interest will be made ours if you will share it with us.

Many Association Buildings use our heaters satisfactorily. Why not yours?

THE SIMS COMPANY - - 2000 Holland Street, Erie, Pa.

^WATER OUTLET1

 

: *1

: hi

MANHOL0

/

/
EXH STEAM
' aVJ!,Ei

r

MUD-BLOW TER INLEj

The importance of correct design in your water heating system

cannot be emphasized too much.

No machine can be a success without these three elements:—

1.—Correct design. 2.—Careful workmanship.

3.—Good material.

We are equipped to give you all three—by reason of our thirty

years' experience in this field. \

Let our nearest district engineer submit a proposal on your require

ments. It will put you under no obligations.

THE WHITLOCK COIL PIPE CO., Hartford, Conn.

New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, Boston, Indianapolis, Rochester, Charlotte, St. Louis

Offices in all other principal cities

6
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COVERS

THE CO

' I 'HIS company stands squarely back of every

J-M Product it sells. This includes the as

surance of dependable service, everywhere avail

able, expressly designed to take care of the

purchaser's every possible requirement after

sale.

J-M Aibestos Roofing and Siding

J-M Transits Asbestos Shingle*

J-M Mastic Flooring

J-M Waterproofing Material*

J-M Cold Water Paint

J-M Tranche A*be*toa Wood

J-M Lighting Systems

J-M Insulating Felt* and Paper*

J-M Cork Floor Til.

J-M Acouitical Correction

J-M Asbestos Moving Picture Machine Booth*

J-M Pipe Covering*

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.

New York and every large city 3159

 

Made Exprtssly for

Hospitals and Institutions—Y. M. C. A. Use

THE ENGLANDER

FOLD-UP BED

No. 155

A compact, comfortable Bed that haa the appearance of^
an enamel bed when In use, but can be folded into a very

small apace. One that is ideal for institutions or the sleeping
porch. When opened as a bed, It is 74 inches long and 30
inches wide, with both head and foot end to keep bedding and
pillows in place, which fold under when not in uae. Absolutely

sanitary.
Send for Illustrated booklet of all the Englander Specialties

5TERN FA.CTO*\Y

L3USfi TERMINAL

^OOKLYN.N.V

 

.^f^AWESTEPM FACTORY ffl

'''61 5-625 W- 39T±i.ST.

CHICAGO, ILLS

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers.
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Dlt§ PLUMBliG

MOTT'S PLUMBING FIXTURES WILL BE INSTALLED THROUGHOUT

The New

Union Branch

Y. M. C. A.

Bronx

New York City

L. E. JALLADE, Architect

The cornerstone of

this magnificent

building was laid by

Mr. Geo. W. Perkins,

May gth. It will

cost, with land and

equipment, $465,000.

The J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS, Fifth Ave. & 1 7th St., NEW YORK

 

 

Beautiful Y. M. C. A. Buildings

Throughout the Country

Finished With

Standardized Finishes

ELASTICA FLOOR FINISH, The Per

fect Floor Varnish, made to withstand the

hard usage to which floors are subjected.

Shattuck & Hussey, Chicago, Architects.
D. F. Shea, Nashua, Painter. Combines quick and hard drying properties,

without sacrificing elasticity or durability.

SATINETTE WHITE ENAMEL, The Perfection of White Enamel, com

bining elasticity, hardness and durability. Does not turn yellow with age.

Manufactured by

New York Chicago London San Francisco Toronto

International Varnish Co., Ltd., Toronto

Y. M. C. A. Building, Nashua N. H.

Chic

8 Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers.
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THLWORKOr

LM.G.5TICKLLY

SUBSTANTIAL FUR

NITURE, for ™mCA.

WRITL FOR OUR NEW

CATALOG AND LLT

US RLFLR YOU TO

THLYM.C.A.HOMLS

VLHAVLFURNISHLQ

SHOPS AT

FAYLTTLVILLL.N.Y.

NLW YORKOrFICL

8I5MARBRI&GLBLM
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FINANCIAL LOSS

through dishonesty may easily be avoided. This

Company issues a fidelity bond covering officers

and employees of the Y. M. C. A. at a cost of

only 25c. per $100. Write for specimen bond to

the Soliciting Division of the

AMERICAN SURETY COMPANY

OF NEW YORK 100 BROADWAY

THE LARGEST SURETY COMPANY IN THE WORLD

Branches at

larger cities

More than 13,500

agencies elsewhere

 

Steel NeedNot Rust!

Wood Need Not Rot!

NorConcrete Dust 7

The authority of Toch accomplishment is back of

every claim made for

JL1 M MAZ PRESERVATIVE
MMCM&BR ITS WAT{ QPROOF ""^ m w * m. m m w ^—'

JVJT.TF7 Paints*»°Compounds

Woolworth Building. New York

Cass Gilbert, Architect Thompson Starrett Co., Builders
Gunvald Aus, Consulting Engineer

Steel work and metal lath coated with "R. I. W." 110 and "R. I. W." 112 to
prevent rust, corrosion and electrolysis. Concrete waterproofed with "R. I. W."
Toxement (Pnt'd). "R. I. W." Verte Antique was used on the stately copper dome.
Floors prevented from "dustlnjr," crumbling and dlKlntegratlng; by "R. I. W.**
Cement Filter and Onient Floor Paint (Pat\l). Write for a copy of Toch Specifi
cations for Structural Steel or Cement Work.

TOCH BROTHERS Established 1848 320J Fifth Ave.. N. Y.

/nccn(or» and Manufacturers of Preservative Paints, Varnishes and Enamel*

Works: Long Inland City, N. Y., and Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers.
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SHOWERS

WITH THE INCOMPARABLE

NIEDECKEN MIXER

INSURE SAFETY, ECONOMY and SATISFACTION

Installation*:

DETROIT Y. M. C. A.

B06TON "

CLEVELAND "

DES MOINES "

RICHMOND, VA.,"

MILWAUKEE "

N.Y. CENT. R.R. " etc., ate

The two largest shower Installations')
In the world equipped {

with
Nledecken Mixers

("Cleveland

Hotels ) 700

Statler ) Detroit

I 800

Hoffmann&Billings Mfg. Co.

Milwaukee, U. S. A.

Write for Bulletin A. 5

Is Your Hot Water Supply Satisfactory ?

Are you getting at all

times all the Hot Water

you want and as hot as

you want it? When ALL

your showers are in use

at once and everybody

wants hot water; do they

get it?

If not, would you be

interested in a proposition

which would guarantee

you all the hot water you can use?

No ifs or buts or any reservations or conditions of any kind ; simply all the hot

water you can use, whenever and as hot as you want it or no pay.

Our system is in use in the Detroit, Poughkeepsie, Brooklyn Naval Branch, Glens

Falls, Rome, and many other Y. M. C. A. buildings.

For further information address

BENJ. F. KELLEY & SON

 

The Keller Hot Water Service and Storage Heater

25 CHURCH STREET NEW YORK

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers. 11
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A CLEAN SWIMMING POOL

MEANS—MORE NEW MEMBERS—

It helps your boys get new members

and will promote good fellowship,

health and sanitation among your

present members.

A penny postal brings our book on

Filtering Water—by Messrs. Kenni-

cott and Jewell, America's foremost

authorities on Water Filtration—it's

free but valuable and will give you

facts that will save you unnecessary

expense in your swimming pool.

The Kennicott Co.

Mfr. of Water Filters and Softeners

Main Office

Corn Exchange

CHICAGO

 

NEW YORK CITY

2072 Hudson Terminal Bldg.

Phone Cortland 3243

 

We make a

specialty of

Tiling for

Y. M. C. A.

Bathi

The Mosaic Tile Company, of Zanctville, Ohio
New York Office. 30 Wert 24th Street

12 Pleaae mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers.
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NOW IS THE TIME

to select your Bible study courses ;

we have the best material available

Here are a few of the 132 books described in our special Bible

Study catalogue.

It will pay you to thoroughly examine our list before deciding on

the courses for your Fall work. Our books are written by specialists

in work for all classes of men and boys. You will find just what you

want.

On request we will tend a returnable copy of any of these books for examination.

TEACHING OF BIBLE CLASSES cioth .75

E. F. SEE, Revised and Enlarged by W. D. Murray.

An enlightening statement of the principles of teaching as they apply to instruction in the Bible, i he
teacher, the student and the lesson are thoroughly discussed. Valuable sections on questioning and illus
trating, and on the teacher's preparation and relation to the student.

BIBLICAL FACTS AND HISTORY Pap*, .20; cioth .35

DE PUY-TRAVIS.

A course of twenty-six lessons—four introductory, seven on the Old Testament, thirteen on the Life of
Christ and the early church, and a review and questions for examination. Twenty maps and charts.

LEADERS OF ISRAEL Paper .so,- cioth .7s

GEORGE L. ROBINSON.

A strong course of studies in the Old Testament. The character of Israel's leading men and the history
of that people from Abraham to Christ are portrayed. Twenty-five lessons with many maps and charts of
peculiar interest and value.

GREAT EVENTS IN THE LIFE OF CHRIST cioth .««

JAMES McCONAUGHY.

Twenty-five studies covering the principal events of the gospels in their logical order. The course gives
illuminating comment, asks searching questions and suggests application to everyday living. Illustrated with
choice pictures of incidents in Christ's life.

INTRODUCING MEN TO CHRIST cioth .so

W. D. WEATHERFORD.

From the first study on Entrance into the Christian Life to the last on Helping Men to Solve Difficulties
about Christ, this book has an appeal that will convince men that religion is not a thing apart, but absolutely
normal and knit up with the ordinary processes of our lives.

LIFE OF ST. PAUL cioth .eo

A. G. LEACOCK.

This book not only gives a striking picture of the greatsouled Paul as he carried on the work of
spreading the Gospel in the face of tremendous difficulties, but it is a great help in getting an adequate idea
of the formation and work of the early church.

ASSOCIATION PRESS EK,"?,'^

East 28th Stmt

Row, E.C

14 Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing- to advertise™.
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HERE are three more Y. M. C. A. Build

ings in which The Webster System of

Steam Heating has been installed.

There can be but one explanation of the

fact that this particular system of heating

has the unqualified approval of many well-

known Y. M. C. A. architects—

THE WEBSTER SYSTEM

of Steam Heating

meets every need.

It will be to the interest of every Asso

ciation that intends to build, to send for our

new 88-page catalog, "The Webster Modu

lation System of Steam Heating." It con

tains descriptions and illustrations of the

Webster Appliances that are used in connec

tion with The Webster Modulation System,

as well as much valuable information on the

subject of Steam Heating.

Your architect or engineer ii assured

of the heartiest kind of co-operation. Our

representatives will gladly call at any time

and present to your Building Committee

the details of a proposition which should

be of unusual interest to you.

WARREN WEBSTER & CO.

ESTABLISHED 1888

CAMDEN, N. J.

Branch Office* in Principal Cities

Y . M. O. A. North Branch, Phlla., Pa.

 

The Bull Dog Magazine Binder

Q Is especially adapted for reading room use as the

magazine is held securely, locked in with a key, and

cannot be removed by anyone except the keyholder.

tj The magazine is not mutilated in any way, and

the printing at the binding edge may be read per

fectly.

Send for illustrated catalog giving full deteription

GAYLORD BROS.

508 South Clinton Street Syracuse, New York

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers.
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Y. M. C. A. Requirements

Demand

That the interiors are painted

so as to insure

A -dull toned wall finished in ap

proved colors.

An absolutely washable surface.

An economical, durable finish
that need not be removed to re

paint.

A non-porous yet elastic surface
that offers no lodgment for f?erm-

laden dust particles.

In other words—

Patek'sEgshelcote

The standard, washable

dull finish oil paint

Meets all requirements, is easily and quickly
applied, has no offensive odor and is non-poison
ous. Made in 12 approved colors and white.

Cheaper than Lead and Oil— Better by Far

USED NATIONALLY WITH SATISFACTORY RESULTS

FREE TRIAL QUANTITY. A quantity
sufficient to make a thorough trial sent gratis

on request.

ASK FOR COLOR CHART AND FREE SAMPLE

Patek Brothers M!k!?r. Milwaukee

 
Every Secretary

should have an American 3-WAY

Prism catalog on file, for sooner or

later he will make up his mind that

it is cheaper to have daylight in that

dark room than to light it artificially,

and then it is more healthful.

Are you in need of new sidewalk

or ash lift doors? Attention now

may prevent an accident.

Whether you need it or not send

for a catalog now.

American 3 -Way Prism Co.

Main Office and Factory

La Porte, Indiana

Western Office

Chicago. Illinois

Eastern Office and Factory

New York, N. Y.

 

* CHEMO

Tbe Great

Insect auri < ierin

Destroyer

 

CHEMO

The Great

Insect and Germ Destroyer

Kills instantly Bed Bugs, Roaches, Moths, etc.

Destroys the LARVAE or EGGS of ALL INSECTS.

A THOROUGH Deodorizer, Disinfectant and Germi

cide. Excellent for spraying toilets, etc.

Now being used by upwards of 200 branches of the

Y. M. C. A.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES

CHEMO COMPANY

Manufacturers of

Disinfectants, Liquid Soap, Sweeping Powder, etc.

CHEMO BUILDING BUFFALO, N. Y.

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers.
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THE SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY OF S&ffiftfsSig?"8

In this School of Theology the courses of study extend through three years. The Blbllo-eentric curriculum has
been framed with the college graduate in mind.

In accordance with the organising principle of the School as a whole, the basis of training is direct, intensive,
and comprehensive study of the Bible in the mother tongue. However, tbe curriculum includes a due proportion of
study in the usual correlated departments of theological training.

Of the 1,327 required hours in the School of Theology, .".8, or a little less than one-half, are devoted to direct,
systematic, progressive Bible study. In addition to the required hours, 11*7 hours must be elected, making 1524 hours
in all.

Condensation and effectiveness In presentation have been carefully studied so that the enlarged place given to
Bible study may not impair the efficiency of other disciplines.

Some of the lecturers on llomlletics are: Dr. D. J. Burreil, Dr. J. II. Jowett, Dr. C. I-. Goodell, Dr. J. M.
Farrar. and Dr. Cornelius Woelfkln.

Graduates are now in the ministry of over twelve denominations.
In addition to the School of Theology this institution conducts the following: The School of Religious Pedagogy,

with a course of three years; the School of Missions, with a course of two years; and the School for Bible Teachers,
with a course of two years. In these schools also college training or its equivalent is required for entrance.

For the new catalogue udtlresH the 1'rvHdent

BIBLE TEACHERS TRAINING SCHOOL 541 Lexington Avenue, New York

GAMES

HEADQUARTERS

We thip promptly at lowest price*,

complete equipment, euppliet or re

pair*, for every game used.

"CUE-ROQUE" TABLES

BILLIARD TABLES

SHUFFLE BOARDS

CHECKER TABLES

BANQUET TABLES

DRAWING TABLES

PING PONG TABLES

BOWLING SUPPLIES

CHECKERS AND CHESS

GAME BOARDS

A»k for our new catalog.

The "Improved" Shuffle Board Co.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

BITU-MORTAR

Waterproofing and Damp-

proofing Compounds

Utedat

Wan-en, Penna. Y. M. C. A.

Portsmouth, Va. Y. M. C. A.

LOUIS E. IALLADK, Arch.

Writs for Booklet.

THE BITU-MORTAR

WATERPROOFING CO., Inc.

t, Contractor! & Manufacturer*

340 East 27th Street NEW YORK CITY

 

A WHITE GOODS YEAR

The demand for White Gym. Suits in association work

is unusually large this year. Our number seventy

White Khaki for Trousers, Juniors or Flappers leads

all material for satisfactory wear and is reasonable in price. You owe it

to yourself to send for samples and get prices. This is only one of

the manyi'rea/ good things we have in Gym. clothing.

ARTHUR JOHNSON & CO., 872 Broad St., NEWARK, N. J.

New Fall catalog ready for mailing Sept. 10th. Send for one.

We specialize on Y. M. C. A. Gym. wear.

Please mention ASSOCIATION M1CN when writing to advertisers.
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Attracts— Instructs

Entertains

Make your church activities as

effective as possible by install

ing a

Rausch [oml>

Ralopticon

The Perfect Stereopticon

THE BALOPTICON is now

equipped with a new, gas-Riled

Mazda lamp which equals the arc

lamp in power and consumes

much less current. It has brought

projection within everyone's

reach, being entirely automatic

and so simple that a child can

operate it. With this lamp our

small, compact models can be

used at forty or fifty feet from the

screen and give satisfactory illu

mination for a 9 or 1 0-foot pic

ture.

 

MODEL C (illustrated) for lan

tern slides is already in use in a

great many churches, Y.M.C.A.s

and class-rooms throughout the

country. Price $30.00—$47.50.

OTHER models to meet every re

quirement.

For lantern slides—$22 and up.

For post cards, photos, solid

objects, etc.—$35 and up.

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.

533 St. Paul Street Rochester, N. Y.

Leading Amrri an Makers of High Grada Optical Products

THE AMERICAN

STANDARD BIBLE

Edited by the American Revision Committee

 

The original manuscripts and tablets from which

the Bible was made were written In Hebrew and
Oieek. which in medieval times were translated and
copied by hand on parchment by the monks, and
the patiently illuminated Bibles of these medieval

monks doubtless served the needs of their time.

During the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries
many translations and revisions of the Bible were
made, the last of these revisions, known as the King
James Bible, was revised in 1611. Since then many
ancient manuscripts and tablets have been discov
ered, including the three most accurate and im
portant manuscripts in existence—The Vatican.
The Alexandrian and the Sinaitic—and as the Eng
lish language in the long interval had undergone
a great transformation—upwards of forty diction
aries of the English language having appeared since
1611—revision became once more necessary.

The work of Bible revision was begun in 1870 by
committees of prominent Biblical scholars in Great
Britain and the United States, who worked in co
operation until 1885, when the English Revised
Bible was published. The American Revision Com
mittee felt that sufficient time had not been given
to the work, so they continued their organization
until 1901, when thev completed their work and the

AMERICAN STANDARD BIBLE was published.

The great Religious Denominations recognize the merit*
of the American Standard Version by making it the bants
of all their explanatory notes In their Sunday School
lessons, and the new Graded Sunday School lessons for all
Sunday Schools are liased exclusively on the American
Standard Version, because it brings the plain reader into
closer contact with the thought of the original writers than
any Version in Christendom.

The American Standard Bible is made in over 200 styles
at prices from 35 cents up. find can be obtnlned of
all booksellers. Send at once for Interesting and in
structive booklet.

"The Wonderful Story of Hon the Bible Came

Down Throuifh the Aires"

THOMAS NELSON & SONS

Publishers for the American Revision Committee,

381 N. Fourth Avenue New York

26 Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers.
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Hidden Factors of Service

 

Records kept like this are practically

useless for the management of a busi

ness. Efficiency is impossible and funds

for improvement cannot be obtained.

 

Such methods result in a telephone line

which can give only poor service.

 

 

Records, statistics and accounts kept

like this are available for a complete

knowledge of the cost and efficiency of

each department of the business.

 

The result of such records is a telephone

line like this, which gives good service.

 

 

The subscriber knows the difference! He demands

a well-informed, intelligent business management.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company

And Associated Companies

One Policy One System Universal Service

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers. 27
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Keep Your Pool in a Clean and Sanitary Condition

Our Re-Filtration System

Cleanses and Recirculates the Water in Your Pool

BR Ttrrs

1§M to 1

(LULft

 

Typical Three-Unit System Y. M. C. A. Type

POINTS OF SUPERIORITY

Three-Unit System

Filters washed with filtered water from the pool.

Water used in washing replaced by fresh city water,

which livens up the pool.

Duplicate Units—One filter can be out of commis

sion; there are two others to do the work.

Fool Proof—Cleaning process is accomplished by

moving one lever to a position limited by stop pin.

Design—Specially designed for Y. M. C. A. and

College Natatoriums.

Write for Descriptive Booklet

NORWOOD ENGINEERING CO., FLORENCE, MASS.

I'leaso mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers.
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SPEARMAN

Institution Shower

 

Especially designed

for Y. M. C. A. in

stallations. Equip

ped with the

SPEAKMAN

MIXING VALVE

and indestructible

Cast Brass Head,

with removable face

for cleaning.

Catalog sent upon

request.

G-995

Speakmah Supply and Pipe Ca

Rlveryiew Worlw

WILMINGTON, DEL.

 

H &H

Steel

Lockers

Our special con

struction adds

strength and makes

a much trimmer and

neater looking

locker than the old

rough angle iron re

inforcement. There are no

sharp edges to tear clothes.

"H & H" Lockers are made of
extra heavy gauge steel. The
three-point locking device is
positive—the workmanship per
fect in every detail—the finish
unusually handsome and dur
able. Made in every style to fit
all Y. M. C. A. requirements.

SELF SERVICE LOCKERS

also furnished where the locker
room is limited. Small square
steel boxes, six or seven tiers
high, for holding gym clothes-
regular lockers forstreet clothes.

Write for I.ocker Catalog.

The Hart & Hutchinson Co.

"Dept. 4"
New Britain, Conn.

 

Chelsea Y.M.C.A., Walter Atherlon, Architect, Boston

'I

This building is soundproofed with

Cabot's Deafening "Quilt

"the most perfect deadener made." Not a mere felt
or paper, but a thick, quilted cushion which absorbs
and dissipates the sound waves. Proof against
raotbs, vermin, and decay, snd unlnflsmmable.

Sample of Quilt, sent on request, free.

Samuel Cabot, Inc., Mfg. Chemists, Boston, Mass.

1133 Broadway, N. Y. 24 West Kinzie St., Chicago

Affenti All Over the Country
Cabot's Creosote Stains, Stucco and Brick Stains,

"Quilt," Coneervo Wood Preservative.
Dampprooftng.

TEN-YEAR GUARANTEED

Inner Braced furniture

Never Has A Loose Joint

Catalogue Explains

THEINNERBRACED

FURNITURE CO.

Elkhart. Indiana

Inviiibly

SlrrlReinformlAsA

Modern Building

Chair HtidinJ w '/Ton

 

WHY? BECAUSE !

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers. 29
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Planning to Paint

or Re-decorate

This Fall?

Now is the time to decide what finish

and colors you'll use. Don't wait

and act on impulse at the last min

ute, for these are matters of too much

importance to the occupants of your

building. Begin your planning now

and you'll be amply repaid in the re

sults you get.

Since the walls and ceilings have so

much to do with the appearance of

your building, they should have first

attention. Finish them the sanitary

way—with

 

"^W High Standard

There is not only richness and rare

beauty in the simple elegance of Mel-

lotone, but you get the utmost in

serviceability.

Walls 'finished with Mellotone can be

kept spotlessly clean by frequent

washing with soap and water. Mel

lotone does not fade and holds its

beauty for years. It is well adapted

to withstand hard usage.

Mellotone is economical for two rea

sons: It covers more surface per

gallon than other finishes and wears

much longer. Ask us for full in

formation about this popular finish.

There is a Lowe Brothers paint, var

nish, enamel or stain for every pur-

pose.

The Lowe Brothers Company

Paintmakers—Varnishmakers

477 East Third St., Dayton, Ohio

BOSTON

KANSAS CITY

JERSEY CITY

MINNEAPOLIS

CHICAGO

TORONTO

IS-

f OCKER f OCKS

 

Keyed and

Keyless

Simple, Durable,

Reliable, Dust and

RustProof. Opened

by sight, feeling or

sound in three

No. 34

"STANDARD TIME"
 

"STANDARD TIME"

Over 1,000,000 in use and are giving fall

satisfaction. When attached to metal

doora they are guaranteed for io years

against everything except fire and abuse.
 

8501

FLAT KEYED LOCKER LOCK

Can be furnished in several thousand

changes master keyed. If strength, dura

bility and security is wanted, specify this

lock.

Ask your locker manufacturer for prices.

To Physical Directors we will supply

free samples of any of the above and full

particulars.

MILLER LOCK CO.

PHILADELPHIA, • U, S A.

30 Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers.
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Ball Bearing—Long Wearing

"Silent

Smith"

New Model 8

ONE of the greatest retail merchants of the country built his business

upon the maxim—"The customer is always right." This prin

ciple has been followed in the manufacture of the

L. C Smith & Bros. Typewriter

The wants of the user have dictated its construction. The user has decided

in favor of certain improvements, now incorporated in the New Model 8.

Here are some of them:

Silence of Operation—The most silent running efficient typewriter ever placed on the market.

Absolute silence has been very nearly attained.

Decimal Tabulator—A help in billing and tabulating. There is no extra charge for this con

venience.

Variable Line Spacer—Enables the operator to start on a given line and space from point of
starting; also to write on ruled lines whose spacing varies from typewriter spacing. A great help

in card work.

Faster Ribbon Feed—Insures new place of impact for each type face.

Choice of Carriage Return—Upon special order the new left hand carriage return will be fur

nished in place of the right hand.

All the important features of previous models have been retained—ball

bearing carriage, typebars and capital shift; back spacer, key controlled

ribbon, removable platen, protected type, flexible paper feed and automatic

ribbon reverse.

Write for new catalog of Model 8 It will explain why the

L. Cm Smith & Bros, typewriter is a synonym for superior service

L. C. SMITH & BROS. TYPEWRITER COMPANY

Branches in all principal cities. Factory and Home Office: SYRACUSE, N. Y.

New Double-locked Magazine Binders, Patented.

 

Price

$1.00

2000 sold

Style A.

Im. leather back.
Still sides. Li
brary Bnekram.

 

Price

$1.50

nearly too* soul

Style C.

■enulne leather
back and

eoroeri. stiff
aides, cloth.

 

Price

$2.00

arar 5000 sole

Style D.

solid fezlble
roll black Oow-
hlde, Wslrtu

train.

Prices include S lines geld atamplnc and Impression of Aaan. Die.
also make Pass Cases, Wallets and Poi

Cheaper Unas for Boys' Department.
a. Wallets and Portfolios.

Patented hlnfe-bark metal and Patented tubea to each style.

We

Private lock and steal key.

Buchan Sales Co., Factory and Head office: 320 Market St., Newark, N. J., U.SA.

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers. 81
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LEARN TO SWIM

 

BY ONE TRIAL

AYVAD'S WATER WINGS

With them anyone can swim or float. A J" /Z^WLt
Supports from 50 to 25o pounds. AyVadsyr#Y^er-V)f!?^

Weighs 3 ounces. Takes up no more room

than a pocket handkerchief.

Great Sport in the Water

Ayvad's Water-Wings WE HAVE TWO GRADES

No. i. Plain, sells at 25 cents each.

No. 2. Variegated Colors, better quality

and finish, sell at 35 cents each.

Ayvad Manufacturing Co., Hoboken, N. J.

NOTE TO SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS—The Water-Wings will be found ex

ceedingly useful in teaching beginners; they do not give false security, but merely

hold the person up while acquiring style of stroke.

 

When you specify

STEEL CLOTHES LOCKERS

for your Y. M. C. A., Club, School, or

for any other use, specify

HESS, STYLE B.

There are many reasons why this locker Is most suitable for
all clothes locker purposes. We can't say much here, and

what we might say In print wouldn't convince you to any
great extent.

BUT WE WILL SHOW YOU

If you are buying or specifying lockers we will deliver, RIGHT
IN TOUR OFFICE, free of all expense to you, charges pre
paid, a finished sample showing the construction and finish

of our lockers. You can examine It carefully and return 11
at our expense, the carrying charges to be paid at this end.
Then you'll know what GOOD lockers are like. You can

see and test our FRAMELESS CONSTRUCTION, NEW
WELDED, TUBULAR PANEL DOOR, without a rivet or
bolt showing—the NEW iTEEL PIVOT HINGES and REIN
FORCED CORNERS—YALE LOCKS, BEAUTIFUL BAKED

ENAMEL FINISH. In fact, you'll see a
at a low class price, which wlT
BAY TES, we'll do the rest

FREE BOOKLETS

Hess Warming and VentilatingCompany

1225 Tacoma Bldg., Chicago, Illinois

 

32 Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers.
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SAMPSON BATH TOWEL R.i . Bath Tow.l
 The Sampson Bath Towels

are the strongest, best and most durable
bath towels made. Sold only by

THE H. W. BAKER LINEN CO
Outfitters for Y. M. C. A 'S

Sheets and Pillow Cases, Blankets, Bed
Spreads, Table Linens, Napkins, Towels,

201x41 $3.00 par aoi.

752

So. Los Angeles St.

LOS ANGELES

CAL.

Y. M. C. A. HUCK TOWELS

 

13Jc. yd.

17x32 SI 25 dot.

Ospt. L.
41 WORTH
STREET

NEW YORK

N-300
 

18x36 $1.50 dsz.

EUREKA LINEN FIRE HOSE

Good Hose Is Like Good Ammunition

It allows you to protect yourself to the best of

your ability.

Many a building and stock has been saved

through the foresight of its owners who took the

trouble to select proper hose and by the same token

many a disastrous fire has been made disastrous

through the failure of hose at a critical time.

The average hose laid on racks for years without

any other care fails when needed.

The causes for this are mildew and decay. Eureka Linen Fire Hose is

proof against mildew and rot. Is woven in a circular form and lined with

the finest Para rubber.

Time and "racking" will not affect its usefulness.

Send for our catalogue and you will see a number of varieties, but all are

of superior quality.

□ □ □ □

EUREKA FIRE HOSE MFG. CO.

27-29 BARCLAY STREET NEW YORK

 

The Keyless Lock

Binder

Is made

with an

entirely

 

THE

LIBRARY

MAGAZINE

HOLDER

Made to last and sold

with a guarantee

Sample of either for examination sent to any part

of the United States postage paid

Postal request brings information

 

WM. G. JOHNSTON & CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
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FOR over three genera

tions Utica sheets have

stood every test of wear and

laundering.

The twisted round thread

used in weaving the Utica

fabric is one reason for the

remarkable durability of

tTliICA

Sheets and

PaliUw Cases

Established 1848. Times change,

but " Utica " remains a Standard

The economy of using Utica

Sheets has been recognized for

years by the leading hotels and

hospitals, as well as by the best

families.

Utica Sheets are manufactured

in any size required, put up in

sanitary dust proof packages,

laundered ready for use.

You can also buy Utica sheet

ings by the yard in all widths.

Sold by dry goods stores everywhere

Our Mohawk is a good sheet,

not quite so heavy as Utica

UTICA STEAM & MOHAWK VALLEY
COTTON MILLS Utica, N. Y,

'I

THE LOSS OF

GARMENTS

through mistake and theft is

entirely eliminated where the

BACKUS LOCKING GAR

MENT HOLDERS are used.

They are a necessary part of the

equipment of every public build

ing. The check is the key and

no two keys are alike.

 

FOR COATS, HATS AND

UMBRELLAS

BACKUS NOVELTY CO.

SMETHPORT, PA.

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertise™.
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PYROBAR GYPSUM TILE

Fire-protects the New Y. M. C. A. Building at Brockton, Mass.

PYROBAR was

chosen because it

possesses fourteen

distinct points of

superiority over

hollow clay tile.

It is the logical

fire-proofing ma

terial.

Transmits to the

opposite surface

from the fire side

not over 212° F.

 

40% lighter than

clay tile. Dead

weight is dead loss.

60% more effec

tive in preventing

sound transmis

sion than clay tile.

Alterations quick

ly, easily, eco

nomically made.

All secretaries con

templating new con

structions or altera

tions will be gladly

furnished complete

data

Y. M. C. A. Building, Brockton, Mass.

UNITED STATES GYPSUM COMPANY

"The World's Largest Producers of Gypsum Products"

NEW YORK CLEVELAND CHICAGO MINNEAPOLIS KANSAS CITY SAN FRANCISCO

 

GYMNASTIC

APPARATUS

STEEL LOCKERS

Write for the catalog in which you are

interested. Our book "The Planning

of a Gymnasium" or literature describ

ing "The Kansas Citv Locker System"

will be mailed on request.

FRED MEDART MFG. CO.

GYMNASIUM OUTFITTERS ST. LOUIS, MO.

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers. 35
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. »M0i 1.4.1.
3>WEi ) 4

moo
n T JICHSOM .

Y. M. C. A. and Church

Changeable Ad-Signs

For Indoor and Outdoor Bul
letins—

SOMETHING NEW — POR
CELAIN TILE LRTTERS
AND NUMBERS.

Our Signs brinjr wonderful
results.

LOOSE LETTERS SUPPLIED
TO SUIT YOUR OLD FIX
TURES, also NAMES FOR
LOCKERS.

Send for sample.

I The Cambridge Tile Mfg. Co.

2 & 4 W. 19th St., Work!

New York Covington, Ky.

Y. M. C. A.

Established

44 Years
o«?rof BOWLING

SUBJECT TO RULES

KELLER PRINTING CO.

722 Broadway, New York

TICKETS IN ROLLS

Member Y. M. C. A. 42 Years

 

No. 10
Steel Standard

Folding

Chair

STEEL

Construction solves the
breakage problem in

FOLDING CHAIRS

Will outlast wood chairs for
years.

Non-Breakable—Sanitary

Write for price.

We manufacture STEEL

Desks for general and com
mercial classrooms; Opera
Chairs, Park Settees.

STEEL FURNITURE CO.

1485 Buchanan Ave., S. W.,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

 

Hotel

Sherman

Randolph Street at Clark

Moderate charges for
luxurious accommodations

Seven hundred and fifty rooms—each
with bath—at two dollars a da/ and
up. Prices average one dollar less per
day than those of any other hotel in
America operated on an equal plane of
excellence. In the heart of the city.

Home of the famous College Irm.

RATES AT HOTEL SHERMAN

Single with bath—$2.00. $2.50. $3.00,

$3.50, $4.00. Double with bath—

$3.50, $4.00, $5.00, $6.00. Suites—
$5.00 to $15.00. 

 

jfaoftet/ //It Sayv)/ ani^/ai/JutcoyiJL/ tfeltU, ^fJauramU.

QuicLjuneA QiatliahmtnU^odaJounUiwt, thjyt/tm^tai/tt/iti

«V5f«r /foneer Quick.Junc£ aniJotiajountai,

LOCK-STUB CHECK CO.

BUSH TERMINAL, 263 36th ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Chicago Office 22 Quincy Street

Address all communications to the main office
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Ready Reference Index

Lines of Special Interest to Y. M. C. A's.

Annunciators, Electric

Aprons snd Coats —
Walteri' and Walt-
reea'

Artificial Palme and
Plants

Bathroom Needs
Bad Coverings — all

kinds
Billiard and Pool Sup

plies
Blankets
Bowling Alley Sup

plies
Brass and Iron Beds

Cafeteria Equipment

Carpets and Bnis
Cash Banisters
Otaslrs—sU kinds
Checks—all kinds
Chess and Checkers
Chinaware—Plain

and Decorated

Clocks
Clubroom Supplies

- Coat and Hat-Racks
Coffee Urns
Cooking Utensils
Coolers—all kinds
Counters—Rests urant.

Cafeteria and Soda
Fountain

Curtains — and fix
tures

Cuspidors
Cnt Olaaa
Cutlery

Desks

Dlnlns Boom aVlulp-
ment

Dish Washers—Hand
and Power

Electrical Snppllea

Fane— Electric, Belt
and Water Motor

Fire Extinguishers
Folding Cots
Furniture

♦Jlansware—Hotel. Res
taurant and Instl

Hesters—Water

Hat Drink Supplies

Ios Boxes
lea Oraaxs Freesell

Janitor and Porter Snp
pllea

Kitchen Utensils and
Equipment

Lace Curtains
Lamps and Supplies
Laundry Equipment
Lawn Furniture

Lockers—Steel
Luncheonettes

Mantles—Gas and Gas
oline

Mstchee—Safety

Match Stands
Mattings—Grass. Steel

and Rubber
Mattresses, Pillows

and Springs

Mirrors
Mops and Mop

Wringers

Office Supplies

Pictures

Plants—Artificial

Polishes—all kinds

Ranges
Refrigerators

Rugs

Safes and Cash Boxes

Sanitary Cups
Sheets. Spreads and
Pillow Cases

Show Cases
Silverware

8ods Fountains and
Snppllea

Steam Tables

Table Cloths. Napkins
and Dollies

Toilet Room Supplies

Towels

Trays—all kinds

Uniforms — Bell Boys'.
Elevator M a n'a.

0 o o k a*. Porters'
and Ushers'

U r n a — Chocolate.
Coffee and Water

Vacuum Cleaners

Water Filters
Window Shades and

Ourtslns
Wire
Work

Writ* for Catalog No. KU

albEBT PICK^COMPan

CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO

HUDSON NAVIGATION COMPANY

Hudson River

Night Lines

New York—Albany—Troy

"ALL SAIL, NO RAIL"

Peoples Line Citizens Line

DAILY SERVICE

STEAMERS

BERKSHIRE C. W. MORSE

(New)

ADIRONDACK

Leave New York, Pier 32, North River, foot Canal
Street, 6:00 p. m., West 132nd Street, 6:45 p. m.

Returning, leave Albany, 8:00 p. m.

STEAMERS

TROJAN RENSSELAER

Leave Pier 32, North River, foot Canal Street, 10:00
p. m.; W. 132nd St., 10:30 p. m.

Returning, leave Troy, 8:00 p. m.

Steamers stop at Albany in either direction.
9:00 p. m.f southbound; 9:00 a. tn., northbound.

SUNDAY DAY TRIPS

Steamers Rensselaer and Trojan operate Sundaya,
between New York and Albany, making landings at
West 132nd Street, New York, Poughkecpsie and
Kingston Point.

Leave Pier 32, North River, foot of Canal Street,
8:45 a. m.. and West 132d Street at 9:15 a. m.;

due Albany, 8:15 p. m. Leave Albany,
9:00 a. m.; due New York, 8:30 p. m.

Direct connectiona at Albany and Troy with The
Delaware and Hudson, New York Central and Hudson
River, Boston and Albany, and Boaton and Maine Rail
roads, for all pointa North, East and West. At New
York with all railroada and with coastwise and Trans-
Atlantic Steamships.

"The Popular Searchlight Route"

TO OR FROM

Lake George, Saratoga, Adirondack's, Hotel

Champlain and the North, Sharon Springs,

Cooperstown, Niagara Falls, The Thousand

Islands and St. Lawrence River

R. M. MUCH, Pattenger Traffic Manager

PIER 32, N. R., NEW YORK

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers.
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TROPHY
 

No. G-M

llliitrttloi Exact Slzi. Dipt. w.

SHIELDS

L Special Y. M. C. A.

MEDALS

With or without
emblem, any initial.
For ALL POPULAR
QAMES, aa low aa
IS.7S PER 8ET OF
THREE.
including engraving

to 25 letters on
each, ribbons and
Individual boxes.

Wm Schridde

SS8 W. Madisoa SI.

CHICAGO

When IN BUFFALO STOP at

The

MEN'S HOTEL

Pearl and Genesee Streets

Roomi for 350 Men

FIREPROOF MODERN

50 cents and 75 oenta per Night

THE ATLANTIC HOTEL SUPPLY

COMPANY

Carrying a Full Line of the Finest Cuts st

Prime Beef

All Supplies In ths Fresh Meat Line.

RIBS, SHORT LOINS, ETC

LAMB, MUTTON, VEAL AND PORK CUTS

For Hotels, Clubs and Restaurant*.

C R. MACDONALD, Manage*

Telephone 8*71, 3672 Chelsea.

171 Hudson Street New York City

Cor. 14th St. and Ninth Ave.

 

OIL CITY BOILER WORKS. Oil City, Pa.

French Cooking

Ranges,SteamTables,

Coffee Urns, Etc., Etc.

BRAMHALL DEANS

COMPANY

263 W. 36th St., New York City

ISAAC PITMAN SHORTHAND

THE BEST SYSTEM

"I wish to stats that while I am familiar, and bars been
teaching Are different Pltmanlc systems, also one of the
light-line systems, I consider the Isaac Pitman System the
beat In existence."—F. B. Btyffrau, reooaar of Itut
Pitman'i Shorthand. Welt Bid* T. M. O. A.. A'evi York.

Write for a free copy of the "Shorthand Teacher."

ISAAC PITMAN & SONS, 2 West 45th Street. New York

FABER FOLDING ORGANS

are absolutely the best and most up-to-date on
the market. Electric Light, Steel Music Rack
and Stool all within the organ. Send for Illus
trated Catalog'
HOMO FABER. 53 W. Jackson Blvd., Depl Ml. Chics**

ATWATER'S PATENT

LIBRARY NEWSPAPER file

LI C HTEST,N EATEST. BEST.

OHBAP—DCBABLS. Write let Pries List '

H. ATWATKR CO., Protfdanca, R. I.

ML Y. If. C A., Cliftoa Forge. Vs., Sept. M, '11.
Gem11ernem: The "Ideal best AIL"

J. W. M. Pane*. Office Sea.

IDEAL NEWSPAPER FILE COMPANY

U. S. A. Adrian, Michigan

SANITARY

PATENT ERASER

 

The"SANITARY" ERASER include
adjustable metal Holder, 3 inches lone

of Rubber \iby Yi inch wide,
inch thick, of a
of the Holder.

and length neatly thai

Two Rubbers of beat quality are made, one
for Typewriter and Ink, one for Pencil.
These Rubbers last six months to a year,
the Holder a'"

By slight pressure, at the loop end.
robber is fed down until used. Its h

I edre allow* a letter or line to be erased with>-

I out injuring another.

Well Made — Easy Ta Operate — They Always Work

EVERYBODY should have this NEW ERASER

Price 10V each. Refills %i each. All Statioaera,

By mail 24 extra — State whether Typewriter or PenciL

Booklets of our "O.K." Paper Fasteners, Letter Openers or. Erasers

Free. The 0. K. Msaoiactariag Co.. Syracuse. N. T., U.S.A.

38 Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to adverUserm.
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Make Church Rooms

Fit the Occasion

Transform large auditorium in

to several separate small rooms

and back into one large room

in the simplest and most effect-

way and as quickly as de

sired. Most economical and

satisfactory utilization of

floor space yet devised,

 

Fitted to

New or Old Buildings

Over 30,000 in use in Churches,

Schools and Public Build

ings; very durable, easily

operated, sound proof.

Holl overhead or at side,

with or without Black

board surface. Send for

Partition Catalogue 5-C"

SOMETHING FOR. EVERY
TheJ. G.WILSON Corporation, 8W4Qth St.,6Yeu> >6r^

Building
Also Venetian Blinds. Rolling Steel Shutters. Etc.

F. WEBER & CO.

Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers

 

Drawing Room Requisites

Mathematical Instruments

Largest Assortment and Finest Qualities

Surveying Instruments

F. W. & Co. 's

Waterproof Drawing Inks

superior in quality to any drawing ink on the market

Artists' Materials

Special Raits lo Y. M. C. A. Students and Classes
Write for Catalogue

1125 CHESTNUT STREET

PHILADELPHIA

Ninth and Washington Avenue, ST. LOUIS, MO.
227 Park Avenue, BALTIMORE, MD.

 

CLEAN DISHES
are just as essential for the health of your mem
bers as any of the many other precautions you
are constantly providing.

THE FEARLESS DISHWASHER

makes you absolutely safe from danger of germs
being carried by unclean dishes, because—
The water in the rinse is kept fresh and clean

by a forceful continuous flow.
Perfect sterilizing is assured by the dishes being

in the water all the time 180 to 190 degrees.

Our Complete Line
of band and electric dishwasher is illustrated and
described in our new catalog. Write for a copy.

We send it FREE.

FEARLESS DISHWASHER CO., Inc.

In Business 13 Years

137 CoWIn Street Rochester, N. Y.

 
SANITATION

■PFIOKNCT SANITATION

CHEAPER BETTER SAFER

THAN THAN THAN

CAKE CAKE CAKE

SOAP SOAP SOAP

ANTISEPTOL

LIQUID

SOAP CO.

CHICAGO

 

World's Largest Exclusive Manufacturers of Liquid Soap

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing; to advertisers.
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Eliminate

Useless

Detail

At certain times of the day some

body, in every Association, is both

ered by continual demands for soap.

With an automatic Vending Ma

chine, you eliminate this petty labor,

and save time and temper.

Here is the Machine:

 

If you have not received particu

lars of our offer, write us today.

B.J. Johnson Soap Co., Inc.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Our institutional and industrial catalog

lists a "Soap for Every Purpose." Send

for it.

 

Loorais-Manning Filters

are different

Construction

To provide long life, ease in

handling, the ability to get them

into small spaces through re

stricted openings, these filters are

made of cast iron in sections. The

largest size filter can be taken

through an ordinary doorway.

There is practically no wear-out

to the cast iron since it is almost

impervious to the corrosive action

of water which attacks and eats

away steel.

The interior parts of this filter

are selected to resist the corrosion

to the highest degree and we have

gone to much careful investigation

to find what materials meet the

service requirements best.

The Controlling Valve is solid

bronze with nickel plated lever.

Galvanized iron pipe only is

used unless brass is desired.

The details of construction,

small but important features so

often overlooked, will surprise

anyone making a careful investi

gation of filters.

Loomis-Manning Filter

Distributing Company

1419 So. 37th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

EitablUhod 1880
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"SAFETY"

PROM FIRE SHOULD BE

YOUR FIRST CONSIDERATION

YORK SAFES

GIVE THE PROTECTION

Write for Catalogue E

It tells you why and all about our

FIRE PROOF SAFES

BURGLAR PROOF SAFES

PLATE SAFES

BANK VAULTS

and

VAULT DOORS

YORK SAFE &

LOCK CO.

55 Maiden Lane, New York.N. Y.

FACTORY AT YORK. PA.

CONVENIENCE

is the commander of the army of advan

tages.

EGRY

REGISTER

SYSTEMS

are convenient.

Yes, more than that—they are PROTEC

TIVE. The long arm of protection is ex

tended through the Egry System to all con

cerned in a transaction.

 

Acquaint yourself with precisely what the

EGRY will do for your Association by let

ting us tell you just how perfectly it will

operate in your business—how it will pro

tect you and give you convenience and

comfort, by simply asking us to tell you

about the

EGRY

ASSOCIATION

SYSTEM

No obligation—just a sincere desire on our

part to give you facts about the Egry—

you'll do the rest.

THE EGRY

REGISTER

COMPANY

Dayton, Ohio

 

Trade Mark (Reg.)

Say you saw us in
•ASSOCIATION MEN"
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Y. M. C. A. SUPPLIES AND SPECIALTIES

Y. M. C. A. HUCK HAND TOWELS, absorbent, strong, 17x32, $1.15 per dozen.

Y. M. C. A. HEAVY TURKISH BATH TOWELS, absorbent, 22x44, $2.85 per dozen.

BEST QUALITY ALL ELASTIC JOCK STRAPS, $3.00 per dozen in gross lots.

ELASTIC BANDAGES OF ALL KINDS.

PILLOW SUPS, SHEETS AND BED SPREADS. ALL SHADES.

Laundry Nets and Laundry Bags, All Weights and Sizes

SHOWER BATH CURTAINS AND BILLIARD TABLE COVERS.

Specialties for Individual Y.M.C.A. Requirements Madeto Order

 

Jock Straps

From Manufacturer
to L. DANZIGER, 337 Broadway, New York

 

Samplas
Supplied

THESE Y. M. C. A's!

Topeka, Kans.

R. R. Y. M. C. A.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Men's Hotel Dept.

Omaha, Neb.

Albany, N. Y.

W. Albany R. R. Y.

M. C. A.

Reading, Pa.

Big Springs, Tex.

R. R. Y. M. C. A.

Dayton, Ohio.

Spencer, N. C.

R. R. Y. M. C. A.

Cleveland, Ohio

Kansas City, Mo.

Washington, D. C.

Term. R. R. Dept.

and many others are using

Grandpa'sWonderTar

and

Besco Soaps

The Topeka, Kans., R R. Y. M. C. A. is

saving $200 a year by using the Y. M. C. A.

cakes of these two soaps. Ask them.

Please write us for prices and samples.

THE BEAVER SOAP CO.

Dayton, Ohio

Various Siiei

and Styles

value far

Most suitable

lockers far your

requirements.

Neat, highly

finished, ex

tremely strong

and free from

trouble giving

devices.

Installations

In use in Y. II.

C. A. buildings

substantiate our

claim.

Write far our

illustrated cata

log and let us

quoteyou prices.

Terrell's

Equipment Co.

Grasd Ripldi, Mid.

 

AreYou, Mr. Secretary, a Master Salesman?

Association work is salesmanship of a high order—-salesmanship of ideals, of privileges,

of character, of confidence in the Association. Every man and boy is a prospect.

THE NEW Y. M. C. A. SALESMANSHIP COURSE

is not only for night school classes, but for the Association staff. Sample lessons and

suggestions for handling a class will be sent on request. Address at once —

A. L. WARD (Chicago)

B. D. EDWARDS (Detroit)

J. W. McCANDLESS, Secy Y. M. C. A. Committee

Minneapolis, Minn.

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to
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Y. M. C. A. DIVAN

This Divanwas made especially for the

57th Street Branch of New York City.

The legs are bent so the end of the

spring will not injure the wall^

We are manufacturer* of Iron Beds, Mat

tresses and Pillows, and carry a large line of

Couch Coven.

F. A. HALL

44-50 East 19th Street

l SONS

New York City

B. MANDL

210-212 W. Madison St.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

MANUFACTURER OF

Men'*

Youths'

Boys' and

Ladies'

GYMNASIUM

CLOTHING

AND DEALER IN

ALL KINDS OF

Sporting Goods

Officially Endorsed by the

North American Gjrmoai-

tic Union.

rilawrstsi OtMUtm ssM
tntti star—mmHisiiia

 

 

Y. M. C. A. BED

HpHIS bed is designed and made ee-f

peciaUy for Y. M. C. A. use. The

frame work is made of heavy, strong

materials and is guaranteed for 25

years' normal use. We will furnish

either woven wire or National fabric.

The top of the mattress comes even

with the top of the head and foot

ends, so that it can be used as

A DIVAN BY DAY. A BED AT NIGH

We also furoleb the mattreee wbea detlred

FOSTER BROS. MFG. CO.

UTICA. N. T. ST LOUIS, MO.

As the World's Largest Manufacturers of

ASSEMBLY SEATING

we here illustrate an original design of one ef the

many popular models shown in our Booklet Q I. Many

designs of stationary seating in rich upholstering and

high-grade veneers are also shown in the stove took

Send floor sketch far

Free Seating Plan

American Seating Company

14 E. JACKSON BLVD.

Htm Tort

 

CHICAGO
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International

Young Men's Christian Association College

Springfield, Mass.

This College offers a three years' course of study for the secre

taryship, the physical directorship, the boys' work directorship and

county secretaryship.

The College has fifteen men on its faculty, a property valued at

$600,000 and a student body numbering 277 young men.

Catalog sent on request.

A Special Watch

" Something New for Timing "

Basket Ball, Water Polo, Foot

Ball, and Other Kindred Sports

Price $10.00

(GUARANTEED)

DIEGES & CLUST

JEWELERS AND MEDALISTS

21 and 23 John St., New York

By mentioning this advertisement a special dis
count of 10 per cent, will be allowed on this
watch.

FREE TRIAL.

 

We will furnish a

TWENTY-FIVE

DOLLAR

Complete

Assortment

•i

5 and 10 Cent

PURITAN CHOCOLATES

Sc
manufacturers

md 10c
of the

ofwell-known brands
Handsome "Fumed Oak" DIS

foremost
. all the

Gum with a
. _AY CASE, sub

ject to a 30 DAY TRIAL. Tastes differ widely,
and an assortment of goods is an absolute ■eces-
sifjr to realise the full benefits of this feature
in your association rooms.

We will make immediate shipment, freight pre
paid, to all points east of longitude 105*, on
advice, or will be pleased to famish farther infor
mation on request. Address

The Puritan Chocolate Company

Y. M. C. A. Dept. Cincinnati, Ohio

Cut Down Your Towel Expense

Eliminate laundry bills and cut down towel waste. Onliwon

Paper Towel Cabinets will do this. A new, clean towel for every

body—no danger of communicating disease.

ONLIWON CABINETS

Are easily attached to wood, brick, tile or marble. Hold 200

soft, absorbent paper towels that will not injure most delicate

skin. They supply one towel at a time. No waste—no tearing—

no wash bills. They save money and provide better service.

A. P. W. PAPER CO., Sole Manufacturer, Albany, N. Y., U.S.A.

44 Please mention ASSOCIATION MT5N when writing to advertisers.
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The NATIONAL BILLIARD MFG. CO.

 
Our Guarantee: Any

tables furnished to a

Y. M. C. A. not found

satisfactory may be'/e-

turned to ui at our

Send for Catalogue, state
bow many tablea are
wanted and we will eub-

of Pool and Billiard Supplies at
Special Prices to Y. M. C. A.'s

Will Make Terms of
Payment to Suit You

20 W. CANAL STREET

CINCINNATI, OHIO

Y. M. C. A.

LETTER BOX SYSTEM

 

In nse In

Boston, Mass.
EvansYllle, Ind.
Qloierevllle, N.
Albany. N. Y.
Butler, Pa.
Booth Bend, Ind.
Blyrla. Ohio
Orange. N. J.

A

following Z. 11. 0. A.'s.

Philadelphia. Pa.
North Branch
Southwest Branch
West Branch

Galeaso
Hyde Park Branch

Sacramento, Calif.
Providence. R. 1.

aketches and estimate* gladly

McLane Mg. Co., Y. H. C. A. Dept., Milord, N. B.

BACK HOME!

Summer play time is about over and

the activities of the coming Fall and

Winter seasons draw near. Your

Summer outing has made it possible

to store up energy to tackle the coming

problems with vigor and enthusiasm,

but you'll need something to keep you

going; something to keep up the

energy. So will your members, young

and old.

Dairy Maid Chocolate

will do it. The big two-ounce cakes of

MILK, PEANUT and VANILLA Choc

olate for sc. give unusual value for the

money. The big ic. bars and the sc. Al

mond bars are most enjoyable. Familiar

with them ? Ask us about them and our

Y. M. C. A. offerings in general.

"The use of DAIRY MAID is healthful

as well as delightful."

Brewster Sons Company

Main Office and Works:

Nassau and Sheffield Sts., Newark, N. J,

 

The Decker Co.

Eat. 1850

62 Cooper Square, New York City

Manufacturers of Billiard and Pocket Tables,

Bowling Alleys, Bagatelle Tables, Shuffle Boards,

etc., of high class.

Proprietors of the new Decker Pateat Combi

nation for Billiard and Pocket Tables.

All Billiard and Bowling Supplies constantly on

hand.

Proprietors of tka DECKER CORDED-EDGE

Billiard Cuakiona.

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing to advertisers. 4G
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GYMNASIUM

OUTFITTERS

 

Gymnastic

Apparatus

Sargent, Swedish, German

Running Tracks, Mats

Everything (or the Gymnasium

Lockers

Standard Steel Lockers

Sanitary, Strong, Secure

Sixteen sizes carried in stock

1883

1915

Playground

Apparatus

For Parks or Public Playgrounds

Made Strong and Safe

Complete Equipments Furnished

Anthropometric

Apparatus

Measuring

Apparatus (or Medical Gymnastics

NARRAGANSETT

MACHINE COMPANY

PROVIDENCE, R. I., U. S. A.

46 Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when writing; to advertisers.



HELPFUL FACTORS

in acquiring spiritual power and

securing large results in service

 

THE LIQUOR PROBLEM Art Leather .50

NORMAN E. RICHARDSON.

This pocket-size text-book marsh nils alt the forces of social, religious and economic facts against the
drink evil. It takes up its baneful effect upon the home, politics, industry, public schools; upon health and

efficiency; upon individual and national life. Splendid for yroup usc*

COMMUNITY WORK cioth .35

FRANK H. T. RITCHIE.

Great progress has been made in economically and effectively applying Association principles to the
uplift of small towns where it is not possible to erect a special building. This book clearly summarizes the
results of close investigation and practical experience in thi* field. A most important handbook for the con
duct of extension work in large cities as well as in the smaller communities.

MEANING OF PRAYER Art Leather .50

HARRY EMERSON FOSDICK.

A stimulating book that throws much light on the fascinating subject of God's attitude toward us and
our needs. The chapter on prayer as dominant desire is peculiarly enlightening, and the sections on com
munion and petition give new viewpoints The comment is remarkably fresh and rich in illustrative material.

Daily readings; each chapter ends with a prayer of a notable Christian.

A LIFE AT ITS BEST Art Leather .50

EDWARDS-CUTLER.

A searching study of Paul, not as a theologian, but as a man of action. The comment is most thought-
provoking, and in the ouestions for discussion full application is made to the personal life and to present
day problems. Though this book appears in the College Voluntary Study series, it is admirably adapted to

all types of Bible study groups.

CHRISTIANITY AND AMUSEMENTS Art Leather .so

RICHARD HENRY EDWARDS.

"In this long awaited first book of its kind primary emphasis is placed on a formative ideal, a construc
tive method and a positive program. All dogmatism is thrown aside and an inductive . method is used
throughout. No such adequate and systematic treatment of Christian principles in relation to amusements

has been attempted hitherto.''—The Survey.

CHRISTIAN EQUIVALENT OF WAR cioth .so

D. WILLARD LYON

"A book of rich suggestiveness of material, and so undogmatic in tone that the mind is driven to the
process of thinking out its own conclusions. It should prove admirably adapted for group work. I can
without hesitation commend it to thoughtful men everywhere. It has the great merit of leading men to
view this most vital subject in the light of the principles of Jesus Christ."—John R. Mott.

RAILROAD ASSOCIATION WORK cioth $1.00

Association work among railroad men is becoming more and more effective, due to the definite methods
of administration and conducting activities which have evolved Through long experience. This concise state
ment of these methods is exceedingly suggestive to the older secretaries as well as to those about to enter

the work.

A COHPl AT1AM DDUCC NEW YORK: 124 East 28th Street

/\&0\J\+lJ\ 1 lUll I M\SL$DD LONDON: 47 Paternoster Row, E. C.



 

Billiards In the Pa. R. R. Y. M. C. A., Bradford, Ohio. Two more tables have recently been installed

Why Cannot a Y. M. C. A.

desiring to get the best results from its billiard

tables and bowling alleys afford to have other

than Brunswick equipment?

Because (and this is important) Brunswick's quality

is superior, prices reasonable, service unexcelled.

Because (and this is more important) Brunswick's

products have a splendid international reputation. This

has been built up partly by continent-wide advertising,

but largely by seventy years' untiring energy given to im

proving billiard and bowling equipment.

Because (and this is most important) an Association

should at least be able to say to the young men : "We have

billiard tables and bowling alleys unsurpassed by any in

the community."

Such a statement carries conviction only when backed

by an equipment made by

The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Company

Billiard and Bowling Headquarters

Branches in principal cities

General Offices: Chicago New York Cincinnati Toronto
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